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HYDRAULIC PRESSE

"LOGAN" Hydraulic forcing presses, of standard

design, are made in sizes of from one to fifty ton

capacity. From one to five tons, press is furnished

for bench mounting or with a sub base. From five

to fifty tons the base is an integral part of the

press frame.

Many special "LOGAN" Hydraulic presses, such

as the 70 ton tie rod press shown below, have been

engineered and built for our customers' special

needs. The wide and varied experience of our

engineers gained over a long period of years is at

your service in solving your press problems. Let

us help you save time, effort, and motion.

LOGANSPORT MACHINE INC.,
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Manufacture of Automobile

Frames Requires Heavy

Equipment

Wanking Press Weighs 275,000 Pounds—Spot-Welder Makes 215

Welds in 21 Seconds.

By Howard Campbell

THE manufacture of the various

members used in the construction

jf an automobile frame is interesting,

sot because of the complexity of the

>perations involved, but because of

:he unusual size of the equipment re

tired for such work. A frame side

member is a long piece of heavy

^t«el, usually 0.187 in. thick and ap

proximately 215 in. long. The latter

figure varies, of course, with the dif

ferent makes and types of cars. A

few inches more or less on the length,

however, is of no consequence insofar

as the general capacity of the manu

facturing equipment and the amount

al power required to operate it is

concerned.

The operations involved in the

of an automobile frame in-

piercing the holes by which the

several sections are riveted together

and the running board and fender arms

are riveted in place, the forming of

the sections to the desired contour

and to the channel shape within is

used to obtain as much strength as

possible, the welding of certain sec

tions and layers of steel in place—

also to give the frame extra strength

—and the assembling of the side and

cross members and running board and

fender support irons.

The production of heavy sheet

metal parts in the punch press is

often so arranged that the punch

press operations of blanking and

forming come first, then the piercing,

if any. In many cases this is the besl

procedure to follow, due to the fact

that if the holes were pierced first,

they would be in danger of being

distorted during the forming opera

tion. In the production of automo

bile frames at the plant of the Edward

W. Budd Manfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

(63)
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however the operations are reversed,

the members being blanked and pierced

first and formed to shape afterward.

The blanking and piercing opera

tions on the frame side members are

performed in the huge press shown in

Fig. 1. This machine is a Toledo

Double Crank Single Action Straight

Sided Press, double-geared, and with

twin drive. It is equipped with a

double die so that the left side mem

bers can be blanked and pierced in

the die at the front of the machine

simultaneous with blanking and pierc

ing of the right side members in an

other die in the rear of the press.

Two men work at the front and two

at the rear.

This press is of unusual size, being

23 ft. 11 in. overall height from the

top of the crown to the bottom of the

bed. It is individually powered by a

60 h.p. motor with push button ci

trol, power being transmitted throu

an air-operated multiple disc frict

clutch and brake. The press opei-a

at a speed of 8 strokes per minute

The shaft in this machine is 11

in diameter. The friction general

by such a heavy shaft would be

factor of no small importance w<

it not for the fact that Timken rol

bearings are used on both the int

mediate shaft and the flywheel; th

the friction is reduced to the mi

mum. The slide is air-counter-b

anced. The equipment on this n

chine includes five box-type Marque

cushions which exert 90 tons pressu

The cushions alone weigh 36,0

pounds, and the complete pr«

weighs 275,000 pounds.

As placed in the machine, the st<

sheet is of the correct size and sha

to make one left a

one right frame si

member. The opei

tion of the pre

blanks out two piec

and at the same tii

pierces 62 holes in t

left blank and

holes in the rig

blank, the holes beii

from 9/32 in. to %

in diameter. The m

chine makes appro:

mately 100 strok

per hour, producing

total of 200 membe

per hour.

In the next oper

tion, illustrated i

Fig. 2, the blanks a

Fie 1—B lankint a
piercing the steel she*
which are later formed i r
automobile frame si
members. This pr<
weighs 275,000 pounds a
has a crankshaft 11 inch

in diameter.



Fig. 2—F ormint the

formed to the required shape. This

operation is also performed on a To

ledo press, one right and one left

side member being formed simul-

aneously. The illustration shows

the operators at the rear of the press

removing one of the members after

i: has been formed. The press is of

the straight side type, with tierod

frame. It is also double geared, with

i«in drive, and has a counterbalanced

side. The press has a 14-in. stroke,

and will operate at a speed of 8

strokes per minute.

After forming, the frame members

are conveyed to the welding depart-

frame Hide member* to
shape. One right and one
left nide member are
formed simultaneously .

ment, where, in or

der to give the frame

added strength, an

extra thickness of

steel is welded to

the bottom face of each member. The

welding operation is performed in

the combined hydraulic press and

spot welding machine shown in Fig.

3. The operation requires four oper

ators; two at the front to place the

frame members and steel strips in

position on the machine, and two at

the rear to remove the members

after the operation has been com

pleted.

In placing the side member in the

machine, it is located on supports

which are designed and arranged to

support it at all points while the

welding operation is in process. The

F'C- 3—Combined hydraulic press and flash welding machine in which auxiliary steel strips are

welded to the frame members to provide added strength. This machine makes
215 welds in 21 seconds.
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Fig. 4—Piercing a side frame member after the auxiliary strip has been welded to it.

auxiliary plate is then placed in posi

tion and power is applied. As the

ram of the press descends, the frame

and plate are gripped and held in

exact alignment under a pressure of

100 tons while the welding operation

is in process.

Pressure on the welding tips is ob

tained by individual hydraulic cylin

ders which are controlled by cam-

operated distributors that open and

close the ports to these cylinders in

synchronism with the operation of

the electric timer. Current is ap

plied through eight 100 k.v.a. trans

formers which are an integral part

of the machine, each transformer en

ergizing one of the eight tips which

are in simultaneous contact with the

frame member. The machine makes

a total of 215 welds in 21 seconds,

the total time for each piece, includ

ing the handling, being from 35 to 38

seconds. Average production on this

operation is 100 pieces per hour.

The welding of th« extra strip on

the side frame member necessitati

an extra piercing operation in ord<

that the required number of hol<

may be provided. This operation

performed in the huge press show

in Fig. 4. The operators are show

removing a frame member afte

piercing.

The manner in which the right an

left frame side members are assem

bled together with the cross member

is illustrated in Fig. 5. The work

bench consists, in this case, of a hug

cast iron plate, supported at the cor

rect height from the floor to affori

convenience in working. Locatinj

blocks into which the side member

are set provide for the accurate spac

ing of the side pieces, and quick-act

ing hand-lever clamps insure agains

any shifting of the members whili

the assembling operation is in proc

ess.

Inasmuch as the rivet holes in botl:

the side and cross members have beei

provided for in the punch press oper
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Fiir. 5—Assembling- the frame side and cross members.

ations, the task here consists in locat

ing the cross members properly, slip

ping the rivets into place, and head

ing the rivets with the aid of the

pneumatic riveting hammers which

are suspended from monorails, by

INGENIOUS MECHANISMS FOR DE

SIGNERS AND INVENTORS—Volume II.

Edited by Franklin D. Jones. 538 pages,

6x9 In.; 303 Illustrations. Published by

The Industrial Press, 140 Lafayette St.,

New York City. Price, $5.00.

This second volume or Ingenious

Mechanisms for Designers and Inventors

Is a companion book to Volume I, which

Is well known to many engineers and

machine designers here and abroad. The

combined volumes form a comprehensive

encyclopedia of mechanical movements.

The 17 chapters or sections In Volume

II deal with the following subjects: Cam

Applications and Special Cam Designs.

Intermittent Motions from Gears and

Cams; Intermittent Motions from

Ratchet Gearing; Intermittent Motions

of Geneva Type: Tripping or Stop;

Mechanisms: Overload; Relief Mechan

ism and Automatic Safeguards; Re

versing Mechanisms of Special Design;

Drives of Crank Type for Recipro

cating Driven Members; Reciprocating

Motions Derived from Cams, Gears,

Levers, and Special Mechanisms; Speed-

changing Mechanisms; Speed Transmis

sions and Over-running Clutches; Self-

centering Pivoted Levers and Sliding

Members; Multiple-lever Mechanisms

means o

strong spring!

at strategi

points over th

bench. T h

springs h o 1

the hammer

up out of th

way while the

are at rest, yt

the hammer

can quickly b

brought i n t

play when the

are needed.

As the frames leave these work

benches they pass on to similar iro

tables where the spring hangers an

running board supports are rivete

on. They are then ready for ship

ment to the automobile factories.

with Dwelling or Idle Periods, and Othe

Special Lever Combinations; Feedlni

Mechanisms and Auxiliary Devices; Feed

ing and Ejecting Mechanisms for Powe

Presses; Miscellaneous Mechanical Move

ments; and Valve Diagrams.

These books will enable any deslgne

or draftsman to acquire an excellen

knowledge of the general subject o

mechanism and every mechanism showi

embodies some idea or principle likel;

to prove useful to designers.

The Eight-Splndle Conomatlc. In thli

16-page booklet the Cone Automatic

Machine Company, Inc., Windsor, Vt.

presents the Cone Elght-Splndle "Cono

matlc" High Production Automatic

Screw Machine. The subjects of rigidity

accuracy, finish, production, accessibility

adaptability, economy and endurana

are discussed In turn, together with thi

features of construction which maki

these eight outstanding advantages pos

slble.

The machine is dissected in the text

each section of the mechanism being 11'

lustrated and described In turn, th<

whole being calculated to give the read'

er an Intimate conception of the feat'

ures, possibilities and limitations of thl!

machine. Copy free upon request.
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DRILLING, BORING

and REAMING

SHAPER FRAMES

amirately

GOULD & EBERHARDT

• A 6 ft. Cincinnati Bickford Super-

Service Radial drills, bores and reams

frames for Gould & Eberhardt Shapers

to limits of ±.001". The job shown

—for a 36" shaper—is 48" x 30" x

48"; material is a 35% semi-steel

casting; time is 8 hours for one frame.

This Cincinnati Bickford Radial is but

one of seven used by this nationally

known shaper manufacturer to speed

production and insure accuracy with

the least possible effort.

Repeat orders from this alert machine

tool builder are evidence of the

superiority of the Super Service Radial.

Let us show you why it lasts longer

and produces faster. Write for latest

catalogs.

(left) A brand new 3' High-Speed,

All-Geared Super Service Radial just

installed in the Gould & Eberhardt

shop.

The Cincinnati Bickford

Tool Company

Oakley, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Method of Polishing Holes ii

75 mm. Recuperator Frames

By A. L. De Leeuw

Consulting Engineer

IN THE January, 1937, issue of

"Modern Machine Shop" I de

scribed a quick method to determine

whether the surface of the bores in

the frame of the recoil mechanism

was a true mirror surface. The

method was interesting on account of

the simplicity and speed with which

these bores could be inspected. The

method of generating these mirror-

like surfaces is interesting, too, be

cause it departed from the well es

tablished method the French were

using and had been using for a num

ber of years.

The French arsenals used the hon

ing method, that is, they did the

polishing with abrasive stones. These

stones were of approximately the

same curvature as the bore to be

polished. They were held in a metal

head and pressed outward by means

of springs. In short, the construc

tion of the honing tools resembled

in all essentials the honing heads now

used for the finishing of automobile

cylinders.

These heads were attached to the

end of a long bar—long, that is, as

compared to the diameter of the

holes, for these holes were 63 in. long

and the largest was only about 2V4

in. in diameter. The bar was at

tached to a cross-head, and this in

turn to a connecting rod that re

ceived its motion from a crank with

sufficient stroke to cause the stones

to rub along the entire length of the

bore. When the crank had made a

complete turn, the bar with the head

would be indexed through a certa

angle. Lubricant was pumped in

the holes and the entire action w

automatic until the hole was almc

of the required size. After this poi

had been reached the operation r.

came very laborious and required t

greatest care and skill.

It would be found at the end of t

automatic part of the operation th

the holes were not entirely rour

The vertical diameter would be

little larger than the horizontal oi

The workman would disconnect t

indexing mechanism and change t

position of the polishing head wh:

the machine was making its strok

back and forward, until the hole w

of the proper shape. Of course,

was extremely difficult to obtain t

correct shape of the hole and at t

same time reach the correct diametf

It should be kept in mind that t

tolerance for the size of these hoi

was .0008 in.

Besides correcting the holes, t

workman was supposed to do soro

thing else, equally laborious. He w

supposed to make the ends of t

holes of a slightly larger diamett

The length of the enlarged part

the bore was only about two inchi

It would have been simple enough

do this if the machine had been c

pable of making a short stroke

the beginning and the end of the ho

but this was not the case. The rr

chines had no provision for shifti

the crank pins, but even if they hj>

this would not have helped. It woi:
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PJcecidJon

and "Modern Products" Get the Call!

Sstsd—the key not* of ft modern age! R.P.M.'s
■teased up to unbelievable fig-urea . . . and

^wrings must meet entirely new service re-
".B! remenu. Bearings nied today »re neces

sity made of finer materials and to more
•letting standards than ever before and pro-

diction needs call for the beat in machinery*
t*«U and repair parts.

At the present time, when screw machine re

pair parts or tools are needed, close to 100%
of the bearing; manufacturers specify MODERN
PRODUCTS. Accuracy . . . efficient opera

tion . . . Ions; life . . . economy are the
reasons why, in the manufacture of bearings

or any other product, MODERN PRODUCTS
are first choice with over 1800 customers.

MODERN FINGER HOLDERS

Equlizinf members are incorporated In each MODERN FINGER
HOLDER to that the finger automatically taken an equal ahare of

load. Requires no care or attention and is practically in-
••troctihle. Assures a more powerful crip and increases the life

'' tae Inters a full 100%. Your machine will chock op the work
>t lent U% easier with this type holder. It la made of the best
"«l obtainable, treated for durability and machined to accuracy

permits interchanging at all times.

THE NEWEST AND MOST COMPLETE CATALOG

■ ... on screw machine parts and tools is oar Catalog; 33.

Write for it today!

MODERN COLLET & MACHINE COMPANY

*)l SALLIOTTE ST. ECORSE, MICH.
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then have been possible to get a short

stroke, but this stroke would have

been in the middle of the length of

travel while the requirements of the

case called for a short stroke at each

end. The workman had to provide

the motive power as well as the con

trol for this part of the operation.

We had complete information as to

the way the French constructed the

recoil mechanism, and could have fol

lowed their methods, but I felt that

it would be impossible to train men

to do such delicate work in the short

time available. Besides, it took an

average of 36 hours for one hole, and,

at the rate we were supposed to con

struct these machines, we would have

needed 90 polishing machines of the

French type, even if the work were

going on 24 hours a day.

One of the arsenals was also en

gaged in the work of producing these

recoil mechanisms. They followed the

French method with some variations.

The polishing machines were fur

nished by an American machine tool

manufacturer. They looked more like

machines than the home-made French

product, but had the same essential

features. They used abrasive stones

that could be indexed, and had one

additional feature that caused an ad

ditional trouble. The bar that car

ried the polishing head was guided

in a jig eye close to the entrance of

the hole. The result of this construc

tion was that the axis of the hole

was slightly bent and had to be cor

rected. We can gather that this jig

eye was made a feature of the ma

chine on the general principle that

jig eyes are good things, but a little

thought should have shown the orig

inator of this idea that the thing was

very much out of place in this case.

At the beginning of the operation,

there was just enough overhang of

polishing head and bar to allow it to

start into the hole. This overhang

beyond the jig eye caused the bar tc

bend a very small amount. However

when the polishing head was at tht

other end of the bore, the overhang

and the consequent bending was much

more, so that the head had the ten

dency to follow a curved path. Ir

addition, this changing leverage oi

the weight of the polishing head die

something else.

It was mentioned that the holes

would be of oval shape if the French

method were followed. This vva>

caused by the fact that the polishing

head was indexed. When the head

was in the position where one stone

was at the top and the other one at

the bottom, there was a slight differ

ence in the pressures at the top and

the bottom due to the fact that ir

the one case the pressure of the

springs against the stones was hin

dered, and in the other case was

helped, by the weight of the head and

the bar. However, when the stones

were at right angles to that position

something else had to be considered.

The weight of head and bar caused

the stones to wedge in the hole. More

material would be removed per stroke

than in the vertical position and the

head would drop, which caused the

cross section of the hole to be oval.

It is true that the amount of varia

tion from the true circle was not

great, but with a total tolerance as

small as was the case here, even the

smallest possible amount had to be

considered. In any case, the fact that

the hole had to be corrected for

roundness when the French method

was followed shows that this varying

action of the head in its different po

sitions was of practical importance.

If we now examine what the result

must be of the method followed by

the American arsenal, we find that

the holes must be oval, that the shape

of the oval—its eccentricity—is not

the same at the beginning and the
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lid of the hole, and that the axis of

jje tele is bent downward from be-

toMing to end.

Uta importance of these factors was

>^ied before we started the opera-

r* and even before we started the

of the machines that were em-

for this work.

In these machines the polishing

had no other movement than

Serward and backward. The work-

itself was indexed at the end of

* complete stroke. As a result, the

■•(Bob of the tools was the same on

MMf part of the bore. There was no

-more tendency to wedge the tool into

the bore at one point than at another.

There -was no jig eye, and so the sag

of the head was the same along the

-entire length of the hole. Finally,

the machine was so constructed that

a short stroke could be had at any

point of that length. At first it was

decided to use the same kind of pol

ishing head as the French used, but

even before the operations were

started, this idea was abandoned. It

was decided to use the lapping method

instead of boning.

The tool used for that purpose was

a thin cast iron cylindrical shell.

This shell was sawed in at both ends,

*ix saw slots being provided at each

*ad, extending two-thirds of the

length of the tool and placed so that

*be slots at one end came between

of the other end. This shell

mounted on an expanding arbor

that a fractional turn of a nut

adjust the diameter to corre-

to the gradually increasing

' the hole and also make up

wear of the tool itself,

t Forty-five degree shallow helical

*rooves were milled around the shell.

There were two such helices, one

•"ight and one left hand. At the in

tersection of these grooves, holes

*ere drilled through the shell and

*We were holes and grooves in the

arbor so that lubricant introduced in

to this arbor would flow out through

the small holes at the intersections

of the grooves. The head was fas

tened to a hollow bar and this bar,

in its turn, was connected to the

driving mechanism.

The driving mechanism consisted

of a screw with large lead, 3% in.,

directly connected to the driving mo

tor. The motor was of relatively low

speed and was reversible. The con

trol of the motor allowed for a re

versal in a fraction of a single revo

lution, so that a stroke of as little as

two inches was readily obtainable.

Dogs placed along the path of the

bar took care of the reversal and by

placing them at the proper points a

short stroke could be had anywhere

along the length of the hole. These

same dogs also took care of the trip

ping of the indexing mechanism. The

machine was quite simple and took

Up a minimum of space. A pump

provided an ample stream of lubri

cant charged with a fine abrasive.

The machine required no particular

skill to operate. The nut of the ex

panding arbor had to be adjusted

from time to time until the proper

diameter was obtained. The stroke

was then shortened for one end of the

hole and later for the other end. A

few of these short strokes were re

quired for the desired amount of bell-

mouthing. The total time required

for one hole was from two and one-

half to three hours. The amount oi

metal removed was from 0.0025 to

0.003 inch. All holes showed an ac

curacy far greater than what was de

manded. They all came to within

0.00025 in., whereas the tolerance wa?

0.0008 in.

When these holes were finished bj

this method it was found that ont

requirement was not met. The sur

face was dull, though very smooth

(Continued on faff .to )
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Warner and Swaseys, our ground Collets insure the full

buill into the machine.

d Warner and Swaseys we can furnish Collet assemblies and

ons which will compensate for wear and deliver new ma-

dine accuracy regardless of machine age.

note how our Collets are ground at the face and diameter of heel.

Toper and bore of round Collets are ground at the same setting

a patented process. Bushings are made with the same exacting

"wfananship.

Ail linal grinding operations come after hardening, to elimi-

S?j» any possible distortion from the hardening process.

RNER & SWASEY

Turret Lathes

Cleveland

atheA,
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General Instructions for Sharp

ening Milling Cutters

By John Elfrinc

Chief Tool Designer, Cincinnati Milling Machine Company

THE following data was compiled

for the guidance of the operators

in the cutter maintenance department

of the Cincinnati Milling Machine

Company, and was later issued in

folder form for the use of the sales

engineers. So many requests have

been received for copies of these in

structions that the information is re

leased here for the use of industry in

general. The data is of a general

nature, applicable to any cutter

sharpening problem.

* * *

Any cutting tool should have the

smallest possible clearance angles (in

dicated at A and B in the drawing),

and still not have any portion of the

tool behind the cutting edge drag on

the finished surface. This condition

assures the maximum support for the

cutting edge and leaves more metal

for the dissipation of heat. The

proper clearance angles of a milling

cutter depend upon the speed, feed,

depth of cut, hardness of the material,

and rigidity of the work-piece and

set-up.

New cutters received from the tool

manufacturers are usually ground

with about 5 deg. clearance on the

periphery of the teeth, and from 2

deg. to 5 deg. on the end or sides of

the teeth. These clearance angles are

suitable for general purpose cutters.

However, best results can be obtained

only by varying the clearance to suit

the conditions described in the pre

ceding paragraph.

Knowing the material from which

the work-piece is made, a good ge

eral rule for the primary clearan

on the periphery of the teeth is 3 de

for steel, 7 deg. for cast iron, and

deg. for aluminum and brass. T

harder the material, the smaller t

clearance angle should be. The se

ondary clearance should be about

deg. more than the primary. To i

termine the proper clearance by tri;

start with the angles mentioned,

at each grind decrease the angle

1 deg. until the heel of the prima

land drags. Then increase the anj

1 deg. to obtain the most efficient ci

ting conditions.

The width of primary land back

the cutting edge, indicated at D

the drawing, should not exceed 1/

in. for light cuts, or 1/16 in. for hea

cuts. The primary clearance can

checked with a protractor or dial I

dicator. A good rule to keep in mi

is that for a 1/16 in. of land, 1 dt

of clearance is equal to 0.001 in.

the dial indicator. The diameter

the cutter has no effect on this mei

urement.

A milling cutter with more prima

clearance than is necessary will ha

a tendency to chatter, causing 1

cutting edge to break down, and c<

sequently increasing the number

sharpenings necessary to keep I

cutting edge in proper condition. 1

same thing is true, to a lesser exte

of too much secondary clearan

Chatter is the cause of most poor f

ishes on milled surfaces.

A poorly sharpened cutter increai
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the cost of milling in several ways.

First, the cost of sharpening is in

creased, because the cutter must be

sent to the tool maintenance man for

re-grinding more often than would

CLEARANCE ON NEW CUTTER

RAKE Oft UNDERCUT ANGLE

TO PRODUCE A FINE

FINISH SIDE OB END
TEETH SKXJLD BE

DUE TQ REPEATED GRiNO-

INGS THE WIDTH Of LAND

IS INOPEASED CAUSING IN-

TERFERENGE AT C

SlIGhtlv HOllOW GROUND
SECONDARY CLEARANCE

SHOULD BE GROUND A + 3*

AS SHOWN BY OCT TED LJNE

PROPER CLEARANCE ANGLES MUST BE DETERMINED BY TRIAL

THE FOLLOWING TABLE WILL SERVE AS A GOOD GENERAL RULE

ALLOY STEEL 3" ALUMINUM 10*

A MILD STEEL 5' BRASS IO-

CAST IRON 7-

B
APROXIMATELY 3Cf ON A NEW CUTTER SO PRIMARY LAND WILL NOT INCREASE

TOO RAPIDLY WHEN SHARPENING

S'EEl. 15'

C CAST 1 RON S TO IO-

GENERAL USE 10*

D
'32 TO

CUTTER NO A B C D CUTTER NO A B C D wsss

GRINDING SOLID CUTTERS.

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACH.

otherwise be necessary. Second, the

life of the cutter is shorter, since the

useful life is directly proportional to

the number of grinds necessary to

keep the cutter sharp and in good

condition. Third, time is wasted in

replacing a dull cutter with a sharp

one. Last, there will probably be a

greater proportion of inferior milled

surfaces rejected by the inspection

department.

J

Cutters or gangs used for a par-tie*

ular work-piece or family of parts

can be ground to the exact clearance

angle for the most efficient cutting

by trial and error, as described in tht

preceding para

graphs. For ex

ample, a thread

milling cuttei

used on steel

and run at I

relatively slow

feed rate, shoulc

be ground witfc

very little clear

ance. Saws anc

slotting cutters

are in somewhat

the same class.

General pur

pose cutte r a

should be ground

for the kind oi

material on which

the cutter is to

be used, adhering

to established

standard clear-

ance angles from

different types of

cutters such as

face mills, spira'

mills, end mills

thread milling

cutters and sc

on. Relativelj

small diametei

cutters can bi

given a smallei

clearance a n g ] .

as the feed is usually reduced in pro

portion to the size of the cutter.

The method used in the C. M. M

Company's shop to assure the correc

clearance angles on the cutter i-

shown in the two sketches. Notici

that angles A, B, and C, and land D

are definitely specified for genera

purpose cutters. If the cutter is to b<

used for one particular job, it is num

bered and listed in the space provided

CO
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along with exact figures for A, B, and

D, as determined by trial and error.

In this manner the personal judgment

of the cutter grinder operator is

eliminated, assuring a uniform qual

ity of finish and the most efficient

cutting conditions. Whenever an en

try is made on the shop print of the

drawing, the tool design department

is notified and they also make the

same entry on the master drawing.

Thus the shop efficiency is raised,

and at the same time a valuable writ

ten record is available for future use.

Polishing Holes in 75 mm.

Recuperator Frames

(Continued from fag» 73)

The mirror finish was lacking. In

order to obtain this finish, the lapping

Head was removed and the old honing

head substituted. However, the orig

inal abrasive stones were not used.

Instead, pieces of water-of-Ayre stone

were used. These stones produced

the desired finish in half an hour or

less, and, although they changed the

nature of the surface, they did not re

move an amount of metal that could

be measured with the instruments at

hand. The total time from floor to

floor for one hole was from three to

three and a half hours, and this time

was so much better than the best

that could be obtained by the French

method that no night work was re

quired, though only twelve of these

machines were built.

More than sixteen hundred holes

were treated this way, without a

single failure.

New Lightweight Freight

Cars Pass Grueling Tests

IN THE new all-welded, low-alloy

steel box cars built by the Pull

man-Standard Car Manufacturing

Company, designers have obtained

just about the ultimate in lightweigl

construction.

To prove that the saving in weig]

of 10,000 to 13,000 pounds per car

obtained at no sacrifice in safety, 01

of the new cars was subjected to

series of severe tests under the au

pices of the Association of Americs

Railroads. A standard car and ne

car were each loaded with sand b:u

to rated capacity, after which tf

standard car was rolled into the ligh

weight car at various increasin

speeds. In order to study just whi

happened at impact, slow-motio

pictures were taken of each tes

Through increased loadings, the strut

ture was tested to its full limit.

Results of the test showed th

ability of the new cars to stand u

until 220 per cent of the calculate

maximum safe load had been appliec

thus proving once again that th

greater pay-load capacity of the ne\

lightweight freight cars has not bee:

obtained at the expense of safety.

Abrasive Grinding Wheel Data Bool

Abrasive Company, Division of Slmond

Saw & Steel Company, Tacony Sc Fra

ley sts.. Philadelphia, Pa., Is now is

suing a 112-page book In which a wealtl

of grinding wheel data Is contained

Such subjects as the modern grinding

wheel, types of cutting particles, type

of bonding mediums, tool and cutte

grinding, internal grinding, snaggln

wheels, knife grinding, abrasive polish

ing grains, and grinding wheel dresser

are discussed in an interesting manner

The book explains how the use o

modern grinding wheels has been ex

tended from grinding comparatively fev

met. lis to practically all metals as wel

as non-metallic materials of endles.1

variety. Grinding wheels of different

types of abrasives have been developec

to efficiently grind this wide range o:

materials. In general, Borolon is usee

for grinding steel, steel alloys, annealec

malleables and similar materials of hlgl

tensile strength, and Electrolon Is usee

for grinding materials of low tensllt

strength, such as cast Iron, unannealed

malleables. brass, bronze, aluminum

tungsten carbides, stone glass, porcelain

synthetic resins, horn, pearl, rubber, and

so on. Copy free upon request.
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IPEED,precision,flexibilityand smoothactionarecombinedin themodernCenterlessGrinder.With
Sunocoyoucanutilizeallthesead

vantagesandtherebyobtainmaxi
mumproductionatlowestcostbe-
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finishes
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sivewheel
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40partsWater

Operation:GrindingPiston
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Machine:No.2Cincinnati
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Material:HardenedSteel Production:28perminute
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40partsWater
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Hydraulic Power and Its

Applications to Modern

Industry, IV

Hydraulic Accumulators and Intensifiers—Modern Hydraulu

Pumping Equipment—Hydraulic Control of Machine Tools

By Walter L. Tann,

Hydraulic Engineer. Farrel-Birmingham Company. Ansonia, Conn.

HAVING scanned the field of press

construction and application let

us consider the methods by which

hydraulic power may be produced. To

go back to the fundamental hydraulic

press, we find that such presses are

Pie. 22—Photograph of a radial piston pomp
responding to the drawing shown in Fig. 23.

usually installed in batteries or

groups when used on regular pro

duction. Particularly in the indus

tries working on plastic materials,

the hydraulic accumulator is the log

ical means of supplying high pres

sure water.

An accumulator in its simplest

form consists essentially of a verti

cal hydraulic cylinder, containing

ram or plunger. To the top of th|

ram or plunger is attached a suitabl

structure from which can be sus

pended weight of some nature. Thi

weight may consist of cast iro\

blocks or segments cast in reg

ular shape, or scrap iron, scraj

steel, punchings, sand, or soim

other weighty material con

tained in a cylindrical container

No matter what the form s<

long as it will contain sufficien

weight.

The hydraulic cylinder ha

two orifices or openings, on<

from the pump, the other to th<

press or other hydraulic unil

which it is to supply. The pumj

supplying the accumulator is

usually of the motor-driven tri

plex type and is controlled bj
cor' the rise or fall of the aecumu

lator ram to which is attachec

the weights or weight tank. With the

i am down, the circuit is closed by th«

limit switch which starts the pump

causing the ram to rise.

As the cylinder fills, the ram ap<

proaches the top limit of its travel

and opens the pump circuit by means

of another limit switch, thus shutting

off the pump. The water in the cylin
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der is then acted upon by the

weights, through the ram, producing

a pressure or head on the water,

which is withdrawn from the accumu

lator by the use of the presses. As

the water is withdrawn, the weighted

ram descends in ratio to the displace-

ment of the

presses in opera-

tion, and the

pump again

starts, repeating

the cycle. Again

we see the appli

cation of Pascal's

law in the pro-

Fie. 23—Drawing of
the Radial-Type Pis
ton Pomp shown in

Fie. 22.

duction of hy

draulic pressure

by the weights

acting on the ac

cumulator ram of

a certain area.

Thus it is pos

sible to serve a

number of hy

draulic presses

from one accumulator, assuring an

even supply of high pressure water.

Engineering judgment must, of course,

be used in the determination of the

average and maximum water demands

on the accumulator and the proper

size of pump and accumulator. These

can only be determined after a care

ful study of the operating cycles of

the presses composing the group to

be served.

The weighted type of accumulator

described in the foregoing is the one

in most common use, but the air-

loaded type is sometimes used when

lighter weight is necessary, such a

when located on upper floors of fac

tory buildings. It also has the ad

ditional advantage of being able t

operate in a horizontal position

The principle is the same as in th

weighted type, except that air-pres

sure acts on a piston rigidly con

nected to the accumulator ram. Th

required air pressure is supplied b

a motor driven compressor deliver

ing air at 175 or 200 lbs. per sq. in

but if other air supply is availabl<

the accumulator compressor may b

dispensed with. The only air actuall

required during operation is to re

place that lost by leakage.

Due to adiabatic expansion of th

air, the air pressure will vary fo
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is displacements of the ram, so

at true uniformity of pressure can-
• be obtained from the hydro-pneu

matic accumulator, but for most ap-

!:cations the variation is of no con-

quence. An air expansion tank

nnected to the air cylinder will com-

ensate for a reasonable degree of

nil expansion-pressure loss.

Another method of producing' high

ydraulic pressure is by means of the

v.ensifier, which consists of two op-

=ed hydraulic cylinders of different

"imeters with a plunger of two diam

eters working in them. Low pressure

t is admitted first to the large

ylinder and is then intensified in the

smaller diameter cylinder to the re

quired high pressure. Again the

fundamental law of Pascal's is at

work. A variation of this hydraulic

intensifier is the steam-hydraulic in-

tensifier described in connection with

forging presses.

Modern Hydraulic Pumping

Equipment

For successful operation of the

high production presses used in

metal-forming work, the self-con

tained pumping unit is essential;

without the modern pump and its Con-

Fig-. 24—View of the
Radio City Music Hall
stare showing the
stare elevators low
ered at various levels
below the stage floor.

t r o 1 the high

speed press would

not be a reality.

At the present

time there are

three types of

pumps available

to press design

ers, each of which

is best suited to

certain definite

duty and pressures. First, is the

gear pump; second, the vane type

pump; third, the rotary radial pis

ton pump.

As this last type, with its infinitely

variable and reversible discharge, has

made the high pressure high speed

press possible, we will devote a lit

tle time to an examination of its op

eration. There are some four or

five makes, all fundamentally the

same, but varying in construction de

tails.

In general, a pump of this type

consists of a cylinder body fitted with

radial plungers. The cylinder body is

free to rotate—carrying the plunger

with it—within the floating ring,

which is capable of moving from

right to left and vice versa. The dis

tance that the floating ring is off the

center of rotation of the cylinder

body is called the "stroke" of the

pump. If it is on the same center,

the pump is on "neutral" and results

in a minimum discharge of oil.

Increasing the "stroke", that is, in

creasing the distance from the center

of the cylinder body to the center of

the floating ring, increases the volu

metric discharge of the pump. Shift
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ing the floating ring past the center

of the cylinder body to the other side

of the vertical center line reverses

the suction and discharge.

Thus we see that variable rate of

discharge can be obtained from a

constant speed motor drive and with

proper inbuilt control on the pump,

Fig. 25—Some of the hydraulic equipment which operates

the orchestra elevator in Radio City Music Hall. Note
the cylinder and rams, also the equalizing* mechanism

and control valves.

pressure regulation can be obtained

entirely automatically, from zero to

maximum, with a constant speed of

the prime mover.

The rotary radial piston pump is,

of course, an ideal hydraulic power

unit and as applied to hydraulic

presses, is usually equipped with a

type of regulator that permits of dis

charge from one flange on one side

of the pump only, giving a maximui

pressure limitation from that sid<

The pressure range can be easil

changed by the manual operation o

the regulator handwheel, or a pilot

operated stroke-regulator can be era

ployed.

The use of rotary radial pisto

pumps on hydraulic presse

is comparatively recent, bu

rotary variable stroke pisto

pumps have been used sine

about 1906, chiefly on mili

tary and naval equipment

Its use in these connection

was in conjunction with

hydraulic motor, built mud

the same as the pump excep

that the stroke of the moto

is fixed at a maximum whiL

the stroke of the pump i

variable. The combination o

pump and motor forming :

hydraulic transmission is i

standard unit in our Navy oi

boat and airplane cranes

windlasses and boat winches

Practically every nava

vessel built within the lasl

15 years, as well as scores

of merchantmen, use the ro

tary piston pump for thJ

operation of the steering

gear. When the wheel is

turned in the wheel house

its position is transmitted by

telemotor or by Selsyn trans

mitter to a floating lever oi

Selsyn receiver, which oper-

ates to put a reversible dis-

radial piston or stroke irl

the direction subject to the direction

the wheel was turned. Oil is drawn

from one cylinder of the hydraulic

steering gear and discharged to the

other, thus causing displacement of

the rams. This ram movement is

transferred from the rams to the

rudder stock and the rudder is turned

There are some intermediate safety

charge
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Fin. 26—View of the hydraulic valvei for the
stare elevators at Radio City Music Hall. Each
pair of rams on which a stage section is sup
ported is governed by main inlet and discharge
valves. The four solenoids which control the
inlet and discharge sides are seen at the top
front. In the lower left is the Selsyn follow
motor which responds to the speed setting on
the stage control panel and regulates the port
opening. In the rear are Selsyns which oper
ate the auxiliary valves and do the automatic

inching for precise leveling.

devices, but substantially the working

of a hydraulic steering gear is as

described.

The use and application of these

variable stroke pumps and transmis

sions in general industry is growing

constantly and they fill a long vacant

place in the hydraulic designer's field.

Turning now for a moment from

the strictly industrial phase of hy

draulics we find that the entire stage

and also the orchestra pit in Radio

City Music Hall, New York, are

movable by means of a mechanism in

which the plunger and cylinder prin

ciple is utilized. There we find an

orchestra elevator 70 feet long by 16

feet wide, and three stage elevators

of the same general dimensions. The

travel of the orchestra lift is about

30 feet and that of the stage 1

42 feet.

This installation is of the

pressure" type, using 20-in. dia

plungers and 250 lbs. per sq. in.

ing pressure. Each elevator <

has two plungers, with an aut<

mechanical equalizer to cause tl

plungers to always travel a

same rate. Pressure is provid

two centrifugal pumps w o r

through an air-loaded accum

system.

Control of the elevator syst

effected by Selsyn transmitter

receivers, operating the pile

trolled main operating valves,

interesting feature of the insta

is that it is possible to spot tl

of the elevators within '/» ir

their 40 feet of travel. The

Fig. 27—The leveling control for th
lifts. When the stage elevating open
initiated at the stage control board, v
shown in figure 28, a small motor roti
sprocket wheel at the left and a Selsyi
mitter is connected to it. The center HI
is meanwhile advanced along the square
shaft until it occupies a position corresi
to the desired level of the stage sectic
Selsyn motor or "follow" on the contrt
has meanwhile registered the preset 1
or indication. When the stage section is
up or down, the right sprockets move
transmitting motion to the central rig
tact wheel. When this wheel strikes thi
location of the central left wheel, the
lie valves are actuated and stop the e
Inching valves are automatically Drouj
play to obtain the precise level. In fac
inching valves are always in circuit i

stage "breathes."
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these'Case Histories'on OIL !

For Industrialists who want better Plant Earnings

Put this Knowledge. . .part

ofSocony-Vacuum Lubri

cation Service ...to work.

THE BACKGROUND of the

world's greatest lubrica

tion knowledge is written by

500,000 plant men ; 2 S ,000 new

chapters every year; labora

tory study and field work. It

has taken 71 years to gather,

correlate and file the tremen

dous lubrication knowledge

Socony-Vacuum offers indus

trial men.

The scientific and practical

information it contains is

worth literally millions of dol

lars to American industry, for

it points the way to decreased

power consumption, lowered

maintenance expense, im

proved production methods,

smaller annual oil bills.

It will pay you to take ad

vantage of this knowledge and

experience; to talk with the

Socony-Vacuum Representa

tive when he calls at yourplant.

Socony-Vacuum

INDUSTRIAL LUBRICATION

SAVES

MONEY

FOR

INDUSTRY

Read what 71 Years' Lubricating Hxpcrience...the Greatest in the

Oil Business.. .can do forYou. See Next Page.
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80%
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74%

of the 50 leading Pulp

and Paper Manufacturers.

of the country's leading

Machinery Builders.

£L£LC7 of the leading Iron and

OO/C Steel Fabricators.

£L^C7 of the leading Iron Mines,

O^/C Smelters & Rolling Mills.

of the leading Automobile S(~\Cf of the Steam Turbines

and Truck Manufacturers. rated 5

of the leading Automotive

Accessory Manufacturers.

of the leading Tire and

Rubber Manufacturers.

50%

100

i 5000 KWand over.

of America's Reciprocat-

0 ing Steam Engines.

Leading Railroads.

65%

of the World's Diesel -

0 Driven Ships.

Send for the socony-vacuum man. Ser

vices of trained Socony'Vacuum Engineers

are available at all times in helping your

men to solve lubrication problems.

Jocony-Vacuum Oil Co.

INCORPORATED

IDARD Oil OF NIW YORK ClVlSION WHlTI MAR DIVISION - IUMITE DIVISION - WHITf EAGLE DIVISION
MAMS OIL COMPANY - MAGNOLIA PEIROLEUM COMPANY ■ GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION O' CALIFORNIA
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OPENING 2" HOLES IN A TANK for

installing pipe lines with the J^-Inch

Junior Drill and a Black & Decker Hole

Saw. The ^-Inch Junior handles count

less drilling jobs in wood, metal, com

position, etc. With Black & Decker

Hole Saws, it cuts clean, round holes

from J^" to 3J^" diameter in any

material a hacksaw will cut. A quality

drill priced at ONLY $35.00.

DRILLING TO REM OVE

BROKEN BOLT with the

Black & Decker ££-Inch

Junior Drill—one of the

hundreds of drilling opera

tions in wood, metal and

composition on which i t

cuts maintenance costs and

speeds repairs. The J^-Inch

Junior is husky and power

ful—built for years of serv

ice. Yet this fine tool

costs ONLY $19.95.

V/HECK over your maintenance jobs during the past six months. See how many in

cluded slow, costly work with hand tools which could have been done quicker and

better with Black & Decker Junior Drills. Then ask your Jobber for a demonstration

or write for catalog. The Black & Decker Mfg. Co., 720 Penna. Ave., Towson, Md.

World's Largest Manufacturer of

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS
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self-levelling. Also interesting is the

fact that one edge of the 70-foot

platform will level within 1/32 in.

of the opposite end, 70 feet away.

Although the rotary radial piston

pump with its wide pressure and de

livery variation is used extensively

on industrial hydraulic applications, it

is by no means used exclusively.

There are several types of rotary

pumps of the balanced vane and gear

types that are used satisfactorily for

constant pressure discharge work.

Rotary vane pumps are built in the

double stage type that are capable of

discharge pressures up to two thou

sand pounds per square inch.

Pumps of this general type are

much less expensive than the radial

piston pumps, and are highly efficient.

Many small presses are equipped

with pumps of this type, operating at

pressure of 1,000 lbs. per sq. in. if

of the single-stage type or at 2,000

pounds if double-stage.

Hydraulic Control of Machine Toot

The chief application of pumps <

these types, however, has been in tl

machine tool field. Tremendous fo

ward strides in this field have be/

made within the last few years ai

the design improvement in pumps h

been responsible. Given a reliabl

compact pump of known character!

tics, the hydraulic designers hai

evolved control systems that mal

possible the achievement of a smooj

ness of feed and speed control heJ

tofore unavailable in gear-operatJ

feeds and speeds.

Let us examine briefly the hydrau

operating equipment on several f

cently developed machine tools,

an example of a variable hydra

feed we will take a recent design

a surface grinding machine with

ble traverse, cross feed for the whjL

head, and wheel truing all controlL.

hydraulically. A gear-type oil pun

TITAN STUD SETTER

CONTROLLED DRIVE Assures

Perfect Setting

The Titan Stud Setter has a safety clntch which con

trols driving power.

The Titan is positive in driving and automatic in

releasing, thus making it possible to set the studs to

any predetermined degree of tightness.

When the studs are driven to the specified tightness,

the drive is automatically released and the tool may

be removed without fear of mutilating or distorting

the threads.

The great capacity, speed range, utility, and safety

of this production tool make the Titan Stud Setter

a profit-earning tool wherever it is used.

Write today for the new illustrated circular.

TITAN TOOL COMPANY

FAIRVIEW PENNA.



A BATTERY OF VERTICAL TURRET LATHES IS USED CONSTANTLY

IN THE TOOL ROOM OF THE BULLARD COMPANY, FOR FAST ACCU

RATE MACHINING OF ODD JOB WORK SUCH AS JIGS. FIXTURES.

ETC. EASE OF CHANGE-OVER FROM JOB TO JOB, EXTREME RIGIDITY.

MACHINING TO DECIMAL LIMITS, AND FULLEST USE OF MODERN

CUTTING TOOLS MINIMIZES IDLE TIME AND INCREASES RESULTANT

SAVINGS —
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Fig. 28—This view shows th
control board on the stage tha
governs the movements of th
elevators, the revolving stag
and the graceful contour cur
tain. At the extreme uppe
right are seen the three heigh
indicators which indicate thi

height of the stage lifts in fee
and eighth-inches. Next belov

are the preset dials for eacl
section. These dials are used t
operate the Selsyns on the valve
in the pit. Next below are th
speed indicators which regulat
the openings in the ports oj
the hydraulic valves. Thesi
speed indicators may all thre*
be interlocked or may be oper
ated individually. At the left I
the control for the famous con
tour curtain. This control is no
operated hydraulically. but bj
thirteen individual two norm
power motors driving thirteei
hoist cables attached to the hot
torn of the curtain. The whirl
buttons on the control board in
dicate the position of the limi
switches which govern the trave
of each separate hoist motor. A
gang button will operate th<
thirteen motors simultaneously
or they may be operated indi

vidually.

is used for the generation of hy

draulic pressure, driven by an elec

tric motor.

This hydraulic power unit is so

mounted on vibration isolating blocks

that any detrimental virbration is

kept from the grinder, which is, of

course, highly important on tools of

this class. Within the base of the

grinder base casting is the hydraulic

oil supply tank. The oil used as the

hydraulic medium is pumped to the

master operating valve and then dis

tributed to the wheel head and table

operating cylinders. Pressure lubri

cation of the work table is effected

by a valve in the hydraulic system.

At each automatic reversal of the

work table, an automatic hydraulic

feed moves the wheel head from 1/32

to % in., depending on the desired

feed adjustment. Table travel speed

is at a rate up to 100 ft. per min.

and is adjustable at the will of the

set-up man or operator. Rapid trav

erse is also accomplished hydraulically

at a wheel head speed of 20 ft. pei

min. A slow continuous feed is used

for wheel truing.

The grinder feed system just de

scribed is comparatively simple but

illustrates the method used in the

substitution of hydraulic feed for the

older and less flexible mechanical

feed. On larger machine tools for

heavy duty, the hydraulic feeds are

necessarily more rugged and compli

cated.

On a recent design of planer, both

the table and crossfeed are operated

hydraulically. Constant pressure and

constant delivery are maintained in

the hydraulic system, with resulting

constant feed-pressure and cutting

speed throughout the power stroke.

The power stroke cutting speed and

the reversal or traverse speed are in

dependent of each other.
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RICHARDSON GEAR SERVICE

Richardson gear specialists

will be glad to assist in the

derelopment of your gear bus

iness through standardization

on INSUROK. This service is

yours for the asking.

INSUROK

SILENT GEARS

» PROFIT

MAKER for

GEAR CUTTERS

Z^JEAR cutters find in INSUROK a depend-

able, profitable business builder because

gears made from this superior laminated

phenolic plastic give the greatest value per

dollar invested. They are unvarying in

quality, sound, dense, wear -and -friction -re

sisting, readily machined to accu*

rate dimensions. INSUROK gear

blanks in all sizes are immediately

available. Get all the facts. You,

too, may enjoy extra profits from

INSUROK gears.

CHARDSON COMPANY

tk, (Chicago) III. Founded 1BS8 LockIand. (Cincinnati) Ohio
unswick, N. J. Indianapolis, Ind.
Detroit Office: 4-2S2 O. M. Building. Phone Madtton 9386
New York Office: "5 Wnt Street, Phone Whitehall 4-4487
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A rotary radial piston pump, motor

driven, supplies oil to the table and

cross-feed cylinders at a pressure of

1100 lbs. per sq. in. The pump con

tains a built-in constant pressure

valve with external adjustments pro

viding for accurate setting of cutting

and return speeds. This valve, auto

matically controlled by the maximum

pressure built up in the hydraulic sys

tem, builds up an additional resis

tance in the return line during the

cutting stroke of the table that acts

as a "cushion" and prevents "surg

ing" of the table during spaced or

intermittent cuts.

The actual control of the planer is

incorporated in an operating valve

containing inching and reversing

valves. Adjustable table dogs oper

ate a pilot valve, actuating in turn

the reversing valve. The cross-feed

is operated from the same hydraulic

circuit and of course at the same

hydraulic pressure of 1100 lbs. per

sq. in. The dross-feed cylinder

erates an overrunning clutch, r<

ing a vertical shaft in one dire<

only. The amount of feed per 1

work-stroke is controlled by a

crometer adjustment which is a

of the work-table piston.

The same general application oi

draulic feed and speed control is

found on production milling mach

broaching machines, metal s

cylindrical grinders and various <

types of machine tools. Com

hydraulic control has recently

applied to a gear-grinder with

table, wheel-spindle ram, inde

automatic knock-oif and even ar

filter all operated by hydraulic p<

Two separate although interlc

circuits are used with a con

pump and oil tank serving both

Summing up the case of hydi

feed and speed control for ma

tools, we find the advantages 1

a practically unlimited flexibilil

UFKIN

TAPES- RULES -PRECISION TOOL

/UFK/N MICROMETER DEPTH GAGES

Read what a Chief Inspector says: "/ use the LUFKIN

Depth Micrometer because the numbers can be read

easily and quickly—and that's important) Also be

cause it has a locknut that keeps the reading fixed

as long as you want it that way—something not

found on any other Depth 'Mike'."

And there are other reasons for preference^—

The LUFKIN Depth Micrometer is the only olne

with each thousandth numbered; the only ope

with top of base knurled, affording firm grip

in work. Each gage is provided with three

adjustable rods giving range from zero to 3'(.

No. 513 has 3" base, No. 515 has 5" base.

For Accuracy, Improved Design, Finer Finish—ySpecify fUFK/N,



WELDON snd-m,

Proven

Cxperiern

to he

Stronger—because of

improved flute de

sign and careful

heat treatment.

Faster — No pockets

in which chips can

clog, permits faster

speeds and feeds.

Exactingly Made —

Highest standards

of manufacture in

sure satisfactory

performance and a

minimum of break

age.

LET THE ENDMILL

PROVE ITSELF!

21 FRANKFORT AVE.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Pioneers in Fast Spiral Double-End, End M ,A V
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here's a new

tool that will

In.. I. u... .1 mu
raiding In larga
and amall ahapa. N*IT\* _
Uaa Oulekmall
C.upai, Sm. II. Addraaa.

control with a minimum of adjust

ment and shifting of controls. An

infinite variety of feeds or speeds can

be obtained by the simple manipula

tion of a dial, while with mechanical

feeds we have the necessity for gear

shifting and at the best are able to

obtain only a limited variation.

Other advantages are quietness of

operation and freedom from the shock

of reversing heavy loads. These

features alone are resulting in re

duced machine tool maintenance costs

in plants where executives have been

"sold" on the idea of hydraulic con

trol.

Constant improvement is being

made by machining tool builders and

by the hydraulic equipment manu

facturers, and the day is not far dis

tant when the plant without tools

incorporating hydraulic operation of

some of their functions will be in

the minority.

Severance Midget Milling Cutters—

Ground from the Solid After Hardening

—are presented in a 12-page catalog now

being Issued by Severance Tool Manu

facturing Co., 1514 E. Genessee Ave..

Saginaw, Mich. Severance Midget Mill

ing Cutters are now made in a wide

variety of practical shapes and sizes and

are Intended for use in flexible shaft

machines, electric drills, air tools and

drill presses. The tools are efficient and

practical for finishing metal patterns, die

castings, smoothing up molds, and so

on. Complete table of specifications

and prices is included. Copy free upon

request.

McCroaky-Super Adjustable Reamers

Bulletin No. 12-A. This bulletin, Issued

by McCroskey Tool Corporation, Mead-

ville, Pa„ presents the distinctive feat

ures of the McCrosky-Super Adjustable

Reamer. A phantom view gives a very

clear exposition of the design of th«

reamer and further illustrations show

the different types and kinds of ream

ers available in this design. The man

ner in which the pin and screw lock

are applied can be clearly understood

from the phantom view. Line drawings

are used to illustrate the manner In

which the reamer attacks the metal

Specifications and prices are Included.

Copy free upon request.
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1

L

Write

for

Bulletin

No. 61.

1UN.I

Tempering ]

-^TOOLROOM

^SERVICE

Here's new convenience and econ

omy for heot treating tools and

other individual parts . . . piece

by piece or in groups . . . separate

charges can be timed and removed

independently as required. Re

movable shelves provided in work chamber

. . . plug type door swinging on double bar

hinges.

Compact, sturdily constructed unit, operat

ing on famous Cyclone principle of heating,

known for its remarkable speed and uni

formity in tempering. High grade electric

elements, powerful blower fan on air-cooled

ball bearings standard horizontal motor.

Available in various sizes and temperature

ranges.

dberg .Engineering Co.

Ill N. LAFUN ST. 0»M«4 William * Wilton. Lid CHICAGO, ILL.
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the

SocketHeadCap Screw

with the "NON-SKID" GRIP

that speeds up production

Just ask any mechanic — he'll tell you he uses his fingers

as much as possible when driving screws. "Unbrako"

knurled heads give him a better grip so naturally he can

turn them faster and farther before he has to apply a wrench.

Furthermore "Unbrakos" are the only Hollow Head Cap

Screws that can be locked. There are two simple ways of

doing this—they're explained in Bulletin 485 — you should

have a copy.

■ i

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

BRANCHES
JINKINTOWN, PINNA.

BRANCHES

BOSTON

DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS BOX 556

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

Standard Pressed Steel Co., Box 556, Jenkintown, Pa.

Send me a copy of the "Unbrako" Catalog.

Mr Title.

Firm

Address
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loosen

thy?Self-Locking Nut!

The unique, live gripping features of the

UNSHAKO hold it tight despite the

severest vibration and jarring. Yet it

backs off easily with the aid of an ordi

nary wrench— can be re-used.

UNSHAKO is entirely self-contained —

no separate pins or washers. A self-lock

ing ring or floating thread, working on

the brake band principle, clinches it tight

at the exact degree of adjustment desired.

Get the details today. Use the coupon.

There's no obligation.

The Nut that can't shake loose

Flo.
1510

Cutout Section Showing
Ring In Place

Standard Pressed Steel Co

BRANCHES JENK1NTOWN, PENNA.
BRANCHES

BOSTON

DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS BOX 556

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

STANDARD PRE88ED STEEL COMPANY Bo* 556, Jenklntown, Pa.

Send me details and prices of the UNSHAKO Self-Locking Nut.

Mr Title

Firm .

Addres
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f O-E MACHINE TOOL SPEED SHOW 1

Educational Value in G* E,

Speed Show

CENTERING around the theme

"Speed with Accuracy", the Gen

eral Electric Company has been pre

senting, at several important indus

trial centers, an exhibit which has

comprised primarily a presentation of

the most recent developments in elec

tric equipment for use on machine

tools. A sound moving picture of

machine tools in operation and ex

hibits of motors and control devices

proved of particular interest to those

who attended.

The show was presented at Wor

cester, Mass., May 17, Cincinnati,

Ohio, May 24, and Rockford, 111., May

28. At each of the shows papers

were presented as follows: A. A.

Merry, Carboloy Company, "High

Production Performance with Carbo

loy Tools"; A. C. Danekind, General

Electric Company, "Requirements of

Electric Equipment for High Produc

tion Machine Tool Performance"; R.

S. Walsh, General Electric, "Meeting

Your Requirements for Motors", and

N. L. Hadley, General Electric, "In

dustrial Control to Meet Modern Ma

chine Tool Standards."

At the Cincinnati meeting, which is

taking place as this issue of MODERN

MACHINE SHOP goes to press, Mr.

J. A. Jackson, General Electric, open

ed a discussion on "How Application

Engineering of Electric Apparatus

Can Help You Get Speed with Ac

curacy", and Mr. Sol Einstein, Vice

President and Chief Engineer of the

Cincinnati Milling Machine Company

spoke on "Requirements of Electric

Equipment for High Production Ma

chine Tool Performance."

Abstracts from some of the papers

are presented herewith.
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GETTING RESULTS

WITH GAIRING HOLLOW MILLS

"1

ger service life with fewer interruptions and infrequent replace-

a t blades—that's what you get when you specify "Gairing Ad

justable Blade Hollow Mills." Production moves along smoothly

and speedily, which adds much to profits.

Whatever your cutting tool problems may be, consult Gairing

Engineers. Recent improvements in hollow mill construction,

developed by our engineers, are materially lowering cutting tool

costs. We can be of great assistance to you in giving helpful advice

on such problems.

Your local Gairing representative will be glad to tell you more

about this service.

Catalog No. 30. illustrated, will be mailed to responsible parties

upon request.

the cnimnc T001 [0.

LRFRVETTE • DETROIT, miCHIGRII
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Abstract: Requirements of Electric

Equipment for High Production

Machine Tool Performance

By Sol Einstein

Vice President and Chief Engineer Cincinnati Milling Machine Company.

While it is real

ized that existing

power plants and

equipment make

such standardiza

tion difficult, steps

toward a general

standardization of

current charac

teristics of motors

in the future is

Sol Einstein very desirable.

Electric current

of the d-c and a-c type is used in

this country indiscriminately and the

variance in voltage from 110 to 440

volts necessitates individual motors

to suit the current characteristics of

the individual customer. Variance in

phase characteristics of the current

simply adds to these difficulties. Thus,

we find that machine tools of the

so-called built-in type can only be

finished after the individual order is

obtained by the manufacturer and he

knows the current characteristics pre-

vailinj* in the customer's shop. This

results in individual orders of electric

motors from the motor manufacturer,

instead of the quantity buying which

certainly would be advantageous to

the electric-motor manufacturer and

which would save delay and additional

expense to the machine-tool manufac

turer and his customer. Some Euro

pean countries have accomplished

standardization in a relatively short

time and they enjoy the benefits of

simplification of electric-motor equip

ment.

Another problem of considerable

magnitude is the great variety in size

and style of control equipment cata

logued today by electrical manufac

turers. It seems to be natural that

when it was possible to standardize

the frames of motors it would also

be possible to standardize control

equipment, particularly such equip

ment as is commonly used in machine-

tool applications. For the same ca

pacity and purpose, this starter and

control equipment varies considerably

in dimensions and designs. Even such

simple devices as push-button control

boxes vary dimensionally to a great

extent. Quite frequently today, start

ing and other control equipment is

employed in machine tools without

the enclosing cases, being mounted in

compartments in the machines to

avoid obstructions on the outside of

the main frame and to give the ma

chine a neater appearance. With the

omission of such enclosing cases on

control equipment, considerable an

noyance is experienced by machine-

tool manufacturers, as well as by the

users of the equipment, since the

maker's name appears generally only

on the outside of the case.

And finally, the wiring itself is of

considerable annoyance to the ma

chine-tool manufacturer. This is par

ticularly due to the fact that each

shop has its own ideas and fancies,
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fevexlock Superiority ^

is Easy to Check Jl

EWk.iv letting down

Body ol tongue

tcngue fined,

ting up powc

Eliminate complaints and

service calls by equipping your

product with Everlock Washers.

Practical tests on your own

equipment will show why Ever-

locks are chosen for critical

applications.

We'll gladly send FREE

SAMPLES for TESTING. Just

specify sizes you want.

Thompson - Bremer & Co.

1640-H W Hubbard St. - - Chicago. Ill

On« ol I h • n u 1 1
shotting i iur*i.

Only * powntul
wtrnch can

nut properly irl

down on E*eilock

The Dual Action ■*

LOCK WASHER
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and wiring that might please one user

might be definitely rejected by an

other. Standardization of this phase

of electric equipment would be very

desirable indeed.

While we have thus enumerated

criticisms on the present status of

applying electric motors as prime

movers for machine tools, it is a fact

that individual motor drive of ma

chine tools has made tremendous pro

gress and is today practically univer

sally used in new installation. It

might be of interest to state here that

less than one per cent of the machine

tools supplied by the company I rep

resent use other than individual mo

tor drives.

Individual motor drive for machine

tools permits the location and reloca

tion of the tools to the best advantage

with respect to their efficiency and the

routing of work through the shops.

It makes possible the utilization of

efficient systems of illumination. In

dividual motor drive permits the un

obstructed use of cranes, hoists, con

veyors, and other material-handling

equipment. It is not uncommon un

der group-drive operation for a num

ber of tools to be shut down while

repairs are being made to the driving

motors or the mechanical parts be

tween motor and tools. Thus, it can

be seen that increased and more con

stant production results from indi

vidual motor drive. It also decreases

power consumption when the factory

is operating in shifts and a number

of machines are not used at certain

times.

Abstract: High Production Performance

with Carbide Tools

By A. A. Merry

Carboloy Company

Without modern

machine tools it

is impossible for

a manufacturer to

take full advan

tage of the newer

cutting alloys

that are available

today. Probably

there is no great

er justification for

obsoleting old

equipment and re

placing it with new up-to-date equip

ment than cemented carbide tools

that very soon will make it possible

for the new equipment to be written

off through the increased savings

A. A. Merry

brought about by the use of modern

machine tools, tooled with carbides.

The problem facing us with regard

to using carbide tools on cast iron,

alloy iron, brass, bronze, aluminum,

and non-metallic materials is nothing

when compared to that of cutting

steel. For a long time, we were all

of the opinion that we would have to

have certain grades of carbide tools

before we could ever undertake the

economic cutting of steel, but as we

worked at it we found that this was

one of our minor problems. The ma

jor problem facing us today is how-

to dispose of the chips.

In the case of a single cutting tool,

the problem of disposing of the chips
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is not so serious; but when you con

sider a machine that is tooled with

anywhere from three to nine tools

working on one station and producing

chips at the rate we do when using

the proper speeds, you get some idea

of the problem that confronts us.

When we classify it as the greatest

problem today in the proper solution

of steel cutting, we are not under

estimating it in the least and we cer

tainly need the help of every machine

tool builder in arriving at the solu

tion.

We have told you of the services

we are anxious to render on your be

half. And now we hope it is in order

that we in turn ask you for some help,

for these things are definitely in the

hands of the machine tool builder, and

no one but you can give us the help

we need.

Let's take an illustration. Assume

we have a flywheel to machine. The

original cutting time was 15 minutes

with high-speed steel. Then Carboloy

was developed and we now do the job

in 5 minutes. True, there is a repre

sentative saving; but we have hand

ling time; we have "down time" for

changing tools, and we have a num

ber of other factors that enter into

lowering floor-to-floor time besides the

actual cutting time. And in so many

of the jobs that we run into today,

we have saved about all the time we

can out of the cutting-tool cycle. The

other savings that can be made are

beyond us and out of our hands.

However, out of our experience, we

are often able to suggest other ways

to save time and money.

To touch briefly on some points

which should be given thought, let us

consider first loading time. This run3

into money on almost any kind of job.

And then, tool changing is an item

that also absorbs many minutes dur

ing the day. Yet the time required

for this operation can be reduced if

thought is given to tool-holding metl

ods by the machine-tool builder whe

the tools and machines are designc

If a builder will have his tools s

designed that they can be ground ou

side of the machine and slipped quid

ly into position there will be no tin:

lost getting size.

As machines get larger and heavie

there is all the more reason why the

should be more automatic in their ai

tion, so as to save the strength c

the operator. It is of the utmost in

portance to give the operator ever

possible consideration, and then, i

order to take the greatest advantag

of the tools, it is likewise importar

to provide a wide range of speeds an

better controls methods, with rapi

traverse supplied wherever possibl<

It is better yet if this rapid travers

can be made automatic so that ther

is practically no time required of th

operator except that necessary t

start the machine, remove the com

pleted piece, and start it on its wa;

again. To see a machine operate witl

automatic loading is certainly* a jo;

to any mechanic's heart and we lool

forward to the day when there wil

be a great many more of such ma

chines.

It is our feeling also that too muci

attention is given to attempts to gc

a great number of pieces out of on

tool before grinding it. We knov

definitely that we produce more piece

per hour at a lower tool cost whei

the machine is so designed that i

is relatively simple to change the too

between cycles. By this I mean hav

ing the tools ground ahead of timi

and set to size so that it is only net

essary to slip out the old tool am

slip in a new one. Machine-too

builders can be of great assistance t<

us if they will design their machine:

so that the tools can be change:

with greater ease.
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A JOHANSSON GAGE SET

FOR ONLY

These 5 gage

blocks, accu

rate to within

8 millionths of

an inch, will

make 31 gages in steps of

.0625 inch from minimum

size of 1.9375 inches. At

such a low price, even the

Set No. 16

smallest shop cannot

afford to be without this

set. Gage Blocks also may

be purchased individually.

Manufactured and serviced in the United States by

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Division Michigan

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Dearborn, Michigan

Johansson Division, Dept. G

Please send me new Johansson Catalog No. 12

Name Street

City State-

J
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Abstract: Meeting Your Motor

Requirements

By R. S. Walsh

General Electric Co.

ALL electrical variations in motor

design, accentuating one partic

ular characteristic, do so at the ex

pense of others in order to meet the

specific requirements. So it is well

to keep in mind that the best combin

ation of characteristics in a motor for

the majority of ordinary starting duty

applications is obtained with the nor

mal torque, normal starting current

motor.

You will notice the wide range of

ratings covered by the high slip mo

tor. It is this type and wound rotor

motors which are used for heavy

starting duty and flywheel duty ma

chines. The multi-speed motors pro

vide a selection of as many as 4 op

erating speeds with one motor, on an

a-c power supply, and the d-c motors

are adaptable to adjustable speed op

eration, with a direct-current power

supply.

If higher or lower speeds than those

inherently obtainable with these mo

tors, are required, we have the means

of providing the two extremes of

speed range for you.

For high-speed operation, motors

have been designed for operation on

high frequency. Inasmuch as the

usual power supplies do not offer

these high frequencies, the most con

venient and economical source of such

power supply is the frequency con

verter. It should be understood, of

course, that any intermediate fre

quency, regardless of the primary

power supply, can be obtained with

a proper gear ratio between the motor

and the converter, with the broad

scope of General Electric equipment

available. In addition, we have a line

of single unit two-bearing frequency

converter sets in ratings from 1 to

15 kw.

When motors are operated on the

high frequency output of the fre

quency converter, high operating

speeds are possible. Occasionally,

your machine may require a low speed

motor drive. For speeds lower than

normally obtained from motors, we

can meet your requirements with a

complete line of gear motors. A com

plete range of gear ratios from 3

to 1 to 136 to 1 is available for com

bination with the motor of proper

basic speed to obtain practically any

low speed output desired.

The use of gear motors for low

speed drives gives your machine com

pactness, simplicity of assembly, and

a sturdy clean-cut appearance. You

save on installation costs and your

customer profits by the high efficien

cies and low upkeep expense of these

convenient units.

While we are on the subject of duty,

there is an important motor require

ment which may occur, whether duty

is constant speed, adjustable speed, or

high speed, i.e., dynamic balance.

Let's take a few minutes to review

the latest developments affecting this

important subject.

It is recognized that one of the de

sirable qualities of machine tools is

smooth operation. Of course, the in-
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You need this book

Coupon

It Today

Just off the press—the new Cruci

ble Spot Steel Stock Book. Gives

complete listings of alloy and ma

chine steels, and more than 50

brands and grades oftoolandhigh

speed steels—spot steel for imme

diate delivery. Includes tables,

weights, measures and other valu

able information. Over 90 pages.

Check whether you want Atlantic

Seaboard, Central or Western

Edition and mail coupon today.

CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY OF

AMERICA. Chrysler Bldg.,NewYorkCiry

Dept. MS>

Please send me my copy of the Crucible

Spot Steel Stock Book by return mail.

(Check edition desired below.)

□ Atlantic Seaboard Edition

□ Central Edition H Western Edition

Name -

Company^

Address
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herent nature of many tools makes

this requirement more important on

some machines that it is on many

others.

The majority of machine tools op

erate with this smoothness when us

ing standard motors, but we appre

ciate that there are machine tool ap

plications where careful attention to

the absence of vibration is required

if the necessary smoothness of opera

tion is to be obtained. There are tools

on which a small amount of unbal

ance of the motor will cause harmful

vibration, just as there are tools on

which a very small amount of motor

unbalance will be unnoticed or un

objectionable.

In order to keep the unbalance of

the motor rotor within the limits re

quired by these two classes of ma

chines, G-E engineers have given the

subject of balance a great deal of

careful thought and attention.

The preferred motor mounting,

when checking balance, is of course,

one with which external restraining

forces are zero, so that the vibration

amplitude is fixed by the inertia of

the motor alone and the external ef

fects are eliminated. To approximate

this condition, Mr. A. L. Kimball, of

the G-E Engineering General staff,

and author of "Vibration Prevention

in Engineering," and similar treatises

on related subjects has demonstrated

that a motor should be placed on an

elastic mounting, so proportioned that

the natural frequency vertically is at

least as low as one quarter of the

operating speed of the motor. In ad

dition, he found it necessary that the

elastic mounting be deflected down

ward by the weight of the motor, at

least by a predetermined amount.

It is, of course, understood that an

accurate and reliable vibration indi

cator must be employed.

It is believed that Mr. Kimball and

his associates have developed a new

conception of balance measurement

which can be logically applied. Cer

tainly this improved method, because

it reduces external vibration reaction?

to the minimum, provides greater re

liability and consistency. It assures

that the dynamic balance readings

taken on these flexible mountings are

not only accurate but uniform and are,

therefore, more useful.

A type of duty which we have not

mentioned yet is reversing duty. Al

most any of the standard constant

speed motors are good for normal

reversing duty, but special construc

tion is necessary for rapid-reversing

duty. Let us consider for a moment,

a standard 1 h.p., 900 r.p.m. motor.

With no external WR2 connected,

30 reversals per minute can be ob

tained with this motor. Now, let us

consider a 1 h.p., 900 r.p.m. motor

designed expressly for rapid reversal

service. With this motor the number

of reversals possible per minute is

72 with no external WR2 connected

if standard insulation is used, or 100

per minute if class "B," heat resist

ing insulation, is applied to the motor

windings. Similarly, with a given

value of external WR2 connected, the

motor's capacity for reversals is also

increased.

complete line of these special de

signs is available for satisfying your

requirements for frequent starting,

stopping and reversing on fast oper

ating cycles.

Rockwood Single-Groove V-Belt Drives

are featured in Data Book No. 783. now

being Issued by Rockwood Manufactur

ing Company. Indianapolis, Ind. In ad

dition to descriptions and Illustrations

of the sheaves, pulleys, V-belts and oth

er equipment Included In Rockwood

drives, the book Includes tables giving

the part numbers and dimensions of

sheaves and pulleys for the different

drives and tables giving the pitch diam

eter, motor speeds and other Informa

tion for a wide variety of center dis

tances. Copy free upon request.
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THIS CATALOG

is of real importance to any user of Phillips Recessed Head or Slotted

Head Screws.

Complete information on all kinds of Power and Spiral Screw driver bits

to fit all makes of Electric, Air and Spiral screw drivers.

Write for your copy on your Company letterhead.

THE APEX

— MACHINE & TOOL CO., Dayton, Ohio
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WeldedDesign Doubles Stiffness

of Press Frame

By H. S. Card

Development Director, N.E.M.A. Electric Welding; Section

<«TT translates theory into prac-

JL tice," is the neat phrase used

by The Steelweld Machinery Com

pany, Cleveland, Ohio, to tell the

story of what welded steel construc

tion has done for the Steelweld press

brake frame. The company uses the

phrase to dramatize its success in

building a frame so strong and rigid

that the ram does not jam in its

guides under excessive overload; and

that is doubtless the most important

fact.

However, it is interesting to recall

that welding engineei-s frequently

caution machine designers to forget

all about the conventional forms of

castings when designing built-up weld

ed structures—and that only a verl

small number of designers have fol]

lowed this excellent advice. Steel

weld has done it. The structures her<

illustrated derive their "style" from

using only what metal is require*

for the job, and placing it where i

will work—and they owe their out

standing operating features to th<

practical application of the sam<

theory.

In this construction the main prob

lem is that of deflection. First, be

cause undue deflection robs the work

of its accuracy; second and more im

portant, because deflection has often

been the source of disastrous tie-ups

due to binding of the rams in theii

ways. It did not take long

to determine that this prob

lem could not be solved, with

in economic limits, by a mere

increase in mass.

The solution was found

when the designer evolved a

box-type structure in which

the bed, housing and crown

became virtually one piece,

with interior ribbing to pro

vide added rigidity in critical

areas. With very little more

weight the frame acquired

more than twice the stiffness

of any previous design, andj

became practically unbreak-

Steelweld Press Brake Frame of
All-Welded Construction
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• Taking advantage of the exceptional flexibility

)' Lyon Steel Shelving . . . Barber-Greene Company was able to use the entire

■aptcity of their building with this centralized mezzanine storage installation,

flesult — considerable savings in floor space.

Hundreds of different combinations can be arranged to meet varying requirements

>< tvery type of business with Lyon Steel Shelving. This makes it possible to plan

1 complete storage sys'em . . . and additional shelving can be added or present

■rraogement adapted at any time to meet changing production requirements. Mail

joe coupon for practical data on field tested methods for reducing stock, storage and

Handling costs.

LYON METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
1306 River Street,
Aurora, Illinois

LYON

STORAGE

tQUIPMEl

l»DS Mf T*t PRODI

Lyon Metal Products, Incorporated
1306 River Street. Aurora, Illinois

Please send information as checked:
Bulletin on Steel Shelving ( » Tool Cribs:
( ) Shop Boxes; < > Lockers; < ) Cab
inets: ( ) Folding Chairs < ) Send your
Storage Equipment Engineer.

Name

Address ... .

City ....... State
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able. The makers state that under

full load the ram and bed will be held

parallel within 0.005 inch for the full

length of die surface.

The hollow box housings, heavily

reinforced at the throat, have an

18-inch standard depth of throat, and

they permit work to be fed through

the end and formed in successive

stages. The deep open box section

of the crown gives ample room for

bearings and mountings. And the

new design has eliminated points of

concentrated stress.

A further desirable refinement in

design was to mount the flywheel be

tween the frame. To accomplish this

the old cast iron wheel was replaced

by an arc welded steel wheel, reduced

in size and turning at double the

A Letter from the

National Machine Tool

Builders' Association

To Builders of Machine Tools

10525 Carnegie Avenue,

Cleveland, Ohio,

March 29, 1937.

Reference :

Letter No. 176.

Subject: Your Declarations for

Export Shipments

Exports of machine tools aggre

gated $24,800,000 in 1936, according

to data compiled by the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

This is the highest for the ten years

of which we have record. The high

volume of export shipments empha

sizes the need for accurate statistics

to keep the industry informed on cur

rent activity. The breakdown of the

export figures into machine groups

may be very valuable from this point

on.

Within the past few months our at-

speed. And finally the cast iron I

joint was replaced by a steel b

welded into the ram and indestrr

ible.

It is quite obvious from the illust

tions that the welded steel frame

a part of the machine and is not

terior to it. The press brake is

self contained that it can be set do

anywhere, ready to operate. In fi

it will operate with its entire aci

racy while suspended with ch«

from a crane, so great is its rig-idi

This resistance to deflection v

originally sought for the princi]

purpose of avoiding tie-ups of n

chine and resulting delay to prodi

tion. One additional advantage is

power saving because all the pov

input is used to bend the work.

tention has been called to some ob

ous errors in the allocation of expos

to the various classes, thereby thro

ing doubt upon the accuracy of t

entire report. Investigation h

shown that such errors in large pi

are due to inaccurate or indifferc

description of goods on the "Sh:

per"s Declaration" and particularly

the insertion of wrong class numb*

called for in the last column of t

declaration.

The Department at Washington

anxious to cooperate with us to t

fullest possible extent to improve t

accuracy of the classified data. Th

have supplied us with a sufficie

number of copies of their "Shippe

Guide"—1936 edition, for distributii

to every builder of machine too

The class numbers for power drivi

metal working machinery are givi

on pages 7 and 8 of this guide. Thi

run from 7400 to 7485, taking in on

25 classifications. Will you not plea:

determine for your own product t)

class numbers that are applicabl

and then make sure that the corre
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PARABOLIC

CUT FOR

'STRENGTH

precision

"ground

• AGENTS—Son*

leiy

' V ... AND

WORK RIGHT

because only used tools that will pass numerous

tests, including the Brinnell Hardness Test are

recut by RENU. Send us a trial order. WE

GUARANTEE THAT EVERY TOOL WE

SALVAGE WILL GIVE NEW TOOL PER

FORMANCE—AT A FRACTION OF NEW

COST.

I Co., 275 E.Milwaukee Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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number is given in the case of each

export shipment, as well as a suffi

ciently clear description of the ma

chine to enable the Department to

make the proper classification. Please

do not leave the matter of classifica

tion to a minor clerk or to your

freight forwarder. Have your export

declaration filled out by someone

thoroughly familiar with the equip

ment shipped.

The Department's figures are the

best indicators we have of the trend

in foreign trade, and with the hearty

cooperation of all machine tool build

ers we can be sure of considerably

improved statistics.

(Signed) Frida F. Selbert,

Secretary.

A Heavy Duty Engine for the Small

Power User Is the subject of a four-

page bulletin now being Issued by Fair

banks. Morse & Co., 910 W. Wabash

Ave., Chicago. 111., In which this firm

presents the features of the new F-M

Model 42-E Diesel Engine. This en_

was designed for continuous service,

is of lighter weight and smaller

slons than have been available he

fore. These engines are available in

and 90 h.p. In two and three cylind

and incorporate, in a smaller and ligh

engine, all of the desirable feat

the popular Model 32-E. Applicable

locations where small space and

headroom are of vital Importance.

Model 42-E is adapted for all ty

manufacturing or processing plant

for practically every requlremer

primary power. Copy free upon reque

Cams and Tools for Automatic Sc

Machines. This 16-page catalog Is

voted to the line of automatic

machine cams, ground circular

tools, bushings, for drill holders,

slide knurl holders, knurls, swing

box tools, stops, and other tools

daily designed for automatic screw

chines. The bulletin stresses the

of one-day service on cam cutting,

of the various pieces of equipment

tioned are illustrated and tables of spec

ificatlons and prices are included. Copy]

available by addressing Banner ManuJ

facturing Co., 1875 Clybourn Ave., ChH

cago, Illinois.

SINGLE

I-BEAM

CRANES

Serve Machine

Tools with

PRECISION AND

ECON<

Schuyler Avenue, MONTOUR FALLS, N. Y.

A COMPLETE LINE OF CRANES AND HOISTS
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Ideas from Readers

This department is a clearing house for ideas ... If there is a "kink" or short cut in

use in your shop, send in a description of it . . . Each one published will be paid for.

Turning Grooves in Square

Workpieces

By Robert W. Brink

THE illustration Fig. 1 is a draw

ing of a nickel silver casting in

tended for use as a leg on a piece of

steel furniture. A customer brought

us 3,000 of these

chine. The tool proper consisted of

a 3/16x%-in. toolbit, A, inserted into

a square hole in the toolblock F. The

setting of the toolbit was controlled

by the screw C, which carried a disk

for which a groove was provided in

the toolbit as shown. The block F

was guided by adjustable gibs on

either side, which were set just loose

S fl-ffl

legs to be grooved

as shown, the

grooves to be ap

proximately 1/16

inch deep and

1/16 inch wide. A

lathe was selected

for the task, and

the work was held

by an expansion

bolt through the

hole in the bot

tom end which

contained a cen

ter hole for the

tailstock center,

and a square

block bolted to the

face-plate, the block serving both to

center and to drive the workpiece. The

..0. O-

A~::

» c
®

J fl ° rm

1 r'r'i

Fig. 2—Drawing showing design of tool
to turn grooves of even depth in

square workpiece*.

M „

1
S
B

DETAIL Or TOOL AND TEED

Fig. 1—General design of metal furniture leg,
Bhowing grooves.

workpieces were rough polished first,

so that too much of the grooves would

not be removed in finishing.

The tool, shown in Fig. 2, was

mounted on the cross slide of the ma-

enough so that the block could slide

and at the same time be maintained

in alignment. A 3/16x%-in. roller B

was set into the block so that one

edge could project and make contact

with the work. The spring S, which

was 2M in. long, was used to hold the

tool block forward so that the tool

would remain in contact with the work.

With the workpiece in position in

the lathe, the cross slide was adjusted

so that the roller B was in contact
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Out-Cuts all others

in itsprice class

The

MARVEL

GENERAL PUR
POSE SAWS

No. 1
(Capacity 8"i6")

No. 2
(Capacity 8"x8")

Kxtremely low priced
—by far the most
widely used saws.
LIGHT DUTY
HIGH SPEED
SAW

No. 4-B
(described here)

HEAVV DUTY
HIGH SPEEDS

No. 6
(Capacity 6"i6")

No. 9
(Capacity 10"! 10")
AUTOMATIC
PRODUCTION
SAWS

No. 6A
(Capacity B"x6")

No. OA
(Capacity 10"ll0")
METAL-CUTTING
BAND 8AW

\o. 8
(Capacity 18"xl8")
A NEW MARVEL

SAW
No. 18

(Capacity 1S"i18")
announced and
shown for the flrxt
time at National
Metal Kxposition,
Chicago. New prin
ciple of blade action,
1 o w pn ssurp hy
draulic (feil and
ouick traTerse. A
5.001) lb. giant for
HfHTy work.

A Moderately Priced Hack Saw that will

out-cut all others in its price class. A

really good high-speed hack saw for

ordinary miscellaneous or occasional

work, although of course, not the equal

in efficiency and stamina of our heavy-

duty, full ball bearing, production

models: Nos. 6, 6A, 9 & 9A.

Write for Bulletins

400 and 600

Armstrong-Blum Mfg.

Company

"The Hack Saw People"

*M» Bltomingdale Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

«*A_J? No. 4B

Capacity 6"x6"
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with the flat side of the work.

The lathe was then started and

the tool fed forward until it was

cutting a groove of the desired

depth. The lathe was operated

at a low speed, and sufficient

tension was applied to the

spring to keep the roller in con

tact with the workpiece as the

tool-block was moved back and

forth by the corners of the

workpiece. Actually, the opera

tion was very simple and a

smooth, even job was obtained.

Water-Cooled Door

for Furnace

By G. F. Cacle

WORKING in front of the

door of a forge shop oil-

burning furnace is never a cool

job, and in a Georgia railroad

shop in the summertime it be

comes decidedly uncomfortable.

To relieve this condition in the

Macon shops of the Central of

Georgia Railway, several of the

naces were equipped with water-cooled

doors of the design shown in the illus

tration.

The door is literally a tank through

which a stream of water is constantly

flowing. The material from which it

is made is %-in. boiler plate, the

back, sides, and bottom being formed

from a single piece to which the

Water flows into and out of this furnace door co
tinuously. protecting the workmen from the heat.

fur- front panel is welded. The space b

tween the front and rear panels is a

proximately four inches; thus tl

door will hold several gallons <

water.

A water inlet pipe is so locati

that it will extend downward into tl

door at the left side, the end of tl

pipe projecting just below the top

the door when the door is closed. Tl

HAMILTON ELEVATING TABLES

Save time and money in lifting and handling heavy

dies, tools, etc.. in your tool room or stamping shop.

All steel construction—anti-friction bearings—fur

nished with hand or electric power. Special tables

built for your requirements. Write for illustrated

circular.

THE HAMILTON TOOL CO.

HAMILTON OHIO
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Ottrcoited with a heavy finish of corrosion-resisting zinc, Wright Hoists

remain unaffected by corrosion under conditions that would quickly im

pair the efficiency of unprotected material handling equipment.

This is one of four exclusive Wright features—and one of the 21 Wright

points of superiority. They form the evidence which permits us to say no

other hoist offers so much for the money you invest. They form a combi

nation of quality and value that makes the Wright Hoist the right hoist

to buy.

And you can get a Wright Improved High Speed Hoist of just the right

capacity from 300 pounds to 40 tons. Ask your jobber's salesman—he

will give you the facts.

WRIGHT MANUFACTURING DIVISION

v AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE COMPANY, INC.

^ YORK, PENNSYLVANIA
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outlet pipe is set into the door ap

proximately three inches from the

top at the opposite side, and is long

enough to extend downward into the

waste pipe when the door is raised.

Thus water can flow into and out of

the door continuously, regardless of

whether the door is open or closed.

Two one-inch studs, extending from

the front to the rear panels, are

welded in place to serve as hangers.

Improved Belt Pole

By Chas. H. Willey

THE task of putting a belt onto

an overhead pulley when the pul

ley is revolving is always accom-

As the belt-pole is pushed in the direction of
the pulley, the U-shaped pick-up is forced back

and the belt is forced onto the pulley.

panied by more or less danger and at

times is very difficult. With the type

of belt pole shown in the illustration,

however, the task is rendered easy

and comparatively safe.

While tke design and use of thi

pole are evident from the drawing, :

few words of explanation may be help

ful. The "working" end of the pol<

is made from 1-inch square cole

drawn steel, mounted on an oak stick

The steel bar is forged to L-shape

as shown, and two holes are drillec

in it to receive the belt "pick-up"

The pick-up is made from %-incr

round steel rod, bent to U-shape

After the ends of the pick-up have

been inserted through the holes the

ends are bent over so that it can nol

slip out of place.

To use, the pick-up is slipped out

as far as it will go in the direction of

the "L" and the belt is grasped be

tween the "L"' and the pick-up. The

edge of the belt is then caught over

the edge of the pulley in the usual

manner, with the pick-up against the

rim of the pulley. As the pole is

forced against the pulley-rim, the

pick-up is forced in and the belt is

forced onto the pulley.

Whistling Grease Cups

By John A. Honecger

LOOSE pulleys on countershafts

connected with belt-driven ma

chines usually run continuously while

the machines are idle, and unless a

systematic plan of oiling is followed,

now and then a loose pulley bearing

will run dry with attendant scoring

of the shaft, burnt-out bearing, and

perhaps loss of the use of the ma

chine at a time when it is sorely

needed.

Usually when a loose pulley bear

ing runs dry, the hot bearing squeaks

and thus calls attention to its condi

tion. However, by the time the bear

ing is hot enough to squeak, it is

probable that the damage has been

done. In one of the plants with
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UNIVERSAL

COLLET CHUCKS

Automatic Screw Machine, holding Drill • Counter-

bore - Center Drill and Reamer in UNIVERSAL

COLLET CHUCK

[ One of the Many Uses ]

RIGID

GRIP AS STRONG

AS SOLID

STEEL

CONCENTRIC

WITHIN .001

ACCURATE

For Holding End Mills, Drills, Taps,

Center Point, Keyway Cutters etc.

FOR LITERATURE WRITE TO

UNIVERSAL

ENGINEERING CO.

FRANKENMUTH. MICH.

which the writer was connected,

tendency of the hot bearing to sqt

was turned to account by makin

squeak before it got hot enougl

burn out; thus the squeak serve*

a signal for someone to get busy 1

an oilcan. This was accomplishec

fitting each grease cup with an

tachment which served as a whi

and which would blow when

grease got too low.

The grease cups used were

Cross-section drawing: illustrating change
in standard grease cup so that it would «
if the bearing became over-heated. Fig
the standard grease cup. Fig. 2 is th

after redesigning.

standard design, such as that

trated in Fig. 1. The design

modified as shown in Fig. 2, by so

ing a tube extension A to the s]

pressure guide rod by which for

applied to the plate P that c<

the grease in the cup. The tube

closed at the end by forcing in

the cap B, and two holes C

drilled in the wall of the tube.

The top, or cap, of the grease

indicated at K, was drilled
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MANUFACTURER

"MASTERPAK"

This exclusive AP de
velopment protects your

at of JEWEL

'■nd edges, keep* out

Boiitnre and other

damaging elements.

EXPERIENCE

When your abrasive requirements demand quick deliv

ery, complete manufacturing facilities, or sound technical

advice, can you beat this combination? A young, fast-

growing organization. A group of men whose average

abrasive experience covers twenty-five years.

Many users of abrasives, both large and small, have

decided they can't find a better combination for fast serv

ice and helpful engineering counsel. A single order will

show you why. Abrasive Products, Inc., South Braintree,

Massachusetts.

PRODUCT*
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reamed for the tube F, which was

then soldered in place. A number of

3/32-inch holes were drilled on a cir

cle in the wall of the tube, F, close

enough together so that the wall be

tween the holes was not more than

1/32-inch thick. A piece of brass,

milled as shown at H, was then

pressed into the tube A to a prede

termined distance, and a hole D was

drilled as indicated. When as

sembled, the grease cups were

screwed into the pulley hubs in such

a way that the holes D faced the

direction of rotation of the pulleys.

Each cup was then filled with

grease, which forced the inner plate

up to the top of the cap and accord

ingly raised the tube A so that the

holes D were aligned as shown in

Fig. 2. As the grease was consumed,

the spring in the cap forced the plate

down, carrying the tube with it, until

the holes D finally came into align

ment with the holes E. The holes

mET/

being in alignment, the cup woi

immediately emit a shrill whistle th

could be heard above the usual hi

of the machinery.

Needless to say, few loose pull

bearings burned out thereafter. 1

though the cost of remodeling t

grease cups seemed considerable

the time, the reduction of lost til

and savings made on machine repai

more than saved this expense ma,

times over.

Saving on the Lineshaft

Drive

Bv W. F. Schapmorst

THE writer has found that mc

lineshaft drives are hung witho

regard for economy, probably due

lack of information on the part

the millwrights regarding the inann!

in which such economies can |

affected. The fact is that both tl

Build up your undersize shaft
ing, bearing surfaces and journals
with high carbon steel. low carbon

bronzes, etc. in much less time than
i- possible by welding. Harder and bel

ter wearinK surface without distortion,
crystallization or damage to the piece.
Metallizing is standard practice with thousands
machine shops and industrial firms.

METALLIZING CO.

of AMERICA, Inc.

1351 E. 17th Street

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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ABRASIVE COMPANY

Tacony and Fraley Streets. Philadelphia, Pa.

DIVISION OF SIMONDS SAW AND STEEL COMPANY

Please send copy oi your new Grinding Wheel Data Book.

Name Title

Company.

Address
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cost of the shafting and the cost of

power can, in many instances, be

kept to the minimum by the applica

tion of a little thought. The draw

ings herewith will illustrate how this

point may be accomplished.

The pulleys on the lineshaft marked

I are 10 feet apart. Pulley A will

transmit 10 h.p.; B will transmit 15

c

I

A

-o-

8 n

Ml

E

I0H.R I5H.P. 30H.P. SH.P IOH.P 20H.P 25 H.P.

j-iWSHURn90HP. P. „SSH.P. n45M.P.

4

MOTOR

3£

1506 LB OF SHAFTING

m
n IQH.P. [-125 H P 55 HP. _ OOH.P.

-a
3" " 3^

1317 LB OF SHAFTING

n 10 H P [~| 25H.R SSHR^SSH.P. n 45 H.P.J~[2S H. P. f~

HOTOR I

1035 LB OF SHAFTING

Economies can be effected by the proper location of lineshaft drives.

h.p.; C, 30 h.p.; D, 5 h.p.; E, 10 h.p.;

F. 20 h.p., and G, 25 h.p. respectively,

at a shaft speed of 200 r.p.m. The

problem is to place the motor in the

position that will necessitate the least

weight of shaft and that will reduce

the amount of power required to the

minimum. Reduction of power is ac

complished through reduction of fric

tion.

The drawing of lineshaft II shows

the sizes of lineshafts required be

tween the pulleys to transmit

quantities of horsepower with

motor or driving pulley at the

treme left end. The minimum siz

shaft is 2U in. at the right end,

the maximum size shaft require

3% in. at the left end.

Drawing III shows the size s

required with the drive at the

a treme right end.

time the minir

size of shaft 1

can be used is

in. and the n

mum size requin

3% inch.

Drawing IV si

how to determini

correct position

the drive. The i

tion lies in wot

inwardly from

ends and placing

motor on the "i

imum" size si

The maximum

here is 3 inch.

Computing

weights of the si

ing required ii

III and IV, it w:

found that wit

feet between

pulley, 1506 lb

shafting will bi

quired for Iini

1317 for line III

1035 for line T\

other words, line II requires 4e

cent more shafting than line JTV

line III requires 27 per cent

than line IV. Line IV will op

with least amount of friction be<

the smaller the shaft, the less

surface speed and consequently

less the power loss.

n 70H.P. r~| 90H.R r*

By mentioning- MODERN MACHINE

when writing: to advertisers yon will h

build a bigger and better magazine.
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THIS COMPANY'S OUTSTANDING

0ITIIB0TION TO MODERN FILE MAKING

Siace it was established In I (63, the Nicholson File

mpaay has been responsible for many important

trances in file malting.

A» outstanding contribution is our ability to produce

Mrsends of dozens of files, alike in every detail and in

Sty to give uniformly efficient performance.

Repeated tests with other brands show the perform-

m of our file* right up against the line of absolute

rormity. Variations from the remarkable standard

jatliaid by Nicholson File Company experts mean

tod energy and money in industrial plants,

lii hall ii a. Black Diamond and McCaffrey Files come

rafve Perfect Files in Every Dozen." Mill supply

liars can meet your needs. Nicholson File Company,

"deece. R. I, U. S. A.

. A FlFILE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

PATENTS
FENDING
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Over the Editor's Desk

MORE important than anything

your editor could say this

month is the message that Tell

Berna, General Manager of the Na

tional Machine Tool Builders' Asso

ciation, delivered to the assembled

guests of the General Electric Com

pany at that company's recent Ma

chine Tool Meeting in Cincinnati. A

part of Mr. Berna's address follows:

"About a hundred years ago the

development of the reaper, and the

gradual opening up of good farm

land, gave the American farmer sur

plus crops which he could sell for

cash, and made it possible for him to

begin to buy those things which he

had been making for himself, labori

ously, on the farm. Simultaneously

the demand for machine tools devel

oped and the industry became of in-

, creasing importance as the demand

i for machinery increased in the indus

trial centers of the country.

"Hanging in the office of the Brown

& Sharpe Company, of Providence,

Rhode Island, is a schedule of working

hours which was written by Mr.

Lucien Sharpe, the founder of Brown

& Sharpe, when he was employed at

the Providence Machine Company's

plant in the winter of 1847-48. Dur

ing most of the months work began

at sunrise, but in May, June and July

the worker was allowed to idle in bed

until the atrociously late hour of 4:55

a. m. He stopped for breakfast at

6:30 and went back to work at ten

minutes after seven and the day con

tinued until 6:45 in the evening, with

55 minutes off for lunch in the middle

of the day. The total hours per week

varied somewhat as the time of the

sunrise changed in the different parts

of the year, but the minimum number

of hours worked per week was 62 V&,

and the maximum was 77.4.

"That is in sharp contrast

present conditions. We ai'e ;

cally standardized on a 40 hour

The important thing to real

that this change has not come

by legislation. In 1899, long

the 8-hour day was legally re

the average hours per week i

country were 55. Here then is

stantial reduction from the <

Lucien Sharpe. By 1920 the a

hours per week in this count

become 48 hours, by 1930 the a

was 44 hours and today it is

cally 40 hours a week. The im\

point is that this improvemei

effected, not by legislation, 1

giving the worker better equ

which made it economically p

for him to earn a living wage

working shorter hours.

"It would be a simple matter t

that this change ran parallel

other equally important chan

that was in the real value

wages paid to the worker,

were increased, again not by

tive fiat, but by the increase!

ing power of the worker, due

better equipment which we ga

or, if you please, because of

crease in horse-power per

during these years.

"In contrast to this perfectly

development toward lower hoi

higher wages, we have the ai

restriction of output by union

tions which is familiar to us

the building trades. These

did not wait for improved tt

improved materials, and better

ment to make it economically j

to reduce working hours and i

wages. They reduced them arb

and the net result has been tc
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he building- industry and force us to.

ive in obsolete antiquated houses be-

ause the cost of new construction is

intirely out of line with the develop

ment of the country in other fields.

'"The machine tool has also served

he nation by making possible lower

:osts and that, in turn, means in-

Teased markets and the consequent

:nrichment of human life by making

t possible for us to have in our homes

is every-day necessities the things

hat our grandfathers would have con-

jl^ere^hixurieSL or would not have

tad available at any_price.

"We are a little inclined to overlook

he fact that the modern machine tool

loes not require as high a degree of

tkill on the part of the individual

rorkman. Accuracy is built into the

nachine and in the measuring instru

ments which the worker uses to check

he product of the machine. A

rorker with little training a hundred

rears ago was helpless, because every-

.hing had to be done by hand and

;ven the products of the elementary

nachine tools of that day had to be

:orrected by skilled artisans who did

heir work by hand.

"This means that we can open our

factory doors to these semi-skilled

Ben and to some who have practically

no skill at all and enable them to earn

sigh wages in the operation of ma

rines. The skilled men, who are now

is scarce as they have always been,

ire can employ to build these ma-

:hines and these gauges.

"Industrial progress can be halted

t»y uncertainty and fear, or by writing

into restrictive legislation our hopes

for the future without taking the

time or the pains to check them

against the experience of past years

to see if they are within reach or not.

It can be retarded by such a law as the

on undistributed profits which has

flicted a definite hardship on thou

sands of corporations of medium size.

It has practically forced the distribu-

tion of assets which should be con

served to replace those lost during the

last depresssion. t f-aAj.\Ml»J, i~>- </ ,

"In the machine tool industry alone,

a cross-sectional check indicated that

our companies lost 40 per cent of their

capital assets during those difficult

years. What is to happen if we have

another depression in the future, and

go into it with limited assets so that '

we cannot hold together the nucleus

of highly trained personnel which ,j

means so much to the machine tool

builder? It is not helpful to suggest

that he can go out and sell stock in

/ his company, because during a depres

sion no one can sell stock at a rea

sonable price, nor can he at that time

borrow money from a bank.

"It is the duty of every one of us

who understands these fundamental

facts to emphasize them and see that

they are more widely understood. We

' are no longer a sprawling, disjointed

group of states, but a closely knit in

dustrial community. Even the farmer

uses mechanical equipment in the

fields and in his home. He gets his

market quotations by radio and sells

his products across the continent.

This is in every sense of the word an

industrial nation, and very few of us

are selling to a local market. A

tremendous distribution of farm prod

ucts can easily be noted in any gro

cery store, where apples from Oregon,

oranges from California and grape

fruit from Florida are offered side

by side. T oJ_. C > .. • , ••■ • -

"Business men must learn to think

in terms of the nation and must pass

the results of this thinking on to

those who should profit by our ex

perience. I hope that as we have

worked together to overcome technical

difficulties we can cooperate in devel

oping a better public understanding

of the part machinery has played in

this industrial nation, and that our

future lies in using it more widely and

more effectively."
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New Shop Equipment

Farrel-Birmingham Gear-Hardening

Machine

Illustrated herewith Is a gear-harden

ing machine which the Farrel-Blrming-

ham Company. Inc.. 381 Vulcan St.,

Buffalo, N. Y. has been developing the

past four years especially for harden-

Farrell-Birming-ham Gear-Hardening: Machine

ing double helical gears. The torch

hardening method. In which this ma

chine is used, permits the hardening or

the tooth surfaces of relatively large

gears without appreciable distortion.

When properly carried out, the flame-

hardening method Is very successful for

hardening gear teeth of coarse pitch, the

sizes for which it is most applicable

being from 6 DP to 1 DP. This method

is not sufficient for gear teeth of finer

pitch, since such gears are usually

small enough In diameter to be har

dened In a furnace without distortion.

Pig. 1 shows the machine in opera

tion on a large hoist gear. It can be

seen that the arbor carrying the ges

Is supported on anti-friction rollei

which are so arranged that they wl

carry arbors or shafts of a large rang

of diameters. This method of holdirj

work is very convenient.

The machine is so designed that eac

head carries two sets of torches, or tip

so that both sidi

of a tooth ai

hardened slmults

neously. In oper£

tion, one tore

head starts hard

ening at one en

of the tooth an

the other tore

head at the othe

end of the toot!

They each travt

toward the centei

or apex, of th

teeth. Their tra

verse is horlzonta

but a guide rollei

fixed on the tore!

saddle, or carrlei

engages the gea

being harden?

between two teot

and thus revolve

the gear In correc

relationship to th

horizontal travers

of the torches.

The helical trac

of the teeth i!

therefore. In effeci

followed by th

torches without th

necessity for an

complicated nicer,
anism. The guide pin, or roller, re

ferred to. Is supported by a bracke

attached to one traverse saddle of

torch head. It also acts as an Index

ing finger.

The rate of travel of the torches witl

the attached water Jets can be regula

.ted by turning the handwheel of a varl

able speed gear. The usual rate o

traverse is from 6 in. to 10 In. per mln

ute, varying with the size of tooth t!

be hardened. Each torch head Is als<

fitted with a pilot light for igniting th<

main torches. This pilot light together

with the gas supply to the main Jets

or torches, are controlled by one lever
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To obtain the desired hardness and

the desired depth of hardness as well

u uniformity, very fine and exact ad

justments of the tips, or burners, and

of the water jets are essential. It Is

further claimed that, due to much lab

orious research work, great economy In

gas consumption has been obtained.

And. of course, economy In labor and

time results from the use of duplicate

torch heads, each of which hardens both

sides of a tooth simultaneously.

Although the machine has been de

signed especially to harden double heli

cal or herringbone teeth. It Is equally

suitable for hardening single helical or

straight tooth gears. It will also har

den splines or rolling mill wabblers as

well as sprocket wheels or any other

similar type of article.

Fig. 2 shows the gen

eral arrangement of the

machine from the side

and front, respectively.

The mailmum capacity

of the machine Is a

gear of 84 in. diameter

•rid 24 In. face. The

overall dimensions are

6 ft. 8 in. wide X 9 ft.

6 In. long. The water

tank, forming the base

of the machine, has a

capacity of 250 gallons.

A centrifugal motor-

drlven pump Is pro

vided with a suitable

relief valve and other

necessary fittings s o

that the water pres

sure is kept constant

-*nd of the correct vol-

■i-n-.. It has been

lound that the water

pressure from the city

fater mains is not

surnciently uniform.

work. These are easily and quickly

placed in position. The machine is

Drawing showing general arrangement of the machine from

the front.

of tips, or burn-

the whole range of
simple to operate, and an intelligent

operator can quickly be trained.

EXTENSION BED GAP LATHE

24/48"—28/50" Swing ALL GEARED OR CONE HEAD

A lathe for small and

lame swing work. Long

ill-Inure between cen

ter-. Three lathes in

• •nr. Saves space. Re*

ilures cost.

U rite /or literature.

THE RAHN UVRMONCOMPANY Cincinnati, Ohio
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Lanhydro Hydraulically-Operated

Turning Machine

A double-spindle machine designed

for turning shafts and other similar

cylindrical parts, to be known as the

Lanhydro. has been brought out by Lan-

dls Machine Company, Waynesboro, Pa.

Lanhydro Hydrnulically-Operated Turning Machine

The Lanhydro Is a semi-automatic hy-

draullcally-controlled machine, designed

to proceed through Its entire cycle au

tomatically with one tripping of the

control lever.

In general, the appearance of the Lan

hydro Is similar to the Landmaco

Threading Machine and all the tested

mechanical features of the Landmaco

have been retained. A special center

ing device for supporting the work dur

ing the turning operation has been

added. This special centering devil

consists of a female center backed li

by a long spiral spring to keep the pre

sure against the work constant. Tl

center travels back through the splnd

with the advancement of the carriage

By using the travelling center to su]

port the work, concentricity between

head of the shaft

the turned stem is *

sured.

The hydraulic unit ai

its control valve are

particular Interest,

rapid feed Is provldi

to carry the work to tl

turning head. A coat

turning feed Is tbi

used throughout t b

machining operation

a point within 0.008 :

to 0.010 in. of the shoii

der. Where a should!

must be faced, a va

fine finishing feed I

used. The length of tl

travel of the flnlshli

feed Is adjustable fi

any material or cond

tlon.

The carriage advano

under a finishing fa

to a definite stop,

variable "dwell" time

then provided for

final clean up an

make possible the hi

lng of extremely close limits In lengl

from the end of the shaft to the fa

of the .shoulder. After the "dwel

period, the turning head opens und

hydraulic pressure and the carriage

-apldly returned to complete the eye.

The turning head automatically clos

as the carriage returns.

By using the Lanco as a turnli

head, very close limits can be mal:

talned on diametrical size. The head

readily adjusted to any diameter and

e

tl
(

Oil

JANETTE

-—■A MOTORIZED SPEED REDUCERS

* ( For obtaining slow speeds
. \ 16 standard types—foot—flange and foot and flange mounting!

\ Worm—Helical—Spur and Planetary gears. 1 /50 to 7 '-i
— \ M P. MM.

. \ M,J, by , amtmn l*hick fm Mt timi jffj..rui line, 1909
j Rotary Converters—Generators—Motors—Motor-Generators

— - r-^ JANETTE MANUFACTURING COMPANY' 550 W. Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.
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Maintenance Tools

he name Billings on Forged Tools guarantees

lenty of endurance to stand the gaff of heavy,

>ugh maintenance work. Such Forged Tools as

e Billings Improved Chain Pipe Vise (capac-

es from Vs" to 8") and the "Gardnerench"

capacities from %" to 6") are used daily in

"■ousands of mills, factories and machine shops.

on Billings Forged Tools—it's an

economy!

The "Gardnerench" making

up a fitting securely held In

the Billings Improved Chain

Pipe Vise.

Tool

Catalog of Billings Forged

Shop Tools gladly tent.

Write Dept. 'O'.

Elongated Knurled Nut — plenty of

Anger-gripping surface for quickly ad-

Justing chain slack — an exclusive

Billings feature.

>ARD DROP HAMMERS *nd DIE MAKING MACHINERY

I LLI N G J

PENCER CO. HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT, U. S. A.
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WALKER -TURNER

PORTABLE

HEAVY DUTY

FLEXIBLE SHAFT

Write for Full
tails
tlons.

A heavy duty, portable machine, engineered ami
built to give long, hard service. Smooth, quiet
operation is assured by SKF ball bearings. Tele
scopic stand—42" normal height—extends 1I>"
to 57" high. Motor swivels and locks in any
position. Motor and yoke can be detached for
over-head suspension. Deep base serves as tool
tray. Casing is rubber covered. Hand piece has
l& " spindle and over-size, heavy duty SKP ball
bearings.

All tyfet of flexible shafts made to individual

specifications.

Walker-Turner Co., Inc.

767 Berckman St. Plalnfleld, New Jersey

equipped with a micrometer graduation

for close accurate size changes. Due to

the fact that four cutters are used, op

erating in the same plane in relation

to the axis of rotation and against the

shoulder of the cut, a perfectly round

View of L-anhydro Turning Machine Showing*

Hydraulic

smooth turning job is produced. Ttali

makes it necessary to leave onlv a mini

mum of metal for the grinding opera

tion.

400-Ton Rapid Acting Hyc

Press

The Watson-Stlllman Rapid Acting

Hydraulic Press Illustrated, a product of

The Watson-Stlllman Co., Roselle, N.

J., is of the reversed cylinder type with

self-contained power unit and is de

signed for metal forming and straight

ening. The press operates under a hy

draulic pressure of 2500 lbs. per square

Inch on a 20 Inch ram or 24 Inch stroke

IDEAL SPEED LATHES

FOR LAPPING
FINISHING
POLISHING

SMALL PARTS

2 Speed Motor.
Automatic Brake.
Collet or 3 Jaw
Chucks. Hind
operated or auto
malic. Write) for
dr. 351.

SCHAUER MACHINE CO.

305-7 Broadway Cincinnati, Ohio
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hen

USE THESE VERY LIGHT

INCH SERIES BEARINGS

V

HAVING bores abnormally

large, as compared with

the outside diameter, they offer

the engineer such important ad

vantages as compactness, light

weight and greater latitude in

design.

They are available in the "S"

and "XLS" ball bearing series,

the former starting at Vg-in.

bore and the latter at 1 ' .-in.

bore, the complete range run

ning upto 2 1-in. bore and 28-in.

O. D.jand there is the "RXLS"

series extra light roller bear

ings, paralleling the "XLS"

in size range.

Why not let our engineers

tell you more about these Very

Light Precision Bearings?

Write for the Catalog.

BALI. ROLLER AND THRUST BEARINGS "RXLS" SERIES
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Master Tools Since 1862

Spiral and Plain, with Motor Drive

Unit or Countershaft.

Ideal for every exacting Laboratory or tool

room work.

Equipped with last feeds for manufactur
ing and specially fitted for handiness in
operation. Index Centers are by far the
closest of any in this small size.

Stark Precision Lathes incorporate every
known device for speed and extreme accu

racy. 6 Sizes. V*" to IVi" collet capacity

up to 12" swing.

Spring Bind Heads, Lever Chuck Closer

Heads for very fast and accurate produc
tion of small exacting parts. Automatic

Turret Heads, Diamond Die Tools, Sensi
tive Drills and Tapping Machines, Chocks,
Collets, Special Precision Tools.

STARK TOOL CO.

WALTHAM. MASS.

Originators of the American Bench Lathe

and develops a maximum pressui

400 tons.

The main ram and moving plate^

advanced and returned at high

by means of two double acting cylli

high pressure being automatically

mltted when the moving platen re

the work. The operating speed o:

press, when using the maximum s

Watson-Stillman 400-Ton Rapid A

Hydraulic Press

of 24 Inches, Is 9 complete cycl

minute. The movement of the

ram is controlled by a single leve

venlently located at the right

corner of the press. The movem

the main ram can be restricted

part of the 24 inch maximum str

means of adjustable collars on

tical control rod.
on tl
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Top view, show

ing unusually

long ways and

nearly twice the

usual length of j

slide bearing.

. . . last longer

The life of a die is determined by the smooth, accu

rate operation of the press. Certain combined ad

vantages in V & O Presses assure longer die-life—

hence better results at less cost. Unusually long

ways and exceptionally long slides are features of

all V & O Presses. In the inclinables, the slides are

almost twice the usual length. These advantages,

plus the positive and smooth operation of the

clutches, the balanced flywheels, the accurate align

ments to avoid deflection insure perfect operation

without jars, without shocks, with the minimum vi

bration . . . extending the life of the dies, produc

ing a great many more pieces between grinds,

delivering precision workmanship with speed—and

economy! These are inherent characteristics of V &

O Presses—YET COST NO MORE.

THE V & O PRESS COMPANY

HUDSON, N. Y.

• CO. Hrm Y-k Hm«.,i
ttmmt

*U. 4 KVSOURT MACHINERY CO. O.

UBbmaOl MACMINUY CO. DlMl

K«L. LOO. mill »tli

ELLIOTT *

TIDEWATER St

D. S HAIR MA

josei-h F. rr
a.U. Ok*.
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Pressure is supplied from a variable

displacement pump of the radial piston

type driven by a 30 h.p., 900 r.p.m. mo

tor. Control of the motor is effected by

a magnetic switch through a push but

ton station located near the press con

trol lever. Pump, reservoir and motor

are mounted on a bracket attached to

the cylinder yoke. The main cylinder

and platens are of high grade cast steel;

the main ram of close grained cast iron

and the tie rods of forged steel. The

main cylinder Is bronze bushed. The

double acting cylinders are made of

machinery steel and are of the piston

ring type.

Lees-Bradner "H.T." and "L.T."

Thread Millers

The Lees-Bradner Company, 6210 Car

negie Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, has aug

mented its line of thread milling ma

chines by the addition of two new

machines to be known as the "H.T."

and "L.T." types. The H.T. machine Is

built In two sizes to take work up to

12 in. in diameter and capacity lengths

of 4 ft. 6 in. and 8 ft. 6 in. between

centers. It has a rated cutting capacity

of 2'/i in. circular pitch. The standard

machine has a 6-ln. diameter hole

through the collet and work spindle

The L.T. machine Is built in two si!

to take work up to 6 in. in diame

and capacity lengths of 36 and 72
between centers. It has a rated cutti

capacity of 1 in. circular pitch and l

standard machine has a 3-ln. diame

hole through the collet, work spin

and tailstock.
These machines are of very rug]

construction with extremely heavy 1

section and large, ample ways. The
diridually driven work head and cui

head are electrically interlocked so t

the headstock motor cannot be opera

unless the cutter head motor is in oj

atlon. thus avoiding any possibility

spoiling the work or cutter. This c

struction eliminates long shafts v

the attendant possibility of spring.

Push button control Is provided, t

the motors instantly reversible thro

drum switches at the operator's hi

The traverse is controlled through e

trically controlled limit switches, si

for which are readily accessible.

The standard machine has a sepa

Individually motor driven coolant pi

which assures an ample supply of c

ant at all times Irrespective of spi

speeds. Standard equipment lncl

an outfit of wrenches, set of cutter ■

"I

u

A Pump for Every Type

of Machine Tool
The Ruthman Machinery Company offers a COMPLETE line of

modern coolant pumps—-designed to meet every modern cutting

need.Low power consumption—elimination of packing glands—auto

matic priming feature—use of centrifugal force—these features

and many more make RUTHMAN Gusher Pumps economical

necessities for your shop.
Write for free data sheets.
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COOPER HEWITT ENGINEERED LIGHTING

Low intrinsic brightness

eliminates eye-strain

speeds up production

Cooper Hewitt Mercury Lamps help skilled workmen do a better job

on this assembly line.

Oisrdat, and unvarying in intensity throughout the

2i hours. Cooper Hewitt Mercury Light permits more

uniform production . . . better work. Its long light

werce permits light to get down inside even compli

cated mechanisms and hard-to-light spots. Efficiency

and precision arc aided from top to bottom by this soft,

Cooper Hewitt's yellow-green light alone is the ideal

i where perception of detail is most impor-

STANDARD
COOPER

If IWITT

Bciirr IKM HjrUcM" for over X yt»r%

tant. Where color discrimination is desirable, incandes

cent lamps can be added to the mercury — achieving a

close approximation to daylight.

General Electric Vapor Lamp Company engineers are

lighting specialists with over 30 years' experience. They

will gladly discuss "engineered lighting" for every job

with you. . . . General Electric Vapor Lamp Company,

897 Adams Street, Hoboken, New Jersey.

COMBINATION

MERCURY AND
INCANDESCENT

For u»r wrier* color if of importance

GENERALf| ELECTRIC

VAPOR LAMP COMPANY
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Lees-Bradner Standard Thread Miller

gears, set of lead and feed gears, collet,

driving dog and center, tallstock center,

one dividing plate with 24 divisions, and

a follow-rest together with quick acting

tallstock.

Both motor drives are through V-belt

with simple adjustment for take-up.

The main work head motor Is mounted

partly In the base of the machine and

the motor for drli

ing the cutter hea

is mounted direct!

on the cutter heai

The lead and fee

gears are so arrange

that each may t

changed lndepen<

ently of the othe

a separate set i

gears being provl<

ed for work spind

speeds. These gea

may be changed

cording to a cha;

furnished with t]

machine without I

any way affectli

the lead being ci

or vice versa. Ar

the lead gears mi

be changed withoi

in any way lnfli

encing the work spindle speeds.

The cutter head of the H.T. machil

Is provided with slip gears for changii

the cutter speeds which, in conjunctlc

with a quick speed change in the heai

gives a variety of speeds which will a(

commodate all classes and pitches 1

be cut. Two cutter speeds are availab

through the medium of the quic

-NEW

U. S. No. 1 Anti-Friction Bearing

Hand Milling Machine

The New U. S. Hand Miller is partic

ularly adapted to high speed light

milling operations. Vertical and hori

zontal feeds.

Improvements: Heat treated chrome

nickel steel spindle, Timken bear

ings. Ballbearing countershaft, V-bell

drives, 6 Spindle Speeds up to 1592

R.P.M., providing efficient use of

small end mills.

Write for full details.

The UNITED STATES

MACHINE TOOL Co.

1954 W. 6th St., Cincinnati, Ohio
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The Hardness Testing of Shapes

'THOUSANDS of odd shapes are tested on "ROCK-

WELL" Hardness Testers. In the illustration above

we show how several manufacturers of lock washers em

ploy a simple pedestal type of anvil we have supplied for

such pieces. The "ROCKWELL" likes practical testing

as well as a dog likes a bone.

CONCORD AVE. %Af I I C ^\ iLl HEW YORK,

& 143rd ST. Wf ILJVll NEW YORK

MECHANICAL INSTRUMENT CO- INC
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change lever and nine cutter speeds are

available through slip gears. The cutter

head of the L.T. machine Is arranged

with six selective speed changes con

trolled through the medium of levers

at the side of the cutter head whereby

cutter speed changes may be made In

stantly.

The lead screw Is of coarse pitch and

heavy design, guarded- for Its entire

length against shapes or cutter coolant.

Cutter slide ways are fully protected

irrespective of the diameter being

threaded. The usual worm and worm

wheel method of indexing Is employed.

The indexing wheel is conveniently posi

tioned, the index worm being located

below the worm wheel Instead of above

as in previous designs. The Index wheel

or dividing plate Is now under cover but

readily accessible.

The work spindle Is provided with two

driving wheels: one a worm and worm

wheel for large diameter work or work

of coarse pitches and where the work Is

to be Indexed. The other drive em

ploys a large diameter spur gear which

is utilized only when cutting single

thread work which does not have to be

indexed, and work of finer pitches. The

H.T. standard type machine will cut all

leads from 16 threads per Inch to one

turn in 60 In. and the L.T. standard

type machine will cut all threads

32 threads per Inch to one turn 1

in. Quick return speeds are from

In. per minute to 112 In. per ml

dependent on the lead being cut

both machines.

The No. 8 H.T. machine requires

space 4 ft. 1 In. by 9 ft. long anc

No. 12 H.T. requires floor space 4

in. by 13 ft. long. Net weights are

lbs. and 9650 lbs. respectively.

6x36-in. L.T. machine requires

space 3 ft. 9 In. wide by 7 ft. 3 In.

and the 6x72-ln. L.T. machine Tec,

Root space 3 ft. 9 in. wide by 10 ft.

long. Net weights are 5600 and 740

respectively.

Progressive Welder Co. Sp

Welding Fixture

The fixture Illustrated Is typlc

the line of spot-welding fixture

signed by the Progressive Welder Cc

Plquette Ave., Detroit, Mich., to be

with the Progressive Hydraulic Wi

Gun for uniting sheet metal pat

medium production systems. The«

tures are comparatively lnexpensi?

cause of the simple method of fa

tion and will more than pay fo

HOW TO GET WHAT YOU WAR

IN ANY KIND OF TOOL

Here, at last, in a real help for the wan responsible for tools;—help
which is not offered by any other honk in existence. It shows how to
get the extra properties you want in any kind of tool.

Juit published

TOOL STEEL SIMPLIFIED
By Trank R. Palmer

Assistant to the President
The Carpenter Steel Company

315 pages — 0 x 0 — 205 illus
trations. $1.00 postpaid in U.S.A.

G a in more complete control oter
your tool problems wrth the help
of this new handbook. A plain,
practical, common sense explanation
of how to make tools that last
longer — how to get bigger pro
duction and lower tool costs. This
is the first honk to give you a siin-

HOW to stop -tools from warping

HOW to avoid grinding checks

HOW to make tools wear longer

HOW to make tools that won't|
break

HOW to prevent size change

HOW to make the spark test

HOW to he a trouble shooter

pliflod method for the selection and
heat treatment of tool steel. It
provides ready answers to many
questions that rome up in the tool
department.

TO GET BIGGER PRODUCTION AND LOWER COST 6END THIS COUPON

THE CAIEPENTER STEEL CO.

Dept. B-3 READING, PENNA.

Please send me postpaid the convenient new 315 pane handbook- - "Tool Steel Simplified"
Inclosing SI. 00. (Price S3. 50 outside I". S. A.)

Signature Address

City und State Firm or Employer

Occupation
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Photo Courtesy of Detroit

Gasket & Mfg. Company

"It's 20 ro 25 times as

quiet." That's what the

management said after thev

changed this vertical 100

drive from gears to Bald-

l-Duckworth R o 1 le r Chain,

of noise is but part of the

The chain illustrated has operated 24 hours a day, six days a

and after three months was found to be in perfect condition.

you want durability, accuracy and economy, and quietness too,

specify Baldwin-Duckworth. Write for catalog. Baldwin-Duckworth

Chain Corporation, Springfield, Mass.
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compact unit, which Is

real advantage In she

with limited floor spa

The compact and <

cesslble arrangement

all clamping devices, t

placing of the work I

loading and unloadl

with minimum hand: :

the ease ol handling

positioning the hydrau

spot-welding gun a

said to be features

this very efficient ud

Only connection to s

water and electric

source are necessary

put this machine In c

eratlon. As all prodi

tlon fixtures are entln

different and every one

special custom built J'

this company because

Its experience and knoi

edge of spot-weldl

problems offers a r

service to production a

manufacturing plants.

Progressive Welder Co. Spot-Welding Fixture

extra Investment over make-shift set

ups.

The parts to be welded are clamped

and positioned by quick acting devices,

so that the finished assembly will fit

Its corresponding parts. The copper

bus-bars are cast to fit the parts to be

welded, insuring uniform Identical as

semblies. The transformer and hydraulic

booster for the hydraulic welding gun

are mounted In the fixture making a

I-R VA H.P. Air

Compressor

Ingersoll - Rand Co:

pany, Phllllpsburg, N.

has announced a n

line of fractional nor

power air compressors

% and Vi horsepo\

sizes. These units are very comp;

and neat in appearance. They hi

automatic start and stop control, i

equipped with a new style seamless st

tank, and an Improved check valve.

When furnished for single phase c

rent they are equipped with a brushl

capacitor type motor and a built

automatic protection switch giving ov

load and under-voltage protectl

They are rated for 150 pounds per

GREENERD

Arbor Presses

500 lbs. to 35 tons pressure

HYDRAULIC, MOTOR DRIVEN, HAND OPERATED

Greenerd Arbor Press Co., Nashua, N. H.

j



Wherever you are located or what

ever youx V-Belt drive requirements

may be, apply to Tezrope Division,
Alhs-ChaLmers Mfg. Co., for we make
V-Belt drives for every purpose and

carry stocks in all principal cities of
the United States and other parts of
the World,

aimers originated, developed and pio-
1 the multiple V-Belt drive principle and

uly builds drives of from 1 i hp. to 2000 hp.

s wide range and length of experience that

'Chalmers has had in building multiple

drive* far exceeds that of any other
bcturer in the industry, and that knowl-

• aod experience is built into every Texrope

'1 Drive.

1 you buy Texrope Drives you buy not
t the most efficient performance, but also

■ quickest and most complete service. Before

parehasixig a multiple V-Belt drive consult
aclnple V-Belt headquarters -Texrope Divi-

Alhs-Chalmers Mfg. Co.

Wnte lor Duro-Brace Bulletin 2188

Industrie:

TEXROPE DIVISIOW

LLIS-CHAIMER
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in. maximum pressure, but may be set

for lower pressures, or may be equipped

inches high. The % horsepower size

also available on a 4.6 cu. ft. tank.

Ingcrsol-Rand Vi H. P. Single-Stage Air
Compressor

with a reducing valve for still lower

pressures.

The Vt and \'2 horsepower units are

available on a 2.4 cu. ft. tank, which is

illustrated. This unit is less than 35

Oliver Metal Spinning Lathe

The Oliver Machinery Comp&i

Qrand Rapids, Mich., has placed on t

market a 12-tn. ball bearing varial

speed unit type motor-driven me

spinning lathe, to be known as t

"Oliver". This lathe can be adjusted

any speed from 800 r.p.m. to 2400 r.p

The 12-ln. spinning lathe has a

h.p. motor for single, two or three phi

60 cycle, 110 or 220 volts. It has

overload dial-operated switch with ov

load protection. The front bearings

of the ball type and are provided v

oil by means of a large oil chamber. 1

headstock is provided with a la

thrust ball bearing to withstand hes

constant pressure. The headstock

also fitted with a 6-in. face plate.

The spindle Is 1% in. in dlami

and has a %-ln. hole through Its en:

length to facilitate removal of cent

The inside end is threaded for 1

plates and bored to receive a No

Morse taper shank. The outside

carries a combined hand wheel and I

plate for holding the spindle for ren

ing front face plates. This Is also v

as a rear end face plate and for u

STEELof Every Kind

Every Purpose . . in Slock . • Ready to

Here is steel in every shape and size in carbon and alloy grades—

in stock for Immediate Shipment. Whether it is standard shafting

or the finest accuracy stock—stainless steel or special flame cut

plates, you can get quick delivery from the nearest Ryerson plant.

Allied lines such as welding rod, solder, babbitt and tools are also

included. Unusual facilities for cutting, handling and shipping as

sure accuracy, dependability and speed.

WRITE FOR THE RYERSON STOCK LIST.

Joseph T. Ryerson A Son, Inc., Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Detroit. Cleveland, Cincinnati
Boston. Philadelphia. Jersey City
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ENNSYLVANIA

CRASHES

THROUGH !

Tim month's $C.00 prize for

tit winning W "Shop Hint"

goatoMr. E. L. Sleppy, tool-

ouifr, of Beaver Falls, Pa.

Mr. Sleppy's hint is a good one

to bow—and it shows some

ingenious thinking.

Try jour hand at a "Shop

Hint"! U will take you only

five minutes to jot down one

it those kinks you use to do

?wir work easier and better—

To

SHAFT
SUpPq

Mr.

"* Ml

SI,

IN

OUT

«r4

Sc°Ring

Prize

to
JVot '"nS shafts

">ner

Wide

the
In

corre,

store,
r°on7

arid

/-rest,

rirr„

end.

or

ner ft- "Sotap3f
King Qr . rati

^enr

riir

and

and
n, /'of,'

'g in

was

<? r/ie

Was

the

shaft

rnadc

one

rad it miy earn a dollar a

"Mute for you! Write it on

Wnir Bearing Company, Care "

a postcard if you wish — mail to The

Shop Hints," New Britain, Conn.

HINTS FOR EASY BEARING REPLACEMENT

Use These Fafnir

Cartridges!

FAFNIR

CYLINDRICAL

CARTRIDGE

J™"" 1 "It complete with famom Flfnlr
Bill Bearing self -aligning type.

2 "■"•ah to many machines it is fitted in
•! tarn fusing with ■ push fit. Bearing

■ tlx shaft by neluilve Self-Llleklng
f-rnl xu shaft through, engage the collar

* 1 «« uree

FAFNIR

FLANGE

CARTRIDGE

for the application where the very minimum amount
of machining is to be done. The unit Is mounted by
bolts through the flange. The bearing Is self-aligning
to compensate for slight shaft misalignment. Simple,
effective seals exclude dust and dirt. Compact, easy
to Install. It has many applications.

Send for descriptive literature. The fafnir Bearing Company,

New Britain, Conn.

FAFNIR BALL BEARINGS

1 balanced line • most complete in America
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HAND35

GRINDS, SAWS,

DRILLS, ROUTS,

ENGRAVES,

POLISHES

ERE'S the wonder

tool that is effect

ing such revolutionary

savings in many lab

oratories, model and

tool rooms and on

Hard-to-get-at places

be repaired without

removing the part or dismantling machine.

The Handee uses 200 different accessories,

instantly interchangeable, for work on all

metals, alloys, bakelite, celluloid, wood,

glass, resins and other hard substances.

Finest, speediest, most powerful tool for its

type. 25,000 r.p.m. AC or DC, 110 volts.

Weighs only 12 ounces. No shop or factory

can afford to be without the Handee. Try one.

production lines,

on machines can now

Order Today on 10

Days Trial or Send

for Catalog.

s18.50
De Luxe

Model
Postpaid
6 Accessories Free

CHICAGO WHEEL fir MFG. CO.

1101 W. Monroe St., Dopt. 00. Chicago, III.

□ Send Catalog

M . M. S. 6

□ Send De Luxe Handee on 10-Day Trial

Name

Address

ing the spindle by hand when ma'

adjustments. A plunger type poS

lock, when pressed Inwardly, engage

one of three equl-distant slots In a

keyed on the spindle Inside of

motor and thus gives an easy and

Oliver 12-In. Metal Spinning Lathi

tlve method of locking the splnd!

removal or tightening of faceplat

The tallstock Is of open-side d

being 7 in. long and 6 In. wide,

spindle Is machine ground steel,

In. diameter, 8 In. long, bored for

2 Morse taper and held in positic

lit,til

Specimens of metal work executed <
Oliver 12-In. Metal Spinning Lath

a lever clamp. The tallstock is rei

by the backing of the screw. On

with carriage attachment, the taJ

is furnished with a set-over devij

table work. The spindle has a tri

of 4 in. A ball bearing live cen

standard on the 12-ln. lathe.

A set of five spinning tools Is lnc

as standard equipment—one tx
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THE SIMPLIFIED ■ THE EXPENSIVE

ROTO-CLONE WAY ■ OLD-FASHIONED WAY

ROTO-CLONE combines work of both blower and dust separator in a single unit,

replacing the exhauster and cyclone separator ordinarily used (or this service.

ROTO-CLONE SAVES SPACE—it is no larger than an exhauster of the same

capacity. ROTO-CLONE SAVES PIPING—it may be located at or near the source

of the dust. ROTO-CLONE SAVES POWER—because its mechanical efficiency

~n higher than that of an exhauster and because it eliminates the cyclone.

Bat, even more important than ROTO-CLONE'S economy of space, installation,

and operation is its higher efficiency in dust separation when compared to a

cyclone or any other type of centrifugal separator. Write for Bulletin No. 270-H.

AMERICAN AIR FILTER COMPANY

342 Central Avenue Louisville, Kentucky

In Canada—Darling Brothers, Limited—Montreal, P. Q.

ROTO-CLONE

COMBINED EXHAUSTER fir DUST SEPARATOR
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tool, one cut-off tool, one flat nose tool,

one narrow flat nose tool, and one round

point tool. These tools are two ft. long

with conveniently shaped wood handles.

Each tool Is made of the highest grade

The lathe is furnished with long floor

legs, making the top of the bed 36 in.

from the floor. Shorter legs are avail

able if desired.

Beaver Model-A Portable Pipe

Cutting and Threading Unit

Beaver Pipe Tools, Inc.. Warren, Ohio,

has announced an Improvement in the

design of its Beaver Model-A Portable

Pipe Cutting and Threading Unit. The

improvement consists in the choice of

a wheel-and-roller cutoff or automatic

knife cutoff, either of which is avail

able to the use at the same price. This

feature enables the user to select the

type of cutoff best adapted to his par

ticular task.

The knife cutoff is highly efficient for

cutting soft electrical conduit, also for

scarfing pipe for welding and for groov

ing pipe for Vlctualic couplings. The

wheel and roller cutoff Is said to be

simple, fast and foolproof. The upkeep

cost Is negligible. This cutoff empli

one cutting wheel, which is said to t

quently give months of service. 1

wheel cutter will cut solid round bl

leaving a negligible amount of burr.

Beaver Automatie Spring-Fed Knife Cut

The wheel-and-roller cutoff will

pipe from % In. to 2 in. or solid rc

bars from % In. to 1 in. It is

manually by means of a large star w

at the operator's right hand,

wheels and rollers used are stanl

The cutoff device Is attached in

manner that it can be removed by

ening one screw, for cutting i

lengths close to the chuck.

The automatic spring feed knife

off will cut \\ -In. to 2-in. pipe. K

DROVIDENC

1 PRECISION QUILLS

Here are tools of true PRECISION quality, at no extra

equally well adapted to the finest toolroom work and to qt

production. Powerful, speedy, sensitive—they will reduc<

costs by giving you THE LEAST COST PER HOLE.

BALL BEARING THROUGHOU

High grade ball bearings at EVERY ROTATING

practically eliminate wear—increase sensitiveness—prevt

brat ion and chatter—maintain accuracy and rigidit;

power—simplify lubrication—assure PRECISION results.

Four models, 1 to 6 spindles—belt or motor driven—h

power feed—for drilling, boring, tapping or reaming.

Write for the Bulletin.

Providence Engineering Works,

523 SO. MAIN ST. PROVIDENCE
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4VE YOUR ^KILLED MEN

For Other MORE PROFITABLE Work

Anyone in your shop—even the "handy man"—can do a metal-

cutting job that will surprise you ior speed, accuracy, and econ

omy, when you use the HORIZONTAL-NAPIER Continuous

I Band Saw Machine.

Adjustable roller guides assure a "square" smooth cut Float

ing gravity feed maintains correct, even pressure. Adjust vise

\ jaws ior the work at hand and let the machine run. It

. "watches" itself.

7 A size to fit your needs—either direct or belt driven—at a price

to boost your profits.

HORIZONTAL NAPIER Continuous Band Saw Machine

Saves

Setting Time

Coning Time

Machining Time

Stock

Curb Wastes

Rejects

Labor Costs

Maintenance Costs

Time Down" Losses

Blade Expense

Power Expense

Depreciation

SOME PROMINENT USERS

Ford Motor Co.
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.
General Electric Co.
Chase Metal Worka
Lima Locomotive Works
Allen Manufacturing Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Crane Co.
Timken Roller Bearing Co.
Crucible Steel Co. of America
Fiaher Body Co.
National Twist Drill & Tool Co.

Insist on NAPIER BAND SAW BLADES—

for ALL metal-cutting band saw machines

For chart showing correct pitch and tern per band saw

blade for every kind of metal cut—for solutions to your

metal-cutting: problems—for price and specifications of

HORIZONTAL-NAPIER Continuous Band Saw MachinesFREE

Write or Wire

METAL SAW & MACHINE CO.

INCORPORATED

40 NAPIER ST., SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

A V ED
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feed automatically and cut square with

out leaving burr. No gage Is required

to set the knives. A salety guide ahead

Beaver Whcel-and-Roller Cutoff

of the cutting edge on the knives con

trols the depth ol cut and makes It

impossible for the knives to "hog In".

Self-centering V-Jaws support the pipe

while cutting, and prevent chattering.

The knife blocks, backed by heavy

springs, cushion the shock when cut

ting out of round pipe, and prevent

knife breakage. The cutter Is operated

by a large star wheel at the operator's

right hand.

saw portable electric tools by the addi

tion of a ?-ln. disc sander made in

two models, one for heavy duty and one

lor constant production service.

The sander Is built Into a body of

streamlined design and Is said to be

perfectly balanced and of unusual light

weight. Comfortable grip handles assure

complete control under heavy sanding

loads. An efficient air filter protects

the commutator and motor from abra

sive dust and dirt. The motor has

ample reserve power to Insure a long

life and provide the maximum of speed

in sanding and grinding.

Straight-line ventilation assures a

cool-running tool. Ventilating ports

are located so as to blow the dust away

Skilsaw 7-In. Disc Sanders

Skllsaw, Inc.. 3334 Elston Ave., Chi

cago, 111., has augmented Its line of Skll-

Skilsaw 7-In. Disc Sander

from the operator and prevent clogging.

All ball bearings are fully sealed against

dust and grease leakage. The bevel

METAL SAW BLADES

Solid or Inserted Tooth

Circular Saws. In all

standard sizes to fit any

cold saw machine.

Made of extra tough steel

to give greatest value

metal cutting. Write for

prices and further details.

SIMONDS

SAW and STEEL Co.

FITCHBURG, MASS.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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The valve shown is Model 4-PS, Four-Way Solenoid

Controlled, for the control of Double Acting Cylin

ders. Simple in design—lightning swift in oper

ation. The fastest operating valve on the market.

All ports on one face, making installation and

servicing easy. Made in hand, foot, mechanical

and solenoid controlled types, for the control of

both single and double acting cylinders.

Write for new catalog.

ROSS OPERATING VALVE COMPANY

M88 I

_l _
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Try the Amazing

BURGESS Acousti-Booth

for 10 Days !

You can telephone in the noisiest

factory without interference with

this newopen telephone booth.The

secret of its quietness lies in the

patented acoustic lining. As no

door is needed, the booth is always

well ventilated. It is easy to use and

easy to clean. This all-steel booth

will withstand the roughest service.

Mail the coupon.

II not satisfied—

return at our expense

C. F. Burgess Laboratories, Inc., Patents

Burgess Battery Co., Dept. MM

1 1 1 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Please send Bulletin 126 and details of special

10-day trial offer.

Name

Company.

Address. _

Send for Bulletin 126 and

Special 10-Day Trial Offer

gearing is sturdy and quiet in oper

tion.

The heavy duty Model G 7-In. D1

Sander is 16% in. long and weighs 12

lbs. The continuous production Mod

L is 16% in. long and weighs 14 pouni

Porter-Cable Portable Belt Sand

A four-inch, heavy duty, portab

dustless Take - About sander-grindi

Type T-4V, has been announced by tl

Porter-Cable Machine Company, Syr

cuse, N. Y. This machine was design*

and built to perform heavy, const*!

Porler-Cable Portable Belt Sander

sanding and grinding operations. It

equipped with a l',4 h.p. universal mo

tor mounted parallel to the sanding bel

shoe. The frame is made of alumlnur

alloy for lightness and portability. A

ample motor cooling system is provided

through a gridded intake at the front

a commodious air circulation chambei

exhausting through a grid on each sid(

at the rear.

Between the rear end of the trans'

mission and the guiding handle, a pow

erful vacuum dust collecting system U

Installed. The vacuum Intake extendi

across the full four-ln. width of tht

abrasive belt, drawing up the dust InM

a dust bag equipped with zipper open

ing for emptying.

The abrasive belt operates flush wltti

the right side of the frame to wort

right up to upright objects. A flat,

lever-type adjustment allows for lni

stantaneous belt change. The transmis

sion consists of worm and worm gear
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Good Finish

or

Accuracy

0 The sleel pail illustrated has been enlarged three diameters

to permit comparison of the original finish on a Union Cold Drawn

Bar with that of machined surfaces. Both types of finish are equal

ly high grade—all sections of the part are accurate

Union Cold Drawing thus eliminates one or more operations

in the manufacture of many steel parts. No machining is needed

where the bar surface can be retained in the completed work.

Watch your machining costs Use a steel that comes to you ac

curately sized and smooth finished for making your production

easier and less costly

There is a Union Drawn Distributor close by ready to give

you the best steel service.

Union

Coid Dnaivn.Steels
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of high helical angle. The worm may

be Inspected through a large opening

In the top ol the frame. The abrasive

belt size is 4 in. wide x 27-in. circum

ference.

Uses for this portable sander are

numerous, among them being resurfac

ing of school desks, tables, cabinets, sash

doors, boats, and so on, and for grind

ing down metal strips, plates, grills, and

other metal parts. For the honing of

marble edges, resurfacing slate black

boards, smoothing glass edges, and sand

ing or grinding composition materials,

including plastics, this new sander is

said to do a quick, smooth Job.

motor can be tested without remoi

the head, excepting Fords and V-t

motors having blocks set closer tl

9(1 deg. On these Jobs It is nerps

Sunnen Spring Tester

In view of the fact that car manu

facturers have been increasing valve

spring tensions in order to insure cor

rect valve operation at the high motor

speeds now In use, a demand has been

created for an accurate spring testing

machine and this demand is now being

met by the Sunnen Products Company,

7903 Manchester Ave., St. Louis, Mis

souri.

With the Sunnen Spring Tester the

valve or clutch springs can be checked

in a few minutes, giving a direct read

ing in pounds. Valve springs in any

Sunnen Spring Tenter

to remove the springs and test

in the Sunnen Spring Holding F1J

The Sunnen Spring Tester Is ol

pie design and easy operation. A

slon data book Is supplied glvlnt

correct pressures in pounds for \

In closed or open position in the i

HIGH-SPEED STE

"Commercial Groun

TAPS

Long on accuracy and long on service . . ,

BUTTERFIELD TAPS produce "Class 2 F1

erances until entirely worn out. Write f«

booklet—"Taps—How To Choose Them—H

Use Them".

UNION TWIST DRILL

BUTTERFIELD DIVIS

DERBY LINE, VERW

UTTERFIEl

NEW YORK CLEVELAND
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Wahlstrom Chucks

• • ■ FULL AUTOMATIC • • •

The only tools that can take and hold

the strain of the new high speed drills.

Modern production demands greater

feeds and higher speeds on tougher

metals. The rolling action of

the jaws of the Wahlstrom

Chucks increase the grip

ping power in direct

ratio to the strain on

the drill—without

damage to shanks

Don't Stop the Spindle

With spindle speeds up to 10,000

R.P.M., drills in the Model "A" type

chucks can be inserted and removed

without stopping the spindle. Capac

ity: C to 3/16", 1/64" to K8", 1/32" to

The Model "B" for straight shanks

is of the eccentric roller type design.

A powerful chuck for deep drilling.

Only three sizes to cover a range

15/64" to 1". Operates without stop

ping the spindle.

Write for Circulars

b Wahlstrom Tool Division

American Machine & Foundry Co. f|Yl)

5502-5524 Second Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. V^**'
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and the correct pressures when testing

out of motor, on practically all makes

and models of cars.
as

Bowgage Independent Wheel Head

An Independent grinding head which

can be applied to a plain grinder for

automatic grinding wheel feed, and

known as the "Bowgage", has been

brought out by the Fltchburg Grinding

Machine Corporation, Fltchburg, Mass.

This Is said to be a self-contained In

dependent grinding wheel head unit

with all movements and controls self-

contained. The head has rapid traverse,

slow grinding feed, grinding dwell or

spark-out, and rapid return to starting

position, all started by one push button.

The rate of grinding feed Is controlled

by a hydraulic metering valve through

a dial on the panel. The dwell Is gov

erned by a Telechron clock-controlled

time delay switch. Another graduated

dial, operated by a small hand wheel,

can be set for the amount of stock re

moval, with a maximum of Va In. on

the diameter. The rate of rapid trav

erse Is constant and the amount Is set

at the factory anywhere between zero

and Ave Inches.

The principle of the wheel feed Is a

Bon-gage Independent Wheel Head

toggle and this toggle action Is obti

by the movement of a leaf spring,

spring Is located horizontally bet

the wheel head and the wheel

slide. One end Is attached to the

and the other to the head under

slon and In a bowed position whel

wheel head Is at the start of the

By hydraullcally flattening move

DUPLEX BAND SAV

Two Speeds—for cutting wood, stei

brass, copper, tubing, angles, templaW

The ideal all around machine for pi

duction shops, tool rooms, pattern shoj,

laboratories.

Accurate — Fast — Rugged — Model

High Grade Construction.

RACINE TOOL & MACHINE CO.

1770 STATE ST. RACINE, WISCONSIN
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Two features which, alone, make the New

ALCO Drill Chucksand Tap Holders an out

standing buy for all Screw Machine Owners

These new tools will accomplish what has never heretofore been accomplished with

drill chucks or tap holders. Construction is simple; adjustment is easy and positive;

o wrench is the only tool required.

Lost time and costly idle machines, when looking tor bushings, will cease to be o

source of worry to you . . . and think of the money you'll save by eliminating your

tool room troubles and wiping out your bushing costs and inventories.

Your experience must convince you that

you should write immediately jor details.

ALCO TOOL COMPANY

BRIDGEPORT patspend.no CONNECTICUT
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the spring elongates and this elongation

feeds the wheel head forward.

In this movement, there are no Joints

or bearings to eventually produce back

lash. The feed motion Is relatively fast

at the start of the feed and gradually

slows down at sizing position which

makes an Ideal grinding condition. As

the wheel moves Into the final sizing

position, the ratio of the vertical move

ment to the horizontal feed movement

Is approximately 250:1.

The head Is built for either right or

left hand wheel mounting and since the

unit is Independent, It may be placed

anywhere on the machine. The grind

ing cycle may be changed by a touch

of the dials for whatever conditions the

operator meets. The feed movements

can be controlled In ten thousandths of

an Inch. If the wheel feed dial Is

moved one ten thousandth of an Inch,

one ten thousandth indicator reading

on the head movement Is obtained.

bf^ Esco "Litewate" Drill Jig

V / To meet the demand for a universal

I drill Jig with the Esco features but de-

I, signed for a broader range of appllca-

|i tlon than has been possible with the

B previous Esco Jigs, Esco Engineering

"Litewate" Drill Jijr

Service Co., 3120 Monroe St., Tole<

Ohio, has brought out the "Lltewal

Drill Jig shown in the illustration

The new features of this Jig are

weight and clamping pressure. T

weight Is 11 lbs. and the clamping pre

sure Is adjustable from a few ouni

to a maximum of 70 pounds.

I The usual type of Esco locking a
I operating mechanism, consisting of •

I centric gears and spring follow-up

i the guide-posts Is employed.

Be Sure

OF ACCURATE GRINDING

Grind your Small Drills on c

"BLACK DIAMOND"

• This is the only grinder that accu

rately grinds all sizes of drills fron

No. 60 to Vi" without complicate

adjustments.

The savings that result from BLACK

DIAMOND grinding quickly pay fro

the cost of the machine.

Try a BLACK DIAMOND in yotn

shop—know that your drills are be

ing accurately ground.

Write for Bulletin

BLACK DIAMOND

SAW & MACHINE WORKS, INC.

45 North Ave. Natick, Mass.
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i Lindberg Furnace for Toolroom

Service

The Lindberg Engineering Company,

322 N. Laflin St., Chicago, 111., announc

es an addition to the line of Cyclone

tempering furnaces for toolroom service.

Lindbere Furnace for Toolroom Service

where the work Is charged and removed,

piece by piece.

The method of construction is simi

lar to that of the production Cyclones.

The air Is driven by a powerful blower

fan through the electric heating ele

ments, and Into the top of the work

chamber, where it passes down through

the charge and returns to the fan

through a perforated metnl bottom

plate.

Several shelves are provided in the

fork chamber to hold small parts when

tempering. These shelves can be re

moved when large parts are to be
■ treated. The furnace door is of the plug

YOU FIGURE IT!

erf*""

x- .Jit*-

iro* . ..it
, S«»i,,eS 9l> ol

irvg ^

. . . yes, figure it. Number of

gallons of cutting oil you use each

clay—times its cost per gallon. Then

figure how much is reclaimed,

how much is lost. Expensive out

go? Well, remember, in hundreds

of plants every day Tolhurst Chip

Wringers reclaim up to 97% of

oil used—savings that return their

purchase price many times over

annually. Bulletin CW-37 gives

complete data. Write for it.

TOLHURST

Centrifugal Division

American Machine and Metals, Inc.

100 SIXTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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type, and Is specially hinged so that it

can be readily withdrawn and swung

away from the opening, the hot face

of the door being always away from the

operator.

These box type Cyclone furnaces are

made In several sizes for applications In

tempering either to 800 deg. P., or to

1200 deg. F. They fulfill a real need

In modern tool room practice of supply

ing a rapid and convenient method of

tempering Individual pieces or small

group parts without resorting to expen

sive equipment.

smooth operation. Adjustable w

guards and tool rests make the grin

readily adaptable to different kind!

Diehl Six and Seven-In. Electric

Grinders

The illustrations show the sizes of

electric grinders which have been placed

on the market by Dlehl Manufacturing

Company, Division of The Singer Manu

facturing Company, Ellzabethport, N. J.

These grinders have been designed to

meet all requirements for small tools

and miscellaneous grinding. The motors

were developed especially for grinder

service and are sturdily constructed,

well Insulated, bearings and windings

are well protected against dust, and the

careful balancing of motors and use of

oversize dust-sealed ball bearings assure

Six-In. Clearance Type Electric Grindi
Seven-In. Heavy Doty Type Electric Gr

work. Grinding wheels are said tc

of high quality and operate at a s

of 3450 r.p.m. The grinders axe

plied In attractive blue enamel fl

which will not readily crack, chlj

peel. Fittings are nickel plated.

The slx-ln. "Clearance Type" Grl

has a heavy cast Iron base with ru

feet and a handle for carrying. It

EXTERNAL TRIP REDUCE

SET-UP TIM

MODEL B

is made in a complete
ranee of sizes to cut in

side threads up to 10"
diameter. Write for bul
letin on all types of col

lapsible and solid adjust
able taps.

The R and S Model B

lapsible Tap at the lef

the stationary type for

where the work revolves,

a time saver—it elimin

the delay of rut tine

trying — it's positive

snappy. Mechanics like

for its simplicity and

of adjustment. It's built

speed and dependability

Write for proj"position.

The RICKERT

ERIE,

r SHAFER Co.

Wl PENNA
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with rough cast bars,

a% Machined and Centered Bear-

in; Bronze Bars save more than the

atul costs in get-up and machining

131 stock sizes.

you need I

ing carry the slock.

Over 600 different sizes

of bearings you most fre

quently require are avail

able instantly in any quan

tity at any lime, com

pletely machined and fin

ished ready for assembly.

Bearings for ser

vice replacement

in electric motors

of all makes and

models from 1/40

hp to 60 hp are ob

tainable from stock

as needed.

Write for one or more copies

of the Bunting Catalog that

takes the place of an ex

pensive inventory in thou

sands of plants throughout

America Today . . . The

Bunting Brass & Bronze

y, Toledo, Ohio,

iches and Warehouses in

AH Principal Cities.

BUNTING d&tam

BRONZE BUSHINGS • BEARINGS*

kCHEMED AND CENTERED BRONZE BARS

!1£JJ£WTT METALS
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be plugged Into any 110 volt, 60 or 50

cycle alternating current circuit. Steel

wheel guards are adjustable to permit

working over the entire circumference

of the wheels and the tool rests may

be adjusted to compensate for wear.

Motor Is XA h.p. Equipment Includes

two 6x%-ln. grinding wheels, one

coarse and one fine. Net weight, 28

pounds.
The seven-in. "Heavy Duty" Type

Electric Grinder has a heavy cast iron

base with case Iron wheel guards which

can be adjusted. Tool rests may be ad-

Justed to compensate for wheel wear

and the grinder is finished in blue en

amel with nickel fittings. The motor

is Vfe h.p., totally enclosed. Equipment

includes two 7xl-in. high quality grind

ing wheels, one coarse and one fine.

Net weight, 65 pounds.
A pedestal suitable for either the

Clearance Type or Heavy Duty Type

Grinder is available. The pedestal Is

also finished attractively in blue enamel.

Waldron Fractional Horse Power

Flexible Coupling

A new Francke All -Steel Fractional

Horse Power Flexible Coupling has been

added to the line of Francke couplings

Waldron Fractional Horse Poww
Flexible Coupling

built by the John Waldron Cor

tlon, New Brunswick, N. J.

This coupling is recommended

fans, fuel pumps, generators, etc.

% h.p. at 1800 r.p.m. and for

up to % in. diameter. It provides

and Independent lateral floating of

connected shafts, accurate aligr

surfaces, an assembled one-piece

NEW
Be/ore I^Br After

AT 20% TO 60% LESS

The Nationnl Tool Salvage Co. will

grind your worn and broken tools to

their original accuracy, retaining

their temper and guarantee them to

be as good as new.

Illustrations show a plain mill be

fore and after recutting by the N.T.S.

method at a saving of 20% to 60%.

Send a trial order today. We pay

shipping charges one way. Write for

our 18 page illustrated catalog.

NATIONAL

TOOL SALVAGE CO.

DETROIT MICHIGAN
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For
Filing Results!

The quality of a file job that a man does depends very greatly on his ability

to select the proper shape and cnt of file. There are literally thousands of

different types in various grades and sizes. Unless you have investigated the

subject most thoroughly we are confident that we can make recommenda

tions which will be for better results in your special clans of work. The

particular file for that particular job pays handsomely.

Be sure to specify SUPER-DUTY Files for the assurance of the utmost in

quality. The complete SUPER-DUTY line is ever built to a standard but

never to a price—and that standard has prevailed since 1899. There are

several "semi-special" SUPER-DUTY Files which are certain to go far in

solving* some of those particularly troublesome filing problems. Ask us or

our distributors for complete information.

SUPER-DUTY Files are sold only through recognized Mill Supply Dis

tributors. Specify them on your next order and start cutting your filing

costs with these "Superior Production Tools."

JDUTYy

3400 Hamilton Ave. Cleveland, Ohio
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SANDING DRUMS

AND

Abrasive

Sleeves

SEND FOR

NEW

BULLETIN

Improved Expanding Rubber Drums

. . . accurately balanced . . . precision

built. Several types for use with dif

ferent styles of spindles.

Sleeves of new lapless construction

. . . last longer ... do not ravel . .

can be run in either direction.

R. G. HASKINS CO.

4667 W. Fulton St.

Chicago

HASKINS

Equipment is

Standard

Equipment in

Hundreds of

I ndnstrial

Plants.

Countershaft

Type of

Equipment

steel center member, large load

lng surfaces, is torslonally resilient,

chanlcally flexible and silent at

speed. It Is fully described In Franc

Bulletin No. 53, a copy of which will

sent to any reader upon request.

Dalrae Midgetmill

The Dalrae Tools Company, 313 Syrs

cuse BIdg., Syracuse, N. Y., announce

an addition to Its line of speedmlll

The new unit has the high speed splc

die housed in a hardened and groun

Dalrae Midgretmill

quill, having a 2'., -in. travel. Bom.,

and drilling feeds are obtained, wltt

hardened worm and bronze worm whee

with internal screw thread which fife

accurately a ground screw thread on

quill. Extreme smoothness of ie

action is claimed. The ground

sleeve and quill members give adda

rigidity that eliminates chatter and vi

bration under maximum cuts regardless

of spindle position.

Other features common to the stand

ard speedmlll—balanced design, flywheel

type of spindle pulley, spindle lock'

ejector rod, self-contained plumb bob.

single mounting for any compound an

gles, light weight characteristics—have

been retained.

An ingenious depth stop that "clicks"

a warning when desired depth is reached

replaces the usual solid depth stop

thereby effectively eliminating cramping

precision ball bearings. It is claimed
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High Speed — High Production

SMALL TAPPING

with

Sensitive — Multiple Spindle

TAPPING HEADS

Ettco-Emrick multiple tapping heads

are all together a different proposition.

Multiple tapping, the ETTCO WAY,

is successful tapping.

Once you get started they become a

standard shop tool.

They are made up from assembled

units, from stocked, standardized inter

changeable parts. And some brains and

a lot of experience go along with them.

Let's have your blueprint or sample for

a quotation on a standard priced form.

MULTIPLE HEADS ON THE TAPPING

MACHINE IS THE FASTEST KNOWN

MEANS OF MANUAL TAPPING. A

FELLOW AROUND THE CORNER IS

TAPPING 9000 HOLES PER HOUR—SO

CAN YOU IF YOU HAVE THE JOB.

A new ETTCO development is tapping one hole pieces with

a two spindle head using both hands to feed. The result is

twice the production over your present method.

ETTCO TOOL CO.

596 Johnson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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that exceedingly accurate settings are

possible. A standard 40 threads to the

Inch micrometer dial of large diameter

for setting Is precision-built and de

pendable.

Thor Electric Screwdriver

The tool Illustrated Is a Thor "One-

Hand" Electric Screwdriver which has

been placed on the market by the In-

era tor's hand, giving it a balance wb

is invaluable in actual practice. A p

ented ventilating system reduces

heat to the minimum, and accural

machined heat treated helical gears

duce noise and vibration.

With each screwdriver is inclui

finders and bits for the entire driv

range from No. 4 to No. 12, each

which can be changed In a moms

time. The tool Is equipped with

Thor No. 257 Slip Clutch Attachmi

The tool Is 10 y2 in. loug and weigh

pounds.

Thor Electric Screwdriver with Adjustable

Slip Clutch

dependent Pneumatic Tool Co., 610 W.

Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111. The tool Is

of small, light but sturdy construction

and Is built to drive all sizes of screws

from No. 4 to No. 12. The design of

the tool is such that the bulk of the

weight Is concentrated right at the op-

Onsrud Model E-l and Mode

MD-1 Air Turbine Grinders

The line of air turbine grinders n.

by the Onsrud Machine Works, J

3016 Palmer St., Chicago, 111., has t
augmented by the addition of the :■

els MD-1 and E-l, illustrated herew

The Model E-l Grinder developed

h.p. and 38,000 r.p.m. on 90 to 100

of air pressure, and is designed for

grinding of forgings, large dies,

similar work. As can be noted 1

the Illustration, the shape of the

Is such that It easily fits the opera

hand. It Is of sturdy construction

QiueMe£ndMLUa -

with the

PUTNAM

'Hi - Speed'

Trademark"

You don't need an X-Ray eye or an uncanny sense of judg

ment to select perfect end mills on sight alone. The "PUT

NAM HI-SPEED" trademark on any end mill is positive

assurance of fast, accurate cutting: performance and Ions,

trouble-free life. One trial will convince you that PUTNAM

END MILLS will meet YOUR most exacting requirement*—

and also effect real prodnction savings. Catalog No. 3 lists

the entire line of PUTNAM TOOLS. WRITE FOR IT I

"Putnam Hi -Speed" l
Stamped In the Metal ol

" " un Tool. LootEvery I
For Itl

REAMERS |

COUNTER-I
PUT
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SAW

TWO POWERFUL MODELS FOR

HEAVY DUTY AND CONSTANT

PRODUCTION SERVICE

Here are the features of

SKILSAW DISC

SANDERS

These two 7 in. SKILSAW Disc Sanders incorporate
everything that it new in fine portable tool construction.

Their compact streamlined design, power and engineer-,

ing refinements bring a new standard of performance to

this field. Compare every feature and you will choose one

of these tools for all sanding and grinding work now done

by slow, costly hand methods. Sec them at your distributors I

KILSAW, INC.

CHICAGO

I n» Ave., Boston
_ 1_ l_ J _

STREAMLINED

BODY—s moolh,
trim design, perfect

balance and lighter
weight make the tool
easier to use. Com

fortable grip handles give
complete control under heavy

sanding loads.

STRAIGHT-LINE VENTI

LATION Assures a cool-

running tool. Ports are lo
cated to blow dust away from
operator and to prevent clog
ging. Efficient air-filter pro
tects commutator and motor
from abrasive dust and dirt.

POWERFUL MOTOR—

Ample reserve power to in
sure long life. Provides for
faster sanding and grinding.

SEALED BEARINGS—

Ball bearings, in all posi
tions, are fully sealed as a
protection against dust and

grease leakage.

BEVEL GEARING—

Sturdy and quiet in opera
tion.
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Says the Standard

Dial Indicator

STANDARD Dial In

dicators retain their

accuracy far longer

than ordinary gages

because their new

"Shockproof" con

struction protects del

icate mechanism.

If you are looking for

a Dial Indicator that

can take rough treat

ment and still give

accurate readings,

then try the STAND

ARD.

Write for catalog.

For Better Gaging

come to "Standard"

STANDARD GAGE CO., INC.

POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK

housing Is of duro-aluminum, the spl

die is of nickel steel, heat treated a

ground, and the rotor is of alumlm

bronze.

The Model MD-1 has been on I

market, but has been redesigned to (

Onsrud Model E-l Air Turbine

tain the "stream-line" effect and

eliminate sharp corners. This tool

also now fit into the operator's hi

as shown. This tool develops Vi

and 50,000 r.p.m. on 90 to 10O lbs

air. It has the same construction

is of the same material as the M

E-X.

An outstanding feature of the 1

Onsrud Model MD-1 Air Turbine Grii

is the lubricating system, which

the centrifugal force type. The sp

is filled with fine oil, and centrl

action feeds this oil through resis

elements to the precision ball bes

in a film, thus insuring adequate

proper lubrication when the to

running and none when it Is idle;

there is no danger of overheating

I result of over-lubrication. As l
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) KINNER Chuck is the perfect comple

ment to the South Bend Lathe. Both

»re precision tools—the one provides the posi-

uvt {ripping power so necessary for the per

fect performance of the other. It takes a

dinner Chuck to hold a job with a fast, sure

-r'P ■ . a grip that remains true under the

toughest operations . . a grip that makes pos

sible the most exacting micrometric accuracy.

'l 'it a Skinner Chuck the South Bend Lathe

operates within the extremely close limits so

netejiary for perfection in tool room work.

On the South Bend Precision Lathe—on all

modern, fine machine tools, employ positive

acuaj, thoroughly dependable Skinner Chucks.

Skinner

CHUCKCO.

NEWBRITAW, CONN.

UTHE • DRILL • PLANER CHUCKS • VISES • POWER CHUCKS
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DecoVator Hydraulic Scaffold in use.

Onsrud alr-drlvel tools, the bearings are

Kept cool by expanded exhaust air.

tire

Decovator Hydraulic

Scaffold

A demountable hydraull

scaffold that may be ralsec

lowered, extended or contra

ted, and driven from one van

tage point to another by me

chanlcal means actuated fror

the working platform, appear

destined to put new flexibility

speed, economy and safety lnt

shop, factory and buildn:

maintenance operations wher

work must be done at varyln

heights.

The new scaffold,

"DecoVator" Is made

DecoVator Scaffolding

atlon, 2988 E. Grand Blvd

Detroit, Mich. The scaffold i

made entirely of steel, Is llgh

In weight, and Its parts an

easily disassembled and trans

ported for quick assembly a

distant Jobs.

In Its assembled state, thi

DecoVator scaffold provides It

own ladder as well as benche

for tools and materials, ar.i

the complete lifting and trav

eling mechanism. The "reach

of the hydraullcally raised ani

lowered platform Is consider

able; one DecoVator model i

from 2 ft. 8 In. In the lowes

position to a height that veil

enable a man to work comfor

tably up to 16 ft. For a see

ond model the low point Is

ft. 2 in. and men can servlc

work up to 22 ft. high.

The platform is elevated b

the worker upon it at the rat

of 8 ft. per min. and lowere*

at 10 ft. per min. The en

scaffold structure, which come

with rubber-tired wheels, may be Jock

THE MASTER LATHE CONVERTER

In conjunction with an engine lathe becomes a milling- machine.

Will mil] keyways, internal and external—also splines, gears,

•tc. It hobs worm gears. It grinds Internally,

externally, face plate, shaft—at all angles.

An entirely new geared type dividing head for

lathes now available.

Write for illustrated pamphlet.

MASTER MACHINE & TOOL COMPANY
P. O. Box 73G5. North Kansas City, Missouri.

GIVE MAKE
AND 8IZE

OF
LATHE.
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Just some teeth

around a blank

That to some people is a milling cutter and is com

parable to designing an automobile by putting

four wheels on a box.

For maximum efficiency, milling cutters must be

engineered.

Let us study your problems.

GODDARD & GODDARD Co.

Milling Cutter Engineers

DETROIT, MICH.
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eyed from above, in any direction, at a

ground speed of 50 ft. per minute.

The ease with which the new hy

draulic scaffold is transported, and the

one-man control by which It Is adjusted

to different levels and moved about

horizontally, seem to put the DecoVator

definitely In the light of an equipment

addition for which many profitable uses

will be found.

Of compact design, this arrangemen

reduces piping to a minimum, also re

suits In low power consumption and les

Sundstrand WX Model Pumps

The Sundstrand Machine Tool Co.,

Rockford, 111., announces a new line of

pump units, their WX models, which

are especially designed for arbor presses,

clamping fixtures, Indexing devices,

clutches, brakes, and so on. The units

are built in several sizes.

Quick action for the approach and re

turn of a ram or clamping member is

taken care of by a large capacity Sund

strand Rota-Roll Pump with a small

sized pump of the same type producing

the clamping or working pressure. The

output of the small pump only is by

passed against the working pressure. All

control valves for the two pumps as well

as both pumps are contained In one

housing and operated by a remote pilot

valve which may be manually or auto

matically controlled.

Sundstrand Model WX Pump

heating of the oil as only the smal

pump Is operated at the high working

pressures.

Both of the pumps are mounted

the same shaft and driven at

speed, 1200 r.p.m. The unit can

supplied with either foot or

SIDNEY

TRITROL LATHES

• FEATURES:

Timken Roller Bearings. |

Multiple - Disc

Clutch.

Choice of

of drives.

Adjustable Auton

Feed Release.

Sykes Continuous To

Herringbone Gears.

Lathe Bed has

of at least 190 Brinell.

Write for complete

details.

Lathes and Milliner Machines

tr

TH IDNEY

T

AGHIN E TOOJLl
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3

THE BRIDGEPORT

"MASTER"

for

H1QH-SPEED

Milling, Drilling and Boring

On End Mills.

Hours of Labor.

Temper of Mechanics

working with old

sloppy spindles.

Special fixtures, Angle

Plates and Vises.

r

After seven years of continuous service

The Bridgeport Attachments are still

giving the same matchless performance.

One company alone has forty-five of

these machines in use in their die sink

ing departments.

A number of concerns use from ten to

fifteen machines each for tool and die

as well as production work.

We doubt if we can overstate the value

of the Master Attachment for the small tool shop where a unit of this type will solve

most of the awkward time eating jobs.

LET US tell you where a Bridgeport High Speed Milling Attachment may be seen

in operation. Your time in viewing this equipment will be well spent.>n operation.

trated Bulletin.

EPORT & 1 w KSli
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4

Seneca

Lo-Swing Imp Lathe Equipped with Third Slide

mounting. An oil reservoir with motor

base for attaching a foot mounted unit

can also be furnished, together with any

type of remote pilot valve that Is de

sired.

Third Slide Now Available for

Lo-Swing Imp

Seneca Falls Machine Co.,

Palls, N. Y. announces that

a third slide or overarm is

now available as a standard

attachment for any of the

new style Lo-Swlng Imp

Lathes.

The operation of this

third slide Is synchronized

with the other turning and

facing slides and is entirely

automatic. It may be used

for taking a finishing cut

after roughing with tools

on the rear slide or for

chamfering and similar op

erations. The slide is heavy

enough so that it may be

used for a roughing opera

tion, if desired.
Operation is by means of

a cam on the main cam

shaft. Means are provided

for quickly setting this cam

.to that the third slide may

be timed to stilt the partic

ular Job.

Safety Grinding Wheel

Machine Co. "Rite Speed

Floor Grinder

The line of "Rite Speed

Floor Grinders built by Th

Safety Grinding Wheel & Ma

chine Co., Springfield, Ob.ii

has been augmented by tb

addition of the heavy dut

grinder shown in the lllustra

tlon. The grinder is of tri

same general design as th

other "Rite Speed" grinder

made by this firm, the out

standing feature being the lac

that an Infinite number o

speeds are available making l

possible to Increase the speei

of the machine gradually a

the wheels wear, thus main

tainlng the correct perlphers

speed at all diameters through

out the range provided. Thi

speed change Is controlled b

one hand wheel which Is easll

manipulated. The ability to ob

tain the correct perlphera

wheel speed at all times in

sures better work, maximum production

longer wheel life, safe operation, and th<

minimum of manual effort by the oper

ator. The machine Is powered wit)

high power AC motors, and is made fo

30 and 24-in. diameter wheels only.

The variable speed control is said ti

be a definite improvement over th

stepped speeds formerly supplied.

"Rite Speed" Heavy Doty Floor Grinder
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• The ability of Cleveland Tramrail engineers to design equip

ment and to plan or lay out a materials handling system, that

will safely and successfully handle the intended loads and be

come part of the production process, is well illustrated in these

installations of Motor operated carrier, hoist and grab; all

operations of which are controlled from the cab.

Aoto 1554 shows what is possible to accomplish by a little practice —this

operator can pick up one sheet or full capacity loads —no floor man needed.

Ccmult your phone directory under Cleveland Tramrail.
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Tweco Red Head Ground Clamp

A ground clamp for making proper

grounds and cable connections to be

known as the "Red Head" has been

Current consumption Is said to be

and machine settings much lower w:

connection Is maintained close to

arc which Is made possible and prs

cal with a Tweco Red Head Port

Ground Clamp.

Tweco Red Head Ground Clamp

brought out by the Tweco Products

Company, Wichita, Kan. A quick, posi

tive ground Is said to be made with

this type of ground clamp. It has a

capacity up to 500 amperes and a Jaw

opening of 2V4 In. The length overall

Is 10 In. and the weight Is 3 lbs. The

spring tensioning member Is completely

Insulated.

With the use of the Red Head Ground

Clamp, arc blow experienced In difficult

welding positions may be reduced to a

minimum merely by moving the ground.

Bristol Anticipating Device fc

Pyrometer Controllers

The Bristol Company, Waterl

Conn., has perfected a device know]

the B-Llnator for use with auton

pyrometer controllers such as are

on Industrial heating furnaces,

purpose of this device Is to enable

pyrometer controller to anticipate I

perature changes and correct the

consumption long enough In advanc

prevent the temperature from cyclln

rising above and falling below the

trol point as it does because of the t

mal inertia offered by the mass ol

furnace and the load.

The B-Llnator can be used with ;

tlcally all of the commonly used t

of pyrometer controllers and can

added to present installations as

as Incorporated in the control clrcu

new equipment. It has the abillt

anticipate temperature change tn

and thus enables the control equlpi

4 MACHINES

FOR THE PRICE OF

The Production Polisher and Surfacer is a

machine of many uses. It combines—a

Centerless Feed Polishing Machine—a Ver

tical or Horizontal Belt Grinder—Surfacer

or Polisher—an Internal Grinder or Polisher.

For cylindrical polishing and straight line

finishing on flat work, it has no equal.

Suitable for metal, rubber, fibre, wood, or

anything that can be ground or polished.

Write for complete information on the Type

S Production Polishing Machine.

IT'S A "HAND^

MACHINE

PRODUCTION MACHINE CO., Greenfield, Mas
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You Can Do Better with M9GILL

The Precision Needle Bearing

FOR great load capacity in small radial space, nothing equals

McGILL MULTIROL Precision Bearings. Especially under sus

tained heavy or intermittent shock loads they far outrun plain

bearings and frequently other anti-friction types— proven in

thousands of installations since their introduction eight years

ago.

McGILL MULTIROL Bearings are adaptable to many different ap

plications in practically every type of equipment requiring radial

bearings. Stocked in standard sizes from % to 6-inch bore, single

and double rows of rollers, at low, volume production prices.

Corrosion and heat resisting types and special designs engi

neered to order. Send for MULTIROL Bulletin.

M5GILL MANUFACTURING CO.
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emf ip derived from thermocouples in

the B-Linator case connected in series

but opposing each other. The magni

tude of the emf produced by these

thermocouples is dependent on the tem

perature change trends. The varying

emf produced by the B-Linator annexes

the anticipating feature of the control

apparatus, enabling it to maintain a

close temperature in the furnace.

llristol Anticipating; Device for Pyrometer
Controllers

to smooth out the usual wavy control

record to a straight line.

The B-Linator through a switching

device adds or subtracts an emf to the

regular thermocouple circuit to cause

the controller to act in anticipation of

a temperature change. The auxiliary

"Load Lifter Junior" Hoists

Two new small low head-room type

electric hoists, built in sizes to lift 350

and 700 lbs., have been placed on the

market by Shaw-Box Crane & Hoist Co..

Inc., Muskegon, Mich., under the trade

name "Load Lifter Junior'".

The hoists are replicas of the larger

capacity low head-room electric hoist?

manufactured by this firm. With them

the distance from the bottom of the

track on which the hoists operate to

the hook when in its highest position

is less than that of a chain hoist sus

pended from a trolley, being only 12 a;

inches.

These small hoists have a lifting speed

of 20 ft. per minute with rated capacity

loads, and give a hook lift of 18 ft,

Control is by push buttons contained lrj

THE NEWEST DEVELOPMENT IN

METAL CUTTING MACHINES

FULL AUTOMATIC—CAPACITY 10"xl0" & 6"x6"

Stops when desired number of

pieces have been cut. Length

of cut is gauged by scale with

out end stop. Swivels on base

for angular cutting.

Also built for manual operation.

RASMUSSEN

MACHINE CO.

RACINE, WIS.

Send for circulars giving

complete information.
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FDR A QUICK, SmOOTH FINISH

• Here are small but important wheels which

Bust he perfect as to six*, grain and grade.

Their work is done on small areas, their object;

■light removal of material and an extremely

high smoc

Today t

STERbinG

these small wheels produces in thousands,

internal wheels which have an extremely high

production record and an action which leaves

a finish as smooth as the finest mirror, accom

plished by the correct proportions oi grain and

bond coupled with a specialised process of

vitrification.

RBRRSIUES

THE STERbinG GRinOinG WHEEL GO., TIFFIII, 0.
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CONTOUR

MACHINING

SAVES FOR

MODEL "J"
DOALL

|yTHICK DIES

A k By machining out the die

■ jj^H the

tour Saw — saw in £ at an

| angle—the slug may be nsed

^J^^^^ as the punch. On the same

DOALL machine the excess

material may be filed off to

make the land on the die

and the straight sides on the punch. The

sawing time on the 3" thick trimming die il

lustrated was 1 hour and 45 minutes.

MANY OTHER DOALL USES

"We have found three times as much work

for the DOALL as we originally thought we

would have."—R. H. Etter, Oliver Farm Equip

ment Corporation.

"We have had occasion to use the DOALL on

quite heavy work and found that cutting steel

4" square by 24" long was an easy matter."—

Carl M. Friden, Friden Calculating Machine,

Inc.

TAKE THE JOB RIGHT THROUGH

1. Send for advance announcement of the
DOALL Metalmaster

Models M and MD.

2. Write for Contour Saw- / * N*»o iTiT

ing Handbook, sent free
when requested on busi-

letterhead.

CONTINENTAL MACHINE SPECIALTIES
1301 South W2ihin{ton Avenue

a unit suspended from the hoists. The

hoists are comparatively light in weight,

weighing only 185 lbs. ready to operate,

complete with trolley.

Mechanically the hoists are of simple

design. The gear train consists of only

two gears and pinions. Ball bearings

are employed at every bearing. The

motor is of the totally enclosed ball

bearing type. The hoists are equipped

with two brakes; an electrically operated

"Load Lifter Junior" Hoist

motor brake and an automatic mechani

cal load brake of the roller ratchet type

that controls the load during lowering

so that the lowering speed is approxi

mately the same as the hoisting speed

The hoists are of totally-enclosed de

signs, all parts being built into the hoist

frame. The gearing and mechanical

load brake operate in an oil bath.

Putnam "Hi-Speed" Fast-Spiral

Solid Counterbores

The Putnam Tool Company, 2981

Charlevoix Ave., Detroit, Mich., has in

troduced a new type of counterbore

known as the Putnam "Hi-Speed" Fast-

Spiral Solid Counterbore. One of- the

principal features of this counterbore
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For Power Transmission or Remote Control

—you can't beat the flexible shaft!

It's the simple, economical way—a self-con

tained unit that readily connects driving and

driven members regardless of their relative

positions. It avoids the need for accurate

alignment of parts.

The requirements of practically any drive

can be met by the wide range of diameters

and physical characteristics in which S. S.

WHITE Power Drive Shafts are made.

An equally broad range of S. S. WHITE

Remote Control Shafts is available.

Let our engineers help you work out your

power drive or remote control problems. No

obligation. Send us the details—today.

Th.t simple way in which the flexible shaft
trjnsmts power between two points, regardless

it duir relative positions, is well illustrated in
this warn slicing machine, product of the Micro

tttasUorf, lows. An S. S. WHITE
Fcrer Drive Shaft from the main table drive,
■ trraUs the/ slicing blade at the top.

The S. S. WHITE Dental Mfg.

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

ST., ROOM 231 OS, NEW YORK, N. Y, 4
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was developed for the purpose of per

mitting perfect seating of screw and

bolt beads that might be slightly Ir

regular In either shape or size.

Putnam "Hi-Speed" Fast-Spiral Solid

Counterbore

To eliminate the need for trimming

or other work necessary to allow the

head to drop Into proper position, this

counterbore has diameters of both the

cutter and pilot for body size boles

that are 1/32 In. over listed sizes. To

Insure more efficient performance and

longer life, the flutes are three times

longer than those ordinarily used, and

the chip clearance Is greater In propor

tion to the diameter.

Fairbanks-Morse Heavy Duty Diesel

for the Small Power User

A new Fairbanks-Morse Diesel Engine

the Model 42-E, has been developed by

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., 910 S. Wabasii

Ave., Chicago, 111., to meet the demand

of small power users for a heavy-duty

continuous-service stationary engine. U

is available in two and three cyllndet

combinations with ratings of 60 and 90

horsepower at 450 r.p.m., and can be

furnished for direct-connected, belt o!

electric generator drive.

With an 8S4-in. bore and 10>.2-tn.

stroke, this Diesel is smaller and lighter

than the F-M Model 32-E, but It em

bodies all of the proven features that

have led to the daily use of several

hundred thousand horsepower of the

larger engines. It Is small enough to be

Installed where space and head room

are limited, and It Is applicable for any

power requirement within its horsepower

ratings.

This new model Diesel is characterized

by extreme simplicity of design and op

eration. Two Important principles, di

rect airless injection of fuel and two-

cycle design with crankcaSe scavenging.

CANEDY-OTTO

20" Sliding Head Motor Driven Drill

For Production or Precision Drilling

Here's another rugged and well-balanced Canedy-Otto

Drill—precision built from the ground up to give fast,

accurate drilling. Vertical Motor Drive provides sim

plified construction. Driving units are completely

equipped with Timken Roller Bearings, the motor and

motor cone pulley with hall bearings, and the spindle

cone with roller bearings.

Drills are equipped with push button control and mag

netic switch. Desired belt tension is easily obtained

with convenient, simple arrangement. Self feed is accu

rate and powerful. Four changes of feed can be had

while drill is operating. Capacity for ~/x" drills without

back gear—1 V4" with back gear.

Furnished in single, two. three and four spindle type

—15%" center distance of spindles.

Write for latest bulletin.

"READY FOR THE JOB"

CANEDY-OTTO MANUFACTURING CO.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILLINOIS
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•I. H. WILLIAMS & CO., 75 Spring Street, NEW YORK

Headquarter* for: Drop-Forged Wrenches (Carbon and Alloy), Detachable Socket Wrenches,

"C" Clamps. Lathe Dors, Tool Holders, Eye Bolts, Hoist Hooks, Thumb Nuts and Screws,

Chain Pipe Tongs, Vises, etc.
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2-cyl., 854-in. x 10'/: -in. F-M Model 42-E Diesel
with a rating of 60 h.p. at 450 r.p.m.

result in use of an absolute minimum

of moving parts. This, along with a

medium-low speed, of course means

greater reliability and lower mainte

nance cost.

The power impulse on each downward

stroke assures a uniform output with

out need for an abnormally large fly

wheel. Cylinder heads are simplified by

the elimination of air inlet on exhaust

valves with their attendant operatic

mechanism. All working parts are er

closed, yet are readily accessible for in

spectlon and maintenance. The en

gines are conservatively rated as to ca

pacity, piston speed and bearing pres

sures, and will operate continuously a

rated capacity with no danger of over

heating or of strain to any part.

Type GLF Red Ring Gear Lapping

Machine

A Gear Lapping Machine to be know

as the type GLF, has been announce

by National Broach and Machine Com

pany, 11457 Shoemaker Ave., Detroii

Mich. The primary function of thl

machine is the correction of spiral angli

eccentricity, involute curvature am

tooth spacing in gears. These error!

which frequently appear after hea

treatment, are among the greatest ob

stacles to quiet gear operation. The;

are corrected on the new GLP faster am

with greater precision than has eve

been possible previously.

The GLF being of simple machini

structure is easy to set up. It is like

wise more rigid and more durable thai

its predecessors. It utilizes the crosse<

PULLMORE

CLUTCHES

Used in Roustabout Cranes

In rtply to our inquiry about thtir application of

Pullmort Clutches, Hughes-Keenan write "Wt arc

uting two of your Double-Type Pullmort Clutches on

our Model MC-S Roustabout Cranes. The right hand

clutch is used for operating the hoist line and raising

and lowering the boom, the left hand clutch is for

swinging the boom to right or left. We are using Pull-

more Clutches because they are very compact, give long

service without adjustments, and we have found them

very reliable in service."

Reliable, compact, durable, economical; Pullmore

Clutches are readily adapted to a variety of design and

service requirements. Twenty-six typical applications

are shown in our new 24-page Booklet along with

complete data on sizes, dimensions and capacities of

Pullmore Clutches/ and brief information on our O-C

Toggle-Type and Spring-Loaded Clutches. Write for

free copy today.

ROCKFORD DRILLING MACHINE DIVISION

Borg- Warner Corporation, 300 Catherine Street, Rockford. Illinois

Sold by MORSE CHAIN CO., Ithaca, N. Y. Offices in principal cities
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For assemblies as strong as these

iOME PAY 2 or 3 times AS MUCH

Type H-4A Portable Re
corder, made by Julien
P Friee & Son*. Inc.,

pre, Md.

40 Fastenings on

FRIEZ Portable

Recorders

Aa*emblies include: at*
itching handle; name
*nd ipecification plates;
pea lifter mechanism
brackets; pen lifter
'j-riDt ; running time
electric unit; ventilat*
ing screen case back;
door Uteh; unbreakable
fetadow; chart storage
case. Also, fastening a
Bakeh'te cover plate to
* tranaforroer box not

PARKER-KALON

Let a Parker-Kalon Assembly

Engineer help YOU do what

"FRIEZ" did . . . produce a

better product, at lower cost.

W hen FRIEZ engineers tackled the job of pro

ducing a sensitive humidity-temperaturc-running

time recording instrument that would be rugged

enough for portable service, assembly methods

took on new importance. Fastenings had to stay

tight. "Friez" wag readv to pay a premium for

maximum assembly strength. Yet, a comparison

of methods show ed that the simplest and cheapest

mearih . . . Parker-Kalon Hardened Self-tapping

Screws . . . actually would be the strongest, too.

K. K. W hitney, Friez* Development Engineer

reports: "Chosen for making fastenings to the die

cast aluminum parts primarily to get safe fasten*

ings, these Screws give us a fine saving as well.

Had we used tapped holes and machine screws

the cost would have been triple. Tapping for

small screws would have been a real task anil

lock washers would have been necessary."

Use the specialized knowledge

of Porker- Kalon Assembly

Engineers

Whenever assembly uf metals and plas
ties is involved, this method that is
simpler, faster, cheaper and also more
secure should be considered first in de
signing for production. Also, it deserves

serious investigation even after produc
tion has begun. To substitute these
unique Screws for ordinary devices re
quires no radical changes. Right now,
in 7 out of 10 -assembly departments

there are opportunities to save time,
labor, money, and to improve design
and product. Ask us to have a Parker -
Kalon Assembly Engineer go over

YOUR fastening jobs with you, and
point out any chances for doing them

better, at lower cost.
PARKER-KALON CORPORATION
Dept. M. 198 Varick Street. New York

FASTENING DEVICES

SOLD

ONLY THROUGH RICOGNUID DISTRIBUTOR*
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CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS

No. 253

Does 40 to 60 of the

forming work turned out

by the average shop.

Here's a profitable, economical brake

ideally adapted for ropidly forming

metal sections such as in stoves, re

frigerators, soda fountains, steel cab

inets, metal furniture, steel boxes,

and a great variety of sheet metal

specialties. Its variable speed drive

operates from 17 to 50 strokes per

minute. The No. 253 CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS is accurate, compact,

and ruggedly constructed of highest

Sixes 4, 5 and 6 ft. capacities, up to

10 gauge.

Write for Circular No. 253

DREIS & KRUMP MFG.

COMPANY

7418 LOOM IS BLVD.

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

axes principle of lapping In which 1

lap gear drives the work gear. RotatI

of the lap in one direction processes a

side of the work gear teeth. Chang'

the direction of rotation processes

other side. The angle between the

gear spindle and the lap spindle

readily adjustable because the lap

mounted on the machine table wr. "

Type l.l.r Ked Ring (Jear Lapping Machine

has a 15 deg. swing and a Vernier ad

Justment for close setting. Setting I

provided for In front of the machine.

The work gear spindle Is carried on i

cross slide which automatically reclpro

cates the work gear across the face o

the lap. This cross slide movement :

actuated and controlled hydraulic-ally

which makes practically any lapplni

cycle easily available. The length, spee<

and number of strokes may be varied a
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DO VOU LIKE

'Mat Wire

WITH H SPRHIG-UKE FEEL ?

THE peculiar spring qual

ity of our tempered High

Carbon Flat Wire has impressed

ad pleased a large number of

litems who are"hard-to-please"

-.ten of this product. Great re-

and strict

of temper are among

tbe qualities which this wire

[

The particular Koebling spring

steel shown below is a tape steel

polished, and blued.

It is a very tough, resilient wire

. . . very accurate dimensionally,

free of defects on the surface and

edges, has high tensile strength,

and is uniform in temper.

If you require cold rolled steel

flat wire made up to exacting

specifications . . . wire which calls

for close attention to details and

careful checking throughout pro

duction ... it would pay you to

investigate our product and our

facilities. We specialize in this

type of work and our organiza

tion is trained to handle it.

We have had over 40 years of

experience.

|OHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY
TREKTON, R. |, J.m.ft.i In frtnttfi CHtn

ffioebling

COLD ROLLED

STEEL FLRT WIRE

oniv n Fine product mnv berr the nnmE roebiirc
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will. Any given number of strokes may

be made before the direction of lap ro

tation Is changed—likewise any number

after the change Is made. The entire

cycle Is automatic, consequently each

Individual unit Is processed uniformly.

Clone View or Type C.I.F Machine Showing
Gears in Process

This flexibility In cycle control per

mits, when desired, a greater degree of

lapping on one side of the tooth than Is

given the opposite side. Thus drive gear

teeth may be automatically brought to

closer tolerances and smoother surfaces

on the drive side, which Is the more

critical of the two.

A hydraulic brake, acting In conjunc

tion with the work gear spindle Is used

to load this spindle and provide the

necessary pressure between the teeth of

the lap and those of the gear. T

pressure can be accurately regulated

suit the need of the Individual part

lng processed. The amount of press'

Is Indicated on the gage dial at I

front of the cross slide. The new G

will accommodate gears up to 8 Inc.]

In diameter. Maximum lap face la

inches. It rapidly produces an accun

smooth surface on gear teeth.

B 8C D 6-In. Junior Ball-Bearii

Bench Grinder

The Black & Decker Mfg. Compai

Towson, Md., announces a new 0-)

Junior Bail-Bearing Bench Grind

Sturdy and well-balanced for pract:

shop use. It Is perfectly proportion

and handsomely finished In brlllla

aluminum. Powered by a standa

Black & Decker constant speed motor

full % h.p. rating (except 25 eye

which Is 1/5 h.p.) and can be obtain

In all standard A.C. single phase vol

ages and cycles. The grinder Is equl

ped with full ball-bearings, which a

protected against dust and dirt by sp

cial bearing sleeves.

The generous-size wheel guards a

made extra-strong by the use of n«
alloy which combines lightness wii

high tensile strength. Ample room

provided for the use of wire whe

brushes. The strong full-size tool res

are firmly locked In base grooves bi

are easily adjusted to compensate fi

wheel wear.

The grinder may be bolted to tl

bench or moved to convenient locatloi

by means of the carrying handle, whe

the four rubber feet will act as stabl

lzers. Included as standard equlpmei

are one fine and one medium whe

(each being full size 6-ln. diameter t

s/s-ln. face by V4-ln. hole); also a thr<

conductor cable (2 leads and 1 grour

connection). The total net weight

WALES DIES

INDIVIDUAL, SELF-CONTAINED UNITS FOR

HOLE PUNCHING

EASILY ARRANGED FOR MOST GROUPINGS

IN FLAT SHEETS

WILL PIERCE UP TO Vs DIA. IN 14 GAUGE

Write for Catalog 5.

THE STRIPPIT CORP.

11559 NIAGARA ST. BUFFALO, N. V.
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For Wheel Dressing

Efficiency and Economy

KOEBEL

DIAMOND TOOLS

Send for Complete Information,

Data and Price Sheets

KOEBEL DIAMOND TOOL CO.

7202 Oakman Blvd. . . . Detroit

BISCO

TOOL STEEL TUBING

Don't waste time and money in drill

ing from the solid . . . Order BISCO

TOOL STEEL TUBING.

Prompt shipments from stock in sizes

up to 14" diameter and 2" wall thick

ness. Other sizes to your specifica

tions. Investigate and save!

We also supply: Stainless Tubes, Air

craft Tubes, Mechanical Tubes, Pres

sure Tubes and Ball Bearing Tubes.

Cold Fnished Steels.

Write today.

THE BISSETT STEEL CO.

943 EAST 67th ST., CLEVELAND, O.

I

m">wesT

keywcuTTERS

TAPER AND ~I~~L- -

PIN DRIVE -EXTENDED CENTER

Midwest tested

taper and pin

drive plus lock

screw on taper

and Extended

Center provide

rigid support at

both ends.

Eliminate Vibration and Slipping

Permit Faster Speeds and Heavier Feeds

Send for complete Midwest Cutter Catalog

Midwest Tool & Mfg. Company Detroit, Mich.
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B & D fi-ln. Junior Ball-Bearing Bench

Grinder

31 14 pounds; overall spindle length,

12V4 In.; total height. 10 In.: height to

center-line of spindle, 5y2 Inches.

Spekflux

What Is claimed to be the fastest act

ing hard solder flux for soldering, braz

ing or welding such metals as stainless

steel, steel, Iron, copper, brass, bronze

platinum, gold, silver, Monel metal

nickel and German silver has beei

placed on the market by the Special

Chemicals Corporation, 32 Irving Placi

New York, N. Y. The material, whicl

is known as Spekflux, melts at low tern

perature, resists evaporation at hlgl

temperature, and the solder flows free

ly along the Joint. The fluxing actioi

starts at 212 deg. F. and has a flowing

point from 785 deg. F. to 1600 deg. F

and over. It does not evaporate at higt

temperatures and functions thoroughlj

and efficiently for high melting point

solders. Under all conditions the excesi

flux washes off quickly in hot water

saving cleaning time. The quick actior

of Spekflux is said to save both laboi

and gas. generating a minimum amount

of fumes.

Detroit Universal Duplicator

A duplicating attachment which can

be adapted to a milling machine, boring

mill, lathe, shaper. or other machine

tool for die sinking, die making, auto

matic turning, automatic shaping, and

so on. has been developed by Glern &

Anholtt Tool Co., Inc.. 1312 Mt. Elliott

Ave., Detroit, Mich. The outfit is port

able, being supported by casters upon

New 6" x 6" Peerless Improved High Duty Metal Sawing

Machine With Hydraulically Operated Automatic Bar Feed

Automatically feeds the har of stock forward to the gauge, automatically closes the viae,

and automatically continues to repeat the complete cycle of cutting until the entire bar ii

cut to the length the gauge is set for, all without the attention of an operator.

The three speed sliding gear transmission—crankshaft—balance lever and trunnion blocks

are fully ball bearing equipped. The fastest cutting time possible at a minimum blade cost

on any kind of metal because of its modern design and rigid construction.

Also furnished without automatic har feed.

Also—Peerless Improved Universal Type—Standard Type and Vertical

Type in various sizes fur fast production sawing.

Write for complete literature.

PEERLESS

MACHINE

COMPANY
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41 Years «/ lathe-building experience

BOYE & EMMES LATHE

BEHIND EVERY

41 years of lathe-building

experience has taught

BOYE & EMMES engi

neers how to build lathes

that greatly exceed the

ordinary standards of de

pendability, efficiency and

economy.

Write for complete details.

Sizes 14" to 36"

THE BOYE & EMMES MACHINE TOOL CO

CINCINNATI

r-Grinds

81 SIZES OF

Drills

No. 31 to Vi"

This Star Precision

Grinder pruts drill grind

ing on a production basis.

Its simplicity and accu

racy saves as high as

50% on drill costs and

insures uniform accuracy

that guarantees perfect

holes and increases pro

duction.
Write for descriptive folder.

STAR MACHINE & ENGINEERING CORP.

BLOOMFIELO AVE.

Division of Star Electric Motor Co.

BLOOMFIELD NEW JER8EY
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which it can easily be moved from one

machine to another. By the use of this

duplicator a pattern can be used with

a follower which controls the movement

of the machine table in such manner

that the shape and contour of the pat

tern can easily be duplicated by the

nected by means of a universal shaft tc

the lead screw of the machine, by whicl

means the contour of the work is con

trolled, the power for cross feeding be

ing obtained from the machine Itself

The manufacturer states that the dupli

cator is sufficiently powerful to operate

any size of boring mill and

at the same time Is suffi

ciently sensitive to operate

the smallest machine with

a high degree of accuracy

Milling Machine Equipped with Detroit Universal
Duplicator for Reproducing Diet* or Patterns

cutting tool of the machine. The dupli

cator Is said to be capable of copying

from a pattern or matrix to very close

limits.
In operation, the duplicator is con-

Westinghou.se FlesArc

Engine Driven Welde-

The FlexArc Engine Driven

Welder shown in the Illus

tration, product of Westing-

house Electric & Manufac

turing Co., East Pittsburgh.

Pa., is a sturdy, compact

unit recommended for gen

eral welding service and

production work. The welder

Is entirely self-contained

and consists of a FlexArc

welding generator directly

coupled to a Chrysler In

dustrial Power Unit. The

generator and power unit

are assembled on a common

welded base and enclosed In

a sturdy sheet metal canopy

equipped with split side

covers hinged at the top so

that they may be folded

back, giving access to the

power unit or generator.

Engine driven models are

available in either portable

or stationary type, with or

without auxiliary power

generators.
The welding generator

has a single bearing, the rear bracket

being bolted direct to the engine. This

construction eliminates one bearing and

makes possible more compact construc

tion as well as better shaft alignment.

HIGH
QUALITY
ONLY

TVPE MP5

Flexible Shafts and Machines

FOR

Tool and Die Makers, Metal Pattern Makers,

Machine Shops, Foundries and General Manu

facturers.

N. A. STRAND CO.

5001 No. WOLCOTT AVE. CHICAGO
(Formerly Lincoln 8t.)
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CUTTING TOOLS

"with a Reputation"

Circle "R" products are made by an
organization of experienced saw spe
cialists. Properly used, they are guar

anteed to cive entire satisfaction.

Send for Catalog

Circular Tool Co., Inc.

TS; ALLEN'S AVE. PROVIDENCE. R. I.

Branch offices
CHICAOO DETROIT INDIANAPOLIS

CLEVELAND and PHILADELPHIA

METCALF EMERY

WHEEL DRESSER

A wonderful dresser for grinding

wheels up to 12 or 14 inches diam

eter. Cuts out the bond or filling and

leaves the cutting particles standing

oat sharp and clear. A revelation to

those who have not seen it in service.

Will true and shape a grinding wheel

almost like magic.

Send for descriptive bulletin.

Covel-Hanchett Co.

BIG RAPIDS, MICH., U. S. A.

SENSATIONAL

NEW

DEVELOPMENT

• • •

EVANS REAMERS

SURPASS ALL.

HIGH SPEED STEEL.

No Honing.

Chrome Like Finish.

SO to 80 thousandths expan

sion.

Full Bearing Surface.

Perfect Alignment.

Will not chatter.

With Left and Right Spirals.

It can not fall in slots or oil

grooves.

3-SPEED

DRIVE

REAMER

III

EVANS

REAMING

SHOP

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

EVA N S

FLEXIBLE REAMER CORP.

3656 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III.
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ADJUSTING NUT OF

Et[ts&Lt>PIPE WRENCH

Always Spins

Add to that the saving of 75% of

your wrench repairs because of the

unconditionally guaranteed hous

ing; the no-slip no-lock replace

able jaws of chrome molybdenum

alloy, hook jaw with handy pipe

scale—a wrench that has earned

its world-wide popularity.

Ask your jobber

THE RIDGE TOOL CO.

Elyrio, Ohio

PIPE TOOLS

The welding generator Is said to oper

on a new principle of magnetic coin

utilizing a magnetic shunt In the am

ture reaction flux path. By this mei

a generator which requires no sh\

field, no field rheostat, exciter or j

ternal reactor Is obtained. This pr

ciple permits accurate pre-selectlon

welding current over a complete we

lng range by means of a simple pc

tlve acting single dial mechanical cc

trol, eliminating the need for rheosM

series field control schemes, or adju

able brushes.

The output current of the weldi

generator Is adjusted by means of ii

Westing-house FlexArc Engine Driven Well

leakage plates which are operated by

hand wheel. These plates serve as

magnetic shunt for the reaction flux

the machine. Their position with I

spect to the main flux path determii

the welding current.

The unit Is available In 200 amper|

300 amperes, and 400 amperes, the 2

ampere unit being equipped with ChrJ

ler Industrial Power Unit Model T-i

the 300 ampere unit with Model T-j

and the 400 ampere unit with Mod

C-9. FlexArc Engine Driven Welde

can be furnished with a variety of rui

nlng gear types. Type 1 Is the shop tyl

narrow tread, which is rigid moutiM

for moving over smooth hard surfaM

It has four roller bearing steel tin

wheels and a fabricated tongue. Type

is the rigid mounted floor type, havlrj

four steel tired wheels of 24-ln. disri

ter and 6-in. tread. Type 3 is a rid

mounted running gear on four soil

rubber tired wheels 24-ln. diameter wlt|

3-in. tread. Type 4. which is the heaV

duty type for outdoor service, comprise

a mounting consisting of eight coll typ
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Remove

Broken

Taps!

Easily—

Quickly—

Without Injury

To the Threads

The Walton Tap Extractor
is a device for removing taps
broken at or below the sur
face of the work — easily —
quickly—-and without injury
to the threads.

Made in 2, 3. and 4 fluted
styles in all standard sizes
from No. 4 to 1H inch.

The Walton Co.

88 ALLYN 8TREET

HARTFORD, CONN.

BEARING GRINDERS

No. 3240 Vt h.p. capacltator type
34S0 r.p.m.; 60 cy. single or 3
(not furnished for D. C.) Stands re
peated overloading, closed guards.

1 YEAR
GUARANTEE

Write for Bulletin

BALDOR ELECTRIC CO.
4380 Duncan Ait. St. Louis, Mo.

(Electrical Mfgrs. for 17 years)

$40.oo

BALL-
"iBfBEARING

WON'T
BURN
OUT

ARE YOUR TRACINGS

• EASILY ACCESSIBLE, YET FULLY PROTECTED?

Every drawing in a Hamilton-Calumet shallow drawer unit

is instantly available, yet fully protected from wear and

undue handling- This is possible through a patented device

which makes the removal of any sheet in a drawer of

tracings as easy as if it were the top tracing. You find

drawings quicker when you use a Hamilton-Calumet File.

Your tracings last longer, too, because the patented lifting

device protects them

from wear and tear.

Return the coupon to

day for more infor

mation.

HAM I LTON

QAakuurflovm FURNITURE

HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Two Rivers, Wisconsin, Dept. M8-6-37
Plea«e fiend me complete information about your Hamilton-

Calumet cost-saving flies immediately and without obligation

to me.

Name Title

Firm Name.... v

Address
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springs and running gear equipped with

four 16x6.00 pneumatic low pressure

rubber tired wheels. The rigid mount

ings and spring mountings can be

varied.

The machine is completely enclosed

in a heavy frame which is said to make

it practically Indestructible. The elec

tro-hydraulic idler is simple and posi

tive in action and will allow the engine

to run at full speed for any desired

time up to several minutes after the

welding stops, saving fuel, oil and en

gine wear.

New Red Giant Hydraulic Liftruck

To handle weights greater than are

ordinarily assigned to single and double

stroke trucks, and to elevate more than

2'/2 In., Revolvator Co., North Bergen.

N. J„ has brought out the new Red

Giant Hydraulic Liftruck shown In the

illustration. This truck is designed to

lift loads of from 2500 to 10.000 lbs.—

and heavier if necessary.

The advantages claimed for this truck

are made possible by the hydraulic sys

tem. The load may be elevated by long

or short strokes at the will of the op

erator, the effort being equal from any

angle around the circle.

An automatic shut off is provided to

operate when the platform reaches tl

full height. The load is released t

means of an automatic foot lever, whic

is adjustable. A telescoping frame

New Red Giant Hydraulic Liftruck

used which gives the maximum of deal

ance underneath and provides the max

mum of strength with the minimum <

SHORT

and Profitable

STORY

A NEW high speed steel ... a new
PRECISION heat treatment . . . MORE
nieces per grind . . . MORE grinds per
breach . . . 25% to 36% LONGER
broach life . . . ABILITY to handle the
new hard alloy steels.

DURAKEEN BROACHES cut your costs.
TRY THEM on your next broach order.
New Bulletin on request.

DURKKEEN

DURABILITY^.-** ..." KEENNESS

JROACHES.

THE CONNECTICUT BROACH &

MACHINE CO.

New London, Conn.
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SOCKET HEAD SAFETY HOLLOW

CAP SCREWS SET SCREWS

MADE OF ALLOY STEEL

MILLED FROM BAR

"BLY ECONOMY-YOU'LL EFFECT

ECONOMY"

ECONOMY

MACHINE PRODUCTS

COMPANY

5215 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, III.

4 TIMES AS FAST

• This U. S.

Multiple Drill

Head drills four

heads at once

.... does your

drilling job 4

times as fast.

With other U. S.

heads, as many as

50 holes can be

drilled at one time.

Let us show you

how to save money

on special jobs.

Send blue prints

for estimates.

The United States Drill Head Co.

1954 Riverside Drive

CINCINNATI, OHIO

UNIVERSAL

DRILL

BUSHINGS

FIRST COST

10%

LOWER

EXCEPTIONAL

LONG LIFE

• •

MADE TO A. S. A.

SPECIFICATIONS

• •

INTERCHANGEABLE

• •

PROMPT SERVICE

ACCURATE

LONG LIFE

LOW COST

WRITE FOR CATALOG TO

UNIVERSAL ENGINEERING CO.

FRANKENMUTH, MICK
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weight. The hydraulic system is oil-

tight and leak-proof. The handle is

spring balanced, the springs being en

closed in an oil chamber. A free pull

on the handle is available at any height

of the lift. The handle is positive but

non-kicking, operating on roller bearing

pivots. The large turntable makes for

effortless steering, due to the ball and

roller precision bearings.

The vise is air operated through a

compound toggle link and is instantane

ous in its movement, requiring less than

five seconds to unclamp, feed stock to

gauge, clamp and start feed of saw. Vise

is provided with a lateral clamp to keep

bars in perfect alignment. The forty

bars are cut 2 in. long and to close tol

erance in cutting time of one minute

and fifteen seconds. The apparatus Is

adaptable to the

cutting o f many

other sizes and

lengths of square

and rectangular

bars.

Cochrane-Bl> No. 55 Sawing Machine with Attachments

Attachments for Cochrane-Bly

Sawing Machine

The Cochrane-Bly Company, Rochester,

N. Y.. has developed special handling

apparatus for square and rectangular

bars that will grip the bundle of bars

on the end and feed them all the way

up to the saw blade. As applied to their

No. 55 Sawing Machine, here illustrated,

the fixtures are designed to hold 40 cold

drawn bars }4x2-ln. or 20 cold drawn

bars >4x2-in., which are supported on

rolls and held in the extended carriage

which will reach over the bed of saw up

to the saw blade. The stock carriage

is fed forward by chain and sprocket

operated by a crank handle.

"Chicago"

Soft Rubber

Polishing

Wheels

A new type ol

polishing wheel In

which an extremely

soft rubber bond

having a high de

gree of ductility

and flexibility Is

Impregnated with

five different types of polishing com

pound, to be known as the "Chicago"

Soft Rubber Polishing Wheel, has been

placed on the market by Chicago Wheel

& Manufacturing Co., 1101 W. Monroe

St., Chicago, 111. The wheel Is intended

for removing finish grind marks and is

said to produce a high and brilliant

finish on any metal surface.

The wheel can be run either wet or

dry on practically any standard equip

ment and may be dressed with an ordi

nary diamond or grinding wheel dresser

to any desired contour. Due to the type

of bond used, the contour will be main

tained over a long period of time with

out the necessity of further dressing.

QUICK-LOADING STOCK REELS

SINGLE AND DOUBLE

For use with automatic machines

and punch presses with feeds. Also

reels for wire.

S & S MACHINE WORKS

4541 W. LAKE STREET . . . CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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STOP BELT SLIPPING!

VACUUM CUP

METAL PULLEYS

fiueranteed to: Eliminate belt slippage and

power toss . . . Increase life of belts and

equipment . . . wear indefinitely . . . keep

belti from flying off. Belt Is sealed to pul-

<y at vacuum contacts. Order now on 30

Dty Free Trial Offer. Used In many of the
tiFfiesl plants.

Vacuum Cup Metal Pulley Co., Inc.

1010 Ford Bldg. Detroit, Mich.

Here's How to "Wear-Proo

Your Micrometer

Send ue your micrometer; we substitute
Carboloy tips for the regular steel wearing;
surfaces on the anvil and spindle, thereby
giving them at least 50 times longer life and
increasing their degree of accuracy during
this entire period of greater use.
Your micrometer is returned to you,

readjusted for accuracy and ready for use.
Write for descriptive leaflet.

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC.

2975 E. J«ff«non Ay.., Dttrolt, Michigan

CARBOLOY

TIPPED ANVILS

AND SPINDLES

BROWVIE COOLANT PUMPS

There is always an

uninterrupted flow

of coolant when

'his pump is on the

job. It is trouble-

free in operation,

it pumps lapping

compound, or cool

ant impregnated

with emery. Cen

trifugal in opera

tion, it is self align

ing. There are no

packings to leak.

OPEN

TYPE

There are no

screens to clog.

The drive shaft and

impeller tube are

one unit revolving

together. Coolant

cannot come in

contact with the

Ball Bearings which

are within l inch

of the impeller.

Capacities 9-7 6

G.P.M.

CLOSED

TYPE

TOMKINS-JOHNSON CO.

Mechanic St., Jackson, Michigan
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that would give the wheel a sur

speed not In excess of 4000 s.f.m. On

the features of the wheel Is that 1

speeds are not required for Its appl

tlon. Surface speeds lower than

s.f.m. will give perfectly efficient res

A sample of the "Chicago" Soft I

ber Polishing Wheel will be sent to

reader of this magazine upon requa

"Chicago" Soft Rubber Polishing Wheels

The cutting action of the wheel can

be varied in keeping with the require

ments of the Job upon which It is used.

The polishing action is always evident,

however, regardless of the cutting action

of the wheel, due to the fact that the

bond Itself is a burnishing agent and Is

In a large part responsible for the effi

ciency of the results. The high polish

Is obtained without chatter.

The wheel is Ideally adapted for port

able equipment of all types having speeds

Allis Chalmers "Ruptor" Equip

Air Motor-Starter

The Allis - Chalmers Manufacu

Company, Condlt Works, Boston, M

announces a new type of across-the

air motor-starter, equipped with "1

tors", known as type AP-7. The "

tors" are enclosing chambers which

fine and depotentlate the arc forme

circuit Interruption. These "Arc-I

tentlatlng chambers" greatly inc

the Interrupting ability of the com

and form an Isolating barrier bet

contacts of opposite polarity.

Other features Include: vertical I

and break- silent operation; enc

temperature overload relays, afTo

positive motor protection; unit

structlon, pole units consisting of

vidual molded bases mounted on a

chassis, thus assuring true co

SIEWEK

Rapid

Clamping

Drill

Jigs

Why not try one of our SIEWEK RAPID CLAMPING DRILL

on your next drilling job.

They are fast, accurate and dependable.

When sending for catalog, give name, title and firm name.

SIEWEK TOOL CO.

FERNDALE. MICH.
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Dl EFENDORF

. . . for all types of gears.

When you want gears, you will save
time and money by sending your In
quiry to DIEFENDORF ....
Cuttert of all types of gears ....
from all metals and other materials.
Let us quote on your next requirement.

DIEFENDORF GEAR
CORPORATION

Syracuse, New York

CYLINDRICAL

SUB - PRESSES

May be adjusted
for wear and so
perfect align
ment can be
maintained. This
means that the
quality of the
punchings will
not vary and
that the life of
the dies is in
creased. Nine di-
ameters of
plungers in arch
and overhang:
types in stock.
Ask for booklet
o n Sub - Presses!
and Dies.

Waltham Machine Works

WALTHAM, MASS.

Use HELICAL GEARED

tps for— High Speeds

— Quietness

Nos. 1S-2S-3S

at usual

design with renewable

that permits operation

Mfg. Co.

Provld.nc*. R. I.

Nos. 53-55

—a ball bearing

pump giving

volumes at high

pressures for supply

ing oil for hydraulic

operation of ma

chinery (illustrated.)

Brown & Sharpe Pumps
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SHAPED

DIAMOND

TOOLS

Boring-

Turning-

Wheel Forming

Built to Youn_

Most Exact iry/ Requirements

^^JKioNs ^

J.K. Smit & Sons, Inc.

INDUSTRIAL DIAMOND IMPORTERS

NEW YORK CITY I DETROIT. MICH

157 CHAMBERS ST. |6400 TIREMAN AVE.

DETROIT

BROACHING

SPECIALISTS

Fully equipped to

fill your needs in all

kinds of broaches.

Let our experienced

engineers solve

your broach prob

lems. Send draw

ings.

DETROIT

BROACH CO.

6000 Benlteau Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

BROACHES

alignment; large sliver double lire

contacts—no contact dressing neecte

contacts accessible and quickly rene

able; pilot circut isolated from mol

circuit, permitting a separate conti

voltage for push-button circuit w£«

necessary; motor starter unit arrang

Allis-Chalmers "Raptor" Equipped Air

Motor-Starter

for flat surface mounting when applit

without enclosure. The starter is fu!

nlshed for 7% h.p. at 440 and 550 volt

5 h.p. at 220 volts, and 3 h.p. at 11

volts.

Bremil All-Alloy Portable Hand

Shear

The claim is made by Bremil Manu

facturing Co., 1725 Pittsburgh, Ave

Erie, Pa„ manufacturers of the Bremi

All-Alloy Portable Hand Shear, that th

mill type shear will cut, without spring

ing the Jaws, strip or sheet metal o

Bremil All-Alloy Portable Hand Shear

any width or thickness, regardless ol

carbon content, that the operator has

strength to cut. The shear parts are

heat treated to obtain the closest pos

sible physical properties. The shear

has successfully been operated on %

in. thick .40 carbon stock. The shears

are equipped with removable cutting

blades made from the finest grade al

loy (shear blade) steel accurately ma

chined, heat treated and surface ground

to insure accuracy. The replacement
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NEW "D&W"

MAGNETIC CHUCKS

Styles 7x17 and 6x13

Developed to meet demand for

chucks lower than our standard

style.

Send for folder covering

Chucks and Demagnetize™.

J. & H. ELECTRIC CO.

202 Richmond St.. Providence, R. I.

BALL THRUST STEP BEARINGS

Special Bearings Made To Order—Any quantity
"one bearing or one thousand".

Your present bearings duplicated. Send sketch
' r worn sample, regardless of condition, for
quotation.

Catalog Upon Request.

THE GWILLIAM CO.
358 Furman St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

ALLOYSTEELS

Free mochining qualities, uniform analy

sis, excellent physical properties ....

these qualities make HY-TEN and

ECONOMO Steels a more economical

.... more efficient material tor your

special steel parts.

STANDARD S.A.E. STEELS IN STOCK

Write for free copy

of Steel User's Data

Sheets, containing

valuable informa

tion on the use

and treatment of

special steels.

Wheelock, Lovejoy & Co., Inc.

130 SIDNEY ST., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

CLEVELAND CHICAGO NEWARK

DETROIT BUFFALO
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feature makes It possible to replace

worn out blades, thereby making the

shear as good as new at a nominal cost.

The shear Is made In two sizes. The

smaller shear will cut up to No. 11

gauge sheet with ease and do It con

sistently without springing the Jaws.

This gives the shear a range well within

the requirements of the average sheet

metal worker. Its weight, 22 lbs. makes

It an Ideal portable tool. The construc

tion is perfect for use as a bench shear.

Dumore Model H 1/50 H. P.

Universal Motor

The Dumore Company, Racine, Wis.,

announces a 1/50 h.p. universal motor

to be known as the Model H. Available

in several different types such as ven

tilated, totally enclosed, sleeve and ball

bearing, and with worm gear speed re

duction units, this motor Is said to em

body the latest features of modern mo

tor design. It Is extremely compact,

sturdy and efficient.

The standard Model H Is rated at

1/50 h.p. at 6500 r.p.m. for thirty min

ute duty. The standard open motor

known as the HV is rated at 1/50 h.p.

at 5000 r.p.m. continuous duty, or 1/55

h.p. at 4000 r.p.m. for thirty minute

Dumore Model H 1/50 H. P. Universal Motol

duty. Complete engineering details and

blue prints are available for those wh<

request them.

Stanley Screw Drivers for Phillips

Screws and Bolts

A complete line of screw drivers and

hand and power bits for use with Phil

lips recessed head screws is now beinf

made by Stanley Tools, New Britain

Conn. As these screws are used by man

ufacturers of automobiles, furniture anc

MUMMERT-DIXON

SWING FRAME GRINDERS

Si ics 14", 18", 18", 20" and 24" wheels
ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

MUMMERT-DIXON CO.
120 Philadelphia 8t. Hanover, Pa.

Special

GEARS

Spur-Helical-Worm-Bevel or

Gears

Surface External
Qrlndlng ,ntoPna| Lapping

We do ipllnlng and broaching, alio. 25 _
or serving the machine trade guarantees you of
our quality of work and prompt service.

U'e solicit your inquiries.

THE TAYLOR MACHINE COMPANY
1819 E. 61 It St.,

Here's a Real Spring WinderI

So. I Capacity 0 thru 3/32" wire, J 1.2 5

No. 2 Capacity 0 thru 3/16" wire, 2.S0

No. 3 Capacity 0 thro 5/16" wire, 5.00

HJORTH LATHE & TOOL CO.

Will Earn Irs Cost in one Day

The HJORTH Perfection Sprint- Winder

offera the ideal means of winding exten

sion, compression, torsion, taper, daable

taper, or left hand springe. Try ana la

your shop. You'll Ilka it and the price

la reasonable.

12 BEACON STREET

WOBJURN. Ma\M.
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GREATER ACCURACY . . . BETTER FINISH

. . . PLUS OTHER NOTED WETMORE FEATURES

Rugged construction,

substantial long-lived

blades, and easy ad

justment distinguish

the Type No. 7 Wet-

more Adjustable Shell

Reamer . . . another

of the famous line of

Wetmore Reamers,

built to Wetmore pre

cision standards. Write

for Catalog No. 36.

SPECIAL TOOLS

Designers and tool engineers are invited to avail themselves of our consult

ing service on all reaming operations—standard or special tools to decrease

your manufacturing costs.
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Grinding Wheel Dressers

DESMOND-STEPHAN MFG. CO.

UKBANA. OHIO

many other assembled products, trie «d

mand Is constantly Increasing for tew

of this type. Stanley Screw Drivers ■

made In four sizes, to drive the entJ

range of sizes of Phillips screws ai

bolts.
Hand and power driven bits are ma

ALL

ALLOY

FULLY
GUARANTEED

PORTABLE SHEARS

No. 1 cutt up to No. 11 gauge ttrlp or thoet.
No. 2 cuts up to ' steel plate.

Special Blades for shearing stainless steel.

BREMIL MFG. CO.

ERIE, PA.1723 PITTSBURGH AVE.

Stanley Screw Drivers for Phillips Screwi

and Bolts

for use with bit braces and with Yanki

drivers. Power bits to fit Stanley, Blac

<fe Decker, Thor and other electric sere

drivers are Included In the line.

Armstrong Wrenches Built for

"Abuse"

Wrench manufacturers have long com

plained that users abuse wrenches b

putting pipe over handles to increas

£&. — loo bol» »"

minute.
No. 10 Punch

ASK FOR

CATALOG

No. 10

■

80 ITEMS

'., f , FROM WHICH

TO CHOOSEthrough >* " iron. TO choose

WHITNEY METAL TOOL CO.

91 FORBES ST. ROCKFORD^ILL

Armstrong Heavy Duty Drop Forced Alloy
Steel Box Socket Wrench

leverage, or pounding wrenches with

hammers If the nut or cap screw will

not give with the first pull. Now cornea

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.. 328 N. Fran

cisco Ave., Chicago, 111., with a new lln»

of heavy duty drop forged, alloy steel,

box socket wrenches, not only built for
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Straight

side

Presses

J h i, i

1 a1

1

^™ Outstanding in every detail for

heavy blanking and forming work.

All stresses are token centrally.

Write for new catalog illustrating and
describing this and other presses.

Zeh fir Hahnemann Co.

N. J.

Pay Big Dividends in Time Saved

SEND FOR NEW BULLETIN

Gallmeyer & Livingston Co.

308 STRAIGHT AVE., S. W.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Work Benches for Your Shop

Use Steel for Permanence

These Bench Legs and
Drawers reach you all
ready for you to quickly
assemble your own benches
by bolting on wood top,
shelf and brace.

No. 5-26 BENCH LEGS—
This leg Is sturdily con
structed and will make a
rigid foundation for any
bench requirement.

board. For single
continuous benches.

No. 1218-PCT BENCH
DRAWER — Built of sheet
steel — With Inner sliding
tray — Several sizes to suit
your needs.

WRITE FOR CATALOG EJ FOR PRICE8 AND DETAIL8

ANGLE STEEL STOOL COMPANY

Equipment People1* Plainwell, Mich.

No. 48-30 COMPLETE
STEEL BENCH— Furnished
In various widths, depths and
heights. Shipped knock down
for assembling single or con
tinuous benches.
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"abuse" but equipped with

accessories.

"abusing"

This line comprises "straight", "off

set" and "angle" types with openings

from 1>4 In. to 3% In. Long tubular

extensions are provided that slip over

the forged handle and permit leverages

up to 30 to 1, and "striking sleeves"

that are designed to protect handles

when "loosening or setting nuts In close

quarters with a hammer or sledge."

Hi-Eff Variable Speed Transmission

The "Hl-Eff" Varl - Speed Control

shown In the Illustration Is being In

troduced by the Columbia Varl-Speed

DRILL THESE HOLES

By a Quick, Easy, Inexpensive Method
Your butlMM letterhead will bring literature.

WATTS BROS. TOOL WORKS
Wllmerdlno, P».

GEARS

Good Gears Only

All Kinds

Any Quantity

THE

At the Right Price

CINCINNATI GEAR CO.

OHIO

Hi-Kff Variable Speed Transmission

Company. Wheaton. 111. It lncorporat

the adjustable V-pulley principle In

new single shaft design. The transm

slon consists of a single shaft In whl

are two adjustable V-belt pulleys, whl

vary In diameter as their distances fro

the driving and driven pulleys a

changed. It offers Infinite speed sele

tlvlty within ratios of 5 to 1, and tes

show It to be over 90 per cent efnciei

The distinctive features of this tran

mission are single shaft design, cos

pactness, efficiency, economy, only oi

place to lubricate, self-centering con

pensatory pulleys, ease of lnstallatlo

and the use of standard V-belts. It

L-W LATHE CHUCKS — SUPER VALUES

Semi Steel Body — Four Jaw Independent

nickel steel screws

width of jaws

width of body 10"

\W

VA'

3Vi'

Do not confuse these heavy duty Lathe 12"-
Chucks with Inferior grade*. These low
prices make these Chucks outstanding- 14"
values. Write for catalog.

3 SIZES

l Jaw Ind.
$29.00

< Jaw Ind.
$33.50

t Jaw Ind.
1.00

L-W CHUCK CO., 20 N. St. Clair St., Toledo, 0
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MARK IRON, STEEL, ETC.

with the farlrrtwui

THE ORIGINAL ELECTRIC-ETCHER

2000

in

use

•

NEW

BABY

GRAND

MODEL

ELKONITE TIPPED PENCIL

Circular* on request.

HTM. BREWSTER CO, INC.

IC CHURCH ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.

For Automatic and

HandScrewMachines

^■

3i

/

Interchangeable and

Replaceable Pads

held securely in master

without pins or screws

"ONLY SUTTON" Features. Spe

cial design of master eliminates

jamming stock. Special design oi

pad permits hole size to be re

stored repeatedly before replace

ment is necessary. Master heat-

treated for tension only and pads

for resisting wear only. Secure

all of these advantages by speci

fying "Sutton Style L Only."

• Other Sutton Products: DIAMOND-

GRIP Collets, single-piece, master, and

compensating types; tubes, spools, and

nuts; lathe and milling machine collets.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

PANY
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offered in sizes from >4 to T/2 horse

power.

the end of the cut. The lathe is of 1

usual Reed-Prentice sturdy design.

Reed-Prentice 16- In. Lathe

The illustration shows a Reed-Prentice

16-In. Lathe with tooling for turning

single throw crankshafts such as are

used extensively In the manufacture of

textile machinery. The lathe is built by

Reed-Prentice 16-In. Lathe

the Reed-Prentice Corporation, Worces

ter, Massachusetts.

The lathe will handle shafts from

lft to 3>2-ln. diameter, the maximum

length that can be accommodated In a

chuck being 27% in. Micrometer ad

justment for the throw of the crank

pin is provided both on the chuck and

on the tallstock. The maximum throw

is 4H In. and the minimum throw Is

1H inches.

The lathe is equipped with a ball

bearing tallstock spindle, micrometer

stop on the bed for positioning the tool

for starting, and an automatic stop for

Lincoln Electrode Designed

Specifically for Fillet Welding

A new electrode which ellmina.

necessity of multiple pass welding

production of fillet and lap welds

many applications, and wh:

permits production of su

welds without undercutting

overlap, is announced by 1

Lincoln Electric Compai

Cleveland, Ohio. Fillet we:

up to % In. size with one pi)

vertical, can be produced

one pass with the electro

The welds show no underci

ting at the vertical plate a

no overlap at the horizon

plate.

Fillet welds of any size c

be made more easily, of beti

quality and at higher spe

with the electrode than w,

heretofore possible. The a

vantages will be apparent

all applications for fillet wel

lng including shlp-bulldlr

bridge and building constru

tion, fabrication and manufa

ture.

The new electrode, designate

as "Fleetweld 8", Is the result of con.?,

erable research and experiment by LI)

coin engineers to develop an electroi

which would simplify fillet welding ai

Improve its quality and economy.

The new electrode Is heavily coat<

for welding by the shielded arc procei

The welds produced are smooth ai

dense with notably high physical pro]

erties. The tensile strength of the we

metal as deposited is 68.000 to 72.01

lbs. per sq. In. Ductility is 20 per cei

to 30 per cent elongation In 2 In. I

deposited, and 30 to 36 per cent stre

relieved. Other properties including n

"EDGEMONT" wsw FRICTION CLUTCHES

EXPANDING "TYPE B"

Few moving parts and large friction sur
faces are responsible for the efficient serv
ice of the "Type B" Clutch. Widely used
for countershaft, light line-shaft and ma

chine drives.
Complete catalogue of sizes with prices
on request.

The Edgemont Machine Co.

2100 HOME AVE., DAVTON, OHIO
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Real Production

with

G-K Single Lever

Control Lathes

• With fewer handles or levers to op
erate, G-K Single Lever Control Lathes
nake it possible to torn out work more

quickly and with greater ease.

This and other outstanding- features
■boat which we shall send information
make G-K Lathes ideal for the efficient

shop. Write for catalog.

THE GREAVES-KLUSMAN TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Why Use A Shaper

to cut Keyways when a

DAVIS

KEYSEATER

will do the

job so much

quicker

and

better?

Send

for

circular

DAVIS KEYSEATER CO.

Exchange fir Glasgow Sts.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

• And mileage cost is bat one of the Service Push-E-Z
i one v- saving advantages. Fully loaded, it starts and

i little more than ONE-HALF the effort required in
e average truck . . . maneuvers as easily as a star hockey player . . . thrives

work and rough treatment. Write today for full details, construction ad-
tnd performance records in every branch of industry.

CASTER & TRUCK C
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slstance to fatigue, impact and corro

sion are equal to or better than mild

steel.

"Fleetweld 8" comes in 14 and 18 in.

lengths. The 14-ln. lengths are made

in %, 5/18, V4. 3/16 and 5/32-ln. sizes

while the 18-in. lengths come only in

the %, 5/16 and Vi In. sizes. The elec

trode will be found of particular value

by Arms whose products require pro

duction of high quality fillet and lap

welds at maximum speed and economy.

Superior Ventilated Storage Rack

Superior Wire and Iron Products, 1055

ONE WORD

DESCRIPTION OF OUR GREAT LINE 0F|

TWIST DRILLS, REAMERS, HOBS, WILLING CU T7ERS |

2p.ci.t TOOLS

NOT SO HOT in Your Modern Plant
Pumping gasoline, lube oils. painU. core
oil. etc.. from drum! and barrels—that's
a job lo
luming.
Rotary *'
age. 20-

md Pumps. Easy
last a liie-time.

type — NO PRIMING — no wast
II- lifts. Quickly installed.

NMD PUMPS - 14 MODELS
Ceporitiea la 10 gallon* par
miaul*. "World a rinail Hood
Pump* . end PRICED RIGHTI
■LACKMCR PUMP CO.

E. 76th St., Chicago, have developed a

storage rack which is claimed to have

several distinct advantages.

Heavy wire mesh so woven to expose

an absolute flush working surface tor

stock handling ease, gives complete ven

tilation, prevents warping or moisture

accumulation, allows no dust or <ilrt

accumulation, allows maximum sprink-

Superior Ventilated Storage Rack

ler system operation and permits the

filtering of light through complete

structure for better working conditions.

Shelves are adjustable to any position

without trouble, allowing complete flex

ibility of equipment for changing stock

requirements and permits a more com

pact stock arrangement. Center post

construction allows access to material

from any direction without hindrance.

But to fit any material handling require

ments, Superior Ventilated Racks may

be obtained in any size and are stand

ard equipped for stationary, portable or

mono-rail installation.

Sterling Box and Bin Rack

The rack illustrated has been devel

oped by the Sterling Factory Equipment

MOTORIZE... speed-up!

Double—even triple—your output with Remco Drives. The

belt on a Remco Drive installation ran be .100 to 400' <

tighter, than is possible with an overhead shaft, where the

belt must be carried loose to be shifted manually from

cone to cone. Investigate ! Write for FREE folder.

Manley Products Corp., State and Hay Si-.. York. Pa.

REMCO MOTOR DRIVES
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For ALL

Wheel Dressing

Operations

The new EVER-

SHARP DIA

MOND TOOL

is made with a

long, natural

haped diamond —

requires no reset

ting—is adapted to

ALL types of wheel

dressing operations

—economical — ac

curate.

WHEEL TRUEING TOOL CO., INC.

13831 OAKLAND AVE. DETROIT, MICH.

No. 3BT
SHARPENER

AUTOMATICALLY SHARPENS

METAL SAWS IN GANGS

Up to B!j" diameter and up to 1 thickness.
100 SAWS OF 26 GAUGE CAN BE SHARP
ENED AT ONE TIME.

The saws are automatically indexed and sharp
ened within a variation of plus or minus .001
of exact diameter of entire lot.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

THE WARDWELL MFG. CO.

3166 FULTON RD. CLEVELAND,

Have YOU Investigated

the superior craftsman

ship and economy of

LENOX BLADES?

Order a box now. Note

the improvement in your

workmanship and effi

ciency.
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Co., Inc., 189 Charles St., Providence, B.

I. It can be furnished to fit any size

of box and to go Into any size space.

The type of construction used makes the

rack flexible enough so that it can be

adapted to any box storage requirement.

The rack Is of all welded construction,

which gives It rigidity. It Is ready to

use when received.
The Sterling rack utilizes full storage

space. By avoiding the need for cross

pieces under boxes, the space of two 5

In. high boxes Is saved In a 5 ft. high

rack. Uprights are stocked In from un

der bench height up to 5 ft. Bunners

are stocked to fit boxes 12, 15, 18, 24

An All Purpose Air Velocity Meter

Instontar

Direct Reading

No Timing

No Calculationi

Write for folder

Illinois Testing Laboratories, Inc.

146 W. Austin Ave. Chicago, Illinois

GEM

DRILL PRESS

VISES

In 3 sizes
Simple In design. Tightened by hand.
Powerful grip. Quick adjustment.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

J. E. MARTIN TOOL & DIE WORKS
81 8 W. State St. Est. 1912 Springfield. O.

Sterling Box and Bin Rack

and 30 In. long, but can be furnlsl

for other sizes. Connectors are m

up to 5 ft. long. For heights over 5

racks are made to fit one on top of

other. The box shown in the ra.c>

1 0 1 2 in. wide. 6 in. deep and 21 in. 1<

This or other size boxes or bins of s

are made to fit Sterling racks.

Numberal Wire Numbering

Machine

A wire numbering machine comprii

essentially a power press with ai

matlc number head has been broi

out by Numberall Stamp & Tool

Inc., Huguenot Park, Staten Island

Y. The new unit has been develc

7)4 In. Rotary Table for Small Miller
Tablet

Send for circular.

STEVENS ROTARY TABL

DIAL INDEXING TYPE

Table graduated for single degree readin

Worm can be disengaged for turning tafc

by hand.

Other sizes 1 2", 1 8" and 24" diameter-

JOHN B. STEVENS INC.

306 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK. M.
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MORRIS

"MOR-SPEED"

RADIAL DRILLS

FEATURE:
Rigidity — Convenience —
Simplicity — Low Colt.
Don't rail to ln»e«tlgau> tl

lino of Radlali.
ie "BOR-
Full fact*

THE MORRIS MACHINE TOOL CO.
CINCINNATI OHIO

VERTICAL BORING MILLS

PLANERS. Double Hous

ing, Openside

CRANE PLANERS

PLANER TYPE MILLERS

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

THE CINCINNATI PLANER CO.

CINCINNATI • OHIO

"HALLOWELL"

STEEL STOOLS

Their welded construction

makes them last longer

" Hallowell" Steel Stools stay rigid — their one piece welded

construction assures that. No wobbly wrecks to look forward

to when you equip with "Hallow ell's". Even under the hardest

service, they'll last for years.

Send for our latest catalog- that illustrates and describes the

wide line to choose from.

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

Fig. 1248

ssahchss JINK1NTOWN, PINNA.

BOSTON
DITBOIT
INDIANAPOLIS BOX 550 SAN I

BNANCHSS

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
OANCISCO

—and they

are

scientifically

designed to

promote

worker

efficiency
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CAMS

ALL SIZES A

ALL SHAPES •

SPECIAL

MACHINES.

PARTS, JIGS,

TOOLS,

FIXTURES,

HIGH CLASS

TOOL WORK

Since 1918

Vorick Machine & Tool Works, Inc.
306 Hudson St. New York City

CENTERLESS

4.11 imiim;

Accuracy—Prompt Service

Commercial Centerless

Grinding Co.

6538 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland

Gkueaqo

HflmmERs

. . , stop battering, crash

ing, marring — save ma

chinery and equipment.

Weighted Malleable

heads give power, bal

ance and accuracy. Coiled

Rawhide (aces cushion

blows. All sizes.

Replaceable
Insert facet

are sell- listen
ing, self-aligning.

LMiMf&awmtfc MFC. CD

1780 ELSTON AVE CHICAGO U S A

to mark test wires and is intended

use by wire mills and screw manu

turers.

The press is powered by a % h p.

tor. It has an automatic numbe

head which stamps consecutively 1

in. figures In a vertical position on

wires. Three or four wheels are ge

ally used at a time to stamp figures

to 999 or 9999 respectively. A bol

Numberall Wire Numbering Machifl

with V-blocks is designed to take

from 1/16 to Vi-hx diameter. The

bering head can also be furnish*

duplicate or triplicate the nun

The feature of the tool is the extn

high speed with which wires ca

marked.

Lammert Air-Cooled Gas Boo

Heretofore the best compressors

gas boosters have been generally v

cooled for continuous work, and th

cooled ones were used for light or

mlttent service.

However, there are times when

is not available, or is expensive t

and for this service Lammert &

Co., 221 N. Wood St.. Chicago, 111

designed a new air-cooled gas b<

It is so efficiently air-cooled that

when installed in places which are

warm, they run cool, quiet, and w:
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• For any make of lathe from 8"

to 20" swing. Does not obscure

vision. Easy to attach—low in price.

12" SIZE $55.00

16" SIZE 63.00

20" SIZE 90.00

The Sebastian Lathe Co.

CINCINNATI. O. U. S. A.

Choose the Brazer

75 Band Saw makers

recommend <

In a few minutes

this electric Band ,
Saw Brazer makes

a perfect, strung
joint as good as

the saw itself.
Equally efficient on metal and wood

cutting saws. Temper is under full

control at all times. Simple to operate,
and safe, too -— no shocks, no fire.
Recommended by 75 leading band saw

makers and thousands of operators.
Price, only $50.00. Write for descriptive

folder.
Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

OllVer ELECTRIC

BAND SAW BRAZER

MARKING

FLAT—ROUND

IRREGULAR SURFACES

BY ROLLING

OPERATION

MODEL 25

HI-DUTY MARKING MACHINE

This machine operates from your plant air
line, and Is one of numerous models built to
produce fast, neat marking on metal parts.
HI-Duty marking machines may be had for
practically any marking operation, and we will
be glad to make recommendations upon receipt
of your Inquiries. 8end prints or samples of
parts to be marked, showing lettering and
location, also statp required production.

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 BELLE PLAINE AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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vibration, making the use of water for

cooling entirely unnecessary even for

the heaviest work.

In gas boosters It is essential that the

pressure be steady at high or light load,

and this Is accomplished to perfection

by the Lammert compensator. This

booster also cuts the power cost. When

the discharge of the compressor is re

duced, the motor is automatically un

loaded proportionately. In other words,

a saving is made by the method of con

trolling the pressure.

This Lammert booster requires no

foundation and is Ideally adapted for

(L-R FLEXIBLE COUPLING

from
(Other

Type "l-A-
to 3" bores,
typss to 14".) Non-
luorlcated — low cost
— trouble-free —
noiseless.

Write (or test

PATENTED sample.

LOVEJOY FLEXIBLE COUPLING CO.

CHICAfiO, IUJNOIS

SAVE SPACE

• These man-height Handi
est Bar Racks used singly
or doubly, occupy very little
floor space and have a great
capacity.
Other methods require four
times the floor space for the
capacity. Low in Price.

Write for details.

Wm. S. Yohe Supply Co.

506 Mahoning Rd.
Canton, Ohio

portable use. It has forced-feed lubrica

tion and is furnished with a separator

that separates the oil from the gas very

effectively.

Hamilton Portable Elevating

Table

The Hamilton Portable Elevating Ta

ble shown In the illustration has been

brought out by The Hamilton Tool Com

pany, Hamilton, Ohio, to meet the need

for a portable device, adjustable for

height, which can be used for trans

porting dies, fixtures, or materials as

an outboard support for extra long work,

or as a work table upon occasion.

The feature of the table is the lact

that it can be adjusted for height with

in a given range; thus a die can be

moved directly from the work bench to

the table without lifting, lowering, or

using a crane.

The table Is made in two styles, in

dicated as "A" and "A-2". The dimen

sion of the Style A table is 21x33 in

The maximum height from the floor

is 40 in. and the minimum height. 25

in. Weight, crated, 310 lbs. Carrying

capacity, 2.000 lbs. The dimension ol

the Style A-2 table is 26x38 in. Maxi

mum height from floor, 42 in. Mlnl-

c. 110 Volt
60 Cycle

NEW--24" FAN

Protect the Health of your Employees

$36:50

MOTOR—Totally enclosed—Ball Bearing.

Equipped with SKI' Ball Hearings.
Movea 4500 cu. ft. air per minute.

FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE

Two Weeks Free Trial.

CHELSEA FAN fir BLOWER CO., Inc.

370 W. 1BTH ST.. NEW YORK

. r. o. b.
'New York

City
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_ for Metal

ing Machines

duction on punch presses

r and many other machine tools

is checked off accurately by

these sturdily built Producti-

meters, B-l above wing nut

reset, or tumbler lock reset.

ProducNmeters
J|TiiwmMiiinruamiy|]

DURANT MFG. CO.

173 Eddy Sc.

Providence, R. L
1932 N- Buffum St.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Standardised

JIG BUSHINGS

Acme Standard

over 6700 items

A.S.A. Standard

over 4200 items

Acme Drill Jiff Bushings
are made by the most ex
acting, scientific methods
—insuring long wear, ac
curate fit, and absolute
satisfaction. A standard
ized product, carried in
stock for prompt delivery
in over 10,900 standard
items—all completely fin
ished and ready for use.
Special sizes made to

order.

Send for bulletin,
containing complete
details, sizes avail

able and tow prices.

ACME

INDUSTRIAL

COMPANY

212 N. L»lfin St..

Chicaico. 111.

TO COUNT

SWISS

PATTERN

FILES

MADE

IN

AMERICA

files of precision

TRADE MARK

QUALITY • I W PRECISION

It is a guide to users in their file purchases

AMERICAN SWISS Files are quality precisian tools. Their

reputation tor long life, keener filing edges, better results and

lower filing costs has been earned by actual use in the hands of

skilled mechanics.

AMERICAN SWISS FILE & TOOL 00.

ELIZABETH NEW JERSEY
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mum height, 28 In. Weight, crated. 560

lbs. Carrying capacity, 5,000 pounds.

The elevating mechanism consists of

four square-thread screws, operating in

Hamilton Portable Elevating Table

corresponding nuts which are supported

in anti-friction thrust bearings. Power

to revolve the nuts is transmitted

through gears operated from a shaft

that is turned by means of a hand

crank. The unit is mounted on anti

friction swivel casters.

Easy-Flo Brazing Alloy

Handy & Harman. 82 Fulton St., New

York., N. Y., has placed on the market

a brazing alloy to be known as "Easy-

Flo." Easy-Flo is said to be free flow

ing at 1175 deg. F., which is the maxi

mum melting point yet developed for

any brazing alloy or silver solder having

a high degree of strength and ductility.

Easy-Flo is malleable and ductile and

can be rolled Into sheets or drawn into

wire of practically every dimension. It

is made in three standard sizes, 1/32-

ln., 1/16-ln. and 3/32-in. round wire.

These sizes have been found convenient

for use on most work. It can be used

to advantage in place of silver solder.

Strong Joints, as strong or stronger than

the metal Joined, have been made with

Easy-Flo on both ferrous and non-fer

rous metals Including iron, steel. st»

less steel and iron, Moitel metal. Inco

Everdur, copper, brassi bronze, nic A

copper-nickel alloys, clarome-nickel M

loys, and silver. Joints \are ductile aji

withstand shock and vibration. |
Butt Joints made with*. Easy-Flo hH

a tensile strength of 4oioo0 to 120.J|

lbs. per square Inch depending upon flj

metals Joined. When ti»e method I

heating Is such that the I work Is sul

Jected to a low temperature for a bra

period of time only, Easy-\Flo with I

fast-working qualities offerls a speclj

advantage in making Joints- . on Mom

metal, nickel or nickel alloys, and staljj

less steels. It flows freely. Jtienetrali

deeply and rapidly, and tends to avci

the detrimental effects that high :er tern

peratures have on the physical qLualitu

of these metals. .

Urider most conditions Easy-Flo t --ho*
marked corrosion resisting prope- rOd
Galvanic action set up by the me. ra

Joined is a more serious factor than tt,^

composition of the solder. Where severe

corrosion conditions are encountered,

for example, chloride corrosion on Joints

made of stainless steel, the use of a

modification of the standard Easy-Flo

known as Easy-Flo No. 3 is recommend

ed. This alloy contains a small percent

age of nickel and has a slightly higher

melting point, that of 1270 deg. P.

In close fitting Joints, very little Easy-

Flo is required. A film Is said to give

far better results than a fillet, and, due

to the low melting point and less pre

heating labor, time and gas are saved

Due to the penetration, there Is little or

none of the alloy left on the outside

of the Joint.

Mall Tool Universal Grinder

The Mall Tool Company, 7740 S. Chi

cago Ave., Chicago, 111., has announced

a l'/i! h.p. flexible shaft grinder to be

known as the "Universal" Grinder.

SMALL SELF - LOCKING DRIVE PINS

Improve your assembly and cut your costs in half by replacing

small taper pins, straight or cotter pins, keys and rivets with

this new fastening pin.

Use straight drilled holes, no topping or reaming.

Diameters 1/32" to Vs". Length up to I V4".

Ask for circular and samples.

THE DRIV - LOK CO., INC.

1525 RAILROAD AVE. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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EASILY CLEANED. The case stem of
the Ames Shockless Gauge can be
ea»ily unscrewed, the lower half of the
ipindle withdrawn for cleaning and the
assembly replaced without otherwise
disturbing the gauge. For details of
other exclusive features, send for the

Ames Gauge catalogue.

AMES CO., Waltham. Mass.B. C.

6302

CRALEY OFF-SET

BORING HEAD

No. 4 Head for Boring holes

to 10" diameter. These Boring

Head Sets are made in six

sizes. Write ior Prices.

C. C. Crcdey Mfg. Co.

Shillington, Pa.

-ARM JOE SAYS

you ever ruin a good fountain pen

poor ink? Well, if you've had that

experience, you know juet how I feel

■bout die work.

IHien we build expensive dies, I'm

liking no chances. I order MAC-IT

<ocket-head cap screws and stripper bolts.

Then we sock 'em down tight and

know dam well they'll stay put

Make the Mac-It test.

Write for free samples.

0c

its

pROaouacio

"MACK-ITS"

The Only COMPLETE Line of

Heat - Treated, Alloy Screws

THE STRONG, CARLISLE b HAMMOND CO., 1392 West Third St., Cleveland, O.
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The Universal operates at 9,000 r.p.m.

on either 110 volt A.C. and D.C. or 220

volt A.C. and D.C. currents. It Is said

to deliver high speeds together with high

horsepower to the working tool. With

the high speed Universal Grinder, a 4-in.

Mall Tool Universal Grinder

wheel will accomplish the same results

as an ordinary 8-in. wheel, according to

the manufacturer.

The Universal Grinder is recommend

ed for surfacing and snagging castings,

grinding stainless steel, and such other

grinding Jobs as found in most indus

trial plants.

Atlas High Pressure Reducing

Valve

The Atlas Valve Company, 282 South

Street, Newark, N. J., announces their

improved Type "E" Forged Steel Body

High-Pressure Reducing Valve for oil as

well as water and air. A number of im

portant improvements have been effected

to make the valve truly modern in every

respect. The internal metal parts ai

entirely of stainless steel. A form<

packing of special material superior 1

leather has been adopted which is in

mune not only to water but to oil an

other fluids commonly used in hydraul

machinery.
The pressure on the seat is balancs

by a piston with the result that varti

tlons in high Initial pressure have litt

effect on the reduced pressure. It

recommended that where the reductlc

is from a high to an extremely lo

pressure it be performed in two stag

using a lower pressure valve lor tl

second stage.

Sherwin-Williams Air-Drying Sp |

Welding Black Primer X9185

An air-drying black primer develope

primarily for automotive manufacture!

but which can be used to advantage to

other manufacturers of metal product

has been brought out by the Sherwlr

Williams Company, 101 Prospect Ave

N. W., Cleveland, Ohio. The shipping c

storing of partially fabricated parts ha

set up a problem In the past due to th

difficulty of preventing the rusting c

lapped edges which were to be welde

later. When surfaces that are to be spc

welded are coated with ordinary pain

enamel or varnish, the film tends t

Insulate the metal surfaces with the rc

suit that when sufficient current Is use

to weld the painted spots, so much hen

is created that often the metal sui

rounding the painted area burns an

results in a poor weld. When Air-Dryin

Spot Welding Black Primer X9815 I

used, spot welds can be made Install

taneously with low voltage and lo>

pressure. Also, the burning away c

paint around the spot weld is ellm!

nated.

The black primer dries In 10 to 1

minutes and can be handled for spc

welding in 25 to 30 minutes. It pre

NICHOLSON

EXPANDING MANDRELS

They act as In
ternal chucks for
holding work while
being machined on lathes, millers,
sizes, taking bores of every fractloi
either singly or In sets. Bulletin

CONTROL VALVES m 2, 3 and 4 Way Types for operating single and double
acting air, steam, water or oil Cylinders, made In Lever, Foot, Solenoid and Motor
Styles, for pressures up to 300 lbs. Hydraulic Valves lever operated up to 2000 lbs.
Other products—Arbor Prats, Fleilble Couplings, Steel and Stainless Steel Ball
Floats, Steam Traps, Steam Separators, High Pressure Air Vents.

W. H. NICHOLSON & CO. 136 Oregon Sr., Wilkei-Borre, Pa.
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vents rust forming between the laps,

which are the places where moisture

accumulates and causes the most dam

age to unprotected steel.

Ideal Washer Punch

The Illustration shows a washer punch

which Is now being made by Ideal Com

mutator Dresser Company, 1445 Park

Are.. Sycamore. III. The punch is In

tended for us* In cutting washers from

metal, fabric, gasket material, fibre.

steam packing, straw board, asbesi

leather, felt, cork, rubber, and otl

materials up to 1/16 In. In thickm

With the 18 hardened dies which

furnished with the machine. It Is p

slble to obtain 150 different sizes

washers.

The dies are mounted In an eccent

turret plate in which they are local

as close as possible to the edge, pro*

Ing the utmost convenience in center

and withdrawing the washers from

machine. The centering system used

sures concentric punching.

Norton-Pike Oilstones in

Distinctive Packages

Norton-Pike Oilstones and Abrai

Specialties, now being distributed

Behr-Mannlng Corporation, Troy, N.

division of Norton Company, are 1

being packed in packages of Individ

colors to aid in the selection of the I

rect abrasives. For example, India 1

stones packages are labeled In brc

Arkansas green, Lily White Washita b

and Crystolon products such as be

stones, round edge slips, axe stones.

Head Utility Files and others sucl

Qulckcut and Queer Creek stones an

a combination of bright red and grt

M 8i W Protective Creams fe

Workers' Hands

Workmen as a rule do not indulg

beauty treatments, but those In -

trades have greater need for cosm

than their wives and daughters,

is especially true of men who hav

handle chemicals, solvents, greases,

oils that destroy the protective s<

tions of the skin and promote the

mation of lesions which are usi

painful and may become serious.

To protect its own workers' hi

Maas & Waldsteln Company. Newarl

J., developed two

Sewar!

prote

CULLMAN

SPEED REDUCER

FOR

Motors From !g to 15 H. P.

Searf far Catalog

CullMan Wheel Conpai

1336 AhgeM Su Chicago. III.
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WICACO

inTERnflL

PRECISI0I1

Q R I n D EH

FEATURES-

Positive stop for blind hole

grinding.

Rigid work-head.

Instantaneous reverse.

Water-cooled wheel-head.

Underslung drive.

kre you looking for the last word

n accurate internal grinding? Try

■he New WICACO Internal Pre

dion Grinder. Get way behind

hat decimal point.

Write for complete facts.

THE WICACO MACHINE CORP.

WAYNE JUNCTION—PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Eiubllihed 1868

SAVE MONEY

ft

Rotary filing Punch in Drill Press

70 SHAPES & SIZES IN STOCK

Send for Catalog and Price List.

ROTARY FILE COMPANY
14063 WELLAND AVE.. DETROIT, MICH.

BAUMBACH

Machined
Steel

STAIN DARDIZ ED

Semi-
Steel

DROP FORGED STEEL

Standardized Die Sets, embodying
many exclusive features, and a listing
of more than 185,000 stock sizes,
afford a service that is unsurpassed.

Send for Our New 288 Page Catalog

E. A. Baumbach Mfg. Co.

1806 S. Kilbournc Ave., Chicago, III.
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creams, one for use on the hands be

fore beginning work and the other for

use after the work Is finished. The ex

cellent results obtained by the use of

these creams have led this company to

place these preparations on the market.

The cream to be applied before begin

ning work is known as Protective Cream

No. 1. and the cream to be applied after

finishing work is to be known as Pro

tective Cream No. 2. They should be

used together. Workers in paints, chem

icals, grease, or oils, and painters, ma

chinists, and other mechanics will find

that the use of these creams prevents

the skin from drying out. cracking, and

developing fissures and sores.

Clark Tote Pan Truck

A self-loading and unloading tote pan

truck of tubular steel, electric welded

construction has been placed on the

market by All Steel Welded Truck Cor

poration. 1123 Railroad Ave., Rockford,

111. The truck is equipped with two ver

tical straps and has a capacity of 1000

lbs. The extended arms which fit under

the tote pan flanges enable operators to

pick up pans singly or nested.

Standard equipment Includes two six-

in. diameter semi-steel or Goodrich rub-

RIVETING?

LINLEY NOISELESS ROTARY
RIVETING MACHINES

Avsure Peak Production and
Lower Maintenance, Rigid and
Powerful, Bench and Floor
Types. Motor or Belt Driven.
TTif-re in a Linley machine for
every riveting job.

8end Samples of your Work
and we will furnish accurate
estimate of production and
quote cost of equipment.

LINLEY BROTHERS CO.
683 Fairfield Avonue

Bridgeport, Conn.. U. 8. A.

NO SHOP COMPLETE

WITHOUT HOLD-HEET ^>

Minimize—waste, er
ror, spoilage, rejects.
Check surface tempera-
tares, processing and
treating ovens, pourln.
point of non-ferroua metal*
—hundreds of uses?

Write for Circular.
RUSSELL ELECTRIC CO.

338 W. Huron St., Chicago

Shipped prepaid to rated Anna
thirty days approval.

Hold-Heet Pyrometers

C lark Tote Pan Truck

ber wheels, fitted with Hyatt-type n

bearings. The truck is available lol

standard sizes of tote pans.

Mahon Renewable Strainers

To solve many of the problems

perienced In connection with Hydro:

Mahon Rectangular Type Renewable

spray booths and industrial

machines where recirculated wate
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GENESEE ADJUSTABLE

HOLLOW MILLS

m^^^re Cutting Costs Everywhere

SEVEN DIFFERENT STYLES

cat your costs. We de-
viffB and manufacture hundreds of spe
cial and multiple operation production
tools. Send samples or blueprints now.

Write for catalog:

GENESEE MFG. CO., Inc.

Ml No- Water St., Rochester, N. Y.

Take fullest advantage

of precision machines, with

COMTORPLUG

Accuracy inside Vi of

1/1 0,000th" shows:

You need this measuring gage Tor checking

the work of modern machine tools. Puts pre

cision inspection on a production basis. As

sures ACCURATE holes.

Send for new BULLETIN No. 25

THE COMTOR co

Waltham, Mass. Est. 1927

AC*
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strainers are

removed and

loaded.

Ingersoll-Ranci

JA-30

"Jackhammer"

Mahoit Cylindrical Type Renewable Strainer

quires an efficient strainer with a mini

mum resistance to flow, R. C. Mahon

Company, 8650 Mt. Elliott Ave., Detroit,

Mich., has placed on the market a rect

angular type and a cylindrical type

strainer. The capacities range from 60

g.p.m. to 840 g.p.m.—rated capacities

providing 1 sq. ft. of filter area for each

5 g.p.m. handled.

The filter packs of the renewable

A new drill lc

a multitude c

Jobs is the "JA-3

Jackhammer", re

cently lntroduoo

by Ingersoll-Ra.ru

Co., 11 Broadway

New York, N. "X

It is already li

wide use in pi:,

of heavier tirilli

for light rod

drilling, such ai

blockholdlng, trim

ming, scaling, holes for conduits, pipes

foundation bolts, maintenance and de

molition work.

It is stated that the new Jackhammet

Is a very fast driller and uses but a

MAGNETIC

CHUCKS

Highest Quality.
All 8lies — For All
Types of Work. A
Complete Line Of
Rotary, Rectangular
and 8wlvellng Mag
netic Chucks.

fj Years Experience
Write for catalog and
price list No. 11

0. S. WALKER CO., INC.

WOBURN AVE. WORCESTER, MASS.

51975

price

GENERAL UTILITY PRECISION
FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINE . .

Quantity Production makes
possible!

Powerful air-cooled Universal motor.
All metal Sheath—New Sole l'encll
Type Handpiece Gbuck. Wt 2 oza.
Easily reaches unhandy places. Six speed
toot rheostat. Total Wt. 4 lbs.
Fully Quaranfd. 10-Day Money Back Trial.
Send for Cataloc 30!iS. showing oyer 800

Quick change Tools.

LIMI0K. GREEN

* REED, INC.

28 E. Madison St.

Chicago, III.

Ingersoll-Rand JA-30 Jackhammer

small amount of air.
The Jackhammer is of the usual

sturdy Ingersoll-Rand type of construc

tion, designed to achieve the proper

balance In operation.

Bulletin No. 2254 shows the JA-30
"Jackhammer" and gives a number of

views of the drill In operation on rep

resentative Jobs. A copy may be had

by addressing Ingersoll-Rand Company

as above.
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ONLY

CLEAN FLOORS

are SAFE

An Inexpensive

ABRASIVE

BAND GRINDER . . .

"Built Like a Machine TooV'

Th« Honrwl-M Grinder It sturdily built with
a supporting leg under the grinding table to
eliminate vibration and tipping due to pressure
on the belt. Ball bearing throughout. Equlp-
oed with ALEMITE LUBRICATION, complete
with grwatee gun.

Write for illustrated folder on

this and other styles and sizes.

HORMEL-M GRINDER

WALL* SALES CORP.

»6 WARREN ST. NEW YORK. N. V.

BUILD A "NEST"

IN YOUR STOCKROOM

STAOKBIN Sec
tions will k i y e
you flexibility In
your stock-rocm
to permit changes
in. size and shape
to meet all needs.
Made in five sizes,
these interlock; n*r
units of two t«>
six bins nest into
one another to
make a temporary
or permanent
stockroom of any
size, wherever you
want it.
lSTACKB'N Sec
tions are made of

-! heavy gauge steel.
The full hopper front makes

to set* and reach the contents at all
Turned edges prevent injury.

Every plant can find profitable uses for STACK
BIN Sections. See bow STAOKBIN can cut.
roar storage costs. The whole story will be
■*nt on request, without obligation.

STAOKBIN

CORP.

^^^^^ PR

53 TROY ST.

PROVIDENCE, R.

/try

Did you ever walk on, ... or rather

try to walk on an oil or grease Hpotted

floor or one that had retained a soapy

surface film as a result of cleaning?

Then you know how slippery it it> . . .

and how dangerous 1

Needless Hazard

Here is a hazard no plant need put up

with any longer. Washing with the

correct Oakitc solution is all that is

needed. Efficient Oakite cleaning action

quickly loosens dirt, oil and grease, so

they rinse away completely. Wood, tile,

terrazzo. concrete, and rubber surfaces

arc left spotless and FILM-FREE.

Floor Maintenance

at Low Cost

For most Amir-washing jobs, an ounce

of an Oakite material in a pail of

warm water ts sufficient. Our Service

Man will gladly give you more infor

mation.

Branch offices atul ReprfSitit.tthrs in all

prineip.il citirs of tht U. S.

Manufactured only hy

OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC.

Jft Thames St., New York, N. V.

OAKITE

SPiCIAllZtO INPUST»IAl CUANINO MATtHIALS t METHODS
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Bristol Portable Pyrometer

A milllvoltmeter-type Portable Indi

cating Pyrometer Is now being offered by

The Bristol Company, Waterbury, Conn.,

for measuring temperatures up to 3000

ed to prevent the effects of stray flel<

The molded Bakellte case Is of mol

ture and dust-proof construction, N

of modern design. The Instrument

available In single and In double rang

tt Is especially adapted for lndustt

use.

Bristol Portable Pyrometer

thermocouple and ex- Vdeg. F., using

tension leads.
Use of a cobalt magnet allows excep

tional design features, Including in

creased sensitivity and a widened scale

for more accurate readings. Unusual

sensitivity Is accomplished without the

need for critical leveling adjustments

and with no sacrifice of ruggedness. The

high-resistance mlllivoltmeter movement

Is double-pivoted and completely shield-

Speed Case X-1515, Speed Tres

X-1535 and Speed Treat

X-1545 Steels

Since the Introduction of "Speed Ca

Steel more than two years ago,

manufacturers—Monarch Steel Compa

Indianapolis, Ind.—have constantly

proved this steel, working always tow

the end of obtaining higher phys

properties and, at the same time,
sacrificing anything in free ttiqcMtv

In the belief that a steel of the II

type could be produced In the hU

carbon ranges, this company has broi

out "Speed Treat X-1535", .30 to]

carbon, which, like "Speed Case", ■

open hearth steel using the same ex

slve Speed Case process. X-1535

velops considerably more strength du

the high carbon, yet it machines p

tlcally as fast as Speed Case and is

most as ductile. This steel has a tel

strength of approximately ,895,000

yet It will machine at over 150 "siii

feet per minute, or carrying a mac

ability rating of 100 per cent; It

vory good tool life and It Is du

enough to bend flat on Itself In

drawn without fracturing.

The third and most recent

brought out is the "Speed Treat X-l

which is .40 to .50 carbon, open hi

steel, having a tensile strength of 1 1

lbs., and, like the other two steels,

a class by Itself as far as free ma .

Is concerned.
X-1545 approaches SAE 1112 B.

In free machining, as it carries a .

of 90 per cent. If this is compan

SAE 1045, which carries a rating

THE KOCH TEST INDICATO

* Scientifically designed to give
extreme sensitiveness combined
with ruggedness. The soft, smooth
action of the Koch Test Indicator
added to Its high magnifying
power makes It the choice of
master tool makers, machinists
and Inspectors. Two live ends—
Inside and outside to .001". Write
for Illustrated bulletin and prices

The only indicator with two live ends.

THE KOCH TEST INDICATOR 29 2nd Ave, Nyock, H
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W——

lancing

Ways

Leveling

. m p I e
I excellent

c « for

rei

*

They are made in
the folio winr size*:

Swing

Greatest
DUtance
Between
Standard!

Capacity
in lbs.

20 in.
40 in.
CO in.
72 in.
9S in.

20 in.
30 in.
30 in.

66 in.
88 in.

1,000

2.000
2,000
5,000

10,000

Write for Full Information

Mbt Anderson Bros. Mfg.Go.

1926 Kishwaukee St.. Rockford, 111.

FARREL-SYKES aBtickbant

Noted for their accuracy, durability, high effi

ciency and smooth, silent operation, Farrel-

8ykes continuous tooth, herringbone gears will

enhance the value of any machine In which

they are used. Available in a complete range

of tlzes:

V* in. to 22 ft. dio.

V* in. to 60 in. face

24 to Vi D. P.

FARREL-BIRMINGHAM

COMPANY, INC.

381 Vulcan Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Portable Tools of Top Performance

Pneumatic Portable Tools—by BUCKEYE! That's the answer to the portable

production tool problem in thousands of plants the industrial world over. Top

performance, plus economy and endurance have won top honors for them . . .

The No. 360 Pneumatic Grinder is an outstanding; tool of an outstanding line.

A complete line of Grinders—Sanders—Polishers—Drills—Screwdrivers''
—Nut Runners in both Pneumatic Portable and High Frequency Elec
tric (180 cycle) Types.

THE BUCKEYE PORTABLE TOOL CO
DAVTOM, OHIO

<icis£
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per cent, and it Is kept In mind that

Speed Treat X-1545 Is from 5000 to 10,-

000 lbs. stronger In tensile strength. It

will be seen that tremendous savings

can be made in machining, which will

offset many times the slight Increase in

the cost of X-1545.

The manufacturer states that Speed

Case will machine faster than SAE 1112

Bessemer, X-1535 at the same speed, and

X-1545 only slightly lower. This means

that due to the varied and unusual

physical properties, these three steels

can replace to good advantage practically

all of the SAE non-alloy steels under .50

carbon. It is merely a question of

choosing the steel of the proper tensile

strength, as it is no longer necessary to

slow up production merely because the

steel required happens to be in the high

carbon range.

The two Speed Treat steels, X-1535

and X-1545, lend themselves readily to

heat treatment, so that excellent physi

cal properties can be developed in the

heat treated state, yet at the same time

the user has the advantage of machln-

abillty far in excess of what was for

merly obtained from steels of the same

carbon content.

Carboloy Film Shows Rapid

Grinding Method

Supplementing their grinding demon

strations of 1936, Carboloy Company.

2975 E. Jefferson Ave.. Detroit, Mich., re

cently released a sound slide film show

ing their new, rapid technique for grind

ing Carboloy tools. The 124 pictures

in the film dramatically present the cor

rect and Incorrect methods of grinding

Carboloy tools and the proper equip

ment for correct grinding. Not only

does this film describe technical details

of interest to tool grinding operators

but also, due to the broad benefits and

economies which are clearly shown, it

is of especial Interest to production and

administrative executives as well

After the completion of Its m

schedule of showings, the Cai

Company will make the film ava

to Engineering Societies. Foi-emci

Clubs, Purchasing Agents' Assoclatlor

as well as additional plants Interest*

in obtaining the benefits of this n

rapid grinding technique. Requests f

this sound slide film may be address*

THE M-B

"Super" Speed Air

Grinder An Outstand

ing Performer
The ONLY Hand Grinder
with Spindle Speed of
100,000 R.P.M. Operates
on Air Pressures of 45-
100 pounds. Weighs tYi
ounces.

Combined Automatic

Lubricator and Air

Line Filter

Delivers Absolutely Clean.
Lubricated Air to Bearings
of Any Tools, Operated
Off Air Lines. Eliminates
Costly Shut Downs.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

M-B PRODUCTS

130 E. LARNED ST., DETROIT, MICH
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DANLY

PRECISION

DIE

Danly All-Steel Sets

Danly Commercial Sets

Danly Die Makers' Supplies

DANLY SERVICE

8 Danly Warehouses Provido
24-Hour Service for 85 °n of
All Metal Fabricating Plants

DANLY MACHINE SPECIALTIES, INC.

2122 South 52nd Avenue, Chicago, III.
613 East Buffalo Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Long Island City. N. V., 36-12 34th Street
Dayton, Ohio, 990 E. Monument Avenue
Detroit. Michigan, 1549 Temple Avenue
Rochester, N V., 16 Commercial Street
Cleveland, Ohio, 1745 Rockwell Avenue

DANLY

DIE MAKERS'

SUPPLIES

6 Speed Wound Rotor Hoist Control

with Rope Wheel Operation

I 10 HP Four _
Torque Motor

SPECIAL DESIGNS

(Mr to 75 H.P.—2 or 3 Ph»«)

CLEVELAND" offers unusual service in mcetinjr special requirements with prompt deliveries.

21 yearn experience has developed an organization that moves fast on rush orders.

TRY US!

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC MOTOR CO.

5213 Chester Ave. Cleveland, Ohio
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to Carboloy Company. Inc., 2975 East

Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Michigan.

Strand Type MY-4 Flexible

Shaft Machine

The line of flexible shaft equipment

manufactured by N. A. Strand & Co.,

Strand Type MY-4 Flexible Shaft Machine

5001 N. Wolcott Ave., Chicago. 111., has

been augmented by the addition of the

Type MY-4 Flexible Shaft Machine

shown In the Illustration. The machine

Is powered by a !4 h.p. capacity motor

and has a three-speed ball bearing coun

tershaft. The belt Is guarded. The

motor Is mounted in a swiveling yoke,

permitting the machine to swivel In all

directions. Two combinations of speeds

are available; 1700, 3000 and 5300 r.p

and one with high speeds of 3400. (

and 10,400 r.p.m.

The machine Is equipped with a I

flexible shaft with a ball bearing b

piece fitted with a split collet. The

box Is attached to the bench 56

which Is provided with an adjut

stud for raising or lowering the mac.

to the desired height. The manu

turer has designed a small ball be*

right angle attachment, Interchange

with this machine as Illustrated I

with, arranged with split collet for b

ing tools with round shanks.

Blackmer Rotary Hand Pump!-. I

of hand pumps for the pumping

liquids from one room to another

from one story level to another, or

pumping oils or cutting compounds J

tanks will be Interested In a four-

folder which is now being issued

Blackmer Pump Company, 1810 CeD

Ave., Grand Rapids. Mich. This 1

describes the Blackmer pump with

"bucket" design. This pump Is sal

be easy turning, to provide a conl

ous flow and to have a 20-ft. su

lift. The pump can be supplied

pump only, or with a wall bracket,

a spout, bung and suction pipe, or

bung, suction pipe, discharge

elbow, hose and nozzle. The pun

supplied in five different types.

Series 404 with a capacity of 10 ga.

minute; Series 405 with capacity

gal. per minute; Series 605 with car.

of 25 gal. per minute; Series 800

capacity of which depends on the

terial being pumped, and the Sera

which has a capacity of 20 gal. per

ute. Copy of the folder free upo

quest.

Easy-Flo Brazing Alloy. A brazil

loy which is fast flowing at 1175

P. is discussed in this four-page
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■ow being Issued by Handy & Harman,

B Pulton St.. New York. N. Y. Copy

tree upon request.

Dossier A-l, Mr. Balduck Solves a Hot

Oi*. This bulletin, purporting to be a

report of "A. Balduck" on the failure

at a conveying system In a manufac

turing plant and the recommendations

lor eliminating the difficulties, is pub

lished by Baldwin-Duckworth Chain

Corporation. Springfield. Mass. Copy free

upon request.

Fan Cooled .Squirrel Cage Motors. A

publication describing the new line of

Type CS Squirrel-Cage Motors has re

cently been announced by the Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Com

pany, East Pittsburgh, Pa. These mo

tors employ a new heat exchanger prin

ciple of cooling, self-cleaning ball bear-

In, tested Insulation with taped end

■nw and corrosion resisting construe -

Jon lor general use Indoor or outdoor

There foreign matter would be harmful

10 the windings. Copies of the publi

cation are available from the nearest

district office or direct from Department

J-N. Westlnghouse Electric and Manu-

licturtng Company.

YRO RADIATION

rvnnmrTrn

STOP spoil
age. Get exact
torn per ature
of work In fur
nace. Direct
reading; no

calculations; no main
tenance expense.
Strictly automatic.

Range 1000-3600° F.
Special bulletins on request.

THE PYROMETER INSTRUMENT CO.
101-105 Lafayette St. New York

Write for quotation on standard
Woodruff Keyway Cutters

Special Cutters made to

Blue Prints

QUALITY

TOOL WORKS

Capacity to Bend

96" of 10 Gauge

the NEW

BIGGER

IMPROVED

ALLSTEEL JR.

PRESS BRAKES

LEAD

THE

FIELD

Investigate

These Cost Reducers Now

Complete information on

request

THE ALLSTEEL PRESS CO.

12019 S. PEORIA ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Clark Lift-Jack I'nlts. The modern

method of loading, handling and stor

ing materials on skids and the manner

In which these skids can be handled by

the use of Clark Lift-Jacks Is discussed

In a six-page folder now being Issued

by All Steel Welded Truck Corporation,

1123 Railroad Ave.. Rockford. 111. Copy

free upon request.

Cameron Motorpumps. Ingersoll-Rand

Company, 11 Broadway, New York, N.

Y„ hag Issued a new catalog describing

Its Cameron Motorpumps. These pumps

are compact machines combining elec-

STANDARD

VERTICAL ANGLE

PLATE GRINDER
For Planer, Boring Mill,
etc., 2 H. P. to 10 H P.
ilzei.
Tool Poll and Angle Plate
Grinders for Lathee, etc.
Write tor complete cata
log i h o w I n g Electric
Drllli, Heavy Duty Grind
ers, Disc Grinders, Buff
ing and Pollening Lathes.

THE STANDARD
ELECTRICAL TOOL CO.

8th A Evans 8ts.
Cincinnati, Ohio

r

1

Reqular Duty

End-Wood Bearing.

Re-Wheel Your

Trucks

Save Your Floors

Do the Job right with
Metxgar End - Wood
Wheels.

Kany-Kollinff.
Long-Wearing.

Wheels fnr »ll trucks.
Custer* for all purposes.

Write for catalog, prices
and discounts.

METZQAR CO.
112 Logan St.. 8.W.
Grand Ra

U.
laolds. Mich.'
8. A.

June, 1 9;

trie motor and centrifugal pumps in

single unit. Capacities range from 5

1000 gallons per min. for heads to 5

ft. Motor sizes range from Vi to 40 h

Copy free upon request.

Pollers and Flexible Couplings

complete list of the Congress line "of

grooved pulleys, variable speed pullei

step-cone pulleys, and flexible couplin

made by The Congress Tool & Die Cor

pany. Inc., 9030 Lumpkin Ave. Detro!

Mich., is now available. Copy free unr

request.

Carpenter service Bulletin, Volume

No. 1. This issue of the Carpenter Sei

vice Bulletin, entitled "Tools; Their R<

latlon to Plant. Men and Machines"

now available and can be had by ac

dressing the Carpenter Steel Compan

Reading. Pa. In this issue the edltt

of the bulletin discusses the present an

anticipated skilled labor problem an

the relation of proper tools to that pros

lem. Copy free upon request.

Sebastian Lathe Catalog No. 37. I:

this catalog The Sebastian Lathe Com

pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, has endeavorei

to show in picture form, with as littl

descriptive matter as possible, the sev

eral lines of Gold Seal Tlmken Equip

ped, Viking Geared Head and Sebastlai

Cone Head Lathes, made In 10, 12. 13

14, 15. 16, 18. and 20-in. swing. Thi
catalog takes up each type of lathe ii

turn and by means of photographs anc

drawings presents each detail of the

mechanisms involved In the design o!

the different types of machines. A spe-

cial rubber roll grinding lathe is In

cluded and the catalog closes with pho

tographs and descriptions of the extra

attachments that are available for us«

on these lathes. Copy free upon re

quest.

STURDIMATIC LIVE CENTER for LATHES, GRINDERS and i

MILLING MACHINES

STURDIMATIC TOOL COMPANY

It turns with the work.

Eliminates friction of dead

center.

Lowest possible overhang

prevents vibration and

chatter.

Write for Catalog and

Free Trial Offer
5222 THIRD ST.. OETROIT. MICHIGAN
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Leeds & Northrup Silver Anniversary

kromav Recorder. A novel piece of

*rature devoted to the Silver Anni-

rsary Micromax Recorder which is

nit by Leeds & Northrup, 4934 Stenton

re Philadelphia. Pa., is now being is-

led by this firm. In order to more

tectively demonstrate the features of

• Micromax Recorder, the piece is

ade to the actual shape of the recorder

id is put together in such manner that

le effect is very similar to that that

ould be achieved by placing a half-size

odel of the recorder in the hands of

se user or prospect.

The front of the piece, representing

ic door of the

»se is opened re

galing the inner

lechanism. A

:cond panel lllus-

rating the chart

image can be

rung out in the

ime manner

bat the carriage

rould be swung

n the actual ln-

trument, and fi-

lally the whole

aechanism can be

wung Into view

ust as it would

>e in an actual

Jicromax Recor-

ler. Inside and

mt, each unit is

*en in true per-

ipective with th»

:hart and record

m color. Though

Ita range is that of

I typical temper

ature recorder, the

model demon

strates equally

**11 the automatic

indicating and re

cording of any of

a wide variety of

process conditions

—not only tem

perature, but

chemical concen

tration. pH. per

cent CO.. smoke

density, "liquid

level, speed, fre

quency, load. volt-

He and so on.

And though a sin

gle-point recorder

I* shown, the ad

ditional units re

quired on multi

ple-point recorders and on recording

controllers are concisely described. The

back cover illustrates samples of various

types of chart records. By asking for

"Die-Out ND (1)", any mechanical ex

ecutive can obtain one of these unique

demonstrators.

Flow Meter Catalog. A new 40-page

catalog on Bristol's Electrical and Me

chanical Flow Meters Is available for

distribution by The Bristol Company.

Waterbury, Conn. These instruments

are for recording integrating, controlling,

and indicating the flow of steam, liquids

or gases.

Amazing New Davis Boring Tool

ACCURACY : Tool is precision built. assuring extremely

accurate results.

INTERCHANGEABILITY: Uniformity of design and struc

ture allow a rapid and accurate change of set-up.

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION: Permits with safety, increased

speeds and feeds.

ECONOMICAL: Tools are universal in application, one tool

covering* a wide range of bores. Furnished in sizes for

boring diameters 1!V and larger. Extremely effective with

T. C. tipped cutters.

MICROMETER ADJUSTMENT: Minute adjustment per

mits as fine as .0005" adjustment on diameter.

DAVIS BORING TOOL CO., INC., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Haynes Stellite Burnishing Rollers.

This four-page folder, Issued by Haynes

Stellite Company, Kokomo, Ind., de

scribes and Illustrates the Haynes Stell

ite Burnishing Roller. According to the

bulletin, Haynes Stellite Burnishing

Rollers are standard In many of the

leading American railroad shops for bur

nishing locomotive driving axle journals,

car axle journals, locomotive piston rods,

crank pins and other parts. The par

ticular features which make Haynes

Stellite advantageous for the manufac

turer of rolling tools consist In the fact

that Stellite takes a very high polish,

f A Distinctive Value! \

' A Ileal Beauty, you
will say when you
see it. But Qerst-
ner Chests are also
built to serve you
many years in pro
tecting good tools
from loss and dam
age.
Select yours at your
dealer's, or from
Free catalog if he
does not carry th*m.

GERSTNER TOOL CHESTS

We have been in the job stomping

business (or over 20 years, and

have a well equipped plant with

30 presses ranging from small size

up to 30 ton ram pressure.

We are equipped to make our own

dies in our modern die shop.

Send sample or blueprints for

estimate to Dept. 1.

WUEST BROS.

930-936 W. Hill Street. Loultvlll«. Ky.

burnishes effectively, has a very low

efficient of friction and that steel

not adhere to It. The Haynes Stel

Burnishing Roller revolves on double

posed roller bearings protected by M

dust plates. Copy of the bulletin

upon request.

Baldwin-Duckworth Non-Corroslve

Heat Resistant Chains Bulletin No.

The machine finished power transi

slon chains and roller chains made

Baldwin-Duckworth Chain Corporat

Springfield, Mass., are described and

lustrated in an eight-page folder wl

Is now being distrlbuteed by that I

The bulletin includes a table sho»

the resistance of the stainless steel 1

in these chains to various types of

rotting agents. Specifications and pt

are Included. Copy free upon requ

Fairbanks-Morse Bulletin No. 1

This bulletin. Issued by Fairbanks, Mi

& Co., 900 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,

describes that company's line of p

phase wound-rotor or slip-ring, t

bearing, induction motors.

The high starting torque and

starting current characteristics of t]

wound-rotor motors make them ids

suited to applications where trie I

tlvely high starting current of squl

cage motors would be objectionable-

driving hlgh-lnertla, slow-starting lo

or where the size of motor require!

relatively large with respect to the pc

supply.

Slip-ring or wound-rotor motors

be operated at either constant or rc

lated varying speeds, a feature that q

ifles them for certain types of ser

for which squirrel cage induction

tors are not suited. With proper r<

lating control, the speed can be va

between half and normal with load

nected. Copy free upon request.

OHOCR If FORI

THCV CO

Lois oi mu and ^uu less 300 up less 5 ,

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC.

PRIDCtrOWT, CONN
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Cincinnati High Speed Universal Mlll-

f attachment. This bulletin, now be-

f Issued by The Cincinnati Milling

Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, 11-

and describes the high speed

milling attachment which has

placed on the market by this firm,

bulletin shows the attachment in

a variety of Jobs, illustrating the

of the tool and the simpll-

of operation. Copy free upon re-

Ask for Bulletin M-748.

Hamilton Mill Cut Rotary Files are

ustrated and described in a folder

blch Is now being

sa-lbuted by The

ucllton Tool Co.,

I North B Street,

imilton, Ohio. The

ider shows the

Serent types and
■signs of mill cut

tary files and de-

rtbes the specific

Mi and appllca-

sns of the dlffer-

tt kinds of files.

be files are made

: 22 standard

apes, numbered

am 51 to 72. Each

ape Is obtainable

five standard

its. Copy of folder

ee upon request.

Modern Cornell Doors Upward Acting.

Cornell Iron Works, Inc., 36th Ave. &

13th St.. Long Island City. N. Y., has

Just published a twelve page general

catalog under the above title. Cornell

has been making upward acting doors

and grilles since 1828. The catalog de

scribes and illustrates with details and

photographs the Cornell Upward Acting

Doors and Grilles. Illustrated are roll

ing doors and rolling grilles in various

metals, and wood and steel Float-Over,

Canopy, Bifold, Vertical Lift and Turn

Over Doors. Actual Installations are fea

tured and unusual applications are

shown. A copy Is free for the asking.

Reliance Dlsc-

rake Motor Bul-

ttn 305. This bul-

Un, comprising a

ose leaf page for

sertlon Into a cat-

og. presents the

atures of Reliance

-Brake Motors,

be motor Is lllus-

ated by means of

olographs and a

oss-sectlon draw-

ig showing the

rake with double

lctlon lining. The

rtnts of design

atured In the bul-

tln are the hous-

g. friction ele-

:ents, wear lndlca-

* and manual re-

ase. adjustments,

ads. ratings, in

flation and main-

nance Copy free

pon request.

EDERA

Announces

their

MODEL TWO

1/10,000"

a

ICATOR

Circular

FEDERAL PRODUCTS CORP.

II44 EDDY STREET. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Detroit • Chicago • Muncie • Cleveland " New York
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Brown CO, Meter Catalog No. 3005.

The Brown Instrument Company. Wayne

& Roberts Aves.. Philadelphia, Pa., has

published a new catalog—No. 3005—on

Brown CO, Meters. The new catalog

covers the "complete line of Brown Indi

cating and Recording CQ2 Meters as

well as the combined CO, and Flue Gas

Temperature Recorders. A" schematic dia

gram on pages 12 and 13 illustrates the

operating principle of the Brown CO,

Meter and describes the passage of the

flue gas through the various units. Copy

of the catalog available to mechanical

executives upon request.

TRUMORE

DIAMOND TOOLS

(PATENTED)

Our finned and grooved

tool saves the diamond

from overheating.

Send for diamond catalog.

F. F. GILMORE & CO.

112 DARTMOUTH ST. BOSTON

Rotary

Files

HIGH SPEED STEEL

HAND CUT -ALL SHAPES

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED 10th Anniversary
Catalog—showing multitude of styles, shapes
and cuts.

THE ROTARY FILE COMPANY
STRATFORD • CONN.

Better Maintenance of Metal. C

crete, Wood, Glass and Composition 8

faces is the subject of a 16-page cats
which is now being distributed by r

Skybryte Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

catalog discusses the modern mean

of maintenance and the relation of cc

mercial housekeeping — cleanliness —

maintenance. The text Is devoted

descriptions and discussions of the vi

ous kinds of wall finishes made by t

firm with explanations of the problt

presented by the different types of wi

and the manner In which these pn

lems can be solved. Photographs of

different kinds of walls or equlpnv

are included to clarify the text. Ami

the different finishes discussed

Skyco Mlll-Bryte, Skyco Wall-Bryte. S:

co General Purpose Aluminum Pat

de luxe aluminum enamel, heat resi

ing aluminum paint, acid and alt

resisting aluminum paint, heat resist

black paint, acid and alkali resist

black paint, non-bleeding caulking co

pound, concrete and masonry pai

"Rust-Tox", factory glass cleaner, qi

acting rust solvent, Skyco No-Gl:

Window Coating, concrete floor er

and seal-tread varnish.

An outstanding feature of this

is the Skybryte Handy Application

dex oh the inside back cover,

chart lists down one side the varic

types and kinds of surfaces and

the top, the different conditions wi

which the surfaces can be surround!

such as moisture, high heat, acid, ai

so on. At any point where the vertic

and horizontal lines meet, indicating i

type of surface and conditions su

rounding that surface, will be foui

the name of the surfacing material d

signed to meet that problem and tl

number of the page upon which cor

plete details regarding this surfacti

material will be found.

Copy free to any mechanical executi

upon request.

STEEL PIANO HINGES

f Standard Open Widths—1 1/16

1 W - 1 Vi"

Stock Lengths—48" - 60" - 72"

i ....I -inn Go. .040 CR Steel.

No. 10 Brass Pin.

Stocked without Holes.

STOCKED BY LEADING JOBBERS

descriptive information on request.

AUTO MOULDING & MFG. CO.

2326 S. CANAL STREET HINGE DIV.
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TIm- Four-Spindle (onoinatlc is the

tile of a 16-page booklet featuring the

bur-spindle bar machine made by Cone

imomatic Machine Company, Inc.,

Rndsor. Vt. Each part of this machine

i described and illustrated in detail

D that when the reader finishes read-

og this booklet he has a clear idea of

est how the machine is designed, what

in various working parts are, how they

fe coordinated to attain the desired ob-

Ktives, and the possibilities and limi-

B'.ions of the machine. Copy free upon

Kjuest.

No. 60, Volume 27 of "Grits anil

irinds". publication of Norton Company.

Worcester, Mass.. is devoted entirely to

he subject of cylindrical grinding. Be

falling with a condensed history of the

leTelopment of the cylindrical grinding

nachine, the author takes up in turn

he subjects of cylindrical grinding

rtieels, trends In design and practice,

rinding methods, various cylindrical

rmders and their uses, grinding In

he angular wheel slide machine, roll

finding, crank pin grinding, cam shaft

finding, car wheel grinding, and closes

rlth a table of cylindrical grinding

rheel recommendations. This copy

ihould be of prime interest to every

aecutive connected with cylindrical

[rinding. Copy free upon request.

Industrial Guide for the Proper Selec-

Uon of Wire and Cable, a 32-page pub-

icatlon designed to help clarify present

lay practice Involving the selection and

ipplication of wire and cable. It Is pub

lished with a view to serve engineers

Bho are confronted with ticklish wiring

problems, more as a means for review

ing the available types of wires and

cables to meet conditions, than as a

substitute for personal diagnosis and

ireatment of wiring problems.

Factors affecting the selection of wire

CINCINNATI

LATHES

9;«4 fr-nn 14" to 32" belt or mntm
lnve, complete with bronze or nnti-
'-otioti bearing*, also automatic )u-

SPECIALISTS OVER 30 YEARS

tV).nr precision i* ewntlnl and pro
duction important, bent shop* every-
*l>ert hate found the Cincinnati most
■-cfloonical to install Send for latest
'rnnlfte catalce

THE CINCINNATI LATHE

& TOOL CO.
Oisltj, Cincinnati. Ohio, U. 8. A.

and cable and a treatise on the import

ance of up-to-date wiring design in

relation to avoiding industrial headaches

are discussed. Colored lay-outs illus

trate typical power supply circuits and

tables covering practical limitations to

be considered are included In these dis

cussions.

Nine charts for recommending insula

tion and protective coverings to meet

exposures and conditions of use are so

arranged as to make for ease in select

ing the wire or cable for different in

dustrial circuits. For your copy, write

to the Anaconda Wire and Cable Com

pany. 25 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

OIL CUPS

and Oil Hole Covers
for All Types of Ma
chines and Machine

Flush type T»ol»
drives In Mudi- rnun Brass UihI

With Die Cut ThreaiK
SlM'oiHl OiliTS Hade Tip
< >rtlcr.

Write for Catalog.

W. W. & C. F.

TUCKER, Inc.
622 Cppltol Avenue

Low clearance Hartford. Conn,
type "Established IKflll"

STEELGRIP r

Belt Lacing

Sp.H.ify STEELGRIP [or ^
strength, tor L-imwyor lulls
and heavy drives . . . for rub
ber and fabric; belts Icoinprvsses
end* and prevents fraying.) <.■■•■
on with a hummer. I'-pitce binged
rocker pin take-, up wear. K sizes.

Write ARMSTRONG-BRAY & CO.

lor "Tht Btlt Lacint Ptoflt'
,, ' , 303 N. Sheldon St.
CutalOU Chicago. U. S. A.
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DRAINING THE QUAW

TELLS THE STOW-

V&H Snioothare Welders. "The Arc-

Welding of Tomorrow" Is the title of

the Smootharc Welder bulletin recently

released by the Harnlschfeger Corpora

tion, 4204 W. National Ave., Milwaukee.

Wis. As modern In presentation as the

subject It deals with, this book. No.

W10, puts "in black and white" the ad

vantages gained by the Internally stabil

ized arc. It tells Just what single cur

rent control means to the operator—

what Improvement it makes on the fin

ished welded product.

fan

3. 4C

.. 81

Clear action photos Illustrate a

uses of many of the many Smo

models—from the vertical 75

ampere types to the 200. 300.

600 ampere horizontal models,

ary and portable-trailer Smoothai

also shown. It explains the lmpc

of the arc characteristic to n

welding practice. A cutaway v!

used to tell the story of Smc

design. A copy of this bulletin r

obtained by addressing the Ham

ger Corporation as above.
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rtilltjr of Graphite Surfaces is the

ibject discussed in the most recent is-

it of the Technical Bulletin which is

rjed periodically by Acheson Colloids

arporation. Port Huron, Mich. This is-

ue of the bulletin starts out with a

. ration of graphite and takes up in

in the features of this product. It

iscusses the lubricating properties of

taphlte when mixed with oil and pre

sets some of the problems that can

e solved by the use of this product,

tepy free upon request.

American Seamless Flexible Metal

uhlng Bulletin SS-3. Beginning with

tie essentials of construction, this 16-

agt bulletin discusses the advantages

od applications of American Seamless

texible Tubing, typical Installations,

'tings, and so on. The bulletin Is 11-

astrated with photographs and draw-

ogs showing the different types of pred

icts made with flexible tubing, the con

traction of the tubing, types of de

legable fittings, types of fittings and

tmplings. the operations Involved in de-

tchlng and reattaching American fit-

lugs, and various kinds and types of

qjipment in which American Seam-

ess Flexible Tubing is used. Copy of

he bulletin free upon request.

COLUMBIA LOCK-NUTS

Makers of

LOCK-NUTS

NUT-LOCKS

for every use

since 1900

Ask for Samples

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., Inc.
BBIDOEPQRT, COHN

KUTMORC

HIGH SPEED t

Adjustable Hollow
Mills With

Twoway Microm
eter Adjustment

Cutting capacities
up to Z'/t".

Ask for Catalog
No. 10

Reisinger Mfg. Company

837 Late Ave., ROCHESTER. H. V.

.a,

MICHIGAN AVENUE IN

CHICAGO

HOTEL AUDITORIUM

Here's a hotel value for you.

A large room right at the edge

of the Loop, with every comfort

and luxury at a rats surprisingly

low.

GEO. H. MINK, MANAGER

4Q0 Rooms from $200

CLARK TRUCKS For Every Purp

_ Typical of the many platform-; Wire Coll 1Typical of the many platform-;
adapted to the CLARK Lift
Jack. CLARK Line also in
cludes Caster — Platform —
Trailer and Floor Trucks.

ft Type
Built to any
"quirtd s I i a.

or steel deck.

iose

Wire ColF Truck—

Wire colls quickly

and easily rolled

onto platform. End
plate only 1 %M

from floor.

Standard and
cial sizes.

Special trucks designed and built for every requirement.

ALL STEEL WELDED TRUCK CORPORATION "^SKE
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TO SIMPLER DESIGN AND BETTER PERFORMANCE

As the years have passed, changing economic conditions

—calling for better methods and machines—have repeat

edly brought new and perplexing problems to the designer.

And where anti-friction bearings were involved, NORMA-

HOFFMANN—ever ready to aid in these problems—has

"blazed the trail" in many great advances in bearing

practice. * * * * Four of NORMA-HOFFMANN'S latest con

tributions to bearing design are here shown—developed

at Industry's call for bearings that could be more quickly

and economically applied, or that would meet unusual

conditions of space and speed.

Write for the Catalog, describing 108 series of Precision

Bearings embracing over 3000 catalogued sizes. Let

our engineers work with you.
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HYDRAULIC PRESSES

"LOGAN" Hydraulic forcing presses, of standard

design, are made in sizes of from one to fifty ton

capacity. From one to five tons, press is furnished

for bench mounting or with a sub base. From five

to fifty tons the base is an integral part of the

press frame.

Many special "LOGAN" Hydraulic presses, such

as the 70 ton tie rod press shown below, have been

engineered and built for our customers' special

needs. The wide and varied experience of our

engineers gained over a long period of years is at

your service in solving your press problems. Let

us help you save time, effort, and motion.

i

!

ft

LOGANSPORT MACHINE INC.,

LOGANSPORT, IND.
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A Headach

RE YOU differing from headaches or m general run down conditio

Are you easily tired; do you spend sleepless nights? Try J&]

remedy! For 102 years thii approved remedy Las given immediate relief

machinists and shop managers.

As this is a patent medicine we will disclose the ingredients

complete line of Fay Automatic: Lathes that will reduce your costs and ligbt

the operator's duties, yet give him a more productive day. The profit pos
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Method of Stocking and Re

working Tool Steel on

Norfolk &l Western Railroad

Avoids Waste

By Howard Campbell

THE methods of stocking and re

working high speed tool steel on

the Norfolk & Western Railway Sys

tem have been reduced to a system

that has proved both efficient and eco

nomical. While fourteen sizes of flat

high speed steel bars, ranging in di

mensions from Mxl in. to 1V&x3 in.

are carried in stock, the greater part

of the steel is procured in the l*/£x3-in.

sixe.

The steel is made up into tools of

this size for the wheel lathes, heavy

planers, large boring mills, and other

heavy machine tools, and the tools are

distributed to the various shops of the

System upon requisition. As the tools

wear down to a point where they are

too short for further use, they are

laid aside and periodically are gath

ered up and returned to the Roanoke

Shops, where they are reforged to

smaller sizes. They are then redis

tributed and the process is repeated.

A stub of a large tool will make a

complete tool of a smaller size; thus

as the tools wear down, they are re-

View showing: part of the equipment in the
heat treat department at the Roanoke Shopa

of the Norfolk & Weatern Railway.

(51)
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View of the opposite end of the department, showing
Hevi-Duty electric furnace.

forged and reused until there is noth

ing left but a stub of %-in. square

toolbit, which is the smallest size in

use.

The size to which the stub is re-

forged depends, of course, upon the

length of the stub. The sizes in use,

however, and to which the tools are

reforged when possible, are—in addi

tion to the lV&x3-in. size in which the

new steel comes—1x2 in., %xl% in.,

%xl in., 94 in. square, and % in.

square. The latter sizes are, of course,

used in Armstrong and similar types

of toolholders.

It is evident that most of the steel

is reworked several times in the proc

ess of reducing it from I%x3 in. to

% in. square, and the question natu

rally arises as to what effect this re

working has on the quality of the

steel. The answer is that as long as

it is reworked properly and with a

proper understanding of the tempera

tures at which such reworking can

be done, the reworking has the effect

of refining the grain of the steel and

improving its quality. Under normal

conditions from 400 to 500 tools

per month are reworked in this

manner.

Considering that all of the

tool forging, hardening, and

tempering for the entire system

is concentrated at Roanoke

Shops, it is natural to expect

that the heat treating equip

ment would be of the most

modern type—and such is the

case. The heat treat department

is located on the balcony, away

from the heavy machine opera

tions on the main floor and at

a point where the sensitive

pyrometers and other instru

ments will be unaffected by

surrounding activities.

The equipment includes one 6-

burner gas furnace, two West-

inghouse electric furnaces (one

13x28 and one 13x22 in.), one C. L

Hayes 10xl4-in. lo-Bar furnace, one

Hevi-Duty 18x36-in. electric furnace,

one quenching bath (oil), and two gas-

burning drawpots that were designed

by N & W engineers and built in the

All tools arc sandblasted after hardening-. he*
as a cleaning operation and to disclose any

cracks that may exist In the tools.
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Roanoke shops. The gas and Westing

house electric furnaces are controlled

by Brown pyrometers, the Hayes fur

nace is governed by a Leeds-Northrup

artrunient, and the Hevi-Duty Elec

tric furnace is equipped with a Brown

potentiometer.

After the high speed steel tools

hare been forged in the smith shop

to the required sizes, they are deliv

ered to the heat treating department

on the balcony floor. As many of them

as can conveniently be handled are

placed in one of the Westinghouse

furnaces, where they are preheated

for a period of approximately one

hour, bringing them up to a tempera

ture of about 1,000 degrees. They are

then advanced to the second Westing-

house furnace, where they are further

heated to a temperature of 1600 de-

frees. The next move is to the Hayes

Glo-Bar furnace, where they are

brought up to 2300 degrees. This is

'he maximum; at this point they are

wenched in the oil bath to approxi

mately 600 degrees and then are

moved to the Westinghouse furnace

One of the special fixtures used for tool sharp
ening. This fixture can be adjusted to provide
any radius desired. In the case shown a relief
is being ground just back of the cutting edge

of a double radius tool.

again, where the temperature is run

up to 1050 degrees. They are held at

General view of tool grinding department.
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Here is a cotter grinding machine into which an extension
has been built so that cutters can be ground without re
moving them from their arbors. The idea has paid for

itself many times over.

this temperature from one to five

hours, depending on the job and the

size of the tool, to relieve the strains

set up in the quenching operation.

The tools are now ready for sand

blasting and grinding.

All tools are sand

blasted before

they are sharpen

ed, the sand blast

serving the double

purpose of clean

ing the tools and

disclosing any

defects. If a tool

has been cracked

in the hardening

process, the crack

will show up im

mediately upon

sand blasting and

the tool can be

discarded before

any more work is

done on it.

All tool grinding is

who, by special training and experi

ence, have become experts at this

work. The tool grinding department,

which is located adjacent to the heat

treat department, is equipped

with a wide variety of tool

grinding and sharpening

equipment, and every kind of

tool from a toolbit to a large

inserted-tooth cutter for a

planer-type milling machine

is ground on a machine espe

cially designed for the pur

pose.

The tools are handled in

lots of convenient size, for

purposes of economy, and as

soon as a lot of tools is com

pleted enough are selected to

fill any requisitions that may

be waiting and the rest are

stored for further orders.

Steel bins are provided in

which the tools are stored

according to type and size; thus an

order for new tools can be filled im

mediately.

To expedite the ordering of tools, a

standard practice sheet has been made

up, copies of which are in the hands

One of the storage bins for finished tools.

done by men of the master mechanic or superin

tendent at each shop on the System.

The sheet shows the shapes of 46 dif

ferent kinds of tools, each of which is

identified by a number. Added to this.
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Cepy of Norfolk & Western Standard Practice Sheet from which all forged tools are ordered.

is a series of symbols by letter from is intended. Tools are ordered both by

A to I to indicate the size of the tool letter and number; thus an order for

and the kind of machine for which it a tool No. G23 would call for a rough-
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ing round nose tool, right hand, for

the planer.

Another source of supply for high

speed steel consists in the Disston and

Simonds cold saws that are used to

cut heavy bar stock. These saws have

inserted teeth of high speed steel,

each tooth %x% in. in size, with a

J|-in. kerf, and when the kerf becomes

too badly worn, the tooth is unfit for

further use in a saw. The grade of

When cold saw teeth are worn down too far
for further use in the saws, they are clamped
into the special holders shown here and used

as lathe tools.

steel used in these teeth is excellent,

however, and when the tooth can no

longer be used in a saw, it is clamped

into a special holder and used as a

turning tool for a lathe or boring mill.

When it is too short for further ser

vice in the holder, it is thrown in with

the rest of the high speed steel scrap

and reworked into a smaller toolbit.

In passing it might be mentioned

that the heat treating department has

many other tasks besides the temper

ing of lathe and planer tools. For in

stance, punches are made in thousand

lots at the Roanoke shops, and these

punches all have to be properly tem

pered. Dies for the entire system are

also made and heat treated here.

Gripper dies comprise an important

item for the heat treat department.

These dies are first preheated to 1,200

degrees in one of the Westinghouse

electric furnaces and are then ad

vanced to the second one where they

are brought up to 1,400 degrees. They

are then moved to the Glo-Bar fur

nace, where the temperature is raised

to 1,850 degrees, and then they are

hardened with an air blast. After

hardening, the dies are drawn to 1,000

degrees in the preheat furnace and

are held at this temperature for on*

hour.

Systematic planning of the type

outlined above, made effective by the

use of adequate equipment, comprises

a concrete example of modern indus

trial efficiency.

Land is 6-In. and 111- In. Type C Plain

Hydraulic Grinder No. D-37. Twenty

pages of description of the Landls 6-In

and 10-In. Type C Plain Hydraulic

Grinders are Included In this catalog,

which is now being Issued by Landls

Tool Company, Waynesboro, Pa. The

book Is profusely Illustrated, containing

not only Illustrations of the complete

machines In the various sizes, but also

photographs of the Individual units and

mechanisms included in the assembly

of the machine. There are several

pages of Illustrations showing the ma

chines In use for grinding various types

and kinds of jobs. The chapter head

ings are as follows: Landls 6-In. and

10-In. Type C Plain Hydraulic Grinder;

Landls Solex Sizing; Grinding with the

Wheel Base Set at an Angle; Grinding

Motor Armatures and Armature Shafts;

Multi-Wheel Grinding; Crank Pin and

Eccentric Grinding; Crankshaft Line

Bearing Grinding, and Miscellaneous

Tables of specifications are Included

Copy free upon request.

Whitman & Barnes Altercnt Produc

tion Reamers. This four-page circular,

now being issued by Whitman & Barnes .

Detroit, Mich., presents the features of

the Whitman & Barnes "Altercut" Pro

duction Reamers. Photographs of this

reamer and blades, taken from different

points of view, illustrate the design and

construction of the reamer and the text

explains the advantages of the particular

type of construction used. The fourth

page of the folder comprises a table of

specifications and prices. Copy free

upon request.
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Saves 2 Handlings and Speeds up

Production nearly 20% - - ■

• Fifteen months ago the Intertype Corporation modernized drilling, ream

ing and tapping operations on cast iron face plates for typesetting machines

by installing five Super-Service Radials.

Production time per piece has been reduced from 47.7 minutes to 41.7 minutes.

Where three handlings were formerly required, all operations are now per

formed in one handling.

Quoting Mr. C. E. Bittner, Works Manager, "The high spindle speeds permit

ns to drill small holes faster and straighter. We have been able to discard

a single purpose drill press."

If more and better work at lower cost per piece interests you, modernize

drilling, tapping and reaming with Super-Service Radials. Write for detailed

information.

THE CINCINNATI BICKFORD TOOL CO., OAKLEY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Armco Apprentice Training

Plan Develops Skilled Men

By Edgar Schellenbach

IT IS an ironic paradox that the

total number of men on govern

ment relief rolls remains high in the

millions while industry frantically but

futilely combs the by-ways of the na

tion for skilled craftsmen. Personnel

chieftains in industry are of one voice

in declaring that no employment prob

lem of today is more acute.

Naturally, some industries and some

sections are affected more than others.

Woes of the depression cast thousands

of skilled workers adrift. During the

five years of industrial retrenchment,

many entered other professions from

which they are now reluctant to part.

And nature took its inevitable toll of

older workers.

Everyone knows the result — an

alarming dearth of skilled men to take

over responsible plant positions in the

face of a rising tide of, prosperity.

In fact, personnel supervisors declare

that an adequate supply of skilled

labor isn't available at any price.

Many inquiries were forthcoming

last October when The American

Rolling Mill Company expanded its

apprentice training program. The

new training program differs from

that previously sponsored by the com

pany in that the courses are con

ducted in cooperation with the Inter

national Correspondence Schools, of

Scranton, Pa.

In a few words, the course is a

definite outline of work and study,

correlated by an individual who has

the interests of the apprentice at

heart. It is accompanied by a grad

uated scale of pay for the four year

period. At the end is the promise of

a journeyman's ranking and the op

portunity for promotion to a position

of greater responsibility whenever the

opportunity presents itself.

The program is under the direction

of an apprentice supervisor in each

plant. He maintains close personal

contact with the individual appren

tices and their problems, and is re

sponsible for correlating studies with

work in the shops. Textbooks and

lesson papers are furnished and ex

aminations are sent to the I. C. S. for

correction.

Perhaps it should be emphasized

here that Armco is recruiting its ap

prentices from the ranks of helpers

and the employment reserve within

the company. In keeping with an

Armco policy, the company rarely if

ever goes outside its own ranks to

obtain men for training in skilled

shop work. It has long followed the

policy of promoting from within.

Young men selected for enrollment

must be between 18 and 20 years .of

age, and must have a high school edu

cation or its equivalent. The present

goal at the Middletown Division has

been set at 100 apprentices. Appli

cants are interviewed and rated by a

board of three men.

Simplicity is the keynote of the en

tire training course. It is scheduled

to lead the student to the rank of

skilled journeyman in his trade within
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a period of four years, but where the

apprentice shows particular aptitude

for both the studies and the required

work, he may be advanced to that

rating long before expiration of the

period.

Operating under the guidance of a

foreman and an experienced worker,

the apprentice is given to understand

that everything he produces during

shop hours is expected to be prime

work. Armco has found this tends to

promote increased interest in the job

at hand, along with instilling in the

individual confidence in his own

ability.

Thus, the program fits in with

Armco's general scheme of produc

tion. There is no waste motion charge

able either to the company or to the

individuals. Four hours' study work

at the plant each week is permitted

on company time. The class is divided

into three groups. From 8 a. m. to 12

noon on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and

Thursdays, the groups study in a spe

cial classroom set aside for the ap

prentices. To complete their weekly

program, at least 10 to 12 hours is

required for home study.

The final hour of classroom study

is generally devoted to a round table

discussion. At each session a repre

sentative of one of the operating de

partments in the mill lectures on one

uf the various processes involved in

the manufacture of iron and steel, and

acquaints the young men with the

different kinds of machinery that are

required for each process.

Armco is placing much emphasis on

personal contacts with the group. At

regular intervals the supervisor dis

cusses the program with each worker,

makes certain that he is progressing

satisfactorily with his lessons, and

that he understands fully his pre

scribed work in the shop.

The total period of apprenticeship

is estimated at 8200 hours for the

work schedule, and 800 hours for the

study schedule. Each man will be

routed from one trade operation to

another to get all-round work experi

ence during the scheduled period.

Studies by vocational experts have

shown that many workmen in steel

mills become skillful in the perform

ance of their duties without knowing

much about the science underlying

them. The reason for doing things as

they do frequently Remains a mystery

to them. The apprentice study course,

however, precludes the possibility of

such a situation, insofar as these boys

are concerned.

The lessons are arranged for pro

gressive study, each lesson preparing

the student for the next in the series.

In each lesson is contained the prac

tical information the apprentice needs

to fit himself for progressive moves

in the steel mill proper.

The apprentice is required to spend

certain specified periods on each type

of work. For instance, the machine

shop apprentice is started on general

floor work. Since safety is a consid

eration of paramount importance in

the handling of heavy machinery, the

novice is first taught how to handle

crane lifts, and the technique of at

taching machinery to a crane. Armco

deems it essential that he learn the

safety routine of the shop under the

guidance of an experienced worker.

After four months, the machine

shop apprentice is assigned to lathe

work. He is started on simple turning

and facing jobs, followed with drill

ing, reaming and boring, and then

with taper turning and threading. For

each type of work, he must satisfy

the foreman that he knows how to

perform that particular kind of oper

ation before he is assigned to another

task.

Essentially, the company's machine

shop is not a production shop, since

much of the repair and other work
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depends upon happenings in the com

pany's mill. Therefore the company

seeks to develop well-rounded crafts

men instead of specialists in certain

fields.

For floor work and erection, includ

ing babbiting, is set aside a period of

eight months; six months for the

large lathe; four months each on the

radial drill and planer; three months

on the draw shaper and boring mill,

and two months gach for the boring

bar and the millers and gear cutters.

The rigger shop apprentice has the

following schedule: shop helper, radial

drill press, sheet metal and plate

work, riveting and bucking, and struc

tural work, three months for each job.

Four months are required for both

gas and electric welding and work on

the roll, shear and punch.

A period of six months is set aside

for floor work and shop assembly, in

cluding steel body repair, tanks, spe

cial machines, guards, and so on.

Seven months of the period have been

assigned for lay-out, and twelve

months for rigging, installation and

erection.

Periods of 48 months have been set

aside for apprentices working under

experienced welders, pipe fitters, elec

tric repair men, blacksmiths, round

house, tin shop, carpentry, masonry,

steel foundry, heat treaters, electrical

construction and pattern shop em

ployes.

There are also courses for appren

tices in the mechanical and electrical

maintenance departments, in addition

to the power and boiler group.

In the course of study, the machine

shop group, for instance, has prepara

tory studies in shop economics, ele

ments of arithmetic, fractions, deci

mals weights and measures, ratio and

proportion, powers and roots, mensu

ration, formulas and use of trigono

metric tables. Further mathematical

subjects are optional.

Required subjects for this course

include mechanical principles, measur

ing instruments, elements of blueprint

reading, drilling, engine lathes, turret

lathes and lathe practice, planers and

practice, shaper and slotter work,

boring mill work, milling machines,

gear calculations and cutting, grind

ing practices, bench work, hardening

and tempering, heat treatment of low-

carbon steels and erecting.

One of the features of all courses

is a section devoted to the principles

of good English.

Thus, the average apprentice will

serve for a period of four years. But

the program is sufficiently flexible to

permit a particularly bright star to

complete his apprenticeship in as

short a time as two years. The field

of 25 starters in the first class last

October already is spread out to a

considerable degree. Some, of course,

are progressing faster than others in

both the mill work and the assigned

studies.

It is required that the apprentice

complete two study assignments over

a period of about three weeks. After

each written lesson, he reports to the

supervisor and in a private session

they discuss the various problems in

the assignment. The papers are then

sent to I. C. S. headquarters for grad

ing and record-keeping.

In this manner supervisors can

make a constant check on the indi

vidual's advancement, find any weak

spots that may develop, and make'

recommendations for special study in

any phase of the work that he does,

not understand fully.

What has prompted Armco to place

so much emphasis on its present

program ?

It is a published Armco policy to I

provide such training opportunities as,

will give the individual substantia]

aid to his advancement.

One of the planks in the written^
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policies, adopted by the board of di

rectors in 1919, reads: "Armco has,

through understanding, fair dealing

and mutual confidence, endeavored to

gather together a group of earnest,

loyal and thoroughly trained men

bound together by the enduring ties

of mutual interest and opportunity,

and their confirmed belief in their

ability to succeed in their respective

tasks."

Another in the set of eleven policies:

"To make every possible effort to de

velop and maintain a contented, effi

cient, loyal, aggressive organization,

who believe in their company, to

whom work is a pleasure, and to

whom extraordinary accomplishment

is a personal ambition."

Therefore, groups of young men on

the employment reserve lists are being

given the opportunity to learn a trade.

Since about half of the total number

of employes in the maintenance de

partments alone are more than 45

years of age, replacements caused

by ill-health, promotion, pensioning

and death will be necessary. On the

basis of statistics, the average work

expectancy of the group is 12 years.

The induction of a ratio of one ap

prentice for each three journeymen

will provide just the necessary num

ber of replacements within the next

12 years.

When the work expectancy of shop

personnel is put at 20 years for those

under 45 years of age, the entire per

sonnel of a given unit will be re

placed within that period by induct

ing a ratio of one apprentice for each

five journeymen, when a four-year

training program is established.

It is admitted that some shrinkage

is likely while the training program

is in progress. Therefore it is esti

mated that 70 per cent of the total

number inducted for a four-year

training session will still be found on

the payrolls after a five-year period.

This 30 per cent loss, it has been

found, is caused by resignations,

transfers, ill health, and so on, either

before or after the apprentice has

finished his time. That is, approxi

mately 143 apprentices will be re

quired over a four-year period to de

velop 100 journeymen.

Obviously, all of the apprentices are

not enrolled at one time. One-fourth

of the number required are inducted

each quarter. Where a part of the re

quirements are already on the job, the

difference between present number

and quota are employed on that basis.

Replacements are made as appren

tices are graduated and placed.

Armco has its program arranged

whereby the apprentice, after he has

completed the first six months' period,

will be entitled to receive premiums

for measured work on any job on

which he has finished the prescribed

number of weeks of training as speci

fied in the program and approved by

the Works Management.

Hourly rates of pay for all appren

tices who are progressing satisfac

torily in both work and study are in

creased every four months for the

first two years of the course, and

every six months the last two years

of the course.

What does Armco hope for and ex

pect of its apprenticeship training

course ?

An organization that is favorably

apprentice conscious.

That the highest possible type of

potential journeymen mechanics will

be attracted.

To socialize the thoughts and ac

tions of the group as a whole.

To promote team spirit and team

action in the development of man

power.

To discover and develop potential

leadership both for maintenance and

production.
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A SAW FOR EVERY METAL CUTTING JOB

STARRETT HACKSAWS

Revised Starrett Catalog No. 25MD gives com-

plete information about the entire line of Starrett

S-M Molybdenum, High Speed Steel and Tungsten

Alloy Hacksaws. Write for a copy.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO.

ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.

World's Greatest Toolmakers—Manufacturers of Hacksaws Unexcelled

Steel Tapest Standard for Accuracy

Dial Indicators for Every Requirement

•••• -^[V^^

STARRETT HACKSAWS

r THROUBUY UGH YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
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Magnetic Testing of

Welded Seams

Kv Rene W. P. Leonhakdt

Berlin, Germany

WITH the increase in the use of

welding and the acceptance of

this method of fabrication for pres

sure vessels and other products where

not only the efficiency of the product

but perhaps the safety of human lives

depends upon the efficiency of the

Fig*. 1—Diagram illustrating method of mag
netizinir the test specimen.

welds, it is imperative that the best

possible means of testing these welds

be developed. In the past there have

been two conventional testing methods

in use; the metallurgic test and the

X-ray investigation. To make the

metallurgic test, the weld is first

milled out and then ground, polished

and etched. The perfectly level surface

thus obtained is then photographed

with a microphoto camera and a neg

ative is obtained showing the structure

of the weld at the magnification se

lected. The information thus obtained

is fairly adequate, but the method

takes up a considerable amount of

time and in many cases weakens the

part examined. The greatest draw

back of this method is that tests can

only be made at random; consequently

it does not permit of routine testing

The X-ray method is also in man;

cases subject to this disadvantage

Testing by the X-ray method is feas

ible without weakening the material

as no machining is done on the part

but it is not always possible with th«

X-ray to gain access to points wrier*

the determination of the presence o*

welding faults is important. Besides

the correct execution and interpretai

tion of X-ray pictures involves much

experience and practice, especially al

junctions of steel work, and therefore

must be entrusted to experts. Furtherj

considerable time is lost in prepara

tory work.

In an effort to develop a method oi

testing welded joints of such nature

that the apparatus required will be

comparatively simple, the tests posi

tive, and which can be applied as a

routine operation, the Allgemeine'

Elektricitats-Gesellschaft has, in co

operation with the I. G. Farbenindus-t

trie A. G., developed a magnetic test

for this purpose. By using the mag

netic method, the tester can immedi

ately determine the strength proper

ties of welded construction without

the use of photographic apparatus.

Moreover, the welded seams are not

weakened by machining. The magnetic

test is not altogether new, but despite

its advantages this method has hither

to failed of universal acceptance in

German welding shops, due perhaps

to the fact that the electro-magnets

used in conjunction with former meth

ods were large and cumbersome, which
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WALKER -TURNER
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complete with its ea6y operation with
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M,")Chnck. Pilot details. Walker - Turner

£S|,nl,.Cft Co., Inc., 777 Berckman
grated Depth ^ p^'^ „ ,

t*V**u«L POWER TOOLS

limited their field of application.

To inspect a weld made in joini

two steel plates—to assume a sim

example—the first step is to mag

tize the plates by placing two peri

nent magnets at the right and I

of the seam. The magnets can also

joined together by a yoke. If

course of the field between the I

EES

Fig. 2—(a) Chart record of a perfectly
joint. (b) Chart record showing def

welded seam.

magnets is plotted by means of s

strument, an undistorted curve |

tained if the welded joint is pe

However, if there are defects su

bonding faults, shrink holes, c

and so on, in the seam, addi

stray fields will be set up whicl

voke a distorted field curve.

To detect such defects, a

coil is moved to and fro in

movements at a certain speed

field. A voltage is thus indu<

the coil which corresponds
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for Resutts-

GENUINE OILGEAR

SURFACE BROACHING MACHINES

• To men familiar with the Oilgear Vari

able Delivery Pump—with the inherent

advantages it offers over its many imita

tions, the application of that completely

controllable and dependable flexible

power unit to Surface Broaching needs

can mean only one thing. Oilgear Surface

Broaching Machines offer a smoothness

of operation and dependable performance

beyond comparison. For high production

at close tolerances, with almost negligible

maintenance, experienced shops insist on

Oilgear. For full description of these

remarkable Oilgear Surface Broach

ing Machines, write for Bulletin

23000A.

THE OILGEAR COMPANY,

1323 West Bruce St.,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

• One or more pieces finish-
broached simultaneously

• Highest production at close
tolerancaa

• Each unit complete and
self-contained

• 8lngle lever, semi-automatic
control

• Automatic full Interlock of
broach and shuttle tables

• Welded all-steel construc
tion

• 6, 10, 16, 20 ton capacities

OILGEAR

SURFACE BROACHING MACHINES
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alteration of the components of the

magnetic field in the direction in which

the coil is moved. If the field range

is steady, which would be the case if

the weld is perfect, the induced volt

age in the coil remains uniform. Con

versely, if there are defects in the

welded seam, the voltage in the coil

M

mt«r

Fig. 3—Probing Device. B—Sockets for con
necting headphones. K—Head with search coil.

M—Magnet for exciting of search coil.

varies in accordance with the varia

tions in the solidity of the field.

Diagrammatically a defect in the

weld will be represented on the chart

by the appearance of a small peak

in the field curve. The alteration in

the shape of the curve is occasioned

by the alteration in the amplitude and

by the harmonics of the

induced voltage. These

electrical phenomena are

rendered audible to the

tester through the medium

of headphones.

The head of the probing

device includes a search

coil which is set in vibra

tion by a self-contained

magnet connected to ob

tain across-the-line volt

age. In order to be able to

test not only simple butt

and filet seams, but also

inconveniently positioned joints, the

head of the prober is made adjustable

so that the search coil can be moved

in any desired direction relative to

the operating magnet. The practical

shape of the prober permits of test

ing welds in difficult locations where

they would be impossible to test

by other means. The long connect

ing cord — usually approximately

5^ yards long—gives the tester am f

freedom of movement.

The weak tones produced by t

current impulse induced in the sear

coil when testing are amplified in

valve connected across the lig-htii

mains. Two sockets are fitted to tl

prober for connecting the headphone

The degree of magnetization produci

by the two permanent magnets

comparatively weak but is entire

adequate to carry out all tests. A

components of the testing outfit—tl

magnets, amplifier, headphones ar

cable connections—are lodged in

portable desk which, owing to ii

light weight (7% pounds), is vei

easily moved.

Power for operating the instrumer

is obtained from the lighting circui

for which an extension cord and cab!

is supplied. The headphones are cor

nected to the prober, and the probei

in turn, to two contact sockets on th

desk. The amplifier is then switche

Fig. -Magnetic Prohing Device.

in, and the instrument is ready to

use as soon as the welded seam has

been magnetized by the use of the

two magnets. Upon guiding the prober

slowly to and fro over the welded

seam, defects in the weld are in

stantly located by the alteration of

the volume and timber of the sound

produced in the phones.

The magnetic testing method doe?
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THERE is no denying the fact 'that INSUROK silent plastic

gears (non-metallic) deliver greater gear value per dollar in

vested. Th?- is because INSUROK possesses in a higher degree

those qualities of durability, toughness and wearability that in

sure longer life and freedom from costly, frequent replacements.

Learn how the superior performance of INSUROK gears can be

turned to the gear cutter's profitable advantage.

% RICHARDSON COMPANY

Melraac Park. (Chicago) PL* Founded 18S8 LockUnd. (Cincinnati) Ohio
Tl~~ Br>jn«wick. N. J. t* Indianapolis. Ind.
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Fig. 5—Using magnetic testing outfit

construction.

not provide a direct picture of the

structure, but detects the existence of

defects and their locations. With a

little experience, the operator will be

able to interpret the character of the

defect and thus the characteristics

of the seam itself. After the loca

tions of the defects in the welded

seam have been established, random

tests can be mad

with the first tW'

methods in order t

ascertain whethe

the prevailing faul

is of a serious an«

dangerous charade

and whether it re

duces the strengtl

of the construction;!

part. The compara

tive simplicity au<

cost of the magneti<

testing of w e 1 d e <

seams will, however

make it possible t(

apply this test as i

routine operatior

and thus induce the

welders to exercisi

the greatest care ir

their work.

Apart from dis

closing welding de

fects, the magneti<

tester described hert

is also capable of de

tecting other faults in metal products

Thus it can be used to detect possible

faults due to rolling operations, slag

content, alterations in structure due to

tempering, corrosion and so on. It can

also be used to detect cracks in metal

products where the design is such

that the faults could be ascertained

by no other method.

to inspect welds in steel

APOLOGIES

In the fourth section of Walter L.

Tann's article "Hydraulic Power and Its

Application to Modern Industry", which

was published in the June Issue of this

magazine. Figures 2 and 23, which were

illustrations of a radial piston pump,

should have been credited to the North

ern Pump Company, and Figures 24, 25,

26, 27 and 28, which were views of the

hydraulic equipment employed in the

operation of the stage elevators and

orchestra elevator In Radio City Music

Hall, should have been credited to Peter

Clark, Inc.

Rivets. Price List No. 29 of the tubu

lar and split rivets made by Chicago

Rivet & Machine Co., 1830 S. 54th Ave.,

Cicero, HI., is now being distributed by

that Arm. All of the various types and

sizes of steel tubular and split rivets,

rivet caps, brass spilt rivets, brass tubu

lar rivets, and Iron tubular rivets made

by this firm are Included, with prices.

A table of charges for plating rivets Is

also included. Copy free upon request.

Mention MODERN MACHINE 8HOP

when writing to advertisers. Your co

operation will be appreciated both by

the advertiser and this magazine.



No nicks to weaken teeth on the end of the mill.

No pockets in which chips can clog; heavy feeds will not clog the end of

the mill.

Formed flutes, designed for greater strength, yet with plenty of chip

clearance.

Tools are carefully heat treated in order to obtain a certain characteristic

grain structure.

complete line of endmills, a design for every job.

If you use endmills, Weldon can help you!



New Firth-Sterling Plant Mode

ofModern Factory Construction

Beauty and Efficiency are Combined Through the Use of Glo

Bricks, Stainless Steel, Plate Glass and Aluminum

A MANUFACTURING plant in

in which all of the newest prac

tical ideas in factory design are em

bodied—as modern as the sintered

carbides which will be produced with

in its walls—has been completed and

opened by the Firth-Sterling Steel

Company at McKeesport, Pa. Sur

rounded by a garden, the structure is

distinctly modernistic in design, and

such decorative materials as glass

brick, plate glass, stainless steel, Car

rara glass and aluminum have been

used in its construction. These ma

terials were used in order to achieve

the strict, ideal working conditions

necessary for the production of sin

tered carbides. The entire factory has

been designed to achieve the utmost

in light, cleanliness, temperature and

dust control.

The building is two stories high,

the main section being 220 feet long

and 70 feet wide. An office wing, ex

tending from the center, contains a

lobby and display room. Here plate

glass windows provide ideal worki

light, glass brick is used for st

wells and interior partitions, and 1

offices are soundproofed by using i

separated double glass partitio)

Some of the rooms have terraz

floors, Carrara glass walls, and lir

leum ceilings; thus every surface m

be washed to eliminate the possibili

of the intrusion of foreign matt

which would cause defects in the fi

ished tools.

A dust filtering ventilation syste

has been provided as a further pr

caution, and provision has been mat

for the i'u lure installation of an a

conditioning system.

The new building has been design*

to permit efficient and orderly produi

tion, the elimination of wasteful hai

dling of materials, and time losse

The manufacturing departments hav

been equipped with the most moder

machinery and equipment, essential I

the intricate processes of manufac

ture of the product.
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SELF -LOCKING NUT

with a GRIP

that Really Holds

Once in, no amount of jarring

or vibration can loosen the UN-

SHAKO Self-Locking Nut.

( Yet, it backs off easily with the

aid of an ordinary wrench.)

The built-in, self-locking ring

or floating thread holds it fast

(without fuss with straying pins

or washers) and absolutely prevents accidents and failures

from loosened nuts in vibration wracked machines.

Complete information and prices cheerfully furnished.

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

Fig. 1510 "Unjhano"
Sell Locking Nut.

Cut out section shows the
Locking Ring In position.

JBNKINTOWN, PINNA.
BRANCHES

INDIANAPOLIS BOX 556

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

"•HOARD PRESSED 8TEEL COMPANY Box 656, Jenklntown, Pa.

Send me—without obligation—ALL the facts about "Unshako'

*• Title

fins
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Upon entering the building, one

passes through a hallway formed by

glass brick partitions, directly into

the lobby. Here are display cases con

taining a variety of finished tools and

dies as well as specimens of Ferberite

ore (Iron tungstate). This ore is

A view of the 400 ton two-way prens where powders
are compacted into the shape approximately 20 per
cent larger than the finished blank* or nibs. Pres
sures range from 4.000 to 60,000 pounds per squi

inch of surface.

mined on the company's properties in

Colorado, by the Wolf Tongue Mining

Company, a wholly owned subsidiary.

The tungsten is put through a chem

ical process of refinement in the com

pany's laboratory at McKeesport.

The first step in the manufacturing

process is the carburizing of the pow

ders after which they are

to the mixing room. In this room

vision has been made for the

tenance of absolute cleanliness,

sential to the manufacture of

product. The walls are of

glass; the ceiling and floors of

proof material; the bench

of steel; and the

throughout is of material

can be washed and cleaned

ily in order to eliminate

danger of the powder being co

taminated. Carburizing is ■

complished by heating a mixta

of carbon powder and metal

tungsten powder to a hi

temperature in a non-oxidisj

atmosphere. The resultant cj

bides are crushed by ball miHr

and returned to the mixing K

where they are combined f

tantalum carbide, titanium 41

bide and cobalt powders. Tl|

are then mixed in various |

portions to produce the diffi

rades.

In a stainless steel

sink located in the center

room, distilled water is

the charge or mix. Late:

milled charge is brought

and the greater part os

water filtered off. After

ing the powder is dried in

mostatically controlled

ovens, mixed with cobalt

ders, and delivered for a

ball milling.

The ball milling room ii

different from the mixing

/ Here the process is ei

mechanical. The containers a

upon machines of special d

which the charges are rolled

bled continuously for days.

Another purpose of mil

coat the hard particles of

a metal binder such as co

this the milling or rolling

filte

adde
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GET OUT YOUR PENCIL

While there ore several notable features on the Thompson

grinder, one in particular stands out . . . the way the wheel

is trued.

Every time the wheel moves to its rear position it posses

the sizing diamond and is automatically redressed. Not

even a fraction of a second is lost.

Compare the Thompson time saving wheel -truing method

with the way wheels are redressed on other grinders. Get

out your pencil and estimate the superiority of the Thomp

son way over ways that slow the work and retard production.

THE THOMPSON GRINDER COMPANY

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO



.1 view of a shaping room in which materials in their pre-Rintered condition
shaped. In this department, all machines are equipped with exhaust fans.

tinue until every particle is coated

to an extent that will give the desired

binder content in the finished product.

When the milling is complete, the

charge goes back to the mixing room

where all trace of water is removed.

In the manufacture of Firthite and

Firthaloy, these ball mill batches are

comparable to the "heats" of a steel

mill and the identity of each is pre

served throughout the process so that

the mill number upon a finished tool

or die permits tracing of the material

back through every step to the mix

ing of the powders.

The powder mixture then goes to

a two-story room containing a 400 t

iwo-way press for large producti

pieces, and a small press for compai

ing smaller units such as individt

blanks or nibs. Here the proper qua

tity of powder mixture is weighed

accordance with the piece to

pressed and the mixture is then spre

uniformly in a mold or die.

So as to allow for a surprisii

shrinkage in all dimensions in t'

final sintering, all molds are made

sizes and shapes to produce piec

approximately twenty percent larg

than the finished product. The mouli

are of a type which can be complete

disas semble

without affectir

Charring pressed bi

lets Into a low ten

perature s 1 n t e r i n

furnace which Is si

turn at -rally control!'

for tempo rat u re Do

of hydrogen an

stoking speed.
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ROSS

Operating

Valves

FOR THE CONTROL OF SINGLE AND DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDERS

All ports on one face. PipingPoppet Type—Simple in design,

lightning swift in operation. The

speediest valve obtainable. Hand,

foot, mechanical and solenoid

controlled types.

permanently attached to com

pact bracket mounting, making

installation simple and servicing

easy.

Mounting Bracket

Economical
Resilient Gasket

ROSS OPERATING VALVE COMPANY

6488 Epworth Blvd. Detroit, Michigan
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One of a battery of high temperature hydrogen atmosphere sintering- furnaces.

in any way the compacted blank which

is very fragile in spite of the great

pressure to which it has been subjected.

Pressures range from 4,000 to 60,000

pounds to the square inch of surface

depending upon the type of material

and the size and shape of the blank.

The next step is to give the com

pacted piece a preliminary heat treat

ment. It is put through a "presinter-

ing" furnace having three electrically

heated sections in which a hydrogen

atmosphere is maintained throughout.

Temperatures are indicated on large

dial pyrometers. The fragile blocks

are placed upon graphite slabs and

heated to a temperature at which the

metal particles coalesce and make a

somewhat less fragile piece with a

chalk-like hardness. The piece when

cooled, is then ready for shaping.

In the shaping room, glass walls

have been installed as well as easily

cleaned floors and ceiling. In this de

partment the atmospheric problem is

the opposite of that in the mixing

room. Here the problem is to kee{

the air clean for the benefit of tht

workers. Every mechanical shaping

device is equipped with exhaust fans

to remove all particles of fine dusl

produced by cutting the rectangulai

and cylindrical blocks to the variec

and intricate shapes and sizes used in

tools and dies.

When the piece is shaped it is ready

for sintering, the process of heating

to the melting point of that metal ir

a compound which melts first, and

thus becomes a binder for the other

unmelted particles. Special furnaces

have been designed and built for the

sintering process in order to insure a

hydrogen atmosphere. The heating

chamber of these furnaces is an alun-

dum tube, wound with a resistance

wire (molybdenum) which permits ac

curate control of temperature. A wa

ter cooled section adjoins the heating

tube so that rate of cooling is also

controllable. The shaped pieces are

packed in carbon "boats" with carbon
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Write PERFORMANCE

into your driv

tecifications

e

..is

PITNEY

The hand that writes your power drive

specifications also writes, for better or for

worse, the performance of your machinery and

plant equipment. More is at stake than the

choice of any particular drive, because losses

in machine production and efficiency can be

traced in many cases directly to the drive

between the motor and the rnachine.

Why are Whitney Chain Drives the choice

of so many leading machinery builders?

Because they give maximum power to the

machine with minimum frictional losses and

because they do not depend upon excess belt

tension and bearing loads to give efficient

operation. In other words, they allow the full

machine capacity to be realized.

Another interesting fact about Whitney

Chain Drives is their economy. Due to the

generous use of heat treated alloy steels and

precision manufacturing methods, Whitney

Chains stand up under the most severe

operating conditions, and pay their cost many

times over in freedom from breakdown and

production losses.

Write today for further information on the

Whitney line which includes Roller Chain,

Silent Chain, and Flexible Couplings. Our

are always ready to make recom-

s. The Whitney Chain & Mfg. Co.

, Hartford, Connecticut.

DRIVES

engineers

mendation

Dept. B-2

CHAIN

■
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powder for uniform heating. The

boats are introduced in a preheating

section of the tubular furnace and

then mechanically stoked or pushed

through the heating and cooling sec

tions, always in a hydrogen atmos

phere. After sintering, the pieces have

attained their final hardness and are

ready to be used in a tool or die.

Each six-pound batch is carefully

controlled for hardness, specific grav

ity, resistance to cross breaking

finish Pirthaloy Carbide Dies in 1

many shapes and types required

the ever increasing use of drawing

a means of shaping metal.

The Brazing department is one

the most important in the plant

cause the carbido blank or nib

usually mounted in a holder or cas

and the accepted method of secur

is by brazing. Specially design

electrically heated, hydrogen a

phere furnaces are used. These

Brasfng Department—Here Firthite tips, which form the cutting edge of tools, are attach

strong steel shanks. Pure copper is used as a solder, and brazing is accomplished in the for
shown in the photograph. Temperature is maintained at 2,050 degrees P.

stress, and microscopic structure.

The carbides are then sent to the

tool or die shops. One end of the first

floor is the Firthite Tool Shop, where

finished tools of all kinds are made

for users who are not yet equipped

to make their own from the Firthite

blanks. In the tool shop, the ma

chinery does not differ from that of

any up-to-date tool making plant, ex

cept in the grinding where diamond

wheels are used in a number of the

finer operations.

On the other half of the floor is the

Firthaloy Die department where there

are machines specially designed to

naces are also sold to customers i

make their own tools. Copper is

preferred brazing material, altho

for some purposes tips are fixed \

"silver solder". The brazing of

on tools supplied to customers c

pletes the line of forms in which

carbides are supplied.

Types supplied for cutting

called Firthite, while those supp

for drawing or forming are ca

Firthaloy. Wear resisting parts ,

be made of either Firthite or Fi;

aloy, and offer an undeveloped but

tensive field for the use of sint«

metal products.
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factor in pro

duction is more im

portant than the quality

of service rendered by cut

ting tools. Gairing tools are used

in plants where there is a constant

lookout and reward for ability to do a

superior or special job better than before and

where efficiency and long life in a tool are fully

appreciated.

Standard and special design cover a very broad range of

machine applications. Consult our Engineering Department

for details. Special tools to your blueprints, or specifically designed

to meet your needs, are available.

Years of accumulated experience in the designing of standard and special

cutting tools is at your disposal without obligation. Write for a catalog of the

Gairing line on your company letterhead.

Gairing representatives are located in all the important industrial centers.

Manufacturers of STANDARD and SPECIAL CUTTING TOOLS and TOOL HOLDERS

Counterbores and Countersinks . . . Counterbore Sets, Spotfaccrs . . . Core

Drills, Reamers, Hollow Mills . . . Full Floating Holders, Facing Heads . . .

Form Cutters, Boring Bars, Boring Heads . . . Adjustable Extension Holders

. . . Multi-Diameter Cutters . . . Tungsten Carbide Tipped Tools.

THE GMRII1G TOOL [0.

1G29-35 WEST LBFUVETTE • DETROIT, miCHICRn
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In the 10 years that have passed

since tungsten carbide tools were in

troduced in this country, they have

brought about changes in machine

tool design, improvement in shop

processes and made possible the com

mercial use of new materials. Al

though the selling price of from $200

to $400 a pound seems extremely high,

the net result of the growing use of

this new material is to reduce the cost

of many necessities and luxuries

bought by individuals and equipment

supplied or bought by industrial in

stitutions.

Hand Propelled Cleveland Tramrall

Carriers with Motor Operated Hoists.

This six-page folder, printed in colors,

describes and Illustrates a wide variety

of Installations In which Cleveland

Tramrall Hand Propelled Carriers with

motor operated hoists are used. It also

explains the design of the hoists and

Illustrates, by means of photographs,

the various parts which enter Into the

construction oi the hoist.

Not the least interesting are the varl

ous types of hooks, baskets, and othe

types and designs of equipment for lift

lng and transporting workpieoos. ma

terlal In lump or powder form, fouuAri

flasks, sheet metal, lumber, ladles, wlr

rope, dipping baskets, pipe, paper rolls

and so on. Copy free by addressin

Cleveland Crane & Engineering Co

Wlckllffe, Ohio.

' Thor Steel Letters and Figures. Thj

complete line of steel letters and figure

made by the Pittsburgh Stamp Com

pany, Inc., 812 Canal St., Plttsburgr

Pa., Is described and Illustrated In i

20-page catalog now being distribute

by this firm. In addition to presenting

pictures and descriptions of the varlou

types and sizes of steel marking stamp

made by this firm, the text includes

discussion of the manner in which th

letters and figures are cut, the stee

used In these stamps, the hardenlni

procedure, and the manner In whlcl

steel stamps should be handled to obtali

the best results. A table of sizes am

prices Is also Included. Copy free upoi

request.

BOYE & EMMES LATHES

Dependable-Efficient-Economical

Sixes 14" to 36".

Not empty claims, bur ac

tual records of perform

ance in hundreds of rail

road shops, maintenance

shops and manufacturing

plants furnish proof of the

dependability, efficiency

and economy of BOYE tr

EMMES LATHES.

Write for complete facts

on the finest BOYE &

EMMES LATHES ever

built.

THE BOYE & EMMES MACHINE TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI OHIO



YOU TEST THEM/

m

Socket Screws

Quality inside and out!

Ten-Tor Testing—an exclusive Holo-Krome fea

ture—is more severe than any normal test you

would make; nevertheless—You Test Them!

After you have made your U

Holo-Krome F1BRO FORGED

the Standard of Value.

FREE TEST OFFER

Write our Department H giving style, size, and

quantity, and the screws required are yours for

the writing.

THE HOLO-KROME SCREW CORP.

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
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Use Standard Rather Than Special

Motors

By A. C. Danekind

(Read at General Electric "Speed Show" in Cincinnati May 24. UJ7.)

THERE is no questioning the fact

that much progress has been

made by the machine-tool industry,

for users are showing a rapidly ac

celerated desire to purchase equip

ment which will reduce both set-up

time and the degree of skill necessary

to operate the machine.

I note with considerable concern,

however, the ever-increasing number

of special motors which are appear

ing in recent machine designs. While

it is a fact that the use of these

motors is confined, for the most part,

to fractional sizes which are used for

auxiliary purposes, there are any

number of glaring examples where a

perfectly standard N.E.M.A. motor

might have been applied if proper

thought had been given the subject

by the designer and the electrical ap

plication engineer when the machine

was in the lay-out stage. Mechanical

rather than electrical limitations in

standard motors is apparently a de

signer's justification for selecting

special motors for meeting specific re

quirements or conditions. All too of

ten, however, co-operation with a

capable electrical application engineer,

when the machine was being laid out

on paper for the first time, might well

have overcome the necessity of resort

ing to the use of highly special elec

tric equipment.

N. E. M. A. standards were estab

lished at the request of the Machine

Tool Builders Association . . . and

users of machine tools have every

reason to prefer equipment operated

by standard electric motors and maJ

chine-tool designers have every reasc i

to adhere to established standard -

insofar as possible.

Centralized control and motor-

driven auxiliaries require adequate in

terlocking. I believe it advisable foi

a machine-tool designer to assume

that if the control is arranged so that

it can possibly cause a breakdowr

through mishandling of the controll

ing mechanism, it will probably bt

done and done shortly after the ma

chine has been put in operation. This

is the period when the machine will

be under the closest observation by

management and is, therefore, tht

time when the machine-tool designer's

efforts are being appraised. It is un

questionably the job of the electrical

application engineer to work in close

co-operation with the machine de

sign''.- in order that possibilities of

b:cakdowns due to electrical limita

tions can be detected and eliminated.

The cost of a few extra interlocking

circuits is good insurance if they will

definitely accomplish this result.

The primary objective of a machine-

tool designer is to provide equipment

.vhich offers increased output capac

ity, ease of operation, simplicity of

construction, and low-cost mainte

nance. The use of electricity rather

than mechanical contrivances for

driving and controlling a machine is

definitely a more satisfactory means

to that end. Electric equipment has

grown to a point where it represents

a very substantial portion of the to-



Line

High

Speed

Steel

Tht Bright Bltd*

Special

Alloy

Steel

Tht Rtd Bltdt

II

* /SIMONDS

/red end

HACK SAWS

for every metal cutting job

Now you can get Simonds "Red End" Hack

Saw blades in three qualities for hand frames

and power machines to cut every kind of

metal straight and fast and at lower costs.

SIMONDS SAW AND STEEL CO.

FITCHBURG, MASS., U. S. A.
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tal cost of a machine, and present-

day mechanical design problems re

quire particularly judicious applica

tion of electric motors, controls, and

accessories.

Conditions under which machine

tools are operated are usually severe.

In view of these conditions—all of

which are outside the control of a

designer of machinery—it seems quite

obvious that the success of any elec

trically operated machine depends in

a large measure on the fullest co

operation between the machine de

signer and the electrical application

engineer while the design is in the

lay-out stage. Unless this is done,

operating limitations may well de

velop to place the machine-tool build

er's reputation in a particularly vul

nerable position.

Machine tools are nothing but con

trivances by which energy may be

either transferred or transformed,

themselves, they are just combin

tions of mechanisms; hence in us

and from an operating viewpoint, thi

are exposed to all the wiles of hum:

attention. A machine-tool design

must expect his product to be su

jected to severe operating condition

He must go to extreme detail in gi

ing consideration to every mechanics

hydraulic, or pneumatic principle

his command in an effort to obta

the ultimate in his machine. An ele

trical application engineer, by tl

same token, has a very definite obi

gation in properly applying electr

motors, controls, and accessories

the designer's mechanism. Only I

full and wholehearted co-operation b

tween the two can machine tools 1

produced which will meet complete]

management's present-day conceptic

of what constitutes adequate efficiei

equipment.

SIDNEY

TAPERED SPINDLE NOSI

SIDNEY has now adapted the standard tapere

spindle nose as optional equipment on th

Tritrol 16-speed, Sidney 12-speed and SIDNE1

Precision Tool Room Lathes.

Advantages: More power — greater ease I

removing face plates and chucks—brings lac

plate and chuck closer to the front

bearing.

U rite for further information.

Lathes and Milliner Machines

THE SIDNEY MACHINE
Nil
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G-INCH JUNIOR

BENCH GRINDER

A full quality ball-bearing unit, priced

so you can spot several in your shop;

for intermittent tool sharpening, light

grinding, wire brushing; 14 H. P. con

stant speed motor; ball bearings; light,

strong alloy housings; adjustable too!

rests; wide grinding wheels; rubber cov

ered cable with plug and ground wire.

■WIDE-TYPE, HEAVY-

DUTY, BALL-BEARING

GRINDERS with ex

tended spindles and tapered

housings, simplify handling

large and awkward pieces.

Completely enclosed wheel

guards comply with safety

regulations; tool rests and

-I«r k shields adjustable for l'

wheel wear. Grease-sealed

ball bearings minimize vi

bration. Three powerful

model* for heavy-dutyrwork :

•-Inch <H H.P.); 8-Inch

H.P.); 10-Inch I H.P.).

floietwxe lout

1 OU°LL find exactly the Bench Grinder you need for every type of shop work in the

Kw Black & Decker Bench Grinder Line. Check over your grinding operations. See how

"Wy ways Black & Decker Grinders can speed production and maintenance work.

Tlxn ask your Jobber for a demonstration, or write for catalog. The Black 8t Decker

Mfg. Co., 720 Pennsylvania Avenue, Towson, Maryland.

World's Largest Manufacturer of

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS
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IV CARBORUNDUM...

FORD

J trt of grinding has been a potent factor

|**uible ihr ma.--* production of automobile*

f powibJe the fust and economical produc-

We of interchangeable parts to close

I tolmore*. Grinding hat put craftsman-
im production. One of the greatest institu-

Vm anonotive indusirv, one of the greatest

• Fori The Carborundum Company it proud
■0 tKat it serve* Ford in so manv ways, on

t* of grinding, 6nishing and polishing

iittbe sanding of car bodies.

' Gsdsaati centering grinders, wheels by

iding the four diameters of

Crankshaft Department,

Oxide wheels are grinding

thousands of the exi Ford crankshafts.

Wheels by Carborundum equip many of the machines

used for cenierless grinding of pistons and are employed

in grinding to extremely accurate size and high 6nish

many of the massive rolls used in the rolling of steels.

Then, too, the perfect 6nish and high accuracy of Ford

cylinders are produced by honing. Many of the multiple

spindle machines are equipped with" Carborundum

Brand-Hutto heads fitted with Carborundum Brand

Silicon Carbide sticks.

All of these accurate grinding operations reflect the

high standards of Ford production methods, the Ford

ideals of quality workmanship always back of their

great production of a great car.

• NIAGARA FALLS, N.
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Modern Equipment at Wort

Timken Combats Vibration

With Rubber Mountings

THUMP, thump, thump — with

every thump a bearing cage is

blanked and drawn out of %-inch

strip steel by one of the several large

punch presses operating in the Canton

plant of the Timken Roller Bearing

Company. Although these press units

are mounted on individual cement

foundations extending down several

feet into the ground, the vibration re

sulting from their operation is quite

noticeable in surrounding parts of the

plant.

Rubber mountings make It possible to operate this machine In
close proximity to several heavy stamping; presses without dis

turbing; the setting; of the indicators.

Despite this condition, Timkei

successfully operating a batterj

bearing grinders in a section of

plant immediately adjoining

pressroom. These machines are

for the precision grinding of bear

and work on them is held to a

ten thousandths of an inch. The c

ator is able to maintain this low

erance limit by means of an ind

ing gauge on the machine. If

jected to the slightest amount ol

bration, the gauge reading wou!

thrown off by several thousand: :'

an inch and would necessitate

quent removal of the bearing :

the machine for n

uring purposes.

To eliminate any

sibility of such dis1

ance, Timken engii

have mounted son

these grinders on

ble shear type rul

to -metal mount

known as Vibro-

lators. These mi

ings, which were i

oped by The B. F. (

rich Company, ar

tached by simply

ing to the base o:

machine. One of

grinders is show

the photo. Thoi

tests show that

readings are in nc

affected by the

rounding vibratior

Another unique

plication of Vib

sulators in the Ti

plant is their use

motor mounting
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LESS BREAKAGE

MORE PRODUCTION

with GREATER ECONOMY

TECO TUNGSTON CARBIDE TIPPED TOOLS

more production . . .

. . ore these things

-fJi breakage . .

Stater economy .

'■sartant to you?

If roe want to be certain of all three—

ASK FOR TECO

HCO Tools have earned a reputation

* "Took that can take it".

Write for catalog, price list and com

pete information.

1. Piston Grooving Tool.

2. Standard Turning Tool.

3. Square Nose Tool.

4. Porcelain Counterbore.

5. Combination Drill Counterbore.

6. Form Tool.

7. Four Fluted Step Reamer.

8. Flat Drill.

9. Glass Drill.

SUPER TOOL COMPANY

3J« IAST CONGRESS ST. • DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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large vertical grinder which is used

for grinding large bearing cups and

cones. Power for the grinding or"*a"

tion is supplied by a 10 h.r- motor

mounted on the spindle wising. To

forestall the possible transmission of

vibration from ntotor to the spindle,

grooves were machined in the spindle

housing and the motor was mounted

on Vibro-Insulators without change of

position.

Besides these two successful in

stallations, Timken engineers have

found many other uses for these rub

ber mountings. In addition to placing

under motors and machines, they have

also used them with success as mount

ings for several pieces of delicately

adjusted laboratory equipment which

are highly susceptible to vibration.

Diamond Bores Hole

Through 12 Miles of

Aluminum Alloy

THE tremendous amount of work,

from the standpoint of wearing

quality, of which the industrial dia

mond is capable is indicated by the

production record of a Koebel Dia

mond Tool used on an Ex-Cell-0 bor

ing machine in a Detroit automobile

plant. The operation was taking a

finishing-cut on the wrist-pin holes of

aluminum alloy pistons. The point

of this diamond weighing less than

one-half carat bored more than 200,-

000 pistons before it had to be re

shaped. The total length of "hole"

represented by these pistons if placed

side by side would be approximately

twelve miles. The total length of chip

removed was more than 9000 miles, or

approximately three times the dis

tance across the United States! In

this operation dimensions were held

to an accuracy of .00015 inch.

This record is the more impressive

because of the abrasive character of

This diamond bored more than 200,000 pit
before it had to be reshaped.

the piston metal, and of course, e

after this period of service the c

mond was in no sense "worn out",

required only re-lapping to the c

rect radius to prepare it for a simi

period of production life.

Westcott Chuck Catalog No. 537. 1

catalog, now being distributed by W<

cott Chuck Company, 700 E. Walnut

Oneida, N. Y„ contains descriptions

the line of lathe chucks made by t

Arm In a complete range of sizes :

types for direct mounting on standi

flanged spindle noses and on standi

tapered key drive spindle noses. 1

book contains 42 pages, 8'2x 11 In.

size, describing the Westcott I.X.L. Ini

pendent Lathe Chucks, Westcott Be

Geared Scroll Universal Self-Centerl

Lathe Chucks, Westcott Spur Oeai

Scroll Combination Lathe Chucks, Wei

cott Light Duty Lathe Chucks In inc

pendent and universal types, and Wei

cott "Little Giant" Two-Jaw Di

Chucks. Complete descriptions ai

illustrations of each type of chuck e

Included, together with tables of spe<

ficatlons and current chuck prices.

Copy free upon request.

Lewls-Shepard Skid Platrorms. T.

many types of Skid Platforms that m

be used In conveying materials, goot

merchandise, parts and products by tl

Lift Truck method of Interior transpo

tatlon will be found fully Illustrated

a new colored folder. No. 146. Just 1

sued by Lewls-Shepard Co., 175 Walni

St., Watertown, Mass. Copy free upc

request.



"He's Down in the

plant Today"

^1

Than Ever Before Top Executives Are Back

Scrutinizing Every Plant Operation

Finding Out:\

J WHY power costs so

much.

2 HOW to cut down

their annual — '~

tenance costs.

3 WHERE to speed

up daily production

schedules.

4 WHAT will lower oil

costs.

*\ , , r

For 7 i years the makers of

Gargoyle Lubricants have

been helping the men who own

plants . . . the men who run

them. This experience— the

greatest in the oil business-

can be put to work in your

plant . . . increasing manufac

turing profits.

Take a Socony-Vacuum En

gineer into your confidence.

Let him discuss a program of

planned"CorrectLubrication"

with your capable plant men.

Together, they may be able to

devise ways and meansofgain

ing more efficient production.

SOCONY-^CUUM

INDUSTRIAL LUBRICATION

SAVES

MONEY

FOR

INDUSTRY

Lubricating Experience. ..the Greatest in the



1 Careful selection of the

right kind of lubri

cants forall types ofpower

and production equip-

or purchased.

2 Proper methods

plication . . . the .

oil in the right amount,

aiding higher machine

speeds . . . less spoilage or

reject* . . . protecting In

vestments in machinery.

2. MORE

3. DECREASED

4. LOWER LUBRICATION COSTS

= CORRECT

LUBRICATION

3Experience in dealing

with Individual opera I -

ing conditions . . . correc

tion of out-dated prac

tices often resulting in

excessive repair and re

placement costs.

4A planned lubrication

program . . . quality

lubricants where neces

sary . . . other lubricants

where use will provide

economy and not handi

cap machine efficiency.

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.

I N C O R I' () R A T K D
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HOW DO YOU LIKE THIS

Resut-ED CUTTER?

IT'S A BETTER LOOKING

TOOL THAN MOST

NEW ONES

When you send worn out tools to RENU to be

reclaimed, you can rest assured you will get

tools back that will not

only look right— but will

perform right under every

working condition.

• A new catalog, out

lining this money saving

service in detail, is avail

able for the asking. Write

I e*U4. TOOL CO., 275 E. Milwaukee Ave., DETROIT
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Ideas from Readers

This department is a clearing house for ideas .

use in your shop, send in a description of it . .

. If there is a "kink" or short cut in

Each one published will be paid for.

Metal Case for Drawing

Paper and Tracing

Cloth

By J. J. Thompson

THE drawing presents the design

of a case that was made pri

marily to keep tracing cloth and

paper clean. Properly constructed it

will, no matter how dirty the office

is, keep the contents clean. Any

draftsman who has worked in a foun

dry, shipyard or machine shop appre

ciates the almost impossible task of

keeping coal dust from sifting

through drawers. Tracing cloth is

expensive, and yet yards and yards

of it are cut off and thrown away be

cause it is not usable. The use of

this case will prevent this waste.

The case is cylindrical and is con

structed similar to the flues in a

locomotive boiler. Tubes of tin are

formed and soldered to sheets of tin,

which sheets in turn, are soldered in

side of a rectangular box of wood or

metal. The box has a hinge cover

at the end, inside of which is a gasket

of felt or rubber. When the cover is

hinged, the box is sealed. Aside from

this important feature, the box offers

an opportunity for having all such

materials close at hand. It can be

fastened in horizontal or vertical

position to any available space on 01

near drawing board. This box is 14

in. square and 42 in. long, and the

tubes are 4 in. in diameter. This size

was adopted as best suited for stand

ard drawing supplies.

Wire-Tension Device

By Chas. H. Willey

WHEN winding coil springs ir

the lathe from small size wire

it is usual to guide the wire and at

the same time apply the correct

amount of tension by allowing the wire

to pass between two pieces of leathei

—usually old leather belting—held in

the hand. However, there are times

when more pressure, or means for ap

plying it more evenly, is necessary. In

such cases the device shown in the

© ©
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Metal Cue for Drawing Paper and Tracinc Cloth
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Heavy Rigid

IJusuble

Stroke

MARVEL

Number 2

Capacity

8" i 8"

Low Priced

Dry Cutting

HACK SAWS

production saws, band saws, high speed cutting off equipment and Riant

MARVEL leadership is proverbial. In the less spectacular equipment, the

I low-priced, dry-cutting hack saws too, MARVEL dominates the field—80% in use

* MARVELS.

economical general purpose saws No. 1 and No. 2 are sturdier, with heavy

saw frames, hold blades at greater tension—assure straight cutting. All con

trols are set in front for convenience and safety, and frame slides in "V" bearings

that have screw take-up to compensate for wear. They

»re in every way "more saw for the money." Equipped

with unbreakable Hack Saws can be counted on to

keep producing hour after hour, day after

ARMSTRONG-

BLUM MFG. CO.

"The Hack Saw People"

5845 Bloomingdolc Ave.

ICAGO, U. S. A.

Marvel

No. 2

Portable
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illustration is worth all it costs to

make.

The device consists primarily of

S C

A

Fig 1

Drawing of Wire-Tension Device for Making

Springs in the Lathe

a piece of %-in. round stock through

which a %-in. hole has been drilled

lengthwise. A slot is milled as in

dicated at A, in which the end of the

lever B is pinned by drilling a hole

crosswise. At C a 5/16-in. hole is

drilled to receive a soft brass plug

that is made to a sliding fit in the

hole. The lever B can be made

from sheet steel 1/16 or 3/32

in. thick, shaped as required.

The 5/16-in. hole for the brass

plug must, of course, be in line

with the slot in which the lever

is pinned.

With this device a consider

able amount of pressure can be

exerted with practically no ef

fort, and the pressure can easily

be regulated as required.

Coil
Combination Dt-pth

Gage and Scalf Clip

By John A. Honegger

THE drawing illustrates a handy

"kink" that I have used many

times, consisting of a scale clip that

can also be used as a depth gage. The

RIVETS SETAT ONE TIME

UTOMAT/CAUr/

# Originally developed for a large car manufacturer, the same
application ii now available to general induttry. It lorti, feeds,
inserts and ted 4 rivets with a single pedal operation. STILL
LOWER ASSFMBLY COSTS ARE NOW PRACTICAL. Tell us your
problems aid send sample assembly with inquiry, if possible.

Sxnot* Dnubl*. TrtpU and QmidrupU
ttivrt S*tUrt/or Tubular and Split Rtv*U

RIVET & MACHINE CO./20 .
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SAW TEETH BITE

Hacksaw economy is not a matter of

price . . . durability, quality and actual

efficiency must be considered. In Atkins

Silver Steel Saws you get them all.

• Extra hours of accurate cutting.

• Uniform temper.

• and "Teeth that Bite" . . . quick . . .

smooth and clean.

80 years of laboratory

sis . . . tests and im-

jnts have estab-

Atkins Silver Steel

i as leaders in every

field. See your distributor

and make your own tests.

E. C. ATKINS AND COMPANY • INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

ATKINS SK£ SAWS
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clip is made from a short length of

spring steel, shaped in the form of a

letter T. The vertical section of the

T is bent to form a clip for holding

the scale in the pocket. A rectangle

in the cross section is marked off and

three sides are cut loose so that a

Combination Depth Gage and Scale Clip

tongue will be formed which can be

bent to hold the scale, the tongue be

ing adjusted to obtain just the right

amount of tension.

Using the side of the T opposite the

pocket-clip, the device enables the

use of the scale as a depth gage for

measuring depths of holes, for meas

uring lengths of stock, for scribing

lines at specified dimensions, and so

on; in fact, the number of uses that

can be found for such a tool are prac

tically unlimited.

Emergency Tools for Check

ing Piston Rings

By Elton Sterrett

EVEN in these days of telegraph

and aeroplane deliveries the local

machine shop sometimes gets a rush

order for some specialty usually se

cured direct from its manufacturer.

One such unusual demand called for

a set of 10.125 x 9/16-in. piston rings

—a non-stock size for the manufac

turer—the specifications including

such requirements as "diametral ten

sion to be 65 pounds, plus or minus 5

pounds" and "plus circularity to be

not less than % in. nor more than

% in. at proper gap closure."

Raw material for making these

rings was readily obtained from the

foundry, blanks being cast separately

for better metal quality control than

would have been possible if the ring

blanks of the cylinder or "pot" type

had been used. As there was no means

available for hammering the rings to

set up the desired tension within the

metal, tension was obtained by first

turning the ring to a diameter greater

than that desired, and then, after re

moving a section to provide the gap,

Cincinnati Acme

Universal Turret Lathes

A powerful rigid machine for a

wide range of accurate bar and

chuck work.

Write for Circular

THE ACME MACHINE TOOL COMPANY

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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NEW-I4inch DELTA

Metal-Cuttinq Band Saw

The regular 14-inch Delta band saw, fitted with counter

shaft to reduce the speed, has been used in hundreds of

shops for cutting Iron, Steel. Brass, Bronze and Aluminum

bars, shapes and sheets ; in foundries for cutting off gates,

in die-casting shops for trimming and sawing castings.

Here is a new and improved back-geared model which is

even more ideal for this work. It is the perfect machine

for the general machine shop, toolroom or experimental

shop, where many different materials must be cut.

It takes the place of a power hacksaw in cutting off bars

and shapes ; it is used in the toolroom for sawing off

tool, die and fixture stock ; it will cut uniform strips

from sheets ; it saves hours of time in cutting tem

plates and similar tools, and will cut almost any

material, such as asbestos, mica, vulcanite, fiber, etc.

. . . difficult to cut by ordinary means. Provision is made

for four low metal-cutting speeds and one high speed for

wood sawing.

Write for special circular giving full details and speci

fications.

M" Back-geared Metal-Cutting Band Saw,

complete with guards, 8" arbor pulley for

wood and cone pulley for metal. With one

14-tooth metal-cutting blade. Without light

attachment, belts, stand, motor or motor

pulley. Shipping weight 175 lbs.

The draw-die segment

ring illustrated was im

practical to cut on the

milling machine because

of the diameter of cut-

ter required. It is cut

with ease and speed on

the Delta band saw. Try

your next "awkward" job

on one of these versatile

tools.

MANUFACTURING CO.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

50
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closing the ring to the proper meas

ure and turning it to fit.

Due to the size of the ring and the

amount of tension desired, holding the

ring was difficult, especially when

calibration of the tension was at

tempted across the diameter. In order

Fig. 1 (Above)—Using a breast drill to compress a large
gas engine piston ring so that the tension could be gaged.
Fig. 2 (Below)—To cut down the flutter of ring ends in
service, the diameter of the ring, closed to provide a
gap of the correct width, must be less than that through
the properly closed gap. This "plus circularity" varies

with the diameter and thickness of the ring.

to calibrate the ring, it was necessary

to hold the ring upright on a plat

form scale, without distortion or re

striction, with the gap one-quarter of

the circumference from the point of

contact of ring and scale, and to apply

pressure on the highest point so as to

compress the ring and close the gap

to the specified measurement for the

size of the ring. Finding this method

tedious and unsatisfactory, and know

ing that circumferential tension is

approximately one-third that of dia

metral tension, use was made of this

relation to enable a quick

and certain check to be made.

A simple but effective

squeezing device was made

by clamping a breast drill

to the edge of an improvised

platform behind a block

which prevented sidewise

motion. The drill is shown in

Fig. 1. Then, driving a nail

in the platform at the op

posite corner, and hooking

the ring of an ordinary 50-

pound capacity spring bal

ance to it, a wire was at

tached to the hook, the wire

being long enough to go

around the periphery of th2

ring and leave slack enough

to reach the compressor

mandrel. This mandrel was

improvised from a short sec

tion of %-in. bolt held in

a drill chuck, with the end

of the wire bent over and

inserted between two chuck

jaws. By revolving the large

gear of the drill, the mandrel

was revolved and the wire

wound on it, pulling the wire

taut and compressing the

ring sufficient to leave a gap

of the required width. At

this point the pointer on the

scale of the spring balance

showed the circumferential

tension in the ring to be 23 pounds,

which, being one-third of 69, fell

within the set limits.

The plus circularity of the rings

was determined on the same rig as

the tension, with the spring balance

omitted. To ascertain this factor in a
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You asked for this

improvement and

here it is. The origi

nal friction drive

tapper with the con

venience of a power

hand tool. Push to

tap—pull to reverse

it 40% faster. Plug in

anywhere. Write for;

prices.

r 7

JUST

PLUG'ER

IN AND

3s»The RICKERT \ SHAFER Co.

ERIE, ~| PENNA

■■'><• Bonn i He,i(U: . 1 ™ hi. T»™ ^ Tapping Machine*. AutomaUc Cut-off Machines

// V
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NEWMETHOD

To Remove

Broken Bolt

Ends From

Depths with

out disman

tling or expen

site delays.

Three easy steps with

PMBEQCD "ton-

Grif'and your

broken threaded ends

are OUT!
FIRST—Drill a small
hole clear Ihrougn
the broken end using
a snug fitting
MEEEalD Drill
(juide lor precision
centering. This cen
tering hole is for the

larger drill to follow.
SECOND — Remove
Drill Guide. Drill out
the small center hole
to large diameter for
receiving the husky

"LonGriP" straight

fluted extractor.
THIRD — Drive the

"LonGriP" «trac-

tor into the thin hol
low remaining shell

and turn it out. No
slipping1, no reaming.
Does not expand or
distort sidewalls of
shell.
Sets for all sizes of
studs and screws and
various depths.

Ask your jobber to

show you these re

markable trouble

shooting tools.

75% of your wrench repairs are stopped when
you use RfDB.Ds with the unconditionally

ranteed housing.

LoNOntP

JUAIOHT.HUTIB tT SCMWANO

EXTRACTORS

The Ridge Tool Co., Elyria, Ohio

ring it is necessary that it be com

pressed to proper gap spacing, at

which point the diameter as measured

through the gap must be greater than

that taken at right angles thereto by

the amount of excess specified.

For this work ordinary outside

calipers were used, the compressor

holding the ring firmly without in

the least affecting its tendency to as

sume a form corresponding with the

forces acting within itself. The only

precaution found advisable in making

this check was to see that the gap

came as closely as possible to the spot

where the tangential portions of wire

crossed as they encircled the ring. To

insure this and to prevent the ring

from possibly binding slightly on the

calibrating platform, it was supported

on small rollers of V4-in. welding rod,

each two inches in length, placed un

der the ring at points 90 deg. apart.

This device enabled the ring to center

itself without frictional restraint and

thus removed any oblique strain from

the wire either at the fixed end or the

tightning mandrel.

By using the device described, the

shop was able to deliver a set of rings

which had the specified qualities, filled

the emergency order quickly, and

gave all the service which could be

desired, with a saving of time amount

ing to three days over the shortest

time in which the rings could be ob

tained from the manufacturer of the

engine.

Brown & Sharpe Master Feeding Fin

ger. This four-page folder, describing

the B & S Master Feeding Finger with

Interchangeable pads, Is now being dis

tributed by Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.,

Providence, R. I, The folder describes

the No. 22M Master Finger and photo

graphs are included illustrating the

manner In which the master finger and

pads are used. Pads of hardened steel,

bronze and cast iron are described and

Illustrated. Specifications are given for

the different sizes of fingers, together

with current prices. Copy free upon re

quest.
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A BEFORE & AFTER story

that Shows a of 20% to 60%

BEFORE

• The 1" taper shank reamer at the

left, costs new $4.40. The 15/16"

recut tool at the right, costs new

$4.00. Reclaiming by the N. T. S.

method costs only $2.00—a saving

of $2.00 (50%).

That's the end of our story but it's

only the beginning of your savings.

Why not send a trial order and find

out for yourself how to save 20% to

60% on your tool costs? We will

grind your tools to their original ac

curacy without destroying the tem

per and guarantee them to be as

good as new.

We pay shipping charges one way.

Write for our 18 page illustrated

catalog.

NATIONAL TOOL SALVAGE CO.

DETROIT MICHIGAN

AFTER

TOOL SALVAGE IS TOOL ECONOMY
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Over the Editor's Desk

The Parable of the New Deal

A Certain Man had a Vineyard in

which Labored many Servants, and

the Servants Arose Early and Trav

elled Many Furlongs by Foot in Order

that they might Arrive before the

Blowing of the Whistle. And in Due

Time one of the Servants became

weary and Foot-Sore, and He Raised

his Voice in Complaint, Saying: I

shall Build a Chariot, and the Wheels

shall Turn, and the Chariot shall Move

Swiftly, and there shall be Neither

Ox, nor Ass, nor Horse Before, but

it shall carry Oil, and the Oil shall

Burn, and the Burning thereof shall

cause the Chariot to Move.

And the Servant Labored early and

late, and Builded the Chariot, and

the Chariot did go Whither he Listed,

and the Speed was such that the

Driver could Travel many Furlongs,

and Complete many Tasks, while yet

it was Day.

And the People Marvelled, and Many

brought their Gold to the Servant,

saying: Build me a Chariot likewise.

And the Servant became a Master,

and Builded a Shop, and gave Hire to

a Neighbor to Help him. And he Con

sidered the Laborer Worthy of his

Hire, and he Paid him a Goodly Wage,

and the Laborer was Happy, and in

Time he also Bought a Chariot.

And the Servant who was now Be

come a Master hired Another Laborer,

and yet Another, and the Orders for

Chariots multiplied. And the Master

Conserved his Shekels and Builded a

Great Factory, where he could Hire

Many Workmen to Help him. And

his Workmen and their Wives and

their Children and their Servants had

many Gadgets which they had not

Known before, and they were Happy.

But it came to Pass that there arose

a Malcontent among the Servants, and

this Man did Exhort the Laborers,

saying: See ye not that the Master

maketh Money and Waxeth Rich while

we are yet Servants and Laborers ?

Come ye, therefore, and Join my Union,

and pay me each a Shekel for a

Card, that I may know ye are of my

Gang, and we will Sit, and Labor not,

and we shall Rise Not until the Master

hath Recognized our Union, and hath

Agreed to give Hire to none except

he pay me First a Shekel for a Card,

and in due time he shall Pay over to

us his Profits.

And while he yet Spake, there were

Those among his Fellow-Servants who

Demurred and said: How can ye do

This? Hath not the Master invented

this Chariot, and is he not Entitled to

Profit for his Far-Seeing, and for his

Stewardship? For know ye not that

Others have tried Likewise, and Many

are the Would-be Manufacturers that

have Fallen by the Wayside?

But the Discontented Servant Pre

vailed upon them, and they Did Sit

at their Jobs and Labored Not, neither

would they let Another labor in their

Place, nor yet allow the Master to

send in Others who needed Jobs. And

the Fires died under the Boilers, and

the Smoke became Stagnant in the

Chimneys, and there were no Chariots

for Those who would Buy them.

And so the Master arose and went

before the King, and said: O King, my

Servants and my Laborers are on a

Sit-Down Strike; They Toil not,

neither do they Spin, and my Ma

chinery Rusteth, and my Materials

Spoileth, and my Tools Rust and

Corrode, and my Money goeth for

WPA, nor is there any Coming in to

Carry on the Business. And the King

said: Know ye not that This is a New

Deal, and the Laborers may Sit

whither they Will, and give Thee the

Bronx Cheer, and ye shall Take it and

Like it?

And the Master said: O King, This

is not only a New Deal; it is also a

Raw Deal and without doubt a Mis-

Deal, and ye may be Sure that at the

Next Deal, the Dealer thereof shall

Deal with his Sleeves Rolled Up. Once

is Enough!
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Bushing

Costs

00%

Concentricity

100%

with ALCO

Chucks and Tap

Holders

These figures do

not exaggerate

SINCE no bushings are required, there can be no bushing

costs. Your Tool Room will find refreshing the relief

from sudden calls for special sise bushings for special _

•ork. And there'll be no time lost in looking through cans of bushings for the sue

" even though you know you have it already made up.

With these new ALCO Tools, you can feel confident that there'll be 100% concen

tricity. They'll do better work for you at a cost per unit lower than you have ever

able to reach.

Your request in tonight's mail uill bring you complete details which you

cannot afford not to consider.

ALCO TOOL COMPANY

BRIDGEPORT
PATS. PENDING

CONNECTICUT
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New Shop Equipment

Norton 10- In. Type C Automatic

Cylindrical Grinder

Norton Company, Worcester, Massa

chusetts, has developed a specialized,

highly productive, wholly automatic ar

rangement of their well known 10-ln.

Norton 10- In. Type C Automatic Cylindrical Grinder

Type C Cylindrical Grinding Machine,

designed for plunge-cut grinding oper

ations.

This new machine automatically

grinds cylindrical parts concentric with

their axes, In large quantities at low

cost and with a minimum amount of

attention required from the operator.

Manual work consists of keeping the

machine supplied with work compen

sating for wheel wear by means of a

standard mechanism adjustable to 0.0001

in., and truing the grinding wheel when

necessary to maintain the desired fin

ish. The wheel truing mechanism

built Into the wheel guard and is h

draullcally operated.

The automatic grinding cycle lnclui

placing of the work in the holding

driving position, grinding to accun

size, releasing the finished piece I

dropping It into a retu

chute. Regulation of t

time required for the aul

matlc cycle Is by means

a hydraulic valve which a

be adjusted at any til

during the operation ol 1

machine thus providing

degree of flexibility tl

closely approximates t

skillful craftsmanship of

expert operator on a pi)

machine.

Safety of operation Is

Important feature of

machine which Is so

signed that at the fail

of any mechanism to

form Its functions all ol

mechanisms stop, thus

tomatlcally signalling

attention.

The type of headstt

footstock and work load

fixtures used vary acco

lng to the shape and

of the work and the gri

lng requirements. A ch

type loading fixture Is t

illustrated arranged

grinding steel bushings

ternally spllned. A hydr

llcally operated set of

gers at the bottom of

chute picks off one bust

to be ground, advance*
between the centers of the two live s]

die synchronized work heads while sin

taneously removing the previously gro

bushing and dropping It Into the ret

chute. The operator keeps the uj

chute filled and the finished work f

the lower chute drops Into a convenK

ly located receptacle.

Nominal capacity of the m&chlni

10 In. diameter and 18 In. length,

actual capacity, however. Is determl

by the work and the design of the

heads and loading mechanism,

number of cycles which the mac]
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can perform in a given time Is for all

practical purposes unlimited. In prac

tice, however, the production rate Is

eetermined by the amount of grinding

:A the degree of finish required.

A grinding wheel 24 In. In diameter

md up to 5 in. wide or 20 In diameter

up to 7 In wide is employed, driven by

i constant speed motor of 10 to 25 h.p.

(depending on wheel size) mounted di

rectly on the wheel slide. Two other

motors are used. The work drive re

quires a % or 1 h.p. constant speed

motor and the

drive for the hy

draulic lubricating

ind coolant

pumps 3 h.p.

Landis Type BD

Plain Hydraulic

Grinder

The 10 and 14-

:n. Type BD Plain

Hydraulic Grinder

which has been

placed on the

market by Landis

Tool Company,

Waynesboro, Pa., Is

toe latest develop

ment of this firm

for the grinding of

relatively long

rk having small

diameter. Tinning

rolls, steckel mill

rolls, shafts and

spindles are repre

sentative Jobs.

When necessary,

the table may be
■.•Hi to swing

?ork having projections. This machine

supersedes the 10 and 14-ln Type B

Plain Machine, many of whose features

rave been retained.

The dynamically-balanced wheel drive

motor is mounted on the rear of the

. base, from which point the drive

to the right-hand end of the wheel

spindle is through multiple V-belts.

This design is said to assure full, smooth

delivery of power at all times and pro

vide easy and quick belt change. Bab-

bttt-llned steel wheel spindle bearings

are used, being flood lubricated con

tinuously with filtered oil. The oil

pump is driven by a gear on the spin

dle, thus assuring lubrication from the

moment the wheel spindle starts to ro

tate. Sight feed valves at the top of

'•he wheel base enables the operator to

check and regulate the flow of oil.

An all-multiple V-belt work drive is a

major feature of the headstock. Prom

the motor to the Jackshaft and from the

Jackshaft to the face plate, the drive

Is through multiple V-belts. One sim

ple adjustment Is provided to maintain

the proper tension on both drives. The

smoothness of a drive of this type is

absolutely essential when the high finish

demanded for such work as steckel mill

rolls has to be secured.

The hydraulic system consists of a

Landis 10 and 14-ln. Type BD Plain Hydraulic Grinder

low pressure variable flow pump and a

continuous motor. Both are simple In

design; all parts run in oil and anti

friction bearings are used. The speed

range Is from 12 to 240 in. per minute.

Throughout this range, traversal is said

to be smooth and uniform while re

versal is accurate and without shock.

The pump drive motor Is mounted

at the rear of the bed and drives for

ward through multiple V-belts to the

oil pump which Is mounted within the

bed. The water pump shaft extends

through the bed from the other side

and Is coupled to the end of the oil

pump shaft. The water pump, which

Is of the centrifugal, self-prlmlng type.

Is compact, Its bearings are fully pro

tected from water, and the suction line

is cast Integral with the body to ellml-
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or All Kinds of Jobs

q All Types of Hand Grinders

NORTON MOUNTED WHEELS

AND MOUNTED POINTS

> VERY size and shape of mounted wheel and point that you can think of—

1 for the rough, heavy duty jobs—for delicate finishing operations—for elec-

' trie, pneumatic or flexible shaft grinders—38 Alundum Abrasive is es-

«Dy effective on hard, tough die steels, cutting fast and free. For grinding

I iron, brass, bronxe and similar metals, there are points and wheels of sharp

Abrasive. A catalog describing the complete line of Norton spindle-

products will be sent on request.

COMPANY, WORCESTER, MASS.

W-598
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nate air leaks. If necessary, a D.C.

generator for the headstock motor can

be mounted on the rear of the bed In

such position that It may be driven by

multiple V-belts from the water pump

shaft.

The Type BD machine Is available In

four sizes; 10x96 In.. 10x120 in., 14x96

In. and 14x120 In. Net weight of the

10x96-ln. machine Is 17,800 lbs. Three

electric motors are required. The work

drive motor on the 10-ln. machine is

1 hp., 500 to 2000 r.p.m. adjustable

speed; the horsepower of this motor

is increased to 1'2 on the 14-ln. ma

chines. The wheel drive motor is a

15 to 20 h.p., 1150 r.p.m. constant speed

unit and the pump drive motor is a

5 h.p. 1150 r.p.m. constant speed motor.

Cincinnati Wet Abrasive Cut-Off

Machine

The Cincinnati Electrical Tool Com

pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, has announced

a wet abrasive cut-off machine suitable

for straight or angle cutting of prac

tically any material encountered in gen

eral manufacturing, including steel al

loys, non-ferrous metals such as brass,

copper, aluminum, as well as fibrous

and plastic materials In various !

angles and shapes. The wet cut

feature Is said to not only greatly

crease the life of the abrasive cu

wheels, but also to produce a cut

a minimum of burr and to ellml

burning because the coolant is din

on the sides of the wheel as we]

on the point of contact of the cut

The machine is suitable for ma

straight or angle cuts in solids u

2 "4 -In. or tubing up to 3% -in. dlan

the same vise being adaptable tor

various cuts. In cutting angles u

45 deg., however, the maximum cap

Is 2 1 4 -in. Graduations on the

make angle-cutting fast and accure

The material is held In the vis

spring tension on the Jaws and

work Is released by the foot lever

the cut is completed, leaving the

ator's hands free at all times,

work is held securely on both ski

the cut, thus eliminating the pa

cramping of work and preventing \

breakage. The abrasive wheel Is n

Into the work by means of a hand

and the arm which carries the abi

wheel pivots on the pedestal wl

counterbalance for easy operation,

abrasive cut-off wheel Is com;,

guarded, with the exception of that

STEELof Every Kind

Every Purpose • . in Stock . • Ready to \

Here it steel in every shape and size in carbon and allay grade*—

in stack for Immediate Shipment. Whether it is standard shafting

or the finest accuracy stock—stainless steel or special flame cut

plates, you can get quick delivery from the nearest Ryerson plant.

Allied lines such as welding rod, solder, babbitt and tools are also

included. Unusual facilities for cutting, handling and shipping as

sure accuracy, dependability and speed.

WRITE FOR THE RYERSON STOCK LIST

T. Ryerson A Son. Inc., Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Boston, Philadelphia, Jersey City

RYE R S O
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GRAPHIT.

BROnZE,

SELF-LUBRICATING

CAST BRONZE BEARING

THE Johnson method of combining Graphite and

Bronze provides from 40 to 45% graphite contact

with the shaft. This provides an exceptionally large

area of graphite without weakening the bearing

structure or strength.

The dovetailed grooves are CUT into the bearing

surface at a lead of 7 degrees. This holds the graphite

permanently in place and provides an alternating

bronze and graphite contact with the shaft. The

first few revolutions of the shaft imparts a thin layer

of graphite to both the shaft and the bearing. This

action reduces friction to a minimum.

This type of bearing is carried in stock in over

200 individual sizes. Write today for stock list and

complete details. •

JOHNSON BRONZE

590 S. MILL STREET • NEW CASTLE, PA.
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Midwest Cutters

tion necessary for the actual cutt.

operation, affording protection to

operator.

A stop Is provided which can be

for any depth of cut within the xi

chine's capacity, and a longitudinal s1

Is provided for regulating the length

the material to be cut. Two sets

wheel flanges In different sizes are 1 1

nlshed to ensure the maximum use

the abrasive wheels. A shaft-lock.:

device facilitates changing of who.

Cincinnati Wet Abrasive Cat-Off Machine

The coolant system consists of a >4 h.j

direct motor-driven centrifugal pun.

with 10-gal. tank, piping and convent

ently located control valve.

The spindle Is of nickel, mounted • i

sealed-type deep groove ball bearing

running In oil. Labyrinth seals are pro

vided to prevent the Ingress of grit o

dirt into the bearing housings. A con

venlently located drain plug facilitate!

oil renewal. The spindle Is driven bj

multiple V-belts from a 7& h.p. ball

bearing drip-proof motor, 1800 r.p.m.

mounted In the pedestal with magnetic

starter with overload and no voltage

protection and push-button control
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MAM IN THESE IRANOS

nicholsons

| hack o- diamond

McCaffrey ©

CHARTING

THEIR PERFORMANCE

SHOWS

HIS VALUE

TO YOU
— i

The chart of a file's performance is to a

great extent the chart of a mechanic's value

to you. For no man can be better than the

files you give him to use.

Charts show that Nicholson. Black

Diamond and McCaffrey Files complete more

units of work in a given time; charts show

their work is uniformly high in quality; charts

show substantial savings in file costs that

no executive can disregard.

These three leading brands will contribute

towards making your own production charts

more attractive reading. Put these files to

work for you. Always available at your hard

ware wholesaler's or mill supply dealer's.

Nicholson File Co., Providence. R. L.U. S. A.

A FILE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
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Michigan Universal Gear Lapping

Machine

A new crossed-axes gear-lapping ma

chine—the Michigan Universal—is an

nounced by Michigan Tool Company,

7171 E. McNlcholas Road, Detroit, Mich.

The machine Is designed for maximum

Michigan University Lapping Machine Set Up For Simul
taneoualy Lapping Both Sides of Herringbone Gear

flexibility where a variety of gears are

to be lapped.

It will lap gears ranging from 1% In.

to 20 In. In diameter, and clusters up

to 30 In. In length. Change-over time

for gears of the same pitch and helix

angle Is about five minutes, while about

20 minutes Is ample for changing over

for gears of entirely different charactt

lstlcs, involving a change of laps.

The machine Is a duplex type, wl

two laps which may be used either 1

lapping front and back side of gl

teeth at the same time, with the n

chine running In one direction only,

may be set to lap two separate gean

as on a cluster—slmultl

eously. This duplex type

operation makes possible

reduction In lapping c

up to 50 per cent, cutt

handling time In half I

Increasing production t

proportionately. Thus in i

dltlon to being desip

Ideally for shorter runs

a variety of gears It Is I

highly efficient as a mi

production machine.

The machine comes eqi

ped with an automatic c

control mechanism ad]\

able to permit setting

lapping cycle at anytl

from five seconds to

minutes In both dlrectl

the machine running

In one direction, then

versing, running the -.

length of time in the

direction and then stop]

for re-loadlng.

It will be noted from

Illustration that the

laps are located at el

Bide of the work. The la

the back of the mac!,

the driving member, being di

through a 3 h.p., 1140 r.p.m. m

The work Is mounted either bet'

centers or on an arbor. The

ters are mounted on a reclproc

table the stroke of which can be

to anything up to 5 In. The tab

driven through a second 3 h.p..

GREENERD

Arbor Presses

500 lbs. to 35 tons pressure

HYDRAULIC, MOTOR DRIVEN, HAND OPERATED

Greenerd Arbor Press Co., Nashua, N. H.
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geometric SJ Tap

stay ACCURATE

Solid taps wear down and lose their accuracy—

but a Geometric Class SJ Solid Adjustable Tap is

restored to size with a simple adjustment. The

last unit of a long run is identical with the first.

Removable chasers in the Class SJ Tap are easily

resharpened—for longer life and cleaner cutting.

A single tool will cut a wide range of sizes, re

quiring only a separate set of inexpensive chasers

for each size. Eleven tools are carried in stock

to cut from 1 5/16" to 8^", with larger sizes to

| order.

Catalog will be sent on request.

Send blue print or sample for

definite recommendations on

your tapping problems.

IEQEOMETR1CTOOLCOMPANY

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
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Large machine teal builders

everywhere specify Ruthman

"Gusher" Pumps

And there's a reason for it.

They've found that these pumps

are dependable and econom

ical. They've found that

Ruthman offers e pump for

every type of machine tool

built—designed to meet every

modern cutting need.

It will pay you to investigate

these coolant pumps that give

you quiet, low cost service.

Write for free data sheets.

r.p.m. motor. The work itself drives

second lap at the front of the mat 5

which lap In turn Is provided wit),

adjustable hydraulic brake for es'

llshlng the correct lapping pressure

tween laps and gear teeth.

The mounting of the laps Is such 1

they may be set at varying angles

the axis of the gear being lap

(crossed-axes lapping). Further, t

lapping heads are mounted on slide!

that they may be moved to any p

tlon desired. Lapping two gears of

Closeup of Michigan Universal Lapper Sh
ins How Both Front and Back Tooth Pace!
a Gear may be Lapped Without Reven

ferent diameters simultaneously Is tj

made possible in a simple manner.

Primary adjustment for position

the laps Is through handwheels

screws. For unloading and after

loading a hand lever throws the fi

SpeedWap /M*

> GRINDERS

Does a Hundred Jobs Well

Triced low. still built to indus
trial standards. 123 Grinder
is a lighter, (all aluminum)
liandicd, hand or latbe tooL
Universal Motors take grind
ing wheels to 1 14 "■ In case
with collet, wrench and
three wheels.

SPEEDWAY MANUFACTURING CI
1t26 So. Bind Ave., Cicero, III.
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■ *•* »/ 4 modern Crompton

Wiiion Loom made for
lord. Carpet Co.,' Inc. hi

llcluder Baldwm-l>ucliu<,rth li.nn

Many a room owes its charm to

the glowing colors of Bigelow-

Sanford carpets and rugs. They,

in turn, depend in part on Bald

win-Duckworth chain as used in

improved loom equipment, for

their popularity and beauty.

Baldwin-Duckworth installations

help make profits not only in

textile machinery but in all in

dustrial applications where de

pendable, economical power trans

mission, elevating or conveying is

required. Our catalog lists all

standard chains, sprockets and

contains valuable technical infor

mation. Send for a copy. Bald

win-Duckworth Chain Corpora

tion, Springfield, Mass.
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lap out of engagement

and returns It into prop

er position, the lap head

being brought up against

stops for accurate re

locating. Thus the driv

ing lap is left at proper

center distance, facilitat

ing re-loading since the

driving lap and gear to

be lapped will be cor

rectly meshed during

loading. The front lap

then will come back Into

mesh with the new gear

exactly as it was taken

out of mesh with the

gear Just removed. The

machine Is equipped

with suitable pick - off

change gears to obtain

any lap speed or table

reciprocating speed that

may be required.

G 8C L High Speed

Cross Traveling

Head Type

Hydraulic Feed

Grinder

The Illustration shows

a hydraulic feed surface

grinder of the high speed

cross traveling head type

which has been developed by Gall-

meyer & Livingston Co., 308 Straight

Ave., S. W., Grand Rapids, Mich. The

machine illustrated is built with a

table having 16x48-in. working sur

face, but other widths and lengths

are available. The table speed can

be varied indefinitely from practically

nothing up to a maximum of 100 ft.

per minute, when the machine Is driven

by a 60 cycle motor. The starting and

stopping of the table and the control of

Gallmeyer & Livingston High Speed Cross Traveling Head
Hydraulic Feed Surface Grinder

speed In this infinite variation Is

means of the lever in the center of

front valve plate, which operates in

proximately a 90 deg. arc between

stopped position and full speed.

The base of the machine is a hei

rugged one-piece casting of twice

length of the working surface of

table so that the table never overha

the base. The upright column wt

carries the vertical sliding head l!

one-piece casting of exceptional rigid

for more than 10O1 odd jobs

The Hjorth Bench Lathe has the
speed, accuracy, handling* ease,
and dependability that appeals to
•very operator. That's why you'll

find the better shops equipping*
with the Hjorth Lathe.

Write today for data and

prices.

HJORTH LATHE & TOOL CO., 12 BEACON ST., WOBURN, MASS.



'."•Uctt.fui.ti,wii in five utvt-74. ;6 -.;

od« mom ond h«ad cutting hmwlton*-

fteit iim« bet w»«n <vft TK« mexn hrtiJ tw* r«»

o' '-o'.ncj and •» Quickly »nd«i«d twc<*t

h«od occammodof** f»w< tool bi»i ond

■ dg • "'I '"•*< ' ' ' ' M.r- >■ • .

w*tK m«fKod*col operation ond w«* of

Mrim C*%l laving Atxl.ty

HE BULLARD COMPANY

OCCPORT. CONNECTICV
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keyed, bolted and doweled to the base

member. Maximum stiffness Is obtained

by thick ribs properly designed.

The cross traveling spindle slide has

a movement equivalent to the working

surface of either 16 or 18 In. Thus a

4-ln. standard width of wheel overruns

the working surface 2 In. on both the

front and back edges of the table. The

cross traveling movement normally oper

ates at each reversal of the table and

the amount of movement can be set at

any amount from less than 1/32 In. up

to 2 in. for each reciprocation of the

table. The amount of cross travel Is

controlled by a small handwheel In the

valve plate. By disconnecting the wheel,

which can be done instantly, the head

can be cross traveled by hand. When

it Is desired to dress the wheel, the lever

which normally controls the table move

ment can be thrown to left of center

where It will operate the cross move

ment In a continuous manner in any

desired speed. Spindle construction l!

of a special ball bearing flanged typs

with an adjustable amount of pre-load.

The spindle is of heat treated special

alloy steel and of extremely generous

dimensions. The standard spindle drive

Is by means of a 1150 r.p.m., 25 h.p.

motor which drives the spindle directly

through a splined end; thus the i

traveling mechanism Is relieved ol a

lng the weight of the motor. TU

and 18-ln. machines are regularly eq

ped with a 20-ln. diameter gxin

wheel with 4-in. face, but other

can be furnished upon special o

The capacity of the full 20-ln. dian

wheel Is 17 In. Additional vet

capacity can be provided if require)

Power elevation of the vertically I

ing head slide Is provided as stan

equipment, operated by a % h.p. n

which is controlled by a double t

switch at the right of the central

plate. When the switch handle is

the head travels up and when the si

handle Is down, the head travels c

When hand pressure on the switc

released, it automatically throws to

tral position. Vertical movement o:

wheel head, in actual grinding opera

is controlled by the large handwhe

the front of the base.

A coolant system for provldlni

adequate flow of coolant Is stai

equipment. The coolant tank Is

tloned In the corner formed by the

of the base and the upright colun

the left side of the machine, but

separate portable unit on a roller

to facilitate removal for cleaning.

Inner-Running

Trolley Crane:

REQUIRE THE

MINIMUM OF

HEADROOM

HEPARD NILE

CRANE & HOIST CORP.

424 SCHUYLER AVENUE,
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In the development of commercially practical die

casting machines for brass, Madison-Eipp has

not only written a new chapter in die casting

history' hut has added prestige to their nation

al reputation in the industry. For the metal

holding unit In this historic development

Hevi Duty Electric Pot Furnaces are used.

HEVI DUTY ELECTRIC COMPANY

HUT TUATINO FURNACES H EV-I^Dlt.TlY ELECTRIC EXCLUSIVELY

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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coolant pump Is operated by an Inde

pendent motor

The hydraulic oil supply tank Is

mounted In the base of the machine

with convenient access for filling, drain

ing and checking the oil supply. The

hydraulic pressure is continuously reg

istered by a pressure gage In the main

valve plate to the right of center. Con

venient access to the hydraulic mechan

ism is provided. Automatic forced feed

lubrication of the table ways is provided

from the pressure line and the return

lubricant Is filtered. All other points

requiring lubrication are provided for

by means of a Bijur one-shot system.

One push on the handle provides suffi

cient lubrication for a full day's opera

tion. All operating controls are at the

center of the base, easily accessible to

the operator's position.

No. 2U Reed-Prentice Universal

Milling Machine

The illustration shows the No. 2U

Reed-Prentice Universal Milling Machine

which has been brought out by Heed-

Prentice Corporation, Worcester, Mass.

The machine Is particularly adapted for

general tool and die work. Tin

versal self-contained motor drivei

facilitates milling, drilling and

at all angles. Any angle can 1

tained up to 60 deg. parallel wl

cross feed from center toward tl

umn and any angle 30 deg. from

toward the front of the machine

spindle is heat treated and grout

is machined to take a No. 2 Mors

or No. 7 B & S taper. The I

treated with a special chromim

cess, giving It a surface hardne

point below the hardness of a dl

The entire machine is ruggedl;

being designed to preclude the

bllity of vibration. All castings <

a high percentage of steel. A ste

guard in the top of the knee ]

the cross feel screw from chips

front and a heavy leather curtain

vlded at the rear. The saddle

the full length of the table, for

rigid table support. The saddle

curely gibbed to the knee. All

are supplied with ball thrust b

insuring ease of operation of th

saddle and table. The longltudli

screw nut is adjustable for weal

screws are chrome molybdenun

with nuts made from special

CANEDY-OTTO

20" Sliding Head Motor Driven Drill

For Production or Precision Drilling

Here's another rugged and well-balanced Canedy-Otto

Drill—precision built from the ground up to give fast,

accurate drilling. Vertical Motor Drive provides sim

plified construction. Driving units are completely

equipped with Timken Roller Bearings, the motor and

motor cone pulley with ball bearings, and the spindle

cone with roller hearings.

Drills are equipped with push button control and mag

netic switch. Desired belt tension is easily obtained

with convenient, simple arrangement. Self feed is accu

rate and powerful. Four changes of feed can be had

while drill is operating. Capacity for %" drills without

back gear—\\'\" with back gear.

Furnished in single, two, three and four spindle type

—15%" center distance of spindles.

Write for latest bulletin.

"READY FOR THE JOB"

CANEDY-OTTO MANUFACTURING CO.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILLINOIS
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i of the Cyclone Furnace in commercial operations, Lindberg

heating principle to a convenient size working unit, ideally adapted

ad for tempering small tools and special parts. The Laboratory Cyclone

n to the production Cyclone Furnace, and it gives the same precision re

work chamber measures eight inches in diameter by ten inches deep, and is pro-

i a plug type cover which is easily lifted off for inserting the charge. The electric

are mounted in a separate chamber, thereby eliminating direct radiation to the

air circulation assures rapid, uniform heating.

type Cyclone meets all modern requirements as

I Inexpensive pilot furnace for checking up

predetermining response to specified heat

aU ud for laboratory investigation work—as well as

ttaf iadrvidaaJ ateel parts.

indbevg Engineering Co.

.AFLIN STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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leaded phosphor bronze.

The circular table Is 15 In. In d

eter, accurately graduated to 360

with an index pointer and Is sup]

with lour %-ln. T-slots. Operatio

by handwheel and double worm

worm gear ol proper pitch lor the gi

est variety ol work. The worm cai

disengaged, making it possible to r

the table Ireely by hand. Where

sired, universal or Independent ch

can be fitted to the table or dlrec

No. 2U. Heed-Prentice Universal Milli

Machine

the rotary base.

The table is 20V4x8y8 in. Lengtt

carriage, 16% in. Diameter ol worl

surface ol rotary table, 15 in. Long

dlnal leed, 16 in; cross leed, 11 in. 1

tlcal leed ol knee, 15 in. Height

machine, 5 It. Floor space requl

40x34 in. Weight ol machine with

rotary table, net, approximately 1

lbs. Rotary table, 75 pounds.

If
yon use

cap screws or

set screws—

■'II want this

13 page booklet

that's chock full

of valuable data

It shows the advantages of the

knurled construction of "Unbrako"

Socket Head Cap Screws and

"Unbrako" Hollow Set Screws. It

gives sizes, and pictures the many

types in the "Unbrako" Line. It's

just loaded with information. Fill

in the coupon and get your copy.

standard pressed

Steel Co.

Box 556 Jenkintown, Pa.

Branches
Boston, Chicago. Detroit, St. Louis, San

Francisco, Indianapolis

I would like to rcceTTp a copy of
"UNBRAKO" Catalog.

MR TITLE

FIRM

ADDRESS



GAMM ONS-HOLMAN COMPANY

MANCHESTER CONN
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Agathon Type 150 Grinding and

Lapping Machine

Russell, Holbrook & Henderson, Inc.,

99 Hudson St., New York, N. Y., are now

Airalhon Type 150 Grinding: nnd Lapping Machine

marketing the Agathon Type 150 Grind

ing and Lapping Machine which has

been designed especially Tor the correct

and safe grinding and lapping of ce

mented carbide tipped tools. Inasmuch

as the grinding and lapping of cemented

carbide requires a machine of the utmo

precision, running without vlbratlo

this machine has been developed wil

these requirements In mind, not on

in the spindle and bearing constructlc

but also In the method of su]

porting the work and tran

ferrlng from roughing to fli

lshlng wheels.

The machine Is of sturc

construction, the frame con

prising an ample sump ar

tray Intended for mounting o

a bench or suitable pedests

The motor bracket Is so coi

structed as to provide meai

for adjusting the belt tensio

The pump Is driven from tt

motor pulley. Vlbratlonless o;

eratlon Is Insured by the s la

bility of the wheelhead and tt

glass hard nltralloy splndl

which Is carried In bearings

high grade phosphor bronzi

The arrangement of the beai

lngs and felt seals provides for rellabl

protection against the Intrusion of dvu

or- coolant. The spindle pulley Is locate

between the bearings.

While any type of grinding wheel ma

be used, diamond wheels are preferre<

THE NEWEST DEVELOPMENT IN

METAL SAWING MACHINES

CAPACITY io"xio"

Swivels on base for angu

lar cuts—three speeds by

V-belt—saw guide of par

allel type—saw frame has

4 large, self-aligning

shoes, unaffected by ex

cessive tightening of saw

blade—vise graduated to

45°—feed is compensa

ting type.

Also built as FULL AUTOMATIC.

Send for circulars giving complete in

formation.

RASMUSSEN MACHINE CO. rac.ne, wis
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. . . nor on all motor* sturdy, even though they may appear very

similar. . . . You scratch an object thai glitters to determine whether it

is gold or not You examine a motor carefully, critically to determine

whether it is sturdy or not—and sturdiness in a motor means long

liie and minimum maintenance costs during that life. Carefully,

critically examine Allis-Chaimers Motors and you will find ample

insulation, with a big added margin for mechanical durability . . .

cast steel frames . . . rugged cast iron housings . . . heavy bearing

enclosures . . . studied use of steel throughout. Those are the things

that make Allis-Chaimers Motors the sturdiest motors on the market

—bar none.

And cast steel construction in motors is nothing new, nothing ex

perimental with Allis-Chaimers. We have always recognized the

value of cast steel parts in motor construction, because of their

inherent strength and rigidity, and have used

them in our motors for many years.

Allis-Chalmers Motors are the best motor buy

on the market. For further information write for

Leaflet 2173.

The Allit-Chalwtn Hfg Co. builds ttaadard

motor* of mvtry typo from 1 hp. up— alto

mofor* for »p*cial application.

747A

AW O I O K D I t I « I O N f

LUS«CHAIMIRJ<£
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Side View of Machine Showing Operating

Mechanism

These are furnished In two grades; one

for rough grinding and the other for

finish grinding or lapping. Each wheel

has a working surface on each side. The

rim width, of each wheel Is 0.40 in. on

a diameter of 6 In., and a diamond

depth on each side of 0.160 In. for the

roughing and 0.080 In. on the finishing

wheel. For cutting off or parting

of cemented carbides, a suitable

thin diamond wheel la supplied.

Where aluminous abrasive wheels

are used, the wheel Is of the dou

ble cap Bhape, of corresponding

dimensions.

The compound angle toolrest

can be angularly adjusted In all

directions, and clear reading scales

are provided for setting. The

grinding is done by rocking the

toolrest on the bar, clearing the

rim at each movement. The bar.

which Is hardened and ground. Is

furnished with a fine micrometer

feed so that final feeds of very

light proportion can be taken.

By releasing the tool clasp aod

holding the tool lightly against

the ground surface of the tool-

rest, a free-hand action may be

obtained, if desired, but preserv

ing absolutely both the form and

relief angles.

Inasmuch as the toolrest slides on a

hardened and ground bar, the work can

be transferred from the roughing to the

finishing wheel without disturbing the

setting. An opposed angle can be

ground by changing the setting and re

peating the above process on the oppo-

r-Grinds

81 SIZES OF

Drills

No. 31 to Vt"

This Star Precision

Grinder purs drill grind

ing on a production basis.

Its simplicity and accu

racy saves as high as

50% on drill costs and

insures uniform accuracy

that guarantees perfect

holes and increases pro

duction. Write for descriptive folder.

STAR MACHINE & ENGINEERING CORP.

BLOOMFIELD AVE.

Division of Star Electric Motor Co.

BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY
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CARRYING

CAPACITY

• Actual performance records in the plants of industries storing

heavy equipment prove the unusual carrying capacity, rigidity and stability of Lyon

Mindard Steel Shelving. Loads of 3,000 pounds on a single shelf .... 400 pounds to

ine cubic foot .... are handled with an ample margin of safety. Lyon Steel Shelving's

extraordinary load-ability, space economy, and flexibility permit utilization of every

inch of warehouse space .... even where heavy patterns, castings, forging*, etc.

at stored. Send coupon for full details on the many exclusive features and money-

n mg advantages of Lyon Shelving and shop equipment.

1307 River St.

LYON METAL PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED

Aurora, Illinois

on e

EQUIPMENT *J C

ODUCTS, INCORPORATED, Aaron. ///mo„

"1

1307 River St., Aurora, Illinois N'arm

Plats* send details on ( > Steel Shelving,
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site sides of both wheels, thus preserving

the distinct advantage of always grind

ing down on the work without reversing

the rotation of the wheel.

A toolrest, supplied as standard equip

ment with the machine, will take a

shank up to % in. square, and a larget

toolrest, taking up to 1% In. square,

can be supplied on request. A flat In

clinable table, Interchangeable with the

toolrest is provided as standard equip

ment.
The machine takes a standard >j h.p.,

1725 r.p.m. motor with a shaft expan

sion of %-ln. diameter and 3/16x3/32-

ln. keyway. A machined pad Is provided

for the switch.

American Type PD Hydraulic

Broaching Machine

Designed especially for fast, accurate

Internal broaching, the American Type

PD Hydraulic Broaching Machine, now

being built by American Broach & Ma

chine Company, Ann Arbor, Mich., Is

simple In construction, easily set up,

and can be operated at high speed with

safety. Certain distinctive features of

American design and construction an

said to make the machine unusually

compact, durable, easy to operate a

economical.

The ram, hydraulic cylinder, and ac<

rately machined slide ways are cast

tegral, a feature which Is said to prov

a long stroke with a relatively low c

umn height which brings the work si

port to a position most convenient

easy work-handling. The hydraulic j

lnder has a highly accurate and ta

finished bore to which the piston

closely fitted, thus insuring most •!

clent application of power to the broi

smooth cutting, and uniformly ra

return.

The long slide ways of the ram cy

der casting bear upon bars of harde

and ground steel carefully fitted

solidly secured to the rigid frame atI

front and on both sides. Similar 1

form caps at the rear of the bearlnj

that the slide ways are entirely I

rounded by hardened and ground a
throughout their entire travel.

Completely submerged In oil li

separate compartment of the base,

highly efficient Sundstrand Hydra

Unit supplies uniform oil flow at coi

pressures and in suitable volume for

smooth, powerful cutting stroke

rapid return. The hydraulic circuit

From the small

standard to 1

largest specia

DIAMOND-GR

COLLETS

Grip tighter un

less tension

• Be sure your reference file of screw machine accessories has Sutton Catalog No

Copy on request. If your job requires special collets send work and machine spi

cations for quotation on special DIAMOND-GRIP COLLETS engineered to

CIITTAU TAAI
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t tliem—. . . • as- y&it wan

ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR BRONZE BUSHINGS

to you machined with 1/32" plus O.D. and 1/32" minus

on the I.D., up to and including 3" diameter . . . and from

3" to 6" inclusive, with 1/16" plus O.D. and 1/16" minus

on the I.D. Maximum I.D. S-4".

tlu uje you, want tltent—

214 Stock Sizes from which to choose. Listed in stock

sheet which is yours upon request.

wlien yoit want tLenti

Ample stocks . . . and distributors conveniently located for

maximum service. Orders filled and delivered promptly.

Just contact your distributor!

THE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO.

2206 Washington Ave., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Specify

--fo

—compact

—self-con

tained

—save expen

sive power

take-off

3 sizes of

Geared Motor-

pumps — Nos.

101-102-103.

2 sizes of

C entrifugai

Motor -pumps

—Nos.204-210.

May we send

data, perform

ance, etc.?

Brown * Sharpe

Mff. Co.
Providence. R. L

eludes an adjustable safety valve, has

minimum of connections, and Is pn

clsely controlled by a four-way valve.

The American Automatic Broach Pu

ler, convenient loading height, and safel

controls make for rapid and safe open

tlon of the machine. After placing

work-piece on the pressure plate wit

the broach through the work and lock.

In the pulling head, the operator placi

his right hand on the operating levi

American Type PD Hydraulic Broaching

Machine

and his left on the safety lever. Bot!

levers must be pressed at the same tlm

to operate the machine. The machln

Is readily changed from one type of jo

to another simply by substituting

suitable broach guide and broach. Strok

length Is easily adjusted. A fan-typ

gage indicates pressure in the hydraull

circuit.
Automatic pressure lubrication Is pro

vlded for the ram slide ways, also fa

all of the other bearings In the machine

A copious supply of clean coolant 1
pumped to the work from a reservoir H

the base of the machine, which Is sepa

rated from the chip compartment by <

Brown & Sharpe

Pumps
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FARREL HYDRAULIC PRESSES

for Accurate, Economical Metal Forming

fivdranhc power as applied and con

trolled in Farrel Hydraulic Presses

provides the simplest, smoothest and

■est adaptable force for exerting uni-

farm pressures with maximum ac-

iracj in metal forming.

Readily adjustable control permits a

*ide range of pressures, providing a

ii?h degree of flexibility and selectiv-

iy in the pressures required for dif

ferent operations and different

The smooth, even application of fluid

power reduces metal tearing and

ms-back to a minimum. There

ire fewer press-overs and rejects.

Life of dies is prolonged. Less time

■ lost in subsequent assembly oper-

ttions.

farrel Hydraulic Metal Forming

i'resses are designed for high speed,

automatic or semi-automatic opera

tion, with uniform pressure on ev-

tj piece and an exact visible indica

tion of what that pressure is. Their

design and construction make possi

ble continuous high output at low

operating and maintenance cost.

Our Bulletin No. 263 describes in de

tail the advantages of the hydraulic

press for metal forming. Your copy

•ill be sent on request.

Farrel Hydraulic Metal Forming Press with

self-contained oil power unit mounted on top

of the press. 500 tons maximum capacity,

stroke and opening adjustable up to 36"

and 60", respectively. Platen area 80"xl26",

with provision for future extension.

L - BIRMINGHAM

O Kit...PA NY, INC.

44 Main St., Ansonia, Conn.
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series ol baffle plates.

Power is transmitted direct to the

shaft of the hydraulic unit through

multiple V-belts operating from a stand

ard 5 h.p., 1800 r.p.m. motor. The mo

tor is mounted behind the column on

an adjustable leaf supported by the

housing of the hydraulic equipment. The

entire drive to the hydraulic unit and

coolant pump is completely enclosed by

a substantial guard.

The capacity of the machine is four

tons. The maximum stroke is 22 in.

The cutting speed per minute Is 30 ft.

and the return speed Is 40 ft. Size of

BISCO

TOOL STEEL TUBING

Don't waste time and money in drill

ing from the solid . . . Order BISCO

TOOL STEEL TUBING.

Prompt shipments from stock in sizes

up to 14" diameter and 2" wall thick

ness. Other sizes to your specifica

tions. Investigate and save!

We also supply: Stainless Tubes, Air

craft Tubes, Mechanical Tubes. Pres

sure Tubes and Bail Beating Tubes.

Cold Finished Steels.

Write today.

THE BISSETT STEEL CO.

943 EAST 67th ST., CLEVELAND, O.

View of American Automatic Broach Pul
Extreme Lower Position

work plate, 7x12 In. Height of

plate from floor, 29 In. Oil rese

capacity, 35 gal. Coolant pump cap

per minute, 7 gal. Floor space requ

2'/2x4 ft. Height overall, 6 ft. We

net, Including motor, 2500 pounds.

Rockford Double-Housing

Hy-Draulic Planer

Designed for heavy duty, the Doi

Housing Hy-Draulic Planer shown in

illustration—product of Rockford

chine Tool Co., Rockford, 111.—has n

Important features which are Intel

to reduce costs. Increase production

Improve quality on a variety of woi

To eliminate the disadvantages In

CLARK TRUCKS For Every

Typical of the many platforms
adapted to the CLARK Lift
Jack. CLARK Line also in-

Caster — Platform —
Trailer and Floor Trucks.

Bin Type —
Built to any
required s I z e.
Wood or steel1- 'deck.

Purpose

Wire Coil Truck—

Wire colls quickly

and easily rolled

onto platform. End

1 tt"

steel or wood deck.
Standard and Spe- \
cial '

Special trucks designed and built for every requirement.

ALL STEEL WELDED TRUCK CORPORATION ^Sgg
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io produce threads of materially greater

accuracy, at production costs which compare

favorably with less accurate methods now in

common use: this was Ex-Cell-O's objective in

Is years of developing and perfecting the

-<-Cell-0 Precision Thread Grinders. Now it is

Possible to grind from solid hardened blanks

oid to hold lead error to .0002" per inch. Use

of the wet grinding method and long-life 18"

wheels makes for extreme accuracy and grind-

ig wheel economy.

Unimportant feature of these Precision Thread

Grinders is their flexibility, their adaptability

too wide range of work including either right

or left-hand threads on screws, taps, chasers,

or worms, both as gauges and production

parts. Complete information will be mailed

upon request.

\

TRADE MARK

J Drill Jig luthlngt

3 Grinding Spindlni

3 C«vnttrbote» k Broaches

] Corbide Tool Grinder*

3 focititn Boring Machine*

- >'«Mion Thread Grinder*

- Hydraulic Power Units

EX-CEU-O CORPORATION. DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Pleat* tend literature on Ex-Ce ll-O Product* at indicated.

NAME

FIRM

•nuTinM

(.TATE
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Korkford Double Hnusine Hy-Draulic Planer

ent In the use of a reversing electric^

motor, the Hy-Draullc Planer employs a

standard constant speed motor, with

relatively simple controls, for driving the

hydraulic unit. With this drive the

cutting speed of the table reaches the

selected rate almost Instantly and re

mains constant throughout the entire

cutting stroke. Reversals of the table

movement are quick and smooth. Cut

ting speeds are independent of return

speeds and both have infinite adjust

ment between high and low limits. There

is no mechanical connection between the

motor and the table, and It is said that

the hydraulic drive Increases the life of

the cutting tools 50 per cent between

grlndlngs.

The table can be stopped, Inched, or

reversed at any point in its travel. The

few fast-moving parts which are subject

to wear are submerged in oil or pres

sure lubricated. The cross feed to the

heads Is also hydraulic.

Push button control is provided for

the direction of rapid traverse for

heads, elevation or lowering of i

master motor switch and Instant st

ping of the machine, the push butti

being located in a pendant suspeni

over the machine table. Power elevat

of the rail operates in conjunction w

the automatic hydraulic rail clamp. 1

cross rail is supported on massive c

umns which are accurately keyed, dc

elled and solidly secured to the b

Power rapid traverse to all heads in

directions Is provided by a direct c<

nected motor. The hydraulic cont

panel is completely enclosed but read

accessible. Bed ways are lubricated

twice-filtered oil under pressure from

powerful group. The modern one-sl

pressure lubrication system Is used

rail heads, side heads and feed units.

The main driving motor is direct cc

nected to the hydraulic power unit, be

being mounted on a heavy base solii

secured In position. Duplicate contr

are provided for the table movement a

FLEXIBLE SHAFT

MV4 V. J\ {Strang

MACHINE!

Of High Quality Only

i/s to 2 H. P.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

It Pays To Buy The Best
SEND FOR CATALOG

N. A. STRAND & CO.

S001-6009 No. WOLCOTT AVE., CHICAGO

MBC
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VASCOLOY-
RAMET
BLANKS

VascoJoy-Ramet is

available in three
forms, (a) com
pletely finished

tools, <b) milled

and brazed tools,
and (c) blanks.
V-R blanks are
furnished in 5

standard styles

and in sizes to
meet every re-
qujrement. To

make tools with

V-R blanks Is a
simple operation,

folly described in
a new instruction
booklet, available
free —
quest.

"Nf * rlcttad bar of heat treated Chrome Vanadium Steel, quenched and drawn to
* - • •'. using a Varcoloy-Ramet tip, grade EE, brazed on a Silman steel shank

V ucoloy-Ramet Feet Per Min. Feed Depth

Grade EE ISO .032" 1/16 to 3/32"

t«naittent cutting — a hard alloy

Ml shaft, 364 Brinell. with a %

slot — striking the cutting tool

tines a minute!

■tk said no tool material would

ertte under such conditions.

it Va-c'iloy-Kamet. grade EE.

tied the ahaft with precision and

i>»hed with the cutting edge un-

aftged. Further, this tool was

>ped without milling a recess, the

8 blank being brazed with Tobin

zt on a shank of Silman tool

Vascoloy-Ramet is produced in 17

standard grades, of different tanta

lum carbide content, strength and

hardness, to cover the entire range

of machinable materials and ma

chining needs.

Today, great industrial plants and

small machine shops, as well, are

6nding "a grade for every use" the

secret of faster production, more

pieces per grind and lower operat

ing costs.

VANADIUM ALLOYS STEEL CO.
Vascoloy-Ramet Division

North Chicago, 111.

/ASCOLOY-RAMET

.Th« TANTALUM CARBIDE TOOL MATERIAL...

A GRADE FOR EVERY USE

DISTRICT
SALES OFFICES

Pittsburgh Pa.

New York . N. Y.
Springfield Mass.

Boston Mass.

Providence R. I.
Cleveland ...Ohio
Detroit Mich.
Chicago I'l.
St. Lonis Mo.
Buffalo N. Y.

Philadelphia Pa.
Newark N. J.
Knoxville . Tenn.
Los Angeles ..Cal.
San Francisco Cal.
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adjustment of rail heads. Three levers

provide complete control for power oper

ated movement of both rail heads In

cluding feed or rapid traverse, right or

left, up or down, separately or In unison,

and the side heads have similar con

trols. Electrically operated hydraulic

rail clamps are provided. Pressing a

button on the pendant releases the

clamps and automatically raises or low

ers the rail. Releasing the button stops

the rail and automatically clamps it

securely in position. Hydraulic tool lift

ers, smooth in action, do not tend to

Jar tool slides out of adjustment.

The size of the machine is 48x48 in.

The standard lengths of the table are

9, 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19 ft. and the

lengths of the stroke are one foot less

in each Instance. The table is 44 in.

wide. Maximum distance of table to

rail, 48 >/2 in. Maximum travel of left

hand or right hand rail head, 55 in.

Maximum vertical travel of rail head

tool. 12 In. The horizontal feed can be

regulated to any desired amount from

0.024 In. to 0.500 in. and the vertical

feed can be adjusted to any desired

amount from 0.010 in. to 0.250 in.

Horizontal adjustment of side head, 11

Inches.

For heavy duty, the table cutting

speed can be regulated to any desl

rate from 0 to 40 ft. per minute i

the return speed to any rate from 1C

150 ft. per minute. The maximum tt

pull is 30,000 lbs. For medium di

the table cutting speed can be set fi

0 to 50 ft. per minute and the reti

speed from 10 to 150 ft. per mini

Maximum table pull, 24,000 lr>s.

light duty, the table cutting speed i

be set from 0 to 80 ft. per minute i

the return speed from 10 to 150 ft.

minute. Maximum table pull, 15.

lbs. Approximate net weight of 10

machine, less electrical equipmt

54.000 lbs. Approximate net weight

each additional two feet of table, 4!

lbs. The electrical equipment (suppl

or ordered by customer) Includes a

h.p., 900 r.p.m. master motor, 2 h

1050 r.p.m. rail elevation motor, 1 h

1050 r.p.m. traverse motor, and spec

pendant hydraulic planer control.

Ames Enclosed Head Precisioi

Bench Lathe No. EH3

A modern design of the popular p

clsion bench lathe in which increaj

power for heavier cuts, higher spini

speeds through direct motor drive, fu

enclosed driving belts, and the maxlmi

WILMINGTON

VULCANIZED FIBRE

SWEDGED OR UPSET

WASHERS

Just issued!—A list of sizes for which

we have the special tools required—

in convenient, file-size reference form.

You need this to specify and order with

minimum effort.

Write for your copy—there's one set

aside. And, there's no obligation at all.

Pick youf sire and ask

for our quotation on any

quantity We'll prob

ably save you money!

WILMINGTON FIBRE SPECIALTY COMPANY

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
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Just some teeth

around a blank

That to some people is a milling cutter and is com

parable to designing an automobile by putting

four wheels on a box.

For maximum efficiency, milling cutters must be

engineered.

Let us study your problems.

GODDARD & GODDARD Co.

Milling Cuttqr Engineers

DETROIT, MICH.
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Ames Enclosed Head Precision Bench Lathe No. EH3

of accuracy are combined has been

placed on the market by B. C. Ames

Co., Waltham, Massachusetts.

Among the qualities Inherent in the

design of this lathe are a true-turning

spindle, wide range of spindle speeds,

perfect center alignment, a true be*d,

and accurate compound slide rest. The

lathe is easy to set up for short Jobs,

starts and stops quickly, has a s#

contained motor drive, and is easny

moved around the shop.

The outstanding feature of the lathe

is the Transitorq drive—an exceptionally

compact unit that provides an infinite

variety of speed changes by means of

a handwheel control. Using a % nP-

A.C. or D.C. motor, spil

speeds from 200 to 2000 r]

are obtainable, or other o

binations according to di

eters of pulleys used. The ll

and Transitorq are conne

by twin V-belts which

tightened by lowering

Transitorq. No adjustment

the Transitorq are ever

quired. The lathe and Tra

torq are mounted on an c

nary shop bench or on a

cially constructed bench 1

ing steel legs and a wood top.

The detachable headstock is all

feature of this lathe. The headstoj

fully enclosed, has double V-belt -1

preloaded super precision ball bead

aardened and ground alloy steel spl

locking pin conveniently located on

front side, ball thrust for draw

spindle, and Is accurately hand-sci

to fit the bed. The entire head!

assembly can be taken apart and;

together again in a few minutes.

The bed Is cored to reduce w*

webbed for strength, has a T-slc

hold attachments and Is accul

hand-scraped. The bottom surf:

machined so that the bed Is

PULLMORE CLUTCHES Used

Hydraulic Lapping Machines

Th« A. P. Schrener Company use No. 3

Pullmore Clutch**, running in oil, in their lmpfov*d Model

B Hydraulic Lapping Machinal. Thest machine* art used

for high-production work, every unit in thair construction

mutt bt abtolutaly reliable and operate continuously

with ■ minimum of attention. Pullmore Clutches have

proved highly satisfactory in these machines because they

are reliable, efficient, durable; easily adjusted when this

eventually becomes necessary.

Naw Booklet—Contains complete information on sites,

dimensions and capacities of Pullmore Clutches; drawings

of typical application*, twenty illustrations of equipment

using Pullmore Clutches,- brief information on Rockford

O-C Toggle Type and Spring-Loaded Clutches. Engineers,

designers, purchasing egants and others responsible for

are invited to write for a free copy.

ROCKFORD DRILLING MACHINE DIVISION

Botg-W«rner Corporation, 300 Catherine Street, Rocklord, Illinois

Sold by MORSE CHAIN CO., Ithaca, N. Y. With oMcet in principal citiei
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CISION .PRODUCTION

and

with

NATIONAL Cutting Tools

Modern manufacturing practices

have created new standards (or

both Precision and Production.

Gauge tolerances of only a few

years ago, have become today's

At the same time, sturdier and

higher powered machine tools

have made new and increased

demands on Metal Cutting Tools.

Alert attention to these chang

ing standards, by NATIONAL

Engineers, Metallurgists and

Artisans, is reflected in the

Quality, Precision and long life

of Metal Cutting Tools bearing

the NATIONAL

miuing cuttets • srecui roots

DRILL ..TOOL CI
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STAMPS

More Marks

per Dollar

• A stamp is only as good as the mark

it makes.

And Thor stamps will give you legible

markings—longer and with greater uni

formity. More marks per dollar.

Thor stamp's have "blue heads"—signs

that the Special Alloy steel is correctly

neat-treated.

Thor stamps are made to give you the

MOST for your money.

Send for booklet.

The Pittsburgh Stamp Co.

812 CANAL ST. PITTSBURGH, PA.

on the bench by two bolts. The I

No. EH3 Lathe is one of the larges]

its kind available. Bars of stock

Inch in diameter can be Inserted thr<

the headstock spindle. The unusi

large swing over the bed permits

use of large diameter jaw chucks

face plates. The bed is 36 in. long

a maximum center distance of 17^

The swing over the bed is 83g In. ]

stock spindle travel, 31/2 In.; comp(

rest top slide travel. 5Vi in.: compi

rest bottom slide travel, 3% in.

compound rest swivels 50 deg. e:

side of center. The net weight of

lathe with regular equipment Is 120

and the net weight of the Trans

drive unit is 85 pounds.

Regular equipment includes the

with hold-down bolt, nut and wa

enclosed headstock with preloaded

bearing spindle and double Vj

drawback spindle and handwheel: c

collet; 4Vj in. dog drive plate and

ter, and tailstock and center.

Transltorq drive unit Includes a t£

A C. or D.C. motor, switch and mi

speed control, wired and connectei

ready use.

DeVilbiss Air Compressing O

Four air compressing outfits, suj

in 714 or 10 h.p. with single or

stage compressors available with <

horsepower, have been placed on

market by The DeVilbiss Companj

Phillips Ave., Toledo, Ohio. These

pressors are designed especially for

automotive service stations and au1

finishing establishments, whose

pressed air requirements are unui

heavy, and for small industrial J

whose compressed air needs are bi

the capacity of the ordinary air-«

compressor but not equal to the c

ity of the Industrial type water-<

air compressing outfit.

Two compressors, each of whid

velops a maximum pressure of 2CX

with the two-stage compressors o

lbs. with the single-stage unit, are

mounted on opposite ends of th

60-in. air tank. The motor which

both compressors is set between

on the air tank.

Each compressor has a V-belt

combination air strainer and m

check valve! inter and after coolei

centrifugal pressure release mech

set to cut In at 160 lbs. and cu

at 200 lbs. on the two-stage, and

80 lbs. and out at 100 lbs. on the a

stage compressor. Displacement of



MODERNIZED LUBRICATION

. . . Plxmi and Pboduct!

^ AUTOMATICALLY (^^LUBRICATION

• Far-sighted manufacturers . . . such as international business

machines corporation . . . are quick to sense the advantages of

automatic lubrication. On the International machine, the Bijur

Lubricator serves 90 bearings . . . helps to keep the machine at

full operating efficiency. Again — in their production departments

— they find it advantageous to use machines on which Bijur

Lubricators are standard equipment. Write for Bijur Bulletin "D."

BIJUR LUBRICATING CORPORATION LONG ISLAND CITY. NEW YORK
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outfits varies from 3iy2 to 57 cu. ft. of

free air per minute, depending upon

pressure and horsepower.

The air tank capacity of both the

7% and 10 h.p. outfits is 10.88 cu. ft.,

DeVilbiss Air Compressing Outfit

although a 20x72-ln. tank with an air

capacity of 13.06 cu. ft. can be supplied

if desired. Standard equipment on all

outfits includes pressure gage, outlet,

drain and safety valves, and automatic

starting device.

Red Stripe Compound Angle

Magnetic Chuck

The Grinding Machinery Co., 283S

Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich., has

nounced a compound ai

magnetic chuck for use in

grinding of tungsten carl

tools, crankshaft tools, l!

tools, thread chasers, and

on. The chuck is made

two sizes indicated as

Senior and Junior models.

Senior Model is 4i£x6 in.

V-block and vise attachmi

to fit the same base. The

block is 4x4x3 in., and Is hi

ened and ground all over.

The Junior Model Is 3^1

in., with V-block and vis<

fit the same base. The V-o
dimensions being 3x2i£x21a

This block Is also hardened

ground all over.

A portable rectifier n

operates on 110 volt D.C. current is

nished for both chucks if needed. 1

able rectifiers are now available for

In plants where It Is necessary to trj

fcr the magnetic chuck from one

tlon to another in the plant wherej

COUNTERBORES

That Really

CUT

COSTS!

Screw and bolt herds never tail lo scat properly, regardless of Irregu-
I -rltles in thet- shape or slic, when PUTNAM FAST-SPIRAL SOLID
COUNTERBORES arc urcd! The countcrbore diameters of both the

cutter and pll-t for body size holes are 1 /32" over listed sizes—3
trouble-saving torture that Is rxclurlve with PUTNAM. Flutes ar;:
three times longer t.hrn tho~e ordinar'y used, and the chip clearance
Is greater In proportion to the dtrmcter. They are designed and con
structed for the maximum In efficient, long-wearing cutting life—
and to show definite savings in YOUR production costs!

Our Catalog No. 3 lists ttie complete line oj Putnam TooLs.

Write for it—TODAY 1

REAMERS

•

COUNTER.

BORES

PUTNAM TOOL CO.

2981 CHARLEVOIX AVE. DETROIT, MICH.

END MIL

SPECIAl

TOOLS
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FASTER. SAFER ALLOY CUTTING

THROUGH um of abrasive wheels speed- wheel -dressing. Strong, hi a! n -i-iant. cool-

bonded with Bakelite Resinoid, makers running... Bukclite Kcsinoid bonded wheels

of special tool-steel alloys increase produc- operate safely and efficiently up to 16,000

lion in eut-oflf operations, with consisten' s. f. p.m. Write for informative booklet -17G,

tafety to workers and fewer shutdowns for "High Speed Abrasive \J heels".

BAKELITE CORPORATION, 217 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
IAIILITI COarORATION OF CANADA, LTD., 161 Daldrii Jirtu, T • r • ■ I O a I.

BAKELITE

IIONDED WHEELS
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rect current Is not available.

The Electro-Rectifier uses standard

radio tubes and furnishes an economical

means of obtaining direct current from

rectifying tubes. A pilot light is ]

vlded to notify the operator that

tube fatigue has accrued and the ct

is no longer magnetized.

The use of standard radio tubes mi

possible economical replacement*

mediately in the most remote c

munities. These tubes have an exp

ant life of 1000 hours when used

this rectifier. The engineering dep

ment of this company is available

information regarding the best typi

rectifier to use with a specific ct

and where necessary will design sp<

installations to meet special needs.

Red Stripe Compound Angle Magnetic Chuck

standard 115 volt, 50 or 60 cycle lines.

The rectifier comes complete with a

suitable cord and outlet plug. A female

Hubble cap Is also provided so that the

chuck may be plugged directly into the

direct current output of this rectifier.

An on-and-off switch Is mounted on the

front panel of the rugged metal hous

ing containing the transformer and

Covel No. 72-A Swivel Heat

Surface Grinder

Covel Manufacturing Company

ton Harbor, Mich., has developei

swivel table intended for use In

grinding of all kinds of milling cu'

including spirals, counterbores, sp

tools and irregular surfaces. The 1

grinding wheel is mounted on a b

spindle driven by a 1& h.p.. 1750 r.

motor. Power Is transmitted by in

of a V-belt and three speeds are a

able. The spindle runs In ball beat

which are designed to prevent end |

Mflo

• QUIETNESS

• RELIABILITY

• MAXIMUM

PERFORMANCE

CENTRIFUGAL COOLANT PUMPS

THESE UNITS CAN BE MOUNTED IN ANY POSITION

AG3M 'A H.P. BALL BEARING MOTOR 25 G.P.M 10 FT. HEj

AG4M y3 H.P. BALL BEARING MOTOR 35 G.P.M 10 FT.

AG5M Vi H.P. BALL BEARING MOTOR 50 G.P.M 10 FT. HEj

AG6M 3/4 H.P. BALL BEARING MOTOR 70 G.P.M 10 FT. HE

FULFLO SPECIALTIES CO., INC.

BLANCHESTER, OHIO
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I COLLETS ■

—IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT FROM STOCK-

ASK FOR BULLETIN No. 36A

ALL SIZES

DRAW-IN COLLETS

FOR ALL

LATHES and MILLERS

ALL TYPES

THE ABOVE COLLET DATA BULLETIN IS AVAILABLE FOR

PRODUCTION, PURCHASING, STOCKROOM AND ENGINEERING

DEPARTMENTS

Reasons Why Each Department Should Have a Copy:

1. Clearly shows the styles of collets adapted in your lathes and millers.

2. Lists the standard collets with general dimensions for identification.

3. Gives normal round, hexagon and square capacity of standard collets.

4. Shows how all of your lathes and millers may be adapted for collets.

5. Collet stocks in Elmira, Chicago, Detroit, New York and Los Angeles.

6. Attractive prices are listed for round, hexagon and square hole sizes.

HARDINGE BROTHERS, INC., .... ELMIRA, N.Y.

SPECIFY HARDINGE COLLETS
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TOOL OF IOOI USES

GRINDS, DRILLS, CARVES

POLISHES, ENGRAVES, SAWS

HERE'S the wonder tool that is effecting
such revolutionary savings in many

laboratories, model and tool rooms and on
production lines. Hard-to-get-at places on
machines can now be repaired without re
moving the part or dismantling machine.
The Handee uses 200 different accessories,
instantly interchangeable, for work on all
metals, alloys, hakelite. celluloid, wood,
glass, resins and other hard substances.
Finest, speediest, most powerful tool for its
type. 25.000 r.p.m. AC or DC. 110 volts.
Weighs only 12 ounces. No shop or factory
can afford to be without the Handee. Try

s18.50Order Today on 1 0

Days Trial or Send

for Catalog.

CHICAGO WHEEL & MFG. CO.
1101 W. Monroe St., Dept. 00, Chicago, Illinois

De Luxe

Model
Postpaid

6 Accessories Free

M. M. S. 7

□ Send Catalog

□ Send De Luxe Handee on 10-Day Trial

Name

Address

The head swivels 30 deg. In either din

tlon and the motor Is mounted on

vibration-absorbing base which swit

with the head.

Centers of fixtures can be moun!

on the swivel table. The table Is gn

uated at one end In degrees and at

other In lnches-per-foot taper. 1

rests for Indexing can be fastened

the head or table. All adjustments

accurate and convenient to the op

ator. The longitudinal travel of

Covel No. 72-A Svrivcl Head Surface til

table Is through a spiral gear (mot

on a ball and roller bearing)

This adjustment Is smooth

is always under full control

ator.

The size of the standard grin

wheel Is 10-in. diameter by % In. t

by 2>/2-m. hole. Wheels up to 2>i

thick can be supplied. The main

die speeds are 1900 r.p.m., 2400 r

and 2900 r.p.m. Longitudinal traw

table, 18 in. Vertical movement

table, 11 in. Transverse movemen

table, 7V4 in. Working surface of st
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table. 6x20% in. Table swivels 45 deg.

m either direction.
Centers will swing work 12% -In.

diameter by 14' _. In. long. Distance

from center of grinding wheel to table,

maximum 17' , in., minimum 6% in.

Height from center of spindle to floor,

49H inches.

Floor space required, 5x4 ft. Weight

with motor, without dust collecting at

tachment, crated, 1330 pounds.

Oster No. 915 Single Spindle

"Rapiduction" Bolt Threading

Machine

The Oster Manufacturing Company,

Cleveland. Ohio, has announced the

-ievelopment of an Improved No. 915

Single Spindle "Raplductlon" Bolt

Threading Machine. The machine is

irallt for high production on standard

I runs In bolt plants and for Increased

| production on an extremely wide variety

of special work, a necessary part of the

manufacturer's product. Its regular

bolt range covers all sizes from %-in.

to 1 % -in. at spindle speeds ranging

from 49 to 298 r.p.m. A spindle bore

of 214 -In. and a vise adaptable to many

different types of work holders, gives the

Oster No. 915 Single Spindle "Rapiduetion"
Bolt Threading Machine

No. 915 unlimited possibilities for work

of a special nature.

The machine is of modern design.

Timken bearings are used throughout

FURNAS

STANDARD DRDM SWITCHES

For Reversing and Two Speed Motors

Compact and rugged, extensively used wher

ever motors are to be reversed, or speed is to

be changed. These controllers can be readily

adapted to a variety of special switching com

binations. We invite inquiries for special con

trollers.

Write for catalog giving de

tails of fifty different styles.

FURNAS ELECTRIC CO.

815 S. 72nd St. West Allis, Wis.
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and the diehead is made of the finest

hardened and ground tool steel. All the

dies are of high speed steel. The spindle

Is made of high carbon steel forglngs.

heat treated and ground, and is mounted

on pre-loaded tapered roller bearings

that are adjustable for long wear. Driv

ing and change speed gears are chrome

nickel steel, heat-treated and ground,

and run in oil.

The headstock shaft is also made from

high carbon steel, heat-treated and

ground, and is mounted in tapered bear

ings, automatically lubricated and ad

justable for wear. Semi-steel makes up

the vise-carriage. The carriage is rig

idly supported with both lateral and ver

tical adjustments for wear. Guards

cover all moving parts of the machine

that might cause injury.

Jaws are easily attached to any vls<

large or small, simply by placing th

Jaws in position and allowing the coun

ter weights to rest on the top slope o

the vise body. Each Jaw is equippei

Q-D Vise Jaws

The manner in which Q-D Vise Jaws

can be applied to the ordinary type of

bench vise is shown in the illustration.

These Jaws, designed for holding work

without marring or work of irregular

contour, have been placed on the mar

ket by The Cornelius Manufacturing

Co., 1678 Dorr St., Toledo, Ohio. The

Q-D Vis,. Jaws

with "hook on" buttons to which cai

quickly and easily be attached a varlet;

of Jaws designed for the work in hand

For instance, one set of Jaws may B

made of rubber or padding for holdln

pistons, Moto-meters, hub caps, arma

tures, and similar work which must no

be marred or damaged by holding be

6301
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Electric power for welding with this Lincoln Arc Welder costs as little

as 5c per hour. You can weld 2 to 3 times faster than by any other

welding process. Many machine shops are actually saving from 50 #

to 75 % on their welding costs by the use of this Lincoln Arc Welder.

The Lincoln "Junior" Arc Welder is especially designed for use in

machine shops. It is fast, easy to operate and it is as reliable as

your other electric equipment or your electric lights. With it you

can weld steel, sheet metal, cast iron, aluminum or alloys—anything

from small light-gauge parts to machine bases and large shafts.

Saving so much money, day after day, these welders pay for them

selves in a few months' time. Mail the coupon today for details.

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Largest Manufacturers of Arc Welding Equipment in the World

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Dept. E-407. Cleveland, Ohio

Send details about the SA-75, SA-100 and SA-150.

Nune

Company

Gty

Position

State
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UNIVERSAL

DRILL

BUSHINGS

FIRST COST

10%

LOWER

EXCEPTIONAL

LONG LIFE

• •

MADE TO A. S. A.

SPECIFICATIONS

• •

INTERCHANGEABLE

• •

PROMPT SERVICE

ACCURATE

LONG LIFE

LOW COST

WRITE FOR CATALOG TO

UNIVERSAL ENGINEERING CO.

FRANKENMUTH. MICH

tween steel Jaws. Another set of Q

Jaws can be made up with a variety

slots running in both vertical and ho

zontal directions for holding round

square rods, plated pipe sections

plumbing fixtures, and so on.

Lindberg Laboratory "Cyclone'

Furnace

Lindberg Engineering Company, !

N. Laflin St. Chicago, 111., is now build

a small. Inexpensive laboratory furrj

designed on the same principle as

Lindberff Laboratory "Cyclone"

production type Cyclone furnace

is also made by this company,

furnace Is Intended to meet the

for low temperature units lor

and similar operations.

The Lindberg Laboratory Cyclone

nace has a work chamber 8 In. wld

10 in. deep, for which is provide

plug type cover that can easily be I

off for Inserting the load. The el<

heating elements are mounted In a

rate chamber, thereby eliminating
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/(/r*7N INSIDE MICROMETER IS

ACCURATE, EASY TO READ, EASY TO 'FEEL'

You'll get day-after-day satisfaction

from the ingenious LUFKIN inside

micrometer. It's just right in weight

—you can get the "feel" most sensi

tively. It's just right in legibility—

ifa easy to read accurately. It's just

right for any kind of inside measur

ing job—its precision never varies.

Equipped with light weight tubular

steel extensions, the LUFKIN inside

uterometer retains its stiffness and

accuracy even when built out

to extreme lengths.

Ask your supply dealer to show you

this and other outstanding LUFKIN

Precision Tools.

Write for Catalog No. 7

fUFKIN

PRECISION TOOLS

TAPES— RULES

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN • NEW YORK CITY
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direct radiation to the charge. A ;

ful blower fan circulates the heated air

through the work chamber, insuring

rapid, uniform heating.

The furnace is sturdily constructed ol

heavy steel plates reinforced with struc

tural angles which extend to the floor,

forming the base and supporting tnp

furnace at convenient working height

Efficient slab Insulation reduces heat

loss to the minimum throughout the

temperature range up to 1250 deg. F

The furnace serves as an accurate and

Inexpensive pilot furnace for checking

up on production or for predetermining

the response to specified heat treat

ments, as well as for tempering smal

tools and Individual steel parts.

Kirk & Blum Pickling Baskets

and Crates

Pickling baskets and crates made oi

the metal to suit Individual require*

ments are being manufactured by Th(

Kirk & Blum Mfg. Co., 2816 Sprinf

Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. As th<

result of their accumulated experience

Kirk & Blum engineers are prepared t<

promptly meet requirements for an;

• When you buy a Dial Indicator, you

make sure that it will be able to take

rough treatment and still register accu

rately. That's smart buying.

Standard's new SHOCKPROOF construc

tion protects the delicate mechanism

from shocks that would destroy the pre

cision of the average dial indicator.

STANDARD Dial Indicators can "take

it".

Write for new catalog

For Better Gaging come to "Standard"

STANDARD GAGE CO., INC.

POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK
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D. C. Type with

Armature Speed Control

Flexible and rapid, the com

pact Wahlstrom BenchType

Portable Tapper is a big

time and labor saver in

many plants ; capacity 2/56

to Yi inch; the direct cur

rent model. Note the apron

mounted on sturdy, adjust

able supports which can

instantly be regulated for

a wide range of work.

Breakage of small size taps

is greatly reduced.

TheWahlstrom

Bench Type Portable Tappers

'• OtrtCAL as well as horizontal tapping can

ht done with the Wahlstrom Bench Type

Portable Tapper. Its distinctive design is

NOT of the friction type of construction ;

therefore it is equally adaptable to tapping

at any vertical position or angle—a great

advantage where production embraces vari-

ible sizes and shapes of work. The Wahl-

*Trom Tapper is full automatic, operating

always on the forward motion when contact

ing the work ; yet it will instantly reverse

automatically) at the slightest backward,

iull of the apron or the work being tapped.

ia range in materials is from Steel toMoulded

?!a*tics, or more delicate materials, without

iajory to the threads when reversing.

Equipped with 1/6 H. P. Motor, 11+0 r.p.m.,

with provision for cutting down speed 50%

when using maximum size taps.

When ordering tappers or requesting infor

mation, kindly mention the kind of materials

on which the tools are to be used so that you

can receive a properly adjusted tapper.

Portable, easily moved from

"•lace to place—saving time

'fid additional handling

in small work; capacity

-v'56 to '/i inch; alternating

current model illustrated;

! splendid unit to prevent

congestion around perma

nently located tappers. Pro

duction executives should

*rite for an illustrated fol

der on the only fully auto

matic tapper with the

inique advantages of Wahl-

"'om construction design.

4

Wahlstrom Tool Division

American Machine & Foundry Co.

5502-5524 Second Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A. C. Type
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type and size of perforated buckets and

baskets, crates, tubs, racks, and lead or

rubber-lined steel tanks. Kirk & Blum

modern manufacturing methods and

Kirk & Blum Special Aluminum Bronze Alloy

Pickling Baskets.

skilled metal craftsmen are said to as

sure sturdy and durable products.

In determining the right alloy and the

correct design for a particular pickling

problem, the Kirk & Blum engineering

department will lend Its assistance.

BETTER Broaches for

every job and the only

broaches for some jobs.

MORE parts per grind

MORE grinds per broach

25% to 35% Longer life.

Write for NEW bulletin today.

The Connecticut Broach &

Machine Co.

New London, Conn.

Carboloy Announces New Standard

Blanks at Reduced Prices

Carboloy Company, Inc., 2975 E. Jeffer

son Ave., Detroit, Mich., announces th<

development of 3 styles of standart

Carboloy blanks available at reducec

prices. The 3 styles in 96 sizes bavi

been designed for wide application

based upon experience with thousand

of carbide tool applications. They an

adaptable for use on more than 90

of all carbide tools In use today. Ii

many cases, simple revisions In tool de

sign will enable users to use thes

standard blanks at a substantial savin

in carbide cost. These savings will ap

ply to standard blanks used by manu

facturers in making their own tools, o

used in Carboloy "Milled and Brazed'

or "Finished" tools.

A number of definite advantages ar

offered to those using Carboloy Standar.

Blanks: (1) Savings of 15% and up oi

the price of Carboloy In any grade

(2) Large-quantity prices on smal

quantity orders. (3) Immediate dellv

erles. (4) Reduction In designing tim

and blank cost by using blanks shape<

to proven tip proportions, and (5) Wld

adaptability offers users a chance t
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BARNES

BLADES

Barnes "Service" Blades—carefully made from special alloy steel

—ore tough. They have what it takes to meet the requirements

of modern high speed production.

Every Barnes Blade is a good blade. There's a different type for

every type of cutting service. Consult your supply dealer.

W. O. Barnes Co., Inc., Detroit, Michigan
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Spacing

cutting-tools

PRECISION ADJUSTMENT of cutting-

tools by simply P-E-E-L-l-N-0 the

paper-thin laminations . . . .002" or

more at a lime! No filing ... no

grinding . . . i

Setups can be made up from standard

and fitting. A real money-saver. Tool

holders remain standard for retooling.

Write for a sample of LAMINUM.

•

Order through your Mill Supply House

• lln* of brat* and tt*«l

LftMllftTEl SHIM COMPAIT, IIC.

Mln. . . . Loi| Wind City, lew York

group purchases on larger quantities.

In addition to the special price re

duction on Carboloy Standard Blanks

In any quantity, a special reduction has

also been made on special blanks In

quantities of 500 or over. Special blanks

are all blanks other than the 3 stand

ard styles.
The Carboloy Company wishes to em

phasize that these are not general price

reductions but Instead, special reduc

tions made possible through the quan

tity production. The base price of Car-

Carboloy Standard Blank*

boloy remains at 45c per gram.

A full explanation, together with the

new, low standard blank prices, de

scription of standard tools, and f u.

scale drawings of the 96 standard blank

In 3 styles, Is contained In a new 28-

page catalog—M-37-—available upon re

quest.

Geneva Precision Dial Indicator

The Instrument shown In the illustra.

tlon Is the Geneva Precision Dial Indi

cator which Is now being marketed taj

Chicago Dial Indicator Co., 180 N

Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111. The out

standing feature of this Instrument Is

the precision which Is obtained witl

the minimum of parts, a lever arm be

ing used In place of the usual multlpl)

gearing. The lever arm performs tin

functions which would otherwise re.

quire a gear 1% in. In diameter, th.

construction Involving necessity of onlj

one pivot point between the driver an<

the driven. Readings are thus obtalnec

in the most direct manner, reducing

possibility of error to the minimum.

riAMINVM

I fktci&urn adfuAZ*H£Avt SHIMS
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THESE Lathe and Grinder

CENTERS

Last 50 Time

Than Ordinary

iger

Increase the life of your lathe

and grinder centers! Get

greater accuracy on your

work! Eliminate all burning

and scoring! Use centers

tipped with Carboloy ce

mented carbide!

Unlike steel centers, Car

boloy cemented carbide ap

proaches the diamond in hardness and has

an unusually high resistance to abrasive

wear. It is ideally suited to resist the ex

treme wear on lathe and grinder centers,

particularly where the work is nitrided,

case hardened, or heat treated shafts.

A large eastern manufacturer writes:

"We have used about 200 Carboloy tipped

centers. . . . On continuous production we

grind Carboloy centers about once every (

months. Even then, only a light finish grind

is necessary. On one job, Carboloy centers

lasted 3 years with one grind, whereas steel

centers stood up for one week only !"

Try Carboloy-tipped centers on your

lathes and grinders.

Greater

Accuracy!

•

No Burning!

No Scoring!

•

Write for

Leaflet

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC*

2975 East Jefferson, Detroit
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Geneva Precision Dial Indicator
No. 125F with Dial 0-50-0 In

dicating 0.001 Inch

Interior of Geneva Indicator showing lever arm

at start and end of travel.

The case and plunger housing are

machined from a one-piece nickel silver

casting. The movement Is mounted be

tween separate top and bottom plates.

The hair spring Is mounted between two

flat plates and cannot interfere with tt

lever rack. Stainless steel and brons

alloy parts are used throughout t

make the Instrument rust-proof. Sp«

clal bearings provide for long wear an

TITAN STUD SETTER

CONTROLLED DRIVE Assures

Perfect Setting

The Titan Stud Seller has a safety clutch which con

trols driving power.

The Titan is positive in driving and automatic in

releasing, thus making it possible to set the studs to

any predetermined degree of tightness.

When the studs are driven to the specified lightness,

the drive is automatically released and the tool may

be removed without fear of mutilating or distorting

the threads.

The great capacity, speed range, utility, and safety

of this production tool make the Titan Stud Setter

a profit-earning tool wherever it is used.

Write today for the new illustrated circular.

TITAN TOOL COMPANY

FAIRVIEW PENNA.
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Calling

all flat wire specs in the

I RERL TOUCH class

TE make cold-rolled steel flat

.high and low carbon

U of rbeve users have exacting

■win, meets. Some demand great

■fferoi and resiliency . . . others

iteVm temper, held within very

*.*< ^dri. Exceptional dimensional

trancy, freedom from defects on

«nbcr and edge*, ability to wilh-

st rains . . . are

a few of the other specifications we

are constantly called on to satisfy.

Are your flat wire specs in the "real

tough" class? If so, you are sure to

be interested in our services and

products. For over 40 years we have

specialized in this type of business

and have special facilities to handle it.

We invite your inquiry for further

data, prices or samples.

Typt:—Roebling Cold Rolled Rat Wire

is made from both high carbon and low

carbon steel*, produced in Roebling' » own

mills.

The high carbon flat wire is available in

tempered and untempered <ypea.

FtHnhei:—bright, black annealed, bright

annealed, tinned, galvanized, blued, itraw-

colorcd, coppered.

John a. Rumbling s Sons Company

dtoebling COLD ROLLED

STEEL FLRT WIRE
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a minimum of friction. The plunger,

which is hardened and ground, has a

nickel sliver bearing. The instrument

Is provided with a rotating adjustable

dial with positive lock nut. The top

knurled nut operates an internal lock

for the dial, thus permitting fine set

tings. The case is of dust-proof design;

removal of the back does not leave the

parts open to dust and dirt.

The dial is of metal, lithographed for

clear, easy reading, black lettering be

ing used on a silver background. The

crystal is non-breakable. The instru

ment Is 2 In. in diameter and 7/16 in.

thick, not including the curvature of

the crystal. The stem is 0.275 in. outside

diameter and provides a % in. long

bearing for the plunger. The plunger

is 5/32-ln. diameter with 3/16-in. travel.

Clark Scrap Truck

A recent addition to the line of ma

terial handling equipment made by All

Steel Welded Truck Corporation, 1123

Railroad Ave., Rockford, 111., is the scrap

truck illustrated herewith. The truck

is 46 in. long at the top. 27% in. long

at the bottom, and 18 '/2 in. deep. It is

made from 10 gauge sheet metal con

structed on a frame of steel angles and

pipe,

throug

anee. '

Clark Scrap Truck

having a handle of 1-ln.

truck is electrically welded

and designed for correct bal

it Is practically Indestructible,

proof, and easy to handle.

Standard equipment includes two

diameter semi-steel wheels with

type roller bearings, Zerk fittings,

one double-row ball bearing caster

6-in. semi-steel wheel and

roller bearing

TAPPING

OUR DRH.L PRISS Wl'

£ NEW

TAP HOLDER
ft*"-
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FORMICAGEARS

§8?

gears arc popular because ihey make quiet ma-

possible. That helps machinery salesmen and helps

the maintenance man who is expected to keep ma-

ig .smoothly and sweetly. When they are properly

the right sizes Formica gears will outwear metal. They

Uerpose elastic members in the drive to absorb shocks and

W lie machines. Any of the gear cutters named can provide

ormica gears for maintenance or production purposes.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY

■32 Spring Grove Avenue Cincinnati, O.

ioRMlcX1

FORMICA

GEAR CUTTERS

The Akron Gear A En'g Co.
Akron, Ohio

Farrell-Blrmlngham Co.
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.

Slaysman A Company
Baltimore, Md.

The Union Gear A Men. Co.
Boiton, Mass.

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Chicago, III.

Perfection Gear Company
Chicago, III.

Gear Specialties, Inc.
Chicago, III.

Merkle-Korff Gear Co.
Chicago, 111.

Chicago Gear Works
Chicago, III.

Foote Gear Works
Cicero, III.

The Cincinnati Gear Co.
Cincinnati, O.

Clarktvllle Foundry A
Machine Co.

Clarksvllle, Tenn.
The Horsburgh A Scott Co.

Cleveland, O.
The Stahl Gear A Machine

Co.
Cleveland, O.

The Master Electric Oo.
Dayton, O.

The Adams Company
Dubuque, la.

Hartford Special Mchny. Co
Hartford, Conn.

Beaty Machine Works
Keokuk, la.

The Generating Gear Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Badger State Gear Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Precision Machine Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.
E. A. Pynch Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Joaquin Alemany Lopez
Havana, Cuba

New Jersey Gear A Mfg. Co.
Newark, N. J.
Prager, Inc.

New Orleans, La.
J. Morrison Gilmour

New York Olty
Sier-Bath, Inc.

New York Olty, N. Y.
Mid-State Electrical Eng'r.

Co., Osceola Mills, Pa.
E . M . 8m I th Mach I ne Co .

Peoria, III.
The Eagle Gear A Moh. Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Rodney Davis and Sons

Philadelphia, Pa.
The Pittsburgh Machine A
Supply Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Perkins Machine A Gear Co.

Springfield, Mass.
Wlnfleld H. Smith, Inc.

Sprlngvllle, N. Y.
Ailing Lander Company

Sodus, N. Y.
Charles E. Crofoot Gear
Corp., S. E aston, Mass.
Arlington Machine Oo.

St. Paul, Minn.
Farwell Mfg. Oo.

Toledo, Ohio
Dlefendorf Gear Corp.

Syracuse, N. Y.
Worcester Gear Works

nvrvviwr, man.
Massachusetts Gear A Tool

Co., Woburn, Mass.
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Cut Pattern, Jig,

Tool and Die Costs

in two with the

NEW SIMPLIFIED

ARC WELDING

CUT COSTS with this new 40 Volt

Simplified Arc Welder. Your own men

can easily use because it's simplified.

Saves hundreds of dollars each month

with the new low cost methods it

lets you use.

30 DAYS TRIAL at our risk lets you

quickly understand why it's one of

the fastest selling Welders on the mar

ket today.

Easy terms let savings pay for it where

desired.

FREE—Valuable books an various

phases of welding are available. Check

the one you want below.

□ Carbon Arc Welding and Cutting

O New Profits from Arc Welding

Tear out and mail to Hobart Brothers, One
of the World's Largest Builders of Arc

Welders, Box ME-77, Troy, Ohio.

optional equipment, however, the ti

may be equipped with a leg and

pin assembly for the Clark Lift Jacl

place of the caster wheels.

B & S Nos. 101, 102 and 10

Rotary Geared Motor-pumps

Redesigned

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Provld*

R. I., has changed the design and bn

ened the characteristics with which

B & S Nos. 101, 102 and 103 Rc

Geared Motorpumps can be equip

The pumps are now

made to run In one di

rection only, either

right hand or left

hand, the direction be

ing determined by the

side of the pump on

which the discharge Is

located when viewed

from the motor end.

With a right hand

pump, the discharge

will be on the right

hand side and with a

left hand pump, the

discharge will be on

the left hand side. The

direction of the dis

charge is indicated by

B & S Rotary Geared

Motorpumps

an arrow on the cap of the pump,

mechanical seal Is now used on 1

units In place of the packing

heretofore.

In addition to previous listings, I

motor pumps are now available

three-phase motors, both in 220 and

volts, 60 cycle. Similarly, the No

Centrifugal Motorpump is now regu

furnished with three-phase, 50 cycle

volt motor, 1425 r.p.m. In addltic

the present listings.
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NTRODUCING...

"oopeJIewitt

22% more light per watt . . . instant starting . . . high power factor . . .

plus the long, detail -revealing light source which more than a million

workers and their employers now enjoy. They are all yours in the new

Horizontal Cooper Hewitt Lumps.

These "24-hour skylights" of low intrinsic brilliancy need no diffusing

medium. The soft long-source light gets down into deep recesses,

illuminates vertical surfaces and rests the eyes. All jobs are made easier

—wherever sight is used.

Get the complete story of these new lamps. Let us explain why you

can run many more of these light units per circuit with no increase in

copper. Write for Bulletin 827DM. General Electric Vapor Lamp Com

pany, 893 Adams Street, Hoboken, New Jersey.

GENERAL@ELECTRIC

VAPOR LAMP COMPANY
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G. E. Treadle-Operated, Water

tight Push-Button Station

For installations where an operator

must have both hands free while start

ing or stopping his machine, General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.,

(Left)—G. E. Treadle-Operated. Watertight

Single-Action Push-Button Station. (Right)—
Double-Action Push-Button Station

has developed a new treadle-operated,

watertight push-button station, to be

known as the Type CR2940-2A18. The

device is also especially suitable for use

in damp or wet locations. The station

is available either with a single-action

or a double-action treadle.

The enclosing parts of the sta

case and cover, are made of cast

and a cast iron foot pedal, or tre

is built Into the cover. This p

which operates a standard O. E. H

duty type push-button unit mov

Inside of the case, is provided with i

to limit Its travel In either direc

With this arrangement, the operatoi

push on the pedal as hard as he w

without endangering the electrical

of the device.

To eliminate moisture, a pat

gland is fitted on the treadle i

where the latter enters the case,

shaft is also provided with a J

which guarantees automatic retur

the pedal to the neutral position,

preventing the push-button unit

remaining depressed because of

weight of the pedal or friction it

packing gland. The blocks, or bai

In the push-button unit are mat

molded material and are sprayed

a Glyptal paint to prevent their 1

affected by water.

Between the cover, which is he

place by four hexagonal head bolts

the case Is a vellumoid gasket. TtH

is arranged for conduit connection

either end and is so built that 1<

MORRIS

"MOR-SPEED"

RADIAL DRILLS

FEATURE:
Rigidity — Convenience — Power —
Simplicity — Low Cost.
Don't fall to investigate the "MOR-
SPEED" line of Radials. Full facts
on request.

THE MORRIS MACHINE TOOL CO.
CINCINNATI OHIO

Let Us

GRIND

YOUR

SPLINE

SHAFTS

under contract with our new

Type B Spline Grinder.

FTTCHBURG

GRINDING MACHINE

CORP.

FITCHBURG, KM
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orRECISION

Centerless Grinding Wheels

uiltby Sterling have gained an en-

I viable reputation for efficiency in

I the Country's largest industries. A

reputation earned by the applica

tion of closely supervised manu

facturing coupled with the expert

knowledge of engineers trained to

fit the wheel to the work.

Our varied experience in making

these efficient Centerless wheels is

at your command and we respect

fully suggest you call for one of our

experts who will gladly check your

grinding with you—no obligation.

THE STERLING GRINDING WHEEL CO.

Abrasive Division of The Cleveland Quarries Co.

Factory and Office: TIFFIN, OHIO

CHICAGO: 912 W. Washington Blvd. • DETROIT: 101-107 W. Warren Ave.
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be mounted directly on the floor. The

conduit connections will accommodate

standard %-ln. pipe.

Model M and Model O

Chronologs

Two new models of the Chronologs.

product of The National Acme Company,

124 East 131st St., Cleveland. Ohio, have

been announced by that company. The

Chronolog Is an Instrument which pro

vides mechanically a printed record of

productive and non-productive time on

any machine or operation. A record

Straight

side

Presses
A:

hi:

■^"Outstanding in every detail for

heavy blanking and forming work.

All stresses are taken centrally.

Write for now catalog illustrating itml
describing this und oilier presses.

Zeh & Hahnemann Co.

184 Vanderpool St. Newark, N. J.

produced by the Chronolog also shox

the causes and extent of Idle time ar

a count of the units produced. Tl

Chronolog record may be applied to pn

vide such other production lnformatlc

as may be desired. The two new mcx

els now being announced are of simp,

fled construction and operation. Whl

these two models do not provide

much detailed Information as the earl:

models, they will provide all the da

needed In most plants.

The Model M Chronolog may be aj

plied to any machine, process or open

tlon. When the operator begins woi

he starts the Chronolog, which recon

the exact minute of the start of tl

operation on a 4'2-in. tape. The wli

dow at the upper right shows the cIch

time. The larger window at the le

registers the number of units produce

At any interruption In the work tl

operator turns the knob at the left I

a symbol indicating the reason for tl

Interruption, this movement also regli

terlng the symbol on the Chronok

tape. Thus at the end of the day tl

operator pushes a button on the froi

of the Chronolog which records tl

starting time again on the tape.

Every ten minutes the Chronolc

prints the count of units produced ar

the time. Visits of the foreman, li

spector, stockman or others to the mi

chine can be recorded on the Chronolc

tape. When production is resumed, tl

printed record shows exactly how mar

minutes the machine was In operatlo

the number and extent of all interru]

tlons, and the reason for these lnterruj

tlons. With this definite knowledge bi

fore them, the department and manaf

lng executives can easily determine tr,

reasons for Interruptions of productlc

and take steps to correct them.

The Chronolog can be used as a tin

clock at the machine if desired. It ma

be adjusted so that the digit whee

GEARED HEAD & CONE DRIVEN

ENGINE LATHES'

Sizes

16" to 36"

Swing

A full line of Gap Lathes,
16" to 50" swing.

Write for eorrplele
Information.

THE

RAHN-LARMON

COMPANY

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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ROCKWELL

HARDNESS TESTER

fTkUTBOARD Motor crankshafts, by sup-

porting them on the Vari-Rest, are

readily and rapidly tested on the "ROCK

WELL".

The "ROCKWELL", because it is made

with such great precision, is suited to re

search testing and because it is so con

venient and rugged, it lends itself to quan

tity inspection testing.

CONCORD AVE. b 143rd ST., NEW YORK

WILSON

MICHANICAl INSTKUMINT CO. INC
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duced. It also carries a

roll which automatically pi

every ten minutes, althouj

printing may be obtained

any time by inserting the

and pushing the button on

front. This is believed U

the only recording cou

available.

(Left) Model M and (Right)

will give several different combinations.

The Model M Chronolog Is of simpl>

construction, with nothing to get out

of order.

The Model O Chronolog Is a very

simple device which can be used In a

variety of ways. It contains only one

set of digit wheels, which may be ar

ranged to count idle time or units pro-

Landis 40 AX Die H

The Landis Machine C

pany, Waynesboro. Pa-

added a new die head

threading large diameters,

thread lengths to their lln

threading equipment.

The diametrical capacit;

the head Is 4 In. to 5 Vi

with a pitch range of 7 t

threads per inch. Thr

length, while not unlimited, is 9

cient to take In an exceptional r

The head Illustrated has a capacit;

7 In. thread on 5\i in. diameter

The new Die Head belongs to

Landmatic Series and Is of the

opening, pull-off type for appllcatio

turret lathes and to hand screw

chines. It is heat treated throug

Chronologs

No. 3ST
SHARPENER

AUTOMATICALLY SHARPENS

METAL SAWS IN GANGS

Up to 5'j" diameter and up to 1 thickness.
100 SAWS of 26 GAUGE CAN BE SHARP
ENED AT ONE TIME.

The saws are automatically Indexed and sharp
ened within a variation of plus or minus .001
of exact diameter of entire lot.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

THE WARDWELL MFG. CO.

3166 FULTON RD. CLEVELAND, O.

Why Use A Shap<

to cut Keyways when

DAVIS

KEYSEATER

will do the

job so much

quicker

and

better?

Send

for

circular

DAVIS KEYSEATER CG

Exchange & Glasgow Srs

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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DESIGN ENGINEERS with tough assembly problems

can profit from Mr. Nicholson's letter

IN telling how he saved 80

per cent of assembly lime

■ad labor, Mr. Nicholson

leaves nothing much for us to

say . . . except that a Parker-

Kilon Assembly Engineer will

ctadly go over YOUK work

•ith you and point out how

and -here to use the various

types of Hardened Self-tap

ping Screws to reduce costs

ind simplify difficult assem

bly problems.

Tmd out what you might wire— '

^Wlh*-r you now make fastenings J

nib rivera* machine screws or by .

•<*w other method . . . whether you,

te*mble metal or plastic materials'^

.. - requiring permanent fastenings

or fastening* that can be removed ^

Bid replaced repeatedly . . . the i

'fuoee? are 7 out of 10 that you ran-*

at it better at lower co>t with one ^

4 the various types of Parker-,

kalon Hardened Self-tapping jj

Vrrws. Have us send a Parker-'

M*n A^emhly Engineer to cheeky

net your work or drawing*. Use!]

ha >pecialized knowledge to located
*fl rattening? that can be made lhe|

simpler way, without costly!

and riveting operations.

«ew York, N. y.

Gentlemen i

**y 5, 1937>

He shall be glad to penit you to show
In an advertisement the Gasoline Hose Nozzle

which we assemble with Parker-Kalon Hardened

Self-tapping Screws.

Whatever you may write In your copy
about the benefits we obtain can be no strong

er than actual facte, so you need not submit

it for approval.

The truth Is we saved about 80 percent
of assembly time and lat r, and speeded-up

production at least 60 percent by using these

Screws in place of rivets. We get consider

ably safer fastenings and without marring our

chromium plated pieces. This method is a

great advantage in replacing broken parts in

the field. Also, our clearances are maintained

exactly, whereas this was troublesome before.

To us, your statement that it pays to try out

your Screws is no exaggeration.

Yours very truly,

NICHOLSON METER & UFG. CO.

Photo indicates where Parker-K a Ion Hardened

Self-tapping Screws are used on the Nicholson

Gasoline Hose Noiile.

PARKER-KALON CORPORATION

Dept. M., 198 Varick St., New York, N. Y.

PARKER-KALON fflxdt* FASTENING DEVICES

■ ——44

SOLD ONLY THROUGH RECOGNIZED DISTRIBUTORS
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and ground for maximum wearing quali

ties. Diametrical graduations on the

circumferential surface and micrometer

graduations on the adjusting screw In

sure rapid and accurate size changes.

The 40 AX Landmatlc Head carries 6

chasers mounted on the face of the

head similar to the 4-chaser Die Head.

By using 6 chasers Instead of 4, the

cutting load Is more widely distributed.

Thus the working parts of the head as

well as the part being threaded are

subject to much less cutting stress. The

results are an Increase In tool life with

more threads obtained per grind of the

BALMBACH

DROP FORGED STEEL

Standardized Die Sets, embodying
many exclusive features, and a listino-
of more than 185.000 stock sizes,
afford a service that is unsurpassed.

Send for Our New 288 Page Catalog

E. A. Baumbach Mfg. Co.

1806 S. Kilbournc Ave., Chicago, III.

Landis 40 AX Die Head

chaser, Improved quality of the prOduc

being threaded, and also an lnoreasi

In the life of the die head.

Excelsior No. 27-H Automatic

Stainless Steel Sheet Grinding

and Polishing Machine

A grinding and polishing machine foi

polishing large sheets In the rolling mill

to be known as "Excelsior No. 27-H'

has been brought out by Excelsior Too

& Machine Co., Ridge Ave., East St

Louis. 111. The No. 27-H machine li

built to use commercial abrasive papei

in any width specified for 12 and 18 ft

endless belts. The assembly is suffl

ciently heavy for continuous productloi

and It is capable of withstanding the

power applied to the belt without set'

ting up vibration.

The polishing head consists of 2 steel

BETTER ALLOY STEELS

^Sl Write for your free copy
of trie Steel User's Data
Sheets, containing valuable
information on the one
find treatment of special
steels.

Wheelock, Lovejoy

& Co., Inc.

130 8IDNEV ST.

CLEVELAND
CHICAGO NEWARK
ETROIT BUFFALO

I
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SPECIFY

CLAMPS

Williams' "C" Clamps are drop-forged

from lough, carefully selected steel and

are heat-treated. Springing is reduced

to a minimum. 5 Patterns, all sizes.

Also, Strap and Machinists' Clamps.

TOOL HOLDERS

Williams' "Agrippa" Tool Holders pro

vide for all regular operations of lathe,

planer and sbaper. Each line has points

of distinct advantage over the usual

types, yet "Agrippas" cost no more than

ordinary Holders. It will pay you to

•end for our descriptive matter.
DOGS

All "Vulcan" Lathe Dogs are drop-

forged. All sizes in Bent and Straight

Tail patterns with either single or

double screws — both safety and set-

screw types. Also Clamp Dogs and Mill

ing-machine Dogs.

J. II. WILLIAMS & CO.

75 Spring St., New York

Headquarter! fori Drop-Forged Wrenches (Carbon

and Alloy), Detachable Socket Wrenches, "C*1 Clamps,

Lathe Dogs, Tool Holder*, Eye Bolt*. Hoist Hooks,

Thumb Nuts and Screws, Chain Pipe Tongn, Vises, ate



Excelsior No. 27-H Automatic Stainless Steel Sheet Grinding- and Polishing; Machine

diametrically balanced pulleys with

shafts supported on both sides In dust

proof ball bearings, mounted In 2 cast

steel machine housings. By means of

a centrally located flexible rubber cov

ered pressure roll which applies the

pressure to the grinding belt by gravity,

any desired amount of pressure can be

applied uniformly over the entire width

Surface Grinders

Grand Rapids Hydraulic Feed

Poy Big Dividends in Time Saved

SEND FOR NEW RULLETIN

Gallmeyer & Livingston Co.

301 STRAIGHT AVE., S W.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

and length of the sheet.

The carriage or table is mechanlcall;

operated and adjustable to any lengtl

sheet whlcy- passed back and fortl

under the grinding belt. The grlndln

head can be raised and the carrlag

stopped at the extreme forward trav

for removal of the finished sheet.

There are no electrical, compressed a]

PLANERS

Double Housing, Openside

CRANK PLANERS

PLANER TYPE MILLERS

VERTICAL BORING MILLS

Write for Bulletin

THE CINCINNATI PLANER CO.

CINCINNATI • OHIO
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BILLI Oi

THE BILLINGS * SPENCER CO. HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT, U. S. A.

Wrenches

Serving

Industry

The experienced workman and the apprentice in all

types of industries have explicit confidence in Bill

ings Duo Forged Tools—the unquestionable quality,

practical designs and their long life on the job, plus

the Billings guarantee on every Tool.

There's a definite reason. Progressive modern lab

oratory research, combined with years of sound

forging developments and production experience, is

the reason why Billings Duo Forged Tools serve

industry.
»

Write Dept. "O" for the New "Shop Tool" Booklet.

standardize on Billings Forged Tools—it's an economy.

ELECTRICA

AGRICULTURAL
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or hydraulic appliances used to operate

the machine or guide the grinding belt

on the pulleys, since the belt remains

central after the first adjustment has

been made. A 3 h.p. motor Is used to

operate the carriage and a 40 h.p., 1800

r.p.m. motor with V-belt drive operates

the grinding belt.

The machine can be located on any

floor and operated under any climatic

conditions. Cranes or hoists are not

required to remove and replace the

grinding belts. Changes can be made

In a minimum of time.

Heat reducing application is accentu

ated by applying a lubricant to the

sheet. The entire process is very simple.

Sunnen Valve Lifter for

60 H.P. Ford V-8

A new L-16 Valve Lifter especially

designed for removing valve spring as

semblies In the Ford V-8. 60 HJ». mo

tors has been announced by the Sun-

Ford, Hudson, General Electric

and other leaders choose this

"Oliver" Grinder

It's a wonder on those
small tough jobs ■—
grinding away biu of
metal, wood and many
other materials quickly,
smoothly, and polish
ing. Its owners
flud it a de
pendable time
and labor surer,
extra fine for
circular and angular
work. Table tilts 45°
down. 25° up. The
belt grinding attach
ment is good for straight
line and general work.
A farorit« of pattern
makers. Operates from
light socket.

• Write for folder

OLIVER

MACHINERY

COMPANY
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Sunnen Valve Lifter for 60 H. P. Ford V-

nen Products Company, 7903 Manchester

Ave., St. Louis, Mo. This new Urter.

known as the Sunnen L-16, is made of

extra heavy square tubing guaranteed

not to bend even when prying out the

most stubborn valve assemblies.

A protector plate Is furnished with

the L-16 which protects the sharp edge

of the motor block from Injury. With

the L-16 the spring is raised by using

the large notch end of the lifter. After

the prop is inserted, the valve assem

bly Is pushed down and lock on the

THE MASTER LATHE CONVERTER

In conjunction with an engine lathe becomes a milling- machine.

Will mill keywaya, internal and external—also splines, gears,

•tc. It hobs worm gear*. It grinds internally,

externally, face plate, shaft—at all angles.

An entirely new geared type dividing head for

lathe* now available.

Write for illustrated pamphlet.

MASTER MACHINE & TOOL COMPANY
P. O. Box 7366. North Kansas Oily, Missouri.
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NEAT

STAMPING

IN

NAME PLATES

quickly stamps details

I serial numbers into name plates.

Write For Particulars

T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

Plaine Ave., Chicago, III.

"KLECTROBLAST"

High Speed Heat In 20 Minutes

Powerful torch used separately as a very handy
portable name, $40. High Speed Muffle Fur
nace, no scaling or decarburliatlon. reaches high
speed heat in 20 minutes at 7c per hour;
quickly saves Its cost. Muffle 7"x3 '/a "x2 1 ■ ",
$40. Also a larger furnace with built-in torch,
muffle 7"x45/B"x3 '/2".

STARK TOOL CO.

Originators of the American Bench Lathe
Est. 1862 WALTHAM. MA88.

AG

DUPLEX BAND SAW

Two

copper, tubing, angles, templates.

iThe ideal all around machine for pro

duction shops, tool rooms, pattern shops.

Accurate — Fast — Rugged — Modern,

High Grade Construction.

.CINE TOOL & MACHINE CO.

) STATE ST. RACINE, WISCONSIN
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WALTHAM THREAD MILLER

Let us explain why this machine is
largely used for special tapB, single
and multiple worms, etc., In tool rooms

and factories.

WALTHAM MACHINE WORKS

WALTHAM, MASS

HIGH 5PEED SHEARING

Of Irregular Shapes

Ring and!

Circle

Cutting

The Ideal ihear for
sheet metal work—
absolutely accurate
and eat 1 1 y operated
. . . metal Is sheared
and not punched . . .
cut anywh ere* no
starting holes required
for Inside cutting . . .
only one adjustment
for various thicknesses
of material used . . . material does not feed
Itself by action of the cutters . . . unobstructed
cutting vision ... no further finishing re
quired. No special cutters, pilots, templates,
or strippers are needed . . . long life shear
blades. Standard equipment furnished for
ring and circle cutting. Write for complete

Information.

LIBERT MACHINE CO.
GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

Manufacturers of shears since 1915

bushing slipped out. The entire a

sembly can then be pushed up out

the block. Direct force can be appll

to the stuck guide directly by usi:

the other end of the lifter with a smj

notch, inserting it through the sprli

coil Just below end of valve guide.

Hoffman "Flexbox"

The American Manganese Steel Cor

pany, Chicago Heights, 111., is lntrodu

ing the Hoffman "Flexbox" for use

carburlzing, annealing and other he

Hoffman Fltxbox for Heat Trratintr

treatment processes. Greater opera tin

efficiency is claimed for it is as the out

come of recent tests in production cai

burlzing.

The "Flexbox" is made in six sepai

ate parts of heat and abrasion reslstar

Amsco alloy. The corrugated sides ai

tongued to fit into grooves in the cor

rugated ends and may be keyed in plac<

The frame thus formed nests on

flanged bottom plate with legs for bate;

type furnaces and has a flanged cove

which fits over the box. A special typ

of "Flexbox" is made with the bottoc

plate fitting and plates for use wher

the contents must be lifted with th

box.
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Improved
Anderson

balancing

Ways

Fo Leveling

Required

> simple
■d excellent
■rice for
ilintin S,
Iraijfhtrninsc

fed trueins.

They are made in
the foIlowin.fr sizes:

Swine

Greatest
Distance
Between

Standard?

Capacity
in lbs.

20 in. 20 in. 1.000
40 in. 30 in. 2.000
60 in. 30 in. 2.000
72 in. 66 in. 5.000
96 in. 88 in. 10.000

Write for Full Information

Anderson Bros.Mfg.Co.

Kishwaukee St., Rockford. III.

-NEW

U. S. No. 1 Anti-Friction Bearing

Hand Milling Machine

The New U. S. Hand Miller is partic

ularly adapted to high speed light

milling operations. Vertical and hori

zontal

Improvements: Heat treated chrome

nickel steel spindle, Timken bear

ings, Bcllbearing countershaft, V-belt

drives, 6 Spindle Speeds up to 1 592

, pur>n.. providing efficient use of

small end mills.

U rile for full details.

The UNITED STATES

MACHINE TOOL Co.

1954 W. 6th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

Sebastian

Motor Drive

Attachment

For

Cone Head

Lathes

• For any make of lathe from 8"

to 20" swing. Does not obscure

vision. Easy to attach—low in price.

12" SIZE $55.00

16" SIZE 63.00

20" SIZE 90.00

The Sebastian Lathe Co.

CINCINNATI, O. U. S. A.
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It Is claimed the "Flexbox" does away

with the distortion or cracking com

monplace In furnace boxes of solid cast

or welded construction, brought about

by alternate heating and cooling. Suf

ficient clearance Is provided between

tongue and groove to absorb expansion

from heating of the parts and to allow

contraction In cooling. With this new

design, however, there Is no appreciable

gas leakage at the joints.

"Flexboxes" are lighter than ordinary

boxes: therefore easier to handle. Should

a section of the box fall. It can be

DANLY

PRECISION

DIE

Danly All-Steel Sets

Danly Commercial Sets

Danly Die Makers' Supplies

DANLY SERVICE

8 Danly Warehouses Provide
24-Hour Service for 85% of
All Metal Fabricating Plants

)ANLY MACHINE SPECIALTIES, INC.

2122 South 52nd Avenue, Chicago, III.
513 East Buffalo Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Long Island City, N. Y., 36-12 34th Street
Dayton, Ohio, 990 E. Monument Avenue
Detroit, Michigan, 1 549 Temple Avenue
Rochester, N. Y., 16 Commercial Street
Cleveland. Ohio, 1 745 Rockwell Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa., 3913 North Broad Street

DANLY aWifc,,M'

easily and quickly replaced at a frs

tion of the cost of an entire box. I

scrlptlve literature Is available from t

maker of this equipment at their CI

cago Heights, Illinois office.

Microhoner

It Is now possible to hone bores doi

to Vi In. diameter, In production, wl

tolerance for roundness and stralghtm

held down to twenty—five milllonths

an inch, by the use of the No. 1 Mici

honer, now being announced by the ly

cromatic Hone Corporation, Dubois al

Horton Sts., Detroit, Michigan. The V

crohoner is a new type of honing m

chine for production work to handle

diameter range from Vi In. to % 1:

with maximum length of 2% In. 1

smaller diameters up to and includi

T/2 in. for larger diameter sizes.

Production ranges up to 180 to 2

pieces per hour, removing 0.0OO7

0.001 In. of stock from a ground hole

hard metal, and as much as 125 to 1

pieces per hour, depending upon bo

diameter and length, removing fro

0.001 to 0.002 in. of stock from a ream!

broached, or precision bored hole

cast iron or soft steel. "Microhom

mirror Finish" is produced with a Ir

cutting action in one operation fro

a ground surface on hardened parts

a precision bored, reamed or broach<

surface on soft steel or cast iron,

well as some non-ferrous metals.

The Microhoner incorporates tl

unique and simplified principle of

wobble plate, indicated at No. 4 in Fi

2, to obtain a high speed, mechanici

reciprocating motion, which, combin*

with rapid rotation, accomplishes tt

required spirallng or helical travel j

the abrasive to produce a cross-hatche

honed finish. Any desired variation (

Crosshatch, or relative speeds of opera

HAMILTON ELEVATING TABLES

Save time and money in lifting and handling heavy-

dies, tools, etc., in your tool room or stamping shop.

All steel construction—anti-friction bearings—fur

nished with hand or electric power. Special tables

built for your requirements. Write for illustrated

circular,

THE HAMILTON TOOL CO.

HAMILTON OHIO
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SIMPLEX

DRILL PRESS AND

MILLING MACHINE VISE

well designed, strongly constructed vise
r general shop and tool room use on
rdl presses and milling machines. Has
IT* slot for holding round vertical work
id exclusive bronze bushing; insures easy

»ration of the screw.
frit* for circular "M" and name of your

Stephan Mfg. Co.

URBANA, OHIO

Steel Equipment

irools and Chairs

Blue Print Cabinets

Foreman's Desks

Bench Drawers

Tool Cabinets

Work Benches

Write for Catalog

"JE"

No. 44 DS Stool

AN8LE STEEL STOOL CO.

L

"The Steel Equipment People"

PLAINWELL. MICH.

CLEEREMAN

DRILLING

MACHINES

Sliding Head—

Round or Square Column

At work in the plant of the Brust Tool

Manufacturing Company, Chicago, well

known makers of precision tools and fix-

lures, this round column 25" Cleereman

Drill is giving highly satisfactory per

formance . . .It is fully geared . . . has

anti-friction bearings ... is automatically

oiled . . . has single lever control of feeds

and speeds . . . can be furnished with

square column and in special arrange

ments . . . Write for descriptive bulletin.

Cleereman Machine Tool Co.

GREEN BAY, WIS.
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tion can be obtained by interchange of

pulley8 (14).

Unit time coat per piece Is minimized

by leaving the operator's hands free for

holding the work, or for making adjust

ments and providing foot control for

starting and stopping the machine. A

single foot movement by the operator

engages the clutch and expands the

hone to start the machine. One foot

movement stops reciprocation and rota

tion, while releasing the clutch and

applying the brake simultaneously with

the collapsing of the hone.

The same proven features of con

struction and operation Incorporated In

COMPOUND ANGLE

MAGNETIC CHUCK

For Grinding Tungsten Carbide Tools,

Form Tools, etc.

Write for Circular.

Grinding Machinery Co.

2832 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.

AGENTS WANTED

all Mlcromatic production honing toi

are also included In the Mlcrohoner. a

comprise: Constant Pressure of Abr.,-

—The honing sticks are held rfgi

against the bore wall by a controll«

constant pressure which is regulatl

through a caged feed spring (6) tj

dependent of the influence of tl

operator. The angle of taper on tl

stone holders and the body of the to

is beyond the angle of reversibility f

that no amount of pressure on tt

stones will collapse the tool by backin

Metcalff Emery Wheel Dresser

Dresses wheels up to 14" diameter and can be used

on all kinds of wheels . . . Cuts out bond or filing
and leaves cutting particles standing out sharp
and clear . . ■ Does not grab and tear the wheel . . .
Prevents chipping of the wheel.

Send for descriptive bulletin.

COVEL-HANCHETTCo.

BIG RAPIDS • MICHIGAN • U. S. A. H
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A ypill An Inexpensive

Iftlf ABRASIVE

BAND GRINDER . . .

"Built Like a Machine TooV

Hormel-M Grinder it sturdily built with
-eeorting leg under the grinding table to

• ~»fiate vibration and tipping due to pressure
r the Belt. Ball bearing throughout. Equlp-

»itii ALEMITE LUBRICATION complete
I ■ grease gun.

I rite for illustrated folder on

tint and other styles and sizes.

HORMEL-M GRINDER

WALLS SALES CORP.

EN ST. NEW YORK. N. Y.

Counters for Metal

Working Machines

Production on punch presses

and many other machine tools

is checked off accurately by

these sturdily built Producti-

meters, B-l above wing nut

reset, or tumbler lock reset.

ProducNmeters

DURANT MFG. CO.

1932 N. ButTum St.

Milwaukee, Wii.

173 Eddy St.

Providence, R. I.

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

in

12" & 14" Pedestal Grinders

You get "more for your money" in these NEW

12" and 14" Pedestal Grinders. These fine new

tools have the same high quality as always yet

look at these remarkable prices,

(irinder complete with 2 H.P. motor and two

12"x2" wheels, $200.00.

Grinder complete with 3 H.P. motor and two

I t"x2V4" wheels, $250.00.

Send for new Catalog, just off the press.

THE CINCINNATI

ELECTRICAL TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI • OHIO • U. S. A.
Division of R. K. LeBlond Machine Tool Co.

Builders of Electric Drills, Screw Drivers. Nut Setters,
Tappers, Valve Grinders, Aerial Grinders, Tool Post
Grinders, Buffing & Polishing Lathes, Bench and Pedestal
Grinders.
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up the feed spring. Automatic Feed;—

Continuous feed or expansion of the

stones (7) during each cycle of opera

tion Is obtained without resetting by

the operator for each piece of work

honed. Predetermined Setting Device;—

Expansion of tool is controlled through

constant pressure which Is w

through a caged feed spring, lm

ent of the Influence of the o

The angle of taper on the stone

and the body of the tool Is tx ;

angle of reversibility so that no

of pressure on the stones will

the tool by backing up i

spring. Continuous fee<

panslon of the stones,

each cycle of operation

talned without resetting

operator for each piece

honed. Expansion of t

Is controlled through ca

adjustment which can t

while the machine Is in

tlon.

Fig*. 2—Drawing illustrating features of design of No. 1
Microhoner

calibrated adjustment (8) which can be

made while the machine is in motion.

Low Operating Cost; — Abrasive sticks

are mounted on Inexpensive die cast

holders (10) which are easily and

quickly replaced on machine. Inter

changeable Hone Bodies;—Hone bodies

are available for every 1/32 in (.79 mm.)

Increase in diameter of bores. All hone

bodies (11) are interchangeable on the

machine, and are made with bayonet

lock to facilitate quick interchange.

The honing sticks are held rigidly

against the bore well by a controlled.

All working parts an

of hardened or heat

steel and the mad. :

withstand long, hard

Steel bodies, made wit

onet lock for quick

change, are available fi

1/32-In. Increase in bon

eter within the above

Stones are mounted oi

pensive die cast stone

and are easily and qui<

placed on the machine.

The machine Is e<

with coolant tank, pun

efficient filter, with the dlscb

piped to the honing spindle head,

ard motor equipment Includes

1725 r.p.m., 60 cycle, 3 phase

motor.

Eisler Air-Operated Spot

An air-operated spot welder dJ

so that the welds are control

means of a solenoid starter M

brought out by Eisler EnglneerU

Inc., 740 South 13th St., Newark

By depressing the starter, the si

actuates the air cylinder which I

LOWER YOU?

LAPPING COS

With Copper Head Expanslo
Profitably used In hundred!
Ina shops. Available In tin]
14" to 2Vi", graduated by ill
of an Inch.

Many other designs for sf
applications.

Write for Bulletin

BOYAR-SCHULTZ

CORPORATION
Street, Chleaaj
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BELT SLIPPING!

VACUUM CUP

METAL PULLEYS

o: Eliminate belt slippage and

loss . . . Increase lire or belts and

eeaipmeftt . . . wear Indefinitely . . . keep

from flying off. Belt ii sealed to pul-

| icy at vacuum contacts. Order now on 30

Day Free Trial Offer. Used In many of the

brent plants.

Vacuum Cup Metal Pulley Co., Inc.

IMO Ford Bldg. Detroit, Mich.

We hove been in the job stamping

business for over 20 years, and

have a well equipped plant with

30 presses ranging from small size

up to 30 ton ram pressure.

We are equipped to make our own

dies in our modern die shop.

Send sample or blueprints for

estimate to Dept. 1.

WUEST BROS.

330-936 W. Hill Street, Louisville. Ky.

MARKING

FLAT—ROUND

IRREGULAR SURFACES

BY ROLLING

OPERATION

MODEL 25

HI-DUTY MARKING MACHINE

This machine operates from your plant air
line, and Is one of numerous models built to
produce fast, neat marking on metal parts.
Hi-Duty marking machines may be had for
practically any marking operation, and we wilt
be glad to make recommendations upon receipt
of your Inquiries. Send prints or samples of
parts to be marked, showl ng letterl ng and
location, also state required production.

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 BELLE PLAINE AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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closes the electrodes upon the work.

The duration of the welding period Is

regulated by the automatic timer and

contactor, assembled on the side of the

fabricated frame. The timer Is adjust

able to regulate current from 2 to 60

cycles In 110 divisions. An air pres

sure valve on the machine Is used to

regulate the proper air pressure; this

welder operates on an air pressure of

35 to 60 lbs., depending on the nature

of the work.

Variation in type of work Is facili

tated by the interchangeable arms avail

able on this welder. Arms shaped for

SPEED

IN

Drilling

U. S. Multiple Drill

Heads arc made for

drilling A to 60 holes

at once. Thus, you

get more holes per

minute and larger

profits. Our years

of specialization in

this work will save

you money ana as

sure an accurate,

dependable and swift

job. Send your blue

prints for estimates.

THE

United States

Drill Head Co.

1 954 Riverside

Drive

CINCINNATI,

OHIO

Eisler Air-Operated Spot Weldrr

welding different types of work ca

substituted for the arms Illustrated

lower afm can also be raised or lc

to conform to the depth of worl

quired. This welder Is especially equ

with strong arm supports. These

ports make possible the long arms,

at the same time, permit the art

slide in or out of the supports to

the type of work being welded. A

cooling arrangement passes

through the arms, electrode holders

electrodes—water Is circulated very

to the end of the electrodes. The

on this welder are 36" long; arm!

be supplied from 36" to 48" In le

This welder is capable of makln

to 100 spots per minute. It Is equ

with an 8-polnt hand wheel for

regulation and has an air-cooled t

former.

Pioneer Coolant Pump

The Pioneer Engineering and M

facturlng Company, 31 Melbourne

Detroit, Mich., announces the PI

Horizontal Pump for coolants and *

Independence Day—

is every day for the shop in which direct motor drives hsvi

replaced dangerous, costly-to-maintain overhead line shaftinx

Such shops find that their savins in replacement belting ahw«

frequently pays for a complete Remco installation. A bang-Bp

proposition! Bringing: Rood reports from users everywhere

Join them ! Write for FREE folder. Manley Products Con

state & Hay Sts., York. Pa.

REMCO MOTOR DRIVES
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i

OIL BY-PASS

RELIEF

VALVE

• Sturdy construe -

• Proven perform

once and

Accepted by ^

leading valve ;

users.

in either
bronze or cast iron
with pipe sizes [\

frem M~ to lhi"

FULFLO SPECIALTIES CO., INC.

BLANCHESTER, OHIO

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

Are Your

Micrometers

Always <_

Accurate?

Present manufactur
ing methods demand
accuracy. — Are
YOUR micrometers
measuring accurate
ly ! — Do YOUR
micrometers wear rapidly?—Now you
can give your micrometers at least 50
times longer life—and—increase their
degree of accuracy during this entire
period of greater use by tipping the
anvils and spindles with Caroloy—an
extremely hard, wear-resisting metal.
Send us your micrometers. We do

the rest. Write for descriptive leaflet.

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC.

8975 E. Jefferson Ave., Dehoil, Mich.

CARBOLOY

TIPPED ANVILS

AND SPINDLES

M B "HEAVY DUTY AIR GRINDER"

As Far Ahead oj Others in Its Field and Capacity as Our "Super Speed" Grinder

is in Its Own Class

3

RANGES OF SPEED

25,000. 45,000 AND

S5.000 R. P. M.

for

of handling

and control of air.

For a thousand and

one tough hand jobs

3

STAGES OF POWER

WITH MAXIMUM

RATING OF OVER

Va H. P.

Furnished with adaptor

for use In tool post of

machine for Internal Jobs.

Another Outstanding Products—Our "Super
Speed" Air Grinder 100,000 R.P.M.

Weight 8 '/i ounces.

COMBINED A U T 0-
MATIO AIR LINE
LUBRICATOR AND

FILTER.

First removes water, dirt,
dust, etc. from air, then
saturates It with any vol
ume of oil. Eliminates
costly shutdowns.

PRE - DETERMINED
FEED MACHINE OILER

Delivers any feed desired.
No periods of "feast or
famine." Steel—no crystal
lization. Stronger than
brass. Cadmium plated
through out. Also adjustable
feed oilers.

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS

M-B PRODUCTS ,3Seetrol.atrnme,ch8T-
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cants. The new unit Is an open Impeller

type pump directly connected to a full

ball bearing, long hour, moisture proof

motor.

This type of pump has a number of

worthwhile advantages of particular in

terest to machine tool builders and

Pioneer Horizontal Pump

users. It has been designed and built

for jnaxlmum efficiencies and maximum

heads. It is Ideally suited to in

stallations where maximum heads are

essential, as, for instance, In multiple

or deep hole drilling, In coolant sup

plies that are Altered or In central

reservoir systems serving a battery of

machines. It offers the further advan

tage of providing greater volumetric

control and maximum flexibility In both

application and service.

GRANT RIVETERS

• Pioneers in the riveting- Held. Head
rivets from smallest to %" diameter,

either by noiseless spinning- or vibrating
hammer method—Siies to meet all needs—
Types include Vertical and Horizontal

Multiple Spindles.
Write for literature—and don't forget to

send samples.

THE GRANT MFG. & MACHINE CO.

S» Silliman Avenue Bridg-eport, Conn.

Although the pump Is normally in

stalled in a horizontal position. It 1

not limited to horizontal lnstallatlor

Due to special bearing design It may b

set vertically If desired. Its perform

ance will be the same In either cast

Instead of the conventional packln

gland, a special mechanical sea

is used at the shaft opening

This permits shortening th

distance between the pum

bearing and the Impeller b

from 4 to 10 Inches—-makin

the installation very muc

more compact and preventln

shaft whip otherwise so trou

blesome In the impeller type c

pump.

The special type of seal use

eliminates shaft friction and it

resultant heat and power loss, unavold

able under conventional packing glani

construction. Likewise it eliminates th

need for repacking at intervals through

out the service life of the pump. Th

mechanical seal requires no such service

lng.

In pumps of this type Increasing th

effective . head reduces power demand

When the head Is Increased to infinity

as it Is when the discharge line valve 1

closed, power demand drops to a poln

Just sufficient to overcome the hydraull

$145.0°

NEW 6X6 HI6H SPEED POWER SAW

Gravity Feed Expanding dutch
Length Gauge Automatic Stop

Automotive Relieving Device
Dovetallod 8aw Frame Guide

Write for Bulletin.

L-W CHUCK CO.

No. 20 N. St. Olalr St.

TOLEDO • OHIO
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NEW!

THE

IMPROVED

STA-KOOL

DIAMOND

HOLDER

Patented fin con

struction permits

greater radiation-

increases efficiency

in the dissipation of

heat.

Write for trial offer.

I.K.SMIT&SONSINC.

157 CHAMBERS ST. NEW YORK

Tool protected
by U. 8. Patent
No. 2047147

GENESEE ADJUSTABLE

HOLLOW MILLS

Are Cutting Costs Everywhere

SEVEN DIFFERENT STYLES

Have Genesee cot your costs. We de-
sien and manufacture hundreds of spe
cial and multiple operation production
tools. Send samples or blueprints now.

Write for catalog

GENESEE MFG. CO., Inc.

Ill No. Water St.. Rochester, N. Y.

BLACK DIAMOND Precis

ion Drill Grinders guarantee

the simplified, fast and ac

curate drill grinding that

QUICKLY PAYS for the cost

of the machine.

The Black Diamond grinds the

lips of the drill exactly the

same length—gives the drill

the proper angle and clearance

to insure EASY CUTTING. On

drills from No. 60 to Vi inch

NO ADJUSTMENTS are neces

sary.

Why not give Black Diamond

a trial? Install one in your

shop and see how it will reduce

your grinding costs.

Black Diamond means Better

Drills.

Write for Bulletin No. 115.

BLACK DIAMOND

SAW & MACHINE WORKS, INC.

45 North Ave. Natick, Moss.
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friction of the Impeller. Conversely, re

duction In effective head Increases power

demand In the same ratio. Thus a

motor operating at capacity In an In

stallation having a very high head will

not be suitable If the head Is materially

reduced because of the serious over

loads developed. To1 avoid any possible

operating difficulty of this character the

Pioneer Pump Is powered for the lowest

possible head. Consequently, regardless

of how the effective head may be varied.

Pioneer Pumps will not suffer overload

ing from that cause.

Prom the above, it will be evident

WIREGRIP

BELT HOOKS

Now you can get your belt
honks on processed card (Pat.

Applied For). Not only protects
-tigers from sharp hooka but holds

them to the last hook in correct Posi
tion. There's no card end waste wiUi WIKIv
ORIP—easily cut to sue with scissors or knife.
Coming in all sines, easily applied with a
WIREGRIP Lacer or any other standard lacing
machine.

ARMSTRONG-BRAY & CO.

No. 10 "Tht Bilt Lsclng Ptofle"
Catalog 303 N. Loomli St.. Chicago, U.S.A.

TMO

HIGH SPEED

Adjustable Hollow
Mills With

Twoway Microm
eter Adjustment

Cutting capacities
up to 2'j".

Ask for Catalog
No. 10

Reisinger Mfg. Company

837 Lake A»c., ROCHESTER,. N. V.

that the Impeller type pump requlr

no relief to bypass valves In the dell

ery line to protect the pump when coc

ant supply Is throttled. This slmpllfl

pump piping and reduces its cost.

Another advantage Is that this ui

operates at normal motor speeds—1

speed reductions are necessary unle

highly vlscuous liquids are encountere

Inasmuch as single phase, two or thr

phase motors are available with th

pump, Its use does not necessitate ui

balancing the phase load of the plat

The Pioneer Horizontal makes an ide

pump for remote location such as tl

handling of coolant or lubricant for

group of machines from a single centr

reservoir.

B 8C S Master Feeding Finger

The Illustration shows the mast

feeding finger and pads which ha'

been brought out by Brown & Sharj

Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I. The flngi

Is made of high grade steel and Is give

B. & S Master Feeding Finger

a spring temper treatment in order 4

obtain the maximum tension for holdin

the pads and stock. Pads of harden..'

steel, bronze or cast iron can be use

and are Interchangeable. The two pad

used with the finger take the wear froi

the finger, thus making for economy 1

the manufacture of screw machine prod

acta.

The hardened steel pads are sultabl

for most screw machine Jobs and hav

the advantage of providing the mail

Cullman Sprockets

for

Roller, Block and Silent Chains

Over 45,000 in Stock

Send for Catalog

Cullman Wheel Company

1336 ALTGELD ST. CHICAGO
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"Tolerances cut in

half, since adopting

COMTORPLUG

round

Bell mouth

ten of Uili unique, tp»dy gag* <ea*ily read-
Mi to •/, of 1 /10,000th) are maintaining
mncec as close at .0001". They are now
led ta caplullte the extreme accuracy of

Write for Bulletin No. 25

™» COMTOR co

Est. 1928

You 11 Get a Kick Out of

IheTabPeofltie

lough Beard and

jfie Puttier "

There's three minutes of good entertain
ment and a point or two about the dress

ing of grinding wheels in this new fable
in slang by Charlie Koebel. You'll want to

read it.

Send for Your FREE Copy.

Koebel

DIAMOND TOOL CO.

1202 Oak man Blvd., Detroit

Control the speed of your

Air Cylinders

'like them function as fast

ir as slow as you wish

•ilhont affecting the pres-

nre of coarse.

T-J SPEED

CONTROL

VALVES

ire made in

V, W. Vi". ond 1

bon Pipe Sizes.

Afar tee tell you more

about them?

THE TOMPKI NS - JOH NSON CO.

620 N. Mechanic Street
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mum life. Bronze pads are somewhat

superior for feeding polished stock as

they have less tendency to mar or Injure

the surface finish. Cast Iron pads offer

a wear life longer than that of bronze

and are suitable for feeding polished

stock where the requirements are not

Hardened Steel, Bronze and Cast Iron Pads
for use with It & S Master Feeding; Finger

so severe as to demand bronze pads.

Feeding fingers and pads are available

In a complete range of sizes for round

and hexagonal stock. Special sizes or

shapes will be furnished upon order.

The No. 00M Master Feeding Fingers

are suitable for Nos. 00, 00G and 19

Brown & Sharpe Automatic and Wire

Feed Screw Machines. The No. 1IM

Master Feeding Fingers are Intended for

use with the Nos- 0 and 0G Automatic

No. 1 Wire Feed Machine prior to Ma-

CENTERLESS

GRINDING

Accuracy—Prompt Service

Commercial Centerless

Grinding Co.

6538 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland

chine Serial No. 227. The No. 22M F

gers are Intended for use with the S

2 and 2G Automatic and Nos. 2 and

Wire Feed Machines commencing \«

Machine Serial No. 383.

Progressive Hydraulic Self-Stri|

ping Punching Unit

A self-stripping hydraulic punchl

unit has been developed by the P

gresslve Welder Co., 737 Plquette A'

Detroit, Michigan, for production fixti

punching on sheet metal parts. 1

individual punching units eliminate <

pensive cam dies and can be position

to accommodate curved or lrregu

shaped parts. Each unit can punch c

or a group of holes according; to

size in one movement and will accoi

modate to No. 11 gauge sheet.

The hydraulic stripper "positions t

work against the die before and releai

it only after the punching cycle Is coi

pleted. This stripper prevents mater

distortion and insures clean accur*

burrless holes. The punching units c

be mounted in groups in fixtures a

are easily changed to accommod:

variations or revisions. The units «

connected to a master control val

SURFACE PYROMETER

Ideally suited for any surface or li
perature readings. A single Indicator
four different Interchangeable elements. Wr
for bulletin 60-A.
THE PYROMETER INSTRUMENT CO. .

101-105 Lafayette St. NEW TOR*

CIRCLE "R" HIGH SPEED SAWS

A full line of saws for metal slitting—for the slotting

of screws, piston rings, commutators, etc. Also a

quality line of combination center drills.

Jf rite for complete catalog. Let us quote prices.

CIRCULAR TOOL COMPANY, INC.

767 ALLENS AVE. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

es: Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago. Pittsburgh, Indianapolis
Philadelphia, New York City. Syracuse and Dayton
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Abbott itcel balls increase bearing

Homina and win good will for the

Wduch) in which they are assem

bled. Order from The Abbott Ball

1056 New Britain Ave.,

BEARING BALLS

Master Tools Since 1862

Spiral and Plain, with Motor Drive

Unit or Countershaft.

Ideal for every exacting Laboratory or

toolroom work.

Equipped with fast feeds for manufactur
ing and specially fitted for handiness in

operation. Index Centers are by far the
closest of any in this small size.

Stark Precision Lathes Incorporate every
known device for speed and extreme accu
racy. 6 Sixes. 1 i" to IW collet capacity

up to 12" swing.

Spring Bind Heads. Lever Chuck Closer
Heads for very fast and accurate produc

tion of small exacting parts. Automatic
Turret Heads, Diamond Die Tools, Sensi
tive Drills and Tapping Machines, Chucks.

Collets, Special Precision Tools.

STARK TOOL CO.

WALTHAM, MASS.

Originators of the American Bench Lathe
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which with a single movement starts

the punching operation.

In fixtures for large Irregular shaped

parts, clamping devices lor holding the

work are used. Hydraulic pressure Is

supplied by electrically driven hydraulic

pumps maintaining the necessary con

stant pressure to the units. A large

reservoir supplies fluid for the system

and will accommodate any number of

punches. Naturally any shaped holes

can be pierced: and the units are fitted

to accommodate standard Interchange

able punches and dies. This Identical

produced parts and absolute uniformity

r a Jul c ALL SIZES *

V r\ Pfl 3 ALL SHAPES •

SPECIAL

MACHINES

PARTS, JIGS.

TOOLS,

FIXTURES

PRECISION

TOOL WORK

Since 1918

Vorick Machine & Tool Works, Inc.

306 Hudson St. N«w Yorll Oltr

GEM

VISES

Swivel or Plain Base
Double capacity over ordinary machine rises.
One piece hand wheel and nut —- extra loni
thread. Hardened tool steel jaws, reversible
for V-aroove or plain surface. Write for circular.
Jaws d%» wide . . . 2'j" deep . . . open

J.'t. MARTIN TOOL & DIE WORKS

Springfield, Ohio

Insures lining up with correspond

parts.

All punching operations can be

blned In one fixture taking the

directly from the press and ellmiz

ing Individual punching operations

Progressive Hydraulic Self-Stripping

Unit

expensive dies. Safer operation Is 1]

sured as hydraulic operation ellminat

dangerous moving mechanisms. » Tt

combining of several operations In oi

fixture saves valuable floor space, mi

terlal handling and operating personni

Wilson 150 Ampere A. C. Tran

former Arc Welder

A 150 ampere A.C. Transformer Tyt

Arc Welder has been added to the ej

tensive line of machines manufacture

by the Wilson Welder and Metals Cc

Inc., 60 East 42nd Street, New Tor

City, N. Y.

With the addition of the new mode

there are now available A.C. Arc Weld

'does a better jobl

The CLEMENTS

-CADILLAC

BLOWER—SUCTION CLEANER—SPRAYER

No type of clean ins* compares with biowine or taction for
speed—economy—thoroughness—safety or versatility. No port
able blower compares with the Clements-Cadillac for efficiency
and Ionic life.

8655 So. Narragantett Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.CLEMENTS MFG. CO.
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UNIVERSAL

COLLET CHUCKS

No. 4 Angle

Iron Shear

Whitney Metal Tool Co.

»1 FORBES ST. KOCKFORD, ILL.

STEEL SHELVING

UNITS

PERMANENT

DEPENDABLE

HIGH GRADE

SHELVING

AT A LOW

PRICE

Unit No. 28.

36" w. I 12" d.
« 7'3" h' „ . ,.

72 Bint 6" x 6" h.
6 Bln> 6" X 12" h.

GREEN FINISH

'26.86

SsWip «nd Crated,
ro.i. Phlla., Pa.

Parent Metal Products, Inc.

1703-15 RITTENH0U8E ST., PHILA., PA.

Screw Machine, holding Drill • Counter-

bore - Center Drill and Reamer in UNIVERSAL

COLLET CHUCK

[ One of the Many Uses ]

RIGID

GRIP AS STRONG

AS SOLID

STEEL

CONCENTRIC

WITHIN .001

ACCURATE

For Holding End Mills, Drills, Taps,

Center Point, Keyway Cutters etc.

FOR LITERATURE WRITE TO

UNIVERSAL

ENGINEERING CO.

FRANKENMUTH, MICH.
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ers in capacities of 150, 300. 500, 750

and 1000 amperes. All are complete and

self-contained units and need no other

accessories, except the welding cable,

electrode holder and hand-shield.

Recently redesigned, the entire line

has an excellent appearance, and in in

ternal arrangement and selection of

materials, each Is constructed especially

for rough, hard shop usage. One of

several distinctive features incorporated

in the machines Includes a system of

three controls or adjustments of the

welding current. Through the medium

of the first two controls it is posslble-

to obtain 25 coarse adjustments. The"

Wilson 150 Amp. A. C. Transforms
Arc Welder

third control offers a further and 1

adjustment of current values within

one of the fore-going twenty-five,

means of these three controls an Inn

number of settings may be secured

Acme Mercury Vapor Lamp

Transformer

The Acme Electric & Mfg. Co., 1

Hamilton Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, is l

manufacturing a high intensity mere

vapor lamp transformer which, w!

used with the proper high inter;

lamps, is said to provide the maxim

of lighting efficiency and of seeing 11

mination. In order to obtain the h

performance and efficiency charact

lstlcs necessary for proper operation

this lamp. Acme engineers had to <

velop an entirely new method of bul

PLUG IN

On Speedy Production

Here's a Belt Surfacer and Polisher that will
give you more work at lower cost. Ready to
use—plug In any light locket—direct motor
driven — no connections or attachments — ne
tooli needed. For cleaning and finishing cast*
Ingt, removing burrs, straightening and finish
ing dies, etc. Write tor Bulletin 601.

Production Machine Co.

Greenfield, Mats.

TRUMORE

DIAMOND TOOLS

Our finned and grooved

fool saves the diamond

from overheating.

Send tor diamond catalog.

F. F. GILMORE fir CO.

112 DARTMOUTH ST. B08TON

GEARS

ftootl Gears Only

All Kinds

Any Quantity

At the Right Price

THE CINCINNATI GEAR CO.

1825 READING ROAD, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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THE

EVERSHARP

DIAMOND

TOOL

. . . is made

with a long,

natural shaped

diamond and

requires no re

setting. It is

dapted to all types

f wheel dressing

operations and is

ideally suited t o

curved face dress

ings. Durable

—economical — ac

curate.

for illustrated bulletin.

TRUEING TOOL CO., INC.

IKLAND AVE. DETROIT. MICH

BALL THRUST BEARINGS

ROLLER THRUST BEARINGS

JOURNAL ROLLER BEARINGS

Special Bearin ifa Made to Order.

Send Sketch or Sample for Quotation.

Catalog Upon Request

THE GWILLIAM CO.

338 Furman St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

V4-T0N LO-HED GIVES

FOUNDRY A LIFT

Loads of 500 pounds or under are still being
HANDled by manpower or with inade
quate mechanical assistance. In many of
these cases a %-ton Lo-Hed Hoist would
not only release a man but do the work
lar better and faster at, of course, a saving.

For example, in one foundry, Vi-ton Lo-
Hed Hoists operated by one man are ustil

for pouring along mold conveyors. The
operator can devote all his attention to
manouvering the spout into the right posi
tion for the important job of pouring.
Look into the possibilities of the '/4-ton
Lo-Hed and of the other 98 standard Lo-
Hed*. Send coupon for new Lo-Hed catalog.

AMERICAN ENGINEERING CO.

2451 Arcmingo Avenue, Philadelphia, Penna.

AEC0/L0HED

%
exist—

Othrr Products: A-E-CO Taylor 8tokers, A-E-
CO Hole-Shaw Pumps, Motors and Transmis
sions, A-E-CO Marine and Yatch Auxiliaries.

Gen tie-men: Please send me your com
plete new Lo-Hed catalog Including an out
line of how to easily and properly select
a hoist for any requirement.

Name of Company

Company Address

Your Name

Your Title.
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$1975
UTIUTY I

FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINE .

Quantity Production Makes this price
possible!
Powerful air-cooled Universal motor.
All metal Sheath—-New Style Pencil
Type Handpiece Chuck. Wt. 2 ozs.
Easily reaches unhandy places. Six speed
foot rheostat. Total Wt. 4 lbs.
Fully Guarant'd. 10-Day Money Back Trial.
Send for Catalog 30"iS. shnwing over 800

Quick chance Tools.

LINICK, GREEN

A REED, INC.

29 E. Madison 8t

Chicago, III.

RIVETING?

LINLEV NOISELESS ROTARY
RIVETING MACHINES

Assure Peak Production and
Ixiwer Maintenance. Itijrid and
Powerful Bench and Floor Types.
Motor or Belt Driven. There is
a Linley machine for every rivet
ing job.

Send Samples of your Work
and we will furnish accurate
estimate of production and
quote cost of equipment.

LINLEY BROTHERS CO.
583 Fairfield Avenue

U. S. A.

BALL

BEARING GRINDERS

1 YEARS

AGAINST BURN OUT

R ELEC *NY

Acme Mercury Vapor Lamp Trajiafoi

lng transformers. As an example,

clal core manufacturing methods

created which Included the use o

tremely thin laminations of high s

steel. This, plus the use of ovi

Sit

Acme Mercury Vapor Lamp Transform
Mounted Pendant

wire for all colls, helped to Insure

cool operation of the functioning U

In addition, colls are precision woi

and are of the armored Insulation I

which are double Impregnated.
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Champion Expanding

y Mandrels

Vi" to 6V1"

Efficient—

Dependable—

Write for catalog.

KITHE WESTERN TOOL

! j & MFG. CO.

t| Springfield, Ohio

MAGNETIC

CHUCKS

Highest Quality.
All Sizes—For All
Types of Work. A
Complete Line Of
Rotary, Rectangular
and Swiveling Mag
netic Chucks.

35 Years Exferitncs
Write for catalog and
price liBt No. 1 1

. WALKER CO., INC.

WORCESTER, MASS.

0. S. WAI

WOBURN AVE.

Glwajcfo

For Contour Sawing

THE DOALL

METALMASTER

Contour Machining has an even wider

application with the new combination

Sowing-Filing Metalmaster. Put this

new tool to work for

you. Write for Hand

book and full informa

tion.

CONTINENTAL MACHINE SPECIALTIES

. . , stop battering, crash

ing, marring — save ma

chinery and equipment.

Weighted Malleable

heads give power, bal

ance _nd accuracy. Coiled

Rawhide faces cushion

blows. All sizes.

flb' Replaceable
mm insert facet
W? arc self-tighten-
jrf. ing, self-aligning.
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A feature of the Acme high Intensity

mercury vapor lamp transformer Is Its

universal mounting. Removable mount

ing legs provide for mounting on either

wall, celling or pendant. A thread coup

ling Is an Integral part of the end

plates and Is ready for pendant mount

ing by simply removing end plate cover.

Another Important feature of the

Acme high Intensity mercury vapor lamp

transformer consists In Its two positive

contact universal terminal panels, each

mounted In a large compartment with

ample space for making connections. All

connections to the line or lamp are

made at the terminal panels and !

Joints or taping are required. Conne

tlons may be made from either or bo

ends of the transformer for mercu

vapor lamp or mazda or for combln

Hon use.

Federal Model 2 Test Indicator wil

Universal Bar

A small test Indicator built lntegr

with a universal holding bar and iiavlr.

a swivel contact point has been place

Regular Duty

End-Wood Bearing.

Re-Wheel Your

Trucks

Save Your Floors

Do the Job right with
Metigar End - Wood
Wheels.

Easy-Rolling.
Long-Wearing.

Wheels for all trucks.
Casters for all purposes.
Write for catalog, prices

and discounts.

METZGAR CO.
112 Logan St., S.W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

U. S. A.

IDEAL SPEED LATHES

FOR LAPPING
FINISHING
POLISHING

SMALL PARTS

I*.

'J Spi-ed Motor.
Automatic Brake.
OoUit or 3 Jaw
Cliucks. Hand
operated or auto
matic. Write for

SCHAUER MACHINE CO.

B05-7 Broadway Cincinnati, Ohio

Federal Model 2 Teat Indicator with
i'niversal Bar

on the market by Federal Products Cor

poratlon. 1144 Eddy St., Providence B. I

The Indicator Is unusually light, com

past and accurate. The dial Is gradu

ated to 0.0001 in. The Indicator can bi

used In connection with surface gages

height gages or tool posts and Is quickly

adapted to special fixtures. Its light

ness and sensitivity are of special value

with regard to accuracy when used with

STEEGE Junior Motor Drives

Adaptable to Any Cone Pulley Machine!

Give higher production at lower cost—are simple and

easy to operate—pay for themselves in savings. Send

for catalog.

PRICED FROM $35.00 UP

W. L. STEEGE MACHINERY COMPANY

21 S. CLINTON ST. • CHICAGO ILL.
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SOCKET HEAD SAFETY HOLLOW

CAP SCREWS SET SCREWS

MADE OF ALLOY STEEL

MILLED FROM BAR

"BUY ECONOMY—YOU'LL EFFECT

ECONOMY"

ECONOMY

MACHINE PRODUCTS

COMPANY

5216 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, III.

Standardized

JIG BUSHINGS

Acme Standard

over 6700 Items

A.S.A. Standard

over 4200 items

Acme Drill Jig Bushings
are made by the most ex
acting, scientific methods
—insuring long wear, ac
curate fit, and absolute
satisfaction. A standard
ized product, carried in
stock for prompt delivery
in over 10,900 standard
items—all completely fin
ished and ready for use.
Special sizes made to

order.

Send for bulletin,
containing complete
details, sizes avail

able and low pnets.

ACME

INDUSTRIAL

COMPANY

212 N. Laffln St.

Chicago. III.

CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS

No. 253

Does 40% to 60% of the

forming work turned out

by the average shop.

Here's a profitable, economical brake

ideally adapted for rapidly forming

metal sections such as in stoves, re

frigerators, soda fountains, steel cob-

inets, metal furniture, steel boxes,

and a great variety of sheet metal

specialties. Its variable speed drive

operates from 17 to 50 strokes per

minute. The No. 253 CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS is accurate, compact,

and ruggedly constructed of highest

quality materials.

Sizes 4, 5 and 6 ft. capacities, up to

10 gauge.

IT rite for Circular No. 253

DREIS & KRUMP MFG.

COMPANY

7418 LOOMIS BLVD.

CHICAGO ILLINOIS
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light supporting members. By merely

shifting the reversing lever the motion

of the point Is reversed. A Federal Low-

Prlctlon Jeweled movement Is used.

The holding bar Is >4x>4x3 In. long

from center of the clamping post to

the end and the diameter of the clamp

ing post Is % In. The dial Is of the

rotating type, 1%-ln. diameter and the

range of the graduations Is 0.008 In.

Weight, without bar, 33.35 grams.

Sullivan Industrial Compressor

The Sullivan Class WN-112 Air or

Oas Compressor, now being made by

Sullivan Machinery Co., Michigan City,

Ind., in displacement sizes of 378, 480,

642 and 800 cubic feet per minute, Is

claimed to have great economy of power,

maintenance, Investment, Installation

and space. The most advanced design,

with the use of modern alloys and pre

cision manufacture, make the perform

ance of this new Industrial compressor

outstanding. It Is a continuous heavy

duty machine which, while built for any

type drive, reaches Its greatest efficiency

with the built-in motor. Thus equipped

It requires only 6 feet by 8 feet floor

space for any of the above capacities.

COLUMBIA LOCK-NUTS

Makers of

LOCKNUTS

NUT-LOCKS

for every use

since 1900

Ask for Catalog

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., Inc.

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

Vacuum pumps, boosters for steam or

gas and low or high pressure machines

are available In this new type of con

struction. The compressor Is equipped

Sullivan Class WN-112 Compressor

with the new "Dual-Cushion" Valves, a

feature Just recently perfected by Sulli

van engineers.

The compactness and ease of Installa

tion of the Sullivan WN-112 compressor

Surface Temperatures

Flat The "Alnor"
Stationary
or Combination

Moving
Curved

Pyrocon

Surfaces f Ideal for rolls,

molds, plates, plat

ens and plastic ma

terial temperatures.

V Illinois Testing Laboratories, Inc.

Writ* (or bulletin.

146 W. Austin Ave. Chicago, Illinois

"OUTWEARS

the best

■Bronze Metal"
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mCut Cost^

of removing

broken taps

with

WALTON TAP

EXTRACTOR

Here is a practical indispen-
sable tool for removing broken
taps quicker than any other
known method. When the
Up breaks off at or below the
surface of tljo work — simply
insert the Walton Tap Extrac
tor's fingers Into the flutes
of the broken" tap and back
it out, with no damage to
the threads. This tool will
usually pay for itself In re
moving" the first broken tap.

Try It on 60 days free trial
offer. Send for descriptive cir
cular and price list No. 114.

THE WALTON COMPANY

It. Hartford, Conn.

CRALEY OFF-SET

BORING HEAD

So. 4 Head for Boring holes

to 10" diameter. These Boring

■*ad Sets are made in six

■fcs. Write for

CC. Craley Mfg. Co.

Pa.on.

SENSATIONAL

NEW

DEVELOPMENT

EVANS REAMERS

SURPASS ALL.

HIGH SPEED STEEL.

No Honing.

Chrome Like Finish.

50 to 80 thousandths expan

sion.

Full Bearing Surface.

Perfect Alignment.

Will not chatter.

With Left and Right Spirals.

It can not fall in slots or oil

grooves.

3-SPEED

DRIVE

REAMER

EVANS

REAMING

SHOP

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

EVA N S

FLEXIBLE REAMER CORP.

3656 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III.
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make It ideal for supplementing present

equipment and It can be easily Installed

at any convenient point where electric

power and running water are available.

Wells No. 7B Vertical Band Saw

The Wells Manufacturing Corporation,

Three Rivers, Michigan, Is manufactur

ing an upright saw, designated as No.

7B, particularly designed for foundry

work. It has nine speeds ranging from

60 to 1400 ft. per minute. The saw

is so flexible that it lends Itself to a

great variety of work. It has a throat

PRECISION BORING

Easy and Econom

ical with

Flynn Micrometer

Boring Heads

Write for catalog

FLYNN MFG. COMPANY
437 Bates St., Detroit, Mich.

ALL

ALLOY

FULLY
GUARANTEED

PORTABLE SHEARS

No. 2 cuts up to '.i" steel plate.
Special Blades for shearing stainless steel.

BREMIL MFG. CO.

1725 PITTSBURGH AVE. ERIE, PA.

clearance of 14-ln. vertically and 14

in. horizontally. It may be used In a

rigid upright position for sheet metal,

pattern work, sawing sprues off castings,

or any work for which a rigid upright

saw is applicable. The table Is arranged

(7

Wells No. 7B Vertical Band Saw

to tilt 45 degrees right and 10 degrees

left.

The upright saw frame is hinged at

the bottom and may be released and

fed into the stock automatically. The

stock is clamped on the table with a

vise which is provided, or by using the

T-slots and clamps, a greater variety

of work may be done.

The upright frame may also be swung

down to the floor where gates and risers

may be cut off from large castings which

are too heavy to place on the table.

The capacity at this point Is 14x18 In.

Bar stock up to 6 In. may also be cut

at this position. In fact, this machine

lends Itself to an incredible variety of

work that It seems surprising.

Link Spring Checker

A compact, self-contained accurate

device especially designed for the single

purpose of testing compression springs

has been placed on the market by Link

BBSS HINGES

VARIOUS WIDTHS

and GAUGES _ _

BUTTS AND

CONTINUOUS LENGTHS

WRITE FOR PRICES

S & S MACHINE WORKS

4S41 W. LAKE STREET HARDWARE DIVISION C H I C A G O, 1 1 M N O I S

For

GUARDS

CABINETS

CASES

BOXES
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Mark It Quickly

with a NUMBERALL

Made with 1 to 10 wheels.

Stamp in perfect alignment.
Shank for Hand or Press
Stamping. Platform for

Stamping Name Plates and
other small articles.

Writs for
Circulars and

Numberall Stamp & Tool Co.

Hngnenot Park. Staten Island. N. T.

SPECIFY ALLIGATOR

TRADE MARK

FILES . . .

Speed up production . . . the

right file for the job will save

time and money. Alligator

Brand Files are available in a

complete line of American and

Swiss Patterns in all shapes,

sizes and cuts to fit every fil

ing need. Passing the highest

tests, as to shapes, cutting

quality and uniform hardness,

they are guaranteed perfect in

every detail. Write for catalog

and prices.

The Box You Want

Is Always "OnTop"

-with STACKRACKS

STACKRACKS save time spent piling and un-

pHing boxes of stock. Every box is always acces

sible in these individual racks of heavy steel

that lock together into a unit of any size or

shape. Shop boxes slip into them like draw

ers in a file cabinet.

STACKRACKS are built to any size to fit

your shop boxes. They are assembled into

units without using any tools. No matter how

high they arc stacked or how heavy their load,

the patented construction of STACKRACKS

assures a positive lock which holds -the units

tightly together. They are built of channel

and formed steel, strongly welded and finished

in baked-on enamel.

Send the coupon today for the whole story of

STACKRACKS. It costs you nothing to find

out how STACKRACKS can help you.

STACKBIN

CORP. —

I^SBprc

StiittttJ and
>//// meamMt*

PROVIDENCE, R. I

Stackbln Com., 53 Troy St.
Providence, R. I.

Send me information on STACKRACKS,

The size of my boxes is ,

Name

Firm

Address

CARSON-NEWTON CO.

?t ?3 PROSPECT ST. NEWARK, N. J.
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ROTARY TYPE
FHundred-and-one useel —
pumping Irom drums and
barrel*, handling lubo
oils, paints, core oil. etc.
Spout thr*3dod lor attach*
Log hose or pipe. "Bucket"
design provides AUTO
MATIC take-up lor- wear.
Built lor lile-time service.

I* DIFFERENT MODELS

I Capacities to 20 gallons
A per minute—-Priced Bightl

Blachmpr Pump Co.
I 1815 Century Ave.

J Grand Rapids, Mich

Engineering & Mfg. Co.. 1056 W. Balti

more Ave., Detroit, Mich. The checker

is made In two sizes: the No. 1, which

has a 50-lb. capacity and Is calibrated

in '.--lb. units, and the No. 2, with a

capacity of 250 lbs. and calibrated In

l -lb. units. The checker is simple to

operate; the operator simply places the

spring In the machine, pulls a lever, and

obtains an accurate reading on the scale

and dial, which show the length and

pressure.
All essential moving parts act in a

Lota ol 100 and 200 less, 3°,. 300 up leas 5*e

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC.

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

DETROIT

BROACHING

SPECIALISTS

Fully equipped to

fill your needs in all

kinds of broaches.

Let cur experienced

engineers solve

your broach prob

lems. Send draw

ings.

DETROIT

BROACH CO.

6000 Benlteau Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

BROACHES

Link Sprint; Checker

straight line, enabling the checking of

springs to be done with the utmost

rapidity. The weighing table Is mounted

on centrally located pilot-shaft ball

bearings, eliminating friction and lateral

movement. This Is essential for direct

pressure reading. Overloading is pre

vented. When the maximum capacity

Is reached, the weighing unit is relieved

of further load. The accuracy of the

checker Is guaranteed closer than the

government requirements.

Motion Picture Dramatizes Lubrica

tion in Modern Industry

A unique motion picture dramatiza

tion of lubrication methods In modern

industry, one of the most comprehen

sive studies of Its kind ever attempted,

was shown for the first time recently

In the preview theatre of Radio City

Music Hall, Rockefeller Center, New

York. More than 100 representatives of

the trade press saw the first public

screening of the new film as guests of

P. M. Gordon, Manager of the Indus-
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trial Department of the Socony-Vac

uum Oil Company, producers of the pic

ture.
The new film, called "The Inside

Story," Is done In a "March of Time"

style. Unusual animated drawing and

striking photography are used to Illus

trate correct lubrication of various types

of machinery. A microscopic film of oil

assumes the hero's role In this Industrial

drama. But for this film of oil, the

picture points out, many of the com

mon dally conveniences of modern life,

now within the reach of millions of

people, would never have been possible.

The story of the fundamentals be

hind correct lubri

cation is told by

showing bearings,

gears and cylin

ders—the essential

elements of all

machines — and

demonstrating how

they operate, how

they are lubricat

ed and the lubri

cation needs of

various types.

After a quick

review of the field

of Industrial and

mechanical prog

ress, presented in

effective photo

montage, the film

demonstrates the

need of lubrication

to protect moving

parts. The specta

tor sees the results

of friction when

two highly polished

surfaces move on

each other. Micro-

photographs, e n -

larged until they

cover the whole

screen, show the

reasons for fric

tion, the fact that

even highly pol

ished surfaces are

covered with hills

and dales which

the unaided eye

cannot see. Vari

ous bearings are

then shown and

an animated draw

ing shows Just

what goes on In

side, how lubrica

tion prevents metal

to metal contact.

In a similar way, the lubrication of

gears is Illustrated with animated draw

ing showing how a gear transmits power

and how the lubricant provides protec

tion.
Another series of pictures shows the

work that correct lubrication does in

protecting the moving parts of various

prime motors—the Diesel engine being

selected as an example. Animated draw

ings make clear the principle upon

which the engine operates and the man

ner in which explosions are translated

Into usable power. Further drawings Il

lustrate what a lubricant must do if

efficient operation Is to be maintained.

DAVIS

BORING TOOLS

ELIMINATE ALL GUESS WORK!

In this remarkable new Davis Boring Tool,

note how the cutters can be adjusted inde

pendently, while the block is locked in the

bar! This saves operating time—means

more accurate adjustment of cutters—elim

inates complicated set ups—reduces grind

ing to sharpening—positively eliminates all

guess work, and literally brings about 100

per cent accuracy and efficiency!

Let Us Design a Tool Like This for You

DAVIS BORING TOOL CO., INC.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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The new film will be shown to busi

ness organizations and to groups of

plant managers and factory executives

In Industrial communities throughout

the country. Production of this film Is

Mlcrophotograph (from Socony-Vaeuum film)

of the surfaces of a bearing- and journal. Note
that even these hig*hly polished metal surfaces
are covered with tiny hills and dales not dis-
cernable to the naked eye. Were these two

metal surfaces to make direct contact, the
tiny hillocks would resist each other, slow
the mechanical action, and cause wear. A thin
film of oil, indicated by the white tine, keeps
the two metal surfaces from touching- and

thus reduces friction to the minimum.

Socony-Vacuum's answer to a growing

demand among plant managers for a

simple, complete and straight-forward

discussion of the subject of Industrial

lubrication.

Crucible Spot Steel Stock Book. This

booklet, now being distributed by Cru

cible Steel Company of America, Dept.

MS, Chrysler Bldg., New York, N. Y.,

gives complete listings of alloy and ma

chine steels, and more than fifty brands

and grades of tool and high speed steels

—spot steel which is available for Im

mediate delivery. Included In the book

let, which contains more than ninety

pages, are tables, weights, measures, and

other valuable Information. Copy free

upon request. Please Indicate whetner

you want the Atlantic Seaboard, Central

or Western Edition.

Bulletin No. 6165, issued by Fairbanks.

Morse & Co., 900 S. Wabash Ave., Chi

cago, 111., describes the P-M line of du

plex, self-olllng Ipumps for handling

mud and slush, clear water, petroleum

products and other liquids.

These sturdy pumps are offered as

basic units: for belt drive; and with

top-mounted or tandem-mounted mo

tors. They are available with capaci

ties from 23 to 94 gallons per minute

and with pressures up to 475 lbs. per

square Inch.

The bulletin, in a sectional view,

points out and describes those construe-

Til

hJUhigh spe

Rotary

Files

>EED STEEL

HARD CUT-ALL SHAPES

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED 10th Anniversary
Catalog—showing multitude of stylet, shapes
and cuts.

THE ROTARY FILE COMPANY
STRATFORD • CONN

~? THE SIGN OT POOD PEAKS QQQp

GEARS

ALL TYPES . . .

ALL MATERIALS

Quickly and accurately made to any
specification when you come to

DIEFENDORF
For your gear requirements.

DIEFENDORF GEAR CORPORATION
Syracuse, New York

NICHOLSON

EXPANDING MANDRELS

They act as In
ternal chucks for
holding work while
being machined on lathes, millers, grinders or shapers. Made In 14 different
sizes, taking bores of every fractional part of an Inch from 'V to 7". Sold
either singly or In sets. Bulletin 630.

CONTROL VALVES in 2, 3 and 4 Way Types for operating single and double
acting air, steam, water or oil Cylinders, made in Lever, Foot, Solenoid and Motor
8tyles, for pressures up to 300 lbs. Hydraulic Valves lever operated up to 2000 lbs.
Other products—Arbor Pross, Flexible Couplings, Steel and 8talnleu Steel Ball
Floats, Steam Traps, 8teem Separators, High Pressure Air Vents.

W. H. NICHOLSON & CO. 136 Oregon St., Wilfcei-Borre, Pa.
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tion features that contribute to ex

cellent, dependable performance under

*vere conditions. The different con

struction features and materials with

h these pumps are available make

them adapted to many service demands.

Copy free upon request.

1937 Electric Motor Bearing Catalog.

For the busy man who Is responsible

for the selection and Installation of

Hectric Motor Bearings, the Johnson

Bronze Company, New Castle, Pa., has

Just released a new complete catalog

for 1937—Johnson Electric Motor Serv

ice Bulletin EM-7.

This valuable Bul

letin Is an Indis

pensable guide to

the bearing user and

Is complete In every

detail. Over 200

Electric Motor Bear

ings are Individually

Illustrated and de

scribed with neces-

s a r y specifications

t hroughout. For

convenience and

easy reference Al

phabetical Progres

sive and Numerical

Size Listings Includ

ing bearings for any

type motor are In

corporated.
Other Important

features of this new

Bulletin EM-7 are

the sections on

Johnson Universal

Bronze Cored and

Solid Bars: Hexagon

Bars: Johnson Lead-

Base and Tin-Base

Babbitt: Johnson

O e n e r a 1 Purpose

Phosphor Bronze

Bearings.
Interested parties

may secure this val-

ii a b 1 e Informative

Bulletin EM-7 by

writing directly to

the Johnson Bronze

Company, New

Castle. Pa., or to

this publication.

The Johnson Bronze

Company also offers

an unusual consult

ing service through

a competent staff of

engineers and metal

lurgists available at

all times in solving bearing problems.

Taps: How to Choose and Use Them.

This 12-page folder has been published

by Union Twist Drill Co., Butterfield

Division, Derby Line, Vt., to answer the

many questions that have been asked

In the past regarding the best style of

tap for the various purposes, the best

type of tap for use In various materials

and why different lubricants should be

used on different kinds of tapping Jobs.

This treatise will be valuable to every

one who buys or uses taps. Copy free

upon request.

MODEL TWO

1/10,000"

UNIVERSAL

TEST INDICATOR

Send for Circular

FEDERAL PRODUCTS CORP.

II44 EDDY STREET. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Detroit • Chicago • Muncie • Cleveland • New York
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Abrasive Wheels Grind Carboloy,

Wldla and Other Tungsten Carbide

Tools. This eight-page folder, now be

ing Issued by Abrasive Company, Tacony

& Fraley Sts., Philadelphia, Pa., gives

definite and 'clear-cut Instructions for

sharpening carbide tools. Beginning

with a discussion of the two basic

forms in which carbide tools are of

fered to industry, the text carries tfie

reader through a series of descriptions

in which he is told how the tool should

be used in wet and dry grinding, the

physical properties of a wheel for suc

cessful grinding of tungsten carbide.

USE LAYOUT FLUID

for general machine
shop and tool room
use on dies. Jigs, Al
lures, and machined
parts.
With the use of the
die blue layout fluid,
you do not have to
polish the surface of
work. Simply wipe sur-
fact? fairly clean and
brush on. DIXIES IN
STANTLY.

Write for free shop sample on your letterhead.

DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

NO SHOP COMPLETE

WITHOUT HOLD-HEET

Minimize — waste, er
ror, spoilage, reject*.
<„*heck surface tempera'
turn, processing and
treating ovens, pouring
point of non-ferrous metal*
—hundreds of uses.

Write for Circular.

RUSSELL ELECTRIC CO
338 W. Huron St., Chicago

Shipped prepaid to rated firms on
thirty daya approraL

Hold-Heet Pyrometers

the manner In which the tool shoul

be fed across the face of the wheel, U

grinding of forming and cut-off tool

wheel speeds, wheel dressing, and I

on. A copy of this folder will be se:

free upon request.

Gatco Precision Products. The line i

rotary, Jig and pilot bushings, boriz

bars, boring machines, and unlvers

duplicators made by Olern & Anhol

Tool Company, 1310 Mt. Elliott Avi

Detroit, Mich., are presented in a loo

leaf catalog which Is now being dlstrlbi

ted by this company. Copy free upc

request.

Advanced Sourcebook of "Sprhu

Knowledge. One of the most comple

Mini-technical discussions of sprint

making in all Its forms is now offer,

by Barnes-Gibson-Raymond, 8400 Mill

Ave., Detroit, Mich. It represents a dli

tlnct advance over their last catalc

published In 1931, and reflects In a hlg

degree the current trend away fro]

the stereotyped catalog of product

Eighty-eight pages of usable Inform!

tlon about spring selection and deslg:

most of It published for the first tlm

make this a book to be welcomed 1

any file of engineering data.

In addition to discussing the chara<

toristlcs of the many spring types, ni

merous problems In design are actual!

worked out for easier understands

The subject matter Is clearly lndeze

and conveniently grouped for referenc

and tables and formulas have been con:

plied for quick, accurate use. The I

G-R sourcebook represents a large lr

vestment in time and experience an

should be valuable for the help It ca

give in buying or designing springs. 1

will be sent without obligation to an

executive, engineer, designer, or pui

chasing agent who requests It on h!

business letterhead.

7'/, In. Rotary Table for Small Millar
Tablet

Send for circular.

STEVENS ROTARY TABLE

DIAL INDEXING TYPE

Table graduated for single degree reading.

Worm con be disengaged for turning table

by hand.

Other sizes 12", 18" and 24" diameters.

JOHN B. STEVENS INC.

S06 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK, N. V.
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"Handy & Harman Precious Metals

Beftnins Service" is the title of a 12-

?age book describing and illustrating the

facilities available at the Handy & Har-

aan plant. Bridgeport, Conn., for melt

ing and refining precious metals. This

plant offers the advantages of labora

tory methods which are said to be looked

jpon by many as the standard for com

parison In precious metal assaying.

Available to such customers are the

services of a staff of expert chemists

iiid metallurgists. Copy of this book

let free upon request.

Lyon Steel Shelf and Shop Boxes. An

attractive new catalog on Steel Shop

Boxes has Just been published by Lyon

Metal Products. Inc., Aurora, 111. This

new catalog completely illustrates and

describes a wide range of steel boxes for

every manufacturing and storage use—

shelf boxes for the storage of small

parts; shop and tote boxes for transpor-

T3tion of work in process by truck, con

veyor or lift truck; stacking boxes, nest

ing boxes: and suggestions for the use

of special steel containers designed to

be used with specific production systems.

In addition, the new catalog contains

brief descriptive matter on Steel Shelv

ing, Lockers, Shop Equipment and Tool

Storage Equipment. Copy free upon

request.

"Plain Bearing Motors Saved". Plain

bearing motors which are Inefficient In

operation or whose bearings have failed

are easily converted to the ball bearing

type with the Fafnir Wide Inner Ring

Ball Bearing Motor Cartridge, described

in a new circular, "Plain Bearing Motors

Saved", issued by The Fafnir Bearing

Company, New Britain, Conn.

The circular points out that every

motor user would like to enjoy the ad

vantages of ball bearings: elimination of

wear, maintained air gap, foreign mat

ter excluded from bearings, no oil leaks

Into the windings, and low labor cost

for lubrication. By actual test, the com

pany states, a group of plain bearing

motors demanded 142 repairs, operating

over the same period of time and under

the same conditions as an equivalent

group of ball bearing motors, on which

only six repairs were required.

Conversion Is simple with the Fafnir

Cartridge. The end-bell is bored out,

and the cartridge is bolted or welded

into place. The Fafnir Ball Bearing

Motor Cartridge is supplied in 43 sizes,

for shaft diameters from 13/16-in. to

3% -in. Copy free upon request.

s

LEVER HANDLE TYPE

(NON-ROTATI NO)

STANDARD COLLAPSIBLE

MACHINE TAP

Made in two types—Lever Handle Non-Rotat
ing type and the Sliding Collar Rotating type.
Made in all sizes from I'/*" to 12".
Other MURCHEY Precision Threading Equip
ment—No. 11 and Xo. 22 Threading Machines,
.Solid Adjustable Taps and a complete line of
Self-Opening Die Heads.

Write for catalog.

MURCHEY MACHINE & TOOL CO.
DETROIT • MICHIGAN

"EDGEMONT" «« FRICTION CLUTCHES

DISC "TYPE SF"

Install this superior clutch on those hard
or troublesome drives, and end clutch
problems for good. Performs best because
it is designed, and built best. Releases
instantly at high or low speed, and can
quickly be adjusted for liner wear.

Complete data on request.

The Edgcmont Machine Co.

2100 HOME AVE. DAVTON, OHIO
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Williams Wrench Booklets. J. H. Wll-

lams & Co., 75 Spring St., New York

City, announce the publication of two

new booklets which will Interest every

buyer and user of Industrial wrenches.

Booklet A-409 Illustrates and describes

Williams' full line of "Supersocket"

Wrenches (Detachable Sockets); "Su-

per-renches" (Chrome - Molybdenum);

The "Superector", a new, heavy-duty,

reversible rachet wrench: "Non-Spark

ing" Safety Wrenches (Berylllum-Cop-

p r) ; and their two recently announced

lines of Adjustable Wrenches.

Booklet A-81 describes the full drop-

Fluth type
drives In

OIL CUPS

and Oil Hole Covers
for All Types of Ma
chines and Machine
Tools.
Made From Brass Hod
With Die Cut Thread*.
Special Oilers Made To
Order.

Write for Catalog.

W. W. & C. F.

TUCKER, Inc.
622 Capitol flvci us

Low clearance Hartford, Conn,
type "Established 189B"

Write for quotition on standard
Woodruff Keyway Cuttera

Special Cutters made to

Blue Prints

QUALITY

TOOL WORKS

Waukeffan, Illinois

forged Carbon Steel Wrench line—

patterns, more than 1000 sizes. "B

Dog" types and Screw Wrenche are a

included. This booklet also lists T

"Superector," Adjustable Wrenches, a.

"Non-Sparking" Safety Wrenches.

Copies may be obtained by wrltl

the manufacturer.

Rotor Air Tools. A handsome Z<

page book in color devoted to the t

drills, reamers, screw drivers, nut se

ters, wood borers, grinders, buffers, ba:

ders, wire brushing tools and other s

operated equipment made by The Rot,

Air Tool Co.. Cleveland. Ohio., Is nc

being distributed by this firm. Include

are Illustrations and descriptions <

each of the tools mentioned, togetli-

with photographs of various Jobs upo

which these tools are shown at wo: I

Copy free upon request.

Analysis of Shrinking l'roftt Margin:

The discussion of this subject Is pre

sented on a 22x34-ln. sheet, printed li

color and including photographs in.

drawings illustrating the features ant

uses of the Monarch lathe and its acces

sories. The broadside Is being dlstrlbu-

ted by The Monarch Machine Tool Com

pany, Sidney. Ohio. The 28 illustration:

include photographs of the Monarch-

Keller form turning and boring machine

a close-up view of the Monarch Cen-

trode device (which makes It possible

to turn, bore and face shapes other than

round) in operation. Jobs turned out

on a Monarch lathe equipped with Cen-

trode device, the Monarch tool splash

guard and rear necking turret, the

Monarch Magnamatlc all electric full au

tomatic double carriage lathe, an 18-

ln. phantom view of a Monarch lathe

showing the arrangement of the gears

and bearings, and a line drawing of a

typical Magnamatlc set-up. Copy of

this brochure free upon request to the

above firm.

9

DO YOU WORK FLAT SHEETS

Use Woles Individual, Self -Contained Hole-Punching & Notching Dies

to cut costs, set-up time and the number of different dies required. Q

Re-locate for new parts—operate in press or press brake—standard holes up to

square notches up to 5 x 5—also Vee notches—in 14 gauge steel or under.

Write for Catalog

THE STRIPPIT CORPORATION Buffalo, N. Y.
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throw your dirty

wiping rags away!

High Intensity Mercury Lighting. A

catalog describing many types of lndus-

~z'. fighting equipment for use with

300 and 400 watt high Intensity mercury

'Pit lamps has been published by the

Westlngnouse Electric and Manufactur

ing Company. Combination mercury-

incandescent units are also described.

'Deluded In the catalog Is Information

ca designing an Installation, choosing

mounting heights, spacing and size of

units for different wall and celling con

ditions, and average resultant lighting

:n"enslty. Vapor proof units for severe

■wvice conditions are Included. Copies

d the catalog are available from the

Lighting Division. Westlnghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company, Cleveland,

Ohio.

How to Plan a Materials Handling

*?stem. In this eight-page folder the

Cleveland Tramrail Division of the

Cleveland Crane & Engineering Co..

Wtckllffe. Ohio, classifies the various

types of material handling equipment

n an effort to be of assistance to the

industrial executive in planning his

material handling system. The factors

which must be taken into consideration

in the planning of a material handling

system are presented together with sug

gestions regarding the selection of the

correct type of equipment. The folder

is profusely illustrated with pictures of

the various types of material handling

systems and equipment In operation so

that the reader may be guided in select

ing the equipment which will most

nearly fit his needs. Copy free to any

mechanical executive upon request.

GREENFIELD SMALL TOOL CATALOG

No. 35. The compete line of small

tools made by Greenfield Tap & Die

Corp., Greenfield, Mans., is presented In

this 384-page catalog. Among the tools

illustrated and described In this catalog

are taps, dies, twist drills, screw extrac

tors, reamers, gages, screw plates, pipe

tools, and other tools made by this firm.

The book Is Illustrated throughout

with photographs and drawings of all

the different kinds of tools and gages,

and the text explains the uses for which

each tool Is specifically adapted. Tables

of sizes, specifications and prices are

Included.

A supplement at the rear of the book

contains 72 pages of tables and general

Information for mechanical engineers

and machine shop executives. Copy

free to any mechanical engineer, plant

engineer or machine shop executive.

They are still good! Still good for

extra service. All they need is a

thorough Oakite cleaning. Yes,

even your dirtiest, oiliest, greasiest

rags can be made like new . . .

softer, more absorbent, more usable

than ever ... by low-cost Oakite

laundering.

A trial will quickly, convincingly

show you that here is a new op

portunity to save on maintenance

. . . by making your rags and

waste last longer.

Write for directions and formulas.

There's no obligation.

Branch Office! and P efresentatives in til

principal cilia of the U. S.

Manufactured only by

OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC.

36 Thames St., New York, N. Y.

OAKITE

SPECIAU2E0 INDUSTBIAE CLEANING MATEHIAIS t METHODS
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L-RR FLEXIBLE COUPLING!

PATE NTE 0

Type "l-A" from
3/16" to 2% "bores.
(Other types to
14".) Non - lubri
cated — low cost —
trouble-free — noise
less.

Write for test
Sample.

f A Distinctive Volue

A Real Beauty, you
will say when you
sec it. But Gcrst-

r Chests ate also
built to serve you
many yearn in pro
tecting good tools
from loss and clain-

v.
Si'lect your* at your
dealer's, or from
Free catalog if he
does not carry thtni.

GERSTNER TOOL CHESTS
1269 Columbia St. Dayton, Ohio,

File jJi

Handles

• Heavy ferrule die cast

dirtctly on hard wood.

• Can't turn or become loose.

%A • Holds file firmly.
jCft Chanffo to Lauber and note

"fi( the difference. Write for de-

1 scriptive price Mat.
Manufacturer's a « e n t a —

writ" for territory.

i The LAUBER CO.

3Z40 W. National «vc.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Magnetic Relays: Bulletin 131 llstii

more than 100 relays for Heavy Duty

to 25 amperes) on D.C. and A.C. circull

These relays are particularly adapt*

for transfer purposes.

The bulletin gives valuable coll ai

contact data, contact arrangements, <J

mensions and enclosures. Copy free 1

addressing Ward Leonard Electric C<

Mount Vernon, New York.

Pyramid Mouldings. Pyramid Meta

Company, 455 North Oakley Boulevari

Chicago, Illinois, has recently Issued

new catalog showing a variety of Stair

less Steel Snap-On Mouldings for us

in Industrial design.

This catalog is rich in suggestions fc

the use of Stainless Steel Mouldings i

decorative treatment on trucks, refriger

ators, air-conditioned units, vendln

machines, furniture and many othe

items. Copies may be obtained by writ

ing direct to the manufacturer.

Billings Drop Forged Tools. 39th Edi

tlon Catalog. This catalog, now beinj

issued by The Billings & Spencer Com

pany, Hartford, Conn., contains 48 pages

8'/2xll In. in size, describing and illus

trating the complete line of engineers'

structural, machinists', automotive and

other wrenches made by this Arm. to

gether with the Billings line of chisels

clamps, dogs, eye bolts, eye nuts, ham

mers, hoist hooks, pliers, punches, ratch

ets and parts, rod ends, screw drivers,

tongs, vises and other tools made by

this firm. Copy of this catalog free

upon request.

JOHN S-M A N V I L L E INDUSTRIAL

PRODUCTS. This 48-page book contains

detailed descriptions and illustrations of

insulation, packings, refractories, flooring,

roofing and siding, their friction ma

terials, transite pipe, and other products

of Johns-Manville, 22 East 40th Street,

New York, N. Y.

The sections which will be of Interest

to the metal-working plant executive are

those which describe block and sheet

Insulation for heated surfaces, pipe in

sulation for high pressure heated steam

lines, insulating cements, packings and

gaskets, and high temperature insulating

materials for use in the construction of

industrial furnaces and ovens. Master

mechanics in other Industries than the

metal-working industry will find special

sections devoted to the different indus

tries in which insulation materials are

used.
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Coehrane-Bly No. 14 Universal Vertical

MTUer-Snaper. A six-page folder which

describes the No. 14 Universal Vertical

MOler-Shaper made by Cochrane-Bly

Company, Rochester. N. Y., Is now being

aJered by that firm. The circular In

cudes a list of the operations which

can be performed on this machine and

aJso a number of photographs showing

rarious possible set-ups. Specifications

lor both duplex and single machines are

?lven. Copy free upon request.

Sheffield Gages. This attractive 112-

page catalog, now being distributed by

Sheffield Gage Corporation, 1517 East

ird St., Dayton, Ohio, describes and

.Ilustrates the line of precision gages

made by this firm. The text la divided

:nto sections under the following head

ings: Terminology, Visual Gages, Instal

lations, Thread Plugs and Rings, Thread

King Gage Holder, Measuring Wires,

Cylindrical Plugs and Rings, Tapered

Gages, Setting Plugs and Rings, Adjust

able Limit Gages. Adjustable Limits

Plugs and Snaps, Special Gages, Stralno-

meter. Thread Lead Tester, Vibrometer,

and Engineering Data.

Copy of the catalog free upon request.

Johnson "Quality" Phosphor Bronze

Bearings, Bushings and Bar Bronze. This

32-page book, now being Issued by John

son Bronze Company, New Castle, Pa.,

Includes descriptions, illustrations and

specifications of the phosphor bronze

general purpose bearings and bushings,

graphite bronze bearings, electric motor

bearings, bronze bars, and babbitt which

are included in the products of this firm.

Copy free to any mechanical executive.

Building a Career In Arc Welding. The

spectacular growth of the art of Join

ing metals by means of the electric arc

has developed a real and definite need

for men who are versed in this phase

of metal fabrication. To Interest In

telligent young men in the possibilities

of arc welding as a career, The Lincoln

Electric Company, Dept. E-359, Cleve

land, Ohio, has brought out a 10-page

book presenting the possibilities of arc

welding and outlining a course of In

struction which is available to appli

cants at the Lincoln Welding School

which Is conducted by the above firm.

Anyone Interested can obtain a copy

of this book without charge by writing

The Lincoln Electric Company at the

above address.

M-D Facing Heads

With Automatic Feed
Can be attached to Column
Boring Bar, and Drilling or
Milling Machine spindles.
Single point tool travels
radially, from center out*
ward or rererse, feeds auto
matically, and covers faces
0" to 30".

Write for circular.

MUMMERT-DIXON CO.

120 Philadelphia St. Hanover, Pa.

For Machine and Tool

Work and Quick Set-Ups

Use a Iteich Precision
Indicator. Contact point
mounted in centered
cone bearings. .014

Heading. Or
der direct or
tlirmigh your
lealer.
Price $5.00

Write for folder

R. REICH MFG.
CO.

334 Triangle Ave.
Day Ion, O.

JTIRBIMATIC LIVE CENTER for LATHES, GRINDERS and

MILLING MACHINES

STURDIMATIC TOOL COMPANY

It turns with the work.

Eliminates friction of dead

center.

Lowest possible overhang

prevents vibration and

chatter.

Write for Catalog and

Free Trial Offer

5222 THIRD ST.. DETROIT. MICHIGAN
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Whitman & Barnes Decimal Equiv

alent and Tap Drill Size Chart. Illus

trated herewith Is a chart of decimal

equivalent and tap drill sizes of wire

gauge, letter and fractional size drills,

which has been produced by Whitman

& Barnes, 2108 Fort St., West., Detroit,

DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS AND TAP DRILL SIZES

OF WIRE GAUGE, LETTER AND FRACTIONAL SIZE DRILLS

with figures >i In. and 3/16 In.

height, making the chart clearly logri t

across a good-sized room. The tli :

board upon which the chart Is print

insures against curling or easy dam it

lng. For protection the chart Is co

ered with cellophane and thus can I

cleaned or washed wit

out damage to the su

face.

One of these charts

available, without charg

to any mechanical execi

tlve or tool buyer or si

pervlsor who has actu

need for a chart of tlx

kind.

MINE SAFETY APPL1

ANCE COMPANY ISSUE

AMMONIA MASK

Bulletin. A handsome
ly colored bulletin de

scribing the new Ms:

Ammonia Masks for usi

In the servicing of am

monia refrigerating

equipment has Just beer

released by the Mint

Safety Appliances Com

pany, Meade, Thomas and

Braddock Ave., Pitts

burgh, Pa.

The new pamphlet con

tains actual photographs

showing the MSA Am

monia Mask In use, and

is available by writing

this magazine, or ad

dressing the Mine Safety

Appliances Company as

above.

Whitman & Barnes

This chart, 18^4x25% inches and printed on %-fnch board, free
to mechanical executives or tool buyers.

Mich. The chart is printed In colors

on a %-ln. thick board perforated at

the top for handing. The chart shows

nominal and decimal dimensions of all

standard drills of 1-in. diameter and

under. Including fractional sizes, letter

size and wire size drills arranged In

order of size. In addition, the chart

shows National Standard tap drill sizes,

both In fine and coarse thread.

The chart Is 18<4x25% In. In size,

Handbook of Common

Machine Fasteners. This

20-page booklet, now be

ing Issued by Russell.

Burdsall <Sc Ward Bolt &

Nut Company, Port Ches

ter, N. Y., has been de

signed to fit Into the

average drawing Instru

ment case and was de

veloped to be a part of

the draftsman's equipment. The booklet

Includes 26 illustrations of the latest ac

cepted standard method of drawing var

ious types of bolts, nuts and rivets. This

data is said not to have been assembled

before In any single publication. Copy

free upon request.

Congress Standardized Drives. This

four-page folder, now being Issued by

Congress Tool & Die Company. Inc.,
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3030 Lumpkin Ave., Detroit, Mich., con

tains Illustrations, descriptions and

tables of specifications for the grooved

pulleys, variable speed pulleys, V-step

rone pulleys, round belt pulleys, crown

face pulleys, and flexible couplings

made by this Arm. Copy free upon

request.

Effect of Wheel Speed on Polishing

Performance. This publication. No. 2 of

Volume 28 of "Grits and Grinds," Is

devoted to a discussion of the most

efficient speeds at which to operate the

modern high speed grinding wheels. The

text comprises practically a report of

the conclusions which have been ar

rived at after a considerable amount of

research and experimentation both In

the laboratories of the Norton Company

and other places. A chart shows the

total cost per unit of metal removed

with the wheels operating at various

speeds from 4500 to 9000 r.p.m Results

of tests made for machine vibration at

various speeds are also Included. One

page comprises a table of disc wheel

recommendations in which the proper

wheels are suggested for a wide variety

of work on materials of various kinds

Including aluminum, brass, bronze, car

bon, cast iron, steel forgings, dies, por

celain, rails, springs, and so on.

Illustrations Include views taken

from the polishing departments of va

rious industries, general view of Norton

Company Research Laboratories, special

equipment used In making tests, dry

ing ovens used In the research labo

ratory, different types of wheels mounted

for operation, and so on. Copy free by

addressing Norton Company, Worcester,

Massachusetts.

Catalog No. 8 and Reference Manual

of Apex Screw Drivers and Bits. This

booklet, now being distributed by The

Apex Machine & Tool Co., 501 East 3rd

St., Dayton, Ohio, contains complete

information on all types of power and

spiral screw driver bits to fit the various

makes of electric, air and spiral screw

drivers. The catalog should be of in

terest to any user of Phillips' recessed

head or slotted head screws.

Copy free to any mechanical execu

tive who will address a request on his

business letterhead.

WANTED..ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT

Real opportunity and permanent position with long established, highest standing

machinery manufacturer for high grade production man 35-40 who can get best

out of men and good at training new men.

Must be graduate mechanical engineer, and good mechanic, with proven ability

as leader and organizer in production work. Salary to start $400.00 and bonus

after three months.

Must know thoroughly machine shop, sheet metal and plate shop operations ar.d

preferably with ft undry experience. Must be capable in due time of taking full

responsibility for efficient and economical production. Our own organization have

been advised of this ad.

Plant located in beautiful city of thirty thousand in Middle Atlantic States, em

ploying 500 men and thoroughly modern in every way.

No consideration whatever will be given to applicants whose qualifications are

in any way short of the requirements as fully enumerated above.

In your first letter, give age, education, places and period employed, duties, salary

in each case, reason for changes and send photograph. All replies will be held

in absolute confidence and no one communicated with until permission is granted.

ADDRESS REPLIES TO

MODERN MACHINE SHOP, 431 MAIN ST., CINCINNATI, O., BOX 311
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Forsberg Catalog No. 37 of "Wliale"

and "Viking" Tools. This catalog, now

being Issued by Forsberg Manufacturing

Company, Bridgeport, Conn., Is made up

of a series of loose leaf bulletins describ

ing the complete line of hack saw blades,

metal band saws, hack saw frames,

Thorite mallets, screw drivers, microm

eters, and other tools made by this firm.

All tools are illustrated and the text

Includes tables of specifications with

prices. Copy free upon request.

Brac-Kit First-Aid Kit For

Industrial Use

A new type of Brac-Kit, a first-aid

kit designed especially for industrial

use, has been developed by the Davis

Emergency Equipment Company, Gray

bar Bldg., New York, N. T.

A special feature of the Brac-Kit is

that the kit containing the first-aid

supplies is firmly locked, with a dust-

proof and water-proof seal. In an outer

case, which can be permanently mounted

in any convenient location. This per

mits Brac-Klts to be located at various

points in plants, offices, and warehouses,

on service trucks and buses, and other

places where first-aid may be needed.

If an accident happens, no time is lost

hunting for first-aid supplies. With a

twist of the wrist, the kit is unlocked

and withdrawn and its contents are

available for Instant use. If, after use,

the kit Is mislaid, Its absence will be

promptly noted.

The kit holds ten unit-cartons con

taining dressings and treatments which

can be selected to meet any needs. Pro

vision Is made for a wire seal to pre

vent unauthorized removal of supplies.

Gear Design Simplified. By Franklin
D. Jones, 134 pages, 8l/2 by 11 inches;

201 Illustrations. Published by The In

dustrial Press, 148 Lafayette St., New

York City. Price, »3.

This book consists exclusively of

working rules, formulas, and data actu

ally required by the designer and shop

man in producing various types of gears.

The theoretical side of gear design has

been excluded, in order to condense and

simplify the book. The types of gears

dealt with Include spur gears. Internal

gears, straight-tooth bevel gears, spiral-

bevel gears, helical gears for parallel-

shaft drives, helical (spiral) gears for

angular drives, herringbone or double-

helical gears, and worm-gears. There is

also a section on the figuring of speeds

and ratios, which Includes various trans

missions of the planetary type. An

other section contains rules and lormu

las for determining the power-transmlt

ting capacities of different types o

gears.
All gear problems are presented li

simple chart form. Each problem li

illustrated by a drawing or dlag-rar.

showing clearly the dimension or angl<

required. Directly opposite this drawing

is the rule (and equivalent formula) for

determining that particular dimension

angle, or other value. Then follows. In

each case, an example showing exactly

how the rule or formula Is applied In

actual practice. All gear problems

throughout the book are presented in

this way, and 201 drawings are used to

illustrate the different classes of prob

lems connected with the designing and

cutting of gears. Whenever any prob

lem has more than one solution or

angle of approach, the different solu

tions are given, with the rules, formu

las, and worked-out examples for each

case.
This book explains the general appli

cation and advantages of different gear-

tooth standards, such as the American

standard 14 '/2 -degree and 20-degree full-

depth Involute systems; the American

standard composite system; the different

stub-tooth systems; and the standard

module system employed In countries

using the metric system of measure

ment. Tables of tooth parts covering a

wide range of standard pitches give

complete tooth dimensions for any dia

metral or circular pitch, Including

full -depth teeth and three stub-tooth

standards. There is also a table of

standard (DIN) modules with equivalent

diametral and circular pitches, as well

as the Important tooth dimensions.
The dimension, angle, or quantity

represented by letters used in the for

mulas, or the notation, will be found

at the beginning of the book, and the

same notation is applied to all classes

of gearing so that there is never any

doubt as to the meaning of a given

letter or symbol. The following list of

section headings indicates the general

scope of this new book: Gear-Tooth

Standards; Spur Gear s—Full-Depth

Teeth: Spur Gears — Stub Teeth; In

ternal Gearing; Bevel Gears for Right-

Angle Drives: Bevel Gears — Angular

Drives; Straight-Tooth Bevel Gears —

Gleason System; Spiral Bevel Gears—

Gleason System; Bevel Gears of Parallel-

Depth Type; Helical Gears; Herringbone

Gears: Worm-Gearing; Worm-Gearing—

Module System; Gearing Ratios and

Speeds; and Power-Transmitting Capac

ity of Gearing.
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Applications of Pullmore Clutches,

this 24-page book, now being distributed

by Rockford Drilling Machine Division,

Borg-Wamer Corporation, 113 Catherine

S:.. RocUord, 111., presents the appllca-

Qon of the Pullmore Clutch In a wide

range of Industries and mechanisms.

Beginning with a description of the

dutch and an explanation of the con

duction details, the book consists prin

cipally of photographs of machine tools,

street sweepers, book binding machines,

locomotire cranes, industrial trucks, and

other types of machinery, the fullest

advantages of which are made possible

bv the use of multiple disc clutches.

Drawings In blue print color aid in

familiarizing the reader with the design

ol the clutch as applied In these various

instances. Copy free upon request.

"A Ten-Tear Record of Apprentice

Training" written by Stanley M. Brah

and published by International Corre

spondence Schools, Scranton. Pa., ex

plains how 34 Industries in one district

pooled public and private resources for

the common and the public good—to

launch and conduct an effective appren

ticeship training program. The book

, ©n .

MICHIGAN AVENUE IN

CHICAGO

HOTEL AUDITORIUM

Here's o hotel value for you.

A large room right at the edge

of the Loop, with every comfort

and luxury at a rate surprisingly

low.

GEO. H. MINK, MANAGER

400 Rooms from *2°°

gives the results of 10 yean of ex

perience by these 34 industries In six

different cities In the operation of an

apprentice training program in coordi

nation with the International Corre

spondence Schools. The Industries with

which the apprentices were connected

furnished the practical applications of

the lessons and the lessons were sup

plied by the I. C. S. Mr. Brah explains

in detail how the lessons were coordi

nated with the .shop work under the

direction of classroom supervisors se

lected and appointed by the manufac

turers and sums up the results obtained

by this coordination method.

An Interesting point brought out by

Mr. Brah Is the fact that many of the

apprentices who completed the course

satisfactorily were working in shops

which were too small to afford a regular

apprentice Instructor. A number of

letters from public school superintend

ents, officials of manufacturers' associa

tions and executives of metal manu

facturing plants where the system out

lined has been used indicate that It Is

highly satisfactory. A copy of this book

can be had by addressing D. C. Van-

dercook, Director, Personnel Training

Division, International Correspondence

Schools, Scranton, Pennsylvania.

in BOSTON

HOTEL KENMORE

Commonwealth Ave. at Kenmore Square

• Every Room with Tub and

Shower

• Delightful Lounge Bar

• Ample Parking Space

• All Dining Rooms Air Condi

tioned

RATES FROM $3.50 SINGLE

L. E. WITNEY, Managing Director
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Carboloy Standard Blanks. This 28-

page catalog now being Issued by Car

boloy Co., Inc., 2975 E. Jefferson Ave.,

Detroit, Mich., contains complete Infor

mation on the set of three standard

styles of Carboloy blanks which has been

developed by this firm. The blanks are

available in 100 sizes and are said to be

adaptable for use on more than 90 per

cent of all common machining applica

tions. Copy free to mechanical execu

tives upon request.

Dardelet Self-Locking Bolt & No

Bulletin No. 16. This four-page bulle

tin, now being Issued by Dardele

Threadlock Corporation, 55 Liberty St

New York, N. Y., describes and illua

trates the design and application of th

Dardelet Self-Locking Screw Thread am

discusses the advantages, types, sizes an<

pitches, classes of fits and manufactur

lng tolerances, and economies of thl

type of thread. Copy free to mechanic*

executives upon request.
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Wright Hoisting Equipment. One of

the most complete catalogs on hoisting

equipment that has ever been Issued

*as recently announced by the Wright

Manufacturing Division of American

Chain efc Cable Company, Inc., York. Pa.

Engineers, materials handling men, shop

superintendents and others In similar

rapacities will find this new publication

■ valuable addition to their files, as it

b virtually a complete handbook on

hoisting equipment.

In addition to complete specifications

en Wright Hoists, Trolleys and Cranes,

with special emphasis given to the

Wright Improved Model High Speed

Hoist. It includes suggestions on choos

ing a hoist as well as engineering tables

on trolleys, cranes and I-beams. A spe

cial section Is devoted to a description

of Wright Electric Hoists. A new copy

of this book will be supplied to those

who use hoisting equipment.

Janette Blower Wheels Bnlletin 24-2.

This four-page bulletin presents a line

of blower wheels for every application,

now being manufactured by Janette

Manufacturing Company, 550 W. Monroe

St., Chicago, 111. The wheels are de

signed specially for use in oil burners,

coal stokers, gas burners, motorized

blowers, air conditioning equipment, and

so on. Double inlet wheels are also

available for slow speed applications.

The features of the Janette blower

wheels Include scientifically curved steel

blades which deliver a maximum volume

of air with a minimum of noise, blade

tips bent against the spring of the teel

to Insure tightness, blades made In pairs

and welded to the back plate to Insure

the maximum strength, a rigid steel

back plate, static balancing, baked

aluminum finish on all wheels to resist

corrosion. Copy of this bulletin free

upon request.

DRILL THESE HOLES

By a Quick, Easy, Inexpensive Method
Your business letterhead will bring literature.

WATTS BROS. TOOL WORKS
Wllmtfdlng. Pa.

THESE CINCINNATI TOOL

ROOM LATHES
Improve precision. Supply them In 14",
16". 18" and 20" sizes complete with
pan. pump, taper, and draw-in attach
ments.

SPECIALISTS OVER 30 YEARS
Inaccurate units are subject to rapid
wear. The refinements of design and
careful workmanship In these lathes
give the last! ng accuracy so necessary
for those that desire to produce the
best work in the least time. Latest
catalog sent upon request.

Cincinnnti Lathe & Tool Co.

Oakley, Cincinnati, Ohio

JANETTE

MOTORIZED SPEED REDUCERS

For obtaining slow speeds
16 standard types—foot—flange and foot and flange mountings.
Worm—Helical—Spur and Planetary gears. 1/50 to 7'/i

H.P. sites.

Rotary Con»erter

nVtts) hil built l«MHfS» stnci 1909
-Generators—Motors—Motor-Generators

New

JANETTE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

550 W. Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.

York—Philadelphia—Boston—Pittsburgh—Milwaukee
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AT THIS PRICE

every man can own this precisian

universal measuring tool!

For internal measure

ments, hole diameters,

etc. the horns are

glass-hard, sharp

pointed, and knife-

edged.

Gives clear readings three ways — to 1/128

or larger fractions of inch, to 1/1000 inch,

and in millimeters. Measures inside, out

side, depth, to inches. Positive cam lock

speeds up measuring. This is a beautifully

finished precision tool, deservedly popular,

and produced in quantity, which enables

price within reach of all. Many plants have

supplied them to all their men, saving the

cost of many special gages.

Depth gage —

gives readings

in 1/1000 in. to

range of

The MAUSER Vernier Caliper

For outside

measurements.

Glass - hard

jau-s, flat to optical

lapped finish.

Knife-edges meas

ure root of threads,

gear teeth, etc.

*6-50

With Leather

Pocket Case

$7.00

// ordering by mail, include mailing cost, 10c

Special discount on quantity orders. Money back

if desired after ten days trial. Write—NOW-

for details on 14 sizes and types of these calipers.

Shop agents and dealers wanted.

The NEWfSimple Way To

Standardize On Finishes—

—Use the BUSCH

Comparison Microscope

With one glance you can compare the mag
nified images of the work and of the desired
standard finish. No more guessing on
grinding speeds, type of wheel, lapping,
polishing, etc. Use the Busch Comparison
Microscope and know exactly what finish
you are getting, and establish standard
method for the job. Write for details.

Whatyousee through

the eye - piece. The

standard specimen

and the piece of work

appear side by side.

GEORGE SCHERR CO.
130 LAFAYETTE ST.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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.IPLETE LINE OF

R HYDRAULIC

>WER DEVICES

■IPLETE LINE OF
R HYDRAULIC

CHUCKS

c7Keic Oui/Startdirt

HPLETE UNE OF
S HYDRAULIC

CYLINDERS

■IPLETE UNE OF

R HYDRAULIC

VALVES

ROTATING

HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS

CHECK! the many outstanding design features

"LOGAN" hydraulic, double acting, rotating t\

cylinders. Note the complete elimination of

packings except the self-adjusting sea ring pack

in the piston rod stuffing box.

These many outstanding features assure continue

service without maintenance expense. Write I

Section 2, Catalog 80 for complete information.

DGANSPORT MACHINE INC., LOGANSPOBT, II
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When considering the purchase of new turret lathes one Bhould ask this question

"Am I buying modern turret lathes which will retain their earning power for man

years?" The standard J&L Turret Lathe includes all the features required to mat

a complete turret lathe completely modern—features which assure long lived earn

ings. Standard features on J&L Turret Lathes include:

1. Single lever speed selectors.

2. Single lever feed selectors for carriage and saddle.

3. Positive stops for all feed disengagements on carriage and saddle.

4. Power traverse and power indexing for turret on Saddle Type machines.

5. Triple purpose hardened steel ways.

6. Full length stationary way covers on Saddle Type machines.

7. Automatic disribution of cutting coolant through turret to the cutting tools.

8. Only twelve points of lubrication.

9. Force feed lubrication lo all carriage and saddle parts not lubricated with

the splash system.

10. Spindle speeds from 20 to 1000, or from 30 to 1500 R.P.M. with a constant

speed motor.

All J&L Universal Turret Lathes have all of the above features. These features have

helped the J&L Universal Turret Lathes set a new high for earnings per dollar

invested in turret lathes.

JONES & LAMSON MACHIN
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High Speed Steel

The First of Three Articles on This Subject—Development of

"Air-Hardening" Steels—Characteristics of Steels of

Various Analyses.

By J. P. Gill

Chief Metallurgist, Vanadium-Alloys Steel Company, Latrobe, Pa.

IN our modern production methods,

high speed steel has an economic

importance entirely out of propor

tion to the tonnage produced or of

its monetary value. It has been aptly

termed today's representative of the

oldest known steels — namely, tool

steels.

We sometimes forget that the

earliest uses of steel were strictly

for tool purposes and as such con

tinued into the nineteenth century.

That it is only since the Bessemer

process dating from about 1860 and

the open hearth dating from about

1868 that steels have been used widely

for purposes other than for tools. In

1868 Robert Mushet noticed that one

of his steel bars had become quite

hard by cooling in air. Such a cir

cumstance was astonishing and con

trary to all previous experience.

An analysis of the bar showed that

it contained a percentage of tungsten

and probably considerable manganese.

Mushet immediately began experi

menting by melting hundreds of mix

tures in a crucible and eventually de

veloped a steel which possessed the

property of becoming intensely hard

by cooling in still air. The new steel

was marketed under the name of

"Robert Mushet's Special Steel" and

imitations designated as "air" or

"self-hardening" steels quickly fol

lowed. For the next twenty-five to

thirty years it was practically the

only tool steel in use.

The composition of the Mushet type

of tool steels varied widely but an

average would contain about 2.00 per

cent carbon, 2.50 per cent manganese,

7.00 per cent tungsten, about 1.00 per

cent silicon and sometimes up to .50

per cent chromium. Between 1890

and 1900 some manufacturers substi

tuted chromium for manganese and

during this time there were two dis

tinct classes of the self-hardening

steels marketed, namely, the tung

sten-manganese and the tungsten-

chromium. Taylor and White began

their famous experiments with

Mushet and Self-Hardening Steels in

(51)
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1894 for the purpose of determining

which steels were best suited to spe

cial kinds of work. Their experi

ments led to the discovery of the use

of a high temperature for quenching

and also started the development of

what we know as our present day

high speed steels.

About 1902, the high speed steels

were in use containing about .65 per

TABLE 1

3t»»l

A .55-.7S 18.00 4.00 1.00

B •65-.75 14.00 4.00 2.00

C ,75-.85 18.50 .75 4.25 2.25

D 1,10-1.30 18.50 4.25 4.00

I .70-.85 1.75 8.00 4.25 1.00

F .70-.85 8.50 4.25 2.25

a .70-.80 18.00 4.25 1.00 4.50

H .70-.85 ie.50 4.25 2.25 8.00

i .70-.85 14.00 4.25 2.25 7.00

j .75-.85 21.00 4.25 2.25 12.50

Cr. 7a. Co.

cent carbon, 4.00 per cent chromium

and 18.00 per cent tungsten. About

1907, the vanadium was added and in

about 1912 cobalt was added. About

1915, due to the high price of tung

sten, a high speed steel was marketed

known as the 14-4-2 type or contain

ing 14.00 per cent tungsten, 4.00 per

cent chromium and 2.00 per cent

vanadium. For the next ten years or

until about 1925, there were only

three general types of high speed

steel; namely, the 18-4-1 type, the

14-4-2 and the cobalt type or 18-4-1

plus 5.00 per cent cobalt. About

1925 many variations in the composi

tion began to be introduced. In

Table No. 1 are given ten types of

compositions that can be obtained

commercially today, yet—surprisingly

—last year between 80 and 85 per

cent of all high speed steel produced

was of the 18-4-1 type.

Let's review briefly the outstand

ing characteristics imparted by the

several elements in the different

types.

The carbon content of all high

speed steels is of great importance,

since with the tungsten and chromium

remaining constant the hardness and

toughness of the steel will vary in

relationship with the carbon content.

The great mass

of high speed

steel tools that

are manufactured

from an 18-4-1

steel such as mill

ing cutters, hobs,

taps, broaches,

drills, reamers,

and so on, use the

carbon range of

from .67 to .75

per cent as this

range seems to

give the best com

bination of hard

ness, cutting abil

ity and tough

ness. If the carbon content is low

ered in this steel the toughness is

noticeably increased which is of im

portance for certain types of blank

ing dies, chasers, hot working dies,

and so on, while if the carbon con

tent is increased the steel has better

cutting and wearing properties but

will be slightly more brittle. For

many types of tools such as lathe,

shaper and planer tools, the higher

carbon content is usually of advan

tage.

The silicon content in all of the

steels is not of particular importance

so long as it is held within reasonable

limits. Silicon is usually under about

.35 per cent, but several of the steels

have been manufactured with a silicon

content as high as 1.00 per cent with

no apparent detrimental results.

The manganese content is quite im

portant since the manganese makes
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the steel more sensitive to grain

growth at the high temperatures and

a high manganese content is likely to

cause excessive breakage in treating.

The manganese, therefore, should be

held under .35 per cent.

In steel A the tungsten content of

approximately 18.00 per cent is the

result of years of experience, as it

appears that something in the vicin

ity of 18.00 per cent combines to best

advantage the wearing properties or

cutting ability and toughness. If the

tungsten content is increased materi

ally over 18.00 per cent there is an

increase in cutting ability and wear

resistance with a sacrifice of tough

ness. By decreasing the tungsten con

tent materially under 18.00 per cent

some toughness is gained, wearing

ability is decreased and the steel be

comes more susceptible to grain

growth at the high temperatures.

Therefore, in steel A about 18.00 per

cent tungsten is considered the best

balance between cutting ability and

toughness.

In all of the steels the chromium

content is something in the vicinity

of 4.00 per cent, which amount is

again the result of the knowledge

gained from many years of experi

ence and applications. Decreasing

the chromium content under 4.00 per

cent decreases the hardenability of

the steel and increases the toughness.

Some cutting ability is sacrificed as

the chromium content is lowered. In

creasing the chromium content over

about 4.00 per cent increases the

hardenability of the steel, increases

its wear resistance or cutting ability

and noticeably increases the brittle-

ness. It will be noticed that the chro

mium content is within comparatively

narrow limits, being between 3.75 per

cent and 4.50 per cent, for all th3

st»els listed.

The element vanadium adds in

creased cutting efficiency to High

Speed Steel, the exact cause of which

does not appear to be wholly explain

able. It may be partially due to the

fact that vanadium carbides are quite

stable at elevated temperatures and

also to the fact that vanadium ap

parently gives some better distribu

tion of the segregate. Nevertheless,

it is a proven fact that the cutting

efficiency of all of the steels will in

crease with an increase in vanadium

up to at least 2.50 per cent. With

increase in vanadium it appears nec

essary to increase the carbon content

to maintain sufficient hardenability.

Increasing the vanadium also seems

to add forgeability to the steel, and

an 18.00 per cent tungsten High

Speed Steel can be successfully

forged with a carbon content as high

as 1.50 per cent with the vanadium

content from 3.50 to 5.00 per cent.

Some high speed steels have been

made of such a composition and have

shown some unusual results. The

18-4-2 type (Steel C) is based on the

increased efficiency of vanadium.

Since this steel is usually a cutting

steel, the carbon content is generally

from .75 to .85 per cent and it does

not appear to be quite as brittle as

does the 18-4-1 type with the same

carbon range. Steel C has made such

a good enough account of itself dur

ing the last several years that it is

becoming of considerable wider usage.

Steel B, known as the 14-4-2 type

of High Speed Steel, has a cutting

efficiency that compares favorably

with the 18-4-1 type, and some au

thorities even claim that on roughing

or heavy cuts it is superior to the

18-4-1 type. It has won the Phila

delphia Navy Yard test for at least

fifteen years. Steel B is noticeably

more sensitive to grain growth on

heat treatment, making it somewhat

more difficult to manufacture uni

formly and also requiring greater

care in treatment. The fact that it

is not as fool proof as the 18-4-1

type has apparently reacted against
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its use so that at the present time it

is in much less general usage than

it was about fifteen years ago.

Steel D is somewhat unusual be

cause of its very high carbon and high

vanadium contents. It has remark

able wearing properties, far in excess

of any ferrous material we have ever

tested.

Steels E and F are essentially the

result of efforts to improve upon a

molybdenum high speed steel of th3

nature investigated and reported by

the Watertown Arsenal several years

ago. Steel E was described and dis

cussed by Emmons at the Buffalo

Convention in 1932 and during the

last several years has received a

great amount of attention and dis

cussion.

Investigations made of steel E in a

number of instances indicate that the

small tungsten content is of substan

tially no value and that the character

istics of the steel are materially no

different than that reported on by the

Watertown Arsenal. The molyb

denum high speed steels are definitely

improved by increasing the vanadium

content, as a result of which we have

steel F. In cutting ability these

steels compare favorably with an

18.00 per cent tungsten high speed

steel when used on soft materials or

at speeds and feeds such that the

temperature generated at the cutting

point remains noticeably less than

that for an 18.00 per cent tungsten

high speed steel. On hard materials

or at high speeds and feeds where

the temperature of the cutting edge

is increased it does not then compare

favorably in cutting ability with an

18.00 per cent tungsten high speed

steel. There are many operations on

which high speed steel tools are used

where the temperature of the cutting

edge never becomes sufficiently high

to cause the ultimate failure of the

tool, in which case the type of high

speed steel gives the best account of

itself. The molybdenum steels have

other characteristics, such as sus- 4

ceptibility to grain growth and ten- r

dency toward decarburization, that s

make them more treacherous to han- ■

die than an 18.00 per cent tungsten f

high speed steel.

Upon delving into the reasons why 1

high speed steel cuts, it would appear i

that the hard carbides which are im- *

bedded in the softer matrix are of

great importance. Tungsten carbide <

being so much harder than molyb- J

denum carbide, it would seem that t

tungsten would impart better wearing ;

properties than molybdenum.

Cobalt is the only element, other

than vanadium, that has been added

to the composition of high speed

steels since the inception which has

withstood the test of time. Many

elements have been tried, such as J

uranium and tantalum, and some

steels have been marketed with a

uranium content. The cobalt high

speed steels are a definite type, yet

have most of the essential character

istics of the 18-4-1 type of high speed

steels.

The cobalt high speed steels are of

comparatively restricted usage, al

though they are quite valuable when

properly applied. The cutting ability

of these steels with the carbon, tung

sten, chromium an 1 vanadium con

tent is somewhat proportional to the

cobalt content up to about 12.00 or

13.00 per cent cobalt. As the cobalt

content increases it serms desirable

to increase the carbon in order to

retain comparative hardenability.

Steel G is the simplest of the cobalt

bearing steels, being essentially an

18-4-1 steel plus about 4.50 per cent

cobalt. Steel H contains in addition

to the cobalt content, about 2.00 per

cent vanadium. Steel J is the most

highly alloyed, containing a tungsten

content as high as 21.00 per cent, a

vanadium content as high as 2.25 per

cent and a cobalt content as high as



are two kinds of accuracy in Milling Ma-

tfpper Picture . . . Model-3K
Universal Milwaukee Mill

ing Machine.

Below . . . Hypoid Type

Spiral Universal Dividing

Head— 5 to 1 ratio — lor ex

acting work of toolroom and

•xpenmental laboratory.

chines — one, the apparent accuracy of the idle

machine on the test floor — the other, the actual

accuracy when the machine is under working loads

. . . This performance accuracy in all K & T Mil

waukee Milling Machines is the result of sound

design translated into metal by skilled workman

ship . . . Ask your nearest K & T Milwaukee rep

resentative about performance accuracy in Milwau

kee Milling Machines — or write for information.

KEARNEY & TRECKER CORPORATION

Wait AMI* Station Milwaukee, Wis.

MILLING

MACHINES
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13.00 per cent. Steel J, when manu

factured with a carbon content of .80

per cent, contains about the maximum

amount of the alloys used in high

speed steel that can be added and

still keep the steel commercially

forgeable.

Steel I differs essentially from the

other three steels in that the tungsten

content is only from 12.00 to 15.00

per cent. All of the cobalt steels may

or may not contain a small amount

of molybdenum. It is somewhat

difficult to make comparisons of the

cutting ability of the four types of

steels but, in general, production rec

ords indicate that their cutting ability

is about directly proportional to their

alloy content.

Cobalt high speed steels retain

many of the characteristics of the

non-cobalt types, yet when the com

positions of the steel are the same

with the exception of the cobalt con

tent, the steels are definitely more

brittle. Cobalt high speed steels

harden with a finer grain and are con

siderably more subject to cracking

during hardening, particularly in

large sections. These steels are

highly subject to a soft skin or soft

surface in the hardened condition.

This characteristic is caused by a

partial decarburization of the surface

during the heating operation for

hardening, the depth and degree of

the partial decarburization being di

rectly proportional to the cobalt con

tent when other factors are equal.

The cobalt high speed steels are usu

ally less susceptible to grain growth

than the non-cobalt types and, conse

quently, can be heat treated from

somewhat higher temperatures.

In the composition of high speed

steels there are likely to be found

elements not found in many other

types of steels, such elements being

introduced through contamination of

the tungsten or scrap. These ele

ments are most likely to be copper,

tin, antimony, arsenic and nick*

Copper in small amounts apparent!

does not affect the steel noticeabl.

although in larger amounts it ma

make the steel "hot short". The coj

per content can safely be up to abov

.25 per cent (possibly higher) whil

it requires a copper content as hig

as .75 per cent before the steel be

comes noticeably "hot short".

Tin causes some embrittlement an

seems to affect the cutting ability o

the steel, causing the cutting edge t

fail prematurely. This characteristic

is distinctly noticeable at about .4*

to .50 per cent. Therefore the til

content should best be kept under .1(

per cent. Arsenic and antimony seen

to combine the bad effects of botr

sulphur and phosphorus, making th«

steel difficult to hot work and making

it exceedingly brittle when cold. Con

sequently the combined contents of

arsenic and antimony should best be

kept under .10 per cent.

Nickel in small amounts causes the

steel to show a soft "skin" when

hardened; this characteristic being

distinctly noticeable at .25 per cent.

In large amounts it prevents the steel

being softened in the anneal, so that

at 2.50 per cent nickel in steel A, the

minimum hardness on annealing is

about 350 Brinell. It makes the steel

harder at elevated temperatures and

tends to prevent softening on temper

ing, particularly above 1100 degrees

Fahrenheit. In general, the nickel

content should be less than .15 per

cent.

Cleco Bl Scaling Tool Bulletin M

This four-page folder, now being dis

tributed by The Cleveland Pneumatic

Tool Company, 3734 East 78th St., Cleve

land, Ohio, describes and Illustrates the

Cleco Bl Scaling Tool. This tool Is said

to be Ideal for general scaling, pelnlng.

and beading, for cleaning off rust and

old paint, and for removing weld splat

ter and excess metal In production

welding. Copy of the folder free upon

request.
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insures accuracy - . . with a

SUPER -SERVICE RADIAL

• For 7 years this Super-Service Radial has produced fast and accurate work

in the plant of the WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION, Paterson,

N. J. The job being handled is a rear accessory section of cast magnesium

alloy for the 1000 H.P. WRIGHT Cyclone Engine.

Centralized control in the head—rapid power traverse—long spindle

sleeve bearing at the bottom of the head—herringbone gears for the slow

speed spindle drive—provide an ability to take heavy cuts without chatter

and are just a few of the reasons why Super-Service Radials produce accurately

and at low cost.

Write for catalogs giving complete information.

THE CINCINNATI BICKFORD TOOL CO.

OAKLEY CINCINNATI OHIO U.S.A.
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Special Tools in the Southern

Railway Atlanta Shops

By Howard Campbell

THE equipment in the Atlanta

shops of the Southern Railway

includes, besides the standard machine

tools which are common to every rail

road shop, a number of pieces of

equipment which have been developed

by the executives and workmen in this

shop. One of these is a pneumatic

rivet cutter with which rivets can be

cut to any length desired by the use

of pneumatic power. The rivet cutter,

shown in Fig. 1, consists primarily of

a frame upon which an air brake cyl

inder is mounted vertically, as shown

in the illustration.

One end of the shear blade is hinged

to the piston rod of the air cylinder

and the other end is pivoted to a

vertical plate which contains six holes

on a 6-in. circle. Both the vertical

plate and the shear blade are of hard

ened steel. The holes are of a size

that will admit %, %, %, 1, and

1^4 -in. rivets. Holes are also provided

in the shear blade so that a rivet of

any of the above mentioned sizes can

be cut by inserting it into the corre

sponding hole and opening the air

valve.

The frame is 10x3-in. channel iron

and the cylinder is a 10xl2-in. air

brake cylinder. The blades are of car

bon tool steel, hardened and ground.

The lever end of the blade is main

tained in proper alignment by the use

of a vertical guide made of welded

bar stock, bolted to the base. A heavy

spring at the top of the guide limits

the movement of the lever.

The machine is mounted on

three wheels so that it can

be moved about the shop as

required.

Pins on driving wheels are

turned with the aid of the

special pin turning tool shown

in Fig. 2. The tool is of the

box tool type, the housing be

ing 14 in. long and made from

1%-in. stock, formed to the

shape shown. A bronze split

ring threaded on the outside

is slipped on to the crank arm

fit and a key is inserted

Fig. 1—Portable pneumatic rivet

cutter with which six different
of rivets can be cut.
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through the split and through the bolt

hole to prevent the ring from turning.

A cast iron ring threaded on the in

side and turned to a slip-fit for the

inside diameter of the box tool is

screwed onto the bronze ring to

serve as a pilot for the box tool.

The cutter is a %-in. toolbit,

positioned in a square slot at

the front end of the box and held

in position by a small clamp, as

shown in the illustration.

By the use of this tool the

crank pin on a driving wheel can

be turned without removing the

Fig. 2—(Above)—Crank pins are
turned with the aid of this turning
tool without removing* them from
the driving- wheels. Fig. 3 (Below)
—After turning, the crank pin is

rolled with this double roller rolling

pin from the wheel. Remov

ing a crank pin from its seat

usually enlarges the crank

pin fit; consequently, by turn

ing the pin in this manner

the solid anchorage of the

pin is not disturbed.

When the crank pin has

been turned to a size suitable

for rolling, it is rolled with

a box tool equipped with a

pair of rollers as shown in

Fig. 3. The frame or hous

ing of this tool is of the same

material and the same type

of construction as the turn

ing tool described in the pre

ceding paragraph, with the

exception that this tool is

equipped with two brackets,

each having a square channel

which serves as a holder for

the shank of a rolling tool. The shank

is slotted longitudinally to provide for

adjustment and is held to the bracket

by means of a capscrew. The neces

sary fine adjustment is obtained by

Fig. 4—Bracket holding one
line for testing alignment of a

tive frame.

end of
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Fig. 5—By swinging this arm first toward one end of the frame and

then toward the other, the alignment of the frame !■ easily determined.

the use of a setscrew in the end of

the bracket. The rollers are of the

usual type. Inasmuch as the shank

of the tool fits into the same spindle

as the turning tool previously de

scribed, it is obvious that the rollers

must roll the pin evenly.

The engine frame is checked for

alignment by the use of a small but

effective device, illustrated in Figs. 4

and 5. A bracket similar to the one

shown in Fig. 4 is bolted to each end

of the frame and a line is strung be

tween. The brackets are bent to an

exact angle of 45 deg. and each

bracket has a slot cut into it at ex

actly 18 in. from the face which con

tacts with the frame; thus the line

is exactly the same distance from the

frame at each end. To check the

alignment with the frame, a spindle

carrying an arm as shown in Fig. 5

is locked in position on the underside

of the frame by the use of brackets

as shown. In the end of the arm is

a stud which can be adjusted so that

it will just touch the line. By swing

ing the arm first in one direction and

then the other and noting the dis

tance, if any, of the stud from the

line at each end, the exact amount of

misalignment of the frame can be

determined.

The illustration

Fig. 6 shows the

method that is

used in these

shops to remove

driving boxes

from locomotive

axles. The bolts

that hold the cel

lar to the box are

removed, then the

links in the ends

of the two chains

are hooked over

the grease plate

studs and a verti

cal pull is exerted

by the crane. The task of loosening

and removing the box, which ordinar-

J



- machine tool for shearing metal. The Cincinnati Shear

as won high praise from all who use it and from those who

ove seen it demonstrated. All-steel construction, accu-

ate, fast, with new gauging methods ... its very appear

ance expresses efficiency.
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Fiff. 7—Mechanized lubricator tester.

ily is one upon which more brawn

than brains is used, is easily accomp

lished by applying the power of the

electric crane.

Lubricators that have been over

hauled are tested b;

the use of the testini

outfit shown in Figf.

This outfit comprises

box made of angle iro^

and sheet metal with

shelf to serve as a sup<

port for a quarter horse,

power motor and a worn

drive. On the top of tht

box is mounted a brackel

carrying eight gages anc

eight tubes which carry

the oil to the lubricator,

Power to operate the lub

ricator shaft is trans

mitted by means of a discj

the rim of which rides on

the face of the worm

wheel. This disc can be

moved back and forth on

the face of the wheel and

allowed to operate continuously at any

position desired. As the position is

changed, of course, the speed is

changed; thus any speed required for

testing the lubricator can be obtained.

Keller Cutter and Radius Grinder

Bulletin. This eight-page bulletin pub

lished by Pratt & Whitney Company,

Hartford, Conn., and printed in colors,

presents the features and advantages of

the Keller Cutter and Radius Grinder.

In developing this machine, the design

ing engineers have kept In mind the

fact that the production machine Is no

better than Its cutter and the objective

has been to design this machine so that

all kinds and types of milling cutters,

end mills, routing tools, die sinking

tools, and other special tools may be

sharpened correctly. The machine Is

particularly designed to grind straight

or tapered flutes and to finish the ends

of cutters to accurate radii, leaving the

cutter to work cleanly and smoothly at

high speeds.

The bulletin Illustrates each Individual

part of the machine and describes Its

manufacture and operation In detail.

One page Is devoted to a series of pic

tures showing the various steps In the

setting up and sharpening of a spiral

cutter, the pictures being accompanied

by explanatory text. Specifications are

Included together with a descriptive list

of additional equipment that Is avail

able. Copy free upon request.

Vascoloy-Ramet Catalogue. Standard

sizes and styles of hard carbide tool

blanks have been adopted by the hard

carbide Industry as of July 1937. By

the selection of about 100 sizes of car

bide blanks for tool tips, made In three

styles of shapes, the Industry expects to

effect economies In manufacture and dis

tribution which have been reflected in

price reductions for these standard

blanks. Likewise tools made from these

standard blanks have likewise been re

priced.

The Vanadium-Alloys Steel Company

announces the publication of a new

catalogue of tools and blanks, contain

ing much useful data for tool makers

using carbide blanks, or machine shops

using tools tipped with these blanks.

Copies may be obtained by application

to the Vanadium-Alloys Steel Company,

Vascoloy-Ramet Division, North Chica

go, Illinois, or any of its offices.
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(milling a spiral in a batch of motor control caps)

an enterprising toolmaker conceived the set-up

below. Attaching his Dumore No. 5 Lathe Grinder

on a milling machine head and using a high speed

cutter instead of a wheel, he made short work of a

mean assignment. You'll find that Dumore Lathe

Grinders will take all jobs in stride . . . pep up

production, cut costs and improve the quality
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RE are two 30" "American" Multi-Production

Lathes saving 40% over former methods in

the shop of one of America's largest printing press

manufacturers. 250 and 400 feet cutting speeds are

used in machining 0.46 carbon steel plate cylinders.

Such performance requires power and stamina com

bined with smooth transmission to produce the finish

required.

You, too, will find it pays to use "American" Multi-

Production Lathes —modern, fast, powerful and

accurate—designed and built to get the best out of

cemented carbide cutting tools.

Many more examples of savings are illustrated in

" •tin No. 444.

The American Tool Works Co

J^/iej 'Radca/j Sbapefo

ri.oMG-tLiiiic



1. Design—Fast spiralflutes means

rapid, shear cutting action

Plenty of chip clearance elimi

nates clogging.
2. Heat Treatment—Careful su

pervision at all times means

superior cutting edges and min

imum breakage.
3. Experience—As originators of

the fast spiral double-end mill

and as end-mill specialists, we

feel confident of our ability to

help you.May we send our representative?

TOOL
321 FRANKFORT AVE

CLEVELAND, OH\C

Pioneers in Fast Spira

'double - end, End-Mills
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Boring Long Holes in Frame

of Recoil Mechanism of

75mm French Guns

By A. L. De Lekuw

Consulting: Engineer

IN a previous article I described the

lapping of the two main holes in

the main frame of the recuperator, or

recoil mechanism, of the 75 mm French

gun. The rapidity of that operation

and the uniformly good results were

made possible, in part at least, by the

fact that the boring operations had

made holes that were straight as to

axis and of uniform and correct size.

The amount of metal to be removed

by lapping was from 0.0025 to 0.003

of an inch. This amount was kept

uniform so that there were no ap

preciable differences in the time re

quired for the lapping of the different

frames.

These frames came to us as rough

forgings, and the term "rough" ap

plied with peculiar significance to

them. When the original estimate

was made as to cost and time required,

the expectation was that these forg

ings would weigh about 950 lbs. As

a matter of fact, they weighed 1350

lbs., and, at that, some of them lacked

sufficient stock in some places and

consequently could not be worked up.

Many others came so close to being

useless that the greatest care had

to be taken in the lay-out. Some of

these forgings were bent, others had

much stock on one side and not enough

on the other one. The problem of

Outline Drawing of Cradle for Boring Holes in Frame of Recoil Mechanism of

75 mm Gun.
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lay-out was so serious that it was

decided to build a special machine for

that purpose.

In this machine the forging was

laid in a cradle which could be moved

up and down in the direction of the

axis of the forging; that is, it could be

rocked in that direction. It could

also be rocked in the other two main

directions. This cradle was located in

a bed, a lathe bed being used for thai,

purpose. The ends of the cradle were

turned as shown in the drawing, the

ends being approximately 24 in.

diameter. One end rested in a split

cast iron ring attached to the face

plate of the lathe; the other end in

a similar cast iron ring held in the

steadyrest.

When the cradle had been rocked to

such a position that there was stock

for the various operations at all

points, it was locked in position by

clamps furnished in the machine for

that purpose. If it was found im

possible to adjust the cradle so that

stock would be available for removal

on all sides, the forging was rejected.

It may sound rather strange that this

ever should be the case when one con

siders that the rough forging weighed

1350 lbs. and that it weighed only 215

lbs. when completely finished. Never

theless, a number of forgings had to

be rejected.

There were two brackets, slideably

mounted on the ways of the bed, one

in front and one in the rear. Each of

these brackets had a number of pins

that could slide in them. Each pin

was provided with a handle for manip

ulation. Some pins would slide hori

zontally and some vertically. The

pins were supposed to strike the forg

ings when they were manoeuvered. If

they were free to move without strik

ing, this was proof that there was

not enough stock at that point. Of

course, the pins were located in the

brackets to correspond to the cross

U. S. No. 1 Anti-Friction Bearing

Hand Milling Machine

The New U. S. Hand Miller is partic

ularly adapted to high speed light

milling operations. Vertical and hori-

Improvements: Heat treated chrome

nickel steel spindle, Timken bear

ings. Ballbearing countershaft, V-belt

drives, 6 Spindle Speeds up to 1 592

R.P.M., providing efficient use of

small end mills.

Write for full details.

The UNITED STATES

MACHINE TOOL Co.

1954 W. 6th St., Cincinnati, Ohio
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section of the finished work.

That a pin could be moved without

striking was no proof that the forging

was defective. It showed only that

it could not be used if it were operated

upon in the position in which it was

lying in the machine. The cradle

was then moved so as to correct its

position in relation to that particular

pin. Sliding the brackets inch by inch

along the bed, and manipulating the

different pins, it was possible to find

in a very short time whether the forg

ing could be used or not.

Good forgings required about fifteen

minutes for this examination. Bad

ones took longer, for it would take

considerable care and time before one

could be sure as to their uselessness.

At first, such forgings were laid aside

for further examination without

spending too much time on them for

speed was an essential. As soon as

there were enough good forgings so

that operations could begin and con

tinue for some time, the ones that

were laid aside were subjected to a

more careful examination.

The usual method of lay-out is to

scribe lines on the object to be ma

chined. The method followed with

these forgings was a different one. A

special drill head was located at each

end of the machine bed. Each head

had two spindles. When the forging

had been so located that in that posi

tion there would be stock for all oper

ations, the cradle would be clamped

and the drill heads set to work. Each

head would drill two 1%-in. holes in

the end of the forging. These holes

were the gage points for the first

operation. This operation consisted

in planing two parallel strips, and

these strips were, thereafter, the gage

points for all subsequent operations.

The entire operation, up to and in

cluding the drilling of the holes, re

quired about twenty minutes. A few

of the forgings had been laid out by

hand before the machine was ready.

This hand operation took about twenty

four hours and the service of a very

skillful and careful man.

As a matter of course, the forgings

were completely roughed out before

the boring of the holes began. These

holes, it will be remembered, were

63 inches long. The diameter of one

was 1-9/16 in. and that of the other

2% in. As a matter of fact, the

dimensions were given in millimeters,

but for a general consideration of the

problem the dimensions as given here

are sufficiently close. Fearing that

the drilling of the holes might affect

some of the dimensions in other places,

some metal was left here and there

for a final finish. However, it was

found that this precaution was not

necessary. Unimportant operations

only were done after the boring of

the holes.

After the preceding operations had

been completed, there was only a thin

wall left around the holes, so that the

first drilling had to be accurate. Oncv

the holes had departed from their

proper directions, corrections were not

practical unless the errors were small.

The French method consisted in

drilling a hole half way through, then

reversing the forging and drilling the

other half. The method was also fol

lowed by Rock Island Arsenal, so it

was reported to me, except that a

duplex machine was used, drilling both

halves of the holes in one operation.

In either case, the drills revolved and

the piece of work was stationary.

Our method was different, because

it was realized that it is not possible

to control the direction of a drill. As

a matter of fact, it was found in the

French arsenals that the two halves

of a hole did not always meet and

that, sometimes, a drill would break

through the wall of a hole. This was

to be expected, considering that there

may be soft or hard spots in the forg

ing, and that such spots would de

flect the drill. Moreover, to make
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just off the press, gives you a complete picture of the modern pre

cision gage and the way it is used in industry today. * It corries

178 illustrations, much tabular and explanatory information on the character and

application of gages. • If you are concerned with gaging or the inspection of precision

made products, write for "Sheffield Gages" on your own company's letterhead — no

obligation on your part, of course. Requests for this book will be filled In the order

in which they ore received.

SHEFFIELD GAGE CORPORATION

1525 EAST THIRD STREET 2>euf&*tf OUia, U. S. A.
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Providence

Precision

Drills

Measured on a cost-per-hole basis, you'll find

the ALL-BALL-BEARING PROVIDENCE the

most economical drill you can use. It com

bines speed, power and sensitive-ness in that

perfect balance which assures high production,

long life, and PRECISION results always.

Whether you use one drill or fifty, investigate

PROVIDENCE Quality, and compare on a

basis of results. It's the cost per hole, that

counts.

Adapted for

High-Speed

Drilling,

Boring,

Tapping

and

Reaming.

Four Models—

One to Six Spindles

Belt or Motor

Drive

Hand or

Power Feed

Write for Bulletin

PROVIDENCE ENGINEERING

WORKS, INC.

523 So. Main St., Providence, R. I.

sure that there would be enough me

at all points for the subsequent real

ing operations, more metal would ha

to be left for this reaming than woi

be necessary if one could be sure ll

the two halves of the hole would at

centrally. To overcome these d:

culties, the following method was us

The machines used for the driili

operations were lathes with long be

Fixtures were built in which the in

ings could be laid. There were,

course, the necessary devices to pis

and hold, the forgings in the pro]

position. Each fixture was turned

both ends and the center of suci

turned part was the same as the

ter of the hole to be drilled when

forging was in the fixture. The

plate of the lathe was provided

a cast iron ring in which the tu

part of the fixture would fit.

steady rest of the machine was

provided with a cast iron ring

stead of the standard three ja

Each lathe was further provided v

an individually driven boring head.

The principle underlying our met

of boring is this, that the axis

the hole will be straight and that

cross section will be truly roun<

both piece and drill revolve. Tl

is only one thing that may or may

be right when this method is

ployed. The hole may not be of e

diameter. It may be tapered with

large diameter at the far end of

hole.

So as to minimize the effect

this fault, only half the length of

hole was drilled at one setting, a

which the fixture was turned end

end and the other half was dri

Another reason why the holes *

drilled in two operations was t

otherwise, the length of the 1:

would become excessive. It was fc

invariably that the two halves of

hole met centrally and, though tl

was often some taper, this amou

to a few thousandths at the most
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CHECK THESE POINTS

on the WELLS BANDSAW

roand

«S"il6"

h

diameter 5" diameter

or round or

flat. 5"xI0"flat.

Run down the list of ad

vantages of a Wells Band

Saw. Then consider what

these features would mean

to you. Those jobs of cut

ting bars, angles, tubes and

other miscellaneous work

can be handled a lot quick

er and more accurate with

a Wells Saw. We will glad

ly send you a folder with

out obligation.

WELLS MFG. CORP.

THREE RIVERS, MICH,
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there were three reaming operations

to follow, this slight taper did not

affect the final result. Incidentally,

it may be mentioned here that this

tendency to make a taper hole can

be used to advantage in some cases,

and that the writer has made some

interesting applications of this fact.

It is hardly necessary to point out

that each of the two holes required its

own fixture, for the drilled hole must

be central with the spindle of the

lathe.

The drilling was done with a spe

cial twist drill. It was an oil drill,

but no oil was introduced through the

center of the drill, nor along the tube

provided for that purpose; neither did

the oil find its way out along the

clearance surface of the drill. Quite

the opposite took place. The oil was

introduced along the clearance sur

face of the drill and oil and chips

found their way out through the cen

ter. Oil was provided under a pres

sure of 300 lbs. to the square inch. It

would, perhaps, be better that the

final pressure was of that amount, for

so long as the oil could freely run out

of the hole, the pressure was, of

course, much less. However, that pres

sure would begin to build up as soon

as the chips began to choke the hole

in the drill, and it was not until that

pressure had reached the amount

stated that the chips were ejected.

Attached to the drill was a long hol

low bar which was revolved by the

mechanism of the boring head. A

bushing was fitted in the end of the

fixture and tight against the end of

the work piece. Drill and boring bar

fitted the hole in that bushing. It

was through this bushing that the

oil was introduced. As will be seen

from this description, the oil entered

the hole along the clearance surface

of the drill. A short length of the

hole was drilled before the bushing

was placed tight against the work.

As soon as this preparatory hole was

long enough, the actual work of drill

ing began. The oil would lubricate

and cool the very ends of the cutting

lips of the drill. The chips would find

a passage through the center.

So as to minimize the friction be

tween chips and drill, the throat of the

tool was nicely polished. As more and

more chips tried to escape through the

hollow drill and the long boring bar,

there ensued a clogging up of the

hollow bar and the pressure of the

oil began to build up. When a pres

sure of about 300 lbs. was reached, I

a wad of chips was forcibly ejected 1

and the process began anew. A feed

of 1% in. per minute was obtained.

The smaller of the two holes was I

1-9/16 in. in diameter and the drilled |

hole 1M in., thus allowing ample

stock for the various reaming opera- j

tions. The reason why this large

amount of stock was left was that,

at the time tools and fixtures were

designed and made, there was no ab

solute certainty that the drilled holes

would be as perfect as they actually j

proved to be. The expectation was

that these holes would be in line and

of the proper cross section, but there

was no previous experience to bank

on. If the high expectations we had

were not realized, then we would

have to design and make new tools,

unless there was enough stock left

to meet all contingencies. This would

mean loss of time and at that period

time was of the first importance. It

was decided, therefore, to allow

enough stock after the drilling opera

tions to be safe, even if the proposed

method of drilling should not give as

good results as we expected.

There were three reaming opera

tions. The tools for the first two

were what are called "wood reamers."

Though not commonly used in the

average machine shop, this type of

reamer is well known in arsenals and

other places where artillery is made.

The cutting tool, itself, is a straight
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AVE TIME • SAVE TROUBLE • SAVE MONEY

witb STARRETT

3ROUND FLAT STOCK

r a n

1 h

PARALLELS TEST GAUGES

MACHINE PARTS SNAP GAUGES

SHIMS TEMPLATES

PUNCH DIES CUTTERS

How many hours do your men waste hunting up stock and grinding it to

size for these special tools and parts? Plug this source of waste by keeping a

supply of Starred Ground Flat Stock in the tool-crib. Made of first quality

tool steel, cut lengthwise from the sheet, ground to within .001" of size and

annealed for easy machining. Starrett Ground Flat Stock No. 495 comes in

18-inch lengths in a complete range of widths and thicknesses. Revised

Starrett Catalog No. 25MD lists all sizes and prices. Write for your copy.

L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., U.S.A.

World's Greatest Toolmakers—Mante/actmrers af Hacksau-s Unexcelled—Steel Tapes, Standard'/or Accuracy

Dial Indicators/or Every Requirement

HROUGH YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
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blade, mounted on a piece of wood.

This wood support is of cylindrical

shape. Part of this cylinder is cut

away, so that the blade can be mounted

on a flat surface. The wood part of

the tool fits closely in the finished hole,

so that the tool is its own guide. The

blade acts as a boring and also as a

scraping tool. Though the operation

goes by the name of reaming, it is

really a boring operation.

The wood part of the reamer must

be soaked in oil to facilitate its pass

age through the hole. It is a very

simple matter to make oil penetrate

into wood. All that is necessary is

to let the wood lie in the oil for a

sufficient length of time, but time is

at a premium when there is war. It

was not possible for us to let the

wood soak for several months before

using it, and so some other way had

to be devised.

Several schemes were tried, one of

which called for laying the pieces of

wood in oil in a closed vessel i

which compressed air could be

mitted. This did not work out as

sired. As a matter of fact, it was c

tried because it was felt that not!

should be left untried. Anol

scheme, and one that was somevl

more successful, consisted in soal

the wood in hot oil. However,

depth of penetration was not

cient.

The final, and successful sch<

was the combination of hot oil at

partial vacuum. The vacuum

applied first, and after some 1

hot oil was admitted under ordii

pressure. The vacuum removed s

of the occluded air and some mois

and made, so to say, room for th«

It might be asked why an oily

of the wood should not be si

However, it should not be

that the reamer must pe:

long distance into the work and

it leaves some oil behind as it

STEELof Every Kind 1

Every Purpose . • in Slock . • Ready to I

Here is steel in every shape and size in carbon and alloy grades

in stock for Immediate Shipment. Whether it is standard shafting

or the finest accuracy stock—stainless steel or special flame cut

plates, you can get quick delivery from the nearest Ryerson plant.

Allied lines such as welding rod, solder, babbitt and tools are also

included. Unusual facilities for cutting, handling and shipping as

sure accuracy, dependability and speed.

WRITE FOR THE RYERSON STOCK LIST

Joseph T. Ryerson A Son, Inc., Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, iBoston, Philadelphia, Jersey pity

RYE R S O
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I

SURFACE BROACHING -WITH OILGEAR

It must be remembered Oilgear is the one

proven means of applying power smoothly,

flexibly, controllably, efficiently. And that

successful broaching must have just those

features for which Oilgear alone is famous.

Oilgear Surface Broaching Machines thus

quite naturally provide a smoothness of oper

ation, an incomparable dependability of per

formance, and such low maintenance costs

that experienced shops will consider no other

makes. Oilgear Surface Broaching Machines

ore pushing production at close tolerances

past any records known before. If you want

to check what this means in terms of your

product, send for full information including

Bulletin 23,OOOA. THE OILGEAR COM

PANY, 1 323 W. Bruce St., Milwaukee, Wis.

• One or more pieces

finis h-broached

simultaneously.

• Highest produc

tion at close tol

erances.

• Each unit com

plete and self-

contained.

• Single lever, semi

automatic control.

• Automatic full in

terlock of broach

and shuttle tables.

• Welded all-steel

construction.

• 6, 10, 16, 20 ton

capacities.
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For Contour Sawing

THE DOALL

METALMASTER

Contour Machining has an even wider

application with the new combination

Sowing-Filing Metalmaster. Put this

new tool to work for

gresses. There must be a reserved

of oil in the wood, for it does no good

to pour oil in the hole while the cut

is on. This may do some good to the

cutting tool itself, but not to th«

wood part, for this is squeezed tightly

in the hole.

The reason why two reaming operaJ

tions were necessary with wood ream

ers is that a considerable amount ot

metal had to be removed, and that the,

tool was liable to lose its size during

its passage through the hole. As the

second reamer removed only a sma..'

amount of stock, there could not be

much wear of this tool and it might

be expected that the hole would be

of even size throughout after this sec

ond reaming operation. However,

there was a possibility that the axis

of the hole was no longer a straight

line due to the action of the wood

reamers. It is true that the close

fit of the wood part tends to guide the

cutting blade, and that, in theoryJ

the reamed hole should be as straight

as the drill had made it, but, raj

reality, slight variations in the condn

tion of the metal may deflect the tool,

especially so as that tool is pushed1

through. Pushing it through means

pressure in the long bar holding the

reamer, and this means deflection of

the bar and a consequent tendency to

steer the tool in the wrong direction.

It was, therefore, decided to follow-

up with a third reaming operation in

which the reamer was pulled, and not

pushed, through. This pulling has a

tendency to straighten the hole. Of

course, very little metal was removed

in this last operation, so that there

was no danger that the tools would

wear appreciably during a single

passage.

It is just possible that greater pre

cautions were taken than were abso

lutely necessary, just as it may be

possible that we might have started

with a larger drill. However, the

( Continued on fugi S4 )
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Profit for User and Gear Cutter

Every INSUROK gear delivers double value. Made from the fin

est, most durable plastic that modern science and industry can

produce, INSUROK gears for all industrial requirements give

greater life and usefulness to mechanical equipment and effect

sharp savings in production and power costs. They also insure

profit to the gear cutter.
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Modern Methods of Packing

Machine Tools for Shipment

By Francis A. Westbrook

THE machine tools which comprise

a part of the product of the

Brown & Sharpe Company, Provi

dence, R. I., are shipped to all parts

of the world, consequently this firm

has found it necessary to develop

methods of packing which will insure

the safe arrival of the tools under the

most adverse conditions.

The various types of machines must

be handled in the manner best adapted

to the design, but in the course of

years certain fundamental principles

have been evolved which can be ap

plied in the packing and crating of

machines of all types. To ensure the

proper application of these principles,

the workmen in the crating depart

ment have been especially trained for

this work and the operations in the

department have been standardized

as far as practicable.

Before discussing the crating meth

ods, it may be interesting to consider

certain aspects of the organization of

the department. One feature consists

in that the crew is largely divided into

groups consisting of specialists of

certain types of the work. Some of

the men are specialists on crating

milling machines, others on gear cut

ters, grinders, screw machines, and

so on. Some men pack only attach

ments. Others make only the plat

forms and sides of the cases.

Of course, the workers are inter

changed a great deal, but there is

always at least one experienced man

to serve as leader of any packing

crew.

Standard designs have been worked

out for the platforms and sides

the crates for each type of machi

tool. Platforms and sides for crat

for milling machines, gear cutters a:

grinders are of the same design, ;

though of different sizes accord ii

to the machine sizes. Screw machin

vary considerably in design, cons

quently the boxes usually have to |

built around them. However, expei

encc has taught the specialists on th

job to gauge the requirements of tl

task without delay or difficulty. Tl

moveable parts and tools which a

company each machine are packed

excelsior in standard boxes which a:

anchored in the crate so that ever;

thing pertaining to any one machir

will be enclosed in one container.

As orders are received by the sal«

department for machines, a list c

the machines that are sold is sent 1

the shipping department, togethc

with shipping instructions, so that th

shipping department foreman can pla

his work and have the parts of th

boxes and crates made up ahead an

thus be ready to proceed with pack

ing as soon as the machine is deliv

ered to the crating department.

Platforms and sides of cases fo

standard machines are constructed ac

cording to measurements marked of

on wood strips known as "sticks." One

stick will carry all the measurement;

for one type and size of machine, and

there are sticks for all types and

sizes. Thus all measurements are

easily obtained without the use of

rules and the possibility of error is

reduced to the minimum.



fit- I—Drawing Illustrating use of "sticks" for marking off packing case parts and sections.
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The drawing Fig. 1 shows how the

measurements are marked off on the

sticks, the measurements shown in

this case being those for a No. 22

milling machine case. The series of

diagrams in Fig. 2 show how the case

is constructed. The illustration is

practically self-explanatory, but it

may be useful to point out some of

the principles upon which the case is

designed and what it is intended to

accomplish.

First, the design must be such that

2>4 *8i

IT"

c

7ZIZ

2*4*t0i
n >

li*4

the machine tool cannot move u

case. This is accomplished by an<

ing blocks at strategic points ii

case so that the machine cannot

or tip. The blocks must be so

ranged that no matter what po!

the case may be in—even upside i

—the machine will be adequately

ported so that no parts can be b\

or sprung.

The platform is reinforced I

the heaviest sections of the mai

and wood rails are built in to pr

solid anchorage for the machine (

sides. There are three points il

end of the case where 1%-in.

sections are used to provide strt

and rigidity and to act as shod

sorbers as, for instance, when

freight train or truck comes

: udden stop.

The construction of the top o

case is very important, due t4

strain placed upon it by the cj

or cables used to hoist the ma

aboard cars or boats. The top

is lined with l%x5-in. stock

enough cross members to prj

crushing. This reinforcement is

quate for machines weighing it

to 2% tons. Machines weighing

2% to 8 tons must have top line

2—Diagram illustrating construction of



feffratula tions! Ever lock

■ttrs on my Hamilton

■ Mo. 8 Special held per-

r against the terrible

J and vibration of 500
• kt top speed- Not a loose H

I on entire car after grind, fty "\

tianks to your Everlock
trj. They did a marvel-

job in keeping the nuts

screws tight on my car.crews hght on my ca

Everlock Washers on my Shaw-

Gilmore Special did a 100% job of

locking. They were as tight at the

finish as at the start..

ALL 33 SPEEDWAY

Five hundred gruelling miles—a life time of

violent vibration jammed into four and one-

half'hours—what a test for lock washers!

In 19,27, as in 1936, every entry in the

Indianapolis Speedway Race used Everlock

Washers! Both years after the race, inspec

tions showed 100% Everlock performance.

Here's proof aplenty that Everlock Washers

give the utmost protection against the hazards

of loosened nuts and screws.

Write for FREE SAMPLES. See for yourself

how Everlock Positive Locking and Powerful

Spring Tension defy vibration !

Thompson-Bremer & Co.

1640- H W. Hubbard St. - - - CHICAGO
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WALKER -TURNER

BUILT

TO BE THE

BUSIEST

DRILL

PRESS

IN

YOUR SHOP l*3£

Chuck to table, 12"
Chock center to col

umn, TW
Chuck to base, W"
Table, 10"x9", tilting

Spindle travel, 4"(without motor)

Built to relieve expensive, heavy machines it

has every feature that makes a drill press

popular! Easy to adjust and operate. Accu

rate for precision work—sturdy for hard pro

duction work. Economical—requires only 1/3

H.P. motor—costs only $39.95.

Check these features against any other light

drill press: six-spline spindle for vibrationless

operation. 4 SKF precision ball bearings.

Jacobs (0" to W) Key Chuck. Pilot wheel

feed, calibrated depth stop, positive return

spring action. Stop collar on column for head

assembly. You may find some of these features

in many tools, but Walker-Turner has them

all, combined in a precision tool at a low

price !

Write today for 1937 catalog.

WALKER-TURNER CO., INC.

787 Btrckman St.. PUlnfield, N. J.

t^uU POWER TOOLS

2x6 or 2x8-in. material. These

cautions are necessary due to the

that, although the cases may

marked "Sling Here", stevedore!

not always pay attention to such

tices. Experience has shown that

better to take no chances of dam

As stated above, small parts

tools are placed in boxes which

anchored in tne case. Some 01"

larger parts are merely blocked

if this can be done so that they

not shift about in transit. Sheet

paper are placed between pail

parts and the walls of the case to ]

vent marring the finish of the

chine. Waterproof burlap coverini

provided over the top of the mach

and when cases are to be expor

the waterproof covering is provi

for the entire interior of the ci

When shipments are to be made

truck, the packing may be less ei

orate but in such instances wal

proof bags are placed over the i

chines to protect them from moist!

Particular attention has been gi

to the prevention of rusting dur

transit. One of the preventive mt

ures consists in covering all unpain

parts of the machine with a slush

compound which was developed

the purpose in cooperation with an

company. Two formulas are us

one a light compound for use wl

the machines are to be shipped to

jacent points in New England t

New York, the other a dark, heav

compound which is applied when I

shipments are to be made by water

for long distances. The compounds s

easily removed with naphtha or kei

sene, and all trouble from rust h

been eliminated.

The effectiveness of the compoun

referred to is illustrated by sever

actual experiences in which the m

chines might have been ruined if le

effective means of protection had bei

employed. For instance, at the tin
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PATENTS PENDING

A Pair to

Draw to!

and you can 3t lose

four

ou can't afford to gamble in your business; but when you equip

ew machines with ALCO Drill Chucks and ALCO Tap Holders,

rou isn't gambling. You are playing a sure thing, for these new

tools have already demonstrated, in actual service, that they are the

biggest money savers in the way of screw machine accessories devel

oped in many years.

To quote from one manufacturer .... name on request .... and, inci

dentally, one of the largest industrial units in the country, "The cost

of the tool was saved in twenty-two set-ups made during two weeks

and two days of actual operation." Positive setting, absolute con

centricity and simplicity of adjustment, with the elimination of the

necessity for bushings, made this possible. You, too, can effect this

economy. Further, you can forget the worries you have always had

about bushings.

Write today for full particulars.

EFFIC

MANUFACTURED BY

ALCO TOOL COMPANY, BRIDGEPORT, CONN., U. S. A.
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of the Dayton, Ohio, flood, several

milling machines were under water

for a week but suffered practically no

damage. In another case a grinder

being loaded onto a steamship was

accidentally dropped into the water

of the harbor and stayed there two

days before is was recovered. Exam

ination showed that the machine was

undamaged except for the painted

surfaces where no compound had bten

applied. These surfaces were, ol

course, easily repainted.

Great care is also taken to make

sure that every machine part or tool

that is boxed separate travels in good

condition. If a part is dropped in the

crating process , the workman who

dropped it is expected to call atten

tion to that fact so that the part may

be checked for finish and accuracy be

fore shipping. While every effort is

made to prevent such accidents, no

workman is ever criticized for such

an occurrence unless he is unusually

careless, and then he is replaced. It

is felt that a certain number of such

accidents will occur anyhow, and it

is better to accept this fact than to

have the men afraid to speak up when

a part has been dropped or damaged,

and thus allow a part to be shipped

which will be found unsatisfactory.

When a case has to be made for a

new type of machine, data is kept on

the amount of material used, sizes of

pieces required, and time consumed,

and the figures are sent to the Cost

Department so that the cost of the

crate can be determined. For all sub

sequent cases of the same type, Debit

Requisitions bearing this information

and referring to the crate by number

are sent to the Cost Department.

A card file is maintained for all

cases made, giving the dimensions

and gross and net weights for both

foreign and domestic shipments. An

other file shows the amount of ma

terial used in each case, so that in

subsequent cases material for may

assembled without delay.

When a machine is to be crated,

itemized packing list is made out

duplicate of everything that is to

with the machine. This list is :

checked by the inspectors in the

sembly department, and again in

boxing department. The list sh

what parts are attached to the |

chine, if any, and what parts art

be boxed separately. The small bt

are, of course, anchored in the la

case as explained above. A copd

this packing list is placed in an

velope together with instruct

printed in three languages tel

how to remove the slushing compc

and how to lift and transport the

chine most easily and without dai

of injury. Printed instructions

lating to the operation and ma:

nance of the machine are include

The methods of packing and s

ping outlined here may seem t4

elaborate, but when the care that

been taken in building the machii

taken into consideration, it is nol

consistent to spend whatever is

essary to make sure that the

chines reach the customers in |

condition.

Boring 75MM Guns

(Continued from fire 76)

extra operations did not take r

time and they made the final r>

sure. Measurements showed

after the last reaming operation,

holes were just as accurate as i

lapping; the lapping was merely

the purpose of getting the right fi

The tolerance for each hole

0.0008 in. and for the distance

tween the two parallel holes 0.00

This should explain why such

was necessary- We came well w

the specified allowances. The dian

of the hole did not vary more

0.00025 in. from the basic figure.
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Saves Space, Piping and Power

ILLUSTRATED is a No. 20 Type D, Roto-

Clone installed in the plant of the Tim-
kea Roller Bearing Co. Mounted on a

fast storage hopper and driven by short
central V-belt drive with motors placed
directly on top of hopper, this Roto-Clone
handles a total of 20 four inch branches
vaieh serve grinding wheels, polishing
•heels and disk grinders.

Whether your dust problem is confined to
an isolated grinder or requires an exten
sive duct system, there is a Roto-Clone of

a sin and capacity to meet your require-

U'rite for complete information

and bulletin No. 270 H.

AMERICAN AIR FILTER CO., INC.

Incorporated

}42 CENTRAL AVE. LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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This diorama ia the central feature of the National Machine Tool Bnilders Association cxh
at Cleveland's 1937 Great Lakes Exposition. It is one of a series of three designed to Km
ically show how machine tools increase employment and raise the standard of living. Juan
Larrinaffa, nationally famous mural artist, planned the exhibit and designed the dioramas. 1

Exposition, which covers over 150 acres on Cleveland's lakefront, will be open through Lai
Day, September 6th.

National Machine Tool Builders

Exhibit at Great Lakes Exposition

How machine tools increase em

ployment and raise the standard of

living is graphically portrayed in a

series of three large dioramas and

six photographic transparencies in

the National Machine Tool Builders

Association exhibit at the 1937 Great

Lakes Exposition, which opened in

Cleveland May 29th. It continues

through until Labor Day.

Located in "The Making of A Na

tion," the central educational feature

at the Great Lakes fair, the exhibit

demonstrates the importance of ma

chine tools in building all the equip

ment that makes possible modern

transportation and communication

facilities, modern homes, and the

thousands of articles that make liv

ing today more comfortable.

Juan B. Larrinaga, one of Amei

ica's foremost mural artists and di

singer for almost every majc

American exposition since San Frai

Cisco's Panama-Pacific Fair in 1911

has built the three dioramas. In th

central diorama is shown one corne

of a modern industrial plant, with I

large lathe in operation in the fore

ground. In the other two, realistii

agricultural and transportatior

scenes are shown with appropriat<

captions which point out the impor

tance of machine tools in these two

fields.

The photographic transparencies

drive home the tremendous influence

of the machine age in "Recreation,"

"M anufactur e," "Construction."

( Continued on p*jr« 94 )
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HAVE YOU CONSIDERED THE SIGNIFICANCE OF

FULL FLOATING HOLDERS?

Gairing floating tool holders provide positive correction for

mis-alignment.

Accurate work depends more upon the holder and cutting tool

assemblies being in perfect alignment with the fixture without

deflection from the machine spindle than on any other factor.

They are used— where the spindles are out of line with the

bushing plate—where the bushings or tool holders receive ex

cessive wear—where the spindles of the machine are indexed—

where the fixture is indexed.

Gairing floating holders are used in the spindles of new ma*

chines by machine manufacturers and have lengthened the life of

innumerable machines and fixtures because they are self-aligning.

Don't gamble on future performances. Specify Gairing full

floating holders for the spindles of your equipment and receive

the utmost in efficiency and economy in operation.

Manufacturers of

STANDARD and SPECIAL CUTTING TOOLS and TOOL HOLDERS

Counterbores and Countersinks . . . Counterbore Sets, Spotfacers . . . Core

Drills, Reamers, Hollow Mills . . . Full Floating Holders, Facing Heads

. . . Form Cutters, Boring Bars, Boring Heads . . . Adjustable Extension

Holders . . . Multi-Diameter Cutters . . . Tungsten Carbide Tipped Tools.

Catalogs will be sent on reqyeit. Representatives in principal cities.

the cniRinc TOOL CO.

B29-35 WEST LRFRVETTE • DETROIT, HIICHIGRR
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Modern Equipment at Work

Anodizing Adds to Life

of Olds Pistons

THE comparative lightness of

aluminum is a very desirable

quality as applied to automotive pis

tons, consequently aluminum pistons

are found in most automobile engines

today. However, aluminum is also a

comparatively soft metal, and until a

method of hardening the wearing sur

face was discovered, this softness

presented a problem.

The aluminum pistons used in the

Olds car, for example, are subjected

to an electrolytic treatment which

gives the surface of the metal an

oxide coating, of which extreme hard

ness is the dominant characteristic.

This quality is akin to both the ruby

and the sapphire, for both stones—

forms of aluminum oxide—are physi

cally the same, and are members of a

family which includes emery and

corundum.

The hardness of aluminum oxide

makes it resistant to both abrasion

and corrosion; thus pistons that have

been subjected to this electrolytic

treatment will give long and excellent

service.

The electrolytic treatment of alu

minum necessitates equipment very

similar to that used for electro-plat

ing, the article to be treated being

immersed in a bath of special com

position through which an electric

current is passed. However, the

processes are not the same. In

electro-plating the piece to be coated

is the cathode, while in the electro

lytic treatment of aluminum, the

work-piece is the anode — whence

comes the terms anodic coating, ano

dic treatment, and anodizing. In ano

dizing, oxygen, instead of metal,

deposited on the surface of the worl

piece, the oxygen combining with tl

aluminum to form aluminum oxide.

The anodizing equipment shown i

the illustration consists of a Meakc

Quick Transfer Return Type Platin

Machine of the single-file design ; tht

is, a single row of parts is handle

through the various operations con'

prising the anodizing treatment. Th

machine is 29 ft. 6 in. long overal

8 ft. wide and 11 ft. 10 in. high, an

is laid out to handle the operation

in the following sequence:

1. Alkaline Clean or Etch 30 se<

2. Rinse and spray to remove a]

trace of alkali.

3. Anodizing Treatment, whicl

may be varied from 10 to 2(

min., at a current density some

where between 12-15 amps, pel

sq. ft.

The control of the tem

perature in the anodizing

is critical and therefore

facilities for cooling the

solution and maintaining

the temperature below

this critical point must

be provided.

4. Rinse and spray for removing

the acid solution used in the

anodizing.

5. Hot Water Rinse

6. Unload. (Space must be provid

ed for this operation.)

7. Stripping operation, in which

the oxide film is removed from

the rack contacts.

8. Hot Water Rinse

9. Load Racks. (Space must be

provided.)

The pistons are carried on racks,
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oeh of which

kids ten pistons

Bd which, in

ton, is supported

ky a carrier

(ha; is connected

* i t h the auto-

natic conveyor.

Hie pistons are

teld on the rack

by a rubber-cov-

sred pressure

clamp to which

ire bolted alumi-

Rimcontact points

that can be re-

loved and renew

al whenever they

become too badly

arroded or worn,

rhe balance of

the rack is also

rubber coated,

fn i s equipment

rill handle 600

iistons an hour

trough the vari-

(M operations re

quired for a com

plete job of ano-

iizing, depositing:

»n oxide coating

approximately

10004 in. thick on

sach piston.

The stripping

operation referred

to as No. 7 is nec

essary due to the

fact that the con

tact points of the

racks are made

of aluminum, and

:hus are subject

treatment. If the

'orms on

Anodizing Aluminum Pistons for Use in Oldsmobile Engines

to the anodizing

oxide film which

the metal during the ano-

Sizing process were allowed to remain

an the racks, the coating would in a

short time build up to a depth

that would interrupt the flow

of current to the pistons. Conse

quently it is necessary to "strip" the

aluminum oxide film from the contact

points after each circuit, so that the

amount of current supplied to the

pistons will be ample and an oxide

coating of the desired thickness will

be assured.

The solution for the cleaning op
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eration, No. 1, is composed as follows:

4 lb. Tri-Sodium Phosphate; 4 lb.

Soda Ash; 4 lb. Caustic Soda; balance

water.

For the anodizing operation, the

initial charge is composed of 28 gal.

Sulphuric Acid at 66 deg.; 7V6 oz.

Antimony Trioxide, and water to

make 91 gallons of solution.

Quick-Braking an A. C.

Motor by Direct Current

AN unusual and effective method

of "dynamic braking"—that is,

the use of the driving motor itself as

a brake—is used by The Reliance

Electric & Engineering Company,

Cleveland, Ohio, in connection with

the problem of quick and reliable

stopping of chucks on machines in

the plant of a large manufacturer of

aluminum castings, in the same city.

Since the finishing of each article re

quires only a few seconds, it is im

portant to cut down the time neces

sary to stop the chuck between one

piece of work and the insertion of the

next. In the machines originally in

stalled, braking was effected by a

clutch and a mechanical brake-pedal.

It was found, however, that this not

only required considerable mainte

nance but also that it varied the stop

ping time obtained according to the

degree of wear on the clutch and

brake mechanism.

Under the new set-up the chuck is

mounted directly on the shaft of a

polyphase squirrel-cage induction mo

tor controlled by a three-pole mag

netic reversing controller. The con

tact positions of the controller are

governed by two solenoids. The one

which throws the motor on the A.C.

line is operated by a starting button

conveniently located on the machine

itself. The other, which throws two

terminals of the motor across a source

of direct current, is connected to the

brake pedal. When the open

presses the button the motor st

up and he begins work. When

piece is finished he quickly stops

motor by pressing the pedal; w

automatically disconnects the m

from the A.C. line and connect

to the source of direct current,

controls are so interlocked electric

L JFHA5C

7 A C SUPPLY

I I I

Diagram of connection* for dynamic b
■et-up. (Courtesy The Reliance Elect

Engineering Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.

that the motor will not start

the pedal is depressed.

This method of braking has

favor because of its very low i

tenance, its smoothness and the

of controlling the stopping'

There is no jerking or vibratii

stopping because the braking: s

is magnetic and electrical in it

ture, and does not depend on me

ical friction. Furthermore, the

ping time may be easily varied

rheostat which, when once adj

will cause exactly the same br

effort to be exerted during the

working day. This is possibl

cause there is nothing to wei

alter in the braking mechanism,

low-voltage direct current re<

for dynamic braking is furnish

a small motor-generator set whi

this instance, is capable of delH

enough power for braking eigh
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PREPARING FRACTURED
METAL FOR WELDING—
smoothing welds—snagging and
grinding castings—grinding and
cutting rivets and studs—grind
ing m«tal surfaces when fitting
castings — spark-testing steel
rods and billets — removing
paint, rust and scale — rotary
filing—and reclaiming old parts
with wire-brush wheel — are
some of the cost-cutting uses of
Black & Decker Portable Elec
tric Grinders. Three models—4,

5 and 6 inch.

toe you

Profits

SMOOTHING AND FINISHING
METAL surfaces for painting—remov
ing paint, rust and scale—surfacing
tile, ttone, etc.—flat surface grinding—
smoothing welds and casting ridges—-
gouging and planing wood beams
—rubbing down new lacquer—buffing
and polishing metal and other surfaces
—are applications where Black &
Decker Sanders and Sander accessories

i of hand work. Hour models,
and maintenance

B LACK & DECKER Portable Grinders and Sanders save you money by putting an

end to costly hand sanding, filing and buffing—and make quick work of heavy jobs

which are slow and awkward to handle on grinding, sanding and

buffing machines. Ask your jobber for a demonstration, or write

for catalog. The Black & Decker Mfg. Co., 720 Pennsylvania Ave.,

Towson, Md. ■ t.

World's Largest Manufacturer of

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS
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chines. It is estimated that the new

method has enabled the manufacturer

to increase his production about 20

per cent from each machine.

N.M.T.B.A. Exhibit at Great

Lakes Exposition

( Continued from page 86 )

"Communication," "Schools," and

"The Home."

In discussing the exhibit, Tell

Berna, general manager of the Na

tional Machine Tool Builders Asso

ciation, said, "Our exhibit should be

of real interest to all. We have tried

to point out that machine tools, 'the

master tools of industry,' have made

it possible for the United States to

come closer to solving the problem

of producing plenty than any other

country in the world. They have

made possible higher wages, shorter

hours, and more and better goods per

dollar of purchasing power than has

ever before been known in history.

PUBLICATIONS

Vanadium Steels and Irons. A band-

book of applied metallurgy, 189 pages,

bound In flexible leatherette, Illustrated

with 71 photo-micrographs and 178

charts and tables. Published 1937. by

the Vanadium Corporation of America,

420 Lexington Avenue, New York.

This new metallurgical handbook Is a

complete review and reference source for

the chemical composition, physical prop

erties, heat treatment, recommended ap

plications and fabricating procedure of

all Irons and steels In which vanadium

is an alloying element. Its up-to-the-

minute economic analysis of the place

of alloy steels for structural applications,

as well as for highly stressed parts, will

be of particular Interest to those en

gaged In fabrication and design.

Structural steels for light and heavy

sections, the familiar S.A.E. alloy and

related high-test steels, spring steels,

cast steels, tool steels and nltrldlng

steels are treated comprehensively, with

complete data on physical properties and

heat treatment. In each case, condi

tions under which most favorable se

ice results can be expected are spec

rally outlined, and suggestions are in

for correlating the choice of alloy si

and Its heat treatment with the fa!

eating procedure to be used.

The many charts and tables are ba

on latest authentic tests and analyst

an Important point In view of the rec

rapid progress In the art. Blbllograf

references under each chapter head I

include a great deal of new work,

special chapter of the volume Is

voted to consideration of high-test a

cast Irons, a field In which consider!

progress has recently been made.

The Index of the handbook is parti

larly complete. In addition to dt

references to particular alloy steels

their properties, it permits a rapid

erence by application headings to

desirable alloy steels and recommer

heat treatment. Price of the volum

$1.25, but It is available without chi

to executives and engineers actually

gaged In using or specifying alloy s1

and irons who request it on their b

ness letterheads.

THE STANDARD HAND BOOK OF

FRACTORIES—a 48-page manual of

formation for engineers, plant sup<

tendents and others Interested in

control of heat—has been publish*

Standard Fuel Engineering Company

Post Ave., S., Detroit, Mich. It is fu

Information about refractory cem

refractories, heat treating and other

naces, as well as a copious assembl

useful tabular material of inter-

those whose use of refractory mau

requires specific formulae.

Profusely Illustrated from actual

tographs of typical Installations

wide range of refractories, it shows

lous methods of applying high tern;

ture cements and also contains

very useful tables of weights

measures of the many types of flre-

used In Industry.

It Is unusual In that it Include:

only data not often published in

precise combinations selected by

publisher but has been printed "

format which makes the book a

pocket manual for the active en -

Copy free.

Mention MODERN MACHINE -

when writing to advertisers. TToui

operation will be appreciated boil

the advertiser and this magazine.
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DO YOU NEED

GREATER ACCURACY

ON VERY SMALL DIMENSIONS?

JOHANSSON

GAGING

SYSTEM

SET No. 4, $220

Individual Blocks, $4 and up

I *'"'Hill

1 llilillll

This set of 28 blocks will make

gages in consecutive steps of

.00005 inch from .060 inch minimum,

also gages in steps of .0001 inch

from .040 inch minimum, to more

than .375 inch.

Precision manufacturers who

work with small dimensions find

this set very helpful. Many users

of Johansson Gage Sets Nos. 1 and

2 have need for this supplementary

set. Some purchase only the indi

vidual blocks to meet their special

requirements.

Manufactured and Serviced In the United States by

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

JOHANSSON DIVISION DEARBORN. MICHIGAN

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

.shams on Division, Dept. G, Dearborn, Michigan

Please sand new Johansson Catalog No. 12 showing all gage blocks, accessories and prices.
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Ideas from Readers

This department is o clearing house for ideas ... If there is a "kink" or short oil

use in your shop, send in a description of it . . . Each one published will be paid

Sensitive Jack for Machine

Work

By John A. Honegcei

SENSITIVITY is a desirable qual

ity in a jack that is to be used

to support work for machining op

erations, especially if the work is in

properly located, by a lockscrew

shown. At right angles to plung

is the plunger E, which is also

snugly into the holder A.

The surface-ratio of plunger

plunger E is such that any

ment of plunger B will produo

proximately four times a

movement of plunger 9

versely, the pressure of

end of the plunger E

portionately less than t

plunger B.

The fluid employed

writer in the original

was castor oil, which h

cosity sufficient to pi

by-pass leakage. Thd

cosity of castor oil wi

change materially wi

reasonable change in

perature.

Denirn of Hydraulic Jack for Machine

the tool class. Unless contact with

the work can be felt, the possibility

of springing exists. And with the

usual type of screw-jack, little or no

sensitivity is available.

Sensitivity is the outstanding

characteristic of the jack illustrated

in the drawing, due to the fact that

the hydraulic principle is employed in

the actuating mechanism. The jack

consists of the housing A, in which

slides the actuating plunger B. The

plunger is controlled by the screw C,

which is threaded through the sleeve

D. The sleeve is locked in place, when

Chuck Crane

Lathe

By R. B. Lovei.andI

THE speed, accuracy, and

efficiency of a lathe opd

often depends to some extent|

the condition of the chuck,

quently a lathe chuck is enthl

much better treatment than it

times gets. Fortunately,

fashioned idea of dumping the]

on the floor under the mad

under a bench and allowing it

in the dirt and chips until

again is fast becoming obsole

improvement which can be

to more modem ideas

cleanliness and safety.
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MARVEL 5AWS

• • a complete line

Metal Sawing

A Complete Technical Service

The MARVEL line comprises:
Non -Breakable High Speed Hark Saw Blades.

A "riant" Hydraulic Hack Saw of 18" x 18" ca
pacity. (The world's largest hack sawing ma

chine.)
Folly Automatic Production Hark Sawing Ma
chines in two sizes equipped with either normal
service automatic bar push-up or with special

"heavy duty" automatic bar push-up for ex

tremely heavy work.
All-ball-bearing Heavy Duty High Speed Hack

Sawing Marhines.
Dry cutting, general utility Shop Saws, at ex

tremely low prices.
The largest capacity universal metal cutting Band

Saw Machine.
Also, new. novel Hand Hack Saw Frames, and
non-breakable high speed hand hack saw blades

for heavy-duty production work.
If you use metals in bar or billet form, ask us to
send our local sawing engineer to call on you,
analyze? your work and recommend a complete
sawing-equipmcnt and methods program that fits

tout particular range of work and requirements.

No obligation, no cost to you.
t -
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ing onto the spindle-nod

further adjustment is pr*

vided by having the conne

tion between the yokes mat

of two studs—one right all

one left-hand thread—threw]

ed into a knurled nut. RevaN

ing the nut by hand screril

the studs in or out, as M

quired, and raises or Iowa

the chuck accordingly.

A Spring Tool With

out a "Gooseneck"!

Crane for Lathe-Chock, In Use at Roanoke

Norfolk & Western Railroad.

At the Roanoke Shops of the Nor

folk and Western Railroad, chuck

cranes similar to that shown in the

illustration are in use. The crane not

only keeps the chuck up off the floor

and out of the dirt, but it also keeps

the chuck ready for use at a min

ute's notice.

The short vertical shaft upon

which the crane is swung is made

integral with a flange which is firmly

anchored with screws to the top plate

of the lathe head. The horizontal arm

of the crane is a forging, bored at

one end to fit the bearing on the

upper end of the vertical shaft. A

flange holds the arm at the top of

the shaft. To the opposite end of the

horizontal arm is hinged a lever with

a long handle, and to the lever a yoke

is hinged in such position that, when

the lever-handle is at rest on the top

of the arm, the pull on the yoke will

be downward.

From the yoke is suspended an

other yoke, drilled through each side

so that a bolt can be passed through

the yoke and through a hole in the

chuck, as shown. Although the chuck

can be held, bv means of the lever-

handle, at the right height for thread-

Shops of
R'

By Chas. H. Wili.ey

ECENTLY one of tfl

mechanics had oca

sion to turn a number m

large cast aluminum casei

the design of which included a %

fillet. It was necessary that

fillet be perfectly smooth, as well

the face and peripheral surface of I

case, but it was found difficult to of

tain the required smoothness,

workman experimented with the con

vent ional form of gooseneck tool,

with semi-split tools into which

tions of wood were inserted to damp

the vibration, but without avail. Nort

STRIP Of RUBBER <

TIU BACKIHG PIECE

A strip of robber under the tool provides the
correct amoont of spring for a broad-nose tool.

of the usual spring tools would work

properly in this soft metal.

Finally the mechanic hit upon the

idea of cutting a strip of soft rub-
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LowC

table/

etal Cutti

TEETH THAT BITE!"

g, sharp biting teeth... make Atkins Silver

tl Saws cut easy, fast and clean.

SAW TEETH BITE

To get most cutting hours per blade,

use saws made of Silver Steel, the per

fect saw steel. Atkins offers you speed,

long life and uniform temper. Smooth,

quick and clean cutting is assured . . .

Make your own test . . . See your dis

tributor.

C.ATKINS AND COMPANY • INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

SILVER
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ber from an inner tube and placing

it between the tool and the support,

as shown in the illustration. With the

tool clamped tightly in the

toolpost, the rubber provided

just the right amount of

spring for a broad-nose radius

tool so that a smooth cut

could be obtained.

nary Armstrong toolholder.

One end of the shank is turn^

and threaded, and a ball race

>— IMP it

C B

Ideal Indicator

Holder

By C. F. Fitz

Design of Ideal Indicator Holder

AN Ideal indicator holder of sim

ple but efficient design is shown

in the illustration. The principal part

of the holder is the shank A, which is

made from a length of square tool

steel of the same size as the toolbits

used in the machines in which the in

dicator will be used. Thus the indi

cator-shank can be held in the ordi-

formed in the end, the race consist

ing simply of a concave seat to f

a 5/16-in. ball. The part B, called th

"dumb-bell," is of tool steel, the ba

at the outer end serving to hold th

indicator arm while the inner ba

provides the ball for a ball-anc

socket joint.

The dumb-bell is made in tw

THE

MODERN

ELECTRIC

HOISTAnti-Friction

Bearings

Throughout

■

Write for

Bulletin

No. 126

HEPARD NILEC

CRANE & HOIST CORP.L-J

424 SCHUYLER AVENUE, MONTOUR FALLS, N. Y.

A COMPLETE LINE OF CRANES AND HOISTS
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YOU don't have to be a wizard to

■■"luce instantly one or one million

bronze bearings at any time—in any

or all of hundreds of different size*—

completely machined and finished, rrady

for assembly—meeting practically every

requirement in all kinds of machinery

and electric motors. Simply select what

;ou want from Bunting's Catalog of

Xandardized Bearings. Your order is

filled the day we receive it . . . Eco

nomical, too—small lots even at big-

ran prices.

Banting Machined and Centered Bear

ing Bronze Bars are just as readily

available in 131 stock sizes. Factory

machining saves you time, labor, and

t' -

material . . . Try Bunting Lead Base

and Tin Base Babbitt to see how sci

entifically controlled casting improves

a standard alloy. Ask your mill supply

wholesaler. Complete catalog on re

quest . . . The Bunting Brass & Bronze

Company, Toledo, Ohio. Branches and

Warehouses in All Principal Cities.
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MARKING

FLAT—ROUND

IRREGULAR SURFACES

BY ROLLING

OPERATION

MODEL 25

HI-DUTY MARKING MACHINE

This machine operates from your plant air
line, and li one of numerous modeli built to
produce fait, neat marking on metal parts.
HUDuty marking machines may be had for
practically any marking operation, and we will
be glad to make recommendations upon receipt
of your inquiries. 8end prints or samples of
parts to be marked, showing lettering and
location, also state required production.

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 BELLE PLAINE AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

parts, one part consisting of

outer ball and shank, and other p

consisting of the inner ball, which

drilled for a force fit on the end

the shank. The ball is pressed oi

the shank after the shank has b«

inserted through the hole in the r

C. When the nut C is screwed or

the holder A, the ball-and-socket joi

is complete.

The ball B is drilled both in the e

and crosswise for the indicator ai

D, which is standard equipment wi

the indicator.

Cutting Belting Correctk

Without a Square

By W. F. Schaphorst

SOME time ago this writer wi

taught a valuable kink for cu

ting flat belts, as illustrated in tl

sketch herewith. This kink, it appear

is not known to most belt users, so

am giving it here.

The old method, when cutting

belt, is to use a square and make th

FLESH SIDE-

*HAIK SIDE

Drawing illustrating method of cutting ends o
belt to Insure that belt will be straight.

cut "absolutely square" with the

sides of the belt. However, if done

in the manner illustrated here it is

not necessary to make the cut square.

The most important thing is to

simply make the cut "straight."

To do this, give the belt one turn

as shown in the sketch and lay the

ends one exactly over the other, both

in perfect alignment. Then, by mak

ing the cut "straight" even though

not square with the sides, it will be



*T«*DARD SIZES

I fit T)m—aas or Electric

DlameWr
12"
16"
22"
22-
25"
25"
26"
28-
33"
98-
88"
43-
48-
74"

20"
26"
86"
20"
80"
28"
36"
36"
36"
48"
48"
60"
86"

*■ T(P» Cjclone Electric
Work Chamber

L. Wnth Depth Length
K} 12" 16" 18"

15" 24» 18"

Jeetrto

Tempering furnace

for precision results . . . inadequacy of

existing equipment . . . these were the

reasons back of the Cyclone furnace. This new

heating principle grew out of an urgent need in

the Lindberg steel treating plant for better tem

perature uniformity and closer control for tem

pering.

The Cyclone was designed by men of long expe

rience in furnace construction and furnace oper

ation. It was developed step by step in actual

production work to solve our own problems. Now

in its third year, the Cyclone continues to make

steady gains in popularity and performance rec-

Write for bulletins.

mm

rn jEngtneering Co.
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UNIVERSAL

COLLET CHUCKS

Automatic Screw Machine, holding Drill - Counter-

t Drill and Reamer in UNIVERSAL

COLLET CHUCK

I One of the Many Uses ]

RIGID

GRIP AS STRONG

AS SOLID

STEEL

CONCENTRIC

WITHIN .001

ACCURATE

For Holding End Mills, Drills, Taps,

Center Point, Keyway Cutters etc.

FOR LITERATURE WRITE TO

UNIVERSAL

ENGINEERING CO.

FRANKENMUTH. MICH.

found that the ends will make a p

feet fit. The cut may make an an

of 45 deg. or even more with

sides. The angle makes no differen ■

It is best practice, of course, to i

the belt square, or as nearly squi

as possible. By cutting it squi'

belting material is more likely to "*

saved than where the cut is made

an angle. But to be doubly m

about it, even if a square is usi

is an excellent safety measure to

the belt one turn as explained

and then if the square itself is

true, or if an error has been made,

error will automatically rectify i

Hand Wheel for Machinal

Vise

By Wm. C. Hill

t
.1 ■ IT

THE idea illustrated in the drawi

ing herewith was born when on*

of the toolmakers got tired of tryin,

to open and shut the milling machin

Drawing Showing Use of Hand Wheel on
Machine VUo
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DOES JliqA Speed

fududkm GIVE YOU A PROFIT?

In your shop right now perhaps (here is a cutting job that you would

like to do at a profit — It may be a tough alloy or a heat-treated steel

or tome other material on which ordinary high speed steels fail,

especially at high speeds.

Circle C Super High Speed Tool Holder Bits are famous for their

ability to machine materials considered unmachinabte with regular

high speed steel— But that is not the onty valuo, on your every day

production, you can use them to effect substantial savings by speed

ing up your machining operations. Circle C Bits have a tool life many

times greater than that of ordinary high speed steel.

An order for a few bits will show you the possibilities of

establishing machining costs on a much lower scale. Litera-

'ure and price list on request.

TOOLHOLDER BITS

FtTH-STERIMG

fEEL COMPANY

Wo.k, McUfSFOftT. PA.

NtW YOKK CHICAGO HAtTFO«0
CLEVELAND MflKM LOS ANOXUS

PMJLA06LPWA DAYTON
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vise with the crank handle when the

vise was used parallel to the table

as shown. In this position the crank

could be turned only half-way around,

then it was necessary to remove it and

change it to starting position again,

repeating the action until the vise

was opened or shut as required.

To eliminate this extra effort and

also to save time the mechanic made

a hand wheel, knurled for easy grip

ping and drilled at several places on

the rim so that the final pressure can

be applied to the vise-jaw by insert

ing a section of drill rod in one of

the holes. The hand wheel is just the

right size to clear the table, but is

heavy enough to act as a flywheel;

thus the mechanic can open or close

the vise quickly by spinning the

wheel.

The idea has proved such a good

time-saver that it has been applied

to all the machine vises in the shop.

Opportunities In Peru for

American Industrial Machinery

and Equipment

American manufacturers of lndui

trial machinery and equipment Intel

ested In selling their products in Per

are cordially Invited to send the Peri

vlan Consulate their catalogues, pri<

lists and full data In duplicate.

Peru today offers exceptional oppoi

tunltles for American Industrial mt

chlnery and equipment. This Consuls'

Is very much Interested In promo;.:

such trade.

Address all communications to '

Peruvian Consulate, 2314 Locust Stree

Philadelphia. Pa.

Rockwood V-Belt Replacements Boa

No. 795. This book, containing 32 pag«

8';xll in. In size, comprises a complei

set of specifications for Rockwood Single

Groove V-Belts for use In every type c

application where V-belts are used. Th

list Is arranged numerically with size

list prices and comparison table of othc

manufacturers' part numbers. Copy fr«

by addressing Rockwood Manufacture

Company, Indianapolis, Indiana.

MORE

for

your

MONEY

MORE pieces per grind.

MORE grinds per brooch.

25% to 35% LONGER

broach life, with tough

ness to withstand heavy

pulls and far greater

resistance to abrasion.

These are definite

PROVED advantages

of the IVEIP

Connecticut Broach

fir Machine Co.

New London Conn.
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"CHINESE SALES TALKS"

ARE "OUT" OVER HERE

When a salesman calls on a customer in China it is

good business to talk about everything except the

matter in hand.

But there's no time wasted when an A-P engineer

is telling you about Jewel Abrasives . . . there are too

many good points to talk about.

"Masterpak" ... an exclusive Jewel package develop

ment . . . actually protects coated abrasives in transit

. . . brings them to the customer factory new.

And Abrasive Products, Inc. stands back of every

order for Jewel Abrasives with a technical advisory

service, based on more than twenty-five years' experi

ence . . . with twenty-four hour action on every order

and a line that offers an abrasive for every need. Abra

sive Products, Inc., South Braintree, Mass.

THE COMPLETE

JEWEL LINE

INCLUDES

AN ABRASIVE

FOR EVERY USE:

"JEWELOX" — Jewel brand
of aluminum oxide. The
hardest and toughest abra
sive in commercial use, it is
ideal for grinding and polish

ing hard metals.

"JEWELITE" — Jewel brand
of silicon carbide. Tested
and approved by America's
master shoe builders for cut
ting, smoothing and finishing
leather and leather products.

"JEWEL GARNET"—N a t -
ural garnet, prepared under
our exclusive process which
preserves the grains' natural
cutting edges and intensifies
their sharpness. Ideal for
general woodworking.

"NEW PROCESS" — Alum,
inum oxide abrasive paper,
cloth and combination for
production woodworking,
where rapid cutting, smooth
finish and performance at
high speed are paramount.

"JEWEL EMERY" —An
emery cloth for metal polish
ing where a very hard abra
sive like "Jewelox" is not
required.

"JEWEL FLINT" —Made
of the best obtainable grade
of flint quartz. Supplied in
reams of 9" x 11" sheets.

Send for
New Catalog
on our Com*
plete Line of
A b r a s i v e
Papers and
Cloths.

ABRAJIVES PRODUCT*

JEWELOX • JEWEL EMERV . JEWEL GARNET ^§Sg$!P' JEWELITE . JEWEL FLINT « NEW PROCESS

INC.
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Over the Editor's Desk

"Life of an American Work

man"

UNDOUBTEDLY many of you

who read this page have also

been reading the continued article

under the above title in the "Saturday

Evening Post", but your editor would

feel that he had been remiss in his

duty if he did not call attention to

this story. The article tells, in the

first person and simple style, the

story of the rise of an American

workman and his experiences with

the various tasks that he encountered

in his climb from an apprenticeship

in a railroad shop to the presidency

of a great automobile factory. The

"workman" is Walter P. Chrysler.

Undoubtedly the article is being

followed with especial interest by

men who work—or have worked—in

either railroad or automobile shops.

They will recognize instantly the

tasks and problems that confronted

Chrysler and will appreciate the diffi

culties in which he found himself

from time to time. The old-timers

will also appreciate the part that

Chrysler and his contemporaries

played in the development of the in

dustry; the installation of the first

conveyor, the idea of passing the

chassis along from one work-station

to another on the assembly floor, the

use of a paint "squirter" to do away

with the paint brush, the beginnings

of the demand for special machines,

and so on.

The really important point of the

whole story, however, is the fact that

it is the saga of an ordinary man,

even as you and I. Chrysler had no

special advantages unless you could

call average intelligence, an alert

mind, and driving ambition special

advantages. Perhaps to these should

be added the faculty of getting along

with people and making tH

like him—but that, after alf

just another evidence of a'

age intelligence.

This American workman wo)

for what he got; he received no

cial favors for which he had not

qualified; there were no politi

plugging for advancement for

He simply took a good look all

next job above him, worked fe

enough to prove that he could £9

and then went after it. The foil

is simple; anyone can follow it.]

if he can follow it well enougl

can also be drawing a ?50,000-a-l

salary when he is forty years;

That is achievement.

There are no laws to preveno

from leaving one job or taking!

other; there are no laws to prl

him from holding a job because <■

race; there are no rules to mim

against his success because of hm

ligion; there are no laws or rules"

ordinating his ambition because

his politics. That is America.

Progress

THE trend is toward sh«

hosiery, so the Berkshire K

ing Mills, largest manufacturer

full-fashioned silk stockings in

world, are scrapping 178 knitting

chines, representing a capital in

ment of $650,000, in their Rea

Pa., plant in order to make roon

more modern equipment.

Each machine is more than 33

long and comprises some XI

parts; thus the total of pre>

parts being scrapped amount

something more than 20,O<

pieces.

According to Hugo Hemmericl

perintendent of Mills, this indus

one that has learned the unl

lesson of equipment handicap,

ought to be a lesson in ti

where for other industries.
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Designers, builders and users of tools and machinery all

around the world appreciate the way McGILL Bearings

hold up. Particularly under sustained heavy or in

termittent shock loads they "just keep rolling along" —

demonstrating the value of quality steels and precision

construction which reduce wear and replacements to the

minimum.

McGILL Bearings embody many exclusive types and designs.

The MULTIROL Precision Bearings, for instance, are unequalled

for great load capacity in small radial space. They far outrun

plain bearings with which they can often be interchanged dimen-

sionally. Since their introduction eight years ago, they have

proved their superiority in thousands of installations—including

practically every type of equipment from sewing machines to

railroad locomotives. Many sizes and designs are carried in

stock, and special designs are developed to meet your require

ments.

Send for Bulletin No. 37

M?GILL MANUFACTURING CO.

1 500 N. Lafayette Street

VALPARAISO, IND.
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New Shop Equipment

Rivett No. 112 Precision

Internal Grinder

The Rivett No. 112 Precision Internal

Grinder, now being built by Rivett

Lathe & Grinder, Inc., Brighton, Bos

ton, Mass., Is primarily built tor me

dium and large tool-room work, straight.

Rivett No. 112 Precision Internal Grinder

bevel, two angle, or straight and bevel

grinding at one setting. With low-speed

spindle carrying a wheel up to 6 In.

dla. by in. tace, it may also be used

tor external work. Its heavy construc

tion and large slide areas assure long-

lite accuracy. The extreme simplicity ot

its design makes it specially effective on

a wide variety ot parts and practical

for any mechanic to operate.

Single bevel or single taper work Is

ground by swivelling the workhead

the table topsllde. A unique featur

the swivel cross slide seen In acc
panylng cut. By swivelling this •

slide to the desired angle and set

the grinding spindle on the center

ot the machine, a straight bole

be ground using power reclprocatloi

the table, and then by

engagement of the lat

lever on the gear box,

power reciprocation ma

thrown off, and an ang

the mouth of the hole

be concentrically g r o 1

without rechucklng. by

versing the cross
through Its hand ■•■

Similarly, by swivelling

table top slide, a taper

and a bevel may be grc

For small or medium

the Rivett No. 112 Is

economical than an I

matlc gauging mac

Many leading manufact

throughout this country

abroad also employ I

preference to any

grinder for experlm

and development work

The workhead and

reciprocate with the

while the grinding

remains stationary. 1

arrangement gives

tlonless support to

grinding spindle and

mlts the speeds nece

for small hole work.,

workhead Is mounted

shoe and scraped to

upper table and clamp

any position by two T

In a T-slot. The ba

the workhead Is graduated to swln

deg. each side of center so that the

can be set for taper grinding si

than can be obtained by the 50

swivel of the table. An individual

drive provides three selective s|

speeds. The spindle mouth Is grou

take Rivett 6 N.S., 1-ln. collet caj

collets and step chucks operated by

draw In spindle or lever chuck t

Jaw chucks, face plates, and othe:
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rures may be mounted on the threaded

spindle nose.

The grinding spindle mounts In a

bracket carried on the cross slide and

ts driven from a 2 h p.. 3500 r.p.m. mo-

tar. The spindle Is of rugged design for

long-life smooth running. Two spindles

ire available, one for high speed and

eoe for low speed. The cross slide on

len the grinding spindle bracket

[counts is carried by a swivel which is

graduated to be set in any position up

to 90 deg. right or left from center.

Selective hand or power cross feed is

transmitted to the cross slide when set

DB any position.

The table is mechanically reciprocated

and the motion Is arranged to slightly

retard as the table approaches its center

' stroke and accelerate immediately

the central point Is passed. This pro

duces straight ground holes and over

comes the danger of bell-mouthed

boles. Eighteen selective speeds of table

reciprocation are obtained through a

fear box mounted on the side of the

base.

The Blvett tip-over diamond fixture

S used for truing the wheel. Once the

prop>*r hole Is ground the diamond

truing fixture may be set to true the

wheel for duplicating the original

Bind.

All moving parts are fully enclosed

and all drive bearings, reciprocating

mechanism and table ways are auto

matically lubricated by the Blanchard

- /relator System, which consists of a

central pumping unit and individually

adjusted pressure feeders for each

bearing.

"Metalmaster" Contour Sawing

Machine

Announced as a new machine tool the

Metalmaster, manufactured by Conti

nental Machine Specialties, Inc., 1301

S. Washington Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.,

la said to cover a wider field and func

tion than have former "Doall" machines.

According to the manufacturers, a novel

feature of this machine Is an entirely

new type butt welder which is Instan

taneous and full automatic; in Its oper

ation the saws ends are merely placed

together In the welder, the operator

presses the switch and a positive weld

is made Instantly and automatically.

The set-up for internal sawing or the

making of new Joints out of colls of

aw Is thus done in a negligible time.

Many machining operations that are

usually carried out by shaping, milling,

lathe work or torch cutting can econom

ically be accomplished on the Metal-

master. In many cases, material is re

moved in one slab Instead of being re

duced to chips. Cutting is done con

tinuously instead of with an oscillating

motion. Similarly, the Metalmaster does

slitting and removes slugs preparatory

to milling. In contour work the contour

saw closely follows the line through

"Metalmaster" Contour Sawing Machine

thick sections. The smooth thin cut of

the saw leaves no waste.

The contour saw cuts true circles of

any diameter, such a diameter not being

confined by swing or throat. Material

is saved because the rim is sliced off

and not reduced to chips. Intricate,

clean shapes are machined on the Metal

master without disturbing the grain of

the metal. It also cuts material such as

high speed steels, tool steel, brass, cop

per, aluminum, various alloys and non-

metallics.

The Metalmaster models are built In
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two sizes which have been

found to be ot Ideal capacity

for contour sawing. A 14-in.

throat (distance from center

line of cutting to column) will

accommodate most tool and

production work and a 30-ln.

throat machine Is provided for

u=ers requiring this additional

capacity.

2-In. "Little Landis" As a

Portable Unit

The Landis Machine Com

pany, Waynesboro, Pa., has de

veloped a new mounting for

the 2-In. "Little Landis" Pipe

Threading and Cutting Ma

chine, so as to permit moving

the machine readily from one location

to another.

As shown by the Illustration, two

wheels are used at the rear of the ma

chine and a single guide wheel In a

unit with the handle Is used at the

front end. The guide wheel and handle

are detachable In order that no Inter

ference from them Is experienced by the

operator. Removal of the handle and

wheel automatically lowers the machine

to the floor, allowing It to rest solidly

2-In. "Little Landis" As a 1'ortable Unit

on Its own base.

To move the machine from plaos

place, It Is merely necessary for

operator to raise the handle until

swivel can be hooked Into the sm

bracket fastened to the front end of

machine bed. Pulling down on

handle then raises the machine app

lmately 2 In. from the floor and it

then readily be wheeled to any des

location.

Equipped with an extension cord

PLENTY OF WHAT IT TAKES

• Rolling with frictionless ease on Service-built fall bearing 12x5
wheels . . . this broad shouldered brute has what it takes to handle
any concentrated load up to 30 tons with the greatest of ease. Its 6'xC
steel platform . . . only 12-%" above floor level ... is just the right
size and height for speedy, economical handling of heavy dies, and
similar equipment Send for full details and check its application to
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THESE FILES

NEVER "REFUSE THE WORK"

Hud's u^if mecAatucS (ik* them

From an expert mechanic comes an excel

lent phrase describing the cutting ability of

Nicholson, Black Diamond and McCaffrey

Files.

"Your files", he says, "never 'refuse the

work', even on the hardest metals. Again

and again they save time and money on the

difficult filing jobs."

Nicholson, Black Diamond and McCaffrey

Files accept the hardest jobs and do them

well. Their new tooth construction bites

into the hardest metals; removes stock

economically.

It is good business judgment to buy

Nicholson, Black Diamond and McCaffrey

Files because they do more work, cost less

to use. Always uniformly high in quality,

tested by experts. The greatest file value

available to industry.

At mill supply dealers' and hardware

wholesalers'. Nicholson File Company,

Providence, R. L, U. S. A.

A FILE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
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plugging Into a convenient socket, the

"Little Landis" mounted on wheels is

said to make an ideal portable unit for

threading pipe from >:, to 2 in. Inclusive

or bolts up to 1)6 -In. diameter.

Air-Controlled Tapping

A further development in connection

with the application of Hasklns Air

Control to tapping operations is an-

Haskins Air Jig

nounced by R. G. Hasklns Company,

4667 W. Fulton St., Chicago, 111. The

initial development made use of a de

vice known as the Hasklns Air Cylinder,

to operate the foot pedal of their high

speed tapper by means of compressed

air. The tap head moved up and down,

the piece to be tapped being held sta

tionary on the work table.

To still further Increase the sensitivity

of air-controlled tapping, the Hasklns

Air Jig has been designed. In this case

the tap head is held in a fixed position

and the blanks are presented to the ti

An air operated piston moves the

Jig table vertically, the movement be!

governed by a foot pedal control va

assembly. This latter unit consists

a foot pedal' and base, plunger va]

pressure regulator, and pressure gauge

As with the air cylinder, the new u

does away with the operator having

gauge the pressure which is applied

the tap. It not only maintains unlfc

pressure throughout the stroke but

controls the speed of feeding and

versing the tap. The pneumatic cor.

can be accurately regulated to meet

actly the requirements for each tapp

Job. For certain classes of work wi

the pieces are not too heavy or bu

this development affords new accu

In high speed tapping and consider

longer tap life.

Many maufacturlng plants are fin

the Air Jig Invaluable for certain 1

and delicate operations other than

ping—such as countersinking, cour

boring, reaming, spot facing, etc. Wl

the depth of such operations has to

held to close limits, the constancy
Air Control results In much more ■

formly accurate work.

Redesigned Type L

Magnetic Separator

A new modern design for its pop

Type "L" magnetic separator is

nounced by the Stearns Magnetic 1

Co.. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Several

features are incorporated In this

model, principal of which Is the

contained complete drive. The rn

can be operated from any eoraver

A.C. source available. The unit Is

equipped with generator where D

not available, the motor being

clently large to drive both generator

separator.

Operating units are entirely coned

so that all moving parts are thorou

protected*. This provides complete si

for the operator. Antl-frictlon beai

are used throughout. Transmlaslo

new roller chain type with cut

sprockets. The adjustable pin-type

hopper has been lowered into the fr

making It a decided advantage «

hand labor Is used for feeding mat*

By removing the division gate at

by the lower panel the Type *T»"" t

rator can be transported readily

lift trucks. Special reinforced crosi

support the entire frame.

The Type "L" Is being success

used in the treatment Of abrasives.
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Only three seconds required for tool change!

TheWahlstrom

Model "C" Chuck, for Taper Shank Drills

tfie Spindle

Holds tools

with or without tangs

With a capacity range of from i / 1 6" to i ">

the Model "C" Wahlstrom Chuck provides

great flexibility and broad adaptability.

The Wahlstrom is the ONLY chuck that

can take and hold the increased cutting pres

sure of the new high speed drills.

The Model "C" is the only chuck that will

hold tools with 1-2-3 Morse Taper Shanks.

The rolling action of the jaws increases the

gripping power in direct ratio to the strain

on the drill—it grips the shank, not the tang.

It is self-centering and does not require the

usual collets, sockets, adapters or other appli

ances.

This simple, sturdy and quick opening chuck

will save many times its cost as it will drive

tools with broken or twisted tangs, thereby

lowering replacement cost and thus saving

many times its original purchase price. Write

for complete information.

Wahlstrom Tool Division

American Machine & Foundry Co.

5502-5524 Second Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

No Collets. Sockets. Kevs or Wrenches
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WHEEL

is the HEART

of the Modern

High Production

Internal Grinder

THE controls of today's high production auto

matic and semi-automatic internal grinders

are built around the grinding wheel. Probably

in more than any other type of grinder the per

formance of the mochine depends on the perform

ance of the wheel.

Several years ago Norton Company developed and

introduced its D-Wheel for this severe service

—a new type wheel that brought new standards

to internal grinding—a wheel with increased

ability to hold shape and size, to cut foster and

reduce grinding pressure thus lessening the ten

dency of springing spindles and producing bell

mouthed holes.

Today Norton Company has still further improved

internal grinding standards. In many plants the

new "B-E" Wheel is producing a marked decrease

in grinding costs.

IN THE TOOL ROOM 38 Alundum Abrasive is

particularly effective for the hundreds of miscel

laneous internal grinding jobs on hard, tough tool

steel alloys.

•Now designated ai Structure 4.

NORTON COMPANY. WORCESTER, MASS.

W-603

NORTON ABRASIVES
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lng powder, bone meal, cocoanut, carbon,

shellac, copper scale, dry bone, fertilizer,

glass cullet, glass sand, gluten, casein,

silica, grain, malt, stock, etc. In addl-

Kedesirned Type L Stearns Magnetic Separator

tlon It has profitable value In separat

ing metal borings and turnings and re

claiming brass, bronze, and aluminum.

Bijur Type "L" Automatic

Lubricator

To supplement their general line of

lubricators having reservoir capacities

from one to six pints, the BIJur Lubri

cating Corporation, Long Island City,

N. Y.. now releases to the field a new

model to be known as Type "L", which

Heretofore, the "One-Shot" group of

lubricators have been designed for pump

discharge volumes of 1 c.c. to 30 ex.,

or the equivalent of 30 to 900 drops of

oil. On small machines and often on

certain units of large machines, the total

amount of oil discharge actually re

quired, however, may be as little as 10

drops. The "One-Shot" model. Type "L",

meets the lower range of oil deliveries

In a simple and economical manner. As

illustrated, the pump units are supplied

with or without reservoir, the latter com

bination being adapted particularly to

machine assemblies providing a cast-in

reservoir.

Pressing the small lever on the near

side of each lubricator with the finger

raises the piston through a definite

stroke, thereby drawing into the pump

cylinder a definite volume of oil. On

release of the lever, the metered quantity

of oil Is discharged—under the action of

the piston return spring—into the tub

ing system. Thus a pressure of about

50 lbs. Is developed In the system, and

finally, metered distribution of oil to

the various bearings is effected by the

use of Bljur "Meter-Units". A single

line of tubing leads from the pump, and

Junction fittings permit branching at

any point to suit the layout of the ma

chine. A Meter-Unit—provided for each

bearing—may be located either at the

bearing or at adjacent Junction point.

The Type "L" Lubricator unit meas

ures approximately 2x3x3 in. Piston

stroke, which is adjustable, may be set

to give a total oil delivery of from 2 to

30 drops as desired for each type or

machine. Hand in hand with this devel-

Bijnr Type "L" Automatic Lubricator

has a reservoir capacity of one-quarter

pint. As Is true of the other Bljur auto

matic lubricators, the Type "L" lubri

cator is employed with a Bljur central

ized, force-feed lubricating system.

opment are various methods of feeding

oil to bearings where space is limited

They Include compact fittings, tubing as

small as 3/32 in. O. D . tapered drive

connections, and small flexible leads.
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ROLLER CHAIN

Photo courtesy of R. V. Harty Company of Detroit, Michigan.

An electric eye, Baldwin-Duckworth Roller Chain and engineering skill all combine

to perform a modern industrial miracle. The equipment shown here, too large to

be photographed in an upright position, handles two giant 3000 pound doors with

ease ; rolls them open or closed automatically in ten seconds.

That Baldwin-Duckworth Roller Chain was specified in this instance is but further

proof of its growing acceptance throughout industry. Made of selected alloy steels,

properly heat treated and finished to exact size, it is smooth and flexible in

operation — positive, dependable. Write for Catalog.

Baldwin-Duckworth Chain Corporation, Springfield, Mass.
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In spite of Its compactness, Type "L"

equipment Incorporates In Its construc

tion all of the Bljur advantages, such

as, filtered oil, metered lubrication. In

stant and positive feed, single distribu

tion line, and closed system. It has been

devised to meet the requirements of up-

to-date lubrication on the latest types

of machines, and Is adapted to the Indi

vidual needs of a large number of In

dustries.

Garrison Gear Chuck

A precision, pitch line control Gear

Chuck has been developed by the Gar

rison Machine Works, Inc., Dayton, Ohio,

Garrison Gear Chnck

for accurately chucking assemblies of

various kinds by the pitch line of the

teeth of the applied gear so that final

finishing operations performed on the

assembly will be true and concentric

with the teeth of the applied gear.

Automobile engine flywheel assemblies,

consisting of a cast Iron flywheel with

an applied heat-treated steel starter

ring gear, are a common example of

the type of assembly which can be fin

ished to advantage In the new chuck

and by the new method. However, the

chuck Is also suited to use In the heavy

machinery, tractor and other fields

where hardened gears are pressed on

cast or soft Inserts, flanges and the like.

Standard practice In the past was to

completely finish the heat-treated steel

ring gear and then press It onto a cast

Iron flywheel, Insert, flange or hub which

had also been finished completely. But

ring gears are necessarily subject to dis

tortion In heat treating which might

not occur In gears with a solid center

section. The gears may also change

while being pressed on the flywheel or

Insert. There are also errors In the ma

chining of the flywheel or Insert regard

less of the care that Is exercised. As a

natural consequence, commercially per

fect ring gears and flywheels or inserts

have errors which are negligible In

themselves but which, when assembled

together, will cause an accumulation of

errors in the assembly. Since the com

ponent parts of the assembly may be

commercially perfect within the closest

tolerances feasible, the only solution to

the problem is through some operation

that will "average-out" the errors ex

isting in the assembly itself.

The "averaging-out" of errors In the

assembly is accomplished by chucking

the complete assembly by locating from

the teeth of the gear and finishing

some major control surface such as the

crankshaft flange seat In the case of

automobile engine flywheels. It Is also

possible to finish machine other por

tions of the assembly and In these cases

the chuck Is probably mounted on a

lathe. It can be mounted on a drill

press and a piloted tool used If only

the bore or the crankshaft seat of the

assembly is to be finished by reaming,

fly cutting, and so on.

The gear is located In the chuck by

chuck members spaced at Intervals

around the body. The chucking prin

ciple Is such that the assembly Is lo

cated In a manner approximating actual

use if one considers any of the chuck

members as the pinion or gear mating

with the applied gear of the flywheel

when It Is In actual service. In short

the assembly Is finished "in place," so

to speak—which is the best assurance

that It will run quietly, transmit power

smoothly and uniformly, and be free of

excessive wear.
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Wagner Type CP Totally-Enclosed

Fan-Cooled Motor

To meet the demand for a totally-

enclosed sealed unit for driving equip

ment which must be operated In atmos

pheres heavily laden with abrasive dusts.

Type CP Totally-Enclosed Fan-Cooled

deteriorating metals and salts, explosive

dusts, corrosive gases and extreme damp

ness, Wagner Electric Corporation, 6400

Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo., has

brought out the Type CP Totally-En

closed Fan-Cooled Motor Illustrated

herewith.
The motor consists of a skeleton type

slator, deeply grooved on the outside to

Increase radiation, which is provided

with totally-enclosed ball bearing end

plates with long machined fits to com

pletely seal the working parts of the

unit. An external blower mounted on

the front end directs cooled air around

the front end plate and over the cor

rugated surfaces and through a baffled

back end plate down over the bearing.

The motor shaft Is of special alloy steel.

Ball bearings are of the cartridge type

and of the same diameter at both ends.

The front end bearing carries the thrust

while the back bearing is of the float

ing self-aligning type. The cartridges

are normalized before machining, are

machined to very close tolerances, and

are designed so that complete lubrica

tion can be carried on during opera

tion. No cored holes are used for In

troducing lubricant, eliminating con

tamination of grease by foundry sand.

The cartridge caps are also specially

designed to prevent entrance of water

along the shaft.

The back end plate is of the one-

SENSATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

EVANS REAMERS

SURPASS ALL.

HIGH SPEED STEEL.

No Honing.

Chrome Like Finish.

50 to 80 thousandths expan

sion.

Full Soaring Surface.

Perfect Alignment.

Will not chatter.

With Left and Right Spirals.

It can not fall in slots or oil

grooves.

3-SPEED

DRIVE

REAMER

EVANS

REAMING

SHOP

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

EVANS

FLEXIBLE REAMER CORP.

3656 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III.
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piece deflector typo to aid la keeping the

bearing cool. Both end, plates are pro

vided with threaded air gap holes to

make air i gap.: checking an easy task.

The feet are of unbreakable steel and

are electrically welded to the frame.

... *■ '

"Disc-Brake" Motors Have Built-in

Brakes

A new power unit to be known as

the "disc-brake" motor has been made

available by The Reliance Electric &

Engineering Co., 1088 Ivanhoe Rd ,

Cleveland, Ohio. The motor combines,

Reliance "Disc-Brake" Motor, (A.C. Squirrel

Case Type.)

In a single unit, the functions of a

motor with those of a powerful brake,

and Is useful for small cranes, hoists,

auxiliary movements on machine tools

and other equipment in which quick,

automatic and accurate stopping or the

holding of a load Is necessary. It is

stated that with these disc-brake motors

it is often possible to connect the drive

direct and thus to avoid the need for

clutches. Reliance motors of any oper

ating characteristics both D.C. and

A.C, may be specified to meet any par

ticular case.

The brake Itself consists of a simple

and compact disc-

type friction de

vice, mechanically

and automatically

engaged when the

current is shut off

and magnetically

disengaged when

current Is applied. The friction lining Is

supported on a square steel hub which

Is keyed to the motor shaft. A "wear-

Indicator", combined with the manual

brake release mechanism, gives warning

whenever wear needs to be taken up.

This setting, however, Is separate from

the torque adjustment, so that either

may be adjusted independently. Varying

braking power, from maximum to SO

per cent of maximum, may thus be ob

tained as needed.

The brake mechanism operates equally

well in any position, and may be fitted

to any standard Reliance motor except

those of the fan-cooled type. All

mounting dimensions conform to N.E

M.A. specifications so that standard

brackets and bases may be used. The

brake cover, which is entirely separate

from the mechanism Itself, may be

readily removed by loosening four cover

screws, thus making all parts easily ac

cessible.

Cleco Bl Scaling Tool

The Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Com

pany, 3734 East 78th St., Cleveland.

Ohio, Is introducing the Cleco Bl Scal

ing Tool for general scaling, beading and

pelnlng. This tool is particularly well

adapted to the removal of weld splatter

and excess metal in production welding,

and has been found Ideal for removing

sand from castings, particularly those

with small Intricate cores.

The special feature of the Cleco Bl

Scaling Tool is the graduated control

valve. Located by design at the rear end

of the tool, the natural motion of the

operator's hand automatically admits the

right amount of compressed air to most

effectively do the work. Very slight

pressure admits sufficient air If the work

is light. If the cut is heavier, there is

naturally more hand pressure, and con

sequently more power to do the work.

Thus, automatically, air consumption is

reduced to a minimum, and the tool

operates always at the maximum of effi

ciency and economy. The travel of the

control valve can readily be set to suit

the maximum power requirements of the

work. The exhaust from the tool is so

directed as to blow off the chips and

Cleco Bl Scaling Toot

scale, and thus increase visibility.

Novel In design and most convenient

and effective In application is the chisel

retainer of the Bl Scaling Tool. Hold

ing the chisel always securely when the

tool is in operation, the retainer releases

by the mere flick of the operator's

thumb. The "nose" or chuck of the
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In Meeting

Your Needs

WHEN YOU CHOOSE FROM

THE COMPLETE MORSE LINE

HE MORSE LINE INCLUDES HIGH SPEED AND CARBON DRILLS- REAMERS • CUTTERS ■ TAPS and DIES-SCREW PLATES ■ ANIONS

CHUCKS - COUNTERMINES • MANDRELS ■ TAPEN PINS - SOCKETS - SLEEVES

No matter what your needs, your Morse distributor can

meet them from the wide Morse line. And because every Morse

Tool must pass high standards, it pays to rely for every tool on

this name that is a byword in the shops of the world.

When you write "Morse" on the order form, you specify

tools that are inspected at every step of their manufacture; —

tools whose excellence is the result of years of tool-making

experience.

No matter what your job, there is a Morse Tool of the proper

size and type to do it.

,4 A Conveniently Located Morse Distributor A

* Will Give You Prompt Service

TWIST DRILL & MACHINE COMPANY

NEW BEDFORD - - • MASS.. U. S. A.

CHICAGO STORE - 170 WIST RANDOLPH STRUT
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tool Is square, affording the maximum

of security against turning of the chisel

in the chuck, as well as greatest possible

wear life.

Chisel blanks are readily made from

V4-ln. square tool steel In accordance

with a drawing which is supplied by the

manufacturer. The Cleveland Pneumatic

Tool Company maintains a stock of

blanks for Immediate shipment, and the

prices of both the scaling tool and the

blanks are very moderate.

The Cleco Bl Scaling Tool weighs

about 3 lb. 6 oz., and Is approximately

11 in. long. It has a bore of 1 in. and

a stroke of 1 1 8 inches.

Presto Tool Holder

To aid In speeding up lathe work.

The Presto Mfg. Co., 120 N. Newport

Ave., Detroit, Mich., has developed the

Presto Tool Holder shown in the Illus

tration. The shank of the tool holder

is of the same general design as the

usual type of interchangeable tool

holder, but the holder Is equipped with

a head in which four %-ln. tool bits

can be held. The tool bits can be Indi

vidually set for the correct height.

The indexing Is said to be accurate,

operating as follows: the nut which

holds the head to the shank Is loosened,

then the turret Is turned clockwise until

the required tool snaps Into the lock

and thus Into position. The nut is

Preato Tool Holder

tightened again, and the tool is ready

for work. The tool is thus easy to set

up, compact in size and Is said to be

rigid and accurate.

Westinghouse Type CS Dual Ven.

tilated Fan-Cooled Squirrel

Cage Motors

A dual ventilated fan-cooled squirrel

cage motor which Is protected against

abrasive dust, moisture and corrosion.

Westinfrhouse Type CS Dual Ventilated Fan-

Cooled Squirrel Cave Motor

has been announced by the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Co.,

East Pittsburgh, Pa. The motor, to be

known as the Type CS, has been de

signed especially for use in automobile

factories, foundries, cement plants, coal

tipples, machine shops, steel mills, chem

ical plants, dye houses, tanneries, pack

ing plants, and so on, where severe

service is required. The motor may also

be installed outdoors without additional

protection.

The motor frame contains two sepa

rate sets of air ducts, one set Internal

and one external. The Internal ducts

are open In the interior part of the

motor and the external ducts are open

on the outside of the motor frame. The

two sets of ducts are separated by a

common wall.

The heat exchanger principle Is em

ployed for cooling. An Internal fan on

the rotor circulates warm Internal air

through the Internal ducts, the walls of

which are cooled by the external fan

blowing larger volumes of cool air

through the external ducts, providing

rapid transfer of heat from the motor

and thus Insuring long Insulation life.

The housing Is designed so that fresh

grease enters the outside edge at the

top of the bearing and excess or used
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4—

LATHE KNURLING TOOLS

DIE »D TOOL MAKER S
HAMMERS

ALL STEEL MACHINISTS
SCREW DRIVERS

LATHE DOGS

With the '*T

"Billings" Guarantee

"Hey fella, that's a BILLINGS

and I want it back"

The owners of BILLINGS "Duo-Forged" Shop

Tools gladly lend but insist their tools be

returned. They know their Wrench ond Tool

investment means a "Life-Time" of service

because it's backed by the BILLINGS Guar

antee. Ask any mechanic—he knows.

"Shop Tool" Booklet

illustrates these popular Tools mechanics have

used for years—you'll want a copy, WRITE

Dept. 0.

-COMMERCIAL DROP FORGINGS • BOARD DROP HAMMERS .nd DIE MAKING MACHINERY

BILLI N Of

HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT. U. S. A.
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grease Is discharged at the bottom In

ner edge to the overflow sump. Since

adding fresh grease automatically cleans

the used grease from the bearing, It Is

unnecessary to Incur the expense of

periodically dismantling the motor to

clean the bearings. The used or excess

grease may be readily removed from the

overflow sump through a pipe plug

opening. The cartridge-type bearings

are fully protected when the rotor Is

removed.

Micro-Precision Universal Jig

The new Micro-Precision Universal Jig,

manufactured by Henderson & Kaye,

108 N. Batavla St., Batavla, 111., Is said

to be rapidly becoming an Indispensable

part of the tool equipment. Its many

distinct advantages and the varied uses

make this instrument outstanding in Its

field.

The Micro-Precision Universal Jig In

sures the maximum of speed and layout

accuracy. It permits fast setting up,

laying out and drilling to accurate cen

ters. Laying out accurate centers for 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 or 16 equally spaced

In the circumference is very simple. For

example. It Is said that with the Micro-

Precision Universal Jig, a layout for six

holes can be set up, the holes drilled

and reamed all In a period of only forty -

five minutes and all to an accuracy of

0.001 Inch.

Principal uses of the Micro-Precision

Micro-Precision Universal Jiff

Universal Jig are for punches and hold

ers; accurate layout and drilling; die

blocks and dies; production jigs; drill

Jigs; master plates, stripper plates;

model work, and special tools.

A folder describing and illustrating

this remarkable instrument will be stent

by the manufacturer on request.

METAL SAW BLADES

Solid or Inserted Tooth

Circular Saws. In all

standard sizes to fit any

cold saw machine.

Made of extra tough steel

to give greatest value

metal cutting. Write for

prices and further details.

SIMONDS

SAW and STEEL Co.

FITCHBURG, MASS.

CHICAGO. ILL.
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EW- 14 inch DELTA

etal-Cuttinq Band Saw

The regular 14-inch Delta band saw, fitted with counter

shaft to reduce the speed, has been used in hundreds of

shops for cutting Iron, Steel, Brass, Bronze and Aluminum

bars, shapes and sheets ; in foundries for cutting off grates,

in die-casting shops for trimming and sawing castings.

Here is a new and improved back-geared model which is

even more ideal for this work. It is the perfect machine

for the general machine shop, toolroom or experimental

shop, where many different materials must be cut.

It takes the place of a power hacksaw in cutting off bars

and shapes ; it is used in the toolroom for sawing off

tool, die and fixture stock ; it will cut uniform strips

from sheets ; it saves hours of time in cutting tem

plates and similar tools, and will cut almost any

material, such as asbestos, mica, vulcanite, fiber, etc.

. . . difficult to cut by ordinary means. Provision is made

for four low metal-cutting speeds and one high speed for

wood sawing.

Write for special circular giving full details and speci-

50

14" Back-geared Metal-Cutting Band Saw,

complete with guards, 8" arbor pulley for

wood and cone pulley for metal. With one

14-tooth metal-cutting blade. Without light

attachment, belts, stand, motor or motor

pulley. Shipping weight 175 lbs.

The draw-die

ring illustrated was im

practical to cut on the

milling machine because

its diameter was too large

for any available miller.

It was cut with ease and

speed on the Delta band

saw. Try your next

"awkward" job on one of

these versatile tools.

A MANUFACTURING CO.

AVE. MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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CP Type Diesel Engine

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,

6 East 44th St., New York, N. Y., pre

sents a modern Diesel engine, In which

are Incorporated the latest developments

of construction, Improved design and

CP Type 8 Diesel Encine

combustion control. The engine Is of

the four-cycle Injection type, especially

designed for medium speed and contin

uous duty.

The engine is made in four models,

with three, four, six or eight cylinders.

The three-cylinder Model 38 CP delivers

90 h.p. at 600 r.p.m. or 112% h.p. at

720 r.p.m. The four-cylinder Model 48

CP delivers 125 h.p. at 600 r.p.m. or 150

h.p. at 720 r.p.m. The six-cylinder

Model 68 CP delivers 187 h.p. at 600

r.p.m. or 225 h.p. at 720 r.p.m., and the

eight-cylinder Model 88 CP delivers 250

h.p. at 600 r.p.m. or 300 h.p. at 720

r.p.m. In all cases the bore Is 8 in.

and the stroke la 10% inches.

The shape of the combustion chamber,

the location of the streamlined Inlet

valve, and the fuel Injection system are

correlated to give great combustion effi

ciency. The method employed to mix

the fuel and/air results In a clean ex

haust at all loads and a fuel economy

said to equal that of the large, low-

speed Diesel engines. Standard acces

sories are externally mounted and re

movable as complete units for ready re

pair or replacement. Dust and oil-tight

covers on cylinder heads and over the

camshaft permit easy access for adjust

ment.

Every part of the engine Is designed

for ample strength, and the material

has been effectively disposed to obtain

maximum rigidity with minimum weight.

The base is heavily ribbed under the

bearings and a deep channel section at

each side Imparts longitudinal stiffness.

Crankshaft Journals and crank pins are

made unusually large to avoid torslona

vibration. Die-pressed crankshafts giv

lng ideal grain flow along the shall

long-wearing valve seat Inserts, Sate

bearings, stressed studs and bolts c

nickel chrome steel, and high tensil

alloy Iron castings contribute to th

superior construction. All wearing part

of the engine are protected by enclosin

covers which are actually dust-tight, ye

easily removed for Inspection. The en

gine is 100 per cent positively and auto

matlcally lubricated. No part of th

engine requires hand oiling or greasing

The engine-driven fuel transfer pum

draws fuel from the storage tank an

forces It through a filter to the lndi

vidual Bosch fuel pumps. Instant start

ing is provided by a simple startin

valve which admits air to a camshaft

driven rotary distributor.

Fostoria Canopy Localite

The line of localized or supplementar

lighting units manufactured by Th

Fostoria Pressed Steel Corporation, Pos

torla, Ohio, has been augmented by th

addition of the Canopy Localite, lllus

trated herewith. This unit was developed

to provide a relatively large spread o

diffused illumination with a mlnlmur

of brightness and glare from the llgh

source.

The Fostoria Canopy unit Is mad

with three sizes of luminaries—20, *

Fostoria Canopy Localite
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VtScoloj-Rarnet is available
« thrae jorms: (a) com-
flately finished tools, (6)
wailed and brazed tools, and
(c) blanks. V-R blanks ore
furnished in 5 standard styles
md in sixes to meet every
requirement. To make tools
=-isA V-R blanks is m simple
operation, fuliy described in

free u fan requ est .

Cut Iron and cast iron al

ley*, semi-steel, brass, bronze,

ttmninam and aluminum al

loys, non-ferrous metals and

materials, all steels from the

Miftest to the hardest and

tut/hest alloys — whatever

the material there's a V-R

trade which precisely fits the

| Jta.

in 17 standard

of different tanta'um-

'irbide content, strength and

hardness, it alone covers the

entire range of machinable

aaterials with "a grade for

every use.**

That is why Vascoloy-

Ramet is setting new records

for increased pieces per

for faster time from

for lowered

is the reason for Its

increasing acceptance

u the preferred tool ma-

LsxaoJ. In great industrial

plants and in small shops,

u well, throughout the coun

try.

The new V-R catalog price-

lUt will be sei

Intermittent cutting, core plate 18" * 20", ribbed on one side, fiat on the
other. Material: Cast iron. Tool used V-R, grade A, 1J4" square; style
6, ground 6° clearance, fiat top; 1/16" radius on nose. Two core plates
are shown in the lower foreground, at the right—un-machined ; at the left

—finish machined.

Tool Used Feed Depth R.P.M. Speed Pieces Per Grind

Vascoloy- .025" A" to '/." 60 180 FPM
Maximum

25 (Both sides)

Ramet
Grade A

VANADIUM-ALI.OYS STEEL CO.

VASCOLOY-RAMET DIVISION,
NORTH CHICAGO. ILL.

VASCOLOY*RAMET

..The TANTALUM CARBIDE TOOL MATERIAL...

A GRADE FOR EVERY USE

District
Sales Offices:

Pittsburgh Pa.

New York. ..N. Y.
Springfield. ...Mass.

Boston Mass.
Provldence....R. I.
Cincinnati Ohio
Cleveland Ohio
Detroit Mich.

Chicago DO.
St. Louis Mo.
Buffalo N. Y.
Philadelphia. .. Pa.

Newark N. J.
Knoxrille Tenn.

Los Angeles Cal.

San Francisco, Cal.
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and 60 In. long—and the smallest size

Is available on the regular Fostorla

Locallte supporting arm. The unit Is

recommended especially for Installations

where reflection from bright surfaces Is

a problem, such as in metal scribing,

drafting, Inspection work, and so on.

Stackracks

Designed originally for orderly ar

rangement and easier handling of stock

room boxes, the sectional steel racks

known as "Stackracks" are also proving

Stackracks for Storage of Parts in Process

Ideal for parts storage in process of ma

chining or assembly, according to their

manufacturer, Stackbin Corporation, 53

Troy St., Providence, Rhode Island.

This application of Stackracks, which

was suggested by users themselves, takes

full advantage of the easy set-up, rigid

ity, and easy disassembly of the racks.

A Stackrack may be set up quickly,

without tools, anywhere In the plant,

and Just as easily taken down and

moved elsewhere.

Built in single units, each of which

holds a tote pan, Stackracks save space,

save time spent piling or unplllng pans,

and permit the use of lighter, cheaper

pans. Units are built to fit tote pans

of any size, and any number of units

may be used to provide a Stackrack of

any size or shape.

General Electric Vapor Lamp

Announces Modernized Series

of Long-Tube Mercury Lamps

A modernized series of mercury Ugfc

ing units of the long tube, Coopi

Hewitt type—Improved in lighting ei

clency, operating stability and appa

ance—is now being introduced by

General Electric Vapor Lamp Compai

Hoboken, N. J. The new "50-in. 11(

source" operates at 350 watts A.C.

supply the same light output which

quired 450 watts In prevU

models, Its bare-lamp efficlei

being 19.4 lumens per wi

The new "33-ln. light sour

operates at 280 watts in c

trast to a previous 350, with

efficiency of 17.1 lumens

watt.

As equipped with newly

signed enameled reflectors,

complete lighting units I

an overall efficiency of at

15 lumens per watt, exceec

almost every other lamp-,

reflector combination. B (

the reflector and tube are

Intended for mounting ii

true horizontal position. St

ing, and restarting after

current operation, is ins

taneous. The entire unit

been redesigned to sim]

maintenance and make cl

ing easy. All tube conned

are made with Insulated s

terminals.

In contrast to more con

trated "bulb type" light sou

this type of mercury tut

said to have the inherent

vantages of large light-*

area and low unit brightness, wit

the use of light-absorbing diffl

glass. Thus It is particularly sill

for precise seeing tasks requiring a

imum of shadow and glare and a i

mum of detail-revealing clarity. 1

applications include metal -wax

manufacture of fine machine parts,

chine assembly, textile manuiai

printing, and industrial inspection-

Light from the new units hsj

same cool, spectral characteristic

from former Cooper Hewitt lamp-

in visual effectiveness where color

ognitlon is not a factor. In adj

a "skylight" unit combining the

long-tube light source with lncs|

cent lamps Is now offered tor use

a close approach to daylight color

is required.



developing broaching to its present sta

a production operation combining extre

curacy with speed, versatility, and low cost.

Ex-Cell-O Broaches are available in both pus

and pull types for internal, external, an

face applications; they are furnished in

replaceable section, or combination fo

Complete information covering the wi

scope of broaching and advanced design of

Ex-Cell-O Broaches will be gladly furnish

upon request.

RES. U.S. PAT. OFF.

I Jig Bushings

ding Spindles

ittrboros ft Broaches

de Tool Grinders

cision Boring Machines

icision Thread Grinders

■ "rOanlk Power Units

olov Tloooe) Tools

EX-CEU-O CORPORATION. DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Please send literature on Ex-Cell-O Products as indicated.

NAME.

HRM.

POSITION,
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TOOL OF IOOI USES

GRINDS, DRILLS, SAWS, POLISHES,

ROUTS, ENGRAVES, CARVES

The higher light efficiency of the new

lamps results from a new regulating

circuit, equipped with a special Pyranol

capacitor. Power factor Is 90 per cenc

for the 50-ln. light source and 85 per

cent for the 33-ln. unit. A unique

G.E. Vapor Lamp Co. Long-Tube Mercury
Lighting Unit

characteristic of this new circuit is the

fact that the starting current shows

almost no Initial surge above the oper

ating level—an Important factor from

the standpoint of wiring and switch

capacity.

Instant starting and added dependa

bility have been obtained by substitu

ting a new vacuum type Interrupting

switch in place of the "shifter" formerly

used for starting the mercury arc within

the tube.

All Welded Dipping Baskets and

Trays for Plating

The TJdyllte Company, 1651 E. Grand

Blvd., Detroit, Mich., has announced a

complete line of dipping baskets and

trays for plating use. Unusual strength,

long life, and ability to carry heavy

loads without bulging are qualities at

tributed to all welded construction. It

Is stated that all welded construction

eliminates the possible weakness at

points of great stress by the use of

Udylite Plater*' Tray with Solid Sides and
Mean Bottom

Cross member reinforcements. Wire or

mesh bottom and side cross members

are welded to the basket or tray frame,

thus forming the parts Into one Integral

unit.

Udyllte dipping baskets in the ball

type are furnished with swivel or rigid

HERE'S the wonder tool that is

effecting such revolutionary sav

ings in many laboratories, model and

tool rooms and on production lines.

Hard-to-get-at places on machines can

now be repaired without removing the

part or dismantling machine. The

Handee uses 200 different accessories,

instantly interchangeable, for work on

all metals, alloys, bakelite, celluloid,

wood, glass, resins and other hard

substances.

Finest, speediest, most powerful tool

for its type. 25.000 r.pjn. AC or DC,

110 volts. Weighs only 12 ounces. No

shop or factory can afford to be with

out the Handee. Try one.

>ld ■ "
50

*)e Luxe
Model
Postpa
6 Accessories Frej

Order Today on 10

Days Trial or Send

for Catalog.

CHICAGO WHEEL & MFG. CO.
1101 W. Monroe St., Dept. 00, Ohlcago, Illinois

M. M. S. 8

□ Send Catalog

□ Send De Luxe Handee on 10-Day Trial

Name ...

Addrena
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I

For Taper Tapping

^i^HERE the depth is great, the taper steep, or

the material too tough for jam cut chasers, the Geometric

Class R Receding Chaser Tap is the solution to your taper

tapping problems. The taper bar within the tool allows

the chasers to recede evenly, cutting the correct taper

with a minimum of power consumption, giving a smooth,

pressure-tight thread. An adjustable trip accurately de

termines the length of thread.

A sturdy, compact, simply-designed, precision-built tool—

a dependable tool. That's Geometric's Class R Tap.

May we send you a catalog?

THE GEOMETRIC TOOL CO.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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Udylitc Swivel Bail Type Basket with Rein

forced Sides and Bottom

handles. The trays are furnished with

either solid or mesh sides. Both bas

kets and trays can be furnished made

of steel, brass, copper, aluminum, monel

metal, and nickel chrome In standard

shapes, and various gauges of wire and

mesh. Special all welded containers

other than standard can be made ac

cording to specifications.

Udyllte also offers a Dure-Welded re

inforced rigid ball type steel basket

which Is covered with hard or soft rub

ber having a high resistance to all acids

with the exception of concentrated

nitric and sulphuric. The Duro-Welded

type is furnished In two sizes, the lOx

10 in. and the 12x12 in., In 'A-ln. mesh

or larger.

Sunco Soundmaster

A sound reinforcing amplifier system

with 2,400 times more audio power than

the human voice, in a case only

13%xl3>4x9 in. deep, Is a feature of

the new Sunco Soundmaster. product

of Sun Engineering Co., 4238 Lincoln

Ave., Chicago, 111.
The Soundmaster is a completely self -

contained mlcrophone-ampllfler-loud

speaker system designed to meet the

need for a light, five minute set-up unit

for use by public speakers, preachers,

soloists, orchestras, showmen, and so

on. It Is powerful enough for audiences

up to 3,000 and outdoor areas up to

25,000 sq. ft. Two extra inputs are

provided for microphone, music pickup

or phonograph. The audio power out

put Is 12 watts, about four times the

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

in 3ht &nciwtaU

12" & 14" Pedestal Grinders

You get "more for your money" in these NEW

12" and 14" Pedestal Grinders. These fine new

tools have the same high quality as always yet

look at these remarkable prices.

Grinder complete with 2 H.P. motor and two

12"x2" wheels, $200.00.

Grinder complete with 3 H.P. motor and two

14"x2>/2" wheels, $250.00.

Send for new Catalog, just off the press.

THE CINCINNATI

ELECTRICAL TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI • OHIO • U. S. A.
Dl.lilon of ft. K. LcBlond HUohlne Tool Co.

Bullden of Clectrlc Drllli, Screw Driven, Hut fatten.
Tappers, Value Grinder*, Aerial OH nden, Teat Peat
Orlndan, Buffing A Pollitilni Lathee, ■anal) and reeiiul
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1Be\ seek

HHRD-TO-PLEflSE BUVERS

ofJlatWire

DO you use cold-rolled steel

flat wire... high or low

tirbon? Are your specifications

exacting?

We specialize in making this

product to meet exacting require

ments. ..and are completely satis

fying customers who are very par

ticular about the flat wire they buy.

Our steel is made in our own

mill ... in special, small open-

hearth furnaces which permit ex

ceptionally close control of the

melt. Our organization is trained

to handle difficult specifications

requiring close attention and

careful "follow-through**.

We would be glad to receive

your inquiry for further infor

mation, prices, or samples.

Types:— Roebling Cold Rolled Flat Wire

ii made from both high carbon and low

carbon steeh, produced in Roebling' j own

mills. The high carbon flat wire ii avail

able in tempered and untempered types.

Fwishfi:—bright, black annealed, bright

annealed, tinned, galvanized, blued, straw-

colored, coppered.

John A. Roebling s Sons Company

TRENTON, N.J. In PHm*«J Cut;

(OLD ROLLED STEEL FLHT WIRE
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power of the average console radio and

2.400 times the power of the human

voice at loud speech.

The SoundBlaster is equipped with a

12-ln. 15-watt speaker which gives large

air displacement and thus great carry-

Banco Sonndmaster

lng power without the effect of loud

ness. This Is a desirable feature In

paging or announcing In the better

class hotels, clubs, department stores

or hospitals. It operates directly from

110 volt SO to 60 cycle lines, and con

verters for battery operation can be fur

nished.

In permanent installations the ampli

fier and microphone are usually located

at a central point connected to speak

ers Installed where desired. Industri

ally such Installations are used for

inter-department calling and paging,

between sales counter and stockroom.

In churches, bus and railway stations,

undertakers chapels, theaters, amuse

ment parks, carnivals, and so on. Mo

skill Is required for installation.

Lauber File Handle

The Lauber Die Cast File Handle,

product of The Lauber Company. 3240

W. National Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., Is

constructed of high grade hard wood

with a metal composition ferrule die

cast on the wood and automatically

machined. The ferrule can neither turn

Lauber File Handle

nor loosen, holds the file firmly, protects

the head of the handle from chipping

Mye i

... by telling YOUR re

quirements to US.

OFTEN, from our extensive line, we can adapt

STOCK PARTS for the user's benefit.

What are your pump needs?

Brown Cr Sharpe Mfg. Co.

Providence, R. I.
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Don't let low speeds handcuff your

lexible shaft equipment . . .

A three to one speed increase . . .

for any flexible shaft machine!

Small grinding wheels or mounted stones work

l*sl at much higher speeds than most flexible

shaft machines can produce. The wheels wear

down evenly and last longer. And there are

"lany other places where higher speeds are de

sirable for better efficiency. This High Speed

Attachment fits the Kellerflex machine, and can

l>e adapted to any other make. It uses spiral

bevel gears of special heat treated steel, with all

moving parts ball bearing mounted. The hous-

m; is of special tough aluminum alloy which is

light and easy to handle. It takes less than a

minute to assemble the attachment on the shaft

ready for use. For complete information write

, to the Kellerflex Sales Dept., Pratt & Whitney,

Division Niles-Bement-Pond Co., Hartford, Conn.

KELLERFLEX

High Speed Attachment
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CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS

No. 253

Does 40% to 60% of the

forming work turned out

by the average shop.

Herc'i a profitable, economical brake

ideally adapted for rapidly farming

metal sections such as In stoves, re

frigerators, soda fountains, steel cab

inets, metal furniture, steel boxes,

ond a great variety of sheet metal

specialties. Its variable speed drive

operates from 17 to 50 strokes per

minute. The No. 253 CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS is accurate, compact,

and ruggedly constructed of highest

quality materials.

Sixes 4, 5 and 6 ft. capacities, up to

1 0 gauge.

Write for Circular No. 253

DREIS & KRUMP MFG.

COMPANY

7418 LOOMIS BLVD.

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

If rammed against a vise or other

obstruction, and will withstand an un

usual amount of wear and abuse.

The handle Is made In six sizes for

files from 4 In. to 20 In. In length.

Newo Hoist

The Newo Hoist Co., 17309 Pernway

Rd., Cleveland, Ohio, announces the

development of a hoist of simple design

for use in handling loads which are less

than 2000 lbs. and have to be moved only

a short distance. Although the hoist

Is gearless, It has a lifting ratio of ap

proximately 15 to 1, this ratio being

obtained by winding the cable on a large

drum as a smaller drum unwinds,

power Is applied by means of a sprocket

and endless chain.

A latch acts as a ratchet when raising

the load, permitting it to be suspended

at any height desired. This latch is dis

engaged when lowering the load, but ln-

movement

Newo Hoist

stantly stops the downward

upon being released.

The hoist wheels are grooved for l>/4

to 4-ln. double strength or I-beam

mounting. The hoist Is suitable for use

as auxiliary equipment to handle loads

that require short movement or that re

quire handling until they are ready to

be transferred to a tramway, traveling

crane, conveyor or other equipment.

Special hoists will be built to meet in

dividual requirements.
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R&S

DIE HEADS

and CHASERS

GO TOGETHER

in R&S Dia Haada —

you to know R&S

>! Only HobbadCHaa-

kta enough ior lina

S Chaaora ara

and

mad to V4 of 1000th

Spacial ata*l to

40

la at

lL Tall ua about

toughaat threading Job.

1 3 Chaaara ara mada (or a

curata cuta.

RAS Model F Die Head opens by pull-oil
method. A 14 turn closes the head to cutting
position. Use Model F on turret or hand
screw machines — or for any operation where
the work revolves and the head Is stationary.
Write for data on all stylet of RAS Die Heads.

ERIE,

K^fif SHAFER Co.

tS^ii penna

^aW^ — TaDOfntl M*<-hitiet* . Automatic
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ONLY 4

CHASER DIES

INSTEAD OF

16

This E*[|Z3Elljtl> No. 65R threads

1" to 2" pipe—without changing

dies, perfect accurate threads. One

set of 4 dies—no bother changing,

forget the other 1 2 you don't need.

You'll like this E*[t2Ei[d> No.

65 R. Write for folder, or see it

at your Jobber's.

THE RIDGE TOOL CO.

Elyria, Ohio

PIPE TOOLS

All-Steel-Equip Group Locker

A steel group locker which will ac

commodate 16 persons In approximately

one-half square foot of floor space per

person has Just been made commercially

available by the All-Steel-Equip Com

pany, Aurora, 111. The new locker Is

called the A-S-E Unit-Robe. The Unit-

Robe Is made up of box locker units

All-Steel-Equip Group Locker

12 In. wide, 12 In. high and 18 In. deei

assembled In two vertical columns of si

units each and connected across the to

by a horizontal section of four unlti

Directly underneath Is a coat hanger ro

to accommodate the outer garments c

16 or more persons.

The component units, which can t

supplied with padlock attachment c

with practically any type of flat key

locker combination lock, ofTer securll

for clothing, lunches, tools, shoes, hat

wallets, and other personal effects c

athletic equipment. The coat rod allov

outer garments to hang full length wltl

out folding or wrinkling and keeps the]
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if Of particular interest to

machine designers . . .

The picture below, shows a machine

called a Cylinder Looper, made by

the Southern Textile Machinery Co.

of Poducah, Ky. It is used for

looping on the tops of socks and

other knitted goods.

In designing this machine it was

necessary to provide a means for

driving the trimming mechanism

from the main shaft around a

right angle turn. Note how neat

ly the job was done with an S. S.

WHITE FLEXIBLE SHAFT.

This problem of transmitting power

between points which are not in

alignment, comes up often in ma

chine design. Next time you meet

it, remember the flexible shaft.

It's a thoroughly efficient, reliable

solution—and so simple to apply.

We'll be glad to help you work out

any such problem—without obli

gation. Just send us the details.

The S. S. WHITE

Dental Mfg. Co.

INDUSTRIAL

DIVISION

10 East 40th St., Room 231 OS

New York, N. Y.

Photo

courtesy

of

Southern

Textile

Machinery

Co.
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exposed to the air at all times.

Following established A-S-E locker

design, the frame of the Unit-Robe Is

strongly constructed of steel channels

and %-ia. steel angles, riveted together

to make the complete section an in

tegral unit, twist- and "weave"-proof.

In common with other types of A-S-E

lockers, Unit-Robes can be set up In

single rows or back to back In double

rows, and sections, though complete In

themselves, may be "ganged" by bolting

together In groups of any number.

Sanitation has been stressed In the

Unlt-Robe's design. Outer garments

may hang free to the movement of air

currents. Pour standard locker louvers

In each door allow ample space for the

passage of air Into the unit and, where

the maximum amount of ventilation Is

needed and where contents must be

available for inspection at all times,

grilled steel doors are optional equip

ment. The bottom of each unit has

been made flush with the door frame

so that the unit can be thoroughly

cleaned. As an Inducement to the

Janitor to keep the front clean, A-S-E

standard "torpedo-type" hinges are used

on the doors. These hinges, which are

practically tamper-proof, have the ends

of the pins concealed In smooth em

bosses on the door front, offering no

sharp edges to bark the Janitor's

knuckles or tear his cleaning cloth.

Sweeping or scrubbing the floor under

the Unit-Robe Is made easy because

there are legs under the vertical columns

of units only, the rest of the floor space

being left free.

Ward Leonard Voltage Regulators

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Mount

Vernon, K. Y., has developed and mar

keted two automatic electronic alter

nator voltage Regulators that perform

the same functions as do other and

older types of quick response regulators.

There are no moving parts In these

Regulators. Instead of relying uj

mechanical means to close contacts

change pressures an inertlaless

of electrons controls the regulating

tion.

The Regulators are controlled

flers deriving their power from

A.C. generator and .delivering the recti

fied D.C. current to the shunt field of

the exciter in an amount which Is a

function of the A.C. generator poten

tial. The corrective action of Bulletin

UFKIN

TAPES- RULES- PRECISION TOOLS

There's a reason for the popularity of

/ufkjn Steel Tapes

For over fifty years they have been proven

— Accurate and Dependable —

Universally recogniied as the Standard of Accuracy

e

LUFKIN Steel Tapes are furnished in many patterns and

markings and in all standard lengths.

•

Catalog No. 12 shows the most complete assortment of

Tapes and Rules for all general measuring purposes.

Send for free copy. ,

When You Buy a Measuring Tape, Insist on a ^t/ffC/ff
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CLEVELAND

TRAMRAIL

LIGHT-WEIGHT

Gantry Cranes

Single or Double Leg

Motor or Hand

to are many time* when the "bio; boys" Ihe overhead cranea need a helper;

are busy with the heavy loads — and someone on the assembly floor.

„q floor or In the pit has a lighter litt to make -that is where the

"A Cleveland Tramrail Gantry Crane" steps in.

i are many places where a Tramrail Gantry does the whole job -check

trout* -see U they will not help your production schedule.

■ all your phoi :tory under Cleveland Tramrail.

1111 Depot St.
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UNIVERSAL

^^BUSHINGS

FIRST COST

10%

LOWER

EXCEPTIONAL

LONG LIFE

• •

MADE TO A. S. A.

SPECIFICATIONS

• •

INTERCHANGEABLE

• •

PROMPT SERVICE

ACCURATE

LONG LIFE

LOW COST

WRITE FOR CATALOG TO

U N IVERSAL ENGINEER I NG CO.

FRANKENMUTH. MICH

cycle (1/120 second) of the sllghte

change In genarator voltage; and Bu

letln 5602 Regulators start within or

cycle (1/60 second).

The Bulletin 5601 Regulator Is di

signed so that It can be used wit

View of Interior of Ward-Leonard Bull*!

5601 Voltage Regulator

any known method of excitation. Th

Regulator is now designated with an ls<

lated supply transformer making tt

larger capacities more easily arrange

for switchboard mounting. The Bu!

letln 5602 Regulator Is designed fc

use with one exciter only. It has a wld

range of application, first In sma

plants which have only one generatlc

unit and second in providing indlvldul

regulators for plants operating two c

more generating units in parallel. 1

is less expensive than the Bulletin 560

Variations of these Regulators ca

be obtained to maintain constant voll

age on 180 cycle generators, such e

may be used to provide power for hlg

speed portable tools. Power Facto

Regulation, etc. These Electronic Reg

ulators, obtainable at a comparative!

low initial cost, are easy to install, re

quire no maintenance, or replacement

except the tubes, which "have long llfi
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fl lo n C E

S WELL AS

> expects transmission equipment to be statically

but Allis-Chalmers has now

I available, a Tezrope Sheave with the finest

ic Balance, for applications that require com-

i lack of vibration at all speeds. Not all applica-

i require this extreme precision, but Allis-Chalmers

I made it available for those that do, and the engi-

Bring ability capable of producing the Allis-

bts Dynamically Balanced Texrope Sheave is

in all Texrope equipment. • Allis-Chalmers

s conceived and developed the multiple V-Belt

9, the Duro-Brace Texrope Sheave, Vari-Pitch

Sheave, and now offer a new high standard

i Dynamically Balanced Sheaves for Texrope V-Belt

Drives. If you want the finest and the most

advanced multiple V-Belt transmission

equipment, for every application, you /

want Allis-Chalmers Texrope Drives

Wrilt for Vari Pilch Bulletin

No. 1261

Belts by Goodrich

Amis- CHALMER
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Carboloy Company Presents

Carboloy-Tipped Centers

Carboloy Company, Inc., 2975 East

Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich., announces

a special application of Carboloy on

lathe and grinder centers. These cen

ters are the same as regular steel cen-

Cerbolo) -Tipped Lathe Center

ters except that a Carboloy cone-shaped

tip Is substituted for the ordinary steel

tips.

Reports to date by users show that

these centers wear 50 times longer than

ordinary centers. A recent test shows

this wear resistant quality of Carboloy:

Using No. 72 steel shot at 100 lbs. pres

sure, a bar of Carboloy %-ln. square

was blasted for 40 minutes. At the end

of this period It showed no appreciable

wear although Its surface finish was

slightly dulled. As compared to this, a

bar of steel of the same size, and having

a hardness of 65 Rockwell "C", was

blasted for the same period. At the end

of 40 minutes 50 per cent of its area at

the point of blast had worn away. This

is an excellent Indication of the extreme

wear-resistant qualities of Carboloy ce

mented carbide.

Because of their diamond-like hard

ness, cemented carbides are ideally suited

to resist the extreme wear on lathe and

grinder centers,—particularly where the

work Is nltrided, case hardened, or heat

treated shafts. One report shows that

on a turning operation. SAE-2335 steel

shafting, Carboloy centers stood up 3

years with one regrindlng whereas ordi

nary centers lasted only one week.

Bosides Its longer life, users report

greater accuracy, elimination of burning

and scoring, and fewer recondltlonlngs.

The centers are available In all sizes,

finished complete, ready for use.

A descriptive leaflet may be obtained

by writing the Carboloy Company, Inc..

2975 East Jefferson Ave.. Detroit, Mich.

B 8C S Micrometer Attachment

No. 280

The scope of usefulness of end meas

uring rods can be greatly widened by

TITAN STUD SETTER

CONTROLLED DRIVE Assures

Perfect Setting

The Titan Stud Setter has a safety clutch which con

trols driving power.

The Titan is positive in driving and automatic in

releasing, thus making it possible to set the studs to

any predetermined degree of tightness.

When the studs are driven to the specified tightness,

the drive is automatically released and the tool may

be removed without fear of mutilating or distorting

the threads.

The great capacity, speed range, utility, and safety

of this production tool make the Titan Stud Setter

a profit-earning tool wherever it is used.

Write today for the new illustrated circular.

TITAN TOOL COMPANY

FAIRVIEW • PENNA.
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WE ASK you--

Are your roughing inserted tooth face mills

designed for Maximum blade life?

They would be if you were using

inside cone type design.

The adjustment is positive and uniform, mak

ing it unnecessary to scale each blade as it is set

out, as well as being in the direction to compen

sate for major blade wear.

THINK IT OVER

GODDARD & GODDARD CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
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long, assuring accurate

alignment and rigidity. A

hole permits visual check

on the contact of the anvil

with the rod. The measur

ing point Is adjustable and

Is provided with a lock nut.

B & S Micrometer Attachment No.

the use of the No. 280 Micrometer At

tachment now being marketed by Brown

& Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I. The

attachment Is Intended for use on rods

that are % In. In diameter and when

used with such rods makes It possible

to determine sizes accurately to thou

sandths of an Inch or closer In the

same manner In which any micrometer

head Is used. A group of %-ln. end

measuring rods, with this attachment,

becomes for all practical purposes a re

liable Inside micrometer with a range

limited only by the number of measur

ing rods available.

The micrometer head has a movement

of Vi In. With the %-ln. spacer plug,

measurements In thousandths of an

Inch are thus provided from l>2 to 2%

In. longer than the end measuring rod

used. The body of the attachment Is

Tek-Lace Belt Fastening

A new method of belt lacing, on a

diagonal line across the belt, has been

made possible by Tek-Lace, a non-haz-

Tek-Lace Non-Metallic Belt Fastening

ardous, non-metallic belt fastening made

by Sudbury Laboratory, P. O. Box 936,

South Sudbury, Mass. The diagonal

fastening Increases the smoothness with

7/»orSTAMPS

MEAN

MORE MARKS

PER DOLLAR

When you buy stamps you buy the marks

they make.

Thor Stamps will give you "more marks

per dollar" because of these features:

THUMB SIDE MARKING, easily rood,

easily used . . . TURNED HEAD, gives a central striking point, save stamps . . . BLUE

HEAD, sign of correct individual heat treatment of special Alloy steel.

Send for our booklet, which tells you how to select and how to use steel stamps.

THE PITTSBURGH STAMP COMPANY

812 CANAL STREET • PITTSBURGH, PA.
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Flywheel Pivs—both driving and

backing—are heat treated and seated

deep in the hub. These pins are of

square section and can be driven out,

given a quarter turn and used over

again. By providing four wearing sur-

:aces, the flywheel pins in V & O Inclin

able Presses have four times the life

of ordinary pins.

A long bronze-bushed shaft bearing and

a large diameter flywheel cap insure a

smooth, true-running wheel.

Clutch jaw in the wheel is designed so

that press can be backed up with the

flywheel without using any additional

accessory—a feature which is of great

advantage in setting the dies.

Other ttdvantageout jeatura oj design at /
in Catalog So. 37. A copy Witt

THE V & O PRESS CO, Hudson, N. Y.

1 HUMMAlI mtMiaCRT CO.

0 S mi« MaCHIRfHT CO'. *a%-rw »"* Bil'l>

THE «a- -.5. *i Him 1001 1 SUFPlt CO
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FOR ACCURACY

DEPENDABILITY

and

QUICK DELIVERY

Write for a sef of

Colonial Specifica
tion shoe's and prices

COLONIAL BUSHINGS, INC.
145 In, C«h>»«w Si.

Datreit, Mich.

which the belt passes over the pulley,

preventing wear and power losses, and

giving the effect of endless belting with

an easily applied fastening.

It Is especially useful on high speed

grinders and similar machinery where

ordinary fastenings cause a bump that

damages the finished work. It also pre

vents the necessity of patching belts

with extra pieces when diagonal breaks

occur.

With Its tensile strength of 200,000

lbs. per square Inch, Tek-Lace Is stronger

than steel. Only 0.055 inch in diameter.

It Is more than 50 per cent stronger

than Federal specifications for quarter-

Inch rawhide. It sets flush with the

surface of the belt on the pulled side,

eliminating the bump that occurs when

rawhide fastenings are used.

Recent manufacturing improvements

have increased the strength of Tek-Lace.

and a new coating

has added to Its

resistance against

oil, water, wear

and time.

Continental Type

2-RA-15 Mercury

Vapor Rectifier

Tube

The Continental

Electric Company

of Geneva, Illinois,

announce their

new mercury va

por rectifier tube,

which is known as

type 2-RA-15. This

rectifier has the

following electrical

characteristics:

Continental Type I-
RA-15 Mercury Vapor

Rectifier Tube

Filament voltage 2.5 volts

Filament current 16 amperes

DC output (average) .... 15 amperes

DC output (crest) 45 amperes

Arc drop 5-8 volts

Pickup voltage 8-11 volts

DC output voltage 60 volts

Crest Inverse voltage.... 200 volts max.

Filament heating time . . 2 to 3 minutes

Overall length 8% Inches

Overall diameter 3% Inches

It is designed for low voltage applica

tions such as projector arcs, arc welders

and the like. The manufacturer guar

antees 2000 hours life for this tube
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JJDD shock load and vibration to an extremely severe steady load— and you have a

set of conditions that tests the strength and endurance of any bearing. It is under

such conditions that NORMA-HOFFMANN PRECISION ROLLER BEARINGS show their

superiority.

Equipped with solid cylindrical rollers between cylindrical races, NORMA-HOFFMANN

ROLLER BEARINGS provide maximum load contact area—which means correspondingly

increased capacity for both steady loads and overloads, together with greater shock

resistance than any other type of single-row bearing affords.

Moreover, they employ a heavy-duty, balanced, extruded bronze retainer—riding on the

inner ring shoulders and relieving the rollers of its weight—that insures added durability.

And their PRECISION qualities make them suitable for low and high speeds alike. . . .

Write for the Catalog. Let our engineers work with you.

PRECISION BALL. ROLLER and THRUST BEARINGS
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when used within the limits shown

above.

Samples are available to interested

firms.

Seamless Steel Kantainer

The illustration shows a one-piece

heavy gauge receptacle now being mar

keted by Seam'.ess

Products Co., Inc.,

113 West 42nd St..

New York. N. Y.

This receptacle,

known as the

"Kantainer", is

produced from

high grade open

hearth steel

through successive

cold drawing and

annealing opera

tions without any

welds, seams or

rivets entering

into its construction.

As a result of the drawn construction,

the interior of the Kantainer is said to

be as smooth as glass, without any

chinks or crevices where rust could get

a start and without any seams to open

and permit leakage. This last feature

is of particular Importance to machine

shops where Kantalners are used for

handling the metal chips from the auto

matics or other machine tools, or for

receptacles In which to convey parts

such as stampings and screw machine

products. Any oil or coolant remaining

on the chips or parts remains inside the

Kantainer and it does not ooze out onto

the floor of the shop.

Nopco 1227-B Cutting Oil

A soluble cutting oil for use with

high speed machine tools operating un

der heavy feeds has been developed by

the Industrial division of the National

OH Products Company, Harrison, New

Jersey.

This oil, to be known as Nopco

1227-B, cools as well as lubricates under

the tremendous heat generated by ma

chine tools in operation. It Is used In

turning, grinding, milling, drilling, light

broaching, and other metal-working op

erations.

Nopco 1227-B Is a combination of

mineral and fatty oils treated in such a

way as to be immediately soluble in cold

or warm water.

midwest

™«sion REAMER

TOUCH ALLOY SHANK

WELDED TO HIGH SPEED REAMER

Midwest LONG LIFE Expansion Reamers

EACH time a Midwest LONG LIFE Reamer is expanded

to compensate for wear represents the complete life

of a solid reamer of the same size. And a Midwest Reamer

can be expanded at least six times. Midwest Reamer Cir

cular will point the way to cutting the cost of reaming holes

from Vz" to 3" dia. Send for a copy.

Midw:;:i Tool & Mfe. Com-r.v "Si/ffiTI
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abrasive products are neces-

ry to get into those tight

rners, to take off that rough

ness or to remove excess metal.

In many cases the shape must

made to fit the work.

This illustration shows but afew

of the special shapes Sterling

makes for portable grinding of

all kinds of materials. With plain

holes, threaded holes, special

mounting recesses we manu

facture wheels in proper grain

and grade for every purpose.

These portable grinding wheels

are much in demand and you

will find Sterling prepared to

make just the wheels you want.

THE STERLING GRINDING WHEEL CO.

Abrasive Division of The Cleveland Quarries Co.

Factory and Office: TIFFIN, OHIO

CHICAGO: 912 W. Washington Blvd. • DETROIT: 101-107 W. Warren Ave.
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Cartridge-Type Heating Unit For

Smaller "Hot Spots"

Where a "spot" of heat Is required

within a limited space, a new small

cartridge-type heating unit, recently an-

G.E. Cartridge-Type Heating Unit

nounced by General Electric, offers

many advantages. The new unit, the

smallest of the G-E line, is only % in.

in diameter and is manufactured with

brass sheath for maximum operating

temperature of 750 degrees F. It is

especially convenient for built-in ap-

plications and can be quickly Installs

Is available in ratings of 30, 75 and I

watts at 115 or 230 volts, A.C. or DJ

Bridgeport Grinding Wheels

In addition to the grinding wh«

which have heretofore been made

The Bridgeport Safety Emery Wheel 0

Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., especially I

the types of grinding machines built

this firm, The Bridgeport Safety Em«

Wheel Co., Inc., is now offering W

grade grinding wheels in the vitrlS

process, resinold process, and the sillcj

process.

Bridgeport "Alumina" Wheels cont

aluminous oxide grain and are suits

for steel and metals of high ted

strength. "Sllexon" Wheels are made

silicon carbide grain and are intend

for use in the grinding of cast a

refractories materials, and metals of 1

tensile strength. Bridgeport Spe<

"Alumina" Wheels contain special a

minous oxide grain and are adapted

the particular Jobs requiring the h*

est grade of refined grain. Wheels

be furnished in the grain and grade I

made with the bond best suited for

particular job in hand.

How's Business?

Fine

. . . and it should be, because

Renu cuts tool costs 30f } to

75'7 by making worn-out

tools over into tools GUAR

ANTEED the equal of the

original new tool—both for

appearance and perform

ance.

• A new catalog tells the

complete story—write, no

obligation.

TOOL CO., 275 E. Milwaukee Ave. D MIC
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Alligator "V" Belt Fasteners

A fastener for joining "C" Section

V-belts of fabric core, cross weave con

struction, is announced by the Flexible

Steel Lacing Company, 4603 Lexington

St.. Chicago. 111. The fastener makes

practicable the installation, shortening

or replacement of V-belts on the Job

rithout delays or the necessity of tear

ing down expensive installations.

Unique features of the Alligator

V-Belt Fastener are the double rocker

Alligator V-Belt Fastener

pin supported In bronze bushings and

the method of holding the end plate to

the belt end without materially weak

ening the belt or bulging its sides. The

rocker pin is made of special alloy steel

hardened to give long listing service.

No metal touches the pulleys. Applica

tion of the fasteners is rapid and easily

.. ide through the use of illustrated di

rections and tools supplied by the man

ufacturer.
The Alligator V-Belt Fastener was de

veloped in cooperation with several rail

roads In the heavy duty services of axle

lighting and air conditioning of passen

ger cars where it made an excellent serv

ice record. It has been tested and im

proved for several years and Is now be

ing supplied for general distribution.

Brown & Sharpe No. 5 Plain

Grinding Machine

The No. 5 Plain Grinding Machine re

cently announced by the Brown &

Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I., is a

new, small-size machine developed par

ticularly for the rapid cylindrical grind

ing of duplicate small parts to close

limits on a production basis. It is

available in two capacities, 3x12 in. and

3il8 in., the shorter-table machine be

ing recommended for Installations where

the work is not over 12 in. in length and

minimum floor space is an important

'actor.

All operating controls and adjust

ments are grouped at the front of the

machine, right at hand from the operat

ing position. The recessed design of the

base provides ample leg-room for the

SURE

FOOTED'

(LEANING

..BEST FOR THE DAY'S LOAD!

True, you want cleaning that is

thorough . . . low in cost. But

you want something more . . .

something grounded in experience

. . . proved by performance. You

want DEPENDABILITY . . .

cleaning that will give you con

sistently satisfactory results today,

tomorrow and every other day.

That's why Oakite cleaning is so

often referred to as "sure-footed"

cleaning. YOU CAN RELY ON

IT!

Are you up against any problem

in cleaning before plating? Want

to reduce wiping and brushing op

erations? Are you able to remove

japan, enamel or lacquer as eco

nomically as you would like to?

These are the jobs on which "sure

footed" Oakite cleaning points the

way to improved product ... to

low costs. Write for specific in

formation on your work.

Manufactured only by

OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC.

16 Thames St. New York, N. Y.
Branch offices and Representatives tn all

principal cities of the U. S.

OAKITE

SPECIALIZED INOUSTSIAL CLEANING MAItDIAlS 1 METHOD?
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operator to sit comfortably at the ma

chine; while the convenient height of

the table and controls provides for

equally efficient operation from a stand

ing position.

The headstock and coolant pump are

started and stopped electrically by rota

tion of the cross feed handwheel, start-

duction consists of the table

handy place to put work pieces,

and tools.

Wheel spindle, headstock. table

coolant pump are driven by separa

motors, a push button station at t

front controlling the starting and stoi

ping of the entire machine. All el

trlcal control units are built

the machine, and are well p

tected. yet easily accessible

automatic oiling system lubricate*

the wheel spindle bearings, the;

cross feed screw and full nut. the

table and cross slide ways and the!

table driving mechanism of the

machine. The coolant tank la

Integral with the bed casting

has removable cover an

plates. The centrifugal mo

pump is also removable, to fi

tate cleaning of the coolant

Brown & Sharpe No. 5 Plain Grinding- Machine

lng automatically when the grinding

wheel Is advanced toward the work and

.stopping when the wheel Is withdrawn

to unloading position. This feature, in

combination with the headstock brake,

aids materially in maintaining high pro

duction schedules. A lever permits cut

ting out the headstock and coolant

pump motors when wheel-truing or set

ting-up. An additional aid to rapid pro-

Rockford 12-In. High Speed

Hy-Draulic Shaper

The illustration shows the 12-In.

High Speed Hy-Draulic Shaper

which has been brought out by

Rockford Machine Tool Co.. Roclc-

ford. 111. The feature of the ma

chine is the hydraulic drive which

provides an infinite variety ol

speeds up to 150 ft. per minute

and an infinite variety of feeds

ranging from 0.0025 In. to 0.O9C

in. and also provides the smootli

drive which results in high-grade

workmanship. Adjustment of feed Is

as easy as setting a radio dial. T! ..

hydraulic drive for the feed is abso

lutely without shock and the operation

of the feed is Independent of the r&rr

drive. The feed has few moving parte

small power consumption and a large

safety factor.

Smooth flowing oil under tremendoxu

pressure constantly drives the ram to lt»

MlimilllllHIIIIIHIIIimilHIIIMMIHIIIMHHIItllllllltlllllllllllllHHIIMItlllMIIIII M I

{METAL CUTTING MACHINES

"Standard the Qflforld over"

| RACINE TOOL AND MACHINE CO • RACINE, WIS.



AUTOMATICALLY LUBRICATION

BLISS

Power

Press

Remember them? Oiling time lost from productive work . . .

lubricant wasted . . . Production delays . . . Increased depreciation.

• How those hidden costs gnawed at profits! Money that now is

clear . . . simply by the convenient, economical use of BIJUR

lubricated machines. Clean lubricant is pumped and fed

automatically ... to each bearing the correct oil film it individually

jires. No lubrication troubles . . . even to think about!

CORPORATION LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YOR

II

K
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Rockford 12-In. High Speed Hy-Dranlic Shaper

work and also acts as a shock absorber

when the tool enters the cut, meets a

hard spot or a lump.

A single control starts the ram and

stops It Instantly without shock or coast

ing and also governs the selection of

high or low cutting speed ranges. Dupli

cate levers on opposite sides of the col

umn Increase operating conveni

ence. The length and position of

the ram stroke is easily adjusted

without stopping the ram or using

a wrench or crank. The direction

of ram movement can be reversed

instantly. The machine column

Is Integral with the base and

houses the hydraulic equipment

and oil reservoir. The motor is

end-boss mounted, off the floor

and out of the way. Adjustment

of the hydraulic table feed Is

convenient, but the table is rapid

traversed easily by hand. Bearing

surfaces are protected by heavy

guard. Standard equipment In

cludes a universal table with a

tilting top. The top tilts 15 deg.

either side of center and the tabic

has 360 deg. adjustment and a

powerful lock. A swivel base vise

with a single screw and steel-

faced Jaw is also provided. A

clapper box adjustment has a vise-type

clamp. Power *own-feed is provided for

the head.

The length of the stroke can be varied

from V2 in. maximum to 13 In. maxi

mum. Maximum number of strokes per

minute, 400. Vertical travel of table.

14 in. Maximum distance, table to ram,

FINGERTIP CONTROL

is exemplified in the Hamilton Auto-Shifl

Table Units shown here in silhouette. The

board is instantly and easily adjustable to

any height or slant. The back of the table

is an auxiliary working surface for the man

ahead. Reference data, at his fingertips, is

kept in the well arranged table drawers. In

vestigate the efficiency of "fin- (

ger-tip control" in modern

drafting equipment today. Mail

the coupon below.

Auto-Shirt Unit.

HAMILTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Two Rivers. Wisconsin. Dept. MS 8-37

Please send me at once complete Information on the Auto-Shift i
ind the possibilities for increased production and profit. |

Title.

NameHAM I LTON

^Aafhny^wm FURNITURE
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ANDERSON POWER SCRAPERS

for Fast - Easy - Accurate -

Low Cost - Scraping - - - -

' Mdinr shops throughout the country are Bur
nt many dollar! and hours on scraping; with
•widable. efficient ANDERSON POWER

SCRAPERS.

lupsrtant featnres: PORTABILITY—can be
tuilr moved about and made ready for use
»l any light socket. FLEXIBILITY—Smooth,
"easy stroke. Scraper can be adjusted simply
">i quickly from a fraction of an inch to a

*'i ft stroke. EASE OF CONTROL—Opera-
baa of the scraper ram is as natural as using
> band scraping tool. Machine is extremely

sensitive and responsive. BLADE GRINDER—
Conveniently mounted on pedestal enabling
operator to constantly keep the blade sharp
without leaving the work. AUTOMATIC
SAFETY CONTROL—shuts off current when

motor is unduly overloaded.

Don't hold up production with slow, costly

scraping methods. Install ANDERSON
POWER SCRAPERS—the modern, efficient

economical scraping method.

Send for complete details.

ANDERSON BROTHERS MFG. CO.

kOCKFORD
ILLINOIS
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CUTTING TOOLS

"with a Reputation"

Circle "R" products are made by an
organization of experienced saw spe
cialists. Properly used, they are guar
anteed to (jive entire satisfaction.

Send for Catalog

Circular Tool Co., Inc.

767 ALLEN'S AVE. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Branch Offices
CHICAGO DETROIT INDIANAPOLIS

CLEVELAND and PHILADELPHIA

tilting top, 17% In. Maximum dlstai

table to ram, plain side, 19 % in. F

range lor power down-feed, 0.0025

0.030 in. Size of table top, 10%xl2

Range of cutting speed In feet per n

ute, 5 to 150. Maximum ram ret

ratio, 2:1. Motor recommended, 5 1

1200 r.p.m. Net weight with motor,

proximately, 3000 pounds.

American Type H Horizons

Hydraulic Broaching Machtn

The Illustration shows the Amer!

Type H Horizontal Hydraulic Broad

Machine, product of American BrJ

& Machine Company, Ann Arbor, M

The machine is built In five sizes

handle any internal broaching od

tlon and a variety of surface broad

operations. The machine Is slmpli

design, constructed of high grade

terlals and Incorporates principles,

tures and advantages which bare |

developed during many years ol pioj

lng in the broaching field. Stan

hydraulic equipment is installed

the minimum of connections and ca

taken to Insure reliable open

throughout years of heavy duty sei

The bed is of heavy box section,

ribbed throughout to provide rigid

port for all machine members. It

tains large separate reservoirs for

draulic oil and coolant. The star

frame motor Is directly connected t<

hydraulic unit by means of a fie

coupling supplied with the mac

The motor Is protected against enti

dirt and chips.

The pumping unit Is contlnu

submerged In hydraulic oil. The u

hydraulic power provides an In

variety of cutting speeds which are

trolled by a conveniently placed

and a graduated dial. A fan-type

sure gage, protected by a stop-

enables the operator to check the

sure In the hydraulic system qui

easily and conveniently.

The hydraulic cylinder is solldl

cured to the bed under the pi

slide, thus conserving floor space,

cylinder bore Is extremely accurate,

piston head and stuffing box are

clally constructed to provide sn

free, leak-proof operation. The

long pulling slide Is a distinctive f«

of this machine and Is designed to

mote smooth cutting, contlni

maintained alignment, and long

The hardened steel ways are accu
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Here, 400-watt mercury lamps mounted above the

craneway give high and uniform illumination at low

operating costs. No other comparable light source gives

as much light per watt as these modern lamps. "Bench

work" standards of lighting are maintained even in the

high bay.

Better lighting through the use of mercury lamps is

a profitable procedure. Better light is a production

"tool" which directly improves the efficiency of every

worker and every other production tool used in industry.

If you are interested in more uniform products at less

cost it will pay you to investigate the possibilities of

Type H General Electric Mercury Lamps. Complete in

formation is yours for the asking.

The 400-Watt Mercury Lamp
u 60 to 140^ more efficient
than other available light
sources. It hums vertically

only.

By combining Mercury and Incan
descent Lamps in many conven
tional type luminaires, a psycho
logically cool, white light can be

obtained.

>d>r your auxiliary devices which were de-

Sijned eepecielly for this lamp from the

~j*n*rel Electric Vepor hemp Co.

ELECTRICGENERAL

General Electric Vapor Lamp Co. Incandeicenl Lamp Department
897 Ad«m» S.fert. Hobokea. N. J. Dept. 1M. Nel. P.rk. CUvd-md. Ohio
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ground and located, providing a durable

mounting for the pulling slide.

An automatic pressure lubricator oper

ates at each stroke of the slide to draw

oil from the reservoir and force it to

American Type H Horizontal Hydraulic Broaching Machine

each of the hardened and ground ways.

Pour wipers on the slide protect bearing

surfaces and promote lubricaton. A con

veniently located lever provides the op

erator with accurate, sensitive control of

the slide movement. A safety detent

holds the lever in vertical neutral posi

tion. Movement of the lever either side

of vertical results in slide movement In

the same direction. Inching the slide

during set-up Is easy with this sensltlv

control.

The pulling head on the slide Is pro

vlded with vertical adjustment whlcl

facilitates set-up and Insures accurat

straight-line pul

A copious suppi

of coolant Is sup

plied by the cen

trlfugal nil!:,

which operate

with direct-con

nected motor driv<

A heavy stee

guard confines th'

chips and coolan

and also protect

the work am

broach. The chlj

chute through th

front of the bei

conducts chips an

coolant to an interior compartmen

where chips fall into a receptacle am

coolant drains into the reservoir. Th

chip compartment opens on the side o

the machine away from the operator

thus chips may be removed without In

terferlng with production.

The capacity of the American

Machine at normal is as follows:

6-36, 6 tons; Type 6-48, 6

WARDWELL

SAW SHARPENER

Model EC

Bench Type

Automatically Sharpens Hack,

Band & Circular Saws

with teeth at fine as 32 to the inch,

at a speed of 30 to 75 per minute.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

THE WARDWELL MFG. CO.

3168 FULTON RD. CLEVELAND, O.

GRANT RIVETER

• Pioneers In the riveting neld.
rivets from smallest to %" "

either by noiseless spinning or i
hammer method—Sizes to meet all
Types include Vertical and
Multiple Spindles.
Write for literature—and don't forgrt to

send samples.

THE GRANT MFG. fr MACHINE CO

96 Silliman Avenue
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AGRIPPA" Tool Holders by Wil

liams are so designed and made as to

add .-peed, efficiency and greater profit

to every regular operation of iathc,

planer and shaper. All are drop-

forged, carefully broached, accurately

machined and specially hardened.

"Agrippa" construction assures a solid

colter seat and a chatter-proof, clean-

cutting tool. For better cutting at

lower cost—choose "Agrippas", they

tort no more than ordinary holders,

4. H. WILLIAMS & CO.

75 Spring St., New York

Headquarters for: Drop-Forg-ed Wrenches
iCarbon and Alloy), Detachable Socket
Wrenchea. MC" Clamps. Lathe Does, Tool

Holder*. Ere Bolts. Hoist Hooka, Thumb
Nat* and Screws. Chain Pipe Tonus. Viaes.

TOOL HOLDERS

COST NO MORE

THAN ORDINARY

HOLDERS

1. it-lit Boring Tool

Holder. Uaed also
for light tin-nine.

. . . and for better

Drop-Forged Wrenches

insist on

WILLIAMS'

50 patterns

... more than

lOOO sizes
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10-48, 10 tons; Type 15-60, 15 tons; Type

20-60, 20 tons. The strokes are 36, 48,

48, 60 and 60 In., for the five sizes of

machines respectively. Maximum over

all broach lengths are 44, 56, 56, 69, and

69 in. respectively. Motor recommended,

normal, T/2 h.p., 1200 r.p.m. for Types

6-36 and 6-48; 15 h.p., 1200 r.p.m., for

Type 10-48; 20 h.p., 1200 r.p.m., for Type

15-60, and 25 h.p., 1200 r.p.m., for Type

28-60. Floor space required, 2y2x8 ft.,

for the smaller sizes and 3x12 ft. for

the larger sizes. Height overall, 42 and

44 In. Weight, net, 3600, 4100, 4150,

4700 and 4750 pounds.

Taber Abraser

The Taber Instrument Company, North

Tonawanda, N. Y., announces the Taber

Abraser, a precision testing machine for

measuring the wear resistance, tough

ness, adhesion and rub-off qualities of

surface finishes such as enamels, electro

plate, anodizing, linoleum, molded plas

tic sheets, and leather coverings.

In the research laboratory, the Taber

Abraser is said to be indispensable for

testing new formulas, control work,

checking competitive samples, grading,

and so on. Its lightness and portability

make It possible for traveling sales tech-

MORRIS

"MOR-SPEED"

RADIAL DRILLS

FEATURE:
Rigidity — Convenience — Power —
Simplicity — Low Colt.
Don't tall to investigate the "MOR-
SPEED" lino Of Radial!. Full facts
on request.

THE MORRIS MACHINE TOOL CO.
CINCINNATI OHIO

Taber Abraser

nlclans to prove their claims and

check competitive materials on locatlo

According to the manufacturer, col

cerns making products that require

tough, wear-resisting finish will fli

that the Taber Abraser renders impo

tant service in determining the type

Why Use A Shaper

to cut- Keyways when

DAVIS

KEYSEATER

will do the

job so much

quicker

and

better?

•

Send

circular

DAVIS KEYSEATER CO.

Exchange fir Glasgow St*.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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always a STANDARD

TIME or in TOOLS

TWIST DRILLS ■ REAMERS • TAPS • M I L 1 1 N G C UTTE R S

DRILL CHUCKS • SOCKETS • SLEEVES • COUNTERBORES

CENTERS • GRINDING WHEEL DRESSERS • SPECIAL TOOLS

The StandardJool Co.

I e v elan d

NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO
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enamel, number of coats, or thlckn

of finish necessary to meet requlremer

In general, the Taber Abraser Is ada]

able for testing practically every type

enamel, lacquer, or other non-tac

coatings including electroplated a

anodic finishes. Test to determine 1

comparative cutting efficiency of abra -.

paper and cloth can also be made.

^'Outstanding in every detail for

heavy blanking and forming work.

All stresses are taken centrally.

Write for new catalog illustrating and
describing tins and other presses.

Zeh fir Hahnemann Co.

184 Vanderpool St. Newark, N. J.

Do you want to cut your

grinding and polishing costs

as much as 50^*

THE "OLIVER" GRINDER AND

POLISHER CAN DO IT . . .

This compact ball bearing, horizontal belt sur-
facer and polisher is fine for finishing bronze
tableti. aluminum and brass castings, etc. Has
features of larger costly machines with greater
convenience and efficiency on work in its ca
pacity Write for details.

OLIVER MACHINERY COMPANY
Grand Rapids. Michigan

Hammond Grinders Employ

Cooled Motors

The Hammond Machinery Bulla.

Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich., has equipped

of Its grinders of 3 h.p. and over w

totally-enclosed, fan-cooled motors,

illustrated, the rotor and stator on. tin

units are In an enclosed chamber sea]

against the entrance of foreign matt

Hammond Grinder With Fan-Cooled Moto

Two fans force cooling air around tl

outside of this chamber, serving to e:

tract heat from the motor.

The fan-cooled type motor Is said I

withstand greater overload with a lowi

temperature rise. The company's grln<

ers are equipped with automatic star:

with thermal overload protection, ovei

size ball bearings, adjustable eye shlelc

made of shatterless glass and push bu>

ton remote control.
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THE BRIDGEPORT

"MASTER"

for

HIQH-SPEED

Milling, Drilling and Boring

"«nifflHCl(

On End Mil

Hours of Labor.

Temper of Mechanics

working with old

sloppy spindles.

Special fixtures. Angle

Plates and Vises

After seven years of continuous service

The Bridgeport Attachments are still

giving the same matchless performance.

One company alone has forty-five of

these machines in use in their die sink

ing departments.

A number of concerns use from ten to

fifteen machines each for tool and die

as well as production work.

We doubt if we can overstate the value

of the Master Attachment for the small tool shop where a unit of this type will solve

most of the awkward time eating jobs.

LET US tell you where a Bridgeport High Speed Milling Attachment may be seen

in operation. Your time in viewing this equipment will be well spent.

Write for Illustrated Bulletin.
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M-B Pre-Determined Feed

Machine Oiler

The oiler shown In the Illustration Is

now being offered to the trade by M-B

Products, 130 E. Larned

St.. Detroit, Mich. Ths

outstanding feature of

the M-B Pre-Deter-

mlned Feed Machine

Oiler is Its method of

metering or measuring

the oil feed which Is

said to be a radical

departure from conven

tional methods, both as

to principle and conse

quent reliability.

It is said that the

oiler will continue In

definitely any pre-de-

termlned feed, without

variation from the set

rate. The oiler is ad

justed for one drop of oil per minute,

or more or less as desired, before leav

ing the factory. The oil capacity Is

sufficient for an eight-hour shift,

whether oils of 150 to 250 viscosity arj

used or the lighter oils of 90 to 100

viscosity. The oiler mechanism Is sealed

M-B Pre - Deter
mined Feed Ma

chine Oiler

IDEAL SPEED LATHES

FOR LAPPING
FINISHING
POLISHING

SMALL PARTS
2 Speed Motor.
Automatic Rrake.
Otollet or 3 Jaw
Chucks. Hand
operated or auto
matic. Write for
Cir. 351.

SCHAUER MACHINE CO.

905-7 Broadway Cincinnati, Ohio

against dust and dirt.

The M-B Oiler is said to be designed

and built to withstand hard usage,

is made from heavy gauge steel stan

ing. the upper shell providing an ce

dent guard for the glass and the round

ports giving ample visibility. The steel

stud and lower sight feed container are

very sturdy and relatively immune from

breakage. Neither the patented meter-*

ing pin nor any other part of the oiler

is subject to wear or depreciation, al

though it can easily be disassembled if

desired.

Mathews Conveyor Roller with

Type 47-SB Bearings

To meet the Increasing demand for

heavy duty roller conveyors In various

branches of industry, The Mathews Con

veyor Company, Ellwood City. Pa., has

added to its standard line a newly de

veloped roller. This roller incorporates

3 ',2 -in. O.D. seamless steel tubing. 5/16-

in. wall, .30- 40 carbon. The bearing ap

plied, identified as Type 47-SB. Is newly

designed, having steel inner and outer

labyrinth seals, hardened Inner and

outer ball races, and 13-9/16-ln. diam

eter hardened steel balls, assembled

RIVETING?

LINLEY NOISELESS ROTARY
RIVETING MACHINES

Aiiure Peak Production end
Tjower Maintenance, Rigid an !
Powerful Bench and Floor Types.
Motor or Belt Driven. There Is
a Lin ley machine for every rivet
ing job.

Send Samples of your Work
and we will furnish accurate
estimate of production and
quote cost of equipment.

LINLEY BROTHER8 CO.

583 Fairfield Avenue
u 8. A.

GREENERD

Arbor Presses

500 lbs. to 35 tons pressure

HYDRAULIC, MOTOR DRIVEN, HAND OPERATED

Greenerd Arbor Press Co., Nashua, N. H.
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KINNER

Notice, for instance, how many

of the better machines are

ordered to be equipped with

Skinner Chucks—such as the

Heald No. 72A3 Plain Internal

Grinder illustrated above.

Greater precision . . . higher

production . . . faster speeds

. . . this modern tempo requires

a chuck that can "take it" in

the modern manner. Join the

long list of Skinner Chuck

users — you'll be thoroughly

satisfied with Skinner Perform

ance!

KINNER

CHUCK CO.

NEW BRITAIN, CONN, U.S.A.
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within a pressed steel Jacket. The as

sembled roller has an average rated

capacity ol 2200 pounds.

A hexagon axle Is applied in this roller,

providing a positive means of locking

Mathews Conveyor Roller with Type 47-SB
Bearings

the inner ball race and the axle, thereby

preventing wear between these parts.

The axle is drilled at the ends, and

grease fittings applied, making period

lubrication a simple matter. Cotter

keys hold the roller firmly in the frames.

The roller can be furnished in lengths

ranging from 6 in. up to 48 in., and

can be spaced in the frames on centers

ranging from 4 in. up. Channel or

angle frames are generally used in the

construction of conveyors incorporating

this roller. When the rollers are placed

low in the structural frame, the top

the frame functions as a guard rail

the commodities being conveyed.

Portable Tools Use Portable Po¥

The lack of the usual central statl

electric current supply is no longer

hindrance to the use of Black St Dec]

portable electric tools, as shown In t

accompanying photograph of a Black

Decker No. 34 Electric Hammer bel

operated from a portable gasoline drlv

electric generator made by the Homel

Corporation, Port Chester, N. T.

Black & Decker Mfg. Co., Towson, M

design and build all of the motors 1

their tools and the one pictured

equipped with a universal motor,

built as to operate on either alterns

ing or direct current.

The special design of these mot<

permits their use on a portable elect!

generator as well as on the large centi

station supply lines. While the curre:

supply In this case is really a mlniatiu

the Black & Decker motor delivers tl

same powerful action to the tool

though It were operating from a centr

station supply line.

Drilling, hammering, grinding, sam

lng and sawing are only a few of tl

No. 20 BALL

BEARING

PUNCH

Capacity %" thru

iron.

No. 455

Angle Iron

Combination

Shears, Notches

and Bends a 2"

x 2" x %" ana-le

iron in one min

ute flat.

Write for cata

log on entire

line.

WHITNEY METAL TOOL CO.

110 Forbes St. Rockford, III.

CYLINDRICAL

SUB - PRESSES

Are especially
desirable for
producing clean
cut, accurate
parts with com
pound dies. For
after operations,
swaging, pierc-
i n g, trimming,
etc., the over
hang type is
preferred. W e
have had a long
experience i n
making such
dies. Please send
u s samples o I
drawings for es
timate.

ARCH TYPE

Waltham Machine Works

WALTHAM. MASS.



If you need a

Set Screw

ith

Fie. 232

0^

specify

HOLLOW SET SCREW

Even under the severest punishment,

"UNBRAKO" Hollow Set Screws hold

fast and stay put. Made of alloy steel,

properly heat-treated—they're tough

and hard so points don't mushroom

and hex won't round. Details on re-

quest.

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

BRANCHES

BOSTON

DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS

JBNKINTOWN, PINNA.
BRANCHES

BOX 556

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO
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VERTICAL BORING MILLS

PLANERS. Double Hous

ing, Opensid©

CRANK PLANERS

PLANER TYPE MILLERS

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

THE CINCINNATI PLANER CO.

CINCINNATI • OHIO

Jobs that can now be done "on la

tlon" whether It be on the hlghwi

by-ways or on the farm—and all of tii

tools In the Black & Decker line fc»i

Using a Black & Decker No. 34 Elect
Hammer powered by a portable power n
consisting of a gasoline engine and elecl

generator.

the universal motor mentioned above

standard equipment ready to use i

portable generating equipment.

Rochester Metal Dryer

The Illustration shows a new type

Rochester Metal Dryer which has bei

placed on the market by Rochester Ei

glneerlng & Centrifugal Corporation, 1

Buffalo Rd., Rochester, N. Y. The mi

chine shown. Is equipped with division

plates In the perforated Monel met

basket for the purpose of separata

different types and sizes of screws, bolt

and small .metal parts. This design Is i

advantage where production Is deslrt

but where It Is necessary to keep sej

arate—In order to maintain the max

mum efficiency—the articles making u

a single load.

The basket of the machine is remo)

able; thus it may be lifted from th

THIS

MACHINE

GRINDS

POLISHES

SURFACES

The Type R machine is a combination
of three machines—a disc grinder, a
polishing wheel, and a belt surfacing
machine. Three men can use it at the
same time.

If space and power are important fac
tors in your shop, it will pay you to
investigate this money and time sav
ing machine.

Write today for details.

Production Machine Co.

GREENFIELD, MASS.
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An Assembly Method that helped

, MAKE "A $250 PRODUCT" TO SELL AT $85

should be worth investigating for your work

OSE time doctors had to pay from S250.

to $700. for a Cold-Cautery-Scalpel.

So* ihey can get this efficient and reliable

Tappler" instrument for only $85. Even

practitioner can own one since

Cystoscope Makers, Inc., applied

ion principles and intelligent

the design of such equipment..

it the maker states that

Hardened Self-tapping Screws

important part. "They enabled us

a sum on the cost of molds be-

in the plastic parts could be

noided . . . They simplified the attachment

<i' parte to the molded housing, saving much

Msembly labor and greatly increasing pro-

faction speed . . . The fact is that stronger

utenings also were seen red, for these

unique Screws hold more securely than ma

chine screws in either inserts or tapped

holes." It is no wonder that this manufac

turer says—"Now when an assembly is to be

made on any of our products we first con

sider Hardened Self-tapping Screws."

Let us help you investigate this cost-cutting

method of assembling metal and plastics

On your own work it is likely that fastening jobs

could be simplified and economies cfTertcd by using

Hardened Self-tapping Screws in place of ordinary

devices. In 7 oul of 10 case* where melal or plastic

assemblies are required this method can be used to
advantage for all or part of the fastening*. A Parker-

Kalon Assembly Engineer will call on request to go

over your fastenings with you and point oul all oppor

tunities. A letter to us obtains this service without

obligation.

PARKER- KALON CORPORATION

Dept. M. 198 Varick Slreet New York, N.Y.

FASTENING DEVICES
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Rochester Metal Dryer

unit and conveyed to the department In

which the work-pieces are to be used.

It Is then reloaded and returned to the

machine for the next run. By using

two baskets, the machine may be kept

in practically continuous operation.

The dryer Is equipped with a com

pact steam-heated unit for circulating

GEM

DRILL PRESS

VISES

Made In 3 sizes
Simple In design. Tightened by hand.
Powerful grip. Quick adjustment.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

J. E. MARTIN T00L& DIE WORKS
618 W. State St. Est. 1812 Springfield. O.

hot air through the load to com

plete the drying operation aft€

centrifugal force has disposed c

the surplus moisture. The use c

centrifugal force provides the fast

est and most economical mean

for removing the surplus molstur

from the parts being dried. Tfa

motor driven unft Is powered b

a vertically-mounted special ex

tractor motor which transmits th

power by means of a silent, posl

tlve V-belt.

"Ready" Quick Acting Cam

Grinder Dog

The drawing illustrates a de

tailed design of a quick actin

cam grinder dog which has beei

developed by The Ready Toe

Company, Bridgeport, Conn. Th,

feature of this dog consists ii

that the operator can handle 1

with one hand quickly, It is positiv<

in action, has a wide range of adjust

ment, and does not require the use of i

wrench except when changing to worl

of a different size.

The work Is held In the dog by twt

setscrews and a quick acting cam whlcr

acts as the tall for driving. When th<

GEARS

or SpecialSpur-Helical-Worm-Bevel

Gears

Surface External
Grinding lnXerntl Lapping

We do spllnlng and broaching, also. 25 years
of serving the machine trade guarantees you of
our quality of work and prompt service.

We solicit your inquiries.

THE TAYLOR MACHINE COMPANY
1818 E. 81st St., Cleveland. Ohio

UTSTANOINQ PERFORMANCE

provided by

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

G. K. Single Lever Con

trol Lathes will give

you the production ef

ficiency you want on

your lathe work. Write

for catalog describing

complete details.

THE GREAVES-KLUSMAN TOOL CO., Cincinnati, O.
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IQ% More Plant Space

. AT NO COST!

"We made the change to save both tools and time," reports

Watson Machinery Company, (Paterson, N. J.) after replacing

wood racks and counters with Lyon Tool Cribs. Drills, ream

ers, jigs, dies, etc., are now located quickly and readily. But

also over 20% of former storage space is available for other

purposes. Costs for lost tools and damage are greatly reduced.

Saving of time and increased efficiency will quickly pay for

the new Lyon Steel Storage Equipment. Similar savings and

improvements may be possible in your tool room and stock

room. Send coupon for Bulletin describing Lyon Tool Cribs

and other money-saving storage equipment.

LYON

STORAGE EQUIPMENT £J %ZS€SV l+^XZ

LYON METAL PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED, A vrora, llhnon

' LYON METAL PRODUCTS, Incorporated,

1308 Rlw St., Aurora, III.

Pleaw send ( > Bulletin 105-C, Lyon

Sleel Tool Room Equipment.

Name

Address

City State.
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screws are properly set, the work Is

gripped between the screws and the cam,

the pressure of the driver serving to

clamp the work sufficiently for opera-

Drawing illustrating- design of Ready Quick
Acting Cam Grinder Dog

tlon. As the pressure of the wheel

against the work Is increased, the pres

sure of the driver against the cam In

creases In proportion, Insuring that

work will be revolved regardless of

amount of wheel pressure.

Although the work Is Instantly dU

gaged, the cam Is held by a spring

contact with the work so that it

not become disengaged after once

properly located. The design of t

is such that It Is practically alv

balance. Inasmuch as the setscn

Inserted on an angle of SO cleg., a |

feet three-point contact on the wa

obtained regardless of the di timet

the work. The dog Is made in four i

to handle work from Vi-ln. to

diameter.

Economy Abrasive Holder

To facilitate the operation of h

polishing with abrasive cloth, lb

Manufacturing Company, 2410 S. K<

Ave., Chicago, 111., has brought on

line of abrasive holders, consisting

four different shapes, for holding d

slve cloth or paper while polishing.

The holder Is made of O 025 f>

cold rolled sheet steel, tin plated,

a comfortable and smooth gumi

grip handle. The overall length of

holder Is 13'4 In. The metal a

9'4 In., tapering slightly from

Surface Grinders

Grand Rapids Hydraulic Feed

Pay Big Dividends in Time Saved

SEND FOR NEW BULLETIN

Sebastian

Motor Drive

Attachment

For

Cone Head

Lathes

• For any make of lathe from

to 20" swing. Does not obsc

vision. Easy to attach—low in pt

12" SIZE

16" SIZE

20" SIZE

S 65.00

75.00

105.00

The Sebastian Lathe

CINCINNATI, O.

Gallmeyer & Livingston Go.

101 STRAIGHT AVE., S. W.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

1



Spotlighted at Atlantic City, the feature attraction of the year for

metal men promises to play to its biggest audience. The five-day

program is packed with information and exhibits of the newest and

best in the metal industry. Be on hand when the curtain goes up . . .

you'll find the "Convention City" an ideal setting for metal's great show.

ATLANTIC QXVMudHarium

OCTOBER 18™ io 22nd 1937
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to the grip. The holder, though stur

dily constructed, weighs only 3% ounces.

The shank Is slotted the full length

to accommodate quick and efficient In

terchanging of abrasive cloth and paper

which can easily be slipped on; thus

the abrasive cloth or paper Is held firm

ly and snugly to the shank. The

holders are made In four shapes: round,

square, triangular and flat. Abrasive

refills are obtainable In all types and

grits. The holders are packed singly, In

Individual cartons, and In a larger car

ton containing the set of four.

Armglo Resistance Welder

Two thousand welds an hour is

speed claimed for the Armglo Res

ance Welder now being marketed

Armglo Company, Milwaukee, Wis. 1

welder Is of the press type, automj

cally controlled, and has been develo]

Let Us

GRIND

YOUR

SPLINE

SHAFTS

under contract with our new

Type B Spline Grinder.

FITCHBURG

GRINDING MACHINE

CORP.

FITCHBURG, MASS.

Armglo 35 KVA Resistance Spot Weld

especially for use In the welding

stainless steel, galvanized coated, c

mlum plated, and Terne-plate weldt

However, the unit can be used for

kinds of non-ferrous as well as ordln

steel metals.

Absolutely uniform welds are guan

teed by the manufacturer of the E

chine and It Is said that the mach

produces welds showing no apprecla

deterioration of surface on either si

A saving of at least 30 per cent

claimed in dressing electrode tips. 1

welding pressure Is adjusted quickly a

GEARED HEAD & CONE DRIVEN

ENGINE LATHES'

Sizes

16" to 36"

Swing

A rull line of Gap Lathes
16" to 50" swing.

Write for corrplete
Information.

THE

RAHN-LARM

COMPANY

CINCIHWTI, OHIO
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NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ADVERTISERS ASS'N

★ * * ★

15th

/ Annual Industrial Advertising and

t£ Sales Promotion Conference

/ ) and Exposition

SEPTEMBER 22, 23, 24, 1937

Chicago, Illinois

EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL

How industrial advertising men can do a more effective job will

be the main theme of the 15th Annual NIAA Industrial

Advertising and Sales Promotion Conference and Exposition

to be held in Chicago, September 22, 23, 24, 1937.

piration, practical new ideas, the low-down on what the

er fellows are doing to meet the complex promotion prob-

of today — they'll be given you in abundance by nationally

m industrial leaders, sales executives, advertising directors.

:'1I be speaking sessions, round-table discussions, clinics,

exhibits of the newest in advertising and sales promotion

materials.

You Are Cordially Invited

Whether you're a top executive, sales manager, advertising

manager, or on the way up, you'll find it a highly profitable

investment to attend.

Write today for full details. No obligation.

ATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ADVERTISERS ASS'N

M. O. PAYNE, CHICAGO MOLDED PRODUCTS CO.

214S WEST WALNUT STREET, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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easily by merely setting one nut at the

rear of the welder. The welder Is equip

ped with a positive tap changer. All

electrical controls such as the timer,

magnetic contactor, tap changer, and all

power current carrying parts are com

pletely enclosed in the base of the

welder. Removable special alloy water-

cooled welding tips are standard equip

ment. Reversible horns are optional.

D-R "A" Die Cushion

The Dayton Rogers Manufacturing

Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, has

Save Time and Money

with the

Walton Tap

£ Extractor

Don't bold up production and
waste a mechanic's valuable
time in digging out broken taps.
The Walton Tap Extractor offeis|
an effective, instantaneous
mean* of overcoming this loss.
It extracts the broken tap with
out injury to the threads of
the work. Saves cost of the
labor and materials already in
the piece of work. Made in
two. three and four flute styles.

Try It on 60 days free
trial offer. Send for de
scriptive circular and price
list No. 120.

THE WALTON CO.

88 Allyn St. Hartford, Conn.

D-R Model A Pneumatic Die Cushion

announced a new model "A" pneumat

die cushion especially designed for 11

cllnable presses. These cushions a

made In seven sizes and have a draw::

capacity from 2\2 Inches to 5 Inches.

This new design includes a hand, whe

and hand wheel stop for adjusting ai

predetermining the height of the pisu

pressure plate at all times. This deslg

can be used for all drawing and fora

lng die actions as well as to control a

stripping actions on compound blank::

and piercing dies. It readily replaa

springs and rubbers on dies already i

use. This cushion is a self-contalne

portable unit that Is directly connecte

to the air line. The cushions opera

on an air line pressure from 20 to 19

lbs. and will produce a draw ring hol<i

lng pressure from >4 ton to 8 ton

This pressure may be controlled by tti

regulator and recorded on the gauge.

FLEXIBLE SHAFT

Csirand)

MACHINES

Of High Quality Only

i/s to 2 H. P.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

It Pays To Buy The Best
SEND FOR CATALOG

N. A. STRAND fir CO.

5001-5009 No. WOLCOTT AVE., CHICAGO
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A Free Subscription To

PRODUCTS FINISHING

to Executives in charge of metal cleaning, plat

ing, polishing and finishing operations.

. . . we will send monthly copies of PRODUCTS

FINISHING free of charge.

Fill in the information requested below . . . tear

out this sheet and mail to us today. There is no

obligation involved.

GARDNER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

Publishers of

MODERN MACHINE SHOP

and

PRODUCTS FINISHING

PRODUCTS FINISHING

431 MAIN STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Please send PRODUCTS FINISHING to me each month, without cost or obli

gation.

Title-

Company

Address .

City. State No. of Employees....

Check operations being performed—

Cleaning Plating Polishing Painting Finishing..

Also send copy to Title

BE SURE TO FILL IN ALL THE ABOVE INFORMATION.
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This machine quickly stamps details

and serial numbers into name plates.

Write For Particulars

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 Belle Plaine Ave., Chicago, III.

No. 48-30 STEEL BENCH

Suitable for any kind of shop work. Heavy,

ruined and rigid. Can be used singly or

joined together for continuous benches. 12

fans* steel top and shelf. Sizes: 4 feet,

5 feet and 6 feet wide, right to left; 24

inches and 30 inches deep, front to back.

Drawer; 20 inches wide by 18 inches deep

by 5 inches high, with sliding tray.

* COMPLETE LINE OF STEEL FACTORY

AND 8HOP EQUIPMENT

Write for catalog "EJ"

ANGLE STEEL STOOL CO.

PLAINWELL, MICHIGAN

Chromium Plating Service For

Gage Blocks

A specialized chromium plating serv

ice Is available to users of steel gage

blocks through the establishment of the

Dearborn Gage Company, Dearborn.

Mich. This concern specializes In the

application of chromium plating to the

surfaces of gage blocks both to aid In

preserving the accuracy of the blocks

and to prevent the possibility of rust

corrosion.

The Dearborn Gage Company Is in an

Ideal position to offer this specialized

service. The precision finishing opera

tions are under the guidance and direc

tion of Elmer Ellstrom, son of HJalmar

Ellstrom who was associated with the

early manufacture of the gage block

system. The first set of chromium

plated gage blocks finished by the Dear

born Gage Company was recently deliv

ered to the Lincoln Tool and Die Com

pany, Detroit, Mich. The chromium

plating equipment In use at the Dear

born Gage Company was designed, by

the United Chromium Company and

supplied by the Udyllte Company of

Detroit, Michigan.

Geneva Universal Holder

Chicago Dial Indicator Co., 180 N.

Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111., has brought

out a special holder for Geneva Precision

Genera Universal Holder

Dial Indicators, as shown in the illus

tration. The holder is said to increase

the convenience and thus the speed of

the work. It is compact, of simple de

sign and easy to use.
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STOP BELT SLIPPING!

VACUUM CUP

METAL PULLEYS

Guaranteed to: Eliminate belt slippage and

power lots . . . Increase life of belts and

equipment . . . wear Indefinitely . . . keep

belts from flying off. Belt is sealed to pul

ley at vacuum contacts. Order now on 30

Day Free Trial Offer. Used in many of the

largest plants.

Vacuum Cup Metal Pulley Co., Inc.

1010 Ford Bldg. Detroit, MlOh.

NEW 6X6 HIGH SPEED POWER SAW

Gravity Feed Expanding Clutch
Length Qauge Automatic Stop

Automotive Relieving Devioe
Dovetailed Saw Frame Quid*

Write for Bulletin.

L-W CHUCK CO.

No. 20 N. St. Clair St.

TOLEDO • OHIO

A Cost - Cutting

PRODUCTION

GRINDER -

with two other uses!

No. 362-4 in the HERCULES line of fast cutting

portable tools, this grinder is made in speeds of 4800

and 6000 R.P.M. and uses a 6" x 2" cup wheel for

surfacing castings, flat metal surfaces, weld seams,

grinding dies, etc. Easily fitted with felt pad and

abrasive disc it will sand and polish or with a cup wire

brush it will remove scale, paint, etc. A well-bal

anced tool of many uses, ample power and long life,

it will cut costs for you as it has for others.

A complete line of Grind
ers — Sanders — Pol
ishers — Drills — Screw-
drivers — Nut Runners;
In Portable Pneumatic
and High Frequency Elec
tric Tools.

THE BUCK EVE PORTABLE TOOL CO..
DAVTOM, OHIO
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The Geneva Universal Holder permits moving- the indicator
through a 160-deg. arc in a vertical plane or revolving; the

indicator 360 degrees.

Joint, thereby clamping

the Indicator securely

In the position desired.

The ball Joint has a

H-28 thread to take

round, square or other

types of shanks. With

the shank In position,

the Indicator point Is

free to move to all

angles. The indicator

can turn 180 deg. on

the Inner section of

the ball Joint and 360

deg. on a complete

circle when In any po

sition on the 180 deg.

arc, as shown In the

illustration.

The ball Joint construction makes

possible an unbelievably wide range of

Indicator settings. The universal move

ment Is controlled by the single knurled

thumb nut, which permits the Indicator

point to be set Instantly. Tightening

the knurled thumb nut compresses a

cupped fibre washer against the ball

Wrigraph Drafting Machine

A drafting machine of a new and

larger type, with much greater accu

racy, and very rugged construction Is

being sold through the Wrigraph Sales

Division, 5207-16 Euclid Avenue, Cleve

land, Ohio.

The new Model R-300 Wrigraph ma-

You'll Get a Kick Out of

"HieTabPeoflfie

lough Beard and

DuPfJfytor

There's three minutes of good entertain
ment and a point or two about the dress
ing of grinding wheels in this new fable
in slang by Charlie Koebcl. You*ll want to
read it.

Send for Your FREE Copy.

KOEBEL

DIAMOND TOOL CO.

1202 Ookman Blvd., Detroit

LORIGINATORS of the

Helical T»p*r pin Reamer

Special Reemlrvg |

Immediate Shipment on Stock

Tooli

SFfclf% ear CATAL
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For ALL

Wheel Dressing

Operations

The new EVER-

SHARP DIA

MOND TOOL

is made with a

long, natural

shaped diamond —

requires no reset

ting—is adapted to

ALL types of wheel

dressing operations

—economical — ac

curate.

WHEEL TRUEING TOOL CO., INC.

13931 OAKLAND AVE. DETROIT, MICH.

EASILY CLEANED. The case stem of
the Amea Shocklesa Gauge can be
easily unscrewed, the lower half of the
spindle withdrawn for cleaning and the
assembly replaced without otherwise
disturbing the gauge. For details of
other exclusive features, send for the

Ames Gauge catalogue.

B. C. AMES CO., Waltham. Mass.
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chine Is a precision Instrument that

will easily make drawings up to 28x38

In. An attractive mounting clamp holds

the machine onto any drawing board;

the machine Is self leveling. The per

manently calibrated parallel mechanism

guarantees the highest accuracy and

complete dependability. It Is assem

bled with eight special Precision ball

bearings, made by Fafnlr, which are

prelubrlcated and sealed at the factory.

Aluminum alloy castings are used, and

all parts are given a dull, satin finish

to prevent glare.

The Indicating protractor Is of a new

type, with which one degree angles can

4 TIMES AS FAST

• Thli U. S.

Multiple Drill

Head drills four

heads at once

.... docs your

drilling Job 4

times as fast.

With other U. S.

SO holes can be

drilled at one time.

Let us show you

how to save money

on special jobs.

Send blue prints

for estimates.

The United States Drill: Head Co.

1954 Riverside Drive

CINCINNATI, OHIO

be obtained In one simple operation.

The protractor may be clamped rigidly

against rotation, and an automatic stop

makes It possible to accurately return

the protractor to the zero position.

Scales are made of Duraluminum and

are readily Interchangeable. The grad

uated drawing edges on the scales are

made of the finest transparent pyralin.

A scale chuck plate adjustment provides

for extremely perfect right-angle align

ment.
The Wrlgraph Drafting Machine Is the

only Instrument of Its kind which pro

vides, through a very rugged clamping

arrangement , a "no set zero" protractor

head. All standard architectural and

engineering graduations are obtainable.

Red-E Safety First Belt Stick

The belt stick Illustrated herewith—

product of The Ready Tool Company.

Bridgeport. Conn.—was designed to make

possible the shifting of

belts without danger. As

shown, the belt stick is

provided with three roll

ers, two of which are

tapered. It is said that

this belt stick cannot

catch as the tendency Is

for the belt to slide onto

the pulley as the shifter

slides away.

The Red-E Safety First

Belt Stick Is made In two

sizes; the Style 81, for

belts 1 In. to 3 in. wide,

and the Style S2. for belts

3 in. to 4 in. wide.

Red-E Safetv
First Belt

Stick

Metzgar New-Type Sheave

A new type of sheave is now being

made by the Metzgar Company, 112 Lo

gan St., S.W., Grand Rapids, Mich., to

specifications In all sizes, either for

HAMILTON ELEVATING TABLES

Save time and money in lifting and handling heavy

dies, tools, etc., in your tool room or stamping shop.

All steel construction—anti-friction bearings—fur

nished with hand or electric power. Special tables

built for your requirements. Write for illustrated

circular.

THE HAMILTON TOOL CO.

HAMILTON OHIO
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Mark It Quickly

with a NUMBERALL

Mad* with 1 to 10 wheels.
SUmp in perfect alignment.

Shank for Hand or Presa
Stamping. Platform for
Stamping Name Plates and

other small articles.

lumberall Stamp & Tool Co,

Umenot Park, Staten Island. N. Y.

An Inexpensive

ABRASIVE

BAND GRINDER . . .

The

'Built Like a Machine TooV

Hormel-M Grinder sturdily built with
supporting teg under the grinding table to

eliminate vibration and tipping due to pressure
on the belt. Ball bearing throughout. Equip
ped with ALEMITE LUBRICATION complete

with grease gun.

Write for illustrated folder on

this and other styles and sizes.

HORMEL-M GRINDER

WALLS SALES CORP.

98 WARREN ST. NEW YORK. N. V.

THE NEWEST DEVELOPMENT IN

METAL CUTTING MACHINES

FULL AUTOMATIC—CAPACITY 10"x10" fir 6"x6"

Stops when desired number of

pieces have been cut. Length

of cut is gauged by scale with

out end stop. Swivels on base

for angular cutting.

Also built for manual operation.

RASMUSSEN

MACHINE CO. Send for circulars giving

RACINE, WIS. complete information.
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Gel Greater Acci

and 50 Times ' \tf

Longer

Life! M

CARBOLOY

TIPS

Now—you can get
greater accuracy and
at least 50 times longer
life from micrometers

by tipping your anvils and spindles with Car-
boloy.

Get the benefit of this diamond-like
material at the point of wear on YOUR
micrometers—get greater accuracy over
longer periods of use than ever before possible.
Send us your micrometers. We do the rest.
Write for descriptive leaflet.

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC.

2975 E. Jeffenon Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

CARBOLOY JSPWtfiS

DETROIT

BROACHING

SPECIALISTS

Fully equipped to

fill your needs in all

kinds of broaches.

Let cur experienced

engineers solve

DETROIT

BROACH CO.

fastening to shaft, or fitted with olllea

end-wood bearings, ball bearings a

roller bearings.

This sheave Is made of carefully se

lected hard maple, chemically treatei

all-wedge construction, with end-woo

groove. Manufacturers guarantee it ur

A

Metztmr New-Type Sheave

breakable. It is easy on belts, rope

cable.

This sheave is of the same constn

tion as the patented End-Wood Tru

Wheel that has been manufactured

this firm for many years. The sbet

is silent in operation and has the sa:

long-wearing qualities as that of 1

Metzgar End-Wood Truck Wheel.

Ajax Model S-2 Flexible Coupli

AJax Flexible Coupling Company.

English St., Westfleld. N. Y., announ

the addition of a Model S-2 Flexl

Coupling having maximum bore of 1

inches to their complete list ol coi

lings for direct connected mac;

This Model S-2 Flexible Coupling

rated at 12% h.p. at 100 r.pjn. Tow

rating Is 660 ft. lbs. and maximum r.p

7,500. Overall diameter is 6yfc lncl

Model S-2 Couplings are of the sa

rubber-cushioned design as other T

"S" AJax Flexible Couplings which

stocked with bores from 1% in.

Rubber-Tired Wheels for

Matthews Conveyors

The rubber-tired wheel shown In

illustration represents recently de

oped anti-friction products by
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K IRON, STEEL, ETC.

ith the (^y^aJ^

THrf ORIGINAL ELECTRIC-ETCHER

20OO

in

use

NEW

BABY

GRAND

MODEL

ELKONITE TIPPED PENCIL

Circulars on request.

WM. BREWSTER CO, INC.

40 CHURCH 8T. NEW YORK. N. Y.

DANLY

PRECISION

DIE

Danly All-Steel Sets

Danly Commercial Sets

Danly Die Makers' Supplies

DANLY SERVICE

8 Danly Warehouses Provide
24- Hour Service for 85% of
All Metal Fabricating Plants

DANLY MACHINE SPECIALTIES, INC.

2122 South 52nd Avenue, Chicago, III.
513 East Buffalo Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Long Island City, N. v., 36-12 34th Street
Dayton, Ohio, 990 E. Monument Avenue
Detroit, Michigan, 1549 Temple Avenue
Rochester, N. V., 16 Commercial Street
Cleveland, Ohio, 1745 Rockwell Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa., 3913 North Broad Street

HAUI V DIE MAKER

UANL/ SUPPLIES

.-Grinds

81 SIZES OF

Drills

No. 31 to Vl"

This Star Precision

Grinder puts drill grind

ing on a production basis.

Its simplicity and accu

racy saves as high as

50% on drill costs and

insures uniform accuracy

that guarantees perfect

duction.
Write for descriptive folder.

STAR MACHINE & ENGINEERING CORP.

AVE.

Division of Star Electric Motor Co.

BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY
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Rubber-Tired Wheel for Matthews Conveyors

Mathews Conveyor Company, Ellwood

City, Penn. Two types are available,

Identical In design, and differing In con

struction only In that one Is larger and

heavier than the other. These wheels

are practical for many different applica-

tlons. When mounted In light frames,

they become an Ideal conveying surface

for shingles, steel sheets, glass, or an;

fragile object which must be protected

from Jarring or scratching. The sections

are available straight or in any practical

degree of curvature, with detachable 01

fixed couplings where portable or sta

tionary conveyor sections are used.

While It might seem that these wheels

due to the source of their development

are intended for conveying only, such ij

not the case. They could well be ap

plied to casters for light dollies, small

hand trucks, and portable cabinets; thej

would be practical for many other uses

where a free-running, rubber-tired wheel

is required.

The wheels are of pressed steel con>

structlon, having hardened steel innei

and outer ball races. The smaller wheel

which Is 2% in. O. D., incorporates ter

3/16-ln. diameter hardened steel balli

and has a rated capacity of 20 lbs. Thi

larger wheel which is 3V4 in. O. D„ lncor

porates eleven 5/16-ln. hardened stee

balls and has a rated capacity of 60 lbs

The latter wheel Is of heavier construe

tlon throughout.

The rubber tire, which feature make

the wheel adaptable for many uses, 1

steamed Into place. It contracts upoi

drying and fixes Itself solidly on tb

wheel. As shown in the drawing, th

inside of the tire fills the groove be

tween the wheel flanges, holding the tin

firmly in place.

The company has identified thes

wheels as Types 70-RT and 84-RT, th

latter being of the heavier constructor

AUis-Chalmers Reversing Motor

Starter

Allls-Chalmers Mfg. Company, Condi

Works. Boston, Mass., announces a nei

reversing motor starter, designated Typ

Surface Temperatures

The "Alnor"

CombingHon

Pyrocon

Ideal for rolls,

molds, plates, plat

ens and plastic ma

terial temperatures.
Write for bulletin.

Illinois Testing Laboratories, Inc.
Austin Ave.146 W. Chicago, Illinois

• STA-KOOL

The New Diamond Holder

Save diamond cost with this new improved

fin type, air and water cooled diamond

holder. Consists of a series of fins per-

mitting greater radiation and consequently Too| p^^b, o. 8. P.tsnt No. 204714T.

greater efficiency in the dissipation of
heat Send for complete details and prices.

J. K. SMIT & SONS, INC., 157 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK
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CLARK TRUCKS

Electric Welded Construction Thru-

^^OUt Tote Pan Truck . . .

Self-loading and unloading.

Capacity, 1000 Ibi. Anil-

l able for all standard sizes

of tote pans. Pant can be

picked up singly or nested.

SCRAP TRUCK

Length it top

—46". Length at

bo 1 1 o m—27%".

Depth—IftVi". Avail

able with tingle cattei

in rear or lockpin for

Clark Lift-Jack Unit.

Standard and Special Trucks For Every

Purpose

All Steel Welded Truck Corp.

1123 Railroad Are. ROCKFORD. ILL.

BAIMBACH

DROP FORGED STEEL

Standardized Die Sets, embodying
many exclusive features,
of more than 185.000
afford a service that is

Send for Our New 288 Page Catalog

E. A. Baumbach Mfg. Co.

1806 S. Kilbourne Ave., Chicago, III.

New 6" x 6" Peerless Improved High Duty Metal Sawing

Machine With Hydraulically Operated Automatic Bar Feed

Automatically feeds the bar of stock forward to the gauge, automatically closes the vise,

and automatically continues to repeat the complete cycle of cutting until the entire bar is

cat to the length the gauge Is set for, all without the attention of an operator.

The three speed sliding gear transmission—crankshaft—balance lever and trunnion blocks

are folly ball bearing equipped. The fastest cutting time possible at a minimum blade cost

en any kind of metal because of its modern design and rigid construction.

Also furnished without automatic bar feed.

Also—Peerless Improved Universal Type—Standard Type and Vertical

Type in various sizes for fast production sawing.

Write for complete literature.

PEERLESS

MACHINE

COMPANY

RACINE,

WISCONSIN
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AP-7-R, furnished for 7'/4 h.p., 550

volts, or less. The starter consists of

two Type AP-7 motor starter units,

mechanically Interlocked so that either

unit cannot be closed If the other Is

closed, The starter units are equipped

with Ruptors. The Ruptors consist of

enclosing chambers which confine and

depotentlate the arc formed by circuit

Interruption. They greatly Increase the

Interrupting ability of the contacts and

form Individual Isolating barriers be

tween contacts of opposite polarity.

Other features are as follows: large

silver double break contacts, long life.

no contact dressing needed; solenoid

operated, vertical make and break, silent

operation; unit construction, pole units

Allls-Chalmeri Type AP-7-K Reversing Motoi

Starter

consisting of Individual molded bases

mounted on a steel chassis, true con

tact alignment; enclosed temperature

overload relays affording positive motor

protection; undervoltage protection In

herently provided.

Natnco Super-Sensitive Line

Voltage Switch

A super-sensitive switch claimed tc

have unusually long life is announced

by The National Acme Company, 124

East 131st Street, Cleveland, Ohio. Ir

the development and manufacture oi

Chronologs and electrical recording

counters, National Acme was forced t<

develop switches which would stand u]

under abnormal conditions.

The Namco Super-Sensitive Line Volt

age Switch has many applications. I

may be used as limit switch, safe"

switch, or In connection with counting

devices, circuit breakers, liquid leve

The Demagnetize!-

For Alternating Current

The J & H Demag-netiser requires no coun
tershafts, belts, or other intricate electrical
connections. All that Is necessary Is to
plug; it into the nearest lamp socket or

receptacle.

It is of the new Unlpole type — heavy
duty — and can be supplied for either 110
or 220 Tolt alternating; current. Size 12"
long;. 9" deep, 6" high. Weight 60 lbs.

Sold On One Week's Trial

J. fir H. ELECTRIC CO.

202 Richmond Street, Providence, R. 1.

HOLE -PUNCHING

AND

NOTCHING DIES

Wales individual, self-contained dies for press and press
brake. Nothing; attached to press ram. Re-locate for new-
parts. Standard holes up to square notches up to
5x5—also Vee Notches—in flat sheets of 14 gauge or under.

Write for Catalog

THE STRIPPIT CORP.

15B9 NIAGARA ST., BUFFALO, N. V.
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§tmm

Here's what

The METCALF

Emery Wheel Dresser

will do for you:

• Dresses wheels up to 14" diameter.

• Cuts out bond or filing and loaves cutting
particles standing out sharp and clear.

• Brings up sharp corner on thin wheels.

• Makes the surface true and even.

• Can be used on all hinds of wheels.

• Does not grab and tear the wheel.

• Prevents chipping of the wheel.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE BULLETIN

COVEL-HANCHETT CO.

BIG RAPIDS • MICHIGAN • U.S.A.

LUMA

Patented

Combination Demafnetiier and Electric
Etching Pencil. Marks symbols in
hardest steel. Demagnetizes instantly.
One of our models popular in tool

rooms for IS years.

Luma Electric Equipment Co.

DEPT. MS TOLEDO, OHIO

For Nervous Machines

The Nut that can't shake loose

Vibration ia licked when it meets "Unihako"
. . . the Ingenious self-locking ring, built
riftht In the nut, holds It tijrht ajralnst
the severest shaking and jarring:, yet with
an ordinary wrench it backs off without a

murmur.
No separate washers, pins or parts.
New in principle, it has successfully proven
every claim in numerous industries where

vibration exists.
Write for information.

that

keep

a man

busy

with

a

wrench

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

Cutout Section
Ring In P

Showing
lace

BOSTON
DITROIT
INDIANAPOLIS

JENKJNTOWN, PINNA, ■RANCHES

BOX 556
ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO
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nine-

Namco Super-Sensitive Line Voltage Switches

controls, gauge devices, relays, pressure

controls and governors. The switch Is

made in five different types as Illustrated.

These are rotary, light contact, oscillat

ing, plunger and push types.

The rotary switch Is particularly

adaptable where revolution contacts,

linear measurement wheels, star wheels,

etc., are to be used. Light contact

switch is used for applications requiring

an extremely light touch to make or

break the circuit. The switch may be

actuated by a pressure of only one

ounce with

Inch lever.

The oscillating typ<

switch makes contac

In one direction bu

not In the opposite dl

rectlon. It has man;

applications In the ma

chine tool field. Tni

plunger or push typ>

switches require les

than 1/16-ln. movemen

for contact and alio*

an additional 3/16-ln

for overtravel. The;

may be used as llmll

safety or cam-operatei

switches.

The main shaft con

trolling the operatln

mechanism In tbe ro

tary and light contac

switches Is subtantlall

supported In oil ses

ball bearings. The in

ternal operating level

In all models ar

equipped with an ad

Just able steel spr;:

Insuring correct pres

sure on the contac

button. Actual elet

trlcal contacts are mad

In the fully-enclosed, dust-proof, mould

ed, removable Micro Switch. The gen

eral design Is such as required for rapl

contacts and continuous operation. Pre

visions have been made to wire for noi

mally open or normally closed contact

Standard mounting of all the?

switches Is made with two \\ -20 screw

entering the two tapped holes provide

in the bottom of the housing. Othe

mountings are easily adaptable to met

requirements, by applying special bottoi

plates.

"OUTWEARS

the best

Bronze Metal"

OILLESS
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Standardized

JIG BUSHINGS

Acme Standard

over 6700 Items

A.S.A. Standard

r 4200 items

Acme Drill Jig* Bushing's
are made by the moit ex
acting', scientific methods
—insuring; long* wear, ac
curate fit, and absolute

satisfaction. A standard
ized product, carried in
stock for prompt delivery
in over 10,900 standard
items—all completely fin
ished and ready for use.
Special sizes made to
order.

Send for bulletin,
containing complete
details, sizes avail
able and low prices.

ACME

INDUSTRIAL

COMPANY

212 N. St

ill.

JOURNAL ROLLER BEARINGS

Special Bearings Hade to Order.

Any quantity.
"One Hearing or One Thousand"

Your present bearings duplicated. Send
sketch or worn sample, regardless of con

dition, for quotation.

Catalog Upon Request

THE GWILLIAM CO.

358 Furman St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

G U S H E K #3L

A Pump for Every Type

of Machine Tool

The Ruthmon Machinery Company offers a COMPLETE line of

coolant pumps—designed to meet every modern cutting

Low power consumption—elimination of packing

matic priming feature—use of centrifugal force—

and many more make RUTHMAN Gusher Pumps

necessities for your shop

luto-

features

economical

Write jo data sheets.
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The rapid snap action of the contacts,

the generous use of silver in both con

tacts to dissipate heat and the size of

the switch gap all make it possible for

the Micro Switch to break large cur

rents.
The Micro Switch used as the con

tactor in Namco devices is the product

of the Micro Switch Corporation, and

carries U. S. Underwriters' Lab

oratories label and Canadian

Hydro-Electric Power Commis

sion approval No. 4442 on the

following ratings:

10 amperes at 125 volts A.C.

5 " " 250 " A.C.

3 " " 460 " A.C.

2 " 600 " A.C.

Namco switches are designed

for alternating current applica

tions. For special direct cur

rent applications, suitable con

densers must be provided.

Special care has been taken

to Insure long life In Namco

switches. The Micro Switch

spring is of beryllium copper

specially heat treated to give

greatest flexure life. Movement

of the operating plunger against

the spring is limited by a rigid

stop to 11/1000 of an inch.

to the coil and in less than one minute,

6-ln. end sections of the two steel pipes

are heated to 2200 deg. F. after which

they are forged.

Fig. 2 shows a special focus Inductor

coll and a narrow band at the end of

a tube heated to 2200 deg. F. This la

a subsequent operation to that described

in the preceding paragraph. The draw-

Ajax Electrothermic Equip- Fiz. i-Em

ment for Induction Heating

Two new applications of induction

heating have been installed by Ajax

Electrothermic Corporation, Trenton, N.

J., consisting of (a) Induction heating

of tube ends prior to a series of forging

operations and (b) heating an end sec

tion of a large steel tube prior to a

swaging operation.

The illustration Fig. 1 shows the In

dividual heater control panel and the

coll with two steel tubes Inserted. High

frequency power at 2000 cycles is applied

ter Control Panel and Induction Coil
work-pieces inserted.

lng Fig. 3 shows a cross section of th(

focus one-turn coll. the tube end anc

indicates the sharply defined heat::,

zone.

In connection with this device, lnci

dentally, this coll Is the same funda

mental type focus Inductor coil whlcl

is used in the so-called TOCCO procesi

for hardening crankshaft bearings. Thl

process was developed at Trenton an<

the refinements were Incorporated b;

The Ohio Crankshaft Company—the soli

JANETTE

MOTORIZED SPEED REDUCERS

For obtaining slow speeds
IS standard types—foot—Mange and root and Sanaa mounting!.
Worm—Helical Spur and Planaury gaara. 1/60 to 7 ,
H.r. Mas*.
Afjir Pi * ceNtOeeif u 'il.'n Hit t>un: fejrtj jrrJ'ariaf tint* 1909
Rotary Converters Generators—Motors—Motor-Qaneraloee

JANETTE MANUFACTURING jCqMPANY^ACT

550 W. Monroe-StJuCh
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GENESEE ADJUSTABLE

HOLLOW MILLS

Are Cutting Costs Everywliere

SEVEN DIFFERENT STYLES

Hare Genesee cut your costs. We de-
tiro and manufacture hundreds of spe
cial and multiple operation production

Send samples or blueprints now.

Writs for catalog

JENESEE MFG. CO., Inc.

, N. Y.

The Pullmore BLUE BOOK

SPECIAL MACHINE BOLTS

Chromium Nlcktl Steal — Heal Treated

Par Milling Machines, Planere and

SAVE THE MACHINE S M H Bolta preserve
tbe machine bed. Cheap bolta, with uneven beada
may ruin bads on costly machinea by developing

warpage.

SAVE THE JOB s SI n BolU permit delicate,
firm adjuatmenta that hold throughout the job
under the heevieat machine cut*.

SAVE TIME With S-M-B BolU that are al-
waya accurate and always at band in our Special

S-M-B Bolt

WRITE FOR BOLT BULLETIN

BOYAR-SCHULTZ CORPORATION

2118 Walnut Street Chicago, I II I noli

*,y***

a

Shows Pullmore Installations in

Leading Industrial Products...

New Booklet, now available, contain! complete Information on sixes,

dimension! and capacities ol Pullmore Clutches; drowings ol typical

applications; SO illustrations of equipment using Pullmore Clutches; brief

information on Rockford O-C Toggle Type and Spring-Loaded Clutches.

Here is a useful

In single and double types, for operation in oil or dry, in

l 1 h p. to 75 h p. at 500 r.p.m. They are used as

rying all the load; as auxiliary clutches

controlling individual units; and in power take-off mechanisms

to operate various attachments. Pullmore Clutches engage

smoothly, easily; operate efficiently over long periods without

attention. Adjustment can be made easily and quickly when

this eventually becomes necessary.

pCKFORD DRILLING MACHINE DIVISION

■ ■Warner Corporation 300 Catherine Street, Rockford, Illinois

I by MORSE CHAIN CO., Ithaca, N. Y. With offices In principal cities
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Fig. 2—Special Focus Inductor Coil. The end
of the work-piece has been heated to 2200

dec. F.

licensee for this process for crankshafts

and camshafts. The difference In the

two applications Is that for surface

hardening, a large amount of power Is

concentrated for a short time so that

the heating is all confined to the sur

face of the crankshaft and it is then

rapidly quenched to produce a very hard

surface with a tough core. In the tube

end heating applications, Figs. 2 and 3,

the power is not kept at such a high

value—the time Is extended to nearly a

minute and the walls of the end of the

tube are uniform In temperature at

2200 deg. P.

NEW TOOL HOLDER

Here's a new tool holder for
the lathe that holds four, In
dividually set. H" tool bus.

Rigid, accurate, compact and easy to set up.

Write for Bulletin

THE PRESTO TOOL CO.

120 N. NEWPORT AVE., DETROIT, MIOH.

Fig. 4 shows this uniform heating of

an end of a bar or billet—this time

using a straight coll energized with

high frequency current. As a matter of

note it Is possible to heat uniformly

throughout the section a 3-ln. diameter

billet to 2200 deg. F. In two minutes.

A 7-ln. square billet tested came uni

formly throughout the section to 2200

deg. F. in 15 minutes. Temperatures

were checked at the surface and center

with thermocouples. To heat steel from

room temperature to a forging tempera

ture requires about 400 kwh. per ton

overall.

The photograph Fig. 5 shows the set-

Fig;. 3—Drawing showing cross-section of one-

turn coil.

up described in the preceding paragraph.

The same arrangement applies to the

second installation mentioned. Actually

the steel piece shown In the photograph

Is a steel tube closed on the unheated

end. running about 5-ln. diameter with

'/2-ln. wall. Uniform temperatures In

the wall section require about one and

one-half minutes. For this Job the tube

THE KOCH TEST INDICATOR

• Scientifically designed to give
extreme sensitiveness combined
with ruggedness. The soft, smooth
action of the Koch Test Indicator
added to Its high magnifying
power makes It the choice of
master toolmakers, machinists
and Inspectors. Two live ends—
Inside and outside to .001". Write
for Illustrated bulletin and prices. The only indicator with two live ends.

THE KOCH TEST INDICATOR 29 2nd Ave., Nyoek. N. Y.
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I

Counters for Metal

Working Machines

Production on punch presses

and many other machine tools

is checked off accurately by

these sturdily built Producti'

meters, H I above wing nut

reset, or tumbler lock reset.

Produchmehers

DURANT MFG. CO.

1932 N. Buffum St.

Milwaukee, Wis.

173 Eddy St.

Providence, K. I.

Ghjuca/fo

ing, marring — save ma

chinery and equipment.

Weighted Malleable

heads give power, bal

ance nd accuracy. Coiled

Rawhide (aces cushion

blows. All sizes.

WHAT VOL WANT TO COUNT

Replaceable afj£*9lV

insert faces Jy^*" ^
| are sclf-tiehten- W
' ing.fclf'alienin*.

lH\lMUj?aiMdE MFG. CD.
1280 ELSTDN AVE • CHICAGO U S A

"HALLOWELL"

STEEL STOOLS

Their welded construction

makes them last longer

"Hallowell" Steel Stools stay rigid—their one piece

welded construction assures that. No wobbly wrecks to

look forward to when you equip with "HallowellV.

Even under the hardest service, they'll last for years.

Send for our latest catalog that illustrates and describes

the wide line to choose from.

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

■RANCHES

CHICAGO

BOX 556 "AHciaco

FIO. 1249

—and they

are

scientifically

designed to

promote

worker

efficiency
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PREVENT

ACCIDENTS!

by using the RED-E SAFETY
FIRST BELT STICK, for mov
ing belts on or off pulleys. Three

jg, rollers overcome friction—ean-

not ret caught.

Jb Send for catalog and prices.

THE READY TOOL CO.

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

Is designed to provide a graded tempera

ture. The open end (inside the coll) Is

heated to about 2000 deg. F. and gradu

ally tapers back to 1800 deg. F. at_the

end of the 6y2-'u. heated section.

Grinding Wheel Dressers

DESMOND-STEPHAN MFG. CO.

UKBANA. OHIO

0000000000

^— WATCH
COOLE 0
INOUCTOft

Fig. 4—Illustrating uniform heating of end ol

billet

Is Ideal for the forging operation and

Is easily accomplished by altering the

coll turns per Inch or the location of

the load In the coll. If. however, the

user wants an end section at uniform

temperature throughout with a sharply

Exp6riCI1CC is the essence

of manufacturing. We have over

20 years experience and a modern

plant to do all types of specialty

stamping and die making.

Send sample or blueprints lor

estimate to Dept. 1.

WUEST BROS.

930-938 W. Hill Street. Louisville, Ky

Fig. 5—Straight coil energised with high fre

quency current.

defined heated zone, this can be easily

accomplished. The method lends itself

nicely to automatic control, which Is

being planned for both jobs.

Improvement in Fafnir Rubber

Pillow Blocks

The ballbearing rubber pillow block

announced by Fafnir Bearing Company.

New Britain, Conn., a few months ago

has been redesigned to Include a wide

Inner ring ball bearing with an exclu

sive self-locking collar which Is said to
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No. 3240 % b.p. capacitor type motor;
3450 nvm : 00 cy. Bingle or 3-phaae

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

BALDOR ELECTRIC CO.
4380 Duncan Ave. St. Loula, Mo.

'Electrical Manufacturers for 17 yean)

Control air pressure with Norgren

Regulators—give your tools a chance

to do what they're intended to do.

Only Norgren Regulators have phos

phor-bronze diaphragms floated on

resilient members for quick bounce-

back. Ask for catalog.

C. A. NORGREN CO., INC.

216 Santa Fe Drive Denver, Colorado

An Honest Face

STANDARD

DIAL INDICATOR

You get HONEST, accurate read

ings on Standard "Shockproof"

Dial Indicators.

And you get this honesty and

accuracy for a longer period of

time even when the dial indicator

has to take severe punishment.

Standard's new "Shockproof" con

struction protects the delicate

mechanism from shocks that would

destroy the precision of the aver

age dial indicator.

Write for catalog.

For Better Gaging

and to "Standard"

STANDARD GAGE CO., INC.

POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK
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make for easy Installation. The shaft

Is slipped through the bearing unit, the

self-locking collar Is engaged and turned,

and the setscrew Is tightened. The

bearing Is then firmly secured to the

shaft. Removal Is equally easy.

Built to Inch dimensions, the bearings

readily fit standard shafts without ma

chining. The pillow blocks are offered

In sizes ranging from %-ln. to 1-7/16-

ln. bores, providing for all shafts usually

found In household heaters, air condi

tioning, and general heating and ven

tilating applications.

Integral steel plate shields seal dirt

Flulh type
drivel In

OIL CUPS

and Oil Hale Covers
(or All Types of Ma
chines and Machine
Tools.
Made From Brass Rotl
With Hie Cut Thread,.
Special Oilers Made To
Order.

Write (or Catalog.

W. W. & C. F.

TUCKER, Inc.
622 Capitol Avci ue

Low clearance Hartford, Conn,
type "Established 1899"

pYRO

self-contained, rugged,
quick-acting, accurate and

handy portable precision pyro
meter, indispensable in an/
SR>1>ER.\ us loundry.
Keduce spoilage and secure
UNIFORM SOUND CAST
INGS Patented clamping device
stups the pointer at correct in
dication — a 1* Y R O feature.
Write for bulletin No. fSO.

PYROMETER INSTRUMENT
COMPANY

101-105 Lafayette St., New York

out and grease In. The bearings are

packed at the time of assembly with

sufficient grease to last for years. A

circular completely describing Pafnlr

Rubber Pillow Blocks may be had by

writing The Pafnlr Bearing Company

as above.

Industrial Rubber Mounting

Manual

As a result of popular demand the

United States Rubber Company. New

York, has issued a practical manual

which will serve as a ready reference

for engineers, plant operators and ex

ecutives on the application of rubber

mountings to modern industrial use.

Rubber mountings, properly designed

and fabricated and Installed In accord

ance with sound engineering practice,

have proven of outstanding usefulness

for absorbing vibration, preventing "tele

graphing" of noise and cushioning im

pact.

The issuance of this manual Is to as

sist engineers in properly adapting the

various "U.S." designs to their specific

needs. It gives complete engineering

data indicating the various character

istics of rubber, graphs showing Its de

flection curves, and its safety load lim

its.

Descriptive illustrations show specific

uses to which these mountings have

been put. These Include the recently

Installed rubber mounted floor In the

new Physics Laboratory at the Massa

chusetts Institute of Technology, which

functions so successfully that not even

the reversing of the 8000 pound planer

produces shock on the rest of the build

ing. Copy free upon request.

MAGNETIC HAND BOOK Is the title

of a new loose-leaf manual Issued by

the Stearns Magnetic Mfg. Co.. Mil

waukee, Wis., for distribution to Its sales

organization. It comprises 170 pages.

7Va In. Rotary Table for Small Millar
TabIn

Send for circular.

STEVENS ROTARY TABLE

DIAL INDEXING TYPE

Table graduated for tingle degree reading.

Worm can be disengaged for turning table

by hand.

Other sizes 12", 18" and 24" diameters.

JOHN B. STEVENS INC.

308 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK, H V.
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Tells the hole story

COMTORPLUG

answots:

Size

Taper

Out of

round

Bell mouth

Barrel

shape

with accuracy to Vz of 1 /10,000th

No solid plug can accomplish the completeness
of measuring that Comtorplug performs so
fast and accurately. Tells the WHOLE hole

story.

Request Bulletin No. 25

™COMTOR<=°

Waltham, Mass. Est. 1928

BISCO

TOOL STEEL TUBING

Don't waste time and money in drill

ing from the solid . . . Order BISCO

TOOL STEEL TUBING.

Prompt shipments from stock in sizes

up to 14" diameter and 2" wall thick

ness. Other sizes to your specifics-

lions. Investigate and save!

We also supply: Stainless Tubes, Air

craft Tubes, Mechanical Tubes, Pres

sure Tubes and Ball Bearing Tubes.

Cold Finished Steels.

Write today.

THE BISSETT STEEL CO.

943 EAST 67th ST., CLEVELAND, O.

HERE'S mac hine thai

grinds the drill that

gives the service that

earns the profit that

quickly pays for the

grinder.

The BLACK DIAMOND Drill Grinder

grinds the lips of the drill exactly the

same length—gives the drill the proper

angle and clearance to insure easy cut

ting. No adjustments are necessary

on drills from No. 60 to Vl inch.

Install a Black Diamond in your shop

g |^ a*^ I yt^ m a*^ and see how it will reduce your grinding

SAW & MACHINE WORKS, INC. C°*

Natick, Mass. IT rile for Bulletin No. 115
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9xl2-lnch format, with rich fabrlcold

cover. This new book was compiled In

answer to the demand for a standard

ized catalog containing technical data.

Illustrations and description of the

various phases of magnetic engineering

and Is a comprehensive survey of the

subject.

In the section devoted to magnetic

separation, the separation, concentra

tion and purification of ores, minerals,

sands, foodstuffs, grain and numerous

other classes of material, pottery and

porcelain slip, pulverized clay; protec

tion of crushers, grinders and pulver

izers, and the different processes of wet

and dry magnetic treatment are a few of

the subjects covered.

Also described are the numerous types

of friction devices employed In power

transmission. The Stearns Company has

pioneered more equipment of this kind

than any other manufacturer In the

business, according to Its claim. Mag

netic clutches, brakes and clutch-brake

units; duplex clutches and other com

binations are shown In text, drawings

and Illustrations.

Methods of suspended magnet appli

cation also are included in this new

Stearns had book. Copy free upon re

quest.

NO SHOP COMPLETEV«

WITHOUT HOLO-HEET ^

Minimize-— waste, er
ror, spoilage, rejects.
Check surface tempera-
1 11 r e i, processing and
treating ovens, pouring
point of non-ferrous metal*
—hundreds of uses.

Write for Circular.

RUSSELL ELECTRIC CO
338 W. Huron St.. Chicago

Shipped prepaid to rated firms on
thirty daye approval.

*16

COUPLES

Hold-Heet Pyrometers

NICHOLSON

EXPANDING MANDRELS

They aot as In
ternal chuck! for
holding work while

Brown Flow Meter Catalog No. 2004.

This catalog Is now being Issued by

The Brown Instrument Company,

Wayne & Roberts Aves., Philadelphia.

Pa. The complete line of Brown Flow

Meters, which Includes the Indicating,

recording, and Integrating, in both elec

trical and mechanical types, together

with Brown Arl-o-Llne Flow and Liquid

Level Controllers, are described and

Illustrated in this catalog. Their appli

cation to power plant, water works, gas

generation service, as well as to general

industrial use Is clearly explained.

Catalog No. 2004 describes In simple,

non-technical language, the operation

of Brown Flow Meters and the construc

tion of the Brown Orifice Plate. Simil

arly described are the features of both

electrical and mechanical types of

Brown Flow Meters, the Inductance

bridge principle, the features of

Brown electric meter bodies for

use on working presures as high

as 5000 lbs. per sq. In.and as

50 lbs. per sq. In. The Brown area meter

bodies (cast Iron for pressures up to

250 lbs. per sq. In. and cast steel for

pressures up to 600 lbs. per sq. In.),

the Brown mechanical meter bodies for

pressures up to 2500 lbs., the Brown

pressure chamber assembly In all types

of meter bodies, the six Interchangeable

range tubes which facilitate range

changing In Brown electrical and me

chanical Flow Meters, Brown Flow

Meter Charts of both square root and

evenly graduated types, electric chart

drives as well as the hand-wound type,

automatic Planlmeter Integrator dial of

five-figure counter type, the Brown uni

versal case which Is Interchangeable for

wall, front of board, or flush mounting,

the Brown water level gage for high

pressure steam boilers, and the Indicat

ing scale for Brown Recording Flow

Meters, are described and well Illus

trated. A copy of Catalog No. 2004 is

sent upon request.

. machines' on lathes, millers, grinders or •hapen. Made In 14
■liee, taking borei of every fractional part of an Inch from >," to 7'
either ilngly or In teti. Bulletin 530.

Sold

CONTROL VALVES in 2, 3 and 4 Way Types for operating single and double
acting air, Iteam, water or oil Cylinders, made In Lever, Foot, Solenoid and Motor
Styles, for pressures up to 300 Ihs. Hydraulic Valves lever operated up to 2000 lbs.
Other products—Arbor Press. Fleilble Couplings, Steel and Stainless
Floati, Steam Traps,

W. H. NICHOLSON & CO

High

1 36 Oregon St., Wilkei-Borre, Po.
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CAMS

ALL SIZES -m

ALL SHAPES •

SPECIAL

k MACHINES

& PARTS, JIGS,

^ TOOLS,

FIXTURES

V PRECISION

/ TOOL WORK

Since 1918

Vorick Machine fr Tool Works, Inc.
306 Hudson St. New York City

■R FLEXIBLE COUPLING

NO Lubricating
NO Servicing
NO Tle-Up>
NO ~

PATENTED

Write for test
sample

Type l-A 3/18"
to 2%" bores..

LOVEJOY FLEXIBLE COUPLING CO.

r Chicago, tujwots

Write for free copy

of Steel User's Data

Sheets, containing

valuable Information

on the use and

treatment of special

steels.

Wheelock, Lovejoy & Co., Inc.

130 Sidney St. Cambridge, Mass.

CLEVELAND CHICAGO NEWARK
DETROIT BUFFALO

^T^t^ducbjan Sewing*

Show the True Value

PUTNAM

TOOLS

In the manufacture of Putnam Tools only the finest, most durable

high speed steel Is used. Machining operations are ALWAY8 held to
uniform precision limits. Such methods prohibit bargain prloes, but

they do assure you of tools that will do the Job . . . and do It right!
Your production cost records will show the conclusive proof of their

exceptional efficiency and economy.

Catalog No. 3 lists complete information and prices.

WRITE FOR IT!

Shrewd buyers look
for the "Putnam HI-
Spoed" trademark.

REAMERS

•

COUNTER-

BORES

PUTNAM TOOL CO.

2981 CHARLEVOIX AVE. DETROIT, MICH.

END MILLS

•

SPECIAL

TOOLS
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HOW TO BELT YOUR DRIVES FOR

MORE PROFIT. Announcement Is made

of the publication of a new leather belt

ing manual containing transmission

data, engineering tables, and simple belt

formulae, by E. F. Houghton & Co., 240

W. Somerset St., Philadelphia.

This booklet, entitled "How To Belt

Your Drives For More Profit", is replete

with helpful facts for the belt man, in

cluding such material as selection and

care of leather belts, how to make them

endless on pulleys, types of lacings,

cementing Instructions, belt preserva

tives and up-to-date engineering tables.

It also contains a full description of

the various types of belting made by

E. F. Houghton & Co., including the

new VIM TREE Leather Belting. Copy

free upon request.

"STRENGTH PLUS" is the title of a

new booklet describing the solution to

scores of actual metal problems as en

countered by the engineer. The book is

now being distributed by The Interna

tional Nickel Company, 67 Wall St.. New

York, N. Y. Containing 48 pages, Illus

trated throughout, this booklet has been

prepared primarily as a guide book to

Monel and other non-ferrous nickel

alloys in the fields of engineerins appli

cations. It also covers the corrosion re

sistance and other properties of these

metals.

The booklet Includes 20 sub-dlvlslons,

each devoted to specific problems In

fields from hydroelectric and steam power

plants to highway maintenance, refrig

eration and automobiles.

Besides going Into details of standard

Monel the booklet describes some of the

never forms of this alloy, Including "K"

Monel, "S" Monel and the like. The

non-magnetic forms of the metal are

also covered in a special section devoted

to airplanes and the like. Inconel, the

nlckel-chromlum alloy, Is another sub

ject covered.

Special Items included are those deal

ing with meters and other regulating

equipment, sewage disposal, pump main

tenance and other items of general In

terest. The booklet is available without

charge to engineers and plant execu

tives.

How To Run n Lathe—The 33rd edi

tion of the well-known machinists'

manual, "How To Run a Lathe," has

recently been announced by Its pub

lisher, The South Bend Lathe Works.

South Bend, Indiana. The new edition

MAGNETIC

CHUCKS

Highest Quality.
All Sizes—For All
Types of Work. A
Complete Line Of
Rotary, Rectangular
and Swlvellng Mag
netic Chucks.

35 Years Experisncg
Write for catalog and
price list No. 1 1

0. S. WALKER CO., INC.

WOBURN AVE. WORCESTER, MASS.

MM

DRILL THESE HOLES

By a Quick, Easy, Inexpensive Method
Your business letterhead will bring lit*

WATTS BROS. TOOL WORK!Wllmerdlng. Pa.

THE M-B

"Super" Speed Air

Grinder An Outstand

ing Performer
The ONLY Hand Grinder
with Spindle 8peed of
100,000 R.P.M. Operates
on Air Pressures of 45-
100 pounds. Weighs 8 '/j

Combined Automatic

Lubricator and Air

Line Filter

Delivers Absolutely Clean.
Lubricated Air to Bearings
of Any Tools, Operated
OH Air Lines. Eliminates
Costly Shut Downs.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

M-B PRODUCTS

130 E. LARNED ST., DETROIT, MICH.
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Take Your Stockroom To The Job

Set up a temporary STACKBIN stockroom anywhere in your plant.
Save workmen's footsteps—keep stock always handy to the Job. Avoid
time wasted between the job and your permanent stockroom.
For storage they are compact, space-saving. Interlocking units of
multiple bins securely nest together to make a temporary or permanent
stockroom of maximum capacity on minimum floor space. Welded con
struction of heavy gauge steel, with turned edges and
makes STACKBIN Sections durable, safe, efficient—J
Write for full Information on sizes, styles and uses.

STACKBIN

CORP.

■^9 1
Mtt accrsiib/e '

53 TROY ST.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Jjurchef

TypB "C-0"(ROTATING)

Self-Opening Diehead

Used on any machine
Is revolved. Made In
to 4" Inclusive,
Other
I no
I no.
ble Taps; and a

Die

4" inclusive,
ler Murchey Products:
Machine No. 98; Pipe
Machine No. 11 and I

am 7/16"

Precision Thread-
and Bolt Thread-

No. 22; Collapsl-
" le of Self-

Write for catalog.

MURCHEY MACHINE & TOOL CO.

DETROIT MICHIGAN

Make the Mac-it test.

Write for free samples.

mi*

■its

PRONOUNCED

-MACK- ITS"

The boss handed me a little three-eighths
set screw and a test block. "Test It," says
he. I just grinned and allowed I could bust

it with a six-inch wrench.

Well, the more I pulled, the more the boys

laughed . . . and me the champ screw buster 1

Tough? You bet it was. that screw. 'Twas

a MAC-IT! And since then, 1 we've used

nothing else.

The Only Complete Line of Me? Oh, I've lost my screw-bustin' rep".

Heat-Treated, Alloy Screws

The Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co., 1392 West Third Street, Cleveland, Ohio
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of "How To Bun a Lathe" has 160 pages

containing the latest and most author

itative Information about the funda

mental operations of modern lathe prac

tice. Instructions on every phase of

lathe work are given In detail In easily

understandable language and accom

panied with more than 300 Illustrations.

The book Is Intended for use as a

handy reference by all engaged In metal

working operations. Besides dealing

with all types of lathe work and show

ing the proper set-up for doing every

kind of a lathe Job, the book also In

cludes a great amount of useful Infor

mation of a general nature, such as:

Rotary

Files

IGH SPEED STEEL

HAND CUT -ALL SHAPES

8END FOR ILLUSTRATED 10th Anniversary
Catalog—showing multitude of styles, shapes
and outs.

THE ROTARY FILE COMPANY
STRATFORD • OQNN.

GEARS

Good Gears Only

All Kinds

Any Quantify

At the Right Price

THE CINCINNATI GEAR CO.

1825 READING ROAD, CINCINNATI, OHIO

reference tables and formulae, table

of cutting speeds of metals, appllcatio

of lathe tools, cutting screw thread

metric screw threads, taper turning ar

boring, milling and keyway cuttli

bushing work, gear cutting, proper a

plication and types of drives, sh

hints and short cuts, etc.

Copies are priced at 25c each, a:

will be mailed postpaid anywhere In t

world. Stamps or coin of any count

are accepted. A copy may be obtain

by writing to this magazine or to t

South Bend Lathe Works, South Bel

Indiana.

LOWER YOUR

LAPPING COSTS

With Copper Head Expansion Lap)
Profitably used In hundreds of lot*
Ing shops. Available In sins fro*
■a" to 2'V, graduated by sixteenth

of an Inch.
Many other designs for special

applications.

Write for Bulletin

BOYAR-SCHULTZ

CORPORATION
2120 Walnut
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"LESSONS IN ARC WELDING", pub

lished by The Lincoln Electric Company,

Dept. E-320, Cleveland, Ohio, to provide

ire welding operators and other Inter

ested Individuals a thorough working

knowledge of the practical application

and use of arc welding, has been reis

sued In considerably enlarged form. The

volume, profusely Illustrated by sketches,

now contains 44 lessons and approxi

mately 130 pages, compared with 28

lessons and some 60 pages in the orig

inal edition.

The widespread interest In the lessons

Is Indicated by the fact that approxi

mately 10.000 copies have been purchased

since original publi

cation three years

ago. The lessons are

based on the course

in arc welding which

has been conducted

by the company in

Its plant Welding

School for nearly 20

years and are the

result of experience

in teaching thou

sands of men to be

come practical arc

welding operators.

"Lessons In Arc

Welding", beginning

with general funda

mental suggestions,

takes the student by

easy stages through

all the Important

phases of practical

arc welding and af

fords him thorough

Instruction on the

subject. The lessons

cover: the arc weld

ing machine. Its op

eration and control:

the shielded arc and

its uses: striking the

arc and running

horizontal bead;

running a bead not

less than 12 inches

long; weaving the

electrode; effect of

arc length, current

and speed on bead;

effect of polarity on

bead: various types

of electrodes; pad

ding and building

up plates: building

up shafts, butt

welds; lap welds;

tee welds; vertical

welds; horizontal welds; overhead weld

ing; expansion and contraction; pene

tration and cutting; welding of mild

steel, light gauge steel, high tensile

steels, cast Iron, stainless steels, hard

facing various metals to resist shock,

abrasion and corrosion; welding alumi

num, bronze, brass, copper and 4-6

chrome steels. Welding with bare elec

trode Is also covered to give' the student

complete training In all phases of weld

ing.

"Lessons In Arc Welding" Is mimeo

graphed on pages 8x11 In. with simu

lated leather binding, flexible and dur

able. Copies are mailed, postpaid, to

now

offers

a choice

of their

UNIVERSAL

TEST

INDICATORS

MODEL ONE

Graduated 1/1000"

Range . . . .030"

MODEL TWO

Graduated 1/10,000"

Range . . . .008"

FEDERAL PRODUCTS CORP.

II44 EDDY STREET. PROVIDENCE R. I.

Detroit • Chicago • Muncic • Cleveland • New York
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any address In the United States for 50

cents each. 75 cents elsewhere.

I. likens Mckel-Clad Steel. This 24-

page book, Issued by Lukens Steel

Company. Coatesvllle, Pa., comprises an

exposition of the superior results that

can be obtained In certain Instances

through the use of corrosion-resistant

steel. Lukens Nickel-Clad Steel Is a bi

metal consisting of a light layer of pure,

solid nickel permanently bonded to a

heavier layer of steel. The nickel sur

face is homogeneous and dense In struc

ture, and possesses the same chemical

and physical properties as solid hot

rolled or hot forged nickel In other

forms. The steel layer Is normally low

carbon flange quality steel, although cer

tain other classes can be furnished If

desired. Modulus of elasticity of the

composite metal Is 30,000,000.

Lukens Nickel-Clad Steel Is generally

applicable In all heavy equipment where

pure, solid nickel Itself would be advan

tageous. It Is Immune, In the same

measure as pure, solid nickel, to attack

by many corrosive agents, prevents Iron

or copper contamination and discolora

tion of many products, and Is readily

cleaned. It Is furnished with a matte

finish, nearly white In color, but not

having the lustre of cold rolled and

full-finished steel.

The book Is profusely Illustrated with

photographs of different kinds of equip

ment made from Lukens Nickel-Clad

Steel, the illustrations being accom

panied with descriptive text. Specifica

tions of thicknesses, widths and lengths

are Included. Copy free upon request.

Manual of Factory Lighting Practice.

Practical solutions of 30 common light

ing problems in industry are said to be

explained in this 36-page book which

is now being Issued by Benjamin Elec

tric Mfg. Company, Des Plaines. 111.

The book is Intended to provide the

plant owner or operating executive with

a complete treatise covering the com

monly encountered problems of factory

lighting and their correct solution. It

presents authoritative engineering in

formation on practical, easy-to-apply

methods of fitting the lighting to the

seeing requirements of each individual

operation In the plant. The text dis

cusses 30 common lighting problems

found in the various operations and lo

cations in the average plant and gives

definite recommendations, installation

diagrams, and equipment specifications

*3 THE 5ION Or GQCO QKAKS

GOOD

GEARS

ALL TYPES . . .

ALL MATERIALS

Quickly and accurately mad* to any
specification when you rome to

DIEFENDORF
For your gear requirement*.

DIEFENDORF DEAR CORPORATION
Syracuse, New York

YOU LL SAVE

TIME

2 s L

AND IROUILE ... IT |

SPECIFYING NATI0NAI

TWIST DMUS, HOIS,

REAMERS . . . MILLING

cumns, Sp«i.; tools

NATIONAL IWIj^HJ UklLL^TOOL CO.

Here9* a Real Spring Winder!

No. 1 Capacity 0 thro 3/J2" wire. I1.2S

No. 2 Capacity 0 thru 3/16" wire, 2.50

No. 1 Capacity 0 thru 5/16" wire. S.«0

Will Earn Its Cost in ana Day

The HJORTH Perfection Sprint Wind«r

offers the ideal means af

aion. comprooaian, tarsi

taper, or left hand aprinra. Try •■»

jonr ahop. Tamil ilka It

la reasonable.

HJORTH LATHE & TOOL CO.

12 BEACON STREET

WOBURN, MAM.
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for the scientific solution of each prob

lem.

The book la written In plain, non

technical language and Is profusely Il

lustrated with drawings showing the re

lation of the lighting equipment to var

ious seeing problems encountered at the

work bench, on the erecting floor or at

rarious types of machines. A page is

devoted to each problem with photo

graphs of the different kinds of lighting

equipment recommended for the differ

ent problems. The answers are given

to scores of problems Involved In Inspec

tion and production operations found In

practically any Industrial plant. In oth

er words, the book Is written for the

executive who wants detailed Instruc

tions on how to "tailor" his lighting to

the seeing needs of his individual oper

ation.

Copies of the book free to plant ex

ecutives.

Grinding Wheel Specifications for

Grinding Machines. For the purpose of

simplification and In the effort to re

duce the great variety of grinding

wheels used in the past, as well as to

furnish a guide for the designer of

future grinding machines and attach

ments, wheels of certain types and di

mensions have been adopted as stand

ard by the Grinding Wheel Manufactur

ers Association of the United States and

Canada in collaboration with the United

States Department of Commerce, Slmpll-

fified Practice Division. The Norton

Company, Worcester, Mass., is now is

suing a book of grinding wheel specifi

cations for grinding machines which in

cludes complete specifications for all of

the standard and special shapes of

grinding wheels made by the firms re

ferred to. Specifications are given for

wheels required for each type of ma

chine made by each one of these firms,

giving dimensions, telegraphic code

words and list prices. To enSble the

user to visualize at once the wide range

of types of grinding wheels, the book

includes cross-section drawings of the

nine standard types which are repre

sentative of practically all grinding

wheels. The nine types are numbered

and each dimension is designated by

letter. This classification of grinding

wheels greatly simplifies the stocking of

wheels wherever a quantity Is kept on

hand and enables the user to order a

grinding wheel by giving the type num

ber and dimensions necessary to con-

USE LAYOUT FLUID

for general machine
chop and tool room
use on diss. Jigs, fix
tures, and machined
parts.
With the use of the
die blue layout fluid,
you do not hare to
polish the surface of
work. Simply wipe sur
face fairly clean and
hmsh on. DRIES IN
STANTLY.

Write for free shop sample on your letterhead.

DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

WIREGkIP

BELT HOOKS

Now you can set your belt
hooks on pro-eased card ( Pat.

Applied For). Not only protects
fingers from sharp hooka but holds

them to the last hook in correct posi
tion. There's no card end waste with WIRE-
GRIP—easily cut to size with BCissors or knife.
Coming in all sizes, easily applied with a
WIREGRIP Lacer or any other standard lacing
machine.
£rrlu ARMSTRONG-BRAY & CO.

No. 10 "Ths Btlt Lsttnt Profit"
Catalog 303 N. Loomli St., Chicago, U.S.*.

EDGEMONT" mw FRICTION CLUTCHES

EXPANDING "TYPE B"
Simplicity of construction, and large
friction surface make this clutch ideal
for many general factory installa
tions.

Especially recommended for counter
shaft. Mne-shaft, and other moderate
speed drivea.

Send for catalogue.

The Edgemont Machine Co

2100 HOME AVE. DAYTON. OHIO

1
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struct such a wheel as designated by

the cross-section of that type. Copy of

this book tree upon request.

An Analysis of An Installation of Dust

Suppression Equipment. By Hugh E.

Keeler of the Department of Engineering

Research, University of Michigan. This

report outlines the testing equipment

and apparatus, method of conducting

the tests, and results of tests that were

made by the University of Michigan De

partment of Engineering Research to de

termine the dust collecting efficiency of

a Schnelble "Multi-Wash" Dust Collec-

NOT SO HOT is Your Modern Plant
Pumping gasoline, lube oils, paints, core
oil. «tc. from drums and barrels—that's
a Job for Blackmcr Hand Pumps. Easy
turning, trouble- iree: last a Lite-time.
Rotary typo — NO PRIMING — no wast
age. 20-ft lilts. Quickly installed.

HAND PUMPS • 14 MODELS
Cepacilias to 20 gallon* p»r
Biauta."Wofld's finest Head
Pumps . end PRICED RIGHT!
BLACKMCR PUMP CO.

1 820 Cestsn fcreeee
GRAND RAPIDS. MICHIGAN

lots or so

SI. 00 each

Lois of 100 and 200 less 3V 300 up less 5°o

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC.

BRIDGEPORT. CONN

tor Installed In Building No. 70 ol tt

Buick Motor Company, Flint, Mid

This building is one of the Imports!

buildings In the large foundry grou

and the No. 6 molding equipment un

Is the newest and of the most adrana

design. The dust collector Is nominal

rated at 30.000 cu. ft. per minute ai

was designed, manufactured and

stalled by the Claude B. Schnelble Con

pany, 3951 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, 1

The dust collector Is a heavy dui

high efficiency type for handling <

that is heavily laden with dust &

other Impurities. In the course of t

test a determination was made of "

amount of dust in the air at the treat

lng line (nose level) at the shake -

of the No. 6 molding equipment u

and In the air at a point nine feet I

hind the operators at the shake-out j

midway between them. The tabula

results of the tests show the aven

total pressure; Inches H.O, at the vi

ous points Indicated, the average su

pressure; Inches H.O, average veloi

pressure, Inches H-O, the dry bulb t

wet bulb barometer readings, rela'

humidity, millions of dust particles

cubic foot of air, total solids per ci

foot of air In grams and total solid!

pounds, total silica (SIO.) per ci

foot of air In grams and In poui

silica (SlO,) per cent, all other sol

per cent, fan speed r.p.m. and m

speed r.pjn. The report includes a c

description of the conditions ui

which the tests were made and si

a number of photographs of the inu

of the foundry and the dust collecta

installed. Copy will be sent to any

chanlcal engineer who will address

Claude B. Schnelble Company.

Odin Universal Clamping Device,

number of different kinds and type

Jobs that can be handled efficients

the use of the Odin Universal Clam

Device are described and illustrate

a four-page folder which has been hj

HINGES

VARIOUS WIDTHS

and GAUGES

BUTTS AND

CONTINUOUS LENGTHS

WRITE FOR PRICES

S & S MACHINE WORKS

4541 W.LAKE STREET HARDWARE DIVISION CHICAGO, I

For

GUARDS

CABINET!

CASES

BOXES
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by Odin Universal Corporation, 110 S.

Dearborn St., Chicago, 111. Copy free

upon request.

Vibration Study and Other Industrial

Applications of Neobeam Oscilloscope.

Tola eight-page folder, 8'.2xll In. In size,

describes the details of construction and

advantages that are available through

the use of the Neobeam Oscilloscope,

product of Sundt Engineering Company,

4240 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

The Neobeam Oscilloscope Is a highly

sensitive, completely self-contained port

able unit operating on the modulated

neon beam principle. Together with Its

auxiliary equipment, this Instrument is

used In studying and analyzing vibra

tion, noise levels, lsochrometer tuning,

magnetic balancing, and for checking

commutator roughness.

The built-in high gain amplifier mod

ulates a neon column constantly ex

cited by radio frequency. The fluctua

tions of the neon column are observed

in the scanning mirror, thus showing

the exact wave pattern of potential or

sound under observation. The maxi

mum sensitivity Is Ya In- deflection at

one millivolt Input. The calibrated

sweep control synchronizes the scan

ning mirror to the frequency observed.

This calibration, together with the cali

brated screen, permits frequency deter

minations to be made directly by ap

plying a formula given later. Frequency

determination Is a necessary feature In

vibration study.

The units required to make the vari

ous tests listed above Include the Neo

beam Oscilloscope, crystal microphone,

vibration pickup (contact type), perma

nent magnet dynamic speaker, vibration

pickup (crystal type), and vibration

pickup (wager crystal type). This folder

describes and Illustrates each one of

these Instruments in detail and Is in

tended to serve as a general guide to

the application. Directions are given for

detecting noise and vibration, for test

ing electric motors, making ball bearing

tests, making vibration studies of gear

trains, making studies of the bouncing

action In cam actions, detecting cracks

and fractures In longitudinal rods and

shafts, and so on. The Instruments are

also used for determining the compara

tive smoothness of materials such as

paper, for tuning by the lsochrometer

method or matching two sources of

audio frequency, and for balancing mag

netic fields.
Copy of this folder free upon request.

SIDNEY

PRECISION

TOOL ROOM

LATHES

• New features include

Quick-Change Gear Box

—a separate, enclosed

unit, tongued. grooved

and bolted to the front

of the bed. All shafts

in gear box and on

quadrant operating on

anti-friction bearings. 48

complete thread and

feed changes without

the use of extra gears.

Let us send you complete

details.

it

Lathes and Milliner Machines

tt

THE SIDNEY MACHINE TOOL GO.

210 HIGHLAND AVENUE • SIDNEY, OHIO
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Grinding Cemented Carbide Tools. To

obtain the greatest possible savings with

cemented carbide tipped tools, proper

regrlndlng before they become dull to

the point of failure Is essential. The

continued use of a dull tool (of any

type) results in increased pressure on

the tip and greater power consumption,

as well as danger of tool breakage.

Because the cemented carbides are

entirely different from high speed steel

and Stelllte, both In composition and

physical properties, they require differ

ent grinding wheels and a different

technic to grind them successfully. This

handbook, which is now being distri

buted by Norton Company, Worcester,

Mass., has been prepared with the ob

ject of assisting toolroom operators in

the selection of the proper grinding

wheels and in the employment of the

correct methods for sharpening their

cemented carbide tools so that the most

efficient and most economical service

may be obtained. Copy free to any

mechanical executive or engineer upon

request.

Fairbanks-Morse Bulletin 5814F. This

bulletin describes that company's Ball

Bearing Centrifugal Pumps, which have

been especially designed to fully satis-

fy the exacting requirements of, and

have been approved by, the National

Board of Fire Underwriters and the As

sociated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance

Companies.

Correct design, high-grade materials

and precision manufacturing methods

have made of F-M Centrifugal Fire

Pumps highly efficient units, Instantly

ready to operate at full capacity and

pressure. They provide a steady, non-

pulsating flow with uniform pressures,

and at shut-off or maximum pressures

can operate against a closed valve with

out damage to pump mechanism or con

necting pipe.

The pumps are offered with electric

motor, gasoline engine, steam turbine

dual motor and engine, and dual motoi

and turbine drives. Copy of the bulle

tin free by addressing Fairbanks, Mors«

& Co., 910 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Illinois.

Tornado Portable Industrial Vacuum

Cleaner. Vacuum cleaning, generallj

recognized as the most efficient methoc

of cleaning, is now available for Indus'

trial use, a portable industrial vacuun

cleaner having been developed whlcl

combines the efficiency of this type o

cleaning with the rigidity and sturdl

Regular uuty

End-Wood Bearing.

Re-Wheel Your

Trucks

Save Your Floors

Do the Job right with
Metigar End - Wood
Whole.

Eaey-IlolUng.
l.onsr-Wearing.

Wheels for all trucks.
Casters for all purpohes.
Writ* for catalog, prices

and discounts.

METZQAR CO.
112 Logan St., S.W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

U. S. A.

HANDY RACKS

keep stock neat

These Handy Racks will keep your
stock neatly piled and assorted
alongside the operator. Man-
height, no back-breaking, stoop
ing or stretching. Shipped on
approval. Low In price.

Write for details.

Wm, S, Yoke Supply Co.

BOB Mahoning Rd., Canton, Ohio

American Swiss File & Tool Co.

ELIZABETH

Also Manufacturers of Mechanics

NEW JERSEY

Hand Tools

QUALITY

TRADE MARK

SWISS PATTERN

FILES

MADE IN

AMERICA

Buy from the Distributor
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ness of design and construction neces

sary for Industrial purposes. The Torna

do Portable Industrial Vacuum Cleaner

comprises a specially designed 1 h.p.

G-E universal motor and single stage

Jan developing 46.25 ft. of waterllft

istatlc pressure) and handling 175 cu.

It. of air per minute. The motor Is

mounted on Norma ball bearings, thus

obviating necessity of oiling. It oper

ates from electric socket at a cost of

less than three cents per hour. The

machine weighs only 40 lbs. and can

easily be moved between aisles In the

machine shop or stock room. A copy

of this folder free upon application

to Breuer Electric Mfg. Co.. 843 Black-

hawk St.. Chicago, 111.

How To Weld Twenty-Nine Metals.

A comprehensive book, entitled "How

to Weld 29 Metals," covering the pro

cedure, conditions and materials for

welding modern alloys has recently been

published by the Westlnghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company, East

Pittsburgh, Pa. Specific data for weld

ing all types of Joints with varying

thicknesses of metal, such as electrode

diameter, welding current, speeds, depo

sition, etc., are Included.
Prepared by Chas. H. Jennings, whose

experience and exhaustive Investigation

Into the Joining of metals have emi

nently qualified him as an authority on

the subject, this book should be of

great value to welding operators In sim

plifying and Improving the welding ol

present day metals and alloys. Copies

of the book are available at 50 cents

each from any Westlnghouse Welding

distributor or direct to department 5-N,

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufactur

ing Company, East Pittsburgh, Penn

sylvania.

Newark Testing Sieve Shaker and

Testing Sieves. The Newark Wire Cloth

Co., Newark. N. J., have recently Issued

a small folder which Illustrates and de

scribes their new "End-Shak" Testing

Sieve Shaker. The folder tells how the

End-Shak machine not only Imitates

hand testing but does a better, quicker,

and easier Job of it.
In addition, the folder contains con

siderable valuable information on New

ark USS-ASTM Testing Sieves—the im

portance of accuracy—features of the

U.S. Standard series—how sieves are

graduated—the finest wire cloth In the

world (Newark's 400 square mesh)—and

a table of sizes, code words and prices

Copy free upon request.

IT'S PRECISION BUILT

.the C O 21" Sliding Head Drill

Here's a typically accurate, flexible, yet larger C-O
Drill ing Unit for high production drilling of large

holes. Self-feed and back gear attachments provide a

wide range of speeds and feeds.

Vertical Motor Drive—eliminates unnecessary pulleys,
idlers, twist and turn belts, reducing wear and vibra
tion ; cone pulleys are dynamically balanced, a flexible
coupling inserted removes vibration in the drive shaft.
Two Timken Roller Bearings in the Spindle Quill at the

top and bottom, provided with a screw adjusting collar
for take up. Annular ball bearing in the motor cone

pulley, and ball bearing motors. Positive type power

feed is controlled by a push knob.
Canedy-Otto Drills are always "Ready For The Job".

Write for illustrated circular giving complete

details.

CANEDY-OTTO MFG. CO.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILLINOIS
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Maxwell E-Z Set Boring Tool. This

four-page folder, Issued by P. A. Max

well Company, Bedford, Ohio, Illustrates

and describes In detail the Maxwell E-Z

Set Boring Tool, Mastur Precision Bor

ing Head, and Maxwell Utility Grinder.

Of particular Interest Is the description

of the E-Z Set Boring Tool which Is

adaptable to any machine or Job where

It Is necessary to adjust the tool for

size. Through the medium of an eccen

tric bushing In the tool block, the block

can be adjusted In the worm to com

pensate for wear. Adjustment Is ob

tained by means of a worm which en

gages the hobbed end of the tool block.

The tool is Intended principally for bor

ing, but can also be used for turning

a radius.

The Maxwell Utility Grinder Is de

signed both for external and internal

grinding. Copy of the folder free upon

request.

Ollless and Self-Lubrlcatlng Bearings

and Special Shapes. This catalog now

being issued by Neveroil Bearing Com

pany, Wakefield, Mass., describes the

line of oil-Impregnated wood and graph-

lted metal bearings made by this firm.

These bearings are intended for use In

COLUMBIA LOCK-NUTS

Makers of

LOCKNUTS

NUT-LOCKS

for every use

since 1900

Ask for Catalog

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., Inc.
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

places where ordinary methods of lubri

cation are difficult or where ordinary

oil lubrication Is practically Impossible

because of the processing methods In

use. In many industries a single drop

of excess oil may spoil a batch of valu

able material and In others the presence

of excess oil is always a potential fire

hazard. Again, extreme heat or the

presence of water or other liquids may

make oiling impractical.

The wood impregnated bearings are

made of carefully selected hard wood.

Lubricants are foroed Into the wood

cells under extreme pressure by a proc

ess originated by this company. The

graphited metal bearings are made from

a series of metal alloys. Throughout

the mass of each alloy is disseminated

a special grade of fine flake graphite,

the method of impregnating being such

that all possibility of the graphite either

being washed out or shaken out by vi

bration is eliminated. Such bearings

can be used In water, hot cleaning solu

tions, and under certain acid conditions.

These bearings can be supplied in any

size or shape required, but the pros

pective user should describe the pro

posed application when writing to the

manufacturer of the Neveroil bearings.

Copy of the catalog free upon request.

Write for quotation on standard
Woodruff Keyway Cutters

Special Cutters made t

Blue Prints

QUALITY

TOOL WORKS

Waukegan, Illinois

SOCKET HEAD

CAP SCREWS

You 11 Effect Economy"

Milled

from Bar

SAFETY HOLLOW

CAP SCREWS

Made of

Alloy Steel

5216
ECONOMY MACHINE PRODUCTS CO.
ENCE AVE. CHICAGO. ILL.
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Extra Smooth Leafing Aluminum Fin

ish; "Blue Knight Leafiex No. 5900". A

product summary giving the properties

of this cellulose type, alr-drylng, flexible

lacquer enamel for low cost finishing.

Samples on brass are available for test

ing by scratching, bending, etc. Address

Roialln Flexible Lacquer Co., Inc.,

Elizabeth, N. J.

stock and made-to-order sprockets, al

though condensed Information on chain

selection Is also included. Specifications

for the various types of sprockets made

by this firm are Included In this 96-

page Illustrated booklet. Copy free to

any mechanical executive upon request.

Century Direct Current Motors. The

line of direct current motors In Integral

sizes from 1 to 300 h.p. built by Century

Eectrlc Company, 1806 Pine St., St.

Louis. Mo., is described and Illustrated

in an eight-page folder now being is

sued by this company. The motors are

adaptable for constant, adjustable and

'arying speed applications, and for con

tinuous or Intermittent service. Copy

Iree upon request.

n'hltnev Roller Chain Sprockets, Price

Ust V-125. The Whitney Chain & Mfg.

Co.. Hartford, Conn., has announced the

publication oi their Price List V-125.

rtlch is Intended primarily as a price

list and reference book on Whitney

Johnson Bearing Wall Card. A new

Wall Card covering the complete line of

Johnson Cast Bronze Qraphlted Bearings

—Bushings has Just been released.

This reference chart gives complete

information on over 200 sizes of cast

bronze graphlted bearings with valuable

information covering their applications,

tolerances and alloy. Also, a valuable

graphic Illustration explains the Johnson

method of combining graphite and bear

ing bronze. For special applications at

elevated temperatures the benefits of

using Johnson Plug Type Graphlted

Bearings are fully covered.

The Wall Card may be hung on the

wall and provides quick reference for

design engineers and others who fre

quently must refer to this Information.

A copy is available by writing to this

publication or direct to the Johnson

Bronze Company, New Castle, Pa.

Before

FROM OLD TO NEW

and you SAVE up to 60%

• Your worn or broken tools and

cutters can be ground to their original

accuracy without destroying the temper

and guaranteed to be as good as new.

Illustrations show a drill before and

after recntting by the N. T. S. method

at a saving of 20% to 60%. Don't dis

card your old tools—send a trial order

today. We pay shipping charges one

way. Write for our 18 page illustrated

catalog.

NATIONAL TOOL SALVAGE CO.

DETROIT MICHIGAN

"Tool Salvage is Tool Economy"

After
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Hevl Duty Type HD-92 Mil lite Furnace,

a new development of the Hevl Duty

Electric Company, 4212 W. Highland

Blvd., Milwaukee, Wis., Is described and

illustrated In Bulletin HD-537, now be

ing Issued by that firm. The bulletin

explains the construction, manner of

locating the four heating colls In the

heating chamber, the temperature range,

control and operation, and voltages.

Specifications are given for the Types

HD-92 and HD-96, which are the two

sizes In which this furnace Is made.

Copy of the bulletin free upon request.

Writ; lit Low Elevating Platform Truck

Catalog No. 4. This 16-page catalog de-

TRUMORE

DIAMOND TOOLS

Our finned and grooved

tool saves the diamond

from overheating.

Send for diamond catalog.

F. F. GILMORE & CO.

112 DARTMOUTH ST. BOSTON

CENTKULKSS

GRINDING

Accuracy—Prompt Service

Commercial Centerless

Grinding Co.

6538 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland

scribes and illustrates the features

the Wright industrial truck, msnufi

tured by Wright-Hlbbard Industrl

Electric Truck Co., Inc., Pleasant 8

Phelps, N. Y. Beginning with a disc!

slon of the mechanical features, wal

is illustrated with pictures of the i

tails of the mechanism, the catal

shows a number of typical uses of t

truck, describes the outstanding adva

tages, and closes with a table of spei

flcatlons. Copy free upon request.

"The Story of Plastic Molding" Is t

title of a 40-page booklet now being d:

tributed by Chicago Molded Produi

Corp., 2145 Walnut St.. Chicago, i

The booklet Includes an article on mol

and how they are used, an explanatl

of the factors which determine price,

description of the various molding n

terials and their properties, hints

design, and a comprehensive listing

parts available from stock molds. 1

text is well Illustrated with photograp

and drawings. Copy free to any pli

executive who will address his requi

on his company letterhead.

Ward Leonard Alternator Voltage R'

ulators. Bulletin 5601. published

Ward Leonard Electric Co., Mt. Venn

N. Y . describes and illustrates the B

tronlc Regulator, which can be ui

with any known method of excit.v

It explains In complete detail, the op

ation of this comparatively new metl

of automatic, voltage regulation.

Bulletin 5602 describes and lllustra

a similar Regulator designed for o

one scheme of excitation, that Is. i

regulator for each excltor. General

can be paralleled. Bulletin 5601 i

5602 Regulators are both quick respo

types, corrective action starting wit

% and one cycle, respectively, of

change in alternator voltage.

All right, Mr. Smith--

YOU TELL THEM ABOUT REMCO DRIVES

. . . "your drives are all working entirely aatiaf art

and in my opinion, they are the heat drives on the market-"

—We quote L. B. Smith of L. B. Smith, Inc. Camp Hill. Pfc-

Learn how your PRESENT machine tools may be

equipped — at surprisingly low cost. Write for

folder. Manley Products Corp., State & Hay Sta.. York. Y ■

REMCO MOTOR DRIVES
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"Po>werduct Cable" Is the title of a

teur-page folder, now being distributed

by Anaconda Wire & Cable Company,

Broadway, New York, N. Y., In which

use of Powerduct Cable In one of

large automobile plants Is described.

Actual Installation photographs and a

cross-section drawing showing the con-

itructlon of the cable are Included.

Copy free upon request.

Baldwin-Duckworth Standard Hub

rockets Bulletin 60. This 24-page

Booklet, now being Issued by Baldwin-

Duckworth Chain Corporation, Sprlng-

leld. Mass., lists the dimensions and

prices of the standard hub sprockets for

ingle, double and triple roller chain

nade by this firm. The booklet is illus

trated with photographs and drawings

jf the various types of sprockets and

chains, and tables of specifications and

pices are Included. Copy free upon

Rlvett No. 112 Internal Grinder

Bulletin No. 112A. The Rlvett No. 112

Precision Internal Grinder, which has

been designed for medium and large

toolroom work—straight, bevel, two

angle, or straight and bevel at one set

ting—is described in a four-page illus

trated folder now being Issued by

Rlvett Lathe & Grinder, Inc., Brighton,

Boston, Mass. A list of the special fea

tures of the grinder and a table of speci

fications are Included. Copy free upon

request.

Michigan Leather Packing Company

Bulletin No. 701: The Michigan

Leather Packing Company, 752 Four

teenth Avenue, Detroit, Mich., has Issued

an Illustrated bulletin—the No. 701—de

scribing the mechanical leather packings

and oil seals made by this company. The

bulletin Is of particular Interest because

it Includes illustrations and a descrip

tion of an unusual and exacting test

which Is being made on one of the va

rious types and designs of mechanical

leather packings. In the course of the

test the packing is subjected to a tem

perature of 225 degrees F. for 24 hours

and then plunged Into a temperature of

62 degrees below freezing for another 24

hours, and Is then expected to hold a

100-lb. weight for another 24 hours with

out giving more than 1/32 Inch. Copies

free upon request.

Sutton Catalog No. 12 gives complete details of DIAMOND-GRIP Collets and Sutton

Feed Fingers for all makes of automatic and hand screw machines. Send for a copy.

SUTTON TOOL CO. 2838 W. Grand Blvd., 'Detroit, Mich.
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The American Rolling Mill Company,

Mlddletown, Ohio, has Just Issued a

26-page booklet on "Armco Stainless

Steels—Chromium Nickel Grades". Uses

of Armco stainless steels In many prod

ucts are Illustrated.

The booklet contains detailed Infor

mation on heat treatment, drawing,

punching and shearing, spinning, rivet

ing, welding, electric and gas welding,

soldering, brazing, and pickling. There

are charts, too, showing the chemical

and physical properties of Armco stain

less steels. In addition to corrosion, re

sistance data. Copy free upon request.

The Repair of Damaged Cast Iron

Machinery. This profusely Illustrated

booklet which has Just been released

by The Llnde Air Products Com

pany, 30 East 42nd Street, New York, Is

a consolidation and orderly arrangement

of the known facts regarding the repair

of damaged cast Iron machinery by the

oxy-acetylene process. The booklet dis

cusses the applications for which the

respective processes of bronze-welding

and fusion welding are best suited.

How the composition, the physical prop

erties, and the Intended use of the cast

ing respectively Influence heat control

methods and the choice of welding pro

cedure are considered.

Neither shape nor size, according to

the booklet, places any limitation on the

use of the oxy-acetylene process for the

repair of gray iron, malleable iron, or

alloy castings. Bronze-welding, because

It is done at a lower temperature, Is

said as a rule to be more economical

and efficient than the fusion welding

of cast Iron. Special cases where this

rule does not apply and where fusion

welding Is preferred are mentioned.

Those whose activities involve the use

or repair of cast iron machinery will

find It well worth their while to obtain

a copy of this eight page Illustrated

booklet free upon request.

"The Welding of Enduro Stain]

Steel" Is a new 20-page booklet j

published by Republic Steel Corpo

tlon, Cleveland, Ohio. Profusely ill

trated the booklet describes In detail

proper methods for welding stalnl

steel by electric arc, gas, seam, spot, p

Jectlon and atomic hydrogen metbi

Also Included Is information on braz

and silver soldering. An Interest

feature Is a table showing In conder

form the physical, electrical and i

chanlcal properties of thirteen of

more Important types of Enduro StJ

less Steel, contrasted with similar pt

ertles of a carbon steel. S.A.E. 1021

Copies of the booklet, form Adv

are available upon request.

"Greater Lighting Efficiency", an 1\

trated booklet published by the Gen

Electric Vapor Lamp Company,

Adams St., Hoboken, N. J., gives 1

and figures about the newly lmpn

horizontal Cooper Hewitt lamps. In

new booklet may be found a descrip

of both the 33-inch and the 50-

lamps, as redesigned for better Indus

lighting, particularly for precision i

of all kinds. The booklet sets forth

provements of the lamps over foi

models, such as increased light ou

per watt. Instantaneous starting, 1

zontal suspension, greater operating

billty, the highly efficient reflector

the new simplified design.

In a section of Engineering Data,

uable information is given for com

lng the proper spacing of Cooper Hi

lamps to obtain any given lllumlm

level. In addition, photometric raj

for both the 275 and 350 war- 1

are given, as well as the essential dlj

slons and layout of lamp suspension

"Greater Lighting Efficiency" ma

obtained by writing the General El<

Vapor Lamp Company, 893 Adams

Hoboken, N. J. Ask for Bulletin No

STORDIMATIC LIVE CENTER for LATHES, GRINDERS a

MILLING MACHIN

It turns with the w<

Eliminates friction of d

center.

Lowest possible overfa

prevents vibration

chatter.

Write for Catalog ca

Free Trial Off

ST., DETROIT. Ml8TURPIMATIC TOOL COMPANY 5222 THIRD
■ICMI
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Armco H.T. 50" Is the title of a

lolder published by The American Roll

ing Mill Company, Mlddletown, Ohio, In

which the properties of the company's

high tensile steel are described. A chart

shows the comparison of physical prop

erties between Armco H.T. 50 and a mild

steel. Copy free upon request.

and cutting off tools, Beaver electric

power drive designed to convert band

pipe tools Into power pipe tools, open

and enclosed ratchets, threading tools

with either American Brlggs or British

Whltworth standard threads, reamers,

wheel cutters, sawing vises, and other

tools made by this firm. Copy free upon

request.

Bulletin No. 8-C-37 of Lewis Auto

matic Wire Straightening and Cutting

Machines, now being Issued by The

Lewis Machine Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, contains a general description of

the design and construction of the Nos.

3-C, 4-C, 6-C, 8-C, 9-C, 10-C and 11-C

machines built by this Arm. Photographs

are Included to Illustrate the points

made In the text. A table of specifica

tions Is also Included. Copy free upon

request.

BEAVER PIPE TOOLS. The complete

line of pipe machine and tools made by

Beaver Pipe Tools, Inc., 770 Dana Ave..

Warren, Ohio, Is described and Illustrated

m a 40-page catalog now being Issued

by this Arm. The catalog features the

various sizes and types of pipe threading

Shepard NUes Antl-Frictlon Bearing

Hoists Bulletin 126. This bulletin, now

being Issued by Shepard NUes Crane &

Hoist Corporation, Schuler Ave., Mon

tour Falls, N. Y., Illustrates and briefly

describes the design and construction

principles of Shepard Niles electric

hoists. More particularly it points out

the advantages of the antl-frlctlon bear
ing •'LlftAbout"—a hoist In which all

of the leading features of modern de

sign are Incorporated.

Illustrations show the LlftAbout In op

eration in various kinds and types of

plants and particularly Illustrate the

adaptability of the LlftAbout hoist to

low headroom conditions, for use in

places where dust, dampness and fumes

are a factor, and so on. Principles of

design are completely revealed through

the use of drawings and "cutaway" half

tones. Copy free upon request.

in one small box

• Size 17 !/2x4x2 !/2" •

ACCURATE • DURABLE • ECONOMICAL

GET BULLETIN M37A

K. 0. LEE & SON CO., ABERDEEN, S. D.
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Lewis-Shepard Lift Trucks and Lift

Truck Platforms. A new, small, col

ored folder—No. 322—describing and il

lustrating the lift trucks and lift truck

platforms made by Lewis-Shepard Com

pany, 267 Walnut St., Watertown, Bos

ton, Mass., Is now being distributed

by that company. The folder points out

the features of the skid platforms, such

as the one-piece steel frame, arc welded

construction, solid steel supports, smooth

flush wood tops, steel binding all around,

absence of bolt holes to split boards,

floating platform boards, double

strength side girders. Copy free.

Century Slip Ring Motors. This eight-

page folder describes and illustrates the

line of 1 to 350 h.p. slip ring motors

manufactured by Century Electric Com

pany, 1806 Pine St., St. Louis. Mo. These

motors are recommended by the manu

facturer for any application for which

the characteristics of a wound rotor mo

tor are suitable, such as, for fans and

blowers, hoists, conveyors, pumps, ele

vators, and so on. The motors are built

for continuous duty, open and enclosed

ratings, or for Intermittent reversing ap

plication, short-time duty rating, and

are available In open, drip proof, splash

proof, fully enclosed and gear head

types for horizontal and vertical opera

tion. Copy free upon request.

Washer Data Chart. The Wrought

Washer Mfg. Co. has announced the

publication of a special washer data

chart available to manufacturers upon

request. This specification table, printed

on heavy Index brlstol and suitable for

hanging in stockroom, warehouse, engi

neering department, production depart

ment, and so on, contains complete size

and dimension data of the entire range

of standard wrought washers. Including

outside diameter, Inside diameter, gauge

and fraction equivalent, and pieces per

pound. The more frequently used wash

ers are Illustrated in actual size, thus

enabling easy Identification of a washer

of unknown size by merely holding it

against the printed Illustration. The use

of this chart In any department of a

manufacturing organization is said to

save time and prevent the selection of

wrong washer sizes for a given produc

tion or maintenance Job.

Copy free to any mechanical executive

who will address a request on his firm

letterhead to The Wrought Washer Mfg.

Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

M-D Facing Heads

With Automatic Feed
Can hp attached to Column
Roring Bar. and Drilling or
Milling Machine spindles.
Single point tool trarels
radially, from center out
ward or reverse, feeds auto
matically, and covers faces
0" to 30".

Write for circular.

MUMMERT-DIXON CO.

1 20 Philadelphia St. Hanover, Pa.

ALL

ALLOY

FULLY
GUARANTEED

PORTABLE SHEARS

No. 1 cut* up to No. 11
No. 2 cuts up to Va" steel plate.

Special Blades for shearing stainless steel

gauge strip or sheet,
il 7

BREMIL MFG. CO.

1725 PITTSBURGH AVE. ERIE, PA.

Cullman Sprockets

for

Roller, Block and Silent Chains

Over 45,000 in Stock

Send for Catalog

Cullman Wheel Company

1336 ALTGELD ST. CHICAGO
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Namco Taps and Dies" Is the title

of a booklet which presents the line of

Interchange Die Heads with quick re

movable circular chasers and collapsing

taps now being manufactured by The

National Acme Company, Cleveland,

Ohio. The greatest advantage of the

circular chaser head Is the simplicity of

obstruction, and there Is only one ad

justment—which Is for pitch diameter.

It Is not necessary to adjust each of the

chasers Individually or separately; all of

them are simultaneously moved to the

same setting by one simple adjusting

secnanlsm. which Is graduated for the

sperator's convenience. The different

styles and sizes of Interchange Die

Beads and Collapsing Taps are Illus

trated and described In detail and tables
• specifications are Included. Copy free

apon request.

"Copper Alloy Bulletin", which Is to

be Issued henceforth at regular lnter-

tals by the Bridgeport Brass Company,

Bridgeport, Conn., makes Its appearance

Wth the March Issue. The bulletin Is

edited for a technical and engineering

audience. The first Issue contains a di

gest of news of Interest to Industrial

consumers of copper and its alloys, and

future Issues will reveal trends In the

major Industries served by copper and

Its alloys. It will report news of mar

kets, trends, government specifications,

technical developments, new appllca-

fulness to executive, sales, and engineer

ing staffs of the users of copper, brass

and bronze. Copies will be mailed free

tlons and other news of general use-

to Interested executives and engineers.

Fine Steels Book By Ludlum. '"Bearing

the title, "Pine Steels by Ludlum,"

Ludlum Steel Company, Watervllet, N.

Y., has recently published an attractive,

pocket size book containing a number

of new charts, conversion tables and

other useful facts. Included are a Tool

Steel Finder showing how to select the

correct tool steel for a particular Job;

also a Stainless Finder accompanied by

a table showing the comparative resist

ance of each grade of stainless to the

various corrosive agents.

Other data, gathered by means of

physical tests and practical experience,

cover Nitralloy and special products such

as Hollow Drill Steel, Magnet Steel,

Welding Rods for Hard Surfacing, etc.

Address Ludlum Steel Company for a

free copy.
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Oloron Silent Gears. How the noise

of machinery In action can be quieted

by the use of composition gears Is told

In an eight-page folder which Is now

being distributed by Continental-Dia

mond Fibre Co., Ne varlc, Del. The

folder explains the process by which

Celoron Silent Gears are manufactured,

gives specifications as to strength, Brln-

nel hardness, specific gravity, and so on,

and Includes tables of gear tooth data

safe working stresses, horsepower rating!

per Inch of face, and recommended prac

tices for machining Celoron Gears. Cops

free upon request.

Please mention MODERN MACHINE SHOI
when writing to advertisers. Your coopers
tion will be appreciated both by the advertisel
and by the publisher of this mag-asine.
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High-Speed Sensitive Precision Drill

ing Machine Bulletin. This bulletin,

now being issued by The High Speed

Hammer Company, Inc.. Rochester, N. Y.,

presents the High-Speed Sensitive Pre

cision Drilling Machine made by this

firm. The bulletin describes the con

struction of the machine and Includes

specifications. The second page of the

bulletin presents a cross-section draw

ing of the machine Illustrating the spin

dle thrust bearings, the design of the

spindle, the manner In which the pulley

is assembled and drives the quill. The

construction of the column can easily

be seen from the drawing, also the man

ner In which the machine is designed

so that all pull from the belt Is ab

sorbed by the precision-mounted ball

bearing quill. Copy free upon request.

Weldolets and Thredolets. Bonney

Forge & Tool Works, Forged Fittings

Division, Allentown, Pa., has issued Bul

letin WT23, fully Illustrating and des

cribing WeldOlets and ThredOlets, the

patented, drop-forged pipe fittings for

making branch pipe connections by

welding.

The manufacturer claims that by us

ing these fittings, branch lines may be

taken off the main pipe without any

cutting, threading or fitting of the main

line, either before or after it is in posi

tion.

No special training is needed for their

Installation—any welder of average ex

perience being able to do a first-class

job with the assurance of obtaining

leak-proof Joints.

They are suitable for use In all types

of piping Installations, either inside or

outside, being especially adapted for use

as radiator take-offs, for header con

struction In heating systems, In power

plants, oil refineries and welded plumb

ing systems, etc.

A copy of the bulletin will be mailed

on request.

Ideal Catalog Lists Additional Prod

ucts. The demand for the catalog of

the Ideal Commutator Dresser Company,

Sycamore, Illinois, not only as a buying

reference, but as a book of valuable In

formation showing equipment, materials

and methods which save money, has

been so great that a revised edition be

comes necessary at this time.

A revision was also necessary In order

to furnish information on many im

provements on old products, as well as

to Include a number of new products

and equipment for which a definite need

has existed.

Among the new equipment are a new

washer punch, rotary stripper, turning

tool head, air gap gauge, wire stripper,

and the Ideal Marshall Voltage and

Speed Regulator.

In addition to a complete listing of

Its products, the new catalog includes

much interesting data on electrical and

motor maintenance written by expert

engineers. Copy free upon request.

Health Protection of Welders. De

veloping as a phase of blacksmlthlng,

the extension of the processes of weld

ing, cutting, burning, and coating of

metals by means of a gas flame or by the

electric arc has been rapid through

the entire field of Industry wherever

metal construction and machine manu

facture and repair are Involved. The

Ingenuity of American engineers Is con

tinually being applied to broadening the

uses of these processes, which have al

ready revolutionized the building and

repair of metal machinery and products

and greatly lessened the cost of much of

our present-day equipment.

In recent years these operations have

been applied to a variety of different

metals, the effect of which on human

beings Is not widely known, though our
knowledge of these effects Is beings con

stantly expanded.

A rather complete compilation of pres

ent-day information on health hazards

connected with welding operations has

been made by the Industrial Health

Section of the Metropolitan Life Insur

ance Company in the form of a report

entitled "Health Protection of Welders:"

It discusses the types of welding and

lists four principal hazards that are

encountered: (1) Electric Shock and

Burns, (2) Radiant Energy (roughly

classified as ultra-violet rays, infra-red

rays and visible light rays of excessive

intensity), (3) Gases, Fumes and Dust,

(4) Miscellaneous, which Includes such

hazards as the possible exhaustion of

oxygen in the air breathed due to pol

lution by products of combustion in

confined, unventllated spaces. These

various hazards are discussed in some

detail in the booklet and protective

measures are outlined. Methods of

treatment are also considered.

Copies of "Health Protection of Weld

ers" are available from the Policyholders

Service Bureau. Metropolitan Life In

surance Company, One Madison Avenue,

New York, N. Y.
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"OVER THE ROUGH SPOTS". A

guide to successful methods of keeping

factory floors, roofs, walls and founda

tions In good repair has been Issued by

the Stonhard Company, 401 North Broad

Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The

book contains 24 pages, profusely Illus

trated, and Is designed so that plant

superintendents, maintenance men, and

purchasing agents can gather a wealth of

information from its pages. Among sub

jects discussed are "Lengthening the

life of concrete and wood floors", "Lev

eling rough spots and worn places in

all types of floors and trucking aisles",

"Roof waterproofing methods", "Water

proofing masonry against hydrostatic

pressure".

A copy of this book will be sent to

any plant executive upon request.

American Rod Stralghtener Bulletin.

Bulletin No. 10 on the American Rod

Stralghtener and Shear Machine has Just

been released by The American Foundry

Equipment Company, 555 South Byrklt

Street, Mlshawaka, Indiana.

The American Rod Stralghtener and

Shear Machine Is supplied In four models
—one for every size shop. It is de- ■

signed for reclaiming bent rods, bolts,

wire nails, strip stock, etc. Materials

Distinctive Value

A Real Beauty, you
will say when you
aee it. But Gcrst-
ner Chests art also
built to terre tou
many years in pro
tectinc good tools
from loss and dam
age.
Select yours at your
dealer's, or from
Free catalog if be
does not carry them.

ER TOOL CHESTS
St. Dayton, Ohio.

are straightened by means of mangane

alloy steel dies which strike the wo]

with great force on four sides slmu

taneously. Operation Is by compress

air.

The machine will also form or

g a g g e r 8. Shearing Is

through use of two high carbon

steel blades, each blade having

usable cutting edges.

Skilled labor Is not required for

operation of this equipment. Product

is high, as these machines operate

rapidly as material can be fed Into

Information contained in this

let Is brief but informative. Pea

models, operations, and Installations

thoroughly, covered photographically,

copy of this bulletin may be obtained

communication with the manufact

,te a

then

book

turei

is ai

HEAVY

Continuous Hinge

A HEAVY HINC

DUTY FOR HEAVY Dl

Stocked in 7 ft.

lengths, 3" and 5"

Sf n 4Q A wide when open.

HUi mm 9 V Special lengths and

widths to order.

For details write:

AUTO MOULDING

& MFG. CO.
HINai oiv.

232S S. Canal St.

CHICAGO





MODELS FOR

HIGH or LOW

PRESSURE

CENTRIFUGAL

pumps

The "LOGAN" Sure Flow CENTRIFUGAL Pump is SELF-

PRIMING, INSTANT FLOWING, and IMPERVIOUS TO

ABRASIVES, filings and most corrosive impurities. Simple,

compact, self-contained, easily installed. Readily adaptable to

most pumping operations. Write for catalog No. 60 - NOW.

for pumpinG

COOLANT

WATER

OIL

MOTHER FLUID! wtJi.
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Maintaining Production by

"Banking" Stock

From the "lot" system to continuous production and thence

to reserve banks has been the record of progress in

material handling in the automobile industry^

By E. W. Soesbe

Plant Layout Engineer. Chryaler Corporation

FOR more than twenty years the

production of parts in the larger

automobile factories has been based

on the system of material handling

known as "continuous production,"

which consists principally in having

the machines and equipment so placed

that, upon completion of an operation

on a work-piece, the piece is imme

diately passed on to the next work

man for the next operation. This sys

tem is practically ideal, but it pre

supposes that all equipment not only

is, but will continue to remain, in

ideal condition.

Every effort has been made, through

these years, to achieve this ideal con

dition. Extra sets of tools have been

maintained at the machines to replace

any which might fail. Extra parts for

the machine tools have been kept on

hand, and one large plant was said to

have maintained a complete duplicate

set of machines so that in case of ma

chine failure the broken-down ma

chine could be replaced at once with

a good one.

With all these precautions, however,

it has been impossible to prevent de

lays, and in the modern automobile

plant even a few minutes delay on one

operation may mean just that much

delay on all subsequent operations,

with scores—if not hundreds—of men

idle and waiting for production to re

sume. With not only production lines,

but departments and even whole

plants geared together on a definite

production schedule, this delay may

cause more confusion and loss than

such a small matter would seem to in

dicate, and certainly more than is ap

parent on the surface.

The machine tool of today is more

productive, more sturdy, and more

trouble-free than ever before, and the

same may be said of cutting tools and

equipment generally. Yet, as anyone

65
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Fig. 1—Floor plan ol cylinder department in a large automobile factor]

whose responsibility it has been to

maintain an even flow of production

from the end of a machine line knows,

it seems impossible to coordinate all

factors so as to obtain continuous pro

duction for indefinite periods. Each

machine, each tool, and each operator

is a potential source of delay from a

production standpoint,' and even the

parts themselves are often at fault

In an effort to insure continuou

production in spite of delays, the plan

ning department of one of the large

automobile plants has retreated

step, one might say, from the poil

that had been reached in continuou

production planning, by providin

floor space at certain points in the pw

No. 3—The Natco progressive fixture type boring machine, with a corner of bank No. 1C tho«
ing at lower right. This Natco is one of tile key machines in the cylinder block line.
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shoving arrangement of production machines, conveyor, and storage banks.

duction lines for reserve "banks" of

stock. These banks will, in case of

breakdown, provide parts for the pro

duction line and thus permit produc

tion to be maintained, the only loss

being for the operation immediately

affected. An analogy could be found

in a hydraulic line with a number of

storage reservoirs from which the

liquid could be drawn in case of stop

page in any given section of the line.

Floor space, valuable as it may be,

is economical compared to the expense

of maintaining extra equipment—and

the extra equipment also requires

space. The "bank" will, in many cases,

become the deciding factor in obtain

ing maximum efficiency from a given

f 3—View of the Natco progressive fixture type boring machine from opposite side. Bank

No. 16 can be Been over the top of the machine.
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Fig. 4—Natco "drum-type" drilling machine. At the time the picture was taken, a few blocks

had "banked" np ahead of the operator.

group of machines; thus consideration

should be given to the bank system

before new equipment is proposed.

Perhaps no finer example of the ad

vantages of the "bank" system could

be found than the cylinder block ma

chine line in the plant to which refer

ence is made. Cylinder blocks, being

heavy and bulky, always present a

problem from the handling angle, and

the machine line is, in this case, rela

tively long with a number of highly

complex machines included. The draw

ing Fig. 1 is a floor plan of the de

partment, showing the arrangement

of the machines, roller conveyor, and

storage banks. Incidentally, this ar

rangement of the equipment, includ

ing the "banks," proved successful to

the extent of a net gain of 15 per

cent in the production over the previ

ous layout.

Ii :naking the layout, it was found

that the machines varied greatly in

size and there was, by necessity, a

considerable amount of space left be

hind the smaller machines. Advantage

was taken of these spaces for the

banks, and thus the total linear

length of the line was not increased.

A list of the major operations in se

quence, with the "banks" and their

capacities is as follows:

Rough Milling- of Bottom. Top and Ends

No. 1 Bank—ISO blocks

Drill Locating Holes

No. 2 Bank—ISO blocks

Rongh Boring of Cylinders

No. 3 Bank—385 blocks

Broaching of the Manifold Face

No. 4 Bank—200 blocks

Broaching of the Main Bearing Grooves

No. S Bank—200 blocks

Drilling of the Oil Gallery Holes

No. « Bank—340 blocks

Multiple-station drill No. 1

No. 7 Bank—140 blocks

Drilling and Reaming of the valve stem guide

holes
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To secure and maintain the finest accuracy, rigidity

has necessarily been the basic element of design . . <
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No. 8 Bank—345 block*

Semi-finish Boring of the Cylinders

No. 9 Bank—345 blocks

Multiple-station Drill No. 2

No. 10 Bank—300 blocks

Miscellaneous drilling- and reaming

No. 11 Bank—75 blocks

Tapping of all holes

No. 12 Bank—75 blocks

Washing, Pressing of valve guides, and Welch

Plugs

No. 13 Bank—150 blocks

Finish Milling of the Top

No. 14 Bank—150 blocks

Rough and Finish Reaming of the valve strm
guide holes, and Finish Boring and Reaming

No. 15 Bank—150 blocks

Rough and Finish Honing, Washing, and As
sembling of Bearing Caps

No. 16 Bank—900 blocks

Multiple-station Drilling and Boring Machine
No. 3

No. 17 Bank—500 blocks

Miscellaneous drilling and milling

No. 18 Bank—200 blocks

Finish Milling of the Ends

No. 19 Bank—180 blocks

Multiple-station boring and reaming machine

No. 4
No. 20 Bank—(80 blocks

Multip'e-station boring and reaming machine

No. 5

No. 21 Bank—500 blocks

Miscellaneous operations such as hand ream
ing, pressing in bushings, and grinding the

valve seats

No. 22 Bank—1500 blocks (Finished cylinder

block storage).

The space for storing the reserves

had to be arranged with all the fac

tors of the layout taken into consider

ation, consequently the banks are, in

some cases, smaller than was desired.

Bank No. 7 was one of these. Coming,

as it does, directly after "multiple sta

tion drill No. 1"—one of the key ma

chines in the line—it would be desir

able to have a larger reserve. How

ever, the next operations, which are

those of drilling and reaming the

valve stem guide holes, cause very

few delays and so Bank No. 8 was

considered to function as part of

No. 7.

In general, the largest storage

"banks" were located just before and

after the key machines, such as the

multiple-station multiple-spindle drills

shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, the hy

draulic broaches, and the cylinder bor

ing machines. These machines perform

.a .* ■> a j>' ■» ? j

Fig. 5—Valve seat grinding operation, showing a part of bank No. 22 (finished blocks)
in the background.
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gallery

the most exacting operations and re

quire the most care for both opera

tion and maintenance. Conversely,

where the operations are performed

on single spindle drills, where there is

a battery of machines performing

identical operations, or where the

operations consist largely of hand

work, little if any bank is provided.

A hand operation of the type referred

to is illustrated in Fig. 5.

In addition to the major storage

areas, short sections of roller con

veyor were placed between the ma

chines in several places. These sec

tions provide for the storage of six to

eight blocks adjacent to the main pro

duction line for filling in on short

delays.

Facilities for handling the blocks

with the minimum amount of labor

were also carefully studied as an im

portant adjunct to the layout. All of

the larger areas are serviced by

bridge cranes with air hoists. Spurs of

roller conveyor project sufficiently

close to the bank areas to reduce the

horizontal movement of the cranes.

Thus a block can be lifted from a

spur of roller conveyor and deposited

fi—Two-way horizontal drilling machine with a progressive- type fixture for drilling the oil
lea. In the Immediate background can be seen part of bank No. 5. Bank No. 4 la the
aide of Bank No. 5. out at the time the picture was taken It contained no blocks.

on the bank pile with a minimum of

walking and manual effort.

From the success that has been ob

tained with the use of "banks" in au

tomobile production, it is the writer's

opinion that the use of storage banks

will prove a decided advantage in the

operation of any long machine line

operating on a continuous production

schedule. The more such a line is

crowded to capacity, the more advan

tageous the bank system becomes.

This fact is even more true when the

parts are of a size that compels space

consideration for the accommodation

of any particular number.

However, the limitations of storage

banks must also be carefully watched.

They should be truly a reserve, and

in no case should they interfere with

the regular movement of parts from

one operation to another. The effect

of tying the operations together so

that each operator takes the part in

process from the man just ahead of

him and delivers it to the waiting

hand of the next man is very stimu

lating when everything is working

smoothly. The operations that are

most completely mechanized set the
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pace and the others must keep up.

If the storage banks can, to some

extent, be set away from the main

flow of production, the best situation

is created. If access to the bank is

unimpeded only when the blocks are

really needed, the men will be kept

from using these blocks when they

should be working only on those that

are coming through in the normal

course of production. In this way the

stability of the line as a whole is

maintained without fluctuations in the

production from any one or group of

operations due to differences in the

speed of the operators.

The results obtained by the adop

tion of the "bank" system will, of

course, vary widely with the applica

tions. It is only one of the factors in

efficient layout, and must be consid

ered along with the length of the line,

dimensions of the machines, size of

the part, number of close-limit opera

tions, and other factors. Nevertheless,

mere floor space, when thus consid

ered, can be a great aid in leveling

not only the ebbs and swells, but also

the larger surges of production.

What To Do For That Burn

FIRE is used daily in almost every

machine shop for tempering, heat

treating, welding, forging, in washing

machines, drying ovens, and many

other places. That burns will occur

sooner or later, in spite of all precau

tions, is practically a foregone con

clusion and proper preparation should

be made for such an eventuality. A

little knowledge may prevent further

damage being done and help to simpli

fy matters for the doctor.

Burns are commonly classified ac

cording to three degrees: (1) redden

ing, (2) blistering, and (3) deeper

destruction of tissue.

The first impulse of many laymen

who have had no training in first aid

is to smear the burn with any grease

that happens to be handy. While a

first degree burn of limited extent

may be treated with any of the com

mon burn ointments on sterile gauze,

the use of a thick, greasy ointment

on a deep or extensive burn will in

terfere with the doctor's treatment

later. Another burn dressing to be

avoided is carron oil, which is likely

to carry infection. Carron oil is a

mixture of linseed oil and limewater,

in frequent use in European plants

for burns.

Where picric acid, gauze, and clean

water are available, a satisfactory

dressing can be applied. The gauze

should be wet and should be applied

several layers thick over the burned

area, bandaged in place. Picric acid

is a good emergency remedy, but

many doctors and surgeons prefer

other remedies for continued use.

Tannic acid should be used only in

a fresh state, as it will turn to gallic

acid if kept standing. To have it on

hand ready for emergency, one ounce

of tannic acid may be sealed in a

glass bottle to be added to one quart

of warm, clean water at the first aid

station. It may be applied with an

atomizer or on sterile gauze pads, the

spraying treatment being preferred

by most physicians. The solution

should be sprayed directly on the burn

and on the skin around it. The

sprayed part will then turn a dark

brown, but the patient will experience

a marked relief from the pain.

The spraying should be repeated ev

ery fifteen minutes until the doctor

arrives, and the treatment is con

tinued at the hospital or at home un

der the doctor's direction. The spray

ing treatment is particularly suitable

for large areas of skin on the trunk

and thighs. For burns about the

face and eyes the spray should be re

placed by a water-soluble tannic acid

jelly.
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CIGHT Super-Service Rodials have been time and labor savers tor eight years

*~ on a large variety of work for R. Hoe & Co., Inc., New York City.

The 5 ft. machine shown in the close up handles drilling and tapping operations

on a cast iron knife support for a Flat Shaving Machine. Working to limits of

-i .002", the time per piece is only 45 minutes.

You, too, can speed up production by handling drilling and tapping on Super-

Service Radials. The long service life of these machines and their maintained

accuracy assure savings year after year.

Write for catalogs giving complete information.

THE CINCINNATI BICKFORD TOOL CO

OAKLEY CINCINNATI OHIO U.S.A.
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The Bending of Wrought

Steel and Wrought

Iron Piping

Successful bending of large pipe requires a peculiar skill. This

article tells how it is done at the Midwest plant

By Georce Bance

THE layman on a trip through a

refinery, or a distillery, or a large

chemical plant soon discovers that he

is surrounded on all sides by coils,

1—Heating: end of pipe prior
inc flange by "Van Stoning" i

plant as the Midwest Piping and Sup

ply Co., Inc., St. Louis, Mo., a pipe

bender works many years as a helper

or apprentice before he is allowed to

take charge of a

bendingpipe

table.

loops, and curves of huge pipe. If he

is mechanically-minded, he soon be

gins to wonder by what process these

loops and bends were made. Anyone

who has tried to bend tubing or piping

of small diameter has discovered that

"you have to know how to do it", and

the larger the pipe, the greater the

necessity for skill becomes. In such a

The principal

business of the

Midwest Piping

and Supply Com

pany is the fabri

cation of wrought

steel and wrought

iron pipe, which

includes bending,

coiling, flanging

or lapping, and

welding. This

work is done to

the customer's

drawings and

specifications and

covers everything from a simple pipe

bend or coil to a completely-fabri

cated power plant, chemical plant, or

refinery installation. In addition to

the pipe fabrication, this company

manufactures a complete line of weld

ing fittings, and both fittings and

pipe are shipped to practically all

parts of the world.



THE CINCINNATI SHAPER COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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THE drive is thru hardened and ground

helical gears, assuring a smooth power

transmission and quiet operation even

at highest speeds.

Spindle and spindle sleeve are of "Ni-

tralloy" steel nitrided for extreme surface

hardness. The spindle is ground and the

sleeve is honed to precision limits. These

units being hardened are practically

impervious to wear. The hardening of these

members also permits a much closer fit, resulting

in a precision mounting that lends itself to the

most accurate drilling and boring for tool room

operations, including jig boring.

The driving sleeve is mounted on Timken Pre

cision Roller Bearings at top and bottom with

provision for take-up in case of wear. This con

struction insures not only a friction-free drive

but also one in which the original accuracy i

be easily maintained for many years.

Send for Bulletin No. 309 M

fooL Works Company



"TOOLS

. . 3v (jjetthe tna>X44fiu*nproductum

front if&ur 7iw*f^(aZh£4 ?

455 separate items are carried in slock for prompl service. Many new

features are incorporated in Warner & Swasey's 1937 complele line

of lurrei lalhe tools for bar and chucking work.

Our representative will gladly look over your tool equipment

and make suggestions which can reduce set-up time, improve

accuracy and increase output from your turret lathes.

WARNER & SWASEY • Turret Lathes

Cleveland

Write for catalog of

complete line of

Warner Swasey

Turret Lathe Tools



Fig. 2—Van Stoning machine with pipe in position.

The standard specifications for lap-

welded and seamless steel pipe for

high temperature service calls for

minimum tensile strength as follows:

Welded pipe 45,000 lb. per sq. in.

Seamless pipe,

grade A 48,000 lb. per sq. in.

Seamless pipe,

grade B 62,000 lb. per sq. in.

Thus it can easily be seen that what

ever bending or fitting may be re

quired, these specifications must be

met. Bending operations on pipe that

is 18 in. or 22 in. in diameter are a

common occurrence, and bends have

been made in pipe of 30 in. diameter.

The pipe shop has four bays, each

of which is served by a traveling

crane. In addition, motor operated

jib cranes are located where they will

be accessible to the machines and

bending tables. There are several

Fig. 3—Pipe heating furnace with pipe in position. The top of the furnace ia made in sections
which are counterbalanced so that any part or all of the top of the fnrnace can be opened.

The pipe shown has been heated to a white heat at the part which is to be bent.



A whole battery of grinders in one! If you have a Dumore No. 5 Grinder,

these quick-change quills can lick a vast variety of tough grinding jobs

. . internally, holes Vv to 1 8 inches deep . . . diameters down to Vs inch

. . . external grinding, of course . . . speeds up to 48,500 . . . and all

with accuracy to a tenth (.0001). Multiply your grinding range by i

some or all of this dozen extra quills. Let any of the distrib

below give you the full details and a FREE demonstration.

THE DUMORE CO., Dept187-J R AC I N E, WIS.

IESE DISTRIBUTORS STOCK

ftLnMM Supply C<j
~— L. A. Benton

—Yeo»« * Van

jfryj Bin rii
■di«r a Puqahv
wftCo., Ise.
Jtrtln, Wood *

JSlT. C(>NM . Banter

leCartby ft

DETROIT- -flea

■^■tLtLxei* Lxel ' •

DUMORE TOOLS

i o».

• a Sexton

* elachy.
rHachy .

__JS &».
EKIE.l'A.—H.P.Weller Sap.Co.
If. WAYNK-Notl. Mill Sap. Co.
GRAND RAPIDS—Mfra.Sup. Co.
HARTFORD— Hunter* HiT«n«

Silliter-Holden.Inc.
HOLYOKE—J. RusselACo.
HOUSTON We«K*ndorff.

Nelmsi ft Co.
INDIANAPOLIS Klieber-

Dtwson Sale* Co.. Inc.
Vonnwit Hurdwire Co.

JACKSON. MICH.—Smith-
Winchester Co.

JERSEY CITY HtnnlnK, Max
well ft Moore Co.

KANSAS CITY. MO. — Ellfeldt
Udwe. ft Mn r v Supply Co.

EnfrH-h Bros. Mn.-hv. Co.
KNOXVII.LE—W.S.Murrlen Co.
LANCASTER. PA.—Retlly Hro*.

ft Raub.
LOUISVlLI.K-NKill-LaVii.ll>

LOWKLI
Mechv. A Supply Co.

IXJS ANGEIES—Da.
Retail

Kcclee A
M^-hinerttTool A &
11. N. Thackaberry

—W. A. Vooll

Oe,
T Co.

Western Iron Stores Co.
MINNEAPOLIS— Duncan A Co.
MOLINE.ILL.-J. J.NormoyleCo.
MONTREAL Canadian Fair-

banks-Morae, Ltd.
Williams A Wilson. Ltd.

MUSKEGON. MICH. — Mat, It*
ion Hdw. Co.

NASHVILLE—Buford Bros., Inc.
NEWARK—Abrasive Machine

A Supply Co.
NEW HAVEN C. S. Merslck

Pave. Steele A Elan
NKW ORLEANS Oliver H.

VanHom Co.. Inc.
NEW YORK—Morris Abreme

Guarantee Specialty Co.
Hansen A Yorke Co.. Inc.

ORLANDO. FLA. Herry P.
Lea. Inc.

PBQRIA Coach A Hrflt, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA Maddork ft

Co.
W. H. Rapp. Machinerr

PITTSBURGH — Standard-Me-
chlnieta Sap. Co.

PORTLAND, ORE. J.E.Hasel-
tin* ft Co.

PROVIDENCE Belcher A
Loomis Hardware Co.

Brownrll Machinery Co.
Reynolds Machinery

'A. — Re
Tool Co.

Healy
. ILL. Mid-States

Industrial Corp.
SAGINAW, MICH. Reich i*

Sannlr Co.
- Colcord Wrirht

Hardware Co.
SAN FRANCISCO Harron.

Rickerd A McCone Co.
C. W. Marwedel

SEATTLE Crwin A Co.
Seattle Hardware Co.

SHRKVKFOHT-Van Horn ft Co.
SOUTH HEND- So. Bend Sup .Co .
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—

Carlisle Hardware Co.
SYRACUSE Syracuse Supply
TAMPA-Cemeron* Berkley Co.
TOLEDO Cornell

Kirkby.Mach. ft
National Supply
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TROY.N.Y.—Fred K.BIanchard
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Machinery Co., Ltd.
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Hdw. Co.
YORK. PA. — York

1 Co.

n ■ iiermey y.<
•II Supply Co.
A Supply Co.
ly Co.
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tables of various sizes, each of which

has its own furnace for heating the

pipe, and power capstan to pull the

cable when the pipe is in position for

bending.

Large and heavy pipe intended to

withstand high pressures and high

temperatures when fabricated is usual

ly made up with flanges on the ends

so that several lengths can be bolted

can be seen, the furnace is of cylindri

cal shape, consisting of a steel drum

lined with fire bricks. Eight burners

are used, being spaced equally about

the exterior and located toward the

front end.

A close view of the Van Stoning

machine, with a length of pipe locked

in the machine, is shown in Fig-. 2.

The flange has already been formed

Fig. 4—The pipe bending operation in process. The pipe is bent to fit the templet, water being-
applied to cool the pipe and control the bend inc. By bending, then cooling, then bending again

the desired curve is obtained.

together. The flanges are formed by

rolling the end of the pipe, after heat

ing, under pressure. This method of

forming flanges is known as "Van

Stoning", after the originator of the

method, and the machine is called a

Van Stoning machine.

Before placing the pipe in the ma

chine for Van Stoning, the end of the

section is heated to a cherry red heat

in a gas burning furnace such as that

shown in Fig. 1. The Van Stoning

machine can be seen in the rear. As

by the Van Stoning process. To form

the flange, a "wabbler" is anchored to

the faceplate of the machine and

power is applied to revolve the spindle

while at the same time power is ap

plied to force the wabbler into and

against the end of the pipe so that the

soft, hot end of the pipe will be spread

by a sort of spinning process. The

wabbler, indicated by the arrow, is

hinged on a universal joint and at the

same time is off-center from the

center of the spindle so that as it re-
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volves, it also bears against the wall

of the pipe in the inside and spreads

the metal until the flange has been

formed. The face and edges of the

flanges are finished by turning in a

lathe.

As everyone knows who has ever

bent any pipe or tubing, it is practi

cally impossible to bend pipe and hold

it to its original cylindrical form. As

a pipe is bent, the natural tendency

for the metal on the outside of the

curve is to flatten against the inner

wall, rather than stretch; thus it is

practically impossible to bend a hol-

ow pipe empty without having a

'flat" at the curve.

To avoid this difficulty and force

'.he pipe to retain its cylindrical form,

•he pipe is filled with some substance

which will force it to retain the

cylindrical shape and at the same

:ime allow the metal on the outside

bend to stretch. The most

filler is sand and it is sand

Fif. 5—The amount and speed of

. all on the pipe ia controlled by
'irhtenina; or slackening*

rape around the constantly
volvin-r capstan.

used as fuel, thirteen gas burners

being set into one of the walls and

close to the bottom. The top of the

furnace, as shown in Fig. 3, is made

of sections, counterbalanced and

hinged so that any part or all of the

top of the furnace can be opened in

order to insert or remove a pipe. The

illustration shows the top of the fur

nace completely open and cables slung

around the pipe—which has been

heated to a white heat—preparatory

to removing it from the furnace and

placing it on the bending tabic.

The pipe is

hoisted, of

course, b y

an electric

that is used on these large pipe sec

tions. Before placing the pipe in the

furnace to be heated, one end of the

pipe is closed and the pipe is then stood

either on end or vertically at an angle

of 45 degrees—usually depending upon

the length of the pipe—and sand is

poured into it from an overhead hop

per. When the pipe is practically full,

the open end is also closed and the

pipe is ready for heating and bending.

To bend a large pipe section, that

portion of the pipe that is to be bent

is heated in a furnace especially de

signed for this purpose. The furnace

is of long, low construction and gas is

Figure 4 shows the actual bending

of the pipe. The bending table is of

cast iron, approximately 4 in. thick.

Holes of 2-in. diameter are arranged

in rows approximately 8 in. apart so

that steel plugs can be inserted at

practically any point in the table to

block the pipe and hold it in required

positions for bending. The overhang

ing portion of the pipe is, as shown

in the illustration, suspended by cable

from the overhead crane and the ac

tual pull to bend the pipe is exerted

by a rope cable attached to the pipe

and wound around the capstan shown

in Fig. 5. The capstan revolves con
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bent cold in this

tinuously, the amount- of pull on the

cable being controlled by the operator.

A slight tightening of the rope around

the capstan by the operator is suffi

cient to exert a tremendous pull at

the other end of the rope, and by ex

perience he has learned to know just

when to pull and when to slacken the

rope so as to bend the pipe the exact

amount required.

One of the workmen in Fig. 4 can

be seen holding a templet which has

been made by bending a rod to the

exact curve required. The templet

can be made up ahead of time and

thus no time will be lost in bending

the pipe to the required arc after it

has been heated. Even on very large

pipe, such as shown in Fig. 4, bends

are made within very close limits.

With the steel plugs holding the

pipe at the rear end and the cable

pulling on the front end, a great deal

of skill and many years of experience

is required to control the bend. The

man in charge of the bending table

can be seen standing on the table

with a hose in his hand, spraying

water on the bend as the operation

proceeds so that

the bend will be i

made in exactly \

' the right spot.

Another bending

table is shown in

Fig-. 6. This one, j

however, is mostly j

used for bending j

pipe cold, which !

can be done with

certain kinds of

pipe up to 6-in.

diameter. The

rollers are anchor

ed to sliding sections of the table

which makes it possible to adjust

the rollers so as to obtain any radius

required. The rollers are, however,

removable and inasmuch as rollers

having different radii must be used

for the different sizes of pipe, there

are complete sets of four rollers each

for all of the different sizes in use.

"Renu"' Tool Reclamation Service. The

manner In which slitting saws, side cut

ting saws, side milling cutters, angle cut

ters, plain milling cutters, end mills,

shell end mills and reamers, solid ream

ers, twist drills, and other cutting tools

can be reclaimed after having been worn

out Is clearly explained in a 16-page.

8V&xll-ln. size booklet now being Issued

by Renu Tool Company, 275 E. Milwau

kee Ave., Detroit, Mich. The book shows

how tool costs can be reduced and waste

eliminated through the use of this ser

vice. Copy free upon request.

"Buff and Composition Bulletin No

BC-104." This is the title of a bulletin

which has been recently published bv

the Hanson -Van Wlnkle-Munnlnir Co

Matawan, N. J. pictures of the various'

types of buffs and compositions, plus ft

?«f°rtP«°n of their uses, are included In

this bulletin. Copy free upon regies?



for Maximum**^d

1. Design—Fast spiral iluies means

rapid, shear cutting action

Plenty of chip clearance elimi

nates clogging.
2. Heat Treatment—Careful su

pervision at all times means

superior cutting edges and min

imum breakage.
3. Experience—As originators of

the fast spiral double-end mill

and as end-mill specialists, we

feel confident of our ability to

help you..May we send our representative?

A

Pioneers £w<*-
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THE FASTEST

MANUAL SMALL

TAPPING KNOWN

Here's a cut of our No. 71 gravity ft

foot operated machine with our stondo

ized multiple head.

It produces 2600 three hole parrs

7800 tapped holes per hour to a class

fit.

Another produces 1400 eight hi

parts or 1 1 ,000 holes per hour.

holes producAnd a part with 18

at 1200 or 21,000

give you ideas.

EVEN PARTS WITH ONL

ONE HOLE ARE TAPPED AT Al

AVERAGE OF 2600 PER HOU

BY OUR DOUBLE FEED IN

METHOD.

SURELY THERE HAS BEEN A LO

OF PROGRESS IN THE ECONOMICA

AND BETTER TAPPING OF SMAL

HOLES.

ETTCO TOOL CO,

596 JOHNSON AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y

B
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rrviicA

MULTIPLE

TAPPING

HIGH PRODUCTION SENSITIVE SMALL TAPPING

'RESENTS THE SAME SAVING POSSIBILITIES AS

MY OTHER IMPROVEMENT.

WHAT HAVE YOU

DONE ABOUT IT?

Multiple heads, the Ettco way, are a

:- proposition.

If you have thought of multiple tap-

as a few taps, precariously sticking

in the oir—forget it.

IT

Krs

nit

Ettco heads are engineered for the job.

Die work, work holder and head are

Woperly tied together. The hole line up

i perfect.

The results are better holes to a better

fit fit and with far less headaches than

m'tii ordinary single tapping.

Capacity No. 2 to V*" taps.

IF YOU WILL SEND US A DRAWING WE'LL CET YOU OUT

A STANDARD QUOTATION—TELL YOU THE PRODUCTION

AND GIVE YOU A GOOD IDEA OF HOW WE WILL ENGINEER

THE JOB.
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Fie 1—Sannen Honrs in a variety of aiies.

REMOVING stock on a part for

a device or mechanism of aver

age size can be done down to within

a few thousandths of an inch within

reasonable limits of cost. As the

limits of accuracy are tightened, the

cost increases and thus it often costs

more to remove the last thousandth

of an inch of material than it did the

first eighth of an inch.

The record of

c i v i 1 i z a tion's

progress is a rec

ord of constantly

increasing de

mands —demands

for mechanical de

vices to relieve

hand tasks—demands for better mech

anisms to supersede those of more

crude design—demands for mechani

cal devices to make life easier—and

demands that all of these things shall

operate efficiently, automatically, and

"The

Last

Ten-

Thousandthr

By Bartlett West

silently. And the demand fc

smooth, quiet operation of m«

chanical units is becoming in

creasingly imperative.

Time was when an automobile coul

be heard coming blocks away. Toda;

the cars roll by so silently that th

motor cannot be heard. Until recent

ly the word "streetcar" was synony

mous with "noise"; today streetcar;

are built that run almost silently

Practically all of these improvement!

can be credited to closer limits of de

Fig. 2—Sunnen Hone

sign and better workmanship on the

parts involved. Where limits of per

haps 0.005 to 0.010 inch were allowed

a few years ago, 0.001 to 0.002 inch

is the rule today. Limits of 0.001 or

0.002 inch of a few years ago have
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been reduced to perhaps 0.0002 inch

today, and so on.

It is obvious, of course, that finer

limits mean finer workmanship. It

is impossible to measure over a coarse

cut in terms of ten-thous

andths of an inch; as the

limits are tightened, the

quality of the finish must

be improved accordingly.

Thus in developing ways

and means to work to

close limits, it has been

found that one of the best

ways to remove the last

bit of surplus stock, do it

economically, and obtain

the necessary quality of

finish, is by abrasion. In

other words, by the use of

accurately made and ac

curately controlled abra

sive stones. With a tool in

which such stones are

employed, the last ten

thousandth inch of surplus

stock can be removed eco

nomically and without

great risk of spoiling the

work.

Abrasive stones have

been used for hundreds of

years for removing infin

itesimal amounts of stock,

such as, for instance, in

the sharpening of knives,

swords, and other cutting

edges. The advantages in

herent in the abrasive

stone were recognized

when the cylindrical grind

er was developed for pro

ducing a smooth finish on

exterior surfaces of cylin

drical-shaped metallic parts. Grind

ing for close accuracy and fine finish

on exterior surfaces has been custom

ary for perhaps a couple of centuries.

More recently abrasives have been

used in the form of laps for the fin

ishing of interior surfaces, but it has

been only within the last fifteen years

or so that scientifically-designed, me

chanically-controlled tools in which

straight sections of abrasive stones

Fie 3—Sonnen Honing Machine in operation.

are held have been used for this pur

pose.

Today the advantages of these

tools—commonly known as hones—

are well known and honing tools of

the better class are used in all
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branches of industry for the finishing

of interior surfaces in all kinds of

products from small bushings to large

engine cylinders.

A representative tool of this type

•

Fie 4- -Close view of setting dial on Sunnen
Honine Machine.

is the Sunnen Hone, shown in Fig. 1.

The tool or mandrel is shown here in

four sizes, to illustrate the manner

in which it can be adapted for various

sizes of work. These mandrels each

carry one stone that is attached to an

expanding holder and is guided by

two solid cast guide shoes. The small

est size hole that can be honed is

0.375 in. diameter and the largest, up

to this time, is 2.400 in. diameter.

These hones will work in all metals

except babbitt with an accuracy of

0.0001 in. for roundness, straightness,

and taper in holes 0.375 in. to 0.720 in.

dia. x 4 in. long, and in holes from

0.720 in. to 2.400 in. dia. x 7 in. long.

The hone shown in Fig. 2 has been

partly cut away to show the mechan

ism by which the expansion is ob

tained. When used in the Sunnen

Honing Machine, shown in Fig. 3, the

expansion is controlled automatically

by the machine according to whatever

setting is made on the dial at the front

of the machine. A close-up view of

the dial is presented in Fig. 4.

Each stone is held in its own holder,

upon the sides of which are three pro

jections that engage the three tapered

surfaces of the wedge, as shown

in Fig. 2. When the shank of the

mandrel engages the spindle of the

honing machine, the end of the wedge

locks with an adjusting link which is

controlled by a foot lever, shown in

Fig. 3. Pressure on the foot lever

moves the link horizontally and thus

operates the wedge, which in turn ex

pands the hone. Full pressure on the

foot lever wiil expand the hone to its

maximum setting; by adjusting the

dial at the front of the machine, shown

in Fig. 4, the setting of the stone can

be adjusted by ten-thousandths of an

inch.

When the operator is ready to pro-

_ , .._in ...hiji.,1 -■ »ym i-r-toir*,-^ ' i'iV ' ~ ->n

Fig. 5—Pro61ographa of bored, rough honed and polished hole surfaces.
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ceed with the job, he selects the size

of mandrel and grade of stone best

suited for the task in hand, locks it in

position in the honing machine, and

then adjusts it, by means of the dial,

until it will just fit the hole that is

to be finished. With the machine in

operation, the workpiece is moved

back and forth over the hone until the

hole has been finished to the maxi

mum diameter afforded by the setting

of the stones. If the hole is still too

small, the adjustment is corrected by

means of the dial and the honing

operation proceeds. This operation is

repeated until the hole is finished to

the desired size.

As pressure on the foot lever is re

leased, the link moves backward, pull

ing the wedge with it and allowing the

stone to "collapse." As pressure is

applied to the foot lever, the link is

projected, pushing the wedge with it

and forcing the stone to the maximum

diameter afforded by the setting of

the dial. Thus, after a setting has

once been made, the stone will be ex

panded only the amount desired when

the foot pedal is pressed down and,

accordingly, all the workpieces can be

finished to size at maximum speed,

the only setting required being that

necessary to compensate for the wear

of the stones.

Ordinarily, where there are several

thousandths inch of stock to be re

moved from a hole, a roughing stoni

is used to remove all but the last frac

tion of a thousandth and then thii

stone is changed for a finishing stone

Where a large quantity of pieces o:

the same kind are to be finished, it il

customary practice to rough all o:

them first and then finish all at th<

same time. It is important that th<

last cut in the hole be very light

The finishing stone can be used inr

mediately following the machining cu1

where the cut is smooth enough sc

that the desired finish can be ob

tained by the removal of not

more than 0.001 in. of stock,

Where a highly-polished fin

ish is desired, a polishing

stone is used after the finish

ing stone. The stones are

never used dry; lard, oil or

special grease in stick form

is applied to the stone sur

faces frequently in order to

obtain the best results. Dry

stones wear rapidly.

A good idea of the differ

ent types of surfaces that

are produced by the use

of different types of tools is afforded

by the reproductions of the profilo-

graphs presented in Fig. 5. The in

strument with which the profilograph

record is made consists primarily of

a very fine diamond point, which

moves over the surface to be recorded,

and a series of lenses and mirrors

which reflect and magnify the move

ment of this point onto a sensitized

paper. The profilographs shown here

represent the surfaces of various types

of a cast iron cylinder wall magni

fied 2000 times in depth and 30 times

in length.

The profilograph A is a record of a

surface that has been finished with a

single cutter boring bar, the record

being made after the second cut. Pro

filograph B is a reproduction of the

same surface after being ground with

Sunnen roughing and finishing stones.

Fin. 6—(Left) The finish and accuracy required In drill
jig bushing* can only be obtained economically by hon

ing. Fig; 7—(Right) An example of carburized steel
parts that are finished to fine limits by the use of the

hone.
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THE SUPERIOR CRAFTSMAN

SHIP OF LENOX BLADES WILL

HELP YOU TO CUT PRODUC

TION AND REPLACEMENT

COSTS—TO DO BETTER WORK,

QUICKER, EASIER! THERE'S A

PLUS VALUE IN "THE BLADES

IN THE PLAID BOX". HAVE YOU

TRIED THEM LATELY?
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Fig. 8—(Left) Approximately 0.004 inch of stock is removed from this hole, producing; a mirroi
finish within 0.0002 inch limit in from two to three minutes. Fig. 9—(Right) These Hone Chain

Couplings are finished within 0.00025 inch of drawing size, removing 0.004 Inch of stock.

Profilograph C is the same surface

after being processed with Sunnen

roughing, finishing and polishing

stones. The polishing stones left a

"mirror" finish.

As an example of the precision tasks

for which the hone is used, note the

"Universal" Drill Jig Bushings shown

in Fig. 6. These bushings are of

hardened tool steel and the holes are

finished to a mirror finish, within

0.0001 inch of specified size. This

finish and this accuracy can be ob

tained by the use of the hone at a

manufacturing cost which makes these

bushings economical for all jig users.

The rotor blanks shown in Fig. 7

are processed five at a time, the key-

ways being staggered so as not to

damage the stones in the hone. These

blanks are made from SAE 4615 steel,

carburized, and the holes, which are

3/16 inch long, are finished 0.525. Ap

proximately 0.002 inch of stock is re

moved in the operation and the di

ameter is held to limits of 0.0002

inch.

Figure 8 shows a cast iron vibrator

body with a hole 2 inches long and

0.625 inch diameter. From two to

three minutes time is required to re

move 0.004 inch of stock, producing a

highly polished finish within limits of

0.0002 inch. Figure 9 presents sev

eral of the couplings that are used in

fabricating the Morse chain. The

couplings are of mild steel. The hole

in the large coupling is 2% inch long

and 2.250 inch diameter; the hole ir.

the middle coupling is 1-7/16 inch long

and 1.375 inch diameter, and the hole

in the small coupling is % inch long

and 0.625 inch diameter. Approxi

mately 0.004 inch stock is removed

from each one of these holes and the

diameter is held to a limit of 0.OOO25

inch in all cases.

Fairbanks-Morse Model 36-A Diesel

Generating Sets are presented in Bulle

tin No. 3600-A2. which describes and

Illustrates the contructlon and applica

tion of these sets.

These sets are widely used in indus

trial plants, either as Independent units

carrying the entire load or for parallel

or auxiliary operation In conjunction

with other electrical service. Their com

pact design fits them for service on ma

chines requiring individual power plants,

such as electrically operated shovels and

dredges, and they are readily adapta

ble as portable and semi-portable elec

tric power plants on construction work,

in lumber camps, etc. Because of their

construction with a substantial com

mon sub-base, they may be Installed

on simple foundations, making them

especially suitable as marine auxiliaries.

True Diesel economy and dependabil

ity are available In the F-M Model 36-A

sets. They represent an outstanding

development in the design and construc

tion of unit-built generating plants in

comparatively small capacities. They

are compact, are easily Installed, and

can be operated with little attention.

Alternating current sets are offered in

ratings from 5.3 to 100 kva. and direct

current sets from 5 to 80 kw.

Copy free upon request to Fairbanks.

Morse & Co., 910 S. Wabash Ave., Chi

cago, 111.
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I BOLT with the

Black & Decker K-Inch

Junior Drill—one of the

hundreds of drilling opera

tions in wood, metal and

composition on which i t

cuts maintenance costs and

speeds repairs. The ^-Inch

Junior is husky and ;

f ul—built for years of s

ice. Yet this fine tool

ONLY $19.95.

OPENING 2" HOLES IN A TANK for

installing pipe lines with the J^-Inch

Junior Drill and a Black & Decker Hole

Saw. The H-lnch Junior handles count

less drilling jobs in wood, metal, com

position, etc. With Black & Decker

Hole Saws, it cuts clean, round holes

from )£" to 3J^" diameter in any

material a hacksaw will cut. A quality

drill priced at ONLY $35.00.

Cttl Hainlenance

Costs

LOW

& D
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ceo

ESE

ECKER

B

OR*

LAC
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V^HECK over your maintenance jobs during the past six months. See how many in

cluded slow, costly work with hand tools which could have been done quicker and

better with Black & Decker Junior Drills. Then ask your Jobber for a demonstration

or write for catalog. The Black & Decker Mfg. Co., 720 Penna. Ave., Towson, Md.

World's Largest Manufacturer of

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS
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High Speed Steel

The second article of this series, dealing with the physia

properties of high speed steels and the factors

which affect cutting ability

By J. P. Gill

Chief Metallurgist. Vanadium-Alloys Steel Company, Latrobe, Pa.

ALL high speed steels are of a

segregated nature, consequently

the distribution of the segregates has

considerable effect upon the character

istics of the steel. The segregate re

ferred to, shown in the microphoto-

graph, Fig. 1, is of the cast structure

of steel A, referred to in Table I of

the previous article as containing

55-.75 per cent carbon, 18.00 per cent

tungsten, 4.00 per cent chromium, and

1.00 per cent vanadium. An analysis

of this segregate showed that it con

tained about 3.00 per cent carbon, 4.5

per cent chromium, 65.00 per cent

tungsten, and 4.5 per cent vanadium,

Fir- 1—Microphotograph of the cast structure of steel A
In Table I, referred to in the previous article of thin
lerlea. Analysis of the segregate showed that it contained
S.00% Carbon, 4.5% Chromium, (5.00% Tungsten, and

4.6% Vanadium ; remainder. Iron.

the remainder being iron.

The distribution of this segregal

will depend upon the melting ar

casting practice to partially control

in the ingot, and then upon subsequei

forging and rolling. The segregate

always larger toward the center <

the ingot, which cools slower an

smaller toward the outside due i

being chilled by the wall of the mouli

Comparisons of the center with th

outside are shown in the microphotc

graphs Fig. 2 and 3.

The larger the ingot, the larger th

degree of segregation, other factor

such as temperature of the casting

mould design, and so on, bt

ing the same. The amour

of reduction obtained in th

forging and rolling may no

indicate the segregate dia

tribution, since in producini

a 1-in. round from a ver;

large ingot, no amount o

forging or rolling will breal

up the segregate as well a

starting with a smaller ingo

having a smaller segregate

and giving it less reductioi

in rolling and forging. Thii

segregate cannot be brokei

up by heat treatment. It cai

be partially dissolved bj

heating to a high tempera

ture, but on re-annealing wil

appear in substantially the

same areas, unless the tenv
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3—Comparisons of structure of the center (left) of a high speed steel ingot with
the structure near the outside (rirht).

ature has been so high as to fuse

After solidification of the ingot it

only be distributed by mechanical

work.

Hammering will tear the segregate

apart to a varying degree, while roll

ing or pressing will simply elongate

the segregate without materially

breaking it up. Hammering is, there

fore, considered a necessary operation

in the manufacture of high speed

steels. This segregate, actually a

eutectic, has a lower melting point

than the remainder of the steel and

fuse while the steel appears to be

a solid state. The segregate will

at temperatures only slightly

that used in heat treating, and

the segregate fuses, the steel

ave something of the appearance

of the cast structure indicated in

Fig. 4.

It is not easy to select the physical

properties of a high speed steel that

will in all cases determine its adapt

ability for a specific operation. We

have a vague idea that it must have

cutting: ability and should have the

toughness but we usually think of

these properties only as in compari

son with some other steel. Most of

us think of cutting ability as the

most necessary requisite of a high

speed steel, so let us try and enum

erate some of the factors or char- t

acteristics which determine cutting

ability.

First—ability to resist softening at

elevated temperatures, or in other

words, red hardness. This is a most

important property in a high speed

steel since there is some temperature

point at which the cutting edge of any

high speed steel will become so soft

that failure will take place imme

diately. This temperature varies con

siderably with different steels, but, in

general, those steels that are most

highly alloyed have the highest resist

ance to softening at elevated tempera

tures.

Harder and Grove investigated the

hardness values of different high

speed steels at elevated temperatures.

A few of the hardness values they ob

tained are indicated in Table II. The

conclusions of Harder and Grove as

to the hardness of high speed steels

at elevated temperatures are fairly

consistent with the cutting properties

as indicated in production.

Harder and Grove stated that a
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Fig. 4—-Mirrophotourrnph of structure of fused
segregate in hammered high speed steel. The
segregate has a lower melting point than the
rest of the steel and will fuse at a tempera
ture only slightly above that used in heat

treating.

temperature of 1290 deg. P. appeared

to be the most desirable temperature

for hardness testing as a possible

means of predicting cutting efficien

cies. They stated

that vanadium is

effective in con-

t r i b u t i n g hot

hardness; that

the 18-4-1 type is

superior in hot

hardness to a

steel not contain

ing vanadium, but

that the 18-4-2

type shows higher

red hardness val

ues than the 18-

4-1 type; that

cobalt added to any of the types fur

ther increased the hardness but that

a cobalt content over 5.00 per cent

did not seem to further increase the

hot hardness (which is not consist

ent with cutting tests) ; that the addi

tion of molybdenum did not increase

the hot hardness of the steel, and

that steels in which tungsten is

wholly replaced by molybdenum have

shown lower hot hardnesses.

Another excellent indication as to

the temperature at which a steel will

begin to soften is that of the temper

ing temperature to which the steel

may be heated without loss of hard

ness. This varies from a low of about

1000 deg. F. for a molybdenum high

speed steel to a high of about 1140

deg. F. for some of the most highly

alloyed steels.

^jLeconrtrStrength and Toughness,

ft is generally conceded that strength

and toughness in high speed steel are

most important physical properties

and for certain classes of tools prob

ably are of more vital importance

than wear resistance or resistance to

softening at elevated temperatures.

The property of toughness varies over

a wide range in the different types of

high speed steels and, for that mat

ter, even within the same type of high

speed steel when the carbon content,

grain size and segregate distribution

are varied. It has been proven that

TABLE II

Hp* Hardpw of Hlsh Spooq i.t—Is

Brlr.iLl Hsrdnesc st Slsrstsa Tar;.
neMsg TsBpsrlog Decrees Kehr.

A 18-4-1 2330 1030 630 640 56D 453 190

B 14-4-2 2300 1100 5TO 533 900 433 ISO

C 18-4-2 2330 1030 633 SIC 340 443 280

I «H no. 2130 930 610 390 563 465 ISO
Ho K.

0 18-4-1 Co. 2350 1030 6*> 640 600 31C 306

0 18-4-2 . 85 Co. 2400 1100 635 625 310 500 ««S

J tl-4-2 . 1* Co. 2400 1050 650 645 610 353

the failure of cutting edges of many

types of tools is the result of minute

chipping, thereby causing a building

up of friction and pressure and re

sultant failure. This is distinctly no

ticeable in some of the cobalt high

speed steels which are notoriously

brittle.

Most of us do not have a very clear

conception of toughness, possibly due
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BETTER FILING IN YOUR PLANT

Here are charts that definitely and cer

tainly predict better filing in your plant . . .

for they are accurate charts of the ability of

the new Nicholson, Black Diamond and

McCaffrey Files to do better work, remove

more stock and lower file costs.

These charts record performance in rigid

tests. They predict future performance just

as accurately . . . for Nicholson, Black Dia

mond and McCaffrey Files are known the

world over for uniformly high performance

. . . what is done by dozens of our files in lab

oratory tests will be duplicated by thousands

of dozens in industrial plants everywhere.

Mill supply and hardware wholesalers

everywhere can supply you with Nicholson,

Black Diamond and McCaffrey Files.

Nicholson File Co., Providence, R. I., V. S. A.

FILE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
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to the fact that toughness in itself

implies three distinct properties;

namely, strength, deformation within

the elastic limit or elasticity, and

deformation beyond the elastic limit

or plasticity. Different physical tests

Fi«r. 5—Drawing of Torsion Teet Specimen

have been proposed for testing the

toughness of high speed steels. Izod

and Charpy tests are so inconsistent

as to make them of little value. Some

thing of an innovation on the impact

test was proposed by Luerssen and

Green in their so-called torsion

impact.

The static torsion test has been

known and used for many years by

most makers of small tools such as

taps and drills. Often times the equip

ment for torsion testing has been of

a home-made nature, and the tester

has been primarily interested in com

paring one material with another

without any effort to arrive at any

value that could be stated in a me

chanical or physical term which would

have any meaning to anyone not fa

miliar with the method of testing.

Emmons proposed a standard speci

men for static torsion testing and

suggested the term "coefficient of

toughness" which was obtained as the

product of the force or ultimate

torque and the degree of twist. In

making torsion tests using the method

proposed by Emmons, one can obtain

a diagram which is remarkably valu

able in that it clearly shows the

strength and plasticity of steels in the

fully hardened condition.

The dimensions of the test specimen

proposed by Emmons are given in the

drawing, Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 is a

typical chart showing how the results

are plotted. In this chart the torqui

in inch-pounds is plotted as the ordi

nate and the angular deformation, oi

twist in degrees, is plotted as thi

abscissa. The dimension AB is terrm

"elastic deformation," and the dime;.

sion BC is terme .

"plastic deforma

tion." Strengtl

within the elastit

limit is indicate

by the dimensior.

DE, and the ulti

mate strength is

shown by the line CF.

The effect of carbon on the strengtl

and plasticity of an 18-4-1 steel is

disclosed by the diagram, Fig. 7. Th«

actual strength of the material wouk

be indicated as long as the line re

mained straight; where the straight

line breaks, the elastic limit of the

material has been exceeded and plastic

AC- TOTAL DEFORMATION

AB-ELASTIC DEFORMATION
6C -PLASTIC 0EF0RMATION

DE -STRENGTH WITH I*
ELASTIC LIMIT- VltLD

CF- TOTAL STRENGTH

100 ZOO 300 400 500 600 7D0

DEFORMATION IN DEGREES

Fig. C—Diagram showing how torsion teat

results are plotted

deformation has begun.

It may be more valuable for a steel

to show high strength and small

plastic deformation rather than low

strength and high plastic deformation.

For example: let us assume two

high speed steel taps, one with high

strength and small plastic deforma

tion, and the other with low strength
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AN MASY CONTEST

FOR SHOP MEN!

$5.00 every month for the best suggestion for finishing with coated

abrasives! All you do is write down one or more of the methods you

use to get a better or quicker finish with abrasive paper or cloth.

SANDY MACFLINT SAYS:

"YE CANNA BEAT

JEWELOX CLOTH"

Developed to meet the difficult prob

lems encountered in grinding and

polishing hard metals. Jewelox is

the hardest and toughest abrasive in

commercial use. Send for generous

free sample.

A $5.00 Prize

Every Month!

Every month Abrasive Products, Inc.,

will give away a cash prize of #5.00 to

the shop man who forwards the month's

best suggestion. All suggestions become

the property of Abrasive Products, Inc.

Prize for EVERYONE

Who Enters!

Even if your suggestion doesn't take the

#5.00 prize, you're sure to win—every

one who sends in a suggestion for using

abrasive papers or cloth will receive, free,

a Craftsman Kit of Jewel Abrasives, re

tail value 50c. Only requirement is that

the suggestions be practical for shop use.

NOW!

Grab A Post Card!

All you need is a penny post card to

enterl Sit down now and write out your

suggestion for a short cut or a better

method of finishing. You may win #5.00

cash—you're sure to win a handy kit of

Jewel Abrasives. Include your name, firm

address and home address. Mail to Abra

sive Products, Inc., South Braintree,

Mass.

ABRASIVE |H PRODUCTS

JEWELOX • JEWEL EMERY • JEWEL GARNET "^sSS^ JEWELITE • JEWEL FLINT • NEW PROCESS

INC.
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and high plasticity. The high strength

tap may withstand torque to which

it is subjected in the tapping of a

hole and thus will not be bent, but the

other tap, having high plasticity and

low strength, may bend immediately

when subjected to the torque neces

sary in order to cut the threads, and

is, therefore, useless.

Third—Resistance to wear. The

Fig. 7—Diagram showing effect of Carbon on strength
and plasticity of an 18-4-1 high speed steel

ability of a high speed steel to resist

wear is certainly of great importance

in determining tool life. This property

of high speed steel is most difficult if

not impossible to determine with any

degree of accuracy and reliance. A

number of different types of machines

have been designed for wear testing,

and it is probable that no two people

conducting these tests have ever made

them in the same manner. Testing

may be of a rolling or sliding nature,

with or without an abrasive or lubri

cant. The same metal may be tested

in contact with itself or with another

metal. When no abrasive is used on

may be formed anyway as the produc

of the wear. This may be essentiall

iron oxide, or it may even have som

carbides present when high spec

steels are tested.

It is well known that certain typt

of comparatively soft steels may sho1

better resistance to wear than tr

same steels when hardened, due to

change in structure and harder

ing of the surface by plasti

deformation. This cold workin

of the surface of a tool in opei

ation may be one explanation a

to why results in cutting tes1

may vary 200 and 300 per cen

using the same steel with th

same heat treatment and cui

ting the same material. Steel

which show superior resistanc

to wear against another meti

may not show the same result

at all when the metal is change

for a different metal. Observs

tion as to cost of grinding fir

ished tools of the several diffei

ent steels is a practical metho

of obtaining some knowledge a

to their wearing qualities.

It is probable that the facto

of resistance to wear or abrs

sion is some product or

mation of the hardness

plasticity of a material, tho

anything we do to increase th

plasticity of a material is probabl

also increasing to some degree its r<

sistance to wear. It is well know

that as we increase the temperatur

of hardened steel within certain limit

we are increasing its plasticity. Dil

ferent high speed steels may, ther<

fore, have a different factor of tougr

ness at different temperatures an

consequently their resistance to wea

at any temperature under the softer

ing point may vary considerably wit

variation in temperature. This ma

explain in part why highly-alloye

cobalt high speed steels usually shoi
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Manufacturers in many lines

of industry have found that

Whitney All-Steel Conveyor

Chains offer definite advantages

on many of their conveyor ap

plications. These chains are par

ticularly designed for conveyor

applications within machines

where accuracy and finished

appearance are essential.

Whitney Conveyor Chains

due to the all steel construction

offer high breaking strength

with light weight and long

wearing qualities. They are es

pecially adapted to the use of

standard or special attachments.

Whitney engineers can offei

valuable suggestions in the de

sign of your conveyor drives.

Write for catalog V- 116 A, and

further information.

TheWhitney Chain * Mff. Co .

Hartford, Conn.

The Whitney Quia a Mfg. Co.

D.w O 2 Htnforti. Coaa

Qnilrmt*. Kisdlr mi mm catalog V- 1 1 i A,
Siviaa conplctt mforminon oa WaJracr All'
Sttat Coevrrot Chum.

Nmmt tfthm

1>*W«W - - TaaV.-

Addmt - ...

WHITNEY CONVEYOR CHAINS
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much better results when tested un

der conditions where considerable heat

is generated at the cutting point.

Fourth—Hardness. Hardness is an

important physical property in high

speed steel, one which is easily deter

mined, and a property which is some

times used as a measure of the

toughness of a material since it is

generally assumed (but not neces

sarily true) that as the hardness in

creases, the toughness decreases, and

vice versa. In most instances cutting

ability will increase with the hard

ness, but this is not always true,

either. It is well known that with the

cobalt high speed steels it is almost

a necessity to have them intensely

hard in order to obtain the best re

sults. It is also interesting to note

that during the last few years the

average hardness of tools made of

high speed steels has crept upward,

possibly due to the use of better ma

chines and more rigid set-ups. High

speed steel tools need not

be intensely hard to give a

count of themselves, which is

cated by certain classes of high

steel chasers used in threading

where (he hardness rarely

C 60 Rockwell.

It is obvious then, that

ability is dependent on a comh

of different physical charact

which we may name as follow

without regard to ranking

importance:

1. Ability to resist soft

elevated temperatures.

2. Strength and Plastic

Toughness.

3. Resistance to Wear or

sion at temperature op

4. Hardness.

It is difficult to separate these ]

erties one from another as to the

fluence on cutting ability as

bears a direct relationship wit

other. All of these physical

DIRECT

WORM DRIVI

ELECTRIC HOI

nti-Frichon Bearings

Noiseless Operation

Close Headroom

Button or Rope

r Bulletin S-lOB

HEPARD N

CRANE & HOIST C

424 SCHUYLER AVEN

A COMPLETE LINE OF C



AIR TOOL

COMPANY

CLEVELAND. OHIO
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CLEEREMAN

DRILLING

MACHINES

SLIDING HEAD-

Round or Square Column

At work in the plant of the Brust Tool

Manufacturing Company, Chicago, well

known makers of precision tools and fix

tures, this round column 25" Cleereman

Drill is giving highly satisfactory per

formance ... It is fully geared . . . has

anti-friction bearings ... is automatically

oiled . . . has single lever control of feeds

»nd speeds . . . can be furnished with

square column and in special arrange

ments . . . Write for descriptive bulletin.

Cleereman Machine Tool Co.

Green Bay, Wis.

ties are greatly influenced by the

hardening procedure and possibly to

a lesser degree by the manufacturing

procedure.

Machine Shop Operations. 850 pages

Published by American Technical So

ciety, Drexel Ave. at 58th St., Chicago.

111. Price, $5.00.

This book is made up of "Job tickets"

printed on 8'ixll in. sheets covering 280

actual Jobs for the lathe, milling ma

chine, slotter. horizontal boring mill

shaper, drill press, planer, vertical bor

ing mill, measuring tools, bench work,

floor work, and layout work.

These Jobs progress from the most

elementary through the various stages

and classifications of work required fo-

each of the machines mentioned and ar

typical of the hundreds of operation,

which a mechanic Is called upon to do

In progressing from the apprentice stag'

to the skilled mechanic class. Each Job

Is explained In detail Just as an Instruc

tor would explain It and every explana

tion Is accompanied by one or more pen

and Ink illustrations. The tools needed

for successful completion of the Job ar;

listed and the Job and use of the tools

are explained In step-by-step manne..

Quiz questions are given at the end al

each Job so that the reader or student

can review the Job to determine for him

self how thoroughly he has mastered It.

This book of "Job tickets" Is splendidly

adapted to Individual self-study work

apprentice training classes, trade schools,

evening schools, vocational schools, and

school and public libraries. The leaves

are bound In a handsome and durable

screw post binder of rich maroon col

ored Spanish grain fabrikold. The binder

Is employed so that the Job tickets may

be removed from the binder, making It

possible for several students to make

use of a Job ticket at one time.

Browning Grlpbelt V Drives. This

catalog contains 64 pages of text de

voted to the line of cast Iron or pressed

steel sheaves, bushings for the sheaves,

grlpbelts. and other equipment made

by The Ohio Valley Pulley Works Di

vision, Browning Manfg. Co., Inc., Mays-

vllle, Ky. The book consists largely of

tables Intended to give the user all the

Information necessary for the selection

of the proper drive for his purpose. The

various Items are illustrated with pho

tographs and drawings. Copy free upon

request.



Draped in black— bul written in red. because Wasted

. . Wasted manpower . . . Wasted efficiency . . .

this ledger's natural male, Corporate Profits.

The slightest letup in any department of an operating

plant can cause a serious breach in production returns

—a breach that is immediately reflected on the red side

o! the ledger. Don't let operating inefficiency steal your

just returns. Be modem. Follow the trend to YALE Chain

then watch the black ink flow.

For three quarters of a century, YALE hoists have held

in the world of

Wherever hoists are needed YALE offers

product that is

. . . more efficient. It's the best buy In the materials

handling field.

Call in any YALE distributor. He'U show you how to

write your figures in black—THE YALE WAYI

Capacities: 300 lbs. to 40 tons.

Z YALE)

THE VALE * TOWNE MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION PHILADELPHIA, PA

IN CANADA ST CATHARINES. OWT

STEEL SAFETY HOOK
Tho "»*li-ly v»lvi-" of tho Y-l«- Hoist Drop-
loi-qrd tiom sprc.sl *1e«1, it optns .lowly,
without Ifictm*. belor* any other part ol tli«
block it> i • i ) the .■ • ■ i

in mii. th« lead, And workman.
TOTALLY ENCLOSED-BALL BEARINGS
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BUT

MIGHTY

WRIGHT - HIBBARC

Electric Low -Lit!

Platform Truck

• How much time and money do your men waste in maneuverinj

heavy, bulky trucks around the shop? Through narrow aisles —

small elevators?

Here's a way to stop that waste.

The Wright-Hibbard truck is the smallest electric truck on tin

market — yet uses the same size platform and skids as the so-callei

large capacity trucks. One motor drives the truck and elevate

the platform, making for a simpler, lighter, more compact unil

Capacities: 2000, 3000 and 4000 pounds.

Write today for catalog 4.

WRIGHT-HIBBARD

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC TRUCK CO., INC.

PHELPS NEW YOR
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BEFORE and AFTER

being salvaged by

IATIONAL TOOL SALVAGE CO.

Illustrations show how an old slitting saw can be recut

either the regular way (right, top half) or with side

teeth (right, bottom half). Keyways are ground to

specifications.

There's life in those apparently worn oat tools and cutters.

Don't throw them away!

You can have them ground into new tools at a fraction of new tool cost.

The National Tool Salvage Co. started saving the lives of tools 25 years ago. They

know how to grind a tool without destroying the temper. They guarantee that you'll
-••I new-tool service from your salvaged tools.

Send a trial order today — we pay shipping charges one way. Also write for our

18-page illustrated catalog.

Tool Salvage Co. Kfl

• MICHIGAN ISAI

TOOL SALVAGE IS TOOL ECONOMY
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Reducing Costs With Welded

is and Fixtures

By N. Warshaw

Chief Engineer, Lewis-Shepard Co., Watertown,

As told to Francis A. Weatbrook

r | 1 HE Lewis-Shepard Company

1 manufactures products which can

be used in almost all industries, pro

vided the necessary variations are

made to adapt them to the specific

requirements peculiar to each. The

result is that we must have a great

many standard types and sizes, which

in one line, at least, run up to well

FiK- 1—Drum Pouring Stand of Welded Construction

over seven hundred. With us, conse

quently, it is impossible to reduce

costs of production by cutting down

the number of standard items, and

economies must be made in other ways

in order to be able to sell at a rea

sonable price to our customers, and

build up a good volume of business.

One of the greatest aids in the ac

complishment of this very necessary

result has been the extensive use of

jigs and fixtures. And as electric

welding plays a very important part

in the fabrication of our products we

have found that by employing this

versatile tool we can make our own

jigs and fixtures very inexpensively

and greatly reduce manufacturing

costs. Moreover, these jigs are used

for both machining and welding op

erations.

Of course the case for

welded jigs has been ade

quately presented before, but

the manner in which it fits

into our method of opera

tion may be suggestive of

possibilities to others. All

practical means of reducing

costs are worth while, no

matter what line of industry

is involved.

It is pretty generally

known that jigs and fixtures

speed up work and that they

make for the interchang-

ability of parts. However,

unless the number of parts

to be produced is large, the

cost of jigs and fixtures is

not usually justified, and the manu

facturer gets along without them as

best he may—generally at the expense

of higher costs. But if some method

of making them at a very low cost

is available, the benefits to be derived

are possible even where comparative

ly few parts are to be made. That is

where making them by means of

welding comes in with us. It is true

that we have the important advantage
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On to the next!

... and the "HALLOWELL" Semi-

Portable Work Bench of Steel

goes on to the spot it's needed!

Think of the convenience, the usefulness of a full size work
bench that can be easily moved around the shop . . . bringing
the bench where it's needed—right on the job!
The "Hallowell" Semi-Portable Bench has this handy feature—
can be easily trundled around by handles that swing out of the
way when not in use. And. of course, it's steel in strong welded
construction, rigid and firm, splinter-proof, fire-proof and en
during for years.

Get the Catalog that describes this and other "Hallowell"
Benches, of all types and sizes. No obligation.

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

■RANCH! JBNKINTOWN, PINNA. ■RANCHES

BOX 556

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

■AN FRANCISCO
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of having a very complete welding

department as a part of our produc

tion equipment, and a corps of skilled

welders, but we are far from being

alone in this at the present time.

What we actually do is to fabricate

Fig. 2—Lathe Fixture farmed by Welding.

jigs and fixtures from pieces of ma

chine steel by means of electric weld

ing. Naturally this is a very differ

ent matter from making patterns,

molds and castings which must be

machined. The only trick about this

is to make them square,

and this is done by secure

ly clamping the pieces in

place and then welding a

little at a time, working

all around the joints so as

to avoid uneven heating.

This, of course, means

that they are not expen

sive to make. It is not

even necessary to make

preliminary drawings, for

the foreman of the weld

ers is capable of making

them from the drawing

of the part in question.

In addition to the great advantage

of cheapness, our experience has

shown that there are other advantages

which can be credited to welding. For

instance, in the development of a new

type of product, when the stage has

been reached where it becomes desir

able to make a dozen or so similai

pieces, a jig is justified because of its

low cost. If some change in the de

sign of the item becomes necessary, as

is very likely to be the case in develop-

ment work, it is a simple matter t<

change the jig by cutting, or by thi

addition of parts. Thus it is possibli

to make a first jig knowing that mi

nor changes can be made later with

out altering the important dimensions

A new jig would almost surely hav«

slight variations in dimensions from

the original so that the parts made

from the two would be lacking: if

ready interchangeability.

The foreman in charge of assem

bly work, in which welding as a fabri

cating tool is employed, knows bettei

than anybody else in the shop how

the jigs for welding operations are to

be used. Since making up jigs by

means of welding is such a simple op

eration, as compared with cast jigs

this foreman is able to design them

better than a draftsman who cannot

know the practical details as well. It

is also a part of his responsibility to

Fir. 3—Lift Truck Head Casting- and Welded
Jig in which It ■• Drilled

see to it that he has the most efficient

means for his assembly work, so that

this matter of providing jigs is quite

properly a part of his job.

Furthermore, as already hinted at,

it is not merely a question of welded

jigs being easy to design, but they

are made in the same way as many
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IVERSAL ELECTRIC TOOLS

' MIDGET DRILL

AUTOMATIC TAPPER
H" Slcel

Aluminum

ANGLE SANDER

leie lino of Drills. Tappers, Nut Runners, Screw Drivers. Grinders and

i with High Torque. High Powered. Cool Running Motors—"Airflow"

-Helical Armature Gearing, etc. WRITE FOR THIS NEW CATALOG

IICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY

General Oifices: 6 EAST 44th STREET NEW YORK. N. Y.

Cleveland. Ohio
Dallai. Texas
Denver. Colo.
Detroit, Mich.

El Paso. Texas
Los Angeles, Cal
Philadelphia. Pa
Pittsburgh, Pa

St Louis. Mo
Salt Lake City. Utah
San Francisco, Cal.
Seattle, Wash.

tt,J u
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Fig. 4—Interior of Jie Shown in Fig. S, Show-
ins that Smooth Surfaces are Obtained with

out Machinine

of the welded items in the produc

tion schedules, so the foreman is on

familiar ground. He usually ju3t

makes a rough sketch from the work

ing drawings and the welder works

from this. This same foreman, being

a versatile old-timer, also designs the

jigs and fixtures used for machining

parts in production.

The fact that jigs can be made

quickly and inexpensively means that

they are very extensively used, and

we have them in the shop for almost

every conceivable operation. We prac

tically never have duplicates and they

never wear out before the item be

comes obsolete.

Another important advantage of

welded jigs and fixtures is that many

of the items fit against an inside sur

face which would be difficult to ma

chine, if it were a casting, because

of inaccessibility. With the welded

construction, made up of pieces of

machine steel with true surfaces, this

internal machining is not necessary.

Very often with a cast jig where the

internal surface cannot be reached

for machining, the piece has to be

made separately and the parts bolted

together. This, of course, is likely to

result in inaccuracy. Or if the jig

is dropped, the bolted type is more

IT'S PRECISION BUILT

.the C-0 21" Sliding Head Drill

Here's a typically accurate, flexible, yet larger C-O
Drilling Unit for high production drilling- of large
holes. Self-feed and back gear attachments provide a
wide range of speeds and feeds.

Vertical Motor Drive—eliminates unnecessary pulleys,
idlers, twist and torn belts, redocing wear and vibra
tion; cone pulleys are dynamically balanced, a flexible
coupling inserted removes vibration in the drive shaft.
Two Tlmken Roller Bearings in the Spindle Quill at the
top and bottom, provided with a screw adjusting collar
for take up. Annular ball bearing in the motor cone
pulley, and ball bearing motors. Positive type power
feed Is controlled by a push knob.

Canedy-Otto Drills are always "Ready For The Job".

Write for illustrated circular giving complete

details,

CANEDY-OTTO MFG. CO.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILLINOIS
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IE RIGHT TOOL at the production end of the machine ia an

important item in the set-up, lor production ia hampered unless

the cutting tools are fully equal in design and quality to the fast,

powerful machines on which they are used. .

Order from Stock— You're Sure of tht Best

MATERIALS-WORKMANSHIP-DESIGN are all combined in

ring; Cutting Tools to meet the requirements of modern high

td production. The standard Gairing line is comprehensive

contains the most complete line of standard modern end

cutting tools available. /

SEND FOR CATALOG ol the

Gairing line on your company

letterhead — put your special

problems up to us. A Gairing

representative is near to serve

you. \ /

\ /

71

mini
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likely to be damaged than the solid

type. It is also true that the

welded jigs are "tiffer and far less

liable to chatter, as well as being

lighter in weight for a given strength.

Fie. 5—Welding Fixture for Fabricating Han
dle Fork for Lift Track. This Fixture i* also

of Welded Construction.

A few examples of some of the

welded dies and fixtures in use in our

shop will illustrate most of the points

in the foregoing discussion. Fig. 1

shows a drum pouring stand which is

very simply made up of a few pieces

of steel, bent into shape and welded.

An equally simple jig was made to

facilitate fabrication. The jig is the

same shape as the product, except

that it is somewhat larger, so that

the metal strips of which the stand

is made fit inside of it.

The stand is made of lengths of an

gle iron bent into shape and with the

sides notched to permit of bending

properly, one strip for each side.

These pieces are set in the jig (at the

left). The only clamps needed are at

the ends, and all measuring and

squaring is eliminated. The cross

pieces are merely laid in place. The

inside of the stand is then welded and

it is taken out of the jig and the

outside welded. The jig costs very lit

tle to make and the manufacture of

the product is greatly simplified.

Fig. 2 shows a fixture of weldei

construction, intended for use on th|

face plate of a lathe. It is both ligh

and rigid, and is of a type whicl

would hardly be practicable to niaki

in the form of a casting. It is usei

for the boring, reaming and tappin;

of each end of the hydraulic releas

check head for certain types of lif

trucks. The shape of this piece is odi

and this is about the only reasonabl;

convenient way of holding it in i

lathe. With this arrangement it is

very easy matter to do the work o

one end of the part and then take i

out, turn it around and work on th

other end. Like all of the fixtures

this was comparatively inexpensive b

make and is a great operating econ

omy.

Another jig of welded construction

is shown in Fig. 3. This is for drill

ing the casting for the head of a lif

truck. It is made so that five hole

can be drilled in each end withoul

removing the part from the jig. Thw

whole thing is simply drilled on ow

end and is then turned over for th«

drilling of the other end. One of thi



They don't scrape

THEY CUT

■ ■ ■
Simonds RED TANG Files have teeth like

a metal-cutting saw . . . teeth that take off

more metal with less elbow-grease. Chips rol\

off in coils as they do from a cutting tool on

a lathe. RED TANG Files cut quickly, freely,

smoothly. And they stay sharp much longer

than ordinary files. Corners do not crumble.

Teeth do not clog easily.Every RED TANG File is straight and

true. For they are checked after every

manufacturing operation—and again before

packing—to guard against even the slightest

defect. That's why it pays to look for the

RED TANG on the files you buy. Always

specify Simonds.

SIMONDS SAW & STltL CO.

FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS

««*ANCH OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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The BOWGAGE

INDEPENDENT

GRINDING WHEEL

HEAD

A self-contained unit hy-

drauliccdly operated with

an automatic grinding cycle

—with DIMINISHING FEED.

Can be applied to most any

plain grinder.

Weight 1900 lbs. Takes

wheels 24"x2"xl2" — 20*'x

4"xl2".

FITCHBURG

GRINDING MACHINE CORP.

Fitchburg, Mass.

holes in each end varies for different

sizes of the product and this is pro

vided for by having the bushing

through which the drill passes ar

ranged in a slot so that adjustments

are possible. This jig is a good e

ample of heavy welded construction

with true inside surfaces obtained

without machining, and against which

the part can be pushed for proper

indexing. It would be extremely diffi

cult, to say the least, to machine the

inside if this were in one piece. An

other view of this jig is shown in the

illustration Fig. 4.

In Fig. 5 is shown a welding fix

ture of welded construction for fabri

cating the handle fork for a lift

truck. The fork is made of several

pieces of steel welded together and

these are held in place in the fixture

for the welding process. Of course

the fork might be forged, but this

would be much more expensive than

welded fabrication, which is made so

easy by the fixture. The fixture also

insures accuracy, so that the inter-

changeability feature is not lost.

These examples could be multiplied

at great length but the few which

have been given serve to show some

of the most important features pro

vided by the employment of welding.

Of course a full set of jigs and fix

tures is not required for every model

and size of product as many of the

parts are interchangeable for several

sizes, and slight variations can be

handled as described in the jig for

drilling the head with the adjustable

bushing.

Lewis Automatic Wire Straightening

and Cutting Machines Bulletin No.

2-C-37. A general description of the

Lewis No. 1-C. 2-C and 7-C Automatic

Wire Straightening and Cutting Ma

chines Is contained In a four-page folder

now being distributed by The Lewis Ma

chine Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Photo

graphs of the three different types of

machines are Included, together with a

table of specifications. Copy free.
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NVULNERABLE

J

First of all a motor must be sturdily constructed . . . and AUis-Chalmers

Motor* *re the sturdiest motors on the market—bar none.

But all the sturdiness of the sturdiest motor is of no avail if its vital

parts are vulnerable.

Allis-Chalmers Seal-Clad Motors are invulnerable to the attacks of

metallic dust, grit, oil. moisture, chemicals and other such destructive

agents, one or more of which are present in every plant to a greater or

lesser degree

The windings of Allis-Chalmers Seal-Clad Motors are provided with

the ultimate protection.

The wound stator of this motor receives an impregnating treatment
similar to that given the conventional type of winding . . . AND THEN

a Moulded Bakehte Shield, of high dielectric and mechanical strength,

is fitted into a machined slot in the stator frame and tightly sealed

into position with a special compound. Thus the coils are protected by
hard, smooth shields that are impervious to damaging agents.

For further details, write today for Leaflet No. 2182.

s-Chalmers Mlg. Co. builds s
type Irom 1 hp. up — a/so motors

indard motors of every
• r special application.

LLIS-CHAIMER
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[odern Equipment at Work

;mington Rand Improves

3arts and Reduces Costs

G-E Electric-Fur

nace Brazing

'HROUGH the use of a small, G-E

batch-type electric furnace for

the copper-brazing in a controlled at

mosphere of more than 150 different

kinds of machine parts for adding and

accounting machines, the Dalton-Pow-

ers Division of Remington Rand, Inc.,

is making substantial savings in pro

duction and service costs. The

strength, quality, and life of the parts

have been materially improved by the

Four of the parts provide

.icularly good examples of the ad-

antages afforded by the electric-

furnace method of brazing.

hen the "tubular subtraction

was fabricated by riveting, it

le source of many service com

plaints. Now, spotted in position and

electric-furnace brazed, its strength

is materially increased. There are no

rivets to come loose, and service costs

are cut.

Formerly, the "total link arm" was

stake-pinned and torch-brazed. The

driving force necessary in pinning of

ten changed the slot dimensions. Now,

the part is press-fitted and electric-

furnace brazed, with the result that

time is saved and strength increased.

The "handle hub and driving arm"

assembly was formerly held together

by four riveted pins which sometimes

loosened and resulted in service com

plaints. The parts of the assembly are

now press-fitted, spotted, and electric-

furnace brazed—and, as a result, re

jects are entirely eliminated, service

costs reduced.

The "handle drive shaft" assembly,

previously spot-welded and torch

Electric Furnace Brazing Equipment used for brazing adding machine parts. The furnace
KW, 12 in. wide x 6 in. high. The heating chamber is 38 In. long and the cooling

chamber ia 60 In. long.
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MARKING

FLAT—ROUND

IRREGULAR SURFACES

BY ROLLING

OPERATION

MODEL 25

HI-DUTY MARKING MACHINE

Thlt machine operates from your plant air
line, and It one of numerous models built to
produce fast, neat marking on metal parts.
Hl-Outjr marking machines may be had for
practically any marking operation, and we will
be glad to make recommendations upon receipt
of your Inquiries. Send prints or samples of
parts to be marked, showing lettering and
location, also state required production.

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 BELLE PLAINE AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

brazed, is now press-fitted in position

and electric-furnace brazed. The vi

bration and severe impacts that these

parts have to withstand in everyday

service sometimes worked the joints

loose and made replacements neces

sary. With the electric-furnace—

brazed assembly, however, strength is

greatly improved and freedom from

complaint on vibration-loosened joints

realized.

The equipment used for this work

consists of a General Electric con

trolled - atmosphere, copper - brazing

furnace and a G-E combustion-type

furnace atmosphere controller. The

furnace, 12 inches wide and 6 inches

high, has a heating chamber 38 inches

long and a cooling chamber 60 inches

long. It is rated at 20 kw.

Special Vise JawsHoldWork

Firmly Without Marring

HOLDING work in the ordinary-

type of vise is a simple matter

as long as the work has parallel sides,

or at least parallel points that can

be gripped between the jaws, and

when all the pressure necessary can

be applied to keep the work in posi

tion. But when the work is of irreg

ular shape, or if the surfaces have

been polished, or if the structure of

the workpiece is fragile, a simple mat

ter immediately becomes an import

ant problem.

The problem is usually solved, how

ever—after a fashion. The mechanic

starts a search for something from

which soft jaws can be made, and

usually comes back with some piece?

of sheet copper or brass which, with

much chiseling and hammering, he

fashions into coverings for the vise-

jaws. These copper "jaws" afford a

certain amount of protection for the

polished surfaces of the work, but do

not go far toward solving their prob

lem of holding the irregular pieces.



RRETT DIAL INDICATORS

FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT
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YOU SAVE""

with

LINE

Offset Spindle,

Ball Bearing

Lathe Or nder.

Portable Electric Grinder.

Bench A Pedestal
Grinders.

Heavy Duly Electric

Drills.

T

Write for
copy of New

Catalog.

THE CINCINNATI

ELECTRICAL TOOL COMPANY

DIVISION OP R. K. LE BLOND MACHINE
TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI • OHIO

The illustration shows a mechan

working on a piece of work that

held between Cornelius Q-D (quit

detachable) jaws which have been a]

plied to an ordinary vise. The '

piece is of circular shape and

Q-D vise jaws make it possible to
of any shape without danger of

marring.

would be difficult to hold between th

steel jaws of the vise, but it is hel

firmly between the Q-D jaws, whic!

are also of circular shape.

A set of Q-D jaws includes jaws o

four different styles; semi-rounc

which are padded, for holding circu

lar parts; V-jaws, with slots runnini

both horizontal and perpendicular

straight padded jaws for holding pol

ished work, and bevel jaws, whia

have an advantage in certain install

ces. The jaws are easily slipped int

place and are held in position b

counterweights which rest on the rea

slopes of the vise-jaws.
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J\J

SAW TEETH BITE

With your production costs in mind we rec

ommend "Silver Steel"— the perfect saw

steel . . . thus giving you strong, sharp biting

teeth, longer life, and smooth, clean cutting.

All Atkins Silver Steel Saws are designed to

give perfect performance, and economy . . .

Your test will be welcomed . . . See your

distributor.

.ATKINS AND COMPANY • INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

ATKINS SEESAWS
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Ideas from Readers

This department is a clearing house for ideas ... If there is a "kink" or short cut in

use in your shop, send in a description of it . . . Each one published will be paid for.

Increasing the Efficiency

of a Floor Grinder

By R. B. Loveland

THE illustration shows how the ef

ficiency of a Black & Decker

Heavy Duty Floor Grinder was prac

tically doubled, at the Roanoke shops

of the Norfolk & Western Railway,

Grinding a radius in a tire forming- tool. With
straight surfaces and radii can be ground on

by the addition of an extra pair of

grinding wheels.

There are a number of operations

in a locomotive shop—particularly the

wheel turning operation—for which

form tools are required, and quite a

bit of time can be saved if the tool

grinder can transfer his work from

one wheel to another without the

necessity of walking back and forth

between grinders. To achieve this re

sult, the grinder shown was fitted with

extension shafts and a pair of wheels

which could be dressed for radius

grinding, thus providing a flat sur

face wheel and a radius wheel at each

end of the machine.

The radius wheel spindle is a short

shaft shouldered and threaded at the

outer end for wheel mounting in the

same manner as

the regular spin

dle. The opposite

end of the shaft

is bored and

threaded inter

nally to fit the

thread on the end

of the regular

machine spindle,

the outside being

milled hexagon to

provide for a

wrench, as shown.

When tightly

screwed onto the

spindle, the ex

tension serves

both as a spindle

for the extra

wheel and also as

a nut in place of the usual nut. A

stud carrying a wheel guard com

pletes the assembly. A wheel guard

is easily fabricated from heavy sheet

steel, cut to provide the necessary

parts, and welded together.

With this equipment the tool grind

er can grind a straight surface on the

flat-face wheel and immediately trans

fer the work to the radius wheel for

radius grinding.

the extra wheel, both
the same machine.
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Step Up Sawing

Speeds, Feeds

and Blade Tension

Don't baby your hack saw machine—

get all you can out of it.

MARVEL

High - Speed - Edge

Hack Saw Blades

Strictly High-Speed, these patented

combination blades are also positively

unbreakable. They permit greatly in

creased running speeds, for heavier

feed pressures, and can be tensioned

much tighter than other blades because

the hardened "eyes" in their tough alloy

steel body will not pull out. No matter

what hack saw equipment you use, you

can safely run at full capacity with

MARVEL High-Speed-Edge Blades.

Write for Circular

Armstrong - Blum Mfg. Co.

"The Hack Saw People"

5745 Bloomingdale Ave.

Chicago, U. S. A.

High

Speed

Edge

Tough

Alloy

Body
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Second-Operation Loading

Device for Automatic

Screw Machines

Bt Walter G. Porter

THE device shown, which was built

in our own plant, has been used

with great success on both No. 00 and

No. 0 B & S Automatic Screw Ma

chines. The design incorporates feat

ures which eliminate the bugbear of

hand-operated single-cycle second op

erations on short run lots of pins and

screws similar to that shown in the

drawing. In using this set-up in the

production of the part shown, on 10,-

000 pieces a total saving of 45 per

cent was made over a previous lot of

the same size when the old single-

cycle hand-loading method was used.

The device consists of two major

parts; the loading finger A and the

collet chuck I. The loading finger A

is made to a diameter that will be a

push fit in one of the holes in the

turret. From the rear the loading

finger is drilled to take the plunger,

B, which is held in place by the spring

C. The spring was No. 20 (B & S

REAR OF SPINDLE

BACKSTOP [ADJUST

MENT

TAILPIECE

gauge) wire, coiled to make a spring

9/16 in. diameter with four coils tt

the inch. The spring was locked ii

position by the threaded plug E, whicl

was counterbored to form a seat fo:

the spring. The hole D was reame<

to a slip fit for the workpiece. Tli«

length of the loading finger, indicates

at L, should be all that the set-up wil

permit, in order to permit the max i

mum of spring length with consequem

fuller movement of the plunger.

The spring collet I 3hould be of i

size to suit the diameter

gripped, which, in this case, is

large diameter of the workpiece.

backstop rod, J is of %-in. cold

steel of suitable length to project

least four in. beyond the extreme

end of the spindle. The front end of

the backstop rod is drilled to take the

spring G and the plunger F, and if

also tapped for the plug H. The com

pression spring G is of No. 24 wire ( E

& S gauge) coiled to form a spring %

in. in diameter with five coils to the

inch. The spring plunger F is a slid

ing fit in the bole in which it is loca

ted. The plug H should be threaded

with an Alemite thread, and the hole

FINISHED PART

AFTER FIRST OPEF

FRONT OF SPINDLE -BACKSTOP

ASSEMBLY

Drawing of Second-Operation Loading Device for Automatic Screw Machine
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15,000,000 LOCK NUTS

fam THIS SET OF DIES

Blanking dies and punches of Colonial No. 7 blanked this large number

of nutl from hot rolled sheet steel .20 to .30 carbon .125 to .130 thick

ness at the rate of 90 strokes of the press per minute. Colonial No. 7 is

made-to-order for jobs like this.
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through the plug should be approxi

mately 0.015 in. larger than the small

diameter on the finished end of the

pin.

The thrust adjustment collars K are

1 in. diameter x % in. in width x

%-in. hole. Setscrews bearing against

the shaft J provide adjustment both

for end play and to determine the

length of the stop at the front end of

the spindle. The bronze bushing M

is a bearing for shaft J. Shaft J is

keyed to the spindle by a small steel

pin which is filed to fit the keyway

in the spindle.

The machine is set to load contin

uously, and as the turret indexes

around to bring the loading finger into

upright position, the operator inserts

a semi-finished piece. At that instant

the collet opens and the part that has

just been completed is ejected. The

loading finger now indexes to horizon

tal and advances to the collet. The

spring within the loading finger ad

vances the part into the collet, against

the backstop, and at this point the

collet closes. The machining opera

tions follow and the operation is re

peated.

The lead cam should be made so as

to permit movement of the turret

slide up to and beyond the face of the

collet. The springs in the loading

finger and backstop should be made

according to specifications, as the

spring in the loading finger must be

stronger than the spring in the back

stop so as to force the blank back

against the stop, against the pressure

of the ejection spring G.

Flippers for Stripped Parts

Br Chas. H. Willey

ALTHOUGH compressed air is

pretty generally available, it

sometimes happens that a press will

Victor "Moly" Hack Saw Blades cur every

thing from chrome steels to wire rope with

100% satisfactory results. Users repeated

ly and truthfully say Victor "Moly" Blades

out-perform anything they have previously

used even on the toughest jobs.

Try them on your next metal sawing opera

tions. Get the savings in cost—in faster

cutting—in longer life that Victor "Moly"

Hack Saw Blades provide.

Sold only through distributors.

® "4D



Now you can buy parts with precision ground threads

at a cost that compares favorably with the cost of

parts produced by less accurate methods.

In its Precision Ground Thread Department Ex-Cell-O

grinds continuous and multiple, internal and external,

right or left hand threads. Any pitch from 1 to 40 per

inch— in sharp "V", U. S. Standard, Acme and modified

Buttress thread forms—can be ground.

A tolerance of .0002" can be held on the pitch diam

eter; a tolerance of plus or minus .0002" in any one

inch, and plus or minus .0005" in any twelve inches,

can be held on the lead when grinding U. S. Standard

form threads. Threads with a pitch of 10 or more per

inch are ground directly in hardened blanks on a pro

duction basis.

Let us show you that Ex-Cell O can economically pro

duce your parts with greater accuracy. Send us your

blue prints; we will be pleased to furnish a quota-

lion promptly, without obligation.

EXTERNAL
INTERNA'

NO-LEAD WORM

- MM Jig tuthlngi

G Wiping Spindttt

- C»unltrbor«i t Broach*!

U Corbldt Teal Grindon

U 'r»tliion Boring Machlntt

U htchlen Thread Grindtn

0 Hydraulic Powor Unita

EX-CELLO CORPORATION, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Please send literature on Ex-Cell-O Products as indicated.

NAME.

HRM_

POSITION.
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Announcing . . .
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MONG the features which eon-

tribute to the machine's versa

tility and its long life with mainte

nance of accuracy are:

Hydraulic power work table

Motor-driven universal work

head — live spindle or

universalMotor - driven

wheel head

Large wheel spindle with

automatically oiled bear

ings

Force feed lubrication of

table ways

Illustrated bulletin giving full infor

mation forwarded on request — no

obligation.

NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER, MASS.

New York Chicago Detroit Cleveland

Hartford London

*T4

7

RINT i£
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CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS

No. 253

be located where air is not available

and thus other means must be pro

vided for clearing a die of stripped

Does 40% to 60% of the

forming work turned out

by the average shop.

Hera's a profitable, economical brake

ideally adapted for rapidly forming

metal sections such as in stoves, re

frigerators, soda fountains, steel cab

inets, metal furniture, steel boxes,

and a great variety of sheet metal

specialties. Its variable speed drive

operates from 1 7 to 50 strokes per

minute. The No. 253 CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS is accurate, compact,

and ruggedly constructed of highest

quality materials.

Sixes 4, 5 and 6 ft. capacities, up to

10 gauge.

Write for Circular No. 253

DREIS & KRUMP MFG.

COMPANY

7418 LOOMIS BLVD.

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

Fix. 1—Drawing illustrating- design of "flip-
for keeping die clear of stripped parts.

parts. The drawings illustrate a

method that has been used success

fully by the writer. To illustrate the

design of the tool, a workpiece A

is used, but the idea can be used on
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SAVE

TIME, MATERIAL,

TOOLS and POWER

These lour factors make up your drilling

cost. Reduce any or all of them, and

youll reduce your "cost per hole"—

which is the only true measure of a drill's

ability.

PROVIDENCE PRECISION DRILLS are

daily demonstrating their ability to effect

savings on all four cost factors. While

built to PRECISION standards through

out, they have also that rugged stand-up-

ability which assures PRE

CISION results even under

the hard drive of production

PROVIDENCE

PRECISION

QRILLS

Have high-grade ball bearings at every rotating

point. Wear is practically eliminated—accu

racy maintained — sensitive- ness increased —

ribration and chatter done away with—power

saved—lubrication needed only at long intervals.

Write for Bulletin and prices.

For High-Speed Drilling, Boring,

Tapping and Reaming * * *

Four Models, One to Six Spin

dles, Hand or Power Feed, Belt

or Motor Drive * * * Every

Model Full Ball Bearing

Throughout.

PROVIDENCE ENGINEERING WORKS, INC.

523 So. Main Street Providence, R. I.
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work of a variety of designs.

In the example shown, the work-

piece is punched and divided. This

part is used in the building of lami

nated lagnets, and is of 0.062-in. mag

net steel. The feature of the tool is

the pair of flippers, which can easily

be identified by the reader. As the

punch descends, the flippers are spread

by the tapered portion of the punch

as shown in Fig. 2. When the punch

rises, it carries the workpiece with

it until it reaches the top of the stroke

at which point the workpiece is strip

ped off. As it drops, it falls on the

ends of the flippers, which have now

sprung back again to form a guard

over the nest ring of the die. The

flippers being slightly twisted, the

workpiece is "dumped" to the rear,

clear of the die.

The device consists of two hardene

plates, each provided with screw hole

by which it can be anchored to

machine table, and each having a ha

Simple Device Promotes

Accuracy in Precision

Boring

By Russell G. Howard

THAT every possible precaution

is taken by the manufacturers of

the present-day milling machines to

ensure the accuracy of those machines

is quite obvious. However, whether in

a large shop or a small one, there will

be times when a device such as the

one illustrated here can be used to

advantage.

This photograph shows the precision measur
ing device in place on the milling machine,
together with micrometer used to take

ened and ground pin over which meas

urements may be taken with the mi- j

crometer. Plate "A" has a tongue

which fits into the slot in the front

of the machine table and thus helps

to locate and hold it. A counterbored

screw hole makes it possible to se

cure the plate to the table by using

the ?ame screw that is used to hold

the stops in position. Plate "B" is

anchored to the front of the trans

verse slide as shown in the pho'

Cincinnati Acme

Universal Turret Lathes

powerful rigid machine for

le range of accurate bar oi

A

wide range

chuck work.

Write {or Circular

THE ACME MACHINE TOOL

CINCINNATI, OHIO



AScrap of Paper

Worth Millions

TO EVERYMAN WHO OWNS A PLANT OR RUNS A MACHINE:

Busy Executives...for 71 years. ..have found the

man who sells Gargoyle Oils offers a Proved, Practical

way to increase Manufacturing Profits

How "Correct Lubri

cation ' ' Saves Millions

for Industry

1 Curbs power losses . . .
■aves consumption and
costs.

2 Decreases mainte
nance costs—eliminates
unnecessary repair hills.

3 Improves production
by urea t er machine effi
ciency.

i 4. Lowers lubrication

T

oday's fast-working machines must

have Correct Lubrication!

Socony-Vacuum—with the greatest ex

perience in the oil industry—is best equip

ped to give it to you!

See the Socony-Vacuum representative.

He has Gargoyle Lubricants which are

scientifically right for your machines!

SOCONY^CUUM

CORRECT LUBRICATION

SAVES

MONEY

FOR

INDUSTRY



1 Careful selection of the

* right kind of lubri

cant* forall types ofpower

and production equip-

waste of power generated

or purchased.

O Proper methods of ap-

™ plication . . . the right

oil in the right amount. . .

aiding higher machine

speeds . . . less spoilage or

rejects . . . protecting tn-

i in ■

O Experience in dealing
•* with individual opera i-

ing conditions . . . correc

tion of out-dated prac

tices often resulting in

excessive repair and re

placement costs.

A A planned lubrication

■ program . . . quality

lubricants where neces

sary . . . other lubricants

where use will provide

economy and not handi

cap machine efficiency.

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.

INCORPORATED

tNDAtO OU O* NIW roll CvrtiOM K| 1TAI DIV HCW lUMI't (MVIIIO*
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iph. When the plates are properly

jehored, the pins are at the same

eight; thus it is a simple matter to

leisure over the pins with a microm-

of the correct size. However,

the machine table is moved, the

compris-
u rinjr device for the milling

machine.

between the pins is varied ac-

f.
example of the advantage of

ievice, let us assume that we

re several holes in a jig or

, the holes to be spaced

of 0.001 in. The job is

a milling machine

equipped with the plates referred to.

The first move is to square the fixed

jaw of the vise with the machine-spin

dle, and the second is to clamp the

plate in the vise in a vertical position;

that is, standing on its side. The third

action consists in inserting a stub ar

bor or plug into the machine spindle.

The plug must, however, run true.

To obtain the first measurement,

which is the distance from the end of

the plate to the center of the hole A,

the table is moved endwise to bring

the end of the plate into contact with

the plug. Taking the diameter of the

plug into consideration, the distance

from the end of the plate to the center

of the spindle is easily obtained. At

this point, the plate "A" is placed in

position on the front of the machine

table, within measuring range of plate

"B", and clamped. It is now a simple

matter to take the measurement

across the pins and add to this amount

the distance the table must be moved

PLANERS

Double Housing, Openside

CRANK PLANERS

PLANER TYPE MILLERS

VERTICAL BORING MILLS

Write for Bulletin

THE CINCINNATI PLANER CO.

CINCINNATI • OHIO
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Single-piece Collets for ^^^»s^

oil automatic and hand screw machines

Master-type with diamond serrated pads.

1

Compensating Master-type with dia

mond-serrated, self-adjusting pads for

hot-rolled stock.

WRITE FOR COMRLtlt CATALOG

SUTTON TOOL COMPANY

2838 W. Grand Bird ., Detroit, Mich.

in order to obtain the precise loca

tion of the first hole.

The vertical dimensions can be ob

tained in the same manner. Plate "A"

is designed with the pin offset so that

the plate can be reversed to bring this

pin high enough to clear the pin in

plate "B". However, in the case of

Drawing- illustrating type of Jig-plate whirs

can be precision-bored on a milling- machine
equipped with the device described.

the horizontal movement, should the

holes B, C, and D be bored first, it

would be necessary to reestablish the

reading before the hole A can be

bored. In this case, plate "A" ia

shifted to the other side of plate "B"

and the measurements are taken as

before. The transverse screw is used

to feed the work into the boring bar,

which is positioned in the spindle ol

the machine.

Unique Clock Indicates

Safety Record

Br G. F. Cacle

A DIAL with an indicating hand

can always be depended upon

to attract attention, whether the hand

is there to indicate the hour or wheth-
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Your Threading Problems

- - ARE SOLVED BY GEOMETRIC

Difficult thread-cutting jobs are easier and cheaper when Self-Opening Die

Heads are used. The elimination of backing-off brings higher production and

more accurate threads. Replaceable Chasers and the ability of each tool to

cut a wide range of diameters—means greater economy. Size adjustments for

wear and grinding insures that the last thread will be as accurate as the first.

For general Light Duty threading—fine pitches on the smaller diameters,

short lengths—Geometric offers the Style DS Self-Opening Die Head. De

signed especially for B. & S. Automatics, suitable for hand machines as well;

with sensitive trip to prevent stripping or shaving, automatic closing attach

ment, floating shank and buffer action—a tool that produces smooth, accurate

threads to close limits, for less money.

Few products are without threaded parts somewhere and fewer still are

the shops where this threading cannot be done cheaper and better by Geomet

ric Tools. Let us send you our folder describing the Style DS Head.

The Geometric Tool Company

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
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This "clock", at the entrance to the Macon Shopa of the Central of Georgia Railway,

presents the safety record for the month.

er—as in the illustration below—it in

dicates the number of men who were

injured at their work during the pre

vious month.

This clock and the record-board of

which it forms a part are prominently

displayed at the entrance to the Ma

con shops of the Central of Georgia

Railway. The board is mounted at

the top of a smooth grass-carpeted

incline upon the face of which the

legend "Safety First" appears in large

concrete letters.

Whenever a lost-time accident oc

curs, the hand on the clock is moved

accordingly, the figure indicated at the

end of each month being the total of

such accidents for the month. This

figure is then transferred to its prop

er square under the name of the

month and the year, and the clock-

hand is set back to zero, ready for an

other month.

Niagara Power Squaring Shears, pro

duct of Niagara Machine & Tool Works

667 Northland Ave., Buffalo, N T are

fully described and Illustrated lri an

eight-page folder now being issued by

this firm. Copy free upon request.

EXTENSION BED GAP LATHE

24/48"—28/50" Swing ALL GEARED OR CONE HEAD

A lathe for small and

large swing work. Long

distance between cen-

lers. Three lathes in

one. Saves space. Re

duces cost.

W>ife for literature.

Cincinnati, OhioTHE RAHN LARMON COMPANY
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INCREASE YOUR HEAT

TREATING PRODUCTION

With the Compact—Economical

ELECTRIC VERTICAL RETORT CARBURIZER

Minimum oi Floor Space Required

HEVI-DUTY ELECTRIC CO.

HEAT TREATINC FURNACES

ELECTRIC EXCLUSIVELY

WISCONSIN
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Over the Editor's Di

Strikes Against Strikes

BUSINESS in general has held its

own throughout the United

States; in fact, it should have a couple

of years to go yet before the crest

will have been reached. And yet the

building construction and housing in

dustries have slowed down until they

are practically at a standstill. An in

vestigation among architects and

builders as to the cause of this pe

culiar situation brings forth one an

swer—costs are too high. And what

is responsible for this increase in

costs ? The demands of labor.

Labor, like anything else, is worth

what the seller can get for it. An

experienced merchant prices his mer

chandise high enough to give him a

fair profit, but low enough to invite

sales. He gets all he can, but he is

smart enough to keep his prices low

enough to be interesting. Labor, also,

is entitled to all it can get, but labor

is taking the stand that it can set a

price and the buyers will have to pay

it. A greater mistake was never

made.

Merchandisers will get along with

out needed store and warehouse space,

manufacturers will find ways to do

without manufacturing room, and the

public will do without new homes

rather than pay exorbitant prices—

comprising practically a buyers'

strike of those who would otherwise

buy buildings.

What the worker fails to realize is

that it is the public, and not the

owner of the business, who dictates

the amount of wages that shall be

paid. He may force the employer to

give him the increase demanded, but

if the price of the product is too high,

Mr. or Mrs. John Q. Public will de

cide to get along without it. And

if people pass up buying enough,

,1, we will quickly find ourselves in

*»v the midst of another depression.

Labor needs some lessons in

merchandising.

Is Uncle Sam Embezzling?

IF a charitable organization took

a specific fund of money and used

it for purposes other than those desig

nated when the money was raised,

what would the donors think about it?

If your local village or city govern

ment asked you to vote bonds to raise

money for a civil improvement and

then used that money for something

entirely different, what would you and

your neighbors think about it? Yet

that is exactly what is being done by

our national government, according to

a statement made in the House of

Representatives by the Hon. Dudley

A. White of Ohio.

Mr. White says "As the social-

security taxes come in, this cash is

being dispersed by the Treasury for

current expenditures and an equiva

lent amount of Government Bonds Li

deposited in the social-security re

serve fund. For the fiscal year 1938.

beginning July 1937, this source of

funds alone will aggregate some $700,-

000,000. At the end of the year, bow-

ever, apparently there will be nothing

in the social-security reserve fund

save that amount of government I. O.

U.'s."

Withdrawals for social-security pen

sions have already begun, and, while

the drain is not noticeable now, it

will become heavier as the months and

years pass. Where is the money com

ing from for these pensions? Is the

government going to be able to make

restitution in time, or are the tax

payers going to be forced to dig down

and make up a deficit to cover funds

that have been entrusted to the gov

ernment for a definite purpose—but

that are being used for current ex

penses ?
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I

SPECIAL and STANDARD TOOLS

I NATIONAL

Special Tools, as well as Tools of Standard Types and Sizes,
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New Shop Equipment

Norton 14-In. Multipurpose

Hydraulic Universal

Grinding Machine

Norton Company, Worcester, Mass., an

nounces a completely redesigned model

of their Multipurpose Grinder. This

new universal grinding machine Is now

offered In 14 In. wing and In three

lengths, 36 In., 48 In., and 72 In. The

new machine Is much heavier than pre

vious models and has many advanced

features which make It equally efficient

for miscellaneous general production or

for the tool room.

Among the features of the machine

which add to Its versatility and long life

are: hydraulic power work table traverse,

a universal wheel head and work head

the latter being so arranged that either

live spindle or dead center are Instantly

available, force feed lubrication of the

table ways, and a wheel spindle of large

proportions with each bearing individ

ually and automatically lubricated.

The machine Is designed for direct

motor drive only, a feature being that

the principal mechanisms are driven each

by Its individual motor. Five motors

are used, three of which for the hydrau

lic oil, lubricating oil and coolant pumps

are built Into the machine and are In

cluded In the regular equipment.

A flat top swivel table is used having

a large tee slot Its entire length. The

swivel adjustment at the right end of

the table comprises a screw and nut ar

rangement providing close adjustment.

Scales are graduated to Indicate taper in

Inches per foot, millimeters per 100 mm

and degree of angle.

The universal headstock Is mounted

on a swivel base clamped to the tab:

by two bolts In a manner that prevents

distortion. The headstock may be

turned through the entire 360 deg. and

clamped in any desired position. The

drive is through vee belts from an ad

justable speed motor mounted on the

headstock. The spindle and drive platr

revolve on large ball bearings and either

live spindle or dead center operation is

instantly available.

Stopping and starting Is controlled

by a convenient lever operating a con.-

type clutch and friction brake so that it

Is not necessary to stop and start th

motor. A clear hole through the splndl

permits the use of a draw rod for

draw-In collet, a knock-out bar, or for

a water pipe for wet Internal grinding

Work table traverse Is either by hand

wheel or hydraulic power. Hydraulic

traverse is by means of a cylinder at

tached to the under side of the table

and two pistons the rods of which aro

attached one to each end of the base

Norton H-ln. MultipurpnRc Hydraulic Univerniil (trindinir Machine
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casting. Oil Is delivered from a tank in

the base through a reversing valve and

through the piston rods which are hol

low to the cylinder. This method pro-

Ides smooth and powerful table move

ment with the operating piston rod al

ways In tension. When hydraulic trav

erse Is used the hand wheel Is automat

ically disengaged. Traverse speeds up

to 144 In. per minute are available.
The ■universal grinding wheel head

rests on a swivel base and compound

slide. The wheels for either external

Norton Multipurpose Grinder Set Up for
Internal Grinding.

or Internal grinding may be set at any

desired angle with the work. The ex

ternal and Internal grinding wheel

spindles are mounted on opposite sides

ol the wheel head and are driven inde

pendently by a motor mounted on the

wheel head and having a double shaft

extension. Direct belt drive to each

spindle from the motor requires no

idlers nor Intermediate shafts.

A hand operated grinding wheel feed

indexes to 0.0001-ln., and also provides

'or rapid movement when locating with

respect to the work. The wheel feed

control Is conveniently located on the

front of the machine and Is operated

from this position regardless of the set

ting of the wheel slide. The feed may

be In the normal direction perpendicular

to the table ways or In any angular di

rection for which the wheel head Is set.

The 48-ln. machine here Illustrated

weighs about 8000 lbs., mounts wheels

up to 14x1 1/3 In. for cylindrical grinding

or cup type wheels 12x3 In. for face

grinding, and will swing work 14-15/16

in. over the table top. A 5 h p. motor

is required for the wheel drive and %

hp. for the work drive.

Do Two Men's Work

in less than

One Man's Time

Experience has proved that It does not
pay to utl I Ize man power I n hand M n g
loads of 500 pounds or less . . . The
Lo-Hed Quarter-Ton Hoist — the orig
inal electric hoist of Its capacity—was
built specifically for loads too heavy for
two men to handle safely, profitably
. . . The new Lo-Hed catalog shows
you Its 21 features, tells about the 06
other standard Lo-Hed Hoists. Send
for a copy.

AMERICAN ENGINEERING

COMPANY

2451 Aramlngo Avenue Philadelphia, Pa.

AEC?/L0HED

-Heris

Other Products: A-E-GO Taylor Stokers,
A-E-CO Hele-Shaw Pumps, Motors and Trans
missions, A-E-CO Marine and Yacht Auxil
iaries.

Gentlemen: Please send me your complete new
Lo-Hed catalog including an outline of how to
easily and properly select a hoist for any re
quirement.

Name of Company

Company Address

Your Name

Your Title
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Improved Gisholt No. 4L Heavy Duty Turret Lathe

Improved Gisholt Heavy Duty

Turret Lathes

Gisholt 3AL. 4L and 5L Heavy Duty

Turret Lathes, made by Gisholt Ma

chine Company. 1217 E. Washington

Ave.. Madison. Wis., have many new fea

tures which Increase production, make

operation easier and faster, and improve

the quality of work. The lathes are

built In three sizes ranging from 6 In.

to 12 In. bar capacity and 21 In. to 32

In. chucking capacity, and are Identical

In design, differing only In size and

capacity. They are Intended for both

large quantity production of similar

pieces or small lot Jobbing of irregular

and varied types of work. The machines

are available with complete attachments,

standard tools, chucks, boring bars,

reamers and special tools and holding

devices ready to go Into production.

In the construction, the bed and head-

stock of these machines Is cast In one

piece from nickel semi-steel, this bed

tasting weighing nearly half the total

weight of the finished machine. The

bed ways are of steel, hardened and

ground In place which provides a bear

ing that has proven to be most satis

factory In eliminating wear and In pre
serving the original accuracy of the ma

chine.

The new 12 speed transmission Is of

the sliding gear construction and has

a normal speed range of 12 r.p.m to 220

r.p.m for the 3AL and 8 to 142 r.p.m.

on the 4L and 5L. Speeds are arranged

In geometric progression for the varying

diameters of work. The spindle Is

mounted on twin tapered roller bearings

at the front and a straight roller bear

ing at the rear. An automatic multiple

disc spindle brake stops the spindle

quickly when the clutch lever Is placed

in neutral position. All gear shafts and

bearings run In an oil bath and the

spindle bearings are continually fed with

clean oil from a catch reservoir. Perfect

lubrication Is assured with a minimum

of attention.

Feeds and rapid traverse are controlled

at each carriage entirely independent of

each other. The eight reversible feeds

are selected at the aprons and range

in arithmetical progression from 0.008

to 0.250 In. With the change gears pro

vided, this range may be varied from a

fine range of 0.004 to 0.125 In. to a coarse

range of 0.016 to 0.500 in. providing a

total of 64 available feeds. Feeding Is

accomplished through separate accu

rately cut lead screws for each carriage

and the feeds provided permit the cut

ting of all U. S. standard threads from

2 to 32 Including 1 1 Vi - Special change

gears may be provided for special threads

Power rapid traverse Is provided for

the longitudinal movement of both car

riages. The rapid traverse Is Independ

ent for each carriage and may be used

without disengaging the feed. An elec

trically operated power rapid traverse

may be supplied for the cross slide or

the compound slide which, on some types

of work, greatly assists the operator and

materially Increases the day's produc

tion. Multiple vee belt motor drive Is

standard with the motor mounted on

the headstock. the motor being 15 to 25
h. p. for the 3AL and 25 to 40 h. p. for

the 4L and 5L. depending upon the

speed of operation or the type of work

The broad turret mounting affords ex-
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"Our little Lincoln is kept

busy every hour of the day

—building special machine

parts that were formerly cast

—building our own jigs and

fixtures—repairing broken

gears, bases, headstocks,

pulleys, etc.— hard-facing

our tools and dies. Its book

savings alone amount to

Sioo to $300 monthly and

they're increasing daily as

we discover new uses for it.

We wrote it off the books

in two months' time." This

statement, made by the man

ager of a Chicago machine

shop is typical of those we

hear on all sides. You too will find this handy, powerful Lincoln Electric Welder

a boon to savings because of its versatility.

Lincoln's large quantity production brings you this welder at the lowest price set for this

type of welding equipment. Easy terms can be arranged. Mail the coupon for details.

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO.

Largest Manufacturers of Are Welding Equipment in the World

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO.

Dept. E-429. Cleveland. Ohio

Send a free copy of Bui. 314 and details on the
Lincoln "SA-1J0" welder.
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ceptlonally rigid support to the hexagon

turret, which is clamped by closing a

double bevel clamp ring actuated by a

powerful eccentric toggle. Each face of

the turret Is located by a tapered pin

which seats in tapered index bushrings.

All parts of the locking and locating

mechanism subject to wear are made of

hardened steel to Insure accuracy.

Machines are available with either

fixed center hexagon turrets or cross

feeding turrets. The fixed center tur

ret is usually furnished for work pro

duced in comparatively large quantities

where multiple tooling, piloted supports

and, In many cases, special tools are

used. Cross feeding turrets are used for

work involving small lots of a wide

variety of shapes and sizes as well as

many classes of large production work.

The cross feeding turret permits of fac

ing as well as turning and boring cuts

with the hexagon turret.

Thorough lubrication is Insured to all

Important bearings by effective auto

matic methods. The headstock runs in

an oil bath as do the gears in each

apron. The rapid traverse clutches and

gears also run in a continuous oil bath.

The hardened steel ways are lubricated

by means of force feed pumps attached

to each carriage. Each movement of the

rapid traverse lever delivers oil under

pressure to each way under the carriages.

Extra attachments are available that

admirably adapt these machines to Indi

vid u a 1 manufacturers' requirements.

These Include a compound slide carrying

the square turret; bar feed; either power

or hand operated; collet chucks for 3ALs.

turret centers for heavy work where

outer support Is required; selective gear

box In place of pick off gears for vary

ing the speed of the speed shaft; taper

attachments for both the cross slide car

riage or the hexagon turret carriage,

Olsholt 3 Jaw scroll chucks; 4 Jaw Inde

pendent chucks; 4 Jaw combination

chucks and hydraulic chucks; and an

extensive line of standard tool equip

ment for chucking work and bar work.

J and L Automatic Thread

Grinding Machine

The Jones & Lampson Machine Com

pany, Springfield, Vt., announces an au

tomatic thread grinding machine de

signed to grind threads on work up to

8 In. In diameter when using a 20-ln

grinding wheel. Work 40 in. long Is ac

commodated between centers and 18 in.

of thread may be ground anywhere on

ELIMINATE

COSTLY HAND SAWING & FILING

with a

PEERLESS SURFACING MACHINE

With ■ Peerless Surfactr, you not only eliminate
costly hand sawing and filing; bnt often save the

cost of an expensive milling; machine or planer
operation.

Peerless Surfacers give a high quality, straight
line finish to metal, rubber, fibre composition.

wood, etc.

The advantages of a straight-grained finish and
the economies of time and material warrant care
ful consideration.

Vertical or horizontal machines available In A"
to 20" sizes.

Write for details.

Production Machine Co.

GREENFIELD, A4ASS.
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JOHNSON

QUALITY

ELECTRIC

MOTOR

mf&utuuue

# Smooth, quiet performance— long bearing

life is yours when you install Johnson Electric

Motor Bearings. Correct in design, alloy and

tolerance, they slip right into the housing and

over the shaft with little or no additional work.

In every case they are equal to or better than

original equipment. Write today for a copy of

our new catalogue— fully illustrated and listing

over 200 individual bearings covering practically

every make of motor. There is no obligation.

JOHNSON BRONZE

590 S. MILL STREET ■ NEW CASTLE, PA.

eeve bearing headquarters
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J & L Automatic Thread Grinding- Machine

36 In. of work length. The swing over

the work slide Is 11 % In., and 11% In.

diameter threads may be ground when

the wheel Is 16'/4-ln. diameter or smaller.

A 20-ln. wheel Is furnished as standard

and, as wheel decreases In size, proper

peripheral speed may be retained through

rheostat control of the wheel motor.

The helix angle capacity of the ma-

-NEW

U. S. No. 1 Anti-Friction Bearing

Hand Milling Machine

The New U. S. Hand Miller is partic

ularly adapted to high speed light

milling operations. Vertical and hori

zontal feeds.

Improvements: Heat treated chrome

nickel steel spindle, Timken bear

ings, Ballbearing countershaft, V-belt

drives, 6 Spindle Speeds up to 159Z

R.P.M., providing efficient use of

small end

chine has been In

creased to Include 25

deg. right hand and

30 deg. left hand.

The helix angle la

controlled by means

of a worm and gear.

The machine will

grind single, double,

triple, quadruple and

sextuple threads,

either right or left

hand. Standard

equipment Includes

change gears for

pitches from 2 to 4-

lncluslve. Using a

simple hardened and

ground former, taper,

combination of

straight and taper

or double taper
threads may be ground. No adjustment

of thread form required when changing

from straight to taper threads, and the

J. & L. method of grinding taper threads

makes lead compensations unnecessary

With the necessary attachments, thf

machine will grind button-type hobs and

circular chasers without lead. It will

back off or relieve straight or taper hobs

Write for full details.

The UNITED STATES

MACHINE TOOL Co.

1954 W. 6th St. Cincinnati, Ohio
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the pi*' m**1* *

ION I

DISC WHIILS BY CARBORUNDUM

have revolt!lionized the whole pro<--

ess of disc grinding. First, because

they're not merely discs — they're

mounted grinding wheels. Second,

because they come in a range of grits

impossible with the ordinary paper

or cloth disc

INCREASED PRODUCTION.. BETTER

FINISHES. A wide selection of grits

means you gel the right wheel for

every job. This results in better fin

ished pieces . , . increased production.

WHEEL BOLTS DIRECTLY TO PLATE.

A specially designed nut and bolt

system holds ihe abrasive wheel to

the face plate. Thus, you have a

better balanced disc. Replacement

is easy. There's no gluing or pressing.

These new disc wheels are made in

every practical shape and size. They

are available both in Carborundum

Brand Silicon Carbide and Aloxite

Brand Aluminum Oxide . . . you can

get the right wheel to grind any

metal, soft or hard. We'll be glad

to give you more detailed informa

tion on request.

CARBORUNDUM

Illustration at left thaw group of Car
borundum Brand Silicon Carbide and
Aloxite Brand Aluminum Chad* Due
Grinding Wheel*. Sote specially de
signed nut a ml bolt syttemfar holding

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY • NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.

'Mfu-r. and WirrhoiiK-t in New York, Chicago, Bo*ion. Philadelphia. Cleveland. Detroit, Cincinnati. Pittiburgb, Grand Rapid*
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or taps with either straight or

spiral flutes.

A direct current motor Is rec

ommended lor driving the wheel,

provision being made for running

all typos of grinding wheels at the

most efficient work speeds. An in

dicator shows the number of sur

face feet the wheel Is running,

based on wheel diameter and

r. p. m., and a graduated rheostat

with pointer Indicates the r. p. m.

As the wheel Is reduced In

diameter, the speed Is maintained

by simply turning the dial on the

rheostat. Either A. C. or D. C. mo

tors can be furnished for the

wheel truelng device, coolant

pump and for operating the ma

chine. The self-truelng, self-sizing

mechanism of the machine brings

thread grinding Into the range of

practical shop operations. It Is

suited equally well to tool room

and production work.

Fitchburg Plain 6x1 2-1 n.

Cylindrical Grinder

The illustration shows a 6xl2-in.

Cylindrical Orlnder which has

been placed on the market by

Fitchburg Grinding Machine Cor

poration, Fitchburg, Mass. The

machine was designed to do plunge-cut

grinding only. The table Is stationary,

the wheel reciprocating.

The machine is built around a Fitch

burg standard "Bowgage" Wheel Head

Unit, which has a completely automatic

cycle and dial controlled from the panel.

Headstocks can be furnished for either

live or dead spindle operation, and the

complete cycle can be Interlocked so as

to operate from one lever. It can also

be equipped was a retractable headstock

center and solid footstock, which has

Fitchburg Plain 6xt2-In. Cylindrical Grinder

some advantages for certain classes of

work.

The grinding wheel is carried on the

right hand side of the spindle instead

of the conventional left side: thus the

wheel spindle space Is consolidated with

the headstock longitudinally, saving

floor space, yet the machine has the

weight and wheel diameter to handle

comparatively large work.

The machine is also built In a chuck

ing grinder model. The work head can

be swiveled to a suitable angle for taper

for ioor«» than lOOl odd jobs

The HJorth Bench Lathe has the
speed, accuracy, handlina* ease,

and dependability that appeals
to every operator. That'i why

you'll find the better shops
equipping with the Hjorth

Lathe.

Write today for data and

prices.

|^ HJORTH LATHE b TOOL CO., 12 BEACON ST., WOBURN, MASS.
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rw R & S 1

DIE HEADS

(and CHASERS

W GO TOGETHER

Tou know R A S Die H«ad»-

want you to know R A S

i too! Only Hobbed Chae-

accurete enough for fin*

ling— R & S Ch

i—hardened and

to ' i of 1000th

Special stool to

epecial work. 40

yeara of experience ia at

aur disposal. Toll u* about

ir toughest threading Job.

S Chaaora are made for a

le ol accurate cuta.

r

JUST LIKE

YOUR LEFT and

RIGHT HANDS

RA6 Model F Die Head opens by pull-off
method. A '/« turn closes the head to cutting
position. Use Model F on turret or hand
screw machines — or for any operation where
the work revolves and the head Is stationary.
Write for data on all style* of RAS Die Heads.

The RICKERT

ERIE,

fSfif SHAFERCo.

*2Pril penna.

Tapping Mail -tic Cut-off Maehi
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work. Truing devices may be furnished

for semi-automatic operation; either

hand truing or the wheel hood mounted

type may be used, depending upon the

work to be done.

The maximum length between cen

ters Is 12 In., and the maximum swing

over the table is 14 in. Height from floor

to centers, 42 in. Number of work

speeds, Infinite from 50 to 350 r.p.m.

Diameter of grinding wheel spindle, 3 In.

Maximum feed of wheelhead on diam

eter, 0.125 In. Rapid traverse may be

set at from 0 to 5 in. Range of grind

ing feed rates, Infinite. Wheel sizes

NO MORE

ACCIDENTS

because the Red-E Belt stick
cannot catch. It PREVENTS
belt shifting: accidents.
Two tapered rollers slide the
belt onto the pulley easily and
quickly.

Write for catalog and prices,

THE READY TOOL CO.

BRIDGEPORT • CONN.

available, 24x2x12 In. Maximum wldt

20x4x12 In. Spindle drive motor fc

2-ln. face wheel, 5 h.p., 1500-1800 r.p.n

Headstock motor, yx 10 V* h. p., 150C

1800 r.p.m. Floor space required, 36x4

in. Weight, net, 4800 pounds.

I.M.C. Lester Designed Injection

Molding Machine Type LPM-2

Announcement is made of a new In

jection Molding Machine by the Inde

Machinery Corporation of Clnclnnat

Ohio who are sole distributors for i

in the United States and Canada. Pull;

automatic and ruggedly constructed

this new I. M. C. Lester-Designed Injec

tlon Molding Machine meets the require

ments for the injection of larger ar

tides with a maximum weight of

ounces per casting.

The machine operates either automat

ically or seml-automatlcally. For tb

semi-automatic operation of the ma

chine, a single operating lever is pro

vided; this lever Is conveniently locate*

to Insure operating efficiency. The full

automatic operations of the mac!-..

for DRILLING

///REAMING

A splendid heavy duty general purpose

pneumatic drill, reamer, stud and nut

setter. Screw feed—safety throttle—dead

handle—Morse Taper Socket—with Spade

Handle and Jacobs Chuck optional. Surplus

power and high torque. Popular in auto

mobile assembly plants, car shops, struc

tural steel and general metal work.

Also a complete line of Grinders—Sanders

—Drills—Nut Runners—Polishers—Screw

drivers in both Pneumatic and Hig*h Fre

quency Electric types . . . Offices in prin

cipal industrial cities.

THE BUCKEYE

Portable Tool Co.

No. 207 HERCULES

Drill. Speeds — 680

and 770 R.P.M. Ca

pacities—drilling.

and 29/32"; reaming,

7/16" and 9/16" ; nut

setting. H" and

Weight—20% lbs.

Write for literature

or ask for engineering

counsel without obli

gation.
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another:BHH

TURNING AND GROOVING SHEAVES

FOR MULTIPLE V-BELT DRIVES

Four FIRTHITE tipped turning and grooving tools

are roughing and finishing a 14-inch diameter

semi-steel sheave at a cutting speed of 1 50 teet

per minute. The maximum cutting speed with high

speed steel tools previously used was 50 /eel

per minute.

From every angle and on almost any machin

ing application FIRTHITE tools make real savings,

because of this ability to cut materials at higher

speeds without deformation, or loss of hardness.

The smoother more accurate finish, longer tool

life and reduction in machining time result in

savings that deserve the attention ol production

executives.

Write for new FIRTHITE price list.

FIRTH STERLING
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1. M. C. Lester-Desiirned Injection Molding Machine LPM-2

are controlled by two electric clocks:

all controls are arranged within easy

reach of the operator and a change of

position Is unnecessary for complete con

trol of the machine.

The molds are closed by hydraulic

power, operating toggle Joints, and these

Joints are firmly locked by tapered sur

faces when the mold Is closed, which

action removes all strain from the toggle

pins and Insures rigid locking of the

molds during injection. As a result of

this construction this machine Is capa

ble of holding the

molds closed for

the injection of an

area of 40 square

Inches.

Another new fea

ture of this equip

ment is the adjust

ment of the mold

on the tie bars.

This Is accomplish

ed thru the use of

a worm and worm

wheel by which the

die plates are ad

vanced uniformly,

thereby Insuring

absolute parallel-

Ism of the die

plates on the tie

bars at all times.

The tie bars are

3 '., In. In diameter.

The entire heat

ing cylinder Is

chromium plated

and Is Ingeniously

constructed In that

all adjustments can

be readily made In

view of the fact

that the entire

heating cylinder as

sembly swings away

from the machine,
affording exceptionally easy accessibility

for adjutments. The Injection stroke of

8'/2 In. is accomplished in 3 seconds. The

base of the machine serves as an oil

reservoir.

This machine Is a completely self-con

tained unit, ready for operation as soon

as the 10 h.p. motor Is Installed, and no

other auxiliary equipment Is required.

Bulletin containing complete specifi

cations Is available by addressing Index

Machinery Corporation as above.

20 y« plFwith

f j[ a drink

"OUTWEARS

the best

■Bronze Metal"

RGUTO^C
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% HEAVY \

GRINDIMGX

Pulling the fin-

isliing touches on

a heavy duty mix

ing machine at

B. M. Cropp &

Company.

On heavy construction work —

where power, speed and portability

are factors—you'll find new econ

omy, new plant efficiency and in

creased production capacity with

HASKINS.

A 40-page catalog is available to

executives.

Write to R. G. Hoskins Company

4667 W. Fulton St., Chicago

European Rep.—Marba

I Humglas House. London,

>l>, Ltd.

London, S. W 1 H

a s ki n s

FLEXIBLE SHAFT EQUIPMENT

with Greater Adaptability
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TOOL OF IOOI USES

GRINDS . . POLISHES . .

DRILLS . . ENGRAVES . .

SAWS . ROUTS . CARVES

HERE'S the wonder tool that is

effecting such revolutionary sav

ings in many laboratories, model and

tool rooms and on production lines.

Hard-to-get-at places on machines can

now be repaired without removing the

part or dismantling machine. The

Handee uses 200 different accessories,

instantly interchangeable, for work on

all metals, alloys, bakelite, celluloid,

wood, glass, resins and other hard

substances.

Finest, speediest, most powerful tool

for its type. 25,000 r.p.m. AC or DC,

110 volts. Weighs only 12 ounces. No

shop or factory can afford to be with

out the Handee. Try one.

Order Today on 10 De Lu» $10 50

Days Trial or Send postpaid * V

for Catalog. 6 Accessories Free

CHICAGO WHEEL & MFG. CO.

1101 W. Monroe St., Dept. 00, Chicago, III.

M. M. S. 9
□ Send Catalog

□ Send De Luxe Handee on 10-Day Trial

Name

Addresa

Barnes No. 4030 Vertical

Honing Machine

What is probably the largest vertical

honing machine ever designed has been

brought out by Barnes Drill Co., Rock-

ford, 111. The machine Is designed to

Barnes No. 4030 Vertical Honing: Machine

handle hones up to 30-ln. diameter and

as shown in the photograph has 90 in.

of vertical spindle travel. The Job Illus

trated is that of honing a Diesel engine

sleeve having 17!4-ln. diameter bore by

5-ft. length. The operation is said to be

smooth and uniform, with no shock at

either end of the stroke. The head re

ciprocates on ball bearings, running on

flat tracks in the hardened vertical bars

The large aluminum reciprocating

head which carries the big bronze cu-iv-
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VETERAN MACHINISTS

(lelu oh Jdu^kln!

Whan it com** to choosing a tool to

neasure within ten thousandths oi an

inch, the best rule to follow is expen -

anca. Veteran machinists with year*

of experience in checking precision

parts know they can rely on LUFKIN.

Lutein tool makers themselves know

that only by th* finest and most pre

cise workmanship can the Lufkin

ftpotation for dependable measuring

be maintained.

If you are in need of a really good

mike in any size from 1" to 12" stop

in at your hardware or tool store and

uk to sea the Lufkin line. Write for

catalog No. 7.

'iififlN PRECISION TOOLS • TAPES • RULES

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN NEW YORK CITY
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lng gear together with the spindle and

hydraulic pistons are supported on the

air counterbalance shown with the ver

tical rods at the top of the machine.

No air Is wasted, as on the down stroke

the limited amount of air In the cylin

der is pushed back into the main line.

The eight speed changes are controlled

from lever at the operator's position.

There are three levers, one controlling

the back gears and the other two each

shifting two speeds as on the standard

transmissions, the shifter forks being

operated by means of chain drives from

the telescopic tubing and shaft Inside

thereof. The upper motor in this case

is 30 h.p. for 17% to 21-in. diameter

cylinders, but a larger motor will be

used for larger work. The lower motor

Is 15 h.p. for driving the Vickers hydrau

lic pump system. A small motor at the

bottom of the column provides a gen

erous flow of coolant. Reservoirs in the

base have more than 100 gal. capacity.

Height of the regular machine to ex

treme top with spindle up, 31 ft. 4 In.

Distance, center of spindle to face of

column, 20 in. Maximum distance from

top of table to nose of flange spindle,

204 in. Floor space required, 172x86 In.

Size of oil-operated work table, working

surface, 40x60 in. Horizontal travel o

oil-operated table. In and out on track!

50 in. Spindle speeds provided. 12, It

22, 30, 39. 54, 72 and 98 r.p.m. Ne

weight with hydraulic pump, motors

starters and filter, 34,700 pounds.

Newton Unit Head Box Type

Milling Machine

A new line of milling machines whlc!

permit converting single purpose ma

chines Into machines for future worl

has recently been developed by the New

ton Division of Consolidated Machin

Tool Corporation, Rochester, N. T. Thi

type has been designated by the maker

as a unit Head Box Type Milling Ma

chine, and that the naming Is cor:,

can be readily noted from the photo

graph of a typical machine In this lin<

As can be seen, the machine Is actu

ally made up of several Individual mill

lng units on a planer type milling ma

chine base. The machine Illustrated I

of extreme rigidity. It has two horizon

tal head units, two vertical units plu

an auxiliary vertical spindle for clean.:,

out the cut between two large vertlcs

cutters. Later on should this machin

e££ The Ames

Gauge will take more blows at the spindle

end, withstand more general rough treat

ment and retain its original setting and

smooth action longer than any other gauge

made. Send for the Ames Gauge catalogue.

Ames GAlJCES

B. C. AMES CO., Waltham,
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The Baldwin-Duckworth Chain drive shown here hooks a steam engine

with a generator and gives a speed increase of 7.05 to 1. This is an unusual

drive problem, but typical of the many successful ways in which roller chain

may be used.

Chain speed is 1310 F.P.M. and the drive transmits up to 200 H.P.

Baldwin-Duckworth precision machining and selective heat treatment

produce a roller chain that will efficiently and economically handle any power

transmission or elevating problem.

Send for catalog. Baldwin-Duckworth Chain Corporation, Springfield,

Mass.
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Newton Unit Head Box Type Milling Machine

This is not the onlj

change possible, how

ever, as the unii

heads can be reset loi

use In any position-

horizontal, vertical, tx

at any angle. The bo:

type construction alst

permits rearrange'

ment of blocks an<!

unit heads to accom

plish the partlculai

milling Job ne

This develo

has Increased the l

fulness of mllllni

machines built fa

specific Jobs becaus

It means that ma

chines do not have ti

be discarded as prod

uct or design change

eliminate the need o

that particular oper

atlon. With thi

be required for work necessitating, say

four horizontal spindles, the machine

can be easily arranged for this operation

by transposing the Independently-driven

vertical heads and substituting a fill-in

piece at the top to complete the girt.

new unit head box type construe

tlon, as the Job changes all that Is nec

essary Is to rearrange heads and block

and set them In position In accordano

with new work to be performed.

The machine Illustrated is arrange*

PULLMORE CLUTCHES Used In

Clark Truclifts

A No. 4, single-type Pullmort Clutch, running in oil,

controls tht lift in Clark Truclifts. Here is a service which

demands frequent operation, smooth, easy engagement,

reliable pulling power. Pullmore Clutches meet these

requirements; also the design requirements for simplicity,

and easy adjustment when this eventually

These features make Pullmore Clutches

satisfactory for use in a wide variety of other

equipment, automatic and semi-automatic

machinery. Investigate.

The Pullmore Blue Book—This new booklet con

tains complete information on sizes, dimensions and

capacities of Pullmore Clutches; drawings of typical appli

cations; twenty illustrations of equipment using Pullmore

Clutches; brief Information on Rock ford O-C Toggle-Type Pullmore Clutches are made

and Spring-Loaded Clutches. Write for a copy today. in sit"le ind double
in capacities up to 75 hp.

ROCKFORD DRILLING MACHINE DIVISION

Borg-Warner Corporation, 300 Catherine Stout, Rockford, Illinois

Sold by MORSE CHAIN CO., Ithaca, N. V. With offices In principal cltiei
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to mill top, bottom, sides and ends of

tractor transmission cases In two opera

tions.

Spindle heads are Individual units,

each head having Its own motor mounted

directly on the head and direct gear

connected by silent pinion through suit

able reduction gears Including pick-off

gears which can be transposed or

changed for varying cutting speeds.

Machines can be furnished with quick

change gears and also with D.C. adjust

able speed motor drive. Each spindle

has separate end adjustment and pro

vision for locking spindle quills. In

addition all heads can be repositioned

along the holding flanges as they are

drilled with closely spaced bolt holes to

allow for setting up In small Increments

closer or farther away from work. Wide

faced flame hardened herringbone spin

dle gears are used.

Table Is of planer type construction

with self-aligning V-shaped ways. It has

planed top surface and Is provided with

parallel T-slots. Pressure lubrication Is

provided and oil filter Is also furnished.

Feed drive to table Is by hydraulic

pressure and Is controlled by single lever

at operating position. This hand con

trol of feed and rapid traverse Is supple

mentary to automatic control regulated

by adjustable trip dogs on side of table

Machines may be provided with hydrau

lic screw or cylinder feed or mechanical

screw feed.

Lubrication of each head is Independ

ent, filtered oil being supplied undf

pressure and the operation readi:

checked by visible oil flow gauges. 4."

A feature that adds to convenience

and ease of operation Is the device for

handling the changing of the heavy cut

ters used. This consists of a jointed

arm attached to rear of machine which

can be swung Into position for attach

ing or removing cutters.

"Bliss" No. 407 Toggle

Drawing Press

While it Is true that the single-action

press with built-in drawing cushions to

do double action work has become in

creasingly popular, there is a very defi

nite limit to the range of work: which

can be accomplished with this type ol

equipment. In other words, the use of

high blank-holding pressures, particu

larly with deep draws, involves a de

cided Increase In the capacity of the
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NORMA-HOFFMANN BEARINGS CORPORATION. STAMFORD. C t„ U.S.A.
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Bliss No. 407 Toggle Drawing Preas

driving train on the press. Including

motor and flywheel.

The toggle double-action press, Illus

trated herewith, has advantages In posi

tive gripping for stretching Jobs with

draw beads and In power economy on

deep draws. It can draw a shell 10

Inches In depth, giving maximum effi

ciency In the process. Then It also can

be converted from a double-

action Into a triple-action

press by the addition of Mar

quette drawing cushions In the

bed.

The Bliss No. 407 double-

crank, double-action, straight -

sided, toggle drawing press

Illustrated Is a long-stroke

model. Its frame Is made of

four separate castings held to

gether by extra-heavy steel tie-

rods which are shrunk In. A

35 h.p. electric motor drives the

flywheel through V-belts, which

In turn drive the double-

geared twin-drive train of

gears.

The control is completely

electric, with push buttons to

start, stop or inch the press.

The ability to Inch is an In

valuable asset in die setting.

The clutch Is a new Bliss full

automatic, air-operated, com

bined friction clutch and brake

with the clutch mounted in

the flywheel. The flywheel is

mounted on Timken roller

bearings.

Some of the more impor

tant dimensions are as follows:

diameter of chankshaft at

bearings, 7 in.; at pins, 8 In.;

plunger stroke, 21 in.; blank-

holder stroke, 14 in.; shut

height bed to blank-holder,

stroke down adjustment up, 34

in.; bolster, 6 In. thick.

The crankshaft and the intermediate

shaft have renewable bronze bushings

while the drlveshaft is mounted on re

newable Timken roller bearings. The

bed is completely arranged for the addi

tion of air cushions should It become

necessary. The feature saves a great

deal of time and money in installing

cushions.

^^^^TOOL STEELTUBH^^SShS

When you drill ringa, bushings, etc. from
the solid, the pile of chipa and the time
consumed represent wasted dollars and rents.
Order BISCO TOOL STEEL TUBING and
SAVE. Sizes up to 14" diameter and 2"

wall thickness.
Also: Stainless Tubes, Aircraft Tubes. Me
chanical Tubes, Pressure Tabes. Cold Fin
ished Steels. Tool Steels, Special Steel, etc.

THE BISSETT STEEL CO., 943 East 67th St., Cleveland, Ohio
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Just some teeth

around a blank

That to some people is a milling cutter and is com

parable to designing an automobile by putting

four wheels on a box.

For maximum efficiency, milling cutters must be

engineered.

Let us study your problems.

GODDARD & GODDARD CO.

Milling Cutter Engineers

DETROIT, MICH.
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Sundstrand Tool Grinder

For the accurate, fast, and econom

ical grinding of cemented carbides and

other cutting tools, the Sundstrand Ma

chine Tool Co., 2529 Eleventh St., Rock-

ford, 111., has brought out the tool

grinder Illustrated herewith. The Sund

strand Tool Grinder Is Intended to meet

modern requirements by providing means

for establishing accurate angles quickly,

for producing smooth, keen cutting

edges, for free cutting, clean grinding,

and for sensitive control of the opera-

Sundstrand Tool Grinder

tlon. The machine Is rigid, compact, and

powerful.

The machine Is constructed on a heavy

box section pedestal with large base

which provides rigid support for wheel

spindles and work tables at a conveni

ent height. Motor drive Is completely

enclosed. Two Independent heavy spin

dles of heat treated chrome nickel steel

are mounted on the same center line

and run In precision antl-frlctlon bear

ings protected by special oil seals.

V-belts provide a smooth flow of power

from the motor to the spindles and

dampen vibration. The motor Is started,

stopped and reversed through a conveni

ently located switch. The reversing fea

ture enables the operator to do all grind

ing with the wheel running toward the

UNIVERSAL

DRILL

BUSHINGS

FIRST COST

10%

LOWER

EXCEPTIONAL

LONG LIFE

• •

MADE TO A. S. A.

SPECIFICATIONS

• •

INTERCHANGEABLE

• •

PROMPT SERVICE

ACCURATE

LONG LIFE

LOW COST

WRITE FOR CATALOG TO

UNIVERSAL ENGINEERING CO.

FRANKENMUTH. MICH
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We have a large and diversified

tine of standard burs carried in

slack for quick delivery. Often

your finishing problem can be

solved easily with one of these.

If not we can develop special

burs for your job. Send for

your copy of our catalog shmc-

ing over 300 standard burs.

It is free to any interested

executive. Write to Pratt <S-

Whitney, Division Niles-

Bemenl-Pond Co., Hartford,

Conn.

Executives often fail to realize the manv jobs

these small, inexpensive, handy tools will do.

A bur (or rotary file) can be shaped to do a

particular job and reach that difficult place.

Often a bur driven by a flexible shaft will do

work that otherwise would be impossible or

highly expensive. Burs do a better job than hand

files, with a fraction of the effort.

Keller Burs are well made. Bigid specifications

control their material, manufacture and heat

treatment, so that each bur conforms to the high

standards established. Every bur is particularly

suited for the job it must do.

KELLER
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cutting edge of either right hand or left

hand tools, thus Increasing smoothness

and durability of the edges.

A grain wheel Is provided for rough

grinding and a diamond-faced wheel for

finishing. The rough grinding wheel has

a steel back and Is mounted on a spindle

pilot. The steel guard Is adjustable to

provide for 2%-ln. wheel wear. A three-

way valve and double nozzle floods either

side of the grinding wheel with coolant

as required. The rough grinding table

has trunnions in well protected bearings

to allow adjustment from 10 deg. above

horizontal to 30 deg. below. The posi

tion of the table Is Indicated clearly on

IDEAL SPEED LATHES

FOR LAPPING
FINISHING
POLISHING

SMALL PARTS
2 Speed Motor.
Automatic Brake.
Ctollet or 8 Jaw
Chucks. Hand
operated or auto
matic. Write for
Olr. 351.

SCHAUER MACHINE CO.

805-7 Broadway Cincinnati, Ohio

a direct reading scale and the table Is

clamped solidly by one simple move

ment. The carriage supporting the

rough grinding table forms a catch basin

for coolant and abrasive; It Is mounted

for oscillation and lnfeed on a heavy

steel bar solidly secured In the machine

column. Grinding Is accomplished by

oscillating the carriage, table and tool

as a unit. Conveniently placed bandies

at opposite ends of the rough grinding

carriage enable the operator to sweep

tools completely across the face of the

cup-shaped grinding wheel. A capstan

nut and accurate screw feed provide

delicate control of grinding pressure and

the amount of metal removed. A quick-

acting clamp on the underside locks the

rough grinding carriage In horizontal

position for top rake grinding.

The diamond-faced finishing wheel Is

mounted on a spindle pilot fully pro

tected by a steel guard that Is adjust

able for right hand or left hand grind

ing. The finishing table Is hardened and

ground. A conveniently located clamp

locks the table securely In any position

from 10 deg, above horizontal to 30 deg.

below horizontal. The carriage supports

the finishing table In well protected

trunnion bearings and forms a catch

basin for coolant. It Is mounted on a

STEELof Every Kind • • for

Every Purpose • . in Stock . . Ready to Use

Here if steel in every shape and sixe in carbon and alloy grades—

in stock tor Immediate Shipment. Whether it is standard shafting

or the finest accuracy stock—stainless steel or special flame cut

plates, you can get quick delivery from the nearest Ryerson plant.

Allied lines such as welding rod, solder, babbitt and tools are also

included. Universal facilities for cutting, handling and shipping as

sure accuracy, dependability and speed.

WRITE FOR THE RYERSON STOCK LIST

Joseph T. Ryerton A Son, Inc., Chicago, Milwaukee. St. Louis. Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Buffalo,
Boston, Philadelphia, Jersey City

RYE R S O N
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NCREASED SEEING

EFFICIENCY AT LESS

, — out profit* with lite "better than
'▼''([ht" illumination of the new horizontal
r-"P« Hewitts- There if no glare from polished
^■1 when . . . scratches are easily detected

eyet are retted . . . and better work if more
r aewrnpbshed.

t adding incandescent tamps to the mercury
rlon the fixture, lighting if obtained that closely

for operations that re-

The detail-revealing light of mercury vapor is now

produced at 22% less cost. And, the new unit hangs hori

zontally to give the best distribution of the soft, non-

fatiguing light which its long lamp provides. Starting is

instantaneous. Power factor is high.

Get full details about these improved units. They are

made in two sizes: 50 inches long operating at 350-

watts; 33 inches long using 275-watts. Bulletin 827DM

illustrates their many advantages for you. Write for a

copy. General Electric Vapor Lamp Company, 897

Adams Street, Hoboken, New Jersey.

GENERAL©ELECTRIC

VAPOR LAMP COMPANY
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B™SharpePumpS

For—

GOOD

PUMPS

ask for this catalog

Pumps for —

Supplying Coolant

Hydraulic Systems

Forced Feed Lubrication

Maintaining Pressure

General Circulation

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.

Providence, R. 1.

Brown & Sharpe

Pumps

heavy steel shaft rigidly supported In the

machine column. An adjustable lamp

bracket and reflector provide means tor

focusing ample Illumination upon tool*.

The machine Is available In two mod

els: Model A, with rough grinding wheel

operating at 950 r.p.m. and finishing

wheel at 3600 r.p.m., and Model B with

rough grinding wheel running at 3100

r.p.m. and finishing wheel at 3600 r.pjn.

(Above) Top rake fixture. With the fixture
set op as shown and a tool clamped in posi
tion, the operator turns the feed screw until

the tool touches the grinding wheel. He then
oscillates the lever, sweeping the tool acmes
the face of the wheel. (Below) Drill sharpen
ing; fixture. This fixture will sharpen twist
drills and countersinks up to ' --in. diameter.

The height of the spindle above the floor

Is 40 V4 In. and the dimensions of the

base are 25x26 >2 In. Floor space re

quired. 41x37 In. Weight, Including mo

tor, 1090 pounds.

Extra equipment Includes a l\-'2 h.p .

1800 r.p.m. or 1500 r.p.m. motor, 10-ln.

diameter grain wheel for roughing, 6-ln.

diameter diamond -faced wheel for finish

ing, top rake fixture, clearance angle

fixture, finishing protractor, drill sharp

ening fixture, diamond wheel dresser

and holder.
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Rockford 36-In. Hy-Draulic

Openside Shaper

To make possible the surface

machining of small work which

would not be economical for a

large planer and which Is still

too long for accurate machin

ing on the ram-type shaper,

the Rockford Machine Tool

Co., Rockford. 111., has brought

out the 36-In. Hy-Draullc

Openside Shaper Illustrated

herewith. This machine recip

rocates the work instead of the

tool and provides a double-

length bed and planer-type

table upon which the work-

piece can be supported solidly

at all points In Its travel. The

cutting tool head Is carried on

an easily adjusted heavy rail

which has a rigid brace extend

ing to the rear of the massive

column. This construction Is

Intended to retain the speed

and convenience of the shaper,

provide the accuracy and easy set

up of the planer, eliminating overhang,

reduce wear, and Insure accurate work.

In addition to the advantages noted,

the 36-In. Hy-Draullc Openside Shaper

Rockford 36-In. Hydraulic Openside Shaper

also provides the advantage of hydraulic

drive. The hydraulic drive Is direct and

highly efficient. No power Is wasted In

driving complicated or unbalanced mech-

Cuttlng speeds and pressures

CULLMAN

SPROCKETS

For

Roller, Block and

Silent Chains

Over 45,000 in Stock

SPECIALS MADE TO ORDER

Send for our new catalog

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

336 ALTGELD ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
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are constant throughout the entire cut

ting stroke and the tools can be worked

at maximum efficiency. Any desired

stroke length and position relative to

the work Is available instantly without

stopping the ram or using tools. The

same ease and complete range of adjust

ment applies to the hydraulic cross

feeds to the table. The reverse Is quick

yet shockless. Stroke length can easily

be altered to follow the contour of

Irregular work and the tool can be stop

ped anywhere In the cut, Inched or re

versed.

Pull cutting pressure Is always avail

able with complete safety for the ma

chine, tool and work. Operating the

stop lever locks the hydraulic circuit

and halts the machine Instantly without

shock or coasting. The machine has

very few fast-moving parts and these

are submerged In oil or pressure lubri

cated.

The heavy box section bed Is double

the stroke length and contains a large

reservoir for hydraulic oil. The hydrau

lic cylinders are fully enclosed. Three

ranges of cutting speeds are provided,

each having infinite adjustment between

the maximum and minimum. Qulck-

clamplng dogs provide accurate adjust

ment of stroke length without stopping

the machine or using tools.

The heavy rail has Integral triangular

box section brace and is securely an

chored to the column on widely sepa

rated ways. The head Is heavy, accu

rately mounted and glbbed to the rail,

and has micrometer adjustment for the

tool slide. A similar head for side

mounting is available. Centralized con

trols provide easy engagement of power

transverse feed of the rail head In either

direction, of tool slide up or down, and

manual adjustment of both. A massive

box section column, designed in the

modern manner. Is accurately and se

curely anchored to the bed. Hydraulic

controls are centralized on a neat, self-

contained panel.

The minimum stroke Is 1 in., nominal

stroke, 36 In., and actual stroke. 384

In. Vertical travel of tool, 9 in.; hori

zontal travel, 30 In. Vertical adjustment

of cross rail, 24 In. Maximum distance,

table to cross rail, 24 In. Length of

table, 58 in.; width of table. 21 Vi In.

Working surface of table, 21'2x36 In.

Length of bed support for table, 74 In.

Table speed changes. Infinite. Num

ber of feeds, Infinite. Range of vertical

and horizontal feeds, 0 to 0.100 In.

Height, 6 ft. 10 In. Floor space required.

Including motor, 4 ft. by 9 ft. 4 in.

TAPER AND

PIN DRIVE -EXTENDED CENTER

Midwest tested

taper and pin

drive plus lock

screw on taper

, and Extended

E Center provide

I rigid support at

both ends.

Eliminate Vibration and Slipping

Permit Faster Speeds and Heavier Feeds

Send for complete Midwest Cutter Catalog

Midwest Tool & Mfg. Company "S^mX"
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HOW TO CUT THREBD-CUTTinG COSTS

YOU GET IO TIMES

THE CUTTING SURFACE

• Machine shops everywhere report spec

tacular savings with the new National Acme

Die Head with quick removable circular

chasers. Consider these advantages :

1. 270° of chaser cutting surface as compared with 25°

2. Ten times longer life.

i. Precision built of hardened alloy steel.

4. Chasers quickly adjusted.

5. Chasers changed in a matter of seconds—a turn of

one screw does the trick.

6. Reinforced back of cutting edge — cool running.

7. Chasers easy to sharpen.

8. Simple construction—only i major parts in die head.

Here's what they will do for you:

1. Speed up production.

2. Cut cleaner threads.

3. Reduce "down time."

4. Decrease scrap loss.

5. Do more work.

6. Cut costs to the bone— increase profits.

You can easily save money and time as many other

manufacturers aredoingtoday. We'llsurveyyour

equipment and show you how—before you

SEE HOW

OTHERS SAVE

CAST PRODUCTS CO.-Cut over

500,000 pieces of V\" pipe bar

rel plugs with one set ofchasers.

SCREW PRODUCTS PLANT-

Threaded 2,500 pieces No. 5

Carpenrer stainless steel, '/in*

thread per chaser grind.

BRASS PRODUCTS MANU

FACTURER— Cut 4,000,000

threaded pieces with but one

third of chaser life used up.

buy. Fair enough? Just mail the coupon. , MAIL THIS COUPON,
J ° J 1 Th« National Acme Company, Cleveland, Ohio /The National Acme Company. Cleveland. UhiD/

Please send me (without obligation) complete infor
mation on your Die Heads and Circular Chasers.

Name

Company

: Chasers.

NATIONAL

ACME
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MORE MARKS

BETTER MARKS

WITH

7/IOrSTAMPS

WTT HEN you buy stamps, you

buy the marks they make.

You are only interested in stamps

that give clear, legible markings over

a long period of use.

Thor Stamps will give you "more

marks and better marks" because of

these features:

THUMB SIDE MARKING, easily read,

easily used . . . TURNED HEAD, gives

a central striking point . . . BLUE

HEAD, sign of correct individual heat

treatment of special alloy steel.

SEND FOR BOOKLET

The Pittsburgh Stamp Co.

812 CANAL ST. PITTSBURGH, PA.

Approximate weight crated for domestic

shipment, 9000 pounds.

Hack Universal Die-Making

Machine

Need lor a single machine to meet

the varied requirements of the die mak

ing industry has been met by Mr. Frank

W. Hack, a Chicago manufacturer, In

his development of a universal machine

that stands alone In its field.

Faced in his own plant at 440 North

Hack Universal Die-Making- Machine

Oakley Boulevard. Chicago, with the

ever present problem of time wasted in

shifting from machine to machine with

the attendant delay of locating parts,

Mr. Hack conceived the idea of econo

mizing time and labor by combining

the major operations in one machine.

This multiple use machine, occupy

ing only four feet square of floor space,

was designed and built to do all the

mechanical and most of the hand oper

ations which until now have required

the use of separate machines and expert

artisans.

The requirements which have been

met In the actual performance of this

machine include two distinct ranges of

cutting properties, heavy and sensitive

duty and the inclusion In one machine
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Richardson Technicians

will be glad io cooperate

in the application of IN-

SUROK gears to all types

of mechanical equipment.

No obligation, of course.

GEAR cutters extend a genuine ser

vice to their customers when they

recommend INSUROK gears for produc

tion machines. INSUROK gears are silent

in operation; outwear metal many times

over; reduce power consumption; step up

manufacturing schedules; give longer life;

eliminate costly delays and replacements;

cut production costs. Build up a profitable

business with INSUROK gears. Details

on request.

<7Ae RICHARDSON COMPANY

lucago) 111. Pounded I8S8 Lockland. (Cincinnati) Ohio
k, N. J. Indianapolis Ind.
tit Office: 4-352 O. M Building. Phone Madiaon 938*
York Office: 75 West Street. Phone Whitehall 4-4487
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of reciprocating as well as rotary mo

tion, together with the performance of

a maximum number of operations with

a minimum of attachments, each easy

of adjustment and so designed that lift

ing of heavy parts Is unnecessary.

Stripped of all removable units the

machine consists of a base, a spacious

compound table, a reciprocating rear

ram, adjustable for stroke of position

and lockable In a stationary position If

desired. To this ram Is fitted a master

head to which other attachments are

fastened, and Incorporated In this head

Is a back-geared milling spindle vertic

ally adjustable within the ram, thus

embracing all the functions of a horizon

tal milling machine. The head also

serves as a lathe spindle, Increasing the

adaptability of the machine.

Multiple uses are made possible by

the vertical head, which Is simply and

easily attachable. Rotatable throughout

a circle, It affords eight speeds; four

back geared and four high speed, and

there are four speeds In the angular po

sition, all back geared. In connection

with this spindle, but removable from

It, Is the sensitive slotting head, used

also for filing and lapping and other

reciprocating operations, which can func

tion at any angle.

A hack saw frame Instantly attach

able to the master head and using stand

ard blades can be used Interchangeably

with an elevated table or with the

centre plate In the table top. Electrical

equipment consists of a three h p., 90

cycle, 220 meter 3 phase motor which

drives the ram and a % h.p. unit for

the master head.

Fifteen different kinds of cutting op

erations are done with the regular equip

ment and this number can be doubled

with auxiliary adapters.

"Cincinnati" Disc Grinders

The Cincinnati Electrical Tool Co.. >

division of The R. K. LeBIond Machine

Tool Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, has an

nounced the addition of several sizes of

disc grinders to their general line of

such equipment. The grinders may be

had In the double end disc type as

shown In the Illustration, or with a disc

on one side and a conventional type

grinding wheel and wheel guard on the

other side.

The discs are of high grade steel accu

rately machined and balanced to ensure

running true. The spindle Is of nickel

steel dynamically balanced and mounted

i FULRQ

• QUIETNESS

• RELIABILITY

• MAXIMUM

PERFORMANCE

CENTRIFUGAL COOLANT PUMPS

THESE UNITS CAN BE MOUNTED IN ANY POSITION

AG3M Va H.P. BALL BEARING MOTOR 25 G.P.M 10 FT. HEAD

AG4M % H.P. BALL BEARING MOTOR 35 G.P.M 10 FT. HEAD

AG5M Vi H.P. BALL BEARING MOTOR 50 G.P.M 10 FT. HEAD

AG6M 3/4 H.P. BALL BEARING MOTOR 70 G.P.M 10 FT. HEAD

FULFLO SPECIALTIES CO., INC.

BLANCHESTER, OHIO
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ELEPHANT

BRAND

FINISHED

BUSHINGS

FINISHED — with adequate

allowance for final machining

-ELEPHANT BRAND

PHOSPHOR BRONZE

BUSHINGS save you the time,

trouble and waste of machin

ing from scaly castings.

Available in 12" bars, ma

chined with 1/32" plus O.D.

and 1/32" minus on the I.D.

op to and including 3" diam

eter . . . also, from 3" to 6"

with 1/16" pins O.D.

1/16" minns on the I.D.

I.D. S4".

Details and stock lists (214

sizes) upon request. WHITE,

NOW!

THE PHOSPHOR BRONZE

SMELTING COMPANY

2206 Washington Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Cincinnati Disc Grinder

on extra large ball bearings with special

provision for both radial as well as

thrust loads.

On the double disc grinder a table

with hand lever feed Is regularly sup

plied on the right-hand side of the ma

chine with a plain

table on the oppo

site side but this

equipment may be

changed to suit

Individual require

ments. On the

combination type

unit a table with

hand lever feed is

regularly furnished

on the right-hand

side, with a fully

enclosed safety

wheel guard for

the grinding wheel

on the other.

The steel discs

furnished as

standard equip-

ment may be had

for either glueing

on abrasive discs

or properly drilled

for mounting

steel-back abrasive

discs. A disc press can be supplied for

glueing abrasive discs to steel discs.

The motor supplied Is of the fully en

closed type with magnetic starter with

both overload and no voltage protection

and push button control.

Grinds

81 SIZES OF

Drills

No. 31 to Vz"

This Star Precision

Grinder puts drill grind

ing on a production basis.

Its simplicity and accu

racy saves as high as

50% on drill costs and

insures uniform accuracy

that guarantees perfect

holes and increases pro

duction. Write for descriptive folder.

STAR MACHINE & ENGINEERING CORP.

BLOOMFIELD AVE.

Division of Star Electric Motor Co.

BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY
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IN PARTS HANDLING AND STORAGE

• Manufacturers of anti-friction ball and roller bearings that are world

famous for their maintenance and lubrication economies . . . SKF Industries,

Inc., depends on Lyon Steel Shelving for the economical storage and smooth

flow of hundreds of types and sizes of bearings from production line to users.

Another example of the versatility and practical economy of Lyon Steel

Shelving. Because it combines maximum utility, flexibility and salvage-

ability, Lyon Steel Shelving is a lasting asset. It permits quick, low-cost

rearrangements and additions at any time ... is not affected by dampness

. . . resists fire . . . will not warp, swell, shrink or split. Mail coupon for

full details.

Lyon Metal Products, incorporated

AURORA, ILLINOIS

LYON METAL PRODUCTS. INCORPORATED

1309 River St., Aurora, Illinois

Please send Information as checked:

□ Bulletin on Steel Shelving; □ Tool Cribs;

□Lockers.□ Shop Boxes;

LYON

STORAGE

EQUIPMENT

IY0N METAl PRODUCTS. INCORPORATED. Aurora. Ill
PitT
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THE SOLID SHIM ST

that peels

IAMINUM

Precision laminated brasil Simply p-e-e-l your

adjustment!. (Choice of .002 or .003" lamina

tions.) Quick, accurate adjustments made right

at the machine; no filing or machining.

SHIM

STOCK

in handy

cartons

SAVES THE TIME AND TROUBLE of un

rolling shim stock to cut it. PREVENTS WASTE

and damage to paper-thin sheets. Thicknesses

.001 to .015" . . . brass or steel.

ARBOR HUjx—

SPACE RSk^tesss:>d

Conveniently Packaged

Pocked 10 to an envelope in thicknesses .001 to

.020". Assorted thicknesses in envelopes of 20.

728

Order through your milt supply house

LAMINATED SHIM CO.jnc

Manufacturers

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

Greenerd Two and Four-Ton

Hydraulic Presses

A hydraulic press In both two and

four-ton sizes Is now being made by

Greenerd Arbor Press Co., Nashua, N. H-

The frames of the two sizes are Identi

cal, the difference being In the pump

and motor equipment. The frame Is cast

of special hydraulic semi-steel and the

Greenerd Hydraulic Press

press Is equipped with a 3% -in steel

piston with three cast Iron rings. Rams

are of alloy steel and are packed with

chevron type packing. The glands are

equipped with a bleeder pipe to take

care of any surplus seepage.

The motor and hydraulic pump are

mounted on opposite sides of the main

housing and the pump Is connected be

tween a 16-gal. sump In the base and a

pair of hydraulic valves mounted on the

side of the frame.

Power is applied by means of a hand

lever, and pressure will remain on the
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MORE and BETTER THREADS

You can get more and better threads with this new threading

machine—the latest in design and modern improvements.

You can learn about this "profit-maker" from the new Murchey

catalog which diagrams and explains the No. 11 and No. 22

machines. The catalog shows various views of the tangential

chaser die head, a sectional view of the whole machine

and details of the heavy forged steel spindle with

integral flange.

It will pay you to investigate this machine.

Write today for catalog.

MURCHEY MACHINE & TOOL CO.

DETROIT • • • MICHIGAN
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work until the lever Is released, this

movement automatically returning the

ram up to a power stop which may be

set at any predetermined point. The

press has an adjustable stroke from 1

to 16 In. and the ram Is 2 In. In diam

eter. Pressure may be set at any point

between % ton and full capacity of the

press.

When the press Is equipped for two

tons pressure, equipment may be sup

plied to give a ram speed of 276, 224 or

150 In. per minute on the down stroke

under full pressure as preferred. The

return stroke would be 480, 330 or 216

In. per minute. When equipped for four

tons pressure, equipment may be fur

nished to provide a ram speed of 132 per

200 In. per minute on the down stroke

for which the return stroke would be

216, 330 or 558 In. per minute.

The working surface of the table Is

8x8 In. with a 2% -In. slot. Height from

floor to table, 34 in. The press Is equip

ped with a 3 h.p. motor in all cases ex

cept that of the four-ton press equipped

for 200 In. speed per minute, for which

a 5 h.p. motor Is required. The machine

Is completely self-contained and ruggedly

built.

DRILL THESE ROLES

By a Quick, Easy, Inexpensive Method
Your business letterhead will bring literature.

WATTS BROS. TOOL WORKS
Wllmerdlng, Pa.

Racine Vertical Feed Metal

Cutting Saw

Racine Tool & Machine Company. 1770

State St., Racine, Wis., has brought out

a power saw of the dry cut type In the

design of which a simplified hydraulic

feed principle is incorporated. The feed

dial gives an infinite range of pressures

from zero to maximum as required to

cut all classes of material Including

mild and cold rolled, alloys, tool steels,

high speed and stainless steel.

The hydraulic system consists of a

simple plunger pump, cam-operated.

Hydraulic pressure Is applied to the top

BETTER Broaches for

every job and the only

broaches for some jobs.

MORE parts per grind

MORE grinds per broach

25% to 35% Longer Life.

Write for NEW bulletin today.

The Connecticut Broach

Machine Co.

New London, Conn.
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NO QUESTION

about Oilgear

Surface Broach

ing Machine

PERFORMANCE

V:

The Oilgear Variable Delivery Pump

has enough long and exacting ser

vice behind it to demonstrate beyond

question its greater smoothness of

operation, its greater dependability

of performance, what it means in re

duced maintenance costs. And just

as you would expect, this famed

pump, applied to Oilgear Surface

Broaching Machines, is setting new

high marks in production at the

closest tolerances desired. For what

Oilgear means in terms of your prob

lems, write for full information In

cluding Bulletin 23.000A. THE OIL-

GEAR COMPANY, 1323 W. Bruce

St., Milwaukee, Wis.

• One or more

pieces finish-

broached sim

ultaneously

• Highest pro

duction at

close toler

ances

• Each unit com

plete and self-

contained

• Single lever,

semi - auto -

ma tic control

• Automatic full

interlock of

broach anc

shuttle tables

•Welded all-

steel construc

tion

• 6, 10, 16, 20

ton capacities

OILGEAR

SURFACE

BROACHING MACHINES
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In. The vise can be swiveled to

45 deg. Power Is supplied

through a V-belt drive from

the motor to the drive gears

and two speeds are available

The machine cuts very accu

rately at the rate of two to

three square Inches In mild or

cold rolled steel per minute.

Pour-In. rounds are cut In

eight minutes and 3-ln. rounds

are cut In Ave minutes.

Racine Vertical Feed Metal Catting- Saw

of the feed cylinder through a valve with

numbered dial for varying the pressure.

The entire hydraulic system with valves,

cylinder and controls Is self-contained

In a removable cast Iron case. The sys

tem Is very compact, with provision for

draining all possible oil leakage back to

the oil reservoir. Three quarts of auto

motive crankcase oil are sufficient to

operate the machine for many months.

The capacity of the machine is 6x6

Hauser Type 2BA Precision

Jig Boring Machine

The Illustration shows the

Hauser Type 2BA Precision Jig

Boring Machine which Is r.o

being introduced in this coun

try by The R. Y. Perner Co.

161 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. The fea

tures of the Hauser machine are maxi

mum rigidity, exceptional drilling and

boring capacity, durability, and an un

usually large working range. Of partic

ular note Is the completely centralized

control. Prom the operating position

all controls are within convenient reach

from the front of the machine.

The spindle head, gear box and ver

tical slide form an Independent unit as

3

THIS MARK

The sign of DEPENDABLE ACCURATE

GEARS of all TYPES and MATERIALS

for all kinds of MACHINE TOOLS and

FOR POWER TRANSMISSION

EVERYWHERE.

Will be

found only

on GEARS

made

by

Diefendorf Gear Corporation

Syracuse, New York
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NEW

No. 400

Va"

PRODUCTION

DRILL

Actual working tests have shown conclu

sively that this little giant has no equal

in the small production drill field. Here

is a real tool, not a toy, capable of sus

tained high speed production WITHOUT

OVER HEATING. Perfectly balanced and

ingeniously ventilated, it can be operated

indefinitely without discomfort. It is not

only the smallest, lightest 'A -inch drill

on the market UVi lbs.) but also the

most powerful. For work of a one-

handed nature, no other drill ever made

can be handled with such

perfect control and so little ^CEIEC

fatigue.

top view showing, how stream. Side view showing relative size
finline design fits "Dvno-Mlte"

to the grip.
'Dyno-Mlto."

EVERY TEST IS POSITIVE PROOF

Its simplicity of design and construction

denote the skillful engineering of a fin

ished tool. It can be taken down and

re-assembled in five minutes. Quiet

operation and long life are assured by

heat treated chrome molybdenum helical

gears, over-size Oilite spindle bearing,

ball bearing armoture and thrust bear

ings.

Write for complete details of this re

markable new drill and of the many other

fine power tools in the important Millers

Falls line. Ask us to demon

strate "Dyno-Mite's" supe

riority on your own work.

MILLERS FALLS COMPANY

Greenfield, Massachusetts
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UNIVERSAL

COLLET CHUCKS

Automatic Screw Machine, holding Drill - Counter-

bore - Center Drill and Reamer in UNIVERSAL

COLLET CHUCK

[ One of the Many Uses ]

RIGID

GRIP AS STRONG

AS SOLID

STEEL

CONCENTRIC

WITHIN .001

ACCURATE

For Holding End Mills, Drills, Taps,

Center Point, Keyway Cutters etc.

FOR LITERATURE WRITE TO

UNIVERSAL

ENGINEERING CO.

FRANKENMUTH, MICH.

distinct from the machine base with the

table and cross slide. The vertical slide

member feeding Into the machine base

provides exceptional stability when drill

ing, as the guide length is greatly In

excess of the overhang of the spindle

head.

The table Is set by the method of

right angular coordinates, and the com

pletely covered measuring system, which

Hauser Type 2BA Precision Jiff Borinr

Machine

incorporates corrector bars, allows set

ting to be made to 0.0001 In. The

measuring screws are of a special steel

and are of large dimensions with suit

ably large thread flanks. The graduated

dials and verniers are large and easily

readable through glass covers. The

clamping devices are operated by levers

brought to the front of the cross slide.

The clamping action Is direct and posi

tive. The table slots and front face of

the table are In perfect alignment with

the guides.

The spindle Is operated by a 1 hp.

motor operating at 1400 r.p.m. The
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The Morse Line

include*:

High Speed and Carbon

CUTTERS
TAPS AND DIES
SCREW PLATES
ARBORS
CHUCKS
COUNTERBORES
MANDRELS
TAPER PINS
SOCKETS
SLEEVES

PRODUCTION COSTS

Are "invisible values" slashing away at your production

costs, bringing to your metal-removing tools greater cut
ting efficiency, less breakage, longer time between rcsharp-

ening ?

They are If you use Morse Tools. The "invisible values"
are Morse Extra Values—hidden superiorities in every
tool that bears the Morse trade mark. In putting them
there, years of manufacturing experience play a part. So
does carefully-controlled heat treating. Unusually accurate

grinding. Step-by-step inspection.

Do you have doubts about a difference between various
brands of metal-removing tools? Then let Morse extra
valuea prove themselves in your own shop. The Morse
laboratory, with many years of tool engineering experi

ence, will cooperate on any problem.

A Conveniently Located Morse Distributor

Will Give You Prompt Service

MORSE

TWIST DRILL & MACHINE COMPANY

NEW BEDFORD - - - MASS., D. S. A.

LAFAYETTE ST.
CHICAGO STORE • 170 WEST RANDOLPH STREET
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drilling capacity In cast Iron Is 23/32

In.; In steel, 19/32 In. Boring capacity

Is 1% In. The working surface of the

table Is 1734x12;., In. Longitudinal

movement of the table Is 13% In. and

the cross movement Is 8 In. Maximum

distance of spindle to table, 20% In.

Vertical adjustment of spindle head,

17% In. Vertical movement of spindle,

4 Inches.

The spindle has a Morse No. 1 taper.

Nine spindle speeds are available: 120.

180, 270, 400. 600, 900. 1300, 2000, and

3000 r.p.m. Peed of spindle per revolu

tion, 0.003 Inch.

The diameter of the circular table is

12 In. Angular reading is 5 seconds.

The diameter of the inclinable table Is

6V2 in. Reading for circular table, 5

seconds; reading for tilting of table, 1

minute. Net weight of machine with

motor, without circular table, 1540

pounds.

tions have been made available by Pro

gressive Welder Co., 737 Piquette Ave-

Detroit, Mich. The units vary In size

from 114 to 4-ln. cylinder diameter.

The pressures vary from approximately

Progressive Hydraulic

Self-Stripping Punching Units

Individual punching units that may

be used in any production set-up or

built Into production fixtures by the

manufacturer to suit his own speclflca-

ProKressive Hydraulic Self-Stripping

Punching Unit

2650 lbs. in the iy2-ln. diameter to

19,000 lbs. in the 4-ln. diameter. Cylin

ders vary in length from 8 in. to 10 In.

The diameter of the stripper cylinder

varies from % in. in the lV4-in. model

to 1 in. In the 4-ln. model. Travel is

% in. on all types.

TITAN STUD SETTER

CONTROLLED DRIVE Assures

Perfect Setting

The Titan Stud Setter has a safety clutch which con

trols driving power.

The Titan is positive in driving and automatic in

releasing, thus making it possible to set the studs to

any predetermined degree of tightness.

When the studs are driven to the specified tightness,

the drive is automatically released and the tool may

be removed without fear of mutilating or distorting

the threads.

The great capacity, speed range, utility, and safety

of this production tool make the Titan Stud Setter

a profit-earning tool wherever it is nsed.

Write today for the new illustrated circular.

TITAN TOOL COMPANY

FAIRVIEW • PENNA.
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DO VOU LIKE

31at Wire

WITH B 5PRMG-LIKE "FEEL"?

THE peculiar spring qual

ity of our tempered High

Carbon Flat Wire has impressed

and pleased a large number of

concerns who are"hard-to-please"

buyers of this product. Great re

siliency, straightness, and strict

uniformity of temper are among

the qualities which this wire

possesses.

The particular Roebling spring

steel shown below is a tape steel

. . .tempered, polished, and blued.

tRoebling

COLD ROLLED

STEEL FLAT WIRE

It is a very tough, resilient wire

. . . very accurate dimensional!)',

free of defects on the surface and

edges, has high tensile strength,

and is uniform in temper.

If you require cold rolled steel

flat wire made up to exacting

specifications ... wire which calls

for close attention to details and

careful checking throughout pro

duction ... it would pay you to

investigate our product and our

facilities. We specialize in this

type of work and our organiza

tion is trained to handle it.

We have had over 40 -years of

experience.

John A. Roeblings Sons Company

TRENTON, N. J. *rjwA« ta Pttmlft Ciltn

orlv n Fine product mnv berr the haire roebimg
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The stripper cylinder, being hollow,

also acts as a guide pin for the punches.

The exterior Is hardened, and ground for

wear and alignment. Each unit will

cover a working area of approximately

8-ln. diameter and as many punches

can be mounted as this space allows

and the capacity and size of the cylinder

permit. Standard punches and dies are

used and can be mounted on the heads

In any location, and are as Interchange

able on different Jobs as the cylinders

themselves.

The units can be operated singly, In

multiple, or alternately as desired. Any

reversing type hydraulic valve Is suitable.

In the operation of the punching unit,

the stripper first positions the work

against the die and by reversing the

valve the punch follows through, pierc

ing the holes. The punching unit may

also be used for embossing or trimming

on light gauge sheet metal parts. The

units have full salvage value as only

relocation and changing of the punches

is all that is necessary to adapt the units

to any production change.

Power of approximately 1500 lbs.

pressure per square Inch maximum is

supplied by electrically driven hydraulic

pumps. Any type of hydraulic pressure

unit will operate these punching units,

although Progressive supplies one espe

cially engineered for this purpose. Spe

cial high production fixtures can be

engineered by this firm as required.

M-B "Heavy Duty" Air Grinder

The Illustration shows the M-B "Heavy

Duty" Air Grinder, now being offered by

M-B Products, 130 E. Lamed St., Detroit,

M-B "Heavy Duty" Air Grinder

Mich. The features of this grinder are

the three stages of power and three

ranges of speed, together with a simple

governor which regulates the maximum

speed.

Power Is controlled by a series of three

YOU CANT BUST

In actual test, we blind

tapped a hole in this piece

of steel. An "UNBRAKO"

was screwed into it and

forced through the bottom.

The steel split three ways, yet

the "UNBRAKO" didn't show a

scratch.

J SQUARE HEAD SET SCREW

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

■banchss JIMXINTOWN, PKNNA,

BOSTON
DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS BOX 556

BRANCHES

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

THIS ONE!

Fig. 509

THAT'S

STRENGTH—

will do that and

come out un-

damaged!

That's strength which

yon can nse to meet the

hazards of eren ordinary

service; it's a demon

stration of the extra

toughness that with

stands severest strains.

Send for a sample and

jost try to break it.

yourself. Give it a fair

test. Then, switch t*

"UNBRAKOS". where

you can't afford failure* !

Catalog.
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PROLONGED

CUTTING-POWER

The bearer's teeth are aces-high as long-duty cut

ting tools. So are Napier Band Saw Blades. Used

in conjunction with the Horiiontal Napier Band

Saw Machine, they give 100% greater production

per blade than is obtainable from an ordinary band

saw machine blade . ■ .

Because:

1. The Horizontal Napier machine has an auto

matic floating feed which eliminates destructive vibration.

2. Cutting compound is pumped onto the work in a continuous stream at the POINTS of

the blade, thus scavenging the chips out of the gullets.

3. Large band wheels prevent checking in the gullets.

These factors—plus long life quality of Napier blades, secured to them by patented design

of construction—assure 100% more work per blade. AND THE MOST EXPENSIVE NAPIER

BAND SAW BLADE COSTS $2.46. INCLUDING ELECTRIC WELD.

Yet savings on blade-costs is but ONE of the Horizontal

Napier's TEN advantages.

HORIZONTAL NAPIER

BAND SAW MACHINE

METAL SAW & MACHINE CO.

APIER STREET SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

TEN OUTSTANDING

5—One Horsepower

FEATURES

1—Accuracy

2—Speed

3—Small Displacement

4—Prolonged CuttlngPower 7—No Time Out

6—Handles both Large and

Small Work

8—Low Installation Cost

9—Low Depreciation Coat

10—Skilled Handling

Unnecessary
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air Jets and the grinder can be operated

on any one of the Jets. No. 1 Jet makes

available the minimum amount of power.

No. 2 the Intermediate stage and No. 3

the maximum volume, which Is In excess

of % h.p. The air control Is accessible

and convenient, consisting of a knurled

ring on the back of the body.

The three ranges of speed are obtained

by the use of three different governor

springs. By changing the governor

springs, the maximum speed can be reg

ulated to 25,000, 45,000, or 65,000 r.p.m.

Thus the desired speed Is available for

any type of Job. Furnished with each

You know about Carboloy's

ability to resist abrasive

wear on lathe and grinder

centers, centerless grinder

rests, wire drawing dies, etc.

Now—you can use Carboloy

to tip your micrometers at

their point of wear—give

them at least 50 times longer

life, and increase their

degree of accuracy during

this entire period of greater

use. Send us your microm

eter. We do the rest.

Write for descriptive leaflet.

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC.

J975 E. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

CARBOLOY

TIPPED ANVILS

AND SPINDLES

grinder Is an adaptor for use In the tool

post of a machine, affording a most effi

cient Internal grinder.

The grinder Is packaged In a finished

hard wood case. Included with the

grinder are the following accessories:

oil resisting air hose with dirt filter, six

mounted grinding wheels, two drop

forged steel wrenches, two speed change

springs, one adaptor to permit of using

regular grinding wheels with U-ln.

holes, and one tool post adaptor.

Atlas Safety Belt Guards

Atlas Press Company, Kalamazoo,

Mich., announces that belt shields are

now available for any Atlas 9 or 10

Atlas Safety Belt Guard

Series Lathes with self-contained coun

tershafts. The complete transmission of

any recent Atlas lathe Is fully enclosed

after these belt guards are added.

Both guards are aluminum castings

with pin-hinges for quick raising and

HOLE-PUNCHING and NOTCHING DIES

Your first use of WALES DIES will show the saving* In time
and money they make possible. These Individual, sub-press type
dlei operate In press or press brake. Nothing attached to the
press ram. Quick set-up—never obsolete—relocate for new
parts. Standard holes up to 7/a"—square notches up to 5x6—
Also Vee Notches—14 ga. flat sheet or under.

Write for Catalog

THE STRIPPIT CORPORATION

1SS9 NIAGARA ST. BUFFALO, N. Y.
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NEW!

Q. A. W. HYDRAULIC

CONTROL VALVES

2-WAY — 3-WAY — 4-WAY

Vz", 1", 1 14", 1 Vz". and 2'

• Hand Lover or
Pilot Cylinder Operation

TWO TYPES

For 1000 Pounds Working Pressure

For 2000 Pounds Working Pressure

Sizes including 1" available in heavy bronze forged

housing recommended for water and corrosive fluids.

Sizes 1" and under also available with housing ma

chined from solid steel slab for oil or soluble oil

solutions.

Quick As-Wink

©VALVES

C.B. HUNT & SON -SALEM, OHIO

DifTmatiTORS la ramciPAL cities

pr«MM»t!vt In EtiqUnd: Gaston E. M*rb«Is, Lid., London.

NO METAL-

TO-METAL

CONTACT

Built on the Q.A.W.

principle of No

Metal-to-Metal wear

in the valring action,

stainless steel plung

ers, short travel, and

balanced action, these

new ralues offer ex

tremely long life in

hard service. In

spection and re-assem

bly In a few min

utes.

Write for complete

new catolog of Air

and Hydraulic Valval.

"1 M" (key)
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speed changes. It Is not necessary to

remove guards to change belts. The

left guard covers the motor-to-counter

shaft belt and has a special Inner guard

for the pulley on the countershaft. The

right guard covers belt from counter

shaft to lathe spindle. The entire as

sembly Is ready-tapped for easy Instal

lation.

"Gair-Lock" Method of Locking

Inserted Blades

A new method of locking adjustable.

Inserted blades In milling cutter heads,

of Interest to all users of single and

multiple blade cutting tools, Including

boring bars, boring heads and reamers,

has been developed by The Galrlng Tool

Company, 1629-35 W. Lafayette, Detroit.

Michigan. The locking member, posi

tioned In a shouldered recess adjacent to

the blade slot, fits the serrated blade

and locks It securely. Blade and lock

are Inserted lengthwise. The blade and

lock are marketed under the trade name

"Galr-Lock".

One of the chief advantages claimed

for this blade design Is the facility of

adjustment. There are no wedges to

drift out or upset. A tap on the rear

of the blade releases it instantly and it

can be set out the required distance

A single blade may be removed and re

placed without loosening or removing

(Left) Milling Cotter with "Gair-Lock" In
serted Blades. (Right) Phantom view illus
trating Gair-Lock method of locking cnttcrs

in position.

any other blades In the cutter head

This Is due to the freedom of the blade

In the slot prior to Galr-Locklng. An

other advantage claimed Is rigidity. The

blades may be set at the correct angle
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Seller

TRIPLE

ECONOMY

CIRCULAR COLD SAWING MACHINES

OTUC CAW The Heller blade is narrower, requiring less horse-

' n™ •»»»» ww power and wasting less material. These blades are

furnished on a replacement basis — when segments are worn down, a

complete blade is supplied (or the price of the segments.

THE MACHINE

The Heller Hydraulic Cold Saw is

built with the precision and con

venience of a milling machine—

simplified and foolproof — with

feeds and blade speeds which

insure maximum blade life.

O THE GRINDER

The Heller Grinder brings

the dulled blade back to

original Heller Tooth Form. Installed

with a machine, one man at no extra

cost can handle both sawing and

blade grinding to suit his own require

ments and of the material being cut.

Centralized responsibility in Heller—

for the Triple Economy assured in

Blades, Machines and Grinders.

'4 >

HELLER MACHINE COMPANY

I 14 LIBERTY STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.
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For Contour Sawing

THE DOALL

METALMASTER

INSTANT BUTT WELDING of saws and

Dial Control of Speeds now features of

this combination DOALL saw and file.

Put this new tool to work

for you. Write for Hand

book and full information.

CONTINENTAL MACHINE SPECIALTIES
1301 Stulti Wiitiinflsn Arrw

and rake to obtain solid tooth cutting

action, approaching as closely as me

chanically possible the condition of a

solid cutter.

The Galr-Lock unit Is said to prevent

blade shifting or tilting, permits more

blades per diameter, affords greater chip

clearance, eliminates serrating of cutter

body, makes special bodies for tungsten

carbide blades unnecessary.

Dumore "Chief" No. 12 Lathe

Grinder

A lathe grinder capable of precision

Internal and external work and adapta

ble to a wide variety of machine tools

has been placed on the market by The

Dumore Company, Racine, Wis. This

grinder, known as the "Chief," develops

Dumore "Chief" No. 12 Lathe Grinder

one h.p. and Is said to maintain pre

cision tolerance on the heaviest produc

tion work.

The grinder Is powered by a one h.p.

capacltator motor which Is dynamically

balanced to eliminate vibration and pre

clude the possibility of chatter marks In

grinding. The motor Is said to deliver

the maximum power output for Its size,

plus constant speed. Grease-packed

split-tolerance ball bearings are used and

the motor Is fully enclosed to prevent

dust and dirt from reaching the bear

ings, rotor and stator.

Power is transmitted from the motor

to the quill by two No. 1 section V-belts.

Proper belt tension Is secured by ad

justing the motor on Its base. Six

sheaves are furnished so that spindle

speeds of 2800 to 8200 r.p.m are available,

thus Insuring the correct wheel speed*
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American Swiss Files of Precision

Swiss Pattern File

Made in the United States

QUALITY 1 SERVICE

It is a guide to users in their file purchases.

More than 2000 shapes, cuts and sizes

enable one to select the exact type of file

for the job. The uniform size, shape and

cut, in addition to the uniform hardness and

the high quality of American Swiss Pattern

Files, assure longer file usage and better

work.

RIFFLER FILE

AMERICAN SWISS PATTERN FILES

American Swiss File & Tool Co. Elizabeth, N. J.

Also manufacturers of Mechanics' Hand Tools and Knurls
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(Left) Dumore "Chief" Grinder set up for deep Internal grinding, using a M-20 quill. Hi
qnlll irrinds to 20 in. deep on holes of 2%-in. diameter or larger. (Right) Dnmore "Chief

Grinder set up in a large lathe for refinishing the piston of a large hydraulic hoist.

for wheels from 8 In. to 3 In. in diam

eter. Proper alignment of the motor and

quill sheaves is assured by a slot in the

motor frame and dowl in the base.

Six quills are available; one external

and five internal—all capable of 0.0001

In. accuracy. All quills are equipped

with the Dumore patented oiling system

which lubricates each bearing with a

constant fog of oil.

Equipment Includes one wheel guard,

six sheaves, two T-bolts, one belt guaj

two V-belts, one No. 20 diamond dress

one can Dumore oil, three wrenches

necessary wheel collars, and shipplrj

boxes for each

Toledo Special Automatic Press

The press illustrated in the abov

photograph was recently adapted by tb

Toledo Machine and Tool Co., 1420 Hast

The "face value" of a Dial Indicator is its ability

to give accurate readings at oil times—even under

severe punishment.

Standard's new "Shockproof" construction protects

the delicate mechanism from shocks that would de

stroy the precision of the average dial indicator.

Standard Dial Indicators are made to "take it" and

still give you accurate readings.

Write for new catalog.

come to

'Standard'

STANDARD GAGE CO., INC.

POUGHKEEPSIE • NEW YORK
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.COMMERCIAL DROP FORGINGS • BOARD DROP HAMMERS ind DIE MAKING MACHINERY

BILLI NCI

THE BILLINGS * SPENCER CO. HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT. U. S. A.

Built into Billings Vitolloy Wrenches are the results of three-quarters

of a century of forging experience, engineering knowledge and crafts

manship, combined with the present day achievements of modern metal

lurgical knowledge and engineering skill—Controlled Grain Size Special

Alloy Steel—to our specifications.

Recognized leaders for three-quarters of a century in the forging art,

this new contribution—Billings Vitalloy Wrenches—means continued

leadership.

Ask for BILLINGS VITALLOY— Guaranteed Quality
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It practically

STOPS WRENCH

REPAIRS

That mBBiP housing guarantee

saves you at least 75% of your

wrench repairs and having wrenches

out of commission—a valuable econ

omy.

But the PHtsClO gives you also

tremendous strength because it's all-

alloy now with alloy handle and

chrome molybdenum jaws, heel jaw

replaceable, hook jaw full-floating

and made with handy pipe scale.

Adjusting nut spins easily in every

sixe, 6" to 60". Altogether, o

wrench with satisfactions you can't

find in any other.

Ask your jobber.

THE RIDGE TOOL CO.

ELYRIA, OHIO

PIPE TOOLS

Ings St., Toledo, Ohio, division of E.

Bliss Co., for a special piece of work

quiring an eight-station dial feed

etching with acid, the trade-mark i

number on hardened steel parts,

tached to the slide Is a rubber sta

die which Is rotated 180 deg. at e

stroke of the press.

The back stamp die comes dc

touching a pad of acid, then on the :

stroke rotates 180 deg. to the front i

applies It to the work which has b

placed under the die by the dial f<

Toledo Special Automatic Preaa

At the same time that the die with tl

acid has rotated to the front, the d

that was in front rotates 180 deg. to t]

rear to pick up more acid for the ne:

Impression. Thus, a piece Is etched t

each stroke of the press and, contlm

lng around In the dial. Is drop;. ■

through a hole In the bolster Into

container.

The press, itself, Is a "Toledo" No. 1

open back Inclinable, with a l\ -

stroke, 6-ln. shut height on the bed aj

a 1-ln. bolster. A V4 h.p., 900 r.pj
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METALWORKING DIES

1/VotL *fi <=A>d

r INDUSTRIAL TOOLS?

. ES, far too many metal working dies are made at

high costs that they might be put in the class of

- of art. Yet, slow, costly "fitting and filing"

are unnecessary with most dies.

>me of the largest concerns are saving money by using

le CERROMATRIX method to locate and secure punch

xl die parts—not only on short run dies on light

it. rials, but also for long runs on metals up to 5/32"

lick.

ERROMATRIX, a bismuth-lead-tin-antimony alloy,

lelts at 250° F. and expands slightly on solidification,

ubstantially reduces cost, time and uncertainty of die

instruction by making it unnecessary to use complicated

"Ming devices or to machine non-working surfaces to

lose dimensions in locating parts.

Send coupon for free 24-page booklet

on CERROMATRIX

ERRO DE PASCO COPPER CORPORATION

4 Wall Street New York, N. Y.

Wish Associate*, Mining A Chemical Products, Ltd., London, Eng.
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motor Is geared directly to the flywheel

supplying the motive power.

Sundstrand Model 10PWX SC.

5PWX Pump Unite

The Sundstrand Machine Tool Com

pany, Rockford, HI., announces a line of

hydraulic pump units with the control

valves built Into the pump housing.

These units are extremely compact and

are made In two sizes, the larger being

the Model 10PWX and the smaller, the

5PWX.

An entirely new feature In the 10PWX

unit Is a variable displacement piston

pump which can be furnished with three

different feed rates: fast, medium and

slow feed, each of which is Independ

ently adjustable. In addition there Is a

constant volume pump In this unit

which provides rapid traverse. Both

pumps are driven by a single shaft.

The main control mechanism Is In the

pump housing and may be actuated by a

simple hydraulic remote control valve

which Is tripped by dogs on the moving

member. An alternative control Is elec

trical switches and trip dogs In conjunc

tion with solenoid valves.

Either the hydraulic remote control or

the electrical switches provide the t

pre-set rates of feed and rapid tni

In either direction. This same col

arrangement Is used for the Model 5!

Snnstrand Model 10PWX

unit which like the

10PWX, has two independently

able feed rates In addition to

verse.

The small size of these units

with such a simple and flexible

makes them Ideal for machine tool

and other applications. The pumps

driven at motor speed 1200 r.pjn.

are quiet in operation. Extremely smo

feeds are obtained due to the mult

TaAt Cutting Ttexim&zA

Designed to Meet

' MODERN

PRODUCTION

DEMANDS

PUTNAM HI SPEED 8PIRAL FLUTED CHUCKING REAMERS cut
with exceptional speed and never fall to leave a smooth, accurate hole!
They're guaranteed for quality of material and workmanship—your as
surance of long, dependable service. Furnished with left hand spiral,
right hand cut, with both straight and taper shanks. There's no doubt
about It . . . they will meet YOUR most exacting production requirements.

Catalog No. 3 lists complete information and prices.

WRITE FOR IT !

1-1

REAMERS

•

COUNTER-

BORES

PUTNAM TOOL CO.

2981 CHARLEVOIX AVE. DETROIT, MICH.

END MILL

•

SPECIAL

TOOLS
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LENCEwSERVICE

IMICA gears, for many years, have proved that they

' highly serviceable. When properly cut in the right

pj usually outwear metal gears. There is no grind

and as they are elastic they take up shocks in

train and save the machine—especially if it is

iodic or reversing action.

idability is well known to machinery buyers. And

operation Formica gears make possible is a strong

They help to sell the machines.

also make life easier for maintenance engineers,

gears of Formica from the leading

this page.

HE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY

4640 Spring Grove Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

ioRMlcS!

FORMICA

Gear Cutters

•
The Akron Gear A En'g Co.

Akron, Ohio
Farrcl-Birminoham Co. Inc.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
Slaysman A Company

Baltimore, Md.
Harry A. Moore

Bangor, Me.
The Union Gear A Mch. Co.

Boston, Mass.
Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.

Chicago, III.
Perfection Gear Company

Chicago, III.
Gear Specialties, Inc.

Chicago, 111.
Merkle-Korff Gear Co.

Chicago, III.
Chicago Gear Works

Chicago, 111.
Foote Gear Works

Cicero, III.
The Cincinnati Gear Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Clarksvllle Foundry A

Machine Co.
Clarksvllle, Tenn.

The Horsburgh A Scott Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

The Stahl Gear A Machine
Co., Cleveland, Ohio

The Master Electric Co.
Dayton, Ohio

The Adams Company
Dubuque, Iowa

Hartford Special Mchny. Co.
Hartford, Conn.

Beaty Machine Works
Keokuk, la.

The Generating Gear Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Badger State Gear Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Precision Machine Oo.
Milwaukee, Wis.
E. A. Pynch Co. -
Minneapolis, Minn.

Joaquin Alemany Lopez
Havana, Cuba

New Jersey Gear A Mfg. Co-
Newark, N. J.
Prager, Inc.

New Orleans, La.
J. Morrison Qilmour
151 Lafayette St.
New York City
Sior-Bath, Inc.

New York City, N. Y.
Mid-State Electrical
Engineering Co.

Osceola Mills, Pa.
E. M. Smith Machine Co.

Peoria, III.
The Eagle Gear A Mch. Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Rodney Davis and Sons

Philadelphia. Pa.
The Pittsburgh Machine A
Supply Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Perkins Machine A Gear Co.

Springfield. Mass.
Wlnfleld H. Smith. Inc.

Sprlngvllle. N. V.
Ailing Lander Company

8odus, N. Y.
Charles E. Crofoot Gear

Corp'n, South Easton, Mass.
Arlington Machine Oo.

St. Paul, Minn.
Farwell Mfa. Co.

Toledo, Ohio
Dlefendorf Gear Corp.

Syracuse, N. Y.
Worcester Gear Works

Worcester, Mass.
Massachusetts Gear A Too)

Co., Woourn, Mass,
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Geist Semi-Automatic Roller Cutter

piston pump design, which Is an exclu

sive Sundstrand feature.

The 10PWX pump Illustrated Is pro

vided with the three Independent feed

rates, an advantage which Is highly de

sirable for wide facing operations as

well as for boring, reaming and counter-

boring multiple diameter holes.

Geist Semi-Automatic Roller Cutter

The Geist Manufacturing Company,

whose product Is sold through the Lan-

dls Machinery Company, Waynesboro,

Penna., has placed on the market a semi

automatic Roller Pipe Cutter In the

operation of which the operator Is re

lieved of all duty other than fee

the pipe Into the machine.

The machine Incorporates many

features of design, the most notewo

of which is the operation of the rd

by a cam action. Both the hand 1

and foot pedal have been ellmlna

The movement of the rollers In a

tlcal plane Is actuated by a gear drl

disc cam. Separate cams are neces

for standard wall and extra heavy -

The operating cycle of the machln

controlled through the medium of p

off gears. The gear train Is arrangec

that by reversing one pair of gears

employing an extra pair, furnished

standard equipment, four different sp<

HAMILTON ELEVATING TABLES

Save time and money in lifting and handling heavy

dies, tools, etc., in your tool room or stamping shop.

All steel construction — ami-friction bearings—fur

nished with hand or electric power. Special tables

built for your requirements. Write for illustrated

circular.

THE HAMILTON TOOL CO.
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Simple Change to the Modern Assembly Method

eliminated tap breakage...

> you standing the expense of tapping and

•ping troubles that could be avoided? A

rker-Kalon Assembly Engineer will give an

nased answer that may save you money.

re is the record on two of the hundreds of

nufacturers of widely different products who

re made sizeable reductions in assembly costs

switching from machine screws to Parker-

loo Hardened Self-tapping Screws:

Eel-Chase Mfg. Chicago, paid heavily for

• breakage and rejected parts when they were

■ping the formed steel rod handles which are

ached to the 22 gauge steel body of their

lokers. A change from machine screws to Hex

'ad type Self-tapping Screws ended the tapping

d trouble... saved approximately half of former

«mbly expense.

-man Y-Ray Products Corp., Long Island

ty. encountered high breakage of taps in alu-

mum alloys during assembly of frames for

eir film holder. By using Type "Z" Self-tapping

PARKER-KALON

Screws a 40 percent reduction was made in as

sembly costs, and assembly speed was doubled.

In both cases, the change in assembly method

resulted in stronger as well as cheaper fasten

ings. For it has been proved that Parker-Kalon

Hardened Self-tapping Screws hold better under

vibration, tension and shear stresses than ma

chine screws, bolts and nuts, etc

Let us help you Investigate this cost-cutting

method of assembling metal and plastics

On your own work it is likely that fastening jobs could be

simplified and economies effected by using Hardened Self*

tapping Screws in place of ordinary devices. In 7 out of 10

cases where metal or plastic assemblies are required this

method can be used to advantage for all or part of the

fastenings, A Parker-Kalon Assembly Engineer will call on

request to go over your fastenings with you and point

out all opportunities. A letter to us obtains this service

without obligation.

PARKER-KALON CORPORATION

Department M, 198 Varick Street, New York, N.Y.

FASTENING DEVICES

SOID ONLY THROUGH RICOGNIZIO DISTRIBUTORS
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are available. The speeds are fixed so

that It Is possible to cut off from 10 to

35 nipples per minute depending upon

the pipe diameter. A removable cover

protects the gear train.

The Gelst Roller Pipe Cutter Is equip

ped throughout with antl-frlctlon bear

ings, a heavy duty roller bearing being

used on the cutter disc spindle to as

sume the thrust load of a heavy cut.

A high pressure greasing system Is used

to Insure positive lubrication.

Another feature of this new Roller

Cutter Is the lubricator, built Into the

machine for lubricating and cleaning

the cutter disc. The lubricator, adjust

able for any diameter of disc, consists of

a reservoir that holds about one pint of

oil. A needle valve controls the flow

of oil permitting just enough lubricant

to flow Into two felt pads which are in

constant contact with the cutter disc

under spring tension. This Insures posi

tive and continuous lubrication.

A new type of pipe support replaces

the old type pipe stand formerly fur

nished with this machine. This new

support Is in the form of a trough

which eliminates the gripping of the

pipe while under cut. The trough is 10

feet long and Is lined with a series of

metal strips so placed as to minimize

any friction between the pipe and

trough. These strips form a bearing

which the pipe rotates and permit I

rapid advancement of the pipe after

cut-off operation has been compl

The trough is mounted on a new

of support. A quick action clamp

ables the operator to raise or lowei

support quickly to any desired he

Arms extending above the trough t

lnate the possibility of the pipe fa

out.

Savage Nibbling Machines

Redesigned

W. J. Savage Company. Knox

Tenn., has re-designed their line of

age Nibbling Machines. These new

chines are considerably Improved in

exclusive features, such as Direct-C

Center Drives, totally enclosed n

and one-piece revolving heads are it

porated. The new nlbbler is more ]

erful, has fewer working parts an

safer and easier to operate. There

no moving parts in the streamlined

eratlng heads except the metal era

tools. Fast and accurate cutting la

complished by guide template or 1

scribed line. Alloy steels may be

STRONG-ARM JOE SAYS

PRONOUNCED
■MACK - ITS*

The Only COMPLETE Line of

Heat-treated, Alloy Screws

W€ CALLED '€M

LOTS Of NAMES

We used to call 'em safety screws, t

hollow safety, then hollow hex—

now hollow set screws. But, throij

all these years and changes, there's

name that's stuck .... **MAC-IT|

MAC-IT screws always have been i

steel, the same in all sizes and tyr

then properly heat-treated. ^

railed 'em lots of names, but no

ones. MAC-ITS are old friends of (

THE STRONG CARLISLE & HAMMOND CO., 139



JINATORS of the

rtical Taper Pin Ream

iecial Reaming Problems Invite

mediate Shipment on Stock

SEND FOR CATALOG

Dept G

PIRAL SPECIALISTS
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DIE-CAST metals and alum

inum alloys are extremely

sensitive to harsh alkaline clean

ing solutions. Etching, tarnish and

loss of weight occur unless the

CORRECT cleaning material is

used when removing oil and

grease from processing opera

tions.

Avoid loss, damage to product, re

jects and other troubles by using

SAFE Oakite cleaning materials,

scientifically developed to remove

oil, grease and dirt quickly, eco

nomically from sensitive alloy

metals WITHOUT HARM

ING SURFACES! Tell us your

problems . . . we can help. Won't

you write today?

Branch offices and Refrnentativti in all

principal cititr of tha V. S.

Manufactured only by

OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC.

i6 Thames St., New York, N. Y.

as easily as boiler plate, and the

machines are sufficiently powerful

punch starting holes to one-half n

capacities. This feature Is quite an

vantage when Inside cutting Is requl

A few exclusive features In this

and Improved nibbler are:

1. Direct-Over-Center-Drive. wl

Increases power in nibbling

punching .starting holes.

2. Totally Enclosed Head pro:

working parts and operator,

provides better lubricating mi

ods.

3. One-Piece-Revolving

Savage Redesigned Nibbling Machine

vides fewer working parts

more substantial operation.

4. Combination Collet and H

Lock holds tool in place wi

tightening and simplifies 1

changing.

5. Re-deslgned Main Frame provi

additional strength and bet

balance.

The new Savage Nlbblers are cons*

atlvely rated to cut from % in. to Vi

thick sheet metal and have a range

throat depths from 8 in. to 36 In.

handling sheets in any length an

16 in. to 72 in. wide. The older

metal cutters manufactured since

with capacities for cutting % in.

OAKITE

SHCIMI2ID INDUSTIIAl ClfANING MATEHIAIS I MftMODS
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TOUGH

TAPPING

JOBSARE

MYMFAr

BATH TAPS can handle

tough tapping jobs

because they're ground

from the solid after

hardening ....

ihe Bath hardening process, blanks are hardened, tempered,

□ghened and then the teeth are ground. Thus, the thinnest

Iges of the teeth have the same perfect grain structure as the

:art of the tap.

> a result, these perfect teeth stay sharp longer, cut more

curately and allow more tapped holes per tap.

>r yon, this method means lower costs, greater accuracy, and

gher production—in a word, greater profits.

hy not give BATH TAPS a chance to handle your tapping

oblems—especially the tough ones?

IOHN BATH & CO., Inc.

WORCESTER, MASS.

T PflyS TO BUy BATH "Ground fromThe Solid" TAPS
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steel, have also been Improved In de

sign and construction.

Hunt Hydraulic Valve

The C. B. Hunt & Sons Company,

Salem, Ohio, has brought out a hydrau

lic valve the design of which embodies

the same no metal-to-metal wear prin

ciple and minimum of moving parts as

characterizes this company's already well

known line of "Quick-As-Wlnk" Air

Control Valves.

Illustration shows bronze forged hous

ing valve hand lever operated, for 4-way

operation. This valve Is also built for

2-way and 3-way operation and Is made

In '/2-ln., %-in. and 1-ln. sizes, In two

styles, for 1000 pounds working pressure

and for 2000 pounds working pressure.

The bronze forglngs used as housings are

among the largest bronze forglngs ever

made.

The employment of the dropped forged

bronze housing with Its high physical

strength affords an additional factor for

long life with water or corrosive fluids.

In the "Quick-As-Wlnk" valvlng prin

ciple, the valvlng operation is accom

plished in the 2-way valves by only one

moving part; in the 3-way and 4-way

valves by coincident motion of two

valve bodies or plungers. The valve

.ft

r—i

Hunt Hydraulic Valve

bodies or plungers are made of stain!

steel. These are "free-floating" In sj

cial packings, avoiding metal-to-me

contact. Balanced port action in «

Junction with the valvlng ring and t

no metal-to-metal contact, is claimed

provide a combination for extremely la

life and satisfactory performance in

service. Short travel Is an aid to

operation.

Accessibility is such that complete

spection replacements of parts and

12" DISC GRINDE

for grinding small parts

1/3 H.P. BALL BEARING MOTOR

1750 R.P.M.

A.C. 110 volt, 60 cycle, single ph

8"xl0" tahle mounted on
adjustable to 50° in any

• Here's a Disc Grinder that was specially designed to save you time

on small part grinding — wood patterns, small metal castings, glass

Write for further details.

ICHELSEA FAN & BLOWER CO., Inc.l

1370 W. 15th ST. NEW YORK!
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assembly can be made In a few minutes

and without disturbing the hydraulic

piping. Connections are provided so that

piping may be permanently connected

above or below housing. The only inter

nal moving parts, the stainless steel valve

bodies or plungers In several years of

hard, continuous service have shown Im

perceptible wear due to valving action,

in millions of operations. Complete new

catalog of "Qulck-As-Wlnk" Air and Hy

draulic Control valves Is now available.

Electroloy Cold Formed and Plated

Electrodes

The Electroloy Company, Inc., 50

Church St., New York, N. Y., announces

two major Improvements In the line of

electrodes marketed by this firm.

In place of the conventional machined

spot welding tip, this company now

offers electrodes cold formed under tre

mendous pressure and employing Elec

troloy standard highly conductive alloys.

The cold forming Is said to produce a

fine, uniform grain structure with an

additional 10 to 12 per cent Increase in

adherence. This construction Is claimed

to result In a minimum of mushroom

ing or deformation of the electrode ml

consequently an Increase in the numii

of spot welds per tip.

According to this company, researd

has Indicated that considerable loss d

current and overheating of the electro*

has been caused by oxidation on tlx

surface of the electrode at Its point ol

contact with the adaptor. To rectlfi

this condition, the Electroloy Compan]

now plates electrodes with a thin elec

trically conductive coating of a special

alloy which is highly resistant to oxida

tion. This plate is said to result in leat

heating of the electrode and conse

quently less softening and deformation

Standard tapered electrodes in all size)

and incorporating both of thexe id

provements are now available. Sampl

for test purposes will be forwardel

gratis upon request.

Safety Tu-Way Hammer or Vise

Belt Lacer

With a hammer and the new "Tu-

Way" Belt Lacer now being made by

Safety Belt-Lacer Co., Toledo, Ohio, the

belt can be laced with a lacing practi

cally the same as that procured with the

usual type of belt lacer. Or, If a vise

MORRIS

"MOR-SPEED"

RADIAL DRILLS

FEATURE:
Rigidity — Convenience — Power —
Simplicity — Low Cost.
Don't fall to Investigate the "MOR-
SPEED" tine of Radlals. Full facts

THE MORRIS MACHINE TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI OHIO

Straight

side

Presses

r i

t

"Outstanding in every detail for

heavy blanking and forming

All stresses are taken centrally.

Write for new c
describing this

ttalaff illustrating and
and other

Zeh fir Hahnemann Co.

184 Vanderpool St. Newark, N. J.
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RIGHT—A 3 H.P.
k Ranjre Precision
nder shown set up

external or far
face

AT LEFT—A I H.P.
Wide Range Precision
Grinder shown fitted

with Internal grinding
spindle.

NOW YOU CAN

GRIND IT!

i matter how well equipped a Grinding Depart-

tnt may be, a job will turn up which cannot be

ndled. Perhaps it is a shaft which is too long

the cylindrical grinder, a roll too large or a

ite too wide for the surface grinder. A "HISEY"

:de Range Precision Grinder mounted in a lathe,

ring mill or planer will save the day.

Ufa interchangeable heads, these Grinders do

emal, internal or surface grinding operations.

They are capable of

extreme accuracy

and are ruggedly

built for production

work.

Sizes range from

V* to 10 H. P. capac

ity in a number of

different models.

Netc Bulletin No. 51-M gives complete information.

THE HISEYWOLF MACHINE CO.

'hi Higk Crude

lfHuey -Made"

Internal Grinding Head with open

idle. la Interchangeable with

of above machine.

.1 IM I I s . . . f ill FEKS
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is handy, the lacing may be made In a

vise.

To lace with a hammer, a strip of

"Safety" Belt Hooks Is cut to the de

sired length and Inserted Into the lacer

magazine as far as they will go so that

the retaining pin may easily be Inserted.

The belt Is then Inserted between the

spiral spring pressure jaws and the end

of the belt Is pushed squarely and firmly

against the magazine. With the hooks

resting on a hard, smooth surface, such

as a steel plate, the hooks are hammered

In. a few at a time and only partly In

until all are set. The hammering Is

This machine quickly stamps details

and serial numbers into name plates.

Write For Particulars

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 Belle Plaine Ave., Chicago, III.

then repeated until the hooks are

even with the surface of the belt. Tl

best results are obtained by using hco|

of the proper size for the thickness

the belt.

For vise lacing, the belt Is Inserted b

I'sinn the "Safety" Til-Way Belt Lacer

tween the Jaws and against the magi

zlne as described above and the lacer

then Inserted between the jaws of tl

vise. The Jaws are now tightened unt

the hooks are properly Imbedded.

This lacer Is light, compact and (

such simple design that It can easily 1

carried about the plant—or away froi

the plant If necessary. It will easily

miii an average tool kit and will neitbi

take up much room nor add much I

the weight of the kit.

Sunnen Junior Cylinder Hone

Introduced several years ago by tl

Sunnen Products Company, St. Loul

Mo., for cylinder grinding work on At

STURDIMATIC LIVE CENTER for LATHES, GRINDERS and

MILLING MACHINES

STURDIMATIC TOOL COMPANY

It turns with the work.

Eliminates friction of deail

center.

Lowest possible overhang

prevents vibration an

chatter.

Write for Catalog and

Free Trial Offer

6222 THIRD ST., DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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>IE MAKING MACHINES

By OLIVER of ADRIAN

Save 50% to 60%

Actual figures show this saving—and more in many cases—in the cost

f making EXPENSIVE DIES, GAGES, TEMPLATES, CAMS and STRIP

ER PLATES.

/lore than ten thousand users attest to the high grade performance of

nese machines on sawing and filing operations and NO TOOL ROOM,

ARGE OR SMALL, can afford to operate without the services of an

)LIVER-of-ADRIAN die making machine.

For materials up to 3

lick).

je\ us tell you more

ibout the savings pos-

ible with an Oliver—

iend for 12 page book-

et. There's no obliga-

ion.

heir use permits less

killed mechanics —

irork assured on time—

eal savings—GREAT

ER PRODUCTION PER

t •

t t

Cut illustrates S-l jor 1" materials.

)LIVER INSTRUMENT COMPANY, ADRIAN, MICH

1430 E. Maumee St.
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stlns, Ice machinery, outboard motors,

light plants, compressors and other mo

tors with small-bore cylinders, the Sun-

nen Junior Cylinder Grinder

Is proving an exceptionally

handy piece of shop equip

ment for use on the Ford

V-8 "60" motor blocks and

other motor cylinders of

similar size.

Employing the same op

erating principle as the fa

mous Standard S u n n e n

Grinder, the Junior Model

uses two stones and two

non-cutting guides to pro

duce a straight, round hole

no matter how badly scored,

bellied, or bell-mouthed the

cylinder may be. Like the

larger grinder, It can be

jDnYor operated at any angle and

Cylinder adjustment Is fast, easy and

Hone positive. The Junior Grinder

will remove from two to

three thousandths-inch of stock per

minute with a guaranteed accuracy of

half a thouandths of an inch. Stones

can be changed from roughing to finish

ing in thirty seconds.

"Pretty Neat" Drawing Board

"Pretty Neat" Drawing Board

For the use of plant executives w

may wish to make drawings at thi

desks, or of engineers who may wish

make sketches on the Job. H. E. Twoi

ley, 7154 Magnolia Ave., Riverside, Ct

has brought out a drawing board whli

weighs less than one pound and is on

<4 In. thick. Although compact, t]

board Is extremely efficient, simple

ONE

LIBERT

SHEAR—

Not Severed Shears!
Meets all requirement! for cutting IRREGULAR
SHAPES—standard equipment furnished for
ring and circle cutting . . . absolutely accurate
and easily operated . . . metal It sheared and
not punched . . . cut anywhere, no starting
holes required for Inside cutting . . . only ono
adjustment for various thicknesses of material
used . . . unobstructed cutting vision ... no
further finishing required. No special cutters,
pilots, templates, or strippers are needed . . .
long life shear blades. Write for complete In
formation.

LIBERT MACHINE CO.

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

Manufacturers of shears since 1915

THESE TWO

"OLIVER" GRINDERS

i

pay their own way

Variety Belt Grinder
Hnndles wide range of wort
—grinding' and polishing ir
regular pieces of small and
medium st/e, conrex and con-
care surfaces, ornament* !
metal, mouldings, etc. Ball:
bearing idlers, roller bearing
countershaft- Easy to set
np and operate. Also motcr
ized. _

Disk and Belt Grinder

For grinding away bits of
metal Quickly, smoothly, and
for polishing this Grinder Is
ii money-maker. Table tilta.
I'sed by Ford, G-E, Hudson,
etc.

Writ* for Illus
trated bulletin;

OLIVER MACHINERY CO.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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DRILL PRESS

RANKS SIDE BY SIDE WITH

YOUR BIG MACHINES!

$53.90

(with 1/3 H.P. A.C. 60 cycle. 110 volt motor)

Compare it point-for-point : six-spline

spindle, mounted on 4 precision ball

bearings, with pilot wheel feed, cali

brated depth stop, positive return spring

action. Jacobs (0 to Yi") Key Chuck.

column, 30" high. High quality

materials throughout, machined to close

tolerances. Descriptive bulletin on re

quest. Walker-Turner Co., Inc., 797

Berckman St., Plainfield, N. J.

WALKER-TURNER^JwWPOWER TOOLS
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use and complete In detail, requiring no

thumb tacks or T-square. The board Is

made of composition and Is perfectly

smooth oh the surface. A raised edge,

% In. high and % in. wide, provides a

square surface against which a triangle

can be located for drawing the vertical

and horizontal lines. An 8-ln. 45x45

deg. triangle is recommended, although

other sizes will be found satisfactory.

Necessity for thumb tacks is elimi

nated by the use of spring clamps In the

corners which can be raised by means

of push buttons on the underside of the

board and which will hold the paper

mf4ft* 4&t1* 'f///"

•m wt- mt

This is one

way to count

production of pieces. A much

more reliable and time-saving

way is to make your machines

count as they produce by putting

Durant Productimeters on them.

We have counters for any type of

metal working machine and any

field of industry.

DURANT MFG. CO.

1932 N. Buffum St.
Milwaukee, Wis.

173 Eddy St.
Providence, R. 1.

Sales Of/ices in
all Principal Cities

TELL L'S WHAT VOL WANT TO COUNT

firmly In position. The board Is sllgfi

over 8V2XII in. inside the raised sid

thus it will take paper of ordinary stai

ard stationery size. The board is. tc

ever, also available in 9xl2-in. and

15-ln, sizes.

Goulds Vertical Centrifugal

Coolant Pump

Goulds Pumps Incorporated. Sen

Palls, N. Y., has brought out a sm

compact, vertical submerged type cecti

ugal pump de

signed especially

for the circulation

of coolant, cutting

compounds, or

similar liquids

containing abras

ives in suspension.

The pump is built

only in the %-ln.

size and is de

signed to occupy

the minimum of

space In installa

tion.

The Impeller Is

of open, double

suction type, hy-

draullcally bal

anced to eliminate

end thrust. The

Impeller is

mounted directly

on a large di

ameter extended

motor shaft, elim

inating necessity

of any lower pump

bearing. The pump casing Is cast inte

ral with the motor support, at the »

of which the motor Is held In posi'Ji

with male and female lock to ass-J

permanent alignment. The clearance 0

tween the impeller and casing Is suf

clent to remove the possibility of b:r.<

Goulds Vertical Ci
trifurol Coolant Put

'does a betier job!^

The CLEMENTS

—CADILLAC

BLOWER—SUCTION CLEANER—SPRAYER

No type of cleaning compares with Mowing or suction for
speed—economy—thoroughness—safety or versatility. No port
able hlower compares with the Clements-Cadillac for efficiency

and long life. See it at Booth 242. Chicago Power Show.

6655 So. Narragansett Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.CLEMENTS MFG. CO.
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New! Handy! Practical!
Yours for

the asking—

This Size and Dimension Chart

(Measuring 12x15 inches)

lists the complete range of

STANDARD WROUGHT

WASHERS

specifying all dimensions, unit weight, etc.,

and illustrating washers in exact size for

easy identification.

SENT FREE TO RATED FIRMS

When You Need

WASHERS & STAMPINGS

Take Advantage of Our More Than

20,000 TOOL SETS

Placed at Your Disposal

WROUGHT

)1 South Bay St.

WASHER MFG. CO.

Milwaukee, Wis.

SIDNEY

SPEED - ACCURACY - SIMPLICITY

• Step np production with
12 -speed sliding rear-head
lathes. Outstanding fea
tures :

12 speeds through spur
tooth gtiri. Automatic
lubrication in headstock,
apron, carriage cross
slide, and carriage bear
ings on the bed ways.
Anti - friction bearings
throughout.

Write for complete

details.

fff fLathes and Milliner Machines

THE SIDNEY MACHINE TOOL GO.

210 HIGHLAND AVENUE • SIDNEY, OHIO
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ing from chips. There are no pockets In

the casing In which chips may collect.

The pump Is made In capacities up to

30 gal. per minute and heads up to 19

ft. The motor Is % h.p., 1750 r.p.m.

Pioneer Vertical Bracket

Coolant Pump

A new model pump known as the

"VB" has Just been brought out by ths

Pioneer Engineering & Manufacturing

Company, 31 Melbourne Ave., Detroit,

Mich., for use In handling coolant or

INEXPENSIVE QUALITY!

These new

STANDARD

Grinders provide

quality at low

cost.

Bench Pedestal

1 H.P. 10"xl"

$102.00 $128.00

2 H.P. 12"x2"

$165.00 $195.00

3 H.P. 14"x2'/2"

$215.00 $245.00

Complete with

grinding wheels

WRITE FOR CATALOG showing:

Electric Drills, Aerial Grinders, Tool

Post Grinders, Disc and Ring Wheel

Grinders, Buffing and Polishing

Lathes up to 20 H.P.

THE STANDARD ELECTRICAL TOOL CO.

8th & Evans Sts. Cincinnati, Ohio

1912—25 Years Service to Industry—1937

Pioneer Vertical Bracket Coolant Pump

lubricant for machine tools. It Is a

compact, self-contained unit that bolts

directly to the side of the machine bas.-

or coolant reservoir.

The pump requires no suction piping.

The Intake Is directly through the base

bracket. Its general construction and

installation makes the entire unit readily

accessible. It Is simple to Install and

easy to remove. The whole unit may be

dismounted simply by removing the set

of flange bolts. The pump Itself is like

wise accessible for either Inspection or

servicing.

As will be noted from the accompany

ing Illustration, the pump Itself Is

mounted directly on the end of the

motor. There Is no long shaft to whip,

vibrate, or cause trouble. It is a close

coupled unit which maintains Its high

initial efficiency for an unusually long

service period.

GREENERD

Arbor Presses

500 lbs. to 35 tons pressure

HYDRAULIC, MOTOR DRIVEN, HAND OPERATED

Greenerd Arbor Press Co., Nashua, N. H.
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FOR ACCURACY

DEPENDABILITY

and

QUICK DELIVERY

i DRILL JIG

bLONIAL

U S H I N G S

Foot Press No. 28

Capacity 2" hole In 16
gauge — 100 holes per

minute.
No. 10 Punch

00

Capacity % 9 hole
uraucn iron.

Weight 8% lbs

Weight

ASK FOR

CATALOG

No. 10

■0 ITEMS

FROM WHICH

TO OHOOSE

WHITNEY METAL TOOL CO.

91 FORBS8 ST. ROCKFORD. ILL.

Pumps and Profits

RUTHMAN Pumps ore YOUR Profits

When you install a Ruthman "Gusher"

Coolant Pump you can be sure of

maximum service with minimum up

keep—for these reasons:

Low power consumptions-elimination

of packing glands—automatic prim

ing feature—use of centrifugal force.

These features and many more make

RUTHMAN "Gusher" Pumps econom

ical necessities for your shop.

Ruthman offers a pump for every type

of machine tool built—designed to

meet every modern cutting need.

Write for free data sheets.
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Although It will be used

largely lor coolant supply, the

liquid handled by this unit

does not have to have lubri

cating properties. Any type of

liquid not too highly corrosive

or vlscuous may be pumped.

Another advantage of the use

of this unit Is that no relief

or by-pass valves are needed In

the delivery line. Any degree

of throttling may be accom

plished without Increasing the

load on the motor.

Mellaphone Rectifier Pro

duces DC Current for

Magnetic Chuck

To meet the need for a sim

ple and dependable current

source In the tool room, the

Mellaphone Corporation, Ro

chester, N. Y., has brought out

an electronic rectifier using a mercury

vapor tube. This rectifier Is easily In

stalled, requiring only connections from

an AC line and a cord from the chuck

switch.

There are no moving parts to wear out

and the use of the well known mercury

vapor rectifier tube assures long trouble-

I

6 1

Mellaphone Rectifier which Transforms Alternating Car-
rent to Direct Current for Operation of Magnetic Chocks

free life. Dust, grit and moisture can

not affect it. The high efficiency and

simple construction which Is character

istic of all electronic rectifiers accounts

for the low first cost and operation. A

standard full-wave circuit Is used.

This rectifier can be supplied to work

from either 110 or 220 volts AC and de-

SSSS HINGES

VARIOUS WIDTHS

and GAUGES _

BUTTS AND

CONTINUOUS LENGTHS

WRITE FOR PRICES

S & S MACHINE WORKS

4S41 W. LAKE STREET HARDWARE DIVISION CHICAGO, IlllNOIS

For

GUARDS

CABINETS

CASES

BOXES

FLEXIBLE SHAFT

MV4 {Strata

MACHINES

Of High Quality Only

Vk to 2 H. P.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

It Pays To Buy The Best
SEND FOR CATALOG

N. A. STRAND fir CO.

5001-5009 No. WOLOOTT AVE., CHICAGO
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SHAPED

DIAMOND

TOOLS

Boring-

Turning-

Wheel Forming-

Built toYouR_

Most Exactirva Requipcmcnts

JKIofS ^

J. K. Smit & Sons. Inc.

INDUSTRIAL DIAMOND IMPORTERS

NEW YORK CITY
157 CHAMBERS ST.

DETROIT. MICH

6400 TIREMAN AVE.

14" JIG ILLUSTRATED

CUT JIG COST . . .

Jaws and bushing plates are all you need
to make your permanent drill Jigs. The
"John's" Jigs provide a base with quick
clamping action for an unlimited
of drill Jigs—thereby cutting "
costs 76% In most cases.

Ask for circular.

Jig

HEUSER MANUFACTURING CO.

188S N. PAULINA ST. • CHICAGO

Use De Sta Co quick acting toggle clamps for holding

production parts where rapid, accurate locating and release

is required as for welding, drilling, machining or assembly

operations.

Slight movement of handle firmly clamps the part under

pressure— an easy pull quickly raises clamping bar clear

of work. Operates quickly and holds firmly without slip

page or side sway.

DETROIT STAMPING CO.

3449 FORT ST., WEST DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Twenty-four standard styles and

sizes to select from, all moder
ately priced. Send for litera-
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liver 110 or 220 volts DC to the magnetic

chuck. The model pictured here oper

ates on 110 volts AC with a capacity of

220 watts output.

Stevens No. 1 Adjustable Angle

Tilting Table

John B. Stevens, Inc., 306 Hudson St.,

New York, N. Y., have brought out an

adjustable angle tilting table to meet

the demand for a tilting fixture for use

In connection with either of the two

types of 7'/2-ln. rotary tables made by

this Arm, as well as for mounting vises

DANLY

PRECISION

DIE

Danly All-Steel Sets

Danly Commercial Sets

Danly Die Makers' Supplies

DANLY SERVICE

8 Danly Warehouses Provide
24-Hour Service for 85% or
All Metal Fabricating Plants

DANLY MACHINE SPECIALTIES, INC.

21 22 South 52nd Avenue, Chicago, III.
613 East Buffalo Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Long Island City, N. Y., 36-12 34th Street
Dayton, Ohio, 990 E. Monument Avenue
Detroit, Michigan, 1 549 Temple Avenue
Rochester, N. Y., 10 Commercial Street
Cleveland. Ohio, 1 745 Rockwell Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa., 3913 North Broad Street

H AMI V Dlt makers'

UnliLi supplies

or other holding fixtures for adjustable

angle machining.

The top or swlveling section of the

fixture can be swung by means of a rack

Stevens No. 1 Adjustable Annie Tiltini Table

and pinion and readily bound at any

point between a vertical and horizontal

position. A %-ln. keyway runs length

wise of the top surface. Care has been

taken in the design to keep the height

at a minimum, and to make every part

thoroughly substantial.

The size of the top section Is 6"2xl0

In., and the height In a horizontal

position Is 6y2 In. The height to the

top of the 7'/2-ln. rotary table when

mounted is 9 13/16 in. Net weight. 57

lbs. Net weight with rotary table, 94

pounds.

Kling Grinder Has Wheel Wear

Compensator

The Type "AT" Grinder which has

been brought out by Kling Bros. Engin

eering Works, 1301 N. Kostner Ave., Chi

cago, Introduces the Wheel Wear Com

pensator.

By turning a handle, the wheel speed

is Increased, making it possible to main

tain an approximate peripheral speed

LOWER YOUR

LAPPING COSTS

With Copper Head Expansion Laps.
Profitably used In hundreds of lead
ing shops. Available In sizes from
■/a" to 2 Vi", graduated by sixteenths

of an Inch.
Many other designs for special

applications.

Write for Bnlletin

BOYAR-SCHULTZ

CORPORATIC
2120 Walnut
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UNFALTERING PERFORMANCE

IN BOYE & EMMES LATHES

Under steody, severe usage

BOYE & EMMES LATHES

perforin with unfaltering,

unchanging accuracy,

smoothness and power.

Finest materials, skilled

workmanship and advanced

design based on 41 years

of lathe building experi

ence make this possible.

Write for information on

-dependable" BOYE &

EMMES LATHES.

Sizes 14"—36"

THE BOYE & EMMES MACHINE TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI OHIO

The Lathe With The Longer Life"

With

NICHOLSON

EXPANDING

MANDRELS

you have available for

immediate use internal

chucks for holding any

hurry-up break-down job

that comes along. Can be

used on lathes, grinders,

shapers or millers. Take

any bore—V4" to 7". Made

in fourteen sizes. Bulle

tin 530.

3 and 4-Way CONTROL

VALVES for operating single or

double acting air, steam, water or

oil cylinders. Made in lever, foot,

solenoid and motor operated. All

pressures up to 3000 lbs. Bulletins

on request.

Other Products: Arbor Presses, Flexible Couplings, Steel and Stainless Ball Floats,

Traps and Separators, Air Separators, Traps and Vents, etc.

W.H.NICHOLSON & CO.ne Oregon street, wilkes-barre, penna.
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RIVETING?

LIN LEY NOISELESS ROTARY
RIVETING MACHINES

Assure Peak Production and
Lower Maintenance. Rigid and
Powerful Bench and Floor Types.
Motor or Belt I >riren. There is
a Linley machine for every met
ing job.

Send Samples of your Work
and we will furnish accurate
estimate or production and
quote cost of equipment.

LINLEY BROTHERS CO.
583 Fairfield Avenue

Bridgeport, Conn., U . 8. A.

MUMMERT-DIXON

SWING FRAME GRINDERS

Sizes 14", 16", 18", 20" and 24" wheel,
ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

MUMMERT-DIXON CO.
120 Philadelphia St. Hanover, Pa.

Why Use A Shaper

to cut Keyways when a

DAVIS

KEYSEATER

will do the

job so much

quicker

and

better?

•

Send

for

circular

DAVIS KEYSEATER CO.

Exchange & Glasgow Sts.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

of 8500 surface feet per minute over

coming the production drop-off in clean

ing and snagging operation because of

wheel wear. As a safety factor, a lever

mechanism between the spark guards

and the compensator prevents "worn

Kling Type AT High Speed Heavy Duty

Grinder

wheel speeds" with new wheels as the

speed must be reduced before guard can

be raised to Install a new wheel.

Handy pushbutton on front of base

actuates a magnetic switch inside. Mo

tor shaft is mounted on same plane as

wheel shaft to reduce vibration. Shaft

Showing- Wheel Wear

Kling Grinder

Is split for easy replacement of belts,

and Is securely held together by a heavy

coupling.

Varl-Pltch Texrope Shenves with 7

belts provides non-slip drive. Motor

has tension adjustment in base. Large

supporting bearings close to wheel
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STAMPINGS

Experience is the essence

of manufacturing. We have over

20 years experience and a modern

plant to do all types of specialty

stamping and die making.

Send sample or blueprints for

estimate to Dept. 1.

WUEST BROS.

930-936 W. Htll Street, LoullvllU, Ky.

Improved

Balancing

Ways

No Leveling

Required

A simple
and excellent
device for
b ■ I a n c i n g,
straightening

and tracing.

They are made in
the following sizes:

Swing

Greatest
Distance
Between
Standards

Capacity
in lbs.

20 in. 20 in. 1.000
40 in. 30 in. 2.000

60 in. 30 in. 2,000
72 in. 66 in. 5,000
96 in. 88 in. 10.000

SENSATIONAL

NEW

DEVELOPMENT

EVANS REAMERS

SURPASS ALL.

HIGH SPEED STEEL.

No Honing.

Chrome Like Finish.

50 to 80 thousandths expan

sion.

Full Bearing Surface.

Perfect Alignment.

Will not chatter.

With Left and Right Spirals.

It can not fall in slots or oil

grooves. Extension Pilots for

Line-up Work.

3 SPEED REAMER

DRIVE

Write jor Full Information

Mbf Anderson Bros.Mfg.Go.

1426 KishwBukee Su Rockford, Til

EVANS

REAMING

SHOP

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

EVANS

FLEXIBLE REAMER CORP.

3656 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III.
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chucks Insure maximum bearing life.

Smooth "streamlined" exterior elimi

nates all unnecessary angles where par

ticles may lodge. A special work rest

with pedal control Is available with the

Type "AT" for production grinding.

It Is claimed by the manufacturer

that, because of the Wheel Wear Com

pensator, production can be greatly In

creased on the snagging and high speed

grinding work as the controlling of wheel

speeds as they become worn Is simply a

matter of turning a conveniently located

handle.

Literature Is available on the new

device from the makers at their Chicago

office given above.

fTRUMORE

DIAMOND TOOLS

(PATENTED)

Our finned and grooved

tool saves the diamond

from overheating.

Send for diamond catalog.

F. F. GILMORE fir CO.

112 DARTMOUTH ST.. BOSTON

PRECISION BORING

Easy and Econom

ical with

Flynn Micrometer

Boring Heads

Write for catalog

FLYNN MFG. COMPANY
437 Bates St., Detroit, Mich.

Miller Dual Control Welder

An A. C. Welder with separate voltage

and amperage controls, enabling the

operator to select the most desirable

voltage for the amperage used on any

Miller Dual Control Welder

Job, has Just been put on the market

by Miller Electric Manufacturing Co..

Appleton, Wisconsin. This welder, known

as "Dual Control" furnishes practically

unlimited current settings. It is easy to

operate; the three dials on the front

of the cabinet are plainly marked, and

it Is compactly built but heavily con

structed for hard usage.

Built In three sizes with a current

range from 10 amperes to maximum out

put that makes possible welding of sheet

metal or heavy metal, this welder is

ELIMINATE SPECIAL AND COSTLY JIG FIXTURES

By Using Yost Drill Press Vises

They are heavily constructed and very compact.
Three Ranges on the base permit easy attachment
to machine or drill press table. A "V" shaped
•lot milled In the movable Jaw permits a positive
locking of vertical work. The ease and simplicity
In operating makes this tool an Indispensable
actor In the execution of drill press operations.

Ii
h

Write us for circular "H". giving us name of your nearest dealer

YOST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Meadville, Pa.
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An Inexpensive

ABRASIVE

BAND GRINDER . . .

"Built Like a Machine TooV

The Hormel-M Grinder li sturdily built with
a supportihn leg under the grinding table to
eliminate vibration and tipping due to pressure
on the belt. Ball bearing throughout. Equip
ped with ALEMITE LUBRICATION complete

with grease gun.

Write for illustrated folder on

this and other styles and sizes.

HORMEL-M GRINDER

WALLS SALES CORP.

96 WARREN ST. NEW YORK, N. V.

Machined
Steel V

DIE SETS
Semi-
Steel

DROP FORGED STEEL

Standardized Die Seta, embodying;
many exclusive features, and a listing;

of more than 185,000 stock sizes,
afford a service that is unsurpassed.

Send jor Our New 288 Page Catalog

E. A. Baumbach Mfg. Co.

1806 S. Kilbourne Ave., Chicago, III.

JIVL " viip nee ii it ill
-THE RESULT OF

THIS EnCinEERIHG SERUICE

More and trior**, Industry ha* learned that it pays to
take advantage of the engineering service ottered by
this company. Consultation in the period of assembly
design many times results in minor ehanges permit
ting lower costs thru standardization, improved
serviee and often economies thru multiple rivet set
ting. Where this preliminary consultation is not per
missible send blue print or preferably sample assembly
for production study and analysis involving the use of

tubular or split rivets.

CHICAGO RIVET & MACHINE CO.

1846 S. 54th Avs.. Cicero P.O., Chicago I".

Complete Hoc of automatic riveters
for selling up to 4 rivets at a lime.

ONE OF THE WORLD S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS

OF RIVETS AND RIVETING EQUIPMENT
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equipped with wheels and a handle so

that it is as portable as a truck. All

three sizes have the same cabinet di

mensions and vary in weight from 235

lbs. to 350 lbs., furnished standard for

220 volts.

Reeves Improved Vari - Speed

Motor Pulley, Counter

shaft Type

Reeves Pulley Co., Columbus, Ind.,

manufacturer of Reeves variable spaed

control equipment, has developed a new

and improved design of the Varl-Speed

Motor Pulley countershaft type.

Speed

Does a Hundred Jobs Well

Priced low. still built to ind
trial standards. 123 Grind*
is a lighter, (all aluminum
handier, hand or lathe tool
Universal Motors take grind
ing wheels to 1 V4 " In cabe
with collet, wrench and
three wheels.

. GRINDERS /

w

A
SPrpownv MANUFACTURING CO.l

1825 So. 52nd Ave, Chicago, III.

Reeves Improved Vari-Speed Motor Pulley.

Center Shaft Type

The Vari -Speed Motor Pulley Is a sim

ple, conpact variable speed unit which

is mounted on the standard shaft exten

sion of any constant speed motor. It

forms direct drive from motor to driven

machine. Through handwheel control,

a sliding base on which motor and unit

are mounted is moved forward or back,

varying the diameters of a set of adjust

able discs from which a V-belt runs to

the driven machine. Desired speed

changes are made as the belt runs from

maximum to minimum disc diameters.

For requirements of either unusual

speed reduction or speed increase, a

countershaft is mounted on a common

base with the rest of the unit. In the

design illustrated, this pulley may be

mounted in the center of the counter

shaft, between the two bearing hous

ings, thus providing a compact, space-

saving unit in installations where this

factor is important.

L0VEJ0Y FLEXIBLE COUPLING CO

5007 W.Lake St. CHICQGOl
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Remove

Broken

Taps!

Easily—

Quickly—

Without Injury

To the Threads

The Walton Tap Extractor
is a device for removing taps
broken at or below the nur
ture of the work — easily —
quickly — and without injury

to the threads.

Made in 2, 3. and 4 fluted
styles in all standard sizes
(mm No. 4 to 1 % inch.

Let us prove its value to you
hy a (10-day free trial.

The Walton Co.

88 ALLYN STREET

HARTFORD, CONN.

GENESEE ADJUSTABLE

HOLLOW MILLS

Are Cutting Costs Everywhere

SEVEN DIFFERENT STYLES

Have Genesee cut your costs. We de
sign and manufacture hundreds of spe
cial and multiple operation production
tools. Send samples or blueprints now.

Write for catalog-

GENESEE MFG. CO., Inc.

141 No. Water St., Rochester, N. Y.

Phone in Quiet

in the New Acousti-Booth

You can telephone in the noisiest factory
without interference by using the Burgess

Acousti-Booth. The clatter and roar of
near-by machinery is completely absorbed.
Yet this new type of telephone booth has

no door and is open at the bot
tom. The secret of the Acousti-
Booth's amazing quietness lies

I in its patented acoustic lining.
^Ygt^^l consisting of a combination of

I perforated metal facing backed

by an effi tent sound absorbing
material. The booth is con
venient to use and is never
stuffy. As it is of rugged all-

steel construction, it will with
stand the roughest service.

Mail the coupon.

HtU unJsr C. F. Burg, , Inc., Patents

Burgess Battery Co., Dept. MM
111 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.

Please send Bulletin 126 and details of

special 10-day trial offer.

Name

Company

Address

Send for Bulletin 126
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pa

HMhigh spe

Rotary

Files

BH SPEED STEEL

HAND CUT-ALL SHAPES

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED 10th Anniversary
Catalog—showing multitude of styles, shapes
and cuts.

THE ROTARY FILE COMPANY
STRATFORD

CONN.

LOTS OF 50

S1.00 each

UU ol 100 and 200 less 3%, 300 up Ions 5°.

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC.

BRIDCCPORT. CONN.

DETROIT

BROACHING

SPECIALISTS

Fully equipped to

fill your needs in all

kinds of broaches.

Let our experienced

engineers solve

your broach prob

lems. Send draw

ings.

DETROIT

BROACH CO.

6000 Benlltau Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

While a straight-face pulley Is Illus

trated, power take-off may also be from

sprocket, pinion, multiple V-belt, sheave

or any other accepted drive. The coun

tershaft supports are extremely strong,

rigid and heavily braced so there Is no

possible chance of vibration or twisting

In the countershaft. The Beeves Varl-

Speed Motor Pulley Is built In seven

sizes, transmitting from fractional to

iy2 h.p., and covering speed ratios of 3:1.

Brown 8C Sharpe No. 607

Micrometer Depth Gage

A micrometer depth gage has been

made available by Brown & Sharpe Mig

Co., Providence, R. I., in a new size

Brown A Sharpe No. €07 Micrometer

Depth Gare

measuring from 3 to 9 In. In depth.

The micrometer screw has a movement

of 1 In. and the range of 3 to 9 In. Is

obtained by the use of six measuring

rods. The measuring rods are of ample

rigidity, being 3/16 In. in diameter. The

ends of the rods are hardened.

The base is approximately 9/16 In

thick. 4 In. wide, and hardened. The

BROACHES
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For ALL

Wheel Dressing

Operations

The new EVER-

SHARP DIA

MOND TOOL

is made with a

long, natural

shaped diamond —

requires no reset-

ling—is adapted to

ALL types of wheel

dressing operations

—economical — ac

curate.

WHEEL TRUEING TOOL CO., INC.

13931 OAKLAND AVE. DETROIT. MICH.

OIL BY-PASS

RELIEF

VALVE

• Sturdy construc

tion

• Proven perform-

once ond

Accepted by

leading valve

users.

Made in either
bronze or cast iron
with pipe sizes

from W to 1V4"-

nPat
August

13.
1936

FULFLO SPECIALTIES CO., INC.

BLANCHESTER, OHIO
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desired rod is easily and quickly in

serted in the gage through a hole in the

micrometer screw. The positive setting

arrangement for the Interchangeable

measuring rods comprises a desirable

feature of this gage. The design also

makes it possible for the gage to be fur

nished with a ratchet stop.

daily for loads that are hot and for

service In departments where the equip

ment is subjected to high heats, has

Roura Dump Hopper

A new dump hopper, for use in con

nection with hand or power lift trucks,

for handling raw materials, parts, waste

or finished products, and designed espe-

Unique construction enables operator to rapidly
determine temperature even on minute spots,
fast moving objects or the smallest streams; no
correction charts, no accessories, no upkeep.

THE PYROMETER INSTRUMENT CO.101-1 OS Lafayette St.. New York

Glwajqo

Roura Dump Hopper

been brought out by Roura Iron Works.

Detroit, Michigan.

The hopper is arranged for side dump

and is also furnished for end dumping

Special alloy steel Is used in its fabrica

tion and sides and bottom are perfor

ated, both precautions being taken to

enable the hopper to resist warping.

The hopper is furnished on legs or cast

ers with any specified underclearance.

and has one yard capacity. It is equip

ped with a single latch which holds the

load securely In position and when un

latched, enables the hopper to bs

emptied promptly and cleanly.

Ryerson Announces Certified Steel

Plan

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son. Inc.. Chi

cago, 111., has announced a new. uniqu

plan to aid steel users in securing more

uniform and satisfactory results from

their steel. The system, to be known as

the "Ryerson Certified Steel Plan", un

dertakes to select entire heats of alloy

steeis that have particularly desirable

qualities and come within certain nar

row analysis limits, make thorough tests

for chemical and heat treat character

istics, and prepare complete data con

cerning the analysis, tests, and so on.

for delivery to the customer who buys

the steel. The plan Is of particular

value on the alloy steels that usually

require heat treatment before use. and

will solve many of the problems that

. . , stop battering, crash

ing, marring — save ma

chinery and equipment.

Weighted Malleable

heads give power, bal

ance .•nd accuracy. Coiled

Rawhide races cushion

blows. All sizes.

Replaceable
insert facet

are self -tighten
ing, self-aligning.

imt&fnZawhLdE mfg.cd.
I2BD EISTDN AVE -CHICAGO -U-S-A-
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SAWS *

|risTo«

RING

SLOTTING

All Types of

CIRCULAR METAL

CUTTING SAWS for

Use in the Manufacture of

PISTON RINGS

Let Us Quote Prices

Circular Tool Co., Inc.

767 Aliens Ave., Providence, R. I.

BRANCHES CHICAGO. DETROIT, PHILA.

Sebastian

Motor Drive

Attachment

For

Cone Head

Lathes

• For any make of lathe from 8"

to 20" swing. Does not obscure

vision. Easy to attach—low in price.

12" SIZE $ 65.00

16" SIZE 75.00

20" SIZE 105.00

The Sebastian Lathe Co.

CINCINNATI, O. U. S. A.

GRINDERS and BUFFERS

Prices of Grinders and Buffers vary over a wide range,

depending on details of construction. Onr line of stand
ard machines has been developed to provide for suitable
designs at THE LEAST INVESTMENT for each appli

cation.

Whether your requirements call for Intermittent duty,
heavy continuous duty, or unnsual intermittent overload
conditions with either normal or wide distance between

wheels, we have designs for your particular specifications.
The following machines are powerful, fast-cutting, ped
estal-type designs for intermittent duty. They are fur
nished with WELDED STEEL, safety type wheel guards
and are ideal for miscellaneous shop grinding.

HP

2

3

4

Speed

1800

1800

1800

Wheel Size

12"xl%"

12"x2"

14"x2"

Price

S158

1168

1210

Reduce your grinding expenses by locating these machines

close to your high-priced operators.

THE PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT CO.

CLEVELAND OHIO
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JOSEPH T. RYERSON A SON. Inc.

S. A E. Typc....«i5-.?S Heat Symbol-. V"

HEAT ANALYSIS

C..-W.-Mn-.S?..Phi»--QiaS..9.?«-SLaCNUjlHCi Mo.-.M-Va-

Inhcrent Grain Size...5"?.....

CARBUR1Z1NO CHARACTERISTICS
OF THIS HEAT

1" Round Carburbid .? Houn st...H°°...Dtf. F.

Cooltd In Pot Reheated W..M73..T. Quenched fa-P-U—

Cite J Hardness . M RodcwdlC

PhyalcaU t Depdi.....-.9?.?.. Inches.

' Tensile Srtenrh .«il.<88 U». P» So.

Yield Point 'UPM cbs. Pet Sq.

Elooj.i.on #ta J hd»

■ ofAm SB. »
24B

Core

Physicals

This chart shows sctuel etialysla repotted by mill on heat iitdlcaeed by symbols
alio shows results of esse hardening test made on a one Inert round stsnple taken
heat. These 6furcs may vary from one pan of the heat to another due
paon and normal variation of snslysts determinations.

This informar ion is a i ven toe the t>sldance of our pietism is In deter .
rrcstment for this steel, but it will not be sctepted ss s basis for refection of man
Hlahmeett of datttna. Do not ncgloa to <oniiJcr effect of mass on the results

■' i. Jl tT^sttllsClsl.

yerson Certified Alloy Steel Data Sheet for the case carburizinsr
teels. These data sheets are made op on every heat of ateel
laced in stock. When carburizing steel Is ordered, one of these

data sheets is sent to the customer.

ave developed with the Increase In the

se of alloys.

The Society of Automotive Engineers

as complied a set of specifications cov

ering the great majority

of alloy steels in use to

day. In compiling these

specifications, the engi

neers have worked with

the steel producers and

have narrowed the limits

of composition as far as

It Is practical for the

steel manufacturers to

follow. The limits are

relatively wide however,

and therefore steel or

dered only by S.A.E.

specifications may vary

greatly In heat treatment

response from one heat

to another. This response

depends partly on analy

sis and partly on the

general hardening char

acteristics of the partic

ular heat in question,

these characteristics be

ing governed by the

structure of the steel, in

herent grain size, and

so on. The variation fre

quently results in uni

form results and the

extra expense of re-

treatment.

When large tonnages

are involved, a user can

purchase whole heats

and It is then practical

for him to analyze each

heat and test it for heat

treatment response. In

this way he is able to

control his heat treat

ment process so as to

offset any differences be

tween heats. When av

erage lots of alloy are

purchased from stock, however, the cus

tomer can hardly afford to run analyses

and heat treatment tests on the differ-

erent bars. Therefore, the only solu-

Looking forawheel dresser?

Here's what the Metcalf Emery VPheel

Dresser does for you:

• Dresses any wheel up to 14" diameter.
• Cuts out bond op filing and leaves cutting particles

standing out sharp and clear.
• Brings up sharp corner on thin wheals.
• Makes the surface true and even.
• Does not grab or tear the wheel.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

Covel - Hanchett Co. BIG RAPIDS • MICHIGAN • U.S.A.

\
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Speed, plus Accuracy to Vi of

1/1 0,000th

COMTORPLUG

Unique

2-point

contact

Firms who have replaced the tolerated-error
principle with the COMTORPLUQ Actual
Measurement principle have cut tolerances In
half. Successfully used by regular machine
operators.

Request Bulletin No. 25

™ C O M T O R «>

Wolthom, Mass. Est. 1928

for Smooth Running

BEARINGS

v3&

Dependable bearings are the rule

with Abbott Balls in the race.

Write for test samples. Surface,

tolerance, structure will meet your

standards—please your customers.

THE ABBOTT BALL COMPANY

1056 New Britain Avenue

Hartford, Connecticut

BEARING BALLS

DRILLS

LAST

LONGER

WITH A

"BLACK DIAMOND"

Because: the lips of the drill are ground

exactly the same length.

Because: the drill receives the proper

angle and clearance to insure

easy cutting.

No complicated adjustments are necessary on
drills from No. «0 to % inch.
Install a "Black Diamond" in your shop and

make your drills last longer.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

BLACK DIAMOND

SAW & MACHINE WORKS, INC.

45 North Ave. Natick, Mass.
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S. A. E Type..SiSfc!?. .

tlon is to serve him

with alloy steel that has

already been analyzed

and tested before he gets

it. Ryerson has been

seeking to solve this

problem for many years.

To accomplish the de

sired result Ryerson had

two fundamental prob

lems to overcome. The

first was to secure stand

ard alloy steels for stock

which conformed to an

analysis range closer

than S.A.E. specifications

and which were closely

controlled In general

hardening characteris

tics. The second problem

was to develop a meth

od of Informing each

customer of the complete

analysis and heat treat

ment characteristic of

each bar shipped to him.

The first problem was

solved by specifying, for

all their alloy steels, a

much closer chemical

analysis basis than the

standard S.A.E. specifica

tions and including in

these specifications fac

tors governing the heat

treat responsiveness of

each type of steel. Only

the heats are selected

which come within this

restricted range, and are

then Identified by letter

symbols and later rolled

into bars bearing the

same letters. Identifica

tion letters are stamped

on the end of each bar

and in the case of small

bars the bundles are tagged. Thus all

bars produced from a given heat carry

JOSEPH T. RYERSON A SON, Inc

HEAT ANALYSIS

Hear Symbol ..*.-!..

C-,M..Mn..m.Plx*-SJ6.S..fl?.lSi.ASa-NrU?5Q-..<>?-Mo W_

Inherent Grain See-...*"? Inclusions —

HARDENING CHARACTERISTICS

1" Round Quenched lit.. P.M.. at. .1???...I1. Drawn u Shown Below

Thli chert •hows acrual •ruJrair tcfjorted br the mill on the heat ir"<r—r by I
fa. It alaoihowt phyaie*] propcrriee developed by Seat tretortertt ti

of thlf heat The data ihown will vary from one part of the heat to another Jut i
aegtegatlon and normal variation of analyaia determinatlona-

Thii Information 11 given for the guidance of our cajetoraers in determining
treatment for thia itecl. but it will not Oe accepted aa a baaia for teiecucwi at* mat
bliahmem of daime. Do not nrelett to (rvtaidrr effect of meat on the reaura
heat treatment.

Ryerson Certified Alloy Steel Data Sheet for the higher alloys
that are hardened by quenching. One of these data sheets,
covering the particular steel shipped, is sent to the customer.
It gives him information upon which he can predicate heat

treatment results without making tests, and so on.

the identification letters assigned to that

heat. The only problem remaining was

York-

Jaivette

MOTORIZED SPEED REDUCERS

FOR SLOW SPEED DRIVES

A precision-built line of motorized speed reducers—
made in 16 different types—1/20 to 7V4 H.P.—a re
ducer for every application.

Janette Rlamifacturienq Compaair

556-558 lUest ItUnvtoe Street '.

CKiceaetjo -

'hlladelphla—Cleveland—Milwaukee:—Lo« Angeles—Detroit—Seattle—
Minneapolis—Si. Paul
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Standardized

JIG BUSHINGS

Acme Standard

over 6700 Items

A.S.A. Standard

over 4200 Items

Acme Drill Jig Bushing*

are made by the most ex
acting, scientific methods

—insuring long wear, ac
curate fit, and absolute

satisfaction. A standard
ized product, carried in
stock for prompt delivery
in over 10,900 standard

items—all completely fin
ished and ready for use.
Special sizes made to

order.

Send for biillf tin,

containing complete
avail

able and low pric

ACME

INDUSTRIAL

COMPANY

212 N. Laflin St

111.

SPECIFY ALLIGATOR

THADI M A ft K

FILES . . .

Speed up production . . . the

right file for the job will save

time and money. Alligator

Brand Files are available in a

complete line of American and

Swiss Patterns in all shapes,

sizes and cuts to fit every fil

ing need. Passing the highest

tests, as to shapes, cutting

quality and uniform hardness,

they are guaranteed perfect In

every detail. Write for catalog

and prices.

CARSON-NEWTON CO.

21-23 PROSPECT ST. NEWARK, M. J.

THE NEWEST DEVELOPMENT IN

METAL SAWING MACHINES

CAPACITY:
10" x 10'

Swivels on base for angu

lar cuts—three speeds by

V-belt—saw guide of par

allel type — saw frame

has 4 large, self-aligning

shoes, unaffected by ex

cessive tightening of saw

blade—vise graduated to

45°—feed is compensat

ing type.

Also built as FULL AUTOMATIC.

Send for circulars giving complete in

formation.

RASMUSSEN MACHINE CO. ^cne, wis
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COLUMBIA LOCK-NUTS

Makers of

LOCKNUTS

NUT-LOCKS

for every use

since 1900

Ask for Catalog

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., Inc.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

f A Distinctive Value

A Real Beauty, you
will say when you
see it Rut Cent
ner Chests are also
built to serve you
many years in pro
tecting good tools
from loss and dam
age.
Select yours at your
dealers. or from
Free catalog if he
docs not carry them.

GERSTNER TOOL CHESTS

1266 Columbia St. Daytor
s I
on, Ohio/

LAUBER

File

Handles

(Ml• Heavy ferrule die I

directly on hard wood.

• Can't torn or become loose.

• Holds Die firmly.
' Chance to Lauber and note
( the difference. Write for de-

■ ncxlvtive price liat.
Manufacturer's agents —-

writrt for territory.

The LAVBERCO.

8240 W. National nit.

Milwaukee, Wli.

to transfer the accumulated Information

about the steel to the customer.

In order to condense the informa

tion regarding these special heats. Rye-

son revised two types of charts, one for

carburlzlng (case hardening) steels, and

the other for steels of higher harden.:

characteristics which are heat treated

by quenching. These charts, in the

case of the carburlzlng steels, give the

heat analysis identification letter, M -

Quald Ehn grain size, cleanliness rat

ing, and also the results of a carbur

lzlng test of a standard sample. This

All Ryerson Certified Alloy Bars arc clear 1
identified by heat symbol letter* stamped on
the end of the bar. The same a
repeated on the Ryerson Certified _
Data Sheets which are sent to the

shows the hardness of the case, the ef

fective depth of the case and the phy

sical characteristics of the core.

In the case of the quenching steel,

the analysis, Identification letters. Mc-

Quaid Ehn grain size, and cleanliness

rating is shown, together with curves

representing the tensile strength, yield

point, elongation, reduction of area.

Brlnell hardness, and so on, as devel

oped by test specimens quenched at a

suitable temperature for the analysis

and drawn to various temperatures. Thus

the heat treater has complete Informa

tion on the particular steel with wh.

he Is dealing as well as a record for his

file as to the composition of the steel

used in every Job which has gone througr.

his shop.

In summarizing the plan, the fofollowing
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nw=M-B Products

For Positive Lubrica

tion

Combined Automatic
Airline Lubricator

and Filter
First removes water,

dirt, dust, etc., from
air, then saturates it

with any desired volume

of oil.

Eliminates costly shut

downs.

Pre - Determined Feed

Machine Oiler

Delivers any feed desired.
No periods of "feast or

famine." Steel—no crys-
tftlixation. Stronger than
brass. Cadmium plated

throughout.

Also Adjustable Feed

Oilers

WRITE TODAY FOR
DETAILS

M-B Products "IZJCm*
St.

CYLINDRICAL

SUB - PRESSES

Have several ad
vantages. Align
ment is easily

obtained and
maintained. For
circular punches
and dies they
are particularly

economical and
for irregular

shapes they can
be handled a s

conveniently a s
other types. Our

booklet on Sub-
Presses and Die-'

Bhowa when they

should be
Ask for it.

ARCH TYPE

Waltham Machine Works

WALTHAM, MASS.

d is a

TX his phrase occurs frequently in our incoming mail; it is the

practical inquiry into the comparative costs of parts fabricated

from WILMINGTON VULCANIZED FIBRE that dozens of keen

executives are making. As a result, we are often able to repay

them for what is, after all, but a few minutes trouble, by

pointing out savings that may run into substantial amounts.

May we suggest that you, too, send us blueprints or detailed

sketch? Well tell you frankly what we can do. And, there is

no obligation at all.

WILMINGTON FIBRE SPECIALTY COMPANY

(__M_ANUf ACruHERS Of GENUINE VULCANIZED flSHI )

WILMINGTON. DELAWARE
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Grinding Wheel Dressers

CotUra

DESMOND-STEPHAN MFG. CO.
ITRBANA. OHIO

The Canadian Desmond-Slephan Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

MAGNETIC

CHUCKS

Highest Quality.
All Sires—For All
Types or Work. A
Complete Line Of
Rotary, Rectangular
and Swlvellng Mag
netic Chucks.

3 S Yf*rs Experience
Write for cataloft

and price list No. 12

O. S. WALKER CO., INC.

WOBURN AVE. WORCESTER, MASS.

GEM

DRILL PRESS

VISES

In 3 si ics
Simple In design. Tightened by hand.
Powerful grip. Quick adjustment.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

J. E. MARTIN TOOL & DIE WORKS
518 W. State St. Est. 1912. Springfield. O.

outstanding points are found:

No. 1, Warehouse stocks of alloy steels

are now available which have been se

lected to meet specifications much closer

than the standard S. A. E. ranges and

which are accurately controlled in re

gard to grain size and other hardening

characteristics.

No. 2. All bars except very small

diameters are identified by letter sym

bols stamped into the ends of the bars

Small bars are tagged.

No. 3. All bars have been metallur-

gically tested and the results of these

tests, covering both chemical' analysis

and heat treatment response, have been

tabulated on similarly Identified data

sheets.

No. 4. When a shipment is made to a

user, a data sheet for the bars shipped

is placed in his hands in sufficient time

so that it can be transferred to the heat

treating department before that depart

ment is called upon to subject the steel

to heat treatment.

No. 5. The plan simplifies the heat

treating department's problem because

they know exactly what material they

have to work with and have been in

formed ahead of time as to how it will

respond to heat treatment. The pur

chasing department's problem Is made

easier because satisfactory steels can be

duplicated. The production department

is helped because there are no delays

due to trouble in heat treating.

The Ryerson Company has prepared

a book describing the plan and Its ad

vantages In detail and a copy is avail

able to steel users upon request.

Logan "Sure Flow" Centrifugal

Pump

A line of centrifugal pumps designed

for pumping coolant, water, oil, or other

fluids, has been developed by Logans-

port Machine, Inc., Logansport, Ind. The

HEAVY DUTY

Continuous Hinge No. 290

A HEAVY HINGE

FOR HEAVY DUTY

Stocked in 7 ft.

lengths, 3" and 5"

wide when open.

Special lengths and

widths to order.

For details turite:

AUTO MOULDING

& MFG. CO.
HINOE DIV.

2326 S. Canal St.

CHICAGO
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REED

MICROMETERS

Extremely Accurate and Serviceable. Manu
factured under same management for 30 years.
Made In 1" to 6" Outside and 1 ' 2 " to 32"

read I n thousandths or ten
Also Depth Gauges and Mlcrom-

Inslde Sizes to
thousandths,
eter Sets.
Discounts and Catalogue Furnished on Request.

REED KNURLS

150

STYLES

& SI2ES

QUICK

DELIVERY

Highest quality, accurately cut Standard Stock
Knurls ready for Immediate shipment. Reed
Special Finishing Process after hardening In
sures longest wearing Knurls producing best
work. Special Knurls made to specification.

Send for Circular.

REED SMALLTOOL WORKS
40 Dewey Street

Write for quotation on standard

Woodruff Keyway Cutters

Special Cutters made to

Blue Prints

QUALITY

TOOL WORKS

Waukegan,

CA LA C ALL SIZES A

AMD ALL SHAPES •

SPECIAL

MACHINES,

PARTS, JIGS,

FIXTURES,

TOOLS,

HIGH CLASS

TOOL WORK

Since 1918

Vorick Machine & Tool Works, Inc.
308 Hudion St. New York City

TOLHURST SAVES

DODGE PLANT

3300 GALLONS

OF OIL WEEKLY

Two Tolhurst oil extractors, in the plant
of the Dodge Division of Chrysler Corpor
ation, have already repaid their entire cost
by reclaiming up to 85% of the catting oils

previously lost from bolts, stocks and chips.

Here is a simple, cost-saving installation
which pays well over a 100% return on
its investment. Many automotive and
other manufacturing companies are achiev
ing similar economies with Tolhurxt oil
extractors and chip wringers. Write us—
let us send you circulars describing these
machines.

TOLHURST

CENTRIFUGAL DIV.

American Machine and Metals, Inc.

100 SIXTH AVE.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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USE LAYOUT FLUID

for General machine
shop and tool room
use on dies, jigs, fix
tures, and machined
parts.
With the use of the
die blue layout fluid,
you do not have to
polish the surface of
work. Simply with1 sur
face fairly clean and
brush on. DIMES IN
STANTLY.

Write for free shop sample on your letterhead.

DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO.
MINNEAPOLIS, WINN.

For Machine and Tool

Work and Quick Set Ups

Keicb Precision
Indicator. Contact point
mounted in centered
cone bearings. .014

Heading. Or
der direct or
through your
dealer.

Price S5.00

Write (or folder.

J. R. REICH MFG.
CO.

334 Triangle Ave.

pump is made in nine models, to deliver

from 4 to 150 gal. per minute. The

pump operates in a vertical position, and

since side-wall mounting frequently

proves most satisfactory from the point

of convenience and accessibility, the

vertical mounting base bracket is op

tional on all models.

The Logan pump Is self-priming under

all normal applications; thus it Is not

necessary to submerge any part of the

pump in the liquid. No foot or check

valves are required in the Intake line

except in extreme installations approach

ing maximum lift where the capacity ol

the line may exceed that of the pump

reservoir. Therefore the pump may be

located at any convenient point near the

8MBi';irtew

-
=.

2» — '

Champion Steel Racks

Write for Specifications and Prices

Western Tool&Mfg.Co.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Logan Sore Flow Centrifugal Pump

operation, with the tank also located for

greatest convenience and space savings

The Logan pump will handle practi

cally any type liquid. There are no

-netal-to-metal contacts and no cl<

clearances are exposed. Bearing surfaces

are protected by rotary seals, therefore

the pump will safely pump liquids

charged with abrasives, filings, most cor

rosive impurities, and even solids within

reasonable limits. The pumped liquid 15

delivered at the point of application lm-
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U.S.

SPECIAL

DRILL HEADS

'1

U. S. Drill Heads

are made in stand

ard and special

sizes. If your job

requires special

drill heads, our

years of specializa

tion in this work

will save you money

and assure an ac

curate, dependable

and swift job.

Send your blue

prints for estimates.

The United States Drill Head Co.

1354 Riverside Drive

CINCINNATI, OHIO

BALL THRUST BEARINGS

Special Bearings Made to Order.

Any quantity.
"One Bearing; or One Thousand"

Your present bearings duplicated. Send
sketch or worn sample, regardless of con

dition, for quotation.

Catalog Upon Request

THE GWILLIAM CO.

358 Furman St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

FORD HAND CUT ROTARY FILES

Just a few of the many standard shapes which are carried in stock.

Write for full information.

m PERSHING AVE. M. A. FORD MFG.CO. davenport. IOWA
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mediately; i.e., at the In

stant of starting the oper

ation.

The Logan pump Is avail

able with direct motor drive,

belt drive, or adapter for

direct power take-off. The

adapter model generally

lends Itself readily to special

application, either as re

placement or original equip

ment. Flat or V-type pul

leys are optional on all belt

driven models. The Logan

engineering department will

cooperate In the design of

special bases or special

adaptations of the pump.

Cincinnati High

Speed Shaper

The Cincinnati Shaper

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

has added a high speed

Shaper to their line of Rapid

Traverse. Universal, and

Utility Shapers. This Shaper,

illustrated herewith, differs

little in appearance from
Cincinnati High Speed Shaper

Drills Ground On a

Grand Rapids Drill Grinder

Cut Faster-- - Stay Sharp

Longer Than Hand Ground

BULLETIN ON REQUEST

ALL

ALLOY

FULLY
GUARANTEED

PORTABLE SHEARS

No. 1 cuts up to No. 11 gauge strip or sheet.
No. 2 cuts up to Va" steel plate.

Special Blades for shearing stainless steel.

BREMIL MFG. CO.

172S PITTSBURGH AVE. ERIE. PA.

CENTERLESS

GRINDING

Accuracy—Prompt Service

Commercial Centerless

Grinding Co.

6538 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland

Gallmeyer & Livingston Co.

JOI STRAIGHT AVE., S. W.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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Automatic

STAMP

Name plates,

steel and other

metal parts,

tools, metal

checks, badges,

etc.

Write for

latest

literature

NUMBERALL

NUMBERING

MACHINES

For Hand, Bench or

Press use. All sizes,

1 to 10 wheels

standard. Special

machines built on

order. F A 8 T E R

than Single stec

stamps or gang

holders. No Type

to

Platform
No. 44

NUMBERALL STAMP A TOOL CO., Inc.

Huguenot Park, Staten Island, N. Y.

STEEL SHELVING

units mm

PERMANENT

DEPENDABLE

HIGH GRADE

SHELVING

AT A LOW

PRICE

Unit No. 28.

36" W. X 12" d.
X 7'3" h.

72 Bin, 6" x 6" h.
8 Bin, 6" x 12" h.

GREEN FINISH

'26i86

tot-<jp and Orated
F.O.B. Phlla., Pa.

Parent Metal Products, Inc.

1703-15 RITTENHOUSE 8T., PHILA., PA.

"FILE"your PARTS

in STACKRACKS

It's as easy as picking; a letter from your
flies to pet stock or parts from a STAOKRACK
Stockroom I No piling: and unpiling; boxes—
every box has its place in an individual rack
of heavy steel that locks to others to make a
unit of any size or shape.

Safer! Quicker! Easier

to use!

Built to fit your shon boxes. No tools
needed to set them up. No matter bow high
you stack them or how heavy their load, their
patented construction assures a positive lock.
Built of channel and formed steel, strongly
welded and finished in baked-on enameL

Wrl te to-day for free 1 1 terature. Find

out how STACKRACKS can help you.

STACKBIN

CORP.

Staekniand
lit/ uccrssib/e'

53 Troy 8t.
Providence, R. I.

Stackbin Corp., 53 Troy St.

Providence, R. I.

Send me information on STACKRACKS.

The size of my boxes Is ;

Name

Firm

Address
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the Universal or Rapid Traverse 16-in.

Shaper. The construction, however, Is

different to accommodate the high

speed provided.

The rocker arm and link are of alu

minum alloy to reduce the weight of

reciprocating parts and to Insure smooth

reversals at 200 strokes a minute. The

ways for the sliding block are cast Iron

and provide excellent bearing conditions

In combination with the steel gib.

The head of the shaper Is equipped

with a clapper retainer that can be made

Inoperative at will. This device restricts

the upward swing of the clapper and In

sures the proper operation of this mem-

CLARK TRUCKS

Electric Welded Construction Thru-

out Tote Pan Truck . . .

Self-loading and unloading.

Capacity, 1000 lbs. Avail

able for all standard sizes

of toie pans. Pnns can be

picked up singly or nested.

SCRAP TRUCK

Length at top

—46". Length al

b o 1 1 o m—27%".

Depth— 18 Vj". Avail

able with single castet

In rear or lockpirt for

Clark Lift-Jack Unit.

Standard and Special Trucks For Every

Purpose

All Steel Welded Truck Corp.

1123 Railroad Ave. ROCKFORD, ILL.

ber. The head of the high speed snap

can also be equipped with a tool lift

which protects the cutting edges of too!

This Is essential with cemented tungsti

carbide tools.

The ram of the shaper is of Meehan:

which permits a reduction of weight ai

an Increase In strength and accurac

This material, moreover, operating

the cast Iron bearing of the coin:

provides excellent bearing conditions.

The advantage of this tool, of covin

Is the 16-ln. heavy duty capacity cor

blned with high speed operation. T

200 strokes a minute meet all deman

of practicable high production requir

ments. The 4500 pounds weight, the fi

16-ln. stroke, the generous work sp

table travel, light capacity, and rigid

and column insure greater

accuracy, and long life.

Complete Range of Self-Alignir

Bearings Now Made by Fafnir

Three distinct types of self-alignli

ball bearings are now offered by TI

Fafnir Bearing Company, New Britai

Conn., In a full range of sizes. Whe

ever this style of bearing Is necessai

Pafnlr offers a self-aligning constructs

to meet every normal requirement.

In the "B" type, Pafnlr bearing t

conventional outer ring Is made wi

Its outside surface spherical instead

cylindrical. A concave Inner surface

the housing, which corresponds to tl

convex outer surface of the ring, pt

mlts the bearing to swivel into tri

alignment with the shaft.

The Pafnlr "S" type permlta the co

ventlonal cylindrical Inner surface of t

housing to be retained, by providing i

extra self-aligning ring with a conca

Inner surface. This extra ring surroun

the spherically ground outer bearing ri:

proper to form the alignment sock<

Advantages claimed are: Requires or

simple, straight-bore housing; e a i

EDGEMONT"

SERVICE
TESTED FRICTION CLUTCHES

DISC "TYPE SF"

A modern clutch that meets the requirements of modern machine
tool drives. Designed and built to withstand hard usance, hi&rh or low
speeds, frequent operation and has simple one hand adjustment for
liner wear.

"Type SF** Mechanisms are furnished separate, and in complete
line of pulleys, extended sleeves, and cut-off coupling.

Complete information on request.

THE EDGEMONT MACHINE CO.

2100 HOME AVE. DAYTON, OK
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STEEGE Junior Motor Drives

Adaptable to Any Cone Pulley Machine!

Give higher production at lower cost—ore simple and

easy to operate—pay for themselves in savings. Send

for catalog.

PRICED FROM $35.00 UP

W. L. STEEGE MACHINERY COMPANY

21 S. CLINTON ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

'Buy Economy — You'll Effect Economy"

SOCKET HEAD

CAP SCREWS

Milled

from Bar

SAFETY HOLLOW

CAP SCREWS

Made of

Alloy Steel

ECONOMY MACHINE PRODUCTS CO.
5216 LAWRENCE AVE. CHICAGO. ILL.

We Defy You

to find a machine in your plant

that can shake one of these nuts

loose ....

A pretty broad challenge—but we know It can't
be met, for Vibration just cannot loosen an
"Unshako", once it has been put in place. Yet
there's not the slightest difficulty in removing one

of these nuts with an ordinary wrench.

"Unshako" has been proven In actual service
tests in almost every type of industry where vi
bration has been most severe. In every case the
ingenious built-in locking ring has never failed to

hold it tight.

Write for the complete story about "Unshako".

The Nut that can't shake loose

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

BHANCH1S

BOSTON
DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS

JBNKINTOWN, PKNNA,

BOX 556

BRANCHES

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO
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mounting similar to ordinary radial

bearings; and ring-to-ring contact with

no movement against the housing.

The "L" type gives self-alignment en

tirely from within the outer bearing ring,

permitting housing to be both straight-

bored and of minimum diameter. A

double row of balls Is used in all Fafnlr

"L" type bearings, including single row

widths. The two rows of balls, tracked

by two races on the Inner ring, are left

free to locate themselves in one spher

ical race on the outer ring. Here, the

balls themselves roll the Inner ring and

Like A Doctor's

THERMOMETER

Everyone recotnizes
"fever" but the im
portant thins is exactly
"HOW HOT". It's the

*16

CO

with heat treating,
metal melting, and temper
ins. Guesswork is certain to
fail sometime. Know your
temperatures. End needless
waste, and excessive spoil
age with a Hold-Hoet Pyrometer.
RUSSELL ELECTRIC CO.

338 W. Huron, Chicago, USA.
Shipped prepaid u> rated firms
on thirty days approval •

Hold Heet Pyromete

WARDWELL

SAW SHARPE

Model EC

Bench Type

Automatically Sharpens Hack,

Band & Circular Saws

with teeth as fine as 32 to the inch,

at a speed of 30 to 75 per minute.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

THE WARDWELL MFG. CO.

3166 FULTON RD. CLEVELAND, O.

shaft into alignment.

These Fafnlr Self-Aligning Bearing!

are available In Single Row and Double

Row type, and also In the well-known

Wide Inner Ring type.

Lincoln Industrial Lubricating Equip

ment. The result of some 15 years of

experience in the development and man

ufacture of lubricating equipment for

industrial applications Is presented In

this 28-page book, now being Issued by

Lincoln Engineering Company, 5705 Nat

ural Bridge Ave., St. Louis. Mo. The

line includes Maintenance Applications,

involving the periodic lubrication of

bearings and moving parts of machines

and equipment in the factory, mill, shop,

or roundhouse, and Production Appli

cations, involving the initial lubrication

of manufactured products in the course

of production or assembly.

Many of the Lincoln units described

in this catalog are equally useful for

either type of service. The selection of

the correct equipment Is frequently pos

sible from a careful reading of the cat

alog description, but there will remain

many prolbems where the company's

engineers can be of assistance In arriv

ing at the most practical solution.

The book presents the Airline Lubrl-

guns, for which air from the shop air-

a

Flush tyne
drives In

OIL CUPS

and Oil Hole Covers
for All Typos of Ma
chines and Machine
Tools.
Made Prom Brs»s Itod
With Die Cut Threads.
Special Oilers Made To
Order.

Write for Catalog.

W. W. & C. F.

TUCKER, Inc.
622 Capitol Avenue

Low clearance Hartford, Conn,
type "Established IHftfl"

GEARS

Good Gears Only

All Kinds

Any Quantity

At the Right Price

THE CINCINNATI GEAR CO.

182S READING ROAD, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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You'll Get a Kick Out of

UiefabPe of "the

lough Beard and

There's three minutes of Rood entertain

ment and a point or two about the dress
ing of grinding wheels in this new fable
in slang by Charlie Koebel. You'll want to
read it.

Send for Your FREE Copy.

Koebel

DIAMOND TOOL CO.

1202 Ookman Blvd., Detroit

GRANT RIVETERS

• Pioneers in the riveting field. Head
rivets from smallest to %" diameter,

either by noiseless spinning or vibrating
hammer method—Sizes to meet all needs—
Types include Vertical and Horizontal
Multiple Spindles.
Write for literature—and don't forget to

send samples.

THE GRANT MFG. & MACHINE CO.
96 Silliman Avenue Bridgeport, Conn.

Modeiin Machine Shop

Readers Say.-

"MODERN MACHINE SHOP is one of the best books which anyone

connected with machine operations can read."

A. A. Herzberg
Waukesha Motor Co.
Waukesha. Wis.

"Your magazine is a valuable publication because oj its ability to place

before the reader the things he is interested in."

W. R. Simpson, M. M.
U. S. Asbestos Div.
Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc.

Manheim, Pa.

"MODERN MACHINE SHOP is of great value and has been a big

help in some of our problems."

S. J. Thackery, Mach. Supt.
Soabar, Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

"We enjoy reading MODERN MACHINE SHOP and have received

much valuable information from it."

J. N. Lewis, Prod. Mgr.
The Yoder Company
Cleveland, Ohio

"We are very much pleased with MODERN MACHINE SHOP. Items

of interest and equipment are very useful."

C. Walsh, Supt.
H. & B. American Machine Co.

Pawtucket, R. I.
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line Is applied to provide pressure; In

dustrial lubricators which handle either

light or heavy, viscous fluids: electric

Lubrlguns, provided with motor-driven

plunger pumps for dispensing semi

solid lubricants, Alr-Operated Fluid

Lubricant Dispensers: and the accom

panying equipment. Copy free.

Cranes and Transfer Bridges. A num

ber of different types and designs of

cranes and transfer bridges as manu

factured by The Cleveland Tramrall Di

vision of The Cleveland Crane & Engi

neering Company, Wlckllffe, Ohio, are

An All Purpose Air Velocity Meter

Instantaneous

Direct Reading

No Timing

No Calculations

Write jor folder

Illinois Testing Laboratories,

Inc.

146 W Austin Ave. Chicago, Illinois

Regular Duty
End-Wood Bearing

Re-Wheel Your

Trucks

Save Your Floors
Do the Job right with
M e t z g a r End - Wood
Wheels.

Easy-Rolling
Long-Wearing

Wheels for all trucks
raster* for all purposes

Write for cataloa, prices
and discounts.

METZGAR CO.
112 Logan St., S.W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

U. 8. A.

illustrated and described in a folder

which is now being distributed by this

firm. Copy free upon request.

Morse Silent Chain Engineering Data

Book. The Morse Chain Company.

Ithaca, N. Y., announces the Morse 1937

Silent Chain Engineering Data Book. In

this 20-page booklet has been gathered

detailed information that plant engi

neers and production men most fre

quently require in plan and specifica

tions for silent chain drives.

A partial list of the new book's con

tents Include horsepower tables, explana

tion of the different types of Mors°

Silent Chains and their applications,

layouts of typical shoes and Idlers,

sprocket data, directions for cutting

sprockets, how to calculate chain length,

special sprockets and their uses, chain

cases and methods of oiling. It is pro

fusely Illustrated with photographs, de

tailed drawings, and special graphs.

This booklet is offered free upon re

quest to everyone who wishes to make

use of the data It contains.

Jarvls Catalog M. S. T. of Flexible

Shaft Driven Power Tools. The com

plete line of Biax and Jarvls Flexible

Shaft Machines, together with accessory

equipment and tools, are presented in a

28-page catalog, 8^x11 In. In size, now

being distributed by The Charles L.

Jarvls Company, Middletown, Conn. In

cluded In the equipment are the Multi-

Biax bench type, floor type, overhead

trolley type, and overhead saddle type

flexible shaft machines, Supra-Blax rol

ler floor and overhead types, and the

Jarvls Vario-Flex machines, single speed

machines, Jarvls screw and nut setters,

and Jarvls screw drivers. Jarvls self-

contained shafts for your own motor are

also included.

Among the accessories presented are

MOTORIZE ... cut waste

Rcmco Motor Drives deliver power w hen and where It is

needed. Show production increases up to 100%, with power

savings up to 50r/o. Installed on your present lathes, shap-

ers, drills, milling machines, etc. Savings in belting alone

very often pays for a complete Remco Installation. Get

details—write! Manley Products Corp., State & Hay St*.,

York, Penna.

REMCO MOTOR DRIVES
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SMITH & MILLS

SHAPERS

Automate lubrication—forced feed. Multiple
disc clutch and brake. Quick feed changes.
Direct reading feed and stroke dials. Power

rapid traverse to cross feeds.

THE SMITH_& MILLS CO.

CINCINNATI,

BEARING GRINDERS

No. 3240 % h.p. capacitor type motor;
3450 r.p.m. ; 60 cy. single or 3-phase
(not furnished for D
C. ) Stands repeated
overloading, clewed
T"irda.

GUARANTEE

igie or o-

s40

BALL-
BEARING

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

BALDOR ELECTRIC CO.
4380 Duncan Ave. St. Louis, Mo.

(Electrical Manufacturers for 17 years)

TOOL COMPANY

275 E. MILWAUKEE AVENUE • DETROIT
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Jarvis right angle gears and hand-pieces,

accessories and tools, and sanding drums,

buffs, steel wire brushes, grinding wheels,

and the complete line of Jarvis-Blax

hand cut, mill cut and ground rotary

flies, routers and rasps.

All Items are Illustrated and described,

with tables of specifications. Copy free

upon request.

Cullman Machine Tool Drives. This

eight-page folder shows how a motor

drive unit operating with belt drive

smoothness can be applied to any type

of belt driven machine to provide It

with an Individual motor drive, nie bul

letin explains the various features of

the unit such as making the macnine

entirely self-contained, elimination of

overhead countershafts and belting, si

lent and efficient operation of trie ma

chine, flexibility of machine location and

alignment, and so on. The bulletin la

Illustrated with photographs of machine

shops and departments where these unit*

are in operation, and Includes a list of

Important manufacturers who are using

the Cullman Machine Tool Drive. Copy

free by addressing Cullman Wheel Co.,

1336 Altgeld St., Chicago,, Illinois.

now

offers

a choice

of their

UNIVERSAL

TEST

INDICATORS

MODEL ONE

Graduated 1/1000"

Range . . . .030"

MODEL TWO

Graduated 1/10,000"

Range . . . .008"

Dart Union Cat

alog. Complete data

on Dart pipe unions

and fittings la

given in the new

catalog Just pub

lished by the B. M.

Dart Manufacturing

Company. Provi

dence, R. I. Full

Information on

types, sizes, and

prices Is Included

with color Illustra

tions showing the

distinctive full-

bearing, true ball-

Jolnt construction.

In addition to tables

giving dimensions,

the catalog describes

the precision opera

tions, materials, and

methods of Inspec

tion used in the

manufacture of Dart

Unions.

It also Illustrates

the processes of pre

cision machining

and oscillating—

grinding the special

two bronze seats—

cutting accurate

threads on tapping

machines of Dart's

own design — and

testing the finished

unions with air un

der water.

Copies can be ob

tained free by writ

ing to Dart distrib

utors or direct to

the manufacturer.
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OGAN Sure Flow Centrifugal Pumps establish entirely new standards of performance.

.OGAN" Sure Flow Pump IS INHERENTLY SELF-PRIMING, and need not be submerged in the lie

sing pumped. It pumps practically ANY TYPE OF LIQUID — either hot or cold. It is impervious

>rasives, filings and most corrosive impurities. The "LOGAN" Line is complete — 10 sizes. 4 to

PM . . . with power applications and mounting styles to fit every pumping job. There is a "LOG*

lich will cut costs, save space, speed up operations on your most exacting pumping job.

LOGANSPORT MACHINE, INC.

LOGANSPORT, INDIANA
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Production Operations on

Servel Refrigerating

Equipment

Well-Planned Operations and Efficient Equipment Make it Pos

sible to Market a Quality Product at Nominal Cost.

By Howard Campbell

MECHANICAL refrigeration, orig

inally regarded as a luxury, is

fast becoming an important necessity

in every-day life. The small units

which were developed to provide an

individual ice-plant for each house

holder have been adapted to the cool

ing of building interiors and no mod

em store, theatre, or office building

is considered properly equipped unless

it is air-conditioned. The possibility

of air conditioning is considered in all

the newest designs for dwellings, and

the architect draws his plans accord

ingly.

This development and rapid growth

in the use of mechanical refrigera

tion can be credited to the "machine

(65)
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age"—to the precision production

equipment which makes it possible to

work to a ten-thousandth of an inch

Fie 1—Servel Air Conditioning Unit, made in

sizes 1/6 to 1/20 h.p.

while producing parts at a high rate

of speed and thus reducing the cost

to a point low enough to make me

chanical refrigeration a commercial

possibility.

Among the plants which are

outstanding for their careful en

gineering and fine workmanship

on refrigerating units is the plant

of Servel, Inc., at Evansville, In

diana. This article presents some

of the more interesting opera

tions in the building of Servel

Refrigerating Units. A Servel

unit of the smaller type is shown

in Fig. 1.

The illustration Fig. 2 shows

the finishing of both sides of the

base plate for a compressor unit.

While not particularly a "preci

sion" operation, this operation

illustrates the point of "speed"

in manufacturing. Only enough

stock is removed to finish the surface

—usually approximately 1/64 in.—

and the operation is performed on a

diamond grinder. The piece is held

on a magnetic chuck which is set ver

tically, as shown. No clamps are

necessary; thus the piece can be

chucked, finished, and removed at a

rate of approximately 60 pieces per

hour.

The crankcase, in which the cyl

inder bores are located, is machined

on top and bottom first by milling,

after which these surfaces are fin

ished by grinding in the Blanchard

surface grinder shown in Fig. 3. Six

teen pieces are finished at a time, held

on a magnetic chuck as shown, and

approximately 0.015 in. of stock is

removed from each surface. The time

required to finish the 16 pieces is

from 15 to 20 minutes and the dimen

sion from the top to the bottom of

the piece is held within 0.002 inch.

Pistons are ground in the same

manner on this same machine. Some

45 different jobs are finished in this

machine.

Piston holes in cylinders for one

of the small size air conditioning

units are drilled, bored, reamed and

counterbored in the set of three Baker

Fig-. 2—The base plate for the compressor unit is
finished on both sides by grinding; in this Diamond
surface grinder. The workpiece is held in position
by a magnetic chuck, eliminating necessity of

vertical drilling machines illustrated

in Fig. 4. The machine tables are

so aligned that they can support a

track upon which ride the three jigs,

each of which is equipped with

grooved wheels. This principle of

construction makes it possible to ad

just the jig back and forth so that
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Pic 3—(Above)—The top and
bottom surfaces of the crankcase
are finished by grinding in this
Blanchard surface grinder. Fig*.
4 (Right)—Three Baker drill
ing machines are kept in con
tinuous operation, boring and

the piston holes in the
cylinders.

both cylinder holes can be

machined.

The jigs are not moved

from one spindle to anoth

er, however; instead, each

piece is finished in its

own machine, the tools

being equipped with Magic

chucks so that the tools

can be changed without

stopping the machines. It

has been found quicker to

change tools than to

change machines and the

operations are started and

completed consecutively so

that the operator simply goes from

one machine to the next changing the

tools until each cylinder in turn is

finished and the jigs have been re

loaded with unfinished pieces.

By handling the job in the manner

described above it is possible to ma

chine three different sizes of cylin

ders at one time, and it is usual for

two different sizes to be in process

simultaneously.

After boring, the cylinders are

finished to size by honing in the Hutto

grinding machine shown in Fig. 5. A

Hutto four-stone hone is used, all

cylinders being rough honed first and

then finished. The stones in the

roughing hone are slightly rougher

than those used in the finishing hone,

and the hones are changed between

operations. The cylinder shown in

process is for a three-cylinder com

pressor. The bore on this type of cyl
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riff. 5—Here the cylinder for a triple-cylinder
air conditioning unit is being* finished to size

by honing in a Hutto honing machine.

inder is 2.375-in. diameter with a limit

of plus or minus 0.0005 inch.

A typical example of a modern pre

cision machine tool is illus-

trated in Fig. 6, where a

Heald "Red Head" Bore-

Matic diamond boring ma

chine is being used to bore

the crankshaft bearing holes

in a compressor body. The

tools are of Carboloy, and the

spindles in which they are

held are operating at a speed

of 2810 r.p.m. Only one bear

ing is bored at a time, the

piece being then reversed so

that the other bearing can be

bored. Upon the boring of

the second bearing, a pilot is

used to insure that the bear

ing holes will be in perfect alignment.

From 0.012 to 0.013 in. of stock is

removed from each hole, the finish

diameter being held to a limit of plu?

or minus 0.00025 in. Production or.

this operation is approximately 60

pieces per hour.

Each refrigeration or air condition

ing unit is powered by an individual

electric motor from which the power

is transmitted to the compressor by

means of V-belts. The pulley upon

which the V-belt operates must be

machined very accurately in order to

obtain the highest possible tension

with the lowest possible strain be

tween the two shafts. A pulley for

an air conditioning compressor unit

can be seen in Fig. 7 in process of

having five belt grooves machined in

it. The machine is a Warner & Swasey

No. 2A turret lathe, equipped with a

turret tool holder which holds several

different kinds of tools for the ma

chining of the pulley. The pulley is

held in a chuck and is steadied by a

bull center in the turret.

Another example of the modern

equipment which makes possible ex

treme accuracy at high speed is the

Cincinnati centerless grinding- ma

chine shown in Fig. 8. In this case,

the machine is being used for the

Fig. 6—Crankshaft bearing holes in the coinpn
are bored to size in this Heald "Bore-Matic" diamond

boring machine.
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Fijr- 7—Turning the belt grooves in a compressor pulley.
With this Warner & Swasey turret lathe the pulley is

turned, bored and faced simultaneously.

grinding of eccentric shafts for an

air conditioning compressor unit. The

shafts are passed through the machine

three times; in the first pass the stock

is roughed down to within 0.003 in., in

the second pass the shaft is finished to

within 0.0005 in., and in the third pass

it is finished to within plus or minus

0.0002 in. of drawing size. A mirror

finish is obtained and

the shafts are fin

ished at a rate of 50

per hour on the

two roughing opera

tions and 100 per hour

on the finishing op

eration. All straight

shafts, bushings,

and other small cyl

indrical parts are fin

ished by this method.

The illustration

Fig. 9 shows how

the "fins" are pressed

into place on the

tubes of the evapor

ator. The machine

used for this opera-

ation was originally

a Bausch multiple

spindle drill which has been converted

into a hydraulic press. Tapered plugs

are set into the upper ends of the

tubes so that the fins can easily be

located and forced into posi

tion. The fins on the evapo

rator shown in the illustration

are 6x13 V£ in. and are of 22

gauge metal. Each fin has 21

holes to accommodate the 21

%-in. copper tubes with which

they are to be assembled.

The fins are spaced 5/16 in.

apart, which is accomplished

by means of the mechanism on

the side of the press, shown in

Fig. 10. Upon locating the fin

in the proper position over the

tubes, the operator pushes a

button which starts the oper

ation cycle of the press. The

head moves down a predetermined dis

tance and then back up again to the

stopping point. As it reaches a point

near the top of its cycle, however, the

arm A strikes the collar B, which is

anchored to the shaft C. At the up

per end of shaft C is a rack which

engages the teeth on a gear upon a

shaft which is also the shaft for the

MM.

Fig. 8—Shafts are finished to size within 0.0002 in. in this Cincin

nati centerless grinding* machine.

bevel gear D. This bevel gear rotates

a mating gear on the upper end of

the shaft E, which is connected with

the mechanism by which the table is
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Fig. 9—Assembling the fins to the tabes of an
evaporator unit. The press was rebuilt by

Servel from a multiple drilling machine.

raised. Thus as shaft C is forced up

ward, gear D is rotated, and the mo

tion is imparted to the vertical shaft

E, resulting in a downward movement

of the table. The extent to which the

table is moved depends upon the set

ting of collar B. Thus, at each move

ment of the press, the table is low

ered the desired distance so that a

predetermined dimension is main

tained between the fins. All the oper

ator has to do is to place the fin in

position over the tapered plugs in the

upper ends of the tubes and then de

press the foot-pedal which engages

the clutch and starts the operation-

cycle.

Each compressor unit is tested for

leaks after assembling by attaching

an air hose to the unit and immersing

the unit in a tank of water. As each

compressor in turn is moved along

on the roller conveyor toward thi

water test tank, it is picked up b]

means of an overhead air hoist, swusi

into position over the tank, and I

then lowered into the tank, as show

in Fig. 11. When completely in

mersed, dry air at 250 lbs. pressor

is turned on and if there are an

leaks, the bubbles will immediate!

be visible. If upon careful inspects

no air bubbles can be seen, the unl

is set back on the conveyor and passe

on to be dried and finished for shij

ment. If there are evidences of leal

age, the unit is completely dis*

sembled, each individual part is tho

oughly inspected, and the defect

remedied by repairing or by discan

ing it altogether and substituting

new part.



:ONVENIENCE and SIMPLICITY?

DUPLICATE

FRONT and REAR

CONTROL LEVERS

WITH Model K Milwaukees the operator

may move the table to right or left —

in or out—up or down—whether he stands

at the front or rear of the table. In either

position he can make precision hand adjust

ments—engage power feed in any direction

and overtake feed with rapid traverse . . .

For safety — front or rear — engaging any

power feed or rapid traverse positively locks

out corresponding hand feeds and prevents

danger from spinning handwheels or cranks.

Before you buy another milling machine, ask

your K&T representative about Milwaukees.

They are the operators choice and the short

cut to greater milling profits.

Or write /or literature.

KEARNEY & TRECKER CORPORATION

WEST AIDS STATION I

, ^MILLING

\URH1L MACHINES
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Fig. 11—Each compressor unit is tested for
leaks after assembling; by attaching an air
hose to the unit and immersing the unit in a

tank of water. No babbles—no leaks.

No Servel unit is allowed to leave

the plant until it has been "run-in"

for a sufficient length of time to prove

that it is built to the specifications

set up by the engineering department

and will function properly in every

day use.

Control of Electric Motors. By P. B.

Harwood. 390 pages. 188 Illustrations.

John Wiley & Sons., Inc., New York,

N. Y. $4.50.

The author describes the features of

motors of all types and explains how

their characteristics are used for control

purposes. The descriptions of apparatus

cover fully the design, construction and

functions of the elements making up the

devices. Both direct-current and alter

nating-current motors are discussed and

classified by types, as are the appropriate

controllers used with each style. Pilot

devices and accessory switches of various

kinds are covered. Brakes and methods

of mounting them are treated briefly. A

chapter on wiring diagrams with a list

of definitions and graphical symbols

with pertinent notes and examples Is in

cluded. Resistors and resistor design are

dealt with In full, as Is the subject o!

the construction of control apparatus.

The book appropriately illustrates the

subject matter. This volume can be of

much benefit to all engineers and de

signers whose field of work Includes the

use of electrical motors for operating

and driving machinery.

Stainless Working Methods Book. A

new technical publication by Ludlum

Steel Co., Watervllet, N. Y., entitled "The

Working of Silcrome Stainless Steel."

links up, In a novel way, detailed In

structions on methods of fabricating

Ludlum Stainless with information as to

to the grades of tool steel best suited to

each operation.

This factual data book has been pre

pared for the use of engineers, designers,

and other technical men interested in

practical working methods, to guide

them in using Silcrome to greatest ad

vantage. It contains practical advice

on all the usual metal working opera

tions, such as sawing, drilling, milling,

threading, tapping; also on hot upset

ting and forging, shearing, drawing,

punching, spinning, brazing, soldering,

welding, and the like. In addition, the

book contains Information on the proper

selection, heat treatment, etc., of the

tool steels for the various operations.

This manual, according to Ludlum.

is the outgrowth of long experimenta

tion in the laboratory, and careful study

of actual production methods. This

unique tying in by Ludlum of tool steel

data with stainless working instructions

should prove an outstanding contribu

tion to the literature on the subject.

Copy free upon request.

Dumore No. 12 "Chief Lnthe Orlnder

Is described and illustrated In a bulletin

now being distributed by The Dumore

Company, Racine. Wis. Outstanding

features of the grinder are discussed and

photographs show several installations of

the "Chief". Copy free upon request.

The publishers of MODERN MA

CHINE SHOP will be glad to greet

their friends at Booth No. H-69,

National Metal Show.
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The acme of upright drill value as a
production tool is available In Super
Service Uprights. More than 63
years of specialized experience has

the machines to insure "More holes

EASIER CONTROL LONGER LIFE

Faster and easier operation are defi

nitely assured by such features as

table arm controls at the front of

the machine, automatic depth

gauge, radial drill type spindle con

trol and feed engagement, direct

reading speed and feed plates and

convenient levers for instant engage

ment of correct speeds and feeds.

Direct connected driving motor,

positive type feed clutch, automatic

oiling, ball and roller bearing con

struction, use of heat treated

alloy steel gearing, multiple splined

shafts with integral keys and com

plete enclosure of all mechanism

are some of the features of design

and construction which insure

longer life and greater accuracy.

The Cincinnati Bickford Tool Co.

Oakley . . Cincinnati . . Ohio . . U. S. A.

21" 24" and 28" ALL GEARED
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Conference Method of Fore

man Training at Crosley

Radio Corporation

By J. M. Baker

Personnel Director, Crosley Radio Corporation

POWEL CROSLEY, JR., president

of the corporation which bears

his name, has said "If a man cannot

or will not learn to mesh in his part

of the job with the organization as a

unit, he simply does not belong. His

ability and his experience are of no

value whatever unless he knows what

it means to cooperate willingly."

Lack of cooperation is sometimes a

question of disposition or state of

mind of the individual. Cooperation,

on the other hand, is more likely to

be a matter of knowing how, of train

ing, and of understanding how an or

ganization works as a unit, whether

its members be spread over a manu

facturing plant or over a continent.

The function of any foreman is to

so supervise his department as to en

able his people to do their work in the

easiest and best way and to coordi

nate their efforts properly with re

lated functions. This can be done

after a fashion in a hit-and-miss man

ner, but too many inaccuracies can

creep in. With this thought in mind,

the Crosley Radio Corporation under

took, about a year and a half ago, a

course of training for its foremen and

department heads. The details of the

training course were worked out with

the help of the plant superintendents

and in cooperation with the Univer

sity of Cincinnati.

After considerable investigation as

to the methods in use in other plants

and other industries, it was decided

that the conference method should be

adopted, inasmuch as this method ap

peared to enlist and hold the interest

of the men to a greater degree than

the classroom or lecture methods.

Briefly, what we aimed to do was to

delineate the important features of

the foreman's job and to encourage

practical discussion of the foreman's

supervisory, managerial, and training

responsibilities. No attempt was made

to present a cut-and-dried program of

topics for discussion; rather, it was

felt that the discussions should be

based on the problems and experi

ences of the foremen themselves.

As finally worked out, the training

course comprised 16 conferences. The

meetings were conducted under the

supervision of the plant Personnel

Director and were held in one of the

studios at the plant once a week from

4 to 6 o'clock P. M. The Personnel

Director selected the leader for each

conference, the plant executives tak

ing turns in conducting the meetings.

At the first meeting it was made

clear that the conference leader was

not expected to lecture the foremen

on how to do their work, but would

simply act as the presiding officer and

leader of the discussions. The objec

tives of these discussions were out

lined as follows:

1. To develop and equip experienced

foremen to conduct foremanship con-
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AMERICAN Pre

Lathes... ohOk&

ISIO]

THESE 19 lathes were built to rigid accuracy specifications for pre

cision work of the most exacting nature. Each one is. a testimonial

to the unsurpassed refinement of "American" Precision Lathes.

The modern design, the rugged stamina and the unexcelled accuracy

of "American" lathes recommend them highly for the character of service

encountered in the finest tool rooms where precision gauges, dies and

masters are made.

"Americans" always, for dependable service!

The American Tool Works Compan

cJkZfoj ?ltu£uUj SfcapeiJ

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.



$A 09

£JL PER MACHINE

* PER YEAR

...maintenance Cost for 7 Warner &

Swasey Turret Lathes for 6 Years

In the Baltimore plant of the Bartlett Hayward Division of Koppers

Company, seven Warner & Swasey Turret Lathes are in service.

An accurate report shows a maintenance cost of only $171.72 for

these seven machines for the six year period from January 1, 1931

to December 31. 1936.

That's only $4.09 per turret lathe per year maintenance cost.

Warner & Swasey Turret Lathes are sold on the basis of im

proving accuracy— increasing output! But maintenance is also

a prime consideration. It is well to

know that the purchase price of a

Warner & Swasey is practically the

last outlay you have to make.

If you are interested in simi

lar results in your shop,

write
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ferences in their respective divisions

by developing the native ability of

the individuals.

2. To provide a forum where fore

men may get together and express

their opinions freely regarding sug

gestions for solving definite problems

which confront them in their daily

work.

3. To develop and promote a better

understanding and relationship be

tween the foreman and his men, the

foreman and his fellow foremen, and

the foreman and his company.

4. To encourage analytical, con

structive thinking that will help the

foremen to develop scientific methods

of analyzing their difficulties and

solving the problems that interfere

with the efficient functioning of their

departments.

It was pointed out that the average

foreman is promoted to his position

because he is a superior worker in his

own department and understands all

of the operations and processes. It is

possible, however, that he has had lit

tle or no training with respect to

what might be called the human fac

tor—handling workmen and "getting

along with people." Consequently he

is faced with a great many brand-new

problems such as promoting morale,

developing co-operation, restricting

labor turnover, instructing new and

older workers, and representing

workmen as well as management.

The latter part of the first session

was given over to a preliminary dis

cussion of the responsibilities of a

foreman, and the meeting closed with

the assignment of three topics, under

the general heading "Cooperation,"

for practice conferences to be con

ducted by three foremen who are

named as leaders for the subsequent

meetings.

At the next meeting the conference

leader reviewed the work accomplished

at the first meeting. Then he pre

sented, briefly, the types of educa

tional procedure which could best be

used by foremen, classifying the

methods as informing, instructing,

and conferring. Emphasis was placed

on the conference method and its use

fulness in helping foremen to think

clearly through a problem for which

there may be no standard solution.

The various steps in the develop

ment of the plan were outlined thus:

preparation, securing information, se

lecting functioning data, evaluating

functioning data, arriving at a con

clusion, planning means to make the:

conclusion effective in practice, and

carrying out the plan.

With that outline ast a guide, the

designated foreman was called upon to

lead a conference on "Cooperation."

This subject was expanded by the

group under four headings: How

Foremen Cooperate, Classification of

Data, Evaluation, and Definition of

Cooperation at Crosley's. Obviously,

a general discussion on such a sub

ject is enlightening to all. In conclu

sion, the conference leader reviewed

the handling of the conference by the

designated foreman and made assign

ments for the next two meetings.

The three meetings following were

devoted to a combination of the

theory and technique of conference

practice and the practical work of

conferring on everyday matters. As

an illustration, at the third session

the conference leader discussed with

the group two fundamental tech

niques in the conference procedure—

objectives and questions—after which

the foreman leader attempted, wit),

the assistance of the other conferees,

to analyze the causes of lack of co

operation.

These causes were listed under

seven headings, each of which was

amplified and developed out of the

practical experience of the group:

General Characteristics of People
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Who Do Not Cooperate, Reasons

Why Foremen Do Not Cooperate with

Subordinates, How to Improve Coop

eration with Subordinates, Reasons

Why Foremen Do Not Cooperate with

Other Foremen, How to Improve

Cooperation Between Foremen, Rea

sons Why Foremen Do Not Always

Cooperate with Superiors, and How

To Improve Cooperation with Supe

riors. The group as a whole partici

pated in the general discussion.

While a certain amount of the in

struction was of the theoretical type,

every effort was made to keep the

meetings on a practical plane. For

instance, at the fourth meeting, the

conference leader presented this

specific case:

A foreman, walking through his

department, noticed that a belt was

badly worn. He wrote a requisition

for a necessary replacement and or

dered a workman to make the repairs.

The foreman noticed that the man

was not familiar with the job, so he

instructed and checked him on the

work.

An analysis of this incident made

by the group showed that the fore

man had performed three functions;

supervisory, managerial, and instruc

tive. In his supervisory capacity he

had observed the worn belt, analyzed

the need for repair, and had checked

the finished job. The managerial

function consisted of writing a requi

sition for the material, selecting an

available man, and assigning him to

the job. As an instructor he noted the

inexperience of the worker, instructed

the man, and checked the finished

work. This was only one of a number

of similar cases which were presented

for analysis and discussion.

One of the best discussions was that

on the handling of difficult types of

employees. Under this classification

belong those employees who are dis

satisfied, indifferent, radical, wasteful,

troublesome, and disloyal. The confer

ence centered upon methods of recog

nizing these individuals and the ap

plication of remedial measures. For

instance, one conference was devoted

to the "Radical Type of Employee,"

the subject being divided into the fol

lowing classifications for purposes of

discussion: Characteristics of a Radi

cal Employee; Definition of a Radi

cal Employee; Suggested Remedial

Measures; Suggested Remedial Steps.

In the conference devoted to the dis

cussion of "The Wasteful Employee,"

the discussion took up the following

topics in turn: How to Recognize a

Wasteful Employee; Classification of

the 19 Points Brought Out a

the Discussion; Suggested Remedial

Measures; Suggested Remedial Steps.

Among other practical problems

taken up and discussed by the group

during the remainder of the course

were subjects related to accident pi*

vention and the accident-prone work

er, fire control, waste of material, re

duction of scrap, selection and devel

opment of young men, human engi

neering, a square deal for each em

ployee, job security, waste that can

be prevented by the foremen, the three

functions of a foreman, how and

where time is wasted, and so on.

When the conference was started,

the group included sixty-five foremen,

this number being added to from time

to time until the group numbered one

hundred twenty-five. When it reached

this size the group was divided into

four groups of twenty-five to thirty

men each, so that the participation

could be more general.

At the close of the series it was

pointed out that each foreman derived

benefit from the proceedings in pro

portion to what he had put into them,

and also that those who did not join

in had had the advantage of the other

fellows' ideas without contributing

anything. It was noted with satisfac-
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tion that the interest of the men held

throughout the course because they

had chosen their own subjects for dis

cussion and because they had drawn

from their own practical experience

in presenting solutions for the prob

lems under consideration.

There is no question but that, how

ever good the material, a foreman

needs a certain amount of training

for foremanship just as he needs it

for any other position of leadership.

The newly-appointed foreman may

have been an excellent mechanic, and

he may have the qualities necessary

to becoming a good foreman, but it

should be remembered that he had

to be trained for his mechanical job,

and he should have certain definite

training for his job of directing and

supervising the other people in his

department.

There are many expert workmen

who lack the peculiar qualities neces

sary for successful leadership, and

there are many natural leaders who,

for one reason or another, are not

expert workmen. It is not unusual

to find a man who cannot be inter

ested in detail work and who is there

fore unhappy at it, but who is excel

lent at planning, directing, and lead

ing. However, it is rare that a new

foreman understands what is ex

pected of him so well that training is

unnecessary. He may have pre-con-

ceived notions regarding foremanship

which are contrary to good practice,

or which are not in accord with com

pany policies; consequently he needs

proper instruction before he has had an

opportunity to make too many errors.

Training for leadership is definitely

necessary, and the conference method

appears to fill the need in a highly

satisfactory manner. It is hoped that

the information regarding Crosley's

experience which has been presented

here will be of some value to others

who are considering this matter.

Firth Braze-Rlte Furnace Booklet. This

six-page bulletin, now being distributed

by Plrthite Division, Firth-Sterling Steel

Company, McKeesport, Pa., describes thr

features and advantages or the F*irtli

Braze-Rlte Furnace for brazing sintered

carbide tools. The five operations re

quired to make Flrthlte tools are de

picted by the use of photographs, and

other illustrations show the furnace in

operation. Specifications and a parts

list are included. Copy free upon re

quest.

Eisler Catalog 38W. "Electric Spot

and Butt Welding Machines" is the title

of a 100-page catalog which has been

issued by Eisler Engineering Co., 750

South 13th St., Newark, N. J., and which

contains sketches and drawings of vari

ous types of spot and butt welding.

Numerous illustrations, specifications and

descriptions are used to emphasize the

Important features of the different types

of spat and butt welders: wire portable

and special welders; high frequency,

brazing and soldering machines; spot

welding timers, and miscellaneous weld

ing accessories made by this firm. Over

1250 illustrations covering various types

of welding problems are included. Copy

free upon request.

"Rubber Springs", a paper on design

calculations and representative uses of

rubber springs, presented at the »™mi

meeting of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers by Mr. Walter C.

Keyes, Mechanical Products Engineer.

United States Rubber Products, Inc.. and

published In the May issue of Mechan

ical Engineering, has been reprinted In

booklet form for general distribution by

the rubber company.

Many charts, tables and line drawings

have been incorporated in the booklet

showing the approximate physical prop

erties of various rubber compounds: the

load-deflection curves for five typical

rubber compounds: load-bearing and

bulge areas and area ratio for square

slabs 1 In. thick and various lengths of

side; shear springs and structural sponge

rubber; and a comprehensive chart show

ing deflections In terms of thickness,

per cent. Illustrations showing actual

Installations of various type rubber

springs are also Included.

The paper Is based on years of prac

tical experience In the fields of trans

portation and diverse manufacturing.

Copy free by addressing United States

Rubber Products, Inc., 1790 Broadway.

New York. N. Y.
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High Speed Steel

In this, the third and last article of the series, the author discusses

the hardenability of high speed steels and presents the results

of a series of tests made with steels of various analyses

under a varying range of conditions.

By J. P. Gill

Chief Metallurgist. Vanadium-Alloys Steel Company, Latrobe, Pa.

WHEN any of the high speed

steels are heated to the tem

peratures generally recommended for

hardening, a solution of the carbon

TIHt IN MINUTES

Fig. 6—Chart allowing results obtained by heating

two Identical specimens (Noa. 41 and 42) in differ
ent atmospherea.

and alloys takes place, dependent

upon the temperature and length of

time the steel is held at that temper

ature. With the temperatures gen

erally recommended there will appear

a structure having a well-defined poly

hedral grain when the temperature

has been held for several minutes. The

growth of this grain will depend on

the time and temperature, and upon

the size of such grain will depend

considerable of the physical proper

ties of the steel such as plasticity,

length changes, wear, and so on.

Presented herewith are a number

of micrographs made from samples

of an 18-4-1 high speed steel 1 in.

in diameter after being held in

a semimuffle gas-fired furnace at

temperatures of 2350 deg. F. for

the time specified and oil quenched

but not drawn. The structure of

the micrographs is usually consid

ered of the austenitic type, but by-

X-ray and diffraction magnetic

tests it has been proven that this

structure is made up of both aus-

tenite and martensite, probably

about 25 per cent austenite being

included in the structures shown.

It is important, in the hardening

of fine edge tools, to heat them

in such a manner that the fine

cutting edges will not be damaged.

For many years it has been known

that furnace atmospheres mater

ially affect the surface of high

speed steel when heating for hard

ening. Furnaces with controlled

atmospheres have been developed

primarily to produce a better surface

on hardened tools. It has also beer.
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noted that in certain atmospheres the

steel could be held much longer at

the hardening temperature without

material grain growth. Tour, and

Phillips and Weldon published papers

on this phenomenon. Their deductions

were practically the same, namely,

that the gases surrounding the

steel during heating for hardening

did in fact materially affect the

grain size as well as the tempera

ture at which the carbide segre

gate would fuse.

About four years ago the writer,

upon making an investigation of

this puzzling phenomenon, at first

came to the same conclusion as

the investigators mentioned, but

when attempting to check his re

sults in a different furnace and

with gases synthetically mixed,

obtained different results. Further

investigations led to the conclu

sions that the gases surrounding

the steel were materially affecting

the temperature of the steel as

well as the time of heating. A

number of investigators have taken

exception to these conclusions and

the writer again repeated his ex

periments to show that, by vary

ing the composition of the gas, a

change could be made in the rate

of heating.

The first group of samples was

treated in a controlled atmosphere

furnace. The samples were taken

from the same bar of 0.70 per cent

carbon, 18-4-1 high speed steel. The

samples were machined by removing

one-eighth inch of surface to give a

cylindrical bar 2 inches in diameter

by 2 inches long and drilling a 11/32-

inch diameter hole longitudinally in

the center to a depth of 1M inch.

Three thermocouples were used; one

inside the specimen and another flat

against the surface of the specimen;

the third was the furnace control

couple, located about 6 inches above

the hearth. The temperature of the

hearth was taken immediately before

placing the specimen in the furnace

and immediately after its removal.

New thermocouples were used for

each specimen, and temperature read

ings were taken every 30 seconds. All

the specimens were preheated alike
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Fig. 9—Chart showing- result obtained by heating
an identical specimen (No. 43) in the same atmos

phere as nsed for specimen No. 41, bat holding it

for 20 minutes.

in the same furnace and for the same

period of time, which was 35 minutes

at 1550 degrees F. (840 degrees C).

For the first two specimens, indi

cated as Nos. 41 and 42, the tempera

ture control was set at 2360 degrees

F. (1280 degrees C). An atmosphere

containing the greater percentage of

per cent CO was used for specimen 41

and an atmosphere of 11.0 per cent

CO> and 1.0 per cent CO was used for

specimen 42. The results are pre

sented in Fig. 8 and definitely show

that the specimen heated in the gas

containing the greater percentage of
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Fig. 10—Chart showing a comparison of tempera

ture readings for specimens No. 42 and No. 44.

CO rose in temperature more rapidly

and attained a higher temperature.

It is interesting to note that specimen

41 never reached the hearth temper

ature, while specimen 42 did.

From this diagram it appeared that

possibly specimen 41 had not been

held a sufficient length of time to

reach the hearth temperature, so

specimen 43 was heated in the

same atmosphere as specimen 41

and held for 20 minutes with the

results shown in Fig. 9; again the

specimen did not become as hot

as the hearth. By experiment a

temperature was selected so that

specimen 44 could be heated at the

same rate and to the same tem

perature in a gas containing 3 -

per cent CO» and 11.6 per cent CO

as specimen 42, which was heated

in gas containing 11.0 per cer

CO, and 1.0 per cent CO. It was

found that the temperature control

should be set at 2390 degrees

Fahr. (1305 degrees C.) to obtain

this heating rate.

Figure 10 shows a comparison

of the temperature reading for

specimen 42 as compared with

specimen 44. Photomicrographs

Figs. 11 and 12 taken half way

between center and outside of

these specimens, show no notice

able difference in grain size and

the hardness of the two specimens

was exactly the same, namely, Rock

well 66 C. Similar experiments were

made using the same furnace with

about the same atmosphere but vary

ing the temperature, and in every in

stance the results were similar to

those given.

It must not be inferred from these

experiments that the amount of CO

Firs. 11 and 12—Photomicrographs of the structure half way between the center and the
of specimens Nos. 42 and 44.
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Figs. 13, 14, and 15—Photomicrographs of specimens Nog. 51, 52. and 53.

and Coi gases present alone de- the thermocouples being calibrate)

termines the rate of heating. It is and renewed when necessary for eael

possible to keep the amount of CO and specimen. Temperatures were re-

COa gases constant and yet vary the corded every 30 seconds,

rate of heating by a change in the Specimens, without preheating

composition of the remainder of the were heated in pure CO, pure CO», and

gas.

If atmospheres do affect grain

size it should be noticeable with

radically different atmospheres. To

test this point, additional experi

ments were made with an entirely

different experimental arrange

ment. A special quartz tube was

used for the heating chamber and

specimens were made from the

same high speed steel bars, 1 inch

diameter, machined to % inch

diameter by H4 inch long with a

\k inch diameter hole drilled longi

tudinally in the center to a depth

of % inch.

Three platinum, platinum-rho

dium thermocouples were used, one

inside the specimen, one against

the outside of the specimen and

the third for the chamber temper

ature (which was taken immedi

ately before the specimen was in

serted and immediately after the

specimen wag removed, at the

same location as the specimen),
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I

Fig. 17—Photomicrograph of structure of specimen No. 54. Fie. 18—Photomicrograph of
structure of specimen No. 55.

air, and during the heating the gases

were flowing slowly through the tube,

each at the same rate. The tube was

sufficiently long to preheat the gases,

and tests were made to be certain

that the gases were at the correct

temperature at the position of the

specimen. The tube temperature was

originally set for 2340 degrees F.

(1280 degrees C.) and the specimens

were heated for various lengths of

time in the respective gases. By com

paring the grain size of the different

specimens (listed as Nos. 51, 52 and

53) it was found that specimen 51

(Fig. 13) held for 20 minutes in CO

gas, was similar in grain size to

specimen 52 (Fig. 14) which was held

12 minutes in COa gas, and to specimen

53 (Fig. 15), held 5 minutes in air

but when the time-temperature curves

of the specimens shown are com

pared as shown in Fig. 16, the reason

is evident. The interior of specimen

51, which was heated in CO gas, did

not reach the tube temperature in 20

minutes. The interior of specimen

52, heated in CO* gas, reached the

tube temperature in 12 minutes and

the surface of the specimen exceeded

the tube temperature, while the speci

men heated in air far exceeded the

tube temperature both on the inside

and outside. This specimen plainly

shows self-heating or heating from

oxidation.

The temperature and time were ad

justed so that the carbide segregate

would just begin to fuse when using

pure CO gas; this was found to be

2425 degrees F. (1325 degrees C.) for

71/4 minutes for specimen 54, the

microstructure of which is shown in

Fig. 17. The time-temperature curve

of specimen 54 was then reproduced

for specimen 55 but pure CO>

gas was used. It was found

that a tube temperature of 2400

degrees F. (1310 degrees C.) re

produced about the same curve, us

ing CO2 gas. Fig. 18 is a photomicro

graph of specimen 55, showing a

structure quite comparable to speci

men 54, heated in CO gas. The time-

temperature curves of specimens 54

and 55 are shown in Fig. 19.

Volume changes, sometimes called

length changes, will depend to a con

siderable extent upon the size of

the austenitic grain and again it was

found that, by varying the atmos

phere, considerable control could be

had over length changes, but such

control is really dependent upon the

austenitic grain size, the atmosphere

control simply being a part of the
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mechanics of varying the time and

temperature. It can be stated that

until something of the knowledge of

the effect of atmosphere became

known, it was impossible to compare

the results obtained by one tempera

ture and time in one furnace with

those in another.

Plasticity and hot hardness will de

pend to a great extent upon the size

C. SI. lb.
COetpoelUoo of Steel - 0.71 0.26 0.84
Six* of Dpeclaen - 1 c. n. du. X 1 «• n. 1
Tested at - 1200 degrees Fahr.

1. Cr. 7a
18.02 3.98 1.07

[18 - Ground Finish

Spcelasn Groin Arerace Brlnell nardnei a Cra in Silo

umber Bin by IJutual Indentation obtained by

11 ami 342 Tlnal Treatment

12 Xedlusj 390 Final Treetaont

IS Large 409 Fln.il Treatment

40 Large 345 Preliminary Treetaeni

final traatBent of a p sellali 40 sane ae epeelnen 11

of the austemitic grain. The plasticity

is greater with a small grain and the

hot hardness higher with a large

grain. The diagram Fig. 20, showing

the plasticity of an 18-4-1 high speed

steel also shows that specimen 11T

had a small grain, 12T an intermediate

size grain and specimen 13T a large

grain. In table 3 are given the hard

ness results at 1200 degrees Fahr.

for an 18-4-1 high speed steel with

different size grains. The grain size

in the specimens was obtained by

varying the time and temperature of

treating, thus also resulting with a

different alloy solution.

It was found that were the grain

size obtained by treatments previous

to the final hardening, the same rela

tionship of the effect of grain si*e on

plasticity was obtained but not with

the results on hot hardness. Large-

grained specimens showed no higher

hot hardness thar

d i d small-graine

specimens whei.

the varying- in

grain size was ob

tained by pre!

nary treatm

and the final treat

ments were the

same, wh i c

consistent

what the

books say on

effect of

on

With the tungsten, mol

chromium and vanadium constant in

the non-cobalt steels, the hardness

attainable is dependent upon the car

bon content and with .70 per cent car

bon, any one of the steels can be hard

ened to a hardness of Rockwell 64 or

more. In any one of the types, the

carbon is easily the most important of

the elements that influence the maxi

mum attainable hardness. Conse

quently, in making a comparison of

GREENERD

Arbor Presses

500 lbs. to 35 tons pressure

HYDRAULIC, MOTOR DRIVEN, HAND OPERATED

Greenerd Arbor Press Co., Nashua, N. H.
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On the level...

/\ ^e ^est your money can buy

Durable

Rigid

True

WITH or WITH

OUT ALL

STEEL FRAME

Semi-Steel

Bench Tops

Four sizes: 12 x 18
inches, 27x37 inches
28x48 inches, 28x60
inches. Special sizes
made to order.

Semi-Steel

Bench Plates

24x36 inches, 24x48
inches,24x60 inches
...all 4 inches thick.

CHALLENGE Semi-Steel

LAYOUT SURFACE PLATE

It's the finest that human skill, modern methods and

high-quality material can produce. Unrivalled for ef

ficient assembly work. Constructed of top grade iron

and steel—planed perfectly square . . . the glass smooth

surface stays smooth and flaw-free. Doesn't sag or

give. Standard sizes: 12x18 inches to 48x96 inches.

Large size is full six inches high. Special sizes to

order. Arc welded steel frame, which is optional, is

provided with 32 lock leveling screws that guarantee

absolute accuracy in leveling up the plate. Write to

day for further information and prices on Challenge

Semi-Steel Layout Surface Plates, Bench Plates and Tops.THE

Challenge Machinery Co.

GRAND HAVEN, MICHIGAN

CHICAGO, NEW YORK

17-19 E. Hubbard Street :u 200 Hudson Street
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Fin. 19—Chart showing comparison of time-tem

perature corves for specimens Nos. 54 and 55.

either cutting or phys

ical properties be

tween different steels,

it is most important

that the comparison

be based on steels of

a comparable carbon

content.

An examination of

the structure of an

nealed high speed

steel shown in Fig. 21

shows a large number

of globules of the

tungsten segregate,

chiefly spheroidal in

appearance. If we

hold the steel at an

elevated temperature,

that is, something

over about 1700 de

grees F. for a pro

longed length of time,

these spheroids will

have a tendency to become more

crystalline in appearance so that

they will appear angular rather

than spheroidal, as shown in 22

and 23. When this happens, the

maximum attainable hardness is

noticeably less and steel of the

same composition having the seg

regate in a spheroidal appearance

that can be hardened to 65 Rock

well C may only be hardened to

about 62 Rockwell C on a

crystallization of the sei

and using same treating procedure.

Furthermore, unannealed high

speed steel can often be hardened

from 1 to 1% points higher Rock

well C than can the same steel in

the fully annealed condition, which

is much the same as with other

types of tool steels.

A second re-hardening of high

speed steels from the usual hard

ening temperature will result in a

so-called "fish scale" or flaky

structure (Fig. 24) which is more

easy of development with decrease

DIAGRAM

10 to 30 40 SO 60 70 AO SO 100 HQ 120 110 140 IM no iro is* no

DEFORMATION IN DEGREES
Fig. 20—Diagram illustrating plasticity of high speed steel

its relation to hot hardness and grain site.

Heals
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Fig. 21 (Left)—Photomicrograph showing structure of annealed high speed steel in wUd
large number of globules of tungsten segregate, chiefly spheroidal in appearance can be m
Figs. 22 and 23 (Right)—Photomicrograph of the same annealed high speed steel as tbon

Fig. 21. but held at a temperature of over 1700 deg. F. for a prolonged length of time.

in the tungsten content in the steel.

The same structure may be brought

about on the initial hardening of a

steel which has been highly cold-

worked without sufficient annealings

between passes. Such a structure

in a tool may result in excellent cut

ting properties but causes brittleness

and usually chipping. It should be

avoided and can be prevented.

Any of the steels may be satisfac

torily air hardened in small sections,

that is, in sections under about 1 inch

in diameter. In larger sections they

may be satisfactorily air hardened,

depending upon the hardness desired,

but even in sections as large as 3

inches and 4 inches in diameter there

usually will not be over two points

Rockwell difference between air and

oil hardening. Large sections, how

ever, when air cooled, do not show the

same degree of secondary hardness as

do oil-quenched specimens and usually

there will be a greater difference in

the hardness between air and oil-

quenched specimens after tempering

to 1050 degrees Fahrenheit.

It is necessary to cool all of these

steels to a temperature under about

350 or 400 deg. F. before temper:

otherwise there is a possibility 1

decomposition of the austenite

not take place and the structure

the steel after drawing would be

all respects similar to an undrs'

piece of steel. Any type of high spe

steel in the freshly quenched eonditi

is quite plastic and can be defonrt

...
'

. ;

v ; ; ...

Fig". 24—Photomicrograph showing flaky
ture resulting from a second rehartien.nl
hiffh speed steel from the usual hardm

temperature.
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Inherently possessing a uniformly accurate socket of
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to a reasonable extent without break

age. It is, therefore, best in the

straightening of tools to straighten

them immediately after quenching and

before drawing.

It has been found that, by increas

ing the carbon content of high speed

steel by pack hardening with a car-

burizing compound, the wear resist

ance of the steel is greatly increased

and this treatment is used for certain

types of blanking dies or wearing

parts. A piece of an 18-4-1 steel with

an initial carbon content of .70 per

cent packed in charcoal and held for

25 minutes at 2000 degrees F. showed

a surface carbon content of .78 per

cent; at 50 minutes a surface carbon

content of .90 per cent and at 90 min

utes a surface carbon content of

1.02 per cent.

Attempts have been made to nitride

high speed steel with the regular

nitriding procedure with rather un

satisfactory results, as usually the

edge is embrittled to such a degree

that chipping occurs too readily. Some

tool makers have immersed the s

in a molten bath of sodium and po

sium cyanide at a temperature

about 1050 degrees F. for from 10

minutes to 2 hours. Such a procedure

is applied after the steel has been

hardened and tempered in the regular

manner and some users have claimed

exceptional results with the treat

At least it has proven sufficiently sat

isfactory to some makers of high

speed steel tools so that they use it as

a regular procedure. Others who have

tried it claim an embrittlement of the

cutting edges.

The publishers of

MODERN MACHINE SHOP

will be glad to sec yon in

Booth H-S9

National Metal Show

Anti-Friction

Bearings

Throughout

Write for

Bulletin

THE
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s

HEPARD NILE
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Caught by the Camera

J. S. Pat. No.

1775705

Only Everlock

"Washers have this

patented dual-act

ing tongue.

j , ■'

* POSITIVE LOCKING AND

POWERFUL SPRING TENSION

To keep screws and nuts tight requires

wo definite principles:

(1) Powerful Spring Tension set up by

he flexing of many tongues.

(2) Positive Locking by sharp projecting

. -jes on tongues that dig into the working

turfaces.

These pictures show how Everlock

Washers afford this dual action —show

vhy you can depend on Everlocks to

educe complaints and service calls wher-

ver nuts or screws are used.

FREE SAMPLES mailed on request. Just

specify sizes you want.

homps

1640-H W.

Bremer & Go.

St. CHICAGO

Sharp edges em

bedded, forming

positive lock

Tongues Hexed —

setting up powerful

Spring Tension.

Note sharp edges in

contact with sur

faces—tongues set

for flexing when
nut is tightened.

Released — tongues

back to original po

sition—definite evi

dence of powerful

spring action.

Only Everlock

Washers make

these long, deep in

dentures — definite

evidence of locking

so positive that only

a powerful wTench

can release the nut

Un retouched

& LOCK WASHERS
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Lubrication and Gears

summary of the results that have been achieved

through a series of tests made in the Research

Laboratories at Stanford University.

By J. Roy Petersen

THE problem of wear on gears has

never ceased to be one of interest

to machine manufacturers and espe

cially the gear manufacturer who

faces new angles of the question every

time a new type of gear is designed to

meet some special conditions.

This was particularly true with the

introduction of the hypoid gear in the

automotive industry. Efforts to lower

the drive shaft to comply with the

trend toward low, streamline automo-

l-'ie. 1—Machine with two lever arms lowered into position and
three lever arms raised to show the construction of the driving

box. Heights up to any amount could be added to duplicate

the loaded conditions experienced In actual service.

biles have thrown more and more loa

on the axle due to a smaller axle an

to the necessity for the axle to carr

the added power which is today beini

required of the engine.

This added load has caused an ui

gent need for different types of lubri

cants bcause of the excessive slidini

speed of the gears and the high uni

loads. This increased load capacit;

has gone beyond the straight miners

with its lower film strength, and ne\

and special lubricant

are needed to preverv

extreme wear.

Realizing the nee<

for an adequate methot

of determining not onlj

the wear on gears bul

also the ability of cer

tain lubricants to hole

up under exacting con'

ditions. Howard Mark:

and Carl Ross of th<

Stanford University

Research Laboratories

in the Division of Me

chanical Engineering

have been experiment

ing for the past few

months with this prob

lem and have built a

machine which simu

lates the actual opera

tion of gears. The

machine, shown in Fig.

1, is so constructed

that it can be gradu

ated for different loads
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AND HERES

ANOTHER

Yes, sir, this Palmolive girl

is a sweetheart, and another

is the Baldwin-Duckworth roller

chain that helps carry her favorite

soap through its manufacture and

packaging.

Just another example of how large

"mass production" companies to

whom conveying and power trans

mission are questions of gravest

concern—turn to Baldwin-Duck

worth chain.

Our engineers are qualified to give

you intelligent and helpful advice

on any such operation. This help

is part of our regular service. Bald

win-Duckworth Chain Cor

poration, Springfield, Mass.
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Fir- i—This Nutri
tion shows tow Ike

severs! sets of roller,

were attached hr

sleeves in one
drive shaft The i
that was measures lei

wear is the or

and is made also to test several kinds

of lubricant under the same condi

tions at the same time.

While tests can be made under act

ual road conditions and in factories

allowing geared machines to run for

definite periods of time under standard

conditions, the value of the testing

apparatus of these two Stanford men

consists in that it provides an easier

and more economical check on lubri

cants and wear as compared to the

more difficult and expensive processes

that have been used in the past.

As machine manufacturers and de

signers are aware, the gear principle

reduced to its simplest elements is

but a rolling and sliding action, the

amount depending upon the type of

gear and the load capacities. Taking

over this idea, the machine has been

designed to employ the use of rollers

with which they can duplicate rolling

conditions, a combination of rolling

and sliding, or pure sliding. The ma

chine was adapted from a similar one

used by Westinghouse for tests of pit

ting on pure rolling contact only. On

their machine, Ross and Marks can

obtain the rolling and sliding by sep

arately controlling the upper and low

er rollers. There were two essential

differences between the Westinghouse

tester and the Stanford apparatus.

The former used individual gear drive

but in the latter, the rollers are

coupled together with sleeves

shown in Fig. 2. Also, Ross and

controlled the upper roller in

experiments while the Westinghou^

did not.

While the Stanford machine can

make all the tests accomplished on

Westinghouse tester, it goes

as will be brought out later,

correlation of tests made by the two

machines is quite significant,

and Ross said that they verified

conclusions arrived at by the Westing

house engineers. They determine:

that pitting could not be obtained with

clean lubricants in pure rolling at a

load less than 0.7 of the ultimate

Fix. 3—Photograph of the rollers rued in |k

experiment. Measurements for wear to MiMI

inch were made.

strength of the steel in the rollers

Results also verified the fact th ■

dirty lubricants pitted the rollers

der loads ranging down to 0.3 of trn

maximum strength.
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ship and economy of

LENOX BLADES?

Order a box now. Note

the improvement in your

workmanship and effi
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As a base for the Stanford gear

testing machine, the bed of an old

wood lathe was utilized. Lower bear

ing blocks were mounted seven inches

from center to center on a five-inch

steel channel which was bolted through

a timber that served as a spacer

for the lathe bed. Driving was accom

plished by lathe headstocks on each

end. Bottom mounting blocks, which

held the oil pan, were made of cold

Fig. 4—Cross section drawing of testing machine.

rolled steel shapes, arc welded. The

rollers were mounted in ball bearings.

Lever arms 32 inches long, made of

structural steel with a forged hook

to hold graduated weights which ap

plied the various unit loads, were de

signed to drop over the rollers. Power

was furnished by a 3 h.p. motor of a

squirrel cage induction type. This

drove a line shaft which in turn drove

the head stocks by means of belts.

The first tests were rolling tests and

were made with the top rollers idling;

that is, having no drive, but with the

lower rollers being driven 1450 r.p.m.

The results already mentioned above

checked with similar tests of rolling

made by Westinghouse.

By applying power to the top rol

lers which turned in the same direc

tion as if idling, both the rolling and

sliding action which is met in most

gears was obtained, but more mark

edly in hypoid gears. The rollers, up

per and lower, were revolved at differ

ent speeds. The application of this

to the modern auto gear is that the

machine can test unit loadings for

slippage up to 1200 feet a minute.

Perhaps a word concerning the de

sign of the rollers, Fig. 3, is necessary

to get an ade

quate picture of

the experiment.

They were made

of S.A.E. steel

No. 3145 with a

Rockwell hard

ness of C-35.

Roughly turned

out of bar stock,

the rollers were

heat treated and

finally ground to

a standard diam

eter— the lower

ones to 1.576

inches and the

upper, 1.5 inches.

To insure contact

across the com

plete face of the lower rollers, which

were measured to 1/100,000 of an inch,

the upper rollers were made % inch

wide, while the lower ones were only

a half inch in width. Measurement

of the rollers to detect wear was done

on a Pratt and Whitney measuring

machine after the rollers had been

allowed to cool for 12 to 14 hours.

There was no appreciable wear on

the rollers in the first runs, which

were tests of pure rolling. Under the

combination of rolling and sliding, ac

complished by the two shafts being

driven at different speeds, the wear

was quite rapid at first but decreased

intil it was practically negligible after

15 to 20 hours of operation. This

tapering off was attributed to the in

flux of work hardening. The possi-
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Tapping a hole in Chrome Molybdenum 1 Vt" deep—close to bottor

holding to very dote limits. With a net production of 350 pieces per hour.

A hard and highly abrasive material. Tough going
■or any tapping machine. You can see how H ASK INS

whipped the job.

Everywhere tough jobs are being done in less time and

with less effort by the Haskins Method. Everywhere

Haskins engineers are helping manufacturers find the

fastest, simplest and least expensive way to meet their

topping requirements. They'll gladly do the same

for you.

Material
81m of Tapped Hole
Depth of Tapped Hole—
RPM of Tap "In"
RPM of Tap "out"
Production—lit operation
Production—Net—2 operatloni ,

PRODUCTION LINE PROOF —
Illustrated above is No. 85 of a series
of case his
tories showing
tough jobs made
easy—done bet
ter and faster—
by the Haskins

aski ns

//#-Spe«/TAPPINC EQUIPMENT

with Greater Adaptability

Chrome Molybdenum
- 5/16"—24

1 V. "
875
1750
750 pieces per hour
350 pieces per hour

"High Speed Precision Tap-

Ping," an Illustrated booklet,

describee the Haskins Tapper

In detail. Write for your

copy. R. a. Haskins Com

pany, 4667 West Fulton

Street. Chicago.

European Representative: Q. E. Marbalx, Ltd., Humglas House, London, 8. W. 1
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Fig. S—Surface of roller showing condition after 2Y* hours of slipping action simulating that of
a hypoid gear in ordinary worm gear lubricant. Magnification, X 14. Fig. S—This lilt
showa the results when hypoid lubricant fails, as it did, under slippage of 3(8 feet per

Maximum normal unit load, 80,000 pounds. Magnification. X 14.

bilities of flaws in the metal were not by the load and the slippage

investigated, due to the restrictions

in scope of the research.

In formulating conclusions for the

results obtained so far, the Stanford

researchers say that hyphoid lubri

cants have shown to fail in a lubri

cating capacity under extreme loads,

but they have the ability to smooth

the scuffed surface by continued op

eration at lower loads without appre

ciable wear.

It was found that ordinary motor

oil, used mainly for comparison,

broke down easily under loaded con

ditions. The E.P. (extreme

sure) lubricants also broke

but not so easily—the one with the

heavier viscosity surprisingly having

less film properties to hold up. Worm

gear lubricant broke down rapidly un

der unit loadings at which the mild

E.P. lubricants stood up very well.

Effective lubrication is influenced The hypoid lubricant, of course, held

GEARED HEAD & CONE DRIVEN

ENGINE LATHES'

Sizes

16" to 36"

Swing

A full line of Dap Lath**.
19" to 50" swing.

THE

RAHN-URMOK

COMPANY
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OUR DESIGN IS THE RESULT OF

YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH

MILLING CUTTERS

The most economical ratio of adjustment of

side and peripheral cutting edges is estab

lished by the job itself.

That is why the adjustment of

Inserted serrated blade milling cutters is not

limited by mechanical construction.

GODDARD & GODDARD CO.

DETROIT, MICH.
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Midwest Cutters

up best, yet it lost some of its lubri

cating properties, and acted only as a

weld preventative under heavy loads.

In the opinion of the Stanford men.

the results of experimentation so far

indicate that the lubrication problem

has become a vital one with reference

to the wear on gears. These results will,

of course, have no effect on the design

of hypoid gears or any other gears at

Fig. 7—Pitting after 72 hours pare railing
with a heavy load at 1450 r.p.m. in ordinal?
motor oil. Before running, this steel had ■
Rockwell hardness of C-.15. Magnification. X 14.

the present time. It will, however,

encourage more experimentation with

lubrication to furnish the production

engineer and machine manufacturer

with oils that will meet the many

needs of present-day conditions of

load, speed, and gear operation.

The publishers of

MODERN MACHINE SHOP

will be glad to see you In

Booth H-69

National Metal Show
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AGAIN
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STEPS AHEAD

with a New Idea!
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Heretofore there has never been a positive way This time it's

of locking a Set Screw; yet if it works loose >*1 \\t\t\

there's no telling what may happen. \Ulll]

We licked the problem by simply knurling the SELF LOCKING

two top threads of the "UNBRAKO" as shown. HOLLOWSET SCREW

This Knurling raises sharp prongs all around the

edge of the thread which dig right into the threads

of the tapped hole when the "UNBRAKO" is

being tightened up, so it can't possibly work loose.

Over 2,000,000 have already been bought, used

and proven satisfactory.

Send for Free Samples.
">lg. 1684

Pat. Applied for

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

BRANCHES JKNKINTOWN, PINNA.

IN

DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS Box 556

BRANCHES

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO
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Additional Notes on Boring Long Holes;

in Frame of Recoil Mechanism

of 75 mm. French Guns

By A. L. DeLeeuw

IN my article on the boring of long

holes in the frame of the recoil

mechanism of the 75 mm. French

guns (Page 66 August, 1937, issue

Modern Machine Shop), mention was

made of two cradles. In some way

these cradles were mixed up. This is

not as serious as the mixup of babies,

which everyone must have read about

in the daily papers; nevertheless it is

confusing.

One of these two cradles was meant

for the lay-out machine and the other

for the actual drilling of the holes.

The sketch of one of these cradles

shown in the first part of the article

shows the essential elements of the

drilling cradle, and the description of

it at that point would make the reader

think that it was used in the lay-out

machine. Now, these two kinds of

cradles were not at all interchange

able.

In the lay-out machine, the work

piece was so adjusted that all of the

sliding rods would touch the piece—

if this were possible at all. If it was

not possible, then the forging was re

jected, for it would not be possible to

clean it up at all points. Once the

piece was adjusted, something had to

be done to make sure that, in the va

rious succeeding operations, there

should be no stock to be removed. For

this purpose, the two holes at each

end were drilled. These holes served

as gage points for the first operation,

which consisted in the planing of two

was

piee«

strips. These strips then served as

gage points for all further operations.

The reason why two holes, and not

just one, were drilled at each end was

that a single hole at each end would

still leave the position for subsequent

operations undetermined. The piece

could be revolved around the axis if

there were only one hole at one end.

If there had been two holes, but at

one end only, it would be possible to

lay the forging down with one end too

much to the right or left, or too far

up or down. It would have been suffi

cient to have two holes in one and only

one in the other, but this, too, would

have led to some trouble, for it

sometimes necessary to turn the pi

end for end in order to reach certain

points with the tool. Besides, it took

no more time to drill two holes at each

end than it would take to drill one

hole at one end and two at the other.

These preparatory holes were drilled

in the positions occupied by the final

long holes. The fact that the forging

had to be adjusted to some as yet un

known position when it was first laid

in the lay-out machine precludes the

idea that the cradle in which it was

laid was centered in the faceplate of

a lathe. The article speaks of a lathe

bed used for the main frame of this

lay-out machine, but this was only

done because such a bed was avail

able and eliminated the necessity of

making a pattern and casting. The

machine itself bore no further re-
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HP

"POWER VANE"

ROTARY TOOLS

GREATER POWER • LESS WEIGHT

LOWER MAINTENANCE

DRILL. REAMER. TAPPER

hicago Pneumatic Tool Company

moral Office.: 6 EAST 44th STREET. NEW YORE. N. Y.

alaghazn. Ala. Cleveland, Ohio Dallai. Texas Si. Louis, Mo

FREE

Send for 16-page illus

trated Booklet S.P. 1876

showing construction

and giving detailed

specifications of all

types and sizes of

"POWER VANE"

TOOLS

iiws. Mass. Denver, Colo
teaoo. 111. Detroit, Mich.
icIanatL Ohio El Paso, Texas

Los Angeles. CaL Salt Lake City, Utah
Philadelphia, Pa. San Francisco, Cal.
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0]ata on tAe

doall rriACHine

DOALL keeps ahead by building in new

features that widen the scope of contour

machining on the DOALL—-the machine

that users describe as doing "A Day's

Work in an Hour's Time."

Sec Contour Machining
onatrated — Chieairo I

Show Booth No. 446.
National Metal Concrest

Booth No. 11-18.

CONTINENT*! MACHINE. SPECIALTIES
IW1 Sm'» *>. ^ •« Aft Ma*

semblance to a lathe. There was n

faceplate, and, consequently, nothin

could be centered with it.

However, the machine in which th

drilling was done was a lathe. Ther

was a headstock with a faceplate, an

it was essential that the forginj

which, by that time, had undergone

number of operations, should be cei

tral with the spindle of the machine

The jig, or cradle, holding the forgini

for the drilling operations, was turns

at both ends as the diagram showei

This permitted the jig to be place

exactly central with the faceplatl

and, therefore, with the spindle.

It is hoped that the foregoing wil

clear up whatever confusion may hav

been caused in the mind of the reade

by the misplacement of the diagrar

and its description in the previou

issue of the magazine.

"Tools of Industry by Williams" la th

title of a 184-page catalog now belli

issued by J. H. Williams & Co.. 7

Spring St., New York, N. Y., which de

scribes the entire Industrial line

drop-forged wrenches and other stand

ard stock specialties made by this fir -

Included are many additions to tnei

Carbon and Alloy Wrenches, detachabl

"Supersocket" Wrenches and "Agrippa

Tool Holders.

The following new lines are also listed

adjustable wrenches, both carbon am

alloy steel; "Non-Sparking" Safer;

Wrenches (Beryllium-Copper); "Superec

tor" Reversible Ratchet Wrenches wit!

detachable sockets for severe service

two new lines of "Vulcan" Chain Pip

Tongs—"Supertongs" (alloy steel) am

"Zephyr" (light weight). Both lines a

tongs are equipped with new alloy stee

"Superchaln" which Is said to be a

greatly increased strength. Copy fre<

upon request.

Gits Brothers Oiling Devices. Thli

catalog, now being issued by Gits Broth'

era Manufacturing Company, 1901 S. Kll<

bourn Ave., Chicago, 111., lists and lllus'

trates more than one thousand sty:,

and sizes of oil cups, oil and greas

seals, oil cans, gages, and other lubit

eating equipment made by this Ann

Copy free upon request.
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Atlantic City Auditorium •

FIVE great technical societies are

cooperating in presenting, for the

benefit of American Industry, the

Nineteenth National Metal Congress

and Exposition, which is to be held

in the Atlantic City Auditorium, At

lantic City, New Jersey, October 18

to 22 (inclusive), 1937.

The membership rosters of these

five societies include the scientists,

engineers and technicians who are

most largely responsible for the fac

tors of safety, performance, high

production, and corresponding low

costs which as a result of their re

search in metals are the outstanding

characteristics of American metal

manufacturing. For the past twelve

months these men have been working

quietly in their laboratories develop

ing new metals or new methods of

processing the metals now in use.

The National Metal Congress is the

one time in the year when they leave

their laboratories and get together to

compare notes and report on the de

velopments that have taken place and

the results that have been obtained

since their last meeting. This con

vention will afford an opportunity for

all who are interested in the scientific

19th National

Metal Congress

and

Exposition

side of metal manufacturing to bring

their knowledge up to date.

American Society for Metals pro

gram will include a two-day sympo

sium on carburizing, with fourteen

technical sessions. Thirty other

papers on a variety of metal subjects

will also be presented. Two lecture

courses will occupy the hours of late

afternoon and evening, one compris

ing a comprehensive five-lecture series

on steel making, the other consisting

of three lectures on metallographic

technic. These lecture courses will

be presented by men who are ac

knowledged peers on these subjects.

American Institute of Mining and

Metallurgical Engineers program will

include a round table discussion on

"Physics of Metals", a technical ses

sion, and the annual "Science Lec

ture" of the A.I.M.E. which this year

deals with "The Behavior of Gases at

Metal Surfaces." A joint sponsor

ship of the round table discussion by

the A.I.M.E., A.S.M., A.S.T.M., and

American Institute of Physics prom

ises a wide range of viewpoint and

opinion. Other technical sessions

will be devoted to general metallurgy,

metallography, and open hearth prac

tice.

American Welding Society has ar

ranged a well-balanced technical pro

gram with sessions on both industrial

and fundamental research in welding.

Other aspects of welding which will

*Siy-view by H. H. Harris, President G*nertl Alloys Co.
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There's Greater Value in Silent

INSUROK GEARS

THERE is no denying the fact that INSUROK silent plastic

gears (non-metallic) deliver greater gear value per dollar in

vested. This is because INSUROK possesses in a higher degree

those qualities of durability, toughness and wearability that in

sure longer life and freedom from costly, frequent replacements.

Learn how the superior performance of INSUROK gears can be

turned to the gear cutter's profitable advantage.

9*e RICHARDSON COMPANY

Melroar Park. (Chirafo) 111. Poundrd lasi Lockland, (Cutcinnati) Ohio
New Brunswick. N. J. Indianapnlit. Ind.

Detroit Office: 4 252 G M Building, Phone Madiaon 9JM
New York Office: 75 Wert Street. Phone Whitehall 4-44*7
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form the subject of separate sessions

are Fabrication by Welding, Ship

building, Welding on Railroads, and

I Welding of Alloy Steels. The Funda

mental Research Committee will again

j meet to discuss work done and plan

I future projects.

American Society of Mechanical En

gineers will have a one-day program

presented jointly with the American

Welding Society in which the mechan

ics of welding and the relation of

design to welding will be featured.

This will be a very interesting and

valuable discourse on a very impor

tant subject.

The Wire Association will have the

usual informal discussions and the

Association's headquarters at the

Ambassador Hotel will be open from

9 a.m. to 11 p.m. daily for this pur

pose. A varied group of papers will

also be presented at the daily tech

nical sessions. The subjects featured

in the Ferrous Division will include,

Fatigue of Springs, Pickling, Cold

Heading, Grain Growth, and Galvan

izing. The Non-Ferrous Section will

listen to papers and discussions on

the Production of Copper, Fourdrinier

Wire, and Copper in Apparatus Man

ufacture.

The National Metal Show will in

clude displays of more than 225 lead

ing industrial organizations among

which will be actual operating exhib

its presenting the newest develop

ments in plant and research equip

ment. Every aisle in the huge audi

torium will be lined with exhibits

representing the most modern ideas

in metal research, and in attendance

at each exhibit will be metal and

equipment experts to answer ques

tions about their products. Alto

gether, this Metal Congress and Na

tional Metal Show will provide the

one opportunity of the year for the

engineer or manufacturing executive

to obtain, firsthand, answers to the

problems which have confronted him

during the past twelve months. The

five technical societies listed above

have combined in inviting the visitor

to the Show to bring his problems

with him and will be only too glad

to see that he meets the men who

will understand his problems and can

give him the right answers.

Registration is the only require

ment for admission to the National

Metal Congress for any engineer,

technician or executive engaged in

any phase of the metal industries.

Louis Allls Motors. The Louis Allla

Co., Milwaukee, Wis., has Issued a very

complete sixty-page book describing the

construction features, advantages and

applications of practically every com

mercial type electric motor.

This complete sixty-page book also in

cludes valuable engineering data on

various types of special motor applica

tions and construction.

It Includes a detailed analysis of the

characteristics of squirrel cage motors,

motors for centrifugals, and so on.

A copy of this completely Illustrated

beautiful, colored book will be sent no

charge to anyone directly Interested In

the purchase, operation or maintenance

of electric motors If requested on com

pany stationery.

Foote Gears, Speed Reducers and Coup

lings. A beautifully-printed book con

taining 72 pages of description and Illus

trations of the speed reducers, gears and

couplings made by Foote Gear Works.

Inc., 1301 S. Cicero Ave., Chicago, 111.,

Is now being distributed by that firm.

The book explains the construction and

design details of Foote heavy duty worm

gear speed reducers, herringbone speed

reducers, and Foote couplings, and also

presents ordering data, selection Infor

mation, list prices, weights, ratings, di

mensions, lubrication data, and what

ever Information may be of Interest or

value to the user of equipment of this

type. Many photographs and cross-sec

tion drawings are Included, together with

tables of specifications. Copy free.
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Modern Equipment at Work

Copper Plating for

Lubrication

WHEN the word "lubricant" ia

mentioned, it is customary to

think of grease or oil, consequently

the idea of copper serving as a lubri

cant is—to say the least—unusual.

But it is performing that function,

and successfully, too.

Some time ago it was discovered

that copper, when used to impregnate

the surface cf iron or steel, imparts a

lubricating quality to the surface of

the metal. There are many places

where this discovery can be used to

advantage, among which is the con

tact between the cam on an automo

bile engine camshaft and the valve

lifter. In the Oldsmobile the camshaft

is of alloy cast iron and the valve

lifter is of hardened steel. At a speed

of 60 miles per hour, each cam in an

Olds engine revolves under its valve

lifter 1550 times per minute, and with

12 or 16 of these cams operating as

many lifters at this speed, the need

for a helpful lubricating agent is ob

vious. The application of a film of

copper to the cam simplifies the prob

lem at the time when it is most im

portant — during the "running-in"

period.

f lie secret lies in the fact that, as

the surface of the cam slides over the

flat surface of the steel cam lifter, the

lifter "wears" the copper into the

pores in the surface of the cam and

imparts to it an initial quality which

cun only be described by the word

"lubricated." In other words, the com

bination of the copper with the hard

ened steel substantially reduces the

coefficient of friction and precludes

the possibility of scoring during the

initial running-in of the motor.

The copper plating operation re

ferred to is the last operation on the

shafts; thus they are finish-ground to

size before arriving at the plating

tank. The equipment consists of the

Meaker Return-Type Quick Transfer

Automatic Plating Machine shown in

the illustration. The machine consists

primarily of five baths in sequence,

arranged to handle the shafts in and

out of the baths automatically and

including the necessary accessory

equipment. The machine is approxi

mately 18 ft. 5 in. long overall and 9

ft. wide, with a height of approxi

mately 12 ft 4 in., which is necessary

Janets

MOTORIZED SPEED REDUCERS

FOR SLOW SPEED DRIVES
A precision-built Una of motorized epeed redaeara—
made in 16 ditferenl tvpea—1/20 to 7V4 H.P ■ ra-

darer for CTory application.

Janette Waiuiiactuting Gotnpaiur

556-558 litest ttUmeoe Sixeet '

GHlcacfo

Vort—Philadelphia—Cleveland—Milwaukee—Lo» Angeles—Detroit—Seattle-
Minneapolis—St. Paul
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due to the length of the shafts. The 1.

machine will handle 100 shafts per 2.

hour, depositing from 0.0002 to 0.0003 3.

in. of copper on each shaft. 4.

The machine is arranged to perform 6.

the following sequence of operations:

Alkaline Cleaner

Rinse

Copper Plate

Cold Rinse ....

Hot Rinse

A coating of capper on the cans serves, as a lubricant and helps the

Olds engine to ran smoother and easier during the "runnlng-in"

.1% min.

Vs min.

15 mill.

Vt min.

Vt mis.

18 min.

Carriers are of tht

double-file type, car*

rying two camshaft!

on each side, or be

tween each row ol

anodes. The con

veyor carries th<

shafts down one sid«

and returns them

the other side hav

ing passed then

through the various

cleaning, rinsing,

and plating opera

tions and delivered

them back to the

starting point a fin

ished job.

In the plating

operation a single

strand conveyor

cannot be employed

because of the time

required for raising

the material out ol

one tank and lower

ing it into the suc

ceeding tank. Unless

the transfer can be

made quickly, oxida

tion begins and even

a small amount of

oxidation interferes

with the proper plat

ing of the surface.

To overcome this

objection, a trans

fer mechanism has

been developed which

raises the hanger

from the conveyor,

advances it over the

end of the tank, and
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SMALL

DIAMETERS

can be threaded with the

Those small diameter screw threads you have been

cutting with solid dies can be cut with the Geometric

Style EJ4 Die Head. The cost of the tool is small

and the cost of chasers is less than most solid dies.

The chasers can be resharpened easily, giving longer

life. Adjustment within the head makes the last

thread as accurate as the first.

The Style EJ4 has a range of 1/16" to *4". The

diameter of the head is 1", the length without shank

is It is built with plain shank or with threaded

back part for the B & S Threader. Shall we send you

our booklet?

EJ4

THE GEOMETRIC TOOL CO.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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lowers it into the succeeding tank

in a period as short as from 10 to

15 seconds. If the carrier were per

manently attached to the conveyor,

from 1 ',2 to 2 minutes would undoubt

edly be required for the work to travel

the same distance, which would allow

time for oxidation and thus make the

operation impractical.

The use of au

tomatic equip

ment for this op

eration makes it

possible to estab

lish a definite

amount of time

for each proces

sing operation.

With the con

veyor set for a

definite speed, it

is evident that a

c e r tain definite

amount of metal

has been deposit

ed, and that the

cleaning and

rinsing have been properly done

line of each shaft. This part most be

very carefully machined. Finish cuU

must be accurate to within 0.001 inch.

The problem was to chuck quickly

on a turret lathe the ring-sleeve

forging, which had one face and di

ameter already machined. All cuts

thereafter had to be made in relation

to this already machined surface. A

Machining 13 Surfaces at

One Setting of the Work

THE rapid machining on a produc

tion basis of very accurate parts

frequently offers unusual problems

How these were solved at the Bartlett-

Hayward Company, Baltimore, Divi

sion of Koppers Company, is shown

in the accompanying illustration.

The job is a self-aligning coupling

for direct connected power units. In

service, the coupling provides for mis

alignment of two rotating shafts

where extreme care must be taken to

avoid bending stresses and the result

ing pressures on bearings. An essen

tial part of the coupling is the com

bined ring and sleeve, which both en

gages the unit and controls the center

C-COMHtCTIMO PLUp/

H-COU.CT STOf

K-RETAIWOI

Drawing- showing cross-section of fixture by The Warner A Swmaej
Company to machine a self-aligning coupling-.

special air-operated fixture assembly

was designed by The Warner &

Swasey Company, Cleveland, turret

lathe manufacturers, for accomplish

ing the desired result and holding to

the allowable limits of accuracy and

at the same time allowing for internal

clamping so that the maximum num

ber ~f operations could be performe<i

at c.»e setting of the work.

The diagram shows a cross section

of the fixture, the important element

of which is the locating ring A. Note

also the floating expanding arbor D

with its bushings F, plunger E, re

tainer K, and connecting plug G.

With this special fixture attached to

the lathe spindle, the operator simply

slips the ring-sleeve, which has a face

previously machined B, into the locat

ing ringb and turns on the air pres

sure. The pressure on the plunger

(Continued on pagt 144)
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for Results'

GENUINE OILGEAR

URFACE BROACHING MACHINES

• To men familiar with the Oilgear Vari

able Delivery Pump—with the inherent

advantages it offers over its many imita

tions, the application of that completely

controllable and dependable flexible

power unit to Surface Broaching needs

can mean only one thing. Oilgear Surface

Broaching Machines offer a smoothness

of operation and dependable performance

beyond comparison. For high production

at close tolerances, with almost negligible

maintenance, experienced shops insist on

Oilgear. For full description of these

remarkable Oilgear Surface Broach

ing Machines, write for Bulletin

23000A.

THE OILGEAR COMPANY

1 323 West Bruce St.,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

One or more pieces flnlsh-
broached simultaneously

• Highest production at olose

• Each unit
mlf<contalne

# Single lever,
control

• Automatic full Interlock of
broach and shuttle tables

all-steel construe-• Welded
tlon

• 6. 10, 16. 20 ton capacities
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Ideas from Readers

This department is a clearing house for ideas ... If there is a "kink" or short cut ir

use in your shop, send in g description of it . . . Each one published will be paid for

UniversalCuttingoffFixture

By John A. Honeogbk

IT frequently becomes necessary to

cut material—either round, square,

hexagon, or rectangular—to length

on a production basis, using either a

power hack saw, milling machine, or

band saw. Vises of the ordinary type

can, in some instances, be used to hold

the work for such operations, but be

cause the vise confines the workpieces

in one direction only, a considerable

amount of time may be consumed in

aligning the pieces or evening the

ends in the other direction.

To facilitate the accurate aligning

of a large number of bars or rods for

'•nT

@

cutting off purposes, the fixture shoi

in the accompanying illustration •

designed. The fixture can b« adjust

to take any number of rods within i

capacity, and is identical at each ei

of the spacer plate A, which can

made to any length required.

To the sides of the plate A are

tached the uprights B and C. The re

tangular slot D is milled in up::-

B, and two holes are tapped for

adjusting screws E in upright C. H

upper crossrail F is fastened to 0

upright members as indicated. Thr

holes are drilled and tapped in

crossrail F, the central hole being f

the clamp-screw G.

Between crossrail F and spae

plate A slides the adjustable uprig

H. A T-slot J is milled in upright

as well as the recesses K which foi

the lugs L. In the T-slot slides the

M on the leaf N. To this pin are

tached the springs P, which in tm

are attached to the pin R. Leaf N h

an elongated slot milled in it to alk

for horizontal movement of the let

In the front end of the leaf is the pi

T, upon which ride the washer U ai

the spring V.

The constra

tion of the fi

ture is such thi

it may be adjui

ed in both
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e MARVEL all-ball-bearing Automatic

-oduction Sawing machines have created

new standard for practical sawing speeds.

This

is the

blade that

has made modern

high speed sawing possible

Because they are strictly high speed (have a cutting edge of

18% Tungsten High Speed Steel) and at the same time are

positively unbreakable. MARVEL High-Speed Edge Hack Saw

Blades have made heavy duty, high speed, automatic production

sawing machines practical.

On any equipment, they permit

with safety, higher running

speeds and greater feed pres

sures, and will always assure

more cuts per dollar.

Write for Circular

MARVEL

High-Speed-Edge

Hack Saw Blades

Armstrong-Blum Mfg. Co.

"The Hack Saw People"

5745 Bloomingdale Ave., Chicago, U.S.A.
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zontal and vertical directions so that

any number of pieces can be in

serted and securely clamped. If this

fixture is held in the ordinary type of

vise either in a power hacksaw or on

a milling machine table, it will give

complete satisfaction.

Squarin gLocomotiveFrames

Bt F. N. Burch

NUMEROUS methods have been

employed to make locomotives

track square; in other words, to keep

from cutting the driving wheel

in size, as shown at A, Fig. 2. The

flat side of the rectangular piece is

ground smooth opposite the -weld

then, using a thin saw, a slot Vs ir-

deep is cut in the vertical section oJ

the "T" at a point near the end, a?

shown. It is important that the slou

in the two pieces be exactly the sarin

distance from the smooth sides of tbs

rectangular pieces.

In use, the spacers are clamped tc

the frame near the approximate cen>

ters of the driving wheels; at tht

front driving box shoe and the reai

driving box wedge as shown at A,

Fig. 1—Drawing illustrating use of a taut line and pointer for squaring locomotive fi

flanges. We have used the fish-tail

tram and have run lines through cyl

inders, but still experienced a lot of

trouble with flange-cutting. The trou

ble has been overcome, however, by

squaring the locomotive wheels with

the frames instead of squaring them

with the cylinders. The method used

is very simple.

The instrument used for this task

consists of a pair of spacers and a

tram, with the necessary accessories.

The spacers are made from two 8-in.

lengths of 1-inch T-iron, each of

which is welded to the center of a rec

tangular piece of soft steel 1x4x6 in.

Fig. 1. Then a thread, with some small

object such as a nut tied onto the end

to hold it, is slipped into the slots in

the spacers and drawn taut. If the

slots are properly cut in the spacers,

the thread will be the same distance

from the frame at both ends.

The tram consists of two pieces:

the shaft and the pointer. The shaft

is made from 2% -inch steel tubing

and is cut 12 inches longer than the

spread of the frame. This extra

length is to allow the shaft to project

beyond the sides of the frame so that

the pointer can be assembled to it as

shown at B, Fig. 1.
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REDCUTSUPERIORj

OFCOURSE, IHAVE '

BEENUSINGTHEM

FOR 25YEARS. . .

Red Cut Superior tool holder bits are

cold drawn, heat treated and sand

blasted. Come in complete range of sizes.

VANADIUM-ALLOYS

A NEW FOLDER IS

NOW AVAILABLE ON

RED CUT SUPERIOR BITS

STEEL COMPANY

LATRDBE PA
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Norton

Roll Grinding Wheels

Crystolon resinoid wheels for hot

mill rolls

38 Alundum vitrified wheels for

cold mill rolls

Crystolon shellac or resinoid

wheels for high reflecting sur

faces on hardened forged steel

rolls used for cold rolling

iliac wheels for paper

And if you have to cut off a roll end i

Norton resinoid cut-off wheel

i vitrified wheels for steel

; mill rolls

torton Wheel for every

lodern roll grinding job

DN COMPANY, WORCESTER, MASS.

Cleveland Hamilton, Ont. London Pari!

•ling, Germany Corslco. Italy

W-015
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Fig-. 2—Detail drawing- of parts required for instrument for squaring- locomotive frames.

The pointer is made from %-inch

pipe as indicated at B, Fig. 2, which

is as long as it can be made and still

clear the valve gear frame. One end

of the pipe is screwed into a clevis, C.

which is bolted to a fitting on the end

of the shaft as shown at B, Fig. 1,

and the other end of the pipe is

screwed into a block through which a

hole has been drilled for the thumb

screw D, Fig. 2.

When ready to square up a frame,

the shaft is placed in position in the

angles of two angular pieces designed

as shown at E, Fig. 2, and held in

place on the right and left frames by

spreaders as shown at D, Fig. 1. These

pieces are made from %x3xl8-in. soft

steel, bent to a 30-deg. angle a3

shown. With the spacers in position

and the thread taut, the pointer is ad

justed until it just touches the line a:

either front or back and is then swung

to the other direction. If the shaft is

not square with the line, a shim is

placed behind the shaft and adjusted

until the pointer will touch the line on

both sides. When the line is at right

angles to the shaft, the square of the

line is transferred to the frame with a

square.

When the pointer is moved from

front to back, the shaft is kept from

moving by means of a set collar which

is placed next to the inside of the

frame with a set collar and spring on

the outside. As the pointer is clamped

to the shaft, the shaft revolves when

the pointer is swung back and forth

Since using this device, we have cut

our flange wear 50 per cent. The other

50 per cent is largely due to such
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New and sensational value, in a general purpose blade! Spectacular

in results! Disston Di-Mol gives amazing economy in blades and in

production per blade,— especially when compared with carbon

blades or ordinary molybdenum.

Disston Di-Mol Blades cut longer, cut faster, cost less to use. They

are Disston workmanship— with quality and uniformity assured

by the Disston name— Disston Di-Mol—on orange band on blade.

Standard teeth, lengths, widths, thicknesses. Hand blades, V4 gross

in box. Machine blades, 1 dozen.

Order from your Distributor of Disston Di-Mol Blades. Demon

stration in your own work—on special steels, modem alloys, high-

test iron castings or the like, will show that Disston Di-Mol is the

hack-saw blade with the stamina and speed you need to meet mod

ern conditions. Henry Disston & Sons, Inc., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Also Detroit, Chicago, Seattle, Portland, Ore. and San Francisco.

FOR DEMONSTRATION, Writ* your Distributor of

ssion Di-moL
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causes as loose center castings, later

als not properly divided, listing of en

gine on account of worn spring rig

ging, and so on.

Caliper with Indicating Leg

By Jos. R. Cowles

THE drawing presents the design

of an indicator which has one leg

pivoted in such position that it con-

Drawing of caliper equipped with indicator and pivoted leg

trols the plunger of an indicator, thus

making it possible to determine a

variation in dimensions by thou

sandths of an inch. Such a tool makes

it unnecessary to continually reset

and regauge holes in transferring

measurements or in making fits.

The caliper illustrated is ol

capacity, and the indicator

"Koch." However, an "Ideal,"!

Word," or any other light inq

will serve the purpose.

One leg of the caliper is cut£

the point indicated at F. A

1/16-in. cold rolled steel plate

cut to the shape indicated

enough stock being left at the'

right hand edge so that it

folded around

leg C and riveted

the leg as shown,

opening E is made for

the adjusting nut.

A substitute leg B is

made and pivoted at

the point D to the

sheet steel frame, the

leg being of the same

shape as the original

leg with the exception

of the part at the point

of the arrow B, which

is made to serve as a

base for the plunger of

the indicator. The indi

cator is held to the

frame by its stud, which

is inserted through the

hole G and the thumb nut screwed on

at the other side of the frame. This

hole will have to be positioned accord

ing to the type of indicator used, and!

must be located so that the plunger!

will record any pressure on the point

of the leg, as, for instance, when the

M B "HEAVY DUTY" AIR GRINDER

Ranges of Speed

25.000. 45,00* and

65.000 R. P. M.

Streamlined, designed

for utmost ease of
handling and control

of air.

M B PRODUCTS

For a thousand and

one tough hand jobs

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS

Stages of Power

With maximum rating
•f over V« B. P.

Furnished with adapter
for ose in tool poet of

for internal

130 E. LARNED ST.

DETROIT, MICH.



Complet

Hi3h

Speed

Line

Of

Steel

Tht Bright Bladt

Special

Alloy

^ /SIMONDS

/RED END

HACK SAWS

for every metal cutting job

Now you can get Simonds "Red End" Hack

Saw blades in three qualities (or hand frames

and power machines to cut every kind of

meta! straight and fast and at lower costs.

SIMONDS SAW AND STEEL CO.

FITCHBURG, MASS., U. S. A.
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caliper is being used to discover the prove, however, that the contentions

amount of out-of-round of a hole.

Are Slack Belts Imprac

ticable?

By W. F. Schaphomt

I HAVE been severely criticized a

number of times for advocating

slack belts. My critics tell me that

of these contenders are not true. On

of the most recent and most convinc

ing proofs comes from Ohio State

University, and is the result of experi

ments conducted by Professors C. A.

Norman and G. M. Moffat.

These investigators ran a leather

belt on 6-in. steel pulleys and 6-in.

cast iron pulleys on 15 ft. centers. The

(3Z

This drawing: shows how the arc of contact o bolt running over a policy can bo increased
from approximately 180 dec. to 240 dec. by running it slack.

slack belts are not practical. They

say that one must have considerable

tension in the slack side to make any

belt pull full load. I am prepared to

belt traveled at the rate of only 895

ft. per minute and yet pulled 104.8

lb. per inch of width with a slip of

less than 2 per cent. Was the slack

HELICAL

GEARS and

BALL BEARINGS

assure LARGE VOLUMES—HIGH PRESSURES

Brown & Sharpe Pumps
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SAW TEETH BITE

Hacksaw economy is not a matter of

srice . . . durability, quality and actual

sfficiency must be considered. In Atkins

Silver Steel Saws you get them all.

• Extra hours of accurate cutting.

• Uniform temper.

• and 'Teeth that Bite" . . . quick . . .

smooth and clean.

80 years of laboratory

analysis . . . tests and im

provements have estab

lished Atkins Silver Steel

Saws as leaders in every

field. See your distributor

and make your own tests.

E. C. ATKINS AND COMPANY INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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ALLOYSTEELS

Free machining qualities, uniform analy

sis, excellent physical properties ....

these qualities make HY-TEN end

ECONOMO Steels a more economical

.... more efficient material for your

special steel parts.

STANDARD S.A.E. STEELS IN STOCK

Write for free copy

of Steel User's Data

Sheets, containing

valuable informa-

and treatment of

special steels.

Wheelock, Lovejoy & Co., Inc.

130 SIDNEY ST., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

CLEVELAND CHICAGO NEWARK

DETROIT BUFFALO

side actually slack? Indeed it

The belt sagged so much that the

slack side almost touched the tight

side, making it impossible to run the

belt more slack. The tension ratio

was 30, which means that the tension

in the tight side of the belt was 30

times that in the slack side. Or, in

actual figures, the tension in the tight

side was 104.8 lbs. and in the slack

side 3.49 lb. per inch of width.

My sketch herewith shows one im

portant advantage of running belts

slack. The black areas show the in

creased arc of contact that is obtained

by running the belt slack. The dot

ted line shows where the belt would

be if it were tight. In this instance

if tight the arc of contact on each pul

ley would be only 180 degrees. By

running the belt slack as shown, we

have a total of 240 degrees. Since

pulling capacity increases as a power

of the arc of contact multiplied by

coefficient of friction it becomes clear

why slackness is possible and also

why slackness is desirable.

The chief requisites of slack belt

drives are: (1) a high coefficient of

friction between the belt and the pul

leys; (2) good shaft and pulley align

ment; and (3) a steady load. If the

load is variable, such as is common

with compresser drives or hammer

drives, extreme slackness without the

use of a wrapper pulley is inadvisable

owing to the flapping of the belt that

is sure to result. A wrapper pulley,

however, will eliminate all flapping

and generally is a "good thing" on

any drive.

Machining 13 Surfaces

( ConUmitd from ft* M0 )

through the connecting plug expand;

the arbor whose serrated jaws grip

the work from the inside.

Using both the square and hexagon

turrets, as many as 13 surfaces are

machined on one setting of the work,

accurate to within one thousandth.
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Q. A. W. HYDRAULIC

CONTROL VALVES

i-way—8-way—4-way— "4". 1". lVk", 1W and I~,

for Hand Lever or Pilot Cylinder Operation la two

types—for 1000 pounds working pressure and for 2000

pounds working pressure. Housings of hoary bronze

forcings or machined from solid steel slab. The sim

plicity of the Q. A. W. Valving principle and extremely

rugged construction make these valves a real insaranee

•gainst tie-ups and shot downs. Valving action is ac

complished by only one moving part In the 2-way valves,

and by co-incident movement of only two valving plung

ers in 3-way and 4-way units. Piping Connections above

or below. Inspection withont disturbing the piping.

Proven in strenuous teats is the hardest Unas of service.

Long use with virtually no

Quick-As-Whtk

©VALVES

B. HUNT L. SON -SALEM, OHIO

NO METAL-

TO-METAL

CONTACT

Built on the Q. A. W.

principle of No Metal-

to- Metal wear in the

reiving action, stain

less steel plungers,

short travel, and bal

anced action, these

new valves offer ex

tremely Ions life in

hard service. In

spection and re-assem

bly In a few min

utes.

NEW CATALOG

Write for complete

new catalog of Air

and Hydraulic Valves.

"1 M" (key)
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Over the Editor's Desk

Competent Supervision

THE article on page 74 of this

issue describing the manner in

which foremen's conferences are con

ducted at the plant of the Crosley

Radio Corporation should be of in

terest to the managing executives of

every modern plant, especially where

there is no foreman training program

at the present time.

The advance of civilization as evi

denced by the development of all kinds

of accessories to better living has de

veloped a demand for shop executives

of a better class than had previously

been considered necessary. Thirty

years ago the first requisites of a

good foreman were mechanical ability

and sufficient intelligence to get the

work out on schedule. Many of the

foremen, superintendents, and other

manufacturing executives had, as

boys, taken machine shop jobs due to

economic necessity and in many cases

these men were without so much as

grade school educations.

The new foreman having been placed

in charge, the job was "up to him."

If he had difficulties with his men, or

with his equipment, or with anything

else involved in the operation of his

department, it was his problem. If

he had faults, they were usually con

doned as long as he could produce ac

curate work on schedule time.

Modern industrial methods necessi

tate supervision of a higher type. It

is not enough that the foreman know

how the work should be done; he is

expected to know enough about tool

materials and design to know whether

tool performance in his department

could be improved, enough about the

equipment available in the market to

know whether his production could be

improved, enough about materials to

make suggestions regarding manufac

turing methods, and enough aboui

managerial functions so that he can

keep his department running smoothly.

Information on all of these subjects

except the last one is available througn

books and the technical magazines.

Many books have been written on man

agement, but there is nothing that

will educate a man along this line

quite as well as hearing his problems

discussed by other—and perhaps more

experienced—executives in his own

plant or his own industry.

The conference method of foreman

training has long been recognized as

the most effective method of develop

ing first-class executives and we shall

be very glad indeed to supply addi

tional information on this subject to

any factory executive who is consid

ering the inauguration of a foreman's

conference.

A Slight Error

IN our discussion of the manner in

which Social Security funds are

being handled, which appeared on the

editor's page in the September issue

of this magazine, we state that "with

drawals for Social Security pensions

have already begun." We were in er

ror; pensions are being disbursed in

our own state of Ohio from the state

pension fund, but the national Social

Security pension payments will not

start until 1942. However, the fact

still remains that—according to the

Hon. Dudley A. White of Ohio—the

Social Security tax money is being

used for current expenditures, govern

ment bonds being deposited by the

government to take the place of the

tax monies. And we are still interested

in knowing where the money is goinp

to come from to redeem these bonds
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CRAFTSMANSHIP

A Conveniently Located

Morse Distributor Will

Give You Prompt Service

Augmented by years of tool-making experi

ence, Morse craftsmanship sets standards of

inspection, of grinding and heat-treating

that puts "extra values" into Morse Tools.

So that, in shops throughout America and

the world, men point to Morse efficiency,

clean work, long tool life and say, "There

Is A Difference."

TWIST DRILL k MACHINE CO., NEW BEDFORD, HASS.U.SX

New York Store Chicago Store
130 Lafayette Street * 970 West Randolph Streat

Tkt lone Line Includes High Speed and Carbon
Brtlli - Reamers - Cullers - Taps and Oies ■ Sere* Plates • Arbors ■ Chucks ■ Counterborea ■ Mandrels - Taper Pine - Sockets • Sleetes
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New Shop Equipment

South Bend Pedestal Adjustable

Motor Drive Lathes

The Soutb Bend Lathe Works, 970

East Madison St., South Bend, Indiana,

announces a new design of back-geared,

screw cutting, precision lathes In the

Pedestal Adjustable Motor Drive. The

Sooth Bend Pedestal Adjustable Motor Drive Lathe

new drive is available In the five sizes

of South Bend Precision Lathes—0 in.,

11 in., 13 In., 15 in., and 16 In. swing,

and in bed lengths from 3 ft. to 12 ft.

The pedestal adjustable motor drive

mechanism Is a separate unit with the

motor and countershaft mounted on a

pedestal back of the lathe In a position

horizontal with the headstock cone pul

ley of the lathe. Power Is transmitted

from the motor to the countershaft by

V-belts, and from the countershaft to

the lathe spindle by flat leather belt,

providing a smooth, steady pull, free

from vibration and chatter. The re

versing switch is conveniently located

near the lathe spindle and permits the

operator to start, stop and reverse the

rotation of the lathe from an easy work

ing position. An adjustable tensS

brace between the countershaft and

lathe equalizes the pull of the belt.

A belt tension release lever perm

easy shifting of the cone pulley t>

from one step of the pulley to a£: :

When the lever is pulled towards I

operator, the motor drive Is tilted B

ward on its p 1 v o t i i

frame sufficient!y

easily shift the spinj

belt. The V-belts Ire

the motor to count*

shaft are enclosed la

substantial guard.

Several new features

the pedestal motor drl

Include : Motor entire

apart from the latl

thus eliminating vib!

tlon; silent belt dii

providing a smooth stea

pull; no overhead be:

to obstruct vision or

cast shadows on I

work; V-belts from m

tor to pulley enclosed 1

a guard; screw type tx

tension adjustment i

any desired pull

power; and release 1

shifting belt to ch&a

spindle speeds.

The new lathes have

number of new featui

and improvements. '

most outstanding

which are: Heat-treat

headstock spindle with all bearing su

faces hardened and ground, includli

the taper hole; spindles are special all

steel, with phosphor bronze bearinj

line bored and lapped to a perfect be*

lng and adjustable for wear; new douE

wall apron with self-olllng steel get]

and all gear shafts supported on bol

ends; a multiple disc friction clutch

apron, and so on.

South Bend Pedestal Adjustable Mot

Driven Precision Lathes are built In

the quick change gear and stai

change gear types. Quick Change

Lathes are equipped with a quick c!

mechanism for cutting 48 right and

hand standard screw threads ran

from 2 to 112 per inch, including

pipe thread. Standard change
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es are equipped with a set of loose

age gears for cutting right and left

A screw threads from 2 to 40 per

:, Including 11 'A pipe thread.

oatool Bolender Gear Burnisher

new Bolender burnishing machine

Improving and truing up the surfaces

ear teeth Is announced by the Clma-

Company, 3rd St. at

e, Dayton, Ohio. While

ly of the basic features

the original Bolender

:hlnes have been re

ed, the new unit Incor-

ites so many Important

rovements that It does

bear much resemblance

its predecessors.

he characteristics of this

:hlne which make It par-

larly attractive In the

1 of gear finishing are

greater ease and speed

loth set-up and change-

', (2) higher production

id. (3) better control of

sure between gears, and

iter range of pressure

lable. (4) greater accu-

' In alignment between

ter burnishers and work

s.

hese advantages have

i accomplished by addl-

is and rearrangement of

hanlcal elements In re

igning as follows:

I) Cone worm drive, (2) Forced feed

rlcation to all bearings. (3) Corn-

id timing and reversing mechanism.

Horizontal mounting of master bur

ling gears. (5) Taper roller bear-

i (Tlmken) throughout. (6) Special

Wt Drive. (7) Mechanism for quick-

mounting master burnishers. (8)

ivenlent hydraulic adjustment

and control. (9) New dual push button

control.

The new machine accepts gears within

the size range of 1 % in. to 20 In. In

diameter.

A new, wider and more rugged slide

carrying two Idler burnishers Is fitted

with a rapid screw adjustment for po

sitioning. The upper bearing support

for each of the two Idler burnishers and

* conv

Cimataal Bolender Gear Burnisher

the master burnisher is mounted In a

swing arm which permits easy access

In change-over from one Job to another.

The work arbor has a rapid and fine

adjustment provided for vertically posi

tioning the gear to be burnished. Its

lateral adjustment Is accomplished with

equal ease.

Operating pressure, that Is the pres

sure between burnisher and work gear.

HAMILTON ELEVATING TABLES

Save time and money in lifting and handling heavy

dies, tools, etc., in yonr tool room or stamping shop.

All steel construction — anti-friction bearings—fnr-

nished with hand or electric power. Special tables

built for your requirements. Write for illustrated

circular.

THE HAMILTON TOOL CO.

HAMILTON OHIO
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OF IOO I USES

GRINDS . . POLISHES . .

DRILLS . . ENGRAVES . .

SAWS . ROUTS . CARVES

HERE'S the wonder tool that is

effecting such revolutionary sav

ings in many laboratories, model and

tool rooms and on production lines.

Hard-to-get-at places on machines can

now be repaired without removing the

part or dismantling machine. The

Handee uses 200 different accessories,

instantly interchangeable, for work on

all metals, alloys, bakelite, celluloid,

wood, glass, resins and other hard

substances.

Finest, speediest, most powerful tool

for its type. 25,000 r.p.m. AC or DC,

110 volts. Weighs only 12 ounces. No

shop or factory can afford to be with

out the Handee. Try one.

Order Today on 10

Days Trial or Send

far Catalog

'18
so

Oe Luit
Hod-I
Postpaid

6 Accessories Free

CHICAGO WHEEL & MFG. CO.

1101 W Mem St.. Dept. 00, Chlc*a>. III.

M. M. S. 10

Send De Luxe Handee on 10-Day Trial
□ Send Cataloc

□ "

Name

Addreai

Is easily controlled without the us^

separate tools. A dial pressure {

shows the actual pressure between I

gears at all times. Because of the I

clal V-belt drive, speed changes

easily and quickly attained.

Four large louvred doors provide I

quate cooling of motors, pumps,

piping, all of which is totally encM

and protected within the base of

machine. The in-bullt coolant resei

Is easily accessible and may be clea

out simply by removing one of the sd

on doors.

A conveniently designed cover prasi

Cimatool Bolender Gear Burnishing !

In Operation

adequate space for loading and unlo

lng the machine and at the same B

prevents the coolant from splashing I

A sight gage Informs the operator

times of the exact level and flow of

brlcant In the drive compartment. D

push button control provides

safety.

Partool 8-Spindle Horizontal

Rotary Lathe

Partool Machine Company. 9

Schaefer Highway, Detroit, Mich

Just completed the special 8-splx

rotary horizontal lathe shown In

Illustration. The base Is of fabric*

steel, 93 In. in diameter. Upon this ti

is mounted a large antl-frlctlon l

bearing which carries the large 8-sr

head, assuring smooth operating rctf

ment.

Spindles can be arrang



We haven't, and we don't believe there ia any.

Our experience in building multiple V-Belt drives

covers the whole range from % hp. to 2000 hp.

The engineering refinement necessary to build a

1£ hp. drive, and the engineering ability and man

ufacturing facilities necessary to build a 2000 hp.

drive, combine into a diversified breadth of ex

perience which is built into every Texrope Drive.

Allis-Chalmers originated, developed and pio

neered the multiple V-Belt drive principle, and

has conceived and developed all its improve

ments and variations such as the Duro-Brace

and Van-Pitch Sheaves and the Straitline Auto

matic Ball Bearing Motor Base. When you buy

Texrope Drives you are buying drives that have

resulted from vast experience and are produced

by the most complete and up-to-date manufac

turing facilities.

Before buying a multiple V-Belt drive consult

multiple V-Belt headquarters—Texrope Division,

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company.

1

Writ* lor Vari Pitch Bulletin No. 1261-A and
Duro-Brace Bulletin No. 2188 B

Belts by Goodrich

TEXROPE DIVISION
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on large diameter shaft*

assure rigidity and are as

actuated. The work holders u

designed to automatics 1

clamp the part before mac

lng and unclamp the part aftl

machining.

This particular machine

designed to machine univen

Joint flange bodies, and opersl

at 900 cycles an hour. All n

ciprocatlng parts have Una

feed lubrication from one oe:

tral oiling system. The co

ls pumped up into the rex

voir located on the top of

machine which feeds cools:

to the work in ample qusr

There is ample provision rati

for removing the chips: as d

machine revolves they a

dumped out the rear of B

machine into a container.

Weight—16,000 pounds.

Partool 8-Spindle Horizontal Rotary Lath*

plain or anti-friction bearings to suit

condition of work which It Is required

to perform; the tool blocks are mounted

Hisey Two-Wheel Wet

Grinder

The Hisey Two-Wheel Wet Grind

made by The Hlsey-Wolf Machine C:

Cincinnati, Ohio, and Illustrated he:i

Highest Quality in every detail

in you, BOYE & EMMES LATHE

Over 40 years of exclusive

lathe building

SIZES 14" TO 36"

use of only the finest ma

terials, has enabled BOYE

& EMMES to build lathes

which in many cases are

still giving accurate, steady

service after 35 years of

hard use.

ITri/e today for full ft

THE BOYE & EMMES MACHINE TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI OHIO

"The Lathe With The Longer Life"
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Like the sturdy oak, McGILL

MULTIROL Bearings stand up

under strains and stresses long

after ordinary bearings have

given way. They are unequal

led for great load capacity in

small radial space, and often

can be interchanged with plain

bearings . . . especially under

sustained heavy or intermittent

shock loads.

McGILL MULTIROL Bearings

come in stock designs and sizes

for practically all uses served

by plain and babbitt bushings,

from sewing machines to loco

motives. Special types and de

signs engineered to order. Send

for MULTIROL Bulletin No. 37

M'GILL MANUFACTURING CO.

1900 North Lafayette Stmt
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with. Is made In three sizes for 10, 12

and 14-ln. wheels. The machine Is de

signed to use motors of any electrical

characteristics. Through the use of the

V-belt drive, the correct spindle speed

is always available and can easily be

changed when desired. Provision Is

however, before returning the water to

the reservoir. The flow of water Is con

trolled by a convenient valve on the tcr

of the guard. The separator la easi?

removed for cleaning. The pump t=

self-priming and is driven by a V-bel:

from the spindle.

Hiaey Two-Wheel Wet Grinder

made for supplying a constant stream

of coolant direct to the work.

The advantage of a wet grinder of

this type Is the elimination of dust,

which makes for healthier working con

ditions and saves the cost of a dust col

lecting system due to the fact that the

stream of water carries with it all dust

and grit. A separator removes all grit,

Model 10A Reed-Prentic<

Plastic Injection

Molding Machine

The illustration shows the

new Model 10A Reed -Pren

tice Plastic Injection Mold

ing Machine which b a s

been brought out by Reed-

Prentlce Corporation

Worcester. Mass. In de

signing this machine,
number o f improvements

have been Included such as

Improved timing units and

location of timers, pusb

buttons and dial for easier

operation. A shut off valv*

Is supplied for the oil gages

The valves will be closed

and opened only when

checking the pressure. The

push button station has

been relocated and rede

signed with a selector switch

and dials for single cycle

or automatic operation.

Pilot valve levers now hav3

a safety mechanism which

eliminates danger of acci

dentally operating the ma

chine.
The stationary die plate Is cut from

solid steel plate and the thickness has

been Increased to 4% in. The movable

die plate has been increased in thick

ness to i'/i in. Improved ribbing of the

die plate and longer bearing on the tie

bars of 10% in. is regularly furnished

The plate Is equipped with a bronze

WALES DIES

INDIVIDUAL, SELF-CONTAINED UNITS FOR

HOLE PUNCHING

EASILY ARRANGED FOR MOST GROUPINGS

IN FLAT SHEETS

WILL PIERCE UP TO Va DIA. IN 14 GAUGE

Write for Catalog 5.

THE STRIPPIT CORP.
11559 NIAGARA ST. • BUFFALO. N. Y.
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BR TRANSMISSION SHAFTING

FROM A NU1IT

UNION DRAWN DISTRIBUTOR

0 Independently owned warehouse slocks of Union Cold Finished Shafting,

carried by more than one hundred and twenty-five warehouse distributors

in the mill supply as well as the iron and steel lobbing field, afford prompt

and capable service on Union Power Transmission Shafting.

For nearly fifty years. Union Drawn has made the closest study of al^

types of shafting requirements and has steadily

improved the quality of this important material.

Cold Drawn and Ground as well as Turned and

Ground Shafting are manufactured in addition

to the more common Cold Drawn or Turned and

Polished grades. Any analysis of carbon, alloy

or stainless steel can be supplied For complete

details, write for "Shafting Handbook."

UNION DRAWN STEEL CO.

MASSUXON. OHIO

MEMBER OF POWER TRANSMISSION COUNCIL
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to give greater capacity.

The unit Is longer, of

same diameter and the

torpedo has circular holes

rather than slotted holes,

eliminating the trouble

of light colors lodging

In the corners and burn

ing. The machine Is also

equipped with a heating

unit on the nozzle that

can be shut off when the

machine Is functioning,

eliminating trouble due

to material solidifying In

the nozzle. Timing con

trols with dials have

been Improved with

larger capacity rotors in

the timers for more de

pendable operation. The

machine Is also equipped

with a Nltraloy material

plunger and a Nltraloy

sleeve In the plunger

cynndci, u.ilii,.jl»...1ci

possibility of scoring.

The pump, which Is of

larger capacity than

heretofore, only requires

15 h.p. for a period of

two seconds during the

Injection cycle. For the

rest of the complete ma

chine cycle, only an

average of 7'/2 h.p. Is

necessary to operate the pump.

Shaw Model M Printer

The Shaw Model M Printer Illustrated

herewith has been designed and built by

Shaw Blue Print Machine Co., Inc., 11

Campbell St., Newark, N. J., to meet the

demands for high speed In reproducing

blue prints or black and white prints.

The features of the machine are speed

and economy. The printing speed of the

machine can be varied within a range of

Shaw Model M Printer

from 9 In. to 12 ft. per minute. The

machine employs only three arc lamps

of high actinic rays, using %x9-ln. car

bons. Globes are of pyrez. The lamp-

are designed so that the arcs will burn

steadily for over 46 minutes before

breaking and require trimming only

every eight hours of continuous burning.

The frame of the machine is of all steel

arc welded construction and is housed

as shown with heavy sheet steel. The

housing finish Is olive green wrinkle, which

Is lasting and pleasing In appearance.

STEEGE Junior Motor Drives

Adaptable to Any Cone Pulley Machine!

Give higher production at lower cost—are simple add

easy to operate—pay tor themselves in savings. Send

for catalog.

PRICED FROM $35.00 UP

W. L STEEGE MACHINERY COMPANY

21 S. CLINTON ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
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THIS 5 FOOT 8 INCH FlRTHITE CUTTER

HAS 64 FlRTHITE BLADES

XXOLLYWOOD" superlatives are required to prop

erly describe this truly huge Ingeisoll Milling Cutter

which is equipped with 64 FlRTHITE tipped inserted

blades- This is probably the largest Carbide Tipped

face milling cutter ever assembled. Its outside diam

eter is 68 inches and it slabs aluminum ingots up to

66 inches wide. A 150 H P motor drives it at 3000

ft. per minute. Removing 3 16" of stock per pass

at feed rates up to 77' per minute. 60 blades do

the roughing while 4 blades set 90 degrees apart

and ahead on the face on a smaller diameter do

the finishing. These 4 finishing blades have wide tools, bits and tips.

FIRTH STERLING

faced FlRTHITE tipped cutting edges to sweep the

milled surface smooth and flat to prepare the ingot

for the subsequent rolling and drawing operations.

This cutter effectually proves that size imposes no

limitation on the use of FlRTHITE Sintered Carbide

tipped tools. FlRTHITE helped make this unusual

application possible. FlRTHITE also helps to make

all cutting tools from single point turning tools to

intricate fluted types more efficient and durable.

Write for price list giving new lower prices on
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The machine is powered with a y4

h.p., 1750 r.p.m. constant speed motor.

An Infinite variety of speeds Is available

through the use of a special Reeves

Variable Speed Drive and Control. A

special shift lever, convenient to the

operator at the front of the machine,

provides two speeds: high, low and neu

tral. Individual switches for each lamp,

motor and fan are on the left side of

the machine. A start and stop switch

is also located at the right side of the

machine within easy reach of the oper

ator and the speed control with speed

Indicator for setting at the speed re

quired Is also located at this side of

the machine. An asbestos curtain serves

an additional light shield to further

assist In controlling light exposure.

Lamps are cooled by a fan mounted on

the left side of the machine.

The contact glass is curved in a semi

circle providing a printing area 11x48

in. in size, which Is ample to care for

42-in. tracings. The contact glass is

sulphur free and clear white, and will

pass 20 per cent more actinic ray than

ordinary place glass. The glass can

easily be swung into position for clean

ing.
The feeding table Is 18 in. wide. A

foot treadle located at the front of the

machine permits the operator to release

tension on the endless canvas band so

that a tracing may be withdrawn If de

sired. The band is quickly adjusted for

creep by simple adjustment on the

roller. The tension on the band to

maintained at all times by a specially

designed lever and heavy spring arrange

ment. Olllte bearings are used on all

shaft and bearing points, in addition to

which an oil cup Is provided at each

bearing, making it necessary to lubricate

the equipment only once a year. The

reduction gear unit Is housed and runs

In oil. The 42-in. machine Is 65 In

wide, 41' 2 in. deep and 67 in. high, and

weighs approximately 650 lbs. Machines

of 54-ln. sizes can be built on special

order.

Linley High Speed Vertical Bench

Milling Machine

For use in the making of dies, fixtures,
patterns, tools, molds, and other nimiur

work of a precision type, the high speed

vertical bench milling machine shown in

the illustration has been brought out by

Linley Brothers Co., 583 Fairfield Ave..

Bridgeport. Conn. The machine has

been designed for the maximum flex:-

[UFKIN

TAPES- RULES- PRECISION TOOLS

Micrometers

Thousands of skilled mechanics are using

/UFK/N Micrometers because of their

Accuracy, Improved Design and Finer

Finish. They appreciate the large and

deeply cut numbers, the number

ing of each thousandth gradu

ation on the sleeve, the ease of

accurate adjustment and the

many other features that

have made fUFK/M

"Mikes" so popular.

Imisl on the best

Spacify /UfK/Af ^

NEW YORK.

106-1 10 Lrtfnycttc St.
THE/UFK/NftULEfa

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

c - - »« r .. i.- ,



BEWARE THE

GO MODERN WITH

YALE HAND LIFT TRUCKS

It's not so long ago that lumbering stagecoaches

[clattered over the highways, paying tribute at every

toll gate. The most efficient mode of travel then known

-NOW relics of a picturesque past . . . Because time

works changes that make the efficiency of yester

day ineffectual today.

That's the price of progress— the reason that mate

rials handling methods which may have brought

results for years, fall down when compared to mod

ern systems. One simply has to keep up with the

times or pay the Toll of Tradition — excess overhead

that bites deeply into profits.

Perhaps therein lies the answer to YOUR cost

problem. If so, you can solve it with Yale.

The YALE HAND LIFT TRUCKAND SKID

PLATFORM SYSTEM is the most modern in its

field. It combines the four features of Safety—Speed—

and Economy to the Nth degree . . . Brings

lb. capacity—Single

Stroke Hand Lift Truck

BUGGED FRONT END CONSTRUCTION

—Front wheels equipped with over-capacity

roller bearings mounted on axle of high car

bon chrome manganese sreel. Axle key elim

inates wear—hardened steel thrust washers

on either side of wheels assure maximum life.

LET OUR REPRESENTATIVE TEIL
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bllity and accuracy and each machine tt

thoroughly tested before shipment.

The working surface of the table

14!ix5'/i! In. and has a -In. T-

through the center. The longltt

travel of the table Is 10 In. and

cross travel Is 5 In. Table, saddle

bed ways are hand scraped and

glbbed for extreme accuracy and rlgflBH
The screws are fitted with replaceable

bronze nuts and are equipped with larr-

dlals graduated In thousandths. An ad

justable stop gage Is provided for loogi-

For quick, positive clamping and instant

release, where pressure is required to

hold firmly and accurately as for weld

ing, drilling, machining or assembly

operations use

De Sta Co

toggle clamps

for Holding Production Parts

Slight movement of handle firmly clamps

the part under pressure — an easy pull

quickly raises clamping bar clear of

work. Operates quickly and holds firmly

without slippage or side sway.

Twenty four standard styles and sizes to

select from, all moderately priced. Send

for literature.

DETROIT STAMPING CO.

3449 FORT ST., WEST, DETROIT, MICH.

Linley High Speed Vertical Bench Milling
Machine

tudlnal adjustment and the saddle can

be locked In position.

The spindle has a vertical travel of

3 In. and can be locked for milling oper

ations. The spindle is equipped with

Norma-Hoffman Lltro Ultra-Precision

Preloaded Ball Bearings of ample size

for long wear, and the spindle pulley

runs on separate ball bearings. V-type

belts are used on a compound drive

which gives eight spindle speeds of 275

430. 550. 860. 1250. 2125, 2500 and 4250

r.p.m. The Intermediate pulley runs on

ball bearings and is adjustable for belt

take-up. The spindle Is designed for

collets which can be furnished In aim

up to and including Vj-'n. to take small

straight shank mills. A special collet U

furnished for No. 5 B & S taper shank
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The sliding head has a movement of

8-m. and In an upper position allows

11 in. between the spindle end and the

table top. The motor Is mounted on an

adjustable bracket to allow for belt

take-up and a reversing switch Is pro

vided to operate the motor In either

direction for right and left hand mills.
Standard equipment Includes a ■ ■ h p..

1725 r.p.m. ball bearing motor, either

single phase, 60 cycle, 110 or 220 volt,

or three phase, 50 or 60 cycle, 220 volt.

Also Included are a reversing switch,

belts, one collet of any specified size up

to V4 -In. capacity, and one special collet

for No. 5 B & S taper shank. Shipping

weight, 300 pounds.

Motors having other characteristics

can also be furnished, also foot treadle

equipment for operation of quill travel

can be supplied upon special order.

Jarvis Vario-Flex Flexible Shaft

Machine

The line of flexible shaft machines

built by The Charles L. Jarvis Company,

Middletown, Conn., has been augmented

by the addition of the "Jarvis Varlo-

Flex", illustrated herewith. The feature

of this machine Is that the surface speed

of the grinding wheels can be maln-

Jarvia Vario-Flex Flexible Shaft MacUM

talned as the wheels wear down, due

the fact that from 12 to 14 Instant spa

changes are available without stoppU

the machine.

The machine is powered by * total!

enclosed ball bearing motor mounted j

a heavy duty cast Iron base with lar|

rubber-tired ball bearing wheels. T!

- - - "MODERN SPRING COLLET

FEED FINGER

COLLET TUBE

PUSHER TUBE

CHUCKING FINGEI

EQUALIZING

FINGER HOLDER

ALLOY STEEL CAM

. . . and all other perishable p*
and tools for screw machines. C

scribed, illustrated and priced In «

Catalog 33.

REBUILl

SCREW M

DING OF

MACHINES

SCREW MACHINE OPERATION

MODERN COLLET & MACHINE COMPANY

401 SALLIOTTE ST. ECORSE. MICH.
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ILLIONS of

bronze bearings in hun

dreds of different sizes

lhat you need every day

. . . meeting every usual

application in production

and maintenance of all

kinds of machinery.

Electric Motor Bearings

. . . for service replace

ment in all makes of

electric motors from 1/40

to 60 hp . . . made to ex

act original dimensions,

ready for immediate as

sembly.

131 sizes of Machined

and Centered Cored and

Solid Bearing Bronze

Bars ... 13 inches long

. . . you buy no waste metal . . . labor you save

more than pays for tbe bar.

Babbitt Metals for every purpose scientifically

made to approved standard specifications.

All these products obtainable at attractive

prices . . . instantly ... at any time ... in any

quantity ... in all industrial centers and from

leading mill supply wholesalers everywhere.

The Bunting Brass & Bronze Company, Toledo,

Ohio. Branches and Warehouses in All Prin

cipal Cities.

BUNTING

BRONZE BUSHINGS • BEAR
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motor can be swlveled to any point In

the complete 360 deg. circle. The shaft

Is equipped with a heavy duty hand

piece with two double-row ball bearings.

The machine Is made In

three sizes: 1, and 2

h.p. to deliver speeds of

2200 to 4700, 2000 to 4500,

and 2000 to 4500. The two

smaller sizes have %-ln.

diameter spindles and the

large machine has a 1-ln.

diameter spindle.

Justing screw and nut are of tool

The screw head Is graduated in 50 <

Ions, providing for reading In 1

sandths of an Inch on the screw

Mastur Precision Boring

Head

The Mastur Precision

Boring Head, product of P.

A. Maxwell Company, Bed

ford, Ohio, Is small, com

pact and rigid, but, due to

the construction, has exceptionally large

boring capacity. The block and body

are of alloy steel, heat treated. The

tool block Is dovetailed Into the body

on a 30 deg. angle. All parts are ground.

The body of the tool Is split between the

tool block and the adjusting screw hole,

making it possible, through the medium

of two lock screws, to obtain any degree

of tension on the dovetail slide. The ad-

while the body Is graduated to pn

a vernier reading In two ten-'

sandths of an inch. Perfect align]

is a feature of the tool, there bein|

gib. Every working part Is adjustable

wear.

The tool is made In three sizes. I

cated as Nos. 5, 6 and 7. The H

is 7-ln. capacity, the No. 6 Is 1

capacity, and the No. 7 Is 15-ln. capa

CULLMAN

SPROCKETS

For

Roller, Block and

Silent Chains

Over 45,000 in Stock

SPECIALS MADE TO ORDER

Send for our new catalog

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

336 ALTGELD ST. CHICAGO. ILL
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McCLROSKY

A new feature in blades for JACK-LOCK tools

McCrosky Serrated blades are
locked by the powerful JACK-

LOCK wedge

a Stein
In high speed steel—ground from the |„ tungsten carbide lipped—

und from the solid solid after hardening ground from the solid after

brazing

McCROSKY TRU-GROUND Serrations produce an improved design of blade that meshes
more perfectly with body serrations and adjusts more easily. Each alternate tooth in the

blade is omitted, hut no teeth are omitted from the slot serrations (compare blade and slot
rrration* shown above). By the TRU-GROUND method truer serrations can be ground in

tellit* »* reduced cost; warpagti of serrations in high speed steel is eliminated: tungsten car-
<ide tipped blades are locked more rigidly. TRU-GROUND Serrations are used exclusively In

JACK-LOCK milling cutters and special-purpose serrated tools. Ask for Bulletin

of McCrosky TRU-GROUND Serrations and the method of producing them are covered by
patent applications.

McCrosky Tool Corporation, Meadvi'lle, Pa.

■ales Offices: Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York, Philadelphia
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3NEWVALVE

GRINDING

COMPOUNDS

FROM a varied line of scientifically made
SPECIAL Valve Grinding Compounds

developed originally for individual
mfgrs. of R.R. Rotary & Slide Valves,
Diesel, Automotive, Refrigerating equip
ment, R.R. & Motor Bus Air Brake Valves,
we invite your attention to 3 grades of
compounds that are expressly made for the
grinding of Angle Cock and other types of
Cock Valves ; both new and reconditioning
grinding.

A SPECIAL Compound for Angle

Cock & Brass Cock Valves

Grade No. 19—A water soluble base that
has all of the lubrication of grease and oil
compositions, and contains a filler to pre
vent "Niggarding or Scoring" during the
grinding operation. It contains the abrasive
that exhaustive tests have shown to be

best suited for the grinding of Brass and
Bronze keys in brass bodies and Bronze
keys in cast iron bodies. Made especially
for washing with cold water after the
grinding operation.

A SPECIAL Compound for Cast

Iron and Steel Cock Valves

Grade No. 350—An oil soluble base contain
ing the proper abrasive for grinding Cock
Valves of Cast Iron, Steel and Stainless
Steel.

A Roughing grade for Cast Iron

and Steel Cock Valves

Grade No. 275—The original grinding and
i reconditioning of large steel and Iron Cock
, Valves often requires a coarse or roughing
J grade of compound for correcting degree
| of taper, etc., before using a finer grade
ft for final lapping operation. Grade No. 350
■ it> well recommended for this final lapping
■operation.

m TRY THEM— A quart sample sen*

S$ free upon request

United States Products Co. i

Abrasive Engineers - - Specialists

in Gear Lapping and Valve Grinding

728 Filbert St. Pittsburgh, Pa.

MACHINE LAPPING - PLATE LAPPING

INTERNAL LAPPING

Serrated Blades with McCrosky

Tru-Ground Serrations

A serrated blade with serrations grouru

from the solid Instead of nobbed ia an

nounced by McCrosky Tool Corporation

Meadvllle, Pa., for use in Inserted ser

rated blade tools.

Serratlng by grinding has always beei

the only possible method for an un-

chlneable alloy like Carboloy, but tiiii

method has been too difficult and ex

pensive to be practical for use on hlgl

McCrosky Tru-Ground Serrations in a Hi;
Speed Steel Blade Showing Phantom Viei

of McCrosky Jack-Lock Wedge

speed steel blades. Only one serratioi

could be ground at a time, and thi

grinding wheel had to be dressed oftei

to maintain the sharp V form and '

produce uniform angle and pitch.

To overcome these manufacturing dlf'

Iculties, McCrosky has developed a ne«

form of serration and a new method ol

grinding serrations. The main principle

of the development is to avoid the sharp

V form of grinding wheel necessary ta

produce the sharp V form of groove W-

tween two adjacent teeth in the con

ventional type of hobbed serrations. This

has been accomplished by omitting ever?"

alternate tooth. The resulting McCroskT

serration pattern has a flat-bottomed

groove between the teeth that does away

entirely with the sharp V ridge on the

periphery of the grinding wheel. Th*

McCrosky method also permits a series

of serrations to be ground at one time

Omitting every other tooth in tne

blade doe? not change the adjusting in-
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• Storing more tools in less space . . . each one safe from

loss or damage ... in plain view . . . instantly accessible. These are the time and

money saving advantages assured by Lyon Steel Toolroom Equipment. Extremely

flexible . . . always adaptable to changing manufacturing or storage conditions . . .

Lyon Steel Storage Equipment never becomes obsolete. When expansion is neces

sary, additional shelving sections, bin fronts, dividers, and special tool storage inserts

can be quicky and inexpensively added. Send coupon for Bulletin which describes

equipment fully and explains details of practical, no-cost layout service by Lyon

Engineers.

1 iSSP J?ET\V PROOUOT8. INCORPORATED
I 1310 River Street, Aurora, Illinois

I - PImm send Bulletin on Lyon Steel Toolroom
I Equipment and details of layout service.

| Nuuie

| Address

I City State

LYON

STORAGE

EQUIPMENT

VON MEISl PRODUCTS. INCORPORATED. Aurora. Ill
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McCrosky Tru-Gronnd Serrations in
Carbide Tipped Blades

crements of the assembled tool. No

teeth are omitted from the table slot,

and the blade can therefore be moved

out from one serration to another as In

the tool with conventional blade serra

tions. The accompanying Illustrations

show the relation of McCrosky blade and

body serrations. The smoothly ground.

accurate serrations on the blade quickly

find their mating serrations In the slot

and save time In assembly or adjust

ment.

McCrosky Tru-Ground Serrations of

fer particular advantages for high

speed steel blades. By the conventional

hobblng method serrations are generated

In the soft high speed blade blank be

fore hardening. The hardening process

tends to warp the blade and scale the

serrations. The result Is an Imperfect

meshing of blade serrations In slot ser

rations and therefore a poor bearing.

McCrosky Tru-Ground serrations elimi

nate this danger completely because ser

rations are ground from the solid after

hardening.

Applied to Stelllte, the McCrosky de

sign and method produce truer and more

uniform serrations at less cost than by

the slower method of grinding one ser

ration at a time. Applied to blades

tipped with tungsten carbide, the

McCrosky principle Insures greater rigid

ity In the assembled tool by providing

a perfect bearing between the blade and

body serrations.

Blades with McCrosky Tru-Ground

Serrations will be used exclusively In

McCrosky Jack-Lock Milling Cutters and

special purpose tools. The design of

IT'S PRECISION BUILT

.the C-0 21" Sliding Head Drill

Here's a typically accurate, flexible, yet larger C-0
Drilling Unit for high production drilling- of largo
holes. Self-feed and back fear attachment* provide a

wide range of speeds and feeds.

Vertical Motor Drive—eliminates unnecessary pulleys,
Idlers, twfst and turn belts, reducing wear and vibra
tion ; cone pulleys are dynamically balanced, a flexible

coupling inserted removes vibration in the drive shaft.
Two Timken Roller Bearings In the Spindle Quill at the

top and bottom, provided with a screw adjusting collar
for take up. Annular ball bearing In the motor cone

pulley, and ball bearing motors. Positive type power
feed Is controlled by a push knob.

Canedy-Otto Drills are always "Ready For The Job".

Write for illustrated circular giving complete

CANEDY-OTTO MFG. CO.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILLINOIS
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DO MORE WORK THAN

Five expert filers completing 1 50 units of work while

six filers, just as expert, finish only 1201

Tests (how thet it exactly whet would happen in

your plant if you gave the five men Nicholson,

Black Diamond or McCaffrey Files to work with . . .

while the six men had to use a competing brand.

The demonstrated ability of Nicholson, Black

Diamond and McCaffrey Files to remove more

metal is an important reason for using them . . .

especially now when statistics indicate that for

every six jobs requiring expert filers there are

only jive men to be found.

These three leading brands not only cut faster.

They are uniformly high in quality and cost less to

use. Set them to work in your plant. Your mill

supply dealer can meet your needs promptly.

Nicholson File Company, Providence, R. I., U. S. A.

A FILE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

JNITS OF WOHitf

COMPLETED
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McCrosky serrations and the process of

producing them are covered by patent

applications.

Brown 8C Sharpe No. 2C Cam Vise

The time required to clamp work In

a vise on a milling machine, drill press

or shaper table, can be reduced to the

minimum by the use of the

Brown & Sharpe Cam Vise

illustrated herewith, prod

uct of Brown & Sharpe

Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.

The movable body can be

set to provide the open

ing required for the work

by means of a heavy

square threaded screw and

nut. With the Jaw prop

erly set, the work is clamped and

undamped by a simple, short horizontal

movement of the lever. The force ap

plied by the lever is multiplied many

times by the cam. Imparting a powerful

clamping force.

The movable body Is glbbed to the

slide by straps which are protected from

chips and dirt. The fixed Jaw Is a one-

piece semi-steel casting. Jaws and other

steel parts subject to wear are hard

ened and ground and the Jaws are Inter-

October, 1937

changeable. The bearing surface

the full width of the vise body, permit

ting work to withstand the pressure of

the cut at the extreme ends of trie Jaws

with the least tendency to pivot or shift

vertically.

Tongue slots at right angles permit

the vise to be set either lengthwise or

at right angles to the table. A revers-

Brown & Sharpe No. 2C Cam Vise

ible tongue Is provided for either H or

}8-ln. slots. The Jaws are 5 Vb In- wide.

1%, In. deep, and open 2 in. Weight,

42 pounds.

Barber-Colman Type S Automatic

Hobbing Machine

For the high speed continuous hob

bing of spur gears and pinions of the

type used In small precision Instru

ments, Barber-Colman Company, Rock-

##

GUSHER

The Pump that Pays a Profit

When you buy a coolant pump you

for quiet, uninterrupted and

service. That's smart buying.

The ball bearing design of the Ruthmon

"GUSHER" Pump minimises friction and

increases efficiency—to give you maxi

mum service.

Write for further details on the

"GUSHER"—the pump that pays a profit.
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O'U Say! And

we qaoe Ute*n

1200

fiiecM fieA. ma-

ctUHeevfUfUowi.

'Ihatb. produc

tion, Pitch,

old lotf!

PITCH has his glass on a little electrical connector.

A few months ago it was just a problem—a sample sent to

R & S Machine Designers. Today it's just one of 1200

threaded pieces per hour.

The R & S Threading Machine that spits out threaded con

nectors is automatically indexing, manually loaded and cam

controlled. The cam controls the pitch.

Mail your production threading problem in the form of a

sample piece—give us thread specifications and data and

'II give you production plus. Let's have it folks.

CKERT

ERIE,

Collapsible Tap*

eacU , Chasers ;

Iiri Arhmtable Tap*

SHAFER Co.

PENNA

Tappinq Machines, Autm

Automatic. Sn

lattc Cut-off M.ichii

iqle Purpose
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ford, 111., has developed an automatic

nobbing machine to be known as the

Type 8. The machine will hob spur

gears and pinions or similar work up

to 1-ln. diameter by %-ln. face.

Barber-Colman Type S Automatic Hobbing

Machine

The automatic cycle of the Type S

machine Includes work loading, rapid

approach to the hob, feed, quick return,

ejection of work, and repeat. The ma

chine Is easy to set up and after once

being set, the operator merely keeps the

magazine loaded. The machine can,

however, be hand loaded and operated

as a single cycle machine. Adjustments

for variations In work are said to be few

and simple.

The base Is of sturdy, modern design

and Is built Integral with an

apron to catch coolant and

chips. The machine can be

supplied for bench installation

or with pedestal for single

Installation, or base for bat

tery of units. The tall spindle

is spring-loaded and Is in pre

cise alignment with the work

spindle. It automatically with

draws at the end of each cycle

to release the work, then ad

vances, moving a new work-

piece from the magazine Into

the driving spindle. The heat

treated and ground work spin

dle Is tapered at the nose for

sleeves, collets or bushings.

The cam-operated magazine

automatically presents the

work-piece to the spindle and

holds enough blanks to allow

the operator to service other

machines.

The hob spindle can be ad-

Justed quickly and accurately

to the lead angle of the hob

by means of graduations and

a vernier. A quick - acting

clamp locks the spindle solid

ly. A knurled disk and

with accurate, easy - to -

graduations facilitate adj

ment of the hob spindle

work of different diameter*.

A compression spring for work

loading assures continuous re

liable operation.

Change gears for Index and teed are

completely enclosed In a compartment

with hinged cover. Compound Index

change gearing provides a wide and

closely Integrated range of ratios. Ver

tical adjustment of the hob is main

tained positively by quick-acting clamp

FLEXIBLE SHAFT

MV4 tStran

MACHINES

Of High Quality Only

Vt to 2 H. P.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

It Part To Buy The Beit
SEND FOR CATALOG.

N. A. STRAND & CO.

5001-0008 No. WOLCOTT AVE., CHICAGO



this job is A NATURAL for

STARRETT SHOP EQUIPMENT TOOLS

YOU CAN GUESS

t>< much inspection work it

uikrs before this baby gelt ■ final

O.K. This shop rnakn every

tncAturcmcnl with Starrvtl Tool*.

The men hase confidence. They

work better and fuUt r. And CtKt*

I* die* arc rarely spoiled.

A PERFECT FIT!

I .Hi -I nut, produced and in*

spectcd wild iht- aid of Slarreit

Tools, dies like thii cumc

through well w ithin close limits.

Shops that tin this kind of work

almost imariahls specify Starrrtt

wben they buy Precision Shop

Equipmcoi Tools.

WRITE f«>r R«vU*d Stsrrcn Catalog No. 25MIX li dmcrJbM

the complete line ol Sturm t PrtcIitiM Tools.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., U. S. A.

World's Gnu/at Teolmaktn- -AiaMtfacrttnrj of tiavktjws VmxctUtJ -Stttl Tapgs, Standard far Accuracy

Di.tl Im!teuton for Ltiry fyqu/rvmtttt
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at the front of the machine. A worm

gear meshing with a hardened and

ground worm provides smooth, positive

drive for the spindle. A feed cam gov

erns the full automatic cycle Including

rapid approach of work to hob, feed and

quick return.

A direct-driven pump floods every

working part of the machine with a

copious supply of lubricant. Coolant is

circulated by a direct-driven gear pump

which floods both the hob and the work.

Machines arranged In batteries can be

supplied with coolant from a central

reservoir and pump. An automatic trip

lever controls a one-revolution clutch

that governs the work-handling mechan

ism. The switch is mounted on the

motor for individual drive. A battery

of machines can be driven from a single

source of power.

The capacity of the machine, diameter,

Is 1 In. and the face Is Vi in. Diametrical

pitch brass, 24; steel, 32. Maximum travel

of slide, 1 In. Hob diameter, minimum,

% in.; maximum, % in. Hob speeds,

minimum, 600 r.p.m.; maximum, 1500

r.p.m. Number of hob speeds with gears

furnished, 19. Number of feeds per revo

lution of work 19. Bench space required,

24x26 in. Motor, single phase, yi h.p.,

1800 r.p.m. Weight, 340 pounds.

Landis Automatic Work Stop

The Landis Machine Company.

Waynesboro, Pa., has designed an Au

tomatic Work Stop for use on the Land-

maco Threading Machine. The Auto

matic Work Stop may also be applied

to all Landis standard threading ma

chines employing a Model A carriage

front.

The attachment may be used to ex

cellent advantage where It is desired to

locate stock In the same relative posi

tion for threading. It Is particularly

ipplicable to operations where the thread

is close to a shoulder, and where thread

length, for each piece, must be main

tained. The work stop is fully auto

matic In its action and materially Im

proves production as time is saved by

its use, particularly if there is a num

ber of similar pieces to be threaded.

A bracket fastened to the end of the

carriage front supports a horizontal

shaft on which a stop arm is mounted.

The stop arm Is adjustable on the shaft

for any distance up to the length ot

the carriage travel of the machine.

The end of the shaft nearest the

operator is fitted with a pinion gear

^Handiest tool

the plantlit

i i

That's what you, too, will toy about Knock-Out Expanding Mandrels.

They are accurate, durable, inexpensive, and indispensable. Write

for Bulletin M37B.amg tor Bulk

L.

K. O. LEE & SON CO., Aberdeen, S. D.

J
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OU spend a lot of money to replace

end mills.

The largest portion of this replacement

cost is due to breakage and not to wear.

FALCON engineers, through intensive

research, have produced an end mill

which will withstand far greater stress

than was hitherto thought possible.

Neither wearing qualities nor

proper chip clearance have been

sacrificed to obtain this rug

ged end mill.

Why not investigate this

tool that will save you

money? Write for ^j^k^^lw

catalog.

Other Falcon Prod

ucts : Carbide tip

ped tools, single end

taper shank and ball

end mills, shell end

mills, counterbores,

reamers, milling cut

ters, arbors, holders,

special tools, etc.

Valuable territories available for agents and dealers. Write for information.

THE FALCON TOOL COMPANY

12502 GREINER • DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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LandiB Automatic Work Stop

that engages In a vertical rack gear.

A cam fastened to the bed of the ma

chine Is used to actuate the movement

of the stop arm as the carriage moves

forward or backward. A roller on the

end of the rack gear operates on the

cam to reduce friction between the cam

and the rack gear.

The earn has elongated slots that make

It adjustable to any position. When

the carriage is back or In position for

loading and unloading, the stop arm Is

down. After the piece to be threaded Is

gripped in the vise, the cam is set so

that the stop arm raises with the first

forward movement of the carriage. This

eliminates the possibility of the arm

striking the head and causing any dam

age.

Rybeck Flexible Coupling

The T. L. Smith Company, 2831 North

32nd St., Milwaukee, Wis., Is introducing

a new type of coupling known as the

Rybeck Flexible Coupling, which com

pensates for extreme conditions encoun

tered in direct drives. The Rybeck

Coupling Is of full-floating, seml-unl-

versal Joint design. The company claims

it is the only one on the market that

takes care of shaft misalignment, offset

between shafts, end-play and shock,

without increasing bearing loads. And

It handles all four conditions even when

present to an excessive degree.

According to the manufacturer, tor

sional load Is transmitted through

groups of laminated springs made of

heat-treated Swedish spring steel. These

springs are not subjected to any wear

from endwise motion of the shafts, nor

from angular or offset misalignment,

since they are confined in a housing

which eliminates any motion except de-

TIME STUDY ANALYSIS

Industrial Engineering Home Study Course

HIGH PRAISE, INDEED!

The president of a well-known shop in Hartford, who is also an officer in other
New England plants, recently wrote us a letter, which says in part:

. . / believe that every young man in industry, at

well as the executives, should take your course . . .**

Why did he make this voluntary statement T Why do others write us so enthusi
astically of our services ? Because our home study course of training* makes better

foremen, more efficient time study men, more valuable management officials, and thor
oughly prepares other key men for future advancement in the organisation.

We have a proven record of performance in the training of many men in varied
types of industry, either as individual students, or under our popular group class plan
which has found such favor among top ranking executives.

Are you one of the executives making use of our school to reduce, standardise and
control your costs at minimum levels? If not, please write for our booklet which is
sent without obligation.

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF TIME STUDY

BOX 366B NORWALK, CONN.



NO VALVEknown to engineering science can be opened or closed

with greater speed than the poppet type valve. No valve performs

its function with less friction and wear on the working parts. Ross

poppet type, air control valves reduce operating efforts to a minimum,

giving instant, lightning-like action.

*" *»f synthetic, oil-resistant rubber assure perfect seal—nc

~"* affected u" frictional wear. All porta 01

-imolifies install;

» ' with grts function with less fnctu... .poppet type, air control valves reduce opera.— ,

giving instant, lightning-like action.

Valve seats of synthetic, oil-resistant rubber assure perfect seal—no

leakage—long life. Seal not affected by frictional wear. All ports on

one face offer important mounting advantages and simplifies installa

tion. Short throw makes H.oss valves ideally suited for mechanical con

trol.InstallHossvalvesforthe operationofyourairactuatedequipment.

Send for Catalog No. 37
*TING VALVE COMPAHY

*-*- Michigan
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flection. It Is said the springs are stres

sed to only a fraction of their load car

rying capacity.

Special alloy steel driving pins, heat-

men t by the housing which is secarel?

bolted together. The housing also hoM-

the springs In position between the Jsws

on the torque sleeves.

f-V*"- '--(if

e

Rybcck Flexible Coupling

treated, are pressed into steel hubs and

fit Into holes drilled Into the torque

sleeves. The sleeves are heat-treated to

great hardness and are held In align-

-NEW

U. S. No. 1 Anti-Friction Bearing

Hand Milling Machine

The New U. S. Hand Miller is partic

ularly adapted to high speed light

milling operations. Vertical and hori

zontal feeds.

Improvements: Heat treated chrome

nickel steel spindle, Timlcen bear

ings,. Ballbearing countershaft, V-belt

drives, 6 Spindle Speeds up to 1592

R.P.M., providing efficient use of

small end mills.

Write for full details.

The UNITED STATES

MACHINE TOOL Co.

1954 W. 6th St. Cincinnati, Ohio

U. S. Power Driven Straightener

The great savings In productive labor

material cost and stock waste made pos

sible through the use of colled stock

have led many metal fabricating con

cerns to adopt this more modern method

of buying material. To take full ad

vantage of all possible economies In this

connection, these manufacturers require

special equipment to automatical!;

handle the coils of stock. The U. S.

Tool Company, Inc., Ampere. Bast

Orange, N. J., manufactures a complete

line of automatic press feeding equip

ment, stock reels, stock straighten- :

and coll cradles, to handle coiled stock

from coll to finished part.

The latest addition to the U. S. Tool

line Is a power driven straightener for

heavy colled stock. This unit used '

conjunction with the U. S. Automatic

Coll Cradle and IT. S. Slide Feed pro

vides a means of automatically remo

lng stock from heavy colls, straighten

ing It, and feeding accurate lengths to

the punch press. Among the exclusive



i

tearing...

Pratt & Whitney" Lathe

AUTOMATICALLY LUBRICATION

• The Bijur Automatic Lubricating System is standard equipment on

the most advanced machine types. Speeds stepped up . . . wider

feed ranges . . . greater accuracy) Such machines MUST show low-

cost operation per unit of output. This necessitates MAINTAINED

. . low maintenance expense. All assured by BIJUR lubri-

i—for sliding way surfaces as well as bearingsl Investigate

range of Bijur use on up-to-date machines. Its economy,

too. Write for Bulletin "D" on modern lubrication progress.

LUBRICATING CORPORATION • LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK
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features of the V. S. Power Driven

Stralghteners are : ( 1 ) All rollers

equipped with needle bearings. (2) Sim

ple, automatic roll adjustment, rolls al-

always parallel. (3) New coll of stock

may be Inserted without disturbing set

ting of straightening rolls. (4) Single

movement of operating lever releases

variable speed drive. They are mercotd

switch controlled and operate lntermu-

tently to synchronize with the puncr.

press feeds.

"Production" Small Electric

Counter

The Production

strument Company

In-

1325

Chi

ll. S. Pow«r-Driven StraighUner for Colled Stock

feed rolls to start new coll. (5) Can be

used in conjunction with U. S. Plain

Stock Stralghteners for handling thin,

springy material.

U. 8. Power Driven Stralghteners are

built In a number of sizes to handle

stock up to yt in. thick. Units can be

furnished to handle any width stock.

The stralghteners are power driven, with

South Wabash Ave.. Chi

cago, Illinois, announce

a new line of elec

trically -operated!

counters, adapted to eco

nomical built-in applica

tions on a wide range of

coin-operated machine*,

production machinery

and similar equipment,

The counter is unusually

compact. The counter it*

self measures l%xlV4xl>4

in., and Is mounted on t

plate 2% in. square. Tim

operating relay Is at

tached below the las?

plate and extends 1% in

below the surface.

The counter is equipped

with large, legible num

ber wheels, and black

figures on a white back
ground. The lightweight

coined wheels require

minimum driving effort,

resulting in long-lived,

dependable recording.

There are no spaces be

tween number wheels, an

additional feature which contributes to

legibility. Five number wheels give a ca

pacity of 99,999, which Is ample for all

requirements In small counters. The

operation relay actuates the lever arm of

the counter, which has a throw of only
l/2 In. Positive and dependable action

prevents skips or overthrow of number

wheels.

ADJUSTABLE ANGLE TILTING TABLE

Suitable for adjustable angle machining by

means of our 7%" Rotary Table, Vises or other

holding fixtures.

Write for detailed description and price.

JOHN B. STEVENS INC.

306 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK CITY
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TtWUlBHEMOUGHJOB

trying to grind this spline

gage to the accuracy called for on the

print without Johansson Gage Blocks."

• Thousands of toolmakers would say

the same. For precision, they depend

exclusively on

JOHANSSON

GAGE BLOCKS AND ACCESSORIES

I and serviced In the United States by

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Division DEARBORN, MICHIGAN
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"Production" Small Electric Counter

The case enclosing the counter mech

anism Is of steel, designed to afford full

protection to working parts. Since the

case cover is fastened at the bottom,

and Type SEC electric counter is a non-

reset Instrument, simple, tamper-proof

installation may easily be made.

Brown 8C Sharpe Permanent

Magnet Type Magnetic

Chuck

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence.

R. I., Is now marketing (only In the

United States) a magnetic chuck of the

permanent magnet type as shown In the

Illustration. The feature of the chuck

consists In that It requires no electrical

connections, no wires, switches, auxiliary

generators, or current supply. The chuck

Is entirely self-contained.

Magnets used In this chuck are of a

special alloy and maintain several times

more energy than permanent magnets

previously available. The working sur

face and base are ground parallel and at

right angles to the back. Both the ends

and back are provided with removable

stop plates which can be adjusted ver

tically to suit the requirements of vari

ous jobs. Moving parts are equipped

with greaseless bearings.

The magnetic flux Is controlled by the

simple movement of a crank which

changes the position of the magnets

relative to the top of the plate so that

work is either held or released. Work

placed on the working surface Is securely

held when the crank Is In the "on"

position, and Is released by a simple 180

deg. movement of the crank to the "off

position.

The chuck is well adapted for wet as

well as dry grinding as It Is completely

sealed so that coolant cannot enter the

files of precision

MADE IN U. S. A.

SWISS PATTERN

FILES

THEY ASSURE

LONGER AND

BETTER FILING

SERVICE THUS

REDUCING

FILING COST.

Over 2,000' regular

Shapes, Cuts, and

Sizes, enable you to

have the exact file for

the job.

Buy them from the

nearest distributor.

American Swiss

File & Tool Co.

ELIZABETH, N. J.
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Brown & Sharp* Permanent Magnet Type Magnetic Chuck

Internal parts. There Is no external In

sulation to deteriorate from exposure to

oil and coolant. The chuck Is readily

portable and Is very useful as a bench

tool for holding either small thin pieces

or large pieces for polishing and similar

Jobs. The chuck Is made In two sizes:

the No. 510, which has a working sur

face of 5%xl0% In., and the No. 618.

which has a working surface of 6%x

18% in. The base dimensions are, re

spectively, 5%xllA and 6%xl8y8 in.

plete line of fractional

horsepower motors in sizes

from 1/6 to % horse-power

repulsion start induction,

single phase, split phase,

capacitor, polyphase and di

rect current.

This line is designed with

interchangeable mounting

dimensions for a given

horse power size.

The fundamental princi

ples are the same as have

been used by Century for

but many Improvements

have been added which can be appre

ciated only by Inspection.

many years,

Century Fractional Horse

Power Motors

The Century

Louis, Missouri,
Electric Company, St.

announces a new com-

Bijur Lubrication Feed-Line

Connection for Tight Places

An ingenious new type of tubing joint

—the Bljur Drive Bushing Connection—

has been devised by the Bljur Lubricat

ing Corporation, Long Island City, N. Y.

It provides efficient tubing connections

on lubrication feed lines to bearings

where space is very limited, and there

Is Insufficient room for any type of

threaded nut or conventional bushing.

The small tapered brass bushing em-

THE NEWEST DEVELOPMENT IN

METAL CUTTING MACHINES

FULL AUTOMATIC—CAPACITY 10"xl0" fir 6"x6

Stops when desired number of

pieces have been cut Length

of cut is gauged by scale with

out end stop. Swivels on base

for angular cutting.

Also built for manual operation.

RASMUSSEN

MACHINE CO. Send for circulars giving

RACINE, WIS. complete information.
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ployed in this special connection has a

center hole to slide readily over the par

ticular size of the tubing used. This

bushing is mounted Into a shallow hole

which Is taper reamed. In the assembly

operation, the drive bushing Is placed

Into the mounting hole and the tube in

serted as far as possible. Then, by

means of a simple drive tool, one or two

blows with a hammer will drive the

bushing home. The taper fit causes the

bushing to grip the tubing tightly and

make an oll-tlght and dirt-proof Joint.

While adapted especially for use on

lubrication feed lines of quite small

mechanical units, the Drive Bushing

Connection can be used In combination

with any of the standard types of Bljur

Automatic Lubricators and Meter-Units,

in their various applications. It not

only lends Itself to the Bljur standard

ized equipment requirement of neat and

compact production Installation, but

also bears out one of the most Important

features of the Bljur automatic lubri

cating systems; namely, an enclosed sys

tem from oil reservoir to bearings—the

latter being thoroughly protected against

dirt.

The new drive bushing Joint helps to

carry out this Important principle even

in tightest places. Tubing as small as

3/32-in. diameter can be connected in

this manner. For such a size, the diam

eter of the drive bushing collar Is only

3/16 inch.

Bijur Driving Bushing Connection comprising,
left to right. Complete Tubing Connection
(Enlarged), Drive Bashing and Tubing, Ream

er* and Drive Tool

NEW LIFE IN OLD TOOLS

... at a Saving of 20% to 60%

There's life in those old

throw them away.

tools of yours! Don't

The National Tool Salvage Company will grind

them to their original accuracy, (retaining their

temper) and guarantee them to be as good as new.

Illustrations show a plain mill before and after

recutting by the N. T. S. method at a saving of

almost 60%.

Write for prices and our 1 8 page illustrated catalog.

25 YEARS EXPERIENCE

NATIONAL TOOL SALVAGE CO.

DETROIT MICHIGAN

—■



Here's an unbeatable combination for speed and

power . . . the new Goss & De Leeuw Multiple Spindle

Chucking Machine—and its nest of five Skinner

Chucks. These Skinner Chucks are built to take

any load with a fast, sure grip, under any production

pace. Weight and strength—efficiency and depend

ability are inherent in these Skinner Chucks. Hold

ing power is more than ample for any set-up. As

demonstrated by the choice for this machine, the

safe Chuck specification is—Skinner, of course.

LATHE -DRILL AND

PLANER CHUCKS (^JKINNER

CHUCKCO

NEWBRITAIN, CONN.

VISES -POWER CHUCKS
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CERROMATRIX

does another job better

Because of the exceptionally low melt

ing temperature of CERROMATRIX

(250° F.) it can be cast against ma

terials that would be damaged or de

stroyed by higher temperatures. This

makes possible such applications as

the one illustrated above, in which

Cerromatrix, in order to provide a

nest for a drill jig used on plastic

parts (Bakelite, etc.) is cast against

the part itself. An alloy of bismuth,

lead, tin and antimony, Cerromatrix

has peculiar properties that make it a

useful metal for many uses. Expands

slightly on cooling, tensile strength

13,000 lbs. per sq. in., Brinell 19.

Among its useful applications are:

matrix metal for locating die parts;

models for engraving machines; an

choring parts in machine tools, etc

Send for free Cerromatrix booklet.

CERRO DE PASCO

COPPER CORPORATION

44 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, N. V.
British Associates: Mining A Chemical Products,

.Ltd., London, Eny.-

Knu-Vise Drill Jig

The Illustration shows a knuckle

action vise drill Jig designed for adapta

tion to a variety of work and placed on

the market by Knu-Vlse Products Com

pany, 6430 Cass Ave., Detroit, Mich. The

Jig Is Intended for use on drilling, ream

ing, tapping, milling, and other opera

tions where speed In the Insertion and

withdrawal of parts from the Jig Is

essential.

The work is grasped by a Jaw Insert

which is supplied as a blank and fin

ished to fit the contour of the work;

thus the Jig can be used on as many

Model No. 325 Knuckle Action Knu-VU*

different Jobs as there are Inserts. Tre

mendous pressure Is exerted by the

clamping action which is controlled by

the handle, movement of the handle

through a 30-deg. arc being sufficient

to open the Jaws % In.—which Is enough

for most Jobs. The work Is held rigidly

and is easily and almost Instantaneously

loaded or unloaded. The vise Jaws are

case hardened and ground. The bushing

plate and angle support bracket can be

made by the customer or can be supplied

upon special order.

Kingsbury Solenoid

Finding existing solenoids inefficient

for the operation of the machine tools

built by the Kingsbury Machine Tool

Corporation, Keene, N. H., this firm per

fected an A.C. solenoid for their own use.

Since Its development, the insistent call

for Kingsbury solenoids for use in other

machines has lead the Kingsbury Ma

chine Tool Corporation to establish a

department for the manufacture of these

solenoids In quantity and to handle all
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LOWELL" Still
Bench Drawer. With

pilfer proof Cover, for All
Wood and Steel-Wood Top
Work Benches and Tables.

KEEP

Small Tools

Valuable Blue Prints

Shop Records

SAFE in

"HALLOWELL"

Steel Bench Drawers

These strong, steel Bench Drawers can be easily attached to ANY bench.

Handy for safe keeping of small precision tools, valuable blue prints and

records—"Hallowells*' have master-keyed locks (or padlock, if you prefer).

They withstand rough usage, last much longer than clumsy wooden drawers,

and never shrink, swell, stick or jam because of the weather.

Our Bulletin gives you details and prices.

Corners reinforced b y
heavy folded top, lap
ping around under front
and welded.

Positively locked
handles — their
ends past
through front
and are clinched

STEEL TOTE PANS FOR

EASY HANDLING AND

STORAGE OF SMALL

PARTS OR TOOLS

These welded steel tote pans are very

sturdy, intended for heavy work and

made to take lots of rough handling.

They cannot break-up or become oil

soaked like wooden boxes. The handles

are cleverly clinched in place and cannot

come loose. They're designed so that they

can be stacked high without wobbling or

toppling. Of course, they're fire-proof.

Write for full information.

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

■ranches JENKINTOWN, PINNA. branches

BOSTON CHICAGO

DETROIT ST. LOUIS

INDIANAPOLIS BOX 556 SAN FRANCISCO
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engineering work necessary for their

proper application and mounting.

The Kingsbury Solenoid Is cylindrical

In shape, facilitating mounting and

making a high degree of mechanical per

fection economically feasible. As a re

sult of the cylindrical shape, the sole-

Kineahury Solenoid. (Left) Model 32-269 (Right) Model 130-1

nold Is small and compact and Is bal

anced magnetically.

The coll Is wound directly on a phos

phor bronze coll bushing between bobbin

heads molded of a special high strength

material. In winding a cotton Inter

weave is used which Is carefully and

completely Impregnated to gain maxi

mum electrical and minimum thermal

Insulation. The coll Is rigidly mounted

In a steel case which protects it from

mechanical injury and forms a magnetic

shield. The coll Is wound In even layers

and Impregnated thoroughly with an oil

and moisture resisting compound. Be

cause of the nice magnetic balance and

high grade bearing between plunger and

coil bushing, operation is possible in

any position with equal efficiency. The

construction admits the

use of a magnetically

shielded return spring

which still further facili

tates mounting in any

position.

At the right of the Il

lustration Is shown the

Model 150-1 Solenoid, the

design of which is dis

tinguished by terminal

towers molded Integral

with the coil bobbin

coll Is wound between

molded flanges, directly on the bronze

bushing which forms the plunge bear

ing. The case is made from a low

carbon steel bar slotted to minimize cir

culation of eddy currents. The case cap

is screwed into the case, locking the coll

rigidly In place. The coil Is located by

means of cylindrical rabbet fits on the

ends of the bushing. The pole piece and

plunger are of low carbon steel, multiple

slotted to reduce eddy currents and

flanges. The

With

NICHOLSON

EXPANDING

MANDRELS

yon have available for

immediate use internal

chucks for holding any

hurry-up break-down job

that comes along. Can be

used on lathes, grinders,

shapers or millers. Take

any bore— to 7". Made

in fourteen sizes. Bulle

tin 530.

3 and 4-Way CONTROL

VALVES for operating single or

double acting air, steam, water or

oil cylinders. Made in lever, foot,

solenoid and motor operated. All

pressures up to 3000 lbs. Bulletins

on request.

Other Product*: Arbor Presses. Flexible Coupling*. Steel and Stainless Ball Floats. Steam

Traps and Separators, Air Separators, Traps and Vents, etc.

W. H. NICHOLSON & CO. 1 36 OREGON street, wilkes-barre, penna.
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Here's how BROWNELL makes "heavy" assemblies

TWICE AS FAST.. .AT HALF THE COST

J..n. in* krin (iBfriltd air duel
pipe mad ate*) fin bouaing with Hn
Head Self-lapping Cap Sere-wa.

Faalrning ra*l iron inlet ring lo
1 jii homing. Umim name plate
attached store aerurel^ and

Have a Parker-Kalon Assembly Engineer show where YOU ca

fastenings at lower cost by changing to Parker-Kalon Self-tapping Screws

These Brownell Stoker assemblies will interest

any design or production man who is concerned

with joining or making fastenings to heavy gauge

steel. For these examples prove that it is possible

to reduce costs, and at the same time, obtain

great security.

The Brownell Co. actually cut costs in half, and

doubled assembly speed on the jobs shown. And,

they did it by the simple substitution of Parker-

Kalon Hex Head Self-tapping Cap Screws for

ordinary cap screws that required slow and costly

tapping. In addition, it was found that the

simpler, cheaper Self-tapping Screw method pro

duced stronger, fastenings.

For assembling steel plate and structural shapes

up to % *BU thick the Hex Cap type of Self-

tapping Screw proves ideal. It is also widely

PARKER-KALON

used for making fastenings to light gauges of

sheet metal as well as die cast metal or plastic

parts.

Whether your work involves heavy or light

assemblies of metal or plastics . . . fastenings that

can be removed and replaced repeatedly, or per

manent fastenings . . . the chances are that one

of the various types of Parker-Kalon Self-tapping

Screws would do the work better, for less money.

To learn just what could be accomplished on

your assembly jobs is simple and does not obli

gate you. Just write us to have a Parker-Kalon

Assembly Engineer check over your fastening

requirements and point out possibilities.

PARKER-KALON CORPORATION

Dept. M, 198 Varick Street New York, N. Y.

FASTENING DEVICES

SOLD ONLY THROUGH RECOGNIZED DISTRIBUTORS
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chromium plated to reduce wear and

minimize the effect of residual mag

netism.

At the lelt Is shown the Model 32-

269, the distinguishing features of which

are lead wires In place of terminals and

—rating considered—the ultimate In

compactness. The same general con

struction is used as in the Model 150-1,

but special oil and water resisting lead

wires are brought out through molded

Insulating bushings made Integral with

the bobbin flanges. This design, as in

the 150-1, admits the use of a helical

return spring shielded magnetically and

supported by the spring guide. The

spring has been carefully designed for

a low fibre stress and to eliminate fail

ure due to harmonics.

Economist Assembly Rack No. 48

To aid In assembling small parts at

the bench, the assembly rack shown In

the illustration has been developed by

Gordon L. Hall, Old Lyme, Conn. The

maximum height of the rack is 8 In. and

the front to back depth Is approximately

12 in. Four standard lengths are avail

able: 8, 12, 16 and 20 in. These four

lengths make possible a wide range of

Model 48 Economist Racks Arranged for I'k

flexibility In arrangement. The two

sizes of containers or bins will at all

rack lengths and any 8-ln. bin is Inter

changeable in any rack position with

two 4-ln. bins.

Single work places can be arranged for

a maximum of convenience with bins

varying In number from three 8-ln. bins

In a single 8-ln. rack to 36 4-ln. bins In

three semi-circular 16-ln. racks. Each bin

is easily removed from the rack for re

filling or emptying. The racks are fin

ished In olive green.

TITAN STUD SETTER

CONTROLLED DRIVE Assures

Perfect Setting

The Titan Stud Setter has a safety clutch which con

trols driving power.

The Titan is positive in driving and antomatic in

releasing, thus making it possible to set the studs to

any predetermined degree of tightness.

When the studs are driven to the specified tightness,

the drive is automatically released and the tool may

be removed withont fear of mutilating or distorting

the threads.

The great capacity, speed range, ntility, and safety

of this production tool make the Titan Stnd Setter

a profit-earning tool wherever it is used.

Write today for the new illustrated circular.

TITAN TOOL COMPANY
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.COMMERCIAL DROP FORGINGS • BOARD DROP HAMMERS tnd DIE MAKING MACHINERY

I LLI N Gl

BILLINGS » SPENCER CO. HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT. U. S. A.

VITALLOY

TRADE MARK

WRENCHES

Billings latest contribution to wrench users—Billings Vitalloy Wrenches! The

results of three-quarters of a century of forging experience, engineering

knowledge combined with present day achievements of metallurgical knowl

edge and engineering skill—Controlled Grain Sixe Special Alloy Steel—to

Billings specifications.

The panel ("I" beam type of design) allows for a firmer and more

comfortable hand grip. Vitalloy Wrenches have a

lasting triple-plated chromium finish. The same

Guaranteed Quality you look for in all Billings Duo-

Forged Tools are in these new Billings Vitalloy

Wrenches—You'll like them!

Ask for Billings Vitalloy Wrenches

"Shop Tools" Book

Write Dept. "O".

LONGER LIFE in FORGED TOOLS
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MARKING

FLAT—ROUND

IRREGULAR SURFACES

BY ROLLING

OPERATION

MODEL 25

HI-DUTY MARKING MACHINE

This machine operate* from your plant air
line, and la ona Of numerous models built to
produco fait, neat marking on metal parts.
Hl-Duty marking machines may be had for
practically any marking operation, and wo will
be glad to make recommendations upon receipt
of your Inquiries. Send prints or samples or
parts to be marked, showing lettering and
location, also state required production.

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 BELLE PLAINE AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Radiac Type K Cut-Off Machine

A. P. de Sanno & Son, Inc.. 1615

McKean St., Philadelphia, Pa., has add-

to Its line the Type K Radiac Cut-OS

Machine shown In the Illustration. The

Type K machine Is an Improvement on

the Type J which Is also made by this

firm, and Is arranged for both wet and

dry cutting. The abrasive wheel spindle

can be operated at either high or low

speed, this flexibility being accomplished

Radiac Type K Cut-OtT Machine

by the use of a two-speed motor. The

high and low speeds are selected through

the operation of a crank handle on an

electric controller box.

The cutting is accomplished by rubber

bonded disks which are flushed with

coolant at both high and low speeds.

Reslnold bonded disks are used for high

speed cutting and are operated both dry

and wet. When using the wheels dry, a

metal tray is Inserted in the vise table

to catch the dust.

The general appearance of the Type K

machine Is the same as the Type J and

the general mechanical characteristics

and capacity are identical.
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This is an actual photograph of a BLU-MOL Molybdenum hack saw blade on the

job, and here's its actual performance record at the time the photograph was made:

MATERIAL—3% inch bar of Crescent Tool Steel, analyzing 100-110

carbon.

SPEED—75 strokes a minute.

PRESSURE—125 pounds.

PERFORMANCE—152 cuts—1678 square inches.

The teeth were still keen, the set in excellent condition and the blade was still cutting

true and fast. The operator estimated it was good for at least 70 more cuts, or a

total of 2448 square inches—a blade cost of only 1 /3 mill per square inch.

Here's proof that BLU-MOL Molybdenum Blades give the lowest cost per cut of

any hack saw blade on the market. If you're not using BLU-MOL Blades it will pay

you to investigate. For a test on your own work 'phone BLU-MOL distributor or

write to us.

MILLERS FALLS COMPANY

Greenfield, Massachusetts
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Tamms Pyramid Pyrometer

A pyrometer especially designed for

the accurate calibration of molten metals

has been brought out by Tamms Silica

which Is

ment on the face of the dial,

feature Is the flexible end.

adjustable to 180 deg. with perfect cali

bration assured. This feature minimizes

the possibility of dirt deposits which

hamper accurate readings. All electrical

parts and connections have been en

closed for positive protection and all

parts are interchangeable for economy

of maintenance.

The pistol grip handle provides

ease of handling and both the "

and indicating dial are arranged at

an angle that quick, accurate readings

are possible without eyestrain or

cramped posture. As a further

lence, the base of the

a good-sized hole suitable for

the Instrument in a safe place whes

not In use. The Pyramid Pyrometer is

light In weight and easy to operate.

des for

handle

at sue.

Tamms Pyramid Pyrometer

Company, 228 N. LaSalle St., Chicago,

111. The pyrometer works on the thermo

electric principle. Convenience of ad

justment Is the outstanding feature, per

fect calibration being maintained con

stantly through a thumb screw adjust-

.-Grinds

81 SIZES OF

Drills

No. 31 to Vi"

This Star Precision

Grinder puts drill grind

ing on a production basis.

Its simplicity and accu

racy saves as high as

50% on drill costs and

insures uniform accuracy

that guarantees perfect

holes and increases pro

duction.

Gray No. 4A Turret Head Metal

Cutter

The line of metal cutters and nibbling

Machine

Company, Philadelphia. Pa., has been

augmented by the addition of the So.

4A Turret Head Metal Cutter Illustrated

herewith. This machine has a 24-in

Write for descriptive folder.

STAR MACHINE & ENGINEERING CORP.

BLOOMFIELD AVE.

Division of Star Electric Motor Co.

BLOOMFIELD, NEW
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SURE, SCRAP

4

. . . BUT, SOME ARE

DIFFERENT . . .

You can't make a reworked tool that will

"stand-up" from a worn tool that has lost its

hardness. That's why we give each tool, re

ceived for RENUmg, a Rockwell Test— and

return it to the sender, without charge, if it

fails to measure up to 63-64 hardness.

This practice is typical of the kind of serv

ice you can always expect from RENU—a

service that enables you to save from 30% to

75% on tool costs because RENUea1 Tools

are GUARANTEED the equal of new tools,

both for appearance and performance.

• A new sixteen-page book that tells

the whole story mailed on request,

no obligation.
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CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS

No. 253

Does 40% to 60% of the

forming work turned out

by the overage shop.

Here's a profitable, economical brake

ideally adapted for rapidly forming

metal sections such as in stoves, re

frigerators, soda fountains, steel cab

inets, metal furniture, steel boxes,

and a great variety of sheet metal

specialties. Its variable speed drive

operates from 17 to 50 strokes per

minute. The No. 253 CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS is accurate, compact,

and ruggedly constructed of highest

quality materials.

Sizes 4, 5 and 6 ft. capacities, up to

10 gauge.

Write for Circular No. 253

DREIS & KRUMP MFG.

COMPANY

7418 LOOMIS BLVD.

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

throat and capacity of % In. As shown,

the machine Is equipped with table sup

port arms for supporting stock in any

position, and leaning against the fron:

leg of the machine Is shown an Inter

changeable eccentric. The eccentric is

said to be very important for a machine

of this type as it broadens the possi

bilities for handling large work. The

Gray No. 4A Turret Head Metal Cutter

eccentric can be changed to accommo

date shearing attachments for shearing

stock up to and Including % In. in

thickness as it Is often desirable to

shear stock Instead of nibble.

In other respects the machine Is prac

tically identical with the other sizes of

Gray Turret Head Metal cutters made

by this firm.

National Centrifugal Oil Extractor

The Leon J. Barrett Company. Worces

ter, Mass., has added to Its line the

"National" Extractor shown in the Illus

tration. This extractor operates upon

the centrifugal principle, oil being Im

pelled by centrifugal force from the sat

urated chips which are held securely In

the container. Only the finest particles
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Adjustable Spindle Drill Press made with

S. S. WHITE FLEXIBLE SHAFTS

• In this compact drill

press, made by the Auto

matic Machine Company of

Bridgeport, Conn., the use

of S. S. WHITE Power

Drive Flexible Shafts, pro

vides an effective adjustable

spindle arrangement that

makes possible the setting

of drills for any number of

different hole combinations.

• a large diameter S. S.

WHITE shaft also serves to

transmit power from the

motor to the countershaft.

• In addition to the advantage of flexi

bility, S. S. WHITE Flexible Shafts are

fully capable of standing up in hard, con

tinuous service, typified by a drill press,

because they are not just coils of wire, but

real shafts, soundly engineered and built

to perform the duty for which they are

intended.

ENGINEERING

COOPERATION

We will be glad to help

you work out any specific

power drive or remote

control problem ... no

obligation . . . just send

us the details.

The S. S. WHITE Dental Mfg. Co.

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

10 EAST 40th ST., ROOM 231 OS, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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r

National CentriftiKal Oil Extractor

may strain through between the pan top

and the closely fitting cover. Further

treatment of the oil is seldom considered

necessary, but should precipitation of

sediment or sterilization be required, the

firm mentioned also is prepared to fur

nish sterilizers, filters, pumps and tanks.

The machine is said to recover 98 '/2

per cent of all removable oil from chips

in a three-minute run, leaving the chips

dry. The work pan is of one-piece

pressed steel, and is practically Inde

structible. The base, column, curb

drum are cast of semi-steel, of

cross section. The alloy steel spli

vertically mounted in ball bearings In a

heavily cast gear box with a ball base

that oscillates slightly in a base socket.

Radial balancing springs compensate for

gyration, yielding at critical speeds due

to uneven load. Spiral gears, accurately

ground to eliminate noise and totally

enclosed In an oil bath, are driven by a

self-adjusting right angle shaft, uni

versal in action to motor or pulley. No

belts pass under the machine. Forced

lubrication is used. All parts are stand

ardized for interchangeabillty. Plain or

safety lids are furnished in accordance

with all state requirements, and all

safety features are available. Hoists of

any type are supplied.

The extractor is made in seven differ

ent sizes with pans ranging from IS to

30 In. in diameter and from 4% to 14

in. In depth. The height of the machine

above the floor ranges from 35 to 45 In.

and the amount of floor space ranges

from 30x50 to 44x78 in. Shipping

weight, approximately, 1185 to 3400

pounds.

RACI

ANNOUNCES

The NEW

RACINE

Utility Saw

6"x6" Capacity

Simplified Hydraulic Feed—Modern

Design. Engineered and built by
pioneers in the field. RACINE
Dealers everywhere will gladly tell

you aboot this remarkable, new,
low priced machine.

Write for catalogue

"Standard the World Over"

RACINE

TOOL & MACHINE CO.

1770 8UU SL

J
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MEP^S

AND

ORIGINATORS of the

Helical Taper Pin Reamer

Special Reaming Problems Invited

Immediate Shipment on Stock

Tools

SEND FOR CATALOG

SPIRAL SPECIALISTS

THE GAMMONS-HOLMAN CO. MANCHESTER, Ce-V,
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"Curtain of Light"

The simplicity and effectiveness of the

photoelectric cell have given It a versa

tility practically unequaled by any other

mechanism lor the operation of mech

anisms of all kinds. The latest applica

tion of the phototube is In the interest

of safety, comprising a control which

"Curtain of Light" Installation on a Sheridan
Embossing Press

prevents the operation of a stamping

press when the beam of light from the

cell is Intercepted by any part of the

operator's anatomy. In presses that

open from 12 to 1 In., however, a single

beam of light cannot be depended upon

to offer the desired protection because

the operator might avoid intercepting a

single beam when inserting or removing

stock. To Insure the effectiveness of the

application, a series of phototube cells

are employed resulting In a continuous

curtain of light which Is as high. if not

higher, than the maximum opening of

the press. This application, known as

the "Curtain of Light," is a development

of the Electronic Control Corp., 2830 E.

Grand Blvd.. Detroit, Michigan.

As can be seen from the illustration,

the equipment consists of a

specially designed light-source

comprising a series of photo

tubes, a system of mirrors, the

phototube housing, and the

phototube amplifier. The light

source Is housed in a rugged

container with the lenses and

lamps built as a unit so that

uniform alignment of the cur

tain of light Is maintained even

though the exterior housing

might be slightly damaged by

carelessness. The light source

uses standard 50 or 32 candle-

power 6-8 volt automobile

headlight bulbs, operating from

a self-contained transformer

supplying slightly less than 5

volts to each lamp. The photo

tube housing Is unique In de

sign, the condensing lenses

being arranged so that every

section of the curtain of ligh-.

actually Impinges on the ca

thode of one of the phototubes.

This design eliminates dead

spots which could be Intercept

ed and yet not actually cut off

light from the cathodes of the photo

tubes. Although the curtain of light Is

13 In. In height and approximately 2

In. In thickness, the amount of light

cut off by an ordinary lead pencil In

serted at 90 deg. to the axis of the beam

of light causes sufficient fall off In light

intensity to drop out the relay and stop

the press within % In. of die movement.

To Insure fool-proof operation of the

qRCUTOS^CCK
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THE

FASTEST
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The BOWGAGE

INDEPENDENT

GRINDING WHEEL

HEAD

A sell-contained unit hy-

draulically operated with

an automatic grinding cycle

—with DIMINISHING FEED.

Can be applied to most any

plain grinder.

Weight 1900 lbs. Takes

wheels 24"x2"xl2" — 20"x

4"xl2".

FITCHBURG

GRINDING MACHINE CORP.

Fitchburg, Mass.

safety device, the control equipment was

designed so that In the event of power

failure, tube fatigue, or a burned-out

light source lamp, a weighted arm dis

engages the clutch and applies the brake

so that the press will stop within % In.

movement of the dies. The "Curtain ol

Light" when Installed on a press of the

type shown In the Illustration not only

Insures safety to the operator but also

Increases production due to the fact that

the press Is completely controlled by the

curtain of light. As the operator steps

back and withdraws his arms from the

curtain of light area, the press automati

cally starts and proceeds through Its

cycle.

"Production" Type 268 14x3-In.

Grinder

The Production Equipment Company,

5219 Chester Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, an

nounces several recent changes in the

"Production" Type 268 5 II. P. 1 K.I In. Grinder

design of their Type 268 Grinder. This

machine, which is built for heavy duty

applications In ratings from 3 to IS hp

has been redesigned to provide a num

ber of new features.

The wheel guards, which are of welded

steel construction conforming to the

Safety Code requirements, have been

made adjustable to wheel wear and can

be rotated as to position of grinding.

Adjustable safety glass eye shields have
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been mounted on the guards.

The tool rests are now located on the

base and are adjustable by slide and

clamp attached to the sides of the base.

This construction provides rigidity with

all strains absorbed directly by the heavy

base. A hinged door of unusual width

Is located on the front of the base to

give ample room for Inspection or repair

of the magnetic starter, which Is located

Inside the base. The push button is

mounted on top of the motor where It

Is convenient for the operator. A heavy

shaft locking device has been added

which securely clamps the spindle while

wheels are being changed.

Any or all of these features can now

be furnished on the Type 268 Grinder,

which is built for wheel sizes ranging

from 12x2 in. to 24x3 Inches.

Lyon Cantilever-Type Hydraulic

Lift Truck with 10- In. Elevation

The lift truck shown In the Illustra

tion, an adaptation of the standard Lyon

Hydraulic Lift Truck made by Lyon Iron

Works, Greene, N. T„ was designed for

a special handling problem where 10-ln.

elevation was necessary instead of the

usual standard 3-ln. elevation. The

Lyon Cantilever-Type Hydraulic Lift Track

with 10-ln. Elevation

10-ln. elevation Is obtained with the

cantilever-type elevating frame.

The hydraulic elevating feature pro

vides exceptionally easy lift, easy con

trol and easy handling. The truck

shown Is rated at 3500 lbs. capacity.

The lowered height Is 9 In. and the

elevated height Is 19 In. The carrying

WICACO

Puts You Way Behind the Decimal Point

Precision Features

Positive Stop for Blind Hole

Underslung Drive

Worer-Cooled Wheel-Head

Instantaneous Reverse

Rigid Work-Head

The New WICACO Precision Tool

Grinder puts you WAY behind the

point when it comes to close tolerances.

The WICACO is the last word in accuracy.

It will pay yon to investigate this machine.

Write for complete facta.

THE WICACO MACHINE CORP.

WAYNE JUNCTION PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Est. 1S6S
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SMALL

DISPLACEMENT

Thin fish cut along with but little dis

placement of water.

Napier Blades, too, cut with but lit

tle displacement. The kerf of the

heaviest is .049"—as against .25", or more, of a circular saw. The

saving is amazing.

In cutting a steel bar 20"x6" into Vi" discs, for example, the Napier

Band Saw gets 9 more discs than does a circular saw. Metal

wasted is money lost Save metal and money with a Napier.

Write for illustrated broadside giving complete data on the ten

money-saving features of the HORIZONTAL NAPIER BAND SAW

MACHINE.

METAL SAW & MACHINE CO.

40 NAPIER STREET SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

TEN OUTSTANDING FEATURES

Accuracy

Speed

Small Displace

ment

Prolonged Cut

ting Power

One Horsepower

Handles both

Large and Small

Work

7. No Time Out

8. Low Installation

Cost

9. Low Deprecia

tion Cost.

10. Skilled Hand

ling Unneces

sary
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platform Is 24 in. Wide by 42 in. long.

The illustration shows the truck ele

vated to the full height of 19; Inches.

Williams "Vulcan Supertong"

A chain pipe tong drop-forged from

alloy and high-tensile steel and heat

treated, which is to be known as the

"Vulcan Supertong," has been placed

and cadmium plated. "Vulcan Super-

tongs" are made in eight sizes for pipe

from % to 18 in. The tongs are finished

in gray enamel and the Jaws have a blue

panel with bright faced edges.

Williams "Vulcan Supertong"

on the market by J. H. Williams & Co..

75 Spring St.. New York. N. Y. The

design and structural features of "Vul

can Supertongs" are identical with those

of Williams "Vulcan" Tongs; however,

the manufacturer states that "Vulcan

Supertongs" have at least 50 per cent

greater strength than regular Vulcan

Tongs of corresponding size, without any

increase In size or weight.

"Vulcan Supertongs" are equipped

with Williams new "Superchains", which

are made from alloy steel, heat treated

Nicholson Style J Control Valve

Recent addition to the company's sev

eral lines of control valves for all pres

sures and mediums Is the model Illus

trated, designated Style J, a low-priced,

non-leaking valve in three and four way

types, for operating single and double-

acting cylinders utilizing air or oil on

pressures to 125 lbs., a product of W. H.

Nicholson &

Co., 229 Ore

gon Street,

Wilkes Barre,

Pa.

The valve Is made
in i/4 In.. % In.. '/2

in. and % in- sizes,

of flat disc, protected

seat design, with

bodies and seats of

semi-steel, discs of

bronze. Port areas

are equivalent to full

area of pipe sizes they accommodate, and

port design permits throttling or fun

Nicholson Style 1

Control Valrc

SIDNEY-

TRITROL LATHES

• Fl URES:

Timken Roller Bearings

Multiple - Disc Driving

Clutch.

Choice of three types

of drives.

Adjustable Automatic

Feed Release.

Sykes Continuous Tooth

Herringbone Gears.

Lathe Bed has hardness

of at least 190 Brinell.

Write for complete

details.

Lathes and Milling Machines"

THE SIDNEY MACHINE TOOL 00.

GHLAND AVENUE 0 N E Y ,

I
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4 Big Reasons for Using

DELTA PRILL PRESSES

1 . They are low in first cost.

2. They ore extremely economical

to maintain and operate.

3. They are highly adaptable, and

engineered for long life.

4. They will continue to save you

money throughout their entire

life.

Because Delta drills are built to pre

cision standards in a modern produc

tion plant, they cost you less than any
comparable drills you can buy.

Because they are equipped with self-

sealed ball bearings throughout, they

require no lubrication at any time—

and practically no other maintenance.

Recause thev are thoroughly engineered

"stand up and take it" alongside drills

costing several times more.

Because of their low cost, low mainte

nance and low power consumption, they

can be used in dozens of places in your

plant where heavy, expensive machines
would be out of the question.

Let us tell you the complete story of
Delta Drill Presses, 11", 14" and 17"

models. Write—NOW—for complete in
formation and name of nearest dealer.

It will pay you dividends.

DELTA MFG. CO.

609 E. VIENNA Ave.
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opening, as required. All

pipes are 90 degrees apart

and lead from valve base

horizontally. Valves can be

dls-assembled for Inspection

without breaking pipe con

nections. Operating levers

require 90 degrees travel for

complete cycle and may be

easily adjusted radially on

valve stem to suit conven

ience of operator.

Wright Hibbard

Industrial Truck

A new electric high lift

platform truck has Just

been recently developed by

the Wright Hibbard Indus

trial Electric Truck Com

pany, Phelps, N. Y. The truck has been

designed with the ultimate feature of

compactness In overall dimensions. The

overall length of the truck with a 42-ln.

long loading platform is 89 In. and the

overall width Is 28 y2 In. with the aver

age size of battery required.

Another desirable feature Is the type

of lift used, which Involves the use of a

pair of steel roller chains, Insuring max-

Wrlght Hibbard Industrial Electric Track

lmum efficiency In power consumption

and long life of the lifting mechanism

This truck, with loading platform or

18 In. to 28 in. wide and from 34

In. to 53 in. in length and from 6' . In

high to 11 In. in low position, has a max
imum lift of 72 In. from the floor. •

Full details are described In Polder

No. 5, which may be had by addressing

the company at the above address.
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You get maximum accuracy from BATH

Taps—from BATH Thread Gages too.

Why not guarantee accurate results by

nsing them together? In this way you

check accurate tapping with an accurate

gage—you can't miss.

BATH Taps and Thread Cages are

ground from the solid after hardening.

Thus, the teeth edges have the same

perfect grain structure as the heart of

the tool. They're tough all the way

IUY BOTH FROM BATH

I0HN BATH & CO.

MASS.
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rrcms

Practically

WITHOUT

BURR

And This

t*[EQlt> Thin

Tool-Steel

Blade Wheel Is the Reason

If you want a new experience that

will show you how quickly, easily

and cleanly pipe can be cut, try a

Cutter.

You'll find the patented

REEEOID Cutter wheel a real im

provement. Coined out of tool

steel sheet, hammered, heat-

treated and cast into a steel-bear

ing hub, it rolls smartly through

any pipe, practically without burr

—many more cuts per wheel.

Try one at your Jobber's

THE RIDGE TOOL CO.

ELYRIA, OHIO

PIPE TOOLS

Brown 8C Sharpe Tel

Micrometer No. 268

A telescoping Inside micrometer r

which the diameter of a deep hok

recess can be measured has been piv

on the market by Brown 3c Sharpe Jt

Co., Providence, R. I. To operate, K

only necessary to Insert the micros'

Into the hole; the telescoping mear-~-

polnt adjusts Itself to the <Jlam;'J

The measuring rod Is then located

Brown & Sharpe

Micrometer No. 268

turning the knob at the end of

handle, after which the tool eta

withdrawn. The micrometer thlmbi

then revolved until it contacts

shoulder of the measuring rod sol

measurement can be read In thousand

directly from the micrometer,

thimble is graduated in thousand::*

an inch and a range of from 2 to 5

Is available. Provision Is made for

justment of wear of the meaid

points.

Challenge Semi-Steel Layout

Surface Plate

A new. Improved Layout Surface

for accurate layout and Inspection J

is now being manufactured by Tbe 0

lenge Machinery Co., Orand Haven, a



TILL GREATER

IANGE!

<lew, small size hones make lt\

tossible to hone quickly and acut

ely any size hole as small as

5" with a highly polished,

metal finish.

cularly adapted for salvage,

mall run production, assembly,

ool room and experimental work.

■ Solve you/I 64fUiiL Uol& liMtUiXf

► It requires less than one minute to

et up and locate a part on the Sunnen

'recision Honing Machine. A round

lole is generated with a single cur

ing stone which is expanded to the

ull length of bore before any cutting

iction takes place. The two solid guide

hoes of mandrel the same length of

.tone prevent any misalignment.

Expansion of stone and cutting pres

sure is controlled with a foot lever

with a micrometer dial stop to adjust

diameter size.

Various grades of stones can be fur

nished for any metal except babbitt

and will hone in any diameter hole

from .365" to 2.400". Accuracy within

.0001" guaranteed for straightness

and roundness.

SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO.

7903 Manchester St.

IF YOU HAVE A HONING PROBLEM tend for a copy of our Honing

Analysis Blank. Use il to give us full information and we will tell you

whether or not this equipment is suitable and just what it will do for you.

S II N N F N LREA'PRECISION

Li r
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Plates may be pur

chased with or withoa

the steel support^

frame. Further informa

tion and prices are aveJ-

able on request to tlx

manufacturer.

Challenge Semi-Steel Layout Surface Plate

Challenge Semi-Steel Layout Surface

Plates are especially designed for use In

Industrial plants that require a true,

rigid, smooth surface for assembly, lay

out, and Inspection of products In pro

cess.

The semi-steel plate Is planer finished,

smooth, square, and heavily ribbed un

derneath to prevent sagging. It comes

in standard sizes of 12x18 In. to 49x99 in.

Special sizes can be made to order. The

all-steel arc-welded frame Is provided

with 32 lock leveling screws.

Jackson Model B4

Electrode Holder

Users of arc welduss

equipment have long

sensed the need for sa

electrode holder that

light work would com

bine light weight wits

maximum conductivity

a holder that would t*

easy to handle and small enough to

successfully manipulated In tight placet

These qualities are claimed for » ttt

type of holder Just Introduced by tia

Jackson Electrode Holder Company, 6553
Woodward Ave., Detroit, Michigan. Tte

new model—B-4—weighs 15 oz., has »

current capacity of 200 amps., handles

rods 1/16-ln. to 3/16-ln. diameter a&i

is made entirely of Mallory 3 Metsl

This alloy insures strength and at tbl

same time has 85 per cent of the con

ductivity of pure copper.

Are available in a complete line of styles v->
sizes among which you are sure to And tfe'j
cutters you need. They are correctly de*l*nei
and machined, scientifically heat treated in

accurately ground.

May we send our catalog?

THE TOMKINS I0HNS0N

620 N. Mechanic Street
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For quantity production the WELLS METAL

CUTTING BAND SAW can t be beat! Precision

manufacturing methods, rigid ball bearing saw

guides, a sturdy vise and perfect blade control

guarantee accuracy. In maintenance and tool

room work these versatile saws are invaluable.

Bars, angles, tubes and sheets of almost any

metal can be cut with unusual speed. A Wells

saw will cut your production costs. Send for

literature for further proof.

Built in two sizes:

No. 5 SIZE 5" diameter round or

5"xl0" flat.

No. 8 SIZE 8" diameter round or

8"x16" flat.

WELLS

MFG. CORP.

THREE RIVERS, MICH.
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The handle Insulation Is thoroughly

ventilated. Upper tong and compression

electrical resistance, according to the

manufacturer. The enamel Is applied

by spraying, and a switch

board panel that has

been marred or defaced

can easily be reflixlshed

without dismantling by

spraying on another coat

of the enamel.

A surfacer, with sim

ilar dielectric properties,

is also supplied for pre

paring the surface to b?

finished with the enamel

Jackson Model It-4 Electrode Holder

spring are amply protected by fiber in

sulation.

M Si W Dielectric Enamel

A black enamel with special dielec

tric properties has been developed by

Maas & Waldstein Company, Newark,

N. J. This dielectric enamel Is said to

be especially suitable for finishing elec

trical apparatus, such as steel switch

boards and Instrument panels, coils, and

radio bases. It dries to a rubber finish,

and Is tough, durable, and has high

Doall Deep-Throat

Type MD Metalmastcr

A new Doall three-ln-one contour

machine with 30-in. throat capacity has

been placed on the market by Continen

tal Machine Specialties, Inc., 1301 S.

Washington Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

This machine is designated as the Metal-

master Deep-Throat Type "MD". Like

Its companion model "M", a feature of

this new designed type of machine Is a

built-in automatic instant butt-welder

for the saws.

The new welding unit Is an ingenious,

compact device having features not

found in the single-purpose saw butt-

IT'S A PRODUCTION MACHINE

Type S Production Polishing Machine

4 machines in one!

A Centerless Feed Polishing Machine

—a Vertical or Horizontal Belt Grinder

—a Surfacer or Polisher—an Internal

Grinder or Polisher.

It's the machine for your cylindrical

polishing and straight line finishing on

flat work.

Write for complete information.

PRODUCTION MACHINE CO
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THESE WRIGHT HOISTS

ORE TtufAf- FOR THIS JOB!

0 These Wright Army Type Trolley Hoists are just right

for the hoisting service required for machine tool

assembly. . . . Designed for use where headroom is

scant. Timken Roller Bearing trolley permits movement along the I-beam with

little effort. Zinc coated finish defies corrosion. Ball bearings in the load wheel

bearing permit exceptionally easy lifting. Safety load chain guard, special

analysis, electrically welded hand chain and drop-forged hook insure absolute

safety. . . . This Wright hoist is right in every one of its twenty-one features.

Send for the new catalog which gives you all the facts.

WRIGHT MANUFACTURING DIVISION

AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE COMPANY, INC.

YORK, PENNSYLVANIA

HOISTS
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^"Outstanding in every detail for

heavy blanking and forming work.

All stresses are taken centrally.

Write for new catalog Illustrating and
describing this and other presses.

Zeh & Hahnemann Co.

184 Vandorpool St. Newark, N. J.

welding machines as used by band saw

manufacturers. Narrow-blade saw weld

ing requires a precision welding instru

ment in order to get the exact amount

of current for each width of saw. This

Is accomplished with a voltage regulator;

thus every weld Is made exactly uniform.

The entire butt-welding operation Is

done automatically by merely pressing

one lever. The weld Is completed In

stantly, and the Joint is stronger than

the rest of the saw.

Another feature of this model Is dial

Doall Deep-Throat Type MD Metelmaster

control of cutting speeds. A speed In

dicator records the exact speed within

the broad range from 40 to 800 feet per

minute. A "Job selector" dial translates

the correct speed to use In sawing or

filing 48 different materials. An appren

tice or new operator can produce exact

ing results with little or no training in

contour machining, because of this sim

ple control system and the automatic

welding device.

This model has a new power work feed

actuated by weights and levers. The

Real Production

with

G-K Single Lever

Control Lathes

• With fewer handle* or levers to op
erate, G-K Single Lever Control Lathes
make it possible to turn out work more

quickly and with greater ease.

This and other outstanding features
about which we ahall send information
make G-K Lathes ideal for the efficient

shop. Write for estalog.

GREAVES-KLUSMAN TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI. OHIO
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VASCOLOY-

RAMET

BLANKS

Vascoloy-Ramet
is available in
three forms, (a)
completely fin
ished tools, (b)
milled and brased
tools , and (c )
blanks. V - It
blanks are fur
nished in 5 stand
ard styles and in
sizes to meet
every require
ment. To make
tools with V-R
blanks is a simple
operation, fully
described in a new
instruction book
let, available free
—upon request.

Turningfront propeller shaft 45 5/16* long, diameter 1.490*. Material: S.A.E. 3140. heat
treated to Brinnell hardness of 302 to 340. Operations: turn 5* on outer diameter and
chamfer 60° on turned end. Comparative performance of V-R Grade E and H.S.S. tools:

Tools lined Deplh of Cut F.i-.l Speed Pieces per Grind

V-R Grade E .109' .015' 123 Ft./M 600 to 800

H.S.S. .109' .010' 35 Ft./M 3 to 10

Again the superiority of Vascoloy- only material capable of turning

Ramet, the tantalum carbide tool steel without"cratering."Itexcelg

material, is translated in terms of in performance on castiron, semi-

time and dollars saved. An amaz- steel and non-ferrous materials,

ing increase in pieces per grind, Its revolutionary performance

faster time from floor to floor, and economies have already es-

lowered production costs! tablished V-R as the preferred

Produced in 17 standard grades tool material in small shops, and

of different tantalum carbide con- in the country's great industrial

tent, strength and hardness, V-R plants as well,

alone covers the entire range of Write for the new V-R catalog-

machinable materials and ma- price list, sent upon request. District Salrt Offim:

chining needs. vanadium-alloys steel co. utl"ol»8h /'*'

Unrivalled in the machining of Vascoloy-Ramet Division New Ynrk.'.'.'.N. Y.

all steels, it stands alone as the North Chicago, III. Springfield . . . Mass.

_ Ronton Mi

VASCOLOY- RAMETmm

...The TANTALUM CARBIDE TOOL MATERIAL... st.^nis m!!'

Buffalo. .V.V.N, y!
Philadelphia. . . .Pa.
Newark N. J.
Knoxville . . . .Tenn.

A GRADE FOR EVERY USE
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weight or pull is adjustable with a hand

wheel located conveniently for the op

erator. Another feature of the power

feed la a mechanical toggle which per

mits mechanically rotating the work to

follow a contour, Instead of guiding the

contour by hand. A foot pedal permits

Instant release of the work feed.

The work table has four-way tilt, and

a new type of detachable disc cutting

unit Is furnished. Work thickness ca

pacity Is 8 In., although this model, as

well as the smaller Metalmaster, Is made

on special order to cut up to 12 In.

thickness capacity.

Another feature Is the use of arc

welded steel construction In the entire

base of this machine in place of cast

ings. This welded housing Is seasoned

before machining. This construction

carries out the clean styled appearance

of the Doall and gives other well known

advantages of welded construction.

"Production" Type 322W Buffer

To meet the requirements of heavy

duty buffing with unusual distance be

tween wheels (In a "motor-ln-head"

type of machine). The Production Equip

ment Company, 5219 Chester Ave., Cleve

land, Ohio, announces the Type 322W

Buffer shown In the Illustration. The

October, 1937

"Production" Type 322W 10 H.P. KM R.P.M.

Four-Bearing Buffer

machine, which Is of a heavy construc

tion, Is designed with four bearings and

furnished with a spindle of very liberal

size. The diameter of the spindle ex

tension adjacent to the outside bearings

is 1 13/16 In. The spindle housing

sleeves are designed to allow ready as

sembly and disassembly.

The machines are built in ratings

from 4 to 15 h.p., and are furnished with

PORTABLE TOOLS

High Frequency Electric

and Pneumatic. ^

GRINDERS-SANDERS

POLISHERS - DRILLS

SCREWDRIVERS-

w NUT RUNNERS.

Engineered for Efficiency

• • •

Powered for Performance

THE BUCKEYE

PORTABLE TOOL CO.

DAYTON • OHIO
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THE BRIDGEPORT

"MASTERS

for

H1QH-SPEED

Milling, Drilling and Boring

On End Mills.

Hours of Labor.

Temper of Mechanics

working with old

sloppy spindles.

Special fixtures. Angle

Plates and Vises.

After seven years of continuous service

The Bridgeport Attachments are still

giving the same matchless performance.

One company alone has forty-five of

these machines in use in their die sink

ing departments.

A number of concerns use from ten to

fifteen machines each for tool and die

as well as production work.

We doubt if we can overstate the value

of the Master Attachment for the small tool shop where a unit of this type will solve

most of the awkward time eating jobs.

LET US tell you where a Bridgeport High Speed Milling Attachment may be seen

■n operation. Your time in viewing this equipment will be well spent.

Write for Illustrated Bulletin.

BRIDGEPORT PATTERN & MODEL WORKS

52 REMER 8T. BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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enclosed motor, flanges, nuts, safety-

type spindle threads, and magnetic

starter. The distance between wheels Is

approximately 4 In., varying slightly ac

cording to the rating of the machine.

When built In two-bearing construc

tion, this general design Is designated

as Type 322. The two-bearing machine

Is furnished with open spindle extension

and has a distance between wheels of

approximately 3 In. Both designs can

be supplied In any desired motor speed,

but ordinarily are built for either 1800

or 3600 r.p.m.

"Production" 5 H.P., 250 R.P.M.

Shaper Drive

The Shaper Drive built by The Pro

duction Equipment Company, 5213 Ches

ter Ave., Cleveland. Ohio, has been built

to conform to requirements for heavy

duty, and compact lntallation. The gen

eral construction Is similar to that used

on their Type 844 drive, which Is ap

plied on lathes, screw machines, millers,

and other machines which allow the

supporting column to be attached to

V" "Ide or the rear of the machine tool.

The drive Itself consists of a geared

Production S H.P. 250 R.P.M. Type 844 Shaper

Drive Attached to 26-In. Keller Shaper

motor with extended shaft and outboard

bearing, all mounted on a rigid base. All

bearings are of antl -friction type, and

the gears operate In oil. The counter

shaft cone pulley Is mounted on the ex

tended shaft and the drive attached to
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A free subscription to

PRODUCTS FINISHING

to Executives in charge of metal cleaning, plat

ing, polishing and finishing operations.

. . . we will send monthly copies of PRODUCTS

FINISHING free of charge.

Fill in the information requested below . . . tear

out this sheet and mail to us today. There is no

obligation involved.

GARDNER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

Publishers of

MODERN MACHINE SHOP

PRODUCTS FINISHING

PRODUCTS FINISHING

431 MAIN STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Please send PRODUCTS FINISHING to me each month, without cost

or obligation.

Name Title

Company

Address

City State No. of Employees

Check operations being performed—

Cleaning. Plating Polishing Painting Finishing

Also send copy to Title

BE SURE TO FILL IN ALL THE ABOVE INFORMATION
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the lower rear of the ahaper frame by

means of special castings.

The mounting uses rigid arms at each

end of the drive base and has separate

arms which hold the cam release shaft,

and which also provide adjustment for

belt stretch. Two release cams are used,

one at each end of the base so as to

maintain accurate alignment of the

drive under all operating conditions.

These cams are provided to allow for

either proper belt tension during opera

tion, or for releasing the belt to permit

shifting on the cone steps. The cams

give a throw of practically 360 deg. and

the cam lever Is arranged on a semi-

ratchet principle to allow partial throws

when desired.
These pivoted drives permit the use

of close pulley centers with positive

power transmission to the full capacity

of the machine.

Heavy duty drum starters are furnish

ed as standard equipment. These are ar

ranged with spring return for reversins

the motor during set-ups, and with a

fixed position for operating the motor

in the normal direction. The motor can

be plugged In either direction for quick

stopping, and materially reduces the

time required for either set-ups or ad

justments.

Improvements in Stearns Type Q

Magnetic Separator

The Stearns Magnetic Mfg. Co., Mil

waukee, Wisconsin, has made some rad

Improvements in Stearns Type Q Magnetic

Separator

leal changes In the design of Its popular

Type "Q" magnetic separator. This unit

has been perfected primarily for the sep

aration of free iron from finely ground

They take hold

The Nut that can't sliake loose

Pat'd.
and

Pat'l.
Pending

Fig.
1S10

- and wont let go -

9til you "telF9 them with

a wrench .

Once the "Unahako" has been fully tightened, the
lurking ring positively prevents its hacking off.

It supplies a live, counteracting force within the
not that defeats vibration's efforts to shake It

loose as effectively as could a riant hand's constant grip.

Yet ... an ordinary wrench, applied without
effort, will back-off the "Unshako** as smoothly
you please.

Every "Unshako" Self-Locking Nut is a self-contained

unit ... no extra washers, pins or
bother with.

Send for literature.

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

Cutout
section
•howing DmtOIT
Locking Ring INDIAMAFOL1S

In

BOX B56
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ACCURATE • UNIFORM •

Cfrsmd STOCK GEARS and

ggf&S& SPEED REDUCERS

In All Popular Types and Sizes

STURDY

8lock-Carrying Distributors
from Coast to Coast.

WRITE FOR 176-PAGE

CATALOG MS-58

CHARLES BOND COMPANY, 617-623 Arch St., Philadelphia? Pa.

Maximum lift—72". Loading platforms

WRIGHT-HIBBARD

Electric High-Lift Platform Truck

SMALL

COMPACT

STRONG

Here's a new high-lift truck, small

enough to get through narrow

aisles, etc., and strong enough to

handle the same loads as the so-

called large capacity trucks.

18" to 28" wide and 34" to 53"

Write for catalog No. 5 for further details on the high-lift truck. Information

on other trucks on request. Write today.

WRIGHT-HIBBARD

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC TRUCK CO.

PHELPS • NEW YORK
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material by an Inductively magnetized

vibrating screen. It provides an efficient

separation of unusually large capacity

for material where there is very small

percent of free iron and large amount

of non-magnetic material without an

appreciable loss of the non-magnetic

material.

The new unit is entirely enclosed and

self-contained. The feeder has been low

ered for greater convenience where hand

labor Is used. Roller bearings of rugged

construction are now used throughout.

Adjustment of the vibrating screen belt

has been arranged to allow alignment by

NEW!

THE

IMPROVED

STA-KOOL

DIAMOND

HOLDER

Patented fin con

struction permits

greater radiation —

increases efficiency

in the dissipation of

heat.

Write for trial offer.

I.K.SMIT&SONSINC.

Tool protected
by U. 8. Patent
No. 2047147

1 57 CHAMBERS ST. NEW YORK

a single operation and Insures absolute

alignment of the belt on the pulleys at

all times. The vibrator mechanism has

been redesigned to provide for changing

the degree of intensity in vibration.

This new Type "Q" is furnished for

either pulley, or motor drive and de

signed for DC current. Where necessary-

generator sets can be provided. The ca

pacity of the particular machine Illus

trated is approximately 4000 lbs. per

hour of material 200 mesh, weighing 10O

lbs. per cubic foot.

Fellows Enveloping Gear Generator

A machine for finishing gear teeth by

a method known as the enveloping gen

erating process, shown in Fig. 1, has re

cently been announced by the Fellows

Gear Shaper Company, Springfield, Ver

mont. The principle employed in re

moving metal by this process differs from

conventional gear cutting methods: (1)

the tool and work are rotated together

without control by any indexing mech

anism; (2) cutting Is accomplished by

setting axes of tool and work askew to

each other and by bringing the tool In

to Intimate contact with the work un

der pressure; (3) the tool Is rotated at

high speed and traversed at slow speed,

first in one direction to finish one side

of the teeth, then reversed, and rotated

and traversed in the opposite direction

to finish the other side of the teeth.

When tool reciprocation is not restricted

the tool Is traversed for a distance slight

ly greater than the gear face width, and

one complete cycle finishes the gear.

In cases where full face width recipro

cation is restricted by a shoulder, the

work is fed steadily upward Into the

tool, the latter being reciprocated about

1 /32 Inch, to enhance the cutting action

and improve the finish. This upward

feeding action continues for a prede

termined time, the tool making one or

LOWER YOUR

LAPPING COSTS

With Copper Head Expansion Laps.
Profitably used In hundreds of lead
ing ihopt. Available In sizes from
'/." to 2'i", graduated by tliteenths
of an Inch.

Many other designs for special
application!.

Write for Bulletin

BOYAR-SCHULTZ

CORPORATION
2120 Walnut 8treet, Chicago, III.
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MORRIS

"MOR-SPEED"

RADIAL DRILLS

FEATURE:
Rigidity — Convenience — Power —
Simplicity — Low Cost.
Don't fall to Investigate the "MOR-
8PEED" line of Radials. Full facte
on request.

THE MORRIS MACHINE TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI OHIO

more cycles, depending on amount ol

material to be removed.

Tools used on the No. 8 Enveloping

Gear Generator are made In a variety

of types depending upon the character

and shape of the work and other con

ditions. The two-piece type of tool,

shown at the top in Fig. 2 for finishing

spur and helical gears, can be used

where there is no Interfering projection

on the work.

Two other types of tools are shown

Fig. 1.—No. 8 Enveloping Gear Generator for
finishing spur and helical external and internal

gears.

In Fig. 3. The one at left Is known as

the one-piece "slotted" type. This tool

Is made with deep angular slots cut to

the full depth of the teeth and on a

helix, thus producing a multiple num

ber of cutting edges. It Is very free cut

ting and is especially adapted to the

cutting of shoulder gears. Because of

Its design, It is ideal for semi -finishing

where the character of the work requires

two finishing cuts. When used for final

finishing, the tool Is ground to envelop

the work.

The tool at the right, Fig. 3 is of

GRANT RIVETERS

In the riveting field. Head
rivets from smallest to %" diameter,

either by noiseless spinning or vibrating
hammer method—Sizes to meet all needs—
Types Include Vertical and Horizontal
Multiple Spindles.
Write for literature—and don't forget to

send samples.

THE GRANT MFG. & MACHINE CO.

96 Silliman Araput Bridgeport. Conn.
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Improved

AMERICAN"

Amplifying

Gauge

Now available with 3%" Dial
Indicator and Tungsten Carbide
Tipped Contact Point.

Manufacturers of all types of
Checking Devices.

Write for latest bulletins.

THE AMERICAN GAUGE CO.

1234 PHILLIPS AVE. DAYTON. OHIO

- GEARS -

CUT TOOTH

Any Kind

Any Quantity

Any Material

Quick Deliveries

Also Manufacturers of

ROLLERCHAIN Sprockets

Send for illustrated Catalog

Industrial Gear Mfg. Co.

2311 VV. FOLLERTON AVE., CHICAGO. ILL.

Here's How to "Wear-Proof

Tour Micrometer

Send us your micrometer; we substitute
Carboloy tips for the regular steel wearing
surfaces on the anvil and spindle, thereby
giving them at least SO times longer life and
increasing their degree of accuracy during
this entire period of greater use.
Your micrometer is returned to you,

readjusted for accuracy and ready for use.
Write for descriptive leaflet.

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC.

2975 E. J,fF*non Ave., Detroit, Michigan

CARBOLOY

TIPPED ANVILS

AND SPINDLES

THREE OF A KIND . . .

THE KIND THAT CUTS BROACH COSTS 25% TO 35'

We make many sizes, many types of Durakeen Broaches, but
only one kind ; the kind that has the hardness, the toughness, the
keenness and abrasion resistance that mean MORE pieces per
grind — MORE grinds per broach — and a NEW perfection in

broached parts.
A bulletin describing "Durakeen" Broaches will be sent upon

request. THB

CONNECTICUT

BROACH AND MACHINE CO.

NEW LONDON CONNECTICUT
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the "serrated" tooth type. A series of

.shallow grooves are cut on both sides

of the teeth, thus presenting a multi

plicity of cutting edges to the work.

This tool Is particularly suited to final

finishing. All three types of tools shown

In Figs. 2 and 3 are made to envelop

the work when conditions warrant.

The machine Is automatically lubri

cated and Is provided with sight-feed

oilers. A reservoir In the slide lubri

cates the slide and gibs, and a reservoir

In the knee performs a similar function

for the knee and connecting members.

This machine Is arranged for complete

Fig. 2.—(AboTc)—Two-piece type of Enreap
ing Generating Toole need for finishing spar
and helical gears. Fig. 3.—(Below)—One-pirrt

Enveloping Generating Tools of the "slotted"

and "serrated" tooth types.

electrical control. The main motor

which Is located In the base is 1 hp.

"Oliver Cut-OffSaw

cuts mouldings, tubes, strips

of metal and compositions . . .

and accurate to .003 inch.

An efficient production

machine. Makes straight

or angle cuta with saw

of cut-off wheel Self-

contained, compact.

Operates lightly with no

rebound. Safeguarded.

Cuts hundreds of pieces

without variation of .005

Inch. Ball bearings for

long service and smooth
Compact operation.

Ball Bearings

Straight or Anglo Cuts

Extremely Accurate Write for bulletin

OLIVER MACHINERY COMPANY

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

MOTORIZE . . Speed up!

A Remco user writes . . "another important feature of

Remco Drives is that greater production can be had dae

to the convenient arrangements for keeping the belt tight

and the machines at their production peak" . . Install

Remco Drives in your plant if you want more output,

lower power-costs, increased safety, reduced noise, rent-

saving from a more compact shop layout. Write!

Manley Products Corp., Slate ft Hay Sta., York. Pa-

REMCO MOTOR DRIVES
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Precision Drills

FOR PRECISION PRODUCTION

In PROVIDENCE PRECISION DRILLS you will find that ideal

combination of qualities which makes for extreme accuracy

Ihrouffhout a Umg life of service—speed, power, rigidity, free

dom from vibration, sensitiveness, rugged strength, wear-re

sistance—AT MINIM I'M COST PER HOLE.

BALL BEARING THROUGHOUT

At every rotating point in the PROVIDENCE DRILL, high-

grade ball bearings are employed—to save power, simplify

lubrication, increase sensitiveness, eliminate looseness. There

is a PROVIDENCE PRECISION DRILL to meet your

requirements. Write for the Bulletin.

Providence Engineering Works, Inc.

523 SO. MAIN ST. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

STRONG-ARM JOE SAYS:

W€ CALICO 'CM

LOTS Of NAMCS

We used to call 'em safety screws, then

hollow safety, then hollow hex — and

now hollow set screws. But, through

all these years and changes, there's one

name that's stuck .... "MAC-ITS."

MAC-IT screws always have been alloy

steel, the same in all sizes and types—

then properly heat-treated. Yes, we've

called 'em lots of names, but no bad

ones. MAC-ITS are old friends of ours.

The Only COMPLETE Line of

Heat-treated, Alloy Screws

THE STRONG CARLISLE & HAMMOND CO., 1 392 W. Third St., Cleveland, Ohio
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AC. constant-speed, 1800 r.p.m., totally

enclosed, ball bearing; 220, 440 or 550

volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles. The motor that

drives the tool spindle Is 2 h.p., AC,

constant-speed, 1200 r.p.m.. totally en

closed, ball bearing, fan cooled; 220,

440 or 550 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycles.

The electrical control equipment com

prises: main motor starter, tool-spindle

motor reversing starter, six interlocking

contactors, selector switch, two door In

terlocks, two electrical Interlocks, push

button station, "stop", "start", "Jog-

run", and terminal board. Control equip

ment is an integral part of the machine

WHITNEY-JENSEN BRAKE

No. 4 Angle

Iron Shear

Whitney Metal Tool Co.

91 FORBES ST. ROCKFOKD. ILL.

and Is enclosed by a hinged door. -

mum capacity is 6 in. pitch diameter.

2^2 In. face width, 4 diametral pitch.

Cullman Punch Press Drive

Cullman Wheel Co., 1336 Altgeld St..

Chicago. 111., has brought out a motor

drive attachment especially designed for

Application of Cullman Pnnch Press Drive

use with punch presses. A standard type

punch press to which a Cullman Puncn

Press Drive has been attached Is illus

trated herewith. The drive consists of

the motor, a speed reducer, drive pul

ley, and the mounting brackets by which

II
EDGEMONT" «Hff FRICTION CLUTCHES

EXPANDING "TYPE B"

Adapted to a wide range of drives such as
countershaft, line-shaft, and machine ap-

'»rateplications with moderate speeds. A simple,
efficient, and Inexpensive clutch.

Complete line of pulleys, extended sleeves,
and cut-off couplings listed in Catalogue
"H". Send for It.

The Edgemont Machine Co.

2100 HOME AVE., DAYTON, OHIO
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METCALF

Emery Wheel Dresser

Dresses any wheel up to 14" di

ameter. Makes the surface true

and even. Does not grab or tear

the wheel. Cuts out bond or fil

ing and leaves cutting paticles

standing out sharp and clear.

Brings up corner on thin wheels.

Prevents chipping of the wheel.

Send for Bulletin.

COVEL-HANCHETT CO.

BIC RAPIDS • MICHIGAN

U.S.A.

MARK IRON, STEEL, ETC.

with the

BUY

THE ORIGINAL ELECTRIC-ETCHER

2000

in

use

NEW

BABY

GRAND

MODEL

ELKONITE TIPPED PENCIL

Circulars on request.

WM. BREWSTER CO., INC.

40 CHURCH 8T. NEW YORK, N. V.

NOW PUTNAM TOOLS

Are BOXED For Your

Protection and Convenience

All Putnam Tools - with the exception of the largest sizes—

are now wrapped in heavy waxed paper and then enclosed

in sturdy, specially designed cartons. Neither moisture

nor rough handling can impair their accuracy. They are

delivered to you in perfect condition. . . They can be

stocked compactly on your shelves, with the size and style

designations on the end of the carton permitting imme

diate identification. . . In manufacture in packaging -

in performance, Putnam Tools have "what it takes" to

meet your most exacting requirements.

WRITE TODAY for our catalog listing complete

information and prices on, Putnam end mills,

counterbores and reamers.

PUTNAM TOOL CO.
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"CAN T SPLIT" HANDLES

CAVE MOKI FY by outlasting several
JMVC MVnCI ordinary handles. They

can't split — can't work loose and are safe
to urc. Write for free sample.

W. G. ASTLE (Hy-Tools)

1 3 PEN FIELD ST. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Desmond

CRACKERJACK

Emery Wheel Dresser

The only abrasive wheel type dresser

with

1. Ball Bearing construction.
2. Full size 4" dla. wheel.
3. Handles shaped to protect the user.

It will:

Keep your grinding wheels accurate and
fast cutting.

True a square, bevel or "v" edge without
chipping or breaking the wheel.

Write for descriptive literature.

DESMOND-STEPHAN MFG. CO,

URBANA OHIO

It Is attached to the column of the

press.
The punch press drive, as other Cull

man drives, Is an Individual electric

motor unit designed to eliminate coun

tershafts and belting, making the ma

chine entirely self-contained. The in

stallation requires practically no alter

ation of the machine, four bolt holes

being required to complete the usual

installation. The sprocket shafts are

supported by removable cast Iron bear

ings revolving on cast Iron In a bath

of oil and are enclosed In an oil and

dust-proof housing.
The flywheel speeds are determined

by the sprocket ratio in the speed re

ducer and size of the driver pulley. The

punch press drive is made in four sizes:

Vi hp, 1 hp.. 2 and 3 hp . and 5 hp.

In addition to the advantages which

are inherent in the individual drive,

an advantage of this unit consists in

the saving which can be made In the

cost of 1800 r.p.m. motors over 600 or

000 r.p.m. motors. Also, by using the

large driver pulleys, the belts will have

more driving surface, which

greater efficiency.

Challenge Abrasive Cut-Off

Machine

The Challenge Machinery Co.. Orarjd

Haven, Mich., has recently marketed a

new Abrasive Cut-Off Machine that will

cut any metal hard or soft, tubular or

solid. It Is said to cut hardened tool

steel easily and quickly.

This Challenge Abrasive Cut-Off Ma

chine Is a self-contained utility unit

In the moderate-price class. It has a

capacity up to one Inch thickness. The

table is adjustable and measures 15x14

Inches. Gauges are conveniently located

and easily adjusted. The base Is cast

iron. The machine comes equipped with

a 6x1 /32x'/a -inch elastic cut-off wheel

HINGES

VARIOUS WIDTHS

and GAUGES _

BUTTS AND

CONTINUOUS LENGTHS

WRITE FOR PRICES

S & S MACHINE WORKS

4541 W. LAKE STREET HARDWARE DIVISION C H IC AGO, I L U NOI S

for

GUARDS

CABINETS

CASES

BOXES
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For ALL

Wheel Dressing

Operations

The new EVER-

SHARP DIA-

MOND TOOL

is made with a

long, natural

shaped diamond —

requires no reset

ting—is adapted to

ALL types of wheel

dressing operations

—economical — ac

curate.

WHEEL TRUEING TOOL CO., INC.

13931 OAKLAND AVE. DETROIT, MICH.

Standardized

JIG BUSHINGS

Acme Standard

over 6700 Items

A.S.A. Standard

r 4200 I

Drill Jig Bushings
are made by the most ex
acting, scientific methods
—insuring long wear, ac
curate fit, and absolute
satisfaction. A standard
ized product, carried in
stock for prompt delivery

10.900 standard

completely fin-
ready forished ai

Special
order.

Send for bulletin,
containing complete
details, sizes avail

able and low prices.

ACME

INDUSTRIAL

COMPANY

212 N. Laflin St.,

Chicago. III.

$9750

Model AA—complete with 7" llllcan car-

bide roughing and finishing wheels, and

combination protractor and light.

PROSSER

CEMENTED CARBIDE

TOOL GRINDER

10 DAYS

FREE TRIAL

Here's a grinder that will greatly increase the

service of your cutting tools—at a moderate

price. It handles all operations of rough grind

ing and finishing carbide, high speed, cobalt

high speed steel and Stellite. Write for details.

THOMAS PROSSER & SON

15 GOLD ST. NEW YORK CITY
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and has a precision ball bearing spindle.

The outfit may be plugged Into any light

socket. Furnished either with or with

out steel stand.

Either a 110 or 220-volt, single phase

Challenge Abrasive Cut-OS Machine

A.C. motor Is Included in the price of

the machine.

Hunt Bronze Forged Pilot-Operated

Hydraulic Valve

C. B. Hunt and Son's Company, Salem,

Ohio, has brought out a new bronze-

forged pilot-operated hydraulic valve,

the design of which embodies the same

no metal-to-metal wear principle and

minimum of moving parts as character

izes this company's already well known
line of ••Quick-As-Wink" Air Control

Valves.
The illustration shows bronze forged

housing valve pilot operated, for 4-way

operation. Also built for 2-way and 3-

way. Made in Vi hi-. % in., and 1 In.

sizes, in two styles, for 1000 pounds

working pressure and for 2000 pounds

working pressure. The bronze forglngs

used as housings are among the largest

bronze forglngs ever made. The em

ployment of the dropped forged bronze

housing with its high physical strength

affords an additional factor for long life

with water or corrosive fluids.

In the "Quick-As-Wink" valving prin

ciple, the valving operation is accomp

lished in the 2-way valves by only one

moving part: In the 3-way and 4-way

valves by coincident motion of the two

valve bodies or plungers. The valve

Why Use A Shaper

to cut Keyways when a

DAVIS

KEYSEATER

will do the

job so much

quicker

and

better?

•

Send

for

circular

DAVIS KEYSEATER CO.

Exchange & Glasgow Sis.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

VERTICAL BORING MILLS

PLANERS, Double Hous

ing, Openslde

CRANK PLANERS

PLANER TYPE MILLERS

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

THE CINCINNATI PLANER CO.

CINCINNATI • OHIO
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•HH- 4Ht m-

-nit tm- m-

This is one

way to count

production of pieces. A much

more reliable and time-saving

way is to make your machines

count as they produce by putting

Durant Productimeters on them.

We have counters for any type of

metal working machine and any

field of industry.

DURANT MFG. CO.

1932 N. Buff urn St.

Milwaukee, Wis.

173 Eddy St .
Providence, H. 1.

Sales Of/ices in
all Principal Cities

TF.L1. I S WHAT YOU WANT TO COUNT

fA

EASILY CLEANED. The case stem of
the Ames Shockless Gauge can be
easily unscrewed, the lower half of the
spindle withdrawn for cleaning and the
assembly replaced without otherwise
disturbing the gauge. For details of
other exclusive features, send for the
Ames Gauge catalogue.

Ames cAuc.es

B. C. AMES CO.. Waltham, Mass.

END MILLS

for All Purposes

The standard line of Progressive Shear Cut End Mills contains

a tool for practically every job. They are guaranteed to give

accurate and economical service, for careful attention is con

stantly given to insure their accurate workmanship and the

quality of all materials.

Send us your blue prints on special end mills. Years of experi

ence in their design and manufacture is at your disposal with

out obligation. We can give you good prices and quick de

liveries.

Send for Catalog No. 3

PROGRESSIVE TOOL * CUTTER CO.

FERND A L E MIC H I G A N
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ternal moving parts, the

stainless steel valve

bodies or plungers. In

several years of hard,

continuous service have

shown Imperceptible wear

due to valve action. In

millions of operations.

Hunt Bronze Forced Pilot-Operated Hydraulic Valve

bodies or plungers are made of stainless

steel. These are "free-floating" In spe

cial packings, avoiding metal-to-metal

contact. Balanced port action In con-

Junction with the valving ring and the

no metal-to-metal contact, Is claimed to

provide a combination for extremely

long life and satisfactory performance

in hard service. Short travel Is an aid

to easy operation.

Accessibility Is such the complete In

spection, replacements of parts and re

assembly can be made In a few minutes

without disturbing the hydraulic piping.

Connections are provided so that the

piping may be permanently connected

above or below housing. The only In-

Automatically Sharpens Hack,

Band & Circular Saws

with teeth at line as 32 to the inch,

at a speed of 30 to 75 per minute.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

THE WARDWELL MFG. CO.

3166 FULTON RD. CLEVELAND. O.

Sheldon

10- In. Lathes with

Under Motor Drive

Sheldon 10-ln. Lathes, product of

Sheldon Machine Co., 3255 Cottage

Grove Ave., Chicago, 111., can now be

furnished with an Under Motor Drive

Attachment either in a cabinet leg. as

Illustrated, or the unit can be attached

directly to the under side of a bench

where a bench type lathe Is wanted.

The unit provides four speeds by means

of two positive clutches on the drive

shaft. These clutches are operated by

the two levers shown In front of cabinet

leg.

There are eight spindle speeds, four

direct and four thru backgears, and In

making these speed changes It is only

necessary to turn the clutch levers.

Combination Demag*netizer and Electric
Etching Pencil. Marka symbols in
hardest steel. Demagnetizes instantly.
One of oar models popular in tool

rooms for 15 years.

Luma Electric Equipment Co.

DEPT. MS TOLEDO. OHIO
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NEAT

STAMPING

in

NAME PLATES

This machine quickly stamps details

and serial numbers into name plates.

Write For Particulars

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 Belle Plaine Ave., Chicago, III.

LAUBER

File 4

Handles M

• Heavy ferrule die cast

directly on hard wood.

• Can't torn or become loose.

• Holds file firmly.
Change to Lauber and note

I the difference. Write for de- 1

scriptive price MbU
Manufacturers agents —

vrrite for territory.

< The LAUBER CO.

3240 W. National Hit.

Milwaukee, Wis.

SENSATIONAL

NEW

DEVELOPMENT

EVANS REAMERS

SURPASS ALL.

HIGH SPEED STEEL.

No Honing.

Chrome Like Finish.

50 to 80 thousandths expan

sion.

Full Bearing Surface.

Perfect Alignment.

Will not chatter.

With Left and Right Spirals.

It can not fall in slots or oil

grooves. Extension Pilots for

Line-up Work.

3-SPEED REAMER

DRIVE

EVANS

REAMING

SHOP

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

EVANS

FLEXIBLE REAMER CORP.

3656 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III.
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There are no belts to shift, no doors or

guards to open or remove. The cabinet

leg Is provided with a large door to en

able the operator to oil the unit and

adjust the V belt tension when nec.s-

sary.

Sheldon 10 In. Lathes swing 10J4 In.

over the ways and are furnished In two

bed lengths, giving 20 In. and 26 In.

maximum center distance. The spindle

runs In bronze bearings, has a 1 1/16 In.

hole, and round collets up to % In ca

pacity can be used. All 10-ln. lathes

are furnished with semi-quick change

gear boxes containing the necessary gears

October, 193'

"Waltham" Pinion

Cutting Machines

Are made with a variety of equip

ments. They will make the two or

three successive cuts needed for watch

pinions or may be used for fine pitch

gears up to 1 Vi" diameter. There is

also a 4" size. If you will describe

your work we will send details.

WALTHAM MACHINE WORKS

WALTHAM, MASS.

Sheldon 10-ln. Lathes with Under Motor Drfre

for cutting threads from 4 to 80 per

Inch. Either Plain or Worm Peed and

Power Cross Peed Aprons can be fur

nished.

Reed-Prentice No. 5 Vertical Miller

and Die Sinker

The No. 5 Vertical Miller and Die

Sinker shown In the Illustration has

been placed on the market by Reed-

Prentlce Corporation, Worcester, Mass

This machine Is equipped with a helical

gear drive to the spindle and the entire

top gear box of the machine is equipped

with helical gears mounted on Timken

bearings, replacing the previous belt

drive construction.

The working surface of the table is

68x16 in., the distance between the three

T-sIots being 5 in. The throat depth is

20 In. and the distance from the center

CIRCLE "R"

HIGH SPEED SCREW SLOTTING SAWS

Circle "R" high speed screw slotting saws are made

from the finest steels and are hardened and tempered

correctly to give maximum service under the most

severe usage. SPECIFY CIRCLE "R" SAWS.

CIRCULAR TOOL COMPANY Inc.

767 Aliens Ave. Providence, R. I.
[SEND FOR CATALOG Brchs. : Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago, Indianapolis, Phila.
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"baimbacif

GROBET

FILES AND SAWS

for all types of filing

machines.

Ask for our new cata

log "K" illustrating

more than 500 dif

ferent files for

such well-known

machines as

Oliver, Thiel,

Cochrane - Bly,

inois, etc.

Ask also for
catalog K \s
i 1 1 ustratiuff
more than
4,000 dif
ferent Swiss
precision
files for
hand work.

manufacturer.

Grobet File Corp. of Am.

3 Park Place, New York City

DROP FORGED STEEL

Standardized Die Sets, embodying
many exclusive features, and a listing

of more than 185.000 stock sizes,
afford a service that is unsurpassed.

Send for Our New 288 Page Catalog

E. A. Baumbach Mfg. Co.

1806 S. Kilbourne Ave., Chicago, III.

What is the

"FACE VALUE"

of a Dial Indicator?

The "face value" of a Dial Indicator is its ability to

give accurate readings at all times—even after con

tinual rough treatment.

The Standard Dial Indicator has a high "face value".

Its new Shockproof construction protects delicate

mechanism from shocks that would destroy the preci

sion of the average Dial Indicator.

Write for new catalog.

For Better Gaging—Come to "Standard"

STANDARD GAGE CO., INC.

POUGHKEEPSIE • NEW YORK
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line of the spindle to the face of the

column Is 11 V4 In. Longitudinal power

feed, 48 In.; cross power feed, 16 In.

Rapid power traverse In either direction,

100 Inches.

The vertical adjustment of the head

on the column Is 15 In. and the vertical

feed of the spindle is 9 In. Maximum

distance from end of spindle to table,

30 In. Eighteen spindle speeds are pro

vided, the standard range being from 17

to 600 r.p.m. The high speed range Is

from 34 to 1200 r.p.m. Eight feeds are

provided, the feed range for 18 speeds

being from 0.002 to 0.297 Inch.

MULTIPLE

UNITS

from single

8. Multiple Drill Head Units quickly
convert any tingle spindle drill Into a multiple
unit. Thus, you are assured more holei per
minute and larger profits.

Send blue prints for estimates.

The United States Orill Head Co.

1954 Riverside Drive

CINCINNATI, OHIO

The hole through the spindle Is 1 1/16

In. diameter and the taper bote U

N.M.T.B.A. standard of 3>4-ln. taper per

Reed-Prentice No. 5 Vertical Miller and Die

foot with a No. 10 B & S adapter. Th?

spindle sleeve is 6-in. diameter and 20-

ln. long. The height of the machine

above floor Is 33 in. and floor space re

quired Is 115x30 in. Shipping weight.

11,500 pounds.

Atlas 7-In. Bench Shaper

The line of back-geared lathes, sensi

tive drill presses, and mechanical and

hydraulic arbor presses built by Atlas

Here9* a Real Spring Winder!

No. 1 Capacity 0 thru 3/32" wire, SI. 25

No. 2 Capacity 0 thru 3/16" wire, 2.50
No. 3 Cacapity 0 thru 5/16" wire, 5.00

Will Earn Its Cost in one Day

The HJORTH Perfection Spring Winder

offers the ideal means of winding exten

sion, compression, torsion, taper, doable

taper, or left hand springs. Try one in

your shop. You'll like it and the price

is reasonable.

HJORTH LATHE & TOOL CO.
12 BEACON
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STAMPINGS

r#Qn m

Experience is the essence

of manufacturing. We have over

20 years experience and a modern

plant to do all types of specialty

stamping and die making.

Send sample or blueprints jor

estimate to Dept. I.

WUEST BROS.

930-938 W. Hill Street, Loulnllle, Kj.

all times. This Norgren Air Line

Lubricator automatically lubricates

the air that drives the tool. Write

for catalog.

C. A. NORGREN CO., Inc.

216 Santa Fe Drive Denver, Colo.

Best ResultS'Lowest Cost

Whether you want high production,

fine finish, close tolerance, or all three

combined — there's a Butterfield

Reamer that will give you the best re

sults at the lowest cost.

The new Butterfield catalog tells the

whole story. Write for it.

UNION TWIST DRILL CO.

BUTTERFIELD DIVISION

Derby Line, Vermont Rock Island, Quebec
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Atlas 7 In. Bench Shaper

Press Company, Dept. 4, Kalamazoo,

Mich., has been augmented by the ad

dition of a 7-ln. bench shaper. The

shaper. Illustrated herewith, Is specially

Intended for Improved efficiency, econ

omy and versatility on small work.

The design of the

shaper incorporate

accepted principle?

of modern shape:

construction. The

ram driving mech

anism Is of the bull-

gear type; the stroke

(quick return) Is

from Vz to 7% In

Four speeds of from

45 to 200 strokes per

minute are available

through a V-belt

drive from the mo

tor to the bull-gea:

splndle. Five feeds

in either direction

of between 0.005 and

0.025 in. per stroke

are available with

an automatic cross

feed. Cutting speeds

are from 3V4 to 116

ft. per minute. The

maximum table

travel Is &% In. horizontal and 4V4 in.

vertical. The maximum distance from

the table to the ram is 5;s In. and the

minimum distance Is % inch.

The shaper Is designed to be operated

from a % h.p., 1740 r.p.m. motor. A

Improved
Anderson

Balancing

Ways

No Leveling

Required

A ■ 1 m p 1 e
and excellent
device for
balancing.

| straightening
and trueing.

They are made in
the following sizes :

Greatest
Distance
Between
Standards

Swing
Capacity
in lbs.

20 in.
40 in.
60 in.
72 in.
96 in.

20 in.
30 in.
30 in.
66 in.
88 in.

1.000
2,000
2.000
5.000

10,000

Write for Full Information

M,f Anderson Bros.Mfg.Go.

1926 Kishwaukee St., Rockford. 111.

NEW "D&W"

MAGNETIC CHUCKS

Styles 7x17 and 6x13

Developed to meet demand for

chucks lower than our standard

style.

Send for folder covering

Chucks and Demagnetizers.

J. & H. ELECTRIC CO.

202 Richmond St., Providence, R. I.
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"More For Your Money" Is the title of

i six-page folder featuring Hobart Selec

tive Motor Horsepower Control with

vhicti current costs are reduced, power

actor is Improved and amount of start-

ng current required Is rsduced on the

ire welders built by Hobart Bros. Co..

rroy. Ohio. The folder includes a check-

ng chart with which the user of arc

velding equipment can check up on arc

ength, penetration, fusion, tenacity, and

he rest of the twenty points upon which

;he Hobart Arc Welder is said to excel,

reatures of the Hobart 40-Volt Simplified

\rc Welder are explained In detail and

;he text Is profusely illustrated. Copy

:ree upon request.

Explosion Tested D.C. Motors. West-

inghouse Electric & Mfg. Company, East

Pittsburgh, Pa., Is now issuing Leaflet

Mo. 20652 describing and illustrating the

West inghouse Explosion - Tested Fan-

Dooled Totally-Enclosed Type SK Direct

Current Motors. The Type SK Motor is

designed for use in locations where ex

plosive gases or dust may exist. The

motor is designed to give the maximum

Df service and operate with a minimum

3t maintenance. It Is built in sizes

from 5 to 75 H.P. and to operate on

WIREGRIP

BELT HOOKS

Now you can get your Mt
hooks on processed card (Pat.

Applied For) . Not only protect*
fingers from sharp hooks but holds

them to the last hook in correct posi
tion. There's no card end waste with WIKE-
GKIP—easily cut to size with scissors or knife.
Coming in all sizes, easily applied with a
WIKEGRIP Lacer or any other standard lacing
machine.

J""* ARMSTRONG-BRAY & CO.

No 10 "The Belt Lacing People"
Catalog 303 N. Loomls St., Chicago, U.S.A.

115. 230 and 550 volts.

A feature of the motor is accessibility,

which Is obtained by the use of a double

walled bracket on the commutator end.

The bracket is equipped with hand hole

covers which are readily removable to

permit inspection and adjustment of the

brushes and commutator. The fan is on

the commutator and provides efficient

ventilation because the flow of cooling

air is not restricted by pulleys, gears,

gear cases, and so on. In addition to

the feature, the motor Is built into a

rolled steel frame, has vacuum impreg

nated field coils and mica Insulation on

the armature colls.

The Type SK motor is designed, built

and tested to stand an Internal explo

sion of gas (methane) or coal dust with

out injury to the equipment or without

emitting flames or sparks which would

ignite surrounding gas. The fan on the

commutator end forcing a large volume

of cooling air through properly located

air passages makes possible high contin

uous capacity with minimum size. To

guard against the covers being removed

by unauthorized persons, each cover Is

provided with a hole in the web for

insertion of either a wire metal seal or

chain and lock. Copy of the leaflet Is

available upon request.

CENTERLESS

GRINDING

Accuracy—Prompt Service

Commercial Centerless

Grinding Co.

6538 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland

. CLARK TRUCKS

Electric Welded Construction Thru-out
■ * Tote Pan Truck—Capacity, Scrap Truck—Top length

1000 lbs. Self-loading and 46". Bottom length 27 Vi"
unloading. Picks up pans Depth 18'/i". with single
singly or nested. Available caster In rear or lockpln
for all standard slics of for Clark Lift Jack Unit,
tote pans. Standard and Special Trucks

for Every Purpose.

-«4 1000
T I unloa
j 1 singly

J for i
f I tot* 1

ALL STEEL WELDED TRUCK CORP.

1123 RAILROAD AVE. ROCKFORD, ILL.
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"Shapers by Gould St Eberhardt" Is

the title of a 34-page book describing

the line of tool room and manufactur

ing shapers built by Gould Sc Eberhardt,

Irvlngton, Newark, N. J. Each type and

size of shaper made by this firm Is Il

lustrated and described, also each Indivi

dual unit of the various machines. Phan

tom views are Included showing the

internal mechanism, double crank gear

transmission, precision lubrication sys

tem, and so on. Copy free upon request.

AJax Flexible Couplings. The Ajax

Flexible Coupling Company, Westfleld,

N. Y„ presents In bound form, a collec

tion of data sheets covering the many

types of flexible couplings manufactured

by this company for the convenience of

the engineer, draftsmen and purchasing

agent. The contents are confined to the

presentation of technical data which

will be of real value to those respon

sible for the design and specifications of

equipment. Included, In turn, are de

scriptions, blue print drawings, specifi

cations, and installation photographs of

the AJax Type S, Type P, Type SP, and

Special AJax Couplings. Copy free upon

request.

Dardelet Self-locking Threads; Bul

letin No. 17. This bulletin now being

Issued by Dardelet Corporation. 55 Lib

erty St., New York, N. Y., presents the

use of the Dardelet Self-Locking Screw

thread on cap screws and set screws.

The text explains how the Dardelet

thread remains locked after having been

tightened into the locked position

whether there Is full load on the fasten

ing or no load at all. The locking action

is said to be maintained continuously,

regardless of changes in load stress or

friction against the work bearing sur

face of the fastening. The bulletin Is

illustrated with cross-section views of

cap and set screws locked and unlocked,

photographs of mechanisms in which

the Dardelet thread Is used, and so on.

Copy of the bulletin free upon request.

Barnes Piston Feed Pump. This six-

page circular, now being distributed by

W. P. and John Barnes Co., Rockford.

111., presents the Barnes Piston Peed

Pump for hydraulic equipment. This

circular is one of a series, each profusely

Illustrated and dealing with a single

phase of the Barnes patented hydraulic

structure and system, showing step by

step those features of design and con

struction which are the result of years

of research and actual field performance

The complete series Includes pam

phlets describing the gear pumps, pane:

mountings, control valves and fluid cir

cuits, and structural mountings, various

types of drives and fluid reservoirs

Copies of the entire series can be had bj

addressing the W. F. and John Bam*--

Co. as above.

Fairbanks-Morse Steam Pumps, de

scribed in Bulletin 6205, are suitable for

a wide range of pumping applications

They have been designed to pump water,

oil and similar liquids at pressures up to

420 lbs. per sq. in. in quantities up to

464 gal. per mln.

Both the F-M General Service and

Low Service steam pumps are of the du

plex pistons pattern type. General Ser

vice units are offered In one-piece and

two-piece patterns. In most sizes oi

Low Service pumps, the steam and fluid

ends are cast separately, then assem

bled, forming the two-piece pattern.

Numerous refinements In design and

construction contribute to the extra de

pendability and efficiency of Fairbanks-

Morse pumps. Accurately made parts

are carefully assembled by experienced

workmen, and completed pumps musi

satisfy rigorous tests before leaving the

factory. Copy free by addressing Fair

banks, Morse & Co., 910 S. Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.

Larger Stelllte Hard-Facing Booklet. A

new and more complete edition of the

booklet, "Hard-Facing with Haynes Stel

llte Products", Is now being issued by

Haynes Stelllte Company, Kokomo, In

diana, a Unit of Union Carbide and Car

bon Corporation. This booklet describes

well over 500 money-saving applications

of the hard-facing process.

This new edition is the fourth print

ing since the booklet was originally pub

lished a little more than three years ago.

Over 35,000 copies have already been dis

tributed. New sections present Informa

tion concerning special Haynes Stelllte

J-Metal cutting tools and an Improved

welding technique for fabrication 67

equipment employing the corrosion-re

sistant Hastelloy alloys. A number of

examples of hard-facing automotive and

aircraft valves and valve seat Inserts,

and the use of Haynes Stelllte trim for

high-temperature, high-pressure steam

valves, are now also described In detail.

Copies are available without obliga

tion from Haynes Stelllte Company, Ko

komo, Indiana.
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TO CUT

CLEANING COSTS

BALL THRUST STEP BEARINGS

Special Bearings Made To Order—Any quantity
"one bearing or one thousand".'

»our present bearings duplica/ted. Sflnrl sketch
or worn u<
Quotation.

for

»- duplic
worn sample, regardless of condition.

Catalog Upon Request.

THE GWILLIAM CO.
358 Furman 8t. Brooklyn, N. V

HERE is a plant, for example,'

that makes scissors. The

problem was to remove scale, salts

and oil picked up in the harden

ing operation. Their old method

cost as much as $56.00 per batch

of 502 baskets of work. Then a

simple change to Oakite methods

and materials cut this cost to

$32.50! Nearly half the former

figure !

Another plant was up against removing

an obstinate ground or primer coat as

well as the surface or top finish. Even

two days boiling in a strong alkali

didn't do the job right. And now, in

the easy, sure Oakite way, this work

is done successfully in six hours.

Find out what economies Oakite clean

ing can make possible in your plant.

Ask to have our nearby Service Man

call and discuss this important matter

with you.

Brunch Office! and Representative! in ell

principal cities oj the V. S.

Menufecturri enlj hi

OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC.

36 Thames St., New York, N. Y.

OAKITE

SPICIAIIZED INDUStHIAl CliANING MATfUIAlS ( MI1HOOS
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An Inexpensive

ABRASIVE

BAND GRINDER . . .

"Built Like a Machine Toor

The Hormel-M Grinder It sturdily built with
a supporting leg under the grinding table to
eliminate vibration and tipping due to pressure
on the bait. Ball bearing throughout. Equip
ped with ALEMITE LUBRICATION complete

with grease gun.

Write for illustrated folder on

this and other styles and sizes.

HORMEL-M GRINDER

WALLS BALES CORP.

96 WARREN ST. NEW YORK, N. V.

CHAMPION PORTABLE

VISE STAND

A Movable

Bench

Very

Substantial

A sreat convenl-
:e In Assembling

Rooms and Repair
Shops.

Especially adapted
for Automobile Re
pair Shops.

Made In two sixes.
Furnished with and without vises.

Catalog upon request.

The Western Tool & Mfg., Co.

SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

floor stand Is available. All bearing sur

faces are large and accurately finished,

and complete provision Is made for ade

quate lubrication.

Fellows No. 4B Gear Burnishing

Machine

A new type of gear burnishing ma

chine which Is designed to handle small

fine-pitch gears, two at a time, has re-

Pis. 1.—Fellows No. 4B Gear
Machine for burnishing small fine-pitch scar*.

cently been placed on the market by the

Fellows Gear Shaper Company. Spring-

field, Vermont. This machine, shown in

Fig. 1, possesses several unique features:

(1) It Is arranged electrically so that it

is Impossible to bruise the teeth of fine

pitch gears. This is accomplished by

brlnglntr the gears to be burnished Into

rotative contact with the burnishing

gears before pressure can be applied. (2)

four "Idler" and one driven burnishing

gear are used, making It possible to

burnish two gears at a setting. (3) the
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DIEFENDORF

. . . for all types of gears.

When you want gears, you will save
time and money by tending your In
quiry to DIEFENDORF ....
Cutters of all types of gears . . . .
from all metals and other materials.
Let us quote on your next requirement.

DIEFENDORF GEAR
CORPORATION

Syracuse, New York

GENESEE ADJUSTABLE

HOLLOW MILLS

Are Cutting Costs Everywhere

SEVEN DIFFERENT STYLES

Have Genesee cot your costs. We de

sign and manufacture hundreds of spe
cial and multiple operation production
tools. Send samples or blueprints now.

Write for catalog

GENESEE MFG. CO., Inc.

141 No. Water St, Rochester. N. T.

YOU SAVE—

with

Sfie iS/ncinnaU

~ LINE

THE CINCINNATI

ELECTRICAL TOOL C0MPAN1

DIVISION OF R. K. Lt BLOND MACHINE
TOOL OO.

CINCINNATI • OHH
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slides carrying the Idler burnishing gears

are Independently operated, so that two

gears of different diameters can be burn

ished at the same setting.

Reference to Fig. 2 will show that the

Idler burnishing gears are held on ad

justable studs on slides, the position of

which relative to the driver burnishing

gear is controlled by a cam and adjust

able cam bars. The cam and cam bars

are used to set the slides so that the

gears to be burnished, when In the

loading and unloading position, are in

mesh with the burnishing gears with

sufficient backlash to permit easy inser

tion and removal of the work. Then

when the operating lever Is shifted to

the burnishing position, the cam Is re

lieved from the cam bars, allowing the

i

of removing

BROKEN TAPS

with

WALTON TAP

EXTRACTOR

Here is a practical indispen
sable tool for removing broken
taps quicker tliun iiuy other
known method. When the
tap breaks off at or l>eh>w the
surface of the work—simply
insert the Walton Tap Extrac
tor's Angers into the HuUs
of the broken tap and baek
it out. with no damage to
the threads. This tool will
usually P«y for itself in re
moving the first broken tap.

Try It on 60 days free trial
offer. Send for descriptive cir
cular and price list No. 120

THE WALTON COMPANY

98 Allyn SI. Hartford, Conn.

Fig. 2.—(Above)—Close view of
Gears and Operating Slides—two rears of

different diameters being; burnished at sassc
setting. Fig. 3.—(Below)—Burnishing Helical

Gears—Note adjustable stops to prevent end

wise motion of gears when burnishing pressure

is applied.

weights at the rear of the machine to

apply the necessary burnishing pressure.

The work when being burnished Is

held on studs which locate It In the

proper relation to the burnishing gears.

For the ordinary run of work, these sup

ports are held in adjustable bars lo-

STURDIMATIC LIVE CENTER for LATHES, GRINDERS and

MILLING MACHINES

n

STURDIMATIC TOOL COMPANY

It turns with the work.

Eliminates friction of dead

center.

Lowest possible overhang

prevents vibration and

chatter.

Write for Catalog and

Free Trial Offer

6222 THIRD ST., DETROIT. MICHIGAN
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BISCO

TOOL STEEL TUBING

Don't waste time and money in drill

ing from the solid . . . Order BISCO

TOOL STEEL TUBING.

Prompt shipments from stock in sizes

ap to 14" diameter and 2" wall thick

ness. Other sizes to your specifica

tions. Investigate and save!

We also supply: Stainless Tubes, Air

craft Tubes, Mechanical Tubes, Pres

sure Tubes and Ball Bearing Tubes.

Cold Finished Steels.

Write today.

THE BISSETT STEEL CO.

943 EAST 67th ST., CLEVELAND, O.

For Wheel Dressing

Efficiency and Economy

KOEBEL

DIAMOND TOOLS

Send for Complete Information,

Data and Price Sheets

KOEBEL DIAMOND TOOL CO.

7202 O<ikman Blvd. . . . Detroit

GRAND RAPIDS COMBINATION

DRILL & TAP GRINDEI

. . . correctly sharpens

drills and taps for faster

cutting, for greater produc

tion between grinds, for

all around belter work. No complicated

chucking mechanism. Correct convex

clearance. Automatically places drill

at correct angle against face of wheel.

4 sizes. Write lor catalog.

GALLMEYER & LIVINGSTON CO.

30S STRAIGHT AVE.. S. W.. GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.
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cated in the slides. For very small gears,

special supports are attached to the

slides, the design of these supports be

ing governed by the size and shape of

the work. In burnishing helical gears,

as shown in Pig. 3, adjustable swinging

supports are employed to prevent end

wise movement of the gears when burn

ishing pressure is applied.

The time of burnishing is automatic

ally controlled by adjustable timing re

lays having a range of from 3 to 40

seconds. These relays are Independently

adjustable, permitting burnishing longer

in one direction than in the other, if

ONE WORD

DESCRIPTION OF OUR GREAT LINE OF

TWIST DRILLS, REAMERS, HOIS, MILLING CUTTERS

DRILL THESE ROLES

By a Quick, Easy, Inexpensive Method
Your business letterhead will bring literature.

WATTS BROS. TOOL WORK*
Wllmerdlng, Pa.

such action Is desirable.
Owing to the design of this machine

and the method of operation employed,

it) Is possible to burnish gears at a rip .

rate. A gear of 4-ln. diameter. 1/16 in.

face width can be handled at the rate

of 480 per hour, and smaller gears at

a proportionally faster rate. The maxi

mum capacity ft 4 in. pitch diameter

20 diametral pitch.

M B Adjustable Feed

Machine Oiler

The M-B Adjustable Peed Machine

Oiler shown In the illustration, product

of M-B Products, 130

Larned St. E„ Detroit.

Michigan, Is identical

with the M-B Prede

termined Feed Ma

chine Oiler which was

announced In the Au

gust, 1937. Issue of

MODERN MACHINE

SHOP, excepting that

the oiler shown here

Is equipped with

means for adjusting

the feed of the lubri

cant. This feature Is

valuable In cases

where the volume of

the lubricant varies

from time to time.

The oiler Is made

to fit pipe sizes
yt, and % in., and Is provided in

capacities of 1'2 oz. and 7 oz.

Oiler

Procunier Universal Tapping

Machine

The line of tapping machines made

by the Procunier Safety Chuck Company.

12 S. Clinton St., Chicago, 111., has been

augmented by the addition of the Pro

cunier Universal, illustrated herewith.

"Buy Economy — You'll Effect Economy"

SOCKET HEAD

CAP SCREWS

Milled

from Bar

SAFETY HOLLOW

CAP SCREWS

Made of

Alloy Steel

ECONOMY MACHINE PRODUCTS CO.
EPICI AVE. CHICAGO,
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Surface Temperatures

The "Alnor"

Combination

Pyroeon

Ideal for rolls,

molds, plates, plat

ens and plastic ma

terial temperatures.

Writ* lor bulletin.

Illinois Testing Laboratories,
146 W. Austin A»e.

, Inc.
Illinois

(I

Flush type
drives In

Low clearance

OIL CUPS

and Oil Hole Covers

for All Types of Ma
chines and Machine
Tools.
Blade From Braas Rod
With Die Cut Thread*.
Special Oilers Made To
Order.

Writs for Catalog.

W. W. & C. F.

TUCKER, Inc.
622 Capitol Avenue

Hartford, Conn.
"Established 1898"

ROGERS Circular Knife Grinder

Grind Your Circular Knives at Low Cost

For circular or rotary knives up to 20" diameter.
By means of triple slides and swiveling adjustment

any degree of bevel can be ground. Graduated dial
insures correct bevel angle setting. Unusually low

price. Write for Bulletin CC.

S. C. ROGERS & COMPANY

18S DUTTON AVE. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Makers of Knife Grinders For 50 Years

EVERY TRACING A TOP SHEET

EASILY OPERATED

Every drawing in a Hamilton-Calumet shallow drawer til.

is instantly available . . . just as though it was the top

sheet in the drawer. The patented Hamilton-Calumet

tracing lifter makes this possible. With this lifter you

make filing easier, and you double the life of your tracings,

too, because this patented device also eliminates wear and

tear. Send in this coupon today for more information

about the easy, Ham

ilton-Calumet way to

file.

HAM I LTON

■

I

HAMILTON MANUFACTURING CO.

Two Rivera, Wia. Dept. MS-10-37

Please aend me complete Information about the Hamil

ton-Calumet method of filing-.

THEY'RE ALL TOP SHEETS
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The outstanding feature of this ma

chine is Its versatility. The machine Is

designed to handle an exceptionally wide

range of materials and sizes with the

maximum production efficiency. The

machine has five operating speeds rang

ing from 365 r.p.m. to 2240 r.p.m. and

two Interchangeable Procunler Tapping

Heads afford a capacity ranging from

No. 8 tap to % in. Inclusive.

Pre-set tapping and reversing pressures

independent of the operator are main

tained by a unique arrangement of heli

cal springs, adjustable over a wide range.

This construction facilitates precision

tapping at high speeds with maximum

MAGNETIC

CHUCKS

Highest Quality.
All Sizes—For All
Types of Work. A
Complete Line Of
Rotary, Rectangular
and Swlvellng Mag
netic Chucks.

35 Yeart Experience
Write for catalog

and price list No. 12

0. S. WALKER CO., INC.

WOBURN AVE. WORCESTER, MASS.

Qhimqo

protection for taps and work. Continu

ous lubrication Is automatically provided

for the tap only while the tap is in op

eration. Convenient timing and volume

adjustments provide for lubrication in

the correct volumes as well as for au-

Procunier Universal

Tapping- Machine

tomatically starting the flow at the In

stant desired.

The Procunler Sensitive High Speed

Tapping Head, Tru-Grip Tap Holder,

precision hand-screw height adjustment

of the working table, precision depth

stop adjustment, and offset foot pedal

which permits the operator to sit facing

the work table are a few of the addi

tional features of this machine. Addi

tional chuck spindles are available for

external threading.

Like A Doctor's^

THERMOMETER

E ? ery o n e recognizes
"ferer" but the Im
portant thing is exactly
"HOW HOT". If* the
same with heat treating,
metal melting, and temper
Ing. Guesswork la certain to 1
fail sometime. Know your
temperatures. End needles*
waste, and excessive spoil
age with a Hold-Heet Pyrometer.
RUSSELL ELECTRIO CO.

338 W. Huron. Chicago. U.8.A.
Shipped prepaid to rated Anns
on thirty days approval

*16

I

...stop battering, crash

ing, marring — save ma

chinery and equipment.

Weighted Malleable

heads give power, bal

ance .'nd accuracy. Coiled

Rawhide (aces cushion

blows. All sizes.

Replaceable
insert facet

are self-tighten
ing, scll-aligntng.

IMlMif&aU/fudz MFG. CO.
1 7 BO E15T0N AVE CHICAGO U S A
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M-D Facing Heads

With Automatic Feed
Can be attached to Column
Ilnring Bar, and Drilling or
Milling Machine spindles.
Single point tool trarels
radially, from center out
ward or reverse, feeds auto
matically, and cortrs faces
0" to 30".

Write for circular.

M U M M E R T - D I X 0 N CO.

1 20 Philadelphia St. Hanover, Pa.

GEM

VISES

Swivel or Plain Base
I>ouble capacity over ordinary machine
One piece hand wheel and nut — extra Ions
thread. Hardened tool steel jaws, reversible
for V-groove or plain surface. Write for circular.
Jaws 6 a" wide . . . 2'2" deep . . . open
3%".

J. E. MARTIN TOOL & DIE WORKS

Springfield, Ohio

DANLY

PRECISION

Danly All-Steel Sets

Danly Commercial Sets

DANLY SERVICE

8 Danly Warehouses Provide
24-Hour Service for 85% of
All Metal Fabricating Plant*

DANLY MACHINE SPECIALTIES, INC.

2122 South 52nd Avenue, Chicago, III.
513 East Buffalo Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Long Island City. N. Y., 36-12 34th Street
Dayton, Ohio, 890 E. Monument Avenue
Detroit, Michigan, 1549 Temple Avenue
Rochester, N . Y ., 1 6 Commercial 8umi
Cleveland. Ohio, 1745 Rookwe1 1 Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa., 3913 North Broad Street

cam

slide

precision adjustments by simply

peoling the paper-thin brass

laminations from the LAMINUM shiml

Machining, grinding and fitting are

saved . . . service adjustments made

quickly right at the machine instead

of tieing up production.

•

Order through your Mill Supply House

Also o compl.t. lino of brail and iteol

LAMINATED SHIM COMPART, IRC.

Mln Long hlind City, Dew York

IAMINUM

04^*ti»jAtC SHIMS
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Tolman Electrode Holder

Tolman Manufacturing Co., 19 West

trd St., Boston, Mass., has designed an

electrode holder which has no springs,

Is entirely Insulated, Is fitted with a

fibre handle and with triangular fibre

shields which prevent the holder from

rolling when at rest. It Is said that the

holder will not arc when laid on the

work without the electrode. Overhead

welding can be done without slag drop

ping Into the holder end. The electrode

Is locked In the holder or as easily re

leased by a few turns of the handle.

SAFETY

FIRST!

Play safe! Protect your men

and machines. Use the RED-E
SAFETY FIRST BELT STICK
for moving belts on or off pulleys

—cannot get caught.

Write for catalog and prices.

THE READY TOOL CO.

BRIDGEPORT CONN.

IDEAL SPEED LATHES

FOR LAPPING
FINISHING
POLISHING

SMALL PARTS
'-' Bpeed Motor.
Automatic Brake.
Collet or S Jaw
Chucks. Hand
operated or Auto
matic. Write for
Or. 381.

SCHAUER MACHINE CO.

905-7 Broadway Cincinnati, Ohio

Tolman Electrode Holder

The holder Is furnished with or without

cable and designed so that the electrode

can be Inserted either straight pr at an

angle.

Pyro Bi-Optical Pyrometer

The Pyro "Bl-Optlcar' Pyrometer

manufactured by The Pyrometer Instru

ment Co., 103-105 Lafayette St., New

York, N. T., Is a patented, combined

color pyrometer, whose measuring prin

ciple was evolved after years of scientific

research and Investigation, and develop

ed by this firm Into a convenient and

handy self-contained Instrument for

practical purposes. The present Invention

Is based on the use of light filters and

color wedges which are transparent to

a number of colors simultaneously. By

using filters with a number of trans

parencies both for separation and for

mixing and toning down, any compU-

A SECTIONAL STOCKROOM COSTS NOTHING

TO BUILD
STACKBIN sections stack securely one abore the ot hor—form a
Tibration proof storage unit that can be set up or moted quic kly and
easily, without tools, by any man in your plant Ideal for storaav
of small parts or material. STACKBINS eliminate waste nodosa
because they can be carried to the assembly line and quickly art ap
near machines or on benches. The hopper fronts Keep contents
always risible—the smooth interiors speed up handling.
It costs you nothing to see how Stackbln sections can cut your hand
ling cost*. Write today for full information.

STACKBIN

CORP. 53 TROY ST.,

PROVIDENCE, R.
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RIVETING?

LIN LEY NOISELE88 ROTARY
RIVETING MACHINES

Assure Peak Production and
Lower Maintenance. Rigid and
Powerful Bench and Floor Types.
Motor or Belt Driven. There is
a Linley machine for every rivet
ing job.

Send Samples of your
and we wltl furnish a<
est I mat* of product) on and
quota cost of equipment.

LINLEY BROTHERS CO.
583 Fairfield Avenue

U. 8. A.

HANDY RACKS

Save tinw and steps by
keeping your bar stock,
pipe, shafting, tU„ an
tlMM HANDY RACKS
•long - ilda t h a operator.
Keep rtack neatly piled
and assorted — Instantly
available — can be checked

at a glance. Shipped an ap
proval. Write for details.

Wm. S. Yohe Supply

Company

CamMahoning Rd nton, Ohla

SMITH & MILLS

SHAPERS

j

Automatic lubrication—forced feed. Multiple
disc clutch and brake. Quick feed changes.
Direct reading feed and stroke dials. Power
rapid traverse to cross feeds.

THE SMITH & MILLS CO.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

New 6" x 6" Peerless Improved High Duty Metal Sawing

Machine With Hydraulically Operated Automatic Bar Feed

Automatically feeds the bar of stock forward to the gauge, automatically closes the vise,

and automatically continues to repeat the complete cycle of catting- until the entire bar is

cut to the length the gauge is set for, all without the attention of an operator.

The three speed sliding gear transmission—crankshaft—balance lever and trunnion blocks

are fully ball bearing equipped. The fastest cutting time possible at a minimum blade cost

on any kind of metal because of Its modern design and rigid construction.

Also furnished without automatic bar feed.

Also—Peerless Improved Universal Type—Standard Type and Vertical

Type in various sizes for fast production sawing.

Write for complete literature.

PEERLESS

MACHINE

COMPANY (

RACINE,

WISCONSIN
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cated optical or mechanical device for

the production or combination of colors

Is rendered superfluous and the creation

of a surprisingly simple temperature

measuring device In the form of colored

discs Is rendered possible.

With the "Bl-Optlcal" pyrometer, the

temperature of the "black body" and

Pyro Bi-Optical Pyrometer

the "actual" temperature may be ascer

tained simultaneously. The Instrument

Is furnished with scale ranges from

about 900-1900 deg. C. or 1700-3500 deg.

F. This Instrument may be used for

Innumerable laboratory and research ap

plications Including Incandescent Iron

and Iron alloys In the open and flame

heated furnaces, etc. This Instrument

will be exhibited for the first time at the

forthcoming National Metal Exhibition,

Atlantic City.

He Means REX-WELD

the One-Piece Sealed

Steam Connection

• Rex-Weld stands on its record of per

lormance: unlimited flexing life, s pep- proof

under pressure, non-deteriorating, perfect

absorption of vibration or motion of mov

ing parts, take-up of torsion, simplicity of

installing and no care after installation—

a super-service record made possible by

the Rex-Weld new and exclusive process

of one-piece balanced strength construc

tion. Get the facts from Chicago Metal

Hose Corporation, Maywood, Illinois

(Chicago Suburb).

Mid-West Piercing and

Drilling Unit

The Illustration shows a unit which

has been designed by Mid-West Produc

tion Engineering Co.. Inc., 1421 E. Mil

waukee St., Detroit, Mich., to perform

both piercing and drilling operations on

the metal bowl-shaped parts Illustrated

In the drawing which can be seen lean

ing against the front of the machine

The unit was designed to take bowls o!

three different diameters: 8 In., 10 in

and 12 In. Some of the bowls are

pierced only, and some require holes to

be drilled In the corner radius as shown

in the illustration.

The small holes are 0.085 in. diameter,

pierced in 0.107 in. drawn stock. To

operate the machine, the operating lever

is moved forward, which causes the dies

to move out against the work and the

four Hydro-Pierce Units to move in and

complete the piercing operation. The

lever Is then reversed upon which the

dies move away from the work, the

punches are stripped, and the bowls

automatically Index 9 deg. to the correct

position for the machining of the next

holes.

ALL

ALLOV

FULLY
GUARANTEED

PORTABLE SHEARS

No. 1 cuts up to No. 11 gauge strip or sheet.
No. 2 cuts up to "„" steel plate.

Special Blades for shearing stainless s

BREMIL MFG. CO.

1726 PITTSBURGH AVE. ERIE. PA

GEARS

Good Gears Only

All Kinds

Any Quantify

At the Right Price

THE CINCINNATI GEAR CO.

1825 READING ROAD, CINCINNATI. OHIO
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TRUMORE

DIAMOND TOOLS

(PATENTED)

Our finned and grooved

tool saves the diamond

from overheating.

Send for diamond catalog.

GILMORE & CO.

112 DARTMOUTH ST., BOSTON

Write for quotation on standard

Woodruff Keyway Cutters

Special Cutters made to

Blue Prints

QUALITY

TOOL WORKS

To accurately house

ball bearings, use

COMTORPLUG

Users of ball bearings, and other manufacturers

requiring highly accurate holes, give their oper

ators and Inspectors COMTORPLUGS. Shows

size, taper, out of round, etc., with accuracy

Independent of human error.

THE C O M T O R «>

Wolthom, Mass. Est. 1928

STAMPS

LAST LONGER

You get clear, legible markings for

a longer period of time when you use

Thor Stamps.

Thor Stamps have "blue heads"—signs that the special alloy steel is correctly

heat-treated. Turned Heads—give a central striking point. Thumb Side Mark

ing—makes them easily read, easily used.

Thor Stamps are made to give you the most for your money—because they

last longer.

Send for booklet.

THE PITTSBURGH STAMP CO.

812 CANALS T. • PITTSBURGH, PA.
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Mid-West Piercing and Drilling Unit

Alter the piercing operation Is com

pleted, the bowls requiring holes In the

radius are drilled. Upon movement of a

lever at the left of the machine, the four

hydraulic drilling units go Into action,

drilling the required holes. Thus both

USE LAYOUT FLUID

for general machine
shop and tool room
use on dies. Jigs, fix
tures, and machined
parts.
With the use of the
die blue layout fluid,
you do not hare to
polish the surface of
work. Simply wipe sur
face fairly clean and
brash on. DRIES IN
STANTLY.

Write for free shop sample on your letterhead.

DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO.

MINNEAPOLIS', MINN.

rows of holes are machined accurately

and rapidly with an automatic 9 deg.

Index, without handling the work until

the operation Is completed.

Alnor Pyrometer Controller

The Alnor Pyrometer Controller—prod

uct of Illinois Testing Laboratories, Inc..

146 W. Austin Ave., Chicago. 111.—Is

offered for those who desire to auto

matically control temperatures of heat

treating furnaces, melting pots, or other

heating devices at a definite predeter

mined point. The principle of operation

Is electronic, similar to the principle of

a radio circuit. The pointer of the in

dicating pyrometer carries a small vane.

Opposing the vane Is an adjustable

target which carries two condenser

plates or vanes. These vanes are the

capacltive element of a tuned circuit.

Except at the point when the temper

ature Indicating pointer and the target

coincide, the circuit Is unchanged

When the temperature pointer with Its

vane approaches the temperature set

ting, the vanes of the pointer and target

Interleave and produce a circuit change

which In turn operates a relay. The

heating element, if electric. Is shut off.

or in the case of the fuel-fired opera

tion, the fuel valve Is closed partially

Spur, Worm,

Bevel, Helical

or SpecialGEARS

WE DO Surface Grinding, |
ternal Grinding, Lapping. Spill
I no.
We specialize In grinding hardened steel bush
ings, cam rollers, etc.

25 years spent In serving the machine trade
guarantees quality work and prompt senIce.

THE TAYLOR MACHINE

COMPANY

1919 E. 61st St. CLEVELAND, OHIO

A flno tool at a reasonable price!

Measures to .001"
OUTSIDE. INSIDE and DEPTH

Measuring range 5 5/16". Total length 8".

Scales: 1/16" with vernier 1/128"

.025" with vernier 1/1000"
Decimal equivalents on reverse side of slave.
Glass-hard jaws. Fine workmanship.

The

COMET

Precision

VERNIER CALIPER

Price $5.50

With genuine
Case.
Send for one TODAY!

PAMFT TAAI * INft 41 Union Square, New York, N. Y.
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CAMS

ALL SIZES A

ALL SHAPES •

SPECIAL

MACHINES

PARTS, JIGS,

TOOLS,

FIXTURES

PRECISION

TOOL WORK

Since 1918

Varick Machine t> Tool Works, Inc.
308 Hudson St. N»w York Olty

Distinctive Value

A Real Beauty, you
will say when you
see it. But Qerst-
ner Chests are also
built to serve you
many years in pro
tecting good tools
from loss and dam
age.
Select yours at your
dealers, or from
Free catalog if he
does not carry them.

GERSTNER TOOL CHESTS
1266 Columbia St. Dayton, Ohio

NUMBERALI

NUMBERINC

MACHINES

For Hand, Bench or

Press use. All sizes,

1 to 10 wheels

machines built on

order. FASTER

than Single steel

stamps or gang

holders. No Type

to

STAMP

Name plates,

steel and other
metal parts,

tools, metal

checks, badges,

etc.

Write for

latest

literature

and prices.

NUMBERALL STAMP « TOOL CO., Inc.

Huguenot Park, Staten Island, N. Y.

New Application

of MID-WEST

HYDRO-PIERCE-UNITS

PIERCING AND DRILLING

This unit was designed to pierce and

drill metal bowl-shaped parts of 8",

10" and 12" diameter. The small

holes are .085" diameter pierced in

.107" drawn stock.

The dies are moved against the work

and the four Hydro-Pierce Units move

in and pierce. The bowls automat

ically index 9 degrees for the next

holes. Next, those bowls requiring

smaller holes in radius are drilled.

The entire operation is completed

without handling the work.

Write for further information.

MID-WEST PRODUCTION ENGINEERING, INC.

1421 E. MILWAUKEE AVE. DETROIT, MICH.
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or completely depending on the type of

valve used.
Neither motor nor depressor bar Is

used In the Alnor Controller, nor Is

there any direct connection between the

vanes. The temperature Indicating

pointer is free to provide continuous

temperature Indication and control. A

red bull's eye light signals when the

furnace Is heated.

Vacuum tube voltages are maintained

well below the manufacturer's limits to

give extended life. All circuit elements

are operated considerably under the rat

ings to Insure against early deterlora-

PRESSES

FEEDS

AUTOMATIC

EQUIPMENT

theV&O Press Co.

tlon and breakdown. Should a tube

burn out, the furnace or heating ele

ment Is automatically shut off, insuring

against overheating. Vacuum tubes can

HUDSON. N. y.

Alnor Pyrometer Controller

BROACHING

SPECIALISTS

Fully equipped to

fill your needs in all

kinds of broaches.

Let cur experienced

engineers solve

your broach prob

lems. Send draw

ings.

DETROIT

BROACH CO
6000 Benltoau Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

be obtained from radio dealers' stocks

and are easily replaced.
Terminal binding posts are conven

iently located. All parts of the controller

are removable from the point or top

without disturbing the instrument

mounting. Metallic mercury switches

are provided for electric furnace opera

tion. Positive make-and-break contact

is obtained In an interval of as little as

3'/2 deg. tilt. Mercury tubes are avail

able in sizes up to 35 amperes at 110

volts A.C. For higher amperages a sepa

rate circuit breaker Is necessary. For

fuel-fired applications, a suitable valve

BROACHES

Lois ol 100 and 200 less 3%. 300 up S%

J. L. LUCAS & SON, INC.

nmocrroRT. conn.
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BALDOR

GRINDERS

BALL

BEARING

COLUMBIA LOCK-NUTS

Makers of

LOCKNUTS

NUT-LOCKS

for every use

since 1900

Ask for Catalog

JMBIA NUT tr BOLT CO., Inc.

3

• yfilttiiluuj • J

FLEX IBLE

COUPLINGS

PATE NT(D

Type I-A for A" to
2%" bores. Silent,
smooth-running, low
cost Send h.p., r.p.m.

and shaft dia. for free

test sample.

LOVEJOY FLEXIBLE COUPLING CO

5007 W.Lake Sf CHI CQG0

10-inch Balt-boarlng, 1 yi ft A JAA
h p. motor, 3 phase 1 yr. JMjlUU

GUARANTEE.

BALDOR ELECTRIC CO.

4380 Duncan Ave. Si. Louis. Mo.
{Electrical Manufacturer! for 17 yean)

BUILT BY MOTOR SPECIALISTS

$185.

For all kinds of index

ing and spiral cutting.

Furnished either right

or left hand.

INTRODUCING The New

lOW Full Universal Dividing Head

(actual swing 11")

Index Centers for Universal Milling Machines

A wide variety of indexing is available with this new dividing

head. Swivel head stock is graduated up to 180 degrees and can

be tilted above and below the vertical and perpendicular lines.

Spindle has No. 10 B. & S. taper, front and back, tapered bearing

and thrust collar. Equipment for differential indexing can be

furnished at a small extra cost. Send for catalog on the L-W line.

L-W CHUCK CO. 20 l st. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio
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must be used, either ol the solenoid or

motorized type as desired or necessary

for the requirements.

The pyrometer Indicator Is the well-

known Type 2860 Horizontal Edgewise.

AA11 Alnor Pyrometers have hand drawn

scales, assuring maximum accuracy. The

case Is weather-proof, fume-proof and

dust-tight. Standard temperature ranges

are available from 0 to 300 up to 3000

deg. Fahrenheit or Centrlgrade equiv

alent.

Link-Belt Book on Power Transmis

sion Pulleys. A new 8-page Illustrated

list price Book No. 1622 has been com

pleted by Link-Belt Company, Chicago,

on the subject of cast Iron pulleys for

power transmission, giving pertinent

data on solid and split, single and mul

tiple arm machine-molded pulleys, with

and without rubber lagging.

A copy of the book will be mailed to

any Interested reader upon request,

which may be addressed to the nearest

office of the company.

The "Flame-Otrol" Is the name given

to a gas burner safety device, designed

to shut off the gas and prevent explo

sions in case of flame failure. It effec

tively safeguards against loss of life,

property damage, and tie-up of produc

tion schedules. The Flame-Otrol Is a

product of Wheelco Instruments Co.,

1927 8. Halsted St., Chicago, 111. This

company is now Issuing an eight-page

circular In which the uses of the Flame-

Otrol are explained and illustrated. Copy

free upon request.

Llgnum-Vltae Mallets and Mauls. The

complete line of wood mallets and mauls

made from Llgnum-Vltae, hickory or

dogwood by Llgnum-Vltae Products Cor

poration, 100 Boyd Ave., Jersey City, N.

J., for the use of metal workers, tinners,

stonecutters, foundry workers, boiler-

makers, coppersmiths, and other me

chanics, is described and Illustrated in

a four-page folder which is now being

distributed by the above arm. Specifi

cations and prices are included. Copy

free upon request.

Hevl Duty Type MU-58 Multiple Unit

Furnace Bulletin. This bulletin, now

being Issued by Hevl Duty Electric Com

pany, 4212 W. Highland Blvd.. Milwau

kee, Wis., presents the features of the

Type MD-55 Multiple Unit Furnace with

controlling pyrometer. This furnace is

especially designed for heavy laboratory

or light tool room work and is equipped

for automatic control of the tempera

ture. This bulletin explains the temper

ature range, gives details of the con

struction, and explains the control and

operation and voltages. Specifications

are Included. Copy free upon request.

Gisholt Boring Bars and Reamers.

This eight-page bulletin contains com

plete specifications, prices and descrip

tions of the boring bars and reamers

made by Gisholt Machine Company, 1217

E. Washington Ave., Madison, Wis.

Various outstanding features of the

tools, such as ample chip clearance,

rigid cutter support, and so on, are

clearly illustrated by the use of photo

graphs and drawings. The text explains

the manner in which ample chip clear

ance and maximum rigidity are obtained

in the boring bar by the use of a pat

ented spiral groove. Solid or adjustable

blades may be used in the bars and

special bars with several cutters are

shown. Various types of Gisholt manu

facturing type reamers of the solid ad

justable type are illustrated and de

scribed. Copy free upon request.

HEAVY DUTY

A HEAVY HINGE

FOR HEAVY DUTY

Stocked in 7 ft.

lengths, 3" and 5"

Continuous Hinge No. 290 s^t^r^

widths to

For details write:

AUTO MOULDING

& MFG. CO.
H1NQE OIV.

2326 S. Canol St.
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Rotary

Files

HIGH SPEED STEEL

CUT-ALL SHAPES

8END FOR ILLUSTRATED 10th Anniversary
Catalog—showing multitude of styles, shapes

" cuts.

E ROTARY FILE COMPANY
ATFORD • CONN.

STOP spoll-
age. Get exact
tain perature
of work In fur
nace. Direct
reading; no

calculations; no main
tenance expense,
strictly automatic.

Range 1000-3600° F.

See our exhibit National Metal Expos.,
Atlantic City.

THE PYROMETER INSTRU
101-1 OS Lafayette St.

MENT CO.
New York

FA M C O

—Foot Presses—

Mode in 3 Sizes: 3"—6"—10"

-Arbor Presses-

1 3 Sizes—Plain and Ratchet Types

Write for Descriotive Literature

FAMCO MACHINE CO.

1320 18th St. Racine, Wis.

For better screw machine output specify SUTTON Products

SUTTON

DIAMOND-GRIP COLLETS

Grip' tighter under less tension and reduce spoil

age. Furnished in single-piece, master, and

compensating master styles.

SUTTON FEED FINGERS

Are perfect companions for DIAMOND-GRIP

Collets. Single-piece, master, and compensat

ing master styles.

Send for Complete Catalog

of Sutton DIAMOND-GRIP Collets, feed fingers,

and accessories for all makes of automatic and

hand screw machines.

SUTTON TOOL CO.
2838 W. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.

Only Sutton Collets are Diamond-Serrated
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Janette Bulletin 227. Janette "Preci

sion Built" Generators, Motor Gener

ators, Motorized Speed Reducers, Electric

Motors, Blower Wheels, Motorized Blow

ers, Rotary Converters, and other equip

ment made by Janette Manufacturing

Company, 556 W. Monroe St., Chicago,

111., are described and illustrated In

Bulletin 227 which Is now being Issued

by this firm. Copy free upon request.

Duff-Norton Lifting Jack Catalogue.

The Duff-Norton Manufacturing Com

pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., announces the

publication of a colorful and well Illus

trated new catalogue describing their

complete line of Lifting Jacks for Mine,

Railroad and Industrial Use.

Copies of this handy and Informative

new catalogue are available by address

ing this magazine, or by writing ths

manufacturer direct.

The Rex World, Vol. 3, No. 1„ presents

the Rex conveyor, product of Chain Belt

Company, Milwaukee, Wis., In a variety

of designs. Two pages of the folder are

devoted to photographs and descriptions

of Rex conveying equipment In a meat

packing house. The use of Rex convey

ors and chains In the oil well Industry,

asphalt Industry, coal Industry, paper

manufacturing, and so on, Is also out

lined with typical Illustrations. Copy

free upon request.

Celeron Coupling. Moulded Plastic.

A technical bulletin describing the con

struction, uses, and advantages of the

Celeron Moulded Plastic Coupling Is

now being distributed by the Continen

tal Diamond Fibre Company, Newark,

Del. The bulletin particularly features

the tests that have been applied to the

coupling, In which the steel shaft sup

porting the coupling was broken with

out fracturing the coupling In any way.

The various features of the coupling

are expalned and a table of specifica

tions Is Included. Copy free upon re

quest.

Ingersoll Ray Blade Cutters. The fea

tures of standardization and extensive

application of the Ingersoll Ray Blade

are described In detail In an eight-page

circular now being distributed by The

Ingersoll Milling Machine Company,

Rockford, 111. Data and prices covering

Ingersoll Pace Mills, roughing and finish

ing, medium and heavy duty types, Ray

Blade End Mills, Cemented Carbide Cut

ters, and Core Drills and Reamers, axe

listed. Information on the assembly

and grinding of Ray Blade Cutters Is

also Included. The booklet Is well illus

trated with photographs and cross-sec

tion drawings of the various tools de

scribed. Copy free upon request.

Precision Adjustments By Simply Peel

ing Lamlnum Is the title of a 16-page

catalog, in colors, explaining the use-

and advantages of the laminated shim

brass marketed under the trade name ol

Lamlnum by Laminated Shim Company

Inc., 21 44th Ave., Long Island City. N

Y. The text explains how the multiple

layers of special-alloy preclsion-thln

shim stock are laminated, with a micro

scopic layer of metallic binder. Into a

unit structure from which the lamina

tions can be peeled as required In thick

ness of either 0.002 or 0.003 in.—or

more—at a time. The book Is profusely

Illustrated with pictures of different

kinds of mechanical Jobs upon which

laminated shims are used and drawing;

are Included.

Lee Direct Fired Unit Heater. Indus

trial buildings require heat for a rela

tively short time each year and the cost

of fuel for line losses and for maintain

ing steam pressure to prevent freezing

Is sometimes greater than the cost of

the fuel actually delivered as heat. The

complexity and high operating cost of

steam systems and resulting low effi

ciency have In the past been largely

unavoidable. The Ideal heating plant

Is one that would deliver to the desired

locations every heat unit originally con

tained in the fuel. According to the

text matter contained in a catalog which

Is now being distributed by Dravo Cor

poration, Machinery Division, Pitts

burgh, Pa., the Lee Direct Fired Unit

Heater System is a close approach to

such an Ideal for large buildings such as

factories, warehouses, steel plants, gar

ages, and so on.

This catalog contains 20 pages of de

scription of the Lee unit. The text Is

profusely Illustrated with photographs,

phantom views, and drawings showing

the different types and sizes of units for

use under various conditions, and data

and specifications are included which

will aid the prospective user to select the

type which will best fit his needs. Copy

of the catalog free upon request.

Mention MODERN MACHINE SHOP

when writing to advertisers.
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Fairbanks-Morse Fig. 5870 Ball Bear

ing Centrifugal Pumps are Illustrated

ind described In a new Bulletin No.

5870. These compact, sturdy pumps are

>ullt especially for operating at high

speeds against heads up to 245 ft., with

opacities of from 90 to 225 U.S. gal-

ons per minute. Efficiency and com

pactness are said to make them deslr-

ible for installations requiring high

pressures and small or moderate capacl-

;les, such as in municipal waterworks,

ndustrial plants, golf courses, parks, and

io on. Copy free upon request.

National Oil Extractor. This bulletin,

low being issued by The Leon J. Bar-
•ett Company, Worcester, Mass., lists the

salient features of the National Oil Ex

tractor and explains the mechanism by

which 98 '/2 per cent of all removable oil

nn be reclaimed from turnings, borings

md chips. Centrifugal force Is the prln-

;iple employed and the outstanding fea

tures of the extractor are both rigidity

>f construction and ease and freedom

>f operation. The bulletin dwells spe

cifically on the self-contained outboard

notor drive, free center pins, anti

friction ball bearings, absence of noise

ind vibration, forced lubrication, stand

ardization of parts, stabilization of the

ip indie, and safety features. A table of

specifications is included. Copy free.

Bulletin T-12 of Technical Informa

tion on Monel, Nickel and Nickel Al

loys. This bulletin comprises a 14-page

liscusslon of the subject of machining

Monel, nickel and Inconel, written by

tv. P. Burchfleld. Mr. Burchneld begins

the discussion with a section on the

choice of materials and then takes up

In turn stock for machining, tool de

signing, clearance angles, rake, tool

steel, heat treatments of tool steels, cut

ting compounds, cuttlng-off operations,

turning, boring and drilling the metals

under discussion, reaming, tapping,

lathe threading, thread chasing, plan

ing, milling, and precision grinding.

The center double page consists of a

drawing illustrating the correct manner

of grinding tools for machining Monel

metal, nickel, or "K" metal. All clear

ance angles, rakes, and so on, are in

dicated for lathe, planer, and shaper

tools, threading tools, boring tools, taps

and drills.

Copy of this bulletin can be had by

addressing The International Nickel

Company, Inc., 67 Wall St., New York,

N. Y.

QUICK DELIVERY

JRHMMknllMlUHHtlHMMl*

QUALITY TAPS of Alloy Steel—High Speed
Steel. Made to meet the most accurate re
quirements and capable of taking the hardest
punishment. Wrlte for caU|og.

KING TAP & TOOL CO., INC.

NORTH ATTLEBORO . MASS.

OHIO CIRCULAR TABLE

... for Milling Machines, Slotters, Die
Sinkers, Shapers—12" and 15". A high grade
table at a tow price.
DeaUrs write for attractive proposition.

ALFRED A. TROYKE

21 9 E. Second St. Cincinnati, Ohio

Regular Duty
End-Wood Bearing

Re-Wheel Your

Trucks

Save Your Floors
Do the lob right with
Mttnir End • Wood
Wheels.

Easy-Rolling
Long-Wearing

Wheels for all tracks
Casters for all purposes

Write for catalog, prices
and discounts.

METZQAR OO.
112 Logan St.. 8.W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

U. 8. A.

Thi s book

^VESMOiVfy

... MACHINERY, MOTORS.
SPRAY EQUIPMENT, ETC
Dealers! Complete line, of
nationally known motors and
shop equipment, electrical
supplies and appliances, elec
tric razors, movie equipment,
radios, etc., at
sale prices. Free freight on
orders of S50 or more. Write
for new catalog.
Republic Machinery Sales Co.
902 W.Jackson Bd.. Chicago, III.
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Westlnghouse Motor Driven Welders.

Westlnghouse Flexarc motor driven weld

ers and bare generators are described In

a recent publication. Application, con

struction, specifications and performance

curves for single operator 200. 300 and

400 amperes welders are Included. Copies

of the publication are available from the

nearest district office or direct from De

partment 5-N, Westlnghouse Electric &

Manufacturing Company, East Pitts

burgh, Penn.

"Magnetic Separator Type 'AM' " Bul

letin, Issued by the Stearns Magnetic

Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., and detailing

the construction and operating character

istics of this specially designed magnetic

separator which utilizes AC current for

greater pulsating agitation In the treat

ment of fine dry material. Copy free

upon request.
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Heat Treatment Fundamentals of

S'lcbel Cast Iron, Plain Cast Iron, Nickel-

Chromium Cast Iron and Nickel-Chrom-

um-Molybdenum Cast Iron. Metallurgists

vorking unceasingly to discover new and

jseful combinations of elements have

jeen no less diligent In efforts to lm-

>rove structural and mechanical prop

erties of long established materials. As

i natural development, metals whose

lsefulness has heretofore had definite

imitations, have had their Industrial

mportance greatly enhanced.

Cast Iron is one of the most interest -

ng examples of this trend. Until re-

ent years used primarily for equipment

larts of great size

requiring little

strength, hardness,

>r resistance to

leat. wear and cor
rosion. Its uses are

low marked by

;helr diversification.

Modern foundry

rjrocedure, employ-

ng heat treatment,

illoylng and closer

metallurgical c o n-

;rol, has done much

:o assure the im-

jrovement of all

jropertles listed

ind, by Improving

jnlformlty of prop

erties and machln-

iblllty, has de

creased rejections by

oundry, machine

■hop and other in

spectors.

The Improvement

>f cast iron by heat

.reatment 1 s dis

cussed In a 16-page

julletln which is

iow being Issued by

The International

«ckel Company,

nc., 67 Wall St.,

■lew Tork, N. Y. The

mlletin takes up in

urn the subjects of

Critical Ranges of

3ast Iron, Critical

Pooling Rate, Stress

lelief, Effect of An-

leallng Temperature

>n the Hardness of

^ast Iron, Annealing

' o r Softness, An

nealing Seml-Aus-

:enitlc Irons for

lardness, Quenching,

Tempering for Hard

ness, Quenching Followed by Tempering

for Strength, Air Hardening. The last

two pages are devoted to a glossary of

terms for Iron and steel and definitions

relating to heat treating operations. The

bulletin Is well illustrated with photo

graphs and drawings. Copy free upon

request.

"The Fable of the Tough Beard and

the Dull Razor" Is the title of an enter

taining booklet on the dressing of grind

ing wheels, now being distributed by

Koebel Diamond Tool Co., 1202 Oakman

Blvd., Detroit, Mich. Copy of this

"fable in slang" free upon request.

The art of the violinist lies in

his keen ear and sensitive fin

gers. Modern production calls

lor equal precision, but in mass

quantities. Federal Indicators

enable more men to become

sensitive to fine measurements.

Send for circular.

FederaL dial indicators

FEDERAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION PROVIDENCE. R. I.

DETROIT CHICAGO MUNCIE CLEVELAND
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ECAUSE it is Self-Priming, The "Logan" Sure Flow is adapted to an unuu

wide range of services. It pumps hot or cold liquids; and safely handles ch*:

filings, abrasives and most corrosive impurities. The "Logan" Sure Flow, with its veHu

motor drive, simplifies installation and saves space. It can be mounted entirely away frc

the source of supply* No part of the pump need be submerged. No foot or check t/a1

is needed in the line.

The "Logan" Sure Flow cuts installation costs, saves valuable space, steps up product'

and insures greater dependability in the most exacting type of service. Made in ten iht

U to 150 gallons per minute. Motor, adapter or belt drive. The new Sure Flow cab1'

No. 60 will be mailed on request. Write for it todap*jHB«<
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Another Atlas Bench Lathe

Standardized on TIMKEN Bearings

Latest Atlas Bench Lathe. Spindle mounted on TIMKEN Bearings.

Why is it that so many bench lathe

manufacturers are swinging to

Timken-equipped spindles? A boiled-

down answer given by the user of

Timken-equipped lathes might run—

"I must have precision lathes to pro

duce a precision product. I don't

care to "bicker" about the accuracy

of one bearing over another. I know

that when I specify TIMKEN Bear

ings on my bench lathe spindles

accuracy is assured."

Can you afford to "bicker" about

spindle bearings when 95% of all

new heavy-duty machine tools have

Timken-equipped spindles?

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO

Manufacturers of Timken Tapered

Roller Bearings for automobiles, motor

trucks, railroad cars and locomotives

and all kinds of industrial machinery;

Timken Alloy Steels and Carbon and

Alloy Seamless Tubing; Timken Rock

Bits; and Timken Fuel Injection

Equipment.

TIMKEN

TAPERED ROLLER DEARINGS
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Unexcelled for Jobbing

and ing

The "LITTLE LANDIS" has no equal for efficient, economical ser

vice in threading pipe and bolts for jobbing or maintenance work.

This new LANDIS machine has a built-in gear box to insure effi

cient operation on all diameters. It employs the patented LANDIS

Chaser whose free-cutting action and long life keep tool costs to

the minimum.

Write today

for literature

LITTLE LANDIS"

Pipe Threading and Cutting

Machine

LANDIS MACHINE CO., Inc.

WAYNESBORO, PENNA.



in the HEALD LINE

MACHINE j/toftuULjaL

f HETHER il is for work with a bore as

small as .078" or parts that require a

swing of 42", Heald has just the machine

designed and built for the job.

Again, regardless of whether you are a

manufacturer having the heaviest of mass

production where fully automatics are

demanded or tool room work with a wide

variety of work requiring a very universal

tool, a i

be selected to <

Look to Heald for Precision Grinding and

Precision Boring.

The No. 8 1 Internal at left is a small

machine arranged for high speeds and

handles very small to medium size work.

It is shown equipped to grind the bores

and valve seat of Diesel engine nozzles.

The No. 174 Internal below is a big,

powerful gap machine for extra heavy

duty and has a swing of 42". The machine

shown was arranged for grinding bore.

3-D. of hot mill shear knives.
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With

CARBOLOY

Grinder Rests'

Carboloy—the extra hard, extra wear-

resistant metal will give you long

periods of extra life on your centerless

grinder rests.

Not only will you get up to 30 times

longer life but also greater continuous

accuracy, reduced machine down time,

lower operating costs, reduced scrap

and a higher quality of work.

Write for descriptive leaflet.

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC*

CHICAGO • CLEVELAND . DETROIT • NEWARK

PITTSBURGH • PHILADELPHIA

•CARBOLOY-FACED CENTEJUESS

RESTS.

On one installation reported the lift of

Carboloy rests ranged up to 575,000

pieces per oath reconditioning of the

rests, at compared to an averoge of

1,600 pieces pi

high speed stool.

Send for

Descriptive Leaflet

Carboloy Co., Inc., 2975 E. Jefferson, Detroit.

Send free leaflet describing the greater accuracy

possible with Carboloy-faced grinder rests.

Name-

Company—

-Title -

City- - State-

CARBOLOY

CENTERLESS

GRINDER RESTS
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SAVE ONE-HALF

WITH THE .1 A L AUTOMATIC DOUBLE END

MILLING AND^CENTERING MACHINE

In one automatic cycle, the J&L Automatic

Double End Milling- and Centering- Machine mills

bars to length and centers them to uniform

depth. This one machine replaces the duplex

mill and the double end centering machine, and, >

when used with a pair of turning machines, one

operator can run all three machines. Consider

the saving* in upkeep, initial in vestment, ' floor ^^0*

space, and labor offered by this one machine. —*

An automobile manufacturer is getting outstand

ing production with his J&L Milling- and Cen

tering Machine. One-eighth inch of stock is re

moved at each end of a bar lVi inches in diam

eter. The bar Is then centered at both ends.

A floor to floor time of 17 seconds is obtained.

This is an average production of 1300 pieces per

eight hour day.

This machine may be used to advantage on small

lots or mass production. May we estimate the

profits available to you on a similar job?

JONES AND LAMSON MACHINE COMPA

Springfield, Vermont, U. S. A.
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L STEP-UP in production of 800 to 1700

I rings finish ground to a limit of .0005" in

1 8-hour day—more than 100%.

ausual? Yes, but the CINCINNATI Plain

ulic Grinding Machine is accustomed

unusual.

ity . . . operating convenience . . . sim-

in setting up . . . ease of manipula-

. separate motions combined into one

tance, headstock spindle rotation

lant flow both automatically turned

instant table is stopped) . . . these and

time-saving features are

wer to increased produc-

ithout extra cost.

« SYMBOL OF A DEFINITE S

Of WORTH

e ans

nwii

ik for Circular No. G-394. You

III appreciate the informative

ta it contains.

CINCINNATI GRINDERS INCORPORATED

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
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VASP IS Versatil

ity, Accuracy, Speed and

Power—equally built into

the Knight Miller.

VASP is the balancing of

these four qualities — to

give you the utmost util

ity in one machine.

The No. 40 Knight Miller

has the VERSATILITY to

handle a wide range

of work—can split

thousandths on o

job requiring AC

CURACY — boosts

profits on the work

calling for SPEED

-— meets the jobs

that demand POW

ER.

Write for further

information.

W B. KNIGHT MACHINERY CO

• ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI •
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FELLOWS

MAKES CUT

TERS FOR

CUTTING:

Spur Gears

Helical Gears

Crown Gears

Taper Gears

Interrupted
Gears

Straight
Worms

Hourglass
Worms

Ratchets

Cams

Sprockets

Etc. etc.

Not only gears, but many parts,

can be cut more accurately and at

lower cost by generating with

FELLOWS CUTTERS

Over 40 years of experience has gone into

the making of cutters for producing parts

of every conceivable shape and description.

Special equipment devoted exclusively to

precision grinding of Gear Shaper cutters

provides the most complete control over

cutter accuracy it is possible to achieve.

Those difficult problems of yours may be

easily solved by the Fellows Method. Send

ing your blueprints implies no obligation,

write: The Fellows Gear Shaper Company,

Springfield, Vermont — or 616 Fisher

Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

FELLOWS

Gear Shapers and Gear Shaper Cutters
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TAPPING OUTPUT

Government-inspected

ttainlett itetl nut,

from 4-spindIe tapping

machine. Prior to utt

of Texaco Sultex It.

only one spindle could

be operated, and that

at reduced speed.

MANUFACTURERS fac

ing tapping problems in

alloy steel will be interested

in the experience of the Har

rison Bolt St Nut Co., Harri

son, N. J. They have more

than quadrupled their output

. . . simply by changing over to

Texaco Sultex Cutting Oil B.

Sultex B could make this

enormous increase in outout

because it gets down between

the cutting edge of the tap

and the chip, in this way re

ducing the friction, preventing abrasion, assuring satisfac

tory finish of each thread.

Attempting to handle this job with another cutting

compound, three out of the four spindles were idle, tap

breakage was heavy, finish wouldn't pass the necessary

Government inspection.

Trained engineers are always available for consultation

on the selection and application of Texaco Cutting and

Soluble Oils. Prompt deliveries assured through 2070 ware

house plants throughout the United States.

Start using Texaco Sultex Cutting Oil now and increase

life of cutting tools.

The Texas Company, 135 East 42nd Street, New York City.

Put new life into your cutting and grind

ing operations with . . . Texaco Sultex

Cutting Oil—A.. Texaco Sultex Cutting

Oil—B . . .Texaco Sultex Cutting Oil—

A-2 . . .Texaco Sultex Cuttings i

. . .Texaco Soluble Oil—C

TEXAGC
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QUADRUPLED!

CUTTING
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No. 18

BLANCHARD

FOR HEAVY

GAS ENGINE

DIESEL

PARTS

AND

This No. 18 Blanchard Surface

Grinder in shop of large manufac

turer of Diesel Engines and Gas

Engines.

Grinds:

Connecting Rods

Manifolds

Cylinder Head Plates

Diesel Cylinder Heads

Materials are:

Steel Forgings

Semi-steel Castings

Cast Iron

Ground from the rough, !/8" *o XA" *toclc per surface.

Many pieces are held to < .001".

BLANCHARD

MACHINE COMPANY

64 State Street

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.



fagtdyokes are held to close
(t.OOl" on the outside rim

i the reamed hole). Both oper-

srw now performed at the

~ which was impossible on

formerly mied.

GISHOLT TURRET LATHES

Sizes range from 1* to 12*

• Here's another concrete case where

modern Gisholt equipment cuts a large

slice out of production costs and the

savings are reflected as greater sales and

profits! By installing a new Gisholt 1L

High Production Turret Lathe, this well-

known manufacturer combined on one

to 34"

machine, the work formerly done on two

other lathes. Equipped with modern

Gisholt Standard Tools, the new Gisholt

greatly reduced machining time—cut the

cost of producing 5,000 each of four dif

ferent parts from $3,005 to $1,907—

a saving of $1098 or 36%.

These features, combined only in Gisholt Turret Lathes, *

0 FOR THIS NEW

HOC OF SMALL TOOLS

*"*P with (he new improte-
*w shorten s-ci-up and machm-
Hfrill lor tout copy of the
•boh Catalog of Standard Tonh
1-3,4 and 5 Ram Type Universal
LaoW

J^- Heavy, rigid machine con
struction permits higher

cutting speeds and multiple
cuts with greater precision and
accuracy.
•jr- 12 speed transmission

with double-multiple disc
clutch for starting and reversing
—saves lime with direct shift
ing from forward to reverse.
-JL. Automatic spindle brake

stops the spindle <

faster positioning of fixture for
removing or chucking new
parts in the machine.

Power rapid traverse to the
tool post carriage (in both

directions—cross and longi
tudinal ) quickly brings the cut
ting tools into position with a
minimum loss of time and

re responsiblefor this sating

^Lr Power rapid traverse IO the
hexagon turret carriage—

both forward and backward.

<X> Quick indexing and clamp
ing of the square turret tool

post saves time in carrying
through a cycle of operations.

<JL. Easier, faster operation
with simple controls and

less effort on the part of the

Now is the lime to tool up for reducing manufacturing cost. Why
no' «et f"H information on these new Gisholts? Write us today.

ijt GISHOLT MACHINE COMPANY1

llll) 1217 - - - WASHiM-STON AVENUE. M A D I B n M TO t o r- ,-. u o , »■ - . 1
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n eiII !

in i
Gil* IIICO ns TMICT ion1 1 31

With the FOSDICK Combination Drill and Jib Borer, you can

duplicate parts without the aid of jigs. That's economy! The
price of this production machine is within reach of practically
every metal-working; shop.

12 Spindle Speeds from 60 to 1500 K.P.M.—9 Feeds from .0025" to
.020"—Spindle Travel 9"—Working; Capacity 24" from Spindle to

Table—Table 18"x36".

Write today for catalog; MSJ.

THE FOSDICK MACHINE TOOL CO

CINCINNATI OHIO
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LEFT: note the lerooth it

eration and ease of handling

•I this powerful Thor pertl
grinder as it takes of! a I

or a heavy casting .

ABOVE: "Croso Sectiee of

a Cost Cutter." The resilient

steel >tri|s In the Minted
Tker "Shoch-Msorher" Spin
dle positively prevent nli-

oas vibration Iron reaehing
Me motor on Thor Portable

THOR VIBRATION CONTROL

S£AS#£S Grinding Costs

Thor portable electric grinder* give you (grinding power wherever the job may
be! They eliminate costly handling and nave hours ol non productive lime. In
addition, they assure you ol dependable, uninterrupted service and low main
tenance costs because Thor'i Vibration-Control prevents ruinous vibration irom

r and motor 1
Basic reason for this long lite and low upkeep is the patented Thor Shock Ab

sorber Spindle, a two-piece shah joined with flexible steel s
and STOPS all vibration at the spindle . ■ - before it reaches tl
ent »tecl stripe — not the motor — take the terrific shocks i
grinders go to work. The result is smooth operation,
easy handling. longer life . . . and Lower maintenance
costs!
The Shock Absorber Spindle, found only In Thor

portable electric grinders. Is another example ol the
improvements Thor engineers are constantly perfect
ing In their search lor ways lo increase the life and
value of portable electric tools. And portable electric
tools, as Thor makes them, are improving operatii
and cutting costs in thousands of plants. To find
what they could save you. write to:

INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC TOOL CO.
100 WEST JACKSON IQILEVUI - CIICAfil • ILLINOIS

DCisn SL l*m
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The OLD CHAMPION » STILL CHAMPION

4" and 8" £^Smin^ LATH E S

FLASH!

There are twelve 4" Lo-

Swings in the present

manufacturing schedule

that are available for

November and December

delivery. Why not get

one now and let it start

earning money for you?

work in large

In the past few years some remarkable
been developed for turning shaft
quantities — we have developed a few
Where large quantities are involved, these
have made it possible to materially reduce
costs.

However, when it is necessary to turn shaft
in small and medium size lots, we believe the 4"
and 8" Lo-Swing Lathes will produce a lower total
cost than any machine available. We are encouraged
in this belief, because concerns who have used the?,
machines for years—a great many of them of na
tional importance—continue to place repeat order*
with us. Undoubtedly, when these concerns figure
turning costs they take into consideration not only
the direct labor cost, but also the cost of main
tenance, depreciation and interest on the invest
ment—in other words, they figure the total cost.

Since these machines are saving money for others,
why not send us blue-prints of some of your shaft
work so that we may submit turning estimates f.r
your consideration?

SENECA FALLS MACHINE CO.

310 FALLS ST., SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

T^'^a^9t"°-MiIEJ. BE£I" l*"Ttt A LO:SWING MQEQSAk
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TIMEw

TAPS/

wltk

JARVIS

"Tappets

Here's a tool that is practically indispensable

to most high production drilling and tapping departments.

The BIAX TAPPER steps up production, taps more holes between grinds and actually

makes broken tap loss almost nil.

The JARVIS BIAX above was photographed "in action" in the drilling department

at the International Business Machines plant.

Let us tell you more about this and other models of BIAX TAPPERS . . . you'll find

our bulletins most helpful. There is a Jarvis Tapper to fill your requirements. There is a

size to fit your work.

Send for your copy — today.

HE CHARLES L. JARVIS COMPANY "

i Tapping Attachments, Power Screw Drivers, Fleiibie Shaft Machine*. Flaiibla Shafts and Rotary FiJas

^ Ml DP LET 0 W H , COM.



This Simple Device

Saves Many Dollars

By actual stop watch tests "Cam

Lock" End Mills reduce the time

required to change mills by more

than half, and they have the following

exclusive advantages:

1. End Mill is securely locked in taper.

2. Quick release — there is no fussing with

a sticking End Mill.

3. The positive lock prevents End Mill from

beingpulledout,eitherbythecut orby vibration.

Specify Brown & Sharp* "Cam Lock" End Millf and Equipment.

They make possible high production rates and provide real savings.

Through the use of Adapters, "Cam Lock" Equipment also acci

modates Shell End Mills, Straight Shank End Mills, Angular Cutters

and certain hole-type cutters. Ask for Catalog No. 32.

Brown & Sharpc Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I., U. S. A.

BROWN & SHARPC

S
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uihen i|ou want collets

in a hurry!

t

ORDER FROM

THIS BOOKLET

COPIES SENT FREE TO EXECU

TIVES IN CHARGE OF PRODUC

TION, STOCKROOM, PURCHAS

ING, AND ENGINEERING DEPT'S.

—ASK FOR BULLETIN No. 37A—

CINCE 1890 HARDINGE Col-

lets have stood for greater

accuracy, durability and de

pendability. There are com

plete stocks in Elmira, New

York, Detroit, Chicago and Los

Angeles ready for immediate

shipment for use with these

lathes and millers:

American, Ames, Boye &

Emmes, Carroll & Jamieson, Chard, Cincinnati, Cisco,

Dalton, Flather, Greaves-Klusman, Hamilton, Hendey,

LeBlond, Monarch, Porter-Cable, Pratt & Whitney,

Rahn-Larmon, Reed-Prentice, Rivett, Rockford, Se

bastian, Seneca. Sidney, South Bend, Springfield,

Stark, Sundstrand and our own Hardinge Cataract

Lathes.

Ames, Becker, Burke, Pratt & Whitney, Reed-Pren

tice, Rockford, Stark, Sundstrand, Van Norman and

our own Hardinge Cataract Millers.

HARDINGE BROTHERS, INC. - elmira, new, york
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AMERICAN

BROACHE

For Any Practical Broaching

Large or tmall, round, Hat, or any other »h*pe;

jimple, complex, Or combination; push or pull

types, one piece or section*!, with straight or

■pirel teeth—American Broeches can be ob

tained for any practical broaching operation.

And they are good broaches—accurate, dur

able, economical. There are many reasons lor

this. Our personnel is thoroughly experienced

in broaching practice from pioneer days right

up to this minute. Our mechanical equipment

is complete and includes many brand new

standard machine tools in

I fixtures of our

Our shop it nv

ing specialists so expert i

close limits that they turn in every fob sec*

in the knowledge that it will pan om t

inspections. Result—American Broeches

any practical broaching operation tee* *>

reliably accurate, durable, economical Spec

"American" in your next order for broaches

AMERICAN BROACH & MACHINE COMPANY,

BROACHING MACHINES,
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Where time means money and precision-production

is essential, the OSTER Rapiduction Pipe-Threading

Machine is the right choice. Users say "No job can

balk a Rapiduction." Send for completely illus

trated descriptive folder. Write

THE OSTER MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Sales Office: 2061 East 61st Street. Cleveland, Ohio

Factories: Erie, Penna., and Cleveland, Ohio

New York City Showroom and Office, 292 Lafayette St.

Philadelphia Showroom and Office. 111 North 3rd St

THREADING EQUIPMENT

Threading Headquarters Since 1893

RAPI DUCTION
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SPEED WITH PRECISION

in a Grinderfor Small Drills

SELLERS Grinders—widelyknown for producing

the famous Sellers Drill Point, recommended by

leading drill manufacturers—are now offered

for drills V2" and under. Same unique chuck

and method of grinding. Same high produc

tion capacity. Many modern features. New

streamlined compactness. And at a price within

reach of every shop. Ask for Bulletin S- 11
Insert the drill and a quarter-
turn of the hand chucks it
securely.

Grind the scientifically correct
point. No special skill required.

WM. SELLERS & CO.. Inc.

1700 Hamilton Street - Philadelphia
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YOU HAVE A I

BOniNC JOB I

THAT* AHARB \

NUT TO CRACK- 1

BORING'

m

i

Have you an UNUSUAL Boring Job in your shop?

One that's decidedly "different" or difficult — or that's

costing you too much by present methods?

If so, we sincerely urge you to investigate at once the

full possibilities of SPECIALLY-DESIGNED Davit

Boring Tools.

In hundreds of shops — under all sorts of conditions —

Davis Boring Tools have invariably brought about

faster production, better work, lower costs. Some of

our specially-designed, single-purpose tools have saved

as high as 75% in boring time, besides producing

better work!

Send us prints of your work, and let our

Dept. make you a specific, money-saving

tion. No obligation. Write us today!

DAVIS BORING TOOL DIVISION

Larkin Packer Company, Inc.

St. Louis, U. S. A.

^^^^^
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DOWER and rigidity in produc-

* tion, accuracy and precision in

tool and gauge work, and versa

tility in many different opera

tions are characteristics required

of the new 15-inch South Bend

Series "T" lathe in hundreds of

manufacturing plants, tool rooms,

and machine shops. The fine

workmanship, design, and new

features of this lathe, combined

with its smooth, quiet operation,

assure quick and accurate han

dling of machining operations to

the most exacting specifications.

SOUTH BEND LATHE WORKS

370 E. Madison St. South Bend, Ind.. U.S.A.

15"x6' South Bend Quick Change Gear
Underneath Belt Motor Driven Precision
Lathe on a manufacturing operation.

68 Sizes and Types of Lathes

for every purpose.

9* lathe prices start at $287
ll'lathe prices start at $371
13" 1 athe prices start at $448
IS" lathe prices start at $544
16" lathe prices start at $642

Mute for

BULLETIN

Bulletin N o.l 5-C Illus
trates, describes and
prices the different
models of the 15-Inch
lathe. Copy sent free.

SOUTH BEMPj^ggg&gg LATHES
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FARREL-SYKES

2-C GEAR GENERATOR

The

UNIVERSAL

AUTOMATIC

GEAR MACHINE

for

high

PRECISION

high

PRODUCTION

•

suitable for

LINE PRODUCTION

GENERAL JOBBING

and

TOOL ROOM WORK

The new Farrel-Sykes 2-C Gear Generator has been de

signed and developed to provide the utmost precision with

high speed operation in the generation of gears of all

types which operate on parallel axes and a variety of

toothed forms and special contours.

Its in-built precision results in quiet operation, long life

and low upkeep, and in the production of precision gears

which operate more smoothly and quietly, and with great

er efficiency and durability. Automatic features make the

2-C machine extremely easy to operate and contribute to

the high output which places it in the first rank as a

profit-making tool wherever used.

Capacity: 0 to 25" diameter; 24 D. P. to 3 D. P. helical

and 2% D. P. straight teeth; 0 to 8" face.

Complete information and specifications on request.

FARREL-BIRMINGHAM COMPANY, Inc.

1(1 VULCAN STREET



MONARCH'S TAPER ATTACHMENT

tfAKES TAPER TURNING HISTORY"

te impetus that this exclusive Monarch feature

s given to the development of turning practice

evident in outstanding advantages like these:

1. Accurate smooth tapers are turned or bored under
all conditions;

2. Far heavier cuts may be taken than are possible
with the conventional taper glbbed friction type
of taper attachment;

3. Far steeper tapers can be turned or bored than with
other taper attachments* up to 90° Included angle;

4. Can be furnished to turn tapers at one setting the
full length capacity between centers of the lathe;

5. Can be furnished with contour turning or boring

Length Turning Capacity Now Multiplied

fery Monarch Anti-Friction Bearing Taper Attachment, when

uipped with the taper attachment Variator, will turn any

per within it* capacity for the full length between centers of

• lathe . . . and at one setting of the taper attachment:

'ur one set of pick-off gears, for the Reared bed bracket, la

luired to increase the length turning capacity of the taper

tachment (at one setting) to the maximum length turning

Parity of the lathe. Equipped with this net of change gears,

l« possible to turn any leaaer length of taper and any lesser

gr<* of taper, setting the swivel of the taptT attachment . . .

cording to a simple formula furnished with each attachment.

HE MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CO..

Ohio, U. 8. A.

Newark Sates Office: 1060 Broad Street
• Chicago Sales Office: 622 West

Washington Boulevard.
I Pittsburgh Sales Office: 604
Chamber of Commerce Building.
" Indianapolis Sales Office:

Meridian Street.
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WHEN toolroom or production lines need a husky

drill for counterboring or countersinking work,

the No. 2 Footburt Sipp with back gear unit will fill

the bill. Slow speed of 185 R.P.M. and high speed of

2300 R.P.M. provide a range for a wide variety of jobs.

Otfriie for £aUst Circulars

THE FOOTE-BURT COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Detroit Office: 4-151 General Motors Building

FOOTBURT 5IPP VSSR
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Let us send you complete informa

tion on this Kellerflex heavy duty

flexible shaft machine. Write for it

today. ,

SMOOTH

POWERFUL

FLEXIBLE

THC KELLERFLEX DL-6 Heavy Duty Machine

Equipped with a 2 H.P. heavy duty

ball bearing motor, 3450 R.P.M. at 60

cycles, totally enclosed, air-cooled, and

provided with a special deflector casting.

The motor bracket is ball bearing mount

ed, and swivels 360" horizontally in an

oil reservoir on a heavy cast iron tripod

pedestal. For sanding the standard cable

is 9/16"x6%' heavy duty, and wound for

strength, light weight and flexibility.

This cable runs in a heavy duty, non-

shrinking rubber fabric sheath designed

to resist oil, heat and abrasive. It is

made with an inner spring steel liner

strengthened by wire mesh. The com

plete sheath is reinforced at both ends

by heavy flat coil supporting springs. As

shown the machine is equipped with a

right angle attachment.

If your finishing work includes heavy

grinding, sanding and polishing on large

pieces, write for complete information

on this machine. It will prove an eco

nomical investment.

PRATT & WHITNEY

Hartford, Conn .

DIVISION NILES-

BEMENT-POND-CO.
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SHAPER

No one thing this company has ever de

veloped has received such a tremendous

ovation as this new precision 7" Bench

Shaper. Letters asking for more informa

tion read like a roster of American bin

business.

All the features of larger machines are

embodied in this new Atlas—precision.

power, rugged strength, and

more versatility—at a price

that sets a new standard of value in

metal shapers. The drive is standard boll

type powered by V-helts from motor to

spindle. There are four speeds between

45 and 200 strokes a minute, five surface

feeds" in either direction.

We want every executive concerned with

problems of tool room and shop to know

about this new Shaper. Tf you haven't

written yet. do it now.

ATLAS PRESS CO.

1146 N. Pitcher Sr.

Kalamazoo, Michigan



O GIVE PRECISION

Timken zero precision mirror finish roller bearings

— dynamic balance of every rotating part —

• accurate gauging and inspection

O KEEP PRECISION

Maximum slide areas — sturdy construction —

three point bed mounting — perfection in ma

terial and workmanship

LAT HE: cCRIMDCR IMC.

BRICHTOn BOSTON. MASS.
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Most taps are broken because of lack of concentricity. Since ALCO

Tap holders are so adjustable — and easily adjustable — that

absolute concentricity is assured, you can insure your taps by

equipping your screw machines with ALCO Tap Holders. And

this insurance is at a low rate, for the cost of the ALCO Tap Hold

ers is soon amortized by your savings in tap expense . . . and bush

ing expense, for these tap holders, like the ALCO Drill Chucks,

eliminate the necessity for bushings. But just as important—

possibly even more so—is the fact that the ALCO Tap Holder

will produce more accurate threads. Just these features alone

are sufficient to justify your placing your order immediately for

a sufficient number of ALCO Tap Holders to modernize your

screw machines. There are other important exclusive features,

so, if you want to keep pace with modern production practice-—

and we are sure you do—write today for full particulars. The

Alco Tool Company, Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.
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Make your own die castings

WITH A SMALL INVESTMENT THAT

yields big nnnriTn and

This revolutionary machine eliminates "farming out" castings,

split profits and uncertain production. Now you can cast your

own products; make the profit yourself and hare your castings

when you want them. The Harvill costs only about one-half as

much as other pressure die-casting machines of equal capacity,

offers maximum production at minimum maintenance cost — can

be operated by unskilled labor.

Dies can be furnished and

tested with the Harvill for any

part or group of parts.

Check up your casting cost and

we'll show you how Harvill will

save you money. Mail prints or

samples.

H. L. HARVILL. INC.

2344 East 38th Stmt, Los Angilts, Calif.

Please send me your High-

Pressure Die Casting Machine)

Catalog.

Name

Firm

Street .

City State

HARVILL

HIGH-PRESSURE

DIE CASTING

MACHINES
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V&O HORNING PRESS

This photograph shows one

of the many horning presses

V&O makes. These machines

have all of the outstandingV*0

Inclinable press characteristics,

such as the long slide, eccentric

shaft, and over-hanging bear

ings, etc. Write for a bulletin

on these machines.

THE V&O PRESS COMPANY hudson.n

AGE

HENRY PRENTISS & CO.. NEW YORK
HARTFORD, BOSTON, SYRACUSE.

BUFFALO.
MARSHALL & HUSCHART MACHINERY

CO., CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE.

STERLING-FRENCH MACHINERY CO.,

DETROIT.
GEORGE L. LIND. PHILADELPHIA.

C. F. BULOTTI MACHINERY CO.. SAN

FRANCISCO.
WILLIAM K. STAMETS. PITTSBURGH.
CLEVELAND.
THTIR JACKSON MACHINE TOOL

\. TORONTO. MONTREAL.

MACHINK'

t

NTS

ELLIOTT * STEPHENS
CO.. ST. LOUIS.

TIDEWATER SUPPLY CO.,
ROANOKE, VA., COLUMBIA,
ASHEVILLE, N. C.

D. S. MAIR MACHINERY CORP
TON AND DALLAS. -

JOSEPH F. PFLUM SALES
ING CO., CINCINNATI '

THE NATIONAL MACHINK TOOL a
SUPPLY CO., MINNEAPOLIS. MUJN

MEYER MACHINERY CO.. LOS
GELES. CALIFORNIA.

AW
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USE BARBER-COLMAN GROUND HOBS

Enlarged Fifty Times Size

Tooth Form Splits The Line

Design right, material right, machining

right, heal treatment right, finishing by

Barber-Colman grinding right — Barber-

Co Iman Ground Hobs must be right.When

enlarged 50 times, the projected tooth-

form splits the line on en accurate layout.

In service, Barber-Colman Ground Hobs

provide the ultimate in accuracy, Fine

finish, high production, and durability.

Use Barber-Colman Ground Hobs for

accuracy, service, va/ue.

ft

I

a

fa Accuracy

BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY

G.n.,.l Offic.i .nd Flint ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

REAMER IHARP-

ENIN6 MACHINE!.

IPEdAI TOOll
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the measuring instrument field

In accuracy as well as durability,

Lufkin Tapes, Rules and Precision

Tools actually set the pace. They

are precision made, you can depend

on them to give correct measure

ments. They are sturdy, they stand

up on the job. It's no wonder Lufkin

measuring instruments are the choice

of good workmen. It's no wonder sc

many men insist the name "Lufkin'

appear on every tape, rule or preci

sion tool they buy. You'll find a de

scription of every Lufkin product in

Catalog No. 12. Write for free copy.

new york the/ufk/nPuleY?o. c.*..

,06.110 L.f.,,tt. Si WINDSOR ONIr SAGINAW, MICHIGAN. USA
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Evaporator coil assemblies —

a tough job licked by

GARDNER-GRINDING!

The bottom surface of these cast alumi

num tvaporator coil assemblies it ground

(tat within xV"# at an average rate of 60

par hr , per operator, on this No. 2 30-
30" Gardner Grinder. Stoclc removal

runs from iV' to !/'. Trie two me

chanically oscillated work tables reduce

manual effort to a minimum. The job
it around wet.

THESE refrigerator evaporator coil assem

blies represent a tough grinding job

because of their size, and because they

arc aluminum castings with a (airly thin

wall section. The largest measures 12;-

wide x 10%" high „ HJ4" Ions, and

bottom surface ii ground flat within

The machine that "licked" this job it

• Gardner No. 230-30" Grinder carrying

'two power-operated" work tablet, and

our standard wet grinding system. A

special hand-clamping fixture is mounted

on each table, and two operators are used.

Brief production data is printed above

illustration.

Let GARDNER figure on Your tough jobs —Atle for Bulletin 200B!

NER MACHINE COMPANY
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Triple Economy

pays

Big Dividends

• Every phase oi cold sawing is covered by Heller.

"Triple Economy" invariably results when Heller furnishes Blades.

Cold Metal Sawing Machines and Blade Sharpening Machines, and

coordinates the application of three essential pieces oi equipment to

the job at hand.

We would like an opportunity to prove that the

"Triple Economy", realized through Heller com

plete service, means savings that quickly repay

first cost and insure continuous returns on the

investment.

HELLER MACHINE COMPANY
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This new hack saw blade has already proved

a sensation. It's an entirely new type—super-

tough, super-flexible, extra hard—a general pur

pose blade that stands a remarkable amount of

abuse without stripping on thinnest sheet or tub

ing. Its performance on large sections, drill rod,

tool steels, etc., is amazing. TUF-FLEX cuts

smoothly, efficiently, is practically unbreakable.

We challenge you to try TUF-FLEX blades on

any lobs where ordinary tungsten blades are

now used. We promise unusual performance

and the lowest blade cost you've ever experi

enced on general purpose work. Write for fur

ther particulars and name of nearest TUF-FLEX

distributor.

MILLERS FALLS COMPANY

Greenfield, Mass.
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No longer need you pay a high premium for the
added strength once available only in Alloy
Wrenches. It took Williams with their more than
fifty years of wrench-making experience to bring
industry this sensational wrench. Exhaustive tests of
demonstrate that all patterns and sizes of Wil- oeleCtlTiS
Mams' "Superior" Wrenches average 93% as
strong as corresponding Alloy Wrenches.

Drop-forged from a selected quality carbon steel,
specially processed, Williams' "Superior'' Wrenches
are so designed that they provide a bettor hand
grip than the usual thin Alloy Wrench as well
as increased bearing on the nut. Available in
50 patterns—more than 1,000 sizes. Demand Wil
liams' "Superior" Wrenches from your distributor.

J. H. WILLIAMS & CO.

75 SPRING 8TREET, NEW YORK

Get this FREE BOOKLET

E»ery mechanic and tool buyer
needs this helpful. informatiTe book
let. Complete tables give correct
wrench opening for I* s , 8. A. K .
American Standard Nut and Cap
Screw sizes. Data on wrench types
and applications, how to select the
proper wrench for your needs.

Write ymir name and address In
margin below, tear off on *
Un« tod mail.

Consider

these Facts when

YOUR Wrenches

1. All pattern* and sizes of William'

"Superior" (carbon steel) Wrenches i»r
age 93% aa strong as Williams' AOs;
•Snperrenches" of

I

2. Williams' Alloy "Sop
strong as ANY alloy wrenches made com
mercially I

3. BUT . . . "Superior" (carbon staeii
Wrenches are actually STRONGER this
Alloy "Snperrenches" in the double mead
Engineers' Pattern, which la of popular
thinner design. Also they provide in

cressed hearing on the not and better hand
grip than the usual thin Alloy Wrench.

Since Williams' "Superior" Wrenches else
cost much less:

WE DEFINITELY RECOMMEND

. . . "Superior" Wrenches (improved Car
bon Steel) for most Industrial uses.

"Superrenchss" (Alloy Steel) of the thin
type for automotive and other close-quart,
work, or where the user Is willing to r .

more than 50% extra for higher '
and ehroiue-prstlng.



le-makers, these odd-shaped die castings. With other types

of equipment the handling time for this job was much greater than

the tapping time, resulting in low production, unnecessary operator

iigue.

it the Haskins Method makes

another tough job easy. A sim-

I pie sliding fixture — no clamps

— operator fatigue reduced to a

minimum — production increas

ed to 700 pieces per hourl

Have high-speed, precision tap-

! ping in your plant. Have longer

tap life — lower tapping costs

! —at no extra cost over your

present method. Investigate the

Haskins Method.

PRODUCTION LINE

PROOF— illustrated

above is No. 84 of a

series of case histories

showing tough jobs made

easy — done better and

faster — by the Haskins

Method.

Material. Zinc base die casting.
Net Production, 700 pes. per hr.
Size of Tap B/16"-18
Depth of Tapped Hole '/>"
RPM of Tap "In" 1760
RPM of Tap "out"

a s ki n s

Hi- Speed TAPPINC EQUIPMENT

with Greater Adaptability

Write for a complete. Illus
trated booklet describing the
Haskins Tapper In detail.
R. G. Haskins Oompany,
4667 W. Fulton '
Chicago.

European Representative — Q. E. Maiball. Ltd..
HumQlai House, London, 8. VV- 1 .
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SINE

ANGLE PLATE

For measuring angles in any

part of the quadrant within

one minute or less—only a

two inch micrometer is nec-

EXTREME ACCURACY

NO CUMBERSOME

SET-UPS

A MAGNETIC CHUCK

THAT'S DIFFERENT

Bulletin available on

KARNETICS

time saving accessories tor

use on any magnetic chuck.

THE KAR DUO

MAGNETIC holds

work during a ma

chine operation

and this same

chuck DEMAG

NETIZES the work

it has held.

The all aluminum

body of lesser

weight reduces

wear and tear of

grinding machine.

Finest materials—

accurate construc

tion, and thorough

tests insure long

and satisfactory

service. Established 1916.

Write for complete literature.

THE KAR ENGINEERING COMPANY, Inc.

203 HUDSON STREET NEW YORK. N. Y
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The NUMBER FIVE Besly Grinder

LOWERS COSTS IN THE

TOOL ROOM AND ON

THE ERECTING FLOOR

IDEAL FOR LIGHT MANUFACTURING

A Direct Connected

Motor Driven Disc Grinder with

sturdy 3 H.P.Motor and Push Button

Control. Has spindle mounted in

High Grade Ball Bearings and

carries eighteen inch Besly Titan

SteelbacAbrasive Discs. Thefamous

Besly Geared Lever Feed Table has

micrometer adjustment. Heavy Welded Steel Exhaust Type Guards

and efficient Truing Device. You will be sur

prised at its reasonable price.

• Do you operate a Disc, Surface or Face

Grinder employing the side of a Grinding

Wheel? If so, get your copy of Booklet describ

ing Besly Titan Steelbac Abrasive Discs. These

bolted-on Discs with one, two and three inch of

Resinoid Bonded Abrasive continue making

new records against the older type of grinding

member. Investigate.

IT Write for your copy Tl

I of Booklet on Besly II

l^T/fan Steelbacs. J]

CHARLES H. BESLY AND COMPANY

118-124 NORTH CLINTON STREET * CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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New Kin. 4 - Spindle

&kta DRILL PRESSES

This four-spindle

unit is a very pop-

alar machine for

manufacturing op

erations. It is eco

nomical in first

cost, in power con

sumption and in

maintenance; it is

adaptable to a

wide variety of

production work

in the large or

small shop and

will pay for itself

in an astonishingly

short time.

With Geared

Chucks, less

Overall dimensions: 26" x 57"; 45" high. Table surface

on base: 20"/4" x 51". Oil trough 2", tapped for W>

pipe at rear. Maximum distance, chuck to table, 25".

Center to center distance of spindles, 11". Capacity of

Jacobs chucks, No. 60 to Y2" drills. Drills to center of

14" circle.

Spindle speeds, Nos. 1001 and 1002: 590, 1275, 2450 and

5000 r. p. m.

Spindle speeds, Nos. 1003 and 1004: 390, 745, 1280 and 2050 r. p. m.

Spindle carried on New Departure self-sealed ball bearings; lubricated

factory for the entire life of the bearing. No further lubrication ne< .

Spindle pulley is also carried on New Departure self-sealed ball bearing,

is designed to take all belt pull; no belt load transmitted to spindle. Spi

is double-splined, with large radial spline faces for long ~

action.

Write for Delta dealer and complete descriptive

DELTA MANUFACTURING

620 E. Ave.



ALL WAYS . .

Y-A-L-E . . . lust four letters of the alphabet. But

place them together on a Chain Hoist and they spell

YALE—A trademark recognized throughout industry

as a guarantee that that hoist will give top performance!

And no wonder! For years Yale Chain Hoists have

stood up under the test of time — have given efficient,

economical service wherever they've been in use. Out

standing service that has put Yale Hoists where they

are today- IN FRONT!

Yale Hoists are preferred by the operator as well as

the executive because they're SAFE! They ease his

work—safeguard his health. Help him produce more—

in less time. With a Yale Chain Hoist on the job,

men work better—raising per capita production . . .

lowering per capita cost!

Find out how much Yale Efficiency—Speed—and Safety

can save YOU. Call in your local distributor—He'll tell

you in dollars and cents.
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it's Good Business,

SPEND MONEY TO SAVE MONEY.

You get more out of two 100% tools

than you do out of three 60% tools:

THE DIFFERENCE PAYS FOR THETOOLS

THE VALUE OF A MACHINE DEPENDS

ON WHAT IT WILL PRODUCE

QUALITY TOOLS

HOW GOOD-

HOW FAST

DO YOU KNOW that AVEY

DRILLING UNITS practically

give you EXTRA HOLES for

NOTHING.

A lot of things can be done to effect

economies. Your inquiry may be a

real benefit to you. Ask

The AVEY DRILLING MACHINE C0.T Cincinnati
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WHY "NURSE" SMALL END MILLS

on your production jobs?

THE DALRAE TOOLS CO.

SYRACUSE BLDC, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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Absolute

Accuracy

A slight inaccuracy of footing may ruin 2

mountain goat. And a slight inaccuracy in

metal-cutting does ruin a blank.

The Horizontal Napier cuts with absolute ac

curacy because:

1 . It is entirely free from vibration

2. Its blade feeds into the metal by

gravity from a counter-balanced cut

ting arm

3. Its blade has special strength and

rigidity

4. Its blade is so thin (.049" is the thick

est) it assures exactness even on pre

cision work

Absolute accuracy of cut is but one of ten

money-saving features of the Horizontal Na

pier Band Saw Machine. Send for illustrated

folder giving complete data on how the Hori

zontal Napier reduces metal-cutting costs.

TEN MONEY-SAVINC FEATURES

1. Saves metal * *

2. Cuts accurately * *

3. It speedy • • •

4. Is adaptable to all work

5. Doesn't take time out

6. Is easy on blades *

7. Saves power • *

8. Saves labor costs

9. Hos low depreciation cost

10. Has low installation cost

METAL SAW & MACHINE CO. Band |

40 NAPIER STREET SPRINGFIELD, MASS. Jobbing WorkSPRINGFIE
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WIZARD

Quick-Change Chucks

keep spindles turning

McCROSKY

Hold Tools

Rigid and

Centered

IME studies show that with ordinary equipment

for drilling and tapping 75% of the floor to floor time is consumed in

getting the tools ready and only 25% in actually making holes.

WIZARD Quick-Change Chuck Outfits cut this non-productive time

by enabling the operator to change tools without stopping the spindle.

WIZARD Friction-Drive Tapping Collets permit tapping blind holes

at drilling speed. Bulletin No. 15-D will help you pick the WIZARD

Outfit for your job. Send for a copy.

McCrosky Tool Corporation, Meadville, Pa.

Solas Offices: Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York, Philadelphia
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DIE MAKING MACHINES

By OLIVER of ADRIAN

Save 50% to 60%

Actual figures show this saving—and more in many cases—in

the cost of making EXPENSIVE DIES, GAGES, TEMPLATES,

CAMS and STRIPPER PLATES.

More than ten thousand users attest to the high grade perform

ance of these machines on sawing and filing operations and

NO TOOL ROOM, LARGE OR

SMALL, can afford to operate without

the services of an OLIVER-of-ADRIAN

die making machine.

Their use permits less skilled me

chanics—work assured on time—

real savings—GREATER PRODUC

TION PER DIE, DUE TO MORE AC

CURATE CLEARANCE.

Let us tell you

more about the

savings possible

with an Oliver—

Send for 12 page

booklet. There's

no obligation.

—Priced as low as

$125.00

Cut illustrates S-l for I" 10 sizes for materials

materials. up to 3" thick.

OLIVER INSTRUMENT COMPANY

1430 EAST MAUMEE STREET .:. ADRIAN, MICHIGAN



hether

or
the

Smallest

whole pageful of type couldn't go as far

lese pictures do in stressing two vital facts

I every buyer should remember about

rveland" Twist Drills and Reamers:

"his Company makes all sizes and types of

ools used in commercial drilling and ream-

ng. "Cleveland" then is the logical place at

fhich to concentrate all of your buying.

'roduction methods in the "Cleveland" plant

ring experimental-department accuracy and

>recision into mass manufacturing. Steady

ncreases in business have forced continual

The

30 READC ST. NEW YORK 9 NORTH JEFFERSON
•SIS SECOND BEVD.. DFTROIT IONOON-E.P.

expansion of plant—a major construction

project is now nearing completion.

But the established high quality and reliable

performances of "Cleveland" Twist Drills and

Reamers remain unchanged, regardless of all

increases in production volume.

Counseling facilities of the whole "Cleveland"

Staff are at your disposal, and inquiries will be

given prompt, interested attention. Address the

Cleveland plant, our nearest Stockroom, or

your closest source of supply.

TWIST DRILL

COMPANY
1242 EAST 49'KSTREET

CLEVE LAND

ST. CHICAGO 6S4 HOWARD ST. SAN FRANCISCO
BARRli*. ITD.- 3S J6 17 UPPER THAMES ST..EJ14
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PROVIDENCE

ALL-BALL-BEARING

PRECISION

r QRILLS

You pay for a drill, once. But the cost

of the holes it drills is a continuing cost

The drill you wont, therefore—regardless

of price—is the one that will give you the

longest life and the most holes per year

at least cost per hole.

PROVIDENCE PRECISION DRILLS are de

signed and built with these three ideals

in view—long life, large capacity, and

low production cost. An outstanding fea

ture is the use of high-grade ball bearings

at every rotating point—which not only

minimizes wear, but also maintains accu

racy, increases sensitiveness, eliminates

vibration, and saves power.

If you are seeking "more holes per hour

at less cost per hole", the PROVIDENCE

—a true PRECISION DRILL—claims your

careful investigation. Write for the Bulle

tin.

For High-Speed Drilling, Boring, Tap

ping and Reaming * * * Four Models,

One to Six Spindles, Hand or Power

Feed, Belt or Motor Drive * * * Every

Model Full Ball Bearing Throughout.

PROVIDENCE ENGINEERING WORKS, INC

523 So. Main Street PrwWwice, R. I.

PRECISION
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Lyon Steel Shop Benches in the Edgewater,

N. J. plant of Aluminum Company of America.

• Neatness, simplicity and efficiency are apparent

in shops equipped with Lyon Steel Work Benches. Econ

omy is present, too. For these sturdy benches will last

indefinitely . . . will not cut, splinter or dent. Top is one

solid sheet of 10 or 12 gauge steel. Channel steel legs

are rigidly braced. Write for complete information on

Lyon Work Benches and other efficiency and economy

promoting Shop Equipment.

LYON METAL PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED

1311 RIVER ST.

AURORA, ILLINOIS

I i
, LVON METAL PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED |

1311 River Street, Aurora, Illinois

I Please tend Bulletin! on: ( ) Steel Work I

' Benches; ( ) steel Shelving; ( ) Tool Room I

| Equipment; ( ) Shop Boxes.

| Name J

| Address '

I City SUte I

I

LYON

STORAGE

EQUIPMENT

IVON METAL PRODUCTS. INCORPORATED. Aurors. Ill
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4

THEY HAVE SOLVED THE PROBLEM OF

BETTER EDGES ON CEMENTED CARBIDE TOOLS

Thousands of the tiny, hard, sharp diamond grits from

crushed South African Diamonds (too tmiall and off color to

be regarded as precious) are literally the cutting tools in the

Carborundum Brand Diamond Wheel. Progress in the art

of grinding cemented carbide loots—the demand for greater

grinding production, greater *peed, higher accuracy and

more perfect finishes prompted the development of this

wheel. • Used as a companion wheel of the Carborundum

Brand Green-Grit Wheel, it has resulted in greater econo

mies in conditioning cemented carbide tools—in sharper,

cleaner cutting edges perfectly finished. The diamond

wheel gives longer life to the tool — saves grinding time—

reduces machine and tool maintenance . ..-t-.

SEND FOR FREE 54-PAGE BOOK

- book, fully illum rated.
Uanragn of the tliamn

f
KARBORUNDUi

CARBORUNDUM C O M P A N Y . . N I A G A R A

>*lf. Ofln-r- ami VarrlioiiKe* in New York., Oik-sin. Philadelphia. I li truil ' l< w l.m.l BuMon, I'iii-Lik tTlnrinnati. f>rand RajiiiU
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Your Competitor is Saving Money

with R&L TOOLS--How?

Initial Saving«$235.o<>

One R&L Tool costs $65.00 and replaces an assortment of tools

which costs you $300.00.

Continued Saving --

The R&L Tool continues to save you money by increased pro

duction. This tool can perform one, two or three operations at

the same time: Roughing or finishing cuts, right or left hand—

as a balanced turning tool with two cutting edges—as a com

bination turning and burnishing tool—for simultaneous drilling

and turning.

This requires no higher mathematics to figure out why your

Competitor uses R&L Tools.

Write today for information.

R&L TOOLS

1825 BRISTOL ST. NICETOWN, PHILADELPHIA. PA



TCH BURG

PLAIN CYLINDRICAL GRINDER

DESIGNED to do plunge cut

grinding only, and it re

quires half the floor space of any

other plain grinder to do similar

work.

There is no table traverse, but it

has wheel spindle reciprocation.

The machine is built around one of

our standard BOWGAGE Wheel

Head Units, which has a complete

automatic cycle all dial controlled

from the panel.

Headstocks can be furnished for

either live or dead spindle opera

tion and the complete cycle can

be inter-locked to be operated

from one lever.

FITCH BURG

PLUNGE CUT 6" x 12"

Notice that the grinding wheel is

carried on the right hand side of

the spindle, instead of the conven

tional left side. Thus we consoli

date the wheel spindle space with

the headstock longitudinally, and

we save this floor space. Yet, the

machine has the weight and wheel

diameter to do the work of larger

machines.

We also build this machine in a

chucking grinder model. The work

head can be swiveled to a suitable

angle for taper work.

This is a condensed big machine,

with exclusive features for high

production and accuracy which

other machines do not have.

Grinding Machine Corp.

Fitchburg, Mass., U. S . A.
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SURFACE BROACHING - WITH OILGEAR

It must be remembered Oilgear is the one

proven means of applying power smoothly,

flexibly, controllably, efficiently. And that

successful broaching must have just those

features for which Oilgear alone is famous.

Oilgear Surface Broaching Machines thus

quite naturally provide a smoothness of oper

ation, an incomparable dependability of per

formance, and such low maintenance costs

that experienced shops will consider no other

makes. Oilgear Surface Broaching Machines

are pushing production at close tolerances

past any records known before. If you want

to check what this means in terms of your

product, send for full information, including

Bulletin 23.000A. THE OILGEAR COM

PANY, 1323 W. Bruce St., Milwaukee, Wis.

• One or more pieces

finish - broached

simultaneously.

• H ighest produc

tion at close tol

erances.

• Each unit com

plete and self-

contained.

• Single lever, semi

automatic control.

• Automatic full in

terlock of broach

and shuttle tables.

•Welded all-steel

construction.

• 6, 10, 1 6, 20 ton

capacities.

I
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Versatility in metal cutting reduces equip

ment and labor cost to a minimum. WELLS

BAND SAWS cut most any metal to practically

any shape faster and more economically.

They eliminate the necessity of additional

equipment for varying metal cutting oper

ations. Accurate, a closer tolerance can be

kept on a Wells saw—cutting machining time

to a fraction. Write for bulletin on the saw of

1001 plant uses.
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N° 15

MANUFACTURING1

DRILL

In announcing this new drill

"Buffalo'' leads again in mak

ing a drill to fit modern manu

fui-turing needs. It offers all

the advantages of the ragged

low cost No. 15 drill plu-

new features to give quicker

change of set-up, correct take-

up for wear, and

room for

work pieces. Easier to oper

ate. Least non-productioD

time.

Drill is full ball bearing type. Has 5 speeds. Pulleys designed

to carry the full capacity of standard "A" section V Belts.

Table base is 18"x22" with 14"xl4" true plane working surface.

No detail has been overlooked to make the new "Buffalo"

No. 15 Manufacturing Drill the finest in its class on the market.

Write today for full details and prices.

BUFFALO FORGE COMPANY

388 BROADWAY BUFFALO, n V.

Branch Engineering Offices in Principal Cities
Id Canada: Canadian Blower ft Forge Co., Ltd., Kitchener, Ont.
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End Tool-Turnover with

ARMSTRONG

TOOL HOLDERS

The vast majority of the machine shops and

tool rooms are now permanently "Tooled up"
—have solved their cutting tool problem by

adopting the Armstrong System of Tool

Holders. ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS

in over 100 sizes and shapes. Each is a

permanent tool that takes cutter bits quickly

ground from standard High Speed Steel

Shapes. Each is a m ulti-purpose tool—doing

the work of a complete set of

forged tools. Each is a
iJjk stronger more efficient tool

embodying a design excellence developed

through over 40 years of specialization in

cutting tools and the quality made possible

by every modern manufacturing facility. Kadi

"Saves All Forging, 70% Grinding, 9Q% High

Speed Steel."
To cut cutting-cost and step np hourly pro

duction use ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS

for every operation on every lathe, planer.

Blotter and shaper. Pick them op as needed

from stock, from your industrial distributor.

ARMSTRONG BROS.

TOOL CO.

"The Tool Holder People"

328 N. Francisco Are., Chicago, U. S. A.

Eastern Warehouse & Sales:
199 Lafayette St., New Terk

San Francisco

tr 9»% of f" " - - *-
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Interesting

Operations

in the

Building of

Chandler & Price

Printing Presses

By Howard Campbell

THE smoothness with which a

modern printing press operates

fives no hint to the casual onlooker

is to the engineering skill and line

workmanship which has made such

smooth operation possible. In such a

machine, however, delicacy of design

is combined with sturdy construction

to produce a machine that will be ca

pable of adjustments within a ten-

thousandth of an inch, yet also capable

of continuous operation for an in

definite period. Such a machine is the

"Craftsman" Press now being built by

The Chandler & Price Company,

Cleveland, Ohio. A few of the inter

esting operations involved in the pro

duction of the machine are described

herewith.

The Chandler & Price "Craftsman"

Press, which is of the Gordon type,

is constructed upon a frame consisting

of a one-piece solid casting with heavy

reinforcing ribs which provide a solid

foundation and maintain perfect align

ment of the shafts and bearings. The

main shaft holes must be machined

very accurately and, accordingly, this

operation is performed in a Giddings

& Lewis horizontal boring mill, shown

in Fig. 1. Davis boring heads are

used, which are capable of the finest

adjustments. The rough boring oper

ation removes the scale and approxi

(65)
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FiK.
shaft

Aatt

mately 3/1C in. of stock, leaving 1/32

in. of stock for the finish boring op

eration. In the finish boring opera

tion, the holes are finished to within

0.003 in. of the specified size.

The illustration Fig. 2 shows the

boring and facing operations on two

sets of shaft holes in a 12xl8-in. bed

for a Gordon press. In the imme

diate foreground can be seen two

drills which enter the bearings from

the outside. Supplying power to these

drill spindles is a very simple matter;

supplying power to the cutter heads in

the center of the illustration, which

face the inside faces of the bearing

"Craft

matic

holes, is a bi

more difficult. Tbj

facing heads, t>

dicated by the

arrows, a r e at

tached to a spir-

dle which is it

t e g r a 1 with

worm driven b;|

a worm wheel

which, in turn, is powered by thel

universal shaft which extends to the

left of the picture. The shaft has

an extension joint so that it functiod

properly with the cutter head locatd

anywhere within the range of the t«

bearings. The head containing t'M

spindle carrying the two cutters I

moved first to one side and then a

the other in order to mill the facei

of both bearings. In this operatic

the bearing holes are drilled

1-15/32 in. to be later reamed to Vi

in., the bearing faces are milled, ar/1

the main shaft holes are bored to 3*v

in. diameter.

Fig. 2—Boring the shaft holes in the bed for a 12il8-in. Gordon pi
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The boring of the main

shaft holes is accomplished

by means of an ingenious

mechanism. The boring bar,

which can be seen in the

rear in the photograph, is

a 1%-in. shaft, the end of

which is threaded with three

square threads per inch.

This end of the shaft also

contains a longitudinal key-

way to which a 75-tooth gear

is keyed, the key being a

sliding fit in the shaft. Also

upon this end of the shaft

is located a 72-tooth gear

threaded in the hub with three square

threads to the inch to fit the thread

on the shaft. These two gears are

close together and both mesh with a

pinion carrying a pulley to which

power is transmitted by a belt.

When power is applied, the 75-

tooth gear revolves the shaft and as

the 72-tooth gear must also revolve

75 teeth with each complete revolution

of the 75-tooth gear, the 72-tooth gear

revolves three extra teeth for each

revolution of the 75-tooth gear. This

Fig. 3—The main bearing holes are finished to size by
honing- with this Hntto hone.

extra movement of the 72-tooth gear

feeds the shaft longitudinally through

the hubs of both gears and through'

the bearings in which it is located,

thus providing the necessary feed to

bore the bearing holes in the work-

piece.

After the frame for the "Crafts

man" Press has been completely ma

chined, the bushings are pressed into

the main bearing holes. These holes

are then reamed with a line reamer,

removing some 0.0025 in. of stock and

leaving from 0.005 to 0.006

in. of stock to be removed

in the final operation.

The final operation on

these bearings is that of

honing, which is done with

a Hutto hone as shown in

Fig. 3. To obtain perfect

alignment for the honing

operation, the hone is made

with a pilot which is a slip

fit in a pilot bushing which

is slipped into place in one

of the bearing holes while

the other bearing hole is

being honed to size. The

end of the pilot can be seen

projecting from the right

side of the casting in the

illustration. Power is ap

plied by means of a Black
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& Decker electric drill and the 0.005

in. of stock is removed in from 10 to

15 minutes, leaving a mirror-like sur

face in the bearing.

Figure 4 shows the operation of

milling a cam raceway in a large cam

wheel which will determine the open

ing and closing of the press platen.

Fig. 5—Cams are finished to size by grinding
in this special cam grinding machine.

The operation is being performed in a

special cam machine and the finished

raceway is accurate within 0.002 in.

The stock is being removed with a

1-15/16-in. spiral cutter.

Figure 5 shows the grinding of a

chilled cast iron cam, for which oper

ation a special machine is used. The

work-piece is bolted to a spindle which

also carries a master cam, shown at

the right in the illustration. The

grinding wheel spindle is carried in a

bearing which forms part of a hinged

mechanism which also carries a cam

roller. When ready to grind the cam,

the cam roller is rested upon the

master cam and, as the spindle carry

ing both the master cam and the

work-piece revolves, the cam roller

naturally follows the contour of the

master cam, forcing the grinding

wheel to do likewise. Thus the work-

piece is ground to the exact contour

of the master cam. The spindle carry

ing the master cam and the work-

piece travels at a speed of 1 r.pjn.

and the wheel speed is 13,000 r.pjn.

The finished cam must be within 0.015

in. of the size of the master cam and

must have a glass-like finish.

The operation shown in Fig. 6 is

that of milling the ratchet on the ink

ing disk for a 14%x22% new series

Gordon press. As can be seen, a ver

tical milling attachment is used carry

ing a 45-deg. cutter, and the disk is

clamped to a circular table which

forms part of an attachment that is

anchored to the milling machine table.

The ratchets must all be cut at the

same angle and must be of the same

length. Longitudinal table feed is

used, the feed being disconnected au

tomatically at the proper place in the

cut by the device shown in Fig. 7.

With the feed engaged and the

table moving toward the right in the

illustration, the finger A pushes the

dog B with it and incidentally the

shaft carrying the dogs C and D. The

dog C pushes the lever E until it

reaches the point at which it reverses

the table feeding mechanism in the

usual manner, causing the table to re

verse its direction and feed back to

ward the left by rapid traverse. As

this takes place, the ratchet F, which

has caught on the latch G, is held and

is thus forced to rotate on the bolt by

which it is pinned to the machine,

throwing the pawl H into engagement

with one of the ratchet teeth on the

underside of the circular table. As

the machine table travels to the left,

the pawl H is also forced to swing to

the left, forcing the circular table to
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rotate until the movement

of the machine table is

reversed again. This is

always, of course, a defi

nite amount. When the

machine table has re

versed far enough, the

lever E is automatically

thrown again, reversing

the table feed and start

ing the cut in the new

metal which has been pre

sented to the cutter. This

device not only saves the

operator's time, being

completely automatic, but

it also insures the accu

rate machining of the

ratchet on the inking disk.

The operator shown in Fig. 8 is

straightening crankshafts for Gor

don or automatic presses. The ma

chine is an old lathe equipped with

a 18-in. diameter hydraulic cylinder

supported by a frame work which

rides on four wheels on the ways of

the lathe. The four vertical corner

shafts of the frame extend down be-

H*. 6—Milling the ratchet on an inking disk for a Gordon

Fig. 7—Device for automatically revolving* the work-piece

between cuts.

low the lathe bed to receive cross

braces under the bed which prevent

the frame from lifting when the full

power of the air is applied for

straightening.

Both the head and tail centers of

the lathe are equipped with sockets

into which the ends of the rough shaft

are placed. With the shaft thus in

position, the operator ro

tates it by hand until he

determines just where the

straightening—if any—is

needed. After thus locat

ing the high point, sup

ports, one of which is in

dicated at A, are screwed

into position under the

ends of the shaft to re

ceive the downward thrust

and the straightening pro

ceeds.

Upon the lower end of

the piston rod of the air

cylinder is threaded a

"nose" which can be

screwed downward by

hand until it rests upon

the shaft. With the nose

in contact with the shaft,

the air valve is opened

and pressure is applied to
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the piston. The 18-in. inside diameter

of the cylinder with 80 lbs. pressure

of air makes available a total pressure

of 1900 lbs. The operator is shown in

the act of opening the air valve, which

he closes at just the right instant to

obtain the desired pressure. Long ex

perience on this job has made it pos

sible for the operator to tell just ex-

Fisr. 8—Straightening rough crankshafts for

Gordon printing presses.

actly how much pressure is needed to

straighten out a kink in a shaft with

out bending it more than is necessary.

After the air has been applied, the

piston is raised by reversing the

valve, the supports A are lowered by

spinning the hand wheel, and the

shaft is again tested for straightness.

The operations described above are

a few of many interesting operations

in the building of Chandler & Price

presses.

Severance Tool Mfg. Co. Catalogue

No. 11 and Booklet No. 11A. Two new

pieces of literature have been Issued by

Severance Tool Mfg. Co., 1516 E. Genesee

Ave.. Saginaw, Michigan. Catalogue No.

11 lists 170 Standard Midget Milling

Tools and Booklet No. 11A illustrates

many special tools and uses. Copies

may be obtained by signing your name

on your company letterhead and mail

ing to the company.

Termed "a bookful of Lathe Low- ]
downs" Is the new Golden Anniversary '

catalog Just published by The B, K.

LeBlond Machine Tool Company, Ctn-1

clnnati, Ohio, under the title "What

Makes Main Street". The book was pub

lished to commemorate LeBlond's

years of service to industry, and Is

to present an unusual treatment of

subject of lathes. While basically

tual In its nature, It affords a new i

original perspective of the Main

of production where LeBlond

have played a conspicuous part.

The forepart of "What Makes

Street" is embellished with four

pastels by a noted artist, providing i '!

lathe's eye view of the Main Street of]

today's production and civilization. The <

remainder of the book Is given over to

simplified and factual presentation o: |

the complete LeBlond line, written

concise and understandable language

an endeavor to give a panoramic plct

of LeBlond Lathes as the prime mach.n

in Industrial service. "What Makes Main

Street" Is featured In all current

Blond advertising. Copy free to

chanlcal executives upon request.

Oilgear Bulletin 47000. The fl

power pumps and motors made by

Oilgear Company, 1323 W. Bruce St..

Milwaukee, Wis., are described In the

56-page booklet Just published by this

company. Oilgear's comprehensive line

of modern fluid power pumps and mo

tors establish new standards of size,

speed, performance and low cost, through

an amazingly simplified mechanism.

Standard variable and constant displace

ment units are available In conventional

sizes having normal capacities from 2 to

150 h.p. and peak capacities up to 190

h.p. In addition, each size Is available

with one, two or three units having

working pressure ratings of 1100. 1700

and 2500 lbs. per square Inch and peak

pressure ratings up to 3000 lbs. per

square inch.

All variable stroke units are steplessly

variable through standard devices, con

trollable either by hand, electric motor,

hydraulic Servo-motor, pilot valve, load

and fire mechanism, or pendulum and

disc-type precision mechanisms, meeting

all normal and many unusual and In

tricate linear or rotary transmission

needs. They are now In use In many

plants regarded as very progressive In

the press, broaching, machine tool, steel,

paper, printing, processing and rubber

Industries. The construction, principle

of operation and application of Oilgear

Fluid Power Pumps and motors are fully

described in Bulletin 47000. copy of

which will be sent on request.
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There are no exposed gears or fast moving shafts,

band-wheels or cranks. With duplicate front and

rear controls as shown on the Model K pictured

above there is a new safety feature of complete

and positive interlocking of controls. Hand-wheels

and cranks cannot be left attached nor accidentally

revolve when power feed or rapid transverse is

engaged . . . Safety design guards against over

loading through automatic feed-limit slip clutches.

Buy K 4 T Milwaukees for all around safety. Your

nearest K & T representative will furnish details.

KEARNEY & TRECKER CORPORATION

West Allls Station MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN

00tNG

LLING
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Press Tool Design

In this article the author takes up details of construction and

the operating methods of the lancing, bending, and

hubbing type of metal stamping die.

i

By C. L. Szalanczy

Tools and Equipment Department, Westinghouse Electric and Mannfactnring Company

FREQUENTLY in the design and

construction of metal stamping

dies a number of simple operations

are combined into a single tool of the

combination type to produce a com

pleted piece of work at one stroke of

g DIX . Hole

Section -A-B

Blank Matl. .040 Thick H.H.SH. Rrk&s.

Fig;. 1—Drawing of the Blank.

the punch press. This type of a tool

should not be made when there is

ionly a small number of pieces to be

made, but if there is a sufficient num

ber of such parts in demand to justify

the building cost of the tool, a com

bination die may be designed and con-

jBtructed to produce it. In this article

combination tool that performs

ree operations is illustrated and de-
—•» ^j

t Figure 1 is a drawing of a blank

that is made of 0.040-in. thick half

hard sheet brass. The blank is 2% -in.

outside diameter and has a %-in.

center hole. There are two %x7/32-

in. lugs pierced and bent over to 90

deg. It also has a hub that is %-in.

diameter on the bottom and 3/16-in.

diameter at the top. The lancing,

bending and hub form

ing operations are all

performed in the tool

at the same time.

The original blank

should be produced by

a progressive type of

stamping die that

punches out the center

hole and the small hole

for starting the hub

bing operation, and

blanks out the piece.

Fig. 2 shows the design

of the combination die

that is used to produce

the blank illustrated

in Fig. 1.

Part A of the die indicates the

punch and die shoes, upon which the

tool is assembled. These shoes may

be purchased or made round and

burned out of hot rolled steel plates,

2 in. thick. The top and bottom sur

faces must be slab-ground. The out

side of the shoe may be turned smooth

on a lathe, although if they were

burned out carefully they may be left

that way. The shoes must be equipped

with guide or leader pins and bush

ings for aligning the upper and the

lower parts of the die correctly.
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The standard commercial die sets

are already equipped with leader pins

and bushings. Unless the shop is

used to making its own die shoes and

has the necessary jigs to set guide

pins and bushings quickly and cor

rectly, the commercial die sets will

be found the best and also the least

costly. Punch shoes may be ordered

with or without the punch holder

stem. This type of tool requires a

holder without the stem. The upper

shoe should be not less than 2 in. in

thickness.

A 4-in. diameter opening is ma

chined down % in. deep to accommo

date the punch stem B. This stem is

turned out of round hot rolled steel

stock. The stem part is either 1%-

in. or 2-in. diameter, depending on the

punch press. There is a 17/32-in. di

ameter clearance hole down through

the center. The %-in. diameter stub

steel knocker pin C is guided through

the clearance hole. This pin has a

shoulder on the lower end and it fits

into the hole in the knockout disc D,

where it is held fast by peening the

pin over on the bottom of the disc D.

The knockout disc D is made from

round hot rolled steel, sawed from bar

and ground on top and bottom to as

sure a good setting for the three stub

steel knock off pins E. These pins are

shouldered and peened over in the

same manner as the pin C. Care

should be taken that all three pins

are of the same length so they all

bear alike on the blank when strip

ping. The knockout disc D moves in

an opening under the punch stem

This opening is % in. high, which al

lows about % in. movement.

The die-raising plate, which is made

from hot rolled steel and slab-ground

on top and bottom is shown at F.

This plate is set on the bottom of the

upper shoe. A %-in. deep undercut

is provided into which the die G is

placed. The die is made of good

grade tool steel. The holes for the

punches which pierce the two lugs are

filed in, and the hole for the hubbing

is profiled in position.

After the center hole and the neces

sary dowel pin and mounting bote

have been finished, the die is pack

hardened to 85—90 scleroscope. The

hubbing hole has a small radius where

it comes in contact with the blank

material to prevent it from shearing

off. The same condition exists at the

back or the bending end of the two

lug-piercing holes. The die is tapered

off at an angle on the outside, both

as a safety feature and to facilitate

loading and unloading the tool.

Two 5/16-in. dowels align the die,

raising plate and the upper shoe,

while three %-16 fillister head screws

hold the entire upper die assembly to

gether permanently. The lower die

shoe is recessed %-in. deep to admit

the punch holder plate H, which lo

cates and holds the three punches is

place. It is made of hot rolled steel,

turned on the outside and slab-ground

on top and bottom.

The plate has three clearance holes

drilled clear through it into which

the stripper springs I are placed.

These springs are a commercial

product (%-in. outside diameter), and

are provided to allow free movement

to the special socket head stripper

screws that pass through them. The

stripper screws are marked J in the

illustration. It is called to the read

ers attention that the body of the

screw is larger than the screw end.

Thus, when the screw is tightened

against the stripper, it locks itself and

cannot work loose when the die is in

operation.

The stripper K is made of hot

rolled steel, slab-ground on the top

and bottom. The holes which the

three punches and the center or

locating pin go through are made to

a sliding fit. Three 5/16-in. 18-thread

holes are drilled and tapped in correct
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SUPER SERVICE UPRIGHTS

• Oil GEARED 21, 24 AND 28" •

featuring

DIRECT

READING

SPEED

AND

FEED

PLATES

• A wide range of useful speeds and

feeds are instantly available on Super

Service Uprights with convenient single

The speed plate at the left shows at a

glance the 12 spindle speeds provided

progressively from 60 to 1000 r.p.m. on

the 24" and 28" machines. On the 21"

machine, 9 speeds are available.

• At the right is shown the feed plate

which on the 24" and 28" machines

provides 9 rates of feed from .005" to

.043" per revolution. On the 21" ma

chine 4 rates of feed are provided.

By providing quick easy selection of

feed, closely graded in range, fine feeds

are available for small drills, coarse

feeds for large drills and fast feeds for

reaming, every tool used can be op

erated to the economical limit of its

endurance.

Other modern cost-cutting and conven

ience-promoting features are fully de

scribed in Bulletin U-22. Write for your

copy today.

The Cincinnati Bickford

Tool Company

OAKLEY-CINCINNATI - OHIO - U. S. A.
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Fie. 2—Drawing showing Design of Combination Lancing. Bending and
Hnbbing Die that Produces the Blank Illustrated in Fig. I.

position for the stripper screws. Three

V£-in. diameter stub steel pins L are

turned down to %-in. diameter at one

end and are hardened to 40-45 sclero-

scope on the large end. The small

end is inserted into the stripper and

is peened over. The top surface where

the peening was done is then ground

smooth so that it will not mark the

blank when pressure is applied.

These pins have two definite duties

to perform. First, they take some of



It's quick to set-up!

It Won't Spring

and

It Stays Put!

lew Warner & Swasey

!e Cutter Bar Turner

jned and buili to take the

eds, feeds and power avail-

new turret lathes.

pack rest rolls support the

. eliminating spring under

loads, producing accurate

light and heavy cuts. These

y be set ahead or behind the

. if set behind the cutler they

the work to a high polish.

r bar jobs that require fre

st -up . . . heavy cuts . . . ac-

iiameters and fine finish.

nd carried in stock in bar

capacities from Va" to 6"

ier details write . .

fER & SWASEY

Lxrrel Lathes

I TUB
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the strain off the punches by acting

as guide pins, and then, the final set

ting of the hub is done directly on

the pins when they come to rest on

top of the bolster plate that has been

anchored to the punch press table.

The locating pin M is made from

stub steel. The upper end is finished

Soft End

Stripper - K

Fir. 3—Lance and Bending Punch and a section of the stripper.

0.003 in. smaller than the %-in. center

hole in the blank, and has a taper

to facilitate the locating of the blank.

The pin should be hardened to resist

wear. The pin M is press fitted into

the punch holder plate. The punch

plate H is fastened to the lower die

shoe with three fillister head screws

and two M-in. dowels keep it from

moving out of alignment with the

upper assembly of the die.

The two punches N that perform

the lug-piercing and bending opera

tions are made from tool steel, and

are ground to a press fit size to suit

the opening made for them in the

punch holder plate H. Note that the

working end of the punch is made

short and stubby so as to reduce the

breakage hazard. The punches are

hardened to 68-73 scleroscope and the

end that fits into the punch plate is

drawn back to about 35-40 sclero

scope so that it may be peened over

to prevent the punches from pulling

out when stripping the formed blank.

Another feature of this soft end on

the punch is that it acts as a cushion

and impedes the punch from working

itself into the punch shoe, which

would happen in time if it were left

hard. In Fig. 3 the punch is shown

as it passes through the stripper. The

stripper is bored out to leave only

% in. at the top for guiding the punch.

If it were not made in this manner,

the punches would be too frail and

would fracture and break. This view

also shows how the punch is ground

back at an angle on

the top with a small

radius on the non-

cutting end to pre

vent the blank ma

terial from being

sheared off.

The hubbing punch

O, Fig. 4, is of

steel and has

required

turned and

on the upper end to form the hub

the blank. The small round

should be about % in. long

radiused on the top to aid in lc

ing the blank. This punch is hard

ened in the same manner as the pre

viously described punches N.

When the die is in operation and

the press ram is up in open position,

the stripper K is % in. down from

Fin- -Hnbbinc Punch O.

the top of the locating pin and the

hubbing punch. The blank material

is placed into position over the lo

cating pin and hubbing punch. As

the press ram carrying the upper die

structure comes down, the knockotT

pins engage the blank material first.

By this time the hubbing punch has

started to form the hub and the blank

material is held between the stripper

and the die. The lancing punches

come in contact and cut the three

sides and as the press ram continues



I L Stronger Teeth

Improved Flute de

sign permits heavier

flutes with greater

chip clearance.

2. More Chip Clearance

New cupped end and

re-designed end-

teeth prevent clog

ging of chips and re

sultant breakage.

3. Fast Spiral Design

CO.

321 FRANKFORT AVE.

ELAND, OHIO

Stronger teeth

and more chip

clearance, to

gether with the

regular WELDON hollow

ground flutes, double

back off and fast spiral,

make this new end -mill

50yi- stronger and twice

as fast cutting as for

merly.
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downward, the lugs are bent upward

and are finally set to 90 deg. as the

press reaches the bottom of its stroke

with the stripper pins L resting on

the bolster plate.

On the up-stroke of the press, the

springs force the stripper upward.

The blank will naturally stick in the

upper part of the die and will remain

there until the knockoff pins eject it

back onto the stripper. The loading

and unloading should be done with

special tweezers that are supplied to

the press operator to eliminate acci

dental injuries to the fingers.

Landls Threading Equipment. The

purpose of this 16-page bulletin Is to

present Landls equipment suitable for

the requirements for thread cutting In

railroad shops and in those associated

metal working Industries whose products

are essential to the safe and efficient

maintenance of the rolling stock of rail

roads throughout the world. Equipment

described and illustrated included Landls

Chasers, Landmaco Threading Machines,

Landls 1%-In. Reverse Taper Die Heads

for threading tapered head crown bolts,

timing attachments, work stops, Type F

Landmatlc Heads 32 AX Landmatlc

Heads, Lanco Heads, "Little Landls" Pipe

Threading and Cutting Machines, Lan

dls 4, 6 and 8-In. Pipe Threading and

Cutting Machines, and Landls % and

1-In. Automatic Forming and Threading

Machines.

Copy free by addressing Landls Ma

chine Company, Waynesboro, Pennsyl

vania.

Manual of Gear Design—Section 3. By

Earle Buckingham. 172 pages, 8y2 by

11 Inches. Published by The Industrial

Press, 148 Lafayette St., New York.

Price, $2.50.

Section 3 of the "Manual of Gear De

sign" contains the formulas and tables

required In solving all kinds of helical

and spiral gear problems. The term

"helical gears" has been applied to par

allel-shaft drives, and the term "spiral

gears" (In accordance with common

usage) to non-parallel non-Intersecting

shafts.

Section 3 conforms In size and gen

eral appearance with the previously Is

sued Sections 1 and 2, Section 1 consist

ing of mathematical tables for general

use In gear design, and Section 2, of

formulas and tables for designing spur

and internal spur gears.

Section 3, like Section 2. begins win

definitions of various gear terms ane

gives the symbols or notation used in!

the formulas throughout the book. AB

formulas are accompanied by rrnmplsf

showing their practical application.

Time-saving tables constitute another

important feature. These tables elimin

ate calculations either by giving dlrectl-

the proportions of various combination;

of gears and pinions or by giving data

representing partial solutions to man;

kinds of gear problems.

This book not only deals thorough!;

with the design of helical and spira:

gears, but Includes considerable Infor

mation and data about the cutting d

such gears by hobblng, shaping, and

milling. Even change-gear calculation is

Included, as required In connection wltb

or without a differential mechanism

The designer who needs at times, -

addition to the ordinary standard for

mulas, special formulas and data will

find this book Invaluable. His problem

may be to design a transmission having

a pinion with a very small number of

teeth; or Internal helical gears: or plan

etary drives of the simple or compound

type. Possibly there is a question ab.

contact ratio, under-cutting of teeth, in

terference, end thrust, bearing loads,

tooth forms adapted to helical and spiral

gears—Section 3 covers these and man?

other Important elements of helical and

spiral gear design. Including, of course,

herringbone gears.

Information on the standard tooth

forms adapted to milled, nobbed, and

shaped helical gearing is given, Witt

formulas and examples showing practi

cal application In all cases. The graphi

cal method of determining end thrust

and bearing loads Is illustrated, and the

section on spiral gears features a simple

graphical method of especial value when

the mathematical solution is Indeter

minate or must be solved by trial. The

sections on power-transmitting capacity

deal not only with dynamic loads and

beam strength, but also with loads as

limited by wear.

This book is restricted entirely to

working Information and data, and a

complete index enables the user to locate

readily any formula or tabulated data

required. This latest addition to the

"Manual of Gear Design," like Its two

predecessors, Is approved by the Amer

ican Gear Manufacturers' Association. It

represents the accomplishment of a man

whose national reputation as a gear-

designing expert Is based upon the re

sults he has achieved In analyzing and

solving many different classes of gear-

designing problems.
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-COMMERCIAL DROP FORGINGS • BOARD DROP HAMMERS and DIE MAKING MACHINERY

BILLI N OJ

THE BILLINGS • SPENCER CO HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT. U. S. A

Shop Tools stand the "Gaff-

llllnga Vltalloy Hammers for rough use and

ng life with the Billings Safety Eye Con-

ruction. Weights Irom 'A to 3 Ibl. 8ee

ilalog page 32.

Lathe Knurling Tools,

(nurli and Pins tool steel

hardened and tempered. See

catalog page 32. Swivel ad-

for knurl alia adjust-

eentaring.

New Catalog

Pocket Size

Write Dept. "O"

why not - they're

BILLINGS

Generations ago when an appren

tice was buying Forged Tools, the

advice of the Old Timers was "if

it's a Billings you buy it Son, they

have always served me well".

Today it's the same with more

emphasis—"Billings Shop Tools

stand the gaff."

Write for the new pocket size

catalog and pick out the Shop

Tools and Wrenches you need—

remember each has the Billings

guarantee.

Billings Vitaloy Tools-Longer Life in Forged Tools
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NcI O time lost In speed changing. No confusion In securing

desired speed. The simplest and fastest speed control is

offered by the "American" Hole Wizard. Mo more reading

of confusing speed plates and joggling of levers to secure de

sired speeds.

The Hole Wizard speed change is direct reading—2 levers—

one ball shift and one 2-posltion back gear lever on the 12-speed

and only one ball shift lever on the 9-speed machine.

Simply throw the lever or levers to the selected speed shown

on the plate—that's all there is to it.

The bottom lever shown on the illustration is the motor con

trol lever 'directly under the speed control lever—the most

convenient place for it) which starts, stops and reverses the

spindle.

On work requiring frequent speed changes the Hole Wizard

holds a tremendous advantage.

DIRECT READING

INSTANTANEOUS

Speed Control

Thi ican Tool Works Company

NCINNATI.OHIO, U.S.



THE ROTOR D-3 GRINDER

Here is an eight-inch Grinder that has "what

it takes", plenty of power, high load speed,

steady every-day hogging performance.

A TEN DAY TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU.

AIR TOOL

COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIOOTOR
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Safety in Crane

and Elevator

Operation

By R. A. Shaw

Safety Engineer, Murray Corporation

of America. Detroit, Michigan

IN MANY plants of the type repre

sented by The Murray Corpora

tion of America, our modern highly-

organized progressive system of

manufacturing is dependent to a large

degree upon the efficient functioning

of the cranes and elevators involved.

It seems strange, therefore, that the

equipment referred to is the least un

derstood by the average foreman or

superintendent. The fact is, however,

that the maintenance of such equip

ment is usually delegated to some

specialist. The superintendent or

master mechanic may be thoroughly

familiar with all other necessary tools,

machines, and conveyors, but he is

satisfied to let others worry about the

cranes and elevators.

Inasmuch as the efficient operation

of the plant so often is dependent

upon such equipment, it would seem

imperative that every machine shop

executive be familiar with the me

chanical details, operation, and care

of these items. Considering the

heavy tasks that often are imposed

upon them, the cranes and elevators

comprise a constant potential threat

to production schedules. The average

machine shop executive has usually

served his apprenticeship at ma

chines of the type under his super

vision, but only in rare instances has

Cranes and elevators, by

their very nature, are con

stant potential sources of

danger. Proper regulations

will reduce casualties to

the minimum.

he ever served any time on overhead

cranes or elevators. Occasionally,

therefore, he receives a jolt which

focuses his immediate attention upon

this equipment.

Modern cranes and elevators are

designed with an eye to safety as well

as efficiency, and mechanical safe

guards of various types are employed

Such mechanisms need checking at

regular intervals to insure proper ad

justment. However, in spite of all

precautions accidents will occur in

and about such cranes and elevators,

and the sad part of it is that these

accidents are usually of a severe na

ture. In many cases the equipment

can be blamed, but the human ele

ment must always be taken into con

sideration.

Of those cases where it appears that

the equipment can be blamed, 90 per

cent are traceable to lack of proper

inspection or failure to check the op

eration of the equipment at regular

intervals. The old slogan "A tap

saves time" is certainly true. The

railway traveler feels a sense of se

curity when he hears the tap-tap of

the inspector as he taps the wheels

with a hammer to make sure that

they are sound. It is impossible to

test cables by this method, but there

are other and just as efficient methods
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fhe Fastest Manual Small Tapping Known to the Art

C++. C l MULTIPLE

CZIxxr* QjryvLcA JAPPING

1IGH PRODUCTION SENSITIVE SMALL TAPPING PRE

ENTS THE SAME SAVING POSSIBILITIES AS ANY

>THER IMPROVEMENT.

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE

ABOUT IT ?

Multiple heads, the Ettco way,

re a new proposition,

f you have thought of multiple

uppers as a few taps, precar-

>usly sticking out in the air—

srget it.

ttco heads are engineered for

ie job. The work, work holder

nd head are properly tied to-

ether. The hole line up is per-

»ct.

he results are better holes to a

stter gage fit and with far less

sadaches than with ordinary

ngle tapping,

opacity No. 2 to Va" taps.

: YOU WILL SEND US A DRAWING WE'LL GET YOU

UT A STANDARD QUOTATION—TELL YOU THE PRO-

UCTION AND GIVE YOU A GOOD IDEA OF HOW WE

'ILL ENGINEER THE JOB.

Drop us a line for our catalog.

ETTCO TOOL CO.

>4 JOHNSON AVE. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Safety Posters help to impress the necessity of safety on the minds of employees.

which can be used to discover when a

change of cable is necessary. How

ever, regardless of the supposed

safety of crane cables, the first rule in

a shop where an overhead crane is

used should be that all employees

must keep out from under crane loads.

When a cable on an elevator breaks,

the elevator starts to fall with con

stantly-increasing momentum and at

a given speed a safety dog is thrown

out which engages an auxiliary

"safety" cable. If the dog and safety

cable have been inspected regularly

and are in good condition, the eleva

tor will be stopped within six feet.
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The whole point of issue is whether

or not the plant executives have rec

ognized the importance of having this

inspection made at regular intervals.

In too many cases the importance

of special training for crane and ele

vator operation is under-estimated,

and the idea prevails that one as little

skilled as the shop "handy man" can

AUGUST 1, 1934

ELEVATOR OPERATORS'

INSTRUCTIONS

STUDY CAREFULLY AND KNOW

EACH RULE

SIGN PERMIT AND CARRY

AT ALL TIMES

THE MURRAY CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

Department of Safety

Front cover of Elevator Operator!' Instruc
tion Book. Tail book is 3x4% inches in
size: small enough to be carried in the pocket

at all times. The inside back cover is the

operator's permit.

operate such equipment—at least in

an emergency. And too often such

judgment has resulted in a bad acci

dent, if not death.

The importance with which safe

and efficient crane and elevator opera

tion is regarded by The Murray Cor

poration of America is indicated by

the fact that no one is allowed to op

erate such equipment without fir?'

having obtained a permit signed b..

both the Plant Engineer and the Plain

Safety Engineer. The permit occupi*;

one page of a book of rules with

which the prospective operator musi

familiarize himself before he can ot>

tain the permit. The rules for out

operation are given herewith:

1. ALL LEVERS are to be in neutral pou-

tion when power is off.
2. UNSAFE CONDITIONS, both on the e

and on the crane n
mediately to the fore

Department.
3. OVERLOADING OF CRANES is prohik;

ted. Cheek all questionable

lifting.
4. BRIDGE FOOT BRAKES

at the start of each shift.

5. APPLY FOOT BRAKES
eesslve strains on crane
avoided in this manner.

6. CRANE GUARDS mast be in place: espe

cially sweep guards on wheels.
7. BUMPERS on both trolley and main girder

track should not be bumped herd. Keep
Crane Speed under control at all times.

e. SIGNALS FOR LIFTING must be takes
from the hooker, except in the power prat

department where the press centre! oper
ator will signal. Abide by signal code

on Page 4.
9. HOOKING must be done safely. The

crane operator is equally responsible far

hazards when lifting.
10. SAFETY OF MEN on the floor is the

crane operator's responsibility as well *'
the hooker's. Keep workmen away frost

loads in motion. Report all violators.
11. STEEL BUNDLES must be securely bcur

before lifting.
12. CABLE ANCHOR CLAMPS must net be

put under strain at any i

cable on drum, when required, to i
from below floor level.

13. TOOLS and other materials mast be pat
into the tool box and net left lying lone

on the crane.
14. PULL MAIN SWITCH when leaving erase

for any reason.
15. GOGGLES must be worn when testing at

removing fuses. Be prepared for a flash.

16. CRANE HORN must be used to warn work
men on the floor of approaching least.

Hooker must precede the load.
17. TRACK WALKERS will be dismissed. Dei

the landings when getting off or on erase*

18. CLAMP BUMPERS
live crane an<

mi by

MAINTENANCE.

19. DO NOT PUSH other i

presence of the fo

21. PLUGGING BY 1



HE FIBRO FORCED SCREW PEOPLE

The New

Side-Kick

of the No. 33

List Price $1.00

introducing No. 22 — a New

HOLO-KROME

Socket Screw

WRENCH SET

A compact, black, crackle finished, metal box (5x2%x%) contain

ing 9 Holo-Krome "File Hard" Surfaced Socket Screw Wrenches.

They fit all hex type Hollow Set Screws from No. 8 to 3A" diam.

■ ncl.—all Socket Head Cap Screws from No. 4 to Vz" diam. incl.—

all sixes of Socket Head Stripper Bolts from 3/s" to 3A" diam. incl.

and all sizes of Hollow Pipe Plugs from Vs" to Vz" diam. incl. The

No. 22 will fit into your tool box. The cover of the metal box has

regular hinges and reinforced corners—You'll like the box and the

Set of Wrenches.

THE HOLO-KROME SCREW CORP.

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

THE HOLO-KROME SCREW CORP. Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

SEND TO

Nam*

Company

Literature describing Wrench Set No. 22 and No. 33
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motor is prohibited. Use foot brake to
slow op or stop.

21. BURNED CONTACTS are avoidable. Ex
cessive amount of maintenance doe to
burned contacts will result in disciplining

of crane operator.

22. DRAGGING OF CHAINS is prohibited.
Keep a constant watch for chain defects.

23. LOCK MAIN SWITCH when making re
pairs, oiling-, or inspecting.

EMERGENCY.

24. LIMIT SWITCH on the hoist is for

emergency only.
25. Operating; Hand mast remain on the hoist

ing; lever while lift hoist is in motion.

CLEANLINESS.

26. DIRTY CRANES will not be tolerated.
Operators are held responsible for condi

tion at all times.
27. SPITTING ON FLOOR of cab or oyer rail

will result in disciplining of operator.

Date Badge No..

This is authority fur the above named person to operate a crane

in the plants of The Murray Corporation of America. This per

mit must be carried at all times while operating crane. Hookers

are to follow these rules.

Plant Engineer

Crane Operator's Permit. Size. 3 x 4% inches. No one is allowed to
operate an elevator without first obtaining a permit.

Note particularly rule No. 23. How

many bad accidents have occurred

because the main switch wasn't locked

while the crane operator was oiling or

inspecting the mechanism, perhaps

creating the impression that there

was no one on duty? Rule No. 17 is

important to maintenance and con

struction men.

It is important that the crane

mechanism be inspected at regular

intervals. Cranes are built for

strength, and everyone, from the top

executive down, is too often prone to

take it for granted that nothing seri

ous can happen to a crane. However,

the fact that it can happen was dem

onstrated recently in a near-by ste*l

mill.

The crane hooker had completed

hooking the tail chain to a ladle rrf

molten slag suspended from the craru

hook, and had stepped away to a dis

tance of perhaps 30 feet when tb-

ladle dropped. The hooker sufferec

multiple third degree burns on boti

legs, his back, and his right arm a-

he strove frantically to get away.

Sadly enough, the accident was thai

it was not his fault. The ladle had

dropped because of the breaking; of

a 4%-inch shaft

in the hoisting

mechanism. Had

an inspection been

made at regular

intervals, it is

likely that the

defect in the shaft

would have been

discovered.

To insure, as

far as possible

the safety of all

cranes, the crane?

are inspected at

regular interval?

which are deter

mined by the

amount of serv

ice to which the cranes are subjected.

Inspectors are required to check the

condition of cables, foot walks, toe

boards, and the capability of the op

erator. The operator is required to

show his permit and to answer any

questions regarding his manner of op

erating the crane that the inspector

may ask.

When the crane must be withdrawn

from service in order to make inspec

tions or repairs, a report on the in

spection and the work done must be

made by the inspector to the mainten

ance superintendent.

Elevators are also inspected reg-

Safely Engine,
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\IR COMPRESSORS

A size, type and drive to meet every requirement.

Write for Bulletins.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY

6 EAST 44th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC
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Form 608

Plant f

Operator

Sate

TIB MJHRAY CORPORATION OT AMERICA

ELEVATOR SAFETY INSPECTION

Bldg.J_

Permit

Elevator *

Clean--Yea

Engine Fa3tenlngs Bearings Automatic

W. Gear Other Gears Slack Cable

Vienna Brake Keys Thrust a Grease cups

Drum Cushions Vibrator Sheave Halards

Belts_

Drum

Alignment Brushes Bearings

and

Switches

Reverse Llne_

Circuit Br'kr

Insulation

Automatic Magnets Cont,

Wiring Resistance Fuses_

Floor Stop

Car Floor Croashead Cab Walnscote Cable

Guide Shoe_ Liners Car Gates Gate Switches Push :

Electric Lock Slack Cable Screening

Guides Guide Fastenings Counterweight Guide Oilers

Buffera Equalizers Limits and wiring Door Switches

Locks Door3 Door Hangers Enclosure Gates Gate

operators Center Pull Cond. Cables Fastenings

HATCHWAY

AND

ACCESSORIES

GOVERNOR,

SAFETY EMER-

GE ZY. AND

CABLES

SIGNALi

AND
LIGHT

Governor Governor Cable Weight Switch Safety_

Dogs ShaftB Keys Cable Hoi at Drum Car Cwt

Annunciator Threshold Light Flash Light- Car

Annunciator Wiring Other Wiring Machine Light

CAR

CONTROL

Car Switches Tiller and Lock

Gate Gate Ropes Operator Devices Hangers Encloaure-

^Beama Sheaves Shafts Bearings Fastenings Is Pit_

Penthouse Machine Room Clean Spring Bumpers

HATCH AND

O.H. WORK

Hatch Limits Circuit Breaker Slack Cable Sefety_

Automatic Governor Yes No
DID YOU

TEST

jLadde St airways_

Notified;

Note:

Mr. of conditions.

Check after each Item found in condition you consider safe for satis

factory operation. If not In good order, mark X after each Item and
report fully on the back . Make a separate report for each elevator .

(See other side.)

Maintenance Inspector

Safety Inspector

Check Sheet used by elevator inspectors. Size, 8% x 11 Inches.

ularly and their condition reported by

the inspectors. To insure that no

item is overlooked, the inspector is re

quired to check off each detail of the

mechanism as listed on the sheet

shown here. He checks each item as

he examines the mechanism and •■

any parts are found in need of atten

tion, he reports fully on the back of

the sheet.

Emergency safety dogs on elevatonj

have been found stuck due to paint



LVING GOOD MECHANICS DO GETTER WORK

BLACK A DECKER SANDERS SOLVE

VOUR SURFACING PROBLEMS

WHETHER your surfacing operations are intermittent,

or on a continuous production Bchedule—whether they

involve surfacing metal, wood, stone, concrete, tile—

there's a Black & Decker Portable Sander that will im

prove production time and results. The popular 7-Inch

Special Sander (illustrated) is a standard production

model with a wide variety of applications. Also there is

the 7-Inch Junior for "odd-job" use; the 7-Inch Heavy

Duty for high Bpeed mass production; the 9-Inch Stand

ard for large areas; and the extra heavy duty Electric

Surfacer for the most severe types of surfacing work.

Aak your Black & Decker Jobber for a demonstration,

or write for catalog. The Black & Decker Mfg. Co., 720

Pennsylvania Avenue, Towson, Maryland.

.BLACK & DECKER .
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The drum shaft may stick due to rust,

creating a 100 per cent unworkable

condition of an otherwise efficient

emergency device. When this occurs,

it can be traced directly to lack of

proper inspections.

The worm drive is seldom checked,

and demands removal of the thick

SIGNALS TO CRANEMEN

gear oil before inspection. Inspection

twice a year where the elevator is

used more or less continuously is

usually sufficient.

Elevators operating without door or

gate contacts are a demonstration of

extreme neglect on the part of the

management. Such violations are us

ually traceable to some over-busy

foreman who is willing to run the

chance rather than hold up the use

of such equipment until necessary re

pairs are finished. Compromising

with safety is poor practice.

Elevators, especially of the fre

type which are used to carry

ployees, should have a white

painted on the vertical sides two

back from the front gate. The

ator should refuse to operate tht

vator unless all persons on the el

tor are behind this safety rant

Constant attention of the opera:;

regard to this matter

quired.

The best place for

large and busy plant is on the

of the elevators, except

passenger type. When stre

needed, all employees will

that they have seen the

the elevators.

Each elevator operator is

to know every one of the 33 rul

the book of Elevator Operator?

structions, and must have . a

signed permit before he is allow*

operate an elevator. The rules

as follows:

1. Emergency call, one lone and tare*
rings. This call is to be used for Ira

accidents only. Report anyone abasing

call.
2. Never carry passengers wit

being carried on the ear.
3. The stretcher must not be reawed

the elevator permanently. See that it
turned to the hanger ready for futarw

4. Before loading machinery, coasalt

foreman. Be so.re weight of
with capacity of elevator. Never e«*

doors see

SAFETY ESSENTIALS

5. Before closing elevator

everything is clear.
6. Never start yoor

sengers are back of the
white line mast be

7. Do not remove hand fi
while elevator is running,

lever so that elevator can 1
stantly in case of accident.

8. Horse-play will not be tolerated.

9. On passenger elevators, be aare N

doors are closed before
10. Never load or unload

with hand rope control

in neutral position.
11. Employes will not

out a permit. AH
reported.

12. Never pull a
This will

of trucks.
13. Lock switch when

employees are in
fitters or *
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14. Pull main switch when central repairs are

to be made and see that same is locked

open.

MAINTENANCE.

15. Do not operate elevator when sate con
tact is out of order. Call Maintenance De
partment at once. Elevators most not be

operated when rates are up.
16. Never overload elevator. Check capacity

figrures on all trucks and estimate loads.
YOU are responsible for accidents due

to overloading:.
17. Elevator screen must always be in place

over top and properly adjusted.
18. Under no condition must elevator be

operated if rates or fire doors are opening

at floors other than where elevator is
stopping;. Stop elevator at opened space

and call for immediate repair from Main
tenance Department.

19. Mechanical defect or need of brake ad
justment is sufficient cause for stopping;
elevator for repairs.

20. Indifferent operators will be replaced with

others of more courteous and agreeable
nature.

21. Never leave elevator at top floor when not
busy; return it to main floor. In case of
fire, time will be saved.

CLEANLINESS

22. Always keep car clean and painted.

23. Keep floor of elerator clean from crease
and dirt.

24. Do not litter sides of elevator with cloth
ing: and other materials. Keep elevator

neat.

Columbia JFS-Jr. Varla-Speed Con

trol Bulletin. The construction features

and operation of the JFS-Jr. Vari-Speed

Control, formerly known as the Hl-Eff,

are described and illustrated In a four-

page bulletin now being issued by the

Columbia Varl-Speed Co., Liberty Bldg.,

Wheaton, 111. Selection table for the Van-

Speed Control is included. Copy free.

Moraine Handbook of Durex Bearings,

published by Moraine Products Division,

General Motors Corporation, Dayton,

Ohio, tells the story of a special bronze

bearing metal, developed In the General

Motors Research Laboratories, which has

the ability to absorb lubricating oil and

to feed It to the contacting surface so

as to maintain a protective oil film be

tween the Journal and Its bearing at all

times under load. Durex Bearings are

made of powered metals, brlquetted,

heat treated and oil Impregnated. The

metal thus has a porous structure

through which oil, applied to the wall

of the bearing, is conveyed to the bear

ing surface. In many cases the original

Impregnation of oil, which all Durex

Bearings receive, Is sufficient for bear

ing lubrication for the life of the ma

chine of which the bearing 1> a part.

25. Procure clean overalls each week-

SAFETY.

26. Never visit while elevator is travdiaf.

If necessary to obtain informatics, it*i
elevator while doing; so.

27. Check each end of elevator before starting
to see that loads will clear grates or end

walla.
28. Safety Type Shoes will protect yoar feet

from tracks or falling; material. They an

sold at the Employees Store.
29. Do not argue with fellow workmen. Re

port violators to your foreman.
30. Hollering; or throwing* anything to at

tract attention of employeea is prohibited

31. Loads are to be distributed as Bunch .*
possible in middle of elevator.

32. No one is allowed to lean against or aver
elevator gates. Report vtolatora.

33. Special attention is necessary when re

pairmen or insurance inspectors are in
specting the elevator for defects.
switch when they are under elevator «r
when repairs are being made. Follow their

instruct!ana.

Accidents on equipment of this na

ture will be reduced to the minimum

if everyone, including the plant execi-

tives, lives up to the Safety Rules. No

one other than the approved operator

should be allowed to operate an ele

vator or crane without having first

procured the required permit.

The control of oil flow through the

Durex Bearing wall is dependent upoc

several factors, among which are (1)

density of the bearing metal, (2) porositj

of the material, (3) viscosity of oU, (4)

temperature, (5) pressure of oil at

source, and (6) condition of inner and

outer wall surface. These various fac

tors are discussed in detail, the load-

carrying ability per square Inch of pro

jected bearing area being illustrated by

means of a chart. The book is pro

fusely illustrated with cross-section

drawings showing typical installations of

Durex Bearings and showing the various

methods of application. The text is

divided into chapters as follows: Durex

Structure and Properties, Oil Plow

Through Durex Bearings, Load Carrying

Ability, Durex Bearings in Machine De

sign, Typical Installations, Installing

Durex Bearings, Press Pita and Clear

ances, Durex Bearings In Die Castings.

Durex Bearings: Sizes, Straight Cylin

drical Bearings, Standard Flanged Bear

ings, Self-Lining Bearings, Thrust Wash

ers, and Irregular Shapes. The book

contains 40 pages in color, bound be

tween attractive Imitation hammered

copper board covers.

Copies free to plant mechanical ex

ecutives.
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operations the machine will efficiently perform in the tool room. Hob grinding,

circular forming tool grinding, staggered tooth gear cutter grinding, internal

grinding, surface grinding, radial grinding, cutter and reamer grinding, and so

on and so on. Nor have we the space to explain the features of design and

why they make the 12" x 28" so popular with operators • Do yourself the

favor of learning these things by sending for the catalog. Ask for No. K-137.

We've made it easy- simply fill in and mail the coupon below. You'll be as

enthusiastic about the Landis 12" x 28" as we are, after you've seen it saving

valuable minutes in your own tool room. 257

WAYNESBORO, PENNSYLVANIA

OK
You may send cstatog No. K-137 which describes the

Landis 12" x 28" Universal and Tool Grinder.

Name , , Iitk_

Company.

Address-.
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Night View of New Addition to Monarch Machine Tool Company"a Plant

Modern Standards for

Machine Shop Lighting

By Bartlett West

ALTHOUGH machine shops were

among the first groups to recog

nize the importance of good lighting

as an aid to precision work and the

well-being of employees, there is still

plenty of confusion as to just what

"good lighting" means, as applied to

a particular shop and a particular set

of operating conditions.

The first cause of this confusion,

perhaps, is a tendency to think of

lipht in terms of quantity alone.

"Have you enough light?" is treated

as the only important problem, to be

solved by screwing in bigger bulbs.

Frequently, if the plant superinten

dent or maintenance man acquires one

of the small foot-candle meters which

show desirable levels for different

seeing tasks, he becomes a virtual

"light dictator" overnight—and woe

betide the man who still complains of

poor light should the meter read 20

foot-candles or more!

Lighting engineers who have

worked in plant after plant to meet

the needs of each particular set-up are

frank to admit that the problem is

not so simple. Even windows which

flood a room with natural dayliga

may produce poor seeing condition

for certain operations. Sometimes i

rearrangement of equipment or a re

locating of lighting units can do more

to benefit good seeing than any hv

croase in the quantity of light. More

often, a well-balanced attack on tits

problem, considering the quantity

quality and distribution of light

for each type of seeing task, is the

only sound procedure.

At a work bench or machine d:

rectly adjacent to a large window,

bright daylight may furnish an illumi

nation level as high as 300 foot-

candles on the work. Under clew

saw-tooth skylights, the level usually

ranges from 30 to 100 foot-candles

on bright days at different points

across the room. It is the exceptional

plant, of course, where these levels

exist more than a few hours a day

for three or four days a week.

Nevertheless, the extra comfort and

efficiency made possible when this

high level of daylight illumination

does exist give a measure of the value

of good seeing, both night and day.



A whole buttery of grinderi in onel If you have a Dumoie No. 5 Grinder,

these quick-change quill* can lick a vast varlaty of tough grinding jobi

. . internally, holes 1A to 18 inches deep . . . diameters down to Ve Inch

. . . external grinding, of counw . . , speeds up to 43,500 . . . and all

with accuracy to a tenth (.0001). Multiply your grinding rang* by i

some or all of this dozen extra quills. Let any of the distributors n

below give you the full details and a FREE demonstration.

THE DUM0RE CO., DepU87-L R A C I N E , WIS.

HCSE DISTRIBUTORS STOCK DUMORE TOOLS

r/LANTA Fulton Supply Co.
LtnHORK— L. A. rionaon
IBMINGIJ A M Y..on. A Van

Supply Co.
Mooro-Handley Hdwi. Co.

38TON Chandler * Parqoher
Chaee. Parker ACo.. Inc.
(Cambridffe) Cutter. Wood A
Sanderson Co.

HDGKPORT , CONN .—Hunter
A Hbtoiib

OFFALO Reals. McCarthy A
Rodroro, Inc. _

ANTON—Canton Hdwo, Co.
HARLESTON. S. C- ~
A Berkley Oompwy
RATTANOOGA Ch

Betting A Supply Co.
HICAGO — H. fl«»lr*0».

R. E. F.Hit En* . Co.
B. L. t - ■ -y Machy. Co.
Samuel Harm- & Co.

1WCINNAT1—K . A. Klnaey Co.
ILEVELAND Cleveland Tool

A Supply Co. , n
W. M. Pattlson Supply Co.
Strong, Carlisle A Hammond

»LUMBUS—Oaborne A Boston
Machinery Co.

JALLAS-Rnfra-K-Weaver Machy .
DAYTON C.H.GoairorUachy.
w H. Klefaber Co.

HendHe A Bolthoff
>Co. L

.. StreiinMr^Cc.
HKIK,, PA.—H.P.Weller Sup.Co.
FT. WAYNE- Natl. Mill Sop. Co.
GRAND RAPIDS—Mfrs.Sup.Co.
HARTFORD— Hunter A Hiv.m

Sillfter-Holden.Inc.
HOLYOKE J. RusselACo.
HOUSTON We»««ndorff,

Nelma A Co.
INDIANAPOLIS Kliaber-

Dawaon Sales Co., Inc.
Vonneaut Hardware Co.

JACKSON. MICH.—Smith-
Winchester Co.

JERSEY CITY Manning, Max-
wall A Moors Co.

KANSAS CITY. MO. — Ellfeldt
Hdws. A Mi

EiMrlUh Bros.
KNOXVlLI.E— 1
LANCASTER, PA.—Redly Broa.

A Raab.
LOUISVILLE-Neill-LnVlelle

Supply Co.
LOWELL,MASS.—Nebee

Mechy. A Supply Co.
LOS ANGELES Ducommon

Matats A Supply Co.
Ecclea * Da*ies Moony. Co.
MachlneatTool A Supply Co.
M. N. Thackabarry

MILW-AUKEE W. A. Vooll
— Mecim- Co.

Western Iron Mores Co.
MINNEAPOLIS—Duncan A Co.
M<>I.INE,!LL.-J.J.NormoTleCo.
MONTRKAL Canadian Fair-

xika-Moras, Ltd.
lama A Wi[i>nn. Ltd.
SGON. MICH. — Hooka

ron Hdw. Co.
NASHVILLE—RufordRroe.Jnc
NEWARK Abraaire Machlna

A Supply Co.
NEW HAVEN — C. S.

Pan, SUele A Plus
NEW ORLEANS Oii»«

VanHorn Co.. Inc.
NEW YORK—Morris Abrama

Guarantee Specialty Co.
Hansen A Yorka Co. , Inc.

ORLANDO, FLA. — Harry P.
Lou, Inc.

PEORIA Cooch A Heyle, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA Maddoek A

Co.
W. B. Rapp, Machinery

PITTSBURGH — Standard afa-
ebiaiste Sop. Co.

PORTLAND, ORE. J. B. Head
line A Co.

PROVIDENCE Bolehar *
Loom ia Hardware Co.

Brown oil Machinery Co.
Reynold! Machinery

Healy
ROOK FORD, ILL. Mid-State-

Industrial Corp.
SAGINAW, MICH. — Reiehl-

Supply Co.
ST. LOUIS — Colcord Wri*hl

Machinery A Supply Co.
SALT LAKE CITY—Sort Lake

Hardware Co.
SAN PRANC1SC0 — Barron.

Rickard A McCone Co.
C. W. Harwedel

SEATTLE Craa-in A Co.
Seattle Hardware Co.

SHREVEPORT-Van Horn A Co.
SOUTH HEND- So. Bend Sup.Co.
SPRINGFIELD. MASS.—

Carlisle Hardware Co

KirkbrlMach. A Supply (
National Supply Co.

TORONTO —
Canadian Fairbanks Morse

TRUY.N.Y. Fred K.BIanehi -
T.CLSA.—Mach ^TogiASbb^Co.
VANCOUVER. R.<

Machln "
WOR
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Fie 1—At the Ladish Drop Fer
Company, Cadahy, Wis., ereeei
illumination is provided by Coon*
Hewitt lamps at a height of IS
In addition, directly above ea

machine, other lamps arc naosm*
on swinging arms, revealing ft
detail, yet easily swung oat of t

i die blocks are deli-. -
by th

If we accept setting of a lathe tool

or reading a micrometer as a typical

seeing task in the shop, 20 to 30 foot-

candles on the working plane is cer

tainly a conservative minimum, based

on widely recognized visibility tests.

Actually, no rigid minimum can be

established. Drill presses, for ex

ample, may call for the most critical

seeing down with

in the holes. In

ternal grinders

and boring ma

chines may require that

light penetrate horizontal;

to a depth of several inchei

Punch presses, turret lathe;

gear cutters and the lib

generally have overhangici

parts which block off a larg

proportion of the light fron

the points where critical seeing is re

quired. Under these conditions, gen

eral illumination levels of 50 foot

candles or more are now bein

adopted, so that even deep recess*

are raised to a detail-revealing level

whatever it may be under the circum

stances.

Originally, in shops set up foi

Fig. 2.—In this large
machine department

of the Gleason Ma
chine Works, Ro
chester. N. Y.. every
inch of floor space is
made equally useful
through the uniform
high levels of illumi
nation provided by
"skylight" units. A
workman is never in
his own shadow ; he
can see details easily,
and works without

eye-fatigue through
out the entire shift.
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MR-O-CHEK

THE ALL-PURPOSE

AIR VALVE...
for

NEW!

UNIQUE!

BLOW GUN

Designed for highest possible effi

ciency. Operated by a slight flex of the

hose.

Machine Shops, Foundries, Steel and

Textile Mills., — Automotive,

Aircraft and Furniture Fac

tories, or wherever Air

is used for blowing.

Air-O-Chek" Valves are trouble-free, and al

ways ready for use. Afford perfect control and positive shut-off.

STREAMLINED—No buttons or levers to snag. All operating parts

are shielded within the valve

and air hose.

NO PACKING GLANDS.

NO LOSS OF AIR.

Mode in Four Sizes.

'A", A". %" arid W

Sold Everywhere By Pro

gressive Jobbers or Write.

Air-Way Pump & Equipment Co.

623 West Jackson Blvd. (MFCR'S) Chicago, Illinois
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Fit-'. 3—No floodlights—only the regular shop light

ing* was used for this photograph at the Monarch
Machine Tool Company. Sidney, Ohio. For precision
operations here, the illumination level is some 80
foot-candles on the horizontal plane, furnished by

high-efficiency mercury lamps.

single-shift operation, artificial light

ing was regarded primarily as a

means of supplementing the available

daylight at vital points. As a result,

drop lamps and bracket lamps

mounted close to the work frequently

became primary light sources for

night operation, in spite of their seri

ous limitations in proper li)

distribution. Even today,

lamps and bracket lamps

their place, but not as a

of "saving" on generaJ lij

—as plants who have thor

ly checked their overall

have discovered.

When a bracket lamp

mounted over the (ratting I

on a lathe, or some correal

ing location, the illumii

directly on the work may

foot-candles or more—appa

ly fully adequate for the

However, the brilliance of

small well-lighted area

constitute a serious

hazard to the operator if

rest of the shop has only a i

scattered overhead bulbs. Once

turns his eyes from the work, the 1

of the shop will

semi-darkness. A

may elapse before

well enough to

wiping cloth, or

the dimly-lit aisle.

Fig. 4—This section of the welding division In
United Air Lines is illuminated by Cooper-Bewli

central overhaul and

United Air Lines is illuminated by Cooper-Hewitt lamps. High illumination

revealing light are one more step in assuring "happy

levels of e*ta*
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I FOR F|pTY

CENTS

FOR twenty-five years the National Tool Salvage Com

pany has been transforming fifty cent pieces into

dollar bills. Literally, of course, that isn't possible.

But here's just one typical example of how efficient re

claiming methods offer you **two for one" cutting tool

service and economy:

The "before" illustration at the left shows a 1"

taper shank reamer which originally cost $4.40.

The 15/16" recut tool to the right, when new,

cost $4.00. Reclaiming by the N. T. S. method

costs only $2.00. The actual saving is $2.00—or

50%.

Other savings made possible by reconditioning your worn

or broken cutting tools run as high as 60% . . . never

less than 20%. Every tool is ground to its original ac

curacy without destroying the temper. It is always

guaranteed to give you new tool service.

Learn for yourself how you can cut your cutting tool

costs. Send us a trial order. We pay shipping charges

one way. Our 18 page catalog—which will be mailed you

immediately upon request—describes our methods in com

plete detail.

NATIONAL

TOOL SALVAGE CO.

Detroit • Michigan

OL SALVAGE IS TOOL ECONOMY
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In addition, small, concentrated

light sources of this type invariably

cause reflected glare from bright

metal parts. Frequent readjustment

of the lamps to avoid shadows is irri

tating and time wasting. Mainten

ance costs for cleaning and for re

placing damaged bulbs, sockets and

leads are always high. Today most

production machine tools, particularly

those of the automatic or semi-auto

matic type, do not require any greater

visual concentration on the work than

they do on gages, adjusting levers,

and other controls. These controls

are frequently located at the sides or

ends of the machine, well out of range

of any small drop lamp. They re

quire a uniformly distributed light,

adequate in the vertical plane as well

as the horizontal, and as free from

shadows as possible.

It is safe to say that there is now

no common seeing task in production

or inspection—from die sinking

machine-tool assembly—which cana

be performed to advantage by propel

ly engineered general overhead illi

mination, entirely without drop lam;

or bracket lamps. The few bona

operations and tool room jobs :

which a local lamp is desirable K

those which require the same suppl

mentary light source even in ti

brightest daylight. Indeed, the prd

ent ideal in plant light is to mate

throughout the shop the seeing cc:

ditions which exist directly below

large skylight on a bright day.

One important characteristic fl

such "sky-light" lighting, natural a

artificial, is the low intrinsic br._

ness (or brightness per unit area) a

the light source itself. Except in

rare instances where

and glare are

ing jewelry store

source of large

A N E

CUSHMAN CATAI

No. 50—1937

In addition to description and price

listings of the unusually complete Cush-
man Line of Precision-built Chucks, this
new catalog: gives for the first time a
full listing of chucks adapted to the New
American Standard Types A-l and D-I
and to the Long Taper Key Drive Spindlr
Noses. Several important new chucks
are included, together with progressive
improvements in design of standard types.

A feature of great value to engineering
departments is the inclusion of large

scale blue prints and full

Address your inquiries to

The Cushman Chuck

Chucking Engineers Sin

Hertford, Connecticut

Company

nee 1862

ticur

CUSHMAN

CHUCKS

1
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ETflLLIZinC

a

stallationI sJ^r~*{ i

. JOB A MONTH

lys for this profit-maker.,

A small

Acme Machine Co., Fresno, Calif., has found that
Metallizing increases profits and builds business.
Photo shows crankshaft of White truck being Metal

lized with high carbon steel. Connecting rod jour
nals have already been built up, center main bear
ing is in the process and front and rear main bear
ings have been roughened to receive the deposits

from the Metallizing gun.
Hundreds of alert contract shops are bringing in
extra profits and establishing their shop as the
most progressive ... by installing Metallizing

equipment.
This modern tool for maintenance and salvage jobs
builds up undersized shafts, pistons and machinery
parts with high carbon steel or corrosive-resisting
metals at lower coats ... No danger of stresses
or warpage.
We sponsor the International Metallizing Associa
tion and publish its official organ. The Metallixer

We publish The Metallising News
nthly for distribution by contract shops to

for now sal
shop equipped for
and particulars will

terms can be ar

te suit th

profits awaits the

Mail cons
promptly.

LLIZING CO. OF AMERICA, INC

il E. 17th St., Lot Ai

Saii CftUpped Shop

QeU the. liuiuteii."

ORGANIZATION

I METALLIZING CO. OF AMERICA, INO.

j 1317 E. 17th St., Lot Angelas, Calif.
Send me hd\ particulars covering Metall-

zing installations (or contract shops.

NAME POSITION

COMPANY - —

, ADDKESS' CITY STATE MM
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its output has several distinct ad

vantages. Shadows are soft and dif

fused. With normal mounting ar

rangements, more light is available on

vertical planes. Both direct and re

flected glare are reduced to a mini

mum.

In practice, several alternatives

have been adopted to secure a large

area light source. Totally indirect

lighting is one solution, but it is sel

dom practical or efficient in the ma

chine shop, as it calls for flat ceil

ings unbroken by shafting, and kept

Fig. 5—This machine picture taken at the
Monarch Machine Tool Company demonstrates
the high detail-revealing quality of mercury

light. Even the tiny metal pieces shown are

readily seen under this shadow-free light.

immaculately white. Special reflec

tors of one kind or another with dif

fusing glass over the lamp bulb are

quite common, applied either to in

candescent lamps or the newer bulb-

type mercury vapor lamps. Their

principal limitation is the fact that

considerable efficiency is lost in ade

quate diffusion of the light, particu

larly where a high light level is de

sirable and the larger bulbs must be

used.

For work on sheet metals, bright

metal parts and other applications re

quiring a minimum of glare at high

illumination levels, long-tube mercury

vapor lamps of the Cooper Hewitt

type have been widely adopted. As

this type of light unit is inherently

low in unit brightness, it furnisifl

practically glareless light without tfc1

need for light-absorbing diffusitl

glass. In the control of shadmasfl

"engineered" distribution of fight oil

machine tools, the 50-in. longitudinal

light source permits unusual flexibi

ity, as the lamp may be set up eitie

parallel or perpendicular to th«T^fl

chine, distributing the light evearj

along a machine shaft, into recess

in front of and behind a chuck a

drill, or as desired.

The Aluminum Company of Ameri-a

uses this method of lighting for ite

spection of aluminum sheets &ai

bright-finished aluminum alloy*.

Cooper Hewitt tubes are generallj

used in the steel industry for tin plate

inspection. At the Cheyenne base ef

the United Air Lines, inspection ii

regularly made of Alclad sheets «J

aluminum alloys. Under ordintrj

incandescent light, the bright alumi

num finish is very difficult to wcaA

on or inspect. Thus they hart

adopted the long-tube mercury vapor

lighting to obtain a long light source

which is both glareless and detail re

vealing. For fine machine work suA

as propellor grinding, 50-in. mercury

vapor tubes, mounted on 8-ft. centers,

are used. A 10-ft. spacing is used a

the engine overhaul and assembly

shop, and in the sheet metal an-i

welding shops, these lamps »r*

mounted on 12-ft. centers, about i

ft. high. For general machine work

lighting engineers recommend spaci:

of these lamps on 10x10, 10x12 or

12x12 foot centers, depending upc:

the seeing tasks involved.

Recent developments have beer

made in the Cooper Hewitt lam:

which are of note. The new lamp:

operate in a horizontal position, rathf

than at the slight angle formerly re

quired for operation. A new prir

ciple of starting makes it possible fo°

these lamps to start the instant tht

current is turned on. Finally, the;
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Fir. 6—High bay lighting with the bulb-type mereary lamp affords good general illomina*
reducing: shadows to a minimum. Note the uniformity of illumination throughout the

and the bright, sunny atmosphere created by this lighting.

operate at greater efficiency, produc

ing 28 per cent more light per watt

than formerly.

One machine operation which re

quires extremely high standards of

precision and, therefore, good seeing,

is that of die sinking. At the Ladish

Drop Forge Company, Cudahy, Wis.,

well-known makers of forgings, a

"double-decked" arrangement of Coop

er Hewitt lamps has recently replaced

older lighting units for this task.

General illumination is provided by a

row of these lamps at a heighth of

18 ft. In addition, other lamps are

mounted directly above each machine

on swinging arms, revealing fine de

tails. When die blocks are delivered

by the crane, the lamps are easily

swung out of the way.

In plants where every effort is

made to maintain natural, pleasant

surroundings, the "sky-light" unit has

sometimes been preferred to the use

of straight Cooper Hewitt tubes. This

"sky-light" unit comprises a

Hewitt mercury vapor tube in

bination with incandescent

above an angular channel of

glass. This method blends the

green color characteristics of the

cury vapor light source with

yellow-red characteristics of in

descent lamps. The resultant li

source provides a high illuminati

level with pleasing daylight

With the modern trend toward bet

working conditions for employees,

"synthetic daylight" illumination

been widely adopted.

The Warren Telechron Company

Ashland, Mass., has made use

these new "skylight" units in its

centiy expanded factory. This w

pany manufactures electric clocks

special devices for synchronizing

erating systems and equipment

trols, in which work many small

are assembled. In addition, die

ing and machining operations
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THE NO. 73 CROSS

A Universal Burring and

Chamfering Machine for spur,

helical, spiral bevel and hypoid

gears. Both ends of the teeth

are Finished in one setting and

at the same time—Fast and

economical.

Information sent on request

ing a high degree of skill are in*

gral parts of the manufacturing pr»

cess.

The units in operation at Ashlas

are composed of a combination of

33-in. Cooper Hewitt mercury vapt

tube with four 150-watt incandesca

Mazda lamps. The three imporui

plant operations of die making, c:

winding and assembly are all lights

by the new combination units.

"Skylight" units are used in t)

machine assembly department of ti

Gleason Machine Works, Rochesw

N. Y. This lighting furnishes on

form, high levels of illumination i

the Rochester plant, and the workitti

have no difficulty with shadows. Da

to the detail-revealing qualities of ~i

light, eye-fatigue is also eliminate

In foundries or machine shops wit

high bays, where closely controls

light distribution is not required, ti

Type H or bulb type mercury vapa

lamps are economical and efficiei

These high efficiency lamps prodnt

twice the light output per watt «

electricity consumed by incandescei

lamps.

The Tuthill Pump Company of Chi

cago has recently built a new plan

to take care of increased productw

demands. In their new long buildinj

with high bays, a production schedui

of twenty-four hours a day is in effect

At the time of installation of the!

new lighting system, the Crescent En

gineering Company of Chicago recoffi

mended that they use the Type I

lamps. Use of the bulb type lamB

on 12x14 ft. centers, mounted aboo!

15 ft. from the floor, has greatly ist-

proved the accuracy of their machim

work.

While the bulb type units an

normally used for high bays, spec:i

diffusion reflectors are now ava::..'

which make it possible to obtain >

quality light source combining Mas-

mum economy for general machine

work. These units are especial
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GETTING RESULTS

WITH GAIRING HOLLOW MILLS

Longer service life with fewer interruptions and infrequent replace

ment blades—that's what you get when you specify "Gairing Ad

justable Blade Hollow Mills." Production moves along smoothly

and speedily, which adds much to profits.

Whatever your cutting tool problems may be, consult Gairing

Engineers. Recent improvements in hollow mill construction,

developed by our engineers, are materially lowering cutting tool

costs. We can be of great assistance to you in giving helpful advice

on such problems.

Your local Gairing representative will be glad to tell you more

about this service.

30, illustrated, will be mailed to responsible parties

THE GRIRinC TOOL CO

0JE5T MFBVfTTE • DETROIT. HUHICBn
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adapted to lighting of large machine

areas, particularly when production

schedules require working on a three

shift basis, and current economy is

an important factor.

A fine example of the flexibility of

mercury vapor lighting is to be

found at the Monarch Machine Tool

Company, Sidney, Ohio. Above cer

tain of the production machines,

straight Cooper Hewitt lamps are

used as an aid to high precision work.

In addition, bulb type mercury lamps

are hung from the ceilings, about 15

ft. above the floor level, providing a

high level of uniform lighting

throughout the plant. This additional

lighting eliminates almost entirely

the need for drop lamps formerly

used. In the drafting room, combina

tion units are mounted on 10x10 ft.

centers at a height of 12 ft. from the

floor, furnishing 45 foot-candles of

illumination on the drafting boards.

All levels of illumination in produc

tion areas are in excess of 40 foot-

candles, and in the newest building:

an average foot-candle intensity

better than 80 is maintained.

Because of the variety and flexibil

ity of light sources now available for

machine shop use, high standards of

lighting may be obtained

practical cost limitations. It has

conservatively estimated that prac

tically any machine can be adequately

lighted for less than lc per

hour, including current cost,

nance and depreciation. Since a

chine hour supplies production

possibly $3 or $4, if production be in

creased only one-half of one per cent,

the saving will amount to 1% or 2c

per hour, which is much more

the cost of good quality light.

The many benefits derived

sight-saving lighting conditions make

it important to consider all the possi

bilities of each plant and its specific

problems. To install lighting facfli-

Smooth - Powerful -Accurate

BOYE & EMMES LATHES

Sixes 14" to 36".

BOYE fr EMMES Lathes

will deliver the finest kind

of lathe performance

you've ever known, and

they'll keep on delivering

year after year. That's the

result of experienced en

gineering . . . quality con

struction ... and strict

attention to every detail.

Write today for complete

information.

THE BOYE & EMMES MACHINE TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI OHIO

The Lathe With The Longer Life" WW
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INSUROK

SILENT GEARS

RICHARDSON GEAR SERVICE

Richardson gear specialists

will be glad to assist in the

development of your gear bus

iness through standardization

on INSUROK. This service is

yours for the asking.

PROFIT

MAKER for

GEAR CUTTERS

/^JEAR cutters find in INSUROK a depend-

able, profitable business builder because

gears made from this superior laminated

phenolic plastic give the greatest value per

dollar invested. They are unvarying in

quality, sound, dense, wear -and -friction -re

sisting, readily machined to accu

rate dimensions. INSUROK gear

blanks in all sizes are immediately

available. Get all the facts. You,

too, may enjoy extra profits from

INSUROK gears.

9& RICHARDSON COMPANY

Melrose Park. (Chicsfo) III. Pounded 1858 Lockland, (Cincinnati) Ohio
New Brunswick, N. J. Indianapolis, Ind.

Detroit Office: 4-252 O. M. Building. Phone Madison 9386
New York Office: 75 West Street. Phone Whitehall 4-4487
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ties without taking advantage of the

accumulated knowledge and experience

of lighting engineers is, therefore, to

take an entirely unnecessary chance

in gaining the maximum of satisfac

tion from a new lighting system.

Molybdenum in Cast Iron. This pub

lication is a loose-leaf fabrikold three-

ring binder containing four separate and

Individual sections devoted to the appli

cation of Molybdenum to cast iron, each

section comprising a separate publication.

Section I, titled "General", defines the

term "cast Iron" and to a certain extent

interprets this definition in terms of the

cast iron of older days and the modern

cast irons. Charts are Included giving

the properties obtainable in unalloyed

irons, in various sections, made by dif

ferent processes, also showing the rela

tion of blast pressure and cupola size

and presenting the normal melting rate

in tons per hour at various cupola diam

eters. This section closes with a dis

cussion of the effects of various alloy

ing elements and a list of definitions and

abbreviations for the various character

istics of cast iron.

Section II Is devoted to alloy Irons

and particularly to the uses of Molyb

denum In connection with cast Iran. !i|

addition to the discussion, photomlB*]

graphs are Included showing the stria

tures of gray iron without Molybd.emd

with 1.5 per cent Molybdenum unetctaa

and the same etched. The text inctoda

a discussion of the mass effect In he&rj

sections and on graphite, also porosa

and shrinkage and effect of Molytxlenaa

on physical properties. Photomicd

graphs illustrating the effect of Morn

denum on graphite in varying secttcsa

A chapter is devoted to the heat treattal

of Molybdenum Cast Iron, Chrome-Ma

lybdenum Iron and Nickel-Molybdenua

Iron.

Section III discusses alloy combtn*

tions and presents photomicrograph? I

plain iron. Molybdenum Iron, Cnrom?

Molybdenum Iron, Chromium Iran. saM

Copper-Molybdenum Iron.

Section IV discusses applications sal

presents information concerning the un

of Molybdenum in iron for various pur

poses such as automobile castings, dfeu

machine tool castings, gears, and so cad

A separate section comprising a general

index is also Included. Copies of tats

book are available without charge to me

chanical executives who will address the

Climax Molybdenum Company, 502 Kft>

Ave., New York, N. Y., on their fins

letterheads.

LOW VtlStoJUdb*

-THE RESULT OF

THIS EnCIHEERinC SERUICE

More and morr, industry has learned that it pays to
take advantage of the engineering nervier offornl b_»
this company. Consultation in the period of asacmbl?
design many times results in minor changes permit
ting lower comb thru standardization, improved
service and often economies thru multiple rivet set
ting. Where this preliminary consultation is not per
missible send blue print or preferably sample assemble
for production study and analysis involving the u««- p
tubular or split rivets.

CHICAGO RIVET & MACHINE CO.

1846 S. 54th Ava.. Clear* P.O.

Complete line of sutomalic riveters
for vetting up to I rivets at a time.

Mj\ ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS Jf/*

OF RIVETS AND RIVETING EQUIPMENT
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OUR DESIGN IS THE RESULT OF

YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH

MILLING CUTTERS

The most economical ratio of adjustment of

side and peripheral cutting edges is estab

lished by the job itself.

That is why the adjustment of

Inserted serrated blade milling cutters is not

limited by mechanical construction.

GODDARD & GODDARD Co.

DETROIT, MICH.
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Temperature Control in the

Hardening and Tempering

of Tool Steels

By W. R. Bennett

President, Bennett Insured Steel Treating Company, Newark, N. J.

THERE are still a number of old

time steel treaters who are nomi

nally successful without employing

modern heat calibrating instruments.

They are, however, decidedly in the

minority. No man, however expert he

may be, is able to determine by the

eye alone the correct temperature of a

hardening oven. In these days when

a few degrees of heat more or less

are important, heat calibrating instru

ments are important and no heating

oven is complete unless it is equipped

with temperature determining instru

ments.

The temperature indicated by the

pyrometer, however, is only the oven

temperature. It does not reveal the

temperature of the work-piece that is

being heated, therefore the operator

must exercise his own judgment in

determining the proper instant in

which to remove the work.

For example: let us assume that we

have a hearth-type semi-muffle fur

nace running at a temperature of 1450

deg. F. We know the instrument is

registering correctly. The fire end,

however, is located quite some dis

tance from the piece being heated.

Only by optical comparison between

the color of the fire end and the color

of the piece, therefore, are we able

to determine the correct moment at

which the piece must be removed for

quenching.

One might inquire if it is not ad

visable to allow the piece to

in the oven for a sufficient leu

time to admit of a reasonable

tainty of its being heated to the saaa

temperature as the oven. Tb*K|

would then be no doubt that the hea

in the piece and the pyrometer rem

ing will correspond.

We have learned by experie-

that neither carbon tool steel nor hW

speed steel should remain in a ii:

and be permitted to "soak" at an

predetermined temperature, and lU

that both should always be quenche

on a rising temperature. How thet

are we justified in "soaking" thes

particular steels?

There are some steels, particular!]

HiCarbon-HiChrome, that require j

certain amount of "soaking" at ten?

perature in order to compensate fat

the presumable "lag" due to ita

chrome and carbon content. Then:

are only a few steels, however, thai

admit of prolonged heating after the

critical point has been reached.

In heating carbon tool steel, and

also high speed steel, I have found is

good practice to maintain an oven

temperature slightly in excess of tha:

recommended for the piece to be:

hardened.

For example: The piece to be

hardened requires a quenching tem

perature of 1450 deg. F. The oven
temperature during the final hea; •

may be slightly in excess of 1450 deg.
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Could you make assemblies hold in

STOUT DID . . . and Cut Assembly Costs, too,

with Parker-Kalon Self-tapping Screws

esigners and production men once em-

toyed Parker-Kalon Self-tapping Screws

rimarily as a means of simplifying assem-

ly work and saving money. Now, however,

undreds know that these cost-cutting Screws

lake stronger assemblies, too, and use them

ven when strength is the prime considera-

ion.

That is the reason the Stout Recorder

Company adopted Parker-Kalon Self-tapping

-crews. These unique Screws demonstrated

in ability to hold securely in spite of the

>evere shocks and impacts which their Im

pact Recorder encounters when secured to

'be floor of a jouncing freight car.

PARKER-KALON

Important is the fact that Stout not only

ended the trouble due to bolts and nuts

coming loose, but saved considerable assem*

bly time and labor as well.

Have a Parker-Kalon Assembly Engineer

check over your fastening jobs

You, too, can have both strength and econ

omy in metal or plastic assembly work by

employing this modern fastening method.

Use the services of a Parker-Kalon Assem

bly Engineer to locate opportunities in your

work. Write us to have our Engineer call

and check over fastenings with you.

PARKER-KALON CORPORATION

Dep. M„ 198 Varick St. New York

FASTENING DEVICES

SOLD ONLY THROUGH RECOGNIZED DISTRIBUTORS
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F. By optical comparison, one can

readily determine the point just below

the oven temperature at which the

piece should be removed and quenched.

Herein is one instance where the hu

man element plays an important part

in successful steel hardening. In the

light of the above, it is reasonable to

state that any heat calibrating instru

ment reveals only the temperature of

the furnace at the point wherein the

fire end happens to be located. Con

sequently, the closer the proximity of

the fire end to the work being heated,

as is the case with the Interoval, the

more accurate is the heat determina

tion obtained.

Determining Correct Temperatures by

the Aid of a Hardness Tester

Practically every manufacturer of a

good tool steel has, by careful re

search and exhaustive laboratory

tests, determined the correct tempera

tures at which the various brands

should be heated prior to quenching.

The tool steel manufacturers not only

furnish us with this information, but

they also tabulate the specific hard

ness numbers, as revealed by hardness

testers, which correspond with these

temperatures. We are certain these

tests are not made in a "slip shod"

manner. Every step has been care

fully checked with the sole idea of

bringing out the best results in the

heat treatment of their output. With

this point in mind, we are furnished

with the hardness number which a

certain temperature should develop.

Assuming that we have several high

speed steel pieces to treat in a fur

nace that is not equipped with a heat

calibrating instrument if we note that

2300 deg. F. will develop 64 Rockwell

with the 150 Kilo load on the C. scale,

we bring the furnace to what we, by

previous application, believe is or

near 2300 deg. F.

The first piece is then heated,

quenched and tested for hardness,

prior to following through *M

remaining pieces. If the first ;

develops 64 R. C. we may be ce

that a continuance of the

ing time and furnace

give a like reading on

pieces,

This statement is not intende

condemn the use of a pyrometer',

from it. It is reasonable to

that one not equipped with a

ture determining instrumeaft ^

also be without a hardness

However, if both instnnueala 1

prise the equipment, the

test is a certain check-up on a r

meter that is operating

For forty-eight years the

been treating steel and has lea.

since the introduction of hart

testers, the close

bear to temperatures and

instruments.

Atmospheric Control

Aside from temperature coot

there is another factor which

tinent to the successful operatic*

a hardening furnace oven. The

ployment of correct tem

not a guarantee of satisfactory

ening results. Practically all of

representative manufacturers of

treating furnaces make it a

dwell on the fact that their

are equipped with atmospheric

trol. In the writer's opinion, '

should have been accomplished ye

ago.

The following was taken from

most recent and authentic

on this subject.

"The knowledge of this subji

at present in a stage of such

evolution that it is difficult to e

definite conclusion without fear

contradiction. Interest in the p°

bilities of atmospheric control for

reduction and elimination of M

oxidation has been awakened by »

cent flood of discoveries. Sere]
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j'ears will be required to digest and

assort the amount of data recently

published on these subjects."

The fundamental requisite for cor

rect atmospheric condition is the ex

clusion of excess air or oxygen. It is

therefore necessary to employ some

means to bring about this result.

A furnace so constructed that it

does not admit of its being run under

proper atmospheric conditions is a

liability and should be discarded. If

the door opening of either a gas or

oil fired furnace is as wide as the

hearth or heating floor of the oven,

it truly follows that when it is opened

for the purpose of inserting or re

moving pieces, there is an inrush of

air and if a number of pieces are being

heated, those remaining will be imme

diately attacked by its oxidizing in

fluence. The last pieces removed will

show an increasing amount of scale

or oxidization after quenching.

In other words, if the fire is run

ning under perfect atmospheric con

dition when the door is closed, it can

not and does not maintain the correct

condition when it is opened. The

fact that there is about 14.7 pounds

atmospheric pressure per square inch

against any object at sea level is suf

ficient evidence that nothing will pre

vent its entrance into the oven.

Inasmuch as this is true, would it

not be to our advantage if we were

able to obtain and maintain correct

atmospheric conditions indefinitely ?

This can be accomplished in a simple

manner. Remove the furnace door

entirely or open it to its full extent

and block the opening with light semi-

insulating brick, leaving an opening

only sufficiently large to admit of in

serting or removing the work-pieces.

Adjust the fire to a non-oxidizing at

mosphere by allowing the unconsumed

products of combustion — ignited

gas—to pass through the opening at a

low velocity. This gas will immediate

ly, on its contact, attack and consume

the oxygen of the air and prevent a

trance of the oxidizing element. <

We must bear in mind that there

as great danger of oxidation from □

burner as there is at the door opa

ing, and if we induce an excq

amount of air through the burner, 4

heating chamber will not functn

properly. While the front opem

may be filled to its full area wa

flame, the oven is far from non-cs

dizing. This method permits on* s

remove the heated pieces at will •

admits of moving the pieces on v

heating hearth, but does not interfa

with the front opening at any tiaa

This particular atmosphere applies a

straight carbon tool steel and hsji

speed steel, but does not apply to til

correct heating of oil hardening ma

ganese steel.

When pne places a small piece a

dry wood on the hearth of a furns*

and it burns with a noticeable nana

there is certain evidence that the fin

is oxidizing. If, on the other haai

the wood does not show this flats

but simply takes on the heat of tai

oven, the fire is to all intents an

purposes non-oxidizing. In the firS

instance there is sufficient oxygen a

burn the wood, and in the second

little or none. At any event, tin

amount of oxygen is insufficient ts

cause scale on heated steel. An ei-

cess of fuel will maintain a "flat" or

non-oxidizing fire. An excess of air

will develop the opposite.

Tool Steel Containing Hard and

Soft Spots

Carbon steels or tool steels art

usually purchased in the anneal

condition. The manufacturers of snci

steels have gone to no little expense

in instituting equipment for the suc

cessful accomplishment of this object.

We, as steel treaters, are little in

terested in the annealing of bar stock.

We are, however, faced with a condi

tion from time to time that develop
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ble. While it is the exception

er than the rule, I believe we

• in our experience found pieces

bar stock, supposedly annealed,

:h were so exceedingly hard in

;s that no tool was able to cut

n. These spots show a much

hter surface after attempted Dia

ling than the softer portions, con-

lently we are justified in the

lion that the steel has not been

Morally annealed.

. piece of steel containing hard

soft spots is primarily un-uni-

mly hard and soft. If one pro-

is with the ordinary method of

tealing, consisting of heating the

:e and allowing it to cool slowly

ime or ashes, he is rewarded with

indifferent job. This method does

tend to uniformly soften the

ce. It does, however, result in

atively softening the soft portion

1 reduces the primary hardness of

I hard spots to such a point that

;y can be machined,

rhe objectionable features resulting

im the use of this method are:

•st, the necessary time required;

cond, the knowledge of possessing

un-uniformly annealed piece with

lich to commence the job, with the

.endant possibility of subsequent

Bculties in the ultimate hardening

eration.

The first requisite to a uniformly

rdened job is a uniformly annealed

see with which to begin operations,

have found that if one removes the

ale or oxide and heats the piece

the recognized hardening tempera-

re and then quenches it in water

• brine, it will be uniformly hard,

lasmuch as we then have a piece

' even hardness, it is only necessary

i re-heat to a lower temperature

tan that used for the quench to be

warded with a uniformly soft piece

hich will machine readily. In this

mnection it might be well to state

lat it is entirely unnecessary to heat

a previously hardened piece of tool

steel to a point within 150 degrees

Fahr. of that required for hardening

in order to anneal it.

Large tools made from any

hardened steel should never be

abruptly placed in a hot fire for an

nealing. It is always advisable to

pre-heat slowly, in order to lessen the

chance of sudden expansion and sub

sequent bursting. It is also good

practice to materially reduce the tem

perature of a drawing or tempering

medium prior to decreasing the hard

ness of tools of this nature.

The Long Draw

Unquestionably, retarded cooling

after a piece has been hardened and

drawn will add to its toughness with

out materially decreasing its hard

ness. If commercial steel treaters re

ligiously followed the specifications

appearing on some orders pertinent

to the long drawback required, it

would necessitate the employment of

numerous heating units for a long

period of time, increase the cost, and

slow down production. For those not

concerned with these objections, this

method may apply. However, I am

of the opinion there is a method

which will attain equal or better re

sults at much less cost than by a

long drawback. Let us call it the

"slow cool down".

Where specifications call for a 400

deg. F. drawback for a period of five

hours on a die already hardened, we

may employ an electric furnace or an

oil bath for the operation. The fur

nace containing the die is gradually

brought to the required heat and the

temperature maintained for a period

of five hours. The piece being heated

has undoubtedly reached a thoroughly

saturated heat equivalent to furnace

or bath temperature long before the

time specified. It is, however, allowed

to remain its full time and either
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quenched or permitted to cool in air

at room temperature.

If the piece is quickly quenched

after the 'long draw", we are, in a

great measure, defeating the purpose.

If we allow it to cool in air it is

quite materially benefited.

It has been my experience that the

"long draw" when accompanied by

either of the described cooling steps

does not develop such results, par

ticularly as related to toughness, as

does the "slow cool down" after

drawing. Neither do I believe it

necessary to prolong the drawing time

after saturation has been reached. A

much longer period for cooling than

either the quick quench or air cooling

should be employed.

We are all aware that insulation,

when correctly applied, will maintain

heat or cold over an extended period

of time. It is the slow cooling that

develops toughness, and in order to

accomplish this it is only necessary to

place the piece, after its removal '

the drawing furnace, in a box i

pack well with ground asbestos or i

other suitable insulating ma.-

This applies to any steeL A p

weighing five pounds subjected

this treatment will be warm to

touch after about twelve hours,

suits: no furnace holdups, no w

cost and a tougher tool.

Cause and Prevention of Soft Erie

Experienced With Treated Oil Bj

ening Manganese Sleds

The following, taken from i

scriptive pamphlet of instructioni

sued by one of the oldest estable

steel concerns in the East, eoni

"All oil hardening steels seem n

prone to surface decarbonization t

water hardening steels. This

portant, because it probably hatj

great deal to do with explaining oti

wise mysterious inequalities in ?

duction. There is no specific for

Are available ill a complete line of i
sizes among which you are to be

find the cutters you need. They
designed and machined, acienti
treated and accurately ground.

May we send our catalog*

THE TOMKINS-JOrU
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4

Manufactured to highest precision standard! . . .
consistently cutting clean and true . . . holding
their cutting efficiency better than any broach we
have produced in our 17 years of broach making
experience. MORE parts per grind, MORE grinds
per broach, 25% to 35% longer broach life.

Convince yourself. Send us your next broach
blueprint.

THE

CONNECTICUT

BROACH AND MACHINE CO.

NEW LONDON CONNECTICUT

prevention, unless the piece a

ground all over after hardening

control is a problem for part

tools in particular plants."

Attention is brought to the a

quotation because some of us tre|

clined to take the other fellow's

elusions as gospel and do not \

the effort to analyze for ours

Surely the straight mangar.*-

hardening steels show a very m

tendency to soft exteriors ak.

hardening temperatures and tin

heating may, in each case, have

correct.

It is safe to say that, as a ns4

this occurrence, steel is often

demned because of this cosot

when, as a matter of fact, it is M

less and the fault lies solely and<

with the operator himself.

It is an easy matter to attri

this condition to "decarbonixad

"Decarb", however, is not the aid

It might be well for us to coal

its exact opposite. This condita

the result of faulty oven atmospl

and nothing else. A highly retffl

atmosphere tends toward a carbarj

surface, thus throwing out of baj

the carbon and manganese; the

suit is a slightly Austenitized sar

which will be soft to the file.

A fire running close to the dhfj

line, possibly on the "lean" or od

ing side, will develop a Martes

structure the hardest known nd

constituent. The piece after que

ing will show no evidence of soft

terior.

Hi-Carbon: Hi-Chrome

Practically all of the manufactc

of this steel do, somewhere in t

instructions for its treatment, ral

mend pack hardening. From •

viewpoint they may be justified 1

much as they are aware that 1

hardening does, to an appreciable

tent, eliminate soft exteriors.

It is undoubtedly true that thfj I
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aware that soft exteriors are a result

of incorrect furnace atmosphere. They

also know that this particular steel

is more susceptible to this condition

than other steels. By no stretch of

imagination could they succeed in

bringing about much needed results

with a few written suggestions, con

sequently they advise the lesser evil

—"pack hardening."

Why evil? Without entering into

a discussion of chemical change or re

action which may be the result of

pack hardening, we must admit our

chief object is to obtain surface hard

ness. It is reasonable to assume that

steel carrying such a high carbon

content would not take on added car

bon during the heating period, irres

pective of what the packing medium

might be.

We do know, however, that pack

hardened Hi-Carbon: Hi-Chrome steel

is more inclined to surface cracks as

a result of grinding. We also know

that if we are, by careful grinding,

able to reduce or take off the first

ten thousandths without developing

checks, we can then, at necessary in

tervals, continue the grinding pro

cess with little or no danger of sub

sequent checking.

It is general practice to oil quench

these steels from the pack. The pos

sibility of distortion or cracking in

the quench is not lessened by pack

hardening.

Hi-Carbon: Hi-Chrome steel heated

in a properly constructed furnace

running under correct atmospheric

condition is also oil quenched as a

general rule. The possibility of dis

tortion or cracking is still a factor,

even though the piece may be uni

formly hard.

Nearly all of this steel is air hard

ened. If we heat as described above

and with no oil quench, allowing it to

cool in still air, we find, after the

piece has cooled to room temperature,

a soft exterior with an exceedingly

hard sub-surface. No doubt this =aj

surface is caused by the attack c

oxygen during the cooling process.

By all manner of reasoning c*

would assume this method to be 'J

safest to adopt if we could only ela

inate the soft surface, inasmuch ■

the possibility of cracking or dista

tion is negligible.

The answer reverts to the exclosa

of the attack of oxygen during tl

cooling period. If the piece is n

moved from the furnace and quick!

submerged in a molten cyanide bri

immediately withdrawn and allowed!

air cool, there will be no attack *

oxygen. The salts will hermetial

seal the piece to the exclusion of a

When cold it may be placed in wan

water and the salts dissolved. B

piece will be uniformly hard, fin

from surface defects, with no crad

and no distortion.

(A booklet on the heat treating of tool iteob,
which all of the above information is incheiei, 4
be sent free upon request to Bennett Insures !i

Treating Co., 1 10-112 South St., Keatrt, .», i

"Some Consequences of Graphitic C»

roslon of Cast Iron." Investigation shas

that the rapidity with which grapaUl

corrosion of cast Iron sometimes occun

may be due to local galvanic effects be

tween the porous galvanic coatings sol

the underlying metal. The developmen

of protective coatings Is Influenced tfl

the size and distribution of the grapfr

ltic particles. Nickel alloy cast IroiS

have favorable characteristics In tba

respect which probably account for tistH

better performance In many corrosW

environments.

"Some Consequences of Graphitic CoF

roslon of Cast Iron" is the title of a ie>

cent publication dealing with the mecft'

anlsm of a type of corrosion of casl

iron that results In the formation d

a surface layer of residual graphite. Tba

publication Is now being distributed bj

The International Nickel Company. Inc.

67 Wall St., New York, N. Y., and copte*

are available gratis to engineers and

plant executives.

Please mention Modern Machine Shop wfef?-

sending inquiries to advertisers. Your o~
operation will be appreciated both by rtf
advertiser and by the publishers of this

masrazine.
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Modern Equipment at Woi

Arc Welding In The Arctic

By P. A. Robbins

Arctic Circle Exploration, Inc., Chicago, 111.

FAR north, on the bare Arctic tun

dra, eleven miles above the mouth

of the Keewalik River where the lat

ter discharges into Kotzebue Sound,

several Eskimos garbed in parkies

and mucklucks mingle with a small

group of similarly clad white men. All

of them shield their eyes from the

white glare of the arc as a gasoline

driven arc welding set rains molecules

of metal on the break in a "bull-wheel,"

the large gear-wheel which swings the

boom and cab of a dragline shovel.

And where is Kotzebue Sound?

Follow the coast of Alaska out to the

end of the Aleution Peninsula, round

the point and bear north across the

Bering Sea, cross Bering Strait—that

narrow strip of water that separates

America from Asia—and continue up

the coast 200 miles, following the Arc

tic Circle, and you are on the

of Kotzebue Sound.

It was a tragic moment for a

group of miners working in the

ity of a hamlet called Kiana,

east of Kotzebue Sound, when

heavy gear-wheel of their

broke. Tragic because they had

ed their money to bring the draglioJ

into a country where mining can onlj|

be carried on for about 100 days

year, from late June to early Septem

ber. The rest of the year finds tat

country locked in the icy grip of win

ter, its rivers frozen solid to their

beds and the tundra a desert of snow

drifts.

There was only one chance to sav»

the season's work. To the southwes

of them, down the Kobuk River,

across Kotzebue Sound, and up tta

Keewalik River they knew that Arc

tic Circle Exploration, Inc., had a well-

equipped mining outfit at work at a

little settlement called Candle. In-

The welder is mounted on skids so that it can be hauled across country by tractor.
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process, using a special Norton sili

con carbide abrasive which is ex
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frigerators, soda fountains, steel cab

inets, metal furniture, steel boxes,

and a great variety of sheet metal

specialties. Its variable speed drive

operates from 17 to 50 strokes per

minute. The No. 253 CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS is accurate, compact,

and ruggedly constructed of highest

quality materials.

Sizes 4, 5 and 6 ft. capacities, up to

10 gauge.

Write for Circular No. 253
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7418 LOOMIS BLVD.
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eluded in the equipment at Candle

a General Electric gasoi

arc-welding set.

The broken bull-wheel was

in a "umiak", a native boat made c

skins, and for five days an Eskims

crew paddled down the Kobuk. arouse

the shore of the sound, and up tit

Keewalik River to the settlement a

Candle. Here, within three hours d

their arrival, the pieces of the brokcsl

bull-wheel were assembled and welded;

into place. Instead of the ruinous

loss of a season's work, the interrup

tion lasted only two weeks.

The files of Arctic Circle Explora

tion, Inc., are filled with similar storie-

of loss avoided by means of arc weld

ing. A stripped pinion on a dredr;

threatened to be the cause of a serious

loss of time. An airplane was sum-1

moned by radio and a messenger dia- 1

patched to Nome to search througk |

mining stores and scrap piles for i

substitute gear but before he returned,

unsuccessful, the old gear had had i

new set of teeth built up from weld

ing rod and had been returned to serv

ice with the loss of only one day.

Miles of pipe line stretch across the I

tundra, pipe from 15 to 30 inches ii

diameter, and when Ys, or Ls, or Ts,

or bends are needed, they are fabri- 1

cated on the job, made up from bits

of pipe welded together in the desired

form.

Thousands of three-quarter inch

thawing pipes are in use, each length

of pipe having a special steel poini

welded to it. When the points need to

be replaced, because of breakage and

wear, the job is quickly done with the

welding machine.

Worn machinery parts are built up

with welded metal, as are parts re

claimed from the scrap heap. Innum

erable odd jobs, each important

though small, are executed success

fully through the short, intensive

working season. Dredges, tractors.
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What is your toughest production joh? Milling stain

less steel ? Reaming rough castings ? Thread-cutting
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Morse Tool made for each job—made so it will do that

job in a way that will prove to you "There is a differ

ence".

If you have special requirements which the Morse dis

tributor cannot meet from the wide Morse line, our en

gineers will be glad to work with you. No matter what

the job, a side-by-side trial of Morse Tools with other

will demonstrate, "There is a difference".

A Conveniently Located Morse Distributor J^.

Will Give You Prompt Service

TWIST DRILL * MACHINE COMPANY

NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS. U.S.A.
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draglines, and scrapers must be kept

at work every hour possible. The gold

to pay the costs must be wrested from

the frozen gravels of the valley so de

lays can not be countenanced.

The gasoline-driven arc welding set

at Candle is always on the job, ready

to serve. It is not permanently in

stalled in the shop, but instead is

mounted on skids so that it can be

dragged across country by tractor to

the place where its service is required.

baths, in which uniform temperatnral

are constantly maintained by the it-J

of special electrical controls. Tta|

Heat Treatment of Cutting

Tools Ensures Quality

IN order to ensure the production

of cutting tools of the highest

quality, the Putnam Tool Company,

2981 Charlevoix Ave., Detroit, Michi

gan, is now using the salt-bath proc

ess in the heat treating of the entire

line which comprises their product.

This method calls for the submersion

of the tools in four successive salt

Submerging Putnam tool in salt bath far fearf

treatment.

tempering is done in a Homo electric

furnace, after which the tools an

What is the

"FACE VALUE

of a Dial Indicator .'

The "face value" of a Dial Indicator is its abilit

give accurate readings at all times—even after c

tinual rough treatment

The Standard Dial Indicator has a high "face valor

Its new Shockproof construction protects deli

mechanism from shocks that would destroy

sion of the average Dial Indicator.

Write for new catalog.

For Better Gaging—Come to "Standard"

• the ;

STANDARD GAGEJ
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"Specs" in the vernacular

may mean either specifications or

spectacles.

Wouldn't it be fine if we could give

you "Specs" for your nose that

would enable you to observe if the

heat treatment "Specs" on your

blue prints had been observed in

the hardening operations. We al

most can.

Just slip a "ROCKWELL" with its

direct reading dial, between your

eyes and your specimens and you

will see true hardness and know

what you've got. Use the "ROCK

WELL" as your "Specs" for

"Specs".

WILSON

!
MECHANICAL INSTRUMINT CO. INC

Concord kn. 4 E. 143rd Si. Now York, I. T.
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finished by shot blasting.

In this process two salt baths are

used for preheating at temperatures

of between 1600 and 1600 deg. The

third bath is for "high" heating at

from 2300 deg. F. to 2350 deg. F. The

fourth, or quenching bath, is held be

tween 1100 and 1200 deg. F. After

submersion in the quenching bath,

the tools are allowed to cool in still

air and then are arranged in wire

baskets and placed in the Homo elec

tric furnace, where they are tempered

in a temperature between 1025 and

1075 deg. F. After removing from the

tempering furnace, they are blasted,

in a special blasting chamber, with

minute particles of steel shot.

Due to the fact that the tools are

completely submerged in the solution

and are heated in a perfectly neutral

atmosphere, there is no possibility of

oxidation or scaling. No decarburiza-

tion occurs. The possibility of dis

tortion is precluded by the fact that

every portion of each tool reaches the

same temperature at exactly the siss^

time.

grinder

Landls Catalog K-137 Is

book describing and Ulu

Landls 12x28-In. Universal

Grinder, manufactured by

Tool Company, Waynesboro. Rk B

plete description of the grinder,

head, headstock, traverse drive,

on, Is presented, together with

graphs of the various parts. One

Is devoted to typical operations

can be performed on the

standard equipment, Including

tlons of the universal head,

footstock, universal tooth

center rest.

Another section lists the

which can be performed with

and additional equipment — the

grinding attachment. Internal

attachment, single speed headstock.

grinding attachment, adjustable

circular forming tool grinding equr

ment, gear cutter grinding attachmet

radial grinding attachment, face al

grinding attachment, end mill grindir.

attachment, surface grinding attaci

ment, magnetic chuck, and the magne'J

plate. Specifications of attachments si*

a listing of standard equipment are i£i

eluded. Copy free upon request.

HERE'S BETTER FINISHINI

AT LOWER COS

You can give a high quality, straight li»

finish to metal, rubber, fibre composition

wood, etc. with a Peerless Surfacer. Since ■

points on the abrasive belt travel at the sanx

speed, the cutting action is more rapid anJ

more uniform.

With a Peerless Surfacer you eliminate il*

time and expense of gluing and dry ing grin*)

ing wheels and discs.

Vertical or horizontal machines available

I" to 20" sizes.

Write for further details.

PRODUCTION MACHINE CO.

GREENFIELD, MASS
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Ideas from Readers

This department is a clearing house for ideas ... If there is a "kink" or short cut in

use in your shop, send in g description of it . . . Each one published will be paid for.

Solving a Difficult BoringJob

With a Vacuum Cleaner 3

BY CHARt.ES C. Lynde

THE oil field machine shop prob

ably is confronted by more un

usual work demands than any other

type of jobbing shop, due to the great

number of various kinds of equipment

in use in the drilling, production and

dash-and-dot line) entailing the re

moval of approximately 80 pounds of

metal through the "bottle-neck" of

7% in. of 1%-in. hole throug-h the

flange and neck of the plunger.

Due to the relatively small hole

through which work must be done,

and the fact that 305 cubic inches of

iron had to be removed, the problem

of chip removal slowed down the work

more than any

Drawing indicating amount of stock to be removed from interior of a
pipe-line pump plunger.

pipeline departments of the petroleum

industry. An example of the kind of

work that keeps the days—and nights

—from becoming monotonous is the

plunger from a 6x24-in. pipeline pump

which came in to be worked over.

As originally cast in the foundry

of the pump maker, the cast iron

plunger had a cored recess extending

axially from the flange to about 7

inches from the pressure end. This

cored hole, 1%-in. in diameter, was

not for the purpose of lightening the

plunger, but to relieve shrinkage

strains and prevent the formation of

cracks or spongy metal.

The plungers, 18 of them in all,

weighed originally an average of 286

pounds apiece. They were 6 inches in

diameter at the working barrel, and

44% -in. in length. The work to be

done was that of enlarging the origi

nal cored hole to approximate that

shown by the lightly dotted line in the

drawing (original hole shown by

other one factor.

Since the boring

bar practically

filled the "bottle

neck," there was

no chance for the

chips to work out along it dur

ing progress of the boring. Blowing

out the chips with compressed air

cleared the hole, but was unsatisfac

tory in that it sent a shower of fine

dust all over the shop to the detri

ment of other work being done, while

dismounting the plunger and allow

ing the chips to gravitate out entailed

much unnecessary set-up work.

Finally an old vacuum cleaner of

the common household type was se

cured and set up alongside the boring

job. Then, each time a cut was fin

ished and the bar withdrawn from the

plunger, it was easy to start the

cleaner, thrust the hose into the aper

ture at the flange, and quickly sack

out through the hose all chips and

dust.

So accurately was the work done to

leave the specified wall thickness of

one inch in the finished plungers that,

although the incoming weight of

plungers varied by as much as tes
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Alloy Steel Back

Only an Genuine 18%
Tungsten High

Steel
Integral
Weld

Unbreakable

Alloy Steel Back

can assure full life from a

High Speed Steel Edge

Because it is hard and wear-resisting, genuine High Speed Steel makes the

finest cutting edge—fastest cutting, longest lived. But because it is hard, high

speed steel is relatively brittle—though best for the teeth, it is ill suited as a

backing for the teeth, since the backing must be non-brittle to withstand the

strains and shocks of tensioning, reversing, and feed load, without breaking.

Only MARVEL High-Speed-Edgc offers the "perfect ideal,"—the only hack

saw blade with genuine high speed steel tooth edge

integrally welded to a tough, non-brittle, non-breakable,

chrome-vanadium 6teel back or body. Only by stand

ardizing on MARVEL can you be sure to get full life

and genuine high speed efficiency.

MARVEL

High-Speed Edge

HACK SAW BLADES Write for Catalog TODAY!

Armstrong-Blum Mfg. Co.

"The Hack Saw People"
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pounds, the weight of the finished

work checked to within half a pound

and all checked for concentricity of

bore when balanced on parallel knife

edges.

Simplified Design of High

Speed Spindle for Brown

& Sharpe Automatic

Screw Machines

By Walter G. Porter

THE present-day trend toward

higher cycling speeds in auto

matic machine operation often proves

a handicap to the small jobber, as

he finds it difficult to compete on large

quantity jobs when the only machines

available are standard-type automatic

machines. However, this limitation

on speed is imposed only by the plain-

journaled spindles, and in view of this

fact, the writer designed the spindle

illustrated here.

The standard spindle and

casting were used, together with

parts shown in the drawing,

tical boring mill was used to

the cradle of the machine to

roller bearings. With this inv

ment, the machine-spindle has

run at speeds in excess of

r.p.m. without dangerously

ing the bearings.

The assembly consists of the

lowing parts: (A) Thrust adjustmer.

collar. Material, cold rolled steel

pack hardened to 50 C Rockwell. (B)

and (C) These parts are the sams

as used in the standard assembly ami

need not be replaced unless tht

show excess wear. (D) Locating

bushings, used to hold roller bearing

outer race in a neutral position. These

parts are turned to a tight press fit

in the part marked G. Material is

phosphor bronze. (E) and (5) This

part is leather (old belting is ideal)

ASSEMBLY REAR

JOURNAL BOX

ASSEMBLY1 FRONT

JOURNAL BOX

CASTING

!|>McGlLL NEEOLE ROU_ER<™^

E<5-LEATHER SEALER

Drawing of roller bearing spindle and parts to increase speed of Brown

& Sharpe automatic screw machine
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MOLYBDENUM

HIGH SPEED STEEL

•

ON SOME JOBS IT GIVES

MIGHTY FINE PERFORMANCE

Actual production results and heat treating

uniformity stamp VAN-LOM the first major

improvement in Molybdenum High Speed

Steel. 25% to 40% Better Cutting Properties.
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SUTTON MASTER

FEED FINGERS

Interchangeable and Replaceable

Pads of Hardened Steel,

Iron or Bronze

Double angle on sides of pads permit worn pads
to be brought back to gripping size by grinding
down angles and allowing tension of master to
bring pads closer together

Spreaders furnished with fingers permit pads to
be changed quickly and easily. No pins or screws
to hold pads In master

For Long Wear and Protec

tion of Stock, Specify Sutton

Only

WRIIE (OR COMPLETE CATALOG

SUTTON TOOL COMPANY

2838 W Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.

cut to fit into the counterbores ■

parts (D), (1) and (4). The hole is c-

slightly small so that it will hug th

spindle bearing surface tightly ml

thus prevent chips or dirt from enter

ing the roller race assembly. (F

McGill Precision Type Needle Rollei

Bearing No. FR 1% in. (G) BoDa

race retainer bushing. Material, casi

iron or brass. (H) Thrust adjns:

ment collar, threaded internally to ii

part G. Material, cold rolled itec

Pack hardened to 50-55 RockweU C

(1) Front journal rear race retaining

collar. Material, cold rolled steel,

(2) Two special No. 8-32 thd. screw?

as shown. Material, cold rolled steel

(3) McGill Precision Type Needle

Roller Bearing No. Fr. 1% in. (4)

Front journal front of race retaining

collar. Material, cold rolled steel.

The dimension (S) is the nominal di

ameter of the spindle bearing. In tht

case under discussion, this dimension

was 1% in. at the rear and 1% in. at

the front. However, if the machine

has been run for any length of time,

it will be necessary to have these two

journals chrome plated oversize and

reground on centers to a tap fit in

their respective roller bearing inner

races.

The two screws which hold parts (1)

and (4) against the cradle should be

drilled through the two collar flans:-,

and the cast iron cap, but due to the

spindle pulleys, assembly is impossi

ble if other screw holes are drilled

through the main casting.

The spindle is assembled in the

same manner as a standard spindle.

The entire spindle, bearings and all,

can be removed from the cradle by

merely removing the caps from the

front and rear journals. If all the

parts which need to be made over on

account of the roller bearings are

made exactly according to the draw

ing, no matching or fitting other than

the usual amount of hand adjustment

will be necessary.
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DO THE WORK Of

6

Tests show that on the average five men can do the work

of six . . . not once in a while but every time, if they use

Nicholson, Black Diamond or McCaffrey Files.

For the most exacting file tests ever devised show that

these files are uniformly high in their ability to remove

stock . . . that the performance of one represents faithfully

the performance of thousands of dozens.

Now . . . while skilled labor shortage makes it necessary

sometimes for five men to do the work of six, use the

files that will help them do it every time. Nicholson,

Black Diamond or McCaffrey . . . fastest cutting . . . uni

formly high in performance. At Mill Supply Dealers'.

Nicholson File Company, Providence, R. I., U. S. A.

A FILE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
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Tap Cabinet

By C. F. Fitz

TAPS are often purchased in sets

and an attempt is made to keep

the sets together, but in many cases

this becomes a problem. The boxes in

which the taps are shipped from the

factory are usually of cardboard which

break easily or soon become oil-soaked

and fall apart, with the result that

the taps either are lost or roll around

in the box. In the latter case they

strike against each other and dull the

cutting edges. To overcome these

difficulties, the cabinet illustrated in

the drawings was made.

Drawing of home-made tap cabinet.

Each drawer ia a solid block of wood.

to take taps of the size desired.

The cabinet is intended especial

for taps from U in. up to i

including % in. The cab::

is made from plywood, ad

the drawers are made froa

solid blocks in which recessa

have been cut to hold ti

taps. Thus the drawers car

not come apart, and only b;

the very roughest us&gt

could one be broken. As

shown by the drawing, th*

sides of the block drawers

were recessed for dowel rods,

corresponding recesses beinf

cut in the sides of the cab

inet so that the drawers will

slide. However, the method

of providing slides for tit

sides of the drawers can be

varied to suit the individual

GREENERD

Arbor Presses

500 lbs. to 35 tons pressure

HYDRAULIC, MOTOR DRIVEN, HAND OPERATED

Greenerd Arbor Press Co., Nashua, N. H.
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BALDWI N - DUCKWORTH

•uppose you had to clean and polish 16,000 lamp sockets, door knobs or other similar

tems an hour? This new Udylite polishing machine could do it for you economically,

n part because of the generous use of 3 different types and sizes of Baldwin-Duckworth

oiler chain; and over 100 Baldwin-Duckworth accurate-cut sprockets.

iVhen you want to "clean up" on production costs, there's a good chance the best answer

s the right Baldwin-Duckworth roller chain. Consult our engineering department

or a detailed analysis of your particular job. Baldwin-Duckworth Chain Corporation,

Springfield, Mass.
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ideas. The knobs are of brass, fas

tened with flat head wood screws.

The entire cabinet was given a

heavy coat of black shellac to prevent

it from becoming oil-soaked. The

sizes of the taps in the various draw

ers may be painted on with white

paint, or stamped in metal tags which

may be attached with screws or brad*.

The cabinet has not only saved many

taps that would otherwise become lost

or damaged, but has also saved a con

siderable amount of time that was

previously lost in searching for ttf

right size taps.

Geared Fixture for

Radial Drill

By G. F. Cagle

WHEN an old machine

scrapped, it is sometimes pofrj

sible to salvage portions of it for ds

as accessories to other machines. Fer

instance, the geared fixture shows z

use in the ute-

tration was ma»

from an old bar

ing mill tab

Used in con:

tion with a ver:-

cal surface pl»>

it forms an ad

mirable piece i

equipment f ■ i

radial drill wort

The old table n

only has all the

necessary T-sloa

for clamp:'

work, but it BM

has teeth e«

around the peri'

phery by which,

Geared liter*
from old horinr anil

table aid* in hand]™
work oa radial irUl.

ELIMINATE SPECIAL AND COSTLY JIG FIXTURES

By Using Yost Drill Press Vises

They aro h ea v 1 1 y constructed and very compact.
Three flanges on the base permit easy attachment
to machine or drill press table. A "V" shaped
slot milled In the movable Jaw permits a positive
locking of vertical work. The ease and simplicity
In operating makes this tool an Indispensable
factor In the elocution of drill press operations.

Write us for circular "H", giving us name of your nearest dealer.

YOST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Meadville, Pa.
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'9000-DD", with Double

Meted Seals, here shown; also

nade as "9000-D" with

3i.-.g;lc Metal Shield.

LARGER

GREASE

CAPACITY

•

NO SEAL

DRAG

IN "9000" SERIES (Feltless)

SELF- SEALED BEARINGS

Interchangeable in dimensions

with, felt seal bearings.

Employs simplified, inwardly

extending, flanged metal shields

which do not rotate and cannot

"foul" other rotating seal parts.

Seals are highly efficient in re

taining grease in either horizontal

or vertical position.

Simple seal occupies less space

within bearing than felt seal,

PROVIDING GREATER GREASE

CAPACITY AND A MORE LASTING

LUBRICANT SUPPLY.

Metal seals, though close fitting,

clear recess on inner ring, ELIMI

NATING "DRAG" OR FRICTIONAL

RESISTANCEandpowerloss, andpro

viding higher starting speeds and

increased efficiency. Seals cannot

wearandarepermanentlyeffective .

Totally sealed against foreign

matter, providing absolute cleanli

ness at all times.

BALL, ROLLER AND THRUST

NORMA-HOFFMANN BEARINGS CORP'N STAMFORD. CONN U. S. A
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with the aid of a pinion, the table can

be adjusted to locate the work at any

angle desired.

In the case illustrated, the driving

box has been set up to have holes

drilled in it to aid in the welding-in

of liners. The operator uses a small

square as an aid in setting the table

accurately. The end of the pinion

shaft has been squared to fit a ratchet

wrench with which the pinion is re

volved.

Chronolog Booklet. A new booklet de

scribing three new models of Chrono-

logs, production control Instruments, has

been published by The National Acme

Company. 124 East 131 Street, Cleveland,

Ohio.

This booklet gives complete Informa

tion on the use and operation of the

Chronolog, claimed by the manufacturer

to be the only instrument that keeps a

running record of time and a count of

pieces on the Job—and prints this In

formation on a chart that may be read

as easily as a typewritten report.

A new line of super-sensitive 13k

voltage switches and Namco Saieno£i

are described in the same booklet Copie

may be obtained on request.

Norton Grinding Wheel Markings c

fully explained in a folder being at

tributed by Norton Company, Worces

ter, Mass., to aid the user In purcn&slq

grinding wheels. A typical marklat

3846-J5B, Is broken down to show tN

reader the meaning of the various pars

of the marking. This booklet shod-;

be useful to all users of grinding wb-.-

and a copy may be obtained by addres-

lng the Norton Company as above.

"Build Your Own" Hobart WeldUc

Generator. This folder. Issued by Hobtr.

Brothers Company, Troy, Ohio, gives de

tails on the Hobart plan for bulldi-
portable welders. The Hobart '•Bu.-

Your Own" Unit consists of a we.

generator, exciter, reactance, control

terminals and flexible coupling boa

into a single, compact unit wMeta can

connected with a gasoline engine or m>

tor. Features of the Hobart Arc Welds

are presented, together with photograph

of welding outfits In use In various para

of the country. Copy free upon request

SIDNEY

TAPERED SPINDLE DOSE

SIDNEY has now adapted the standard tapered

spindle nose as optional equipment on the

Tritrol 16-speed, Sidney 12-speed and SIDNEY

Precision Tool Room Lathes.

Advantages: More power — greater ease

removing face plates and chucks—brings lac

plate and chuck closer to the front spindl

bearing.

Write for further information.

9 'Lathes and Milliner Machines '

THE SIDNEY MAGHIN
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rOUR LIGHTING

>OLLAR BUYS

MORE*

#0®

Sty*

^L-~- : : 1 1

r

1

% more light is yours from these modern light sources. They

irt instantly and hang horizontally to give the best light dis-

hu tion. You save, in addition, because you can run more lamps

r circuit. The improved appearance has added to the immedi-

; acceptance by industry of this improved lamp.

Even in the most difficult places you are assured an ease of

ring that profits both the worker and the manufacturer. These

w "24-hour skylights" produce a soft, non-fatiguing light that

veals detail . . . promotes better work . . . and reduces errors.

There's a representative nearby who will be glad to give you

mplete information. He will gladly survey your needs and tell

m what modern Cooper Hewitt lighting can do for you. If you

efer, write directly to the General Electric Vapor Lamp Com-

iny, 897 Adams Street, Hoboken, New Jersey.

GENERAL@ELECTRIC

VAPOR LAMP COMPANY

There it no glare from polished

metal surfaces . . . scratches are

easily detected eyes are rested

. . . and better work is more easily

accomplished with the "better

than daylight" illumination of the

new horizontal Cooper Hewitts.



Over the Editor*'s Desk

IN AN address before the Thirty-

sixth Annual Convention of the

National Machine Builders' Associa

tion, last month, Clayton R. Burt,

President of the association, made a

few remarks which could very well be

passed on to other manufacturers.

Following are some excerpts from Mr.

Burt's talk:

"We are**disturbed by the current

recession of business, which is oc

curring in spite of the well-known

shortage of housing, foodstuffs, ma

terials, and equipment. To replenish

these needs should keep all of our in

dustries running at full capacity. In

machine tools alone, we know that

our customers have scarcely begun to

replace the old equipment that is no

longer giving efficient service. No

one can blame executives or mana

gers for the cautious policy that they

find it necessary to adopt, but we re

gret that the aggregate of production

in many lines is less than is actually

needed to supply the wants of the

whole people at prices they are able

to pay.

"As one example of misdirection on

the part of the government, due to a

lack of comprehensive understanding

of industry's financial problems, I cite

the Tax on Undistributed Surplus laid

upon corporations by the 1936 Rev

enue Act. ***This particular legisla

tion will, if continued, defeat the aims

of the administration in several direc

tions, not the least among them the

stabilization of production and em

ployment, which is so vital to pros

perity.

"Those who were responsible for

this law were not fully informed of

the importance of corporation reserves

to the country during the bad years

of 1930 to 1934. During these years,

while the government spent eight bil

lions of dollars in an effort to restore

a normal balance, corporations spent

over eighteen billions of dollars more

than they received. To do this they

not only had to have a surplus on

hand, but that surplus had

be readily available in cash

quick assets; not tied op

buildings nor frozen in finished goo

for which there was no market

"Any conservative executive cons:

ers it his first duty to restore his c

pleted cash reserves when business i

turns, in order that his company m

be prepared to face the next ems

gency. The surplus tax provision,

making this almost impossible, pise

a heavy penalty on industries like o

own, where earnings not distrito:

to stockholders are appropriated

the government in the form of tan

and these earnings are lost as a hit

log for the industry.

"Its financial position must then

gauged purely on current busint

Its credit will fluctuate with the v

ume of orders, or lack of them. WS

out means to finance employment

dull times, its employees will suf

the same risks as the Stockholm:

no orders, no work, no dividends, a

no purchasing power. The possib

ties that this surplus earnings t

carries for hastening and prolong!

depressions are appalling, and «

tainly were not taken into conside;

tion by the authors of the bill whi

was so hastily put through to becoi

a law.

"***The normal growth of a a

poration is ordinarily financed out

surplus. We are now told that indi

trial expansion should be paid for «

of the sale of new securities.*'!

large corporation with a national re

utation can easily find a market f

its securities. It is extremely diffici

for the small concern to raise capii

in this way.

"The net result is to favor the e

pansion of large corporations at C

expense of the smaller ones, and the

smaller ones are essential to our it

tional well-being. **These small M

porations are not only employers

thousands of people, but they rep^

sent the most effective check on

trend toward monopoly."

Revision of this Act is necesssi

Let's have some action!
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SCREW THREADING

with

Adjustable

TOOLS

Clean, accurate threads at the lowest possible cost—that's

what you want when you buy threading tools. But solid dies and

taps wear down and lose their accuracy, and they cost more than

a set oi chasers ior a Geometric solid adjustable tool.

With the DJ Die Heads and SJ Taps, the Chasers are easily

removed, making accurate resharpening simple. Better manu

facturing methods are possible, too, so that we can guarantee the

accuracy oi the chasers. The chasers can be adjusted in the tool

with precision—they can't lose size! And a single tool will cut

a wide range of sizes.

Geometric adjustable tools are strong and sturdy, with rigid

chaser support and positive locking, yet small and compact. When

small production or space limitations prohibit the use of self-open

ing tools, or on short threads

where backing off is not ob

jectionable, a Geometric solid

adjustable tool is more accu

rate, more economical, than

a solid die or tap. May we

send you catalogs?

THE GEOMETRIC TOOL CO.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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New Shop Equipment

Ex-Cell-O New Line of High Speed

Multiple Boring, Facing and

Turning Machines

An entirely new line of high produc

tion, high speed, multiple boring, facing

and turning machines has been added

to Its precision boring machine line by

Excello Corporation, 1202 Oakman Blvd.,

Detroit, Mich. The new line comprises

Fig. 1—Ex-Cell-O Three-Way High
and Turning

both two and three-way types, with

from two to nine boring spindles.

For parts requiring boring, turning or

facing operations from more than one

direction, the machines eliminate the

possibilities of errors In machining aris

ing from locating parts in separate fix

tures on different machines for individ

ual machining operations. For parts re

quiring operations from one side only,

multiple fixtures provide much higher

productivity per machine hour.

Notable among the features of the

new line Is the unusual compactness

of these highly flexible units and the

high productivity possible, exemplified

by the complete boring and facing, in

one setup, of such parts as differential

carriers In a total cutting time of ozL:

around 37 seconds.

In the three-way machines, shown

Fig. 1, It will be noted that the boner

spindles with their individual mow

drives are separately mounted on #W;

tables. Table feed Is by the well-knosi

Ex-Cell-O hydraulic system with ln£-

vidual hydraulic pumps for each tabic

Standard Ex-Cell-O precision ball bar

ing spindles are used mounted in rpcciL

heads for compact

ness and so design*:

that additional spin

dles may be added -

required.
Cutting cycles irf

completely automat:

Each table is provie?:

with micrometer-^
justment dogs fx

setting the distant

for fast approaci-

cuttlng, dwell, ami

fast return. The dwtl

period at the end at

the cutting stroke ■

separately adjust a
for anything from one

to 30 seconds to in

sure desired flnisl

characteristics with >

minimum of time pe!

operation. A rapid

advance between two

holes bored by one

spindle may also br

provided for in the

cycle.
Spindle speeds are

constant for any par

ticular Job, and designed to give a cut

ting speed of around 400 feet per minute

with carbide cutting tools. Feeds m»J

be varied from nothing to 42 Inches per

minute to meet any requirements as

to materials to be cut as well as

of work and character of finish requ

If high speed cutting steels are to

used, lower spindle speeds are, of i

provided.
Individual starting controls of tht

push button type are provided on tin

control panel shown for the electri

motors operating the spindles aa|

pumps, with two additional button

permitting simultaneous starting ant

stopping of all motors.

A similar flexibility is Incorporated II

Speed Multiple Boring, Facing
Machine
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travel controls. Each table Is

rlth a separate lever control

Individual operation, or all

a may be started and stopped

igle lever shown to the right

d-wheel In Fig. 1. The lndl-

itrols, of course, are highly

i setting-up or re-tooling any

carrier. Furthermore the

l adjustable that carriers may

fed In simultaneously or In

•hlnes Illustrated here are

>r dry cutting. A sump is

the base of the machine,

0 permit

of a cool-

In that

lant pump

IT one of

ic control

Chips

through

the ma

re ejected

k at the

through

r n adja-

e center

clamped

fixtures,

being of

type, al-

lydraullo

ted fix-

it' used,

with

ycle.
icd base

type Is cast In one piece

me alloy Iron and Is aged

being normalized. It la

>d for maximum rigidity,

icatlon Is provided for the

ie of which Is flat; the

I. The entire machine Is

rovlde the maximum In

bratlonless operation for

work.
universally adjustable

axlally as well as trans-

from % in. up to six in.

ay be bored. Maximum

12 In. A fixture pad of

Ides ample support for

1 handle large parts. Re-

rapid approach is 11 ft.

type Is similar In design

ly model. In this type

amps are provided, along -

;, back of the machine.

' the three-way machine,

3 a wide variety of mul

ing and turning opera-

macnine, also, cutting

operations may be simultaneous from

both sides or alternately, as desired. The

machine may be used equally advan

tageously for two-way machining of a

single part, requiring counter-boring, for

Instance, or for simultaneous or alter

nate machining of separate parts to per

mit processing of one, while loading the

other.

For continuous production, this two-

way type can be equipped with a vertical

or horizontal multi-station, rotary In

dexing fixture permitting the perform

ance of a multiplicity of boring, turning

and facing operations.

Fin. 2—Ex-Cell-O Two-Way High Speed Multiple Boring. Facing
and Turning Machine

The Two-Way Precision Boring ma

chine Is available in a number of differ

ent sizes to accommodate varying sizes

of work.

Newton Two-Head Planer Type

Drilling and Boring Machine

The machine Illustrated herewith has

been brought out by Consolidated Ma

chine Tool Corporation. Rochester, N. T.,

for the precision drilling and boring of

large castings where numerous holes

must be accurately positioned, drilled

and bored. The outstanding feature of

the machine is the provision made for

precision positioning. Both heads and

table are provided with a hand wheel

and both are equipped with end meas

ures, Inside micrometers and dial Indi

cators. The boring bars are provided with

power rapid traverse vertically and heads

have rapid traverse across the rail. Rail

and tables are each provided with powe*

feed and traverse.

Operation of the machine 1> facilitaf
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Newton Two Head Planer Type Drilling and Boring Machine

by large dials which can easily be read

from the floor. Dials on each head Indi

cate directly in r. p. m. the speed of the

spindle at all times. Large dials on

each gear box show the teed per revo

lution.

Boring bars carried In two saddles are

double-splined to fit the driving gears,

which have extended hubs mounted in

precision Tlmken bearings. At the upper

end of each bar Is an additional bearing

ring In a slide with roller thrust collars

to take the thrust of the cut. The right

hand head Is operated from the gear box

at the right hand side of the rail and

control of the left hand head is from

a gear box at the left end of the rail.

The table can be built In one piece

or in two sections as Illustrated. The

two sections can be coupled together or

used separately so that one can be

loaded while the other Is In use. Tables

are mounted on one V and one flat way

and continuous feed for the combined

length is provided through the angular

rack under each table. Tables are also

equipped with milling feeds through a

worm and rack drive to provide for mill

ing the sides of castings where a side

unit milling head Is desired.

Crossrall, uprights, girt and bed are

of heavy box section. Reinforcement is

generously provided through heavy cross

ribs, thus Insuring utmost rigidity. Two

adjustable speed motors are required for

the driving heads, and the rail and one

constant speed motor are required for

driving the table. A small motor Is also

required for rapid traverse of the rail.

The two rail gear boxes are lubricated

by self-contained pump, and

gear box Is splash lubricated,

feed lubrication is provided lor the by

ways. All other points are lubricated t

means of a centralized one-shot sy=

The machine can be built in attanf

of sizes to meet specific requirements

"Toledo" No. 57-A Single and

Double Action Press

For general utility purposes, tbe sing's

action press with built-in drawing cusb

ions to do double action work has be

come Increasingly popular. A new d«

sign of the popular "Toledo" No. 57-.

press, shown herewith, brings out som

interesting angles on this combination

The press, product of Toledo Machine i

Tool Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is fitted with i

seml-bullt-ln heavy duty "Marquette

hydro-pneumatic die cushion. In it

high range this cushion gives abou

double the normal blankholdlng pres

sure, adapting the unit to shape-stretch

ing jobs which require a very high grip

ping pressure around the edge or tfc

blank. On such work it Is entirely po*

slble to use gripping pressures equal t

or exceeding the drawing pressure.

The use of high blankholdlng pre

sures, particularly with deep draws, it

volves a decided increase In capacity o

the whole driving train on the press, in

eluding the flywheel and motor. Po

equivalent work this naturally puts lb.

single-action machine and cushion In to

price class of the equal double-actloi

toggle press. Thus the single action Jo;
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NATIONAL

QUALITY and WORKMANSHIP

NATIONAL TWIST DRILL ..TOOL C

OITIOIT U. t. A.
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J.-T0H LO HED GIVES

FOUNDRY A LIFT

In many canes where loads of 500 pounds

or under are being handled by manpower

or with Inadequate mechanical assistance,

a 1 i-ton Lo-Hed Hoist could do the work

faster, more efficiently and more economi

cally ... For example. In one foundry

1 i-ton Lo-Hed Hoists operated by one man

are used for pouring along mold conveyors.

The operator can devote all his attention

to maneuvering the spout into the right

position for the important job of pouring.

Look into the possibilities of the !4-ton

Lo-Hed and of the other 97 standard Lo-

Heds. Send coupon for new Lo-Hed catalog.

American Engineering Company

2461 Aramlngo Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Other Products: A-E-CO Taylor Stokers, A-E-
CO Hclo-Shaw Pumps. Motors and Transmis

sions, A-E-CO Marine and Yacht Auxiliaries.

i Gentlemen: Please tend me your complete
new LoHed catalog Including an outline show-

I Ing how to select the correct hoist for any
I requirement.

I
I Name of Company
I
I Company Address
i
I Your Name

| Your Title ,

L ———

has advantages In suitability to

action work and In convenient bote! in;

pressure control for double action wort

On the other hand, the toggle double-

action press has advantages In positive

gripping for stretching Jobs with draw

beads and In power economy on deep

draws.
The press shown In the photograph

ls manufactured by The Toledo Marhirtf

Toledo No. S7-A Single and Double Action Pre-

& Tool Co., Toledo, Ohio, a division of

E. W. Bliss Company. This press is

double-geared, single end drive, single-

action press with a gear ratio of 16 to

1, which gives a speed of 22 strokes per

minute. The 10 h. p., 120O r. p. m. high

slip motor drives the flywheel by means

of V-belts. Electric push buttons con

trol the multiple disc air-operated fric

tion clutch, making It possible to Inch,

run or stop the press. All main bearings

are bronze-bushed and are lubricated by

means of the manifold type one-shot
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HBRD-TO-PIEBSE BUYERS

of Jlat Wire

"\0 you use cold-rolled steel

J flat wire... high or low

rbon ? Are your specifications

acting?

re specialize in making this

roduct to meet exacting require-

ents . . .and are completely satis-

ing customers who are very par-

cular about the flat wire they buy.

»ur steel is made in our own

mill... in special, small open-

hearth furnaces which permit ex

ceptionally close control of the

melt. Our organization is trained

to handle difficult specifications

requiring close attention and

careful "follow-through".

We would be glad to receive

your inquiry for further infor-

mation, prices, or samples.

Tyffi:—Roebliog Cold Rolled Flat Wire

is made from both high carbon and low

carbon stceh, produced in Roebling's own

mills. The high carbon Rat wire ts avail

able in tempered and untempered types.

FiMltktt:—bright, black annealed, bright

annealed, tinned, galvanized, blued, striw-

colored, coppered.

John A. Roeblisgs Sons Company

TRINTON, K.J.

[OLD ROLIED STEEL FLAT WIRE
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Thompson No. T-20 Automatic Broach Grinding Machine

Is provided with a

tudlnal slide and M9

to accommodate

tooth and rake angj

The entire wheel

unit may be ad)u«

angular relation with i

broach In order to ffl

the teeth at an «

llshed angle with

broach axis.

The table operates

timed relation wltfc I

stroke of the wheel M

and can be operi:- :

a variable speed "

wheel head is desia

for 6-in. diameter era

ing wheels and

die runs at

3600 r.pjn.

The No. T-47

Operated Machine

designed that the

teeth are located at

ing to a predete

spacing or from

lished teeth. Both

automatic and the

ually operated

are built In 6i«-.-

60-ln.. and 6x7

system. Some of the more important

dimensions are as follows: Stroke, 10 in.;

adjustable for 4 in.: shut height, stroke

down, adjustment up, bed to slide 20 In.:

bolster thickness, 4 in.; crank

shaft, 6>2 in. dla. at bearings and

9% in. at the pins; bed area, 32

in. by 32 in. The slide is counter

balanced by a weight in the gear

wheel. The self-contained "Mar

quette" hydro-pneumatic cushion

makes It possible to draw a shell

up to 4% in. high.

Marquette Compact Slide Con^

The Marquette Tool and Mfg. Co. m

Hastings St.. Toledo. Ohio (division]

Thompson No. T-20 and

No. T-47 Automatic and

Manually-Operated Broach

Grinding Machines

The Thompson Automatic

Broach Grinding Machine Illus

trated herewith has been designed

by The Thompson Grinder Com

pany, Springfield, Ohio, for the

sharpening and manufacturing of

flat or surface broaches. The ma

chine is operated automatically

and the tooth spacing is deter

mined automatically.

A small locating finger positions

the broach tool relative to the

grinding wheel. The wheel head

-a.

Thompson No. T-4? Manually

in* ~
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New STANLEY 7" Disc Sander

Gears are mighty important in a disc sander's life. That's why

Stanley uses these spiral bevel gears for smoother action and long service.

Motors are important, too! Stanley powered this tool with a motor

similar to that used in the Stanley ]4" Electric Drill. And mounted the

shafts on oversize ball bearings designed to take the end and side thrust

of the man who "leans on" this grinder.

Stanley No. 77 is a double handful of action — useful in any shop for

sanding, grinding, buffing of steel sheets, castings, welded joints;

for aluminum, bronze, fibre, and wood. Ask your Stanley distrib

utor for a demonstration to prove that this tool is right in speed, in

weight, in balance and power. Or write for further information.

Stanley Electric Tool Division, The Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn.

<p£ STANLEY ELECTRIC TOOLS

"COST LESS PER YEAR"
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CLEEREMAN

DRILLING

MACHINES

SLIDING HEAD--

Round or Square Column

At work in the plant of the Brust Tool

Manufacturing Company, Chicago, well

known makers of precision tools and fix

tures, this round column 25" Cleercman

Drill is giving highly satisfactory per

formance ... It is fully geared . . . has

anti-friction bearings ... is automatically

oiled . . . has single lever control of feeds

and speeds . . . can be furnished with

square column and in special arrange

ments . . . Write for descriptive bulletin.

Cleereman Machine Tool Co.

Green Boy, Wis.

E. W. Bliss Co.). Is announcing a com

pact pneumatic slide cushion. The cost

Ion Is mounted under the slide, as show;

In the Illustration, and can be used

conjunction with Calleson Plant".;

drawing and curling dies to replace tic

springs or rubber cushions. It Is equal'

adaptable to stripping and blankh .

operations.

The functioning of this cushion as t

stripper has a number of advantage:

No Jacklng-back of the stripper pUv

Marquette Compact Slide Cushion in Uae •*

Bliss Press

against stiff springs Is necessary when

setting dies. All that is required is to

release the air from the cushion and the

stripper plate will easily slide back on*

of the way. Furthermore, it is possible

to control the stripping In a positive

manner so that the cushions will oper

ate at the correct moment.

It is possible with the use of these

slide cushions and the regular cushions

in the bed to convert a single-action

press into a triple-action press.

When these cushions are used wit]

Calleson dies, the cushion and the dnv

ring proceed downward together, blank
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chine

Because the Steel

S/UNION/

// / //

DRAWN

ways look lo Union Cold Drawn Sleela

ior highest machlnabiliiy in comparison with re

quired physical properties.

This superiority has been accomplished by

a lonq series of improvements in Union Cold

Drawing processes. An important step in this

progress has been the practical elimination of

abrasive elements from Bessemer steels. Care

ful control of furnace operations and vigilance

in checking steel analyses also play important

parts in obtaining high grade cutting properties.

Specify Union Drawn Bars on your next

cold drawn steel order and profit by the advan

tage of lower machining cost. A Union Drawn

Distributor in your locality is prepared to make

quick delivery.
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CLEARLY

LK ~tkU-

■phxmt Sooth-

Special Acoustic Lining

ABSORBS

Shop Roar

% You phone in perfect

quiet in the Burgess

Acousti-Booth, shown to

the left — because shop

noise is blotted up by the

patented Burgess Acousti-

Pad that lines the inside

walls. This means—no

door is needed and the booth is always

clean, well ventilated, easy to enter. All

steel construction to withstand rough serv

ice. Hundreds in use in factories, machine

shops, printing plants. It's the best way

to improve shop phone service. Find out

why! Mail the coupon today!

Licensed under C. F. Burgess Laboratories, Inc., Patents

WRITE FOR 10 DAY TRIAL OFFER

BURGESS BATTERY CO., Dept. MM

111 W. Monroe St., Chicago

Send Bulletin 126 and Burgess Trial Offer.

Name

Addre

III BURGESS III

are available In each position of

transltorq lever. The long lever f

low-stop-high speed change and

short lever gives reverse-brake stopJ

ward speed change. Levers operate I

trical motor controls. The short I

applies a spindle

Enlarged view of dial showing

turns. Any speed desired is

... 150 to :
h4
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TAKE THE TOOL TO THE WORK

POLISHING STAINLESS STEEL TO A

MIRROR-LIKE FINISH

The Portability and Flexibility of Haskins

Flexible Shaft Equipment enables the oper

ator to quickly, easily and effectively GET

RESULTS, especially in the hard-to-get-at-places.

Haskins Quality Construction in Flexible Shaft

Equipment insures long life and dependability.

It insures you of meeting the increased demand

for SPEED in production with LOWER costs.

Investigate Haskins Equipment—Send today for

our catalog No. 44—it's full of valuable information. Write to R. G. Haskins Co.,

67 W. Fulton St., Chicago.

European Rep. — Marbalx, Ltd.

Vincent Houm, London, 8. W. 1

Haskins H-6

A heavy duty four-

speed grinder

46

Haskins Equipment

it STANDARD

Equipment in Hun

dreds of Industrial

Plants.

aski ns

FLEXIBLE SHAFT EQUIPMENT

with Greater Adaptability
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THE REASONS WHY . . .

Putnam Tools Cut Fetter — Last Longer

of PUTNAM TOOLS

by the

SALT-BATH PROCESS

TYPICAL of the advanced methods used in

the manufacture of Putnam Tools is the

heat treating process—the most up-to-
the-minote method in use today. Every tool Is

submersed in fonr successive salt baths. In
which uniform temperatures are maintained
constantly by special electrical controls.
• This method prevents oxidizing and scaling*.
No decarburisatlon occurs. As every portion

of the tool reaches the proper temperature at
exactly the same time there Is absolutely no
distortion. It assures the maximum In cutting-

tool accuracy and durability.

Our catalog lists complete Information and

prices on Putnam end mills, counterbores

and reamers. Write for it . . . TODAY!

PUTNAM

TOOL COMPANY

2981 Charlevoix Ave. * Detroit

The Hardlnge design places the trans: -

torq and motor underneath and towari

the back of the bench out of the w?

of the operator's knees. The mounting

for the transitorq and motor Is com

pletely rubber insulated against vibra

tion. Provision is made for quick and

easy adjustment of belts. The machine

is offered in five sizes with to 1-tn.

collet capacity and 7 or 9-in. swing.

Oilgear Fluid Power Pumps and

Motors

Oilgear Fluid Power Variable ami

Constant Displacement Pumps and Mo

tors, marketed by The Oilgear Compu?

Displacement Pump

1323 W. Bruce St., Milwaukee. Wis., are

of the proven radial multiple pis:. 1

type which have established new stand

ards of size, speed, performance and lov

Oils-ear Type "C-811" Constant Diaplacental

Motor

cost, through an amazingly Amplified

mechanism.
This outstanding step forward in

simplification was achieved through tee

Invention of a unique mushroom type

sturdy piston head. The convex surface
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Faster, FinerTOOL GRINDING

THROUGHOUT metal'working industries, is indicated by the fact that Bakelitc Resin-

abraalve wheels bonded with Bakelite old bonded wheels operate continuously on

Retinoid provide new efficiency in tool cut-off work at speeds up to 16,000 s.f.p.m.;

dressing. Strong, heat-resistant, cool-run- on snagging, up to 8,.>00 s.f.p.m. Write for

ning, non-gumming, even-wearing . . . they our illustrated booklet 47 <>, "High Speed

cat cleaner, truer, faster. Their added safety Abrasive Wheels", which gives full details.

BAKELITE CORPORATION, 247 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
• AIILITI CORPORATION OF CANADA. LTD.. 1*S n.rf,,i. Sitt.i, T • r • ■ I •, O ■ a.
Wmm% C*a*t EI«airl«al Ipitlill; Ca.. In., 31* Il*<*aih Slrttl, S«a T t a a 1 1 • e a. Cat-

BAKJ|UTE

BONDED WHEELS

FOR ECONOMICAL HIGH SPEED GRINDING
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Just Move

This Post I

On Your

No. 65R and Avoid

the Bother of

Changing Chaser Dies

No more wasted

time looking for

different size dies

to thread 1". 1*4"

or 1 Yi" pipe. Sim

ply move the set

ting post of your

No. 65R to the

pipe size you

want. One set of

dies instead of 4—one-fourth the

bother. Thousands of users like

the new-style workholder, too.

Twist to pipe size, tighten one

screw—quick and easy. No. 65R

cuts clean accurate threads in all

variations. A time, temper and

moneysaver. BuyfromyourJobber.

The Ridge Tool Co.

ELYRIA, OHIO

on top of the piston Is accurately fin

ished to work with the conical surtax

of a hardened and ground reaction nsj

Piston reactions are transmitted from a

single spot on the convex surface at x&a

head to the concave surface In the i»

action ring. This contact spot being as

set from the axis of the piston and th<

rotor unit being eccentric from the cyl-

Plan View of Section of Oilirear Constant Da

placement Unit

lnder block causes the piston to reclpr:

cate and partially rotate back: and fori

simultaneously. Both of these motioa

are uniformly accelerated and decel

erated. The action Imparted Is sunili

to that used In lapping a small piste

Into Its cylinder, the extent of each mo

tlon being governed by the stroke of tl

pump.
Likewise, the hardened and groun

Plan View of Section of Oilicear Variable N

placement Unit

reaction ring Is of one-piece constructs

securely mounted In a rotor running 0

antl-frlctlon bearings. The conical

face Is ground to work with the con'

surface of the rolling pistons.

Since the rolling pistons are snal

many can be placed in the cylindnfl
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LESS BREAKAGE

MORE PRODUCTION

with GREATER ECONOMY

TECO TUNGSTEN CARBIDE TIPPED TOOLS

more production . . .

are these things

Less breakage . .

greater economy

important to you?

If you want to be certain of all three—

ASK FOR TECO.

TECO Tools have earned a reputation

of "Tools that can take it".

Write for catalog, price list and com-

1. Piston Grooving Tool,

2. Standard Turning Tool.

3. Square Nose Tool.

4. Porcelain Counterbore.

5. Combination Drill Counterbore.

6. Form Tool.

7. Four Fluted Step Reamer.

8. Flat Drill.

9. Glass Drill.

SUPER TOOL COMPANY

3 5 6 EAST CONGRESS ST. • DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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area of the cylinder and additional rows

can be placed compactly In the longi

tudinal section of the cylinder. This

makes possible a line of compact pumps

and motors In conventional sizes from 2

to 160 h. p. with working pressures of

1100, 1700 and 2500 lbs. per square Inch.

Smoothly and quietly the balanced

rotor revolves on anti-friction bearings

mounted on a fixed center in the case

or in a movable slide block to vary the

stroke. Interchangeable devices of vari

ous types flanged to the unit case select

the movement of the slide block and

provide accurate direct or remote con

trol of the fluid power function.

Ollgear Variable Displacement Pumps

and Motors consist of a variable stroke

piston unit and a suitable control mech

anism compactly arranged In a case.

Each variable displacement unit con

sists of a pintle, a cylinder barrel with

seven or more closely fitted pistons, one

or more reaction rings, a rotor and slide

block. The cylinder barrel lined with

anti-friction metal rotates on a fixed

alloy steel hardened and ground closely

fitted pintle, which Is pressed into the

case. A floating coupling flange, spllned

to the Input shaft, which is mounted

on antl-frlctlon bearings, drives the

cylinder barrel. Centrifugal force keeps

the convex surfaces of the roller-bearing

alloy steel hardened and ground roiling

pistons against the concave surface 1

the reaction ring at all times. The row

and rotor end head which contain tti

reaction rings are mounted on In;

antl-frlctlon bearings and rotate wts

the cylinder barrel through contact I

the rolling pistons against reaction ring

A slide block mounted between teu

horizontal ways In the case and coo

nected to the control mechanism earrk
the complete rotor unit and Is used •

vary the stroke of the pistons.

The illustration shows the Oilgti

Variable Displacement Unit with tb

simple Type "S" Hand-Wheel San

Control which consists of a large scm

flanged to slide block, a long wo.-t:

nut, a hand-wheel and lock nut. Ttt

hand wheel provides accurate control a

the slide block position and hence ts

volume of oil displaced. Compress;::

springs opposing the control hold ft

slide block firmly against the contr:

mechanism.

Built Into each front housing Is

Internal gear pump for partially supe

charging the main system and for ope?

ating hydraulic controls. On one---

variable displacement pumps a combine

suction and return valve is flanged I

the bottom of the case. Two-way tbt*.

able displacement pumps use an auto

Specify MOTORPUMPS

-for Economy

—flexible in

—save expensive

power take-off

3 SIZES OF

GEARED MOTORPUMPS

Not. 101. 102 A 103, for
mounting. Ask for comp"
Brown A 8harpe Mfg. Providence, R '■

Brown & Sharpe Pumps
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■

FOR DRESSING G R 1 N D 1 N G WHEELS

At These Low Prices

60

et tKe best in diamond dresser performance at

\e lowest prices in Carboloy Diamond Dresser

istory !

arboloy Diamond Dressers, suitable for dressing

lore than 60% of all common grinding wheels in

ise today, eliminate all diamond waste, give

niform results, will stand abuse—and require

lo remounting expense. Because of their unusual

►erformance and unprecedented economy, Car-

>oloy Diamond Dressers are used by many of the

tation's largest industrial plants— including

iractacally all prominent automotive manu-

acturers.

for an average reduction of at least 25 % in

the Carboloy Diamond Dresser!

CARBOLOY COMPANY, IN<»

DETROIT • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • NEWARK

PHILADELPHIA • PITTSBURGH • WORCESTER, MASS.

HANDY ORDER GUIDE

SIZE 4-D

SEND FOR CATALOG

GRINDING WHEEL

Diameter

Up to 20"

Up to 26"

Up'to 42'

Width

Up to 1 H"

Up to 2'A'

Up to 8"

Correct
Dresser

2-B

3-C

4-D

Price
Each

S 9.60

12.60

15.35

CARBOLOY CO., 2975 E. Jefferson

□ Send free catalog.
□ Enter our order for Dresser No

@ $ each.

Name Title.

Company

City

Detroit

_State_
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Ollgear Variable Displacement Pumps. (Upper left) View showing slide block, rotor sal rrt

ring unit with ita centerline moved to left) of cylinder, pintle and drive shaft ecnterlsaa. 01
delivered through upper port. (Upper right) View showing slide block, rotor and rrartiea i

unit with its centerline concentric with cylinder, pintle and drive shaft centerline. Jiestn
no oil is delivered. (Lower left) View showing slide block, rotor and reaction ring asrt a

its centerline moved to right of cylinder, pintle and drive shaft centerline. Oil is adrn

through lower port. Oilgear Constant Displacement Pumps. (Lower right) View ato*
rotor and reaction ring unit with its centerline at a fixed eccentricity to right of cylinder. 9*

and drive shaft centerline.

matlc two-way suction and return valve.

These connect with the main system

through drilled and cored passages.

Suitable suction and return tubes are

also supplied. Built Into the case and

connected to the main system through

drilled and cored passages are relief

valves for limiting the pressure of the

variable displacement unit and auxiliary

gear pump.

Variable displacement motors art St

lar to the pumps except that thrf

quire no suction and return yM
They come equipped with or wttls!

an Internal gear pump.

Each constant displacement unit 0

slsts of a pintle, a cylinder band

seven or more closely fitted pistons,

or more reaction rings

cylinder barrel lined
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S.A.E. 1045.

O.D. of rinft urart. .670" thick, eleven rings on fixture per load. Material:
Mnell 170-187. Tool used: V.R, Grade E. Style II, I %' x I 'A' uith 28°

chip breaker. Performance of l-R tool:

Tool Used Speed Feed
Depth
of Cut

Cutting
Time, Loud

Production per Grind

V.R (;rarlr E 305 S.F.M. .027' \ s" 3.50 Min. 20 Loads — 220 Piece-

Note: Previous practice required two tools in tandem, each cutting half the load
(5 rings each) and 10.50 min. cutting time—a 10% increase in capacity and a

66*1^- reduction in cutting lime with V-K t.rade K.

More and more, modern industry

is discovering in Vascoloy-Ramet,

the tantalum carbide tool mate

rial, the answer to its demands for

(he maximum in feeds, speeds and

tool life.

Increased production, faster

lime from floor to floor and low-

ered machining costs are the al

most invariable result when V-R

tools are put on the job.

Produced in 17 standard grades,

of different tantalum carbide con

tent, strength and hardness.V-K

alone covers the entire range of

machinable materials and ma

chining needs.

"A grade for every use" may be

the answer to the machining prob

lems in your plant. Write for the

new V-R catalog price-list.

VANADIUM-ALLOYS STEEL CO.

Vascoloy-Ramet Division

North Chicago, III.

VASCOLOY-RAMET

..The TANTALUM CARBIDE TOOL MATERIAL...

A GRADE FOR EVERY USE

VASCOLOY-

RAMET

BLANKS

Vaicoloy-Ramet
is available in
three forms, (a)
completely fin
ished tools, (b)
milled and brazed
tools, and (c)
blanks. V-R
blanks are fur
nished in S stand
ard styles and in
sizes to meet
every require
ment. To make
tools with V-R
blanks is a simple
operation, fully
described inn new
instruction book
let, available frer
—upon request.

District Sales Offices:
Pittsburgh Ps.
Latrobe Pa.
New York....N. Y.
Springfield . . . Mass.
Boston Mass.
Providence . . . . R. I.
Cincinnati Ohio
Cleveland Ohio
Detroit Mich.
Chicago lit
St. Louis Mo.
Buffalo N. Y.
Philadelphia Pa.
Newark N. J.
Knoxville .... Tenn.
Los Angeles. . .Calif.
San Francisco. Calif.
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metal rotates on a fixed alloy steel hard

ened and ground closely fitted pintle,

which Is pressed Into the case. A float

ing coupling flange, spllned to the Input

shaft which is mounted on antl-frlctlon

bearings, drives the cylinder barrel. Cen

trifugal force keeps the convex surfaces

of the roller bearing alloy steel hardened

and ground rolling pistons against the

concave surface in the reaction ring at

all times. The rotor and rotor end head

which contain the reaction rings are

mounted on large antl-frlctlon bearings

In the case at a fixed stroke and rotate

with the cylinder barrel through contact

of the rolling pistons against the reac

tion rings.

One-way or reversible constant dis

placement pumps come equipped with

an external flanged type adjustable re

lief valve for limiting the pressure In

the system. They are available with or

without an Internal gear pump and

built-in relief valve.

In Ollgear Variable Displacement

Pumps, the pump shaft Is driven clock

wise from any constant speed source of

power. This rotation Is transmitted di

rectly to the cylinder barrel mounted on

the fixed pintle In the case through a

spllned floating coupling flange. Radial

pistons in the driven cylinder barrel are

confined In the rotor by concave reac

tion rings while the rotor is carried ob

antl-frlctlon bearings In the adjustable

stroke slide block. Oil Is carried to and

from pistons through flanged pipe con

nectlons. cored passages and drilled pu

sages in the case, pintle and cylinder

When the centerllne of the cylinder

and rotor coincide, no reciprocating mo

tion Is Imparted to the pistons as the

unit rotates, so no oil Is delivered. As

the slide block and rotor unit are moved

to the left by the control mechanism
reciprocating motion Is so Imparted •

the pistons that those passing over tb»

upper port In the pintle are deliver.:,

oil to that port while those passing over

the lower port are sucking or filling up

with oil. When the centerlines of the

cylinder and rotor do not coincide, the

differences between the radii from the

center of the cylinder to the points of

contact of the several piston heads with

the conical reaction ring surface In the

rotor unit cause the piston heads to

move faster or slower than their point*

of contact with the reaction ring. This

difference In speed Is adjusted by slow

partial rotation of each piston In its

bore, In one direction during one-hall

revolution and In the opposite direction

during the other half revolution. The

pistons thus rotate and reciprocate

simultaneously.

' ilMI —Ana 4

FUIRQ

CENTRIFUGAL

COOLANT

The Pomps of well balanced design
and construction. They can be
mounted in any position and per
form to perfection.
Regardless of grit and chips cen
trifugal pumping action insures de
pendable flow of cooling solution
at all times.

Specifications: Choice of either %-l/3-%-»4 H. P.

splash proof motor with enclosed ball bearings. For

standard voltag-e or current. Pumps deliver from 1$

to 70 gal. per minute at 10 ft head. Cast iron body

with bronze impeller- Either straight or prim in*

cover. Spring tension packing. No bearing's in pomp

FOR FULL INFORMATION WRITE

FULFLO SPECIALTIES CO., INC.

BLANCHESTER, OHIO
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The photograph shows, more clearly than words, the shining smooth finish of ELEPHANT

BRAND PHOSPHOR BRONZE BUSHING BARS. So made, not to glorify a hard-bitten, two-
fisted metal—but to save yon the time, trouble and waste attendant upon machining- from scaly

I And. to save tool upkeep, too.

' eh bars come machined with 1/32" plus O. D. and 1/32" minus L D., up to and
3" diameter . . . and from 3" to 6" inclusive, with 1/16" pins O. D. and 1/16" minus

on the I. D. Maximum I. D. S-4".

There's plenty of stock for final machining, yet no superfluous metal.

Stock and price lists on 214 STANDARD SIZES—yours upon request. No
obligation.

THE PHOSPHOR BRONZE SMELTING CO.

2206 Washington Ave., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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A.s the slide block and rotor unit are

moved to the right of the cylinder bar

rel centerllne by the control mechanism,

reciprocating motion Is so Imparted to

the pistons that those passing over the

lower port In the pintle are delivering

oil to that port, while those passing over

the upper port are sucking or filling up

with oil. The position and movement of

the slide block Is controlled very accu

rately, thus permitting the oil delivery

to be varied smoothly over a stepless

range In either direction from zero to

maximum.

In the Oilgear Constant Displacement

Pumps, the pump shaft Is driven clock

wise or counterclockwise from any con

stant speed source of power. This ro

tation Is transmitted directly to a cyl

inder barrel mounted on the fixed pintle

In the case through a spllned floating

coupling flange. Radial pistons In the

driven cylinder barrel are confined In

the rotor by concave reaction rings while

the rotor Is carried on anti-friction bear

ings mounted In the case at a fixed ec

centricity. Oil Is carried to and from the

pistons through flanged pipe connec

tions, cored passages and drilled pas

sages In the case, pintle and cylinder.

When the pump shaft rotates clock

wise, reciprocating motion Is so imparted

to the pistons that those passing over

the lower port In the pintle are deliv

ering oil to that port while those pass

ing over the upper port are sucking o:

filling up with oil. Since the

of cylinder and rotor do not

the differences between the

the center of the cylinder to the

of contact of the several piston

with the conical reaction ring surface

In the rotor unit cause the piston head

to move faster than their points &,

contact with the reaction ring. This

difference In speed is adjusted by slow

partial rotation or rolling of each pis

ton In Its bore, in one direction dur .

one-half revolution and In the opposite

direction during the other half revolu

tion. Thus, the pistons rotate and re

ciprocate simultaneously.

Driving the pump shaft countercloci

wise causes the pistons passing over the

upper port in the pintle to deliver

to that port, while those passing o

the lower port are sucking or filling

with oil.

r uk
■X all

oTer

'V

No. 14 Producto-Matic Knee Type

Milling Machine

A knee and column type milling

chine in a light design with power feed

to the table, to be known as the

14 Producto-Matic. has been

No.

LOOK

FOR

THIS

MARK

OF

QUALITY

AND

SERVICE

FILES

American Swiss Files are Swiss Pattern Files manufactured in the United States

of America.

The choice of the most discriminating mechanics.

More than 2.000 regular different shapes, cuts and sizes from which to

It is not the cost per file; it is the cost of the finished job that

Buy from the Distributor

AMERICAN SWISS FILE fir TOOL CO., Elizabeth, N. J.

Also Manufacturers of Mechanics' Hand Tools and Knurls
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A Hevi Duty Vertical Retort Carburizer at the

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co. Many of the im

portant parts of "Cleco" tools are carburized in

this furnace because of its dependability to con

sistently produce a uniform case.

Send lor Bulletin HD 937. II deicribes the Vortical Rotor! Corburbor.

HEVI DUTY ELECTRIC COMPANY

HEAT TREATING FURNACES |ij |T tfTTf ELECTRIC EXCLUSIVELY

MfMTIH) v if.ior.nl

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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DOLLARS

AND

SENSE

From o dollars and cents angle—it's

sensible to buy the quiet, economical and

uninterrupted service found in the Ruth-

man "Gusher" Coolant Pump.

A "Gusher" pump needs no priming and

has no foot valves or metal contacts.

Chips and abrasives pass through the

pump without injuring the mechanism.

Ruthman offers a pump for every type

of machine tool built—designed to meet

every modern cutting need.

Write for free data sheets.

the line of machine tools built by T1

Producto Machine Company. BndgtjKfl

Conn. The machine Is of compact deslf

with a one-piece column which enck»

the motor, oil pump and reservoir, eo»

plete transmission for controlling spiisd

speeds and table feeds, and acts as

substantial support for the knee. saod

gear box and table.
Possibly the most interesting par.

the construction comprises the u=*

V-pulleys and belts to secure 12 ch&D)

of spindle speeds and 6 changes of tat

No. 14 Producto-Matic Knee Type Mu'.isJ

Machine

feeds. The feeds or speeds are chasl

by simply shifting the belts from J

step to another and by reversing I

pulleys the number of changes can

doubled. A powerful, steady, quiet
.self-contained drive is provided to

cutter spindle and to the gear box !

trolling the table feed.

The speed of the motor is 1200 r F

There are 12 spindle speed changes I

lng speeds from 72 to 1300 r. p. m. I

table feeds are provided giving H

feeds varying from 1% to 11 in. j

minute. All pulleys and shafts In I

transmission rotate on antl - firlcv

bearings In a bath of oil. The en

spindle, which Is alloy steel haxde!

and ground all over, rotates on two Tl

ken roller bearings which are constat

lubricated. The spindle end has a

40 National Standard Taper.
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The table feed mechanism consists of

telescopic universal drive shaft from

>e transmission Into the gear box,

Men Is mounted on the under side of

e saddle. The overarm Is 3-ln. dlam-

er and has a large support for the
•'.or arbors. Either a standard center

a support with bronze bushings for

fie A or B cutter arbors Is used. The

achlne accommodates standard attach-
••nts and tools such as a vertical mlll-

g attachment, S-ln. swivel vise, 6-ln.

llversa! Index centers, end mill adapt-

s, standard cutter arbors, and so on.

The base of the machine Is 32x28 In.

id the height to top of column Is 53

. Floor space required, 47x37 In. Range

the longitudinal power feed table Is

In., with 16 in. obtainable. Cross

:d range, 7 In. Vertical feed of table.

In. Distance from face of spindle to

Dter of table: minimum, 4 In.; maxi

ma, 11 in. Overall dimensions of table,

c9 In. Working surface, 26x6 In. Cut-

spindle, 2-in. diameter x 18 In. long

:h No. 40 National Standard Taper

le. Net weight, approximately 1550

mds.

\utomatic Machine for Fluxing

he Automatic Oasflux Company,
••land, Ohio, is marketing a machine

designed to automatically dispense braz

ing flux. The gas line runs through the

machine and as the gas passes through

It Is Impregnated with a special flux.

The flux then travels with the gas to

the torch tip and Is expelled In the

flame.

The special flux used is the result of

long experiment by Oasflux engineers.

It has a low melting point and as a re

sult, coupled with the fact that it is

dispensed in a minimum quantity here

tofore unobtainable, the flux creeps

ahead of and Is always under the braz

ing puddle. It is said to penetrate thor

oughly and quickly, preparing the metals

In such a way that an unusually tight

weld Is secured.

The value of low temperature brazing

has long been recognized, particularly

in Joining dissimilar metals or light and

heavier gauge metals where the amount

of heat applied becomes an Important

factor. This process, by speeding up low

temperature brazing, Is said to over

come the beat factor. The new process

accurately and automatically controls

the amount of flux used, making It im

possible to use too little or too much

and eliminates the depositing of the

hard, enamel-like substance which often

forms when an excess amount of flux is

used. Thus no pickling is necessary and

3e SURE you get both

£ these: Our Treatise on Fi

bre! Answers your

questions about vul

canized fibre; a book

you'll want to keep

In your flies — fer

handy reference

when the fabrica

tion of small parts

is you

Swedged or UPlet.

Washer Sheet . . .

a list of stock sizes

for which we have

the special tools, In convenient reference form. Keep

this on file to specify and order with minimum effort.

I- "pi*. ~« WILMINGTON FIBRE SPECIALTY COMPANY
_l y, upon request

J^y*J r business letter.
Write today! Ho

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
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RACINE

ANNOUNCES

The New

RACINE

Utility Saw

Here'i a low-priced 6"x6" machine

that it ideal for the small shop or at

auxiliary equipment in the large shop.

Here are a few of its money-saving

features:

Modern design—Accuracy in cut

ting — Rapidity in production —

Freedom from complications—Long

blade life—Hydraulic feed, simpli

fied and engineered by pioneers in

the application of hydraulics to

metal cutting machines. Write for

descriptive literature.

Also hydraulic feed heavy duty ma

chines, 10"xl0", I2"xl2". 10"xl6"

and 13"xl6".

RACINE Shear Cut, Screw Feed, Pro

duction Sows, 6"x6" and 8"x9".

RACINE Duplex Band Saws, 14".

"Standard the World Over"

RACINE

Tool & Machine Co.

1770 STATE ST.

RACINE, WISCONSIN

very little grinding Is needed. Tie

formlty and quantity of flux

tlon governs the porosity and

condition of the brazed Joint.

The Gasfluxer and Gasflux can bi

used with all types of equipment at

Automatic Gasfluxer

well as any standard gas. No change

are required In torches, tips or regu

lators. Any experienced welder can use

the equipment without special Instruc

tions. One Gasfluxer assembly of the

proper size will provide flux for as m

torches as may be required on a single

gas line.

L-W lOVi-In. Full Universal

Dividing Head

The full universal dividing

shown In the Illustration in 10V4-

slze has been placed on the i

L-W Chuck Company. 20 K.
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* When you are set up to shoot at a pro

duction record there is real satisfaction in

knowing that your shop is Standardized.

TWIST ORIUS • REAMERS • TARS • MILLING CUTTEK1

DRILL CHUCKS • SOCKETS • SLEEVES • COUNTERBORES

LATHE CENTERS • GRINDING WHEEL DRESSERS • SPECIAL TOOLS

The StandardTool (a

Co\_._\ /
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St., Toledo, Ohio. This full universal

head is intended for use on all kinds of

indexing and spiral cutting. The rear

L-W lOVu-In. Full Universal Dividing Head

end of the spindle has a

No. 10 B & S taper and

an arbor can be fur

nished for differential

indexing, making a wide

variety of indexing available. Three In

dex plates are furnished dividing all

numbers to 50 and even numbers to 100,

excepting 96. The index chart furnished

gives all divisions obtainable up to 380

with full instructions for obtaining the

divisions desired.

The headstock is graduated to I

deg. and is built so that it can

tilted above and below the vertical s

perpendicular lines. 1

worm Is hardened :

ground, accurately i

Band adjustable for *

and takeup through

eccentric bushing. I

worm Is easily disc

gaged by simple mo^

ment and locking

Worm wheel ratio is 4

It is keyed to the spiral,

assuring positive mo;

ment when engaged

the worm.

The spindle bas a "

pered bearing and

thrust collar is provi;

to take up end thrust. A 2Vi In.

pitch thread is provided on the sp

Although listed as 10 in., the be=

actually swings 11 in. All material .

workmanship are of the highest qual:

and every part is carefully inspec--

before and after assembling.

Equipment Includes a set of char-

gears, quadrant, and idler bushings,

spindle arbor for diffi

can be furnished

weight, 180 pounds.

High Speed Tapping

Plus Revolutionary Flexibility

No wonder announcement of
the Procunier Universal
Tapping Machine has pro
duced a cyclone of interest!
Just consider these features :

• Five speeds, ranging
from 385 to 2240 R.P.M.

• Tap capacity from No. 8
to %" using: two inter-
changeable heads.

• Preset feeding and back
ing- oat pressa res. inde
pendent of operator, uni
formly maintained thru
lone helical spring's with
wide range of adjust
ment.

• New protection for taps
through Procunier Sensi
tive High Speed Tapping

Heads.

• Automatic lubrication
of tap with accurate tim
ing and volume adjust

ments.

Other valuable features in
clude foot pedal operation,
precision depth stop with
calibrated depth indicator,
large working table with in
tegrally-cast drain trough
and precision hand-screw
height adjustment.

Catalog mailed promptly on
request.

Procunier Safety Chuck Co.

1 2 S. Clinton St. Chicago
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CENTERLESS GRINDING WHEELS

For outstanding performance specify ABRASIVE

COMPANY GRINDING WHEELS on your production

centerless jobs. Recent tests clearly show exceptional

results that mean real economy. Details sent on request.

ABRASIVE COMPANY

TACONY AND FRALEY STREETS, PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

DIVISION OF SIMONOS SAW AND STEEL COMPANY
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Thor U14R Right Angle Portable

Electric Drill

Having a possible working clearance

of only 2% In., the Thor U14R 3/16 In.

and V4 In. capacity right-angle portable

Thor "U14R" Ritht Amle Drill

electric drill which has just besn

brought out by the Independent Pneu

matic Tool Company, 600 West Jackson

Blvd., Chicago, 111., Is said to have the

smallest working clearance of any right

angle drill on the market. The drill

head on this new unit measures only

2 Vs In. overall and the angle attach

ment can be turned and clamped Into

any position, making It possible to drill

In places formerly Inaccessible.

This addition to the extensive The:

line weighs only 3 pounds and is be.

9l/t In. overall. The streamline design

and compact construction permit per

feet one-hand operation. Equipped wiii

1/16 In., 3/32 In.. ft In., 5/32 In. ace

3/16 In. collets for twist drills, it aCer-

a wide drilling range. It can also b

supplied with spindle to take 3/16 In

chuck. Spindle offset is 13/32 In. Tr

U14R operates at a speed of 2700 r. p. m.

It can also be furnished with speeds -

3750 r. p. m. (U13R1 and 510O r. p. m

(TJ15R). Construction features Include

triple-Insulated hand-wound armature

commutator built on brass sleeve v:

ellmlnate high bars and floating seg

ments, alloy-steel, spiral helical gears

and radial vent cooling system.

Sabin Type A3 Hand Truck

The Sabln Machine Co., 6538 Camegi?

Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, has recently placed

on the market Its Type A3 Truck,

adapted for convenient and speedj

handling of wood or steel barrels and

drums from keg size to 36 In. high.

This new truck is featured by an at

tachment device consisting of a book

and a tongue member adjustably

Wtth

NICHOLSON

EXPANDING

MANDRELS

you have available for

immediate use internal

chucks for holding any

hurry-up break-down job

that comes along. Can be

used on lathes, grinders,

shapers or millers. Take

any bore—V2" t° Made

in fourteen sizes. Bulle

tin 530.

3 and 4-Way CONTROL

VALVES for operating single or

double acting air, steam, water or

oil cylinders. Made in lever, foot,

solenoid and motor operated. All

pressures up to 3000 lbs. Bulletins

on request.

Other Products: Arbor Presses. Flexible Couplings. Steel and Stainless Ball Floats.

Traps and Separators, Air Separators, Traps and Vents, etc.

W.H. NICHOLSON & CO. 136 OREGON STREET. Wl LKES-BARRE. PENNA
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BARNES

BLADES

Finer than hair-splitting—that's how accurate Barnes "Red

Arrow" Blade performance is. And that's because "Red Arrows"

are carefully made of the best high speed steel, with teeth properly

milled, accurately set. Your supply dealer can introduce you to

this top-notcher among hack saw blades.

W. 0. Barnes fiu_. Inc.. Detroit Mieh
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She iSincuutaR

WET

ABRASIVE

CUT-OFF

MACHINE

mounted on the vertical column. Ir

operation, the tongue member Is posi

tioned about one Inch above the lo

edge of the barrel chime while the tract

Is held against the barrel at both tor,

and bottom. The hook Is then pl

over the edge of the barrel and tb;

wheels allowed to roll back until tfc;

tongue slips under the lower edge of xht

chime. By means of the handle

FOR SAFE, SPEEDY

LOW COST CUTTING

of steel alloys, non-ferrous and fib

rous materials of all kinds in various

sizes, angles, and shapes up to 3Vi"

inclusive. Machine is built to carry

abrasive wheel 16" diameter by

3/32" or Vs" thick. Vise for

straight or angle cuts up to 45° is

standard equipment.

Send for Bulletin giving complete

description of this machine.

THE CINCINNATI

ELECTRICAL TOOL CO.

Division of The R. K. LeBlond Machine Tool Co.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

■mmmbuilders of

She SincmnaU

Ball Bearing Electric Drills, Screw

Drivers, Nut Setters, Tappers,

Valve Grinders, Aerial Grinders,

Tool Post Grinders, Floor Buffers,

Bench and Floor Grinders.

Sabin Type A3 Hand Track

foot pedal the wheels are now pushed up
to the load, which is thus raised off the

floor and attached to the truck. It Is

then quickly tipped to the balancing

position and easily moved.

The wheels are 10 In. by 3 In. mounted

on roller bearings, and can be furnished

with steel, hard-rubber or pneumatic

tires. The axle is l ' 4 in. in diameter and

the overall width of the truck is 25 In

It Is stated that with this new type o.'

truck one man can easily pick up and

transport loads up to 900 lb., the desire

being particularly adapted for operation

In restricted spaces.

Brown 8C Sharpe Cam Lock Arbor

The tool shown In the illustration Is

a cam lock arbor which has beer

brought out by Brown & Sharpe Wg
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Let ME

handle

yourtcugh

tapping

jobs

BATH TAPS can handle

tough tapping jobs be

cause they're ground

from the solid after

hardening . . .

TAPS are tough all the way through — from core lo

i the same perfect hardness.

use these teeth are not dulled by heating, they stay sharp

?r, cat more accurately and allow more tapped holes per tap.

you this means lower costs, greater accuracy, and higher

it tion — in a word, greater profits.

1ATH TAPS on your tapping jobs — especially the tough ones.

>HN BATH & CO., Inc.

WORCESTER, MASS

yS TO BUy BflTH"GroundfromTheSolid"TflPS
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Co., Providence, B. I., for use with cut

ter adapters and milling attachment

spindles with a cam lock. This arbor

makes It possible to use certain small

milling and other cutters with cam lock

adapters, providing for them all the ad-

Brown & Sharpe Cam Lock Arbor

vantages of positive drive and quick cut

ter change of the patented Brown &

Sharpe Cam Lock Cutter Adapters.

The arbor Is made In two sizes; No.

30-7/8D-2 and No. 31D-2, diameters of

which are % and 1 In. respectively. The

length from shoulder to nut Is 2 Inches.

"Majestic" Metalayer

The "Majestic" Metalayer recently de

veloped by the Metals Coating Company

of America, 497 N. Third St., Phlladel-

-NEW

U. S. No. 1 Anti-Friction Bearing

Hand Milling Machine

The New U. S. Hand Miller is partic

ularly adapted to high speed light

milling operations. Vertical and hori

zontal feeds.

Improvements: Heat treated chrome

nickel steel spindle, Timken bear

ings. Ballbearing countershaft, V-belt

drives, 6 Spindle Speeds up to 1 592

R.P.M., providing efficient use of

small end mills.

Write for full details.

The UNITED STATES

MACHINE TOOL Co.

1 954 W. 6th St. Cincinnati, Ohio

phia, Pa., will deposit approximately .2

per cent more metal over a glvem tsi

with approximately one-third less oxvpi

and acetylene consumptions per weJf3

of metal deposited In larger size win

than previous models of this equipm£=1

The mechanical problem of feeding te*

ler wires, at greater speeds, required

new departure in the method of geara

and Increased bearings throughout wia

out the Introduction of excessive weia

or unwleldly size.

With the efficient design of the tri

bine, a small Increase only In the pre

sure and volume of compressed sir 1

required over tools of lower capacrj

The train of gearing from the turbfcj

to the final feed roll consists of rn

hardened worms, one bronze and ca

fibre gear, respectively, of

position, and the entire

Is enclosed In one compartment cos

talnlng grease. Insuring perfect lubrics

tlon. Wearing parts have been redues

to a minimum and any changes or re

pairs necessary can be readily effected

The feed rolls are conveniently es

gaged by an adjustable latch bolt ops

ated with a single motion, facilitate

speedy engagement, sensitive control sol

quick release. The gun can be 1::

flames adjusted with or without tin

wire feeding, thus eliminating the was:
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NEW!

SOLID STEEL SLAB

Q. A. W. HYDRAULIC

CONTROL VALVES

2-WAY — 3-WAY — 4-WAY

Vi", W, 1", 1 V*", 1 Vi", and 2"

TWO TYPES

• H-nd Lever or
Pilot Cylinder Operation

For 1000 Pounds Working Pressure

For 2000 Pounds Working Pressure

Sizes including 1" available in heavy bronze forged

housing recommended for water and corrosive fluids.

All sizes available with housing machined from solid

steel slab recommended for oil or soluble oil solutions.

As one user says—"These Hydraulic Valves can take

Quick-As-Wink

WVALVES

.B. HUNT & SON -SALEM, OHIO

ITIIIUTOPS in FIIHCIPAL CITIII

i in EnqUntf: G«tton E. Msrb«U, Ltd.. London.

NO METAL-

TO-METAL

CONTACT

Built cm the Q A W.
principle of No
Metal-to-Metal wear
in the valvinir action.
Chrome Nickel plung
ers, short travel, and
balanced action, these
new valves offer ex
tremely long life in
hard service. In
spection and re-assem
bly In a few min

utes.

Write for complete
new catalog of Air
and Hydraulic Valves,

"1 M" (key)
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Midwest Cutters

for every kind of cut

CORRECTLY designed to cut freely,

eliminate chatter, and provide

ample chip clearance. Made from

carefully selected steel and expertly

heat-treated to take maximum num

ber of cuts between grinds at high

Send for Catalog No. 14-M showing complete
line of Midwest standard and special Milling

Cutters and End-Cutting Tools.

Midwest Tool &Mfg.Co.

2358 W. Jefferson Ave.

Detroit, Mich.

Midwest Special Form Milling

Cutters Engineered to Your Job

of wire during adjustment. No asotli;

parts are exposed.
The "Majestic" Is wen balanced mzi

the final adjustment said control ao

oxygen, acetylene and compressed ae

Is made with one movement

valve handle. Oxygen, acei

air connections are readily

the standard prevailing within tis

oxacetylene Industry. The tool can br

supplied with a standard

manual operation or

holder (or mechanical

The best practice

mile fr

tool post

"Majestic" Metalayer

oxacetylene Industry for efficient mixing

and safe handling of the oxygen and

acetylene has been Incorporated In the

mixing device in this tool, assuring sal?

operation with an ample supply of oxy

gen and acetylene available at a pres

sure below 15 lbs. per square Inch in

accordance with the Underwriters Kill

ings. Notwithstanding the Increases:

rate of wire melted and atomized, toe

final deposit approximates the fine gralt

obtained with tools of smaller capacity

The "Majestic" operates with compressed

air at 55 to 70 lbs. per square Inch de

pending upon the metal and alas ot

wire, and with oxygen and acetylene ss

from 8 to 15 lbs. per square Inch de

pending upon the metal and slzs of

wire. Any medium pressure type acety

lene generator of an approved desljr

can be employed for the source of acety

lene supply.
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, H uh with 6* <• ii Knul Hi "1"""1 iWtt Accural*!*

DiMtoa Hm dM)|Hd for h.»h - «t>i*J
(■I Ol hot IWt«J«- TMth MilH n ■<

Hotto* <t»un<l lor accuracy

it It with Disston Steel

• >n steel was originated as cutting

It is steel famous for its part in the

ir of America . . . steel distinguished

vice rendered in American indus-

'ogress. So, today, Disston steel in

ools, files, marchesahead—meeting

•y's needs on every cutting job.

Jisston experience, laboratory re

search, experiment, is yours to use. Write

us what you cut. Let us co-operate with

you, to improve production and cut costs.

Henry Disston & Sons, Inc., 921 Tacony,

Philadelphia, U. S. A. Branches: Boston,

Chicago, Detroit, Memphis, NewOrleans,

Seattle, Portland, Ore., San Francisco,

Vancouver, B. C. Canadian Factory: Toronto.

SSTO\ METAL-CUTTING

Circular Saw*

.IPir5*.'*rjlr"""rB*,d Hack S«*i". "Files". Wriu Ma*, clip »»*<»"' *■ V\ 1
I
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Air-O-Chek Air Valve

An air valve the design of which Is a

radical departure, both In principle and

manner of operation, from the conven

tional type of hand-operated air pres

sure valve Is found in the "Alr-O-Chek"

All-Purpose Air Valve now being mar

keted by Air-Way Pump & Equipment

Co., 623 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,

Illinois.

The valve, Illustrated herewith, Is

sturdy and simple, yet mechanically

highly efficient. All operating parts are

shielded within the valve and air hose.

There are no protruding buttons or ex

ternal control levers of any kind, and no

packing glands. The ball and socket

joint with actuating trigger stem Is a

mechanical feature said to be found only

The Alr-O-Chek Is made of solid fei

stock throughout, brass and stainb-

steel, and Is built to precision standar-

The valve Is always ready for use. It nj

quires only a slight pressure of ta

View Showing Operating* M<

thumb and hand at the head of a|

valve to flex the hose for instant

lease and control of air. in any volu=i

and velocity. Positive shut-off Is effect

Instantly by releasing the hand prs

sure or dropping the hose.

The Alr-O-Check Valve Is avaHaM

with Tip No. Nl In V*. *4 and

sizes. Extension tips, also available, L"

%-in. flat, %x3 In., %x4 in.. >4iS S

and ',4x10 inches.

Air-O-Chek All-Purpose Air Valve

in the Alr-O-Chek"; All Internal parts

are free floating and may be removed

for servicing simply by unscrewing the

threaded nozzle head.

s-Grinds

81 SIZES OF

Drills

No. 31 to Vl"

This Star Precision

Grinder puts drill grind

ing on a production basis.

Its simplicity and accu

racy saves as high as

50% on drill costs and

insures uniform accuracy

that guarantees perfect

holes and increases pro

duction.

"Tantaloy" Hard-Cutting Alloy

"Tantaloy" Is the trade mark of a net

hard cutting tool and wear resist

alloy developed by Fansteel Metallurgii

Corporation, North Chicago, minrrf^ ]

Write Ior descriptive {older.

STAR MACHINE & ENGINEERING CORP.

BL00IMFIELD AVE.

Division of Star Electric Motor Co.

BLOOMFIELO, NEW JERSEY
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- WHEN THE ZIP-LIFT IS HERE TO SAVE

ME, EFFORT AND MONEY!

The Zip-Lift is a small electric hoist designed especially for
m in machine shops, etc. It costs but a little, pays for itself

I a short time by relieving trained operators of fatigue — by

ecping machine tools busier ... by getting more production
at of your present equipment. Mounted on a hook, jib or

olley, this new machine tool accessory makes old-fashioned

nain blocks obsolete.

USE THE COUPON BELOW FOR FULL INFORMATION

earn how the Zip-Lift is saving money in hundreds of ma*
bine shops. Take advantage now of the economies it makes
ossible for you. Ask us to send you a copy of Bulletin H-2.
iddress the Harnischfeger Corporation, 4535 West National
ivenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"She yffr-lTFTstofis wq*u witu

MOISTS - WELDING ELECTRODES • MOTORS < EXCAVATORS • ELECTRIC CRANES • ABC WELDERS

HARNISCHFEGER CORPORATION

4535 West National Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Please send, without obligation, a copy of Bulletin H-2 which explains money saving with the Zip-Lilt.

Name -
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Is a general purpose hard metal ordin

arily used as a tip which is brazed to a

steel shank to form a cutting tool.

Containing tantalum carbide, Tanta-

loy possesses the characteristics of a high

Tantaloy. a tantalum carbide alloy of unnnnal
toughness, la brazed to steel shanks, making
rutting tools of high durability for severe

service such as interrupted cats, heavy feeds,

and varying hardness of metal.

degree of chip slippage which resists the

development of crater by the chip ac

tion. When regrlndlng, Tantaloy tools

require very little metal removal, thus

decreasing the grinding tune and in-

creasing the useful life of the tool 1

outstanding characteristic Is tonrtinw

making Tantaloy-tlpped tools :..r '

ficicnt for service ordinarily rezairied 1

severe, such as interrupted, cuts, ben

feeds, varying hardness of metal, or to

mounting essentially deficient I

rigidity.

Tantaloy-tlpped tools are available I

all standard lathe, boring mill and td

ret tool sizes and the metal is also in\

able In tips which may be brazed I

boring bars, counter bores, or spea

tools. Tantaloy is recommended -J

gages, lathe centers, centerless gnsa

rests, wearing surfaces, and the gend

field of application of abrasion and d

roslon resisting metal.

Finnell 82-X and 84-X Elect-

Floor Cleaning Machines

Heavy accumulations of dirt,

grease, metal shavings, and so oc a

be removed from floors of wood, tj

blocks or cement in industrial p!:. I

the use of the 82-X or 84-X Eecd

Floor Cleaning Machines which M

been placed on the market bv Plus

System, Inc., 999 East St., Elkhart, a

Water or solvents are not required

connection with these machines in cd

IT'S PRECISION BUILT

.the C-0 21" Sliding Head Drill

Here's a typically accurate, flexible, yet larger C-0
Drilling Unit for high production drilling: of large
holes. Sell-feed and back gear attachments provide a
wide range of speeds and feeds.

Vertical Motor Drive—eliminates unnecessary pulleys,
idlers, twist and turn belts, reducing wear and vibra
tion ; cone pulleys are dynamically balanced, a flexible
coupling inserted removes vibration in the drive shaft.
Two Timken Roller Bearings in the Spindle Quill at the
top and bottom, provided with a screw adjusting collar
for take up. Annular hall bearing in the motor cone
pulley, and ball bearing motors. Positive type power
feed is controlled by a push knob.

Canedy-Otto Drills, are always "Ready For The Job*".

Write for illustrated circular giving complete

details*

CANEDY-OTTO MFG. CO.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILLINOIS
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The SENSATIONAL

INSERT CHASER DIE HEADS

bring you

1—LOWER THREADING COSTS

The very low price of H&C Insert Chasers, together

with the most extraordinary wearing qualities, result

in much lower chaser costs per thousand pieces.

2—SIMPLIFIED THREAD CUTTING

The very simplicity of this tool in which worn chasers

may be replaced by new with only a few minutes of

lost production time and eliminating the necessity of

making adjustments, naturally results in higher net

production.

The regrinding of chasers is no longer a problem.

Write for literature.

THE EASTERN MACHINE SCREW CORPORATION

8TVLE DM
for BAS Auto
matics and other
h m a 1 I single

spindles.

STYLE MM
for rotary spindles

38-58 Barclay St. New Haven, Conn.

STYLE IMM
is equipped with
improved internal
trip for shoulder
threading such as
for spark plugs.

8TYLE MS
for hand turret ma-

DIE HEAD

8TYLE TM
has receding chasers
for cutting superior
quality taper

threads.
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*7/}Or Stamps

CIVE

Better Marks

for a Longer Time

You get clear, legible markings

for a longer period of time when

you use Thor Stamps.

Thor Stamps have "blue heads"

—signs that the special alloy steel

is correctly heat-treated.

Turned Heads — give a central

striking point. Thumb Side Mark

ing—makes them easily read,

easily used.

Buy stamps for the marks they

make—buy Thor Stamps—better

marks and more marks.

Send for booklet.

The Pittsburgh Stamp Co.

812 CANAL ST. PITTSBURGH, PA.

to remove accumulations of grease j?t

dirt.

The machine consists primarily <f ■

heavy duty electric motor transmittics

power through worm gears of spef-

bronze to two brushes which rotate i~

a horizontal plane. Two wire scarifying

brushes are employed, set Into bras-

rings which are Interchangeable.

Finnell Electric Floor Cleaning Machine

In oversize Timken roller bearings and

the worm gears, together with a hard

ened, ground and polished nickel steel

worm, are housed In a leak-proof gear

case. The two brushes rotate toward the

center of the machine, producing bal

anced operation even under extreme

conditions.

The brushes are available In five

standard sizes of steel wire to suit vari

ous floor conditions. Each Is renllabl*

when worn, the plates being returned to

the manufacturer for this purpose

Tamplco or Palmetto fibre brushes can

be used In addition to the wire brushes

if desired.
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we have over one million gears in stock we are able to

ship95% ofo.ur stock orders within twenty-four hours.

Simplify your delivery problem — Specify Boston Stock Gears.

Our General Catalog -51 contains complete specifications and

list prices of all Boston Stock Gears. Write today for your copy.

BOSI Oh

GEAR WORKS^p

JOHTH QUINCY, MASSACHl^
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Brushes of 11-ln. diameter

are used, the total brush spread

being 22 In. on each machine.

A 1 h. p. General Electric mo

tor is used on the No. 84-x

machine, the No. 82-X machine

employing a % h. p. motor.

Fifty feet of 14 gauge two-

conduit rubber-covered cable is

supplied with each machine.

Fairbanks-Morse 210-c.f.m.

Diesel- Powered Air

Compressor

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., 910

S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.,

has announced a new self-

contained, Diesel-powered, 210-

c.f.m. air compressor, available

with several types of portable

and semi-portable mountings,

for a wide range of service applications.

This new compressor combines the econ

omy and dependability of the F-M Model

36-A Diesel with the superior design

features of a proved air compressor,

making available a compact, light

weight unit that offers maximum effi

ciency and absolute reliability under all

working conditions.

Through the proper application of

modern principles of engineering design,

Air CmFairbanks-Morse Diesel-Powered 210-c.f.m.

pressor with Pneumatic-Tired.

Mounting

the compressor unit has been kept llgS

In weight and small In size, contribute

to its portability. Ample bearing sur

faces and proper lubrication make pos

sible a long trouble-free life. The wata

cooling system assures thorough sis

uniform cooling In any climate and un

der any condition. Low upkeep ei-

pense results from the employment d

refinements of proved automotive engim

design.

12" DISC GRINDER

for grinding small parts

1/3 H.P. BALL BEARING MOTOR

1750 R.P.M.

A.C. 110 Tolt, 60 cycle, sin trie phase

8"x 10" table mounted 01
adjustable to 50* in

S325C

F.O.B. New York C •

(without wire bu»w

• Here's a Disc Grinder that was specially designed to save you time

on small part grinding — wood patterns, small metal castings,

Write for further details.

CHELSEA FAN & BLOWER CO., Inc.

370 W. 15th ST. NEW YORK



The ability to function unfailingly

under all conditions is the nearest

approach to perfection . . . Try

Jacobs Ball Bearing Super Chucks.
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The compressor Is designed to operate

at full engine speed, permitting direct-

connection to the engine without reduc

tion gears or belts and without sacrific

ing engine horsepower through reducing

the rated speed.

The F-M Model 36-A, four-cycle, slx-

cyllnder, medium-high speed Diesel en

gine offers true Diesel economy with

necessary flexibility. Its compact, clean-

cut appearance Is outward Indication of

Inbuilt sturdlness to withstand hard

usage. Reliability results from simplic

ity of design with few moving parts,

absence of delicate mechanisms, and the

use of simple adjustments where any

are required. Durability Is obtained by

the generous proportioning of parts In

stress and use of only highest grade ma

terials. The engine is designed to per

mit easy Inspection and servicing.

The new Fairbanks-Morse Diesel-pow

ered air compressor Is available with

several types of mounting: wooden skid,

steel wheel, solid or pneumatic rubber

tired wheel, four- or two-wheeled trailer,

and motor or railway truck.

the development of a grinder,

for the one purpose of sharpening car

bide tools. This grinder Is equip?--

with two wheels, one for roughing oper-

Baldor Grinder for Carbide

Tools

The Baldor Electric Company, 4380

Duncan Ave., St. Louis, Mo., announces

Baldor Grinder for Carbide Tool*

atlons and one for finishing operations

and Is powered with a !4 h.p. reversib*

motor so that either right hand or lef:

hand tools may be sharpened with Uat

wheel always rotating towards the cul

ling edge of the tool. The grinder -;

PULLMORE CLUTCHES

In Gisholt Turret Lathes Two single-type Pulimore Cli

in oil, art used in the

Gisholt Universal Ram Type Ti

for changing from high spindle-

to low, or low rang* to high, instantly

shifting gears or stopping the spindle,

more Clutches arc used also in the

of Gisholt Heavy-Duty Turret Lashes.

because the*Pulimore Clutches are used

operate easily; pick up and release

quickly and smoothly; stand up in

service. They are reliable

meet the design and service

automatic and semi-automatic

chinery. Pulimore Clutches are

single and double types, for

oil or dry, in many sizes for transmitting

75 hp. Investigate. Write today for

Ask for the Pulimore Bl

ROCKFORD DRILLING MACHINE DIVISION

Borg-Warner Corporation, 300 Catherine Street, Rockford.

Sold by MORSE CHAIN CO., Ithaca, N. Y. With offices in ,



FORMICA

^QUIETER'

FORMICA

jy of the machines whose operation has been made

:ter and more efficient are large and heavy, and a

it many of them are lighter apparatus used in homes

stores where quiet operation is a consideration of

first importance.

mica makes machines easier to sell. It also helps the

ntenanre man to keep machines running smoothly

\ sweetly. For these reasons the use of the material

been growing, and more and more is being used,

ite for our booklet of data on Formica gears.

THE FORMICA INSULATION CO.

0 Spring Grove Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio

Gear Cutters

The Akron Gear A En'g Co.
Akron, Ohio

Farrel-Blrmlngham Co., Inc.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Slaysman & Company
Baltimore, Md.
Harry A. Moore
Bangor, Me.

The Union Gear A Mch. Co.
Boston, Mass.

Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.
Chicago, III.

Perfection Gear Company
Chicago, III.

Gear Specialties. Inc.
Chicago, III.

Merkle-Korff Gear Co.
Chicago, III.

Chicago Gear Works
Chicago, III.

Foot© Gear Works
Cicero, III.

The Cincinnati Gear Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Clarksville Foundry A
Machine Co.

Clarksville, Tenn.
The Horsburgh A Scott Co.

Cleveland, O.
The Stahl Gear A Machine

Co., Cleveland, O.
The Master Electric Co.

Dayton, O.
The Adams Company

Dubuque, la.
Hartford Special Mchny. Co.

Hartford, Conn.
Beaty Machine Works

Keokuk, la.
The Generating Gear Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Badqer State Gear Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Precision Machine Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.
E. A. Pynch Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Joaquin Ale many Lopez
Havana, Cuba

New Jersey Gear A Mfg. Co.
Newark, N. J.
Prager, Inc.

New Orleans, La.
J. Morrison Gllmour

151 Lafayette St.
New York City
Sicr-Bath. Inc.

New York City, N. Y.
Mid-State Electrical
Engineering Co.

Osceola Mills, Pa.
E. M. Smith Machine Co.

Peoria, III.
The Eagle Gear A Mch. Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Rodnev Davis and Sons

Philadelphia. Pa.
The Pittsburgh Machine A
Supply Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Perkins Machine A Gear Co.

Springfield, Mass.
Wlnfleld H. Smith, Inc.

8prlngbllle, N. Y.
Ailing Lander Company

Sodus, N. Y.
Charles E. Crofoot Gear

Corp'n, South Easton, Mass.
Arlington Machine Co.

St. Paul, Minn.
Farwell Mfg. Co.
Toledo, Ohio

Dlefendorf Gear Corp.
Syracuse. N. Y.
Batson Cook Co.
West Point, Ga.

Worcester Gear Works
Worcester, Mass.

Massachusetts Gear A Tool
Co., Woburn, Mass.
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designed to take a silicon cup wheel on

the left hand side and either a silicon

cup wheel or a diamond cup wheel on

the right hand side.

Standard equipment includes the fol

lowing items: tool rest

tables 10x3V4 in.; pro

tractor at each end of

the grinder to Indicate

the angle of the tool

table; light which may

be swung over either

wheel; tool supports at

tached to the tool rest

table. Wheels are optional.

a chuck, but fits loosely In the

so that the blows delivered by the ham

mer can rebound in the same

as blows delivered by a hand hammer

This method of holding the start drffl

■ Mb—W* i

Wodack "Do-All" Combination Electric Drill and

Wodack "Do-All" Combination

Electric Hammer and Drill

With the "Do-All" Combination Elec

tric Hammer and Drill shown In the

Illustration, boles can be drilled in con

crete, brick, and stone as well as in

metal and other substances. The tool

Is made by Wodack Electric Tool Cor

poration, 4627 West Huron St., Chicago,

111., and is especially adapted for main

tenance work in the factory and similar

The start drill used in drilling con

crete or stone is not held as tightly in

the manner as a twist drill Is held In

has advantages, the only disadvaniaps

being that the drill can be dropped otc

of the hammer or inadvertently she*

out, with the possibility or hi«;

person or breakable object. The disad

vantages referred to has, however, been

eliminated in this drill by the use of •

retainer.

The retainer Is made entirely of mold

ed rubber and fits over the nose of the

hammer in such manner as to hold the

drill in place with Just the right amount

of play for rapid drilling or cutting. It

also prevents grit from getting Into the

socket in overhead drilling. The retain

er is standard equipment on all Wodack

electric hammers.

TITAN STUD SETTER

CONTROLLED DRIVE Assures

Perfect Setting

The Titan Stud Setter has a safety clutch which con

trols driving power.

The Titan is positive in driving and automatic in

releasing, thus making it possible to set the studs to

any predetermined degree of tightness.

When the stnds are driven to the specified tightness,

the drive is automatically released and the tool may

be removed without fear of mutilating or distorting

the threads.

The great capacity, speed range, utility, and safety

of this production tool make the Titan Stud Setter

a profit-earning tool wherever it is used.

Write today for the new illustrated circular.

TITAN TOOL COMPANY

FAIRVIEW PENNA.



THERE'S ONLY ONE YOU CAN SELL WIE

THE PRECISION SET
ANLY DIE SETS AND

IE MAKERS' SUPPLIES

From the 8 Danly Branch

Office Stocks

BRANCHES:

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
36-12 34rh STREET

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
1549 TEMPLE AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OHIO
1745 ROCKWELL AVENUE

DAYTON, OHIO
l»0 E. MONUMENT AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
3913 N. BROAD STREET

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
16 COMMERCIAL STREET

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
513 EAST BUFFALO STREET

• Those firms that use stampings to the

point that they are major items in cost, long

ago learned the value of the Danly Preci

sion Die Set.

They know that precision pays, in the

freedom from shearing, less regrinding and,

above all, insurance against die destruction

and production line tie-ups.

Precision Pays—make sure you get it by

specifying Danly Precision Sets for mount

ing all your dies.

DANLY MACHINE SPECIALTIES, Inc., 2122 So. 52nd Ave., Chicago, III.

PRECISION DIE SETS
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MARKING

FLAT—ROUND

IRREGULAR SURFACES

BY ROLLING

OPERATION

MODEL 25

HI-DUTY MARKING MACHINE

This machine operates from your plant air
line, and Is one of numerous models built to
produce fast, neat marking on metal parts.
H l-Duty mark I ng mach I nes may be had for
practically any marking operation, and we will
be glad to make recommendations upon receipt
of your Inquiries. Send prints or samples of
parts to be marked, showing lettering and
location, also state required production.

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 BELLE PLAINE AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Tornado Industrial

Cleaner

The Breuer Electric Manufacture

Company, 843 Blackhawk St.. Chlc^r

111., announces Important

In Its line of portable Heavy Duty

dustrlal Vacuum Cleaners and also

nado Portable Electric Blowers lor rt

Tornado Industrial Vacant

moving dust and dirt from motors,

chlnery and industrial plants and

cesses.

The Tornado Portable Cleaner,

112, is now furnished with a new i

size dust bag.

Tornado Blowers, Model 6A and 81

are now built with enclosed ball bearing

assembly and screen gauge over the era

of motor housing to prevent excesslTj

dust and dirt from getting into ihi

motors.

Interoval Gas-Fired Steel

Furnace

The Interoval furnace for heating str-

for hardening, now being marketed b

Bennett Insured Steel Treating Coer.

pany, South St., Newark. N. J., embodt

a single chamber with a cylindrical ov.

interior so constructed that heated prod

ucts of combustion can not contact tt-

piece In process. The Interoval furnsc-.

ls 32 In. high and 20 in. in an..-..-
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!

fAVE

100 TO

$300

ONTHLY WITH THIS LINCOLN WELDER

j are bound to profit by chang- THREE—You can fabricate, repair

'er to electric welding with a and hard-face more jobs success-

tin Machine Shop Welder fully, resulting in savings that can

pay for the welder in little time.

Machine shops report savings of

$ioo to $300 monthly with this

powerful, motor-generator type arc

welder. Mail the coupon for details.

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO.

Largest Manufacturers of Arc Welding Equipment in the IVorld

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

—You can weld twice as fast

the old process.

-Your welding materials

one-fourth as much.

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO.

Dept. E-443. Cleveland, Ohio

Send a free copy of Bulletin 3'4 and easy pay
ment details on the Lincoln Machine Shop Welder.

Company

Address

City

Position

State
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outside. The heating chamber Is 14 in.

high by 9 In. wide at the center and 7

in. wide at the top. The entire furnace

Interoval Gas-Fired Steel Treating- Furnace

weighs 550 lbs. and Is shipped complete

with burner.

To heat work In the Interoval furnace,

the pieces are suspended In the furnace

by means of an attached wire

heated entirely by radiation. A i

at the base of the heating

against which the heat Is impinged, per-

mits heated products of combustion to

flow upward in close proximity with us

concaved walls to finally be released at

the upper opening. Due to this method

of firing, products of combustion pas

upward and parallel to the interior side

walls, having, as a consequence, a

mum of effect upon the

and reducing upkeep cost to the

mum.

The cone-shaped brick or deflector at

the lower part of the furnace Is sup

ported by three silicon carbide inserts.

The super-imposed brick is provided

with small standards to allow an ait

space between the two. The Interovai

is preferably gas-fired and will reach

and maintain high speed temperature in

remarkably short time and small ex

pense, regardless of the fuel employed

The Internal construction of the furnace

is such that tools of straight carbon

steel, Hi-Carbon HI-Chrome and high

speed steel may be heated from mini

mum to maximum temperatures without

danger of loss In size, pitting or oxida

tion.

The pyrometer opening in the Inter

oval furnace is so situated that the fire

THE NEWEST DEVELOPMENT IN

METAL SAWING MACHINES

CAPACITY
6" x 6"

10" x 10"

Swivels on base for angu

lar cuts—three speeds by

V-belt—saw guide of par

allel type—saw frame has

4 large, self-aligning

shoes, unaffected by ex

cessive tightening of saw

blade—vise graduated to

45*—feed is compensa

ting type.

Also built at FULL AUTOMATIC.

Send for circulars giving

formation.

RASMUSSEN MACHINE C0.rac.ne w.s



4AT0RS of the

Taper Pin Reamer

Reaming Problems Invited

diate Shipment on Stock

FOR CATALOG

IRAL SPECIALISTS
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end of the pyrometer can be located at

close proximity to the piece being heated,

resulting In correct optical comparison.

Two 5x3-in. openings are also provided

directly In line on two sides of the fur

nace so that end mills, nut taps, ream

ers and similar tools may be heated at

the ends only, leaving the shanks In th?

original soft state. The openings ar s

closed with refractory plugs when not

In use. A pure cast nickel plate 22 In.

long by 5 In. wide Is furnished which,

when both refractory plugs have been

removed, can be placed through th >
openings so that small pieces can b •

OHIO CIRCULAR TABLE

NEW!

. . . for Milling Machines, Slotters, Die
Sinkers, Shapers—12" and 15". A high
grade table at a low price.
Dealers write for attractive proposition.

ALFRED A. TROYKE

219 E. Second St.. Cincinnati. Ohio

IN STEP WITH METAL

CUTTING PROGRESS

Precision-made taps In a wide variety of styles.

In CARBON ALLOY and HIGH SPEED

STEEL, for economical thread cutting.

THE WINTER BROTHERS CO.

Wrentham, Mass. • Detroit, Midi.

Division of the National Twist Drill

& Tool Co., Detroit, Mich.

Inserted through the front and forad

through the rear Into the cooUrs

medium.

The Interoval furnace may lmm«:

ately be converted Into a lead, cy»rud

or salt bath furnace by removing ti

two top bricks and one of the sS4

plugs, leaving an opening which acts t

a flue. A pressed steel pot 6 In. u

diameter and 12 In. deep may be u=a

for this purpose.

If desired, pyrometer equipment wnl

rare metal Are ends and protecting ttita

can be supplied, also electrified blom

equipment mounted on a compact singn

base.

Millers Falls "Dyno-Mite"

The illustration shows the "Dyi.:?

Mite"—a streamlined ',i-in. product*;!

Millers Falls "Djno-Mite"

drill which has been developed Ifl

Millers Falls Company, Greenfield, Ma*

The features of the tool are its stream

lined body, Its extreme light weight o!

only 2 '/a lbs., overall length of only f

in., width of body of 2% In., and ti*

ease with which It is controlled wlii

one hand. Strictly a production tod.

the Dyno-Mite will drill V«-ln. holes tl
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LOATING TOOL HOLDERS MEET

I0DERN PRODUCTION NEEDS

Taper Collet

Tap Collet

Inserted Socket Type for
Screw Machine Use

Quick Change

ese tools compensate for machine spindle misalignment. Apex

>ating Holders are designed to permit tools to follow holes on a true

e regardless of irregularities in alignment of machine spindle and

irk. Taps produce threads with uniform pitch diameters. Reamers

lish holes true to size.

ickets are furnished for Morse Taper or straight shank tools. Shanks

e furnished in any taper or straight di-

neters to fit any size or style of machine

indie, or with adapter shanks to General

otors or Chrysler Motor standards,

pex Floating Holders are also furnished

ith quick change chucks so that collets

ir Morse Taper or straight shank tools

id collets for taps may be quickly

Waged.

he Apex Machine & Tool Co.

hird & Madison Sts. Dayton, Ohio

--CUP . . . MAIL TODAY

III inuiirv iwviii ^iiuiirvi

AEiX

cost reducing

PRODUCTION

• TOOLS • -

The Apex Machine 4 Tool Go.
567 East Third Street. Dayton, Ohio

Name Street-

City State
APEX TOOLS: Quick Change Drill Chucks Mono Taper and Tap Collets Close
Center Chucks Positive Drive Chucks Vertical Float Tapping Chucks Safety Fric
tion Tapping Chucks Full Floating Tool Holders Semi-Floating Tool Holders.

Floating Tap 8leeves Self Releasing Stud Setters. Universal Joints Universal
Joint Socket Wrenches Screw Drivers. Adjustable Blade Hand and Machine Reamers.

..Power Bits and Hand Drivers for Phillips Recessed Mi. ad Screws Power Bits for
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steel continuously at a speed which Is

said to tax the staying powers of any

operator. Its size and weight give per

fect hand control with a minimum of

fatigue. The small girth and. stream

lined shape permit Its use In extremely

close quarters.

The die cast aluminum shell houses

a powerful motor with a ball bearing

armature running In a horseshoe field.

The driving mechanism comprises a

train of quiet, powerful helical gears

made from heat treated chrome molyb

denum steel. The spindle runs in over

size olllte bearing and thrust is taken

by a ball thrust bearing. A copious

flow of air insures cool operating tem

peratures. Control is through a double

pole fully-enclosed switch.

The no-load speed Is 1600 r.p.m. and

the full-loaded speed Is 875 r.p.m. 1.8

amperes are consumed under full load.

The motor is universal for D.C. or A.C..

up to 60 cycles and either 110 or 220

volts.

Troyke, 28 W. Second St.. Cinclnna

Ohio. The tool Is made In two siae

12 in. and 15 in., these sizes W)WB

ing the turntable diameter. The oven

height is 4 in., the hole in the ohm

is 1V4 in. in diameter and the tongx

strips are *J inch.

The turntable rests on a wide 2i

Ohio Circular Table

The circular table shown in the illus

tration, designed for use with milling

machines, slotters, die sinkers, shapers

and similar machine tools, has been

placed on the market by Alfred A.

Ohio Circular Table

bearing 11% In. in diameter. A San

thrust collar holds the table down as

provides means for taking up wear

revolves on a center stem running in a

adjustable tapered bushing. The tiS

is graduated in degrees and an ad.

able pointer is provided for setting. 13

worm wheel is of ample size and mea:

are provided to take up wear betw«

the worm and wheel. The turntable

revolved by means of an alumina:

alloy hand wheel, one revolution t

which moves the turntable four <*

grees. A lock Is provided to hold U

table stationary for straight milling

CONE PULLEY DRIVES

• These drives make your machines independent

of line shaft location or operation. They often

increase production as much as 50%. The 3

bearing drive shown above is the basis of all of

our designs. It can be furnished for floor mount

ing, or, with our supports, for mounting directly

on lathes, screw machines, shapers, millers, and

other tools. Furnished with heavy duty anti

friction bearings thruout, it maintains accurate

alignment and delivers a smooth flow of power

under all operating conditions.

Easily installed. Reasonably priced.

THE PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT CO.

5219 Chester • Cleveland, Ohio

REAR VIEW OF I
MACHINE DRIVE
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The

HISEY Wet Grinders are

made as follows:—

Two Wheel Wet Grinders

One Wheel Wet Grinders

Combination Wet and Dry

Considerthese f/iacticd (Idmnta^

of Hisey Grinders

Constant stream (adjustable) of

coolant directly on the work.

Elimination of dnst collecting sys

tem.

Self Priming Pomp.

Reservoir of generous capacity.

V Belt drive to spindle and pump.

Universal adjustment of nozzle.

Large flushing plate.

Ball bearing spindle sealed against

water and dirt.

Corrosion resistant.

Literature on request.

HISET Wet Grinders are made in var

ious types and sixes for 10, 12, 14. 16.

18, 20 and 24 inch diameter grinding

wheels. Sixteen inch machines and

larger are made in single wheel type

only. Smaller machines are made In

single wheel, two wheel and combina

tion wet and dry types. Pump Is self

priming and bearings are never under

water. Same motor drives pnmp and

grinding wheela thru V belts. Machines

can be furnished with or without motor,

as any available motor mar be nsed.

Wet Grinders eliminate the necessity of

a dost collecting system as required by

many States as the water carries with

it all dnst and grit.

THE HISEY WOLF MACHINE CO.

'it's High Grade

If Hisey -Made"

Established 1806

INCINNATI.ONIO, U.S.A.
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Sellers 5-In. Horizontal

Drilling and Milling Machine

The Illustration shows the No. 504

Type A 5-In. Floor Type Horizontal

Boring, Drilling and Milling Machine

now being built by Wm. Sellers & Com

pany, Inc., 1700 Hamilton St., Phila

delphia, Pa. This thoroughly modern

tool Is designed to meet the most exact-

Sellers 5-In. Horizontal Borine. Drilling and Milling; Machine

lng requirements of the metal working

Industries.

The floor plate upon which this ma

chine is constructed 16 12 in. thick and

can be furnished in standard sections

either 5x10 ft. or 5x12 feet. The floor

plate Is accurately machined at the

Joints and the sections are bolted and

keyed together with close fitting steel

keys and dowels. For standard con

struction, the T-Slots run lengthwise of

the section. They are machined on

12-In. centers and take 1%-ln. bolts.

Between the T-slots are rows of cruci

form holes T-head bolts. The floor

plate Is of special alloy Iron with a hard,

dense, long-wearing surface.

The bed measures 44 In. across the

ways. The front way Is 7% In. wld;

and the rear way In. wide. The

column traversing screw Is stationary,

the nut revolving. The nut Is of hard

bronze and revolves In preloaded, an- -

friction bearings. On machines baTine I

16 ft. or more horizontal travel, the |

column traverse screw Is supported and

kept from sagging by a tumbler haK-

bearlng located abotr.

midway. Bed ways

and column travers

ing mechanism are

automatically a r

continuously oiled trj

a pressure pump ane

the bed ways are pro

tected from dirt and

chips by bronit

scrapers and felt oC

seals.
The distance acxos!

the column ways

30 In. The front way

Is 8 In. wide and the

rear way 6 In. vide.

The column, far Its

entire height. Is o!

heavy rectangular boi

section. It la nelthe:

tapered nor curved

at the back:, nor li

there any reductlor

in the size * n d

strength of Intern:

ribbing. The column

is not bolted to -

saddle of the bed.

but Is of solid, one-

piece construction

irom the top down to

the gibs on the bed

The column bear;:-:

on the bed Is 06 la

along the ways and

44 in. across the ways.

The head is a com

plete power unit from

the motor to the

spindle and contains the forward and

reverse driving clutches, all speed and

feed changes, and hand and power tra

verse to both spindles, head, saddle, and

table. The driving motor Is mounted

on the head, giving the shortest, most

efficient and most direct application of

power to the cutting tools. All shafts

are short, of heat treated alloy steel,

multiple spllned, and revolve In anti

friction bearings. All gears are of heat

treatud alloy steel.

The entire feed and traverse mechan

ism and driving mechanism are built In

units. Each unit Is readily removable

from the head. Power to drive the ma

chine Is transmitted through multiple
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SMITH & MILLS

SHAPERS

automatic lubrication—forced feed. Multiple
lite clutch and brake. Quick feed changes.
> irect reading feed and stroke dials. Power
apld traverse to cross feeds.

rHE SMITH & MILLS CO.

SINCINNATI, OHIO

®^RKEMachines

Burke motor driven milling machines, Not. 1,
2, 3 and 4 are specially suited for handling
small, difficult work on m production basis.

Ifrite for complete information.

BURKE MACHINE TOOL CO.

297 E. 16th St. Conneaut, Ohio

very Detail

of the

Most

Advanced

Design

s

HEPARD NILE

CRANE & HOIST CORP.S

424 SCHUYLER AVENUE, MONTOUR FALLS, N. Y.

A COMPLETE LINE OF CRANES AND HOISTS
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disk clutches, both forward and reverse.

The screw feed for the spindle operates

with a steady, unvarying feed pressure.

The entire head mechanism Is auto

matically and continuously oiled. The

head Is rigidly clamped to the column

from front to back and right to left.

Adjustable tapered gibs provide for tak

ing up wear In both directions.

The head is suspended by two coun

terweight cables so that It can not

"cock" on the column when undamped.

The head Is guided on the front way

next to the cutting tools and the elevat

ing screw Is close alongside this guiding

way, assuring the most accurate align

ment when milling with the head feed

ing on the column.

The spindle and spindle bushings are

of Nltralloy steel of approximately 7S0

Brlnell hardness. The spindle sleeve Is

of heat treated steel and has an overall

length of 41>/2 In. Preloaded Tlmken

precision bearings are provided for both

the front and rear of the spindle.

There are no overhanging driving

gears; the slow speed driving gear Is

Inside of and next to the front main

spindle sleeve bearing. When milling,

the spindle Is clamped direct to the

driving flange on the spindle sleeve,

making the spindle and sleeve one unit.

The machine is controlled entirely

from the unit head. The main

reverse driving clutch lever la on the tree

of the head above the spindle where fct

operator can control the spindle mm-

ments with the cutters In fan vter

Speed and feed change levers are adja

cent to the clutch lever, which perm."^ I

shifting gears with one hand and oper

ating the clutch lever with the other

Head and column feeds are ii

and can be fed simultaneously or alter- |

nately.

A directional control lever provide

for feeding the spindle In or out of tbc

head without reversing the direction

spindle rotation. When used in cos-

Junction with power traverse, the direc

tional control lever provides for fas:

power movement of the spindle In <x

out of the head and eliminates winding

the spindle In or out by hand.

A micrometer dial for accurately posi

tioning the spindle is provided on th>

front of the head. A micrometer dial

for final positioning of the head

column is provided alongside the pll

wheel. Hand adjustment with a mi

crometer dial Is provided at the base

the column. As an extra, hand adjust

ment of the head, including the micron,

eter dial, can be provided at the base

of the column for final positioning

the head from the floor.

PORTABLE TOOLS

High Frequency Electric

GRINDERS-SANDERS

POLISHERS - DRILLS

SCREWDRIVERS-

^ NUT RUNNERS.

Engineered for Efficiency

Powered for Performance

PORTABLE TOOL CO.

DAYTON • OHIO
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VARDWELL

AW SHARPENER

iodel EC

sneh Type

utomatically Sharpens Hack,

Band & Circular Saws

ith teeth as fine as 32 to the inch,

a speed of 30 to 75 per minute.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

HE WARDWELL MFG. CO.

68 FULTON RD CLEVELAND, O

MORRIS

"MOR-SPEED"

RADIAL DRILLS

FEATURE:

Rigidity — Convenience — Power —
Simplicity — Low Cott.
Don't fall to investigate the "MOR-
SPEED" line of Radlali. Full fact!

THE MORRIS MACHINE TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI OHIO

rORES

New York . . .
41 Reode Street

Chicago . . .
11 South Clinton Stroct

Cleveland . . .
3346 Superior Avenue

Detroit . . .
6540 Antoine Street
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The main spindle on the 4-ln. ma

chine has 24 speeds ranging from 8.8

to SOS r.p.m., and the auxiliary spindle

has 14 speeds ranging from 150 to 1500

r.p.m. The main spindle on the 5-ln.

machine has 24 speeds ranging from 5.J

to 334 r.p.m.. and the auxiliary spindle

on the 5-ln. machine has 14 speeds

ranging from 100 to 1000 r.p.m. The

main spindle on both machines has 24

feeds ranging from 0.002S to 0.625 In.

per revolution. The auxiliary spindle on

both machines has 24 feeds ranging

from 0.001 to 0.208 In. per revolution.

Limit trips are provided at each end

of the spindle, head and column travel.

The power traverse Is friction clutch

driven and acts as a safety device should

obstructions be encountered between the

limit trips. Electrical equipment in

cludes one IS h.p. 1750 r.p.m. 3-phase,

80 cycle 220 volt A. C. motor with disk-

type motor-mounted solenoid brake,

magnetic non-reversing starter and push

button control.

Newton Drum Type Milling and

Center Drilling Machine

A machine tool that combines the

operations of face milling and center

drilling both ends of shafts slmultane-

PLANERS

Double Housing, Openside

CRANK PLANERS

PLANER TYPE MILLERS

VERTICAL BORING MILLS

Write for Bulletin

THE CINCINNATI PLANER CO.

CINCINNATI • OHIO

ously has recently been built by tie

Newton Division of Consolidated Ma

chine Tool Corporation, Rochester. He»

York. By doing both these cperat',::

on one machine, production time and

cost have been lowered con>:den:

This new Drum Type Milling and Cen

ter Drilling Machine, as shown In Illus

tration, uses a three-station Universe

fixture arranged to dwell against lnt

pins while drilling and loading. TS*

cycle of operation Is as follows:

1—Loading position Is at front t£

machine. After work is loaded, the

operator throws a lever which re

verses the drill spindles that hart

Just finished center drilling at the

third station so that they back cw

and clear the work.

2—The operator releases the lndei

pins, starts the drum In rapid ap

proach, which changes automatic

ally to feed, and both ends of th»

shaft are face milled. At the con

clusion of the cut, the drum aga^;

changes to rapid traverse and stop;

against the Index pins.

3—At this position, the operate

throws a lever which starts the cen

ter drills into feed. While ends c:

the shaft are being milled and cen

ter drilled, the operator is unload-

Straight

side

Presses

i«r: [*i

"i to.

" Outstanding in every detail for

heavy blanking and foi

All stresses are taken centrally.

Write for new catalog Illustrating and
describing this and other

Zeh & Hahnemann Co.

184 Vfenderpool St.
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ANT RIVETERS

av Pioneers in the riveting field. Head

W rivets from smallest to V diameter,
ither by noiseless spinning or vibrating
ammer method—Sizes to meet all needs—
ypes include Vertical and Horizontal
lultiple Spindles.

'rite for literature—and don't forget to
send samples.

HE GRANT MFG. & MACHINE CO.
! Silliman Avenue Bridgeport, Conn.

Why Use A Shaper

to cut Keyways when a

DAVIS

KEYSEATER

will do the

job so much

quicker

and

better?

•

Send

for

circular

DAVIS KEYSEATER CO.

Exchange & Glasgow Sts.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

aximiim lift—72". Loading platforn

WRIGHT-HIBBARD

Electric High-Lift Platform Truck

SMALL

COMPACT

STRONG

Here's a new high-lift truck, small

enough to get through narrow

aisles, etc., and strong enough to

handle the same loads as the so-

called large capacity trucks.

18" to 28" wide and 34" to 53"

rite for catalog No. 5 for further details on the high-lift truck. Information

trucks on request. Write today.

RIGHT-HIBBARD

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC TRUCK CO.

PHELPS • NEW YORK
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Your men can saw sheet

steel faster and easier on this

"Oliver" Band Saw

This 18-inch Band
Saw has all the
refinements devel
oped for larger
"Oliver" Band
Saws. Especially
effective sawing
sheet steel. Also
sprues of soft
metal, ply-metal,
hard rubber, com
positions, etc. Has
motor - on • shaft

Operates from
light socket. A
sturdy, precision-
built machine in
every detail.

Write for Illustrated Folder

OLIVER MACHINERY COMPANY

GRAND RAPID 8, MIOHIQAN

ONE

LIBERT

SHEAR—

Not Several Shears!

Meets all requirements for cutting IRREGULAR
SHAPES—standard equipment furnished for
ring and circle cutting • • • absolutely accurate
and easily operated . . . metal Is sheared and
not punched . . . cut anywhere, no starting
holes required for Inside cutting . . . only one
adjustment for various thicknesses of material
used . . . unobstructed cutting vision ... no
further finishing required. No special cutters,
rillots. templates, or strippers are needed . . .
ong life shear blades. Write for complete In
formation.

LIBERT MACHINE CO.
GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

Manufacturers of shears since 1915

lng the finished work and reks

Ing. Alter the holes have been a

ter drilled the cycle is again :

peated.

The two milling spindles are mood

directly opposite; one in each be

Each Is mounted in Timken roller be

lngs and supported by sleeves bar

separate adjustment for setting the c

ters to the desired depth. One head

bolted In a stationary position, and

other head Is adjustable along the t>

Both heads are driven from one iffi

mounted on a bracket near the £

and direct gear connected thru sul.!

reduction gears which are nni Iffrt

operate in oil.

Two drill spindles are mounted dire

opposite, one on each head. Each

Newton Drum-Type Millinc

and Center Drilling Machine

spindle has separate motor direct g

connected thru suitable reduction ge

including pick-off gears for Chang

the spindle speed. Drill spindles

mounted In Tlmken roller bearings, i

drive Is mounted In anti-friction lx

lngs throughout.

The drilling feed is obtained hytfr

llcally as each drill spindle Is moon

In a sleeve which Is arranged to a'

horizontally by the action of i c

hydraulic unit mounted on the 6

heads parallel to the direction of di

lng feed. The oil for feeding the «

spindles Is supplied by a hydraulic pa

with provision for regulating the r»tt

feed. Provision Is also made far re

latlng depth of drilling.

In addition to the milling and drX

spindles, each head contains a «ta

spindle for driving the work holding

ture. This drum feed Is also nydrau

ally operated, thus giving a wide n

of easily adjustable feed rates.

Adjustment is provided for taking

on essential bearings for the purpo»

maintaining proper alignment.

A complete coolant system, tnofiM

pump, piping and atf

vlded for

coolant to
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LUMA

Patented

\. L-L~-~——" * " ^

Combination Demagnetizer and Electric
Etching Pencil. Marks symbols in
hardest steel. Demagnetizes instantly.
One of our models popular in tool

rooms for 15 years.

Luma Electric Equipment Co.

1 1 DEPT. MS TOLEDO, OHIO

CLEMENTS-CADILLAC

Portable Gas

BLOW TORCH

For:

Pre- Healing

Annealing

Brazing

Soldering

Etc.

portable
blow-topch!
FOR MEAT I

No iiistalltititn. costs
—-does sway with
need for concrete
basest chimneys, etc.
No expensive extra
equipment needed.
Comes complete as
shown in picture.
Costa only a few
cents per hour to
operate. Maintains
steady tenvwruture
of from 1000 to
2300 degrees as de
sired, mixture regu
lated by adjustment
of air mixing valve
—nnd cas supply i
cock.

Write for Free Trial Offer

CLEMENTS MFG. CO.
6655 So. Narragantett Ave. CHICAGO

They're Built To Last a Lifetime"

"HALLOWELL"

STEEL STOOLS

Steel, welded at every joint .... that is what "Hallowell"

Stool» are made of and that's why they (ire lifetime

wear. They just can't get wobbly. Furthermore, they're

designed right to combine maximum comfort with the

most productive working posture.

Write for catalog showing our extremely wide variety of

styles.

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

■hanchks JINKINTOWN, PINNA.

OKTROIT
INDIANAPOLIS

BBANCHgS

CHICAGO
•T. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO
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The fixtures consist of two three-sided

plates which bolt on each of the drum

spindles. Each of these plates Is fitted

with three Universal chucks arranged to

take Interchangeable Jaws. With this

arrangement of Universal chucks and

head adjustable along the bed—a wide

range of sizes of shafts can be accom

modated. Centering of the shafts In

fixtures when changing sizes Is facili

tated by indentors on each head.

This machine requires four motors;

one for driving the milling spindles, two

for drill spindle drive and one for hy

draulic feed motor for driving fixtures

and feeding the drill spindles.

Landis Chaser Grinders

The Landis Machine Company, Waynes

boro, Pa., manufacturers of thread cut

ting die heads and threading machines,

announces a line of chaser grinders to

replace the outdated Model "Y" and No.

2 Grinders. The new line of chaser

grinders consists of three models that

cover the entire range of sizes of Landis

Chasers, thus making available a ma

chine that is suitable for any condition

under which it might be required.

These grinders are all motorized, the

grinding wheels being mounted directly

on the armature shaft of the motor, thus

eliminating gear or chain drives

grinding wheels, one cup and

straight, are supplied as standard

ment. The grade and grain, as

the size of the wheels used on

grinders, were selected because of the:

longer life and efficiency in grindim

Wheels that will not burn or darrar

the chaser In any way are absohBel;

necessary.

The straight wheel is used for grtnc

lng the rake angles of Landis Bolt C:.

ers where a leadscrew is not used. A

rest that is adjustable to any ai

ls provided to facilitate this operatlcc

The straight wheel may also be used in

mslcellaneous grinding. The cup whet

is used for grinding the lead and nX-

angles of all pipe chasers and bolt chaf

ers when the thread is to be cut WtSi

the use of a leadscrew.

The motors used in these grinders a*

of the ball bearing, continuous du^

type. A ball thrust bearing on the am-

ature shaft assumes the thrust load

grinding chasers on the face of the eu(

wheel.

The Model "O" is a small machine

designed primarily for the grinding <£

Landis Chasers for the smaller sizes C

Landis Die Heads. The small size of tlx

grinder makes it an Ideal machine for

departmental use where a number

Landis Die Heads are employed. Tbt

ADJUSTABLE ANGLE TILTING TABLE

Suitable for adjustable angle machining by

means of our Rotary Table, Vises or other

holding fixtures.

Write for detailed description and price.

JOHN B. STEVENS INC.

306 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK CITY

"EDGEMONT" ^iS FRICTION CLUTCHES

DISC 'TYPE SF"

Years of service on the most severe drives proved the Edejetnom
"Type SF" Disc Clutch to be a truly superior clutch. Correct
design, hardened rollers and cam, single—one hand—adjustment for
liner wear, and few operating parts all combine to give

"CARE FREE SERVICE AT ANY SPEED"

Send for circular now—It contains a full line of pulleys, extended
sleeves, and cut-off couplings.

The Edgemont Machine Co.

2100 Home Avenue Dayton. Ohio
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Does your gaging

match your machines?

COMTORPLUG

Hera's a rugged ihop tool, accurate to Vi of
1 /I 0,000th. Comtorplug In your operator's
hands means holes of superior accuracy. Espe
cially valuable (or ball bearing housings.

Request Bulletin 25

THE COMTOR co

Walthom, Mass. Est. 1928

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

►

Are Your

Micrometers

Always

Accurate?

Present manufactur
ing methods demand
accuracy. — Are
YOUR micrometeu
measuring accurate-
ly ! — Do YOUR
micrometers wear rapidly?—Now you
can give your micrometers at least 50
times longer life—and—increase their
degree of accuracy during this entire
period of greater use by tipping the
anvils and spindles with Caroloy—an
extremely hard, wear-resisting metal.
Send us your micrometers. We do

the rest. Write for descriptive leaflet.

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC.

2975 E. Jefferson Ave., Deltoit, Mich.

CARBOLOY

TIPPED ANVILS

AND SPINDLES

TOOL OF IOOI USES

GRINDS . . POLISHES . .

DRILLS . . ENGRAVES . .

SAWS . ROUTS . CARVES

Here's the wonder tool that is effect

ing such revolutionary savings in

many laboratories, model and tool

rooms and on production lines. Hard-

to-get-at places on machines can now

be repaired without removing the part

or dismantling machine. The Handee

uses 200 different accessories, instantly

interchangeable, for work on all

metals, alloys, bakelite, celluloid,

wood, glass, resins and other hard

substances.

Finest, speediest, most powerful tool

for its type. 25,000 r.p.m. AC or DC,

110 volts. Weighs only 12 ounces. No

shop or factory can afford to be with

out the Handee. Try one.

Best Gift of all

to Deserving

Employees

CHICAGO WHEEL & MFG. CO.
1101 W. Monroe St., Dept. 00, Chicago. III.

$18
50

3e Luxe
VI ode l
Postpaid

6 Accessories Free

M. M. S. 11
□ Send Catalor
□ Send De Luxe Handee on 10-Day Trial

Name —.

Address
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NEAT

STAMPING

in

NAME PLATES

This machine quickly stamps details

and serial numbers into name plates.

Write For Particulars

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 Belle Plaine Ave., Chicago, III.

CUT SAW COSTS

By Filing Automatically

No. 49C

New Automatic Filer For Narrow

Band Saws with quick return action,

extra sturdy construction, for both

accuracy and speed.

Developed by the pioneers in the in

dustry.

COVEL-HANCHETT CO.

BIG RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

use of the Model "O" Grinder In depart

ments eliminates the necessity of hat

ing a central grinding room and Bx

waste of time that occurs by carrj

the chasers to and from the grlndm:

room.

The No. 1 Grinder is a heavier mi-

chlne and may be used for cr.:.

all Landls Chasers up to 1% In. wjc>

This machine replaces the former Mode

"Y" Grinder and is said to be an ei

LandU Model "O"

cellent machine foV use in tool room-

f or the production grinding of Land

Chasers.

The No. l'/t Grinder Is an ertra-heavi

duty machine designed for grinding tlr

largest Landis Chasers under the most

severe production conditions. This grind

er is the only one of the three models

In which means are provided for the use

of a coolant on the cup wheel to reduce

heat generation and, consequently, to

eliminate the possibility of burning tie

chasers. A centrifugal pump. g»r

driven directly from the armature shaft

and located Inside the bed of the ma

chine, provides a steady flow of coolan
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No. 455

Angle Iron

Combination

Shears, Notches

and Bends a 2"

x 2" x ^4" angle

iron in one min

ute flat.

Write for cata

log o n entire

line.

No. 20 BALL

BEARING

PUNCH

Capacity W," thru

t/j" iron.

WHITNEY METAL TOOL CO.

110 Forbes St. Rockford, 11L

CYLINDRICAL

SUB - PRESSES

Are especially
desirable for
producing clean

cut, accurate
parts with com
pound dies. For
after operations,
swaging, pierc-
i n g. trimming,
etc., the over
hang type is
preferred. W e
have had a long
experience i n
making such
dieB. Please send
us samples or
drawings for cs-
timate.

V- r-

ARCH TYPE

Waltham Machine Works

WALTHAM, MASS.

NO SCALE—NO OXIDATION—NO PITTING

For Better Heat Treating—NEW INTEROVAL

Heat straight carbon steel, Hi-Carbon, Hi-Chrome

and High-Speed steels without loss in size, or

danger of Pitting or oxidation. Pyrometer fire

end close to work. 2400° at less time with lower

fuel cost. Openings on both sides of furnace

permit heat treating long parts or tools. A solid

cast nickel tray is furnished which fits through

these openings allowing con

tinuous feeding and heal

treating of small parts. Con

vertible into lead, cyanide

or salt bath furnace accom

modating 6"xl2" pot.

BENNETT INSURED STEEL TREATING CO.

130 SOUTH ST. NEWARK, N. J.

Write for

Your Copy
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from the large reservoir to the grind

ing wheel.

The Model l'/2 Chaser Grinder Is also

the only grinder in this line that em

ploys a traversing table at the cup wheel

end. The Model "O" and the No. 1

Grinder employ a new method for In-

feeding the chaser and passing it back

and forth across the face of the wheel.

The swivel head In which the chaser

Is gripped for grinding is mounted on a

cylindrical base. The cylindrical base

operates on a spindle and Is fitted with

a long handle which Is used to swing

It in an arc parallel to the wheel. A

CHAMPION PORTABLE

VISE STAND

A Movable

Bench

Very

Substantial

A great conveni-
in Assembling

Rooms and Repair
Shops.

Especially adapted
for Automobile Re
pair si

Made In two sizes.
Furnished with and without vises.

Catalog upon request.

The Western Tool & Mfg., Co.

SPRINOFIELD, OHIO

Landie No. 1 Chaser Grinder

feed screw is provided through *
spindle to infeed or withdraw the s*"'!i

head.

The Infeed screw and the bearings a

which the swivel head base operate *

effectively protected from the possibC"

of grit entering the sliding surfaces. I

sliding bushing in the machine bed
tends into the cylindrical base and ear

pletely covers the spindle and feed so**

Provision Is made for filling the buy

ing with heavy grease when the ffW

head is withdrawn to the position vt*9

It would operate with a new grindtl

Set-up Time

Becomes

Production Time

Walker Magnetic Chucks
lave from 20% to 60%
In chucking labor by elim
inating slow-acting Jigs ana
fixtures for metal removing
operations on lathes, shap-
ers, drills, presses, planers,
grinders, etc. Write for
catalog W 3.

0. S. WALKER CO., INC.
WORCESTER, MASS.

No. 617 Bar Pole Face Rectangular Magnetic Chuck

Available in sizes Cxi* to 12x60
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A H fill An Inexpensive

f lltn ABRASIVE

BAND GRINDER . . .

"Built Like a Machine Tool"

The Honul-M Grinder ll sturdily built with
a supporting leg under the grinding table to
eliminate vibration and tipping due to pressure
on the belt. Ball bearing throughout. Equip
ped with ALEMITE LUBRICATION complete
with grease gun.

96

Write for illustrated folder on

this arid other styles and sizes.

HORMEL-M GRINDER

WALL8 SALES CORP.

WARREN ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.

SPEED

IN

Drilling

U. S. Multiple Drill

Heads are made fur

drilling 4 to 60 ho1*8

at once. Thus, you

Set more holes per

minute and larger

profits. Our years

of specialization in

this work will save

you money and as

sure an accurate,

dependable and swift

job. Send your blue

prints for estimates.

THE

United States

Drill Head Co.

1954 Riverside

Drive

CINCINNATI,

OHIO

OUTSTANDING TOOL VALUES

4-Jaw Independent Lathe Chucks

Kinw MAnF L-W lathe chucks are built with semi-steel
™" construction and heavily ribbed body to
IN 5 SIZES withstand unusual strains. Four indepen-

ln ln»>h t29 nn dent jaws made of accurately ground and
f; r"~? S'S fitted hardened steel are reversible and
}? , 5 J?-?: have 1 " tough nickel steel screws. Best
14-incn material and workmanship guarantee satia-
16-inch 47.00 factory service.
18-inch 62.75

High Speed 6x6 POWER SAW

Designed for maximum rigidity, this

saw is accurate and efficient fn opera

tion. Automatic trip stops the machine

on completion of the cut. Automatic

relief of the saw blade on the non-cut

ting stroke is also provided. To make

a clean and compact assembly, the cool

ant pump is mounted inside the base.

Capacity is 6"x6", with 10"xl4" blades.

L-W CHUCK CO.

20 N. Sr. Clair St. Toledo, Ohio

$160

Motor Drive

Arrangement

$22.50

Additional
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wheel on the machine. As the wheel

wears and the swivel head Is advanced,

the heavy grease will gradually be forced

out through all Joints. The action of

the grease coming out eliminates the

possibility of grit or dirt working In.

An additional feature of this fixture

is an adjustable stop for limiting the

length of travel of the swivel head, par

allel to the wheel. Although the usual

practice is to grind the Up rake angle

of Landls Chasers by hand on the

straight wheel, it Is now possible to grind

the angle of the cup wheel, if desired.

A new type of swivel head Is employed

on all Landis Chaser Grinders. The

chaser clamping

chaser on the dovetail

same manner as the chaser

on a die head, thus providing

and secure support to the i ~

suring that the rake and

Improved
Anderson

Balancing

Ways

No Leveling

Required

A ■ i m p 1 i
and excellent
device for
balancing,
straighten I n g
and trueing.

They are made in

the following sizes:

Greatest
Distance
Between
Standards

Swing
Capacity
in lbs.

20 in.
40 in.
60 in.
72 in.
96 in.

20 in.
30 in.
30 in.
66 in.
88 in.

1.000
2.000
2.000
5.000
10.000

Write for Full Information

X Anderson Bros. Mfg.Co.

1926 Kishwoukee St., Rockford, III.

No. 1% Chase

accurately ground. Rake and

are said to be the same when

is clamped In the die head. .

head Is fully graduated so that

gree of rake and lead angle

quired may be obtained.

Although a Landls Chaser Grinder

not absolutely essential to the

operation of a Landls Die Bead, the

curacy with which the chasers

ground will be reflected both In

quality of the thread produced with

die head and in the chaser life.

PRODUCTION DRILL

ING ON A "JOHNV

DRILL JIG

125 "JOHN'S" JIGS

in use at this plant-

75% of their automo

tive parts drilled rod"

lapped on these J I

HEUSER MFG.

1638 N.
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STAMPINGS

Experience It the essence

of manufacturing. We have over

20 years experience and a modern

plant to do all types of specialty

stamping and die making.

Send sample or blueprints for

estimate to Dept. 1.

WUEST BROS.

W. Hill Street. Louisville. K*.

BAUMBACH

DROP FORGED STEEL

Standardized Die Sets. embodying

many exclusive features, and a listing
of more than 185,000 stock sizes,
afford a service that is unsurpassed.

Send for Our Netv 288 Page Catalog

E. A. Baumbach Mfg. Co.

1806 S. Kilbourne Ave., Chicago, III.

IN HUNDREDS OF SHOPS

TOLHURST

CHIP WRINGERS

RETURN THEIR COST

MART TIMES YEARLY

Tolhurst "Chip Wringers" reclaim up

to 97% of cutting oil on crushed

chips, save tool wear, reduce labor

costs — provide one of the most

profitable investments a machine shop

can make.

A new folder "Tolhurst Chip Wring

ers", describing the savings these ma

chines are bringing to their owners,

will be sent you on request.

TOLHURST

DIVISION

American Machine and Metals, Inc.

100 Sixth Avenue

New York N. Y.
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Oster No. 222 Torch Cutting

Machine

The Oster Manufacturing Co., 2061

East 61st St., Cleveland, Ohio, has an

nounced an Improved model torch cut

ting machine to supercede their original

Model No. 212. The new No. 222, which

duplicates In design any pattern required

Osier No. 222 Torch Cutting Machine

for pipe welding Jobs, does not require

the use of cams, templates or special fix

tures and It Is claimed that the surface

produced has the appearance of a lathe

tool cut.

The cutting torch Is guided by a

mechanism which duplicates the motion

of a torch held in the operator's hand.

It will cut pipe from 2'2 to 12 In.,

making tees, reducing tees 90 deg ,

branch reducing tees 45 to 90 deg., mak

ing elbows, miters, Y's and blunt bull

plugs, as well as cutting holes.

The case containing the genera:,

mechanism Is mounted on four let

which are equipped with flanged »te

running on a track. The pipe 1* cen

tered in a vise and supported on roDa

pipe rests (if the length requires ti-

additional support), for straight cu::_

for butt or tee welding. The adjust

torch carrier is then brought Into Ik

proper position. H i

hole is to be cut in the

pipe, it is placed at rigc

angles to the torch cu

rler on the roller prp:

rests.

The settings of the gen

erating mechanism m

regulated by positions

a rotating beam or lerc

which operates a recipro

cating slide. The bean

are marked to shoe the,

settings for the varict

sizes and types of cw

so that it Is a simple

matter for the operate:

to make correct setfcni

The reciprocating slit*

In turn, controls £;

movement of an otdll»;-

lng lever which repro

duces the movement ■

the torch carrier. Tai

method of Imparts

movement to the rout

ing lever is through i

hand wheel, located at the side of tin

generating mechanism case, which al»

produces the drive for rotating tM

torch carrier ring around the pipe. Ttt

operating hand wheel Is located confer

lently for the operator where he can see

the work clearly as It Is being done.

The improved model is said to nan

been greatly simplified and, conse

quently, creates a greater saving in tine

over the methods employed by the orig

inal machine. Floor space required, t*

JUST OUT!

BULLETIN A

It gives a clear picture of WALES HOLE-PUNCHING tad

NOTCHING DIES and STRIPPITS—Their uses—and the sw

ing* they make possible—write for your copy.

THE STRIPPIT CORPORATION

1SS9 NIAGARA ST., BUFFALO, NEW YOlK
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COST CUTTING

rOOLS

GROUND RADIAL

RELIEF

Combination Center Drills

Will give more production at less

tost. Be sure to demand Circle "R"

Tools.

Send for Catalog "H"

CIRCULAR TOOL CO., Inc.

•ROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND

BRANCHES
Detroit, Indlanapollt. Phlli.,

BALL THRUST BEARINGS

ROLLER THRUST BEARINGS

JOURNAL ROLLER BEARINGS

Special Bearing's Made to Order.

Send Sketch or Sample for Quotation.

Catalog Upon Request

THE GWILLIAM CO.

358 Furman St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PROCUNIER HIGH SPEED

TAPPING

ATTACHMENTS

Special Features;

CLUTCH—doublo-cone. cork-faced friction clutch.
Sensitive, Powerful. Practically Indestructible.

BALL BEARINGS—afford rigidity, accuracy, and

long life.

REVERSE—speed twice forward speed through
Patented Three-Point Balanoed heat treated Gear
Reversing Mechanism. Less strain and wear.

"TRU-GRIP"—collet type Up holder,
and lightest of Its kind. Most accurate and prac
tical tap holder that ever held a Up.

PROCUNIER—Style "I" high speed tapping heads will
cut your Upplng costs. Write for new folder.

PROCUNIER SAFETY CHUCK CO.

SO. CLINTON ST. CHICAGO, ILL.
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No. 51 2-A "Tom Thumb" Portable Pipe Machine

eluding the track unit, 3 ft. 4 ln.x9 ft.

Net weight, 3000 pounds.

No. 5 12-A "Tom Thumb" Portable

Pipe Machines

The line of V2 to 2-ln. "Tom Thumb"

Portable Pipe Machines, product of The

Oster Manufacturing Co., MM

East 61st St., Cleveland, Obx

has been rounded out by H*

addition of the No. 512-A.

Equipped with a new type i

die head which is integral Till

the carriage, the threading d*

are more rigidly supported as:

their life is greatly lengthen?!
In addition, more accural

work is produced. The &

head is of the front cutting typi

which, together with the a*

chine's "c 1 o s e - g r 1 p" In"

chuck, makes it possible tc

handle pieces as short as li

In. without using a n:pv

chuck. The size setting ma

are on top of the head, wte

they are plainly visible b

easier, more accurate getting

An internal oiling system f

the dies and cut-off tooi I

provided. A flexible hose car

ries the oil from the oil p-jm?

to the Intake valve In the die head, tt

flow of oil being controlled by a two-ws;

thumb valve conveniently located for tt-

operator. The holder for the ctit-d.

reaming and chamfering tools Is oper

ated In a heavy block by a large Ml

crank. This rectangular tool holder, as-

ply supported, eliminates twist and po-

slble breakage of the tools. The cut-oS

RIVETING?

LINLEY NOI8ELE88 ROTARY
RIVETING MACHINES

Alltire Peak Production ami
Lower Maintenance. Rigid and
Powerful Bench and Floor Types.
Motor or Belt Driven. There la
a Linley machine for every rivet-
injc joh.

Send Samples of your Work
and we will furnish accurate
estimate of production and
quote cost of equipment.

LINLEY BROTHERS CO.
583 Fairfield Ave.

Bridgeport, Conn., U. 8. A.

MUMMERT-DIXON

SWING FRAME GRINDERS

8Imi 18", 18", 20" and 24" il"1'
ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR

MUMMERT-DIXON CO.
120 Philadelphia 8t. Hanonr, n

Universal Turret Lathes

A powerful rigid machine for o

wide range of accurate bar and

chuck work.

Write for Circular

THE ACME MACHINE TOOL CONPU'

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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( FflZFLO

OIL BY-PASS

RELIEF

VALVE

Sturdy construe

tton

Proven perform- ^;

once and

Accepted by

I ea d i n g valve

users.

Made in either
bronze or cast iron
with pipe sizes

from %" to

FULFLO SPECIALTIES CO., INC.

BLANCHESTER. OHIO

Standardized

JIG BUSHINGS

Acme Standard

over 6700 Items

A.S.A. Standard

over 4200 Items

Acme Drill Jig Bushings

are made hy the most ex
acting, scientific methods
—insuring long wear, ac
curate fit. and absolute
satisfaction. A standard
ized product, cirried in
stock for prompt delivery
in over 10,900 standard
items—all completely fin
ished and ready for use.
Special sizes made to

order.

Send for bulletin,
containing complete
details, sizes avail
able and lew prices.

ACME

INDUSTRIAL

COMPANY

212 N. Laflin St.

Chicago. 111.

D E - S T A - C O

ARBOR

SPACERS

TpOR quick set up of milling

*• machine cutters, for slitters,

gears, bearings. Made plain or

with keyways and identification

marks to order. Stock sizes .001

to .125 thickness. Special to any

length, cut from bar stock,

ground to decimal. Sold in bulk

and also in the new, standard

Cellophane, moisture-proof pack

age offering visible inventory of

spacers on hand.

TRIAL ASSORTMENT

A trial assortment—enough for aver

age use on one machine—sent for

$1.00. Give arbor size when ordering.

•

Write for new price list No. 70.

DETROIT STAMPINC CO.

3449 FORT ST., WEST, DETROIT. MICH.
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reaming and chamfering tools are said to

be of heavier construction than those

ordinarily used on machines of the "Tom

Thumb's" capacity.

The steady rest, which is necessary in

the cuttlng-off, reaming and chamfering

operations, is very solidly supported by

a heavy rectangular block and is oper

ated by a ball crank. The studs carry

ing the die head and carriage are longer

than those used in the other models

and are supported at the ends for greater

rigidity. Dimensions are as follows: over

all length, 34 in.; width. 21 in.; height,

24 In., and net weight. 375 pounds.

CENTERLESS

GRINDING

Accuracy—Prompt Service

Commercial Centerless

Grinding Co.

6538 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland

COLUMBIA LOCK-NUTS

Makers of

LOCKNUTS

NUT-LOCKS

for every use

since 1900

Ask for Catalog

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., Inc.
BRIDOEPQRT, COMM.

Stanley Electric Drills

For use in production work where

light weight, quality drill Is requira

the Stanley Electric Tool Division, n

Stanley Works, New Britain. Conn-, h

added four sizes of

Stanley Electric Drills

their line of electric tools. The col

pact design of the drills, whlcb axe os

2% in. In diameter, permits close -qu..

drilling in the aviation Industry, cos

and bus construction, furniture fad

ries, and in the radio, electrical and

tomobile industries. The gears are

nickel steel, specially heat treated. F<

tures of the drills Include full ball bea

ing construction and a strong aluminu

alloy housing.

Two sizes are available In 3/16-1

Janett^

MOTORIZED SPEED REDUCERS

FOR SLOW SPEED DRIVES

A precision-built line of motorized speed reducer*—
made in 16 different types—1/20 to TV4 H.P. a re-
ducer for every application.

Janette ltlanufedutiwj Gompaiur

556-558 "litest monroe Street

I—Cleveland—Milwaukee—Lot
Minneapolis—8t. Paul

Angela—Detroit-
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DIEFENDORF

K . . for all types of gears.

When you want gears, you will save
time and money by sending your In
quiry to DIEFENDORF . . .
Cutters of all types of gears
from all metals and other materials.
Let us quote on your next requirement.

DIEFENDORF GEAR
CORPORATION

Syracuse, New York

Abbott steel boll* increase bearing

itamina and win good will for the

jroducrs in which they are assem-

>led. Order from The Abbott Ball

Zo., 1056 New Britain Ave.,

Hartford, Conn.

• for close

machining limits

Spacing cutting-tool assem

blies with shims made of laminum

(.002 or .003 in. laminations) gives

complete assurance of precision

adjustment. "An easy method,"

this machine tool manufacturer re

ports, "used by us on every tool

assembly for the past eight years."

•

leading Miff Supply House* carry

LAMINUM i.

Alio a complete and convlently pack*

• god lino of bron and itool thin

■him stock, and arb

LAMINATED SHIM COMPANY, INC.

Mfrs. . . . Long Island City, New York
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capacity — the No. 362 and No. 362H

The No. 362 has an "On" and "Off"

switch mounted In the rear end bell.

The No. 362H has an automatic pistol-

type handle In which a fully-enclosed

double-pole switch Is mounted. Two

sizes are also available In 14 -In. capac

ity, the No. 462 being similar to the No.

362. and the No. 462H being similar to

the No. 362H.

Dremel Model 2 Moto-Tool

The Model 2 Moto-Tool Illustrated

here, product of Dremel Manufacturing

SAVE

MONEY

find prevent accfdentil by using

the Red E Safety First Belt

Stick for throwing belts on and
off moving pulleys.

Write for catalog and prices.

THE READY TOOL CO.

BRIDGEPORT CONN.

PROMPT SERVICE

IIIHMIHttllm

QUALITY TAP8 of Alloy Steel—High Speed
Steel. Made to meet the most accurate re
quirements and capable of taking the hardest
punishment. Write for catalog.

KING TAP & TOOL CO., INC.

NORTH ATTLEBORO • MASS.

Company, 1400 Clark St., Racine. WU.

Is the newest addition to the line <a

small electric tools made by this firm

The Model 2 Is similar In design to tin

Model 1 which has previously been mack

by this firm, but the Model 2 Is sturd.r

more powerful and speedier. The spert

V

Model 2 Moto-Tool with 1'niversal Moto-Tool

Stand and Shaping- Tabic

of the machine Is 27,000 r.p.m. and 1'

weighs 13 oz. Although larger anc

heavier than the Model 1 machine, this

tool Is still small enough and llgti'

enough to fit easily Into the hand.

The tool Is 1-11/16-ln. diameter b?

6% In. long and Is powered by a mota

which consumes about 60 watts. Thf

^ • • • for more than lOOl odd jobs ^

HJORTHS

The Hjorth Bench Lathe has the
speed, accuracy, handling- ease,
and dependability that appeal*
to every operator. That's way
you'll find the better shop*

equipping- with the HJorta
Lathe.

Write today for data and

prices.

^ HJORTH LATHE b TOOL CO., 12 BEACON ST., WOBURN, MASS. ^
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For ALL

Wheel Dressing

Operations

The new EVER-

SHARP DIA

MOND TOOL

is made with a

long, natural

shaped diamond—

requires no reset

ting—is adapted to

ALL types of wheel

dressing operations

—economical — ac

curate.

WHEEL TRUEING TOOL CO., INC.

13S31 OAKLAND AVE. DETROIT, MICH.

There's a Reason Why

REX-WELD Outlasts

Other Hose

O This new type jointlesa metal hose is

fabricated from strip by exclusive new pro

cess oi autogenous welding and "50-50"

principle of tube corrugation—producing

a stronger, more flexible, longer wearing

hose—balanced strength units which pro

vide maximum strength with minimum

weight and cost. Send for Rex-Weld's

record of performance and economyl

Chicago Metal Hose Corporation, I

wood, Illinois (Chicago Suburb).

THREE COST REDUCERS

for the

METAL WORKING SHOP

Almost every plant has use for one or all
of these low - temperature - melting alloys.
Among other useful qualities, they have the
nnique characteristic of expanding on solidi
fication. Remarkable savings in many metal*
working operations such as securing punch
and die parts, reproducing master patterns.

filler for bending thin-walled tubing, electro-

formed molds for rubber and plastic products,
masks for spraying, proof easting for forg
ing dies, anchoring parts in machine tools
without drive fits and a hundred other uses.

• SEND FOR LITERATURE •

CERRO DE PASCO COPPER CORPORATION

44 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.

British Associates: Mining and Chemical Products, Ltd., London, England.
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mechanism Is housed In a sturdy, shock-

proof bakellte housing. A wrenchless

universal twin cone collet-type chuck Is

employed, located at the end of an

oversize, hardened, ground and polished

shaft running In large ollless trouble-

proof bearings. A finger grip which Is

an Integral part of the body of the

machine makes It possible to hold the

tool close to the chuck. Commutator

brushes are large, for long wear, and

can easily be replaced. A hanger Is

provided to hang the tool up to keep

It clean and protect It from Injury.

Among the accessories available Is a

Universal Moto-Tool Stand to which the

Moto-Tool can be anchored so as to

leave both hands free. The tool can be

adjusted to any angle by means of a

ball Joint, fastened with a wing nut.

The stand is of cast Iron and neatly

finished.

Another accessory Is the Shaping

Table which can be used with the uni

versal stand for routing and grinding

flat pieces to any desired shape. The

table can also be used without the stand

for grinding or routing to a predeter

mined depth. The Moto-Tool Is shipped

complete with a universal chuck, 1%-ln.

collet and No. 1-B52 wheel point.

Holo-Krome No. 22 Socket Sere*

Wrench Set

The Holo-Krome Screw Corpora:.::

Hartford, Conn., has brought out

socket screw wrench set—the No. 22-

Holo-Krome No. 22 Socket Screw Wrench ti

which Includes nine Holo-Krome Tj

Hard" surfaced socket screw wrencie-

The wrenches fit all hex-type holloi

set screws from No. 8 to 34 In. diameter

all socket head cap screws from No. )

to Vi In. diameter Inclusive, ail sizes a

socket head stripper bolts from % In

An All Purpose Air Velocity Meter

Instantaneous

Direct Reading

No Timing

No Calculations

Write for folder

Testing Laboratories,

Inc.

Illinois

146 W. Austin Ave. Chicago, Illinois

Flush typo
drives In

OIL CUPS

and Oil Hole Covert
for All Types of Ma
chines and Machine
Tools.
Made From Brass Rod
With Die Cat Threads.
Special Oilers Made To
Order.

Write for Catalog.

W. W. c> C. F.

TUCKER, Inc.
822 Capitol Avenue

Low clearance Hartford, Conn,
type "Established 1S99"

LOWER YOUR

LAPPING COSTS

With Copper Head
Profitably used In hundreds of tatt
ing shops. Available In sizes lw-
'/■" to 2",", graduated by sliteenvu
of an inch.

Many other designs for speclsl
applications.

Write for Bulletin

BOYAR-SCHULTZ

RPORATION
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GENESEE ADJUSTABLE

HOLLOW MILLS

Are Cutting Costs Everywhere

SEVEN DIFFERENT STYLES

Have Genesee cut your coats. We de
sign and manufacture hundreds of spe

cial and multiple operation production
tools. Send samples or blueprints now.

Write for catalog-

GENESEE MFG. CO., Inc.

141 No. Water St. Rochester. N. Y.

For Wheel Dressing

Efficiency and Economy

KOEBIL

DIAMOND TOOLS

Send for Complete Information,

Data and Price Sheets

KOEBEL DIAMOND TOOL CO.

7202 Oakmtn Blvd. . . . Detroit

"24 TO 48 HOURS? . . .

MAN—THAT'S SERVICE!"

machine

Place yourself behind this

man's desk. Yon need cer

tain collets and pnshers —

in a hurry. Yon place your

order with "Modern" and

find that within 24 to 48

hours they will be on the

doing the job the way you

want it done! Isn't that the type of

service that means complete satisfaction

to you?

Or perhaps your requirements call for

tubes, cams, chucking fingers or any

other perishable screw machine parts or

tools. Again your "Modern" specifica

tion is positive assurance of the quickest

possible delivery and dependable, eco

nomical performance.

Catalog 33 includes complete infor

mation and prices on all perishable

parts and tools for all types of screw

machines. Write for it today!

MODERN COLLET

AND MACHINE CO.

401 Salliotto St. Econe, Mich.
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to % in. diameter Inclusive, and all sizes

of hollow pipe plugs from % in. to V4 In.

diameter Inclusive.

The nine wrenches are conveniently

fitted Into a compact metal box finished

In black crackle. The corners of the

box are reinforced, providing wear-proof

construction.

ucts Corporation, 1144 Eddy

denoe, R. I. This indicator

In design to the Model 2.

announced on page 208

Issue of MODERN

The difference is that

Federal Model 1 Test Indicator

with Universal Bar

The Federal Model 1 Test Indicator

shown in the Illustration has been

placed on the market by Federal Prod-

- GEARS -

CUT TOOTH

Any Kind Any Material

Any Quantity Quick Deliveries

Also Manufacturers or

ROLLER CHAIN Sprockets

Send for illustrated Catalog

Industrial Gear Mfg. Co.

2311 W. FULLERTON AVE CHICAGO ILL.

DRILL THESE BOLES

By a Quick, Easy, Inexpensive Method
Your business letterhead will bring literature.

WATT8 BROS. TOOL WORKS
Wllmerdlng, Pa.

Federal Model 1 Teat Indicator

2 Is graduated in ten-

Model 1 is graduated In thou

an inch. The Instrument has a

of 0.030 Inch.

This same Instrument gradual

metric scale in 0.005 mm

range of 0.2 mm, indicated as

3, Is also available as well as

4, which is graduated by

a total range of 0.8 mm.

have the same dial and

far as appearance Is

Mauser Vernier Caliper

The line of Mauser Calipers mantra

in the United States by George !

Co.. 130 Lafayette St.. New Tort.

STURDIMATIC LIVE CENTER

MIY1ATIC TOOL COMPANY

for LATHES, GRIME

MILLING MA

It tarns with

Eliminates frirti.

renter.

Lowest possible

prevents vibra

chatter.

Write for Catalog i

Free Trial Offer

5222 THIRD 8T.. DETROIT. MICHIGiaJ
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SPECIAL MACHINE BOLTS

Chromium Nickel Steel — Heat Treated

Milling Machines, Planers and Other Tools

E THE MACHINE KM B Bolts preeerTc
taeniae bed. Cheap bolts, with uneven heads
ruin beds on costly machines by developins
se.

E THE JOB s MB Bolts permit delicate,
adjustments that hold throughout the job
the hearieat machine cuts.

E TIME Wilh 8 M B Bolts that are al-
accurate and always at hand in our Special
Bolt Racks.

WRITE FOR BOLT BULLETIN

>YAR-SCHULTZ CORPORATION

Walnut Street Chicago, Illinois

SENSATIONAL

NEW

DEVELOPMENT

EVANS REAMERS

SURPASS ALL.

HIGH SPEED STEEL.

No Honing.

Chrome Like Finish.

50 to 80 thousandths expan

sion.

Full Bearing Surface.

Perfect Alignment.

Will not chatter.

With Left and Right Spirals.

It can not fall in slots or oil

grooves. Extension Pilots for

Line-up Work.

3-SPEED REAMER

DRIVE

EVANS

REAMING

SHOP

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

EVA N S

FLEXIBLE REAMER CORP.

3656 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III.
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Mauser Vernier Caliper

has been augmented by the addition of

the Mauser Vernier Caliper shown In the

Illustration. The caliper Is known as the

No. 537 and Is designed In combination

with a height gage. A base is supplied

which, when attached by means of a

screw and tapered center to the end of

one Jaw, transforms the caliper Immedi

ately Into a height gage. The tool Is

supplied In three sizes with measuring

capacities of 7, 9 and 11 In. Graduations

are 1/1000 and 1/128 Inch.

The base Is of Improved Of

sign, comparatively large tst

heavy, so that the height gae

will rest firmly on tlie surfse

plate without danger of tuoaf

The vernier caliper bu rn
knife edges which are •. x'r-

ly practical for layout «on

and also for measuring cj

tances between holes, for men

urlng root diameters of gea

and so on.

The scribing attachment
a separate unit and may :•

firmly attached to the uppe

jaw. The scribing attavcnn

has an advantage In tha- t»

steel point is adjustable, n

lng It possible to set the nc

gage at an even figure of

scale when starting to meas

This feature eliminates a great deal i

calculation and saves time.

"Unbrako" Self-Locking Hollo

Set Screw

The line of "Unbrako" Ho!.

Set Screws made by the Standi -

Pressed Steel Co., Jenkintown. Pa_ ft

been augmented by the addition of

'Unbrako" Self-Locking Hollow Sr

CAMS

ALL SIZES -*

ALL SHAPES •

SPECIAL

MACHINES,

PARTS, JIGS,

FIXTURES,

TOOLS,

HIGH CLASS

TOOL WORK

Since 1918

Vorick Machine tr Tool Works, Inc.
308 Hudson St. New York City

SURFACE PYROMETER

Ideally suited for any surface or Inside tem
perature readings. A single Indicator * -
four different Interchangeable elements. Wr-
for bulletin 60-A.
THE PYROMETER INSTRUMENT CO

101-105 Lafayette St. NEW YOf

FAMCO

—Foot Presses—

Mode in 3 Sizes: 3"—6"—10"

Arbor Presses

1 3 Sizes—Plain and Ratchet Types

Write for Descriptive Literature

FAMCO MACHINE CO.

1320 18th St. Racine, Wis.
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Save Time and Money

with the

Walton Tap

Extractor

Don't hold up production and
waste a mechanic's valuable
timi- in digging out broken taps.
The Walton Tap Extractor offers
an effective, instantaneous
means of overcoming this loss.
It extracts the broken tap with
out injury to the threads of
the work. Saves cost of the
labor and materials already in
the piece of work. Made in
wo, three and four flute styles.

Try It on 60 day« free
trial offer. Send for de
scriptive circular and price
list No. 120.

THE WALTON CO.

j8 Aiiyn St. Hartford, Conn.

Gkucaqo

. . , stop battering, crash

ing, marring — save ma

chinery and equipment.

Weighted Malleable

heads give power, bal

ance and accuracy. Coiled

Rawhide faces cushion

blows. All sizes.

Replaceable
insert faces

arc self- tighten-
infl.sclf-aligning.

IZSO EISTON AVE-CHItAGuuSA-

ALLOYSTEELS

Free machining qualities, uniform analy

sis, excellent physical properties ....

these qualities make HY-TEN and

EC0N0M0 Steels a more economical

. . . . more efficient material for your

special steel parts.

STANDARD S.A.E. STEELS IN STOCK

Write for free copy

of Steel User's Data

Sheets, containing

valuable informa-

and treatment of

Wheelock, Lovejoy & Co., Inc.

130 SIDNEY ST., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

CLEVELAND CHICAGO NEWARK

DETROIT BUFFALO
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Screw shown In the Illustration. This

set screw Is so designed that It can be

screwed Into a hole without difficulty,

but locks Itself in the hole so that It

can only be removed with difficulty and

It Is practically Impossible for It to work

loose In service.

To achieve this effect, the two top

threads are milled at an angle, the

metal being swedged to the upper side

so that resistance to Insertion is elim

inated. As the setscrew is screwed down

so that the cup point of the screw is

forced into the shaft, the threads of

the screw back up against the threads

SpeedWay

GRINDERS

Dock a Hundred Jobs Well

Priced low, still built to Indus
trial standards. 123 Grinder
it a lighter, (all aluminum)
handler, hand or lathe tool.
Universal Motors take grind
ing wheels to 1 hi m. In case

with collet, wrench and
three wheela.

SPEEDWAY MANUFACTURING CO.
1825 go. 52nd Ave., Chicago, III.

Fully equipped to

fill your needs in all

kinds of broaches.

Let our experienced

engineers solve

your broach prob-

Send draw

ings.

DETROIT

BROACH CO.

•00 Benitoau Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

BROACHES

of the hole and the prongs of the sUfec

threads dig Into the threads In the holf

thereby effectually locking tbe screw

position. It Is, of course, necessary tbst

the Unbrako screw, when tightened ii

position, be flush or slightly below to-

"Unbrako" Self-Locking Hollow Set Sen'

surface of the work-piece, as otherwls-

the knurled threads would not en;

the threads in the tapped hole.

The "Unbrako" Self-Locker Is said to

work equally well in steel cast Iron,

bronze and other metals. The first ap

plication is the most difficult, as back

ing off causes the prongs to wear. It is

possible, however, to back the

several times before the locking

ties are lost.

36x42-inch Wheelabrator Turn-

Blast

A new model 36x42-In. Wheelabrator

Turn-Blast has been announced by To-

American Foundry Equipment Company

655 S. Byrklt St., Mlshawaka. Ind. M:.:

new features have been Incorporated in

the design of this centrifugal abrasive

blast cleaning equipment. Fabricated

steel side frames replace cast Iron

frames formerly used, making the unit

much stronger. Welded corner and Joint

construction assures extra ruggedness

and dust-free operation.

Centrifugal force Is utilized In whip

ping steel abrasive onto metal pleco

being cleaned in the 36x42-In. Wheel

abrator Turn-Blast, a gentle tumbling

and complete exposure of all parts in

the blasting zone being attained through

the use of an endless conveyor apron
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"1)7 tTTJ TTTj

This is one

way to count

production of pieces. A much

more reliable and time-saving

way is to make your machines

count as they prcduce by putting

Durant Productimeters on them.

We have counters for any type of

metal working machine and any

field of industry.

DURANT MFG. CO.

1932 N. Buffum St.
Milwaukee, Wis.

173 Eddy St.
Providence, R. 1.

Sales Of/ices in

all Principal Cities

SPECIFY ALLIGATOR

T m * D « M A N K

FILES . .

Speed up production . . . the

right file for the job will save

time and money. Alligator

Brand Files are available in a

complete line of American and

Swiss Patterns in all shapes,

sizes and cuts to fit every fil

ing need. Passing the highest

tests, as to shapes, cutting

Huality and uniform hardness,

they are guaranteed perfect in

every detail. Write for catalog

and prices.

CARSON-NEWTON CO.

Ni HAMILTON- CALUMET

eWl VERTICAL PLAN FILE

IT'S AUTOMATIC . . . operates by com.

pressed air. Just press the lever and it

rolls open, smoothly, quietly.

IT SAVES SPACE . . . does away with

the old lid type construction, making all

the space above the file usable for reference

or other files.

IT MAKES FILING EASIER . . . each

folder holds 50 tracings, held upright by

File drawer ia operated on prog-res- spring compression. The file has a capa-

jive roller bearing, permitting a cjty „f gn folders, or 3,000 tracings. In-

heavy load to move smoothly and . . ... 1 1 i - ,
easily. A girl can operate the file vestigate this remarkable new file at once,

by hand if air compression feature Use the coupon below,

is not desired.

HAMILTON MANUFACTURING CO.

| Two Rivers. Wisconsin , Dept MS-11-J7 |

I Please send me complete information on your Hamilton- .

* Calnmet flies. I

I Name Title |

| Firm Name I

HAM I LTON

VAojtwy 0^w,„ FURNITURE
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An improved suction-type abrasive

separator is Included at the elevator

head as standard equipment on the new

model. This separator effectively keeps

the abrasive clean by removing dust and

broken down abrasive after burned

molding sand, forging scale and other

foreign material are extracted by the

rotary screen.

The 36x42-In. Wheelabrator Turn-

Blast, with the standard conveyor, will

clean metal parts weighing up to 30 lbs.

Pieces weighing as much as 75 lbs. can

also be cleaned, when the machine Is

equipped with a heavy-duty conveyor.

CHICAGO

CCAD9 STOCK
DCAnd Immtdlile fttllnrr

Gears, speed reducers,
sprockets, thrust bear
ings, flexible couplings,
pullers, etc. A complete

line is carried In oar
Chicago stock. Can also
quote on special rears
of any kind. Send us
your blue prints and
inquiries.

Write for Catalog No. SO

GEAR WORKS

769-773 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III.

IDEAL SPEED LATHES

FOR LAPPING
FINISHING
POLISHING

SMALL PART8

2 Speed Motor.
Automatic Brake.
Collet or 3 Jaw
Chucks. Hand
operated or auto
matic. Write for
Cir. 351.

SCHAUER MACHINE CO.

905-7 Broadway Cincinnati, Ohio

Complete information on this oh

model and other types of Wneelabrvr

equipment Is contained in Catalog N

36x42-In. Wheelabrator

211, which can be

manufacturer.

obtained from tbt

Bristol Portable Traveling Oven

Temperature Recorder

A Portable Recording Thermomett

for use In travelling baking ovens, fin

ishing ovens, enameling ovens, eta. bi

been developed by The Bristol Compa'

Waterbury, Conn.

The instrument passes through tl

oven on the conveyor with the "wort'

and gives a continuous record of the

temperatures to which the heated pro

duct is subjected as it passes

the oven. The thermometer is especial:?

useful In large enameling ovens In plant.-

where electric and gas heaters and la

refrigerators are manufactured. It t!

EXTENSION BED GAP LATHE

24/48"—28/50" Swing ALL GEARED OR CONE HEAD

A lathe for small and

large swing work. I on.

distance between ren

ters. Three lathes in

: 'one. Saves space. Re

duces cost.

Write for literatim.

THE RAHN LARMON COMPANY Cincinnati, Ohio
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NUMBERALL

NUMBERING

MACHINES

For Hand, Bench or

Press use. All llzel,

1 to 10

Automatic No. 50

STAMP

Name plates,

steel and other

metal parts,

tools, metal

checks,

Write for

machines built on

order. FASTER

than Single steel

stamps or gang

holders. No Type

to

Platform
No. 44

literature

and prices.

NUMBERALL STAMP A TOOL CO.,

Huguenot Park, Staten Island, N. Y.

BALDOR

EiLo GRINDERS

Write for Bulletin

on the complete line—6" to 12". bench
and uedcatal types.

BALDOR ELECTRIC COMPANY
43S0 Duncan Ave. ST. LOUIS, MO.

Electrical Manufacturers for 17 rears

1 YEAR GUARANTEE

BUILT BY MOTOR SPECIALISTS

H1 tknt rnimt

What happens during the first few

seconds that work is in the plating

bath is more important than all that

follows. It is in this brief period that

the first molecular particles touch the

bare metal and determine how long

lasting, how firmly adherent the plate

is going to be.

That'a why so many platen clean the

thorough Oakite way. From experi

ence they know every trace of grease

and dirt is removed quickly, efficiently

and at low cost. And they know too,

they can depend on the same effective

results day after day.

Write for helpful specific information

on your cleaning before plating prob

lems. No obligation.

Manufactured only by

OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC.

!6 Thames St. New York, N. Y

Branch offices and Representatives in

all principal cities of the U. S.

OAKITE

SPICIAU2I0 INDUSTSIAl CUANING MAHSIAIS 1 MUHODS
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Bristol Portable Travelling Oven Temperature

Recorder

also extensively used in ovens for treat

ing the finish on automobile bodies. In

this type of work it Is valuable In main

taining the proper temperature for the

color of the finish desired.

GEARS

Good Gears Only

All Kinds

Any Quantity

At the Right Price

THE CINCINNATI GEAR CO.

1825 READING ROAD, CINCINNATI, OHIO

The Bristol Portable Recording Tbe-

mometer Is light In weight, compact

and self-contained. The temperature

are recorded on an 8-inch round char,

for 24-hour or 7-day clock: rotation

Janette Blower Wheels

Janette Manufacturing Company, 556-

558 West Monroe St., Chicago. Til , b

now manufacturing a line of blower

wheels for use with air conditioning

equipment, oil burners, coal stokers, it:

other apparatus where a blower of Ul>

type Is needed. The wheels are mac'

from a special grade of soft, durab:

steel with rigid steel back plates. Hub?

are of steel or cast iron, depending uporj

the size of the wheel.

The blades are die-formed In pa::-

(except on double-Inlet wheels 7 In. ami

larger In diameter) exactly alike In Tom

thickness, and weight. A single pier*

of 1/32-ln. thick soft steel is formed In

to two blades, the section joining the

blades being spot-welded to the bact

plates and the open ends being pressed

Into the slotted Inlet disc and bent over

smoothly, which is done with a special

machine. On the larger wheels, these

ends are also welded for added strength

The forward curvature of the blade*

PATENTED

FREE SAMPLE

Specify bore. r.pm.
and h.p. desired —
3 /1 6" to 2 */4 Let
It prove the L-R prin
ciple will save you
tim*'. trouble, caih.

LOVEJOY FLEXIBLE COUPLING CO

5007 W.Lake St. CHICQCO

•FREE*

THE HOLES IN

BISCO TOOL STEEL TUBING

When you drill rings, bushings, etc.. from SAVE. Siies up to 14" diameter,
the solid, the pile of chips and the time Also: Stainless Tabes, Aircraft Tubes. 1U-
consumed represent wasted dollars and centa. chanical Tnbes, Pressure To."*"; Cold Fin-
Order BISCO TOOL STEEL TUBING and ished Steels. Tool Steels, Special SteeL etc.

THE BISSETT STEEL CO., 943 East 67th St., Cleveland, Ohio
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CUTS PERFECT

NEW THREADS

RESTORES

JAMMED

THREADS

The new opening, adjustable hexagon

die cuts perfect new threads and re

stores jammed threads. Easily sharp

ened — every die guaranteed.

KEYWAY

CUTTERS

For rutting keyways in

gears, collars, pulleys

and milling cutters, and

numerous other parts

on your own arbor

press.

Write for bulletin.

THREADWELL

GREENFIELD. MASS.

I

GROBET

SWISS FILES

Made of Chrome Steel

GROBET SWISS FILES have

won a reputation for supremacy

wherever exact and precise work

most be done with flies.

Ask for oar catalog KNA, the

most complete catalog: of its kind,

showing* more than 5,000 differ

ent shapes, sizes and cots, of

precision flies, also flies for filing*

machines, rotary files, American

style flies, etc.

CROBET FILE CORP.

OF AMERICA

3 PARK PLACE

NEW YORK CITY

IT JUST CAN T LOOSEN

CM)

SELF-LOCKING NUT

PaVd.
and

Pat'i.
Pending

Fig.
1510

nes that have been regularly shaking loose from
nuts intended to hold them tight are licked when the
'Unshako" ia applied. By working on the brake band
principle the integral self-locking ring causes the nnt
to stay pot whenever vibration tries to ahake it loose.
Yet the not turns down easily and backs off easily, too.
with just the help of a regular wrench. "Unshako" has
no separate pins, washers or other gadgets to bother with.

If vibration Is an old time enemy of yours, here's your

best bet—send for the facts about "Unshako".

Standard Pressed Steel Co.

Cutout section
showing
Ring In i

BBANCHSS

BOSTON
DUTROIT
INDIANAPOLIS

JEMKINTOWN, PINNA. SWANCMSS

CHICAGO

BOX 556 SAN FRANCISCO
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Is scientifically designed to give the

wheel high operating efficiency and a

large volume of air output with a mini

mum of air noise.

The hubs of the smaller size wheels

are machined from solid stock, and the

larger hubs are of cast Iron. Either In

ternal or external hubs are available.

Steel hubs are locked to the back plates

by three embossed keys which, when the

back disc and hub are pressed together,

fit Into recesses In the disc. The end

of the hubs which projects through the

disc Is then spun over to form a smooth

Joint. Cast Iron hubs are fastened to

PRECISION BORING

Easy and Econom

ical with Flynn

H Micrometer Boring

■ Eff Heads,

^^^^■ae*' Wrile for catalog

FLYNN MFG. COMPANY

437 Bates St., Detroit, Mich.

Distinctive Value

A Real Beauty, you
will say when you
see it. But Cent
ner Chests are also
built to serve you
many years in pro
tect! ng good tools
from loss and dam-
age.
Select yours at your
dealers, or from
Free catalog if he
does not carry them.

GERSTNER TOOL CHESTS
J 266 Columbia St. Dayton, Ohio,

the back discs by

three rivets.

All wheels are

statically balanced

and finished with

rust-resisting

baked aluminum

finish. Wheels can

be furnished In

sizes ranging from

5x1 to 12x6 In.

single Inlet, and

5x4 to 12x12 in.

double Inlet types.
Janette Blower Was

Shakeproof Thread-Cutting Sere*

with Standard Machine Scrcv

Thread

The Shakeproof Lock Washer Compia

has recently announced the developroej

Ohio/

Shakeproof Thread-Catting Serf

of a screw that actually cuts Its o<n

thread In metals and plastics of prac

tically any thickness. Its patented

thread-cutting slot, plus a special hard

ening process, eliminates the sep*r»"^

HINGE

DUTYHEAVY rAUTOM DUTY

Continuous Hinge No. 290

A HEAVY H

FOR HEAVY

Stocked in 7 ft.

lengths, 3" and 5"

wide when open.

Special lengths •«<

widths to ordei-

For detail* taritt:

AUTO MOULDING

& MFG. CO.
HINOt or*.

2326 S. Canal II

CHICAGO
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Export

Opportunity

British Firm of Merchant Engi

neers are seeking agency for high

class American Machine Tools.

Representative visiting U: S. A.

in November.

•W

Interested Firms please com

municate with—

TRANSPORT UNITS CORP.

South Ferry Bldg. New York City

SAVE 80% on your

Power Hack Satv Blades

You can rogrlnd one blade four timet on
this new fixture—made to fit your Universal
Tool Orlnder or Gutter and Reamer Grinder.
The price of this fixture Is only 515.75
(f.o.b. Minneapolis) Including grinding wheel.

BULLETIN ON REQUE8T.

C. H. CARLSON MFG. CO.

MINNEAPOLIS • MINN.

SAVE SPACE, TIME

with the

ORIGINAL STACKBINS

at

New Low Prices!

The contents of each individual STACKBIN

are always accessible — without disturbing

the ones above or below.

Only the ORIGINAL STACKBINS have perfectly

smooth interiors and full hopper fronts — to allow

free flow of materials — and the patented angle

stacking rim on all four sides — to insure permanent

rigidity under any conditions.

STACKBIN

CORP.

and LABOR

Sand the coupon today for
the complete story of
STACKBINS — and NEW
LOW PRICES. You'll find
they lave time and money
— pay for them»el»e« by
crating greater efficiency.

«ji<■ill aemuhi'

I Stackbln Corp.

I 53 Troy St.

| Providence, R. I.

| I want to see how the original

I STACKBINS can batc me

| money. Pleaae send me com-

I plete information.

I Name

I
I Firm

I Address
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tapping operation normally required In

the use of standard machine screws.

Important production savings In both

labor costs and time are assured by the

use of this new fastening method and.

because the screw remains In the threads

it has cut, a better fastening Is certain.

Another advantage Is the fact that,

should It ever be necessary to replace

the screw, an ordinary machine screw of

the same size will fit its threads. A

free demonstration kit of Shakeproof

Thread-Cutting Screws. Including an

assortment of different sizes and com

plete Instructions for testing, can be had

by writing the Shakeproof Lock

Company. 2501 North Keeler

Chicago. Illinois.

Improved

"AMERICAN"

Amplifying

Gauge

Now available with 3%" Dial
Indicator and Tungsten Carbide
Tipped Contact Point.
Manufacturers of all types of

Checking Devices.

Write for latest bulletins.

THE AMERICAN GAUGE CO.

1234 PHILLIPS AVE. DAYTON, OHIO

GEM

DRILL PRESS

VISES

Made In 3 slies
Simple In design. Tightened by hand.

Powerful grip. Quick adjustment.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET

J. E. MARTIN TOOL & DIE WORKS
518 W. State St. Est. 1912 Springfield, O.

the mark- I

3 Comb-

Spencer "Speedy" Steel Type

Holder and Steel Type

The Illustration shows a type hokKi

which has been placed on

by S. M. Spencer Mfg. Co..

Boston, Mass. As the

name Implies, the tool

is made for the speedy

changing of figures or

letters used for mark

ing such products as

hardware, name plates,

machine parts, and so

on. The holder Itself Is

of fine tool steel, hard

ened and tempered.

The main body Is fitted

with a spring clip on

one side only, which

presses into a groove In

each type to hold It in

position. The type can

instantly b e released

by pressing a button ua

the end of the clip. Mo

set screws are required.

The type are held In

perfect alignment.

The steel type made

by this firm are of finest tool steel, w.:'..

the character finely engraved In the

exact center of the type body for per

fect alignment. The type are also care

fully hardened and tempered. Type art

made in a variety of sizes, most at

which are carried In stock for immecUa".*

shipment. Special sizes can be

up to order.

Spencer "SpeedV
Steel Type HoIott
and Steel T'jw

Modinc Blast Heater

A blast heater for heating, ventilating

air conditioning and process applicator

STEEGE Junior Motor Drives

Adaptable to Any Cone Pulley Machine!

Give higher production at lower cost—are simple atii

easy to operate—pay for themselves in savings. Sod'

for catalog.

PRICED FROM $35.00 UP

W. L. STEE6E MACHINERY COMPART

21 S. CLINTON ST. CHICAGO, ILL
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RK TRUCKS For Every

Typical of the many platforms
adapted to the CLARK LIU
Jack. CLARK Line alio In
cludes Caster — Platform
Trailer and Floor Trucks.

Purpose

Wire Coll Truck—

Wire colls quickly

and easily rolled

onto platform. End

plate only 1 "

from floor.

Special trucks designed and built for every requirement.

TEEL WELDED TRUCK CORPORATION "MS?

HAMILTON ELEVATING TABLES

Save time and money in lifting and handling heavy

dies, tools, etc., in your tool room or stamping shop.

All steel construction — anti-friction bearings — fur

nished with hand or electric power. Special tables

built for your requirements. Write for illustrated

circular.

THE HAMILTON TOOL CO.

HAMILTON OHIO

lydraulic Feed

aceGrinders

oduce the finest, most

work at maximum table

B to 150 ft. per minute

minimum power and

st.

sizes from 6"xl8" to

I motter on request.

MEYER & LIVINGSTON CO.

IGHT AVE.. S. W., GRIND RAPIDS, MICN.
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has been announced by Modlne Manu

facturing Company. Racine, Wis. Incor

porated In this blast heater are several

features of design which are said to

materially Increase structural strength

and make for more effective high heat

transfer.

According to the manufacturer, one of

the outstanding features of this heater

Is elimination of expansion strain. The

expansion bend (patented) allows each

tube to expand and contract as Its tem

perature requires without affecting the

tube adjacent to it, thus eliminating

expansion strain and the possibility of

For Machine and Tool

Work and Quick Ser-Ups

Reteh' Uu only 3
reading precision In

tor. Contact point
mounted in centered cone

bearings. .014
reading. Order
direct or
through your
denier.
Prim S5.00.

Write for folder.
J. R. REICH MFG.

CO.
334 Triangle Ave.

Dayton. Ohio

USE LAYOUT FLUID

for general machine
shop and tool room
use on dies. Jigs, na
tures, and machined
parts.
With the use of the
die blue layout fluid,
you do not have to
polish the surface of
work. Simply wipe sur
face fairly clean and
brush on. DRIES IN
STANTLY.

Write for free shop samp'e on your letterhead.

DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

leakage resulting from this strain. Heat

ers and tubes are cylindrical and seam

less for greatest possible structnrt

strength. Tubes and headers are brazec

Into a single rugged unit without thr

use of gaskets, bolts or screw Joints.

All steam-carrying passages of tt-

Modlne Blast Heater condenser, lnclud-

Modine Blast

lng headers, tubes, and inlet and outle-

bosses, are of pure copper or copper

alloy from the point where the stesc

enters to where it leaves in the fonr

of condensate. It Is claimed that all

electrolysis probabilities are thus elliE-

inated. Fins are metallically bonded :

tubes to make a permanent Junctlor

impervious to years of operation under

A fine tool at a reasonable price!

Measures to .001"
QUT8IDE, IN8IDE and DEPTH

Measuring; ranee 5 5/16". Total length 8".
Scales: 1/16" with vernier 1/128"

.025" with vernier 1/1000"
Decimal equivalents on reverse side of gage.
Glass-hard jaws. Fine workmanship.

The

COMET

Precision

VERNIER CALIPER

Price $5.50

With
et

COMET TOOLS, INC., 39 union square, new york. n. y
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HAVE YOU A

r

REMOVAL

PROBLEM ?

llgh temperatures. Increased beat

;ransfer Is promoted by scientifically

lie-forming fins to give effective turbu-

ence to air.

To approximate final temperature and

physical size requirements more closely,

Lhe Modi no Blast Heater Is available In

h large variety of sizes and capacities—a

total of 252 different heaters.

Jenkins Plug-Type Valve Seat

Jenkins Bros., 80 White St., New York,

N. Y., have announced the Jenkins Pig.

976 Plug-Seat Valve, the feature of

Jenkins Plugr-Type Valve Seat

which Is that the plug and seat ring are

made of a superior stainless steel having

a Brlncll hardness in excess of 500

known as Jenkins JX500. The valve Is

especially recommended for severe serv

ice such as continuous throttling for

pressure reduction or free blow duty

such as soot blowers. Injectors, heating

colls, or any steam line where close regu

lation Is required. It is said that the

Jenkins JX500 Plug and Seat practically

nullify wear and almost entirely ellml-

Have acid fumes, humid air or

other similar conditions caused

part of your production to rust?

Unless corrosion is far advanced

you can reclaim even threaded

and other closely machined parts

. . . safely . . . thoroughly.

A short immersion in Oakite

Compound No. 32 removes rust

and rust films . . . and does it

without any injurious effects on

the underlying sound metals.

Use Oakite Anti-Rust

And . . . for future protection,

use Oakite Anti-Rust, a thin,

non-greasy coating easy to apply

. . . low in cost. Extremely ef

fective for parts to be carried

in stock or between operations,

Oakite Anti-Rust is readily re

moved whenever desirable. Tell

us your rust removing or rust

prevention troubles. We can

help. Write today.

Branch offices and Representa

tives in all principal cities

of the U. S.

Manufactured only by

OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC.

36 Thames St., New York, N. Y.

OAKITE

INDUSHIAl CUANING MAIHIAIS 1 MtTMOO!
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nate danger of wire drawing and cutting.

Inasmuch as boiler scale, pipe chips,

welding heads, rust tubercles and Iron

oxides are generally under 500 Brinell,

It Is evident that they will not be able

to scratch the Jenkins new valve seat.

Stanley Pocket "Flash-Lite" Screw

Driver

Stanley Tools, New Britain, Conn., now

offers a small size pocket "Flash-Lite"

screw driver with clip, designed for use

Stanley Packet "Flash-Lite" Screw Driver

by householders, car owners, auto me

chanics, radio, refrigerator and oil serv

ice men who need a handy sized screw

driver for working In dark places. The

handle, octagon shaped, Is made of brass

and Is finished a crystal black with a

contrasting orange stripe. It holds one

standard battery and light bulb. The

screw cap and clip are nickel plated. The

blade, two In. long and Ye In- In diam

eter. Is made of tempered steel and

an accurate machine cross-ground opi

Battery and bulb can be replaced easily

when worn out.

Taylor Self-Centering Scroll Ch

OCf-

George Scherr Co.. Inc.. 130 Lafave".

St., New York, N. Y., Is now markeT.L:

the Taylor Self-Centering Scroll Cbu-ri

shown In the Illustration. This ehrci

Is designed for the maximum of strenr-i

and Is especially Intended for use ura

high speed machine tools where tuxi-

sten carbide cutting tools are used.

A feature of the chuck Is the coo

shaped design. The chuck jaws gr^

the work in the same manner as tte

Jaws of any other three-jaw chuck, birr,

instead of having a flat face, the chuei

face Is cone-shaped, thus providing la

maxlmum of support for the chuck J»r-

The ways In which the Jaws slide ir

cut Into the face In the usual manner

The back retains the Internal workmr

parts of the chuck In position and cer

tains the recess for locating the adapter

In all sizes above 8Vi In., the centn.

portion of the body passes through the

back of the chuck, giving the maxunur

of strength with the minimum of dep!

The spiral is of steel, hardened aisc

Write for quotation on Standard
Woodruff Keyway Cutters

Special Cutters made to

Blue Prints

QUALITY

TOOL WORKS

WaukeKan, Illinois

ALL

ALLOY PORTABLE SHEARS

FULLY
GUARANTEED

No. 1 cuts up to No. 11 gauge atrip or shut
No. 2 cuts up to Vt" steel plate.

Special Blades for shearing stainless nasi

BREMIL MFG. CO.

1725 PITTSBURGH AVE. ERIE. P«

FLEXIBLE SHAFT

MY4 {Strait*

4«

MACHINES

Of High Quality Only

Vk to 2 H. P.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

It Pays To Buy The Best

SEND FOR CATALOG

N. A. STRAND & CO.

5001-0009 No. WOLCOTT AVE., CHICAGO
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Taylor Self-CenUrine Scroll Chuck

ground perfectly true. Teeth are cut

Into the back of the spiral and the

spiral Is revolved by means of any one

of the three pinions. Upon the cone-

shaped front face Is cut a spiral V-thread

which engages with the teeth cut In the

back of the jaws, thus advancing or

withdrawing the Jaws simultaneously

and gripping the work true without

setting. The unusual rigidity and

strength of this chuck Is due to the fact

that the Jaws are supported Immedi

ately behind and at right angles to the

line of pressure applied when the work

is gripped. This construction enables

the Important working parts to be

hardened, and It is said to be Impos

sible to strip or bend the teeth at the

back of the Jaws or to tear out the body

ways In the chuck body.

The regular Jaws are made of special

steel and are hardened all over, after

which they are ground perfectly true on

the parts which slide In the chuck body

and. In position, on the parts which grip

the work. Soft Jaw blanks can be pro

vided, especially adapted for holding

odd shapes of work. The front part of

these Jaws Is left soft so that they can

be machined as required to hold the

work, but the teeth at the back are

hardened and the parts which slide In

the chuck body are hardened and

ground. The bevel pinions for revolving

the spiral are of chrome nickel steel,

electrically heat treated and ground and

tested before assembling.

The chuck Is made in sizes of 4'^.

5%, 6V4, 8%. 10%, 12%. 16% and 20

In., weighing from 8% to 246 pounds.

E N D MILLS

for All Purposes

The standard line of Progressive Shear Cut Single or Double

End Mills contains a tool for practically every job. They are

cuaranteed to give accurate and economical service, for care

ful attention is constantly given to insure their accurate work

manship and the quality of all materials.

Send us your blue prints on special end mills. Years of experi

ence in their design and manufacture is at your disposal with

out obligation. We can give you good prices and quick de

liveries. Send /or Catalog No. 3

PROGRESSIVE TOOL & CUTTER CO.

FERNDALE MICHIGAN
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New Literature

Outdoor Lacquer No. 4917. a brass and

silver lacquer for outdoor exposure. Is

described In a produc summa v Issued

by Roxalln Flexible Lacquer Co., Inc.,

Elizabeth, N. J. Unusual adhesion and

high resistance to "spotting out" are ad

vantages claimed for this clear, cellu

lose type, air-drying flexible lacquer.

Copy free upon request.

Flexible Metal Hose for use with ■&{

rated steam, superheated steam.

chemicals, and for certain special w

The construction of the tubing b o>-

scribed with the aid of croaa-accvx

drawings. Numerous industrial lo

cations of the tubing are cited, ami Hi

characteristics and advantages of tin

type of connection are discussed -

structlons for ordering are included

Copy free upon request.

Chicago Pneumatic Bulletin 762. The

Diesel engine-driven compressors of the

Class WO-2 Portable Type and the Class

W-CO stationary Type .products of Chi

cago Pneumatic Tool Company, 6 East

44th St., New York. N. Y., are described

and illustrated In an eight-page folder

now being issued by this firm. Also In

cluded is information on CP Aftercoolers

for the removal of oil and moisture from

compressed air. Copy free upon request.

Rex-Weld and Rex-Tube Flexible Metal

Hose Catalog. In this catalog, the Chi

cago Metal Hose Corporation, Maywood,

111., presents detailed information on

their line of Rex-Weld and Rex-Tube

TRUMORE

Diamond Tools

Durable diamonds in

Nickel Alloy Mounting

Reduces truing costs.

Send for new catalog

F. F. GILMORE & CO.

112 DARTMOUTH 8T. BOSTON

Wales Dies. The Strippit Corporal

1559 Niagara St., Buffalo. N. T, M

published an attractive eight-page M|

letin covering the Wales Individual 8HIJ

Contained Sub-Press Type NotchaJ,

Dies. Punching Dies and Stripping BM

made by this firm. These dies m»j I

set up in any number of patterns I

punch holes and cut notches in fin

sheets and parts. Wales dies may be ■

up in many ways, the three prtncipi

ones being (1) on templates, (S)

T-slotted plates and (3) In press t

The advantages and applications of

dies are described and Illustrated

photographs and drawings. One pap 3

devoted to a discussion of the u» <*

Strippits in connection with strippf

plates for punches and dies. Copr 4

Bulletin A free upon request.

Grinding Wheel Dressers

DESMOND-STEPHAN MFG. CO.

URBANA. OHIO
Tho Canadian Desmond-Slephan Mfg. Co Lu.

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

CULLMAN

SPEED REDIJC]

FOR

Motors From % to 15 H. P.

Send for Catalog

Cullman Wheel Companv

1336 Altgeld St., Chicago, 111.
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* ... .,.„. It Off the Floor" Is the title

a bulletin which features P&H Hoists

• »d Illustrates many practical appllca-

lons of these hoists in all branches of

rrciustry. Copy free by addressing Har-

ilsclifeger Corporation, 4535 W. National

Vve . » Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

>»o». 35 Cross (iear Tooth Rounder Bul

letin, issued by Cross Gear and Machine

Company, 3250 Bellevue Ave., Detroit.

Mich., Is devoted to the presentation of

tb.e No. 35 Cross Gear Tooth Rounder.

This machine can be used not only as a

single purpose tool, maintaining high

^•fiflciency In mass production, but also

is a tool that Is

-universal in its

a p plication to

many different

pieces and opera

tions. A number

of views of the

machine are shown

and a list of speci

fications is includ

ed. Copy free upon

request.

complete descriptions and specifications.

Copy free upon request.

discussion of the features and advantages

of the Carbonol Process for carburizlng

steels in the Hevl Duty Carburizer is

presented in Bulletin HD 937. published

by the Hevl Duty Electric Company, Mil

waukee. Wis. The book'.c Is well Il

lustrated with photographs and draw

ings, and Includes specifications cover

ing the five types of Hevl Duty Carburlz-

ers. Copy free upon request.

Cross Milling.

<;ear Pointing and

Chamfering Ma

chines. Two new

models, designated

as the Nos. 40 and

41. have been

added to the line

of milling, gear

pointing and

chamfering ma

chines manufac

tured by the Cross

Clear and Machine

Co., 3250 Bellevue

Ave., Detroit, Mich.

The m a c h 1 n e s,

which are auto

matic, are built

with an Integral

indexing mechan

ism and complete

electric control,

and may be tooled

up for Internal

and external gear

tooth chamfering

operations on

either spur or hel

ical gears. Illus

trations of the

Nos. 40 and 41 are

included, together

with views of the

various parts of

the machines. The

folder contains
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Catalog E of Hotspot Electric Solder

ing Irons. This four-page bulletin illus

trates and describes the line of electric

soldering irons made by the Vasco Elec

trical Manufacturing Co., 4116 Avalon

Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. Specifications

and prices are Included. Copy free upon

request.

Handy Flux Bulletin No. 9. A low

temperature flux for brazing steel, stain

less steel, monel metal, nickel, copper,

beryllium-copper, brass, bronze, alumi

num bronze and various other ferrous

and non-ferrous metals and alloys, to

be known as Handy Flux and marketed

by Handy & Harman, 82 Fulton St., New

York, N. Y., is described in a four-page

folder now being Issued by this Arm.

Outstanding features of Handy Flux and

directions for its use are also included.

Copy free upon request.

Star Hack Saw Blade Catalog No. 51.

This attractive 24-page catalog Issued

by Clemson Bros., Inc., Middletown,

N. Y., opens with a section devoted to

the history of Clemson Bros, and the de

velopment of Star Hack Saw Blades.

Another section gives suggestions for

the proper use of hack saw blades. De

scriptions, Illustrations and specification

covering the complete line of Star Had

Saw Blades are presented. A feature of

the booklet is the explanation of ttss

five points of the Clemson Star—CVem-

son Experience, Clemson Steel, Clemson

Teeth, Clemson Set, and

Treatment.

Copy free upon request.

New Profits In Arc Welding with tht

New Simplified 40 Volt Hobart Arc

Welder. This booklet, a publication a

Hobart Brothers Co., Troy, Ohio. Includes

chapters on the following subjects:

Types of Job Welding Shops, Types

Welding Equipment, Where an Arc

Welding Job Shop Will Pay, Spec.

Training for General Job Welding. Es

sential Equipment for the Job Shop

Other Desirable Equipment, Why Arc

Welding is Most Important, Extra Profits

from Portable Equipment, Customers oi

the Job Welding Shop, How to Build a

Job Welding Business, How to Set Prices

on Job Welding, Choosing the Right Size

Welding Machine, and What to Look for

in a Welding Machine.

The booklet is well Illustrated with

installation photographs showing Hobart

Arc Welders In use on a variety of Jobs.

Copy of the booklet free upon request.

'Buy Economy — You'll Effect Economy"

SOCKET HEAD

CAP SCREWS

Milled

from Bar

HOLLOW

SET SCREWS

Made of

Alloy Steel

ECONOMY MACHINE PRODUCTS CO.
621 G LAWRENCE AVE. CHICAGO. ILL,

4S41

MACHINE WORKS

STRUT HARDWARE DIVISION CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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ROGERS Circular Knife Grinder

Grind Your Circular Knives at Low Cost

For circular or rotary knives up to 20" diameter.
By means of triple slides and swiveling adjustment
any degree of bevel can be ground. Graduated dial
insures correct bevel angle setting. Unusually low
price. Write for Bulletin CC.

S. C. ROGERS & COMPANY

185 DUTTON AVE. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Makers of Knife Grinders For 50 Years

MODERNIZE -- MOTORIZE !

Bring your line shaft driven tools up-to-date. Motorize

them! Install Reraco Motor Drives on your present lathes,

shapers, drills and millinjr machines, etc. Savings in belt

ing; alone frequently pay for a complete Remco installa

tion. Quickly installed! Complete rigidity! No overhang!

No strain on tool! Universal motor mounting. Investigate!

Write today to—Manley Products Corp., State and Hay

Sts., York, Pa.

REMCO MOTOR DRIVES

M B "HEAVY DUTY" AIR GRINDER

As Far Ahead of Others in Its Field and Capacity as Our "Super Speed" Grinder

is in Its Own Class

3

RANGES OF

2S.OOO, 45,000

65,000 R. P.

Streamlined, designed for

utmost ease of handling

and control of air.

For a thousand and

one tough hand jobs 3

stages of power

with maximum

rating of over

Va h. p.

Furnished with adaptor

for use In tool post of

machine for Internal jobs.

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING PRODUCT OUR
PREDETERMINED FEED MACHINE OILER

"Super" Speed Air

Grinder An Outstand

ing Performer

The ONLV Hand Grinder
with Splndlo Speed ef
100.000 R.P.M. Operates
on Air Pressures of 45-
100 pounds. Weighs S'/,
ounces.

Combined Automatic

Air Line Lubricator

and Filter

Delivers Absolutely Clean,
Lubricated Air to Bearings
of Any Tools. Operated
Off Air Lines. Eliminates
Costly Shut Downs.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

M B PRODUCTS
130 E. LARNED 8T.
DETROIT, MICH.
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Lubrite Bushings. What Lubrlte Oil-

less Bushings are and how they work Is

discussed In a folder published by Mer-

rlman Bros., Inc., 185 Armory St., Jamai

ca Plain, Boston, Mass. The bushings

are suggested by the manufacturer for

use without oil, for heat applications,

for cleanliness and Inaccessibility, for

heavy and shock loads, and for water,

dust and dirt. Copy free upon request.

Laminated Brass Shim Stock Specifi

cations File. Of especial interest to

chief designing engineers and their

staffs Is a convenient new specifications

file folder issued by the Laminated Shim

Company, Long Island City, N. Y. The

file presents detailed specifications of

Laminated Brass Shim Stock, known as

Laminum, in such handy form that es

sential information on the materials,

their composition and degree of lami

nation, stock size, and so on, is availa

ble at a glance.

Copy free by addressing Laminated

Shim Company.

Glsholt Heavy Duty Turret Lathes.

Glsholt Machine Company, 1217 E. Wash

ington Ave., Madison, Wis., announces

the publication of a new catalog which

Heavy Duty
Hyatt Roller Bearing

Re-Wheel Your

Trucks

Save Your Floors
Do the Job right with
M e t z g a r End • Wood
Wheels.

Ensy-RollinK
Lour-Wearing

Wheels for all trucks
Casters for all purposes

Write for catalog, prices
and discounts.

METZQAR CO.
112 Logan St., S-W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

U 8. A.

covers the complete line of Glsholt :

proved 3AL, 4L and 5L Heavy Duty f

ret Lathes and optional special t~

ments, mechanical and hydraulic i

and standard tool sets. The

equipment is said to readily

machines to Individual req

The catalog describes the many I

features of the lathes that make

maximum production, greater

and low maintenance cost. Copy

upon request.

Hunt Air and Hydraulic ValTe

1 M. This catalog. Issued by C. B. I

and Son's Company, Salem. Ohio,

eludes not only revisions and add "

to the Hunt air control line, but

new section devoted to this

new line of hydraulic valves for 1000 i

2000 lbs. working pressure and for

and 5000 lbs. working pressure,

plete physical data and engineering <

are given for the benefit of the

unique feature of the hydraulic

is the Inclusion of Integrated

piston displacements, rate of

placement, and velocities through

and piping. The catalog, which Is i

ard 8>2xll-in. size, has an att

cellophane cover. Copy free upon

quest.

OIIOER IflOBl

THEY CO

Lois of 100 and :

J. L. L

LOTS or

S1.00 each

& SON. INC.

RT CONN

"OUTWEARS

the best

Bronze Metal"

RGUTO
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Ha.l<lwlii-Duck»orth C. P. 8. Bulletin

No. 61. The features and advantages

Df Baldwin-Duckworth Continuous Plane

Surface Conveyor Chain are outlined In

a folder Issued by Baldwin-Duckworth

Chain Corporation, Springfield, Mass.

Specifications covering dimensions, list

prices, material description, and sprocket

diameters are given. Copy free upon re

quest.

Fostorla Handbook of Localized Light

ing, now being distributed by The Fos

torla Pressed Steel Corporation, Fostorla,

Ohio, presents Information on the fol

lowing subjects: Good Lighting Prac

tice. Selection of Supplementary Light

ing Units, Standard Fostorla Supporting

Arms. Standard Fostorla Reflector As

semblies, Efficiency Comparison Charts

for Fostorla Reflector Assemblies, Stand

ard Fostorla Base Attachments, Fostorla

Complete Lighting Units, and Fostorla

Locallte Accessories and Parts. The book

let contains illustrations of the various

types of Fostorla Lighting Units for use

in industry, and lists specifications for

these units. Copy free upon request.

Flrthlte Standard Tools. Bits and Tips.

This 16-page folder, comprising specifi

cations and price lists for Flrthlte

Standard Tools, Bits and Tips, contains

views of many different Standard Flrth-

ite Tip designs and Standard Flrthlte

Tools. It also shows a number of in

teresting Non-Standard Flrthlte Tools

and Tips. The folder is profusely illus

trated by engineering drawings and in

cludes such Information as the recom

mended symbols used in specifying rakes,

angles, clearances, radii, right and left

hand single pointed tools, and so on.

The folder should be useful to all users

of Sintered Carbide Tools. Copy free

upon request to Flrth-Sterllng Steel

Company, McKeesport, Pennsylvania.

Like A Doctor's

THERMOMETER

Everyone recognizes
"fever" but the im
portant thing U exactly
"HOW HOT". U'l the
name with heat treating,
metal melting, and temper
ing. Guesswork is certain to
(ail sometime. Know your
temperatures. End needless
waste, and excessive spoil
age with a Hold-Heet Pyrometer

RUSSELL ELECTRIC OO.
338 W. Huron, Chicago, U.S.A
Shipped prepaid to

*16
COUPLES
tXTKAM to '3

k\ LANCE

:t Pyromete

NO ADJUSTMENTS

onDrillsNo.60to3/4"

You can grind any size drill from No.

60 to on a "BLACK DIAMOND" —

without complicated adjustments.

The money you save on proper drill

grinding with a "BLACK DIAMOND"

quickly pays for the cost of the machine.

Write for Bulletin No. 115.

BLACK DIAMOND

SAW & MACHINE WORKS, INC.

45 North Ave. Natick, Mass.
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"There's One in Every Shop

How To Make Your Own Carboloy

Tools. Carboloy Company, Inc., manu-

lacturers of Carboloy cemented carbide

tools, dies and wheel dressers, has re

cently Issued an Illustrated booklet,

designated as T-37, describing In detail

a process by which Carboloy users can

make Carboloy-tlpped tools In their own

plants. This booklet includes the fol

lowing Information: Selection and prepa

ration of shanks; selection of proper tip

and braze media; preparation, cleaning

and assembling of tip; torch and furnace-

brazing procedures including suggestion?

and furnace specifications; Illustration.'

of typical Carboloy tools now being mad

in the plants of users by this method

and other suggested tool designs. Ar

insert showing the 152 Carboloy standard

blanks and prices Is included.

Users and prospective users of Carbo

loy cemented carbides will find thli

booklet an excellent guide In making

their own tools. Copies free upon re

quest to Carboloy Company. Inc., 2975

East Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Michigan
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ton Multipurpose Grinding Ma-

Versatility, simple set-ups and

nlent controls, which are the out-

ng features of the Norton Multi-

>e, are presented through the use

scrlptlons and Installation photo-

> In a four-page folder Issued by

drton Company, Worcester, Mass.
■ of construction and operation of

ilversal headstock, universal grind-

leel head, and quick-acting, lever-

ad foot stock are also Included,

ree upon request.

Approximately 100 pages of descriptions,

illustrations and specifications covering

the line of roller chains and sprockets

made by The Whitney Chain & Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn., are Included In this cat

alog. A chain and driving sprocket se

lection table, roller chain length table,

and other Information of value In the

selection of this type of equipment are

also given, although the boom u intended

primarily as a price list and reference

book on Whitney stock and made-to-

order sprockets.

Copy free upon request.

-Belt Book No. 1532. A 16-page

ited list-price catalog on friction
■s. known as the No. 1532, has

ompleted by Link-Belt Company,

Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111., and

available for distribution. Besides

sizes, dimensions, welgths, horse-

ratings, and other pertinent tab-

ita on both Meeseco and Twyn-

pes of clutches, the book devotes

ges on the subject of how to se-

d order the right clutch for the

To obtain a copy, address the
■It Company, as above, or the

Link-Belt office, asking for Book

2.

ley Roller Chain Catalog V-125.

Horizontal Napier Band Saw Machines

for Modern Metal Cutting are featured

In a folder which has been Issued by

Metal Saw & Machine Co., Inc.. 40

Napier St., Springfield, Mass. Accord

ing to the manufacturer, these band saw

machines will cut everything from white

metal to high speed steel, and from

'/a -in. tubing to a lOxlO-ln. I-beam. The

Model "B" and Model "L" machines are

Illustrated by means of labeled photo

graphs which Indicate the various parts

of the units. Specifications and de

scriptions are given.

The folder also Includes Illustrations

and specifications for band saws for

metal cutting cut to length and elec

trically welded.

The Ames Shockless

Gauge will take more blows at the spindle

end, withstand more general rough treat

ment and retain its original setting and

smooth action longer than any other gauge

made. Send for the Ames Gauge catalogue.

B. C. AMES CO., Waltham, Massachusetts
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SCUiKlK FLOW

M

3

ECAUSE it 's Self-Priming, The "Logan" Sure Flaw is adapted to an unuitu

wide range of services. It pumps hot or cold liquids; and safely handles chi

filings, abrasives and most corrosive impurities. The "Logan" Sure Flow, with its ><•■'

motor drive, simplifies installation and saves space. It can be mounted entirely away l«

the source of supply No part of the pump need be submerged. No foot or check

is needed in the line.

The "Logan" Sure Flow cuts installation costs, saves valuable space, steps up product

and insures greater dependability in the most exacting type of service. Made in ten stir!

U to 150 gallons per minute. Motor, adapter or belt drive. The new Sure Flow caul

No. 60 will be mailed on request. Write for it today.

LOGANSPORT MACHINE, Inc., Logansport, Indian,

Manufacturers of Air and Hydraulic Devices, Chucks, Cyline1
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•l&L Features have Estahlisl

New Standards for Coni|taris<

The standard J&L Universal Turret Lathe is equipped with features which have

established new standards for comparison in the turret lathe field. These feature

pay dividends — they save time and motions — they give the operator an

yet more productive day — they mean real dollars to you from your turning

Standard features on J&L Turret Lathes include:

1 . Single lever speed selectors.

2. Single lever feed selectors for carriage and saddle.

3. Positive stops for all feed disengagements on carriage and saddle.

4. Power traverse and power indexing lor turret on Saddle Type machines.

Jones & Lainso ii >la«*



Building Hoffman Pressing

and Laundry Machinery

jarge-Scale Production of a Wide Variety of Designs and Sizes

in Small Lots Necessitates Efficient Tooling at

Lowest Possible Cost.

By Howard Campbell

TO MOST of the readers of this

page, the name "United States

loffman Corporation" will instantly

>ring to mind the steam pressing ma

chine which is to be found in

practically every tailorshop or

pressing establishment through

out the country. However, this

is only one of hundreds of dif

ferent types of machines made

by this firm, the line of prod

ucts also including machines for

clothing manufacturers, equip

ment for dry cleaning establish

ments, laundries, and so on.

Considering the wide variety

of the line and the range of

types and sizes, the manufac

turing end of the business

might be compared to operating

a huge jobbing shop on a pro

duction scale. Parts are pro

cessed in lots of a few dozen

or a few hundred at a time,

necessitating tooling which must

be efficient and at the same

time within definite limitations as to

cost, the amount allowed being based,

of course, upon the number of parts

required for a year's production of

U. S. Hoffman Prcuing Machine

(59)
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Fig 1—Boring ■ 3*,-in.
trunnion bearing

the machines upon which they are to

be used.

Self-aligning bearings are used to

a large extent in the construction of

laundry and dry cleaning machines,

necessitating radial bearing races

and corresponding radii in the hous

ings. The illustration Fig. 1 shows

the tool used to bore a 3% -in. radius

in a holder for a trunnion bearing

housing. The work is being done in

a Jones & Lamson turret lathe, and

the radius boring operation is per

formed with a tool which is attached

to the turret. As can be seen by

reference to the illustration, the tool

bit is locked in position is i

tool holder which is practical

ly a section of a segmeit

upon the radius of wkka

gear teeth have been cai

The segment is held by ■

pivot at the apex, the d-

mension from the center c:

the pivot to the end of th;

tool bit being the dimension of th-

required radius.

Meshing with the gear teeth on tt

segment is a pinion so pinned thai

it may be revolved by means of a ver

tical shaft and the horizontal handl-

which can be seen at the top of th*

shaft. The housing, which is 1% in-

thick and 7% in. diameter inside, •

first bored and then the turret is ad

vanced to bring the segment pivo:

exactly at the center-line of the r»

dius. The pinion has previously bee-

revolved to rotate the segment sik

bring the tool bit around to a poin!

where it will be clear of the work-

piece. With the turret

properly located, the pin

ion is revolved so as tt

feed the tool bit into thi

work, thus boring the Tt

quired radius. This too

is as efficient as it i-

simple.

A similar radius if

bored into the workpiect

shown clamped at t h «

table of the boring mii

illustrated in Fig. 2. Tht

radius in this piece—'*

header clamp for a self

Kiit. 2—Boring a 2%-ln.
in a header elamp for a wdt
aligning bearing. Thil aim
ton long to awing In a lalKt
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. 3 Facing the bottom of a
in. extractor basket at a ■•-

angle. The machine ia a
by turret lathe with a special
ichment to provide automatic
d while feeding at an angle.

r. 4 This view shows the
i. ket and universal joint
ich make it possible for the
iss feed screw to feed parallel
Uh the face plate while the
>1 slide feeds at a 5Vfe-deg.

angle.

ig-ning bearing—is only

^2 -in. diameter, but the

iece is too large to swing

i a lathe and therefore

le boring mill is used,

he radius boring attach

ment in this case is some-

rhat more complicated.

The attachment consists

rincipally of the guide A

. hich is held in position

>y shafts on the ends ex-

ending upward through

he bracket B and down-

vard through the bracket C. The

rackets are bolted solidly to the ma-

hine, and after being adjusted, the

ihafts at the ends of the

.•aide are also locked in

position. To the ways of

the side head is clamped

a block D to the face of

which an arm, in the

shape of another block, is

pivoted so that it can

swing and through which

a hole has been bored up

on the desired radius. The

cam E, which is a sliding

fit in the slot in the guide,

has a hole which corres

ponds with that in the

Fig. 5—Machining an 8 deg. 3
min. taper on the bottom of an
extractor basket for a laundry

block previously referred to and after

the workpiece has been bored to the

required diameter, a pin to which the
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Tig. 6—Taper attachment used on a Dullard
vertical boring mill to machine tapers on

extractor baskets.

handle F is attached is inserted

through the cam and into the block,

pinning these two parts together. The

cross feed screw of the side head

having previously been removed, there

is nothing to prevent the horizontal

movement of the side head except the

fact that it is controlled by the cam

E. Consequently, as the vertical feed

is applied, the head must necessarily

move horizontally upon the radius

provided by the dimension between

the two pivots.

There are two holes in

the block, one positioned

for the rough feed and

the other 7/16 in. closer

to the vertical center-line

of the machine table, for

the finishing cut. The tool

machines a 2%-in. radius

in the housing, boring the

diameter to 4.749—4.751

inches.

Fig. 7—Milling a radial surface

on a head for a Hoffman press
ing machine.

In Fig. 3 the operation of

the bottom of an extractor

shown. The workpiece is of east

and the machine is a Libby

lathe. The interesting feature of

operation is the fact that the

face must be faced at a 5

angle.

In order to provide for an

feed while feeding the tool at a

deg. angle, a special attachment

to be made up for the cross

The original cross slide gib w

placed with a tapered gib so that

slide rest could be fed at the de=

angle providing means could be

vised for feeding it. Inasmuch as

cross feed screw is set into the

riage in such manner that it

necessarily feed straight across, or

90 deg. to the bed ways of the

chine, the feed could not be used

originally constructed. Accordotfjfl

the feed was disconnected from tbj,

slide and a special bracket, indicat

by the arrow, was designed. A hi

was provided through which tl

bracket could be bolted securely to t

end of the cross slide, and anoti

hole was provided to support the h*

wheel spindle. Between the spin*

and the end of the cross feed sere

however, a universal joint was i

serted which made it possible to it
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. 9 Radial drills
d special milling
ure for machining
B frames for a HofT-
n pressing machine,
housing cnotain-

Ihe cutter spindles
I feed screw rides
a psir of rails lo-
fd on raising
ews. the whole ma
ne being carried on
eels operating in a
ck so that the ma
ne can be moved
U and forth from

:- drilling machine
to another.

e cross feed

rew either by

.e handle or au-

>matically re-

irdless of the

ig le of the cross

ide as long as it

id not exceed the 5%-deg. angle,

he universal joint can be seen in Fig.

As a matter of fact, in taking the

)mplete cut across the bottom face

; the workpiece, the end of the feed

:rew may be out of line with the

and -wheel spindle as much as 3/16

l. This device works very satisfac-

>rily.

The outer face of the bottom of the

xtractor basket must be machined

t an angle also, which operation is

performed on a Bullard vertical bor

ing mill as shown in Fig. 5. The

basket is 19-15/16-in. diameter and

the taper required across the bottom

is 8 deg. and 3 min., which makes a

difference in height of 1-15/16 in. be

tween the rim and the center.

In order to hold the basket for this

operation, the inside is machined to

close limits for a drive fit on the plate

which serves as the locating plug and

fixture. To further aid in holding the

workpiece, it is

clamped through

the center hole as

shown. Thus held,

the periphery of

the piece is

turned, then the

chuck jaws are

tightened against

it and the clamp

is removed from

Fig. 8—Locating and
clamping the pressing
machine head for mill
ing as shown In Pig. 7.
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Kic 11—Milling and drilling
side frame for Hoff-

the center.

A Carboloy tool is

used, taking a 0.018-iu.

feed with a %-in. cut

while the work is re

volving at 23 r.p.m. In

order to obtain the ne

cessary taper while the

cut is being made, the

attachment shown in Fig. 6 is used.

The cross head in which the tool is

held is fed by the usual side head

screw, but the vertical feed screw is

disconnected so that the side head can

be moved vertically independent of

the screw. To the side arm is at

tached a block which is threaded for

the pivot pin A. located in the sliding

block B. It is obvious that, as the

tool feeds horizontally, the entire side

arm must move up and down accord

ing to the angle of the slot in which

the block B slides. This taper attach

ment and the support upon which it

is held are anchored firmly in posi

tion, as shown.

The surface of the head

pressing machine, which is of

inum, must be machined on a

and after many trials with vi

kinds of fixtures and attachments, i

v as found that the best way to

form this operation is with a 14

cutter ground to provide the de

radius. The operation is perfor

in an Ingersoll mill, shown in

A large part of the success of

operation can, however, be cr

to the fixture used, shown in

The two arms A carry k

made from sheet metal machined

exactly the correct radius. D(

placing the work-piece in the fix

these locaters I

swung around

to position ar

inasmuch as the

synchronize, the

workpiece

easily located for

height and align

ment with tin

center of the cu

ter spindle. Who

properly locate!

the piece i

Fig. !•—Drilling
end of a aide
while pads at
other end of the I

are being miD



&T Milwaukee Sliding Head Vertical provides tool-room

in step milling at production speed . . . iul! automatic

tion permits running the spindle continuously at lull speed.

EARNEY & TRECKER CORPORATION

est AIIU Station MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN

■
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clamped by jaws which grip it from

both sides, each pair of jaws being

governed by a square threaded screw

so that the jaws can be tightened by

revolving as shown in the illustration.

From 1/16 to %-in. cut is taken, with

the cutter operating at a speed of

1054 ft. per minute. The cutter has

12 blades, two of which overlap at the

center, and from 100 to 150 work-

pieces are machined between grinds.

Fig. 12—Equipment act op for machining face of connterbore
for packing gland on a Hoffman 36-in. Vortex Washing Machine.

The side frames for a pressing ma

chine are constructed in pairs—one

right and one left—and the machining

operations are practically identical

except that a different jig must be

used, of course, for each side. How

ever, the same milling equipment can

be used to mill two pads in both

frames. The work of milling and

drilling these side frames is expedited

by setting two radial drills closely

enough together so that a special

milling tool can be used, between the

machines, to machine the pads on both

frames. The two drilling machines

and milling fixture are shown in op

eration in Fig. 9.

The milling fixture not only rides

on an individual track by which it

is lifted up out of the way wh—j^fa

in use and lowered onto the work

when necessary, but the entire mech

anism rides on a track in the floor

by which it can be moved back sue

forth from one machine to the other

The drilling machine operator drill

those holes in the end of the frarc:

in which the pads are located first,

then uses the special fixture to zniL

the pads while he ii

drilling the holes b

the opposite end of the

frame. In Fig. 9 tbs

operator is shown drill

ing the holes in th.

end of the frame next

to the milling fixture

When ready to.lM

the milling fixturfcjfc

jig leaf on that end c:

the frame is throw:

back out of the way.

the fixture is pulle

over until the cotters

are properly located for

milling the pads, the

the milling mechanism

is operated and the cut

ters are dropped dow-

to the required heigh:

to machine the pads

properly. When thus

lowered, the feeding mechanism is

brought into play and the milling

operation proceeds. The milling cut

ter spindles are held in housings

through which a lead screw runs hav

ing left and right hand threads M

that the cutters can be fed outward

from the center. The time required

for a milling cutter to travel the re

quired distance is practically the

same as that required to drill the

holes in the opposite end of the frame.

When the milling and drilling op

erations are completed, the cutters

are automatically raised and the mill

ing equipment is pushed back into the

open space between the two radial

drills. By this time the operator oa
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INTERTYPE CORPORATION

Saves 2 Handlings and Speeds up

Production nearly 20% - ■ ■

• Fifteen months ago the Intertype Corporation modernized drilling, ream

ing and tapping operations on cast iron face plates for typesetting machines

by installing five Super-Service Radials.

Production time per piece has been reduced from 47.7 minutes to 41.7 minutes.

Where three handlings were formerly required, all operations are now per

formed in one handling.

Quoting Mr. C. E. Bittner, Works Manager, "The high spindle speeds permit

us to drill small holes faster and straighter. We have been able to discard

a single purpose drill presB."

If more and better work at lower cost per piece interests you, modernize

drilling, tapping and reaming with Super-Service Radials. Write for detailed

information.

THE CINCINNATI BICKFORD TOOL CO., OAKLEY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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the other drill has drilled the holes in

the end of the frame nearest to the

fixture and is ready to use the fixture.

He removes the jig plate from that

end of the jig, pulls the milling fix

ture over into position and proceeds

to duplicate the operation described

above. The method described here is

not only economical and efficient, but

Ftff. 13—The rack and pinion provide means
for feeding* the cutter against the surface to

be machined.

it insures an even production of right

and left frames.

The drilling and milling operations

on the second side frame are shown

in operation in Fig. 11.

The equipment for facing the pack

ing glands on a 36-in. Vortex washing

machine is shown set up in Fig. 12.

The alignment of the shaft of this

machine in its bearings must be prac

tically perfect, so as to make it im

possible for water to leak out of the

machine through the bearings, con

sequently these packing glands are

faced with a shaft of the specified

size in the machine.

In order to apply this equipment,

the shaft is first inserted through tot

bearing holes. Then a cutter head k

is slipped over each end of the shaft,

followed by a bracket such as showa

at B. The cutter head is 9 in. in di

ameter and the face of the cur.-,

holds six high speed steel blades. The

bracket B is anchored in position by

bolting to the lower half of the bear

ing, using the bearing cap holes. T«

each cutter is attached a sleeve C

in the top of which is inserted, longi

tudinally, a rack that meshes with a

pinion. This arrangement can be seen

both in Figs. 12 and 13. The pinktn

shaft carries a hub at one end is

which a hole is drilled to receive the

rod D, Fig. 13. By swinging this rod

in a vertical plane, the shaft, carry

ing the cutter head, can be fed hori

zontally and pressure applied to force

the cutter blades against the surfae*

of the packing gland.

In order to obtain power to revolve

the cutter heads, the shaft also car

ries a large gear E, Fig. 12, which

meshes with the pinion located on the

same shaft which carries the pulley

F. To hold the pulley in position and

maintain the proper center distance

between the gear and the pinion, the

pulley shaft is carried in a frame

which is held at one side by the shaft

and at the other side by clamping to

a length of angle steel which, in turn,

is clamped to the washing machine

frame. Power is transmitted by belt'

to the pulley from an electric motor

on a separate stand. With the motor

running on the shaft and the cutter

heads revolving, the cutter is fed

against the surface of the packing

gland as shown in Fig. 13 until the

gland is properly machined.

The drilling and tapping fixture

shown in Fig. 14 comprises a perfect

example of an efficient tool which

can be easily adapted for a wide var

iety of work sizes. This gib, which

is simply an angle plate with locating

pins for the work and interchangeable



IMCINNATI SHAPER COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

SHAPERS • SHEARS • BRAKES
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bushings for the drill, is used to drill

and tap steel collars. A two-spindle

drill is used, the tap being driven by

an Ettco tapping attachment. After

one collar has been drilled, another

one is slipped into position under the

drilling spindle, the drilling feed is

applied and the operator proceeds to

tap the hole by hand with the other

spindle. Thus one piece is in process

Fig. 14—A simple but efficient drilling and

tapping fixture.

of being tapped while the other is

being drilled.

The pins onto which the collars are

slipped are of varying sizes according

to the different sizes of the collars,

but that part of the pin which is in

serted through the hole in the angle

plate is the same in all cases so that

all pins fit the angle plate. A wide

variety of drill bushings can also be

used in accordance with the varying

sizes of the holes in the collars.

Metalspray Bulletin 800. This bul>

tin, now being distributed by Me"-*:

spray Company, Inc., 115 Llewellyn &

Los Angeles, Calif., presents a variety ■

tasks which are accomplished by the us

of the Metalspray to spray hot me-.*!

The Metalspray Is a spray gun thro-ogi

which brass, copper, lead or other metis

are fed, atomized by a name of lnte-=

heat, and sprayed by means of an ■

blast at the same time, thus mat :

It possible to coat a surface with a ih2

layer of metal In much the same r^:-

ner as lacquer or paint Is sprayed w.U

an air-operated spray gun.

Bulletin 800 describes and UlustrueJ

a variety of Jobs in which the wortJ

pieces have been reclaimed by buildup

up worn spots or sprayed with mta<i

for protection against corrosion, veto

and so on. The Illustrations show a 5-f,

seal ring for a 25.000 h.p. water turt -

which has been reclaimed by building

up the worn parts with sprayed bral

pumps rods which have been reclalmd

by spraying the worn areas with steel]

cast Iron Diesel engine pistons whi:i|

have been reclaimed by building up will)

both low carbon steel and high carbaei
steel, a motor housing which Is spn ■

with aluminum to protect It agsisr.

corrosive fumes, switch boxes which art

sprayed with zinc for weather protect;:

spraying with high carbon steel, and k

on. Copy of the bulletin free upon re

quest.

Wlierlco Proportioning Indicating Con

troller is the subject of a four-page bul

letin now being distributed by Wbeeke

Instruments Co., 1929 8. Halsted St.

Chicago, 111. This controller Is designed

to proportion fuel Input to demand,

contiol temperature, and Indicate tem

perature. The advantages of the Wheelcc

Proportioning Control are fully ex

plained and photographs and graphs are

used to clarify the text. Specification!

for the controller, which is made In four

sizes, are also included. Copy of Bulle

tin 650 free upon request.

How to Select the Right Motor. A nr»

24-page book has Just been published b»

Century Electric Company, 8t. Loo**,

presenting In helpful form Informants

concerning the electrical characUrtsua

and descriptions of all types ol Frac

tional Horse Power Motors—Repulaton

Start Induction. Split Phase, Capacitor.

Polyphase, Direct Current— with sugges

tions as to how they can be most effec

tively applied to meet the requirement!

of motor-driven machinery and appli

ances operating In normal or abnormal

surroundings. Copy free upon requast
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TOOLS

from ifvitr~Ut*v^£citlt£4 ?

455 separate items are earned in slock for prompt service. Manynew

features are incorporated .in Warner & S-wasey's IS37 complete line

of turret lathe tools lor bar and chucking work
Our representative will gladly look over your lool equipment

and make suggestions which can reduce set-up lime, improve

accuracy and increase output horn your lunel lathes.

Tune*

inIk

HASEY7«w^4e
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RE are two 30" "American" Multi-Produ

Lathes saving 40% over former method

the shop of one of America's largest printing press

manufacturers. 260 and 400 feet cutting speeds are

used in machining 0.46 carbon steel plate cylinders.

Such performance requires power and stamina com

bined with smooth transmission to produce the

required.

You, too, will find it pays to use "American" Mulri-

Production Lathes —modern, fast, powerful

accurate—designed and built to get the best out

cemented carbide cutting tools.

finish

ulri-

and

t of

tore examples of savings are illustrated in

No. 444.

The American Tool Works Compan

c/dftax Ha&Ui S/tapeid
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Phillips Recessed Head Screws

Write for catalog No. 9—a reference

manual of screw driver bits and cat

alog No. 8 covering Apex Production

Tools for Drilling, Tapping, Reaming,

Boring, Stud and Nut Setting and

Universal Joints. More than 3000

manufacturers in the United States

are users of Apex Tools.

SCREW DRIVERS AND BITS

for

PHILLIPS

Recessed Head Screws

(Pat. No. 2046840)

and all kinds of

SLOTTED HEAD SCREWS

APEX-PHILLIPS Hand Screw Drivers

and APEX-PHILLIPS Bits for Electric

and Air Tools—for all types and sizes

of Phillips Recessed Head Screws—are

quality tools that will stand the hard

est kind of service. They are made of

a special shock resisting steel com

bining the qualities of extreme tough

ness, wear resistance and hardness.

Substantial stocks of Apex-Phillips

Hand and Power Bits, as well as Power

Bits for slotted head screws for all

types of Electric and Air tools are

ready for immediate shipment.

Apex Screw Driver Bits for Phillips

Recessed Head or Slotted Head Screws

will reduce your screw driving costs.

Many of the largest users of screws

have proven this.

The Apex Machine & Tool Co.

DAYTON, OHIO
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I

Securing Employee Cooperation

in the Railway Industry

Bv Ernest W. Fair

EVERY machine

shop executive

well knows that if

the employees in

the plant could be

persuaded to give

thought to ways

and means for im

proving the produc

tion tools and meth

ods, the efficiency of

the plant could be

increased immeas

urably. The diffi

culty lies in the in

ertia regarding

these matters, so far as the em

ployees are concerned, due both to

modesty in the matter of mak

ing suggestions that have not been

requested, and to lack in incentive.

The average workman will work sat

isfactorily with the tools that are

given to him, but will be apathetic

about making suggestions for im

provements unless he sees some

chance to benefit by the improved

performance.

Many plans for inducing the me

chanics on the job to think about

their work and make suggestions that

would help to increase either the

quantity or the quality have been

tried, but practically all have been

discarded. This statement applies to

the railways as well as to other in

dustries. However, some of the ideas

that have been worked out in the

railway shops have been retained and

are classed as among the most effec

tive of those now in use.

Apathy can be transformed

.into action and inertia in

to energetic thinking on

the part of the employees.

This article tells how the

"suggestion" method is

working out in several

large railroad shops.

The Baltimon

and Ohio Railroii

has a cooperative

plan that has bee

in effect for near;

15 years, and H

proved very !

cessful in stimuli

ing the initiative

the workmen in ta

shops. The Pent

sylvania Raiiroi.

operates a B on

of New Ideas tlai

has brought

more than 14,001

suggestions in fifteen years, of whid

30.1 per cent were adopted in 1S3S,

30 per cent in 1935, 32.9 per cent a

1934, and so on.

The Great Northern Railway Com

pany uses meetings with the em

ployees and supervisors in the shop>

to get results. The Union Pacific

Railroad uses a system of direct sug

gestion from the mechanics to super

intendents which has been effective in

increasing the shop efficiency. The

Boston and Maine Railroad offers cask

prizes for suggestions or activities

beyond the regular duties of e

ployees that result in net money tc

the railroad, either through savings or

by averting accidents that might cos;

the railroad money. Personal

of employees by supervisors has beet

found best in Missouri Pacific

All these and many more

methods are bringing results in shop

dollar savings and accident reduction,

in addition to the discovery of more
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SUGGESTIONS WELCOMED

Bureau ofNewIdeas Enables Every Pennsylvania Railroad Employe

To Get Before The Management His Suggestions

For ImprovingService and Operations

The Bureau of N«w Umi was inaugurated Nov. Any idea which an employe think* is pracbcal
gaBoaBaum(i°Pamn*^ urethra will be welcomed and receive artful and impartial

en employes (or improving our
and thus proimttc the mutual ii

of our Company and it* working force* Receipt of every suggestion, will be
acknowledged immediately. Later, the employe will

The spirit of continued cooperation in which be advised of the result of the stud? made of the
employes hay* reaponded to thia opportunity ia tuggeation, and, If it ia not adopted, the reaaoru why.
evidenced by the fact that the Bureau has received
13,630 suggestions, which came from employes of 256 Communication* will be treated by the Bureau

at confidential; the employe's name will not be
disclosed without securing

Durinf 1928. 9.2% of the snfgaatmna were In additioa to money awards and other forms of
adopted in whole or in part. This percentage was 19% appropriate recognition for each .uggestion adopted,
for 192*. 32-9% for 1930, 333% for WL 34.5% "Special" cash prise* have been awarded for each of
for 1932, 40.1% for 1933, 32-9% for 1934, 30% for the best three *uggeetione adopted during aech su
1938. and 30.1% for 1938. months' period; a 1st "Special'' prize of $100, 2nd

prise ISO, and 3rd prise 123. Such "Special" prise*
Every employe is invited to tend in any idea to dote hove been awarded Boiler Maker Helper,

which he behevet will help to improve our methods BrtVaman. Conductors, Clerks, Carman, Crossing
or operations, tat
repair work or a
advance our Ml

Watchman, Enginemcn. Electricians, Fireman,

FORWARD SUGGESTIONS IT RAILROAD SWVICf MAIL, Ot IT UNITED STATfS MAIL, TO:

BUREAU OF NEW IDEAS, PENNA. R. R.

Room 1642 Broad Street Station Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

With each tug-festion give your name, occupation, and place of employment; ALSO YOUR RESIDENCE
ADDRESS so that our Utters concotvdag your suggeetktu may be sent to you by U. S. Mai] to your homo. THIS
INFORMATION IS FOR BUREAU RECORDS ONLY

Esplain just what your idea ia, how it ia to work In practice, and what you habere it may accomoUah; also
state, if you know, whether the plan or method is being used anywhere.

Any ■ketch or diagram furnished should be on a aagesroto sheet of paper h ia prefeiied that a separate
sheet of paper be used for each tuggeetknv
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efficient ways of doing the job. Our

space does not permit us to com

pletely present the systems used by

every railroad, but rather than only

briefly offer the plans of all roads we

will devote considerable space to rep ■

resentative plans and suggestions of

each group of ideas.

"The method of personal contact of

employes by supervisors has been of

more benefit in trying to develop im

provements than leaving it to the

men to offer suggestions themselves,"

explains O. A. Garber, Chief Me

chanical officer for the Missouri Pa

cific Lines. "The attitude assumed by

supervisors in handling their men has

a great influence toward inducing men

to improve the manner of doing their

work, both in the quantity and quality

of work turned out. The methods of

approach taken by the supervisors in

getting next to their men must of

necessity be varied according to the

different types of men on the jobs.

They must always be given credit for

whatever they may have to offer.

"If a suggestion is thought to have

merit it is tried out and if practical

full credit is given to the man offer

ing it. If it is not practical we ex

plain to the man why it cannot be

used. This method of handling sug

gestions is believed to promote a cer

tain amount of job pride and cooper

ation."

In each of the Missouri Pacific

shops there is a production foreman.

A part of his duties consists in

handling the routine of work in the

shop and checking the speeds and

feeds of various machines. He comes

in close personal contact with most of

the men every day and thus has an

opportunity to learn, verbally, short

cuts from the employees.

The form used by The Missouri Pa

cific to check the operation of ma

chines which is shown herewith. The

machine foreman makes this check

with the machine operator, who makes

it possible to develop the maximum

efficiency of the machine. At the bot

tom, space is provided for remark-

and suggestions to be made by t)a

man operating the machine or by tbe

superintendent for the purpose of in

creasing the output of the particular

unit of work being checked. After

the capacity of the machine has bee:

determined, the operation of the ma

chine is checked from time to time :

see that it is producing the result-

expected.

It may be noted that the name of

the machine operator is purposely

omitted from this form in order to

convey to the man the idea that it s

only the machine that is being check

ed, and any suggestions the operator

can offer for improved operations wE.

be welcomed.

In the Union Pacific Railroad shops

suggestions regarding methods for de

veloping short cuts and for improving

work are made by the mechanic as

signed to the job, generally to his

supervisor, and if the suggestion has

merit, permission is readily obtaines

for putting the suggestion into effect

and for making the required tools or

devices.

It has been found that mechanics

in the U. P. shops prefer to present

their suggestions verbally and for dis

cussion on the job rather than in writ

ten reports. Suggestions of a minor

nature are handled by the super

visors, but suggestions involving ex

pensive devices or complete change

in methods are necessarily presented

to higher officials for decision.

Devices for lifting equipment or

material, or where safety is involved,

are checked by the engineering depart

ment. Drawings and instructions are

prepared for suggestions which ma"

be used to advantage at other points-

Numerous devices and methods have

been suggested by U. P. men and

adopted for machining and handling

work and for handling materials. In

cluded are special hooks, clamps and

bars for lifting equipment and hear?
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SIMONDS

FAMOUS FAMILY OF

METAL CUTTING

TOOLS

—CIRCULAR METAL SAWS

—BAND METAL SAWS

—ROTARY SHEARS

—TOOL HOLDER BITS

—RED TANG FILES

—TUNGSWELD SHEARS

—FLAT GROUND STOCK

—RED END HACK SAWS

—ABRASIVE GRINDING WHEELS

Jse these first quality tools for most satis

factory work and shop economy.

SIMONDS SAW AND STEEL CO.

— Write for Prices —

Established 1832

350 Columbia Road

BOSTON, MASS.

127 So. Green Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Location Date

Below I give you dally Speeds and Feeds test made at

this shop:

Shop Date

Machine and size: Shop Ho.

Condition of machine:

Kind of tool steel:

Classification of machine operator:

Is he regularly assigned on machine:

Operation being performed:

Kind of material: .

What outtlng speed was being used:

Was outtlng speed per minute Increased: ,

What was depth of out:

Was depth of cut Increased:

Recommended Improvements over present operation:

GENERAL REMARKS:

Maohlne Foreman

Prod. Foreman

APPROVED:

General Foreman

Report on Speeds and Feeds in use on an individual machine.

materials, devices for lifting and plac

ing air reservoirs and springs in place

on the locomotive, tools for machining

ports in cylinder bushings, and tools

for finishing the square ports in valve

bushings and gages for locating «•

centric cranks or crank pins.

They have also developed devices

for grinding cylinder heads in place,

for pressing in valve and cylinder
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OR***

YOU GET WHAT YOU WANT

1 WHEN YOU SPECIFY

STARRETT HACKSAWS

Starrett makes three kinds of hacksaws—Tungsten Alloy, High Speed

Steel and S-M Molybdenum.

Starrett makes all three in a complete range of sizes for hand frames

and power machines.

In other words, no matter what kind, type or size hacksaw you pre

fer, Starrett makes it and your distributor is almost certain to carry it

in stock. Refer to Revised Starrett Catalog No. 25MD when you want

the one best hacksaw for any metal cutting job. Write for a copy.

THE L. S. STARRETT CO., ATHOL, MASS., V. S. A.

WwrWi Greatett Taalmakert—Mmntt/acUirrrz ej Hacksaw Unexcelled—Steel Tapes, Standardjar Accuracy

Dial Indicatorsfar Every Requirement

BUY THROUGH YOUR DISTRIBUTOR
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bushings, and for blocking exhaust

nozzles when testing superheater

units, gages for machining piston

heads and cylinder heads, special

reamers for crossheads and rods, and

devices used in machining various

locomotive parts.

"It is the practice at all of our

shops", explains Henry Yoerg, Gen

eral Superintendent of Motive Power

for the Great Northern Railway Com

pany, "to have meetings with the

employees and supervisors in the shop

and go over conditions as to manner

and methods of performing work. In

this way many practices are brought

to the attention of the committee as to

savings that would be secured by dif

ferent methods of performing work.

These methods are tried out, and if

they are successful, they are intro

duced in other shops.

"We recently improved our methods

of tempering and reconditioning the

coil springs which are used on freight

and passenger cars, which work is all

done automatically with the use of

pyrometers and time element ma

chines to produce the proper heat and

tempering of the springs. This im

provement has netted the Great

Northern close to $2400 per year in

savings."

The Louisville and Nashville Rail

road Company has a suggestion sys

tem which appeals to the employees'

personal interest in the road. Each

shop employee receives a copy of a

little green book explaining the full

system and is urged to use it. A

Suggestion Board has general charge

of the system with committees set up

in each major department, composed

of officials and employes familiar with

the work in that department, which

cooperates with the board and the of

ficial head of that department in hand

ling all suggestions.

While printed forms are provided

their use is not compulsory in making

suggestions. Each suggestion should

be signed with the name of the em

ployee and mailed to the board at the

road's general offices.

Upon receipt of the suggestion it is

numbered, acknowledged, recorded and

considered. If deemed desirable, it is

copied (but without the name of the

suggestor) and referred to a selected

committee of the department affected,

for study. Upon completing its study,

the committee makes its recommenda

tion to the head of the department,

who considers it and forwards it wOk

his recommendation to the board for

disposition.

Cash awards are made for sugges

tions adopted that result in tangible

savings to the company. The awards

are never less than five nor more thai

twenty-five dollars. In the event a

suggestion is found to be imprac

ticable, the board advises the sugges

tor why it was not adopted.

Two examples of suggestions re

ceived from shopmen are given here

with as examples of the alertness

which can be developed in shop mtt

by such a plan.

First; "At Corbin Shops, material

that is discarded is loaded into a car

and placed near the back shop aDd

roundhouse. This material is handled

by laborers who do not know what

material is usable. Also there is no

place provided for storage of material

that might be used again. Listed be

low are a few items of material that

have been seen in the scrap car: (a)

Bar iron of different dimensions is

various lengths up to ten feet, (b1

new bolts of different sizes, (c) prac

tically new brake shoes, and other

items too numerous to mention. 1

recommend that this scrap be sorted

by competent persons and a place pro

vided for storage of usable scrap and

a method devised that it may be used

and credit given where due."

Second; "Put small ventilators ir.

sides of cushions on engineers seat box

like the ones used on all good inner

spring mattresses to let air out of

seat cushions when anyone sits on



"SinceMyLast Call on

theAbovePlantI Find"

—A Typical Beginning of some 25,000 impartial reports

by Socony-Vacuum Field Engineers... to guide us in refining oils

suited to actual plant conditions

The hard-boiled facts in these reports

leave no loopholes. Gargoyle Lubri

cants must meet operating conditions!

Because they do, Socony-Vacuum"Cor-

rect Lubrication" has saved millions in

110 industries. Improved production.

Lowered power, maintenance, oil costs!

How "Correct Lubri

cation " can save you

money:

1 Curb power losses.

2 Decrease mainte
nance costs.

3 Improve production
results.

4 Lower lubrication
costs.

Socony\^cuum

CORRECT LUBRICATION

SAVES

MONEY

FOR "

INDUSTRY

Read what 71 Years' Lubricating Experience... the Greatest in the

Oil Business.. .can do forYou. See Next Page.
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controlled use of high-grade Gargoyle Lu

bricants pays for itself many times over; that

they cost less to use than ordinary lubricants.

But, for such equipment as does not justify

the highest-grade lubricants, Socony-Vacuum

Engineers always recommend a lower-priced

lubricant when consistent with true economy.

Socony-Vacuum, with a complete line of

products, can supply the lubricants best fitted

for the requirements of the lubricating job as

determined by specific operating conditions.

Socony-Vacuum Engineers bring you years

of world-wide experience and direct coopera

tion with manufacturers of equipment. Lubri

cation Profit is the inevitable result.

Send i;or the socony-vacuum represent

ative: The services of a trained Socony-

Vacuum Engineer are available at all times

in helping your men to solve lubrication

problems.

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. k
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Dumore solved the problem ot

grinding forming rollers used in mak

ing pump tubing. Previously the work

was done on specially built machines

costing several thousand dollars. The

work is now being done on a lathe

more accurately . . . and at a fraction

of the former cost. Dumore adapta

bility, high speed extension quills and

Precision of 1/10,000 of an inch,

nave made possible hundreds of eco

nomical set-ups—internal and external

—on lathes, milling machines, plan

ers and shapers. Any of the distribu

tors below will demonstrate—without

obligation—any tool in the Dumore

line of lathe and hand grinders.

THE DUMORE CO., Deptiti-M RACINE, WIS.

HESE DISTRIBUTORS STOCK DUMORE TOOLS

CBON — Hdwa * Supply Co
CLANTA Fulton Supply Co.
[LTJMORK— L. A Bennon
KklNGHAM—Young * Vu

Supply Co.
"oore-Handley Hdwe. Ct.
IN Chandler A Karquhar
«, Parker ft Co. . Inc.
itTidge^t'utter. Wood *

N Banter
_ _J arena

jrKAI.O HmI*. McCarthy A
RodaefH, Inc.

UNTON—Canton Hdwe. Co.
HARLESTON. S. C-
* Bmrkley Coi
BATTANOOGJ

Betting & Supply Co.
■1CAGO — H Mr * Co.

VELAND — Cleveland Tool
A Supply Co.

Petttaon Supply Co.
Cexllale A lUmmi

' S ( Nt.orn r A S«Xton
nary Co.
"haW-Weaver Mwchy.
C.H.GoslgerMachy.
' faber Co.
♦ndrle A Holthoff

' Co.

DETROIT—Boyer-Camobell Co

FT. WaYNE-NbiI. Mill Sop. Co.
GRAND RAPIDS— Mfra.Sup.Co.
HARTFORD Banter A Hirmi

SillUer-Holden.lnc.
BOLYOKE—J. RutiaelAOo.
HOUSTON We*Bendorff.

Notma ft Co.
INDIANAPOLIS—Klleber-

Dawaon Salon Co.. Inc.
Vonnegut Hardware Co.

JACKSON. MICH.—Smith-
Winchoator Co.

JERSEY CITY Manning. Max-
wall A Moore Co.

KANSAS CITY, MO. — Kllfeldl
Hdwe. ftMachy. Supply Co.

Engl 1 in Broa. Machy. Co.
KN0X V I LIJS—W.S . MurTlan Co .
LANCASTER. PA.—Retlly Broa.

A llanb.
LOUlSVILLK-NeJII-LeViolle

Supply Co.
LOWELL.MASS.—Nehee

Machy. A Supply Co.
LOS ANGELES rhjromman

MeLais A Supply Co.
Eceloa A Dariee Marhy. Co.
Machinist Tool A Supply Co.
M.N. Thectaberry

MILWAUKEE—W. A. Voall
Marhy.Co.

Wentarn Iron I
MINNEAPOLIS— Duncan A Co.
MOUNE.ILL.-J.J.NormoyleCo.
MONTREAL Canadian Fair-

banks-Morae, Ltd.
William* A Wilson. Ltd.

MUSKEGON. M1CB. — Moake-
gon Hdw. Co.

NA8HV ILLE—Bu f..rd Broa
NKW'ARK—Abraaive Marl

NEW HAVEN C. S. Meralck
Pace, Steela A Flan

NKW ORLEANS Ofirar H.
VanHorn Co., Inc.

NKW YORK Morrli Abrame
Guarantee Specialty Co.
Hansen A Ynrka Co Inc.

ORLANDO. ELA. — Harry P.
Lea. Inc.

PEORIA Couch A Beyle, loc.
PHILADELPHIA — MedHVk A

Co.
W. H Kepp. Machinery

PITTSBURGH — Standard- Ma
chlnieta Sup. Co.

PORTLAND, ORK.—J.K n—,,-
tine A Co

PROVIDENCE —• Belcher A
Loomia Hardwara Co.

Browne)! Machinery Co.
Reynold a Machinery

READING. PA. — Reeding Ma-
china A Tool Co.

lnduatrla
SAGINAW, MICH. Ralchla

Supply Co.
ST. LOUIS — Ooleord Wright

Machinery A Supply Co.
SALT LAKE CITY—Salt Lake

Hardware Co,
SAN FRANCISCO — Harron.

RJckard A McCona Co.
C. W. Marwedal

SKATTLE—Cracin A Co.
Seattle Hardware Co.

SHREVEI'ORT-Ven Horn A C*.
SOUTH MEND So. Bend Sup.Co.
OPRINGFIEJ D. MASS.

Carlisle Hardware Co.
SYRACUSE Syraruae Supply
TAMPA-Cameronft Rerkley Co.
niQtPO Cornell Supply Co.

Kirkby Mach. A Supply Co.
National Supply Co.

TORONTO —
Canadian Fairr.enka-Morae

TROY.N.Y. Kred K.Hlancherd
TULSA—Mach. Tool A Sap. Co.
VANCOUVER. H. C.-Croeamen

Machinery Co.. Ltd.
WORCESTER. MASS. Walte
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them, to keep this air pressure from

forcing its way out through seams

and tearing the stitches out of corn

ers of cushions."

The Boston and Maine Railroad op

erates a suggestion contest on much

the same lines as this L & N plan

from time to time. Prizes of from

$5 to $25 are offered. Every sugges

tion offered is acknowledged and 'the

writer is advised as to the final dis

position of the matter.

Space prevents our presenting more

than two more plans at any length,

so we will discuss two of the most

interesting of all, that used by the

Pennsylvania Railroad, and the very

efficient and result-getting plan spon

sored by the Baltimore and Ohio

Railroad.

The Pennsylvania has for more

than ten years been operating a "Bu

reau of New Ideas" for the purpose

of encouraging employees to submit

original thoughts for improvement and

protection. Employees are constantly

reminded of the welcome their ideas

will receive by posters such as that

shown herewith, placed throughout

the shops.

This plan—which has brought more

than 14,000 suggestions in its ten

years of operation—is based upon co

operation between the employees and

the officials. Receipt of every sug

gestion is acknowledged immediately.

Employes are advised as to the dis

position of their ideas and each sug

gestion is treated with confidence by

the Bureau. In addition to money

awards and other forms of recogni

tion, special cash prizes are awarded

for the best three suggestions adopted

during each six months period, these

being $100, $50 and $25 in the order

given.

The "co-operative" plan of the Bal

timore and Ohio Railroad has won na

tional recognition and has proved to

be one of the most successful ever de

vised by any organization for this

purpose. It has been in effect for

each efc-

matten

about 15 years. It is a logical

ment between management

employees that it is better

constructively together in

way than it is to harbor

and dissatisfaction conce

ing conditions on the one

quality production in the s

the other.

Committees are formed in

vision of the shops to handle

pertaining to that part of the shop

and, in turn, present them to the man

agement.

Some time ago, following the dis

covery of a considerable number of ir

regularities in the conditioning of lo

comotives and cars in one shop, tht

Superintendent of Shops asked tht

various shop foremen and the repr?-

sentatives of the employees servinr

on the cooperative committees to

a special effort to reduce the n

of such irregularities.

The Shop Crafts' representai

thereupon entered a memorandum

the minutes of their meeting,

ing their desire to do everything

sible to this end, and as the first step

requested the chairmen of the craft-

to discuss the matter at meetings o:

their locals and to ask for full coop

eration. As the next step, they re

quested that in the future a chart be

made of the specific irregularities so

as to give visual evidence of just what

was causing the most trouble. They

also arranged to have these charts dis

cussed at future cooperative

and to make a systematic

bring about a reduction in the

ber of complaints.

At each of these regular

of shop men twelve points

cussed in the following order

1—Cooperation between

ments.

2—Proper storage and care of

terials.

3—Distribution of material

fuel.
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4—Tool equipment and distribu

tion of hand tools.

5—Grouping of machine tools.

6—Machine operation and crane

service.

7—Scheduling work through the

shops.

8—Classification and handling of

freight and passenger car re

pairs.

9—Methods of making repairs.

10—Methods of handling and dis

position of scrap.

11—Inspection of scrap and disposi

tion of reclamation of usable

material.

12—Conditions of shops and shop

grounds.

This plan of discussion would be

ideal for any type of shop meeting.

It is daily producing results in B & 0

shops because it sets the men at these

meetings to thinking about each of

these specific opportunities for im

provement or saving in logical order

and concentrates their thoughts upon

one group rather than to permit them

to scatter their thoughts ineffectively.

Many tools and machines have been

developed from this plan. One is a

trepanning tool used in blocking out

side rods for brass fit. The drawing

shows dimensions and characteristics

of this tool. After sections have been

forged, slabbed, milled, and so on, a

2% -inch hole is drilled for the arbor

used in milling the contour on the

ends. The pilot or trepanning tool

was designed for a free and easy

running fit in this hole. This pilot

sets the work up in proper position

to be clamped.

It has also been found that much bet

ter results have been obtained by cut

ting half way through the rod from

either side. This eliminates the neces

sity of having such a long cutting

tool and also overcomes the strain on

the tool. The blocking-out tool is set

to leave one-sixteenth of an inch for

a finishing cut. In making the finish

ing cut, the blocking out tool and bar

are removed and the finishing 'jxi

inserted in the pilot. The slot in i

pilot for this tool can be seer.

A second tool, developed al

through this system, is a tool that l

designed for truing the trunioa be

ings on link plates. It can be a

in a drill press with a consideia

saving of time over that reqs

when performing this operation ■

boring mill. The turning of eccei!

crank arms is another operation «

can be profitably performed by

use of this tool.

It will be noted that the cur:

tool extends into the offset main b<

of the tool, which is provided

No. 4 Morse taper shank to fit

drill press spindle. The carter

pivoted at the upper end on a

pin, and %-inch adjustment of

cutting point is obtained by meaia

the two set screws shown. This '

allow adjustment of the catting 9

for bushings of different sizes.

Another machine was a pipe-be

ing machine, portable, and constra!

on a sturdy four-wheel truck of rhai

sions similar to ordinary shops tra

used in handling material. Aa

shaper bed was used as a bast,

the slots of which were mounted n

rollers or dies. These rollers are

justable and have radii suitable

bending different sizes of pipe-

standard 12 by 12-in. air brake cy

der furnishes the power and is ot

ated by an engineers' brake «

The entire design of the maciha

this simple but effective.

These ideas, inspired by the 9

gestion methods referred to, art a

a few of the many that railroad ?s

have secured through the coopenJ

of their mechanics."

The plans as used by these raHn

shops need little change to fit i

machine shop anywhere, lam

small. They offer a lead to

ideas that will make work in the s3

easier and more efficient as

more profitable.
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When the biggest manufacturer of building hoists in the country standardizes on

Baldwin-Duckworth Roller Chains—for all models—there's some good reason. In

this case it was the definite proof that a reliable roller chain drive was lower in

ultimate cost, easier to adjust and more compact thrn any other method of power

transmission.

Baldwin-Duckworth Roller Chains are made of the finest alloy steels, carefully

heat treated and accurately machined. Let our engineers help you to drives that

give quiet efficiency, longer service and a chance to roll up bigger profits. Baldwin-

Duckworth Chain Corporation, Springfield, Mass.
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Metallizing in the

Custom Shops

I

4

A Few Case Histories Presenting the Advantages of Metallizing

in the Saving of Time and Money.

By Charles Boyden

THE operator of the unloading

crane for the Stewart Sand and

Gravel Company discovered that the

7^ -in. diameter center pin shaft was

so badly worn that it was in imminent

danger of failure. This shaft is an

important part of the operating mech

anism of the crane, and no chances

could be taken on the possibility of

damage to other parts of the crane;

still, the delay necessary for a new

part to be obtained would mean a dis

tinct loss in time and money.

The suggestion was made that the

worn part be built up by Metallizing.

The pin was removed and sent to a

jobbing machine shop where equip

ment for this work was available, and

the necessary metal was applied. This

repair was made about a year ago,

and the pin is still giving perfect

service. In this case the delay was

shortened to a few hours and the sav

ing in cost was considerable.

The salvaging of equipment by the

use of the Metallizing process is be

coming a real factor in the industrial

world. It is only within the last few

years that the possibilities of this

method have been recognized, but a

concerted effort is now being made tc

acquaint the public with the economic

advantages that are available through

the use of the metal spraying process-

The use of sprayed metal coatings

for combatting corrosion, however, are

by no means new. The use of the pro

cess for this purpose has been pop

ular for a number of years, and manu

facturers and engineers have taken

advantage of its possibilities. But

more important still is the reclama

tion of machine parts, because of the

direct saving to be made over the cost

of replacements, not to mention the

time saved in many instances where

the repair is quite a distance from

the source of parts supply.

In spite of modern automatic gag

ing equipment and frequent inspec

tion, it sometimes happens that work

will be machined undersize. An ex

ample of this is found in the load of

work-pieces shown in Fig. 1. These

parts "are shafts with gears cut inte

gral. Due to an error in reading the

drawing or in setting the tool these

pieces were machined under-size. A

few years ago the entire lot of pie

would have been relegated to the i

pieces

■ scrap

Fic. 1 — After Mac
finished undersitt.
the shaft! on tkear
(ears were hailt aa
hv Metaltizinc ta rJsat

they ronld be nn
chined ta sise.



HOLO-KROME

Socket Screw

WRENCH

SET

Time Savers '"Always Handy

No. 22 contains 9 wrenches. Packed in a sturdily made black

crackle finish heavy gauge metal box. The Holo-Krome "File-

Hard" Wrenches fit all standard makes of hexagonal shape sockets—

Set, Cap, Stripper Bolt and Pipe Plugs—in the sixes as shown on the

box labels. No. 22 will fit any tool box. Handy pocket sixe for

carrying on the job. Act today! Stocked by all Holo-Krome Dis

tributors.

THE FIBRO FORCED SOCKET SCREW PEOPLE

The Holo-Krome Screw Corp.

Hartford, Conn. U. S. A.

SEND

distributors name

Folder describing the new No. 22

Wrench Set also the No. 33.
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pile—but not today. The shafts were

quickly built up by Metallizing to the

necessary size for remachining, and

thus were saved. It is quite evident

that the cost of manufacturing such

a part as this is no small item, and

inasmuch as the expense of building

up the metal to the original size was

comparatively small, the saving is

obvious.

The example given in the preceding

paragraph has been used to show that

Metallizing is not confined to the sal

vaging of old parts, but is often a

means of saving new parts on which

errors have been made in machining.

Practically any piece, large or small,

can be reclaimed.

The Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. have a

750 h.p. two cylinder Diesel engine

with a crosshead pin bearing which is

7% -in. inside diameter and about 9 in.

across the face. This bearing had be

come worn and needed replacing or

repairing and it was decided to build

it up by Metallizing. Diesel Marine

Babbitt was used and the build-up was

about % in. on the diameter. The job

has been in service for some time and

is entirely satisfactory.

Building up bearings is a field which

offers great possibilities in large in-

Fig. 3—The decreasing

been coated with zinc as a
corrosion.

riustrial centers. Bearings bui

by the metal spraying process, t

equipment such as that shown in Fi;

2, have no blow holes and do not

sitate a complete rebabbitt job. Thu

service offers a considerable savins n

both time and money.

Degreasing machines are used i

many industrialists for cleaning

flora their product. The cleaning

fluids used in connection with thu

process sometimes cause a ceitaa

amount of corrosion, however, and

these installations run into consk

erable money in many cases, menu

are used to prolong the life of Ufc

equipment. The illustration Fig.

shows a tan

which is part of

degreasing insl

lation. This

has been coal

with zinc, 0.

in. to the

foot. It has

found that

gives spletv

protection and :!

fit. 2 —
, uipme nt

tion spraying a Mat
ing of babbitt M tlx
interior wall of i

large bushing.



Positive seal of valve seats is assured

by full line air pressure. Metal cup

washers, in which synthetic, oil re

sistant rubber has been permanently

vulcanized, afford perfect seating,

prevent leakage and give exception

ally long life.

All ports on one face permit gang

mounting in minimum space—easy

to install. Short throw makes Ross the 1

ideal valve for mechanical control.

For easy, positive action, and speed

in the operation of your air actu

ated equipment, install Ross valves.

Catalog No. 37 sent on request

ROSS OPERATING VALVE CO.

• Detroit, Michigan

HAND

CONTROL

FOOT

CONTROL

SOLENOID

*OL

MECHANICAL

CONTROL
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is now standard practice with some

firms specializing in the manufacture

of this equipment to zinc coat all

their installations.

Linde Air Products Company had an

cxygen compressor rod which had be

come worn, from constant use, to such

an extent that a replacement or re

pair was necessary. Inasmuch as an

extremely hard wearing surface was

desired, it was decided to build up

the rod by the metal spraying pro-

Fiff. 4—Coating (he crank pins and journals of
carbon steel. The hard surface thus applied v

cess. Metco No. 2, a high carbon

chrome steel, was used for the pur

pose, and after the rod was finished

it was immediately put into service.

After having been in use for more

than four thousand hours, the rod

was inspected and showed 0.002 in. of

wear.

This is a case where a repair was

less expensive than a replacement and

more satisfactory because of the hard

surface which was applied to the face

of the rod. It might be mentioned

that it is necessary to finish high car

bon coatings by grinding becm

their great hardness.

The Kansas City Light

Co. had a shaft 10% in. a

which was a part of a We

steam driven turbine,

needed refinishing and was

in November, 1935. Since

has been giving perfect

It can readily be appr

thin sleeve of metal sprayed j

shaft of this diameter woulc

finitely

a i

in

this that !

ing is at

The Ulost

Fig. 4

compressor

shaft being!

with 120

steel on til

pins and

The bearing

faces on t\

crankshaft

much more

factory t<

than they

when the

shaft was

The ej

hard surfs

give the

mum of

has been

in many instances. In one I

large western cities practically

crankshafts used in the buses

transportation company were

in this manner. Tests which

been carried on proved conclu

that the amount of wear was

paratively negligible when the

were built up with high carbon

Swift & Company had repairs mai

on a large ice machine cylinder. Tbl

cylinder was 26 in. in diameter am

was badly scored at the ends of

piston travel. Monel

i compressor shaft with
ill give a maximum of



TURN ASSEMBLY

COSTS INTO EXTRA

PROFITS

XCHANGE old-fashioned

hand screw driving and nut tight

ening for new, fast Black & Decker

electric tools that do the job better,

at lower cost, with less fatigue on

the operator. You'll find just the

right size and model of Electric

Screw Driver, Wrench or Nut Run

ner to handle your particular as

sembly work in the complete Black

& Decker Line. Ask your Jobber

for a demonstration, or write: The

Black & Decker Mfg. Co., 720

Pennsylvania Ave., Towson, Md.

POiR TABLE ELECTRIC T O O LS
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MARKING

FLAT—ROUND

IRREGULAR SURFACES

BY ROLLING

OPERATION

MODEL 25

HI-DUTY MARKING MACHINE

This machine operates from your plant air
line, and Is one of numerous models built to
produce fast, neat marking on metal parts.
HI-Duty marking machines may be had for
practically any marking operation, and we will
be glad to make recommendations upon recelp*.
of your Inquiries. Send prints or samples o'
parts to be marked, showing lettering and
location, also state required production.

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 BELLE PLAINE AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

sprayed into the scored places m

after being finished off, the murimm

was assembled and immediately px

into service. After a year's running

it was torn down for inspection, whici

disclosed the monel repairs to be is

the same condition as when they were

made. The charge for this job

nominal and effected a saving to tfe

Fig. 5—Applying a coating of high earbea
chrome steel to one of the large centriftffti
shafts used in the Tennessee Valley Project.
The new shafts are machined W in. umlcitui
and then built up in this manner to provide

protection against wear.

Swift Company of approximately

$1000.

The rotors and vanes of the vm-

uum pumps owned by the Kansas City

Water Department were in need of

repairs due to corrosion. The vanes

and rotors were coated with lead and

the rotor shafts with stainless stee'

and the pumps were ready for service

again. The cost of this job was $100

as against $600 for a new pump.

Before the shafts of the large cen-



The use of Ex Cell O slondordized Drill Jig

Bushings provides these fundamental advan

tages, of importance to any plant large or

small: accuracy, insuring absolute uniformity,

easy replacement, and long life for both bush

ing and drill, lower first cost than bushings

made in your own piant, and lower tool room

inventory, a dependable source of supply —

immediate deliveries f.om our Detroit stock of

a quarter million bushings. An extensive stock

is also maintained in New York City.

here is a complete range of Ex-Cell-O bush-

gs and liners in types, sizes, and lengths to

eet every general requirement. Special bush-

gs are available upon short notice when re

nd for complete information, in-

ing data sheets and price lists.

I Drill Jig Boihlngt

I Grinding Spindles

I Counterborei & Broachc*

I Carbide Tool Grind en

) Precision Boring Machine*

] Precision Thread Grinders

] Hydraulic Power Unit.

EX-CEU-O CORPORATION, DETROIT. MICHIGAN

Please tend literature on Ex-Cell-O Products as indicc

NAME.

FIRM.

POSITION.
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Fig. 6—Cast iron bashings being bniit up with
carbon steel. Reclaiming the bashings in this

cheaper than making new ones.

trifugal pumps used in the Tennessee

Valley Authority project were in

stalled, they were coated with high

carbon chrome steel. Government en

gineers specified Metallizing on these

shafts as a safeguard against rapid

wear inasmuch as the service is severe

and uninterrupted operation is of ma

jor importance. One of the shafts is

shown in Fig. 5. In this case only

that portion of the shaft which is

subjected to unusual wear is coated.

The new shafts are cut V* in. under-

size and then built up. As stated

previously, these high carbon coatings

are so hard they can only be finished

by grinding, so it would be commer

cially impossible to furnish solid

shafts having similar hardness charac

teristics.

Coatings as thick as 3/16 in. are

the exception and not the rule, but a

number of Diesel engine crankshafts

taken from Caterpillar tractors have

been built up this much on both the

crank pins and journals. Like other

shaft applications, 120 carbon steel is

used to give the hard surface needed

for this hard :

The cast iron

bushings shown a

Fig. 6 are bein-

built up with If1?

in. of low carbo-n

steel. It might ap

pear that it wouli

be less expensive to

make new bushings,

but it has bee-

found that a grer.

deal can be saved

by building up wi:h

the Metallizing pro

cess. This is only i

single instance of

bushing reclamation

as thousands at

bushings of all lands

and description:

have been built o:

and all are giving

splendid service.

Of particular interest is the hard

surfacing of shafts by the Metalliz

ing process. It is not uncommon foi

purchasers of new mechanical equip

ment to have the shafts built up wits

Tufton or Metco No. 2 wire as a

means of increasing the time between

shut-down periods. These hard sur

faced shafts have approximately three

times the bearing surface life of the

ordinary shaft and it is a genuine

economy to have this application

made.

The applications mentioned in this

article are typical of the variety of

work that enters the average Metal

lizing shop. Picked at random from

all quarters of the country they show

what is being done to combat

and corrosion.

1/16 in. of low
manner is much

"Over 20,000 Varieties" is the title or

a catalog bulletin now being distributee

by the Wrought Washer Mfg. Co.. Mil

waukee. Wis. The bulletin describes this

company's line of washers an

and also their services which are

able to manufacturers. Copy free

request.
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inexperienced LABOR MAKES FINE CASTINGS

ON THIS REVOLUTIONARY NEW MACHINE

Small Investment - Less Cost • More Profit

DIE-BUILDING

AND TESTING

SERVICE

We are fully quali

fied to build and

thoroughly lest

dies ior any part

or group of parts,

enabling you to

get clean, accurate

castings, with no

production loss.

SEND FOR

The Harvill is the solution of the

in-the-plant die casting problem.

It costs about half as much as other

pressure die casting machines of

equal capacity. Eliminates having

to pay a profit to outside casters

and uncertain delivery. Produces

fine castings in enormous quanti

ties at minimum cost. Can be oper

ated by an ordinary workman.

Check up your casting costs—then

compare them with Harvill's. Our

engineers will submit estimates—

write today—no obligation.

H. L. HARVILL. INC.

2344 E. 38th St. Los Angeles. Calif.

HARVILL

HIGH-PRESSURE

CASTING MACHINES
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In Silver Craftsmanship or Tool Craftsmanship

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE MEAN

There is no substitute for years of exprrinci

in the craftsmanship that shapes fine strr.

designs. Nor in the craftsmanship that :

every process in the manufacture of Mors

Tools.

Next time a drilling, reaming, threading

milling job calls for a tool whose manufacture

is tempered with experience, prove to yoursdJ

that "There Is A Difference."

TWIST DRILL & MACHINE CO., DEW BEDFORD II «SE - >

New York Store Chicago Storr
130 Lllsyette Street * 570 West Rantklr* S3"1

The Morse Line Includes High Speed and Carbon
Drills - Reamers - Cullers ■ Taps and Dies ■ Screw lalet - Arbors ■ Chucks - Counterbores ■ Mandrels - lapir Pins - Sockets •$«•'•

A Conveniently Located Morse Distributor

Will Give You Prompt Service
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7^ \}f Monk

of A BETTER GAGE

• Made or salvaged to the highest quality standards. Unexcelled in pro

viding extreme accuracy and the maximum in long-lived performance.

• Made in the only gage plant in the Middle West operating its own chrome-

plating department. Lincoln Park has the most modern chrome-plating

facilities in the gage industry.

• Made by the pioneers—and now the largest users—of Carboloy in the

manufacture of gages.

OUR NEW POCKET SIZE HANDBOOK of fta?rs and gaffe stand
ards ia just going to press. Informative and extremely useful to every

(rage user. Reserve YOUR copy—TODAY!

LINCOLN PARK TOOL & GAGE CO.

1719 Ferris Avenue — Lincoln Pork, Mich.

GAGES OF

STEEL

•

CHROME

PLATE

•

CARBOLOY

SALVAGING

OF GAGES,

BURNISHERS,

ETC., by

CHROME

PLATING
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If Your Motors Have Ball

Bearings---

Here are a few hints on taking care of the)

By W. R. Hough

Experimental Engineer, The Reliance Electric & Engineering Co., Cleveland. Ohio

BALL bearings in electric motors

require so little attention that

only too often they get none at all.

Nevertheless, they do need reasonable

care, and the following suggestions

may help to avoid unnecessary trouble.

Selection of Lubricant

The manufacturer of the motors is

in excellent position to advise regard

ing the best lubricant to be used for

a specific type of machine, due to the

fact that he has usually had a great

deal of experience and knows exactly

what the various kinds of lubricants

can be depended upon to do. An ideal

general-purpose grease, however,

would have the following character

istics.

First, it should have a melting point

Fig. 1—Before repacking a ball bearing all
dirt should be wiped off the outside of the

bearing housing.

of around 300 deg. F. Second, the

grease should be non-fibrous in tex

ture, free from dirt, and s noma ue •

proximately the consistency of on

nary butter when the motor is ai

normal working temperature. Tm

Fig. 2-—(Irease should not be packed akm 1
lower surface of the shaft.

its ingredients should be so intimatel

mixed and proportioned that i: i

no tendency to "separate out" in 5:01

age. Fourth, it must have a minimal

tendency to oxidize, corrode, or "n

up" the working parts. So littj

grease is needed during the year uu

good grease, of the correct grade, »1

be found a real economy even H

it may cost a little more per pooa

Repacking Bearings

Regardless of the kind of grew

used, a portion of it will har*'" *

become dirty in the course of tM

consequently the old grease shi _

removed, the cups cleaned out, a

new grease packed in at regr...<

tervals. This should be done once |

(Illustrations Courtesy The Reliance Electric & Engineering Co., Cleveland. Otoe.'
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TIETflLLIZinG

IORE BUSINESS

FROM YOUR CUSTOMERS

MORE CUSTOMERS

FOR YOUR BUSINESS

contract shops, like Libby Welding Co., are profif-

ig with Metallizing—the modern tool for maintenance

nd salvage jobs. It builds up undersized shafting,

istons and machinery parts with high carbon steel or

orrosive-rcsisting metals at lower costs . . . No danger

f stresses or warpage.

>ur confidence in the Mogul gun and equipment, the

rork it does and its importance in the welding field,

rompts us to announce new low purchase terms—10%

town and the balance in 24 easy monthly payments,

'his, with o small down payment, is much the same

is you would buy an automobile but with far less depre

ciation and greater profit returns.

Spraying

Babbitt Metal

Libby Welding Co., Kansas

City, Mo., reports: "Enclosed

photo of Metallizing (spray

ing babbitt metal) illustrates

a service to our customers

that has increased our regu

lar business and added profits.

We are sold on Metallizing,

the Mogul gun and the ser

vice obtained from your com

pany. Every up-to-date shop

should have this equipment

even tho they do only two

small jobs a month."

METALLIZING CO. OF AMERICA, INC.

1353 E. 17ih St., Lot Ans«l«i, C«lil.

' Ike. Beit Clipped Skbfx

Qeii tke /itUituM."

1353 mil P»*icula« on

POSITION

WORLDWIDE ORGANIZATION
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A Universal Gear Chamfering

Machine (or producing any

form on internal and external

gear teeth with a "pencil-point"

cutter. Spur, helical, herring

bone or, gears with relieved

teeth are all chamfered with

equal ease. Controlled auto

matically—set-up quickly —

tooled economically.

Information sent on request

year, or, at least, every two years.

The first step is to wipe the outst

of the bearing housing so as to n-

move all dirt, otherwise some of

lie. 3—If the hearing is packed too (ai!
urease—like this—the increased frietwn «

cause the bearing to

will be almost certain to find its

inside during the packing proce;l

Next, remove the cap and clean all til

old grease out of the ball races B

off the balls. Then wash out the bee

ing thoroughly, using some soIve

such as carbon tetrachloride or g»?

line. However, since most solvents t>

come corrosive in the course of

every trace of the solvent must be r>.

moved afterward by flushing out «B

Fisr- 4—If a paper casket was used by Jj
manufacturer, be sure it is replaced is

cap before sealing: up the bearinf-

clean, light lubricating oil before ti

bearings are repacked.

Care should be taken that the K*

grease is thoroughly clean. A li^'

dirt can do a surprising amount >

damage; in fact, it is claimed tb«i
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No single

pro

duction is more im

portant than the quality

of service rendered by cut

ting tools. Gairing tools arc used

in plants where there is a constant

lookout and reward for ability to do a

uperior or special job better than before and

where efficiency and long life in a tool are fully

appreciated.

Standard and special design cover a very broad range of

machine applications. Consult our Engineering Department

for details. Special tools to your blueprints, or specifically designed

to meet your needs, are available.

Years of accumulated experience in the designing of standard and special

cutting tools is at your disposal without obligation. Write for a catalog of the

Gairing line on your company letterhead.

Gairing representatives are located in all the important industrial centers.

Manufacturers of STANDARD and SPECIAL CUTTING TOOLS and TOOL HOLDERS

Counterbores and Countersinks . . . Counlerbore Sets, Spotfacers . . . Core

Drills, Reamers, Hollow Mills. . . Full Floating Holders, Facing Heads.. .

Form Cutters, Boring Bars, Boring Heads . . . Adjustable Extension Holders

. . . Multi-Diameter Cutters . . . Tungsten Carbide Tipped Tools.

ie cnminc TOOL [0.

-35 WEST LDFRVETTE • DETROIT, miCHIGRIl
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dirt alone is responsible for some 90

per cent of all ball bearing failures.

The bearing should not be packed too

full; up to the lower level of the shaft

Fir. 5—When repacked, the rotor or armature
of a ball or roller bearing should torn easily
by hand. Hardened crease or mechanical

is enough, otherwise the friction will

be so much increased that overheating

may occur. When the bearing is com

pletely reassembled, a final check

should be made to make sure that the

-NEW

U. S. No. 1 Anti-Friction Bearing

Hand Milling Machine

The New U. S. Hand Miller it partic

ularly adapted to high speed light

milling operation!. Vertical and hori

zontal feeds.

Improvements: Heat treated chrome

nickel steel spindle, Timken bear

ings, Ballbearing countershaft, V-belt

drives, 6 Spindle Speeds up to 1 592

R.P.M., providing efficient use of

small end mills.

Write for full details.

The UNITED STATES

MACHINE TOOL Co.

motor armature (if of average

can be revolved freely by

if spun will come to rest

A little care used in

go far toward eliminating:

Wall Chart of S. A. E. Color i

To aid in quickly and

Identifying S.A.E. steels, a simple

practical color chart known and a

keted as the S.A.E.-Namel Chart

been developed by Mill Service, f.

Box 763. Springfield. Ohio. The

Illustrates In detail the Color Code

Marking Steel Bars recently

gated by the U. S. Department of

merce. Division of Simplified

National Bureau of Standards.

The color chart is 22x36 In. In

and can easily be read at a coi

distance. The chart lists, by S.AJS. •!

numbers with corresponding color a

numbers and color combinations. all

the 89 S.A.E. steels included In the M

code as officially promulgated,

chart is intended for use at

tables as well as by receiving

metallurgical, sales and p

partments. Write for a copy.

1954 W. 6th St. Cincinnati, Ohio
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Ideas from Readers

This department is a clearing house for ideas ... If there is a "kink" or short cut ir>

use in your shop, send in a description of it . . . Each one published will be paid for

Drill Grinding Gage for

Large Drills

Bv R. B. Loveland

TN order to ensure the correct grind-

JLing of large drills at the Roanoke

Shops of the Norfolk & Western Rail-

The use of this gage makes it possible to in
stantly determine whether or not the drill is
ground at the correct angle and whether the

lips are of equal length.

road, the gage shown in the illustra

tion was developed. The tool is as

simple as it is efficient, consisting of a

circular base from which extends i

vertical spindle carrying an angk

gage.

A slot is provided in the angle,

through which extends a thread^:

stud attached to a stop which can be

set for checking the length of the lif.

A nut on the threaded end of the sn:

provides for locking the stop in posi

tion. The angle can be adjusted for

height and then anchored by means c

a thumb screw. A center is locate:

in the base, in direct line with tht

"V" in the angle.

To gage the accuracy of the grad

ing of a drill, the center hole in the

end of the shank is slipped over th*

center in the base of the gage, thr

the angle is adjusted so that the T~

will fit snugly over the point of tia

drill. As the angle is made to the cor

rect grinding angle of 59 degrees, th»

accuracy of the angle of the cuttinj

edge can instantly be determined. If

the angle is correct, the stop is set in

contact with the side of the drill *i

the corner of one lip, then the drill a

revolved to bring the opposite lip into

alignment with the angle. If one lip

is longer than the other, this fact '»

immediately apparent.

Saw Filing Attachment for

the Shaper

By C. F. Frrz

BEING saddled with the job of

keeping a large number of hani

saws in good condition without the ui

of a saw filing machine, necessfr

again became the mother of inventk"
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Low Priced

Dry Cutting

.HACK SAWS

In automatic production saws, band saws, high speed cutting off equipment and giant

hydraulics, MARVEL leadership is proverbial. In the less spectacular equipment, the

small low-priced, dry-cutting hack saws too, MARVEL dominates the field—80% in

use are MARVELS.

These economical general purpose saws No. I and No. 2 are sturdier, with heavy

rigid saw frames, hold blades at greater tension—assure straight cutting. AH con

trols are set in front for convenience and safety, and frame slides in "V" bearings

that have screw take-up to compensate for wear.

They are in every way "more saw for the money/'

Equipped with unbreakable Hack Saws can be counted

on to keep producing hour after hour, day

after day.

ARMSTRONG-

BLUM MFG. CO.

"The Hack Saw People"

5745 Bloomingdale Ave.

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Marvel

No. 2

Portable
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and we designed a saw filing attad

ment for the shaper. The attackse3

consists of the vise shown as A in -i

illustration and the file holder R II

vise was made from a section of tri

channel iron in which a slot was rr. t

longitudinally just wide enough to pru

Saw Filing Attachment for the Shaper

vide a slip fit for a saw blade. I*

file holder was built out of an interna

shaping tool.

To use, the handle is removed fron

the hand saw and the saw is clampN

horizontally in the vise. By vsai

the C-clamps indicated as C. the M

in the angle iron can be made to grij

the saw and hold it rigidly. The fW

is clamped to the machine table at tM

angle shown, in order to give n»

proper clearance to the cutting teew

of the saw. The file is also set ti
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YeS...AWAY SACK

IN PKTPAK/N6

TNI FURNACE

CHAK6E

That's what makes Red Cut Superior Bits so absolutely

uniform in performance. There's a Red Cut Superior

Bit for every use, starting with the smallest size

square x I-J2" long to 1" square x 7" long.

SPECIFY RED CUT SUPERIOR WHEN ORDERING BITS.
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an angle; that is, with one end higher

than the other, so that only a small

cut is taken on each tooth. This pro

duces a cleaner cut, reduces the strain

on the file, and by thus reducing the

wear on the file makes it last longer.

It also provides sufficient clearance at

the end of the cut so that the saw can

be fed to bring the next tooth into

filing position.

Before starting the operation, it is

necessary to count the number of teeth

per inch on the saw. If there are 16

to the inch, the automatic feed of the

shaper is set at 0.0125 in., due to the

fact that every other tooth is filed at

this angle and this setting of the file.

When the teeth have been filed in one

direction, the saw is turned end for

end and the operation is repeated, fil

ing the rest of the teeth.

The attachment is used for filing all

types and sizes of saws and works out

very well. It is interesting to note

that the men who use the saws say

that saws that are filed on the shaper

hold up better than those that are filed

by hand. The attachment has saved

a considerable amount of time and

effort. .

of the Central of Georgia

for drilling holes in main and

rod bushings. There is a jig for (

size and type of bushing, each j

Simple Jig for Drilling

Locomotive Rod Bushings

By G. F. Cacle

THE jig shown set up for use in

the illustration is one of a set of

similar jigs in use in the Macon Shops

signed for drilling from 40 to I

as the case may be.

The feature of the jig is

tremely simple design, the jig <

ing only of a steel ring conu

the necessary drill bushings,

work-piece is slipped into

GEARED HEAD & CONE DRIVEN .

ENGINE LATHES'

Sizei

16" to 36"

Swing
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ftvetlock BUMMWM

Caught by the Camera

& Pat No

1775705

Only Everlock

Washers have this

patented dual-act
ing tongue.

* POSITIVE LOCKING AND

>OWERFUL SPRING TENSION

To keep screws and nuts tight requires

tro definite principles:

(1) Powerful Spring Tension set up by

lie flexing of many tongues.

(2) Positive Locking by sharp projecting

dges on tongues that dig into the working

urfaces.

These pictures show how Everlock

Vashers afford this dual action — show

rhy you can depend on Everlocks to

educe complaints and service calls wher-

ver nuts or screws are used.

FREE SAMPLES mailed on request. Just

pecify sizes you want.

h o m p s o n - B r e m e r & Co.

640-H W. Hubbard St. CHICAGO

Sharp edges em

bedded, forming

positive lock.

Tongues Hexed —

setting up powerful

Spring Tension.

Note sharp edges in
contact with sur

faces—tongues set

for flexing when

nut Is tightened.

Released — tongues

back to original po

sition—definite evi

dence of powerful

spring action.

Only Everlock

Washers make

these long, deep in

dentures — definite

evidence of locking

so positive that only

a powerful wrench

can release the nut.

Unretouched
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from the end and usu

ally fits snugly enough

to prevent movement

in the jig. All holes

are 5/16 in. in diam

eter and after the drill

ing has been complet

ed, the piece is re

moved from the jig

and the holes are coun

tersunk in the usual

manner, the V-block

only being necessary.

Temperature

Control in the

Machine Shop

By W. F. Schaphorst

IN these days of automatic controls

that are actuated by air, water,

steam, heat, and so on, the question

is often raised as to the best method

of controlling valves, gates, and other

Drawing of device for automatic temperature

regulating devices automatical^

through slight changes of temper*

ture. The accompanying drawfl

illustrates the design of an excelled

device for this purpose.

The regulator bulb is placed in tb

SIDNEY

PRECISION

TOOL ROOM

LATHES

• New features include

Quick-Change Gear Box

—a separate, enclosed

unit, tongued, grooved

and bolted to the front

of the bed. All shafts

in gear box and on

quadrant operating on

anti-friction bearings. 48

complete thread and

feed changes without

the use of extra gears.

J.et us send you complete

details.

Lathes and Milling Machines"

THE SIDNEY MACHINE TOOL CO.

HIGHLAND AVENUE SIDNEY, OHIO
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EXPERT SERVICE is another

reason—experts who can help

you adapt them to your job.

Abrasive wheels are now recog

nized production tools for cut-

ting-ofT and slotting operations

—are doing the job more eco

nomically than other methods

and leaving a finish that elim

inates subsequent operations.

Let Norton show what they can

do for you.

NORTON COMPANY
WORCESTER, MASS.

r*' J I ...

ESINOID, RUBBER AND SHELLAC BONDS
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tank, heater, or gas passage that is

to be regulated, where any change in

the temperature is reflected in the

transmission of a slight force to the

intermediate regulating device in the

center. Then, by means of water

pressure from the city main or else

where, this central device—which has

been "touched off" by the slight

pressure change—goes into operation

and, by means of piston and cable,

operates the valve, damper, or gate

without human aid. The device works

backward as well as forward, the

counterweight doing the closing.

As an example, the drawing shows

the device connected to a large lever-

operated control valve. Attempts to

handle steam valves as large as 8 in.

by temperature regulation alone usu

ally result in failure. With the aid

of the device shown here, however,

it usually can be done, although it

may be necessary to develop a spe

cial opening and closing lever such as

the one shown here. The

ment shown works very satisf

and assures automatic temp

regulation within close limits.

Handy Indicator He

By F. F. Chaklej

AN indicator holder which

used on any machine wh«

holders are used and which

time by eliminating the step

moving the tool holder in oidcd

indicate the work in the macaw

shown in the accompanying

tion. It consists primarily of a A

A which is cut from square stw

the same size as the tool bits

in the tool holder of the

machine, and a yoke D wh

threaded on one end and slotte<J

the other end to receive the

tion on the back of the indicator,

ball B is turned, then drilled

Are available in a complete line of style*
sizes among which you are to be mil

find the cutters you need. They are rerretdfl

designed and machined, scientifically fed

treated and accurately ground.

May we send our catalog?

THE TOMKINS-JOHNSON CO.

620 N Mechanic Street JackMa. Ml
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AIRMAT

DUST ARRESTER

ThoTRKUMVIRATE

off QuxtCeiOiU

THE Roto-Clone single unit blower and dust separ

ator now available in 3 types, saves space, piping

and power. Combines the functions of an exhauster

and cyclone separator ordinarily used for eliminating

a dust nuisance. Where re-circulation of air is prac

tical, Roto-Clone is most effective in combination with

either AAF Tubular Cloth or Ainnat Dust Arrester*

THE AAF Tubular Cloth Dust Arrester Is espe

cially designed to collect fine granular dosi» and

handle large volumes of air. Its new!v developed

and very effective vibrating mechanism and built-in

pre-cleaner make it most economical for larger

installations.

THE Airmat Dust Arrester •» particularly effective

with process dusts includ <ig fibrous, linty as well

an fine granular material Us unit construction makes

it economical for smull installations in the form of

dust "boxes" at* well as for larger installations where

central systems are required.

Write for complete information and engineering data.

AMERICAN AIR FILTER CO., INC.

I noorporated

342 Central Ave., Louisville, Kentucky

In Canada: Darling Bros., Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
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threaded as shown in the illustration.

A nut C is threaded and then bored

to form a ball and socket joint for

the ball B to ride in.

are heat treated so as to provide 1

wear-resisting surfaces. 1

with which a holder of this

be adjusted in the tool holder |

time that it saves fully cor

for the time and labor

make one.

'© H if

Handy

The yoke D is bored at the threaded

end to complete the other half of the

ball and socket joint. A screw E is

made to hold the indicator in the yoke

of the holder. All parts of this holder

Tlmken Seamless Mechaniral

For the convenience of those

and l'slng seamless mechanical

The Tlmken Steel and Tube Dlriato

assembled a handy pocket size handfc

4'ix7 in., listing standard toler

mechanical properties of cold

carbon steel seamless tubing,

weight per lineal foot of seamless

from v, In. OD to lu'i In. OD

thicknesses ranging from 0 004 to
Conversion tables and standard

steel pipe size tubing tables, with

marv of standard definitions of

used In connection with tubing

cations, are also Included.

CoDies of this booklet may be

free upon request to The Tlmken

and Tube Division of The Tlmken T

Bearing Company, Canton. Ohio.

Only the

PROCUNIER UNIVE

TAPPING MACH]

has all these features

Five speeds, ranging from 385 to 2240 R.P.M.

Tap capacity from No. 8 to %" using two inter

changeable heads.

Pre-set feeding and backing out pressures, inde

pendent of operator, uniformly maintained through

long helical springs with wide range of adjustment.

New protection of taps with Procunier Sensitive

High Speed Tapping Heads.

Automatic lubrication of tap with accurate timing

and volume adjustments.

Catalog on request.

PROCUNIER SAFETY CHUCK CO.

12 S. Clinton St. Chicago, Illinois



# The Bijur Automatic Lubricating System automatically

feeds any number of bearings the metered oil film each

•

requires. Maximum protection for machine life! Bearings,

slides, gears . . . lubricated correctly, economically. None

forgotten. # Insure high-speed runs with new-machine

accuracy. Avoid expensive production delays. Cut main

tenance costs. Protect your investment! . . . With bijur.

BIJUR LUBRICATING CORPORATION LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK
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Over the Editor's Desk

Communism

LARGELY as a result of the flood

of labor troubles that are upset

ting the country, we are hearing

more and more about Communism and

the fight that must be made to prevent

it from spreading in this country.

Communist literature is suppressed

and steps are taken to prevent speak

ers with Communist leanings from air

ing their views in public. All of which

indicates that we are afraid of Com

munism. Are we? If so, what Is this

thing that we are afraid of?

Communism is a theory regarding

the manner in which tpvernment

should function. Just the same as Dem

ocracy. A Communist Is not neces

sarily a criminal, with a pistol in one

hand and a torch in the other. He is

a human being, even as you and I,

who believes that the best form of

government is one based on the com

mon ownership of the equipment and

materials necessary for production and

an equal distribution of the products

of industry. As long as he advocates

his theories peacefully, he Is as en

titled to his beliefs as an advocate of

the republican form of government is

to his. The Constitution guarantees

the right of free thought and free

speech to every one, as long as he

abides by the laws of the country.

The majority of us in these United

States may not be in sympathy with

the Communistic theory; we may feel

that the system holds no incentive for

extra effort or brilliant thinking and

thus tends to kill initiative, or we may

feel that the success of this Utopian

theory depends upon absolute un

selfishness on the part of each and

every Individual—a state of perfection

which we are far from achieving.

Whatever defects we may attribute to

the Communistic system, we are taking

a decidedly unintelligent attitude when

we try to eradicate it by suppressing

any reference to it. On the contrary,

it should be placed in the spotlight—

in the full glare of publicity—and

that without delay. If Communism

right, it will triumph in the

way, and no power under Heaven can

prevent it. If it is not the best method

of government for us. we are stupid

and ineffectual If we cannot prove on:

point openly.

The ideas by which the destiny ol

this country will be guided ten. twenrr

or thirty years from now are now in

process of crystallization in the mind;

of our children. We are neglecting

our duties if we are not making a defi

nite effort, now, to see that these chil

dren are thoroughly grounded in the

principles upon which our governme::

is founded so that they can judge fe

themselves as to whether or not tit

republican form of government pro

vides the utmost in opportunity for aU

The majority of our presidents wer*

sons of comparatively poor families;

Rockefeller was a poor boy; Schwab

was a mill-hand; Ford was an ordi

nary mechanic; the majority of oar

railroad presidents began as ordinary

workmen, and so did the presidents

of most of the great steel corporations

Any boy can go just as far up U*

ladder as his Intelligence will carry

him. What more could any one want'

Under our form of government the

United States has grown to be wha:

we, its people, believe to be the great

est nation of the earth. For one hun

dred and sixty-two years our country

has progressed and today is strongs

than ever before. If we feel that Com

munism or any other "ism" is a men

ace, the intelligent way to handle the

situation is to see that the youth c!

the country are fully educated regard

ing all forms of government, including

Communism and Fascism, so that '

will have a clear understam

both sides of the question,

knowledge, if they wish the

government changed, It will be

them when the country is in

hands. And if they do not

changed, they will be properly

pared and equipped to prevent It
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EST BALANCE

REQUIRES THE FINEST

ENGINEERING

Allis - Chalmers engineers now set a new high

standard in DYNAMICALLY BALANCING Sheaves

for TEXROPE V-BELT DRIVES. Over their entire

range of speed, up to 6,000 rpm. these sheaves

have no vibration period . . . they run like a watch

movement from 1 rpm. right up to 6,000 rpm.

Allis-Chalmers has made the DYNAMICALLY

BALANCED SHEAVE commercially available

for applications that require the most extreme

accuracy and precision, and can therefore tol

erate no vibration at any time or at any speed.

Your V-BELT drive applications may not require

such fine balance, but whatever

TEXROPE V-BELT DRIVE equipment

you buy will have the same caliber of

engineering ability and experience

built into it, that produced the ALLIS-

CHALMERS DYNAMICALLY BAL-

ANCED TEXROPE SHEAVE.

Wrilm lor VariPiKh Bulletin No. 1261-A

Belts by Goodrich
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YouSAVE

when you

BUYthem

YouSAVE'

when you

USE them

R&L

TOOLS

The R&L Turning Tool

replaces an assortment oi

fourteen tools—at a sav

ing oi $235.

And you CONTINUE to

save money, because the

R&L Tool can do one.

two or three jobs at one

time. It can be used for

drilling and turning at one

operation, for turning and centering, for turning two

drilling or reaming.

Altogether you save $235. plus increased production

R&L Tools. Write today for information.

profits by us.- ;
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LiKE most plant men—you're probably

not entirely satisfied with your present grinding figures.

Cost of grinding, though, can often be controlled by

investigation of the grinding wheels you use.

Results of recent tests in many users' plants lead us to

believe that ABRASIVE COMPANY GRINDING WHEELS can

be adapted to your requirements after investigation by

our sales engineers so that your costs may be materially

reduced.

We will be glad to send specific information at your

request.

ABRASIVE COMPANY

GRINDING WHEEL DATA BOOK

Writ* for your copy of this

helpful service book full of

practical information about

grinding.

Tacony & Fraley

PHILADELPHIA PA.

luision of simonos sow ana steei to
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New Shop Equipment

Cincinnati Heavy Duty Frog and

Switch Planer

A heavy duty planer primarily de

signed to machine frog and switch prod

ucts has been placed on the market by

The C.ncinnatl Planer Co., Cincinnati,

Ohio. The planer is furnished in two

Cincinnati Heavy Duty Frog and Switch Planer

standard widths of 42 in. and 48 In. be

tween housings.

The maximum height under the cross

rail is 24V4 in., thus providing extra

space for satisfactory work-holding fix

tures and also for the gradual Increase

of the rail sections. The cross rail can

be permanently located on the housings

by dowel pins or, if neressary, power

elevation can be provided through the

use of a 5 h p. standard N.E.M.A. frame

motor mounted on the top of the ma

chine. The cross rail Is made of box

section, well ribbed throughout to resist

all strains imparted through the cutting

tools. The rail heads which are

mounted on the cross rail are square

gibbed. Each head has independent

feed rods, and is operated only from

the right side of the machine.

Automatic graduated feeds

from 1/96 to 9/16 In. are

both the down slides and cross

and are operated tnrougn a

clutch. Rapid traversing to

holding heads is another important la-

ture for quickly positioning the tooi

Rapid traverse Is accomplished throust

the use of twi

motors mount':

on top of the

chine. as

ed. One

for

ment of

and the

lateral

The m o t o

only when

trig Is required

each motor Is

trolled by the

versing dru

switches

near the

—in this

the right

Pneuma

erated

relieve

cutting

the

of the table.

According to tie

manufacturer,

construction of ti«

clapper box iwi

tool block tub)

these parts capable

of withstanding heavy cutting presstre?

An abutment on the tool block reliere?

upward bending strains on the clappf:

box taper pin. Angular adjustment c;

the tool Is obtained by a worm tfri

wheel engaging In teeth cut from tt»

solid tool block. This arrangement is

said to give very satisfactory resistant

to all side strains.

The housings, which have ample rap

port to the bed, are of the "pyramid"

type and are flanged at the base, allow

ing means for both leveling and clamp

ing to the foundation. The bed is rl|l<!

in design and Is made at least trier

the length of the table, thus elimlnstlni

overhang of the table throughout its

stroke. The gearing In the bed Is R

designated that side thrusts are

nated through the use
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g to the bull pinion. The table

s can be readily arranged to suit

t fixtures. The table rack Is of

steel keyed and bolted to the box

ed lubrication to all the bearings,

ing the table "V" ways, Is fur-

as standard equipment. The ca-

of the main reversing driving

e w Showing Operating Mechanism

i from 50 to 75 h.p., giving a

rx cutting speed of approximately

sr minute. The motor can be

u either side of the machine to

customer's requirements.

lis Dual Wheel Carriage

Type 30 Roll Grinder

problem was brought to the

aol Company, Waynesboro, Pa.,

s manufacturer of rolls. It had

ad lmpractl?al to turn certain

oj chilled Iron rolls which had

placed on the market. These

.lined a high percentage of

id were so tough that turnlnj

Lei. not stand up. What was re-

s a machine which without a

-y turning operation, would

rolls and then could be used

Lish grind them,

lilt was a 36xl8-ln. Type 30

SELF-LOCKING NUT

The Built-in

Locking Ring

won't let it

shake off.

Industry needed a

lock nut that conld

be relied upon to

stay tight despite

vibration, yet one

that could be re

moved with little

trouble if neces

sary. "Unshako" is

the answer ... it meets these require

ments, and more too.

Mechanics especially appreciate it as

it is entirely self-contained ... no

separate pins or washers are needed.

A built-in locking ring that works on

the brake band principle holds the

nut tight.

Don't fail to investigate "Unshako".

CUTOUT

SECTION SHOWING

RINQ IN PLACE

STANDARD

PRESSED STEEL CO.

JENKINTOWN, PENNA.

Boston
Detroit
Indianapolis

Box 556
Chicago

St. Louis
San Francisco
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Landis Dual Wheel Carriage Type 30 Roll Grinder

Roll Grinder with an extra long rear

bed section. On this section were

mounted two grinding wheel carriages.

The one was the conventional Landis

Type 30 Roll Grinder wheel carriage

which was to be used for the finishing

operation. The other was a special

wheel carriage carrying a wheel head

of unusual design which was to be used

for the roughing operation. It was pos

sible, due to the length of the rear

bed section, to run the finishing wheel

carriage to the end of the bed and rough

grind with the second carriage over the

entire length of the roll without Inter

ference. Then the rough grinding wheel

carriage could be run to the opposite

end of the bed and the finish grinding

carriage used for finish grinding over the

entire length of the roll.

The roughing wheel is 36xl2xl8-ln. in

size. Two 36x6x1 8-in. wheels are

mounted against each other on ths

center of a massive wheel spindle. This

means that the wheels are carried be

tween the bearings, not on the end of

the spindle. The roughing spindle Is

almost 58 in. long, is 5'4 In. in diameter

at the bearings and 8 in. in diameter

between the bearings. Antl-frlction

bearings are used. The wheel is driven
by a 100 h.p. motor mounted on tfo?

rear of the head and drlvl"g 'n the

usual manner to the right-hand end of

the spindle through multiple V belts.

Grinding a roll with a body 79 in.

long and having a diameter of 25 in..

150 in. stock Is removed at the rate of

8 cu. in. per minute. This is an ex

ceedingly unusual amount of stock re

moval and It must be remembered that

the machine Is capable of this per

formance not Just on a test run

continuously. Previous to the lnstal

tion of the machine, the customer

rough grinding these rolls on a conve

tional type of roll grinder. One 30x3x1

in. Vitrified wheel wore out, rou

grinding one roll. It seems safe to ■

that 17 to 18 rolls may be rough grow

on the new machine, using the two 36i

xl8-ln. Reslnold wheels.
Reduced to terms of comparati

costs, it develops that wheel costs ale

on the roughing operation have bee

considerably more than cut in half. C

course there Is the tremendously B

portant advantage of only having

place the roll in one machine for be

the roughing and finishing operation '

stead of having to move It from i

machine to another. After rough!

the conventional wheel carr as-,

brought into operative position and I

roll Is finished Just as on any oxle

Type 30 Roll Grinder. This means £ i

the body may be ground straight, e
cave or convex and naturally the ne."J

as well may be ground.

The machine weighs 195.000 pou: '-

including all electrical equipment. *

all, thirteen electric motors are utillz^

and their total horsepower Is 224 T7*

roughing wheel drive motor Is 100 t

the finishing wheel drive motor 75 h. r

and the work drive motor 25 h. p. TV

two traverse drive motors are each 3 I

p., the footstock traverse motor Is 3

p. and the two coolant pump mot

are each 2 h. p. The two wheel c

rlage oil pump motors are each ^

p. and the wheel spindle oil pump m a

on the finishing bead Is % h. p. tut

dentally, the use of antl-frlctlon be
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£Jquipped with Hannifin improved air cylinders

having outside adjustment of the piston packing.

Available in capacities from 600 lbs. to 50,000

lbs., for all kinds of pressing operations.

High efficiency operation is easily maintained through

out the entire life of the piston packing with the

improved Hannifin air cylinder. Adjustment of the

piston packing is quickly made from the outside,

without disturbing any other parts. Cylinder bores

are ground and honed. Perfect piston fit in a mirror-

tinished bore means maximum

power and no trouble with

leakage.

Hannifin Arbor Presses are

available in a full range of stand

ard types and sizes, for assem

bling, broaching, piercing, key-

waycutting, oilgrooving, straight

ening, pressing, molding and

other production operations.

Modifications or attachments can

be furnished to suit special re

quirements. Presses can be

equipped with the Hannihn pat

ented oil cylinder speed control

where a steady, controlled ram

stroke is required.

HANNIFIN

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

621-631 South KolmarAvenue

Chicago, Illinois

Writ* for Bulletin

36-MM

0 Model B-2 steel frame arbor

press, ratio arm type. Built in

capacities from 1,700 lbs to

18,000 lbs. Alemite lubrica

tion. Also available for bench

mounting.

9, Model AO-1 Arbor Press

opacity 2,650 lbs. Cylinder

position adjustable in frame.

Also built in other capacities.

CINFERS. DESIGNERS • MANUFACTURERS* Pneumatic and Hydraulic Production Tool Eouipment
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IAMINATID SHIM COMPANY, INC.

Mln. . . . long Island City, Now York

JAMINVM

7i*d*um acfyu+titUMZ: SHIMS

ings on the roughing head ej^^^|

necessity of 5 wheel spindle

motor on that head. No wheel

is required for the roughing;

they break down properly dtil

ing. Still another Interesting

that the roughing wheels

changed while the machine ■

midst of a finishing optration,

saving much valuable time.

Numerous unusual elecu _

features have been incorporated I

machine. All motors for cosnj

eratlon of the machine may be

trolled from the wheel carriage

used. The work drive motor rheos

equipped with a motor driven N

control so that it may be opt

the operator's platform on

carriage. The wheel carriage —

Interlocked in such a manner

one is operating the other cat

operated. Because the exceed!

roughing wheel would nave ■

to drift for a long period after

drive mo'.or has been stopped.

is provided with mild graduated

braking. A Jog switch at the

the headstock enables the

thoroughly examine the roll"

front of the machine. Limit

are provided to prevent

either wheel carriage or

base.

Any Landls Type 30 Roll Grinder «

be arranged as the machine

scribed. The available swings are I

48. 52, and 60 In. and the distance j

tween centers, depending upon 1

swing, 120 In. to 288 In. In increasl

of 2 feet.

Oilgear 200-Ton Gooseneck

Straightening Press

Large front axle I-beams for Bfl

trucks and buses are straightened!

the illustrated New Style 300-Ton Qc*

neck Straightening Press designed

manufactured by The Oilgear Corns

1323 W. Bruce St.. Milwaukee. THe.

terestlng features of this press an

sturdy, allsteel welded construction;

sensitive, almost "human" contrail

the smooth variable ram movement

the provision for changing the

Pump and motor drive when

speed and production may be

The press frame and motor u~w

are of allsteel welded construction L

plates welded together Into a single '

and normalized. Plates up to

in thickness are used In the main 1

of the frame. The frame alone

12.800 lbs. and required the use

1100 lbs. of welding rod In its
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ROTARY

DIE HEADS

Trim, compact, simply-designed tools

like these stand up under the strains

of high speed rotary threading. The

fewest possible working parts are used,

hardened and ground to precision lim

its. Chasers are held in rigid, solid sup

port, yet adjustments are simple and

accurate. The opening and closing

action is smooth and sure—no chance

for damaged work or tools.

Geometric offers two rotary die

heads—the Style ED with regular chas

ers and the Style TR with tangent or

circular Long-Life chasers. (Our Style

TR heads requires less "down time";

easier to set up and easier to adjust.)

If you cut screw threads on live spindle

machines, these die heads will earn

profits for you by reducing costs, sav

ing time and eliminating trouble. We

have specialized in screw threading

machinery and tools—since 1895.

May we send you booklets

on these rotary die heads?

THE GEOMETRIC TOOL CO.

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
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tlon. The press complete, as shown,

weighs about 19000 lbs., Is 120 in. high

and occupies a floor space of 72x88

Inches.

Careful tests after completion Indi

cated a maximum deflection of only

0.025 In. at full tonnage on the center-

line of the ram. The ground and pol- . irci:

I tat

Tt

he n*

Oilgear 200-Ton Gooseneck Straightening Press

lshed press ram Is fitted with molded

packing and guided in a yoke liner and

long bronze bushing. A 13Vi>-ln. bore

hat-type steel cylinder with closely

fitted ring-type piston is flanged to ihe

top of the press. Two seamless steel

tubes brazed to flanged type of Joints

connect pump and cylinder, no control

valve being required. The ram Is fitted

with a sliding ram rose to expedite

straightening of special parts.

Nowhere are the advantages of Oilgear

more apparent than In the accurate

straightening of parts between centers

or on V-Blocks. Sensitive control of the

smooth, variable ram movement enables

the operator to bring the ram in cos-

tact with the work without 'Tpp"* and

to deflect the piece the desired

without overrunning. The ram

is always under the Instant control

the operator, regardless of resistance

Both the speed and stroke of the

can be pre-set or selected at will

zero to maximum. Pull

nage Is available at all

and the power required

ways in proportion to

sistance met. No oil is deb'!

ered by the pump when fx

ram Is Idle.

Fluid power up to 2500 lis

per square Inch is supplied t]

the Oilgear Type "DH-2C251

Two-Way Variable Dlspiio-

ment Pump driven by a 15 oa

direct connected electric mota

operating at 1200 r.p.m Hid

power supplied by the larre

pump will provide a maxima

ram speed down of 38 in. pe

minute and a maximum ns

speed up to 76 in. per mlma

at pressures up to 2500 la

per sq. in. depending upon :a
resistance met. In the meaiJ

time operation Is at the M

creased economy of the sma~3

unit.

The Hydraulic

control on the Oilgear punj

Is operated from the hand letq

or foot pedal through a simp^

spring loaded control metHs.^

Ism, so that the operator

start, accelerate, decelerate

stop or reverse the ram mo'.:.a

Instantly whenever

Depressing the hand lever orj

foot pedal causes the ram
move down at a speed propor

tionate to the amount sf

movement of the control. Ttna.|
any speed up to maximum •

obtained at will.

Other specifications of ttt

press are as follows: strefa

maximum, 12 in.; maximum dlmens-OLi

end of ram to table 28 in.: depth

throat, 12 in.; width of table. 18 ^
length of table. 50 in.; height of tab*

from floor, 36 inches.

Newton Heavy Duty Vertical

Profile Milling Machine

The Newton division of Consolidate*

Machine Tool Corporation, Rochester. >

Y.. has developed a heavy duty

cal Profile Milling Machine which

sents decided advances In the ha

of profile milling on radius links.

lty rero-

lch rtprfr

handUB

links. K-
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PRIZES FOP EVERYONE

WHO ENTERS THIS CONTEST

andy MacFlint

Says :

"IT'S HAR.R-DER

THAN

MacTAVISH'S

HEART!"

"Without a doot, Jewelox is

harder than the heart of

MacTavish, my landlord, on

rent day," says Sandy. The

hardest and toughest abrasive

in commercial use, it begs for

the most difficult types of fin

ishing jobs. Specially-processed

backings increase its natural

strength. Write for the cata

log, and generous free sample.

I'LL SWAP YE N

A HANDY

SOt KIT 0'

ABP-AflVES

FOP A WEE

PENNYPOSTCARD,

$5.00 every month for the best sug

gestion for finishing with coated

abrasive paper or cloth! All you

do is write down one or more of

the methods you use to get a bet

ter or quicker finish.

You get a free kit (retail value 5 Of)

as soon as your suggestion is received.

$5 PRIZE EVERY MONTH I

Every month Abrasive Products, Inc.,

will give away a cash prize of $5.00 to

the shop man who forwards the month's

best suggestion. All suggestions become

the property of Abrasive Products, Inc.

DON'T WAIT!

All you need is a penny post card to

enter! Sit down now and write out your

suggestion for a short-cut or a better

method of finishing, or even a new use

for coated abrasives. You may win $5.00

cash—you're sure to win a handy kit of

Jewel Abrasives. Include your name,

firm and home address. Mail to Abrasive

Products, Inc., South Braintree, Mass.

MMSEk
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centric cranks, link cheeks and similar

general purpose profile milling of cast

ings and forglngs. Simplicity of control

and ease with which longitudinal and

ln-and-out movement of table are ob

tained are features of this machine. In

addition, extreme ruggedness and ability

to take heavy cuts smoothly and accur-

V

13

Newton Heavy Duly Vertical Profile Milting Machine

ately permit the machine to perform

profiling of difficult contours quickly and

efficiently.

Two levers for controlling rate of feed

and rapid traverse are located at front

of machine within easy reach of oper

ator. One controls the saddle and the

other the table. Movement of saddle

and table which are by hydraulic screw

feed are controlled by banks of push

buttons mounted on front of

Hand control of table feed and atH

feed Is provided by dials which opr.

through follow valves. When hand M

lng, valve centers are moved by t

dials and table follows exactly u I

as dial Is turned only, and at the n:

of movement which can be Instantly.*

or c h a n ged by t

two levers menust?

before. Either or bar.

movements of ft

table may be opt

ated 1 n contlnus

power feed and a

rates of feed Tart

as required iM

cutting b y moiis

feed rate control k

vers, or one mop

ment of the tii

may be by power te?

while the other I

hand. The open;

can Instantly a*

whichever combat

Hon Is best for t;

conditions at the or

ment. making it t

easy and simple m

ter to mill accurate*

along a row of cart

punch marks arorf

a prescribed profllf

The machine I

built In the Newa

Unit Head Type I

construction, t!

spindle head and t

drive motor beifl

as one unit fastened to the upnit:

Spindle Is mounted in Timken rol?

bearings and is' supported by sleeve Ml

up and down movement for setting A

cutter. Variable speed drive motor J
mounted on head and drives splat*

thru V-belt and quick change geirs I
give a wide range of quickly obtaltib*

spindle speeds. Antl-frlctlon beam*
are used throughout the drive, and i

Take Your Stockroom To The Job

Set up a temporary 8TACKBIN stockroom anywhere In fjar »Ja*
Sa»e workmen's footsteps—keep stock always handy to tne_m- »•"-

time wasted between the Job and your permanent j
For storage they are compact, space-saying. Interlocking
multiple bins securely nest together to make a Temporary
stockroom of maximum capacity on minimum floor m■

struction of heavy Range steel, with turned edge* a
mi kes STACKBIX Sections durable, aafe. efficient
Write for full information on sizes, styles and uses.

STACKBIN CORP.

53 TROY ST.
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ting operation on driving unit involving multiple diameters. Material: Forging
4640, Brinell 187-207. Operations: Chamfer l.D. 4.429' with V-R% Grade E,

photograph) while boring double diameter (.7W-.790') with U.S. Steel (B in
photograph). Performance of V-R, Grade E:

t Material Feed
Depth of

Cut
Speed

Piecen
per Grind

< (;railc K .0035' •s MOS.K.U. | 800

shop man knows the prob-

voJved inmachiningmultiple

ters in a single operation,

e, again, Yascofoy-Ramet,

minium carbide tool ma-

demonstrates its superiority

me and money saver, by its

it operation at the high

(340 S.F.M.) on the 4.429*

:er necessitated by a satis-

! boring speed on the .740"

ter.

luced in 17 standard grades

rent tantalum carbide con-

renf*th and hardness, V-R

alone covers the entire range of

machinable materials and machin

ing needs.

It is unrivaled in the machining

of all steels from the softest to the

toughest alloys. Its performance

on cast iron, semi-steel and non-

ferrous metals is exceptional.

"A Grade for Every Use" may

be the solution to the machining

problems in your plant. Send for

the V-R Catalog price list.

VANADIUM-ALLOYS STEEL CO.

Vascoloy-Ramet Division
North Chicago, III.

kSCOLOY-RAMET

e TANTALUM CARBIDE TOOL MATERIAL...

GRADE FOR EVERY USE

VASCOLOY-

RAMET

BLANKS

Vascoloy-Ramft
is available in
three forms, (a)
completely fin
ished tools, (b)
milled and brazed
tools, and (c)
blanks. V-R
blanks are fur
nished in 5 stand
ard styles and in
sizes to meet
every require
ment. To make
tools with V-R
blanks is a simple
operation, fully
described in a new
instruction book
let, available free
—upon request.

Photo. Coartosy Bulck Motor Company

District Sola Offices;
Pittsburgh Pa.
Latrobe Pa.
New York....N. Y.
Springfield . . . Maaa.
Boston Mass.
Providence. . . . R. I.
Cincinnati Ohio
Cleveland Ohio

Detroit Mich.
Chicago III.
St. Louis Mo.
Buffalo N. Y.
Philadelphia Pa.
Newark N. J.
Knoxville, . . .Tenn.
Los Angeles. . .Calif.
San Francisco . Calif.
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gears are fully enclosed and run In oil.

The upright supporting the spindly

head Is of heavy box section and Is se

curely and rigidly fastened to th° base.

Work table Is of cast steel finished on

top with T-slots In both directions and

surrounded by coolant trough for drain

ing cutter coolant. Sturdy construction

of table permits the clamping of work

directly on It, without the use of fix

tures and with minimum distortion.

Bottom of table Is finished with ways

to fit cross slide which Is also finished

on bottom with square lock ways to

fit base, thus providing table movement

In all directions.

One hydraulic pump connected to two

hydraulic motors actuates movement of

table and cross slide and each Is In

dependent of the other. Feed drive

gears are also fully enclosed and run

In oil. Lubrication to all essential

bearings Is taken care of by centralized

oiling system.

The machine Illustrated has a work

table of 27x60-ln. with an ln-and-out

travel of 30 In. and longitudinal travel

of 52 In. with travel equal both sides

of spindle. Spindle Is 6 In. diameter

and spindle sleeve has vertical adjust

ment of 12 In. Other similar machines

can be built In various sizes depending

upon requirements.

Hannifin 35-Ton

Presj

A 35-ton sensitive straightening |

especially designed for straight

eratlons on heavy crankshafts bat

placed on the market by

Mfg. Company. 621-631 S. Kolmar

Chicago. 111. The press is equipped I

the Hannifin single lever sensithc {

portlonal control. The ram

is completely controlled by one

and when this control lever Is

In either direction, the ram win

a proportional distance under fun [

sure and then stop. The operating 1

automatically moves to neutral

pump idles at zero pressure

other movement of the ram Is

This extremely simple control

butes to rapid and accurate

of straightening operations.

An individual hydraulic power

built Into the base of the press,

a compact and self-contained

tlon. The table Is equipped w

clal fixtures. Including an ad)'

carriage which rolls on ball

table. The supports, which ai

mountings on the hardened rails

ened wheels, are provided with

pads. This construction s 1 m p 1

ANE!

e Machif

ools with

RECISION

ECON<

HE

CRAN

424 SCHUYLER AVENUE, MONTOu

A COMPLETE LINE OF CRANES
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YOU BUY FILES ON ABILITY tO\REMOVE STOCK

Nl

a

YOUR CHOICE IS EASY. . .

Hand tests* made under conditions that leave no room for doubt

• you a clear picture of the comparative ability of files to

nova stock.

In these hand tests, rigidly made and impartially conducted,

cholson, Black Diamond and McCaffrey Files completed 30 units

work while other brands finished only 20.

This means a machinist in your plant can increase his production by

% if he changes to Nicholson, Black Diamond or McCaffrey Files.

His time costs you less money because he produces more. And

'cause labor Is the big expense Item in filing costs, you make sub-

■ntiel savings by specifying one of these fast cutting brands.

TEST CONDITIONS Your Mill Supply dealer carries a full line of

/ Standi Concealed. Nicholson, Black Diamond or McCaffrey Files.
me Numbet of Strokei .... _ . . j
Same Type of Metal. Nicholson File Co.. Providence, R. I., U. 5. A.
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90 In.; overall height i

In.; base

55>4x61 In.;

10 h.p.

Hannifin 35-Ton Straightening Press

movement of the crankshafts which are

to be straightened.

The frame, base, reservoir, and the

box-type table of the press are entirely

of welded construction, thus providing

a simplified and strong assembly with

out unnecessary weight.

Specifications for the press Include:

capacity, 36 tons; stroke, 6 in.; ram

speeds, down 53 In. per minute, up 77

In, per minute; table to ram (up), 20

In.; floor to table, 28 In.; center of ram

to face of frame, 9 In.; length of table,

Bardons & Oliver

No. 2 Geared

Electric Turret Lath;

To meet the ever -

creasing demand for

high speed turret lath

of small capacity that 1

simple In design yet em

bodies all the mod-"

features of the high pr>

ductlon machines :<

larger size. Bardons I

Oliver. Inc., Clevelir:

O., have added to xist-

present line the No. -
Geared Electric Turrr

Lathe illustrated here

with.

Efficiency of design Iv.-

been emphasized to It-

crease the working ca

pacity of the spindle M

well as the tool carry

ing units to a maximum

and special attention hfl

been given to the risci

appearance. Every con

sideration has been M

to convenience of loo-

tlon and the ease of operation of £

levers and controls.

The design of the head centers abc.:

a standard frame, high torque, quick r

versing motor, flange-mounted to dr.w

the gear train of hardened alloy rtei

gears sliding on alloy steel splined shai

mounted on antl-frictlon bearings. B*-

verslng is accomplished electrically. A3

clutches have been eliminated.

The flange type of motor mounting in

sures positive and almost lnstantaneoc

ROGERS Circular Knife Grinder

Grind Your Circular Knives at Low Cost

For circular or rotary knives up to 20" diameter.
By means of triple slides and swiveling adjustment
any degree of bevel can be ground. Graduated dial
insures correct bevel angle setting. Unusually low

price. Write for Bulletin CC.

S. C. ROGERS & COMPANY

185 DUTTON AVE.

Makers of Knife

BUFFALO. N. ^
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SELF-LOCKING

HOLLOW SET SCREW

By merely turning this set screw in place you securely lock

it there. Without any extra parts to bother with nor any

special time-taking operation being necessary the screw is

tight . . . for keeps. The tiny sharp prongs that have been

raised by our exclusive knurling of the two lop threads dig

right into the two top threads of the

tapped hole and prevent even the

small amount of loosening-up

that will defeat the purpose

of a set screw.

in

Fig.
1434
Pats.
Pendlna

-—the Only

KNURLED SOCKET

HEAD CAP SCREW

that can be locked after being

countersunk. The knurls that

give the better gripping.

pplled tor

Over 2. 0 0 0. 0 0 0
•Unbrako" Self-

Locking Set
Screws have been
sold to satisfied
customers. Write
for sample and
make your own
test

Standard Pressed Steel Co

BRANCHES JENKINTOWN, PENNA.

INDIANAPOLIS BOX 656

BRANCHES

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

»2.Nr isco
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American staa^.";

6-in. spindle a»

and can be eqffij-

ped with

Bardonn & Oliver No. 2 Geared Electric Turret Lathe

reversal of the spindle. All gears and

shafts are balanced in design to give

vlbratlonless performance at the highest

speed. The spindle is mounted on a

straight roller bearing in front and on

a radial ball bearing and a thrust ball

bearing in the rear. The spindle has an

a ted chucks. Sit

spindle speeds ■

obtainable with

single speed EE-

tor, twelve spttaU

speeds with a tr:

speed mot or.

addition

speed

available by

ploying

sets of gears

head. Loss of

in shifting

eliminated by

use of a s i n j

lever convenient

located on top a

the head.

The electri- a-

versing is effec'ei

by a hind le~

conveniently located In front, dlrec*

below the head. For the twelve-sp.1*

head with the two-speed motor, instan

taneous spindle speed changes of 2 i

are made with a second lever. A uwqa

feature In connection with the electrii

equipment is that the magnetic revs*-

GRINDERS and BUFFERS

cm

n.t-

• An unusually complete line horn

1 2 lo 20 HP. Bench, Pedestal. Stand- II

aril & Special Widths. Combinatioi I ]

Grinders & Buffers. Disc Grindera f

Normal or Heavy Duty.

Built in "Motor in Head" or Selective

Speed Designs. Sell Contained Ex

hausters available.

A line designed to allow you to selefl

the least investment for each appli

cation.

We also manufacture a

plete line for the motorization

of cone pulley machines.

Quotations submitted promptly.

The Production Equipment Co.

5219 CHESTER AVE.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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MULTIROL
made for
The PUIiod Co

M9GILL

Precision Needle Bearings

Practically every place where
plain bearings are applicable.
McGILL MULTIROL. Bearings are
Ideal, from bread slicing machines

to steam and Diesel locomotives,
and do not require replacing.
Stocked in standard sizes from %

to 6-inch bore, single and double
rows of rollers at low, volume

production prices. Corrosion, heat
resisting and other designs gladly
engineered to specific conditions.

The new locomotives offer

a typical illustration of how

old conditions are being met

with far better results bv

McGILL MULTIROL Bearing's

— the original needle type.

In the valve gear, for in

stance, they reveal great im

provements over bronze

bushings which they re

place. They assure constant

alignment and permanent

valve setting. They greatly

reduce bearing replace

ments and servicing. They

require less oiling and

greasing.

The great load capacity of

McGILL MULTIROL Bearings

in limited space enables

them to far outrun plain

bronze or babbitt bearings

and ordinary friction types,

especially under sustained

heavy or intermittent shock

loads. Their compactness

makes them frequently inter

changeable dimensionally

with existing bearings, too.

Learn all the advantages of
McdILL Multlrol Bearings. Send
for Bulletin No. 37. No obligation,

of course.

M9GILL MANUFACTURING CO.

1 500 N . Lafayette Street
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TOOL OF IOOI USES

GRINDS . . POLISHES . .

DRILLS . . ENGRAVES . .

SAWS . ROUTS . CARVES

Here's the wonder tool that is effect

ing such revolutionary savings in

many laboratories, model and tool

rooms and on production lines. Hard-

to-get-at places on machines can now

be repaired without removing the part

or dismantling machine. The Handee

uses 200 different accessories, instantly

interchangeable, for work on all

metals, alloys, bakclite, celluloid,

wood, glass, resins and other hard

substances.

Finest, speediest, most powerful tool

for its type. 25,000 r.p.m. AC or DC,

110 volts. Weighs only 12 ounces. No

shop or factory can afford to be with

out the Handee. Try one.

Best Gift of all

to Deserving

Employees

CHICAGO WHEEL & MFG. CO.
1101 W. Monroe St., Dopt. 00, Chicago, III.

M. M. S. 12
□ Send Catalog
□ Send De Luxe Handee on 10-Day Trial

Name ...

Address

50
De Luxe
Model
Postpaid

6 Accessories Free

lng switch is mounted Inside of
chine directly In back of the hand re

versing switch.

Relative to the saddle, the turret

has an effective motion of 7 inches. lb
hexagon turret revolves on a large pre

loaded taper roller bearing which t»i=f

the thrust. When In one of the si
locked positions, an adjustable cl»-:i

ring of superior design holds the ncrr.

In place. The saddle apron provides a

power feeds to the turret slide Iraa

0.0035 to 0.003 In. per revolution.

Feeds are changed by the simple m>

tion of a single lever and read on as

easily visible dial. A hand op^r

pump located on the side of the sac.

apron lubricates all important bear-

surfaces, not reached by the sp!

tern, including the slide an '

Both the bearing surface on

torn of the turret slide and its bear -
surface on the saddle are fitted w.r

hardened and ground alloy steel woe

strips. For light work this macnJ

be furnished without power feed

turret slide.

Three different cross slide and carrtad

units may be had. For average won

such as facing and cutting off steel on

cast iron, the cross slide is equipped «13i

a hand screw feed. For high speed op

eration on the softer non-ferrous metxt

a lever feed cross slide is used. A cow

blnatlon unit offering both types of feei

gives the operator the chance to selec:

the type that is more suited to the par

ticular Job.

Two hand-operated bar feeding mech

anisms are available—the ratchet type

and the flnger type. With the rate!*:

type the bar is supported In a 2-J»*

chuck mounted on antl-frictlon bearing

The supporting head slides concentric*-

ly with the spindle on two hortaonu-

parallel bars. A simple motion of tit

hand lever actuates both the automata

chuck and the bar feed. !

of stock at high speeds the finger I

feed is more suitable. A feed

grips the bar directly behind the

feeds the bar forward and returns

original position after the collet Is

In this way, the stock may be u

to a length of a few inches. False

may be interchanged in the feed

to handle stock of all sizes and

For semi-automatic operation of Cm

machine, the electric power-operated au

tomatic chuck and bar feed Is available

This extremely compact unit is mounted

In place of the regular type of automatic

chuck and bar feed. When the trlpplns

mechanism Is engaged an electric motor

driven compound cam drum makes o»

revolution and automatically stops. Tto
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9 The bulk of your cold drawn steel requirements is in

a local Union Drawn Distributor's warehouse.

These distributors are steel service stations—located

in busy industrial sections where Union Cold Drawn

Bars are in hourly demand.

They carry large stocks ready to fill your needs

quickly. When you want bars, just tell them what kind

and how many. It is a matter of minutes to get your

order ready and put it in transit.

This type of steel service will save you money.

Union

Cc£dD/uuvn teels
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cam in turn is connected to the auto

matic chuck and bar feed sliding head.

The stock is gripped and fed forward by

either an inside or outside feed nnger.

similar to the hand finger bar feed. The

power cycle Is started by the motion of

the cross slide and is set to trip im

mediately after the cutting-off tool

clears the work. The work Is fed for

ward a predetermined length and the

collet closed before the time that the

first tool is in the cutting position, elim

inating all stock feeding time. For pieces

requiring complicated tooling the power

cycle may be actuated by a slight pres

sure on a small hand lever located in

front of the head end bracket.

The coolant pump is driven by means

of a V-belt and sheave on the motor

shaft.

Zeh SC. Hahnemann Straight

Side Press

Zeh & Hahnemann Co.. 184 Vander-

pool St.. Newark. N. J., has placed on

the market a straight side press of 75-

ton capacity. The press is of built-up

tie rod construction and has a single

crank. The press Is equipped with bal

ancing cylinders for the slide, force

feed lubrication, Norma-Hoffmann roll-

Zeh & Hahnemann Straight Side Pros

to left, Is 20x19 In. Overall floor spifl

required, 59x53 in. The weight of B>

press, geared, with motorization. Is 11.

000 pounds.

1000-Ton "Bliss" Hydro-Dynamic

Press

A 1000-ton press which appl'es im

proved patentable hydraulic prtn ipte

to up-to-date metal working require

ments has been placed on the market M

the Hydro-Dynamic Press Division a

the E. W. Bliss Company. 1420 Hasting*

St., Toledo, Ohio. The design of tW

Machines

Burks motor driven milling machines, Nos. 1,
2, 3 and 4 are specially suited for handling
email, difficult work on a production bails.

Write for complete information.

BURKE MACHINE TOOL CO.

297 E. 1 6th St. Conneaut, Ohio
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HEN December arrives most of us are inclined to

look forward to the holiday period just ahead, but

isn't it just as appropriate to look back at that time

to see what the year has brought and in so doing

place ourselves in a better position to appreciate what

is to come. With the wheels of industry turning over

at a good clip we like to look back at some good

production record or job well done, but let's not

overlook the skeleton in the closet — that job on

which an outright blunder was made, the delivery

(or deliveries) that were not kept, or perhaps just a

case of not correctly interpreting a none too clear

specification. Name them what you will, and though

we are not prone to tell about them in public we all

have them, and let us be thankful that we do be

cause it proves that we are still just a bunch of nor

mal human beings trying to get along. We are not

all Charlie Gehringers or Joe Medwicks, but on the

whole the old batting average is up there and the

best of them strike out once in a while, so let's be

willing to concede that one out doesn't retire the

side, nor one error end the career of a fielder — it's

the totals at the end of the year that count.

Thanks for listen'en.

GODDARD & GODDARD CO.

Detroit • Michigan
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MY JOB IS TO

CUT GRINDING

AND FINISHING

COSTS

Almost A

Hundred

Uses

In grinding, polish

... in removing

and many similar

ing, or finishing

surplus material

operations

Haskins Flexible Shaft Equipment has

proved its superiority. Most of the large

car manufacturers and thousands of

machine shops and industrial plants the

world over are saving time and cutting

costs with Haskins finishing and grind

ing equipment. Probably you can too.

R. G. Haskins Company, 4667 West

Fulton Street, Chicago.

Send For Illustrated Booklet

Showing different Haskins models,

illustrating scores of uses for which

this equipment has been adapted. It

will give you many ideas for cutting

costs and speeding up production.

European Rep.—G. E. Marbaix. Ltd.
Humglat House, London, 8. W 1

press emphasizes frame

adjustability of stroke and

control. Side frames are keyed

crown and bed so that the

rather than the tie rods, take i

sional strain which is Inevitably j

in a representative collection of

deep slide is guided by long

gibs of standard approved design.

Pull electric flnger-tlp control Is jra

vided. both for production operation

for Inching. Three speeds forward la

high speed return are features of ■

efficient, yet simple control. The H

speeds forward, in this particular a*

are: a high speed positive advance j

1100 in. per minute; an Internal'-
pressing speed of 60 In. per minute a

pressure capacities up to 250 tons; «s

a slower pressing speed of 20 la

minute on pressure capacities over 3

tons. Change from one speed to U

other is automatically controlled

pressure Increases. The change H

quick approach to intermediate

may be governed by the position tH

askins

Hi-Speed TAPPING EQUIPMENT

with Greater Adaptability



AND

)RIGINATORS of the

lelical Taper Pin Reamer

ipecial Reaming Problems Invited

1 mediate Shipment on Stock

FOR CATALOG

\ END MILLS

SPIRAL SPECIALISTS

THfr GAMMONS- HOLMAN CO. MANCHESTER, .CON,",
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slide so that the slide will slow to the

intermediate rate of speed Just before

contacting the work.

A choice of operations under or over

250 tons can be made by simply turn

ing a selector switch. When the press

Is operating at pressures below 250 tons,

the slow pressing speed Is eliminated, as

the 1000-ton pressing area Is not used.

With this choice of operations, pressure

Is adjustable from below 50 tons to 1000

tons.

Push buttons are provided for emer

gency stopping In any position of the

stroke so that the press cycle can be

stopped after It Is once started. Once

stopped, the press may be restarted In

either direction. Inching may be ac

complished by the use of electric push

buttons after the selector switch Is

turned from the "Run" to the "Jog"

position. Inching by push button con

trol makes available the same protection

against over-pressure and over-travel as

when the press Is being operated con

tinuously in production.

A hydraulic cushion of 100-ton capa

city Is located in the bed of the press

for blank-holding or shape-holding pur

poses. The pressure of the cushion Is

always Indicated, whether or not the

cushion Is moving. Return of the cush

ion during the return

delayed to allow the main slide to i

the work.

A Bliss special nonnally-opcB '

preflll valve Is used to fill the ra :

lnder from the tank during the [

quick closing of the pre s- fi

free flow and protecting the

against cavitation when pressure a

plied, and also providing for a

generation of pressure. An air filter

filter, and efficient oil cooler are

nlshed with the press. The oil cookr I

equipped with thermostatically

trolled water inlet valve.

The press is designed to opera*

approximately 16 cycles per minute 1

operating continuously with fun

matlc control. The shut-height or

space is 20 in. and the maximum I

of stroke is 15 In. The bed area al

in. (front to back) by 43 In. (rlgfc

left), and the area of the, slide ft

37x37 in. The 27-ln. diameter

pad In the bed has a 7U -in.

a pressure capacity of 100

Niagara Series SL Power |

Squaring Shears

The line of machines and took

sheet metal work made by the Ntafu

Machine & Tool Works, 637 Nortaks

KEEP FLOORS CLEA

You will be astonished al how inexpensively and

quickly you can clean floors with Oakile PenetrioL

An ounce or two to the gallon of water removes ed

drippings from machinery, leaves floors clean, safe

to walk on. Easy to mop up. too!

Write for FREE booklet giving further details of thai

and other money-saving Oakite materials for

tion cleaning, burnishing, grinding.

Manufactured only by

Oakile Products, Inc., 36 Thames St., New York. R I

Branch Offices and Representatives Located in -4B|

Principal Cities of the U. S.
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he YhSNTBi"Shop Hint" VAGE

jMonth's Prize Winner

mm up ikui,

vlr. Vierengel uses a No. 304 Vtfnir

Bail Bearing, mounicd on the end

of i piece of key steel. When he

winu to true up a lathe job, he

puts the "gadget" into his tool post

and, with the chuck not too tight,

leu the bearing's outer ring bear

—<t the work as the lathe runs

same pria

uses «* ^TdioS

the ' _

ag!

s\o<

c'»'

the

SUNNY SOUTH

Rings The Bell

FOR $5 PRIZE!

A standout from this month's "Shop Hints"

is the clever wrinkle suggested by Mr.

S. Vierengel, West Palm Beach, Florida.

(How's the weather down there?) Mr.

Vierengel walks away with an easy $5.00

for this one.

WHERE'S YOUR SHOP HINT?

Come on, boys, don't be bashful! Grab a

i post card right now and write down one

jr more of those little kinks you use in the

shop to make the work go easier or faster.

Your ideas are as good as the next fellow's!

Do it now! And mail to The Fafnir Bearing

Co., care "Shop Hints", New Britain, Conn.

)wn Prize Winning Hint

jsive self-locking collar on Fafnir Wide

ng Ball Bearing Units just can't be

>r simplicity of installation . . . just

be shaft through the bearing unit.

\e the collar with a turn.

e screw—inner ring is locked to shaft.

the Fafnir Unit is ready to run with-

ightest possibility of loosening, and it's

ty to disassemble . . . you get this fea-

rry one of the wide line of Fafnir Trans-

nits, in a size and type to meet every

it. Write for the Engineering Catalog,

r Bearing Company, New Britain, Conn.

A Collar That

Can't Be Beat!

VFNIR BALL BEARINGS.

iALMCED LINE —MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA
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Ave., Buffalo. N. Y.. has

been augmented by the

addition of the Series SL

Power Squaring Shears.

These shears are built

In 6, 8, 10 and 12-ft.

lengths for the flat

shearing of 3/16-ln. steel,

and In 14 and 16-ft.

lengths for No. 10 gauge

steel.

Features of the shears

Include a triangular sec

tion crosshead with low

slope, enclosed drive

mounted on anti-friction

bearings running In oil.

14-polnt engagement

sleeve clutch with built-

in single stroke mechan

ism, and Niagara alloy steel knives.

ecial "Toledo" Automatic

Feed Press

The Toledo Machine and Tool Co., di

vision of E. W. Bliss Co.. 1420 Hastings

St., Toledo. Ohio, announces a new and

improved open back press on fixed legs,

to be known as the No. 79>/2 "Toledo."

The frame of the machine is a one-piece,

Grinds

81 SIZES OF

Drills

No. 31 to Vi"

This Stor Precision

Grinder puts drill grind

ing on a production basis.

Irs simplicity and accu

racy saves as high as

50% on drill costs and

insures uniform accuracy

that guarantees perfect

holes and increases pro

duction.

Niagara Series SL Power Squaring Shea

high-test semi-steel casting, and a

h.p. 1200 r p m. motor is requirte

operation. Both the drive shaft aad

flywheel are mounted on Ttmken «

friction roller bearings, while the H

and connection bearings are brad

bushed.

Outstanding features of the pren

an electric push button control wl

makes It necessary for the operator

keep both hands on palm buttons a

completion of the working purUflD

Write for descriptive folder.

STAR MACHINE & ENGINEERING CORP.

BLOOMFIELD AVE.

Division of Star Electric Motor Co.

BLOOMFIELD. NEW JERtC
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CRANES OR TRANSFER BRIDGES

give full coverage

They are arranged for complete hand or motorized operation

of bridge-carrier and hoist; or for combination

hand and motor operated.

Consult your phone directory under Cleveland Tramrail.

Oivuaohot I

1111 Depot St.

~Vft.cy.uTTt ,Qmo
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The BOWGAGE

INDEPENDENT

GRINDING WHEEL

HEAD

A self-contained unit hy-

draulically operated with

an automatic grinding cycle

—with DIMINISHING FEED.

Can be applied to most any

plain grinder.

Weight 1900 lbs. Takes

wheels 24"x2"xl2" — 20"x

4"xl2".

FITCHBURG

GRINDING MACHINE CORP.

Fitchburg, Mass.

the stroke, an anti-repeat mee^isia

an air brake for stopping the flywtw

an air counterbalanced slide, saij

crossbar knockout. Dimensions of

press are: 12-ln. stroke: 3-ln. sdpd

ment of stroke: distance from bed I

slide. 20 in., stroke down, adjuster

up; bed area, 28x41 in. front to

by right to left; distance bei

"Toledo" No. 79Vi Automatic Ft*4 Pi™

21| . in.; area of capped and HiM

slide, 24x28 Inches.

The press has a single roll feed

a seven-roll power driven stralgfeoa

to provide an automatic method of fry

ing the stock from 0 to 12 In. The tm
is mounted on the bolster and the l;r

at which the rolls operate can be ii<

Justed up or down to suit the helgt:

the dies. In conjunction with the ;

button control, electrical

switches can be incorporated In the I

or on the feeds and hooked up in i

with the stop button to halt the

should a Jam or other mishap occur I

the feed.

The flywheel-type
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get maximum accuracy from BATH

»—from BATH Thread Gages too. Why

guarantee accurate results by using them

!ther? In this way you check accurate

ping with an accurate gage—you can't

».

'H Taps and Thread Cages are ground

the solid after hardening. Thus, the

edges have the same perfect grain

lure as the heart of the tool. They're

gh all the way through.

IY BOTH FROM BATH

OHN BATH & CO.

)RCESTER
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tlon clutch Is of the new fast-cutting

pneumatic type, the direct action fea

ture of which is one of its more obvious

advantages.

Geometric No. 14 Threading

Machine

The Geometric Tool Company, New

Haven, Conn., has placed on the market

a threading machine of quite different

design. Known as the No. 14 Thread

ing Machine, this equipment is intended

for the precision threading of duplicate

parts.

Light in weight, this machine will cut

standard pitches up to 9/16 In. and

fine pitches in larger sizes. Either a

Geometric Style KD Die Head with con

ventional Milled or Tapped Chasers, or

the Style TR Geometric Die Head with

Tangent or Circular Chasers may be em

ployed.

Among the unique features of this

machine Is the wide range of holding

devices that can be used. The Geomet

ric Tool Company furnishes either a

standard two-Jawed vise or a s' andard

collet chuck. For simple Jobs, the user

can purchase the machine without work

holder, mounting his own design of

holder on the machine platen.

Geometric No. 14 Threading;

Both the standard vise and "

standard collet chuck are equipped

an adjustable alignment feature that

NO SCALE—NO OXIDATION—NO PITTING

For Better Heat Treating—NEW INTEROVAL

Heat straight carbon steel, Hi-Carbon. Hi-Chrome

and High-Speed steels without loss in size, or

danger of Pitting or oxidation. Pyrometer fin

end close to work. 2400° at less time with lower

fuel cost. Openings on both sides of

permit heat treating long parts or tools. A

cast nickel tray is furnished which fits through

these openings allowing con

tinuous feeding and heat

treating of small parts. Con

vertible into lead, cyanide

or salt bath furnace accom-

modating 6"xl2" pot.

BENNETT INSURED STEEL TREATING CO.

130 SOUTH ST. NEWARK, N. J.

Write lor

Your Copy
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IT'S HOT H DOUCHHUT!

.7f*s Jteel

\ES, in an advertisement of

veral years ago, we showed

it photograph of a tangled

oebling Cold Rolled High

reel Flat Wire, it excited

arable attention and com-

I inspired much wit. It was

rely called a doughnut, a

d several other things,

■t again as one example of

the many flat wires we make to meet

txacting requirements.

It gets the severest kind of punishment

in actual service. It is yanked around,

coiled, tangled, bent. But it has to sur

vive.

Naturally it is a very tough and resil

ient flat wire. Tensile strength—high.

Temper—uniform and held within

very close limits. Also—accurate di-

mensionally and notably free of de

fects on the surface and edges.

We would welcome your inquiry

about Roebling Flat Wire,high or low

carbons. We specialize in flat wire to

meet exacting specifications and have

special custom production facilities

to handle this type of work.

John A. Roeblings Sons Company
TRENTON, N.J.

7ebling (OLD ROILED STEEL FLRT WIRE

John A. Roebling** Son* Co.
( Mill : T'tntm, AVie Jtrmj tr MM *JUl)

Pleatc mail me copy of your Flat Wire Catalog

[~| Have your representative call

■ Fine product mnv berr the nnmc roebiirc
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unique. Pivoted on large bolts, both

vertical and horizontal adjustment of

the work holder may be readi y made

without the use of gibs or shims.

The illustration shows the machine

equipped with the s.andard two Jaw

vise. Direc ly in na"k of e turns 1 e

is shown the automatic work gaee which

gages the proper set :ng of the work,

then swings out of the way as the work

Is tightened in the vise.
The work spindle and drive shaft,

made of special alloy steel, hardened

and ground, are mounted on Timken

Roller Bearings. Pick-off change gears

permit a wide range of threading speeds

desirable when threading different di

ameters and many different materials.

Driven by a Double Vee Belt Driv?

from a motor mounted In the base, this

machine is very compact with all con

trols and working parts readily acces

sible. An automatic reversible type

pump supplies an ample amount of

coolant.

Baker & Company.. Inc.. 56 Austin SI

Newark, N. J. The furnace is desicai

lo burn with one gas inlet on the p

Baker Tool Room Furnace

A tool room furnace which operates

on gas and has a temperature range up

to 2000 deg. P. without either blower

or compressed air is now being made by

GRAY TURRET HEAD

Metal Cutter

or Nibbler

Cuts all metals any shape

—30 gauge up to 1".

Gray Machine Co.

Dept. A, P. O. Box see

Phila. Pa.

Baker Tool Room

lar city gas line, no air connection

ing necessary. No heat escapes into "i

shop and with the automatic door cia«

it Is said that the hand can be pisj

on the outside casing. All walls

newly developed refractory insulii

over 3 In. thick. The floor, whlti

of cast chrome nickel, Is said to be "fl

less" and designed for long life, 1

temperature is controlled by a n

cock on the heat manifold.

The furnace Is built In three aa

No. 1, which Is 6x8x6 In.: No. 2. 6i'J

In., and No. 3, 8x8x6 in. All are 6

high. The No. 1 size will reach a M

perature of 1400 deg. P., starting a

in 15 minutes and will maintain 'J

temperature constant at about on* ct

an hour (Newark. N. J. rate). WSl

designed primarily for heat treating *

a non-oxldlzlng heating chamber I

furnace Is also used for other work

ADJUSTABLE ANGLE TILTING TABLE

Suitable for adjustable angle machining by

means of our 7>i" Rotary Table, Vises or other

holding fixtures.

Write for detailed description and price.

JOHN B. STEVENS INC.

306 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK CITY
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"Vulcan" Vise Stand No. V-l

"Vulcan" Vise Stand No. V-l

J. H. Williams & Co., 75 Spring St.,

;w York, N. Y., announces In their Vul-

n Vise Stand No. V-l, a portable and

Tlclent unit combining a complete

ind, chain pipe vise and pipe bender,

le base, which is made ol high-grade

alleable iron, is of sturdy and well-re-

foroed construction. The legs are ol

In. pipe with upset feet punched for

stening to the floor, if desired. The

gs fold for carrying and are held to-

gether by a simple tie chain. The vise

jaw Is of tool steel, carefully hardened

and tempered.
The Vulcan Vise Stand V-l, finished

in orange enamel with black legs, weighs

35 lbs. and will take pipe from % to

2 in. The pipe bender will handle pipe

up to % Inch.

Stark Integral Drive Precision

Bench Lathe

A precision bench lathe with built-in

motor and speed changing mechanism,

comprising an entirely self-contained

unit, has been brought out by Stark

Tool Company, Waltham, Mass. The

unit, Illustrated herewith, can be put

into service immediately upon making

the electrical connection, no bench cut

ting or fastening being necessary.

The feature of the machine is the

Stark Integral Drive which is a patented

device consisting of a ball bearing V2 h.p.

motor driving through a disk clutch and

variable V-belt sheaves and through

V-belts to the head-stock. This drive

will provide any speed between 156 and

2200 r.p.m. In the Standard Model, or

between 300 and 3000 r.p.m. In the

High Speed Model. Speeds are instantly

changed by means of a conveniently lo-

>ULLMORE CLUTCHES

VotU Well and Save Space

n Sundstrand Vertical Lathe

. No. 3, single type, Pullmor* Clutch, running in oil, In each

F the 8 Hydraulic Units of the Sundstrand Vertical Lathe shown

right, is automatically engaged for spindle rotation during rapid

sproach and feed of its Unit, Is disengaged so that spindle

mains stationary during quick return. This service demands a

ill measure of reliability and durability in the clutch—and these

emends are satisfied by the Pullmore. The design of the Hydraulic

'nits calls for a clutch that Is compact and easily installed—

tqutrements that arc satisfied completely by the Pullmore.

Complete information about Pullmore Clutches, Illustrations of

»«ny of their applications, and other useful information will be

ound in the Pullmore Blue Book. Write for free copy, today.

tOCKFORD DRILLING MACHINE DIVISION

Jorg-Warner Corporation, 300 Catherine Street, Rocklord, Illinois

>old by MORSE CHAIN CO., Ilhaca, N. Y. Offices In principal cities
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Stark Integral Drive Precision Bench Lathe

cated band wheel, and are registered on

an Indicator mounted on the switch

column. Machine operation is con

trolled through a small control lever,

the clutch being released while the con

trol lever Is In the vertical or neutral

position, engaged when the control lever

Is moved to the right, and the brake

engaged when the control lever is moved

to the left.

The machine can be supplied In four

models, all of which have 9-ln. swing

and 40-ln. bed. The Standard Model No.

4 has %-in. collet capacity, the Stand

ard Model No. 414 has 1-ln. collet ca

pacity, the High Speed Model No. 4

has %-ln. collet capacr

and the High 5-'

Model No. 4H bas 1-C5

collet capacity.

The Standard Mooi j

equipped with a taut

ened spindle, with tav

pered bronze bearins -

both ends. These br

ings are adjustable

one point for wear so •
to maintain aHgrmi—-

lndefinitely. The K

Speed Model is regular;

fitted with antl-frteu

bearings, pre-loaded tj

maximum life and pre

cision.

Any one of these four models w-

take all of the Stark precision attach

ments except the milling attach-

The machines are finished In gray pr

roxylln lacquer with chromium lea

and handles. The machine weighs, I

regular equipment, 310 pounds.

Fellows Hourglass

Generator

A new type of Hourglass

erator for cutting hourglass

worms has recently been placed

IT'S PRECISION BUILT

.the C-0 21" Sliding Head Drill

Here's a typically accurate, flexible, yet larger C-0
Drilling Unit for high production drilling of large
holes. Selt-fred and back gear attachments provide a
wide range of speeds and feeds.

Vertical Motor Drive—eliminates unnecessary pulleys,
idlers, twist and turn belts, reducing wear and vibra
tion; cone pulleys are dynamically balanced, a flexible
coupling inserted removes vibration in the drive shaft.
Two Timken Holler Bearings in the Spindle Quill at the
top and bottom, provided with a screw adjusting collar
for take up. Annular ball bearing in the motor cone
pulley, and ball bearing motors. Positive type power
feed is controlled by a push knob.

Canedy-Otto Drills, are always "Ready For The Job".

Write for illustrated circular giving complete

details.

CANEDY-OTTO MFG. CO.

CHICAGO HEIGHTS ILLINOIS
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JT INDUSTRY'S MOST PRODUCTIVE LAMP

ia wanJz jpsi you!

rc accuracy and speed must be combined light

irnes a most important production "tool". The time

rully lost in the mere physical act of "seeing" due

-n proper" light, and the eye fatigue which slows up

iucbon and multiplies errors must be banished,

•per Hewitt light does this most effectively and has

ver-increasing numbers proved a boon to workers

employers alike. > * > Now Cooper Hewitt lamps

22% more light with no increase in current. They

hang horizontally to provide the most efficient light

distribution. Troublesome shadows are eliminated.

Workmen can see detail anywhere and work without

eye fatigue throughout the entire shift. » » » Put in

dustry's most productive lamp to work for you. You'll

find it a production "tool" that promotes profits from

every man and every machine when engineered to fit

the job. » » » General Electric Vapor Lamp Company.

897 Adams Street. Hobokcn. New Jersey.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

VAPOR LAMP COMPANY
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market by the Fellows Gear Shaper

Company, Springfield, Vermont. This

machine, a Iront view of which appears

In Pig. 1, Is of massive construction and

employs a cutter head of the "swing

ing" type, which Is operated by a cam,

as shown In Pig. 2.

It Is Intended for high-

production work and Is

arranged with automatic

electrical control which

greatly facilitates operation.

It is also designed for quick

removal and insertion of

the work, and in addition

has other features that will

be appreciated by the pro

duction executive. The rigid

design of this machine and

the method employed In

presenting the cutter to the

work, makes possible the

Fig. 2—Clone rear view showing
Depth Feed Cam, Starting Lever.

Automatic Switch and so on.

Fig. 1—Front view of Pafc
6T-Type Hourglass Thread <
tor for the accurate aas m
ting of hourglass sterimf

production of accurate

smoothly finished -
at an extremely rapid tile.

The work is custom)

between cones, one on

driving arbor In the t

and the other on the
center. The cutter Is xepd

step with the threads on

work through feed gear*

Is fed down directly into

work, the rate of feed per afl

lution being governed by *

rise on the feed cam. In

Junction with feed gears,

depth feed cam is pro»l

with a depression which at]

the cutter head to be r

matlcally elevated »ba

worm is finished, thus pa

ting removal and insertaej

the work.

The depth feed cam is I

so that the majority "*

stock is removed with a I

coarse feed, then the

reduced for the

depth of cut, and

cutter is allowed

several revolution

any down feed, to produce

finish on the work. The

operated by a starting lever

to the electrical push

and the feed cam.

The outstanding features
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. . . ihot'i what buyen toy when they examine the new Parker-Kalon Cold

forged Socket Screws. These new Screws have set a higher standard of quality

thai wins the unqualified approval of engineers and production men.

There ore good reasons for the excellence of these new Screws. They are

result of more than two years of intensive research and development

and the unequalled Parker-Kalon Laboratory facilities for securing

and controlling the strength, precision and other essential qualities of socket

BCTT£R

the r<

»ork

In

Si

I for free samples of the type you use, and descriptive folder. The product

MIKER-KALON CORP.. 200 VARICK STREET, NEW YORK

a

si

si

In gin

•on ti

nfiol

TH

oil

^Y^^ «ifRtWS
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CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS

No. 253

Does 407c to 60% of the

forming work turned out

by the average shop.

Here's a profitable, economical brake

ideally adapted for rapidly forming

metal sections such as in stoves, re

frigerators, soda fountains, steel cab

inets, metal furniture, steel boxes,

and a great variety of sheet metal

specialties. Its variable speed drive

operates from 17 to 50 strokes per

minute. The No. 253 CHICAGO

STEEL PRESS is accurate, compact,

and ruggedly constructed of highest

quality materials.

Sizes 4, 5 and 6 ft. capacities, up to

10 gauge.

Write for Circular No. 253

DREIS fir KRUMP MFG.

COMPANY

7418 LOOMIS BLVD.

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

production, ease and rapidity of can

tlon, and smoothly finished —

Edlund Production

Machine

The Edlund Machinery Company. U-

Cortland, N. Y., has recently plaeei

the market a line of drilling macii

with the motor on the spindle. Ttal

machines are built with 8*, IT « "
overhang from one to eight spindles u

may be equipped with ball bearing H

gear, semi-automatic power feed, WJ

lng motor and controls for
pump, tank and piping for coolsni. «

other features.
If the machine Is to be used for (tt2

lng only, speeds may be 600-900-1200 a

1800 RPM or 600-1200-1800 and W

RPM or the machines may be repi
with reversing motors with speeds i
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FIRTH ITE

ANOTHER PROFIT MAKING INSTALLATION

Cutting semi-hard cast iron couplings

on a Milwaukee Simplex. FIRTHITE

tipped cutters take one cut where

formerly two were necessary.

f^Speed of 225 Feet per min. \l

Depth oi cut 18 inch.

Table feed 17 inches per min.

Production almost doubled.

Finish improved.

IL Tool life increased.

FIRTHTTE cutters can be operated at

cutting speeds high enough and chip

loads per tooth low enough to finish

fragile parts in one cut. maintaining

both accuracy and finish.

Consult us for specific information

on possible FIRTHITE installations in

your shop.
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800-900-1200 and 1800 RPM.

Speeds are selected by turning a knob

at the front of the machine and are In

dicated on a dial. On multiple spindle

machines each motor may be stopped

with the drum control or the entire

machine may be stopped by means ol

a toot control. Overload and no-voltage

protection are provided lor each motor.

The machine shown has 12" overhang

and Is equipped with semi-automatic

power feed. The feed engages when the

drill touches the work, and the depth

may be set by means of a dial, or the

feed may be disengaged by raising the

feed lever. The spindle may also be

advanced ahead of the feed If desired.

Special attention has been given to

the rigidity of the machine to eliminate

vibration and distortion under load. The

machines are so designed that power

feed, back gears, or both may be added

at any time with a minimum amount of

work.

clnnatl, Ohio. The machine Is especi--

adapted for grinding rolls and

work where end space Is

Hisey Two-Wheel Wide Range

Precision Grinder

A grinding machine with two wheels

and designed for a wide range of work

has been developed by The Hlsey-Wolf

Machine Co., 2745 Coleraln Ave.. Cln-

Hiscr Two-Wheel Wide
Grinder

the larger sizes can be used to

tage for grinding car wheels. The

wheel can be transferred from

of the spindle to the other or two

can be used when work permits.

The machine Is made In six sizes f!x|

1 to 10 h.p. and for wheels

20-ln. diameter. The machine

ered by a constant speed

balanced motor, either A.C. or

TITAN STUD SE

CONTROLLED DRIVE

Perfect Setting

The Titan Stud Setter has a safety clutch which i

trols driving power.

The Tilan is positive in driving and anion.,

releasing, thus making it possible lo set the stud*

any predetermined degree of tightness.

When the studs are driven to the specified tightM

the drive is automatically released and the

be removed withont fear of mutilating or

the threads.

The great capacity, speed range, utility,

of this production tool make the Titan

a profit-earning tool wherever it is need.

Write today for the new illustrated circular.

TITAN TOOL COMPAI

FAIRVIEW •
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M0\inm mms could you use?

Carl>4»nm«lum makes a wide

variety of mounted wheel shapes for high speed

portal)lr grinders. WhateNer the portable grinding

job. whatever the material t«> he ground. You'll find

there* n a mounted wheel made b\ < )arhorundum that

will do the work ijuieker. easier and more eeonoiui-

calK. Write fur illii^trat*-«l CARBORUNDUM

booklet "Mount. d \\ hct-U." ■IIIHI'IW

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY • NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.

in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleveland, Boston. Piiuburgb,
■ •gnnnil *--* fc vi 1 tt Cuborudua faawj)
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dovetail slide with screw feed and

handle affords rapid adjustment to the

work. This adjustment, due to the angle

of the slide, does not affect the belt

tension. Direction of rotation of the

grinding wheels Is reversible through

the motor. The grinding spindle Is

mounted on matched precision ball bear

ings which are Ideally suited for the re

quirements of precision grinding.

The lubrication system envelopes all

the bearings In a mist of oil and all

oil Is filtered automatically. Bearings

are protected with combination laby

rinth and contact seals. The machine

can be supplied for any spindle speed

required; however, the speeds recom

mended by the Grinding Wheel Manu

facturers are recommended.

Stow Assembly P Three -Speed

Bench Type Flexible Shaft

Machine

The Assembly P Three-Speed Bench

Type Flexible Shaft Machine Illustrated

—product of Stow Manufacturing Co.,

Inc., Blnghamton, N. Y. — Is designed

for bench mounting and may be used

equally well mounted on a truck or on

a wall In back of the bench. The ma-

Stow Assembly P Three-Speed Bench T*
Flexible Shaft Machine

chine Is equipped with a Stow ball be*.--

lng countershaft which la hinged ik

provided with a screw for belt ad'

ment. The unit Is designed for swlv?

lng In both horizontal and vertte

planes, giving the flexible shaft the mu-

lmum of freedom and making It pos

sible to use the shaft In any posit."

without Injury.
Motors can be supplied to meet air

PERFECT BALANCE

There's one thing abont a Lafkin you'll find

in no other telescoping gage—the handle can

always be locked in the center of the plungers.

This outstanding feature gives that perfert

balance and feel so essential to accuracy.

But that's not all. Lufkin Telescoping Cage?

are precision-built—you can depend on them

not only for accuracy, but for continaeii

service as well.

See your nearest dealer or write for illus

trated Catalog No. 12.

Lufkin Telescop
ing Gages come In

six sizes with a
range from 5/16-
inch to 6 inches,
and also packed
in complete sets
in attractive red
leatherette cases.

new york THE/l/FK/Nftt/LEfid.

06 L.l.,.ii< Si. . , WINDSOR, ONI

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
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Gearing possibilities

greatly enlarge the scope

of Flexible Shafts....

that

SSm

When considering flexible shafts for trans

mitting power, it should be borne in mind

the normal torque capacity of any

particular size of shaft can be

increased to any reasonable

amount by the use of simple

gearing.

And where accurate synchronism

between driving and driven mem

bers is essential it can also be

secured in the same way.

In the case of a remote control,

any desired degree of sensitivity

can be provided by using gearing

at one or both ends of the shaft.

The typical geared assembly

shown in the illustration, makes

clear how readily flexible shafts

can be applied to gearing.

Drawing at right shows how

flexible shafts and their cas

ings are attached in this ap

plication. This is but one

of the innumerable combina

tions of shafts and gearing

that are possible.

If you have a power drive or remote control problem, our en

gineers will be glad to submit recommendations. No obligation.

Just send us essential data.

The S. S. WHITE Dental Mfg. Co.

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

10 EAST 40th ST., ROOM 231 OS, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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electrical specifications. The machines

carried In stock are for 110 to 220 volts.

W cycle, one phase up to and Including

V£ h. p. and three phase for 1 h. p.

Standard equipment Includes switch,

cord, plug and ball bearing hand piece

with clamp spindle to take grinding

wheels, buffs, scratch brushes, and so on.

Angle heads and special hand piece can

be furnished Interchangeable with the

standard hand piece. All Series 37 at

tachments are Interchangeable In the

same size range.

Buffalo Automatic Shear for Bolt and Rivet Stock

Buffalo Automatic Shear for Bolt

and Rivet Stock

The machine Illustrated has been de

veloped by Buffalo Forge Company, 388

Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y., for high speed

production in the accurate shearing of

bar stocks for bolts or rivets. Designed

for continuous shearing, the machine Is

equipped with automatic feed rolls

which are driven direct from the Inter

mediate shaft of the shear. The rolls

grip and pull the stock Into the shear

only when the knives are open on the

upstroke of the machine, and release

their grip the Instant the stock touches

the rear gage and the top knife starts

to descend. Thus the rolls

from scoring or marring the

pressure.

Difficulties that arise from

irregularities In bar stock are

by the use of a specially de

which automatically adjusts Itself. '

bars are fed and sheared at one

at a shearing rate of 30 strokes per :

ute, giving a total of over 5O00

pieces per hour. An openslde tilting

gage, which is located at the rear at

machine, can easily be adjusted for

length of bolt up to

In. for automatic

and 48 In. for ha

A special cropptr

Is also provided fa

ting off 1 In.

bar at the start a

in order to make

a square end and

move the ragged

cut." This gage

matlcally swings on

the way after the

cut.

When the end of

stock bars reach the

release, an au

stop d 1 s e n g f

clutch on the

automatic stop,

electrically oper

adjustable In a

that permits the

ing of the

length of any

The clutch may 1

gaged either by

a hand lever or by

pedal, both being pro

vided. The clutch

gages automatically

each stroke

set to run

until disengaged

automatic stop.

The drive Is quiet and

compact. The motor ■

mounted on top of the shear frame satf

power Is transmitted by means of V-belu

direct to the flywheel. All gears a* wB

as the flywheel belts and motor p-

are totally enclosed within exparxW

metal guards. The machine Is built 3

a variety of sizes and capacities.

u. S. Model 66 Adjustable

Speed Grinder

The U. S. Model 66 Grinder Illustrate:

—product of The United States H«

trlcal Tool Co., 2471 W. Sixth St.. Cin
cinnati, Ohio—has been designed by •-.
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fESUP TO 21- INCH BORE !

ugged giants they are, in their

>ili t y to carry loads and stand

p to punishing jobs. Yet they

ave all the PRECISION, the fine-

ess, the friction-free smooth-

ess, of their pigmy brothers in

le NORMA-HOFFMANN line. ***

Send for the Catalogue . . . Let

And, between the biggest and

the smallest, a complete range of

sizes is available—each marked

by the family quality of PRECI

SION.*** There's a PRECISION

Bearing (ball, roller or thrust)

for every load, speed and duty,

our engineers work with you

BALL. RVLLER AND THRUST
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firm to meet the demand for an efficient

belt driven, adjustable speed grinder

which shall be free from vibration.

The machine Is of unusually sturdy

design, powered by a motor (built to

N.E.M.A. standards) which runs on heavy

duty ball bearings. The push button

control carries low voltage and overload

U. S. Model 66 Belt-Driven Adjustable Speed Floor Grinder

Ludlum Hard Surfacing Electron

Ludlum Steel Company. WaterrEet

Y., has brought out a hard tMrtscSI

electrode In three new alloys lntndecl

use In applying wear resistant o*trj

or Inlays on new or used

The alloy used In these

said to provide

equalled resistance

abrasion and bapi

Before pladi

market. the

have been tested

wide range of use

plow shares to tbt

ufacture of cement

equipment used in

glng the Cape Cod

to the manufacti

automobile tires,

nlcal data sheets

been prepared de

the Individual p

ties of the various

lum electrodes, the

poses, suitable apr. i

Hons and effective mel

ods of hard surtad

procedure. These 4

sheets are available

request.

i

protection. Three spindle speeds are

available, the changes being easily and

speedily accomplished. Correct belt ten

sion Is maintained at all times. A pat

ented safety device prevents overspeed-

ing of wheels. Safety Is assured by the

use of patented adjustable type wheel

guards made from boiler plate and with

permanent exhaust connections.

The grinder Is available In 5, T/2 and

10 hp. sizes for 16, 18, 20 and 24-ln.

vitrified and high speed grinding wheels.

No. 48 "Abrasaw" Cut-Off MafJ

for Wet Cutting

The Illustration shows the No.

"Abrasaw" Cut-Off Machine, which 1

been brought out by The Brtdgepl

Safety Emery Wheel Co.. Bridgepfl

Conn. This machine Is similar Is 4

sign to the No. 48 "Abrasaw" 01

Off Machine for dry cutting, ezcep: Ui

a coolant tank Is now mounted on -

side of the machine equipped with H

GREENERD

Arbor Presses

500 lbs. to 35 tons pressure

HYDRAULIC, MOTOR DRIVEN, HAND OPERATED

Greenerd Arbor Press Cc
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Providence

Precision

Drills

Speed, Precision, Power, and Depend

ability—these are the four distinctive

qualities which make the PROVIDENCE

DRILL a safe and profitable investment.

Whether in large shop or small—

whether in the tool room or on the

production line—the PROVIDENCE will

consistently show that "drill-ability"

which is the true measure of economy

wherever holes are to be drilled at mini

mum cost.

Four Models

One to Six Spindles

Belt or Motor

Drive

All Ball Bearing

Hand or

Power Feed

Adapted for

High-Speed

Drilling,

Boring,

Tapping

and

Reaming.

Ifrite for the Bulletin

PROVIDENCE ENGINEERING

WORKS, INC.

523 So. Main St., Providence, R. I.

able pump and pipes for supplying c

ting lubricant to both skies ol tat :

ting disc.

The spindle runs In ball bearlap i

the whole head Is suspended on Hani

bearings, which gives a free, easily am

trolled swing of the cut-off disc TS

allows the disc to be brought does •

the material with a light touch u

after the cut has been started tot a

No. 48 "AbriMw" Cot-off
Wet Cnttlnr

can be finished rapidly. With the propj

start of the cut square cuts are

talned and disc wear is brought <J

to a minimum.

Two sizes of flanges are furnished: I

pair of 6',-in and a pair of 4 ,-|

When a 12-in. disc Is put on the mact

the 6 '..-In. flanges are used and *

the disc is worn down to a cUam

where the 6' j-ln. flanges can no looal

be used they are removed and are r|

placed with the 4V4-ln. flange*. By
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KEEP

Small Tools

Valuable Blue Prints

Shop Records

SAFE in

"HALLOWELL"

. Steel Bench Drawers

These strong, steel Bench Drawers can be easily attached to ANY bench.

Handy for safe keeping of small precision tools, valuable blue prints and

records—"Hallowells" have master-keyed locks (or padlock, if you prefer).

They withstand rough usage, last much longer than clumsy wooden drawers,

and never shrink, swell, stick or jam because of the weather.

Our Bulletin gives you details and prices.

Corners reinforced by
heavy folded top, lap
ping around under front
and welded.

Positively locked
handles — their
ends past
through front
and are clinched.

STEEL TOTE PANS FOR

EASY HANDLING AND

STORAGE OF SMALL

PARTS OR TOOLS

These welded steel tote pans are very

sturdy, intended for heavy work and

made to take lota of rough handling.

They cannot break-up or become oil

soaked like wooden boxes. The handles

are cleverly clinched in place and cannot

come loose. They're designed so that they

can be stacked high without wobbling or

toppling. Of course, they're fire-proof.

Write for full information.

Fig. 1632
Pat. Applied For

Standard Pressed Steel Co

■RANCHES

BOSTON

JINKINTOWN, PINNA.
BRANCHES

CHICAGO

INDIANAPOLIS BOX 556
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to the discs at all times.

The band knobs at front and rear of

tbe machine operate a stop, the rear

knob operates the total movement of

the head, while the front knob controls

the movement of the head to compen

sate for disc wear.

A quick acting vise that can be op

erated by either foot pedal or hand Is

furnished. When operating vise with

the foot pedal. It allows both hands to

be used, one for cutting and the other

hand for feeding the work In the vise.

When starting a run of cuts, the vise is

first set by hand so that It will take

a movement of V4 to ?'8 In. of the vise

Jaw to clamp the work. This Is neces

sary so that there will be enough move

ment of the foot pedal to operate the

water valve properly. This water valve

Is so arranged that the depressing of

the foot pedal not only clamps the work

but the flow of water is started and con

tinues as long as the vise is clamped.

After the cut is made the foot is re

moved from the foot pedal, shutting off

the water supply, also releasing the pres

sure on the vise so that the vise may

be reloaded.

The control of the cutting lubricant

can also be operated by hand if this

method is preferred.

be ra&i

that a

Ammco 6-In. Crank Shaper

The Ammco 6-In. Crank Shaper ti

trated, manufactured by Autosnct

Maintenance Machinery Co., North C

cago. 111., has been designed to meet -

needs of machine shops where a ansa

Is needed that is small In size but ace

rate and adaptable for a wide range

work. The shaper can be mounted cs

bench or can be had mounted oc

portable work bench that

from Job to Job.

The manufacturer

machine Is adaptable for quick se:-^

has ample speed for rush Jobs, Is sen

rate for close work, Is Ideal for s=u

production and will handle a wide tis^

of Jobs economically and satisfactory

leaving the big machines open for 2

long run Jobs.

The standard model is equipped w"!

a three-step cone pulley which pio.ia

three speeds to the ram and an ana

matlc cross feed to the table with

variations of feed. Tbe vise is c

construction and is graduated at

bottom edge for angular work. Tbe

head Is likewise graduated to BO

The machine will take a subetan'

heavy cut. Work may be clamped

rect to the table, on tbe sides or on

top, and the table Is equipped with

FOR

Faster Speeds and Heavier Feed

Elimination of Vibration and Slipping

TAPER AND

PIN DRIVE -EXTENDED CENTER

Midwest tested

taper and pin

drive plus lock

screw on taper

and Extended

Center provide

rigid support Bl

both

Send for complete Midwest Catalog of Milling Cutters and End-cutting Toob

2358 W. Jefftnn

Detroit, Mich.Midwest Tool & Mfg. Company
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i free subscription to

PRODUCTS FINISHING

to Executives in charge of metal cleaning, plat

ing, polishing and finishing operations.

. . . we will send monthly copies of PRODUCTS

FINISHING free of charge.

Fill in the information requested below . . . tear

out this sheet and mail to us today. There is no

obligation involved.

GARDNER PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

Publishers of

MODERN MACHINE SHOP

and

PRODUCTS FINISHING

PRODUCTS FINISHING

431 MAIN STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Please send PRODUCTS FINISHING to me each month, without cost

or obligation.

Name ■. Title.

Company

Address

City State No. of Employees

Check operations being performed—

Cleaning Plating Polishing Painting Finishing

Also send copy to Title

BE SURE TO FILL IN ALL THE ABOVE INFORMATION
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adjustable support bracket for rigid::;

The feed mechanism Is easily adjustec

It being only necessary to move a smai

lever to obtain variation In feed. Ti

stroke Is adjusted by loosening the lock

nut on the end of the shank near th-

Ammco 6-In. ( rank Shaper

feed eccentric and then adjusting U>

rocker arm block up or down. All ras

ways and the front of the column &r*

"V type, carefully fitted and proper:?

glbbed for adjustment.

Pyro Micro-Optical Pyrometer

A precision Instrument of the hlg3

caliber designed for use In measure

the temperatures of very small object

such as incandescent lamp nlame-^-

and so on, and for laboratory and scien

tific research work, has been develop*:

by The Pyrometer Instrument C ::

101-105 Lafayette St., New York. K I

In this Instrument, which Is known

the Pyro Micro-Optical Pyrometer, *

twenty-fold magnification of the objec

ts provided by means of an optical ar

rangement of high candle power. Tb*
instrument is used with a rigid supper

and tripod, the Instrument bolder be

ing equipped with a fine precision warr

gear arrangement for accurate adjust

ment in any desired direction so as '-

focus the Instrument steadily on i-"

given spot.
A precision ammeter with bulli-u

"Oliver"

METAL SPINNING LATHE

Uigid heaYj bed—indispensable to accuracy
in spinning sheet metals. Hear?, large bear
ings in headstock withstand tremendous pres
sures. Ball bearing motor driven headstock
adjustable 800 to 2400 KPM. Lire tail
center. Excellent for wood and metal turn
ing. Four sizes.

• Write for illustrated bulletin

OLIVER MACHINERY CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MIOHIQAN

Why Use A Shaper

to cut Keyways when

DAVIS

KEYSEATER

will do the

job so much

quicker

and

better?

•

Send

far

circular

DAVIS KEYSEATER CO.

Exchange fir Glasgow St*.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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■ COLLETS "

— IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT FROM STOCK —

ASK FOR BULLETIN No. 37A

THE ABOVE COLLET DATA BULLETIN IS AVAILABLE FOR

PRODUCTION, PURCHASING, STOCKROOM AND ENGINEERING

DEPARTMENTS

Reasons Why Each Department Should Have a Copy:

1. Clearly shows the styles of collets adapted in your lathes and millers.

2. Lists the standard collets with general dimensions for identification.

3. Gives normal round, hexagon and square capacity of standard collets.

4. Shows how all of your lathes and millers may be adapted for collets.

5. Collet stocks in Elmira, Chicago, Detroit, New York and Los Angeles.

6. Attractive prices are listed for round, hexagon and square hole sices.

HARDINGE BROTHERS, IRC ELMIRA, H.Y
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kk

MAN OF ALL WORK

19

For grinding tools, dies, moulds,

small castings — all types of small

grinding . . . this flexible shaft

grinder is a necessity in every tool

and die room. Full % H.P. motor

runs at 18,000 R.P.M. Finest qual

ity 42" rubber covered flexible

shaft; handle piece has ball bear

ings, and collet type chuck for y4"

shanks. Accessories, including

arbors, pencil wheels and emery

wheels, can be supplied. Ask your

Stanley distributor for a demon

stration, or write for descriptive

catalog.

STANLEY ELECTRIC TOOL DIVISION

The Stanley Works

137 Elm Street, New Britain, Conn.

Complete Equipment Includes:

1 Motor Unit with Cable

1 Shaft

1 Chuck Capacity

1 Combination Bench and

Over-head Holder

1 Pressure Grease Gun

2 Wrenches

I

CROSS

SECTION VIEW

of Flexible Shaft Core. Rubber reinforced

casing protects the shaft against injury and pre

vents marring the work.

STANLEY

f_y ELECTRIC

C STANLEY ) _ _ _

jr^* TOOLS

A Complete Line for Industry —"Cost Less Per Year"
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ALWAYS A STEP AHEAD

wi<h a boye & EMMES LATHE

Sizes 14" to 36

frequent complete rede

signing enables our engi

neers to incorporate Into

BOYE fir EMMES Lathes

every worthy new improve

ment and many original

and exclusive develop

ments in lathe construc

tion. BOYE fir EMMES

Lathes are modern in ev

ery respect.
Writ* far fmcU on MODERN

BOYE & EMMES Lathes.

THE BOYE & EMMES MACHINE TOOL CO.

CINCINNATI OHIO

With

NICHOLSON

EXPANDING

MANDRELS

on have available for

mmediate use internal

bucks for holding any

urry-up break-down job

hat conies along. Can be

ised on lathes, grinders,

hapers or millers. Take

my bore—Vz" to 7". Made

n fourteen sizes. Bulle-

in 530.

3 and 4- Way CONTROL

VALVES for operating single or

double acting air, steam, water or

oil cylinders. Made in lever, foot,

solenoid and motor operated. All

pressures up to 3000 lbs. Bulletins

Other Product*: Arbor Presses, Flexible Couplings. Steel and Stainless Ball Floats.

Traps and Separators. Air Separators, Traps and Vents, etc.

•V. H. NICHOLSON & CO. U6 Oregon street, wilkes-barre, penna.
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battery Is attached to the Instrument.

The Instrument operates on the principle

of disappearing filament and Is furnished

with the following scale ranges: 600-

1600 deg. C, 1600-3000 deg. C, 3000-4000

deg. C, or the equivalent In degrees P.

Pvro Micro-Optical Pyrometer

A powerful objective of 37 mm. aper

ture produces a reversed image of the

object to be measured at about 6 In.

distance and It Is viewed through the

ocular which acts as a microscope. The

total magnification of the system Is

about 20 diameters so that the Image of

the smallest wire or filament under ob

servation will find the optical field and

completely cover the tip of the pyro

meter filament Image. The ammeter Is

compensated against variations In room

temperature, and has a so-called sup

pressed zero point In order to make bet

ter use of the scale, but only masxr.-.

as Is permissible In regard to consta:

For this reason, the zero adjuster ~C

closed by a cover and must be used c

If the current Is checked, elttxr —

suitably equipped laboratory, wits.

standard Instrument, or be:

still, with a potentiometer

The field of application

the Pyro Micro-Optical P?

meter Is larger than It i

at first glance,

merits with glowing

be made as they are cornr

In the manufacture of toe

descent lamps or amp:.:

tubes, and so on. also to I

oratory work with small

neallng and melting funn

for metallurgical and eerai

purposes where thermoccj:

set up difficulties In toe I

high temperature for cnexc

or physical

Blaner Universal Har

Spring Winder

A spring winder with -r:

springs of various sizes car;

wound without the aid d

machine tool has been pV*

on the market by the J:

Blaner Co., 831 Meek .

Sharon, Pa. The winder

made In five different sizes for

tng springs as follows: No. 1 CnlT?r

to wind springs up to %-ln. dtira

from wire from 0 to 18 gauge: No :

wind springs up to %-ln. inside dk

eter: No. 3, for springs up to ml

Inside diameter from wire up to S

gauge or %-ln. diameter; No. 4. to t

springs up to 1',-i-ln. Inside dlas

from wire up to V4-ln. illiinnilsi I

No. 5, for

dlametei

ameter.

Ranges of Speed

25.000. 45,000 and
65,000 R. P. M.

Streamlined. designed

for ntmoit • a a • of

handling and control

of air.

M B PRODUCTS

M B "HEAVY DUTY" AIR CRINDER

For a thousand and

one tough hand jobs

WRITE TODAV FOR DETAILS

130 E. LARNED ST

DETROIT, MlChf
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A punch press or any produc

tion machine running without a

counter is as good as blindfolded.

The counter dials are the eyes

of the machine, telling the oper

ator every second just where he

is. Productimeters save over

runs, under-runs, and time lost

in hand counting.

DU RANT MFG. CO.

1932 N. Buffurn St.

Milwaukee, Wis.

173 Eddy St.

Providence, R. I.

Safes Ollices la

all Principal Cities

An Inexpensive

ABRASIVE

BAND GRINDER . . .

"Built Like a Machine ToolT

The Homel-M Grinder ll iturdlly built with
a supporting leg under the grinding table to
eliminate vibration and tipping due to pressure
on the belt. Ball bearing throughout. Equip*
ped with ALEMITE LUBRICATION complete
with urease gun.

Write for illustrated folder on

this arid other styles and sizes.

HORMEL-M GRINDER

WALLS SALE* CORP.

86 WARREN ST. NEW YORK, N. V.

"These MODERN COLLETS

Sure Do The Job"

Take the word of the man on

the machine for Modern Collet

performance. Perhapa he won't

tell you that Modern Collets are

made of special steel and have

a hard long-wearing anrtace

with a tough springy core . . .

that their accuracy in deafen ia

guaranteed . . . that the taper is ground true

with the hole ... or that the deeper, better

formed corrugations always give a positive

grip. <_,

But it fa because of these facts that ho can

tell you that Modern Collets make his job

easier, and more trouble-free. Hia own ex

perience has ahown that, by using Modern Col

lets, locking lingers and ahoea laat longer, far

leas strain la exerted on the chucking cam and

chucking cam roller pina, and the work pro

duced ia always above criticism. Ifa the man

who aeea them in daily use who can really

testify to the worth of Modern Collets.

Catalog; 33 Hats complete information and
prices on all perishable parte and tools for

all types of screw machines. Write for

it today!

MODERN COLLET

AND MACHINE CO.

401 Salliott. St. Eeorw, Mich.
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Blnner Univeml Hand Sprlnc Winden

The winder Is made from square cold

rolled steel, the size depending upon the

size of the spring to be wound. Man

drels In a variety of sizes are supplied

for winding springs of varying diameters.

The tool Is of simple design, consisting

principally of the body of the tool

proper, a mandrel upon which the spring

Is wound, the V-block In which the

mandrel rests, an adjusting screw for

providing the necessary tension, and a

POWER

RIGIDITY

ACCURACY

WALKER GRINDERS

For profitable surface grinding on a wide range
of work—write for catalog DB-2.

O. S. WALKER CO., INC.

WORCESTER, • MASS.

handle by whlc:

the mandrel Is re

volved by band.

To operate, ti-

wlnder Is clamp-:

In a bench Tist

the mandrel L

placed In posit!::

In the winder set

tension Is a::

by means of re

adjusting screw

the wire is fee

between two bras,

washers and con

nected to the cram
handle, a nut -■

tightened, to ap£;

tension to tie

wire, an adjust

ment la made for

the correct pitch

and the spring Is wound on the

drel by turning the handle. The tool is

easily set up and easily operated.

Lake Erie Molding Press

The Lake Erie Engineering Corpora

tion, Buffalo, N. Y., announces a rx*

Automatic Hydraulic Molding Press fc

quantity production of molded plasty

SMITH & MILLS

SHAPERS

Automatic lubrication—forced f<
disc clutch and brake. Quick
D I reel reading feed and stroke
rapid traverse to orou feeds.

THE SMITH & MILLS CO.

CINCINNATI,
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TYPE R

GRINDER

POLISHER

SURFACER

The Type R machine is a combination

of three machines — a disc grinder, a
polishing wheel, and a belt surfacing

machine. Three men can use it at

the same time.

If space and power are important
factors in your shop, it will pay yon
to investigate this money and time
saving machine.

H rile today for details.

Production Machine Co.

GREENFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

VERTICAL BORING MILLS

PLANERS. Double Hous

ing, Openalde

CRANE PLANERS

PLANER TYPE MILLERS

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

THE CINCINNATI PLANER CO.

CINCINNATI • OHIO

Large or S ma 1 1— Standard or Special

Diamond-Grip

Collets

Are the only collets

Diamond-Serrations that grip

tighter under less tension and

clear themselves of dirt, scale,

and chips.

Catalog 12-M

Lists single-piece and master

collets for all screw machined.

Send for a copy • If your

job requires special collet*,

send work and machine details

for quotation on special Dia

mond-Grip Collets.

SUTTON TOOL CO. 2842 W. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
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and rubber parts at low unit cost. This

press Is a fast production tiltlng-head

press with automatic multiple ejection

of the molded forms. Lake Erie Engin

eering Corporation builds these presses

with either self-contained pump or for

accumulator operation.

Rated capacity is 1000 tons for molds

measuring 38 x 38 In. Automatic opera

tion makes It possible for one man to

run four presses, thus providing high

production output at low cost.

This Lake Erie Molding Press has

many applications for molding mechan

ical molded rubber goods and plastic

WALTHAM THREAD MILLER

Let as explain why this machine is
largely used for special taps, single

and multiple worms, etc., in tool rooms

and factories.

WALTHAM MACHINE WORKS

WALTHAM, MASS.

Lake Eric Molding Prcaa

parts such as pedal pads, casters, gear

shift knobs, electrical parts and man*

other similar products in volume pro

duction quantities.

Delta Disk Sanders

Designed to meet the needs of bott

the machine shop, the pattern shop and

the cabinet shop, two new disk sanders

Just announced by the Delta Manufac

turing Company, 609 Vienna Ave.. Mil

waukee, Wis., fill the gap between llgHt

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

provided by

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

G. K. Single Lever Con

trol Lathes will give

you the production ef

ficiency you wont or

your lathe work. Write

for catalog describing

complete details.

THE GREAVES-KLUSMAN TOOL CO., Cincinnati, 0.
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Press No. 28

Opacity 94 " hole
through % " iron.
Weight 8 54 lbs.

80 ITEMS

FROM WHICH

TO CHOOSE

THEY METAL TOOL CO.

RBE8 8T. ROOKFORD, ILL.

RDWELL

SHARPENER

Typ* ^

imatically Sharpens Hack,

Sand & Circular Saws

teeth as fine as 32 to the inch,

speed of 30 to 75 per minute.
WRIT! FOR CIRCULAR

E WARDWELL MFG. CO.

FULTON RD. CLEVELAND, O.

Fig-. 754. Pat. Applied For

Floor trucks that resist

the crashes of "dropped-

on" loads

It's mighty tough on a track when the

workman dm the "tossed-on" method

of loading. That's why It pays to

equip with

"HALLOWELL"

STEEL FLOOR TRUCKS

Their one piece steel platform takes

the shocks and crashes as just a part

of their daily job. They don't splinter

and gouge. Furthermore, the truck as

a whole is built to last ... to hold
down your maintenance costs. Oar

catalog; gives the complete details. Get

a copy.

"HALLOWELL"

LIFT TRUCK PLATFORMS

are easy
on y o d r
floors . .
their end grain
less set down
lightly as a cat's
paw. For long-life

"HalloweU."

STANDARD

Pressed Steel Co.

BOX 556, JENKINTOWN. PA.

BRANCHES
Boston, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louts.

San Francisco, Indianapolis

Type "H"

service — specify
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machines previously available and the

heavy, permanent Installation machines.

The new machines are heavy enough

for accurate finishing, squaring, natter

ing, fitting and sanding on wood, metal,

plastics and many other materials, yet

portable enough to be used throughout

the shop wherever they will be most

efficient In the machine shop or as

sembly line.

One model is a direct-driven type,

with a base upon which may be mounted

■ or %-h. p. motor. The other model

is belt-driven, and is designed to be

used with an existing drive, or where

MORRIS

"MOR-SPEED"

RADIAL DRILLS

FEATURE:
Rigidity — Convenience — Power —
Simplicity — Low Colt.
Don't fall to Investigate the "MOR-
SPEED" lino of Radlali. Pull faeti

THE MORRIS MACHINE TOOL CO.
CINCINNATI OHIO

odd voltage or frequency

be used
Both machines have 12-ln. disks. I!

by 16-ln. tilting tables with gradua-*

sectors for angle of tilt. Tables are pro-

D«IU Dink Sander

vlded with % by %-ln. groove for m!>-

gage or for guidance of special fixture!

The shaft of the belt-driven machine t

carried on self-sealed ball bearings, re

quiring no lubrication.
A sawdust blower Is available, makin;

"the machine adaptable for use In loca-

tions where the usual dlsk-sander du?'

is objectionable.

Sentry Model V High Temperaturf

Tube Combustion Furnace

Redesigned

The original Model V High Tempera

ture Tube Combustion Furnace whlci

has for several years been built by Ttt

Sentry Company, Foxboro, Mass.,

been redesigned to provide Increased In

sulation and other improvements. Ttf

features which were responsible for try

success of this furnace have been re

tained and new tube sizes have bit:

Moving? Then - MOTORI

It's cheaper to motorize your present machine tools,

to install and maintain overhead line shafting;,

what prominent concerns, UFins; Remco Drives,

Profit by their experiences — find out how quickly

Drives are installed — on yoor present lathes,

drills, milling machines, etc. How the savins; on

alone frequently pays for a complete Remco install

Write today, to — Remco Products Corp.. State A

Sis.. York, Pa.

REMCO MOTOR D

ZE!

la. tkai

ThatS

M a*.
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COST CUTTING

TOOLS

GROUND RADIAL

RELIEF

Combination Center Drills

Will give more production at Ion

cost. Be sure to demand Circle "R"

Tools.

Send for Catalog "H"

CIRCULAR TOOL CO., Inc.

PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND
BRANCHES

Chicago. Detroit. Indianapolis. Phlla- Olwland

Ihor

STAMPS

LUMA

Patented

Combination Demagnetizer and Electric
Etching- Pencil. Marks symbols in
hardest ateel. Demagnetizes instantly.
One of oar models popular in tool
rooms for 15 years.

Luma Electric Equipment Co.

DEPT. MS TOLEDO, OHIO

MARK BETTER

LAST LONGER

A stamp is only as

it makes.

good as the mark

Thor Stamps give legible markings—

longer and with greater uniformity.

Thor Stamps have "blue heads"—sigm

that the special alloy steel is correctly

heat-treated. Turned Heads — give a

central striking point. Thumb Side

Marking—makes them easily read, easily

SEND FOR BOOKLET

The Pittsburgh Stamp Co.

812 CANAL ST. PITTSBURGH, PA,
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This machine quickly stamps details

and serial numbers into name plates.

Write For Particulars

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.

1806 Belle Plaine Ave., Chicago, III.

4 TIMES AS FAST

• This U. S.

Multiple Drill

Head drills tour

heads at once

. . . . does your

drilling- job 4

times as fast.

With other U. 8.

heads, as many as

SO holes can be

drilled at one time.

Let us show you

how to save money

on special jobs.

Send blue prints

for estimates.

The United States Drill Head Co.

1954 Riverside Drive

CINCINNATI, OHIO

added to extend the line. The perform

ance of the furnace created a demand

for a dual tube furnace, which has been

added to the Sentry line and Is available

In several tube sizes.

The air-cooled terminals are retained

as they have proven to give many year*

0

Sentry Model V Hiirh Temperature Single Tab*

Combustion Furnace

of trouble-free service without requir

ing periodical repair or replacement

The high efficiency and low power eon-

sumption are outstanding features, trst

Sentry Model V Dual Tube Foresee

high operating temperature of the fur

nace resulting in quick and accurst*

analyses, especially on stainless steels.

The tubes are gas-tight and will wlti

stand the maximum furnace operating

temperatures. The tubes are carefuBj

fitted Into the end walls to prevent un

necessary heat loss. The back end oi

the tube Is twice reduced In diameter
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Improved
Anderson Ther ere mi dc III

alancing

Ways

the following sizes :

Swine

Greatest
Distance Capacity

> Leveling Between In lbs.

Required Standards

simple 20 in. 20 in. 1.000
d excellent 40 in. 30 in. 2.000

i t i c e for 60 in. 30 in. 2.000
lancing. 72 In. 66 in. 5.000
lighten i n g
I tracing-.

96 in. 88 in. 10.000

Write for Full Information

"l? Anderson Bros.Mfg.Co.

926 Kishwoukee St., Rockford, III.

KiLo GRINDERS

WONT
BURN
OUT

WRITE FOR BULLETIN

BALDOR ELECTRIC CO.
4380 Duncan Ave. St. Louis, Mo.
( Electrical Manufacturers for 17 \ears)

BUILT BY MOTOR SPECIALISTS

k no complicated chucking

k mechanism ... in this

GRAND RAPIDS

COMBINATION

DRILL & TAP GRINDER

Simply and easily sharpens drills and taps for

faster cutting, for greater production between

grinds, for all around better work. Safety stop

automatically places drill at correct angle against

face of wheel. Correct convex clearance. No

complicated chucking mechanism. 4

Write for catalog.

GALLMEYER & LIVINGSTON CO.

308 STRAIGHT AVE.. S. W., GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.
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the first restriction being made as It

leaves the heating chamber. The second

reduction Is to a size convenient for a

rubber tube connection. These restric

tions Increase furnace efficiency by re

ducing heat losses around the tube and

assure that the end will remain perfectly

cool.

Master Tapper

The time required for hand tapping

can be reduced by four-fifths by the use

of the Master Tapper, according to the

manufacturer—the Master Tapper Com

pany, 270 Central Ave., Newark, N. J.

LAPPED & POLISHED

DIAMOND

BORING and TURNING

TOOLS

•For boring and

turning all non-

ferrous metals,

bakelite, hard

rubber, etc.

Strong and keen

cutting. Guaran

teed to perform

satisfactorily.

Offset Write for prices and

recommendations

WHEEL TRUEING TOOL CO., Inc.
13931 OAKLAND AVE., DETROIT. MICH

ft Is also claimed that the ok g£

Master Tapper eliminates tap breU

enabling the use of high ■peed fPX

thread taps at minimum expense.

The Master Tapper consists of 1 1

upon which the work is located id

gooseneck arm carrying a vertical o

with an adapter in which the

held and a hand wheel by whict

spindle and tap may be revolwi

operate the tapper, the work Is loa

in position, the spindle Is lowered

the tap enters the hole, then the

wheel is revolved, threading the

into the hole In the usual manner,

advantage consists in that the tap

FLEXIBLE SHAFT

Mr* {Strati*

MACHINEj

Of High Quality Only

'/• to 2 H. P.

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

It Pays To Buy The Best

SEND FOR CATALOG

N. A. STRAND & CO.

6001-6009 No. WOLCOTT AVE., CHICAGO
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oleranees halved yet fewer

rejections!

: OMTORPLUG

The 5-question

plug gage"

Shows to

.00005":

f Size

Taper

Bell mouth

Roundness

Barrel

Shape

y giving machine operators and Inspectors
OMTORPLUG, users have out tolerances in
air, yet had fewer inspection rejections because

better control of machine work. Widely
s«cf for ball bearing housings.

Request Bulletin 25

rHE COMTOR co

(Vol thorn, Mass. Est. 1928

THE REASONS WHY .

Putnam Tools Cut Faster -Last Longer

SAVE 80% on your

Power Hack Saw Blades

You can reqrlnd one blade four times on
this new fixture — made to fit your Universal
Tool Grinder or Cutter and Reamer Grinder.
The price of this fixture li only SI 5.75
(f.o.b. Minneapolis) Including grinding wheel.

BULLETIN ON REQUEST

C. H. CARLSON MFG. CO.

13-18 Main St.. N. E.

MINNEAPOLIS • MINN.

Above: Putnam
End Mills being
blasted with fine
steel shot.

At right: The
Homo Eleotrlo
Furnace.

I

TEMPERED

and FINISHED

By The Most

ADVANCED METHODS

EVERT step in the manufacture of Putnam

Tools reflects up-to-the-minute efficiency.

After hardening in salt baths of graduated

heats, Putnam Hi-Speed end mills, counter-

bores, reamers and special tools are tempered

in a Homo Electric Furnace in which a cor

rect and constant temperature is always main

tained. When removed from the tempering

furnace, they are finished in a special blasting

chamber with minute particles of steel shot.

Methods such as these—in addition to the use

of the finest high speed steel and the em

ployment of the most precise workmanship-

assure you of cutting; tools that are unsur

passed in dependable performances.

Our catalog lists complete information and
prices on the entire line of Putnam Tools.

Write for it . . . TODAY!

PUTNAM

TOOL COMPANY

2981 Charlevoix Ave. •
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held rigidly and Is thus prevented

from deflecting while being started and

the hand wheel can be operated much

easier and faster than the ordinary type

of tap wrench.

The base Is a semi-steel casting,

ribbed and seasoned to prevent warping

and accurately planed. The working

surface Is 14x20 In. The spindle is of

steel, ground and lapped to a sliding fit

in the bushings In which It revolves in

the arm. The spindle bushings are of

steel, hardened, ground and lapped, and

lubricated by means of an Alemlte fit

ting. A spindle lock Is provided for

Straight

side

Presses

4

Outstanding in every detail tor

heavy blanking and forming work.

All stresses are taken centrally.

Write for new catalog illustrating and
describing this and other preeaea.

Zeh fir Hahnemann Co.

1S4 Vanderpool 81. Newark, N. J.

holding the spindle in position it-j

arranging the parts to be tapped, m

joint of the bracket arm with the bat

has been*' .scraped so that it wis

absolutely tfjuare with the bate. TH

distance -from the spindle bearing

the base is 9 in. The tap Is held. -

quick-changing adapters which can a

changed from one size to another

approximately five seconds. The aaV

ers are broached to fit the square shii

of the tap, thus Insuring a p..

drive. The adapters are hardened u

ground to fit the shank of the tap ■
to fit the spindle. Two «»«Hng pi-

bars hold the work In place while dbj

ping.
Adapters are supplied In sizes to *

V*. A. %. A. H. % and % in. U

or N. F. thread taps. The tapper is <-

plied complete with eight adapters, i

holding parallels and stand.

Kar Sine Angle Plate

The sine angle plate Illustrated bei

with, product of The Kar Kngtaeerq

Company, Inc., 200 Hudson Street, ltd

York, N. Y.. has a number of lmprcfl

features as compared with the ear.i

model of sine angle plate made by ' .
firm. With this plate the user can ma

sure the angle of Inclination of the

top plate with no special measorj

tools other than a 2-in. micrometer

The tool Is built on a solid base wfcd

is readily clamped to the table of

machine. The movable plate, whlcb ■

an accurately ground flat surface,

be swung through a full quadrant. 3:

low the plate is a latch wblch eng.
notches in a sector that Is pivoted a

the same fulcrum as the movable pW
By releasing this latch and loosens

the locking screw, the movable plate s>1

be swung quickly to within 15 deg.

any position desired. A scale grad »»

every S deg. on the edge of the ex

piate supports enables the user to -«

CULLMAN

SPEED REDUCERS

FOR

Motors From % to 15 H. P.

Sent! for Catalog

Callmnn Wheel Corapanv

1336 Altgeld St., Chicago, 111.
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BAUMBACH

Machined ^« | J I Sab] 3 KTJ Beml-

DROP FOKUED STEEL

Standardized Die Seta, embodying
many exclusive features, and a listing

of more than 185.000 stock
afford a service that is

Send for Our New 288 Page Catalog

E. A. Baumbach Mfg. Co.

1 806 S. Kitbourne Ave., Chicago, III.

Two types—Lever Handle Non-

Rotating and Sliding Collar Rota

ting. All types from 1 14" to 12".

For stationary and revolving spin

dles.

All Murchey Machine Taps are col

lapsible and may be set to collapse

automatically after cutting any de

sired length of thread within their

limit. Write for catalog MST.

her MURCHEY Equipment—No. 1 1 and No. 22 Threading Machines—

iller Pipe Cut-off Machines—Double-End Reaming, Chamfering, and

Drilling Machines—and—Self-Opening Die Heads.

URDHEY MACHINE & TOOL GO.
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quickly to within IS deg. of any de

sired angle. The notched sector can be

rotated over a total travel of 8 deg. by

the fine adjustment screw, behind the

lower portion of the micrometer. Once

set, the device can be locked rigidly by

a screw clamp at the rear. These ad

justments are conveniently placed at

the right side of the front of the device.

The base and movable plate are cast

of a special alloy and are normalized to

eliminate possibility of warping. The

measuring members are of high grade

tool steel, hardened, ground and lapped.

The entire unit Is made accurately to

precision standards. When the &

plate Is set as required, the disa

from the upper surface of the loai

pins to the lower face of the anvil i

be equal to the sine or cosine of

angle of Inclination of the top pit

3GOOD

GEARS

ALL TYPES . . .

ALL MATERIALS

specification when you com* to
DIEFERDORP

Far your gear requirement*.

DIEFERDORP GEAR CORPORATION
Now York

CAMS

Varick Machine

306 HimMwi 8t.

ALL SIZES -at

ALL SHAPES •

SPECIAL

MACHINES,

PARTS, JIGS,

FIXTURES,

TOOLS,

HIGH CLASS

TOOL WORK

Since 1918

Tool Works, Inc.
Now York Olty

Kar Sine Ancle

times one inch. In the lllustraux.

measurement over the pin on which M

micrometer Is shown corresponds to '-z

sine of the angle, while measuremer?

from the other pin will correspond ■

the cosine.

The plate Is 6x6%x5i4 In. high &^

weighs 18% pounds.

easuring Vibration Velocity

A new general-purpose instrument h

the accurate measurement of vibrsti"

velocity has been developed by the Gen

eral Electric Company, Schenectady. K

Y. Determination of the velocity d '

vibratory motion is Important In *

HINGES

VARIOUS WIDTHS

and GAUGES

BUTTS AND

CONTINUOUS LENGTHS

WRITE FOR PRICES

S & S MACHINE WORK

4341 W.lAKt STRUT HARDWARE DIVISION

For

GUARDS

CABINETS

CASES
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For Wheel Dressing

Efficiency and Economy

C6EBIL

DIAMOND TOOLS

Send for Complete Information

Data and "rice Sheets

COEBEL DIAMOND TOOL CO.

1202 Oakman Jlvd. . . . Detroit

JOURNAL ROLLER BEARINGS

Special Bearings Made to Order.

Any quantity.
"One Bearing- or One Thousand"

Your present bearings duplicated. Send
sketch or worn sample, regardless of con

dition, for quotation.

Catalog Upon Request

THE GWILLIAM CO.

318 Furman St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ARISTOCRATS

of the tool crib . . .

but the most economical

broaches you can buy . . .

A new type of high speed steel, an improved
exclusive precision heat-treatment and main
tenance of the highest quality standards
through every step in manufacture, make Dura-
keen Broaches the finest tools of their kind yon

can buy.
Prove It on your next tough broaching job.

Send in the blueprints today.

THB

CONNECTICUT

| BROACH AND MACHIN

NEW LONDON CONNEC ICUT
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Vibration Velocity Unit in Cradle. Sound Level Meter, and Analyzer. Set Up to
Vibration in Electric Hand Drill

solution of vibration problems because

the function of velocity is an advan

tageous base for calculations as it In

cludes the functions of frequency and

displacements.

The detector unit of the new vibra

tion velocity meter Is a small electrical

generator operating on a reciprocating

motion. A small coll Inside the unit Is

attached to the end of a projecting con

tact rod. When the contact rod Is held

against a vibrating object, an Internal

coll moves back and forth with the vi

bration. This coll Is arranged to move

within a strong magnetic field set up

by Alnlco permanent magnets. A spe

cial mechanical coupling spring between

the movlng-coll system and the mag

netic field structure minimizes the

transmission of any vibratory motion to

the magnets or to the casing to which

they are attached. The interaction be

tween the moving coil and the station

ary magnetic field generates a voltage

proportional to the rate of motion of

the coll, which is the velocity of the

vibration. An amplifier unit Increases

this generated signal to the point where

it will operate a small Indicating

strument.
A special cradle in which the vela

detector unit can be pennant::

mounted Is available. This type

mounting eliminates the errors Intf

duced in reading by the unav

Jlggllng of the observer's hand, and -

provides a means of holding the tMM

ment when a permanent record of

vibration covering a period of sere

hours Is desired.

In addition to indicating and read

ing straight vibration velocity, the *
tector unit can be used to obtain o:it

information about vibratory mem

Wave shape and velocity can be etui'

by Impressing the amplified signal o! -
detector on either a cathode-ray a

magnetic oscillograph. Since a pa

deal of information about a vibrato

can be obtained through the knowK?
of Its wave shape, this type of sets

has wide application

Solution of vibration problems

often facilitated by an analysis of ft

frequency of the motion being »tud:«

The velocity detector unit can be m«

PRESSES

FEEDS

AUTOMATIC

EQUIPMENT

THEV&O Press Co.

HUDSON N Y
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Standardized

JIG BUSHINGS

Acme Standard

over 6700 Items

A.S.A. Standard

over 4200 Items

Acme Drill Jig Bushings
are made by the most ex
acting, scientific methods
—insuring long wear, ac
curate fit, and absolute
satisfaction. A standard
ized product, carried in
stock for prompt delivery
in over 10,900 standard
items—all completely fin
ished and ready for use
Special sizes made to
order.

Send for bulletin,
containing complete
derails, sizes avail
able and low prices.

ACME

INDUSTRIAL

COMPANY

212 N. Laflin St..

Chicago. Ill

LI

EASILY CLEANED. The case stem of
the Ames Shockless Gauge can be

easily unscrewed, the lower half of the
spindle withdrawn for cleaning and the
assembly replaced without otherwise

disturbing the gauge. For details of
other exclusive features, send for the
Ames Gauge catalogue.

B. C. AMES CO.. Waltham,

NCREASED ACCURACY

with

GREATER SPEED

The WESSON UNIVERSAL VISE is

iade entirely from steel and steel castings.

Graduated to a full 90* in all planes,

my angles or combinations oi angles

aay easily be obtained.

Send for Catalog of our complete line

>f Tools.

WESSON COMPANY

150 MT. ELLIOTT AVE. DETROIT. MICH.

ipresentatives in—New York, Chicago, Boston, Syracuse, Dayton, Minneapolis,

Cleveland.
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G. E, Vibration Velocity Meter a« Used to
Vibration of a 1/20 h.p. Induction

In frequency analysis by feeding the

detected vibration signal to a band-pass

analyzer unit and then to a sound-level

meter operating as a linear amplifier

and meter. By turning through the fre

quency range of the analyzer, readings

of the frequency components present In

a complex vibration are obtained. Fre

quency analysis Is particularly valuable

In noise work where It often provides a

clue as to the offending part.

Vibration velocity

units have been

applications

of vibration c:
wanted. Several detector «BSs

have been in use for tine

years as vibration

the bearings of a

turbine. Another

such velocity

been used exte:

connection with

chines. This type

generator has been

some time with both
and permanently insfjlwl t

anclng machinery. Still i

other application of the a

Is the operation of in it

system when the vlbratl

velocity of a mai-hiw exa

a predetermined value. In •

the output of the detector

coupled to the grid of a thyntron-a

trol circuit.

Experience has shown that this 1

of vibration velocity detector Is sa

tlve, strong enough to stand up in

many kinds of service, and at the a

time Is so flexible that it will fit, or

be adapted to, most special probt

dealing with vibratory motion.

Measure

TRUMORE

Diamond Tools

Durable diamonds in

Nickel Alloy Mounting

Reduces truing costs.

Send tor new catalog

F. F. GILMORE&CO.

112 DARTMOUTH ST.

YOU LL SAVE

TIME

AND TROUBU ... IT |

SPECIFYING NATIONAl

TWIST DRILLS, HOIS,

REAMERS . . . MILLING

CUTTERS, Spec*/ TOOLS

A
ID !.

STURDIMATIC LIVE CENTER for LATHES, GRINDERS 4

MILLING MACHINES

STURDIMATIC TOOL COMPANY

It turns with the

Eliminates friction of

center.

Lowest possible ovi

prevents vibration

chatter.

Write for Catalog tad

Free Triaf Offer

5222 THIRD 8T , DETROIT.
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lo fine tool

in do i 1 8

est with un-

rtain air

restore.

orgren Regulating Valves are poli

ce, quick-acting — assure your tools'

>ility for precision work.

. A. NORGREN CO., Inc.

6 Santa Fe Drive Denver, Colorado

NUMBERALL

NUMBERING

MACHINES

For Hand, Bench or

Press use. All I lies

1 to 10 wheeli

standard.

Automatic No. 50

STAMP

Name plates,

steel and other

m • t a I pans,

tools, metal

checks, badges,

ate.

Write for

latest

literature

FASTER

than Single steel

stamps or gang

holders. No Type

to lose.

Platform
No. 44

NIBERALL STAMP * TOOL CO., Inc.

Huguenot Park, Staten Island, N. V.

TAKE THE

GUESS WORK

OUT OF

LAPPING

Every manufacturer of precision

parts and pressure holding surfaces

needs our new compounds in their

lapping departments; Diesel Engine,

Gage, Refrigerator, Aeroplane Motor,

Pneumatic Equipment Mfgrs., Die

Makers, etc.

By chemically treating 600 Crysto-

Ion (silicon of carbide) and 600

Alundum (crystalline alumina) we

improve these abrasives, making them

cut fast and uniform.

The discovery of a New Oil Com

position allows fast accurate lapping

without heat distortion. Flat and

Cylindrical lapping on machines.

Treatment No. 2 unexcelled for in

ternal lapping.

No. 600 Crystolon and

No. COO Alundum

Treatment No. 1—Roughing Grade

Treatment No. 2—Medlnm Grade

Treatment No. 3—Final Finishing Only

8 ounce cans sent upon request.

UNITED STATES PRODUCTS CO.

Abrasive Engineers — Developers of

Grinding and Lapping Compounds.

728 Filbert St. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Machine Lapping • Plate Lapping

Internal Lapping
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PYRO

A self-contained, rugged,
quick-acting, accurate and

handy portable precision pyro
meter, indispensable In any
MODERN non-ferrous foundry.
Reduce spoilage and secure
UNIFORM SOUND CAST
INGS. Patented clamping device
stops the pointer at correct In
dication — a PYRO feature.
Write for bulletin No. 50.
PYROMETER INSTRUMENT

COMPANY _ ..
101-105 Lafayette 8t„ New York

Spur, Worm,

Bevel, Helical

or Special

WE DO Surface Grinding, Internal and Ex
ternal Grinding, Lapping, Splinlng and Broach

ing.
We specialize in grinding hardened steel bush

ings, cam rolltYS, etc.
25 years spent In serving the machine trade
guarantees quality work and prompt service.

THE TAYLOR MACHINE

COMPANY

1819 E. 61st St. CLEVELAND, OHIO

Champion Steel Racks

Write for Specifications and Prices

WesternTool &Mfg.Co.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

"Shorty" Ball Bearing Electric Drill

A ball bearing electric drill.

In either 3/16 or 1/4-ln. size, the

acterlstlcs of which are ample

compact design, light weight and Om

ability to work "around comers."

been placed on the market by The Blaet

& Decker Mfg. Co.. 720 PennsylTUU,

Ave., Towson, Md. The unit Is said tc

present a new principle of electric drZ

"Shorty" Ball Hearing

construction. The chuck

mounted at right angles to the

and reduces the overall working

of the tool to 4% in. The motor

lng dimensions have also been

to a minimum, so that the tool £*

snugly in the operator's hand and in

quires no extra handle.

An ingenious ventilating arrangeme-

assures cool motor operation- Deep vena

cast In the gear-head provide for fr«

passage of air, even though the tost

e; rasped by the head. The tapered end

of the gear-head extends over the drat*

thus protecting the operator's fingers.

The unit is ball bearing equlppe

throughout and has a universal motor

which operates on either A.C. or DC

A removable Insulated cap provides a?

access to brushes for Inspection. TV

thumb control switch is in the line Jus."
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STAMPINGS

ExpCnCIICe is the essence

of manufacturing. We have over

20 years experience and a modern

plant to do all types of specialty

stamping and die making.

Send sample or blueprints for

estimate to Dept. 1.

WUEST BROS.

V. Hill Street. Louisville, Ky.

MARK IRON, STEEL, ETC.

with the

BUY

THE ORIGINAL ELECTRIC-ETCHER

2000 [

in

use

NEW

BABY

GRAND

MODEL

ELKONITE TIPPED PENCIL

Circulars on request.

WM. BREWSTER CO., INC.

40 CHURCH ST. NEW YORK, N. V.

It's a good habit . . .

to specify BUTTERFIELD REAMERS

tit's a fjood habit to get the belt results at the lowest cost from
,your tools. (
High production, fine finish, close tolerance—you'll get them all
'from Butterfleld Reamers. Be sure of perfect performance-
specify Butterfield Reamers—it's a good habit.

UNION TWIST DRILL CO.

Butterfield Division

DERBY LINE, VERMONT ROCK ISLAND. QUEBEC

New York . . . Cleveland . . .
61 Reade Street 3346 Superior Avenue

Chicago . . , Detroit . . .
11 South Clinton Street 6540 Antoine Street
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back of the tool.

The "Shorty" has been especially

designed for "close corner" work,

as In aircraft and auto-trim plants,

radio and other cabinet work, orna

mental Iron and structural steel

work, and as a compact "kit" tool

where size and weight are Impor

tant considerations.

The '/4-ln. model operates at 2500

r.p.m. under no-load conditions,

and at 1600 r.p.m. under full load.

The 3/16-ln. model has a no-load

speed of 3700 r.p.m. and a full-load

speed of 2500 r.p.m. Optional

speeds for this model are: no-load,

5000 r.p.m.; full-load, 3200 r.p.m. (

Net weight of the "Shorty," 3V4

lbs.; shipping weight, 4% lbs. Over

all length, 4'/2 in. In direction of

chuck spindle; 4% In. In direction

of motor.

Standard equipment Includes a

three-conductor cable and plug,

thumb control switch In the line,

Jacobs geared chuck and key, universal

motor for A.C. or D.C., and a removable

bakellte cap to facilitate brush Inspec

tion. The drills are built for 110 volts,

but are also available for 220 or 250

volts.

Hunt Solid Steel Slab Hydraulic Varre

Hunt Solid Steel Slab Hydrao

Valves

A hydraulic valve, trie housing

which Is machined from a solid «
slab, has been added to the line i

OHIO CIRCULAR TABLE

NEW!

... for Milling Machines, Blotters, Die
Sinkers, Shapers—12" and IB". A high
grade table at a low price.
Dealers write for attractive proposition.

ALFRED A. TROYKE

219 E. Second St, Cincinnati, Ohio

GEM

VISES

Swivel or Plain Base
Double capacity orer ordinary machine
One piece_hand wheel and nut p— earn sac

Hardened tool steel jawa, i
lor V-grooTe or plain surface. Write for
Jaws 6K" wide . . . 2',"

J.'l. MARTIN TOOL Cr

Springfield, Ohio

Tit, be ore
deep ...•»»

DIE WORKS

For Fitting Narrow Band Saws

Accurately—Economically—Safely

In addition to the new Mine and setting serrice. elernT
brazing by the latest method is now definitely proving a ar>
nounced superiority oyer the older practice.. Fast. ecaeakaL

safe, easier to get perfect brazes.

Perfected by the pioneers in the industry.

COVEL-HANCHETT CO.

■lactrlo Brazer BIG RAPIDS MICHIGAN, U. S. K
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"NUMBER 4 PRESS

DOWN AGAIN!

6H A STEAM

CONNECTION THAT

CAN TAKE IT!'

1

i Trouble Like This With

REX-WELD Flexible

Metal Hose

)ne user, equipped 100% with Rex- Weld

tal hose, reports: "In over 2 years it has

rer been necessary for our maintenance

?ineer to touch a wrench to any of them.

x-Wold's elimination of steam leaks

ults in savings and does away with wet

ors. There are reasons for this superi-

ty. Get the facts about Rex-Weld's

rlusive one-piece "balanced strength"

astruction. Write today to Chicago

stal Hose Corporation, Maywood,

nols (Chicago Suburb).

Write for free copy

of Steel User's Data

Sheets, containing

valuable Information

on

treatment of special

steels.

Wheelock, Lovejoy & Co., Inc.

130 Sidney St. Cambridge, Mass.
CLEVELAND CHICAGO NEWARK

DETROIT BUFFALO

93

What is the

"Face Value

of a Dial Indicator?

The "face value" of a Dial Indicator is its ability to

give accurate readings at all times—even after con

tinual rough treatment.

The Standard Dial Indicator has a high "face value".

Its new Shockproof construction protects delicate

mechanism from shocks that would destroy the ]

-ion of the average Dial Indicator.

Write for new catalog.

For Belter Gaging—Come to "Standard"

STANDARD GAGE CO., INC.

POUGHKEEPSIE • NEW YORK
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valves manufactured by C. B. Hunt &

Son's Company, Salem, Ohio. The valves,

which are available for 1000 or 2000 lbs.

working pressure, are made In two-way,

three-way and four-way types. The

three-way and four-way valves have only

two Internal parts for valvlng action

which operate to completely eliminate

metal-to-metal wear. The valves can be

furnished In sizes from >i to l'/2 Inches.

The units are designed so that piping

connections may be made either above

or below. Piping connections need not

be disturbed for inspection. The entire

valvlng assembly and cylinder or lever-

HOLES

By a Quick, Easy, Inexpensive Method
rill bring literature.
ol worn-

llmarrflng, Pa.
WATTS BROS. TOOL WORKS

Wllm

GUTS

NEW

THREADS

* ' —1

RESTORES

OLD

THREADS
if

The new adjustable hexagon die eavea
time—aavea wear on die—prevents torn

threads. Use any not wrench.

Jammed threads made good as new—no
crossed threads—perfect alignment. Write

for bulletin.

Threadwell Tap & Die Co.

GREENFIELD MASS.

age can be removed and replaced In >

few minutes. Valves are tested for u.i

extremes possible for their working pres

sure ratings.

National Spline Taper Drive Coun

terbore and Spline Drive

Inverted Spotfacer

A new line of Heavy Duty Counter-

bores, known as Spline Taper Drfr-

Counterbores, Is now announced by '-i-

Natlonal Twist Drill & Tool Co, Detror.

National Spline Taper Drire Coanteriwre
Spline Drire Inrerted Spotfacer

Mich. This new design combines excep

tional ruggedness of the drive, as «eU

as of the tool Itself, with permanent

alignment of the counterbore cutter *^
Its holder. Simplicity of design has beea

achieved to an exceptional degree M
there are no loose pieces such as screw

pins or springs. The cross sec ~

drawing of the drive part of the

indicates how strength has been

blned with room for a pilot of

proportions.
Hardened and ground alloy steel bor

ers have been developed with the Met

of long life and continued accursc?

Each holder will accommodate a serle

of cutters within Its range. Inter-

changeablllty of pilots has also been ar

ranged for in the same way.
The Spline Drive Inverted Spotl&oen
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Remove

Broken

Taps!

Easily—

Quickly—

Without Injury

To the Threads

The Walton Tap Extractor
is a device for removing taps
broken at or below the sur
face of the work — easily ■—
quickly —- and without injury
to the threads.

Made In 2. 3, and 4 fluted
styles in alt standard sizes

[ from No. 4 to 1H inch.

I Let us prove its value to you
>y a ii 0 -day free trial.

[The Walton Co.

98 ALLYN STREET
HARTFORD, CONN.

Get Greater Accuracy

and 50 Times

Longer

Life!

life from micrometers
by tipping your anvils and spindles with Car-
boloy.
Get the benefit of this diamond-like

material at the point of wear on YOUR
micrometers—get greater accuracy over
longer periods of use than ever before possible.
Send us your micrometers. We do the rest.

Write for descriptive leaflet.

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC.

S975 E. Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

CARBOLOY

TIPPED ANVILS

AND SPINDLES

takes

he grief out of tube bending

BY USING Cerrobend (Woods Metal) as a filler, many shops are making sub

stantial savings in the bending of thin-walled metal tubing. An alloy of

tismuth, lead, tin and cadminm, it melts at 160° F. (less than the temperature of

toiling water). Expands slightly on solidifying, thus filling tube completely

ind leaving no unsupported spots to cause trouble. Used also for bending metal

nouldings and other open sections.

Approximate weight of Cerrobend per foot of tubing for various inside diameters:

.22 lbs. %" 1.83 lbs. iy2" 7.39 lbs.

.83 lbs. 1" 3.25 lbs. 2" 13.16 lbs.

Other low-temperature-melting alloys useful in a wide variety of metal-working

operations are also available. Send for literature.

CERRO DE PASCO COPPER CORPORATION

44 WALL STREET . . . NEW YORK, N. Y.

British Associates: Mining and Chemical Products. Ltd., London, England.
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also announced are companion tools to

the counterbores described above. These

Inverted tools are useful (or spotfaclng

or counterborlng surfaces that are In

accessibly located. The pilot Is Inserted

through a hole and the cutter can be

attached by a small angular movement.

Driving Is accomplished by means of

three splines, located 120 deg. apart.

These splines are Integral with the pilot.

Corresponding spline surfaces are pro

vided on the cutter so that a thoroughly

balanced three-point drive results.

Standard sizes of these tools are car

ried In stock. Special combinations of

Spline Taper Drive tools can be ar

ranged.

Heavy Duty
Hyatt Roller Bearing

Re-Wheel Your

Trucks

Save Your Floors
Do th< Job right with
Mrligir End - Wood
Wheel!.

Easy-Rollinc
Long-Wearinc

WTieels for all tracka
Casters for all purpose*

Write for catalog, prices
and discounts.

METZGAR OO.
112 Logan St., 8-W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

U. S. A.

"CAN'T SPLIT" HANDLES

CAWF UANFY b* oatlastinf •ereral
5MVC MUnCI ordinary handles. They

can't split — can't work loose and are sale
to use. Write for free sample.

W. G. ASTLE (Hy-Tools)

1 3 PENFIELD ST. BUFFALO, N. Y.

"Red-E" Ball Bearing Center

The cross-section drawing presccec

herewith Illustrates the design of i

ball bearing tailstock center which is?

been placed on the market by The Be

Tool Company, Bridgeport. Conn, b

this tool the spindle center Is i.v

on two bearings: a double row preload*

angular contact precision bearing In Cx

front, to provide rigidity, both radial ixi

axial, and a single row self-alignta

roller bearing In the back to act as I

stabilizer and provide maximum radii

load capacity. The spindle Is of

usually large diameter to prevent dt

tlon at the center point.

The possibility of dirt, chips or cur..:

compound getting into the bearing

leakage of lubricant Is prevented by

use of a complete labyrinth seal I

the same woven felt washers that

used In other "Red-E" centers. I

bearings are lubricated with special

grease for the life of the bearing,

center Is rotated from the rear

after assembly on the two bearings,

of which is preloaded and the pt

ground as the last operation so that :

center will run true and In perfect ■

ment with the holder and the ai

the spindle. All parts are of alloy

with exceedingly close tolerances,

are designed for heavy duty and

service.

"OUTWEARS

the best

Bronze Metal1
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ENESEE ADJUSTABLE

HOLLOW MILLS

Are Cutting Costs Everywhere

SEVEN DIFFERENT STYLES

it* Genesee cut your costs. We de-

71 and manufacture hundreds of spe-
J and multiple operation production
la. Send samples or blueprints now.

Write for catalog-

ENESEE MFG. CO., Inc.

No. Water St. Rochester, N. Y.

e Demagnetize!"

For Alternating Currant

& H Demametizer require* no conn-
to, belts, or other intricate electrical
tions. AU that is necessary is to
It into the nearest lamp socket or

of the new Unlpolo typo — heavy

- and can be supplied for either 110
I rolt alternating- current. Slse 12"
V deep. «" hi«h. Weight 60 lbs.

iold On One Week's Trial

Gr H. ELECTRIC CO.

lehmond Street. Providence, R. L

DE-STA-CO

ARBOR

SPACERS

"I_T ERE are some "Money Sav-

*■ *■ ers" for you. Boost your

profits by cutting down

your set-up time on your mill

ing machines — use the handy

De-Sta-Co Arbor Spacers. Low

in cost, but high in savings made.

Standard stock sizes from .001"

to .125" thick. Also special sizes

up to 4.000", accurately ground

to size; not punched. Increase

your profits with De-Sta-Co

Arbor Spacers.

TRIAL ASSORTMENT

A trial assortment—enough for aver

age use on one machine—sent for

$1.00. Give arbor size when ordering.

•

Write for new price list No. 70.

DETROIT STAMPINC CO.

3449 FORT ST., WEST, DETROIT, MICH.
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"Speedmaster" Wide Range

Variable Speed Transmission

A transmission unit designed to pro

vide a wide range of speeds has been

placed on the market by the Speed-

master Company, 1301 Washington Ave

nue S.. Minneapolis, Minn. The unit

employs standard "V" belts which run

over adjustable bakellte pulleys, making

possible an unusually great variation In

the number of speeds available. For ex

ample, in the unit illustrated, the out

put shaft runs at 90 r p.m. at the slow

speed and 4300 r.p.m. at the high speed.

COLUMBIA LOCK-NUTS

Makers of

LOCKNUTS

NUT-LOCKS

for every use

since 1900

Ask for Catalog

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., Inc.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

DANLY

PRECISION

DIE

SETS

Danly All-Steel Sets

Danly Commercial Sets

Danly Die Makers' Supplies

DANLY SER VICE

8 Danly Warehouses Provide
24- Hour Service for 85% of
All Metal Fabricating Plants

DANLY MACHINE SPECIALTIES, INC

2122 South 62nd Avenue, Chicago, III.
613 East Buffalo Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Long Island City, N. V., 36-12 34th Street
Dayton, Ohio, 990 E. Monument Avenue
Detroit, Michigan, 1649 Temple Avenue
RoohMUr, N. V., 16 Oommerolal Street
Olmtand, Ohio, 1748 Rockwell Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa., 3913 North Broad Street

DIE MAKERS

SUPPLIES

This Is a ratio ot over 45 to

extremely wide ratio Is

a relatively small, compact l

Another important provision to

the alignment between the po~

belts Is automatically

throughout the entire

variable speed ratio

DANLY

fact that the "V" belts

faced bakellte pulleys la

ture assuring maximum belt

standard makes of belts are
in this transmission m»t-tng

and Inexpensive for belt

A hand wheel on the cabinet i

a toggle lever of the pulleys Mr i

lng speeds. There Is a

built into the unit

placed In a convenient

reading, nils Instrument

rate motor to show the exact

which the output shaft Is rum-:
any moment. The output shaft man

coupled directly to the product "'*>
to be driven; or a "V belt may N J

on the pulley as shown In p
the output shaft In the Dtetrid

The unit is completely

Speedmaster unit Is highly I

substantially trouble-free.

The unit shown has a

mounted on the top of

ever, the motor may 1

various positions on the
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SAVE SPACE

• These man-height Handi
est Bar Racks used singly
or doubly, occupy very little a
floor space end have a great «.
capacity.
Other methods require four
times the floor space for the
capacity. Low In Price.

Write for details.

Wm. S. Yohe Supply Co.

BOB Mahoning Rd.
Canton, Ohio

CENTERLESS

GRINDING

Accuracy—Prompt Service

Commercial Centerless

Grinding Co.

6538 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland

Desmond

CRACKERJACK

Emery Wheel Dresser

The only abrasive wheel type

with

1. Ball Bearing construction.
2. Full size 4" dla. wheel.
3. Handle* shaped to protect the

It will:

your grinding wheels
ittlng.

Keep .
fast cul

True a square, bevel or "»" edge without
chipping or breaking the wheel.

Write for descriptive literature.

DESMOND-STEPHAN MFG. CO.

URBANA OHIO

OUTSTANDING

TOOL VALUES

Demagnetizing

Switch ror

Magnetic

Chuck

6%"x13" size

L-W MAGNETIC CHUCK

Waterproof for wet or dry grinding
A REAL MAGNETIC CHUCK that is adaptable for any
purpose. Unconditionally guaranteed to be of highest
quality workmanship and furnish maximum holding power
Hare connections to operate on either 110 or 220 volts
direct current. Well designed and beautifully finished,
highest quality workmanship throughout—complete CJ.C
with cord and ping—an outstanding value.
Also made In the following sizes: 6 ft "xl8"—$60 8"x24"

*120. 10*i"x37"—*1U5.

NEW-IMPROVED DEMAGNETIZERS

$65 Complete with pilot light signal, switch and cord.
Operates on 110 v
12 H" long. 8%'

Pounds.

volt A. C."
high.

Current. 7 94" wide.
Shipping weight 65

rakes the magnetism cut of work that has become mag
netized through induction. A single pasa orer the
stationary poles is sufficient to demagnetize the work
completely. Also Model J-l—7 ii " wide. 7 K * '
614" high. Shipping weight. 35 lbs. "high. Shipping weight, 35 145.

L-W CHUCK CO.

20 N. ST. CLAIR ST. TOLEDO, OHIO
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be mounted Inside so that the entire

unit may be used to form a base or leg

of the machine It drives. The Speed-

master is available In various sizes, and

the company is equipped to engineer

special designs for specific applications.

While the unit has a ratio of over 45

to 1 It is not necessary to confine the

use of the "Speedmaster" to extremely

wide range applications. It may be used

equally well transmitting power where

only a small portion of the ratio Is

needed. This device Is used very suc

cessfully In such machines as the Doall

Contour Machine, in which

master" Is standard equipment.

ACCIDENT

PREVENTION

Rather than Cure

It's cheaper to PREVENT belt-shifting
accidents than to pay for them after

they have happened.
The RED-E Belt Stick cannot catch—
prevents belt shifting accidents. Write

■^B for catalog and prices.

THE READY TOOL CO.

BRIDGEPORT e CONN.

H
accld
thev

- GEARS -

CUT TOOTH

Any Kind Any Material

Any Quantity Quick Deliveries

Also Manufacturers of

ROLLER CHAIN Sprockets

Send for illustrated Catalog

Industrial Gear Mfg. Co.

2311 W. FULLERTON AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Multi-Piston High-Pressure

Hydraulic Detroit Pump

533 Orleans St.. Detroit, Mich.. Is

offering a multi-piston high-L

pump which is said to have the

vantages of economy In power "

Multi-Piston High-Pressnre

tion, uniform flow with no pulsat. -

constant volume at all pressures,

metric efficiency under fluctuating

sure, and compactness.

The design is such that the

are mounted in a circle parallel to

drive shaft, permitting a large area

piston displacement within a compact

housing and securing the high Tot

metric efficiency and positive displac

ment of piston action. The operate*

mechanism is mounted in ball

needle bearings, and is self-lul
throughout. Flange or pedestal moasVI

lngs can be used and mountings are in

terchangeable. Power is supplied by ■

rect motor drive, either right or "

hand rotation. The pump is bull

two sizes with a capacity range of 3 *
36 gal. per minute. Delivery is direct^

proportional to horsepower and spre<

CLARK TRUCKS For Every

Tvninnl nf the many olatforrTypical of the many platforms
adapted to the CLARK Lift
Jack. CLARK Line also In-jacn. vt«t.f* hi". •■■
eludes Caster — Platform —
Trailer and Floor Trucks.

Bin Type
Built to any
required size.
Wood or steel deck.

u rpose

Wire Coll

Wire colls quickly

and easily rolled

onto platform. End

only 1%-

Platform Type—)
steel or wood deck.\
Standard and 8pe>l
clal sizes.

Special trucks designed and built 1Tor ^^aw"!^**..

ALL STEEL WELDED TRUCK CORPORATION

1123 Railroad
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LOWER YOUR

LAPPING COSTS

With Copper Head Expansion Lap;.
Profitably used in hundreds of lead
ing shops. Available In sizes from
'»•' to 2'/i", graduated by sixteenths

of an Inch.

Write for Bulletin

BOYAR-SCHULTZ

CORPORATION
2120 Walnut Stmt, Chicago, III.

''Buy Economy — You'll Effect Economy"

SOCKET HEAD

CAP SCREWS

Milled

from Bar

HOLLOW

SET SCREWS

Made of

Alloy Steel

ECONOMY MACHINE PRODUCTS CO.
5218 LAWRENCE AVE. OHIOAOQ. ILL.

"PIERCING WITHOUT

A PRESS"

with

MID-WEST

HYDRO-PIERCE

UNITS

Getting all the holes in

fender at once.

This new method of piercing os-This new meth<

sures you of—

3. Reduction of

4. 75% solvagoblc for next year.

5. Cost* comparable with die

costs.

6. Elimination of costly cam dies.

MID-WEST PRODUCTION ENGINEERING, Inc.

1421 E. MILWAUKEE DETROIT. MICH.

1. A more uniform product.

2. Saving in press and operating

cost.
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Sheffield Checking Instrument for

Tapered Plug Gages

The troublesome human factor and

difficulty of alignment has definitely

been removed from tapered plug gage In

spection by a visual type checking de

vice announced by the Sheffield Gage

Corporation, Dayton, Ohio. The Instru

ment used to check the small diameter

of the taper has a plain horizontal bed.

Sheffield Checking Instrument for Tapered Plug Gaees

On one end of this bed is an adjustable

anvil, at the other a visual gage head.

This head Incorporates the Sheffield

Reed Mechanism which entirely avoids

the use of gears, levers, knife edges, or

any element which operates under slid

ing contact. It Is not vulnerable to

wear or to loss of adjustment due to

wear.

In checking the small diameter of a

tapered gage on this device, precision

gage blocks equivalent to the true diam

eter of the small end of the taper are

stacked on the horizontal bed betes

the adjustable anvil and the gaging e*

ment. A standard gage roll is then pi -J

tangent to each end of this stack

the adjustable anvil moved up so as I

bring the blocks and rolls into could

with the gaging element. Just suite

ent pressure is developed by the Ea

adjustment of the gage to place a

shadow on the visual dial face at ■

The actual small diameter of the gu

is read directly by substitute

it for the stack of blocks Ti

shadow on the dial lace iatfi

cates exactly how much in

diameter is under size or

size. The value of the taps

angle of the plugs is -

mined by using a stantu

visual gage in conjuccu

with a master angle block

The master angle block a

wedge shaped block used H

fixture to hold the tapered j-i

on the anvil of the visual

The angle between the tm

and the hypotenuse of

wedge Is equal to the estl

Included angle of the tap

Thus with the tapered M

lying along this hypotenuse,

upper side will be horiBonu;

Its dimensions are correct.

Setting the visual gagt

zero at a point on the sa

diameter of the taper wfc-

has already been checked, the pi

and block are slid longitudinally

der the spindle of the visual gage -

til the large end is reached. Thus

variation in true taper Is read dlreci

on the visual gage dial. If the sha&fl

remains on zero from one end of

plug gage to the other, the taper Is ess

rect.

These master angle blocks are

able for all standard tapers. Any ap

taper can, of course, be provided for tai

made to specifications.

kbi

FILES

AMERICAN SWISS FILES are SWISS PATTERN

Files manufactured In the United State* of Aaer
ica. The choice of the most ditcriminatinr Me
chanics. IT IS NOT THE COST PER FILE; it i>
the cost of the finished job that

Buy from the Distributor

American Swiss File & Tool Co.

Elizabeth, New Jersey
Also Manufacturers of Mechanics' Hand TV
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(PANT RIVETERS

f=4

• Pioneers in the riveting

rivets from smallest to diameter,
either by noiseless spinning or vibrating
hammer method—Sizes to meet all needs—
Types include Vertical and Horizontal
Multiple Spindles.
Write for literature—and don't forget to

send samples.

THE GRANT MFG. & MACHINE CO.
96 Silliman Avenue Bridgeport, Conn.

MAKE SPRINGS

in ajiffy.

with

the

Detlrable
territories
open to

representatives.

Universal

Hand

SPRING

WINDER

Here's a profitable tool

room unit. Quickly makes

hundreds of sizes of

springs. Sturdy, depend

able ... a real time and

money-saver.

Illustrated is No. 3 Uni
versal with adjusting

shaft of V-i" square. Takes
wire up to 1 diam. or

No. 8 gauge.

THEJOHNBLANERGO.

628 MEEK ST. SHARON, PA.

END MILLS

/or

all purposes

STOP YOUR END-

MILL WORRIES . . .

with PROGRESSIVE Shear

Cut End Mills . . . they're

GUARANTEED to give accu

rate, economical service.

The standard line offers a

tool for nearly every end-

milling job.

You can save

by using our

experience

in designing

your special

end mills.

Send blue

prints. Don't

forget our

good prices

and speedy

delivery.

Send for

Catalog 3.

PROGRESSIVE

TOOL & CUTTER CO.

FERNDflLE • MICHIGAN
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Packless Self-Flaring Tube

Coupling

Packless Metal Products Corporation,

Long Island City, N. Y., has brought out

a tube coupling so designed that a per

fect seat with a uniform walled flare is

obtained In assembling the coupling.

No flaring tools are

required, no soldering,

and no brazing. The

operation of assem

bling the coupling

forms the flare and

locks It securely. The

union thus effected

eliminates tube dis

tortion, cracking or

spilt ends.

To assemble a tube

by the use of this

coupling, the con

nector D Is screwed

Into the assembly In

the usual manner.

The swivel nut B Is now slipped over

the end of the tubing, indicated as A.

The feature of the coupling Is the slip

split ring C (which forms the flare as

connector D Is screwed Into the fitting,

and gives added protection to the flare

New! DEMAGNETIZER

at the critical vibration point),

nut B is recessed de<

the split ring C and nave a 1

projecting over to engage the 1

connector D. The end of

applied to the seat on

swivel nut B Is screwed into j

the swivel nut B Is threaded on. I

mi

37

.50

FOB

i Operates on 60
i cycle 110 volt
| AO 8*4"x11"
1 iB'/a". Wt. 5S

I b t. Comes
complete ready to use. Absolute tool room neces
sity FULLY GUARANTEED. Order today.

VITAVOX COMPANY
430 8. Oreen St. Chicago, III.

Packleu Self-Flarinr

rlng C Is locked tightly around the I

and the end of the tubing Is forced

the seat on the end of connector]

flaring the end of the tubing,

nut B is threaded on until a fun

Is made, when swivel nut B will be 1

on Its thread. The operation la I

quick and easy, and the positive,

to-metal contact provides a Joint I

strong, substantial and Is amid to r

leak-proof.

No flaring tools are required
coupling can be Installed In dote i

ters without the slightest lnconTe-'

The tubing need be moved only i

distance in order to connect

the coupling. Short bends an

assembled without springing or

ing the tubing. The couplings

used repeatedly with new tubing.

Packless Self-Flaring Tube

are sized according to the outside '

eter and maximum wall thlckm

tube for which they are to

Here's a Heat Spring Winder!

No. 1 Capacity 0 thru 3/32" wire, $1.25

No. 2 Capacity 0 thro 3/16" wire, 2.S0

No. S Cacapity 0 thro 5/16" wire, 5.0.

Will Earn Its Cost in

The HJORTH Perfection

offers the ideal means of

•ion.

left

Toa'll like it

la reasonable.

HJORTH LATHE & TOOL CO.

12 BEACON
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lblng of any wall thickness can be

ed with each fitting up to the maxi-

um listed on the data sheet for each

ting. Fittings are available for tubing

extra heavy wall thickness.

Pipe threaded connections of couplings

e I.P.S. standard threads. The coup-

lgs are regularly supplied In brass or

onze. If desired In any other metal,

ch material should be specified.

Lathetule

Semi-turret lathe operation on an en-

nc lathe Is possible with the Lathe-

le. Illustrated herewith. This tool,

oduct of H. J. Pausnaugh, 1022 N.

aln St., Three Rivers, Mich., consists

a quick acting positive clamping fix-

re which replaces the tool post.

Special tool holders are used, one for

cb. operation. They are positively

Kited in the Lathetule with a locating

vice by which the tool holders are

ways replaced In exactly the same posl-

>n. By noting the graduation readings

r each operation, succeeding pieces

ay be run without measuring. To do

ils the cross slide Is merely returned

the graduation reading of the subse-

lent operation.

To change tool holders, the hand

"Lathetule" In position

wheel Is released about one-third turn

and flipped to the right, the tool holder

Is removed and replaced with the one

required. The hand wheel Is then re

turned and tightened.

Time savings of thlrty-flve per cent

have been effected on the part shown In

the Illustration.

FlexoiD

INDUSTRIAL

COUPLINGS

Have no Back-lash

Never Become Noisy

Operate Horizontally or Vertically

Absorb All Vibration, Shocks and Jolts

Require No Lubrication

Special molded Thermoid coupling' discs act as cush
ions and are impervious to oil and water. FLEXOID
coupling's have no metal-to-metal bearing' surfaces

id can be used successfully on reversing drives be
cause there Is no lost motion.

A leaflet describing this coupling
is available on request.

FlexoiD Coupling Co.

Division of

THE SMITH POWER TRANSMISSION CO.

410 LAKESIDE AVE., N. W. CLEVELAND. OHIO
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"Saf-ty" Mallets

Martin Berated Company, 20 E. Jack

son Blvd., Chicago, 111., Is now market

ing a "Saf-ty" Mallet of a molded com

position which enables the manufacturer

to furnish a mallet of a single size in a

variety of weights and hardnesses. The

mallet Is made of a special solid com

position, molded to shape, and heat

treated after molding. The mallet Is

available In four sizes designated as No.

1. 2, 3 and 4, the head sizes of which

are 1-ln. diameter by 2% in., 114-ln. di

ameter by 3 in., 2-ln. diameter by 3 14 in.,

and 2 54 -in. diameter by 4«4 in. length.

BUY-
H. O. BATES

TOUGH

Steel Letters & Figures

Marking Machines

Numbering Machines

• •
MARKING PROBLEMS INVITED

PROMPT SERVICE

• •
Wrlto ror latest Catalog

H O. BATES Marking De»lces

68* BARCLAY 8T., NEW YORK

Low ctearanoe

OIL CUPS

and Oil Hole Covert
for All Types of Ma
chines and Machine
Tools.
Made From Brass Rod
With Die Oat Threads.
Special Oilers Made To
Order.

Write for Catalog.

W. W. & C. F.

TUCKER, Inc.
622 Capitol Avenue

Hartford, Conn.
"Established 1899"

The No. I and 2 sizes are a1

two different weights and the

1 sizes are made In four -
weights. Thus the mallet can be Sad

In four different sizes, with four dec

ent handle lengths, but In 12 dSte-3

weights and hardnesses according to 3r

work upon which It is to be usefi- TM

mallet is not loaded, and no metal

are used. It Is perfectly balana

tough and durable, will not flare, £-1

or become spongy. Is oil and water-p^*
Is a perfect insulator for electricity, u

resists reasonably strong

Landis 3ALM Receding Chasa

Collapsible Tap

The Landis Machine Compt:

Waynesboro. Pa., announces an add
to the well-known line of Tj>rwti< Cat,

Iapslble and Receding Chaser Ctn?

slble Taps. The Landis 3ALM Is s ^

of the receding-chaser type and pt

ses a number of features that greatly J

crease the efficiency of Its performar.

both In the accuracy of the thresc-

produoes and In the length of UK

the chaser between grinds. The tap

of high carbon steel and all parts i

heat treated and ground. All sarfsd

with sliding contacts are hardened.

The 3ALM Tap, designed primarily B

Wa de Metal Shop

E n ve I o p e

Strong, non-inflammable, n o n-r a 1 1 i n f,
handy. Front fastens at bottom, bat re
moves readily to clean. Papers easily in-
serted. Hang on hook or place in tote pan.
6x9", 9x12", 12x18", or any sire to order,
with or without transparent front. Ask

for low prices.

WADE INSTRUMENT CO.

Box 2246-S Cleveland, Ohio

Mr. Chief
We can eoppty Vett
ing sheets with eaav
pany name, tab
block, trade mart aX
border printed ■
leas Mian the actaal

or lulling
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LovejoyTypeWQ Flexible Coupling

A flexible coupling known as the L-R

Type WQ, which has one set of Jaws

made In the form of a removable ring,

has been placed on the market by Love-

Joy Flexible Coupling Company, 5007 W.

Lake St., Chicago, 111. The ring Is held

In place and driven by 3, 5, 7 or 9 hexa

gon head alloy steel cap screws which

operate from the Jaw body.

Due to the fact that the pilot which

holds the Jaw ring In place Is % In.

deep, while the gap between the cush

ions and the Jaw body Is 3/16 In., when

the removable Jaw ring Is pulled over a

RIVETING?

LINLGV NOISELES8 ROTARY
RIVETING MACHINES

Assure Peak Production and
Lower Maintenance. Rigid and
Powerful Bench and Floor Types.
Motor or Belt Driven. There is
a Linley machine for every rivet

ing job.
Send Sample! of your Work
and we will furnish accurate
estimate of production and
quote cost of equipment.

LINLEY BROTHERS CO.
583 Fairfield Ave.

Bridgeport, Conn., U. S. A.

IDEAL SPEED LATHES

FOR LAPPING
FINISHING
POLISHING

SMALL PARTS

2 Speed Motor.
Automatic Brake.
Collet or 8 Jaw
Chucks. Hand
operated or auto
matic. Write for
Cir. 351.

SCHAUER MACHINE CO.

806-7 Broadway Cincinnati, Ohio

clearance of 1/16 In. develops, whlci.

ample for rotating either hall t£

coupling. According to the macEfiJ

turer, this Independent rotation Is EsS

valuable on such Jobs as gasoline, st—

and Diesel engines, where It Is nece

to set or time the engine, which »

Operating Assembly

L-R Type WQ Flexible

be done with the machinery conneo

The disconnecting Is accomplished ■

out moving the load cushions or ■

retaining band, the only adjust

necessary being the removal and nM

of the cap screws so that they opd

from the other body.

Three types of cushions are usei

the L-R Type WQ Couplings. Uea-S

a high grade, long-wearing brake IS
material, is used where heavy sia

loads develop, such as on • x<

Jobs, with steel mill equipment and 1

machines exposed to severe watt

Leather load cushions of high q»3

HEAVY <AUT0M> DUTY

a heavy mm

FOR HEAVY DUT]

Stocked in

lengths, 3" otW f|

Continuous Hinge No. 290 Special lengths s>

^^--^ widths to ord*

bbbbbV For detail* vrtit

widths to

For detail. _

AUTO MOULDI^I

& MFG. CO.
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k-tanned belting leather are used on

stained loads and greater mlsallgn-

ent. Multlflex, a rubber duck fabric

ilcanlzed under pressure. Is employed

lere loads fluctuate considerably and

axl mum resiliency Is Important.

These couplings are designed on the

R principle of carrying a lo.d on

je floating load cushlous. It Is sa.d

at by the application of suitable ma-

rlals and proper design, it Is possible

Increase capacities materially without

ly change In overall dimensions. The

upllngs permit easy correction of mis-

ignment on even the heaviest ma-

ilnery and operate to reduce depre-

atlon because the give-and-take action

trie resilient material used absorbs

rque and shocks and compensates for

rerload. No lubrication Is necessary

id. as there are no metal-to-metal con-

cts. L-R Couplings are said to be

actlcally everlasting. Cushions on the

, pe WQ Couplings are free floating be-

teen the metal Jaws; that Is, the ln-

rnal end rests on the hub. The cush-

ns, which are retained in place by a

eel band, are free to move and adjust

stantly to any momentary position oi

le Jaws. In operation, one-half of the

isnlons are Idlers (except on reversing

ads), hence there Is always a set of

;w cushions In the coupling. The

ishlons are readily accessible and In

se of readjustment, they can be lifted

it and Interchanged without tearing

>wn the coupling.

L.-R Type WQ Flexible Couplings are

ade In standard sizes with bores from

& to 14 In, (2 to 2000 h.p. at 100

p>.m.).

Telebrineller

A light weight, portable Brlnell ln-

rument that can be carried easily right

i the job so that metal hardness

!Sts can be made in the field, to be

nown as the Telebrineller, has been

;veloped by Teleweld, Inc., Railway

xchange Bldg., Chicago, 111. According

> the manufacturer, It can be used In

ose quarters and can be applied to

irts and equipment the size of which

ave. heretofore, made testing difficult,

[pensive and sometimes virtually lm-

ssslble. It eliminates both the neces-

ty of dismantling equipment to be
■sted and transporting specimens to the

iboratory.

The Instrument was developed to

tieck and control the re -building (weld-

lg) and heat treating of rail ends on

ae right-of-way. Its simplicity, con-

enlence and the ease with which It can

e carried are indicated by the fact that

he combined weight of the outfit and

arrylng case Is only G'/2 lbs. According

Have you this

catalog of the

full line?"

Pumps for —

Supplying Coolant

Hydraulic Systems

Forced Feed Lubrication

Maintaining Pressure

General Circulation

—It will pay you to keep a copy

at hand.

Write now—Brown & Sharpc flB^S

Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I. U l

Brown & Sharpe

Pumps
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to the manufacturer. It Is not affected

by hot or cold weather and Is built to

stand hard use. No training or previous

experience, It is claimed. Is necessary

to operate It accurately.
In addition to Its more obvious uses

for checking raw materials with speci

fications and In routine production con

trol, it also has a number of uses In

plant maintenance work. For Instance,

It Is being used wherever an accurate

knowledge of metal hardness Is a factor

In safety and continuous operation.

The outfit Is composed of the Tele-

brlneller instrument proper, a bar of

known hardness, a microscope with a

scale etched In its focal plane and i

slide rule, packed with extra test bar?

and Impression balls In a small cas;

The Instrument Itself consists of a mars.

M-D Facing Heads

With Automatic Feed
Can be attached to Column
Borintj Bar, and Drilling or
Mining Machine spindles.
Single point tool travels
radially, from center out
ward or reverse, feeds auto
matically and covers faces
6" to 30".

Write for circular.

MUMMERT-DIXON CO.

120 Philadelphia St. Hanover, Pa.

GEARS

Good Gears Only

All Kinds

Any Quantity

At the Right Price

THE CINCINNATI GEAR CO.

1825 READING ROAD, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Telebrineller

tube supported In a solt nibbsr he.

(2) and a rubber spacing block (*

the tube holding the bar of known bare

ness (3). An anvil (1) in the top e

the rubber head rests directly on Br

bar. Below the bar an impression tx-

(4), secured in a narrow aperture in in

base of the head, comes In direct con

tact with the metal to be tested. Tie

spacing bar (7) holds the bar in a da:

area for each test.
To make a test the Instrument is bfi:

against the specimen and the anvil -

struck a sharp blow with a 3 to 5-4:

hammer. The Impact Is transmit*.*-:

through the anvil to the bar, then v

the ball and on to the specimen. Tan*

of the blow Is said not to be a factor

the diameter of the impression In t*

specify! this streamline

leak-proof air valve
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ir and In the specimen being, In any

ise, relative to their Individual Brlnell

ardness number (BHN).

The diameters of the Impressions are

len measured In 1/10 millimeters by

a ring the microscope over each In turn

id reading the scale. Figuring the

HN is then a simple matter, using

ttier an arithmetical formula or the

ide rule.

Fostoria No. 71 and 72 Table

Lamps

Trie Fostoria Locallte Lamp illustrated

is been brought out by The Fostoria

resaed Steel Corporation, Fostoria,

hlo, to meet the demand for a thor-

lghly fool-proof and universal lighting

nit for attachment to machines and

Fostoria No. 72 Table Lamp

i hies. The type of construction em-

:oyed combines complete flexibility with

le rigidity necessary to reduce vibra-

on to the minimum.

The scientifically-designed reflector

commodates the standard double con-

ict candelabra bayonet base type of

,mp in either the 6-8 volt or 110-115

jit classification. Thus, no matter

hat type of circuit is used, the new

ostoria unit can be utilized without

Ifflculty to provide the desired quantity

id quality of illumination as quickly

ad as easily as pointing a finger.

The No. 71 Is especially Intended for

ttachment to a bracket. The horizontal

rm is 15 in. long and includes a frlc-

on swivel Joint as illustrated. The

axillary arm Is 5y2 In. long. Overall

mgth, Including the reflector, Is 26 yt

L. Equipped with a standard Under-

New Rtccio Saves

75% of Your

Pipe Wrench Repairs

Seen the new

Wrench? Strong

er, safer—thicker

special allay met

al in the guar

anteed housing,

improved design.

Chrome molybde

num alloy safety

jaws and alloy

handle — practi

cally ends broken

wrench expense.

No wonder

has millions of

users. Replace

able jaws slip-

and - lock -proof.

Adjusting nut

spins easily in all

sixes, 6" to 60".

Test the Ft-lLSdD- against

any other wrench. Buy today from

your Jobber.

The Ridge Tool Co., Elyria, Ohio

This ^[^[^ Wrench

Saves Man-Power
F^f t3£%EI3 Compound - Leverage
makes one man strong as slx-
itscir quickly In salvaged fittings.

PIPE TOOLS
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CHICAGO

GEARS

IN STOCK

769-773 W. Jackson Blvd.,

Gears, speed i
sprockets, thrust bear
ings, flexible coupling*,
pulleri. etc. A complete
line le carried in ear
Chicago stark. Can alee

quote on special gears
of any kind. Send as
year blae prints and

inquiries.
Write tor Catalog No. so

GEAR WORKS

in.

RELIABLE TAPS

Try our tapi and be convinced ot the lower
cost per tapped hole. We specialize In qual ty
taps and prompt service. Write tor Catalos

and Diso.int Sheet.

KING TAP & TOOL CO., INC.

NORTH ATTLEBORO e MASS.

EMBY

PUMPS

SERIES 174

Keep expensive machines
working at top efficiency with
Emby Coolant Pumps of su

perior design.

Intem.il or external mounting..

• EFFICIENT
100% Ball Bearing

• QUIET
Rigid—Vibrationless

• LONG-LIVED
Top Suction

writers approved cord and rubber pre?

The No. 72 Is designed for attachmei-.

to a machine bed or bench. Tbe hori

zontal arm Is 22 In. long and is mounted

on a cast Iron base 14 In. high. Auxil

iary arm Is 5'/2 In. long. Overall length

Including reflector assembly. 33fc In-

Equipped with standard Underwriter

approved cord and rubber plug. Pink:

Is smooth machine tool gray, with bla

or green optional. Transformers ar-

necessary in the 6-8 volt type of In

stallation.

Wade Shop Envelope

For use in handling shop orders, re

cording sheets, and blue prints throtsp

the shop, the Wade Instrument Com

pany, 1663-A East 118 St., Caevoisatl

Ohio, has brought

out an envelope

especially design

ed for this serv

ice. The envelope

has a stiff metal

back that is rust

resisting, and a

thick non-in

flammable, trans

parent Lumarlth

front. Shop

prints, orders,

cards, and so on,

can be read

without removing

from the envel

ope.
A flare at the top stiffens the Let

arlth and allows papers to slide in as

out freely. Two pressed spots -

bottom hold the Lumarlth In -

it can easily be removed for cIl

replaced. All edges have been

for safety. The envelope Is made

stock sizes of 6 X 9, 9 xl2, and

in., but any size or shape *

plied to order.

Portable Electro-Rectifier for

Magnetic Chucks

It has been common practice In xe>

chine shops to use motor genents-

as a supply of direct current of mfc-

tietlc chucks. As these generators V-
perlodlc repair due to brush wear, bar

ings and other general mechanical <cS-

cultles. It is necessary to have tbe &**
current supply out of operation for *T

eral hours while these repairs -

made or while a substitute

Is being Installed.

Recently, the Electronic Control

poratlon developed a rectifier eg—

built for magnetic chucks. The
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A Distinctive Value ^

A Real Beauty, you
will say when yon
aee it. Bat QariV
ner Chests are alao
built to aerra you
many years In pro
tecting food tools
from loss and dam
age.
Select jours at your
dealers. or from
Free catalog If ha
rtoe* not carry them.

GERSTNER TOOL CHESTS
Columbia St. Dayton,n, Ohio/

Write for quotation on Standard
Woodruff Key-ray CntUra

z+i imil i*i

Special Cutters made to

Blue Prints

QUALITY

TOOL WORKS

Waukeran. Illinois

Voj save the coat of drilling* rings, bush
ings, etc., when you order BISCO Tool
Steel Tubing. The ha'es are FREE. Sizes
up to 14" diameter.

Alao: Stainless Tubes. Aircraft Tubes, Me
chanical Tubes, Pressure Tubes, Cold Fin
ished Steels, Tool Steels, Special Steel, etc.

2 MONEY SAVERS

in your shop

The

VICTOR

Super

Drill

You get five

changes of speed

(1600 to 4250 R.

P. M.) without

stopping the machine or touching the

belt. Yon simply open or close the pat

ented conical pulley in the Wonder

Chamber to regulate the R. P. M. of the

spindle. Saves time—saves money.

U^BOSTON

Universal

Angle

Plates

Here's an accurate tool used on drill

presses, milling machines, grinders, plan

ers and shapers. Graduated to 360°

horizontally and 120° vertically with

vernier adjustments. Eliminates costly

fixtures and increases production.

Write for circulars and prices.

The Bissett Steel Co.

943 E. 67th ST. • CLEVELAND, O.

IT 0 AUTOMATIC BOX

U.U.MACHINERYCO.JNC.

459 WATERTOWN ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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tng Machinery Company, 2832 E. Grand

Boulevard, Detroit, Mich., are exclusive

distributors for this unusual product.

Portable rectifiers are now available lor

use In plants where It Is necessary to

transfer the magnetic chuck to some

other location In the plant where direct

current Is not available.
The Electro-Rectifier uses standard

radio tubes and furnishes a very eco

nomical means of obtaining direct cur

rent from the Standard 115 volt, 50 or

60 cycle lighting line. The rectifier

comes complete with a suitable conven

ience cord so that It may be readily

USE LAYOUT FLUID

for general machine
shop and tool room
use on dies, Jigs, fix
tures, and machined
parts.
With the use of the
die bine layout fluid,
you do not have to
polish the surface of
work. Simply wipe sur
face fairly clean and
brush on. DRIES IN
STANTLY.

Write for free shop sample on your letterhead.

DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ALov PORTABLE SHEARS

No. 1 cuU up to Ho. 11 gauge rtrlp or ihoet.

No. 2 cuU up to Vi" iteel plat*.
Special Blade, fop (hearing stainless steel.

BREMIL MFG. CO.

1726 PITTSBURGH AVE. ERIE, PA.

plugged Into the ordinary eon*ente"»

outlet. A female hubble cap is ato

provided bo that the chuck may *

plugged directly Into the direct Ce

rent output of this recilfler. An --
and-off switch Is mounted on the froa

panel of the rugged metal housing ob

taining the transformer and recfcfj"—:

tubes. The complete cabinet is fluMM

In optical crystalline enamel 914 in. K"^

7 In. high, 5 In. wide, and Is equips

with mounting tabs for suitable ata::

ment to the side of a grinder or otra

machines.
The use of standard radio tubes nut*!

possible economical replacements Use*

dlately In the most remote comma- a

from a standard radio store. Tie"

tubes have an expected life of iM

hours when used in this newly derelcw

rectifier. The standard rectifier Is
plied with 11 5-volt, 50 or 60 cycle laf'S

and 110 volt direct current output, ftl

wave at one-half ampere. Rectifier,
various alternating current input t-:

ages and greater direct current outp:

can be built according to specificates

A pilot light is provided to notify
operator that tube fatigue has occ-jn

and the chuck is no longer

MfOlM C T Internal Threading and Boring Too!

JMiSJJwAiE I For holes from '/." upwards 15 Differentupwards 15 Different 5:

The accurate thread angle is maintained rtsnnstjfcai
sharpening until tool is entirely worn do*n. S*
head—long cutting surface for regrinding.
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Surface Temperatures

The "Alnor"

Combination

Ideal for rolls,

molds, plates, plat

ens and plastic ma

terial temperatures.

Writ* for bulletin.

Illinois Testing Laboratories, Inc.
146 W. Austin Ave. Chicago, Illinois

Gkucaqc

L-R

FLEXIBLE

COUPLING
MOM-LUmmiCATCD

Type IA for small shafts,

3/16" to 2%". Silent,
smooth running, highly effi
cient Low cost. Other types
to 14".

Write for Test Sample

LOVEJOY FLEXIBLE COUPLING CO.

5007 Welt Lake St. Chicago, III.

PATE NTE 0

...stop battering, crash

ing, marring — save ma

chinery and equipment.

Weighted Malleable

heads give power, bal

ance and accuracy. Coiled

Rawhide races cushion

blows. All sizes.

Replaceable
Insert laces

are self-tighten-
ins.self-alignlns.

miMifFRawhidE mfg.co.
IZ80 ELSTON AVE - CHICAGO U S A

THE NEWEST DEVELOPMENT IN

METAL CUTTING MACHINES

FULL AUTOMATIC—CAPACITY 10"xlO" & 6"x6'

Stops when desired number oi

pieces have been cut. Length

of cut is gauged by scale with

out end stop. Swivels on base

for angular cutting.

Also built for manual operation.

RASMUSSEN

MACHINE CO.

send for circulars giving

RACINE, WIS. complete information.
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The distributor will recommend the

best type of rectifier suitable for use

with the specific chuck, and If necessary,

will design special Installations to meet

exacting requirements.

New Literature

Armature Winding. By David P. More-

ton, Carl H. Dunlap and L. R. Drinkall.

280 pages, 246 Illustrations. American

Technical Society, Drexel Ave. at 58th

St., Chicago, 111. Price, $2.00.

This popular book, comprising a prac

tical treatise on the construction, wind

ing and repairing of alternate current

and direct current motors and genera

tors, has been revised and enlarged.

Eighty-six new pages have been added,

making it an up-to-date, authentic and

clearly-written volume on the construc

tion, winding and repairing of A.C. and

D.C. motors and generators with prac

tical connection diagrams. The volume

is especially adapted for school class

room use, school and public libraries,

and for home study and reference work.

The illustrations include both line draw

ings and photographs showing exactly

how the work should be done.

The text takes up In turn the Types

of A.C. Generators; Phase, Power Factor,

Types of Windings. Construction of

Alternators, Diesel Engine Generators,

Turbo-Generators. Motor Generators.

Types of A.C. Motors; Speeds, Single

Phase Motors, Repulsion-Start Induc

tion-Run Motors, Classification of Frac

tional Horsepower Motors, Polyphase

Motors, Types of Armatures, Armature

Construction, Commutator and Brush

Construction. D.C. Motors; Ring Arma

tures, Drum Armatures. Repairing Me

chanical Parts of the Motor, Repairing

Field Colls, Armatures, and Commuta

tors. A.C. Motors; Magnetic Fields,

Types of Coils, Winding Single Phase

Motors, Winding Polyphase Induction

Motors, Winding A.C. Generators. TK-

lng Windings, Locating Motor Trouble!

Repairing Windings. Connection Di

grams for Induction Motors.
The book is bound In water-proc.'

cloth and is completely Indexed.

Thermodynamics. By Stanton E. Win

ston. 178 pages, 29 iUustntiac;

American Technical Society, Dree.

Ave. at 58th St., Chicago, 111. Prict

$1.50.

In this book the author present! »

new and practical text covering ttt

fundamentals of thermodynamics. Betm

succeeded In presenting the more gen

eral principles of engineering dyoamka

in a clear and easy-to-understand nnc-

ner. In an effort to make the book st

clear as possible, the more complicate*

processes have been eliminated sat

calculus has been avoided com;
This, In a few Instances, has necessitate:

the Inclusion of a formula for wbk£

no derivation is given.

Beginning with the Fundament

Principles, the text explains In turn tif

Laws of Ideal Gases — Joule's Lit,

Boyle's Law, Charles' Law, Avogadr:;

Law and Dalton's Law. Following the

principles, the author explains Tbenns-

dynamic Processes for Ideal Gases. Di

stant Volume and Pressure. Isothera*.

Adlabatlc, Polytroplc. A section to •>

voted to Heat-Engine Cycles tit

principles and formulas of Caxnot. U-

nolr. Joule or Brayton, Otto, and Dae*

are presented. The book closes via «

chapter on Vapors.

Tarnish-Proof Lacquer No. 4117. ; h

mar-resistant finish for brass and attic

is the subject of a product summtr

issued by Roxalin Flexible Lacqi>

Inc., Elizabeth. N. J. The lacquer.

Is of the cellulose, air-drying ftrrM*

type. Is available for spraying and do

ping. Copy free upon request.

JUST OUT!

BULLETIN A

It stives a clear picture of WALKS HOLE-PUNCHING nd

NOTCHING DIES and STRIPPITS—Their uses—and the ssw-

intra they make possible—write for your copy.

THE STRIPPIT CORPORATION

1559 NIAGARA ST.. BUFFALO. NEW
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Just a few of the many standard shapes which are carried in stock.

Write for full information.

08 PERSHING AVE. M. A. FORD MFG. CO. DAVENPORT. IOWA

"GUSHER" PUMPS give

Quiet, Economical and

Uninterrupted Service

The ball bearing design of the Ruthman "GUSHER"
Pump minimizes friction and increases efficiency — to

give you maximum service.

A "GUSHER" pump needs no priming; and has no

foot valves or metal contacts.

Ruthman offers a pump for every type of machine tool
built — designed to meet every modern cutting need.

Write for further information.

The Ruthman Machinery Co.

538 E. FRONT ST. • CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Ford High Speed Hand Cnt Rotary

Piles In a wide variety of shapes and

sizes are described and illustrated In a

six-page folder which can be had by ad

dressing M. A. Ford Mfg. Co., 417 Per

shing Ave., Davenport, Iowa. The dif

ferent styles are listed by number, sim

plifying the task of ordering. Specifica

tions and prices are Included. Copy free

upon request.

Industrial Cut Gears Catalog No. 100.

This 28-page booklet lists complete spec

ifications for the various types of Indus

trial Cut Gears manufactured by Indus

trial Gear Manufacturing Co., 2311 W.

Fullcrton Ave., Chicago, 111. The line

includes cast iron and steel spur gears,

cut spur gears, bakelite spur gears, raw

hide spur gears, Fabroil spur gears, cut

bevel gears, cut mitre gears, cut worm

gears and worms, and spiral gears. A

page is devoted to tables of engineering

data on gear wheels and spur gears.

Copy free upon request.

Wheelco Capacitrol. Bulletin No. 602,

now being distributed by Wheelco In

struments Co. 1929 8. Halsted St., Chi

cago, 111., presents the Wheelco Capacl-

LlKE A DOCTOR'S

THERMOMETER

Everyone recognizes
"fever" but the im
portant tiling is exactly
"HOW HOT". It's the
same with heat treating,
metal melting, and temper- ,
ing. Guesswork is certain to
rail sometime. Know your
temoeraturns. Ewl needless
waste, and excessive spoil
age with a Hold-Heet Pyrometer.

RUSSELL ELECTRIC CO.
338 W. Huron, Chicago, U.S.A.
Shipped prepaid to rated firms
on thirty days approval.

Hold-Heet Pyrometers

*16
COUPLES
JxthaM i.*3

trol, a feature of which Is close, ace

rate temperature control. Trie differed

models are Illustrated by means of par-

tographs and drawings, and tbe text in

scribes the instrument In detail. Cte

page Is devoted to a display of Capas

trol applications In various Industry

plants. Copy free upon request-

Atlas Equipment Catolog for

Atlas lathes, drill presses, arbor p

and shapers are Illustrated and des

In this catalog

which has been Is

sued by Atlas Press

Company, 1046 N.

Pitcher St., Kalama

zoo, Mich. Two re

cent additions to

the Atlas line are

introduced—a shap-

er with 7-ln. stroke,

and a back-geared

screw-cutting lathe

with 6-ln. wing.

Copy of this book

let, designated as General Oaralog J>"

28, free upon request.

Bridgeport High Speed

tachmeuts, product of Tbe

Pattern and Model Works, 52 Renter S

Bridgeport, Conn., are described and i

lustrated In an eight-page folder, prints

in color, which has been Issued by th2

firm. A list of tbe basic features I

these milling attachments Is Include

Descriptions and installation p-i.

graphs of the Bridgeport Vi H.P. MUlic

Attachment. \/2 H.P. Milling Attachmew

and the "Master" Milling. Drilling as:

Boring Attachment are presented. »

gether with the line of adapters, coil-r

and adapter sleeves also made by t&a

company. A table of speeds recon

mended for high speed end mills tros:

1/16 to 1 In. in diameter is given. Cc~

of the booklet free upon request

METAL GUTTING MACHINES

"Standard the World over"

Racine Tool & Machine Co.* Racine.Wis.
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SkJlsaw Portable Electric Tools. This

ttractlve 54-page catalog, now being

.lstributed by Skllsaw, Inc., 3314 Elston

ive., Chicago, 111., Illustrates and de-

crlt>es the line of portable electric tools

nade by this Arm for use In production,

nalntenance and construction work,

ools presented in this booklet include

handsaws, drills, grinders, belt sanders,

lisle sanders, floor sanders and blowers,

ogether with numerous accessories.

:opy free upon request.

"How to Select and Use Wrenches" Is

tie title of a booklet published by J.

I. 'WUliams & Co., 75 Spring St., New

fork, N. Y. The booklet contains much

lelpful lnforma-

Ion to guide both

he mechanic and

he tool buyer, ln-

:ludlng complete

:ables of the cor
rect wrench open-

ngs for TJ. S., S.A.

E.. and American

3tandard Nut and

3ap Screw sizes,

rhe data on the

irarlous wrench

implications Is well

Illustrated. Copy

'ree upon request.

Snopake

The Skybryte Company of Cleveland,

Ohio, has announced a new product—

Snopake—to reduce the excessive glare

that Is experienced during the winter

months In buildings adjacent to open

fields where large expanses of snow are

present.

The product Is a pale-green adhesive

liquid that can either be brushed or

sprayed on the windows. The manufac

turers report that it admits over 90 per

cent of the light yet reduces It to mel

low softly-diffused Illumination.

Snopake is applied to the glass and

remains on until removed with hot water

and stiff bristle brush.

Hammond Auto

matic Type .1 Pol

ishing & Buffing

Vlachine Bulletin.

rhis eight - page

circular, now being

ilstrlbuted b y

Hammond Machin

ery Builders. Inc.,

Kalamazoo. Mich.,

Is devoted to the

irarlous models of

the Type J Auto-

m a 1 1 c Polishing

ind Buffing Ma
chine manufactur

ed by this firm.

The bulletin con

tains Illustrations

ot the machines,

together with

specification tables.

On one page are

pictured 49 differ

ent products fin

ished on Hammond

Automatl- Polish

ing and Buffing

Machines, with a

list of parts and

the approximate

hourly production

rate. Copy free.

•CHICAGO

CLEVELAND
♦DETROIT

HARTFORD

LOS ANGELES

MILWAUKEE

MINNESOTA

MUNCIE

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH

ROCHESTER

SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

ST. LOUIS

TOLEDO

There's One Near You

In every major industrial city, sixteen in

all, there is a Federal branch office or

sales agency ready to give yov special-

tied co-operation on your precision

measuring requirements.

At Detroit a complete stock of instru

ments and parti is maintained as well as

a complete repair service, which com

plements the same service rendered from

Providence.

Avail yourself of the services of the

nearest repi

FEDERAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION

1144 Eddy Street • Providence, R. I.
Postal Telegraph Printer — Providence FD

Western Union Telegraph Printer — Providence SC
Telephone Williams 09S0, 0251 . 0252

There is a type for

every requirement

Send lor Catalog.

DIAL INDICATORS

_ and GAUGES
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Ryerson Certified Steels. Booklet now

being Issued by Joseph T. Ryerson St

Son, Inc., Chicago, 111., explains the ad

vantages of Ryerson Certified Steels and

tells how, by making tests from entire

heats of alloy steels, this company Is

able to supply the customer with alloy

steels that have been analyzed and

tested and can thus provide him with

steels that can be guaranteed to meet

his specifications. The book explains the

system by which each heat which comes

within a restricted range is identified

by letter symbols and rolled Into bars

bearing the same symbols. Identification

letters being stamped on the end of

each bar. Thus all bars from a given

heat carry Identification letters assigned

to that heat.
Illustrations Include the charts which

are supplied to the customer giving the

heat analysis identification letter, Mc-

Quaid Ehn grain size, cleanliness rating,

and also the results of the carburizing

test of a standard sample in the case of

carburizing steels or curves represent

ing the tensile strength, yield point,

elongation, reduction of area, Brlnell

hardness, and so on. In the case of

quenching steels. The complete plan by

which the user of steels is enabled to

purchase steels of a definite analysis Is

outlined. Copy free by addressing lot

eph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc., at the si-

address, or at any of their plants c

Boston, Milwaukee, St. Louis, C:

nati, Cleveland, Buffalo, PhiladeiFi.

Detroit, or Jersey City.

Hell Bulletin No. 42. A new !:'.-

dealing with the methods of heating Mr-

roslve liquids used In the various pro

cess industries, is available upon requs

from Hell & Company, 3088 West lost

St., Cleveland, Ohio. In addition to t&

information on Hell steam, gas and elec

tric tank heating equipment,

colls, and so on, the folder Includes dia

grams of pipework connection di

graphs of heating speeds, and other use

ful data.

Bissett Steels and Treatments for I

Shafting and Simple Forglngs Is the i

Ject of a four-page folder now be-i:

issued by The Bissett Steel, 943 E. 6Tt;

St., Cleveland, Ohio. A table of pre:-

erties applicable to bars, shafting sa:

forglngs of simple shape is presented

a guide in the selection of wroo|-

alloy steels. One page Is devoted to I

description of the various types of ft

marketed by this company. Copy

upon request.

Janette-

MOTORIZED SPEED REDUCERS

FOR SLOW SPEED DRIVES
A precision-built line of motorized speed reducers—
made in 16 different types—1/20 to 7V4 H.P.—« re
ducer for ever? application.

Janette Manufacturing Pomparuf

556-558 lUest IVUmtwe Street

Sirdcaqo

York—Philadelphia—Cleveland—Milwaukee—Lot Angola
Minneapolis—St. Paul

CRANK SHAPERS

HEAVY DUTY

Made exclusively in the

HEAVY DUTY TYPE,

KELLY Shapers are guaranteed by the

lurer for satisfactory performance,

material and construction. Sizes 16'

stroke.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

GENERAL ENGINEERING & MFG

manufac-

accuracy

' to 36'
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he Fastest Manual Small Tapping Known to the Art

C . o MULTIPLE

TZcat* QjrwJudk JAPPING

IGH PRODUCTION SENSITIVE SMALL TAPPING PRE-

EMTS THE SAME SAVING POSSIBILITIES AS ANY

THER IMPROVEMENT.

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE

ABOUT IT?

\ultiple heads, the Ettco way,

re a new proposition.

: you have thought of multiple

uppers as a few taps, precar-

>usly sticking out in the air—

Drget it.

ttco heads are engineered for

ne job. The work, work holder

nd head are properly tied to-

ether. The hole line up is per-

BCt.

"he results are better holes to a

etter gage fit and with far less

leadaches than with ordinary

ingle tapping.

Capacity No. 2 to W taps.

F YOU WILL SEND US A DRAWING WE'LL GET YOU

)UT A STANDARD QUOTATION—TELL YOU THE PRO-

ACTION AND GIVE YOU A GOOD IDEA OF HOW WE

iVILL ENGINEER THE JOB.

Drop us a line for our catalog.

ETTCO TOOL CO.

>94 JOHNSON AVE. BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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microscopic precision

with map gauge simplicity •

LEITZ

Exclusive LEITZ Features

1. Uses the "Intermediate Image" elim
inating much time-consuming work

preliminary to use.

2. Templet magazine permits of shifting
from Job to job of inspection without

loss of time.

3. Image appears In the eye-piece natur

ally — not reversed.

4. Both work and standard magnified

equally — and to any desired degree.

5. Quickly interchangeable microscope
tubes for different uses — all prac

tical and valuable.

These are just a few of the features

which make the Leitx a real shop tool —

not a rarely used laboratory instrument

Get ALL the story — ns« the coupon.

TOOLMAKERS

MICROSCOPE

Revolutionary in a number of features

take this instrument out of the class of lakarj

lory equipment and make it a practical tiW

ble, easy-to-use bench tool for the toolnnin

and inspector.

The Leitz Toolmaker's Microscope use* I

principle of the "Intermediate Image", *»:«

permits of comparing a piece of work viv.

natural size master part. Both are nu:'

equally to any desired degree. Templets

can be used for comparison. Mirm- 1

measuring accuracy is easy.

You will want all the facts — the tof"

brings them. Mail it NOW.

Mail with your business leaerhfd

GEO. SCHERR COMPANY

130 LAFAYETTE ST., NEW YORK, N.

Send me details about the LEITZ W

makers Microscope and also about the

lowing Scherr specialties checked:

"2 Bnsch Comparison Microscope

□ Bnseh Metaphot
□ Kocpfer Full Automatic Oar Hofcorr

□ Rcineeker Precision Gear Hobber

□ Reinecker Rellerinr Lathe
□ Schatoff Worm Miller
□ Parkson Gear Testinc Machin

□ Taylor Self-Centering- Scroll

□ Manser Vernier Calipers

Position
Name.
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SKY NEWCOMER VICTOR

WHIRLWIND BATTLE
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U. S. MODEL 66 GRIND!

BELT D R I V

ADJUSTABLE SPEE

Designed to meet the demand for an efficien I

belt driven grinder . . . free from vibration.

THREE SPEEDS AVAILABLE. Changes in

■peed are easily and speedily accomplished. Cor

rect belt tension can be maintained at all times.

Patented safety device prevents overspeeding

of wheels.

Motor, built to N.E.M.A. standards, runs on

heavy duty ball bearings. Posh button control

curies low voltage release and overload pro

tection. Patented wheel guards are of boiler

plate, adjustable type, with per

Available in S. 7 J i and 1« H.P. anas f«

18". 20" and 24" vitrified and high amsed I

ing wheels.

Your industrial jobber will gladly sayab >>

information on the NEW V. v MODI

BELT DRIVE ADJUSTABLE SPEED CRT

and any of the tools in the ease pleas C 9

of drills, grinder*, buffer*, polishers, aad 4

shaft marhinea.

THE UNITED STATES ELECTRICAL TOOLI

THE STANDARD OF QUALITY SINCE 1897

2471 WEST SIXTH ST. CINCINNATI.
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